Curious Carl‘s
Miscellany, Glossary & Index for
―The Sun Shines Bright:
A Kentucky Boyhood in the Great Depression
and World War II‖ by Carl Faith (author)
Mama, many times:―Carl, you always have your nose in a book!‖ Dear Readers, Here‘s Why!:
All mankind is of one author, and is one volume; when one man dies, one chapter is not torn out of the book, but
translated into a better language--John Donne, Meditation XVII
The importance and the unimportance of the self cannot be exaggerated--R. H. Blyth
―When we talk of the past, we lie with every breath we take‖—William Maxwell (attributed by Frank McCourt).
There is a part of everything, which is unexplored—Gustave Flaubert
Read in order to live—Flaubert, quoted by Alberto Manguel in his 1996 book, A History of Reading
Each human being is a book of surprises, even to intimates, and one that is destined to be left unfinished—Charles
Isherwood in his Mar. 5, 2009 NY Times review of the play ―Dead Man‘s Cell Phone.‖
The desire to read, like all other desires, which distract our unhappy souls, is capable of analysis—Virginia Woolf
I am writing My Life to laugh at myself, and I am succeeding—Casanova
A book with an index is like a compass without a needle—Anonymous
Tis the good reader that makes the good book— Ralph Waldo Emerson
The greatest gift is the passion for reading. It is cheap, it consoles, it distracts, it excites, it gives you knowledge of
the world and experience of a wide kind—Elizabeth Hardwicke
Through (reading) others, literature lets us imagine what it would be to like to be different—Denis Donohue.
When I want to read a book, I write one—Disraeli
Satire is a sort of glass, wherein beholders do generally discover everyone‘s face but their own—Jonathan Swift
Each human being is a book of surprises, and one that is destined to be unfinished—Charles Dickens, attributed
If the book we are reading does not wake us, as with a fist hammering on our skull, why then do we read it? . . .A
book must be like an ice-axe to break the frozen sea within us….Many a book is like a key to unknown chambers
within the castle of own‘s own self—Franz Kafka
Autobiography … is so generally interesting, that I have frequently thought with the admirable Benvenuto Cellini
that it should be considered as a duty by all eminent men; and, indeed, by men not so eminent-- English literary
critic--Leslie Stephen (Virginia Woolf's father), c. 1870s, quoted by Ben Yadoda in his article on Slate ―A Brief
History of Memoir-Bashing: It's almost as old as the memoir itself,‖ posted March 30, 2007
An autobiograher is in the business of doing for himself what he wishes not to be done to him by anyone else—James Lord.
I know there are good books and bad books. It can be philosophy. It can be history. Really, when it comes to books, it is its
value, its depth. You make an acquaintance with a book as you do with a person. After ten or fifteen pages, you know with whom
you have to deal. When you have a good book, you really have something of importance. Books are important as friends and
maybe
more so. Because all of us are living in very limited circles, books enable us to run away from them--Simon Peres,
former Prime Minister of Israel, a frontispiece to ―Booknotes.‖
I agree with almost everything in this quote, but his last sentence isn‘t true for me! I take books with me in my mind
wherever I go and share them with my family & friends, just as I am sharing this with you. Peres said it very well, ―Books are…
friends!‖ Alas, we don't get to know friends "like a book‖
The covers of this book are too far apart—Ambrose Bierce, attributed.

Abbreviations in the Index & Glossary
F stands fo the Foreword “On Ancestors” et alia.
P for the Preface D denotes the Dedication
A for Acknowledgments PL for the Prologue
FaFT and FoFT for the Faith and Foster Family Trees
R for Reader: An Introduction T for Title Page AA for about the Author
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T1, T2, T3, T4 for Title Pages to Parts I, II, III, and IV
AA for About the Author B denotes the Bibliography
The Index of the Photographs is in The Table of Contents
HHS denotes Holmes High School in Covington, Kentucky
AD stands for Anno Domini, and BC for Before Christ & BCE before the Common Era.

Some Sources
The New York Times was the source of much information, biographical, factual & facetious! Also: The
Times of Trenton, NJ (commonly called Trenton Times), American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, Cambridge Biographical Dictionary, Life Pictorial Atlas of the Word, The Penguin International
Dictionary of Contemporary Biography, Webster‘s New Universal Unabridged Dictionary, Webster‘s New
World Encyclopedia, and Illustrated World Encyclopedia.
Other information is from the same sources, and Bartlett‘s Familiar Quotations; Famous Lines: Columbia
Dictionary of Familiar Quotations; National Geographic; New Yorker, Smithsonian; Jewish Historical
Society; London Review of Books; New York Review of Books; Times Literary Supplement, familiarly TLS;
The Oxford Dictionary of Humorous Quotations; Random House Webster‘s Quotationary (referred to as
Quotationary); The Top 10 of Everything; Columbia Encyclopedia; Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, and
Google, both on the World Wide Web (abbreviated Web, or web.)

Note To The Reader
A remark about the Index & Glossary: Many of the entries are not found in the text, but of those that are,
notably quotations from other authors, most frequently appear as epigraphs to the chapters & thus may be found on
top of the first page of a chapter.
The numerous entries to myself & my family, may seem excessive compared to the scale of what happened
during those times, but because of the 25 years that I spent writing this book, I had to index this extensively so I
could find where I put them. I realize that most readers will not be that interested but trust they will simply ignore
this quirk. In order to minimize the distractions this would cause, I have placed some of these in Part II of the Index
and Glossary
It wouldn‘t be too big of an exaggeration to say that the Index & Glossary is an example of ―the tail wagging
the dog‖-- it supplements, and contains much that I could not fit into the text. I personally find it invaluable.
Nevertheless, because of the size of the Index & Glossary, and the Xlibris page limit of 750 pages, I had to publish it
separately in this volume but all page & chapter numbers are for ―The Sun Shines Bright: A Kentucky Boyhood in
the Great Depression and Word War II.‖
I have adopted the following system: except for the pages preceding Part I: the page numbers on the CD of the
Original Ms. that I sent to Xlibris are followed by the page numbers in the final Xlibris printing in parenthesis like
so: 29(45) will indicate the change at Ch. 8 from the CD to the Xlibris printing. Below is the pagination of the
chapters of the original CD so that a glance the reader can find the chapter in which to find a desired page.
Ch. 2: 5 (7); Ch. 3: 9(13); Ch. 4: 13(19); Ch. 5: 17(25); Ch. 6: 21(31; Ch. 7: 23,(35);
Ch. 8: 29(45); Ch. 37: 121(223); Ch. 38:127( 233); Ch. 45: 155( 275): Ch. 50: 177(309); Ch. 64: 221(403);

PART I (Page Numbers on the CD)
1-4 Ch. 1; 5-8 Ch. 2; 9-12 Ch. 3; 13-16 Ch. 4; 17-20 Ch. 5; 21-22 Ch. 6; 23-28 Ch. 7; 29-30 Ch. 8;
31-34 Ch. 9; 35-36 Ch. 10; 37-38 Ch. 11; 39-30 Ch. 12; 41-44 Ch. 13; 45-46 Ch. 14; 47-48 Ch. 15;
49-50 Ch. 16; 51-54 Ch. 17; 55-56 Ch. 18; 57-60 Ch. 19; 61-62 Ch. 20; 63-64 Ch. 21; 65-68 Ch. 22;
69-72 Ch. 23; 73-74 Ch. 24; 75-78 Ch. 25

PART II
79-82 Ch. 26; 83-84 Ch. 27; 85-90 Ch. 28; 91-92 Ch. 29; 93-96 Ch. 30; 97-102 Ch. 31; 103-104 Ch. 32; 105-108
Ch. 33; 109-110 Ch. 34; 111-114 Ch. 35; 115-120 Ch. 36; 121-126 Ch. 37; 127-128 Ch. 38; 129-130 Ch. 39; 131134 Ch. 40; 135-138 Ch. 41; 139-144 Ch. 42; 145-148 Ch. 43; 149-155 Ch. 44; 156-158 Ch. 45; 159-162 Ch. 46;
163-166 Ch. 47; 167-170 Ch. 48; 171-176 Ch. 49; 177-184 Ch. 50; 185-186 Ch. 51; 187 -188 Ch. 52

PART III
189-192 Ch. 53; 193-194 Ch. 54; 195-198 Ch. 55; 199-200 Ch. 56; 201-202 Ch. 57; 203-204 Ch. 58; 205-208 Ch.
59; 209-212 Ch. 60; 213-214 Ch. 61; 215-216 Ch. 62; 217-220 Ch. 63; 221-222 Ch. 64; 223-224 Ch. 65; 225-228
Ch. 66; 229-232 Ch. 67; 233-234 Ch. 68; 235-246 Ch. 69; 247-250 Ch. 70
The size of the book on January 1, 2007 was 22.3 MB, including the Photographs which are 11.6 MB-- the text
alone is just 4.15 MB. The Index & Glossary was 6. 43 MB--see at Picture in the Index & Glossary below. The
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original manuscript and Index & Glossary on CD will be accessible on a website free-of-charge. For details, email
carlfaith@aol.com or search the Web, e.g., at my website;carlfaith.com, or at Curious Carl‘s Miscellany.
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Abbott, Bud (né William Alexander Abbott), 1895-

As noted above, except for pages in

1974, was an actor, producer and comedian born in Asbury
Park, NJ. He is best remembered as the straight man of the
comedy team of Abbott and Costello—see above & at Lou
Costello.

Roman numerals preceding Part I, a page number in
the printed Xlibris Edition of ―The Sun Shines
Bright‖ is given in parenthesis besides the old one on
the CD that was sent to Xlibris; like so: 3(5).
Footnotes are similarly indicated, e.g., 7(10)n, i.e., a
footnote on 7(10), even if, as often is the case, there
are more than one. Epigraphs to the various chapters
are most frequently indicated just by the chapter
numbers, e.g., Ch. 1, Ch. 2, etc.

Abaft is towards the stern of a ship.
―Abbie an‘ Slats‖—comic strip started in 1937,
written by Al Capp and drawn by Raeburn van Buren In
1971, van Buren retired at 80, and Abbie & Slats passed into
history.

Abe, short for Abraham & often refers to Abe
Lincoln, who is also called ―Abe, the rail splitter,‖ and
―Honest Abe‖—see at ―Honest Abe‖ and at ―Rail Splitter.‖
―Abelard was castrated by Heloise‘s uncle, but
only after she had a child by him. Then he became a monk,
she a nun & later, as Abbess, she protected him, 43(68)

―A,‖ a poem—see at Louis Zukovsky.
AA, Alcoholics Anonymous, see Serenity Prayer.
Aachen, Germany, US Army breaches the Siegfried

Abie‘s Irish Rose‖ is a Broadway comedy play by

line at Aachen, Oct.3, 1944, and enters Aachen, Oct. 13,
1944, 143(257)

Anne Nichols about an Irish Catholic girl who marries a
young Jewish man over the objections of both of their
parents Although initially receiving poor reviews, the play
was a commercial hit, running for 2,327 performances
between May 23, 1922 and October 1, 1927, one of the
longest runs in the theatre up to that date. The show's
touring company had a similarly long run and held the
record for longest running touring company for nearly 40
years until the record was broken by Hello Dolly in the
1960s. The touring company's male lead was played by a
young George Brent. This was the future Hollywood actor's
first major role—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Aaron, Henry ―Hank‖up to 2006 led in career
HR‘s with 755-- see at Home Run Derby; also see at
Barry Bonds & Ty Cobb, 124(227-228)

ABBA, The most commercially successful pop group of
the 1970s, the origins of the Swedish superstars ABBA
dated back to 1966, when keyboardist and vocalist Benny
Andersson, a onetime member of the popular beat outfit the
Hep Stars, first teamed with guitarist and vocalist Bjorn
Ulvaeus, the leader of the folk-rock unit the Hootenanny
Singers—from ABBA‘s Website.

―Abie‘s Irish Rose‖ films: the 1928 film with Charles

Abbott, Berenice (née Bernice Abbott), 1899-1991,
was an American photographer best known for her black-andwhite photography of New York City architecture and urban design of
the 1930s. Abbott went to Europe in 1921, spending two years studying
sculpture in Paris and Berlin. During this time, she adopted the French
spelling of her first name, "Berenice," at the suggestion of Djuna
Barnes. In addition to her work in the visual arts, Abbott published
poetry in the experimental literary journal transition. Abbott first
became involved with photography in 1923, when Man Ray, looking
for somebody who knew nothing about photography and thus would do
as he said, hired her as a darkroom assistant at his portrait studio in
Montparnasse.
Later she would write: "I took to photography like a duck to
water. I never wanted to do anything else." Ray was impressed by her
darkroom work and allowed her to use his studio to take her own
photographs.
In 1926, she had her first solo exhibition (in the gallery "Au
Sacre du Printemps") and started her own studio on the rue du Bac.
After a short time studying photography in Berlin, she returned to Paris
in 1927 and started a second studio, on the rue Servandoni—excert
from Wikipedia.

"Buddy" Rogers and Nancy Carroll, directed by Victor
Fleming, and A 1946 film directed by A. Edward
Sutherland, with Joanne Dru, Richard Norris & Michael
Chekhov—ibid.

Abner, see at L‘il Abner & at Lum & Abner.
A-Bomb, R, lv, or Atom Bomb that was developed
within 28 months of intensive all-out effort, starting in
March 1943 with a conference on bomb physics in Los Alamos,
NM & ending with the detonation of the first A-bomb at
Alamogordo on July 16, 1945 (Ch. 60) just three weeks before
those dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 179-180(312-313), Ch.
60; See e.g., ―An American Tragedy,‖ by Thomas Powers in Sept.
22, 2005 New York Review of Books, reviewing, e.g., ―American
Prometheus.‖ (See Biblio.)
―If the radiance of a thousand suns burst forth at once
in the sky, that would be like the splendor of the Mighty One‖
--from the Bhagavad-Gita, ―The Lord Krisna Song,‖ quoted by
Oppenheimer, the Director of the Atom Bomb Project, at the first
A-Bomb explosion July 16, 1945 near Alamogordo, NM, Ch. 60.
The A-Bomb, ―Fat Boy,‖ was dropped just three weeks
later , Aug. 6, 1945, on Hiroshima, by a bomber named Enola Gay
after the pilot‘s mother; another A-Bomb, ―Little Boy;‖ was
dropped 3 days later, Aug. 9, on Nagasaki,179(313). Also see at
(USS) Indianapolis.
Japan surrendered & VJ-Day is celebrated Aug. 15, 1945,
233(423)—for the signing of surrender, see at Nimitz; also see at
Horrors of Hiroshima & Nagasaki, 179(312-313); casualities
179(313); also see at Atom, at Atomic Fission, at H-Bomb, at the
―Manhattan Project, at Nils Bohr, at Albert Einstein, at Enrico
Fermi, at Richard Feynman, atHirohito, at Morrison, at J. Robert
Oppenheimer, at Leo Szilard & at Harry Truman. Also see at
Richard Rhodes.
In 1946, USA exploded an A-bomb at Bikini Atoll in the
first underwater test of the device. In 1963, USA, USSR & Britain
signed a treaty prohibiting the testing of nuclear weapons in the

Abbott & Costello comedy team worked in radio, film
& TV, and were the most popular comedy team during the
1940s. They first worked together in 1935 at the Eltinge
Burlesque Theater on 42nd Street. Thanks to the endurance
of their most popular and influential routine, "Who's on
First?"— whose rapid-fire word play & confusion set the
preponderant framework for most of their best-known
routines. They made 36 films between 1940 and 1956, and
were among the most popular and highest-paid entertainers
in the world during World War II. Among their most
popular films are Rio Rita, Buck Privates, Hold That Ghost,
Who Done It?, Pardon My Sarong, The Time of Their Lives,
Buck Privates Come Home, Abbott and Costello Meet
Frankenstein and Abbott and Costello Meet the Invisible
Man—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Rio Rita
& at ―Who‘s on first?‖
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atmosperhere, in space, or underwater. (Butnderground explosions
were still permitted & carrred out.!)

Dict.onary. Latin: abstrractus, past
participle of
abstractere—to draw away, from abs- ab-, away + trahere,
to draw. Verb. To tke away; revove

A-Bomb Deaths: Between 75,000 & 100,000 people

Abstract Art ― is generally understood to mean art

were killed at Hiroshima by the fireball and blast, which
injured and maimed many others. This was the first use
of nuclear weapons in warfare. Nagasaki was destroyed 3
days later on August 9 by a different kind of A-bomb, called
―Fat Boy,‖ killing between 35,000 and 87,000 while
injuring and maiming countless others, 179(313)—also see
at A- Bombing of Japan. . Higlights in History for
August 6, 1945 put Hiroshima deaths at 140,000), and for
Aug. 9, 1945 put Nagasaki deaths at 74,000. The
discrepancy may come from including people who died
sometime afterwards as a result of the A-bomings.

that does not depict objects in the natural world but instead
uses color & form in a non-representational way. In the very early
20-th century, the term was more often used to describe art, such as
Cubist and Futurist art, that depicts real forms in a simplified or
rather reduced way—keeping only an allusion of the original
natural subject. Such paintings often were claimed to capture
something of the depicted objects' immutable intrinsic qualities
rather than its external appearance. The more precise terms, "nonfigurative art," ―non-objective art,‖ and ―non-representational art‖
avoid any possible ambiguity—Wikipedia
In the sense that words ar e abstractions, all art is abstract—
See at Pavel Basmanov and his statement about his art, and at
Abstraction beow:

A-Bomb Secrets. Klaus Fuchs, a scientist at Los
Alamos at the center of the work on the A-bomb gave
USSR its secrets, notably the central role & manufacture, of
Plutonium, so that USSR had all the information it needed
by fall 1945 to make the bomb. The secrets were
transmitted by a courier named Harry Gold. See, for
example, ―Spying on the Bomb‖ by Jeffrey T. Richelson
pub. by Norton & reviewed by Jeremy Bernstein in the New
York Rev. of Books, May 25, 2006. Also see at H. Gold,
at K. Fuchs, at David Greenglass, at Ruth Greenglass, and at
Julius & Ethyl Rosenberg.

Abstract Expressionism. Some of the American
Abstract expressionists are purely abstract & include:
Barnett Newman, Mark Rothko, Willem de Kooning,
Jackson Pollock, Franz Kline, and Hans Hofmann, athough
they were at times inspired by myth, figuration,
architecture, and nature. Op Art (1962) and Minimalism
(1965) were two recent idioms. It is, at present, possible
that an artist's work is seen as an individual entity rather
than part of a movement—Wikipedia. Oops! it left out
an important painter in this genre—see at Arshile Gorky.

A-Bombing of Japan: Was there an alternative?
Truman thought not, 180(313)--see at Hirohito & at
Truman. Birth defects began to appear in their children
soon afterwards and continue to this day, caused by the
release of radioactive radiation (gamma rays) over a large
area, 179(313)

Abstraction is the act or process of, or the result
of, abstracting. For example, the word apple is not an apple,
it is the abstraction of an apple. And not the only abstraction, e.g.,
one could draw a shiny red object to like like an apple. (But, then
what about green apples? Or yellow applies? There is a Dadaist
painting of a curved stem pipe with this painted under the pipe: Ce
pipe n‘est pas une pipe.‖ (―This pipe isn‘t a pipe.‖)—see at Dada.
Also, written Chinese consists of ideograms–see at ideogram.
In mathematics, one introduces the letter ―x‖ to represent an
―unknown‖ or ―variable‖ in equations. It is this concept that
begin to trouble students who may have liked mathematics, e.g.,
arithmetic, or geometry, up to then! Often I am dismayed and
amused by people who reject abstract art,when the very words one
speaks are abstractions, as are numbers that one writes down in
check books. When one writes down 1 or 2 or 3 etc., one can also
raised one, two, or three fingers to indicated the same! Or one can
write them on one black board in white chalk, andanother in red—
they are the same numbers that we carry as abstractions in your
head! ( Where else?)
Also see at the last sentence at Abstract Art.

Abrəham is regarded as the founding patriarch of the
Israelites& of the Arabic people in Jewish, Christian &
Islamic tradition. In that tradition, Abraham is brought by
God from his home in the ancient city of Ur into a new land,
Canaan, where he enters into a covenant: in exchange for
sole recognition of Yahweh as supreme universal authority,
Abraham will be blessed through innumerable progeny. His
life as narrated in the book of Genesis (Chs. 11–25)
probably reflects traditions as told through a number of
writers. His original name was Abram—from Wikipedia.
Also see at Covenant & at Circumcision.

Absinthe: ―After the first glass, you see things as you
wish they were. After the second you see things as they are
not. Finally, you see things as they really are, and that is the most
horrible thing in the world;‖ Absinthe is as poetical as anything in
the world. What is the difference between a glass of absinthe and a
sunset?‖—Oscar Wilde, 218(397)
Van Gogh & Manet painted absinthe drinkers, as did Degas,
Gauguin, Picasso, Van Gogh himself. Poets and writers—
Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Verlaine & Oscar Wilde—chipped away at
their bodies and minds with the 144 proof drink. Ernest
Hemingway kept an illegal stash until well into the 1930‘s—see
below:

Absurdity of Life? ―Life is no more absurd than
anything else‖—the author, after reading about the
absurdity and emptiness of life once too often.

Academy Awards (and Nominations), aka Oscars, for
the gilded statuette that is awarded (made of tin, mostly.)
The first awards were given in 1929 for the 1928 season: ―Wings‖
won for best picture, Emil Jannings won for best actor in ―Last
Command,‖ beating out Charlie Chaplin in ―The Circus, and ‖
Janet Gaynor won for best actress in ―Sunrise,‖ beating out Gloria
Swanson in ―Sadie Thompson.‖ Note: Video Hound. lists 1927 as
the year for ―Sunrise‖ & 1928 as the year for the first academy
awards.
―Titanic‖ (1997) tied All About Eve for the most Oscar
nominations in history, with 14. It won Best Picture and Best
Director, Best Costume Design, Best Visual Effects, Best Sound
Mixing, Best Sound Editing, Best Original Score, Best Film
Editing, Best Original Song (―Our Heart Will Go On‖), Best Art
Direction, and Best Cinematography. It was the second movie to
win 11 Academy Awards, after Ben-Hur. In 2004, The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of the King also matched this record with 11

―Absinthe, History In a Bottle‖ by Barnaby
Conrad, III, 60 Color
Chronicle, 1998.

& 100 B & W Illustrations,

―Absinthe makes the heart grow fonder?‖—Molly
Sullivan, 218(397) Also see at Puns.

―Absolute Zero Gravity‖ by Betsey Devine and Joel
Cohen, 1992—see Bibliography. Also see at Kelvin.

Abstract adj. 1. Considered apart from concrete
existence: an abstract concept. 2. Not applied or
practical; theroretical. 3. Difficult to understand. 4. Thought
of or stated without reference to a specific instance:
abstract words such as truth and justice—Amer. Heritage
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wins out of 11 nominations! Also see at ―One Flew Over the
Cuckoo Nest.‖
Nineteen actors appearing in Zinnemann's films received
Academy Award nominations for their performances, including
Frank Sinatra, Audrey Hepburn, Glynis Johns, Paul Scofield,
Robert Shaw,Wendy Hiller, Jason Robards, Vanessa Redgrave,
Jane Fonda, Gary Cooper and Maximilian Schell.
In 1962 Bette Davis became the first person to secure 10
Academy Award nominations for acting. Since then only four
people have equalled or surpassed this figure, Meryl Streep (with
15 nominations and 2 wins), Katharine Hepburn (12 nominations
and 4 wins), Jack Nicholson (12 nominations and 3 wins) and
Laurence Olivier (10 nominations and 1 win). Steven Spielberg
purchased Davis's Oscars for Dangerous (1935) and Jezebel
(1938) when they were offered for auction for, respectively
US$207,500 and US$578,000, and returned them to the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Ingmar Bergman was nominated for 9 Oscars with 3 wins (2
for Best Actress and 1 for Best Supporting Actressed., while
O‘Toole was nominated 8 times without a winner. Also see at
Michael Caine & Jack Nicholson in this regard.
William Wyler directed the most actors/actresses in
Academy Award-winning performances, with 15 Oscars. (He also
was nominated for 10 Best Director Oscars, and in addition, won
three—see at Wyler) Among contemporary directors, Woody
Allen takes the prize with six Oscar wininng actors/actresses,
followed by Clint Eastwood with five—Parade Magazine, April
18, 2009
William Wyler is the most nominated director in Academy
Awards history with 12 nominations. In addition to that, Wyler has
the distinction of having won the Academy Award for Best
Direction on three occasions—see at Wyler. He is tied with Frank
Capra and behind John Ford, who won four Oscars in this
category. There are twelve other directors who have won two
Academy Awards for Best Director.
The Hustons were the first family to have three generations
of Academy Award Winners—see at John Huston. Also see at
Katharine Hepburn, who won four Oscars for Best Actress, more
than any other actress or actor.
Academic superiority of girls--According to a NY Times
article published the week of July 9, 2006, girls are
outstripping boys at the college & graduate school levels,
e.g., 50 girls with advanced degrees for every 36 boys.
So much for testosterone!--see at Chromosomes. Also see
at Holmes High School.

Journalist who is a dance critic for The New Yorker. Acocella
received her BA in English in 1966 from the U. of California,
Berkeley. She earned a Ph. D. in comparative literature at Rutgers
U. Acocella has served as the senior critic and reviews editor for
Dance Magazine &
New York dance critic for the Financial Times. Her writing
also appears regularly in the New York Review of
Books. Her
books include Willa Cather and the Politics of Criticism (2004),
Creating Hysteria: Women and Multiple Personality Disorder
Ricardo Montalban. Sammy Davis Jr. and Chita Rivera. Verdon

(1999), Mark Morris (1993), a biography of modern dancer &
choreographer Mark Morris. She edited The Diary Vaslav
Nijinsky: Unexpurgated Edition (1999), Andre Levinson on Dance
(1991), and Mission to Siam: The Memoirs of Jessie MacKinnon
Hartzell (2001).
She also wrote Twenty-Eight Artists and Two Saints:Essays
(2007), which explores the virtues common among extraordinary
artists. (These essays were originally published in The New Yorker
& The New York Review of Books--the book was reviewed by
Joyce Carol Oates in the Mar. 15, 2007 issue of the latter.)

Acrophobia, Acro from the Greek word for height
or hill, hence – a fear of heights, e.g., success; also called
vertigo; see at Phobias—they are all interconnected.

Acropolis, literally and aptly ―city on the hill, The
Acropolis in Athens is the remnant of the ancient Acropolis
that stood there. It had been pillaged for its marble, e.g., its
statues, friezes & walls, 102(191) But even what is left, e.g.,
the columns of the Parthenon, is mangnificent.

―Across the Wide Missouri" (1951) is a film based
on Bernard DeVoto's historical 1947 book of the same
name. The film dramatizes an account of several fur traders and
their interaction with the Native Americans. The film was directed
by William A. Wellman and starred Clark Gable as cunning
trapper Flint Mitchell, Ricardo Montalban as Blackfoot Iron
Shirt, John Hodiak as Brecan, María Elena Marqués as Kamiah, a
Blackfoot chief's daughter Mitchell marries and later falls in love
with, J. Carrol Naish as Nez Perce Looking Glass, and Adolphe
Menjou as Pierre. Howard Keel, as Mitchell's son, narrates. During
filming, Ricardo Montalbán was reportedly thrown off a
horse, knocked out, and walked on by another horse, leaving him
with a spinal injury. This injury recurred in 1993, which forced
him into a wheelchair.

―Act One,‖ Moss Hart‘s autobiography.―He never
wrote Act Two, or any other Act & I can see why!‖ R, lxx.
See at Churchill‘s Wit & at his repartee to G. B. Shaw.

Ace of aces—see von Richthofen (The Red Baron)
Acid test: (gold), a test used to determine whether a

―Act

of kindness, not matter how small, is never
wasted, An‖--moral of Aesop‘s ―The Mouse and the Lion ―
Fable.

metal is real gold or not. Ever since, a generalized term for
"verified" or "approved/tested".

Actor‘s Joke: ―But enough about me, let‘s talk about

Accordian—see at Squeezebox.
Achilles, Greek Myth. The hero of Homer‘s Iliad, the

my performance‖—p. 213 in ―Death of a Celebrit by M. C.
Beaton.

Actors & Acting: ―The most important thing in acting

son of Peleus & Thetis.

Achilles Heel, according to Greek Myth, Achilles‘

is honesty; once you learn to fake that, you‘re in!‖—Anon.
Ch. 48--also see at Cecil Hardwicke, at Alfred Hitchcock & at
Glenda Jackson.
―Acting is the most minor of gifts…after all, Shirley
Temple could do it at age four‖--Katharine Hepburn in ―Movie
Quotations.‖
―Don‘t just do something, stand there!‖—see at Clint
Eastwood.
―Most actors are basically neurotic people. Terribly, terribly
unhappy. That's one of the reasons they become actors. Nobody
well adjusted would ever want to expose himself or herself to a
large group of strangers. Think of it. Insanity! Generally, by their
very nature--that is if they're at all dedicated--actors do not make
good parents. They are altogether egotistical and selfish. The better
the actor --and I hate to say it, the bigger the star--why, the more

mother, the goddess Thetis, received a prophecy of her son‘s
death, so she dipped him into a solution that would protect him
in battle. Unfortunately, she held Achilles was held by his heel &
the area between her thumb & forefinger wasn‘t protected! To be
sure, he met his death by a poisoned arrow shot by Paris--also
see at Charley‘s
Achilles Heel, 102(191)
Isn‘t this a story as much about sloppy work as it is about
every human‘s fatal weakness? Thetis also could have aheld him
by his other heel, and dipped again! Could‘ve-Should‘ve!

Achison—see at Atchison.
Ackermann, Marsha--see at Air Conditioning.
Acocella, Joan (nee Ross), reviewed Philip Roth‘s
―Plot Against American,‖ excerpted here, R, li. She is a
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that seems to be true. Honestly, I don't think I've ever known one not one!--star who was successfully able to combine a career and
family life‖--Margaret Sullavan, quoted on p. 218 of ―Haywire,‖
the autobiography of her daughter, Brooke Hayward.

Depp, Olivia de Havilland, Catherine Deneuve, Brian Dennehy,
Cecil B. DeMille, Rebecca De Mornay, Jean Delannoy, Delores
Del Rio, Maria de Medeiros, Robert De Niro, Gérard Depardieu,
Brian de Palma, Johnny Depp, Bo Derek, John Derek, Bruce
Dern, Laura Dern, William Devane, Andy Devine, Danny DeVito,
Susan Dey, Vittorio De Sica, William DeVane, Colleen Dewhurst, Cameron Diaz, Leonardo DiCaprio, Angie Dickinson,
Marlene Dietrich, Edware Dmytryk, Ann Doran, Stanley Doren,
Kirk Douglas, Michael Douglas, Fran Drescher, Richard Dreyfuss,
Minnie Driver, Joanne Dru, Olympia Dukakis, Keir Dullea, Faye
Dunaway, Irene Dunne, Mildren Dunnock, Deanna Durbin,
Charles Durning, Robert Duvalll, Shelley Duvall;
Clint Eastwood, Blake Edwards, Sergei Eisenstein, Lisa
Eichorn, Anita Ekberg, Denholm Elliott, Ruth Etting, Douglas
Fairbanks, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Peter Falk, John Farrow, Mia
Farrow, Frank Fay, Alice Faye, Federico Fellini, José Ferrer,
Stepin Fetchit, Betty Field, Sally Field, Joseph Fiennes, Ralph
Fiennes, Peter Finch, Albert Finney, Carrie Fisher, Barry
Fitzgerald, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Jo Ann Fleet, Rhonda Flemimg.
Victor Fleming, Calista Flockhart, Errol Flynn, Nina Foch, Henry
Fonda, Jane Fonda, Peter Fonda, Joan Fontaine, Lynn Fontaine,
Hallie Foote, Bob Fosse, Harrison Ford, John Ford, John Forsythe,
Jodie Foster, Edward Fox, Michael J. Fox, Robert Fox, Jamie
Foxx, Denis Franz, Mona Freeman.
Clark Gable, Jean Gabin, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Nicholas Gage,
Greta Garbo, Ava Gardner, Art Garfunkle, Beverly Garland, Judy
Garland, Romain Gary,Vittorio Gassman, Janet Gaynor, Mitzi
Gaynor, Ben Gazzara, Barbara Bel Geddes, Chief Dan George,
Richard Gere, Giancarlo Giannini, John Gielgud, Hermione
Gingold, Jackie Gleason, Danny Glover, Carlin Glynn, Jon Luc
Godard, Charles Godin, Paulette Goddard, Gary David Goldberg,
Whoope Goldberg, Jeff Goldblum, Ruth Gordon, Elliott Gould,
Edmund Goulding, Betty Grable, Kesey Grammer, Farley Granger,
Hugh Grant, Lee Grant, Richard E. Grant, Linda Gray, Kathryn
Grayson, José Greco, Danny Green, Josh Greenfeld, Sidney
Greenstreet, Joan Greenwood, D. W. Griffith, Melanie Griffith,
Alec Guinness, Tyrone Guthrie, Steve Guttenberg, Edmund
Gwenn, Gypsy Rose Lee;
Alan Hale, Jack Haley, Larry Hagman, Jessica Haines,
George Hamilton, Tom Hanks, Cedric Hardwicke, Oliver Hardy
(of Laruel & Hardy), Jean Harlow, Tess Harper, Valerie Harper,
Ed Harris, Richard Harris, Julie Harris, Richard Harris, Woodie
Harrison, Laurence Harvey, Rutger Hauer, Olivia de Haviland,
June Haver, June Havoc, Jack Hawkins, Howard Hawks, Goldie
Hawn, John Hay, Sterling Hayden, Helen Hayes,.George ―Gabby‖
Hayes, Susan Hayward, Salma Hayek m Phil Harris, Rosemary
Harris, Dick Haymes, John Heard, George Hearn, Teppi Hedren,
Van Heflin, Marge Helgenberger;
Mariel Hemingway, David Hennings, Sonia Henie, Paul
Henreid, Audrey Hepburn, Katharine Hepburn, Barbara Hershey,
Charles Heston, Joan Hickson, Steven Hill, Wendy Hiller, Alfred
Hitchcock, John Hodiak, Dustin Hoffman, Philip Seymour
Hoffman, Hal Holbrook, William Holden, Judy Holliday, Ian
Holm, Victoria Home, Bob Hope, Celeste Holm, Anthony
Hopkins, Dennis Hopper, William Hopper, Lena Horne, Edward
Everett Horton, Leslie Howard, Ron Howard, Trevor Howard,
Rock Hudson, Howard Hughes, Terry Hughes, Josephine Hull,
Marsha Hunt, Holly Hunter, Kim Hunter, Anjelica Huston, John
Huston, Walter Huston, Ruth Hussey, Brian Hutchison;
Eric Idle, José Iturbi, Jill Ireland, John Ireland, Jeremy
Irons, James Ivory, Hugh Jackman, Glenda Jackson, Derek Jacobi,
Lou Jacobi, (né Louis Harold Jacobovitch), Lou Jacobs, Steve
Jacobs, Sam Jaffe, Susan Saint James, Zizi Jeanmaries, Ann
Jillian, Celia Johnson, Katie Johnson, Van Johnson, Jennifer Jones,
Shirley Jones, Tommy Lee Jones, Neil Jordan, Ashley Judd, Kurt
Jurgens;
Garson Kanin, George S. Kaufman, Lawrence Kasdan,
Millard Kaufman, Lawrence Kasdan, Elia Kazan,Tracy Keach,

Actors, Actresses & Directors: Most of those listed
below have a separate entry; others are listed under the films
they either appeared in or directed; and finally, some were listed in
the Times (or Trenton, NJ) on their birthdays.
Bud Abbott, F. Murray Abraham, Brooke Adams, ―Edie‖
Adams, Julie Adams, Dawn Addams, Nick Adams, Ben Affleck,
Anouk Aimee, Eddie Albert, Jack Albertson, Alan Alda, Jane
Alexander, William Alland, Karen Allen, Woody Allen, Jane
Alexander, Kirstie Alley, June Allyson, Robert Altman, Don
Ameche, Judith Anderson, Bibi Andersson, Harriet Andersson,
Dana Andrews, Julie Andrews, Ang, Pier Angeli, Ann-Margret,
Joseph Anthony, Judd Apatow, Michael Apted, Patricia Arquette,
Roseanna Arquette, Alan Arkin, Louis Armstrong, Edward Arnold,
Desi Arnaz, Jean Arthur, Peggy Ashcroft, Elizabeth Ashley, Ed
Asner, Lou Asner, Fred Astaire, Richard Attenborough, Mischa
Auer, Paul Auster, Sophie Auster, Gene Autry, Pilar López de
Ayala, Agnes Ayres, Lew Ayres, Charles Aznavour;
Lauren Bacall, Barbara Bach, Catherine Bach, James
Backus, Kevin Bacon, Carroll Baker, Lucille Ball, Martin Balsam,
Alec Baldwin, Anne Bancroft, Antonio Banderas, Victor Banerjee,
Tullulah Bankhead, Theda Bari, Ellen Barkin, Lynn Bari, Brigitte
Bardot, Jean-Louis Barrault, Drew Barrymore, Ethel Barymore,
John Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore, Richard Basehart, Kim
Basinger, Alan Bates, Kathy Bates, Anne Baxter, Robert Beatty,
Warren Beatty, Wallace Beery, Harry Belafonte, Ralph Bellamy,
William Bendix, Richard Benjamin, Candice Bergen, Helmut
Berger, Ingmar Bergman, Ingrid Bergman, Milton Berle, Bernardo
Bertolucci, Charles Bickford, Theodore Bikel, Jacqueline Bisset,
Don Black, Vivian Karen Black:
Vivian Blaine, Betsy Blair, Jon Blair, Pierre Blanchar, Ann
Blyth, Dirk Bogarde, Humphrey Bogart, Peter Bogdanovitch, Ray
Bolger, Shirley Booth, Victor Borge, Ernest Borgnine, Timothy
Bottoms, Carole Bouqet, Richard Bradford, Sonia Braga, Kenneth
Branagh, Marlon Brando, Benjamin Bratt, Rossano Brazzi,
Jacques Brel, Walter Brennan, George Brent, Romney Brent,
Fanny Brice, Richard Briers, Wilford Brimley, Charles Bronson,
Julie Brown, Nigel Bruce, Yul Brynner, Genevieve Bujold, Luis
Buñuel, Carol Burnett, Smiley Burnette, Raymond Burr, Ellen
Burstyn, Richard Burton, Tim Burton, Gabriel Byrne;
James Caan, Sid Caesar, Nicholas Cage, James Cagney,
Jeanne Cagney, Louis Calhern, James Cameron,
Lino
Capolicchio, Capucine, Claudia Cardinale, Len Cariou, Robert
Carlyle,
Art Carney, Leslie Caron, John Carradine Keith
Carradine, Marcel Carné, Jim Carrey, Len Carriou, Lynda Carter,
John Cassavetes, John Cazale,Helena Bonham Carter, Stockart
Channing, Richard Chamberlain, Gower Champion, Lon Chaney,
Carol Channing, Charlie Chaplin, Geraldine Chaplin, Cyd
Charisse, Maurice Chevalley, Julie Christie, Michael Cimino, Jill
Clayburgh John Cleese, Montgomery Clift, Glenn Close, Lee J.
Cobb, Joel & Ethan Coen, Claudette Colbert, Ronald Colman;
Jennifer Connelly, Sean Connery, Gary Cooper, Francis
Ford Coppola, Wendell Corey, Katharine Cornell, Howard Cosell,
Constantin Costa-Gavras, Lou Costello, Kevin Costner, Joseph
Cotton, Tom Courtenay, Daniel Craig, James Craig, Les Craven,
Broderick Crawford, Joan Crawford, Richard Crenna, Donald
Crisp, Hume Cronyn, Bing Crosby, Russell Crowe, Tom Cruise,
George Cukor, Robert Cummings, Jamie Lee Curtis, Tony Curtis,
Michael Curtiz;
Willem Dafoe, Arlene Dahl, Dan Daily, Irene Daily,
Stephen Daldry, Tim Daly, Lili Damita, Matt Damon, Rodney
Dangerfield, Ted Danson, Linda Darnell, Jane Darwell, Marion
Davies, Bette Davis, John A. Davis, Judy Davis, Geena Davis,
Ossie Davis, Sammy Davis Jr., Doris Day, Daniel Day-Lewis,
James Dean, Yvonne de Carlo, Ruby Dee, Brian Dennehy, Johnny
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Buster Keaton, Diane Keaton, Howard Keel, Sally Kellerman,
Grace Kelly, Harvey Keitel, Kay Kendall, George Kennedy,
Deborah Kerr, John Kerr, Margot Kidder, Nichole Kidman, Ben
Kingsley, Phyllis Kirk, Sally Kirkland, Kevin Kline, Jack
Klugman, Patrick Knowles, Henry Koster, Stanley Kramer,
Stanley Kubrick, Vivian Kubrick, Jarl Kulle, Akira Kurosawa;
Alan Ladd, Bert Lahr, Veronica Lake, Hedi Lamarr,
Dorothy Lamour, Priscilla Lane, Burt Lancaster, Jessical Lange,
Frances Langford, Angela Lansbury, Louise Lasser, Charles
Laughton, Stan Laurel (of Laurel & Hardy), Peter Lawford, Carol
Lawrence,Gertrude Lawrence, Clois Leachman, David Lean, Denis
Leary, Gypsy Rose Lee, Claude Lelouch, Lila Lee, Spike Lee,
Vivien Leigh, Margaret Leighton, Claude Lelouch, Jack Lemmon,
John Lennon, Lotte Lenya, Sergio Leone;
Oscar Levant, Jerry Lewis, Bea Lillie, Lilio, Margaret
Lindsay, John Lithgow, Anatole Litvak, Lucy Liu, Barry
Livingston, Christopher Lloyd, Harold Lloyd, Sandra Locke, June
Lockhart, Gary Lockwood, Gene Lockhart, Margaret Lockwood,
John Loder, Gina Lollobrigida, Carole Lombard, Herbert Lom,
Shelley Long, Sophia Loren, Peter Lorre, Tina Louise, Myrna
Loy, Joseph Losey, Dorothy Loudon, Ernest Lubitch, George
Lucas, Bela Lugosi, Sidney Lumet, Ida Lupino, Patti LuPone,
Alfred Lunt, Sue Lyon;
Andie MacDowell, Malcolm McDowell, Roddy McDowell,
Geraldine McEwen, Kelly McGillis, Ali McGraw, Michael
McKean, Sioban McKenna, Victor McLagen, Shirley MacLaine,
Alexander Mackendrick, Maggie McNamara, Peter MacNicol,
Steve McQueen,Victor McLagen, Gordon MacRae, Karl Malden,
John Malkovich, Louis Malle, Dorothy Malone, Anthony Mann,
Delbert Mann, Herbert Marshall, Guilietta Masina, Elaine May,
Andrea McArdle, Joel McCrea, Joseph Leo Mankiewicz, Tom
Mankiewicz, Delbert Mann, Gary Marshall, Lee Marvin, Dean
Martin, Mary Martin, Steve Martin, Tony Martin, Marcello
Mastroianni, Walter Matthau, Victor Mature, Virgina Mayo, Paul
Mazursky;
Audrey Meadows, George Melford, Tony Melody, Vivian
Merchant, Burgess Meredith, Sarah Miles, Vera Miles, Lewis
Milestone, Ray Milland, Ann Miller, Glenn Miller, Sal Mineo,
Liza Minnelli, Vincente Minnelli, Robert Mitchum, Marilyn
Monroe, Joe Montegna, Ricardo Montalbán, Demi Moore,
Julianne Moore, Roger Moore, Agnes Moorhead, Jeanne Moreau,
Rita Moreno, Frank Morgan, Michèle Morgan, Michael Moriarty,
Robert Morse, Zero Mostel, Michael Mulheren, Robert Mulligan,
Bill Murray;
Nita Naidi, James Naughton., Liam Neeson, Patricia Neal,
Liam Neeson, Sam Neill, Kate Nelligan, Gene Nelson, Bob
Newhart, Paul Newman, Bebe Neuwirth, Frances Nguyen, Fred
Niblo, Mike Nichols, David Niven, Marne Nixon, Lloyd Nolan,
Chuck Norris, Edward Norton, Chris Noth, Kim Novak, Trevor
Nunn;
Jack Oakie, Edmond O‘Brien, Pat O‘Brien, Arthur
O‘Connell, Carroll O‘Connor, Donald O‘Connor, Maureen
O‘Hara, Tatum O‘Neal, Dick O‖Neill, Maureen O'Sullivan,
Laurence Olivier, Max Ophüls, Lilli Palmer, Irene Papas, Cecil
Annette O‘Toole, Parker, Fess Parker, John Payne, Frank Pearson,
Anthony Perkins, Millie Perkins, Rhea Perlman, Joe Pesci, Slim
Pickens, Mary Pickford, Walter Pidgeon, Joan Plowwright, MaryLouise Parker, Joan Plowwright, Roman Polanski, Natalie
Portman, Eleanor Powell, Jane Powell, Michael Powell, William
Powell, Otto Preminger, Paula Prentiss, Robert Preston, Jacques
Prevert, Vincent Price, Hal Prince, Richard Pryor, Bill Pullman,
Dennis Quaid, Anthony Quinn;
Gilda Radner, Luise Rainer, Claude Rains, Vera Ralston,
John Randolph, Joyce Randolph, Basil Rathbone, Johnny Ray,
Stephen Rea, Ronald Reagan, Robert Redford, Lynn Redgrave,
Michael Redgrave, Vanessa Redgrave, Donna Reed, Bob Reiner,
Ann Reinkin, Carl Reiner, Estelle Reiner, Alain Resnais, Lee
Remick, Anne Revere, Debbie Reynolds, Burt Reynolds, Natasha

Richardson, Patricia Richardson, Tony Richardson, Dan Richter,
Karel Reisz, Ron Rifkin, Martin Ritt, Tex Ritter, Thelma Ritter,
Chita Rivera, Jason Robards Jr., Edward G. Robinson, Tim
Robbins, Paul Robeson, Julia Roberts, Rachel Roberts, Tony
Roberts, Cliff Robertson, Nicolas Roeg, Ginger Rogers, Mimi
Rogers, Roy Rogers, Will Rogers, Katharine Ross, Isabella
Rossellini, Roberto Rossellini, Leonard Rossiter, Arthur Rosson,
Tim Roth, Gena Rowlands, Gail Russell, Jane Russell, Ken
Russell, Kurt Russell, Rosalind Russell, Theresa Russell, Renee
Russo, Ann Rutherford, Meg Ryan, Robert Ryan, Mark Rydell,
Winona Ryder;
Eva Marie Saint, Dominque Sanda, George Sanders,
Stefania Sandrelli, Mark Sandrich, Julian Sands, Susan Sarandon,
John Savage, Greta Scaachi, Roy Scheider, Maria Schell,
Maximillian Schell, Joseph Schildkraut, John Schlesinger, Martin
Scorsese, George C. Scott, Lizabeth Scott, Randolph Scott, Fred
Schepisi,Joseph Schildkraut, George Seaton, Jean Seberg, Peter
Sellers, George Segal, David O. Selznick, Delphine Seyring, Tony
Shalhoub, Omar Sharif, Talia Shire, Moira Shearer, Martin
Sheen,Sam Shepard, Cybil Shepherd, Brooke Shields, Elizabeth
Shue, Simone Signoret, Sidney Silvia;
Jean Simmons, Ron Silver, Phil Silvers, Eliot Silverstein,
Jean Simmons, Victor Sjöström, Maggie Smith, Jimmy Smits,
Steven Soderbergh, Barry Sonnenfeld, Mira Sorvino, Paul Sorvino,
Ann Sothern, Sissy Spacek, Kevin Spacey, James Spader, Kim
Stanley, Steven Spielberg, Kim Stanley, Barbara Stanwyk, Rod
Steiger, Josef von Sternberg, George Stevens, James Stewart, Dean
Stockwell, Eric Stolz, Lewis Stone, Gale Storm, Meryl Streep,
Susan Strasberg, Erich von Stroheim, David Suchet, Margaret
Brooke Sullavan, Slim Summerville, Han Suyin,
Donald
Sutherland, A. Edward Sutherland, Gloria Swanson, Wesley
Swipes, Loretta Swit, Max von Sydow, William Sylvester;
Akim Tamiroff, Jessica Tandy, Quentin Tarrantino, Sharon
Tate, Jacques Tati, Rod Taylor, Liz Taylor, Victoria Tennant,
Julien Temple, Shirley Temple, Fabio Testi, Irving Thalberg, John
Thaw, Kristin Scott Thomas, Emma Thompson, Kay Thompson,
Lisa Thornhill, Ingrid Thulin, Uma Thurman, Gene Tierney, Meg
Tilly, Marisa Tomei, Lily Tomlin, Franchot Tone, Chaim Topoi,
Rip Torn, Spencer Tracy, Claire Trevor, Jean-Louis Trintignant,
Jeanne Triplehorn, François Truffaut, Dalton Trumbo, Kathleen
Turner, Stanley Tucci, Tommy Tunes, Lana Turner, Ike & Tina
Turner, Aida Turturro, John Turturro, Nicholas Turturro, Jr, Liv
Tyler, Cicely Tyson, Margaret Tyzack:
Liv Ullman, Roger Vadim, Rudolph Valentino, Romolo
Valli, Gus Van Sant, Diane Varsi, Conrad Veidt, Gwen Verdon,
King Vidor, James Vigoda, Max Von Sydow;Eli Wallach,
Christopher Walken, Raoul Walsh, Jack Warden, Jack Warner,
Leslie Ann Warren, Sam Waterson, Damon Wayans, David
Wayne, John Wayne, Sigourney Weaver, Jack Webb, Tuesday
Weld, Orson Welles, Wim Wenders, George Wendt, Oskar
Werner, David Wayne, George Wendt, Lina Wertmiller;
Forest Whitaker, James Whitmore;Richard Widmark,
Diane Wiest, Billy Wilder, Gene Wilder, Esther Williams, Robin
Williams, Erwin Winkler, Henry Winkler, Kate Winslet, Shelley
Winters, Joseph Wiseman,Jane Withers, Louis Wollheim, Natalie
Wood, Joanne Woodward, Irene Worth, John Wray, Teresa
Wright, Jane Wyatt, William Wyler, Jane Wyman, Kennan Wynn,
Michael York, Susannah York, Robert Young, Stephanie Zimbalist
& Fred Zinnemann.
Note: John Ford influenced directors as diverse as Akira
Kurosawa, Martin Scorsese, Steven Spielberg, George Lucas,
Sam Peckinpah, PeterBogdanovich, Sergio Leone, Clint Eastwood,
Wim Wenders, Judd Apatow, David Lean, Orson Welles, Ingmar
Bergman & François Truffaut—Wikipedia.
Cecil B DeMille displayed a loyalty to certain supporting
performers, casting them over and over in his pictures. They
included Henry Wilcoxon, Julia Faye, Joseph Schildkraut, Ian
Keith, Charles Bickford, Theodore Roberts, Akim Tamiroff, and
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a song she sang on the final episode of ―The Lucy-Desi Comedy
Hour‖ in April 1960. The show was the last in the long partnership
of Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz; their marriage had crumbled and
they were no longer speaking on the set. As part of the convoluted
plot of the episode, Ms.Adams, with Vivian Vance at the piano,
performed a bell-clear, heartbreaking rendition of the Alan BrandtBob Haymes classic ―That‘s All,‖ which reduced the entire crew to
tears. ―Say it‘s me that you adore, for now and evermore,‖ Ms.
Adams sang. ―That‘s all, that‘s all.‖—edited from Bruce Weber‘s
Oct. 8, 2008 NY Times obituary. Also see at Kovacs & at
―Wonderful Town‖

William Boyd. He also cast leading actors such as Claudette
Colbert, Gloria Swanson, Gary Cooper, Jetta Goudal, Robert
Preston, Paulette Goddard, and Charlton Heston in multiple
pictures.
Nineteen actors appearing in Fred Zinnemann's films
received Academy Award nominations for their performances,
including Frank Sinatra, Audrey Hepburn, Glynis Johns, Paul
Scofield, Robert Shaw,Wendy Hiller, Jason Robards, Vanessa
Redgrave, Jane Fonda, Gary Cooper & Maximilian Schell.
William Wyler directed 15 Academy Award-winning
perfomrances—see at Academy Awards.
The Hustons were the first family to have three generations
of Academy Award Winners—see at John Huston.
and Paul Mazursky. Art Carney won the Academy Award for Best
Actor, and the Golden Globe for Best Actor Musical/Comedy
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Larry Hagman, Chief Dan George,
Melanie Mayron (in her debut role), Josh Mostel, Arthur Hunnicutt
and Cliff De Young
Actors (players)—see at Shakespeare.

Adams, Franklin Pierce aka FPA, 1881-1960, was a
newspaper columunist and radio personality, known for his
witty and erudite column, The Conning Tower‖ which appeared in
the Chicago Tribune (1914-22). A social critic, punster, and
master of humorous verse, he expressed his views on nearly
everything, both in print and on the poplular national radio show
―Information Please‖—edited excerpt from the ―Penguin Intern‘l
Dict. of Contemp. Biog.‖ He wrote the 1910 poem ―Baseball‘s
Saddest Lexicon‖—see at Tinkers to Evers to Chance.

Acuff, Roy, has been called ―The King of Country

Adamson, Harold,1906-1980, lyricist during the

Music.‖

1930s and 1940s, and inducted in the Song Writers Hall of
Fame in 1972.. He wrote the theme song of ―I Love Lucy.‖
—also see at ―Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.‖

Ad astra per aspera, 128(234-235), Latin, meaning
―To the stars through effort.‖

Ad Infinitum. Latin, meaning ―to infinity,‖ or

Addams, Charles (―Chas‖), 1912-1988, 31(49-50),

―without limit; endlessly‖--see at Latin.

cartoonist of ghoulish characters (Fester, Morticia, etc.) &
macabre settings. Some of the recurring characters, who became
known as The Addams Family, became the basis for two
liveaction TV series, two cartoon series, and three movies. He drew
more than 1,300 cartoons over the course of his life. Those that
didn't appear in The New Yorke r(& many covers) were often in
Collier's and TV Guide.
In 1988, after Charles Addams died of a heart attack inside
his parked car, his wife made a remark that could have been a
caption for one of his cartoons: "He's always been a car buff, so
it was a nice way to go," she told The New York Times.
His sense of humor resembled that of Uncle Fester, the baldheaded ghoul that Addams once depicted in a movie theater,
laughing at a movie that makes the rest of the audience cry.
Charles Addams: A Cartoonist's Life, by Linda Davis,
Random House, NY, 2006—there‘s an excerpt at Charles Addams
Webpage.

Adam and Eve, as archetypes, 56(91)
Adam and Eve Joke. After God created Adam, he
visited Eden to look in on his creation. He found that not
all was paradise in Paradise! Adam was lonely. So, he devised a
mate for him and called her Eve.
Then, after some time, he revisited Eden only to find a
miserable Adam. God: ―What‘s wrong now, Adam?‖
Adam: ―It‘s Eve. She yaks all the time!‖
Then God said, ―Don‘t worry, I‘ll fix that.‖ So he took Eve
away. However this didn‘t make Adam happy either. ―And why
not?‖, asked God. ―Don‘t you enjoy the peace of quiet you
wanted? What‘s wrong this time?‖ Adam shamefacedly admitted,
― I miss her yaking!‖
―Adam Had ‗Em‖—see at ―Fleas.‖

―Adam‘s Curse: A Future Without Men,‖ a 2003
book by Oxford U. human genetics professor Bryan Sykes.

―Addams Family, The,‖ 1991 film based on Charles

―Adam's Rib,‖ 1949 film comedy starring Katharine

Addams characters, directed by Barry Sonnenfeld, with
Anjelica Huston (Morticia Addams) , Raul Julia (Gomez
Addams), Christopher Lloyd (Uncle Fester) & Christina
Ricci (Wednesday Addams).

Hepburn & Spencer Tracy—see at Garson Kanin.

Adams, Brooke, actress, e.g., in ―Invasion of the
Body Snatchers‖ (1978)

Adams, Edith ―Edie‖ (née Edith Elizabeth Enke—

―Addams Family Values,‖ a 1993 sequel.
Addams, Jane (1860-1935): US social reformer who

Adams was her mother‘s maiden name), 1927-2008, was
born in Kingston, PA, and spent her childhood partly in Grove
City, PA., and partly in Tenafly, NJ. Her father was a banker until
the stock market crash of 1929; then he became a salesman. Her
mother was a music teacher and an English teacher who quit after
American soldiers returned from WW I out of a belief, born of her
Welsh heritage, Ms. Adams once said, that a woman should not
take a job from a man.
It was also part of the Welsh heritage, she added, that young
women were expected to sing. Ms. Adams‘s life was flecked with
sorrow. Her husband, Ernie Kovacs,died in an automobile accident
in Los Angeles in 1962 and left her with an enormous debt to the
IRS, which she eventually paid off with performance dates and
commercial work. Their daughter, Mia Kovacs, died in another
automobile accident in 1982. Ms. Adams‘ marriage to Mr. Mills
ended in divorce, as did a third marriage, to the jazz trumpeter Pete
Candoli. Her son, of Los Angeles, is her only survivor.
In 1957, Adams won a tony for Best Supporting Actress in a
Musical for her role as Daisy Mae in the Musical ―L‘il Abner.‖
Among the most memorable performances of her career was

with Ellen Gates estab. Hull House in a working class slum
neighborhood in Chicago in 1889, providing numerous
services, training courses & cultural programs for the pooor.
Addams became a leader of Prohibition (see at Carrie
Nation), labor, and women‘s suffrage, i.e., their right to
vote. They succeeded in both Prohibition & Suffrage by the
passage of the 19-th & 21-st Amendments both in 1920. In
1931, she became the first US woman to win, or share a
Nobel prize (in Peace, with Nicholas Murray Butler). See
the Penguin International Dictionary of Biography.

Adder--see at Viper.
Adherents and opponents: ―the truth (is) that often
the most strident opponents of an ideology are its
former adherents‖—see at Nonsense Verse (last paragraph.)

Adjani, Isabelle, actress--see at ―Camille Claudel.‖
Adler, Stephen J.—see at ―Women‘s Letters, etc.‖
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―You aren‘t the only one who‘s been (or gone) through
this!‖ ―What made you think you could get away with
that?‖ ―Who do you think you are?‖ ―

Admundsen, Roald, 1872– 1928, was a Norwegian
explorer of polar regions. He led the first Antarctic
expedition to reach the South Pole between 1910 and 1912. He was
also the first person to reach both the North and South Poles. He is
known as the first to traverse the Northwest Passage. He
disappeared in June 1928 while taking part in a rescue mission.
Tothether with Douglas Mawson, Robert Falcon Scott, and Ernest
Shackleton, Amundsen were pioneers of Antarctic Exploration—
see below.
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station is the southernmost continually inhabited place on the planet. Its name
honors Roald Amundsen who reached the South Pole in
December 1911, and Robert F. Scott who reached the South
Pole the following month.

Advisories--see at Navy Advisories.
Aesop: legendary Greek slave who lived in the 6th c.
BC & whose fables probably were compiled from different
sources. They were popularized in the first c. AD by the Roman
poet Phaedrus & rewritten in sophisticated verse by La Fontaine
in 1668.
His fables illustrated human foibles, vices, and virtues, e.g.,
The Hare and The Tortoise (slow & steady wins the race), The Fox
and the Grapes (―sour grapes‖), The Fox and the Lion (familiarity
breeds contempt), The Grasshopper and The Ants (sloth vs.
industry ), The Goose and the Golden Egg (greed), The Jay and
the Peacock (It takes more than fine feathers to make a fine bird),
The Oak and the Reeds (stoop to conquer, or,now-a-days, go with
the flow), and (my favorite): The Lion and The Mouse (an act of
kindness, no matter how small, is never wasted.)
Also see at ―Belling the Cat‖ & at ―The Spider and the Fly‖

―Adobe Hacienda, In My,‖ Ch. 65—see at Autry.
Adonis, Greek Myth. 1. a strikingly beautiful youth
loved by Aphrodite. 2. Adonis, a handsome young man--see
at Apollo.

―Adri‖ (Adriana) van Kooten, Netherlands‘ friend

Aesop's Fables, 95(180); also see Bibliography.
Afflect, Ben, actor, screen writer—see at ―Good Will

whom Molly & I met in Barcelona in 1986 when she was
co-owner of the English Bookstore. She now has an Internet
bookstore, Boekie, in Netherlands & is my best pen pal—
she writes fascinating letters about her friends & her travels
around Europe, accompanied by drawings & photographs.
She‘s also a calligrapher, and has made us several
attractive works.

Hunting.. He also played ―Jack Ryan‖ in films of stories by
Tom Clancy—see at Clancy.

―Affluent Society, The,‖ see Bibliography.
African American, see at Black or African American
& at Black America.

Adultery is democracy applied to love—H. L.

African Campaign. The North African Campaign in

Mencken, in ―A Book of Burlesques‖ (1916)—it‘s in
Quotationary; and on p. 525 of ―Oxford Book of Humorous
Prose‖—also see at Humor Books.

WW II took place from 10 June 1940 to 16 May 1943. It
included campaigns fought in the Libyan and Egyptian deserts
(Western Desert Campaign, also known as the Desert War) and in
Morocco and Algeria (Operation Torch) and Tunisia (Tunisia
Campaign). The campaign was fought between the Allies and Axis
powers. The Allied war effort was dominated by the British
Commonwealth and exiles from German–occupied Europe. The
United States entered the war in 1941and began direct military
assistance in North Africaon 11 May 1942--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, where there is lots more. Also see at Rommel..

Adultery according to Dorothy Parker: He (Robert
Benchley) and I had an office so tiny that an inch smaller
and it would have been adultery

―Adults forget their childhood‖—the author, 52(85)
Advanced Study, The Institute for, Princeton, NJ,
AA, R, liv-lv, 116(214); 236(429); also see at Bamberger,
Borel, Dyson, Einstein, A. Flexner, Kennan, Oppenheimer,
O. Veblen, von
Neumann, Whitney & at Genius. Also
see at ―Pursuit of Genius‖ & at ―Who Got Einstein‘s
Office?‖

―African Queen, The‖ is a 1935 novel by C. S.
Forrester & 1951 film directed by John Huston & with a
screenplay adapted by James Agee, starring Humphrey Bogart
(who won his only Oscar for Best Actor), and Katharine Hepburn
with Robert Morley
One of Hepburn's best performances was her portrayal of
Rose Sayer in The African Queen , for which she received her fifth
Best Actress nomination, losing to Vivien Leigh in A Streetcar
Named Desire. She played a prim spinster missionary in Africa,
who convinces Humphrey Bogart's character, a hard-drinking
riverboat captain, to use his boat to attack a German ship.
The African Queen was filmed mostly on location in Africa,
where almost all the cast & crew suffered from malaria &
dysentery--except director John Huston and Bogart, neither of
whom ever drank any water. Hepburn, ever the urologist'sdaughter,
disapproved of the two men's drinking and piously drank gallons
of water each day to spite them. She wound up so sick with
dysentery that, even months after she returned home, the famously
vigorous actress was still ill.
The trip and the movie made such an impact on her that
later in life she wrote a book about filming the movie: The Making
of The African Queen: Or, How I Went to Africa With Bogart,
Bacall and Huston and Almost Lost My Mind, which made her a
best-selling author at the age of 77.
Because of health concerns, scenes in which Bogart and
Hepburn are shown in the water were all shot in studio tanks in
England (at Isleworth Studios, Middlesex). Almost all of the other
scenes were filmed in central Africa, causing considerable
hardship for the cast and crew, but the result was a critical and

―Advise and Consent‖ is a 1959 political novel
written by Allen Drury which explores the reactions of those
in and around the US Senate to the controversial nomination of
Robert Leffingwell, a former Communist Party member, to be US
Secretary of State. The novel was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction in 1960 The story is loosely based on the Alger Hiss and
David Lilienthal controversies, and, according to comments by
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Chairman Joseph
T. Kelliher, on the Leland Olds nomination battle.

―Advise and Consent‖ is a 1962 movie directed by
Otto Premimger, starring: Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton,
Gene Tierney, Burgess Meredith, Peter Lawford, Walter Pidgeon,
Don Murray, Lew Ayres, Franchot Tone & others.
Preminger's political thriller examines the dark side of
politics and its tragic personal repercussions for a basically decent
man. When a President nominates a controversial candidate for
Secretary of State, the political dealing and infighting begins as
dissident legislators are willing to stoop even to blackmail to stop
his confirmation--or assure it. Preminger seemed to hit his stride
lending a documentary tension to legal or political settings, and
this is one of his best. Laughton's last role—edited excerpt from
Rotten Tomatoes, a Movie Reviewing Org. on the Web. (They
ranked it very good—7 fresh tomatoes vs. 2 rotten!)

Advice easy to give but hard to take: ―Crying won‘t
help; ―Don‘t be such a baby!‖; ―Get over it!‖; ―Move on‖;
7

commercial success—edited excerpts from Wikipedia; also see
below.

frustratingly few answers. The evocative photography is by
longtime Ingmar Bergman associate Sven Nykvist--Hal Erickson,
All Movie Guide

―African Queen, The Making of The, Or How I Went

Agnew, Spriro T., Vice Pres. under Nixon: On Oct.

to Africa with Bogart, Bacall and Huston and Almost Lost
My Mind,‖ Katharine Hepburn, Knopf, 1987. An amusing
anecdotal account of encounters with a black mamba,
leeches, and other trials. Wonderful photographs. Also see
above.

10, 1973, Spiro Agnew became the second Vice
President to resign the office. Unlike John C. Calhoun, who
resigned to take a seat in the Senate, Agnew resigned and
then pleaded nolo contendere (no contest) to criminal
charges of tax evasion and money-laundering, part of a
negotiated resolution to a scheme wherein he accepted
$29,500 in bribes during his tenure as governor of
Maryland. (He accepted some of the bribes in his Vice
President‘s office!)

Africa, sub-Saharan, 24(37)
―Again‖ music by Lionel Newman, lyrics by Dorcas
Cochran. It was in the move Road House (1948) and
performed by many artists in 1949. ―Again, this couldn‘t
happen again. / This is that once in a lifetime./ This is that
moment divine—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Agon 1. A conflict, esp. between. the protagonist &
the antagonist in a work of literature. 2. The part of ancient
Greek drama in which two characters engage in verbal dispute. 3.
A test of will, or conflict. 4. A contest in ancient Greece, as in
athletics or muscic, in which prizes are awarded—Amer. Heritage
Dictionary. Also see at Antagonist and at Protagonist.

Agates, a fine-grained bibrous variety of chalcedony
with colored bands or irregular clouding; also a playing
marble made of agate or a marble imitating agate, that is,
beautiful marbles used as taws, 66(109)--see at Taw.

Agatha Christie, First Lady of Crime, Edited by H.

Age

Agoraphobia, fear of open spaces, e.g., as in Texas,

R. F. Keating, Weidenfield and Nicholson, Ltd., London,
1977. Contributors: Julian Symons, Edmund Crispin,
Michael Gilbert, Christiana Brand & the editor, inter alia.
and Aging, 240-241(434-435); see at Immortality,
at Life & at Youth vs. Old Age.

the Russian Steppes, the US plains states, and of course, the
oceans--see at Phobias.

Ah, an interjection, used to express several emotions.,
such as satisfaction, surprise, delight, dislike or pain.

Aha! An interjection to express surprise, pleasure or

Age Pun: ―Age is an issue of mind over matter; if you

triumph. ―His (Lou Jacobi‘s) reading of the line ―Aha!‖ in
Neil Simon‘s ―Come Blow Your Horn‖ (1961), struck NY
Times columnist William Safire so vividly that he cited it
when writing about the meaning of the word 36 years
later‖—see at Lou Jacobi.

don‘t mind, it doesn‘t matter‖--Mark Twain, 241(435); this
was picked up by Sachel Paige, with ―question‖ replacing ―
issue‖-- see, e.g., Borealis Press, RS 196.

Agee, James Rufus, 1909-1955, Pulitzer Prize
winning novelist, screenwriter, journalist, poet, and film
critic, born in Knoxville Tennessee. In the 1940s he was one of the
most influential film critics in the U.S. His autobiographical novel
A Death in the Family (1957), based on events surrounding his
father‘s death), won a posthumous Pulitzer Prize.
His considerable, if erratic, career as a movie scriptwriter
was curtailed by alcoholism & his contribution to The Night of the
Hunter (1955) is unclear. What is certain, however, is that Agee is
one of the credited screenwriters on two of the great films of the
1950s--the other being The African Queen (1955).
In the summer of 1936, Agee spent eight weeks for Fortune
magazine with photographer Walker Evans living among
sharecroppers in Alabama. When Fortune didn't publish his article
(he left the magazine in 1939), Agee turned the material into a
book entitled, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (1941). It sold
only 600 copies before being remaindered. However, it has been
since been placed among the greatest literary works of the 20-th
Century by the New York School of Journalism, the New York
Public Library & The Library of America, which published it in
2005 with notes by Michael Sragow—Wikipedia

―Ah, callow youth!‖—see at Children‘s Entitlement?
―Ah, children!‖—see Heidi & Cindy (last paragraph.)
―Ah, daughters!‖—see at Heidi & Cindy.
―Ah, friendship & memories, where would we be

Agnes, Latinized version of the Greek name Hagne,

film—the last paragraphs. In many of life‘s struggles,
passion can be the deciding factor, as I have said, elsewhere
in this Index, but also it can lead to a bad end, as it did in the
true story ―Double Indemnity is based on.

without them?‖—from my email to Glenn Fitkin and Jack
Seibert on the occasion of the death of our navy pal, Claude
Lynch, Jr., on Nov. 13, 2008.

―Ah, the good old days when we were so unhappy-French saying but the French used où which means where
isstead of quuand which means when,147-148(263)

―Ah, I Remember It Well‖—song from ―Gigi‖ &
sung by Maurice Chevalley. The clever lyrics show that
he does not remember it well! (Hermione Gingold sings the
corrections.) Alan Jay Lerner (lyrics, availaable on the Web)
and Frederick Loewe (music)—see at ―Gigi.‖

―Ah, movies!,‖ see at Actors, Actresses & Directors.
―Ah, names!‖ See at Names.
―Ah, passion!‖—see at ―Double Indemnity,‖ 1994

from the feminine form of the adjective hagnos meaning
pure, holy. This was the name of a youn Roman virgin martyred in
the persectuions instigated by the Roman emperor Dicletian. She
became a very popular saint in the Middle Ages. Her name also
was early associated with the Latin agnus lamb—from the
Oxford Dictionary of First Names.

―Ah, the tangles of the threads of life!‖
―Ah, that is euthanasia! To be a Gringo in Mexico‖—see
Ambrose Bierce, last sentence or two.

―Agnes of God‖ (1985) is a film, an ―opened up‖

―Ah, youth!‖--see at Youth vs. Old & below.

adaptation of the minimalist stage play by John Pielmeier.
Meg Tilly plays a young nun who secretly gives birth to a baby;
the child's body is later found strangled to death. Court-appointed
psychiatrist Jane Fonda is sent to the convent to investigate, a task
made difficult by the weather vane behavior of mother superior
Anne Bancroft. To draw out Tilly, who remembers nothing of the
birth, Fonda suggests that hypnosis is called for. Playwright
Pielmeier poses many questions--is Tilly a pure-and-simple
murderess, or was there something ―divine‖ in her act?--but offers

Ah, Youth!" How could anyone not like someone writing
the following lines that were written in my copy of Lest We
Forget, May -June, 1945?
―To Carl, The Best Ever, Good luck, Cabage‖ (Dorothy Ann
Cabage).
"To a really nice guy. Best wishes and good luck, Jim"
(Cobb)
"Carl, You have been a great pal to me this past year and
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we've had some pretty good times together-Cecil-"Tuus amicus
simper!" (Your friend always)-see at Cecil "Benny" Craig;
"To a guy that is really tops with me-I'll never forget you at
the swimming hole-Swell memories, Love ya-Hope"--see at Nedra
Hope "Hopie" Cummins;
"To Fairy Faith, Good luck fella. You'll go places. I hope
I'm with you. (Filthy) Frank"--These were our pet names for each
other! Haha--Ah Youth!-see at Frank Duff.)
"The best of luck always to the fellow whose brains I
wished I had, …Carl. So long, Fergy"-see at Walter Ferguson.
Fergie, I wish I had them too! But thanks!
"Dear Carl-I'll always remember you as one of the very
finest boys in the world-stay that way forever. Grace. (Grace Alene
Fisher) Well, Grace, "forever" is a long time--I remember a a a
line from a story: "Love overcame morality."
"Stay as nice as you are and you'll always come through on
top," Lorraine (Gooch) Thanks, Lorraine, but what am I doing here
in the pits?
"To Carl, One of the best. Good luck, Lefty" (Harden)-Well, Lefty I've had a lot, thanks.
"Best of luck, Carl. You're really one swell guy. You are
going to do something good for this world, Dick"-see at Dick
Jolson;
"Love-Luck-& God Bless you, Carl, Joy"-Joy Kinsburg. (I
knew her since the first grade, had the honor of escorting her to the
Senior Prom, and she was by far my most regular correspondent
during my year in the US Navy, July 1945- August 1946. She
also was the Valedictorian of our Class, played the lead in the
Class plays, and was in myriad other activities--look her up in
"Lest We Forget.")
―Lots of luck to you, Carl. You‘re the best,‖ Love Jeanne
Morgan Beale
"The best of everything. Now's the time to tell you that I
had a crush on your in the 9-th grade," Love, Lou-see at Mary Lou
Hill Lapes. Well, Now I find out!
"To the best looking guy in the class, June (McCoy
Parsell), Dear June, I thought you were too tied up with Hagan
Thompson to even notice me! Haha.
"Lots of Luck n' stuff to a nice and cute boy, Mary Ann" (Mary Ann Pingel Unkraut) We lived on adjacent streets in
Peaselburg, yet never remember seeing each other growing up.
That was a big boo boo that I have deeply regretted.
"Hello back. It has been so much fun knowing you -being
with you all these years. Don't let it end, Love Anne "-see Anne
Edith Rogers Christenden.
"Best of luck to the grandest guy there is, Elaine‖
(Seligman Cole), she lived near and visited Joy on Holman Street
at 15-th.
"Love to a grand boy-Coralynn‖ (Seymour).
"I like you,‖ Thelma (Shelton.)
"To a very handsome boy of our class. I won't forget you.
Luck & love always, Calla"-well, Calla Smith, it was mutual-I
haven't forgotten you either.
"Good Luck to someone I'll always remember,‖ Joan
(Sothard)—we were such good friends at 5-th District School
" To a fellow I'm sure I'll forget…Thanks for letting me
know you, Frosty"-see at Frosty Williams. Well, Frosty, you were
wrong about that! ! Haha. In "Yellow Iris," one of the David
Suchet portrayals of Hercules Poirot, a chantreuse sings, "I've
forgotten you. I never think of you…." with s much feeling that
you get the idea that she hasn't! Another Haha!
I can tell from these lines that I was a- wasting my time astudying! Se riously though, what generous, loving messages
these friends left me to carr y all these years-Carl in 2009.

Silva, Quotation # 903 from Michael Moncur's (Cynical)
Quotations

Ahlert, Fred, 1892-1953, born in NY City, he
completed his education at Fordham Law School. Switching
from law to music, he began work as an arranger for composerbandleader Fred Waring. He eventually turned to full-time
composing, producing two major hits. The first, ―I‘llGet By,‖ sold
over a million copies of sheet music. In 1928 he was convinced
that he should start his own publishing company and in 1929 he
published his second major hit, the top jazz standard ―Mean to
Me.‖ Ahlert was Director of ASCAP for twenty years and the Fred
Ahlert Music Corporation is still in operation today.
His songs have been recorded by numerous artists,
including Louis Armstrong., Nat King Cole, Ella Fitzgerald, Frank
Sinatra, and Fats Waller.
Ahlert most frequently collaborated with lyricist Roy Turk,
but he also wrote with others including Joe Young and Edgar
Leslie. Among his compositions (with Roy Turk unless otherwise
noted): "I Don't Know Why (I Just Do)‖, ―I'll Get By (as Long as I
Have You)‖, ―I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a
Letter" (with Joe Young), "Love, You Funny Thing!,‖, ―Mean to
Me (More than you mean to be)‖, ―Walkin' My Baby Back
Home‖,‘"Where the Blue of the Night (Meets the Gold of the
Day),‖ Ahlert was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame in
1970—also see at Letter. ―I‘m Gonna Sit Myself…‖ and at Roy
Turk.

Aïdi pronounced /ɑːˈiːdɑː/ ah-EE-dah, an Arabic
female name meaning "visitor" or "returning"), is an opera
in four acts by Giuseppe Verdi to an Italian libretto by Antonio
Ghislanzoni, based on a scenario written by French Egyptologist
Auguste Mariette. Aïdi, also written, Aïda, was first performed at
the Khedivial Opera House in Cairo on 24 December 1871,
conducted by Giovanni Bottesini.
Overview: Aida, an Ethiopian princess, is captured and
brought into slavery in Egypt. A military commander, Radames,
struggles to choose between his love for her and his loyalty to the
Pharaoh. To complicate the story further, Radames is loved by the
Pharaoh's daughter Amneris, although he does not return her
feelings—excerpt from Wikipedaia. Also see at Thaïs.

Aïda is a soprano—see at Leontyne Price.
Aïda, My, Ch. 11; Joy played an Egyptian princess,
and I played Menes the Messenger. I had to wear grease
paint on my body, and take off my ‗longies.‖—this led to a
thrashing by Mama.
AIDS, acquired immuno-deficiency syndrome: A
fatal disease caused by a rapidly mutating retrovirus that
attacs the immune system and leaves the victim vulnerable to
infections, malignancies, and neurological disorders. It was
isolated in both the USA & France in 1984 & was named the
human immunodeficiency virus, or HIV.
Aids is not transmitted by casual contact but by a direct
transmission of body fluids such as blood, blood products, breast
milk, semen, or vaginal secretions, most commonly by sexual
activity, shared needles among drug users, transfusions, or by
the mother to the child at birth. Sweat, tears, feces, or urine do
not transmit the disease. See at Polio. Condoms do not provide
100% AIDS protection—see at Condoms.
AIDS in 1999 (resp. 2004)-- t has been estimated that 33.4
(39.4)* million people were infected with HIV worldwide, mostly
in Third World Countries, esp. in sub-Saharan Africa, where an
est. 10 million children have been orphaned by AIDS. An est. 2.2
million Americans were infected with AIDS circa 1999. (This &
the above extracted and paraphrased from The Columbia Encyc.,
Sixth Edition 2000.)
HIV cases in Africa in millions: S.Africa 5.8, Nigeria 3.6,
Zimbabwe 1.8, Tanzania 1.6, Ethiopia 1.5, Mozambique 1.3,

Aha! The moment of discovery or enlightment.
―Ahhh. A man with a sharp wit. Someone ought to
take it away from him before he cuts himself‖-- Peter da
9

Kenya 1.2, Congo 1.1, Zambia 0.92—(*) from (Trenton) Times,
Dec. 14, 2004
The first recorded instances of AIDS in USA: on June 5,
1983, the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention reported that
five homosexuals in LA had come down with a rare kind of
pneumonia, the first recognized cases of what later became known
as AIDS.

Though his prototype leaked & performed irregularly,
Gorrie was granted a patent in 1851 for his ice-making machine.
His hopes for its success vanished soon afterwards when his chief
financial backer died; Gorrie did not get the money he needed to
develop the machine.
For the most part, A/C didn‘t arrive in the USA until the
1970s & 1980s. Arthur Miller complained about the lack of A/C
in NYC in the 60s, 230(419). Gail Cooper & Martha Ackermann
each wrote a book about air conditioning in America,
230(419)n. Also see at Arthur Miller.

Aiken, Conrad, poet born in Savannah, GA.
Aimé is the past participle of the French verb aimer,
to love. Aimée is the feminine form when aimé is used as an
adjective, meaning loved.

Aircraft Carriers, R, xlvi—FDR increased the
strength from 4 to 7 in the 30‘s.

Aimée, Anouk born in 1932 into a theatrical family

Air Force Bases—Chanute and

(daughter of the actress Geneviève Sorya) In films from the
age of 14, Ms. Aimee (usually billed merely as Anouk) became an
international star in 1949's Lovers of Verona (Les Amants de
Verone),specifically written for her by Jacques Prevert.
Possessed of an aloof, haunting beauty, Anouk has given
her best performances under the knowing direction of such
European masters as Federico Fellini (La Dolce Vita, 8 1/2) and
Jacques Demy (Lola,, The Model Shop). She has also worked
extensively in English languagefilms; she did her bit for the
Resistance in Anatole Litvak's The Journey (1959), played the title
role in George Cukor's Justine (1969), and portrayed the worldlywise Simone Lowenthal in Robert Altman's Ready to Wear (1994).
Her most famous screen assignment, and the one that earned
her an Academy Award nomination, was the role of Anne Gauthier
in Claude Lelouch's A Man and a Woman (1966). Looking every
bit as alluring as she had in '66, Anouk Aimee reprised this role in
1986's A Man and a Woman: Twenty Years Later--from Hal
Erickson's All Movie Guide Synopsis: Robert Altman (Ready to
Wear, 1994). George Cukor (Justine, 1969), Federico Fellini (La
Dolce Vita, 8 ½) , Anatole Litvak (The Journey, 1959), Claude
Lelouch (A Man and a Woman, 1966)), Jacques Prevert Lovers of
Verona) , 1949)

Kelly Air Force

Bases, see at Kelly Air Force Base.

Aircraft Identification Class at Dearborn, MI:
216(392-393); also see at IFF & at Arthur Guy.

―Air Music‖ 1975 Pulitzer Prize-winner composition
by Ned Rorem.

Airscrew: Chiefly British. The propeller of an
airplane—Amer. Herit. Dictionary. See at Wiley Post (First
Solo Flight Around the
World.)
Aisne-Marne American Cemetery and Memorial lie on
the outskirts of the small village of Belleau, France, about
10 kilometres northwest of Chateau-Thierry. It contains the
graves of 2,289 American Dead, most of whom fought in
the vicinity and in the Marne valley in the summer of 1918.
Also see at American Military Cemeteries.

Aix-en-Provence—see at Cézanne (where he lived.)
AL abbreviates American League (baseball).
Alabama, one of the Confederate States in the Civil
War, was named "Alibamu" after the local Indian tribe. by
early European explorers and Spanish explorers are believed to
have arrived at Mobile Bay in 1519, and the territory was visited in
1540 by the explorer Hernando de Soto.
The first permanent European settlement in Alabama was
founded by the French at Fort Louis de la Mobile in 1702. The
British gained control of the area in 1763 by the Treaty of Paris but
had to cede almost all the Alabama region to the U.S. and Spain
after the American Revolution.
The Confederacy was founded at Montgomery in Feb. 1861,
and, for a time, the city was the Confederate capital. During the
later 19th century, the economy of the state slowly improved with
industrialization. At Tuskegee Institute, founded in 1881 by
Booker T. Washington, Dr. George Washington Carver carried out
his famous agricultural research.
In the 1950s and '60s, Alabama was the site of such
landmark civil-rights actions as the bus boycott in Montgomery
(1955–56) and the ―Freedom March‖ from Selma to Montgomery
(1965)--see at Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King.
Today paper, chemicals, rubber and plastics, apparel and
textiles, primary metals, and automobile manufacturing constitute
the leading industries of Alabama. Continuing as a major
manufacturer of coal, iron, and steel, Birmingham is also noted for
its world-renowned medical center. The state ranks high in the
production of poultry, soybeans, milk, vegetables, livestock,
wheat, cattle, cotton, peanuts, fruits, hogs, and corn.
Points of interest include the Helen Keller birthplace at
Tuscumbia, the Space and Rocket Center at Huntsville, the White
House of the Confederacy, the restored state Capitol, the Civil
Rights Memorial, the Rosa Parks Museum & Library, and the
Shakespeare Festival Theater Complex in Montgomery; the Civil
Rights Institute and the McWane Center in Birmingham; the
Russell Cave near Bridgeport; the Bellingrath Gardens at
Theodore; the USS Alabama at Mobile; Mound State Monument
near Tuscaloosa; and the Gulf Coast area.

―Ain't Misbehavin‘‖ is a 1929 Fats Waller song—see
at Waller.

Air, another term for the earth‘s atmosphere, is
composed of oxygen & Nitrogen, 21% & 79% by
volume, respectively, and the rest are trace elements of
neglible volumes. And there‘s
lots of it—see at
Atmosphere of the Earth & at ―(An) Ocean of Air.‖

Air is another term for tune, or music. See at ―Air
Music.‖

Airborne Division, The 82nd, Fred‘s div., 110(204-5)
Air conditioning (abbrev. A/C): While moving heat
using machinery to provide air conditioning is a relatively
modern invention, the cooling of buildings is not. The ancient
Egyptians were known to circulate aqueduct water through the
walls of certain houses to cool them. As this sort of water usage
was expensive, generally only the wealthy could afford such a
luxury. Medieval Persia had buildings that used cisterns and wind
towers to cool buildings during the hot season: cisterns (large open
pools in a central courtyards, not underground tanks) collected
rain water; wind towers had windows that could catch wind and
internal vanes to direct the airflow down into he building, usually
over the cistern and out through a downwind cooling tower. Cistern
water evaporated.
In 1820, British scientist and inventor Michael Faraday
discovered that compressing and liquefying ammonia could chill
air when the liquefied ammonia was allowed to evaporate.
In 1842, Florida physician Dr. John Gorrie used compressor
technology to create ice, which he used to cool air for his patients
in his hospital in Apalachicola, Florida.[He hoped eventually to use
his ice-making machine to regulate the temperature of buildings.
He even envisioned centralized air conditioning that could cool
entire cities.
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at The Choate School (now Choate Rosemary Hall) in Wallingford,
Connecticut, graduating in 1946. His formal education continued at
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, where he was expelled in
1947 for skipping classes and refusing to attend compulsory chapel.
In response to his expulsion, Albee's play "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?" is believed to be based on his experiences at Trinity College
Albee left home for good when he was in his late teens. In a
later interview, he said: "I never felt comfortable with the adoptive
parents. I don't think they knew how to be parents. I probably didn't
know how to be a son, either.‖ More recently, he told interviewer
Charlie Rose that he was "thrown out" because his parents wanted him
to become a "corporate gangsta and didn't approve of his aspirations to
become a writer --slightly edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

10 largest cities (2005 est.): Birmingham, 231,483;
Montgomery, 200,127; Mobile, 191,544; Huntsville, 166,313;
Tuscaloosa, 81,358; Hoover, 67,469; Dothan, 62,713; Decatur,
54,909; Auburn, 49,928; Gadsden, 37,405—from the web.

Alabama, Some otable People born in:
Bankhead, Tallulah, actress--Huntsville.
Capote, Truman, writer--New Orleans.
Fitzgerald, Zelda, writer--Montgomery.
Fletcher, Louise, actress--Birminghm.
Grau, Shirley Ann, writer--New Orleans.
Lee, Harper, writer--Monroeville.
Rice, Condoleeza, educator, statesman--Birmingham.

―Alabama Song‖ by Kurt Weill & Bertold Brecht:

Albert, Eddie (né Edward Albert Heimberger), 1906-

―Oh! Moon of Alabama / We now must say good-bye / We
lost our good old Mama / And must have whiskey / Oh,
You know why!‖ in ―The Rise and Fall of the State
Mahagonny‖ (1931), 220(398)

Alameda,

in

Southwest

USA:

A

2005, born to German immigrants in Rock Island, IL, he
was an actor, gardener, humanitarian, activist and WW II veteran.
Just one year after he was born, Albert and his family
moved to Minneapolis, MN. They had a difficult time adjusting to
life in the city, and tempers flared between Eddie and his family.
When he was six, he was forced to get his first job as a
newspaper boy. During WW I, he was taunted as ―the enemy‖ by
his classmates in the third grade. At age 14, he enrolled at Central
High School in Minneapolis, MN, where he joined the school's
drama department. He also went to the same school with a thenunknown actress named Harriette Lake (better known as Ann
Sothern), who was a few years Albert's junior.
His interests were restricted to the stage, but he had a strong
appetite for reading – everything from philosophy to science. After
graduating from high school in 1924, he entered the U. of
Minnesota, where he majored in business, and subsequently looked
for a business job. However, all that changed when the stock
market crashed in 1929. He took several odd jobs, working as an
amateur singer, a trapeze performer, an insurance salesman, and a
nightclub singer. He dropped his last name because it was almost
invariably mangled into ―Hamburger.‖
In 1933, he traveled to New York City, where he co-hosted
the popular radio show The Honeymooners--Grace and Eddie
Show, which ran for three years. Due to his success on the show, in
1936 he was offered a film contract by Warner Bros. In an acting
career that spanned nearly seven decades, he was nominated for
the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor in 1954 for his
performance in Roman Holiday and again in 1973 for The
Heartbreak Kid. Among his other well-known roles are Bing
Edwards in the Brother Rat films, Oliver Wendell Douglas in the
popular 1960s TV situation comedy Green Acres and Frank
MacBride on the 1970s crime dramaSwitch. He also had a
recurring role as Carlton Travis on Falcon Crest opposite Jane
Wyman—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

tree-shaded

promeneade or avenue, pr public park—from Alamo, see
below.

Alameda, CA, is located on a small island*) of the
same name next to Oakland in the San Francisco Bay. An
additional part of the city is Bay Farm Island, which is adjacent to
the Oakland International Airport. The city has a suburban feeling
with its Victorian homes and tree-lined neighborhoods. At the
2000 census, the city had a total population of 72,259.
*) American Heritage Dict. states that it is on two islands. Also see
at Ramada.

Alamo comes from the Spanish Álamo, a popular or
cottonwood tree—see at Alameda, Alamogordo & at Los
Alamos.

―Alamo, The,‖ a chapel in San Antonio, Texas, built
after 1744 as part of a mission. It is a shrine to the 182
Texans who were killed there on March 6, 1836 during a
siege in the Texas Revolution against Mexico. One of those
killed could have escaped but choose to fight to the last
man—see at Davy Crockett (last paragraph.). Also see at
―Rember the Alamo!‖ & at Texas Republic.

Alamogordo, NM--see at A-bomb; Gordo is Spanish
for fat, plump; fatty, greasy; big, large; whopping big;
Alamogordo means a large cottonwood according to the
Dictionary of American Place Names..

Alamos—see at Los Alamos.
Alamein, El, 140(253),159(283)n—see El Alamein.
Alaska, the 49th & largest State; see at Seward.
Albania, see Italy.
Albans, St, a street in Cincinnait, 162(285), where

Albright, Madeleine Korbe

(née Marie Jana

Korbelová), b. 1937, served as the 64th United States
Secretary of State, 1997-2001, under Clinton, after being
unanimously confirmed by the United States Senate 99—0;
she was the first female Secretary of State.

Joy‘s brother-inlaw (Ariela‘s uncle) Bernie lived.

Albee, Edward Franklin Albee III, playwirght born
1928 in Washington, D.C., is a best known for Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? (1960-61), ,The Zoo Story (1958),, Tiny Alice
(1964), A Delicate Balance (1966),, and Three Tall Women (1990-91),
His works are considered well-crafted, often unsympathetic
examinations of the modern condition.
His early works reflect a mastery and Americanization of the
Theatre of the Absurd that found its peak in works by European
playwrights such as Jean Genet, Samuel Beckett, and Eugène Ionesco.
Younger American playwrights, such as Pulitzer Prize-winner Paula
Vogel, credit Albee's daring mix of theatricalism and biting dialogue
with helping to reinvent the post-war American theatre in the early
1960s. Albee continues to experiment in new works, such as The Goat:
or, Who Is Sylvia? (2002).
Albee attended the Clinton High School in New York, then the
Lawrenceville School in New Jersey, from which he was expelled. He
then was sent to Valley Forge Military Academy in Wayne,
Pennsylvania, where he graduated in 1945 at the age of 17. He enrolled

Albu, Dr. Tomas ―Tommy,‖ Romanian math friend,
presently a prof. at Koç University, Sariyer-Istanbul,
Turkey. I met him at the 1993 Oberwolfach Conference
(in the Black Forest, Germany) Conference & again in May
1998 when he gave a colloquium lecture at Rutgers, May
1998. I wrote about work
mails correspondents.

in ―Rings & Things‖ & we‘re e-

Al Capp--see at Capp
Alcatraz is an island in San Francisco Bay on which
the notorious federal prison once stood. (It was
abandoned in 1963.) According to Julian Burnside (on p.15
of ―Word Watching,:2004) it was named Isla de los
Alcatraces by a Spanish lieutenant in 1755 after the large
colony of Pelicans there. ―The alcatras is what we now
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know as the pelican—from the Portuguese al-catras, a
scoop or bucket on a water wheel.

Ali, Muhammad (ne Cassius Marcellus Clay Jr).,
born 1942 in Louisville, KY, is a retired boxer and former
three-time World Heavyweight Champion. He calls himself
―The Greatest‖ & is -nicknamed ―The Louisville Lip.‖

Alcohol, Ch. 63; the heirarachy of --, 218(396); also
see at Drink & Drinking, at Drunk, at Drunken at Jake, at
Jake-leg & at Moonshine,

Alice--see at ―A Town like Alice‖ & below,
―Alice Doesn‘t Live Here Anymore,‖ 1974 film

Alcoholics Anonmous, see at AA.
―Albert Einstein, Creator and Rebel,‖ Helen Dukas

directed by Martin Scorsese that won an Oscar for Ellen
Burstyn as Alice. I remember a song by that title that goes like
this: ―Alice doesn‘t live here anymore. / She‘s the girl that I‘ve
been waiting for.‖ I couldn‘t find it on the Web or in any
references I have. However, I did find that Harry Warren‘s &
Mack Gordon‘s ―You‘ll Never Know (how much I love you)‖ was
on the sound track of ―Alice‖ sung by Alice Faye--see at ―You‘ll
Never Know.‖

and Banesh Hoffman, see Bibliography.

Alda, Alan, actor, starred in ―Mash.‖ Also see at
―Everyone Says I Love You,‖ 1996 film.

Aldrin, Buzz (né Edwin Eugene Aldrin, Jr.), born
1930 in Montclair, NJ, was the 2-nd man (after
Commander Neil Armstrong) to walk on the moon- --see
at Moon Walk

―Alice‘s

Alexander the Great, 76(124)
Aleichem, Sholem, pen name of Solomon
Rabinowitz, 1859-1916, b. in Ukraine. He adopted the
comic pseudonym Sholem Aleichem, derived from a
common Hebrew greeting meaning "peace be with you", or
colloquially, ―Hi, How are you?‖ After working as a rabbi
he devoted himself to writing and Yiddish culture. The
pogroms of 1905 drove him to the USA. His short stories
and plays portray Jewish life in Russia in the late 19-th
century. Fiddler on the Roof is based on his stories.
Quotes: ―A bachelor is a man who comes to work each
morning from a different direction;‖ ―Gossip is nature's
telephone;‖ ―Life is a dream for the wise, a game for the fool, a
comedy for the rich, a tragedy for the poor;‖ ―No matter how bad
things get, you got to go on living, even if it kills you‖; ―The
rich swell up with pride, the poor from hunger.‖

in

Wonderland‖

(1865),

Alice B. Toklas Cookbook came out when Toklas
was 77. It contained 300 recipes of such dishes Artichokes
Stravinsky, Gigot de la Clinique and Breen Peas à la Goodwife. Many
of the receipts are practical, if rather advanced. The book became
famous because one recipe, Toklas's Haschich Fudge, originally given
by a friend. It was not printed in the first American edition, but was
included in the British edition. Toklas's close friends assured, that the
writer herself had not tested the recipe, and she did not realize what the
ingredients were.
AROMAS AND FLAVORS: OF PAST AND PRESENT (1997)
presented over two hundred recipes and practical and philosophical
notes on cooking, starting from frozen aiolli and anchovies in poultry
and game dishes. Also see at Stein and at Toklas.

Aleutian Islands, A chain of rugged volcanic islands
curving 1200 mi. west from the Alaskan peninsula dividing
the Bering Sea & the Pacific Ocean. They were discovered
in 1741 by Vitus Bering & obtained from Russia in 1867 in
a purchase called ―Seward‘s folly.‖ Attu , the most
westward most islands, is part of the Near Isls., Kiska &
Amchitka are in the Rat Isls., Adak & Atka in the
Andreanof Islands & Kodiak is the largest of them all..
Adak & Kodiak were important military listening-posts in
WW II. Japan captured Attu at the outbreak of war, but it
was retaken on May 30, 1943--see at Gus Berger.

Aliens Joke--see at Earth Girls.
Alimony is the curse of the working class—Norman
Mailer, who was married 6 times and paid 5 alimonies,
according tgo Jimmy Breslin, quoted by Heather Burke in
Bloomberg News--http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?
pid=20601087&sid=aMWkflQOIoGc&refer=home

Alive--see at ―I‘m Alive.‖
All—see at Little All.
All-American Boy—see at Jack Armstrong & at Van

Alexander, Cecil Frances, see at ―All Things…‖
Alexander the Great, 356-323 BC: ―If I were not

Johnson.

Alexander, I would be Diogenes.‖

All day suckers were just that, and good for cavities!

Algebra, the HS subject everyone hates, but it‘s my

— hard candy on a stick , lollipop, sucker candy, confect; a
rich sweet made of flavored sugar and often combined
with fruit or nuts

mathematical specialty—about the Author, AA

Alger, Jr., Horatio, 1832--1899, was a prolific

Adventures

written by Charles Dodgson under the pseudonym Lewis
Carroll. It was written at the request of his young friend Alice
Liddell he took boating and told stories to.
Also see at Arithmetic, at Youth vs. Old Age, at Lewis
Carroll, at Cheshire Cat, at Curiouser and Curiouser & at ―Through
the Looking Glass.‖

19th-

"All About Eve" is a 1950 drama film, written and

century, born in Chelsea, what is now Revere,
Massachusetts, author whose principal output was formulaic
juvenile novels that followed the adventures of bootblacks,
newsboys, peddlers, buskers, and other impoverished children in
their rise from humble backgrounds to lives of respectable middleclass security and comfort. His novels*) were hugely popular in
their day—edited from Wikpedia.
*) including "Luck and Pluck" (1867), "Ragged Dick"
(1867), and "Tattered Tom" (1868). He is known as a "Rags to
Riches" author.

directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz, based on the short story
"The Wisdom of Eve," by Mary Orr. The film stars Bette Davis as
Margo Channing, a highly regarded but aging Broadway star.
Anne Baxter plays Eve Harrington, a willingly helpful young fan
who insinuates herself into Channing's life, ultimately threatening
Channing's career and her personal relationships. George Sanders,
Celeste Holm, Hugh Marlowe, Gary Merrill, Marilyn Monroeand
Thelma Ritter also appear. (This was one of Marilyn Monroes
earliest important roles.)
Praised by critics at the time of its release, All About Eve
was nominated for 14 Academy Awards (a feat matched only by
1997's Titanic) and won six, including: Best Picture, 20th CenturyFox (Darryl F. Zanuck, producer); Best Supporting Actor, George
Sanders; Best Costume Design for a Black-and-White film, Edith
Head and Charles Le Maire; Best Director, Joseph L. Mankiewicz;
Best Writing, Screenplay, Joseph L. Mankiewicz –edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

Algonquian Indians: influential native Americans,
who dwelled from Labrador to the Carolinas & whose
language is related to Shawnee. They gave the names to
Michigan (Great Waters), Chicago onion fields, now Windy
City, 213(387); Algonquian also gave us pone, cornpone,
hominy, Podunk, tomahawk, etc.--see at American Native
Indians.

Ali Baba story--Turban Legend?.
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―All animals are equal, but some animals are more

―All the Things You Are,‖ Jerom Kern (music)—

equal than others,‖ from ―1984‖--see at Orwell.

Oscar Hammerstein (lyrics), 114(212. It was written for the
musical Very Warm for May (1939). You are the promised
kiss of springtime/That makes the lonely winter seem
long/You are the breathless hush of evening/That trembles
on the brink of a lovely song...

―All art aspires to the condition of music‖—Walter
Pater, R, lxix

―All for one. ―One for all, and,‖ see at ―Three
Musketeers.‖

―All of Me,‖ Seymour Simons & Gerald Marks, 1931

All Things bright and Beautiful, / all creatures great

song I sang with a co-worker, while we were lying on our
backs stringing cables at Western Electric in Cincinnati, 186(324):
―All of me. / Why not take all of me? / Take my lips, I‘ll never use
them / Take my arms, I want to lose them./ Your Goodbye, left me
with eyes that cry / Can‘t you see / I‘m no good without you? /
You took a part that once was my heart, / So why not take all of
me?‖ We sang this with great feeling & sorrow.

Allah, God of Islam, 89(169)—see at Islam.
Allegheny River from the northeast and the

and small, / all things wise and wonderful, / the Lord God
made them all‖—Cecil Frances Alexander. See at Anarchy
in this connection.

Monongahela River from the south unite with the Ohio at
Pittsburgh (―Three Rivers‖), which then flows between
Kentucky & three States, Ohio, Indiana & Illinois and
empties into the mighty Missouri-Mississippi River, 1(2)

―All of Me,‖ an 1984 movie based on the novel, ―Me
\Too‖ by Ed Davis, directed by Carl Reiner with Lily
Tomlin, Steve Martin, Victoria Tennaant, & a large cast of
others.

Allegheny, PA, now Pittsburgh‘s northside -- see at
D.L. Clark (of ―Clark Bars‖ fame.)

―All or Nothing at All,‖ 1939 song by Arthur

Allen, Fred, 1984-1956, his ―absurdist …radio show

Altman (music) & Jack Lawrence (lyrics).
In a 1944 interview, Sinatra said of the delayed success of
the song, ―That was the song, a few days after Harry James and
myself recorded it, that gave us our walking papers out of the old
Victor Hugo Cafe (a major entertainment venue of the 1930s) on
the Sunset Strip in Hollywood. The manager came up and waved
his hands for us to stop. He said Harry's trumpet playing was too
loud for the joint and my singing was just plain lousy and fired
Harry, me and the entire band on the spot. He said the two of us
couldn't draw flies as an attraction, and I guess he was right--the
room was as empty as a barn. It's a funny thing about that song.
The recording we made of it 5 years ago is now one of the top
spots among the best sellers. But it's the same old recording‖—the
recording became a big hit in 1943, during the 1942-1943
musician‘s strike.

(1934–1949) made him one of the most popular and
forward-looking humorists in the so-called classic era of
radio‖—Wikipedia. His wife, Portand Hoffa, also
appeared on the show skewering him. Also see at Gracie
Allen & ― Television is a device…‖

Allen, Frederick Lewis, ―Only Yesterday,‖5(8)
Allen, Gracie (née Grace Ethel Cecile Rosalie Allen),
1895?--1964, was an American comedienne who became
internationally famous as the zany partner and comic foil of
husband George Burns.
Gracie‘s recipes: Toast-- ―put it into the toaster, burn it &
scrape it off‖; Roasts: ―put a big & little roast in the oven. When
the little roast is burnt, the big one is done.‖
―When I was born, I was so surprised I didn‘t talk for a year
and a half.‖ See the Penguin Intern‘l Dictionary of Contemp Biog.
for a paean to her.
Allen, Karen, actress—see at ―The Glass Menagerie‖
(1987)
Allen, Dr. Leland (―Lee‖), T: an RT from Cincinnati who
was an instructor at Ward Island, Corpus Cristi when I was
there. He related to me the cornflake blaze there in 1946
which converted Kellogg‘s Cornflakes into Post Toasties!
231(420)—also see at Bill Barnard.
Allen, Mr., Holmes= Gym Teacher & Dave Evans,
did what they could to make a real boy of me, e.g., taught
me to box and wrestle, 148(263). I never knew Mr. Allen‘s
first name, but Dave Evans taught English, as well as
coached in basketball and football.

―All That Jazz‖ is a Palme D'Or (Golden Palm award
at Cannes) winning 1979 musical film directed by Bob
Fosse, starring Roy Scheider. ―With an actor of less weight and
intensity, All That Jazz might have evaporated as we watched it.
Mr. Scheider's is a presence to reckon with.‖ The screenplay by
Robert Alan Aurthur and Fosse is a semi-autobiographical fantasy
based on aspects of the dancer, choreographer, and director's life
and career. The film was inspired by Fosse's manic effort to edit
his film Lenny while simultaneously staging his 1975 Broadway
musical Chicago. It borrows its title from a Kander and Ebb tune
in that production—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. The quote is
from the NY Times Review of the movie.

―All the President‘s Men,‖ 1976 film based on the
bestselling account of the Watergate scandal in the Nixon
Administration, leading to Nixon‘s resignation, written by
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein— see at ―Watergate‖ &
at Alan Pakula.

Allen, Woodie (b. Allen Steward Königsberg, 1933):
―Don‘t knock masturbation, it‘s sex with someone I love;
my favorite hobby,‖ 169(296); ―My brain--that‘s my second
favorite organ;‖ p.151 in Wit,; ―Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Sex,‖ 169(296); ―Idiot Village‖ pun on ―Village
Idiot,‖ in his movie, Love and Death, 58(95)
―I don‘t want immortality through my work, I want it by not
dying,‖ 240(435); ―It‘s not that I am afraid to die. I just
don‘t
want to be there when it happens‖—―Death (A Play),‖ Without
Feathers
―Is sex dirty? Only if it is done right,‖ 169(296)
―More than any other time in history, mankind faces a
crossroads. One path leads to despair and utter hopelessness. The
other, to total extinction. Let us pray that we have the wisdom to
choose correctly‖—in his 1980 film Stardust Memories, 236(429);
On God: ―I don‘t think he‘s evil. But the worst that you
can say is that he‘s an under-achiever—in Love and Death.
―Radio Days,‖ a nostalgic film, 77(125)n

―All Quiet on the Western Front,‖ extraordinary
and realistic anti-war movie (1930), based on the German
novel ―Nicht Neues im Westen‖ by Erich Maria Remarque, with
Lew Ayres, Louis Wollheim, John Wray, & Slim Summerville,
―with 2000 extras swarming about battlefields set up on ranchland
in California. Its relentless anti-war message is emotionally
draining, with both graphic shots & haunting visual poetry.
Extremely controversial in the USA and Germany, Remarque,
who had fought and was wounded on the Western Front,was
eventually forced to leave Germany in 1932 & went to the USA
in 1939 due to the film‘s ongoing controversy‖-paraphrased from
the Video Hound, and a bit from The Penguin International
Dictionary of Biography. Note; Western Front referrs to the
German west boundary with France. Remarque became a US
Citizen—see at Remarque.
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―Zelig,‖ the human chameleon, Ch. 31.
Also see at Bixsexuality, at Brain Jokes, at Mia Farrow,
Jewish Conversion Joke, at Life, at Oral contraception, at Success
with Women, and at Woodie Allen & Mae West on Sex,
169(296)

Alliluyeva, Svetlana Iosifovna, aka Stalina, later Lana
Peters, born 1926 in Moscow, USSR, is the youngest child
and only daughter of Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin. A writer and
naturalized United States citizen, Alliluyeva caused an
international furor by defecting to the United States in 1967
sometime after her mother suicided, leaving in the USSR a son
and daughter by her first marriage to a Soviet citizen, Grigory
Morozov.
In 1963, while in hospital for the removal of her tonsils, she
met Brajesh Singh, an Indian communist visiting Moscow. Singh
was mild-mannered & idealistic but gravely ill with bronchiectasis
and emphysema. They continued and cemented their relationship
while recuperating in Sochi, on the Black Sea. Singh returned to
Moscow in 1965, to work as a translator, but they were not allowed
to marry. Singh died in 1966 and Alliluyeva was allowed to travel
to India to take his ashes back, for his family to pour them into the
Ganges. She stayed in the family home in Kalakankar on the banks
of the Ganges for two months and became immersed in local
customs.
At an interview on April 26, 1967, she referred to Singh as
her husband, though stating that they were never allowed to marry
officially. With the aid of Chester Bowles, of the US Embassy in
New Delhi, and George F. Kennan, former ambassador to Russia,
and a Professor at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,
she went to live Princeton, NJ, and later to nearby Pennington.
Upon her arrival in April 1967 in New York City,
Alliluyeva gave a press conference denouncing her father's regime
and the Soviet government. Her intention to publish her
autobiographical Twenty Letters To A Friend on the fiftieth
anniversary of the Soviet revolution caused an uproar in the USSR,
and the government there threatened to release an unauthorized
version; publication in the West was therefore moved to an earlier
date, and that particular diplomatic problem defused.
In September 1969, Alliluyeva published "Only One Year."
In reviewing this book for the New Yorker, Edmund Wilson
characterized it as a unique document that will take its place
among the great Russian biographical books.
In 1970, Alliluyeva answered an invitation from Frank
Lloyd Wright's widow, Olgivanna Lloyd Wright, to visit
Taliesin West in Scottsdale, Arizona. As she described in her
autobiographical Distant Music, Olgivanna believed in mysticism
and had become convinced that Alliluyeva was a spiritual
replacement for her own daughter Svetlana, who had married
Wright's chief apprentice William Wesley Peters, and who had
died in a car crash years before.
Alliluyeva came to Arizona, agreed to marry Peters within a
matter of weeks, migrated with the Taliesin Fellowship back and
forth between Scottsdale and Spring Green, Wisconsin, and
adopted the name Lana Peters. The couple had a daughter, Olga, in
Marin General Hospital, Mill Valley, California in 1971. By her
own account, Alliluyeva retained respect and affection for Wes
Peters, but their marriage dissolved under the pressure of Mrs.
Wright's influence & they divorced.
In 1982, she moved with her daughter to Cambridge,
England, and, in 1984, returned to the Soviet Union, where she and
her daughter were granted citizenship, and settled in Tbilisi,
Georgia. In 1986, Alliluyeva returned to the US, and later returned
to Bristol, England, in the 1990s. She is believed now to be living
in northern California—from various web sources, but chiefly
Wikipedia, where there are photographs of Stalin &Svetlanna, one
of the dreaded Beria & Svetlana, with Stalin in the background,
and one with Stalin, Svetland & his son, Vasiliy. I briefly wrote
about Alliluyeva in Part II of ―Rings and Things.‖

―Alley Oop,‖ 95(181); cartoon character debuted in
1932, his sweetheart Ooola, steed ―Dinny,‖ the dinosaur,
his friend, Foozy, Moo's King Guzzle and Queen
Umpateedle, the King's Grand Wizer and assorted citizens.
Oop and his pals had occasional skirmishes with the rival
kingdom of Lem, ruled by King Tunk. The names Moo and
Lem are apparent references to the fabled lost continents of
Mu and Lemuria, while Ooola is a variation on the formerly
French oo-la-la, denoting exuberant admiration. See at
Og, Son of Fire

Allez Oop, French slang for ―go up‖ & a basketball
maneuver whereby the ball is tossed toward the basket & a
teammate jumps up & gives it the final push toward the
hoop. From the French allez-oop, cry of circus acrobat
about to leap, from allez, pl. imperative of aller, to go, from
Old French aler, to walk---see American Heritage Dict.

Allied Deaths in WW II: Adding 1,291,000 dead
in the Western Alliance 27,900,000 dead in USSR &
Poland (many of the Poles were killed by the Soviet Union
when the latter joined Germany in invading Poland in
1939), this comes to 29,191,000, or almost 30 million
Allied Dead! Counting China's 21,500,000 dead, Allied
deaths totals 50,691,000. Also see at Axis Casualties & at
World War II.
Allied & Axis Deaths: with 9,313,000 Axis dead,
totals: 10,604,000 Allied and Axis dead, and 38,504,000
counting USSR, and, counting China, more than 60
million Allied & Axis men, women, and children dead!-not counting casualties in Norway, Denmark, Finland &
other occupied countries.

Alliluyeva, Svetlana: Stalin‘s daughter who fled
the USSR

Allied War Output in WW II: ―Britain trebled its
war ouput between 1940 & 1943, a ratio surpassing that of
both Germany & Russia, who doubled theirs, but America
increased its by ―a staggering twenty-five times.‖ And USA
shipped not just lethal weapons--within 6 months of Pearl
Harbor, USA shipped a million cases of powered milk,
600,000 of them to Britain, in addition to ―dried eggs that
the British fed on with grumbling appreciation‖--from the
Foreword by Harold Evans to ―The American Home Front:
1941-1942‖ by Allistair Cooke Also see at Liberty Ship
& at Henry Kaiser.

Allies of WWII: Great Britain (England, Scotland,
Wales, N. Ireland, & the British Commonwealth (Canada,
Australia, India, etc.), Free France, Poland, USSR (after it
was invaded by Germany): Chs. 42, 49, 50 & 60, also see
Battle of the Bulge, D-Day, and WW II: capture Naples,
Oct. 1. 1943, 143(257); -- entered Rome, June 4, 1943, two
days before D-Day, 143(257); -- invaded Sicily, July 9-10,
1943, 143(257);--invaded Italy, September 1, 1943,
143(257); invaded Normandy, June 6, 1944 (D-Day); Italy
surrenders, Sept. 29, 1943, 143(257): Paris liberated, 143
(257; German forces in N. Africa surrendered, May 12,
1943; Nazi Germany surrendered, May 8, 1945—see at
VE-Day; Japan surrended Aug. 15, 2005—see at VJ-Day.
Peak British military force: 4.7 million, 177(310); peak US
military might: 16. 4 million armed forces, of which 13
nillion were still active on VE-Day,177(309-310); total peak
military forces of the Allies: 21 million, 177(310);
―Cheering for the Allies was not like pulling for the
Cincinnati Reds,‖ 159(282)

Allyson, June (nee Eleanor Geisman), 1917-2006,
born in Bronx, NY City, she was a film & TV actress. In
1918, when June was only six months old, her alcoholic father,
who had worked as a janitor, abandoned the family. To make ends
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meet, her mother worked as a telephone operator and restaurant
cashier. Allyson was brought up in near poverty.
In 1925, when she was eight, a dead tree branch fell on her
while she was bicycling. Several bones were broken, and doctors
said she would never walk again. She underwent months of
swimming exercises, however, and ultimately regained her health.
James Stewart was a frequent co-star, teaming up with
Allyson in films such as The Glenn Miller Story, The Stratton
Story, andStrategic Air Command. She also starred in Girl Crazy
(1943)—excerpt from Wikipedia where her filmography may be
found. Also see at Betty Comden & at Van Johnson.

of the film wrote their own songs; Keith Carradine won an
Academy Award for the song ―I'm Easy.‖ His films MASH and
Nashville have been selected for preservation in the United States
National Film Registry—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see
at Anouk Aimee (Ready to Wear, 1994), ―Nashville‖ & at
Shelley Duvall.

Alsace-Lorraine, France, once a part of Germany
(German: Reichsland Elsaß-Lothringen, generally ElsassLothringen) & earlier of France, once was a territory createdby the
German Empire in 1871 after the annexation of mostof Alsace &
parts of Lorraine in the Franco-Prussian War. The Alsatian part
lay in the Rhine Valley on the west bank of the
Rhine River
& on the east of the Vosges mountains. The Lorraine section was
in the upper Moselle valley to the north of the Vosges Mountains.
The region became part of Eastern Francia in 921 during the reign
of King Louis, the German, later becoming part of the Holy
Roman Empire. It was gradually annexed by the Kingdom of
France after the Peace of Westphalia in 1648.
After the Franco-Prussian War, the Treaty of Frankfurt
returned the area to German control as part of the newly-created
German Empire in 1871.A short-lived independence after WW I
was ended by French troops in 1918 and the Treaty of Versailles of
1919, amd the territory was reverted to France.
The area was annexed by Nazi Germany in 1940, but
reverted to French control in 1945 at the end of WW II,and has
remained a part of France since.
The territory was made up of 93% of Alsace (7% remained
French) & 26% of Lorraine (74% remained French). For historical
reasons, specific legal dispositions are still applied in the territory,
properly and legally now known as Alsace-Moselle—Wikipedia.
(The history of Alsace and Lorraine is much older, going back to
the Romans, and earlier—see at Wikipedia) Also see at
Lawrence Welk—his folks came from there.

Alm, Richard, see at Poverty Level & at Thirties to
Mid-Forties

Alma Mater, The School, college, or university that
one has attended, or the anthem thereof: from the Latin
Alma , nourishing; Mater, mother.

Almond & Chocolate, see at Mars Bars.
Alone, ―Strange to wander in the mists. Each is alone.
No tree knows its neighbor. Each is alone‖--Hesse, T;
―We are all in this alone‖-- Lily Tomlin;
―Hell is oneself… one is always alone,‖ T. S. Eliot;
―One can be alone without being lonely, e.g., with good
book to read! Also see at Books, Isolation, at Loneliness,
at Lonely, at Past & at Reading.

Alonquian, my frequent misspelling of Algonquian—
see at Algonquian & at Dyslexia.

Alpha, see below.
Aphabet The letters of a language in the order fixed
by custom. The workd is derived from the first two letters
of the Greek alphabet, namely alpha and beta: in symbols,
α and β. Omega (majuscule: Ω, minuscule: ω) is the 24th
and last letter of the Greek alphabet. Alpha and omega
means the beginning and the end.

―Al Tijuana and His Jewish Brass‖—see Lou Jacobi.
Alto in music. 1. A low female singing voice; a

Alphabet poem--see at "Ye Nymphs of Kew"
Alphabets Soup (on the sides of box cars), Ch. 5

Contralto. 2. A countertenor. 3. The range between soprano
and tenor. 4. A singer whose voice lies within this range. 5.
An instrument that sounds within this range, e.g., an alto sax
(saxaphone), or alto clarinet, from Latin altus, high--Amer.
Heritage Dictionary.

NYC, B&0, C&0, L&N, SP, and UP, short for respectively,
New York Central, Baltimore & Ohio (the first US railroad
chartered to carry passengers and freight, back on February 28,
1827, according to ―Highlights in History‖), Chesapeake & Ohio,
Louisville & Nashville, Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, not to
mention the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe! (Atchison was a hub
city of northeast Kansas for the railroad founded in 1859.) Harry
Warren wrote a song about it—see Ch. 5.
Also see at Campbell‘s Soup, BBB, CCC, EEE, GGG, I, III
or iii, JJJ, KKK, PPP, QQQ, TTT, UUU & YYY. Other visual
puns: EZ (easy?), MT (empty?), UR (you are)

Alton, Charles, Harlem renaissance artist—see at
Jacob Lawrence.

Altricham, Lord: ―Autobiography is now as common
as adultery-and hardly less reprehensible,‖ T1—see at John
Grigg.

―Always,‖ (I‘ll be loving you, aways..)—see at .
Irving Berlin.

Altman, Arthur--see at ―All or Nothing at All.‖
Altman, Dr. Lawrence, writes medical columns for

Always B-negative—see at Pessimist Jokes.
Always Joke: ―When I married Mr. Right, I didn‘t

the NY Times—see at Dr. Robert Austrian & at Dr. William
T. Close.

know his first name was Always‖—Rita Rudner . Also see
at Pessimist Jokes—the second one.

Altman, Robert Bernard, 1925-2006, born in Kansas

Alzheimer‘s disease: Did it afflict our

City, MO, the son of wealthy insurance man/gambler
Bernard Clement Altman, who came from an upper-class family,
and Helen Mathews, a Mayflower descendant from Nebraska--his
ancestry was German, English % Irish--was a film director known
for making films that are highly naturalistic, but with a stylized
perspective.
Altman made films that no other filmmaker and/or studio
would. He was reluctant to make the original 1970 Korean War
black comedy MASH because of the pressures involved in filming
it, but it still became a critical success* inspire the long-running
TV series M*A*S*H*--about which see.
His next films were McCabe & Mrs. Miller (1971), Thieves
Like Us (1974), and in 1975, Nashville, which had a strong
political theme set against the world of country music. The stars

Loony

Grandma Faith? 10(15-16). It afflicted Pres. Reagan,
126(231)n and Willem de Kooning—see at de Kooning. The
disease is a kind of dementia also called ―old-timers
disease‖ but it is clinically different from other kinds of
dementia.

―Am I Blue,‖ recorded by Ethel Waters with Tommy
and Jimmy Dorsey, 1929, according to p. 981 in Da Capa
Companion etc. but there are many versions of the lyrics by
various vocalists available on the Internet.

Amarillo, TX. is the 11th-largest city in Texas, and
the largest in the ―panhandle.‖ The city, origiallny named
Oneida, is known as ―The Yellow Rose of Texas‖–
amarillo means yellow in Spanish. The Palo Duro Canyon
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State Park is United States' second largest canyon system,
after the Grand Canyon and is located south of Amarillo.

9. Prohibits infringement on residual or implied rights
(i.e., ―what is not prohibited is permitted.‖ (*)
10. States rights…13. (1865). Abolition of Slavery.
14. Due Process (1868) (see at Roe vs. Wade).
15. Right to vote regardless of race or color, or previous
status as a slave (1870)…18. Prohibition.(1919).
19. The right of women to vote (1920)....21 Repeal of
prohibition (1933)…
26 Right of 18year-olds to vote (―Old enough to
fight, old enough to vote.‖) (1971).
Note: The first ten comprise the Bill of Rights, and by
1791 the last of the ten was ratified. (*) Regarding the 9th ame
ndment, see at Liberty. Also see at FirstAmendment.

Amateur dervives from French via the Latin word
amor, to love. Literally, a lover.

Amateur Softball Association, I worked there as a
telemarketer (before the term existed), selling ads, 111(211)
—see at Carl Worked in Cincinnati.
―Amazing Grace,‖ spiritual, Olney Hymns by John Newton,
1779, Ch. 28

Amazon River, 3,900 mi. long. The world‘s second
longest river (after the Nile) not counting the MississippiMissouri system & carries the largest volume of water.

Amazon.com, Internet bookseller, 105(197)
―Amber waves of grain,‖ a line from ―America, The

America: In 1507, a German cartographer Martin
Waldseemuller names a huge land mass in the Western
Hemisphere ―America‖ in honor of Italian navigator Americgo
Vespucci. *) in German, Wald is a forest, See is a sea, or ocean,
and Mueller is a miller of grains. **) Before the discovery of
America, there was no Western Hemisphere!

Beautiful.‖ Also see at Pearl Harbor.

Ambiguous phrases: ―Nothing is better than
this! Something transparent can be easy to see or
impossible to see. Reservation can be a confirmation
or uncertainly, as in ―I have a reservation‖--at the
restaurant, or -- about a plan of action. -- ―Go off‖
can mean the beginning or the end of an operation.
Similarly for ―went out‖—he went out the door or the
lights went out--from clues in a NY Times crossword
puzzle.

America, see at

America and England, Amerigo

Vespucci, at USA & at Voice of America.

―America is a mistake, a giant mistake!‖—Sigmund
Freud—quoted in ―The Portable Curmudgeon.‖

“America, The Beautiful,‖ published 1895 with lyrics

Ambrose Stephen, 143(257), 184(319);-- wrote ―D-

by Katharine Lee Bates, 1859-1929; and music by Sam
Augustus Ward. See Historical Note, T3.

Day.‖

―American, All-―—see at All-Ameican Boy.
―American? An American is English, or French, or

Ameche, Don (né Dominic Felix Amici), 1908-1993,
was born in Kenosha, Wisconsin, the son of Barbara, of Irish
and German descent, and Felix Ameche, an immigrant from Italy
whose original surname was "Amici." He had three brothers, Omberto
(Bert), James (Jim Ameche), and Louis and two sisters, Elizabeth and
Catherine.Ameche attended Marquette University, Loras College and
the U. of Wisconsin.
Ameche began his career in vaudeville with Texas Guinan, until
Guinan dropped him from the act, dismissing him as "too stiff." He
made his film debut in 1935 and by the late 1930s, he had established
himself as a leading actor in Hollywood. He appeared in such films as
Alexander's Ragtime Band (1938), as the title character in The Story of
Alexander Graham Bell (1939). It led to the use of the word, "ameche,"
as slang for telephone in common catchphrases, as noted by Mike Kilen
in the Iowa City Gazette (December 8, 1993): "The film prompted a
generation to call people to the telephone with the phrase: 'You're
wanted on the Ameche.'"
Another highlight was co-starring with Gene Tierney in Ernest
Lubitch's Heaven Can Wait, a film nominated for the Academy Award
for Best Picture.
Ameche played so many roles based on real people that on one
of his radio broadcasts Fred Allen joked that "Pretty soon, Don Ameche
will be playing Don Ameche." Soon afterwards, in It's in the Bag!,
which starred Allen, Ameche indeed played himself in a bit part.
Ameche died on December 6, 1993, in Scottsdale, Arizona of
prostate cancer at the age of 85. He was cremated and his ashes are
buried at Resurrection Catholic Cemetery, also known as St.
Philomena's Cemetery, in Asbury, Iowa—edited exerpt from
Wikipedia.

Italian, Irish, German, Spanish, Polish, Russian or Greek.
An American may also be Canadian, Mexican, African, Indian,
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Australian, Iranian, Asian, or Arab, or
Pakistani or Afghan. An American may also be a Comanche,
Cherokee, Osage, Blackfoot, Navaho, Apache, Seminole or one of
the many other tribes known as native Americans.
An American is Christian, or he could be Jewish, or
Buddhist, or Muslim. In fact, there are more Muslims in America
than in Afghanistan. The only difference is that in America they
are free to worship as each of them chooses. An American is also
free to believe in no religion. For that he will answer only to God,
not to the government, or to armed thugs claiming to speak for the
government and for God.
An American lives in the most prosperous land in the
history of the world. The root of that prosperity can be found in the
Declaration of Independence, whichrecognizes the Godgiven
right of each person to the pursuit of happiness.
An American is generous. Americans have helped out just
about every other nation in the world in their time of need, never
asking a thing in return‖—excerpt witten by an anonymous
Australian & circulated worldwide. Also see at ―Colored
People, or People of Color,‖ at Marshall Plan, at Nine-eleven
(9/11), at ―Red, white and blue‖ & at World Trade
Center.

American Armed Services & Veterans of WW II—

Amendment: Eighteenth Amendment: Prohibition,

see at USA Armed Services, etc.

(1919), Nineteenth --: the right of women to vote (1920),
Twenty-first -- repeal of Prohibition (1933), 5(7-8).

―American as Cherry pie, Violence‖—see at Rap

Amendments to the US Constitution (Some): 1. Free

―American Beauty‖(1999) is a darkly comic portrait

Brown.

speech, religion & the right to worship.
2. Right to bear arms.
3. .Probits quartering soldiers in one‘s home.
4. Right to privacy in one‘s home.
5. Prohibits ―double jeopardy‖ & self-incrimination. 6.
Right to a fair &,speedy trial & the right to counsel.
7. Right to a trial by jury.
8. Prohibits cruel and unsusual punishments.

of suburbia, directed by Sam Mendes in his feature film debut.
Kevin Spacey stars as a man (LesterBurnham) cast into a vicious
midlife crisis. Underemployed and hopelessly lusting for a teenager he
discovers his wife (Annette Bening) is having an affair, while his misfit
daughter Jane (Thora Birch) looks for companionship with their odd
neighbor. Filming took place in California, though the suburb was
depicted as one that could be placed anywhere in America. Winner of
multiple Oscars including Best Actor (Spacey), Best Director
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(Mendes), Best Picture (Bruce Cohen and Dan Jinks). Best Screenplay
(Alan Ball) & Best Cinematography (Conrad Hall.)
Plot outline: The Burnhams' new neighbors are US Marine

accomplish what they did where others might have failed." This "was
the talent for getting things done by not doing the obvious, a talent for
recognizing when not doing something was better than doing it, even
when doing it was what everyone else wanted"--Jonathan Yardley in
Washington Post, May 31, 2009

Corps Colonel Frank Fitts (Chris Cooper), his dissociative wife,
Barbara (Allison Janney), and their teenage son, Ricky (Wes
Bentley). After watching a high school basketball game at which Jane

―American Home Front: 1941-1942, The,‖ Allistair
Cooke‘s diaries from several cross-country American
automobile trips right after Pearl Harbor was bombed. He
reported, interalia, that many Americans did not know where Pearl
Harbor was. (In 2005, it was reported nationally that many
Americans did not know where Texas & Mexico are!)
Cooke also visited some Japanese Internment Camps in
California, e.g., Manzanar, when most Americans ―couldn‘t cared
less about them‖—from the NY Times review by William
Grimes, May 24, 2006. (Cooke was English back then & the book
is illustrated.) Also, see at Allied War Output, Allistair Cooke, at
Pearl Harbor, at ―Rosie, the Riveter & at JapaneseAmericans.

is a cheerleader, Lester develops an infatuation with Jane's sexually
precocious friend and classmate, Angela Hayes (Mena Suvari). His
fantasies entail a sexually aggressive Angela among red rose petals.
Frank controls Ricky with a strict disciplinarian lifestyle and gives him
regular drug tests. Upon meeting a homosexual couple in the
neighborhood, Frank reacts with disgust. Ricky frequently uses a handheld video camera to record his surroundings and keeps hundreds of
tapes in his bedroom. One night, he records Jane in her bedroom from
his; she sees him and exposes herself through the window.

.American Blacks, see at Black-Americans.
American Cemeteries, see at American Miltary
Cemeteries.

―American, Do You Speak?‖ by Robert MacNeil and

―American Humor, Russell Baker‘s Book of,‖

William Cran, Doubleday, NY, 2005

Russell Baker, ed., Norton, NY, 1993, contains a
generous selection of America‘s funniest writers from Ade
to Zinsser. Constance Rourke also wrote an influential book
American Humor published in 1931. Also see at Rourke,
and at Nora Ephron.

American Dust Bowl, see at Great American…
―American English,‖ short title for ―Speaking Freely,
A Guided Tour of American English from Plymouth Rock
to Silicon Valley,‖ Stuart Berg Flexner and Anne H.
Soukhanov, Oxford U. Press, New York, Oxford, 1997

American Immigrants in 2007: Immigration into the
USA in the period 2000-2007 was highest in US history-10.3 million with more than half illegals. In 2007, there
were a total of 37.9 million immigrants in the US, the
highest level since the 1920s—Center for Immigrations
Studies in Washington, D.C. as reported by the NY Times
on Nov. 29, 2007. This means that 10.3% of the country at
present are immigrant—and not the highest percentage ever,
either! See at US Ancestry.

American Dialects--see directly above, and at
Kentucky Dialects.

American Food Writing--see at Eat!
―American Gangster,― 2007 film starring Demzel
Washington and Russell Crowe. Ruby Dee was nominated
for Best Supporting Actress.

―American Genius, Italian Inspiration‖—see at

American Immigrants: Past, Present & Future: ―We

Jefferson (last paragraphs.)

―American Gothic‖(1930) is an iconic painting by

are a country built by immigrants, whether the came over on
the Mayflower, on slave ships, or through Ellis Island.
Unless you‘re Native American, everyone here has some
kind of immigrant story—Sarah Jones, Tony Awardwinning playwright, actress, and talking poet, in the
Smithsonian Special Issue, Fall 2007, ―America‘s Young
Innovators in the Arts and Sciences‖

Grant Wood

―American Heroes: Imagine: The Spirit of‖ a book
of photographs, letters, speeches & writings of a number of
Americans, including: Jane Addams, Susan B. Anthony, Louis
Armstrong, Nellie Bly, Charlie Chaplin, Amelia Earheart, Thomas
Edison, Albert Einstein, Ella Fitzgerald, Bill Gates, Zora Neale
Hurston, Lee Iacocca, John F. Kennedy, Helen Keller, John
Lennon, Maya Lin, Georgia O‘Keefe, Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
Jonas Salk, Gloria Steinem, Paul Robeson, and several dozen
others. See Bibliography, at ―Radio Heroes‖ & below:

American Indians are the natives who lived in North
America when the Colonists from Europe arrived. There are
are approximately 296 spoken (or formerly spoken) indigenous
languages north of Mexico, 269 of which are grouped into 29
families (the remaining 27 languages are either isolates or
unclassified—see at Wikipedia under Native American or Indian
Languages.
Also see at Algonquian & at Legends, at Black Foot,
Sitting Bull, at Crazy Horse, at Crowfoot, at Chief Seattle, at
Hiawatha, Minnehaha, at Maria Tallchief, at Pocahontas& at
Wenonah, among others. Also see at Algonquian, at Custer, at
Custer‘s Last Stand at Michigan, among others. Also see at
―American?‖

―American Heroes, Profiles of Men and Women
Who Shaped Early America‖ by Edmund S. Morgan is a
collection of 17 essays written over a spand of 70 years. The
author is now 93 years-old—this his his 18-th book & he has
edited 5 more, as pointed out by Jonathan Yardley‘s review in the
5/1/09 Washington Post. It is also reviewed by Russell Baker in the
New York Rev. of Books, 6/11/09.
"That there were heroic aspects to some of these men (Ezra
Stiles and Timothy Dwight, presidents of Yale College whose influence
on religion and education was significant) and women (Anne
Hutchinson and Mary Easty, who stood bravely behind their own
convictions) is indisputable, but the theme of heroism in any form is so
secondary in so many of these essays as to be virtually invisible.
Obviously, what we are looking at is a publisher's decision to fabricate
a title that echoes "founding fathers hagiography" (as the dust-jacket
copy puts it), even as the text fails to bear it out...(and many paragraphs
later)... Though Morgan briefly describes a handful of lesser-known
people whose courage during and after the Salem witch trials was
exemplary, it is no surprise that the two figures who come closest to
meeting both the conventional and Morgan's own definitions of heroes
are George Washington and Benjamin Franklin. "If it can be said that
any two men made the American republic," Morgan writes, "they
conspicuously did," because they shared "a talent that enabled them to

―American in Paris‖ is a symphonic composition by
George Gershwin, composed in 1928. Inspired by time
Gershwin had spent in Paris, it is in the form of an extended tone
poem evoking the sights and energy of the French capital in the
1920s. It is one of Gershwin's best-known compositions. Gershwin
composed the piece on commission from the New York
Philharmonic. He also did the orchestration. (He did not
orchestrate his musicals.) Gershwin scored An American in Paris
for the standard instruments of the symphony orchestra plus
celesta. saxophone, and automobile horns. Gershwin brought back
some Parisian taxi horns for the New York premiere of the
composition which took place on Dec. 13, 1928 in Carnegie Hall
with Walter Damrosch conducting the New York Philharmonic.
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Gershwin collaborated on the original program notes with the critic
and composer Deems Taylor, noting that: ―My purpose here is to
portray the impression of an American visitor in Paris as he strolls
about the city and listens to various street noises and absorbs the
French atmosphere.‖ When the tone poem moves into the blues,
―our American friend ... has succumbed to a spasm of
homesickness.‖ But, ―nostalgia is not a fatal disease.‖ The
American visitor ―once again is an alert spectator of Parisian
life"‖and ―the street noises and French atmosphere are
triumphant."

American Military Cemetery and Memorial of the
North African Campaign in Tunis, Tunisia. There are 2,841
American military dead buried at this 27-acre site north of
Tunis. Glenn Fitkin and his daughter Betsey took part in a
commemorative ceremony on Pearl Harbor Day, 2008.

American Natives, see at American Indians.
American Negro Spirituals, see at Motherless Child.
―American Pie‖ is a 1991 film.
―Ameican Pie 2‖ is a 2001 sequel.
―American Popular Song, The Great Innovators 1900-

―American in Paris, An‖ (continued) is scored for
3 flutes (3rd doubling on piccolo), 2 oboes, English horn, 2
clarinets in B flat, bass clarinet in B flat, 2 bassoons, 4 horns in F,
3 trumpets in B flat, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, snare drum, bass
drum, cymbals, low & high tom-toms, xylophone, glockenspiel,
celesta, 4 taxi horns, alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, baritone
saxophone, and strings.

―American in Paris, An‖

1950,‖ by Alec Wilder, Edited & Introduced by James T.
Maher, Oxford U. Press, New York, 1972

―American Reformers: An H.W. Wilson Biographical
Dictionary,‖ by Alden Whitman, 1985.

―American Slang, Dictionary of,‖ by Wentworth and
Flexner. See at Flexner and at Wentwoth.

is a 1951 MGM musical

―American Stories: Baseball, Our National Pastime

film inspired by the 1928 orchestral composition by George
Gershwin. Starring Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron, Oscar Levant & nina
Foch, the film is set in Paris, and was directed by Vincente
Minnelli from a script by Alan Jay Lerner. The music is by George
Gershwin, with lyrics by his brother Ira, with additional music by
Saul Chaplin, the music director.
The story of the film is interspersed with show-stopping
dance numbers choreographed by Gene Kelly and set to popular
Gershwin tunes. Songs and music include ―I Got Rhythm,‖ ―I'll
Build A Stairway to Paradise‖, ―‘S Wonderful,‖ and ―Our Love is
Here to Stay.‖ The climax is ―The American in Paris‖ ballet, an 18
minute dance featuring Kelly and Caron set to Gershwin's An
American in Paris. The ballet alone cost more than half a million
dollars, a staggering sum at the time—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia—also see at Nina Foch, especially the nex-to-last
paragraph about her seducing Gene Kelly in the film.

(1950-1960),‖ 222(405); ―American Stories: The Brooklyn
Bridge,‖ Ken Burns Videos.

―American Tragedy, An‖ is a novel by Theodore
Dreiser, made into a 1951 film that won 6 Academy
Awards—see at ―A Place in the Sun.‖

American West—see at ―Easy Rider,: at Hudson
River Shool (last paragraph.), at Georgia O‘Keeffe (last
paragraph), who lived in Taos, NM, and painted many
desert scenes The West is big, and many people have
written about it, e.g., see at ―Big Sky,‖ painted it, and filmed
it—too many to give a short summary here.
―America‘s Greatest Invention?‖According to Camille
Paglia, it is the movie industry! Duh! How about the
invention of the USA by the Founding Fathers, e.g., the US
Constitution? Paglia‘s statement in ―Cassell‘s Movie
Quotations‖ is the most asinine statement since Hitler‘s
Thousand Year Reich that lasted just 12 years & many of
those 12 were while Germany was losing WW II.

American Industrial Output in WW II, see at Allied
War Output.

American Jewish Society--see at Jewish Musicians.
American League, or AL, is one of the two
baseball‘s major leagues in the US and Canada. It

America‘s Heart and Mind: Whoever wants to know
the heart & mind of America had better learn baseball—
Jacques Barzun in ―God‘s Country and Mine.‖

developed from the Western League, a minor league based
in the Great Lakes states, that eventually aspired to major
league status. The league is often called the Junior Circuit
because it was elevated to Major League status in 1901, 25
years after the formation of the National League (the
"Senior Circuit"). The American League champion plays the
World Series against the National League champion after
the end of every season. Through the 2007 season,
American League teams have won 61 of the 103 World
Series played since 1903—excerpt from Wikipedia.

America‘s Invincibility? See at Myth.
America‘s national pastime is baseball—saying--see
at American‘s Heart & Mind.

Americanski joke: Why do American men want to be
present when their wives are giving birth. Maybe because
they weren‘t there at the conception—relatred by Ian
Franzier in his Aug. 10-17, 2009 New Yorker Magazine
article ―Siberia‖ as told to him by his Russian companions
on their trek across Siberia.

American Military Cemeteries: Arlington National

Amerigo Vespucci, an Italian navigator. On April 25,

Cemetery in Washington, DC; also see Battery Park,
Flanders: --- of WW II--see at Anzio, Colleville-sur-Mer, ,
Margraten, Nettuno & at World War W II Memorial in DC.
Also see below.
American Military Cemeteries in France: 66,033
Americans are buried or missing--in addition to those
listed above, e.g., Colleville-sur-Mer overlooking Omaha
Beach contains 9,387 Americans, Aisne-Marne 3,349,
Somme 2,177, Brittany 4,908, Oise-Aisne 6,253, Epinal
5,679, Rhone-Dragungnan 1,155, Lorraine 10,933,
Muese-Argonne 15,200, St. Mihiel 4,437, Suresnes 998,
Normany 10, 944
The American Battle Monuments Commission
administers 24 cemeteries on foreign soil for 125,000
American dead from WWI, WWII and the MexicanAmerican War. Also see at North African

1507, a German cartographer Martin Waldseemueller
named a huge land mass in the Estern Hemispere
―American‖ after him. Like many misnomers this stuck.

―Americanization of Emily, The,‖ is a 1964 motion
picture drama-comedy by Paddy Chayefsky, loosely adapted
for the screen from the novel by William Bradford Huie. Set
during WW II in 1944 in London during the weeks leading up to
D-Day, it was filmed in black-and-white, starred James Garner &
Julie Andrews & was directed by Arthur Hiller.
The movie is based on William Bradford Huie's 1959 book
of the same name. The New York Times ran a brief news item
mention of William Bradford Huie's novel prior to its publication.
but never reviewed the novel, although in 1963 Paddy Chayefsky's
development of the novel into a screenplay was found worthy of
note. Chayefsky's adaptation, while retaining the title, characters,
situation, background and many specific plot incidents,
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nevertheless told a very different story. ―I found the book, which
is serious in tone, essentially a funny satire, and that's how I'm
treating it.‖ The screenplay's theme of cowardice as a virtue has no
parallel in the novel; in fact, the novel does not mention cowardice
at all.—excerpted from Wikipedia. Also see at Andrews &
Chayefsky.

Amis's best-known novels, and the ones most respected by
critics, are Money, London Fields, Time's Arrow, and The
Information.
Money (1984, subtitled A Suicide Note) is a first-person
narrative by John Self, advertising man and would-be film director,
who is "addicted to the twentieth century." "[A] satire of
Thatcherite amorality and greed," the novel relates a series of black
comedic episodes as Self flies back and forth across the Atlantic, in
crass and seemingly chaotic pursuit of personal and professional
success. Time included the novel in its list of the 100 best Englishlanguage novels of 1923 to 2005.
London Fields (1989), Amis's longest work, describes the
encounters between three main characters in London in 1999, as a
climate disaster approaches. The characters have typically Amisian
names and broad caricatured qualities: Keith Talent, the lowerclass crook with a passion for darts; Nicola Six, a femme fatale
who is determined to be murdered; and upper-middle-class Guy
Clinch, 'the fool, the foil, the poor foal' who is destined to come
between the other two. The book was reportedly omitted from the
Booker Prize shortlist in its year of publication, 1989, because of
panel members protesting against its alleged misogyny.
Time's Arrow (1991), the autobiography of a doctor who
helped torture Jews during the Holocaust, which was shortlisted for
the Booker Prize, drew notice both for its unusual technique —
time runs backwards during the entire novel, down to the dialogue
initially being spoken backwards, i.e, in reversed chronological
order — as well as for its topic. The narrator is not exactly the
protagonist himself but a secondary consciousness apparently
living within him, feeling his feelings but with no access to his
thoughts and no control over events. Some passages may be
interpreted as hinting that this narrator may in some way be the
conscience, but this is not clear. The narrator may alternatively be
considered merely a necessary device to narrate a reverse
story.

Améry, Jean, Austrian philosopher, who survived
Auschwitz but killed himself in 1978. Concerning the
Holocaust, ―Améry wrote in his book, ―At the Mind‘s
Limits,‖ that Auschwitz & what was manufactured there
were beyond the scope of rational thought,‖ Paraphrased
from Robert Leiter‘s review of ―Buried by the Times,‖
R, lxi,; see at Holocaust at Levi & at Torture.

Amichai, Yehuda, 1924-2000, Israeli poet who was
born in Germany, emigrated to Palestine in 1939 & widely
considered to be the greatest modern Israeli poet. His
writings often dealt with the issues of day-to-day life,
and were less overtly literary than many 19th century
Hebrew poets. His writings are characterized by gentle
irony, and the pain of damaged love. It was a love for
people, for theTorah & Eretz Yisrael, most of all it was a
love for the city of Jerusalem—Wikipedia. Some of his
poems have been translated, e.g., by Ted Hughes in
―Selected Translations.‖

Amicus, Latin for friend; Tuus Amicus simper,
‖Your friend always, Cecil,‖ is how Cecil Craig
my copy of ―Lest We Forget.‖

signed

Amis, Kingsley William, CBE, 1922-1995, was an
English novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more
than twenty novels, three collections of poetry, short stories, radio
and TV scripts, and books of social and literary criticism.
Amis‘s first novel, Lucky Jim (1954), is perhaps his most
famous. Taking its germ from Amis's observation of the common
room at the University of Leicester, where his friend Larkin held a
post, the novel satirizes the high-brow academic set of a redbrick
university, seen through the eyes of its hero, Jim Dixon, as he tries
to make his way as a young lecturer of history.
Take a Girl Like You (1960), perhaps Amis‘s second bestknown novel, steps away from the immediately autobiographical,
but remains grounded in the concerns of sex and love in ordinary
modern life, tracing the courtship and ultimate seduction of the
heroine Jenny Bunn by a young schoolmaster, Patrick Standish.
―Everyday Drinking, The Distilled Kingsley‖ by Kingsley
Amis, was reviewed by Dominique Browning in the Sun. NY
Times for June 1, 2008 under the title ―Properly Soused.‖

Amis on his dental work:―I know all about the expert
musicianship of toothaches. Toothaches can play it staccato
[staccato?], glissando, accelerando, prestimssimo and above all
fortissimo. They can do rock, blues and soul, they can do doowop
[dowop?] and bebop, they can do heavy metal, rap, funk and punk.
And beneath all this anarchical stridor, there was a long soft,
insistent voice, always audible to my abject imagination: the tragic
keening of the castrato‖--from his novel ―Experience‖ quoted at
his link: http://www.martinamisweb.com/interviews_files/
interviews_files/wright_pool_2.pdf --(My brackets above.)
―His surgery, he explains, was anything but cosmetic: the teeth
were a frequent source of swellings and throbbings, and even a
life-threatening tumor in the lower jaw that turned out to be
benign.*) It was reported that he spent $20,000 to get his teeth
fixed up‖--slightly edited, i.e., revised, excerpts from the link.
If that is all he spent, then he got a bargain: I had three front
teeth recapped that had broken off in 2008-9 that cost me $2000
out of pocket in addition to what the insurance paid. But the cost of
dental work , e.g., materials, lab work, dentist's fees, has skyrocket
like everything else I had been told (by my dentist, who else?)
*) A math friend (Ahmad Shamsuddin) died of a melanoma
in his mouth after a black spot on his gum was ignored by his
dentist until it was too late.

no control over events. Some passages may be interpreted as hinting
that this narrator may in some way be the conscience, but this is not
clear. The narrator may alternatively be considered merely a necessary
device to narrate a reverse story.

Amis, Martin Louis, was born to Hilary Bardwell
and Sir Kingsley Amis, who divorced when he was twelve.
Much later, Martin lived in a house with Kingsley, Hilly, and
Hilly's third husband, Alistair Boyd, Lord Kilmarnock. Amis
described it as "[s]omething out of early Updike, 'Couples'
flirtations and a fair amount of drinking," he told The New York
Times. "They were all 'at it'. Amis's paternal grandfather was a
mustard manufacturer's clerk from Clapham, and his maternal
grandfather a shoe millionaire.
Born in Oxford, England, he was the middle of three
children, with an older brother, Philip, and a younger sister, Sally.
He attended a number of different schools in the 1950s and 1960s
including Swansea Grammar School, and Cambridgeshire High
School for Boys. The acclaim that followed Kingsley's first novel
Lucky Jim sent the Amises to Princeton, NN, where Kingsley
lectured. This was Amis's introduction to the US.

Amish (Amisch or Amische) are a Anabaptist
Christian denomination in USA & Canada (Ontario &
Manitoba) known for their plain dress and avoidance of
modern conveniences such as cars and electricity.
The
Amish separate themselves from mainstream society for
religious reasons: They do not join the military, apply for
Social Security benefits, take out insurance or accept any
form of financial assistance from the government. Most
speak a German dialect known as Pennsylvania
Dutch.
(German or Pennsylvanie Deutsch) at home and in
church services & learn English in school .in geographical
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―Amos and Andy,‖ radio comedy duo, starring

districts or congregations. Each district is fully independent
and has its own Ordnung (order), or set
of unwritten
rules. Also see at Baptist (German)--Wikipedia

Freeman Gosden & Charles Correl, debuted in radio on
Aug. 19, 1929 & ran until 1943, when it becamer a weekly show
until 1954.
Amos & Andy, ―Kingfish,‖ ―Lightning,‖ & ―The Fresh
Air Taxicab Co. of America‖ were so popular that movies would
stop so the audience could listen: ―A radio set would be placed on
the stage while everybody sat quiverly [sic!] in their seats for a
half hour listening…‖–Ronald Reagan in his Autobiography,
78(128). See Gosden in Peng. Int‘l Dict. of Biog., which states that
Nego stereotypes became unpopular in the 40‘s & 50‘s.

Amnesia, is a condition in which memory is
disrupted., or discontinuted. The causes of amnesia are
organic or functional. Organic causes include damage to the brain,
through trauma or disease, or use of certain (generally sedative)
drugs. Functional causes are psychological factors, such as defense
mechanisms. Hysterical post-traumatic amnesia is an example of
this.
Amnesia may also be spontaneous as in Transient Global
Amnesia (TGA). This type of amnesia is more common in
middle-aged to elderly people, particularly males, and usually lasts
less than 24 hours.
Another effect of amnesia is the inability to imagine the
future. A recent study published online in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences shows that amnesiacs with damaged
hippocampi cannot imagine the future. This is because when a
normal human beings imagine the future they use their past
experiences to construct a possible scenario—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Amos and Andy Joke:

Andy: You don‘t know

nothing about music. What is a scale? Amos: A scale is a
feather on a fish. Andy: Fishes don‘t have feathers. How
about flying fishes? (1929 Radio), 78(128)

Anabaptists (or ―re-baptizers‘)are Christians of the
Radical Reformation. Various groups at various times
have been called Anabaptist, but this article focuses
primarily on the Anabaptists of 16th century Europe.The
term "anabaptist" comes from the practice of baptizing
individuals who had been baptized previously, often as
infants. Anabaptists believe infant baptism is not valid,
because a child cannot commit to a religious faith, and they
instead support what is called believer's baptism—
Wikipedia. Also see at Amish & at Baptists (German.)

Amnesia, Transient Global (TGA) & Princess Diana.
In 1997, I suffered from TGA for a few days. Although I
had forgotten my telephone number, I remembered what buttons to
punch on the telephone, i.e., I hadn‘t forgotten the configuration!
I called home, and asked Molly what was I
doing at the
Rutgers Math Library! For the longest time, she thought I was
kidding her, the way I usually do, but not this time!
She and Zeno, rushed to Rutgers, but not until Zeno called
the Math Librarian to keep me there until they arrived--they
needn‘t have bothered—I forgot where I parked my car!
When Molly & Zeno reached the Math Library, we were
able to find the car OK—it was parked in my usual spot, but I
didn‘t know where that was. Zeno drove it back following
Molly who drove me to Princeton Hospital for examination ,
e.g., for stroke etc. However the Hospital neurologist who
examined me diagniosed TGA. And he proved to be right.
Malachi also came to the hospital, and would ask me a
series of questons in order to test my memory. One of them was:
―What famous person died recently. I told him, I knew that
somebody very famous died, but I couldn‘t quite recall the name!
It was Princess Diana!--see at Diana.
This was a very scary time for Molly & the children, but
me? I was oblivious! I forgot to mention that they got me to the
hospital under the pretext of taking me to Conte‘s Pizzeria, which
close by. I was in denial so when we passed it, I said, ―Whoa
there! We just passed Conte‘s!—and then Molly told me that she
had called Kathy Morris (our family doctor, whom we both liked
and trusted) and that Kathy was meeting us there!
In a day or two I was OK again, exept that I am still fuzzy
about what happened to Princess Diana. (See at Diana.)

Anal, adj. 1. Of, relating to, or near the anus;
2. Psychology. a. Of or ralating to the second stage of
development in psychoanalytic theory during which
gratification is derived from sensations associated with the
anus. b. Indicating peronality traits that orinated during
toilet training & are distinguished as anal-expulsive or analretentive. Miserliness might be an example of the latter—
see at W. H. Auden & at Paul J. Getty

Anal personality, a person characterized by his or her
anal character and characteristics—see at W. H. Auden.

Anal sex was ―corn-holing‖on Herman Street, 56(91) -this was sex between boys. Literally, however, anal sex this
meanssex using the anus. Anal sex can happen
between men and women; indeed, I have been told that
some men prefer to enter a woman through her anus, but I
wss never told why.

Anapolis, see at Navy Academy.
Anarchism, 1. The theory or doctrine that all forms of
government are oppressive and should be abolished;
2. Active resistance and terrorism used by some anarchists
3. Rejection of all forms of coercive authority—from the
American Heritage Dictionary.

―Anarchy is the only philosophy which brings to man
the consciousness of himself; which maintains that God,
the State, and society are non-existent, that their promises
are null and void, since they can be fulfilled only through
man‘s subordination. Anarchism is therefore the teacher of
the unity of life, not merly in nature, but in man—from
Emma Goldman, ―Anarchism: What it Really Stands For‖
(1913)—in ‖Famous Lines.‖

Amo, amas, amat, Latin I trio: amo, amas, amat, Dick
loves sports a lot!, 149(266)—about Dick Macke.

Among My Souvenirs,‖1927, by Laurence Wright
& Edgar Leslie, D.

Amoral. Not bound by conventional morals and

Anarchy:‖There is a certain amount of anarchy

judgments, or lacking in moral sensibility; not caring about
right or wong; ethically indifferent.

I am convinced children grow best under,‖ T1, 68(111);

Amore, Italian for love. See at ―That‘s Amore.‖
―Amorous Busboy of Decatur Avenue: A Child of the

―Anatomy is Destiny,‖ e.g., ―If she‘s big enough,

Fifties,‖ by Robert Klein, reviewed July 19, 2005 in the
New York Times by Sam Roberts, 69(113)n. Roberts
quoted Charlie Chaplin‖ as saying, ―Life is a tragedy when
viewed close but a comedy in a long shot.‖ Also see at
Klein.

Ancestor—see at Inheritance & below.
―Ancestors,‖ by Czeslow Milosz, F, xxv—also see at

she‘s old enough!‖ 132 (243)—also see at Freud.

Death.

―Ancestors, a Family History‖ (memoir‖ by Wm.
Maxwell, 1972

Ancestry of US Citizens—see at USA..
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Anchor. Nautical. A heavy object attached to a vessel

―And Then There Were None,‖ 1945 film based on

by a rope or cable & cast overboard to keep it in place
either by its weight or by its flukes which grip the bottom.
See at Hawser.

Agatha Christies‘s mystery, ―Ten Little Indians,‖ starring
Mischa Auer, Louis Hayward, Barry Fitzgerald, Walter
Huston, among others—it‘s a large cast.

―Anchors Aweigh!‖ T3; ―Anchors Down,‖ Ch. 68
Anchors Aweigh is the song written for the US

―And where is it written…‖ Vu shteyt es geshribn in
Yiddish, (Wo ist es geschrieben, in German.) can be used to
challenge practically anything, although it isn‘t often found in
rabbinical literature, whether it‘s someone telling you to how to
vote (―Where is it written that a Jew can‘t support a Republican?‖)
or asking you to clean your desk ; ―Where is it written that clean
desks make better work habits?‖) It‘sa way of saying, ―Just
because most people think so doesn‘t mean it is,‖ and the ―vu‖ or
―where‖ of it is, or originally was, a reference to sacred writings
and, especially, to the Bible--from the web, where this is lots
more, including a song with this title—also see at Rabbi
Joke.

Navy, composed in 1906 by Lt. Charles Zimmerman with lyrics by
Midshipman First Class Alfred Miles. Miles was at the US Naval
Academy, in the class of 1907, and asked Zimmerman, who had
been bandmaster of the Naval Academy Band since 1887, to assist
him in composing a song for that class, to be used as a football
march. Another Academy Midshipman, Royal Lovell (class of
1926) later wrote what would be adopted into the song as its third
verse. Initially the song was a tribute to the Naval Academy Class
of 1907. Various people revised it later, trying to weed out the
nonsense. Another midshipman, Royal Lovell, penned the final
stanza in 1926. Anchors Aweigh has a snappy little tune, but no
one knows what the words imply. The original first stanza in 1906
had dealt solely with the game of football. Even today, the song
offers a bittersweet "farewell to college joys." The lyrics end by
"wishing you a happy voyage home." Its lyrics were considered
too specific to the Academy and not representative of the Navy at
large, and so were rewritten by George D. Lottman (note the
reference to "farewell to college joys"). Its melody was also
slightly rewritten by Domenico Savino. The Lottman-Savino
version published around 1950 in London by Francis, Day &
Hunter is: Anchors Aweigh (Verse 1)Anchors Aweigh, my boys
/Anchors Aweigh / Farewell to college joys / We sail at break of
day, day, day, day / Through our last night ashore / Drink to the
foam / Until we meet once more / Here's wishing you a happy
voyage home!—from the web, Wikipedia mostly.

Andalusia (Spanish Andalucia), region of southern
spain, on the Mediteraanean Sea, the Strait of Gilbraltar,
and the Atlantic Ocean, containing magnificent Moorish
architecture, including Seville, Granada & Cordoba. It has
its own distinctive dialect, customs & music, 214(389).
I used to think that the Spanish word comes from
luce, light, and anda, from andar, to walk. However,
reading an article on the Islamic conquest of Iberia in the
Feb. 4, 2008 New Yorker, I found out that it was called Al
Andalus by its Arab conquerors. Also see at Alcatraz.

―Andalusian Dog, The‖ (1929)—see at Bunuel.
Andersen, Hans Christian, 1805-1875, Danish poet
and author. See at ―The Princess and the Pea.‖

Anderson, Dr. Frank W., long-time math friend &
prof. at U. of Oregon, who inspired E. A. Walker & me to
solve a problem, AA. Also see at Walker.

―Anchors Aweigh" is a 1945 musical starring Gene
Kelly, Frank Sinatra & Kathryn Grayson. Story line: Brash
Joseph Brady (Gene Kelly) has promised his shy pal Clarence
Doolittle (Frank Sinatra) that he will introduce Clarence to all the
glamorous movie starlets whom he allegedly knows so well.
Actually, the only actress whom Joseph meets is bit player Susan
Abbott (Kathryn Grayson). He arranges for the golden-throated
Susan to be auditioned by musician José Iturbi, but when she
seems to want to return the favor romantically, Brady tries to foist
the girl off on Clarence. But Clarence only has eyes for a fellow
Brooklynite (Pamela Britton). Also involved in the plot
machinations is runaway orphan Donald Martin (Dean Stockwell).
Featuring Kelly dancing with such partners as a cartoon mouse
(courtesy of MGM's house animators Bill Hanna and Joseph
Barbera), Anchors Aweigh was a huge hit, assuring audiences
future Gene Kelly & Frank Sinatra teamings--Hal Erickson, All
Movie Guide

Anderson, Judith, 145(260), actress. Also see at Du
Maurier (i.e., Rebecca.)

Anderson, Leroy, born in Cambridge, MA, earned an MA
at Harvard there, and wrote: Belle of the Ball (1951), Blue
Tango (1952), Syncopated Clock (1941), and The
Typewriter (1950)—also see at Tango (The Blue).

Anderson, Marian, 1902-1993, contralto concert and
opera singer: on Oot. 7, 1954, she became the first black
singer to be hired by the NY Metropolitan Opera. Pres.
Eisenhower made her a delegate to the UN in 1958—she
has received many honors& awards. Also see at Black or
African Americans & at Horace Pippin.
Anderson, Maxwell, 1888-1959, Historical playwright
(e,g,, Elizabeth the Queen (1930), Mary Queen of Scotland
(1933)). A verse playwright in vogue from the 1920s to the
early 1940s. Wrote seven screen plays, e.g., ―All Quiet on
the Western Front.‖ Also, see at Kurt Weill.
Anderson, Roberta Mary, HHS ‘45 & UK classmate
& friend: Pres. of Law Club, Veep of Post-War Planning
Club, in both Latin and French Clubs with me; -- wrote the
lyrics for class song, 166(292) & Walter Waymeyer, the
music She called me ―Tom‖ for my painful portrayal of
Thomas Paine in Crosby‘s Drama Class, 147(262). In my
Lest We Forget, she wrote―Faith & Begorra…If you ever
become Pres., remember me, Au revoir, Roberta.‖

―Ancient Mariner, The,‖ 145(260); see Coleridge.
Ancient writing material—see at Papyrus.
―And all the people that come and go, Stop and say
hello‖—line from the Beatles 1967 song, ―Penny Lane,‖
written by Paul McCartney. Compare this lyric with the
one in the theme song for ―Cheers‖: ―Where everybody
knows your name, and things are always the same.‖

―And Then There Were None‖ is a work of detective
fiction by Agatha Christie and first published in the UK in
1939 under the title of Ten Little Niggers, and in US by Dodd,
Mead &Co. in 1940 under the title of And Then There Were None.
Plot Line: Ten people, each with a deadly secret, find themselves
trapped on an island where they become the subjects of a cruel
game in which a person calls him or herself ―U.N. Owen‖
(Unknown). Each person dies one by one along the lines of a
nursery rhyme. As they do, china dolls discreetly disappear as each
person dies. No one else is on the island except for these people, so
one of them is the murderer.

Anderson, Robert, 1917-2009, born in NY City was a
playwright whose intimate emotional dramas like ―Tea and
Sympathy‖ and ―I Never Sang for My Father‖ attracted big names
to the Broadway stage if not always substantial audiences to
Broadway theaters. He had six plays on Broadway between 1953
and 1971, beginning with ―Tea and Sympathy,‖ the story of a
sensitive, artistic boy who is ostracized by his prep school
classmates as a supposed homosexual but who is befriended — and
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ultimately sexually initiated--by the housemaster‘s wife. It
was directed by Elia Kazan, and starred Deborah Kerrin her
Broadway debut, fresh from her steamy role as an adulteress in
―From Here to Eternity.‖
The play, which later became a film, ends with a scene
considered salacious at the time and a famous final line. The
housemaster‘s wife, after leaving her husband, draws the student
into her arms and says, ―Years from now when you talk of this,
and you will, be kind.‖ (Yeah, sure.) Mr. Anderson also wrote
screenplays, including those for ―The Sand Pebbles‖ (1966), with
Steve McQueen, and ―The Nun‘s Story‖ (1959), with Audrey
Hepburn. But he thought of himself as a playwright who wrote
movies for money--edited excerpt from the Feb. 10, 2009 obituary
by Bruce Weber.

Another of his Tudor plays, Elizabeth the Queen, was adapted
as The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex (1939), starring the
legendary actress Bette Davis and Hollywood pin-up, Errol Flynn. Still
another of his plays involving Elizabeth I, Mary of Scotland (1936),
was turned into a film, albeit an unsuccessful one, in 1936, starring
Katharine Hepburn as Mary, Queen of Scots, Fredric March as the Earl
of Bothwell, and Florence Eldridge as Elizabeth. The play had been a
hit on Broadway starring Helen Hayes in the title role.
Two of Anderson's other historical plays, Valley Forge, about
George Washington's winter there with the Continental Army), and
Barefoot in Athens, concerning the trial of Socrates, were adapted for
television. Valley Forge was adapted for television on three occasions
— in 1950, 1951 and 1975. Anderson wrote book and lyrics for two
successful musicals with composer Kurt Weill. Knickerbocker Holiday,
about the early Dutch settlers of New York, featured Walter Huston as
Peter Stuyvesant. The show's standout number, "September Song,"
music by Kurt Weill, became a popular standard. So did the title song
of Anderson and Weill's Lost In The Stars, a story of South Africa
based on the Alan Paton novel Cry, The Beloved Country.
His popular long-running 1927 comedy-drama about married
life, Saturday's Children, in which Humphrey Bogart made an early
appearance, was filmed three times--in 1929 as a part-talkie, in 1935 (in
almost unrecognizable form) as a B-film Maybe It's Love and once
again in 1940 under its original title, starring John Garfield in one of
his few romantic comedies, along with Anne Shirley and Claude Rains.
The play was also adapted for TV in three condensed versions in 1950,
1952 and 1962.
Anderson also adapted the William March novel The Bad Seed
into a play, one of his last to reach Broadway. He was hired by Alfred
Hitchcock to write the screenplay for Hitchcock's The Wrong Man
(1957). Hitchcock also contracted with Anderson to write the
screenplay for what became Vertigo (1958), but Hitchcock rejected his
screenplay Listen, Darkling.
Honorary awards include the Gold Medal in Drama from the
National Institute of Arts and Letters in 1954, an honorary Doctor of
Literature degree from Columbia University in 1946, and an honorary
Doctor of Humanities degree from the University of North Dakota in
1958---edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
His 1939 play Key Largo, was made into a 1948 film, starring
Humphrey Bogart, Loren Bacall, Edward G. Robinson, Lionel
Barymore, Thomas Gomez, and Claire Trevor, who received an Oscar
for Best Supporting Actress for her whiskey-soaked performance. (The
Pl was almost completely rewritten for the screen by John Huston and
Richard Brooks.)

Anderson, Robert Jean, see Joni Mitchell.
Anderson, Sherwood, 1876-1941, was a writer, mainly
of short stories, most notably the collection Winesburg,
Ohio. His influence on American fiction was profound; his
literary voice can be heard in Ernest Hemingway, William
Faulkner, Thomas Wolfe, John Steinbeck, and others. He
died at age 64 in Panama of peritonitis after swallowing a
toothpick at a party—from Wikipedia, where there is
much more. He wrote the lyrics for ―September Song.‖ ???

Anderson, (James) Maxwell, 1888-1959, born in
Atlantic, Pa, was an American playwright, author, poet,
journalist and lyricist. He was a founding member of The Playwrights
Company. His family initially lived on his maternal grandmother's farm
in Atlantic, then moved to Andover, Ohio, where his father became a
railroad fireman while studying to become a minister. They moved to
Jamestown, North Dakota in 1907, where Anderson attended
Jamestown High School, graduating in 1908.
Anderson became a reporter for the San Francisco Chronicle
and the San Francisco Bulletin, then moved to New York, where he
wrote editorials for The New Republic, The New York Globe, and the
New York World. In 1921, he founded Measure, a magazine devoted to
verse. He wrote his first play, White Desert, in 1923, which ran only
twelve performances, but was well-reviewed by the book reviewer for
the New York World, Laurence Stallings, who collaborated with him on
his next play What Price Glory?, which was successfully produced in
1924 in New York City.
Afterwords he resigned from the World, launching his career as
a dramatist. His plays are in widely varying styles, and Anderson was
one of the few modern playwrights to make extensive use of blank
verse. Some of these were adapted as movies, and Anderson wrote the
screenplays of other authors' plays and novels — Death Takes a
Holiday, All Quiet on the Western Front — in addition to books of
poetry and essays.
The only one of his plays that he himself adapted to the screen
was Joan of Lorraine, which became the film Joan of Arc (1948)
starring Ingrid Bergman, with a screenplay by Anderson and Andrew
Solt. Anderson was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1933 for his political
drama Both Your Houses, and received the New York Drama Critics
Circle Award, for Winterset, and High Tor. Anderson was, above all, a
strong believer in the dignity of man (although humanism might be too
strong of a word), and many of his plays focus on the concepts of
liberty and justice.
He chose to write in solitude, preferring to write longhand in a
wire-bound notebook, and refused to attend the opening nights of his
plays. He enjoyed great commercial success with a series of plays set
during the reign of the Tudor family, who ruled England, Wales and
Ireland from 1485 until 1603. One play in particular - Anne of the
Thousand Days — the story of Henry VIII's brutal marriage to Anne
Boleyn — was a hit on the stage in 1948, but did not reach movie
screens for twenty-one years, perhaps due to censorship (there is much
use of the word "bastards" in the play, and frank discussion of sexual
relationships). It opened on Broadway starring Rex Harrison and Joyce
Redman, and, in 1969 became an Oscar-winning movie with Richard
Burton and Geneviève Bujold. (Margaret Furse won for her costume
designs, but in a year that the costume drama might have been seen as
old-fashioned, that was the only Oscar out of several nominations that
the film actually won.) The play is still occasionally performed today.

Andersson,

Bibi,

born

1935

in

Kungshomen

(Stockholm) Sweden & studied acting at the Terserus
Drama School and at the Royal Dramatic Theatre School in
Stockholm. After completing school, she agreed to join the Royal
Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm, which she remained a member of
for 30 years.
Her first collaboration with Ingmar Bergman was in 1951,
when she participated in his production of an advertisement for
the detergent ―Bris/‖ At the end of the 1950s she starred in three
Bergman pictures: The Seventh Seal, Wild Strawberries, and Brink
of Life. Her intense portrayal of the nurse Alma in Bergman's1966
film Persona led to an increase in the number of cinematic roles
offered her, and she appeared that same year opposite James
Garner and Sidney Poitier in the violent western Duel at Diablo.
More Bergman collaborations followed, as well as working with
John Huston (The Kremlin Letter, 970) nd
Robert
Altman
(Quintet, 1979)—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
Bergman

Andersson, Harriet, Swedish actress—see at ―Cries
and Whispers.‖

Andrews, Julie (nee Julia Elizabeth Wells), singer &
actress born 1935 in Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, England.
Radio & stage successes led to her lead in the NY City production
of ―The Boyfiiend,‖ and several long-running Broadway
musicals, notably My Fair Lady (1956) and Camelot (1960). She
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also played Maria in the movie The Sound of Music—see at the
lattter.
Since 1970 she has appeared almost exclusivley in films
directed by her 2-nd husband, Blake Edwards, who broadened her
range in Darling Lili, 10, S.O.B. (1981) & Victor/Victoria (1982) --edited from Cambridge Biog. Encycl. & Wikipedia. Also see at
The Americanization of Emily, at Blake Edwards, and below:
Julie Andrews had a 4-octave vocal range before she was
forced to quit the 1995 Broadway musical Victor/Victoria after
she developed vocal problems. She subsequently underwent
surgery to remove non-cancerous nodules from her throat and was
left without a singing voice. Her lawsuit against the surgeon Stuart
Kessler was settled for $20 million. (I wonder whether she had
insurance on her voice—I should have though so—and if so, how
much?)—my parenthetical remark.

and Coca-Cola,‖ Belasco and Lord Invader sued for copyright
infringement of the song's music and lyrics, respectively. After
years of litigation, both plaintiffs won their cases, with Lord
Invader receiving an award of $150,000 in owed royalties.
However, Morey Amsterdam was allowed to retain copyright to
the song. Lord Invader also wrote a follow-up song to ―Rum
and Coca-Cola,‖ titled ―Yankee Dollar‖—Wikipedia.
―If you ever go down Trinidad / "They make you feel so
very glad / Calypso sing and make up rhyme/ Guarantee you one
real good fine time / Drinkin' rum and Coca-Cola / Go down Point
Koomahnah / Both mother and daughter / Workin' for the Yankee
dollar / Oh, beat it man, beat it / Since theYankee come to Trinidad
/ They got the young girls all goin' mad / Young girls say they treat
'em nice / Make Trinidad like paradise‖—Andrews Sisters‘s
Website.

Andrews, Dana, actor—see at ―Laura‖
Andrew Sisters, remembered for their music, rich in

Andy Hardy was a fictional character played by
Mickey Rooney in an extremely successful MGM film
series from 1937 to 1958. (The movies were based on characters in
the play Skidding by Aurania Rouvero.)
The initial Hardy film, A Family Affair (1937), was made
before a series was contemplated. It featured Lionel Barrymore
as Judge Hardy and Spring Byington as Mrs. Hardy, Andy's
parents, and Margaret Marquis as Andy's on- again-off-again
sweetheart, Polly Benedict.
When the series was launched, most of the cast was
changed, with the notable exceptions of Rooney and Sara Haden
as his Aunt Milly. The series starred Lewis Stone as Judge Hardy,
Fay Holden as Mrs. Hardy, Cecilia Parker as Andy's older sister
Marian Hardy, and Ann Rutherford as Polly.
In three films, Rooney was paired with Judy Garland,
beginning with Love Finds Andy Hardy, and continuing with Andy
Hardy Meets Debutante and Life Begins for Andy Hardy. T
The Andy Hardy series also served as a platform for MGM
to introduce new performers, some of whom became stars
themselves. As examples, Love Finds Andy Hardy featured Lana
Turner in one of her first film appearances, while Andy Hardy's
Private Secretary launched Kathryn Grayson's movie career, and
Andy Hardy's Double Life marked the screen debut of Esther
Williams.

sweetness & optimism, the Andrews Sisters were loved by
the many troops they tirelessly entertained during WW II.
During their career, the amazing trio recorded more
than 1,800 songs and sold over 90 million records. Born in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, the Andrews Sisters began their music
careers when they were still in their teens. In 1932, they began
singing accompanied by the Larry Rich Orchestra. Together, they
toured the Midwest and performed in vaudevilles. Another
group of sisters, the Boswell Sisters, of New Orleans, influenced
the Andrews Sisters' Dixieland style. Soon, the Andrews trio
broadened their style to include ballads of the swing era, South
American dance songs, boogie woogie and other novelty
sounds.They had Patty as the lead soprano, Maxene as the second
soprano and LaVerne completed the sound with a resonant
contralto or bass. In 1937, they were discovered by Dave Kapp,
who heard them over a taxi cab radio in 1937 during a live band
remote, signed them to Decca Records. Levy who acted as their
manager would later marry Maxene. The sisters' big break came in
1938 with Bei Mir Bist du Schoen, a Yiddish tune, which became
the first million selling record for an all-female group.In 1954,
Patty left the group to try a solo career. A year later, Maxene
followed her sister's steps. However, the separation did not last
long. The sisters reunited in 1956 and made a pledge to stay
together. In the following years, the trio's popularity keptstrong as
they continued to perform the old favorites and a few added new
songs. In 1966, LaVerne had to retire due to poor health. She died
of cancer the following year. Patty and Maxene continued to
perform with Joyce de Young-http://www.singers.com/jazz/vintage/andrews.html
Also see below.

―Angel Face‖ (1952), a film noir directed by Otto
Preminger, and starring Robert Mitchum and Jean
Simmons, with Herbert Marrshall and Mona Freedman.

Angel of Rescue, see at Raoul Wallenstein.
―Angela Mia‖ served as the recurring theme in
Street Angel (1928), starring Janet Gaynor, according to
Ewen on p. 276 of ―All the Years of Amer. Pop. Music‖ --see Biblio.
―Angelina, Waitress at the Pizzeria,‖ Chicago radio
pop song circa 1945 ―If you‘ll be-a, my cara mia, then
someday Angelina will be mine!‖—was the way I remembered it,
but the following came up on the Web: ANGELINA I adore you!
/ ANGELINA I live for you! ―Angelina / Angelina / waitress at
the pizzeria / If she'll be-a my My Car-a mi-a / then I'll join in
matrimony with a girl who serves spumoni / and Angelina will be
mine‖—Ch. 58, 210(383) Louis Prima sang the song, and may
have written the lyrics. Thanks to Glenn Fitkin (GL) for
refreshing my memory: ―Pizzeria‖ instead of ―Pizza Mia‖ in an
email of January 2005.

Andrews Sisters‘ ―Rum and Cola-Cola‖—They, too,
eem to have given little thought to the meaning of the lyrics.
According to Patty Andrews, ―We had a recording date, and the
song was brought to us the night before the recording date. We
hardly really knew it, and when we went in we had some extra
time and we just threw it in, and that was the miracle of it. It was
actually a faked arrangement. There was no written background, so
we just kind of faked it.‖
Years later, Maxine (or Maxine) Andrews recalled, ―The
rhythm was what attracted the Andrews Sisters to
'Rum
and
Coca-Cola'. We never thought of the lyric. The lyric was there, it
was cute, but we didn't think of what it meant; but at that time,
nobody else would think of it either, because we weren't as morally
open as we are today and so, a lot of stuff—really--no excuses-just went over our heads.‖
The song was the top single of 1945 in the United
States.
Despite its popularity, it was controversial and was banned by
network radio stations because it mentioned an alcoholic beverage.
The fact that it mentioned a commercial product by name also
meant that it could be construed as free advertising when
broadcast.After the release of the Andrews Sisters version of ―Rum

Angelou, Maya (nee Marguerite Ann Johnson), born
1928 in St. Louis, MO, is an American poet, playwright,
memoirist, actress, author, producer and an important figure in the
American Civil Rights Movement. She has been called "America's
most visible black female autobiographer" Angelou is known for
her series of six autobiographies, starting with I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings, (1969) which was nominated for a National
Book Award.[Her volume of poetry, Just Give Me a Cool Drink of
Water 'Fore I Diiie (1971) was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize
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Angelou recited her poem "On the Pulse of Morning" at President
Bill Clinton's inauguration in 1993.[ She has been honored for her
body of work, including being awarded over 30 honorary degrees.
Dedicated to the daughter she never had but sees all around her,
In Letter to My Daughter (2008) Maya Angelou writes
about the path to living well and living a life with meaning.

Anne Frank, see at Diary of a Young Girl, and at
Frank, and below:

―Anne Frank Remembered‖ is a documentary
written, produced and directed by Jon Blair, Cast: Kenneth
Branagh (Narrator), Glenn Close (reading excerpts from ``The
Diary of Anne Frank''), Miep Gies, Hanneli Goslar and Peter
Pfeffer.; director of photography, Barry Ackroyd; edited by Karen
Steininger; music by Carl Davis; released by Sony Pictures
Classics From a Feb; 22, 1996 review by Stephen Holden. "It is
said that one picture is worth a thousand words. The documentary
film Anne Frank Remembered, however, proves again and again
that in remembering a historical event as horrific as the Holocaust,
nothing brings home its reality with more shattering force than the
verbal accounts of those who lived through it—also see at Meip
Geis whose memoir this documentary is based.
In the minds of millions of readers, the high-spirited young
girl whose posthumously published diary stands as one of the most
wrenching of all Holocaust documents, vanished on Aug. 4, 1944,
the day she and her family were routed out of their hiding place in
Amsterdam. But as the film's harrowing eyewitness accounts
reveal, much is known of what befell Anne, and it is agonizing.
The film's saddest testimony comes from Hanneli Goslar, a
childhood friend who spoke to Anne across a barbed-wire barrier
at the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp shortly before her death.
Anne and her older sister, Margot, who was dying of typhus, had
been placed in a barracks next to the entrance, where the icy wind
blasted over them whenever the door was opened. Anne, who
believed that both her parents were dead (in fact, her father, Otto,
was the sole survivor of the family of four), had lost hope. ―Anne
Frank Remembered,'' achieves much of its impact through its
meticulous accumulation of detail. Narrated by Kenneth Branagh,
with the voice of Glenn Close heard reading excerpts from Anne' s
diary, the film starts out as a drily factual family history. Old
photographs supplement the narration to fill in the background of
this prosperous German-Jewish family that had fled from Frankfurt
to Amsterdam in 1933—Stephhen Holden.
Review by Sandra Brennan, All Movie Guide: ―This
ground-breaking British documentary offers the most complete
biographical account ever compiled of the young Jewish girl
whose simple diary entries and observations brought the grim
realities of the Holocaust to millions of readers the world over. It
not only includes interviews from survivors who knew her, it also
looks into never before seen family letters, new photographs and
even archival footage. This is all combined with historically
accurate recreations of the attic where the refugee Frank family
spent two years hiding from the Nazis. Together it all provides a
fascinating look into Anna's daily life. At the end, the filmmakers
then examine Otto Frank's efforts to preserve his daughter's
memory and to keep alive her message of peace‖—Sandra
Brennan. Also see at Anne Frank.
―Such was Deanna Durbin's international fame and
popularity that diarist Anne Frank pasted her picture to her
bedroom wall in the Achterhuis where the Frank family hid during
WW II. The picture can still be seen there today, and was pointed
out by Frank's friend Hannah Pick-Goslar in the documentary film
Anne Frank Remembered"--except from Wikipedia at Deanna
Durbin.

Angels, see at Angles; at ―Birminghouse Jail‖ & at
Lovelace.

―Angels fear to tread, Fools rush in, Where‖
228(416), Alexander Pope.

Angles, the original Angels (Anglos), Ch. 49
Anglo, another term for the English.
―Anglo File, The, A Field Guide to the British,‖ by
Sarah Lyall, reviewed by Matt Weiland in the Aug. 24,
2008 Sun. NY Times Book Review. See at British
reticence.

Anglo-Saxon, Ch. 49; see WASP & SNAPFADDA.
―Animal Farm,‖ George Orwell‘s satirical Novel
(1945) depicting totalitarian regimes, e.g., pigs are in power
in the so-called democracy where ―all animals are equal,
but some animals are more equal than others,‖ ibid.
chap. 10; The quote is an example of doublespeak, also
doublethink. See at Doublespeak and Newsspeak.
Animal magnetism, a theory espoused by Mesmer and
debunked by Benj. Franklin, 89(170); Mesmer employed a
strong magnetic field, etc.
―Animals, My Family & Other,‖Gerald Durrell, Ch. 41

Animals; ―The best thing about animals is that they
don‘t talk much ― (Thornton Wilder), a statement that I
disagree with, Ch. 36 (also see below.);
See at
―Compassion of Animals;‖ at Dogs & at Clyde Beatty.
―Animals Went In Two by Two,‖see
Way to Tipperary‖ (last paragraph.)

at ―It‘s a Long

Animals Speak! All animal-lovers know that animals
have their own vocabulary of utterances and inflections that
reflects their needs and desires. A cat purrs, dashes to the
empty milk-bowl & a dog races from one door to the other,
anticipating which we are going to enter & as I have said,
barks at everything that moves. They lay sticks at your feet
& growl for you to toss in a game of ―go-fetch.‖ Their
keepers & admirers have studied the complex language of
apes, not to mention the large vocal range of birds, e.g., the
operatic mocking bird, vocal parakeets & parrots. Whales
too have their own language that has been recorded &
understood by ―whaleologists,‖ 54(87-88)

Animals vs. beetles—there are 50 times as many
species of beetles as animals--see at Creator.

Anka, Paul, (né Paul Mustapha Abdi Anka), born
1941, in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) is a singer, songwriter,
and actor of Lebanese ancestry. He became a naturalized US
citizen in 1990. Anka first became famous as a teen idol in the late
1950s and 1960s with hits songs like "Diana," "Lonely Boy," and
"Put Your Head on My Shoulder." He went on to write such well
known music as the theme for The Tonight Show Starring Johnny
Carson for which he was paid $5,000 per episode and Tom Jones'
biggest hit ―She's A Lady,‖ and the English lyrics for Frank
Sinatra's signature song ―My Way.‖ (See at ―My Way‖ for some
details.)

―Annie‖, 1977 Broadway musical based upon the
Harold Gray comic strip Little Orphan Annie, with music by
Charles Strouse, lyrics by Martin Charnin, and the book by
Thomas Meehan. The musical ran for nearly six years on
Broadway, spawned numerous productions in many countries, as
well as national tours, and won the Tony Award for Best Musical.
The musical's songs ―Tomorrow‖ and ―It's the Hard-Knock Life‖
are its most popular pieces.
The original Broadway production opened at the Alvin
Theatre on April 21, 1977 and starred Andrea McArdle as Annie,
Reid Shelton as Daddy Warbucks, Dorothy Loudon as Miss

―Anna Christie,‖ Eugene O‘Neill play made into a
movie.—See at Greta Garbo.

―Anna KareninaTolstoi‘s moral novel in which the
adulteress Anna leaps to her death in front of a train, ‖ Ch.
4, 77(126), 158(282)
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―Anonymous, The Life and Words of Mr.‖, by

Hannigan (the evil orphanage administrator), and Sandy Faison as
Grace Farrell. It was nominated for 11 Tony Awards and won 7,
Best Actrees for Loudon who beat out McArdle; others included
Best Musical, Best Score, and Best Book. Replacements for
McArdle in the lead role included then-child actors Shelley Bruce,
Sarah Jessica Parker, Allison Smith, and Alyson Kirk. In the show,
Loudon introduced the seminal showtunes ―Little Girls‖ and
―Easy Street.‖ Also ―It‘s a Hard Knock Life.‖

Willard Espy, a 1977 book of anonymours sayings espied
by Espy!

Anouihl, Jean Marie Lucien Pierre, 1910-1987, a
dramatist, was born in Cérisole, a small village on the
outskirts of Bordeaux and had Basque ancestry. His father was a
tailor and Anouilh maintained that he inherited from him a pride in
conscientious craftmanship. He may owe his artistic bent to his
mother, a violinist who supplemented the family's meager income
by playing summer seasons in the casino orchestra in the nearby
seaside resort of Arcachon.
In 1932, his first play, L‘Hermine, written in 1929, was
unsuccessful, but he followed it up with a string of others, the most
notable of which are:The Lark; Becket; Traveler without Luggage;
Antigone; and Mademoiselle Colombe.
He struggled through years of poverty producing several
plays until he eventually wound up as secretary to the great actordirector Louis Jouvet. He quickly discovered he could not get
along with this gruff man and left his company.
During the Nazi occupation of France, Anouilh did not
openly take sides, though he published the play Antigone, often
viewed as his most famous work. The play criticizes, in an
allegorical manner, collaborationism with the Nazis.
Mostly keeping aloof from politics, Anouilh also clashed
with de Gaulle in the 1950s. Anouilh himself grouped his plays on
the basis of their dominant tone: ―black‖ (tragedies and realistic
plays), ―pink‖ (where fantasy dominates), ―brilliant‖ (‗pink' and
'black' combined in aristocratic environments), ―jarring" ('black'
plays with bitter humour), ―costumed‖ (historical characters
feature), ―baroque,‖ and my failures (mes fours (*)).
In many of his plays, Jean Anouilh presents his reader with
a striking and ineluctable dichotomy between idealism and realism.
Pucciani tells us that ―in Anouilh, no middle ground of ambiguity
exists where this conflict is resolved.‖ This can be seen in his play
Le Voyageur Sans Bagage, where the main character Gaston, is a
WWI veteran who suffers from amnesia. He does not remember
his past that was filled with his moral depravity (he slept with his
brother's wife and severely injured his best friend, among
examples). This moral depravity is invariably at odds with the
extreme purity that he now exhibits and is the antithesis of his past.
In another play L'Hermine, the main character finds himself
in a world that is hostile to his romantic idealism: love is made to
fight an inexorable and futile battle against money, social status,
ambition, and lax morals.
This is the essence of what Jean Anouilh offers us: a battle
between idealism and realism—―man, a hopeless romantic, is
locked in a perpetual battle against a society that his hostile to his
purity.‖ In his Pièces Roses, the protagonist finds a compromise not an ideal one - but an acceptable accommodation with which he
can live his life. But in Anouilh's 'Pièces Noires', the battle is lost
from the beginning and the character is doomed to a harrowing
fate--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. (*) The usual French word for
failure is (le) échec, i.e., lack of success, and (la) faille, from the
verb failloir, to fail.

―Annie,‖1982 film, is directed by John Huston,
starring Andrea McArdle (Annie), Albert Finney (‗Daddy ‗
Oliver Warbucks), Carol Burnett, Ann Reinking. Tag
line: the movie of ―Tomorrow.‖

―Annie,‖ 1999 TV film, starring newcomer Alicia
Morton (Annie), Victor Garber (Warbucks), Kathy Bates,
Alan Cumming, Audra McDonald, Kristin Chenoweth.
Video Hound find this See at Blacks & at Loretta Lynn.
―Lively and amusing… that will make you forget the old
dud 1982 movie version.‖

―Annie, Little Orphan‖ comic strip drawn by
Harold Gray that first appeared on August 5, 1924. Also see
at Comic Strip Heroes.
―Annie Get Your Gun,‖ 1946 Irving Berlin musical
comedy & lavish 1950 film, starring Betty Hutton and
Howard Keel, screenplay by Sidney Sheldon. ―Folks
down South where I come from,/ Never had much learning,/
Still, they‘re happy as can be, / Doing what comes
naturally! / My uncle down in Texas, / Couldn‘t even write
his name, / He signed his checks with X‘s, / But they cashed
them just the same! O folks down South where I come from,
etc.,‖ Ch. 10

Annie Hall (1977) is a romantic comedy film directed
by Woody Allen from a script he co-wrote with Marshall
Brickman, starring Woody Allen, Diane Keaton, Tony /Roberts,
Carol Kane Paul Simon, Janet Mrolin, Shelley Duvall, Christoper
Walken & Coleen Dewhurst. It is one of Allen's most popular
films--it won four Academy Awards: Best Picture (Charles H.
Joffe and Jack Rollins), Best Performance by an Actress in a
Leading Role (Diane Keaton), Best Director (Woody Allen), Best
Writing, Screenplay Written Directly for the Screen (Woody Allen
& Marshall Brickman).
In 2002 Roger Ebert referred to it as ―Just about everyone's
favorite Woody Allen movie.‖ Allen also got a nomination for
Best Actor—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Annie Oakley, popular name of Phoebe Anne
Oakley Moses (1820-1926), Rodeo star & sharpshooter. A
tiny woman just under 5 ft. tall, she shot cigarettes from her
husband‘s lips and the lips of Kaiser Wilhelm II at 30 paces
and through the pips of playing cards tossed in the air. Her
name became a synonym for a complimentary ticket,
because of the punched hole traditionally punched into it.
The story of the musical ―Annie Oakley,‖ was loosely based
on Annie Oakley Moses,. See e.g., p.72 of Da Capo‘s
Companion.

Ann Landers, advice-to-the-lovelorn columnist, see

Anschluss, a polition union, or in the case of Austria

at Dog & at Lonelyheats.

On Mar. 12, 1938 when German troops entered the country,
an annexation.

Ann-Margret, born 1941 Ann-Margret Olsson in

Answer a question with a question?—see Rabbi Joke.
Ant—see at Army ant, at Carpenter ant, at Harvester

Sweden, she came to USA with her mother when she was
five, settling in the Chicago area. She‘s starred in a large
number of film, e.g., ―Cincinnati Kid ‖(1965). Also see at
―Carnal Knowledge (1971).
Anonymous: ―A work of art has an author, and yet, when it is
perfect, it has something essentially anonymous about it,‖
Simone Weil, quoted on p. 140 in ―Oxymoronica.‖ Also
see below.

Ant & at Picnic ant.

Ant farm—see at ?
Antagonist (from Greek antagonistes for ―opponent,
competitor, rival‖) is a character, group of characters, or an
institution, who represents the opposition against which the
protagonist(s) must contend. In other words, 'A person, or a group
of people who oppose the main character, or the main characters.'
In the classic style of story where in the action consists of a hero
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fighting a villain, the two can be regarded as protagonist and
antagonist, respectively Contrary to popular belief, the antagonist
is not always the villain, but simply those who oppose the main
character. In some cases the antagonist may be the main character.
Writers have also created more complex situations. In some
instances, a story is told from the villain's point of view, and any
hero trying to stop the villain can be regarded as an antagonist-excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Agon & at Protagonist.

normal matter is composed of particles. For example an antielectron (a positron, an electron with a positive charge) and an
antiproton (a proton with a negative charge) could form an
antihydrogen atom in the same way that an electron and a proton
form a normal matter hydrogen atom. Furthermore, mixing of
matter and antimatter would lead to the annihilation of both in the
same way that mixing of antiparticles and particles does, thus
giving rise to high- energy photons (gamma rays) or other
particle–antiparticle pairs. The existence of antimatter was
predicted by P. A. M. Dirac—see at Dirac.

―Ant Bully, The,‖ 2006 film directed by John A. Davis.
After being picked on by the neighborhood bully, young
Lucas (newcomer Zach Tyler) takes out his frustrations on a
defenseless ant colony, soaking it through with his water gun. But
the ants strike back, shrinking Lucas down to their size before
trying him in court and sentencing him to hard labor in the ruins of
the colony. Lucas must learn the value of teamwork before he can
return to his regular life--and with the help of his new friends, he
may just get sweet revenge on somebody his own size. Based on
the illustrated children's book by John Nickle, 'The Ant Bully' also
features the voices of Julia Roberts, Meryl Streep, Lily Tomlin,
Nicolas Cage, Paul Giamatti, Alan Cumming, Cheri Oteri and
icardo Montalban.

―Anti-Semite and Jew‖ (Reflections sur la Question
Juive (1946)) by Jean-Paul Sartre is a blistering criticism of
French complicity in the Holocaust which also put forth the
general thesis that oppression is a distortion of interpersonal
recognition‖—from the Web.
―As one would expect in the case of a controversial writer, a
number of reviewers had important criticisms. If Sartre's analysis had
striking insights, some of his assertions were remarkably naive. He
thought that "socialism" would do away with anti-Semitism. He was
preoccupied-occupied with rabid anti-Semitism but gave little thought
to the perhaps more prevalent genteel hatred of Jews. Many Jewish
reviewers felt that he short-changed ―Jewish self-consciousness‖ by
asserting that anti-Semitism is the only basis for it. We now know, from
Sartre's own words a few weeks before his death that at the time of
writing this book, he had been incredibly ignorant, and willfully so, of
all things Jewish‖—from The "Aryans" of Jean-Paul Sartre
Totalitarian Categories in Western Writing by Werner Cohn (on the
Web.)

―Ants are so busy, why so they attend so many
picnics? If‖—W. C. Fields on a Radion Broadcast in 1942
with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.

Antarctic explorers—see at Admunsen.
Ante is a Latin word meaning ―before, or preceding.‖
For example, the ―ante‖ in a card game is an agreed amount
that a player must put into the ―pot‖ that the winner takes. To
―ante up‖ is the verb, and the act is called ―anteing up.‖
Antediluvian literally means ―before the flood,‖ i.e., at the
time of Noah and his Ark. ―As old as the hills‖ is a clichéd way of
putting it.
Amtipasto derives from two Latin words, ante, and pasto,
food from L. pastus, p.p. of pascere, to feed. It usually consists of
an assortment of ingredients, such as smoked meates,cheese, fish,
and vegetables. Antipasto is what is eaten before the main
course.
―Anthony and Cleopatra,‖ 145(260)—see at Shakespeare.

Anti-Semitism, R, Ch.13, esp.pp.41-43(66-68),
Chs 49 & 62: See Anne Frank, Auschwitz, the Holocaust,
―Gentleman‘s Agreement,‖ Bobby Fischer, Hank
Greenberg, Primo Levi, Joseph Roth, Philp Roth & Sam
Perlis; also see at Jewish, Jews, Fascism, Henry Ford, J.
S. ―Sud‖ Frame, Cordell Hull, Charles Lindbergh,
Racism & SS St. Louis. ―Reverse Anti-Semitism?‖
226-227(414)

Anti-War Sentiment: My brother, Eldridge & others
were against fighting ‖Britain‘s war.‖ Even the WW I hero,
the bible-quoting Alvin York, had his doubts about
killing, and so did Any Rooney, who received ameal for
heroism, 188(326-327). Also see at Nonviolence.

Anthony, Joseph, directed ―The Matchmaker‖ film.
Anthony, Susan B., 1820-1906, more than any other

―Ants Go Marching One by One,‖ see at ―It‘s a Long

woman she is responsible for the women‘s rights
movement. She was a fiery orator who crafted many
memorable slogans, including ―The true republic: men,
their rights & nothing more; women, their rights & nothing
less.‖ "Equal pay for equal work;‖ The Susan B. Anthony
dollar in 1979, made history--the first woman to appear on
on U. S. currency.

Way to Tipperary‖ (last paragraph.)

―Anything Goes" is a 1934 Broadway musical with
music and lyrics by Cole Porter. The book
was a collaborative effort by Guy Bolton and P.G. Wodehouse,
revised by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse. Since its 1934
debut on Broadway, the musical has been revived several times in
the US and UK and has been filmed twice. Anything Goes and
Porgy and Bess are the only 1930s musicals that are still regularly
revived. The musical has long been a popular choice for school and
community productions.The story concerns madcap antics aboard
an ocean liner bound from New York to London. Billy Crocker is
a stowaway in love with heiress Hope Harcourt, who is engaged to
Lord Evelyn Oakleigh. Nightclub singer Reno Sweeney and Public
Enemy #13 Moonface Martin aid Billy in his quest to win Hope.
The musical introduced such songs as "Anything Goes," "You're
the Top," "I Get a Kick Out of You," "Blow, Gabriel, Blow,
―Delovely‖ & lots others--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Anti-art, see at Dada.
Anti-conformists—see at Lenny Bruce, Katherine
Hepburn (You miss all the fun if you obey all the rules),
James Joyce, D. H. Lawrence & Marilyn Monroe,
Montaigne

Anti-Lynching pioneer—see at Ida B. Wells. Also
see at Capt. William Lynch, who gave his name
to
lynching.
Antietam (aka Sparksburg): The battle of Antietam, called
Sparksburg by the South was fought on September 17,
1862. It cost the Union over 12,400 dead and the
Confederacy 10,300, or a total of 22,700 in a single day!
181-182(316); also see at Civil War.

―Anything Goes.‖ (1956) film in Technicolor and
Vistavision, remake of the 1936 film of the same name,
which in turn was based on Cole Porter's hit 1934 Broadway
musical. The 1956 film starsBing Crosby, DonaldO'Connor,
Zizi Jeanmarie, Mitzi Gaynor & Phil Harris.
Anzio & Nettuno are as sites of Allied forces landing
on Jan. 22, 1944 & ensuing 4-month battle WW II. A
stalemate endured throughout spring. They were able to brak out of
the German siege at Cassino on May 13. Five days later, the allies

―Antigone‖ starring Katherine Cornell & Cedric
Hardwicke, Detroit, fall 1945, 221(403-404)

Antimatter in particle physics and quantum chemistry
extends the concept of the antiparticle to matter, whereby
antimatter is composed of antiparticles in the same way that
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advanced toward Rome. The German General, Kesselring, was
forced to withdraw a division from Anzio & on on May 23, the
allies, strengthened by the US 36-th division, moved forward
across the shell & battered landscape towards Cisterna &
Campleone.
The Commonwealth Anzio War Cemetery, Anzio
Beach
Head War Cemetery, the British Military Cemetery & Beachhead
Museum are localedt in Anzio. The American Military Cemetery
is in Nettuno. See at Nettuno & check the Web at Anzio for further
information, e.g., Pink Floyd‘s films about the Anzio battle.
Anzio War Dead: 10,775 Americans, 10,168 British, &
10, 306 Germans.

Apollo lunar modules—see at Moon Orbit and Moon
walk.

Apostle, one of a grup made up of esp. the 12 disciples
chosen by Jesus to teach the gospel.

Apostles / Disciples of Christ:The original twelve are
listed in Matthew 10:2-4: first, Simon (who is called Peter)
& his brother Andrew; James son of Zebedee & his brother John;
Philip and Bartholomew; Thomas & Matthew the tax collector;
James son of Alphaeus & Thaddaeus; Simon the Zealot & Judas
Iscariot, who betrayed Him. The Bible also lists the 12 in Mark
3:16-19 & Luke 6:13-16. There are a couple of minor differences
in the names. It seems that Thaddaeus was also know as "Judas,
son of James" (Luke 6:16) & Lebbaeus (Matthew 10:3). Simon the
Zealot was also known as Simon the Canaanite (Mark 3:18). Judas
Iscariot, who betrayed Jesus, was replaced in the twelve apostles
by Matthias (see Acts 1:20-26).
Some Bible teachers view Matthias as an ―nvalid‖ member
of the 12 apostles, and instead believe that the Apostle Paul was
God's choice to replace Judas Iscariot as the twelfth apostle—
paraphrased from the Web. See at Doubting Thomas.

Apartheid is the Law system in which segregates
black South Africans from White South Africans. Apartheid
(meaning separateness in Afrikaans, cognate to English apart and hood) was a system of legalized racial segregation enforced by the
National Party (NP) South African government between 1948 and
1994. It arose from a history of settler rule and Dutch and British
colonialism, which became policies of separation after South
Africa gained self-governance as a dominion within the British
Empire and were expanded and formalised into a system of
legitimized racism and white nationalism after 1948. Apartheid
was dismantled in a series of negotiations from 1990 to 1993,
culminating in elections in 1994, the first in South Africa with
universal suffrage, but the legacies of apartheid still shape South
African politics and society. Also see at Jim Crow Laws, at
Mandela, at Racism & at Segregation.

Aphrodisiac, arousing or intensifying sexual desire,
e.g., a drug or substance having this effect but there are
other things that are aphrodisiacs: for example beauty or
nudity can arouse desire, and so can money or power,
evidently: ―Power is an aphrodisiac--Kissinger, 112(208)n,
Ch.48; also, see at Money, at Saul Bellow about writers & at
Zsa Zsa Gabor.

Apathy means lack of emotion or interest;

Aphrodite, Greek goddess of love, fruitfulness, and

indifference, disinterest--also see at Philosophize.

beauty. Eros is the Greek god of love & Vemis is the
Roman goddess of love. Also see at Adonis.

―Ape, The Hairy,‖ O‘Neill‘s play (1922): ―I was born,
see? Sure, dat‘s de charge. Write it in de blotter. I was born,
get me! Ch. 2 & 55(89)n

―Appaloosa‖ is a 2008 Western based on the 2005
novel of the same name by crime writer Robert B. Parker,
and a scenario co-written by Ed Harris, who also acted in it
and directed, and Robert Knott. Starring Harris, Viggo
Mortensen, Renée Zellweger. Jeremy Irons, and Lance
Henriksen.

―Apocalypse Now‖ is a 1979 American epic war film
set during the Vietnam War (1959-1975.) The plot revolves
around two US Army special operations officers, one of whom,
Captain Benjamin L. Willard (Martin Sheen) of MACV-SOG, is
sent into the jungle to assassinate the other, the rogue and
presumably insane Colonel Walter E. Kurtz (Marlon Brando) of
Special Forces. The film was produced and directed by Francis
Ford Coppola from a script by Coppola and John Milius. The script
is based on Joseph Conrad's novella Heart of Darkness, and also
draws elements from Michael Herr's Dispatches, the film version
of Conrad's Lord Jim (which shares the same character of Marlow
with Heart of Darkness), and Werner Herzog's Aguirre, the Wrath
of God (1972). The film became notorious in the entertainment
press due to its lengthy and troubled production, as documented in
Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker's Apocalypse. Marlon Brando
showed up to the set overweight and Martin Sheen suffered a heart
attack. The production was also beset by extreme weather that
destroyed several expensive sets. In addition, the release date of
the film was delayed several times as Coppola struggled to come
up with an ending and to edit the millions of feet of footage that he
had shot. The film won the Cannes Palme d'Or and was nominated
for the Academy Award for Best Picture and the Golden Globe
Award for Best Motion Picture – Drama—edited exeprt from
Wikipedia.

Appaloosa—see at Horses (Part V).
Applebaum, Anne—see at Gulag.
Appearances are deceptive—see at ―Wolf in Sheep
Clothing‖ (Aesop Fable.)

Applebome, Peter—see at ―Jenny,Don't Change Your
Number; You Might Want to Sell It on eBay‖ & at Mory‘s.

―Apple Blossom Time, I‘ll Be With You in,‖ Harry
von Tilzer with Lew Brown—circa 1920, when
It was
a hit for Henry Burr, an Andrews Sisters hit in 1941, and
taken by Frankie Vaughan for his theme song—see p. 968
of Da Capo‘s Companion

Apple Orchard, 50(81); a Peaselburg temptation!
Apple-pie order means what it says! See at Cherry
Pie.

―Apples fall close to the apple tree,‖ 92(175)
―Appointment with Death,‖ an Agatha Christie
murder mystery featuring Henri Poirot—see at Roman
Holiday.

―Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz, The‖ was a novel
by Mordechai Richler, and the basis of a 1974 movie
directed by Ted Kotcheff, with Richard Dreyfuss, Micheline
Lanctôt & Jack Warden.

Apochryphia of Love‖ It is better to have flunked
your Wassermann than never to have loved at all,‖ Ch. 54

Aquino, Corazon "Cory" (née Maria Corazon
Sumulong Cojuangco), 1933—2009, was the 11th
President of the Philippines and the "Mother of Democracy",
serving from 1986 to 1992. She was the first female president of
the Philippines and the first female president of any country in
Asia.

Apollo, Greek Myth.. 1. God of prophecy, music,
medicine & poetry. 2. apollo, a man of great physical
beauty. Cf. Adonais.
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(Gaia, Mary),‖ all-loving, forgiving father‖ (God, Jesus), the
―threatening, or judgmental father (Moses, God),‖ and countless
other archetypes like the Greek or Roman gods.
One has to be wary of this because most often one is being
judged against type. You get the feeling that what they see is not
the ―real you.‖ What‘s worse, one may not see ―the real self‖ that
one is, e.g., weak or vacillating, i.e., human. See at Jung & see at
Mother Nature (a line from Tennyson about type)

A self-proclaimed "plain housewife, "Aquino was married
to Senator Benigno Aquino, Jr, a leading figure in the political
opposition against the autocratic rule of President Ferdinand
Marcos.
After her husband (born 1932) was assassinated upon his
return from exile in the United States on August 21, 1983, Aquino,
who had no prior political experience, became a focal point and
unifying force of the opposition against Marcos. She was drafted to
run against Marcos in the 1986 snap presidential elections.
[Ridiculed by Marcos for her lack of experience, she
replied, "It is true, I have no experience in lying, cheating, stealing
and killing. I offer you honesty and sincerity in leadership.]
After Marcos was proclaimed the winner despite widespread
reports of electoral fraud, Aquino was installed as President by the
peaceful 1986 People Power Revolution.
Aquino's presidency saw the restoration of democratic
institutions in the Philippines, through the enactment of a new
Constitution which limited the powers of the presidency, restored
the bicameral Congress, and renewed emphasis on civil liberties.
Her administration was likewise hampered by several
military coup attempts by disaffected members of the Philippine
military which derailed a return to full political stability and
economic development. After suffering from colon cancer she
died on August 1, 2009 due to cardiorespiratory arrest—edited
exerpt from Wikipedia. For the source of the quote in square
brackets, see at Lying, Cheating, Stealing and Killing.

Archimedes, c. 287-212 BC, foremost Greek scientist
& mathematician, b. in Syracuse, noted for his siege
machines used against the Romans, for the Archimedean
screw still used for raising water, founded the science of
hydrostatic (floating bodied) used, e.g., to find the purity of
a gold object.. Allegedly shouted Eureka! (I‘ve found it!)
when he made this important discovery, as he sat in the
bath! 165(290)

―Archie Bunker,‖ see at Bigotry.
―archy and mehitabel,‖3-4(5); archy, the cockroach,
types out his love for mehitabel, the cat, on a typewriter.
He can‘t hit the shift key, so he types everything in lower
case. (But, then, do did E. E. Cummins!), Written by Don
Marquis, archy first appeared in The Evening Sun, March
29, 1916--this is anthologized in ―Pundits, Poets, and Wits.‖

―Are You Lonesome Tonight?‖ see at Lonesome.
―Are You Lonesome Tonight?‖ 1931 song by Lou

Arachnids refere to spiders—see below.
Arachnophobia (from Greek arachne, ―spider‖ and

Handman (music) & Roy Turk (lyrics)—see at Turk.

―Are You Somebody,‖Nuala O‘Faolain‘s riveting

phobia, ―fear‖ ) is an abnormal fear of spiders. It is among
the most common of all phobias. The reactions of
arachnophobics often seem irrational to others (and
sometimes to the sufferers themselves). People with
arachnophobia tend to feel uneasy in any area they believe
could harbor spiders or that has visible signs of their
presence, such as webs. Also see at Phobias.

story of her family, her youth, and young adulthood.R,
lxvii, T2, 97(183)n--also see at O‘Faolain & at ―We are
somebody.‖

Arendt, Hannah, 1906-1975,186(322)n; wrote a
controversial book, ―The Banality of Evil,‖ on Eichmann,
claiming that he wasn‘t evil, just banal.‖ People vigorously
opposed this, saying ―if Eichmann isn‘t evil, who is?‖ See at
Truman Capote.
In ―Becoming Eichmann: Rethinking the life, Crmes, and
Trial of a ‗Desk Murderer‘,‖ the author David Cesarani attempts to
undermine Arendt‘s thesis that Eichman was essentially ordinary,‖
i.e., ―everyman,‖ but Barry Gewen in the May 13, 2006 NY Times
Sunday Book Review states ―what is striking is how far his
research goes to reinforce her fundamental arguments.‖But,
Gewen does take Arendt to task for ignoring ―the particularity of
the Holocaust,‖ and quotes Arendt as writing, ―I have never in my
life ‗loved‘ any people or collective,‖ including by implication
her own people, i.e., Jews!
Arendt was a lover and former student of Martin
Heidegger—see at Heidegger was an ardent Nazi.

Arana, Marie, born in 1949 in Lima Peru, she is the
edtor of the Washington Post Book World, and the author
of a memoir, American Chica, in which she tells about
growing up in Peru and then New Jersey in the 1950s
and '60s, a living "bridge" between two vastly disparate
cultures. She is married to Jonathan Yardley. See at Writing
& at Yardley.

Arbuckle, Rosecoe ―Fatty‖—see at Buster Keaton.
Arcaro, Eddie (né George Edward Arcaro), 19161997, a Thoroughbred Horse Racing Hall of Fame jockey
who won more American Classic Races than any other jockey and
is the only rider to have won the U.S. Triple Crown twice. He is
widely regarded as the greatest jockey in the history of American
Thoroughbred horse racing. Hewas born in Cincinnati, OH, the son
of an impoverished taxi driver. Eventually nicknamed ―Banana
Nose‖ by other jockeys, Arcaro won his first race in 1932 at the
Agua Caliente racetrack in Tijuana, Mexico. Eddie Arcaro won
his first Kentucky Derby in 1938 aboard Lawrin. He is tied with
Bill Hartack for most Derby wins at five, and has the most wins in
the Preakness Stakes and the Belmont Stakes with six. He won
the U.S. Triple Crown in 1941 on Whirlaway and again in 1948 on
Citation.

―Argentine Gaucho, The,‖ 52(84); naughty Limerick.
Argonne Forest, France: WW I battlefield, see
at (Sergeant) York.

Ariela Marks, T, A, xi,xiv,xvi, D, daughter of Joy
Kinsburg & Joseph Marks, born, April 5, 1961--see at
Marks; -- wrote in September 2003 to tell me of Joy‘s death on
August 16, 2003, 162(285);,―I suppose that you and I are the 2
people alive who have loved her best…when I read these letters
(from Joy to Carl), it is easy for me to understand why she had
been so admired, why you felt so powerfully about her, as well as
your impact on her,‖ 250(446)
―Another reaction to the letters that I had this time: in both
of them it‘s apparent that you are always on her mind. Whatever
she‘s doing refers to you and is about you. If she and I are alike in
this as well, and I suspect that we are, this is how she – loved‖—
excerpt from an e-mail of Jan. 6. 2006. See pp. 250-251(446-447)
for the rest.‖
―So far, I‘ve noticed much more emphasis on Primo Levi
than I remember in the earlier draft. I didn‘t realize that you had

Archeologist is a person whose career lies in ruins—
Lawrence J. Peter in Quotationary—see at Agatha Christie.

Arch-enemy—see at Moriarty.
Archetype, 56(91): an original model or type, which
similar things are patterned on, i.e., a protype:
―Frankenstein,‖ ―Dracula,‖ ―Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde‖—
parphrased from American Heritage Dictionary.
Also, ―the eternal or seductive woman (Eve),‘‖ the ―mythic
man (Adam or Adonais),‖ the ―all-loving, forgiving mother
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also read ―The Periodic Table,‖ which I wrote you about when I
was reading three of his novels last year.
―In your section titled ‗We are Jewish Parents Too‘ or something
in that vein, I thought you struck just the right tone and indeed, if
the Acknowledgements is an indication — and I‘m sure it is — it
is your new narrator‘s tone and voice that you have seemed to have
found — that I like very much. Ariela,‖ excerpt from an e-mail of
April 4, 2006 right after she received the Xlibris galleys of this
book that I e- mailed to her.
―Carl, Do not despair,‖ Ariela in an e-mail in spring 2004
when I confessed my despair of ever capturing ―Lost Time,‖ à la
Proust, A, xi; Irrationally, I was thinking that Ariela could have
been Joy‘s & my daughter,‖ 173(302)
Aristotle, ―To learn is a natural pleasure, not confined
to philosophers, but common to all men,‖ Ch. 39; -- wrote
The Organum, on Logic, on Metaphysics, Politics, Poetics,
and De Anima), 76(124); also see at Intellect at Newspeak
& Poetry vs. History.

Arlen suffered from bipolar disorder, which, according to
Wilfred Sheed in ―The House that George Built,‖ enabled him to
write during his manic stage about his sadness in the depressive
state.
This is commented on by Garrison Keillor in the July 22,
2007 Sunday Book Review of Sheed‘s book. In the end, however,
his mental depression won out & Arlen was unable to write any
lyrics: ―Arlen‘s manic side may have been almost as necessary to
his compositions as his gloomy one, simply because it gave hi the
heart to write in the first place. In other words he had to feel good
to tell how bad he felt; if he felt any worse he couldn‘t have written
at all even, sadly‖ --ibid. Also see at ―Come Rain or Shine― &
―One for My Baby.‖

Arlington National Cemetery in Arlington, VA, on
the south bank across the Potomac from Washington, D. C.,
was confiscated land of Confederate General Robert E. Lee—the
place was called Arlington & there is a Memorial to him there. The
first soldier to be buried there was a Union Soldier, William Henry
Christman, who enlisted on Mar. 25, 1964 & died just weeks later,
on May 11, of peritonitis. Since then, 300,000 people, Presidents
& privates, 5-star generals & anonymous ones known only to God,
have been buried there on acreage that is now more than three
times the original 200 acres. The Tomb of the Unknowns
beganwith the random selection of a single soldier in France from
WW I & interred on Nov. 11, 1923.
John F. Kennedy‘s death transformed Arlington into a
national icon. During a visit there earlier that year, he had
unwittingly selected his own grave site. Surveying the serene visit
below the original plantation house—the Curtis-Lee Mansion—he
reportedly murmured, ―I could stay here forever.‖ His widow,
Mrs. Jacqueline Bouvrier Kennedy approved the location the day
after his assassination on Nov. 22, 1963.
Requests for burial in Arlington abruptly swelled by the
more than American 58,000 deaths in the Vietnam War, when a
many as 47 funerals a day crisscrossed the cemetery. From the late
1950s until 2000, the number of graves almost tripled from 93,000
to 250,000, and new eligibility rules were imposed in 1967,
sharply restricting the burials to a small percentage of veterans—
but allowing those whodied on active duty, those honorably retired
after a military career, those highly decorated for valor & their
spouses—edited from a moving & beautiful tribute to ―The
Nation‘s Cemetery‖ by Rick Atkinson in the June 2007 issue of
National Geographic..

Arithmetic: ―Reeling and Writhing, of course, to
begin with,‖ the Mock Turtle replied, ―and the direct
brances
of
Arithmetic—Ambition,
Distractions,
Uglification, and Derision.‖--Alice‘s Adventures in
Wonderland, 9

Arkansas People, Noted:
Actors: Tess Harper (née Tessie Jean Washam), Mammoth
Springs; Alan Walbridge Ladd, Jr., Hot Springs; Dick Powell (né
Richard Ewing Powell), Mountain View; Billy Bob Thorton, Hot
Springs; Mary Steenburgen, Newport; Miltary: Douglas MacArthur,
Little Rock;
Musicians: Johnny Cash, Kingsland; Scott Joplin, Texarkana;
Poets: Maya Angelou, Stamp;
Politicians: Bill Clinton (né William Jefferson (Clinton) Blythe III),
Hope; William J. Fulbright, Fayettesville;
Sports: Louis Clark ―Lou‖ Brock, El Dorado
Paul William "Bear" Bryant, Moro Bottom;
Dizzy Dean (né Jay HannaDean), Lucas
Scottie Maurice Pippen, Hamburg;
Author:John Grisham, Jonesboro;
Others at: http://stuffaboutstates.com/arkansas/people.htm

Arkansas Joke—see at Pissing in the Snow.
―Arkansas Toobpick‖—see at Bowie knife.
Arkin, Alan (Wolf), was born in 1934 in Brooklyn
into a family of Jewish intellecturals from Russia &
Germany, with no indoctrination into Judaism. He
starred in Catch-22 (playingYossarian), The In-Laws,
Edward Scissorhands, The Russians Are Coming!, The
Russians Are Coming!, Glengarry Glen Ross and Little
Miss Sunshine, for which he won an Academy Award for
Best Supporting Actor in 2007. See at ―Catch 22,‖ at
―Wait Until Dark,‖ and check Video Hound or the Web for
Arkin‘s Filmography

―Armageddon: The Battle for Germany, 19441945,‖ by Max Hastings, Knopf, New York, 2004—also
see at Freeman Dyson.

Armed Services, see US Armed Services in WW II.
Armenia, officially in English the Republic of
Armenia, is a landlocked mountainous country in Eurasia
between the Black and Caspian Seas in the Southern Caucasus. It
borders Turkey to the west, Georgia to the north, Azerbaijan to the
east, and Iran and the Nakhchivan exclave of Azerbaijan to the
south. A transcontinental country at the juncture of Eastern Europe
and Western Asia, a former republic of USSR, Armenia is a
unitary, multiparty, democratic nation-state with an ancient and
historic cultural heritage. The Kingdom of Armenia was the first
state to adopt Christianity as its religion in the early years of the
4th century (the traditional date is 301) The modern Republic of
Armenia is constitutionally a secular state,althoughthe Christian
faith plays a major role in the history and identification of the
Armenian people—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
Emil Artin, Arshile Gorky, at Aram Khatchaturian, at ―Sabre
Dance‖ & at Willaim Saroyan.

Arlen, Harold, 1905-1986, born Hyman Arluck, son
of a cantor. He was called called Chaim, Hebrew for ―life‖
after his twin brother died..
―Music doesn‘t argue, discuss, or quarrel. It just breathes
the air of freedom,‖ R, lxix; also see ―Come Rain or Shine, the
Bittersweet Life of Harold Arlen‖ by John Lahr, p. 89 in the Sept.
19, 2005 New Yorker Magazine.
―Nothing is more beautiful than a word fitly spoken‖ --in
Arlen‘s diary quoting Aurelius, p. 91 ibid,
He wrote the music for ―The Wizard of Oz, e.g., ―Over the
Rainbow,‖ 228(416); ―When Gershwin heard Harburg‘s lyrics, he
cried….& improvised a coda: If happy little bluebirds,fly Beyond
the rainbow / Why oh why can‘t I?‖ quoted on p. 91. in ―Come
Rain or Shine.‖
Arlen wrote music for over 120 songs with Y. Harburg but
wasn‘t even mentioned at the ceremony while Harburg was at the
commemorative 39-cent stamp issue--ibid..

Armenian Genocide also known as the Armenian
Holocaust, the Armenian Massacres and, by Armenians,
the Great Calamity—refers to the deliberate and systematic
destruction (genocide) of the Armenian population of the Ottoman
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Empire during and just after WW I. It was
characterized by the
use of massacres, and the use of deportations involving forced
marches under conditions designed to lead to the death of the
deportees, with the total number of Armenian deaths generally
held to have been between one & one-and-a-half million.
Other ethnic groups were similarly attacked by the Empire
during this period, including Assyrians and Greeks, and some
scholars consider the events to be part of the same policy of
extermination.
It is widely acknowledged to have been one of the first
modern, systematic genocides, as many Western sources point
to the sheer scale of the death toll as evidence for a systematic,
organized plan to eliminate the Armenians.
The date of the onset of the genocide is conventionally held
to be April 24, 1915, the day that Ottoman authorities arrested
some 250 Armenian intellectuals and community leaders in
Constantinople--edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where there is
much, much more. Also see at Arshile Gorky, whose mother died
of starvation as a result.

worry you anymore..

Army-Navy Stores were ubiquitous after WW II, 200
(365)—also see at GI Clothes
Arnaz Desi (né Desiderio Alberto Arnaz y de Acha
III), 1917-1986, was a Cuban American musician, actor and
TV producer. In 1939, he starred on Broadway in the successful
musical Too Many Girls. He then went to Hollywood to appear in
the 1940 movie version at RKO, which starred comedienne,
actress and his future wife Lucille Ball. At the time, he also played
guitar for Xavier Cugat
Arnaz appeared in several movies in the 1940s, most
notably Bataan (1943). Shortly after he received his draft notice,
but before he was actually inducted, he injured his knee. Although
he made it through boot camp, he was eventually classified for
limited service, and ended up directing USO programs at a military
hospital in the San Fernando Valley.
In his memoirs, he recalled discovering that the first thing
soldiers requested was almost invariably a glass of cold milk, so he
arranged for beautiful starlets to greet the wounded soldiers as they
disembarked and pour milk for them.
On October 15, 1951, Desi produced and starred in I Love
Lucy in which he played a fictitious version of himself, Cuban
orchestra leader Enrique ―Ricky‖ Ricardo. His co-star was his reallife wife, Lucille Ball, who played Ricky's wife, Lucy—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Cuban Pete‖ (1946 film), at
Desilu & at Henry Parke.

Armitage, Simon, born 1963, is a British poet,
playwright & novelist--―Writing
disappearance,‖ 241(436).

is

a

form

of

Armstrong—see at ―Jack Armstrong, The AllAmerican Boy.‖

Armstrong, Lance (né Lance Edward Gunderson),
born 1971 is a former American professional road racing
cyclist. He won the Tour de France a record-breaking seven
consecutive years, from 1999 to 2005. He is the only individual to
win seven times, having broken the previous record of five wins,
shared by Miguel Indurain (consecutive) and Bernard Hinault,
Eddy Merckx and Jacques Anquetil.
He has survived testicular cancer, a germ cell tumor that
metastasized to his brain and lungs, in 1996. His cancer treatments
included brain and testicular surgery and extensive chemotherapy,
and his prognosis was originally poor. He wrote a book about it
with Sally Jenkins: It's Not About the Bike: My Journey Back to
Life, Putnam 2000. Also see at ―The Jay and the Peacock.‖

Arno river in the Tuscany region of Italy is,after the
Tiber, the most important river of central Italy, and flows under
Florence's Ponte Vecchio and the Ponte Santa Trìnita (built by
Bartolomeo Ammanati--inspired by Michelangelo).
The river flooded this city regularly in historical times, the last
occasion being the destructive flood of Nov. 4, 1966 that killed at least
40 people and damaged or destroyed millions of works of art and rare
books.
The flow rate of the Arno is irregular. It is sometimes described
as having a torrent-like behaviour, because it can easily go from almost
dry to near-flood in a few days. New dams built upstream of Florence
have greatly alleviated the problem in recent years.but even 40 years
later hundreds of works still await restoration--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Armstrong, Louis Daniel (―Satchmo‖), 1901-1971.
Born Aug. 4, 1901 in the Storyvilled secton of New
Orleans. Ch.2, 156(277); In response to a question ―What is
Jazz?‖ he quipped, ―Man, if you gotta ask, you‘ll never know,‖
Ch. 2; also see ―Jeeper Creepers,‖ and at ―Satchmo.‖
He
learned to play bugle & cornet in the Colored Waifs
Home for Boys in his native New Orleans. His 1954 autobiography
was titled ―Satchmo, My Life in New Orleans.‖

Armstrong, Neil, Commander of

Arno, Peter (ne Curis Arnoux Peters, Jr.),1904-1968,
born in NY City, educated at the Hotchkiss School and Yale
University, his satirical cartoons were published in The New Yorker
from 1925–1968 and did much to establish The New Yorker
magazine‘s reputation for sophisticated humor.They often depicted a
cross-section of New York society from the 1920s through the 1960s.
Arno may not have invented the single-speaker captioned cartoon, but
he surely perfected it.
While at Yale University (1922–24), Arno was particularly interested
in music and organized his own band. He also decorated screens and
panels for restaurants. After leaving Yale, he went to New York City,
where he lived a bohemian life in Greenwich Village and continued to
do decorative painting.
He was about to abandon his ambition to be an artist for a musical
career when he received a check for a drawing that he submitted to a
new humor magazine, The New Yorker, that had debuted February 21,
1925. With the publication of this spot illustration on June 20, 1925,
Arno began a 43-year association with Harold Ross's weekly. Until at
least 1962, he was also working for Circus Magazine by Barnum &
Bailey—from Wikipedia, Online Brittannia & websites.

Apollo 11, who

made the first manned moon landing, July 21, 1969—see at
Moonwalk.
Army ant (or legionary ant or "Marabunta") is applied
to over 200 ant species, in different lineages, due to their
aggressive predatory foraging groups, known as "raids", in which
huge numbers of ants all forage simultaneously over a certain area,
attacking prey en masse. Another shared feature is that unlike most
ant species, army ants do not construct permanent nests, and an
army ant colony moves almost incessantly over the time it
exists.
―Army at Dawn,‖ Vol. 1 of the Liberation Trilogy, by
Rick Atchison. This is about the North African Campaign
in WW II; also see at ―The Day of Batttle.‖

Arnold, Edward, actor, see at ―Come & Get It,‖ film.
Arnold, Matthew, ―Dover Beach,‖ Ch. 42; see at

―Army, Mr. Jones, This is the,‖ Irving Berlin, 1942;

Doggerel.

see Ch. 52 for the first stanza: Second & third stanzas:
―This is the army Mr. Green. / We like to keep the barracks
clean. / You had a housemaid to clean your floor. / But she
she won‘t help you out anymore;
―This is the army, Mr. Brown. / You and your baby went to
town. / She had you worred but this is war./ And she won‘t

―Around the World in Eighty Days‖ Jules Verne‘s
1873 novel by Jules Verne: Accompanied by his
manservant, Passepartout, .Phileas Fogg tries to circumnavigate the
late Victorian world in 80 days, or less, on a wager of £20,000 set
by the Reform Club. He takes the wager and on that day leaves
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with Passepartout, vowing to return by 8.45 pm on Saturday 21
December 1872.
Under suspicion of robbing the Bank of England, he is
followed by a detective named Fix. Fogg has no idea about Fix's
true intentions and Fix (wanting to get Fogg back to England so
that he can arrest him) works with Fogg in the last half of the book.
While in India Fogg saves a widowed princess from a tribe
of natives who wish to sacrifice her. Passepartout rescues her and
she accompanies Fogg for the rest of his journey. She and Fogg
eventually fall in love and marry at the end of the book.
Fix, who is really supposed to arrest Fogg, attempts to
sabotage him by putting him in prison near the end of the book but
Fogg is quickly released. He then believes he has lost his bet.
However, he discovers, almost too late, that he has forgotten to
adjust his timekeeping for having crossed the International Date
Line and he wins his bet after all--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Note: passepartout from French passer, to cross, or go
through, and partout, everywhere, hence a vagraband?

Lassaw, Jacob Lawrence, Manet, John Marin, Matisse,
Miró, Monet, Mueller, Nolde, Picasso, Pippin, Pissarro, Pollack,
Fairfield Porter, Ray, Rembrandt, Renoir, Rodin, Augusta Savage,
Raphael Soyer, Stella, Stieglitz (photographer & gallery owner), J.
M. W. Turner, Vermeer , Grant Wood & Warhol.
Also see at Abstract Art, Abstract Exprssionism, Hudson
River School, at New York School of Painting & at Minimalism
in Art.
For Harlem Renaissance artists—see at Jacob Lawrence.

Art and Artists cont‘d: ―Artists are the antennae of
the race‖--Ezra Pound, (1934), quoted by Sam Tannenhaus in
Arts & Leisure, Sunday NY Times, Feb. 28, 2010 in an
article: "Violence that art didn't see" (The Amy Bishop Case.)

―Artist‘s terrific ability for the difficult…‖--see at
Shelby Foote.
―Artists as well, The greatest scientists are‖—Albert
Einstein.

Art & Artists--the Creative Urge: Patricia Hample

―Around the World in Eighty Days" 1956 film adaptation

suggests our desire to think good artists as fundamentally
troubled stems from a need even now—perhaps particularly now,
in the age of entertainment‘s dominance — for art to be something
separate from our quotidian lives, something almost spiritual.
―People don‘t want to believe that someone like them could just sit
down at a typewriter or a desk and create something great or
timeless. It‘s got to be the product of a lot of misery and angst.‖
It compares to conspiracy theorists and their reluctance to believe
in the banality of evil: ―It‘s hard to accept that a guy could just go
into a building & kill people‖ (edited. N.B.)
Morris Dickstein said he believed that despite the cliché of
the suffering artist, pain still deserved a whole lot of credit as a
catalyst for creativity. ―People who have always had a happy life &
lived on an even keel and haven‘t had a lot of misfortune really
don‘t tend to be creative people,‖ he said. (Though of course there
are many contemporary examples of successful writers &artists
who seem to have gotten by with fairly contented lives: John
Updike? Jeff Koons?)-- the New York Times Week in Review,
Oct. 14, 2007 from an article by Randy Kennedy on Charles
Schultz, entitled ―You‘re a Good Prop, Cruel Muse.‖
Schulz had a dark side to his life, according to the author
of a biography of him—see at Schultz.
Regarding Updike, I reclall that he had a painful stutter as
he grew up. A major psychologist, Carl Jung, came to conclude
that creative people are unbalanced in significant ways, i.e., they
give up much of themselves for their achievements. For example,
Renoir was said to have been extremely self-centered & selfish,
but his son, Jean, the film-maker in his autobiography said
something like, ―Yes, but look what he gave in return!‖— also
see at Artists & at ―Artists in Exile.‖
―Art and all the other wonderful things in the world.
Learning about life and Love and‖—see at Arthur
Rubinstein. and the Power of Love.

of Verne's novel in which David Niven played Phileas
Fogg; and Pierce Brosnan in a 1989 TV adaptation.

Arrivederci Roma‖ is a song. music Renato Rascel,
original Italian lyrics by Pietro Garinei and Sandro Giovannini,
with English lyrics by Carl Sigman. The song was published in 1955.
Arrivederci is the Italian equivalent of the French Au revoir, the
German Aufwiedersehen or the Dutch"Tot ziens" it means "goodbye"
or, literally, "until (we) see (each other) again"
The song was introduced in the movie Arrivederci Roma
(English title: Seven Hills of Rome). tenor Mario Lanza's penultimate
film. Shot in 1957 on location in Rome and at the Titanus studios in
the Italian capital, the movie was released by MGM in January 1958..
A new set of lyrics were written to the same melody, by Jack Fishman,
under the title "Arrivederci Darling,"

Arrow Shirt Co., 237(431)—see at Kaplan
Ars Longa, Vita Brevis—see at ―Art is long …‖
―Arsenal of Democracy,‖ i.e., the Lend Lease Act R, xlv,
77(126)--see at Franklin D. Roosevelt.

―Arsenic and Old Lace,‖ 147(262), 150(266-267):
The 1944 movie was based on the play by Joseph
Kesselring. Directed by Frank Capra, it stars Josephine Hull as
Martha, Cary Grant as Mortimer Brewster, the only sane one in
the family, Priscilla Lane plays Mortimer's sweetheart, Elaine
Harper, Edeard Everett Horton as Mr. Witherspoon, Peter Lorre
as a gangster brother, Jonathon & Raymond Massey as his
gangster partner-in-crime. The locale is Brooklyn--also see at
Holmes High School Class of 1945 Play.

―Art and Ardor,‖ Essays, Cythia Ozick, Dutton,
1983, Obelisk (paperback), NY, 1984; see at Leonare and
Virginia Woolf.

Art & Artists--see at Ash Can School (Robert Henri,
Georges Braque, George Bellows, Arthur B. Davies, Mabel
Dwight, William Glackens, Edward Hopper, Ernest Lawson,
Reginald Marsh, George Luks, Maurice Prendergast, Georgia
O‘Keeffe, Everett Shinn, John Sloan—actually, this combines
two groups, the other being the School of Eight, but they overlap,
e.g., Henri & his students.
Hudson River School Artists: Thomas Cole, Frederic
EdwinChurch, John Frederick Kensett, Sanford Robinsson Gifford,
Albert Bierstadt.
Also see at Alston, Avery, Bannum, Basmanov, Benjamin,
Bierstadt, Isobel Bishop, Bourgeois, Calder, Asch-Camillo,
Braque, Camillo, Chagall, Claudel, da Vinci, Degas, Duchamps,
Dufy, Eakins, Ernst, Winslow Homer, Joe Jones, de Kooning,
Ghiberti, Arshile Gorky Grooms, George Grosz, Guston, William
H. Johnson, Kandinsky, Kahlo, Howard Kanowitz, Klee, Klimt,
Gwendolyn Knight, Kokoschka, Kriesberg;

Art and Anti-art: Andy Warhol said his work was
not to create art but to recreate it. Also see at Dada.

Art and Artistic: ―Nothing sublimely artistic has
ever arisen out of mere art, anymore that anything
ssentially reasonable has ever arisen out of pure reason.
There must always be a rich moral soil for any great
esthetic growth—G. K. Chesterton, A Defense of Nonsense,
911. I agree with Chesterton on one thing—This is
nonsense! Think of Pablo Picasso‘s influence on art, and
ask, ―What was the rich moral soil that he worked in?‖--see
at Art is dangerous.‖

Art and Ignorance: ―Art hath an ememy called
ignorance--Ben Jonson, 1599, quoted in Bartlett.

―Art, and only art, reveals us to ourselves‖—Wilde
Art and the Imagination--see at Einstein.
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Art as a put on, see at Put on.
―Art aspires to the condition of music, All,‖ Walter

Arthur, Jean, actress1900-1991, was an American

sake of the true, art for the sake of the good and the
beautiful, that is the faith I am searching for, George Sands,
Letter to Alex. St. Jean, 1872

actress and a major film star of the 1930s and 1940s. She
remains arguably the epitome of the female screwball comedy
actress. ―No one was more closely identified with the screwball
comedy than Jean Arthur . So much was she part of it, so much
was her star personality defined by it, that the screwball style itself
seems almost unimaginable without her.‖ Arthur has been called
―the quintessential comedic leading lady.‖
Arthur is best known for her feature roles in three Frank
Capra films: Mr. Deeds Goes to Town, You Can't Take It With
You, and Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, films that were not only
part of the screwball comedy genre but also championed the
everyday heroine. Capra called Jean Arthur ―[his] favorite actress.‖
Also see at ―The Devil and Miss Jones‖ & at Capra.

―Art evokes the mystery without which the world

―Artic, The,‖ photos by Gautier Deblonde, words by

Pater; R, lxix; also see Goethe & at Whitehead.

―Art cannot rescue anybody from anything‖—
Gilbert Sorrentino, in the last line of his short story, ―The
Moon in its Flight.‖

―Art for art‘s sake. We need religion for religion‘s
sake, morality for morality‘s sake, and --,― Victor
Cousin,‖ 1818 –consult Bartlett.

―Art for art‘s sake is an empty phrase. Art for the

would not exist‖—Rene Magritte

Lavinia Greenlaw, Granta Mag. 101, Spring 2008.
―What does Minus 50 degrees mean? The ink in a pen
freezes, the water thrown from a cup freezes to ice before it
hits the ground, you lungs might bleed.‖

―Art, In My Craft or Sullen,‖ -- / Exercised in the
still night / When only the moon rages / And the lovers lie
abed / With all their griefs in their arms, …Dylan Thomas

Artic explorer: see at John Rae.
―Artificial Paradises‖ (Les Paradis artificiels, 1860),

―Art is always beauty, Economy in‖—Henry James.
―Art is dangerous. Yes,‖ And if it‘s chaste, it isn‘t
art‖—Picasso; see at ―Art is never chaste.‖
―Art is fertization of the soul, The reason for the

by Charles Baudelaire: ―Common sense tells us that
the things of the earth exist only a little, and that true reality
is only in dreams.‖ Seeat Baudelaire & below:

necessity of,‖ see at Alfred North Whitehead.

―Artificial Paradises, A Drugs Reader, Mike Jay, Ed.
Artin, Emil(né Emil Artinian), 1898-1962, was a

Art is the objectification of feeling and the
subjectification of nature—Suzanne K. Langer, 1895-1995

mathematician born in Vienna, Austria, mathematician of
Armenian descent. His father, also Emil Artinian, was an
Armenian art-dealer, and his mother was the opera singer Emma
Laura-Artin. He grew up in Reichenberg (today Liberec) in
Bohemia, where German was the primary language. He left school
in 1916, and one year later went to the University of Vienna. Artin
spent his career in Germany (mainly in Hamburg) until the Nazi
threat when he emigrated to the USA in 1937 because, while he
was not Jewish, his wife was, and he objected to the Nazi regime
and for what it stood for.He was at Indiana University from 1938
to 1946, and at Princeton University from 1946 to 1958, when he
returned to Hamburg, Germany.
He was one of the leading algebraists of the century, with
an influence larger than might be guessed from the one volume of
his Collected Papers edited by Serge Lang and John Tate. He
worked in algebraic number theory, contributing largely to class
field theory and a new construction of L-functions. He also
contributed to the pure theories of rings, groups and fields. He
developed the theory of braids as a branch of algebraic
topology.
He was also an important expositor of Galois theory, and of
the group cohomology approach to class ring theory (with John
Tate), to mention two theories where his formulations became
standard. The influential treatment of abstract algebra by van der
Waerden is said to derive in part from Artin's ideas, as well as
those of Emmy Noether. He wrote a book on geometric algebra
that gave rise to the contemporary use of the term, reviving it from
the work of W. K. Clifford.
He left two conjectures, both known as Artin's conjecture.
The first concerns Artin L-functions for a linear representation of a
Galois group; and the second the frequency with which a given
integer a is a primitive root modulo primes p, when a is fixed and p
varies. These are unproven; Hooley proved a result for the second
conditional on the first.
Artin advised over thirty doctoral
students, including Bernard Dwork, Serge Lang, K. G.
Ramanathan, John Tate, Hans Zassenhaus and Max Zorn. He died
in 1962, in Hamburg. See at the AMS Genealogy Project for more
about his students.
In 1932 he married Natascha Jasny, who was Jewish and
born in Russia. Artin himself was not Jewish, but was dismissed
from his university position in 1937. They had three children, one

―Art is long, life is short,‖Vita Brevis est, ars longa,
Seneca—in Bartlet.,

241(436)

―Art is never chaste, we forbid it to the ignorant
innocents, never allow a contact with it to those not
sufficiently prepared. Yes, art is dangerous. And if it‘s
chaste, it isn‘t art‖-- Pablo Picasso, cited in ―Picasso‖ by
A. Vallentin, 1957

―Art is science made clear‖—Cocteau, attributed.

―Art is the lie that makes us realize the truth‖—see at
Picasso for the full quote.

―Art is subversive, All,‖ Picasso
―Art is…the transmission to othes of the highet and
best feelings to which men have risen—Tolstoy.

―Art is a vice. You don‘t marry it legitimately, you
rape it‖—Edgar Degas, in ―Paul Lafond Degas‖ (1918).
Quoted in the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations.

―Art of Losing, The,‖ an article by Daphne Beal
published Aug. 3, 2008—an end piece of the NY Times
Sunday Magazine. ―It is not only wht gets taken away from a
family; it‘s what each family member gives up‖—introductory.
―Unintentionally (I think), we drove past Ste. Elizabeth
Hospital, where Cecily was taken when she went into a coma—a
few hours after a routine vaccination at the age of 4 months. When
she regained consciousness five days later, she was completely
altered from the healthy, normal infant whe had been‖—a passage
in the article about their visit to Brussels that was one of her
sister‘s, Cecily‘s, ―goals.‖
Cecily‘s change is one of the losses ―Our family has never
dwelled on…‖ Note the ―e‖ ending for St. because in French the
dominant language of Brussels, a feminine saint is sainte, e.g.,
Sainte Elizabeth, abbreviated Ste. Elizabeth.

―Art of Murder,‖ see at ―The Simple Art of Murder.‖
―Art picks up where nature ends, Great,‖ Marc
Chagall, quote in the NY Times Crossword of Aug. 9,
2007

Art, see Einstein on art and beauty… Also see at
Poetry & at Simone Weil.
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of whom is Michael Artin, an American algebraist currently at
MIT--edited excerpts from Wikipedia supplement by certain
information that I learned from talking to Michael Artin, Emil's
son
Artin Legend at Princeton: he was so precise when he gave
a lecture, he would draw a box somewhere on the blackboard, and
then as he filled up the blackboard, he eventually came to and
filled in the box with a key equation or formula! Also see at this
link: http://www-history.mcs.st and.ac.uk/Biographies/Artin.html

brown-eyed, & one of his relatives was a Jew names
Schickelgruber. Self-hatred often extends to one‘s own
race, sex, family, or country.

Asa is a given name in several parts of the world.
Derived from the Hebrew language, the name appears in
the Old Testament to designate the third King of Judah, who
reigned for forty years. It became a popular name because of the
influence of the Puritans in the 17th century. Asa in Hebrew,
means healer and/or physician; Ase or Asa is a first name for a boy
or man. Also Asa is a Nigerian name with the meaning hawk, or
little hawk; or a Swedish name in reference to Æsir; or a Japanese
name meaning 'morning'—see at Retail joke.

―Artist must paint, An,‖ Abraham Maslow, Ch. 35
―Artists in Exile: How Refugees from TwentiethCentury War and Revolution Transformed the American
Performing Arts‖ by Joseph Horowitz, Harper, NY, 2008: ―George
Balanchine, in collaboration with Stravinsky, famously created an
Americanized version of Russian classical ballet. Kurt Weill,
schooled in Berlin jazz, composed a Broadway opera. Rouben
Mamoulian's revolutionary Broadway productions of Porgy and
Bess and Oklahoma! drew upon Russian ‗total theater.‘ An army
of Germanfilmmakers—among them F. W. Murnau, Fritz Lang,
Ernst Lubitsch & Billy Wilder—made Hollywood more edgy
and cosmopolitan. Greta Garbo & Marlene Dietrich redefined
film sexuality. Erich Korngold upholstered the sound of the
movies. Rudolf Serkin inspirationally inculcated dour Germanic
canons of musical interpretation.An obscure British organist
reinvented himself as ―Leopold Stokowski.‖ However, most of
these gifted émigrés to the New World found that the freedoms
they enjoyed in America diluted rather than amplified their high
creative ambitions‖—quoted from the HarperCollins blurp on the
Web.
A review by Robert Gottlieb appeared in The NY Review
of Books, May 15, 2008—here is the first paragraph: ―Joseph
Horowitz's Artists in Exile‖ is very ambitious, very stimulating,
and very confused. Much of the confusion comes from the
disparity between what the booksays it's going to be about—in the
words of its subtitle, 'How refugees from twentieth-century war
and revolution transformed the American performing arts'—and
what it actually turns out to be: the stories of scores of European
artists who happened to come to America in the twentieth century.
Almost none of them ‗transformed‘ the American performing arts,
and many of them weren't refugees at all but immigrants in the
great American tradition. After all, we all came from somewhere
else….Take two of the most famous stars Horowitz summons up to
make his points: Garbo and Dietrich. He….sidesteps the fact that
neither of them are either an exile or a refugee.‖
Nevertheless, Clive James in the Aug. 22 & 29, 2008 TLS
gave a warm if not a rave review. ―Horowitz can make such
judgments boldly, out of deep knowledge.‖ Also see at Lenya on
Brecht & at Musicians in Exile.

Asbury, Edith ―Edie‖ Evans (née Edith Snyder &
known as Edie), 1910-2008, born in New Boston, OH, the
eldest of 16 children. When she was 19 and a student at Western
College for Women in Oxford, OH, she got a summer job as a
reporter for the Cincinnati Times-Star. Hooked, she left school. At
20, she married Joe Evans, an Army office, and moved with him to
Knoxville, TN. There, she earned batchelor‘sand master‘s degree‘s
in American history at the U. of Tennessee. She also returned to
journalismat the Knoxville News Sentinel, 1933-1937, at which
time she separated from Evans, later divorced, and moved to
Manhattan, NY City.
It was in the thick of the depression, and she lacked even the
glimmer of work, but she wired her editor in Knoxbille: PLEASE
ACCEPT MY RESIGNATION. HAVE A CHANCE OF A JOB
IN NEW YORK. And there she stayed.
After a series of jobs, in 1945 she married Herbert Asbury
(about whom, see below.) She began working for the New York
Times in 1952. After Mr. Asburn died in 1963, she married
Robert E. Garst, an assistant managing editor of the New York
Times. He died in 1980—edited excerpts from the October 31,
2008 NY Times Obituary by Margalit Fox, where there is lots
more about her career at the Times and after retirement activities.
The obituary is accessible on the Internet.

Asbury, Herbert, 1889-1963, born in Farminton, MO,
he was a journalist and a writer,best known for his true
crime books detailing crime during the 19th and early 20th century
such as Gem of the Prairie, Barbary Coast: An Informal History of
the San Francisco Underworld and The Gangs of New York. The
Gangs of New York was later adapted for film as Martin Scorsese's
Gangs of New York (2002). However, the film adaptation of Gangs
of New York was so loose that Gangs was nominated for "Best
Original Screenplay" rather than as a screenplay adapted from
another work.
Asbury achieved first notoriety with a story that H. L.
Mencken published in his magazine, The American Mercury in
1926. The story detailed a prostitute from Asbury's hometown of
Farmington. The prostitute took her Protestant customers to the
Catholic cemetery to conduct bredemption.usiness, and took her
Catholic customers to the Protestant cemetery; some in Farmington
considered the prostitute beyond redemption.
The article caused a sensation: The Boston Watch and Ward
Society had the magazine banned. Mencken then journeyed to
Boston, sold a copy of his magazine on Boston Common, and was
arrested. Sales of the recently-founded Mercury boomed, and
Asbury was a celebrity. Asbury then focused his attention of a
series of articles debunking temperance crusader Carrie Nation
He married Edith Evans Asbury in 1945--see above—
excerpted from Wikipedia.

―Artists are the antennae of the race--Ezra Pound,
(1934), quoted by Sam Tannenhaus in Arts & Leisure,Sunday
NY Times, Feb. 28, 2010 in an article: "Violence that art didn't
see."

―Artist‘s terrific ability for the difficult…‖--see at
Shelby Foote.

―Artists as well, The greatest scientists are‖—Albert
Einstein.

Arthritis (―Arthur-itis‖) 19(29);also see Jack Benny.
Aryan, a member of any people speaking the IndoEuropean language, but in Nazi terminology, a Caucasian
Gentile, preferably of the Nordic type.

―Ascent of Man, The, 1973 influential book by Jacob

―Aryan Superiority,‖ The Myth of: Adolf Hitler and

Bronowski. (―A Scent of Man‖?)

his mad belief in ―Aryan superiority.‖ was upset by Jesse
Owens in the 1933 Olympics, where Owens won four
sprint races (see at Owens.) It was further upset a few years
later when Joe Louis demolished Max Schmeling in their
rematch in 1936—see at Louis. In any case, Hitler himself
was hardly ―Nordic,‖ or even Aryan, as he was dark-haired,

Asch-Camillo, Barbarra, see at Camillo.
As Good as it Gets,‖ a film--see at Jack Nicholson
and at Helen Hunt, 158(280), 169(283);
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NYC‖—Jeanne Moutoussamy-Ashe, Ashe‘s widow, at the 1997
USTA news conference announcing that the stadium in Queens
NY was being named for her late husband. Ashe Stadium is
located in Flushing Meadows Park, northern Queens, NYC.

Asexual? See at Jackson Pollack & at Edward
Gorey (cont‘d.)
Ash Can (Ashcan) Shool was a realistic artistic
movement that came into prominence in the US during the
early 20-th century, best known for works portraying scenes of
daily life in poor urban neighborhoods. The movement is most
associated with a group known as The Eight, or The Ash Can
Painters, whose members were Robert Henri, Arthur B. Davies,
Maurice Prendergast, Ernest Lawson, William Glackens, Everett
Shinn, John Sloan, and George Luks. The Eight exhibited as a
group only once, at the Macbeth Gallery in 1908, but they are still
remembered as a group, despite the fact that their work was very
diverse in terms of style and subject matter.
The Ash Can School was not an organized group, but rather
the term was applied later to a group of artists, including Henri, du
Bois (a student of Henri), Glackens, Edward Hopper (a student of
Henri), Shinn, Sloan, Luks, George Bellows (another student
of
Henri), Mabel Dwight, and others such as photographer Jacob Riis,
who portrayed urban subject matter, primarily of New York's
poorer neighborhoods.
It was this frequent, although not total, focus upon poverty
and the daily realities of urban life at that time that prompted
critics to consider them on the fringe of modern art. Everyday life
in the city was dealt with, not only as art, but as a contemporary
standard of beauty, rendered in the somber palette observed in
the city—Wikipedia. Also see at Rober Henri.

―Ashes to ashes, dust to dust‖ is a quote from the
Book of Common Prayer (referencing the Bible at Genesis
3:19) which is often spoken in prayer at a funeral. Also see
at Birth , Life, and Death.

Ashland, KY, ―In order to have places like Princeton.
you have to have Ashlands‖—Robert (―Bobby ―) H.
Compton (to Cindy), Mickey‘s younger brother who was an
attorney for Ashland Oil, 81(156)
Dalton Trumbo served in the federal pennitiary in
Ashland—see at Trumbo.

Asimov Isaac, 1919 or 1920-1992, born in Russia
Jewish family of millers, was an author and prof. of
biochemistry, a highly successful writer, best known for his works
of science fiction and for his popular science books.
His family immigrated to USA when he was 3 years-old.
Since his parents always spoke Yiddish and English with him, he
never learned Russian. Growing up in Brooklyn, NY, Asimov
taught himself to read at the age of five, and remained fluent in
Yiddish as well as English. His parents owned a succession of
candy stores, and everyone in the family was expected to work in
them
Most of Asimov's popularized science books explain
scientific concepts in a historical way, going as far back as possible
to a time when the science in question was at its simplest stage. He
often provides nationalities, birth dates, and death dates for the
scientists he mentions, as well as etymologies and pronunciation
guides for technical terms. Examples include his Guide to Science,
the three volume set Understanding Physics, and Asimov's
Chronology of Science and Discovery.
Asimov was one of the most prolific writers of all time,
having written or edited more than 500 books and an estimated
9,000 letters and postcards.He also published three volumes of
retrospectives of his writing, Opus100 (1969), Opus 200(1979),
Opus 300(1984). Also see at Heinlein & at Clarke

Ash Cans,‖ used in WW II for large ashcan-sized
depth charges hurled or dropped by destroyers and other
warships aimed at enemy submarines, that is, U-boats.

Ashcroft, Peggy, OBE, (née Edith Margaret Emily
Ashcroft), 1907-81, was born in Croydon. England, and
attended the Woodford School, Croydon and the Central School of
Speech and Drama. A prolific stage actress from a young age, she
first gained notoriety playing Naemi in Jew Suss in 1929, and
Desdemona opposite Paul Robeson‘s Othello, years later.
rue stardom came in 1934 when she played Juliet in a
legendary production of Romeo and Juliet, at the New Theatre, in
which Laurence Olivier and John Gielgud alternated in the roles of
Romeo and Mercutio. She stayed at the top of the British theatrical
profession for the remainder of her career, with some of the
highlights: The Three Sisters (1937), The Heiress(1949), Antony
and Cleopatra (1953), As You Like It and Cymbeline (as Imogen,
1957), The Taming of the Shrew (1960), and The War of the Roses,
the Royal Shakespeare Company's massive landmark compendium
of the three Henry VI plays and Richard III. directed by Peter Hall
for the RSC in 1963.
Ashcroft's film appearances were rare. One of her earliest
film roles was the minor part of the crofter's wife in the Robert
Donat version of ―The Thirty-Nine Steps‖ (1935). Possibly her
best known celluloid role was that of Mrs Moore in the 1984 film
――A Passage to India--a role for which she won an Oscar or Best
Supporting Actress. To this day, Ashcroft remains the oldest
person ever to win this award; she was 77 at the time. Although
Ashcroft did not appear in person at the telecast to accept the
Oscar, Angela Lansbury accepted it on her behalf.
She also appeared in Sunday, Bloody Sunday (1971) as
Mrs Greville, and Madame Sousatzka (1988) as Lady Emily-edited except from Wikipedia where there is a Filmography.

Ask, and it shall be given you‖--see at Matthew.
―Ask not what the country can do for you, but what
you can do for the country,‖ JFK‘s Chiasmus in his
Inaugural Speech, January, 1960; According to Bartlett,
very similar message was delivered by Warren G. Harding
on June 16, 1916 & others earlier.

Asquith, Herbert Henry, T2:―Youth would be an
ideal state if it came a little later in life,‖
Ass: Vulgar slang. 1.a. The buttocks. B. The anus. 2.
Sexual intercourse. Also see at Cunt, Pussy, Poontang .
Since we kiss your -- …‖--see at Kreyenhagen; also see at
―Tits & Ass.‖

Asset, A useful or valuable quality, person, or thing;
an advatnatage or a resource.

Asset Joke: While a man works, his wife is home
sitting on her assets. This is a misognynist joke, to be sure,
but it‘s one that was prevalent before WW II.
Astaire, Fred (né Frederick Austerlitz),1899-1987,
dancer, actor & choreographer, made his vaudeville debut
with his sister Adele at agee 5. After Adele‘s marriage (1932), he
danced with a number of new partners, including Eleanor Powell,
Ginger Rogers-his partner in 10 musicals-- & Cyd Charisse. ―His
dancing gavethe illusion of ease in the most exacting dance
routines‖--from Penguin Intern‘l Dict. of Biography. Also see at
Cyd Charisse, Ann Richards at Ginger Rogers & at ―Smole Gets
in Your Eyes.‖

Ashe, Arthur, 1943-1993, Tennis great, 222(405);
On July 5, 1975, he became the first Black to win at
Wimbledon. His bio, ―‘Days of Grace‘ revealed a man who
struggled to make his life count for something‖--from the June 13,
1993 NY Times Book Review by Margo Jefferson. ―The
conviction that life has a purpose is rooted in every fiber of man‖-Primo Levi. Also see at Althea Gibson & at
Tiger Wood.
―... I am grateful with Arthur Ashe Stadium at the USTA
National Tennis Center; there is now a memorial for Arthur here in
34

Cy Charisse on Fred Astarie in ―Silk Stockings: ―he moved
like glass‖--from her NY Times Obituary, June 18, 2008 by Robert
Berkvist. Odd metaphor! Also see at Betty Comden.
He published his autobiography ―Steps in Time‖ in 1959—also see
at Robyne Astaire & at Austerlitz.

Astaire's Influence on popular song.

her mother's mental illness reappeared, she was placed back in the
care of her adoptive family. She may also have later spent time in a
children's home.
She became a jockey in 1969 winning the Paumonok
Handicap at Aqueduct in 1973 riding North Sea. She became the
first woman to win a major race in the USA. At 5' 7" she was taller
and heavier than most jockeys. She retired from racing in 1980.
That same year she married actor Fred Astaire. She was 45 years
his junior. She remained married to Astaire until his death in 1987
--IMDbPro Biography.
On Jan. 1, 1973, at Santa Anita, Smith was preparing for
her first mount of the year when a friend introduced her to Fred
Astaire, 46 years her senior. Astaire asked whether he should put
money on her horse, Exciting Devorcee, and Smith assured him it
was a bad idea. He paid no heed, and when the horse beat Willie
Shoemaker's mount by a nose, Smith had won her first race at
Santa Anita, Astaire had won his wager on a long shot, and the
seeds of a great romance had been planted. "I used to kid him and
say, 'Oh, you fell in love with me when I won that race,' " says
Robyn. In '80 she became Robyn Smith Astaire, and within four
months she had left the horse racing circuit to spend more time
with her new husband and because Fred was concerned for her
safety—At age 55 Robyn, who has not remarried, said: ―I love to
go fast. I love that force, whether it's out of a gate or in the air‖-from SI Vault

Extremely

modest about his singing abilities— he frequently claimed
that he couldn't sing—Astaire introduced some of the most
celebrated songs from the Great American Songbook, for example:
Cole Porter's: ―Night and Day‖ in Gay Divorcee (1932);
Irving Berlin's "Isn't This a Lovely Day?‖, ―Cheek to Cheek‖ and
―Top Hat, White Tie and Tails‖ in Top Hat (1935), ―Let's Face the
Music and Dance‖ in Follow the Fleet (1936) and "Change
Partners" in Carefree (1938).
He first presented Jerome Kern's ―The Way You Look
Tonight‖ in Swing Time (1936); the Gershwins' ―They Can't Take
That Away From Me‖ in Shall We Dance (1937), ―A Foggy Day‖
and ―Nice Work if You Can Get it‖ in A Damsel in Distress
(1937);
Johnny Mercer's ―One for My Baby‖ from The Sky's the
Limit (1943) and ―Something's Gotta Give‖ from Daddy Long Legs
(1955); and Harry Warren and Arthur Freed's "This Heart of Mine"
from Ziegfeld Follies (1946).
Astaire also co-introduced a number of song classics via
song duets with his partners. For example, with his sister Adele, he
co-introduced the Gershwins' ―I'll Build a Stairway to Paradise"‖
from Stop Flirting (1923), ―Fascinating Rhythm‖ in Lady, Be
Good (1924), ―Funny Face‖ in Funny Face (1927).
And, in duets with Ginger Rogers, he presented Irving
Berlin's ―I'm Putting all My Eggs in One Basket‖ in Follow the
Fleet (1936), Jerome Kern's ―Pick Yourself Up‖ and ―A Fine
Romance‖ in Swing Time (1936), along with The Gershwins'
―Let's Call The Whole Thing Off‖ from Shall We Dance (1937).
With Judy Garland, he sang Irving Berlin's ―A Couple of
Swells‖ from Easter Parade (1948); and, with Jack Buchanan,
Oscar Levant, and Nanette Fabray he delivered Betty Comden and
Adolph Green's ―That's Entertainment‖ from The Band Wagon
(1953).
Although he possessed a light voice, he was admired for his
lyricism, diction and phrasing--the grace and elegance so prized in
his dancing seemed to be reflected in his singing, a capacity for
synthesis which led Burton Lane to describe him as ―The world's
greatest musical performer.‖
Irving Berlin considered Astaire the equal of any male
interpreter of his songs—―as good as Jolson, Crosby or Sinatra, not
necessarily because of his voice, but for his conception of
projecting a song.‖
Jerome Kern considered him the supreme male interpreter
of his songs, and Cole Porter and Johnny Mercer also admired his
unique treatment of their work.
And while George Gershwin was somewhat critical of
Astaire's singing abilities, he wrote many of his most memorable
songs for him. In his heyday, Astaire was referenced in lyrics of
songwriters Cole Porter, Lorenz Hart and Eric Maschwitz and
continues to inspire modern songwriters. Astaire was a songwriter
of note himself, with ―I'm Building Up to an Awful Letdown‖-written with lyricist Johnny Mercer--reaching number 4 in the Hit
Parade of 1936. He recorded his own ―It's Just Like Taking Candy
from a Baby‖ with Benny Goodman in 1941, and nurtured a
lifelong ambition to be a successful popular song composer.—
excerpted from Wikpedia‘s article on Fred Astarie—also see
below.

―As Time Goes By, ‖ a Herman Hupfeld song in the
1931 Broadway musical, ―Everybody‘s Welcome,‖ made
immortal in Casablanca--see p. 165 of ―Easy to Remember.‖

Astor, Lady Nancy,an American married to a British
royal. She was a Christian Scientist & a teetoler.―If I were
your wife, I‘d put poison in your tea,‖ quip to Winston
Churchill--see his reply 242 (437)

Astor, Mary (née Lucille Langhanke), 1906-87, film
actress b. in Quincy IL, made her film debut in The Beggar
Maid (1921) & was soon established as a beautiful innocent.
She won an Oscar for The Great Lie (1941), with Bette
Davis. She also appeared in Meet Me in St. Louis (1944).
Fred & I called Mama and each other '‖Tobe,‖ Toby, or
―Tobey,‖ after seeing a movie in which a woman (Mary
Astor?) glances alluringly at a man, and, stroking the back
of her head upward with her hand, said, ―I wouldn‘t say that
Toby!‖ We adopted the mannerism & phrase as tokens of
hilarity & affection. Also see at Tohy.

Astronauts: In USA, people who travel above an
altitude of 80.5 km (50 statute miles) are designated
astronauts: As of November 14, 2008, a total of 489 humans from
39 countries have reached 100 km or more in altitude, of which
486 reached Low Earth orbit or beyond. Of these, 24 people have
traveled beyond Low Earth orbit, to either lunar or trans-lunar orbit
or to the surface of the moon; three of the 24 did so twice (Lovell,
Young and Cernan.) On April 12, 1961, Soviet astronaut Yuri
Garagin was the first man to fly in space, orbiting the eath once
before making a safe landing.

Atatürk, Kemal, 1881–1938, Turkish leader, founder
of modern Turkey. He took the name in 1934 in place of his
earlier name, Mustafa Kemal, when he ordered all Turks to adopt a
surname; it is made up of the Turkish words Ata and Türk [father of the
Turks].
Military Career: Born at Thessaloníki, he secretly applied to a
military academy, where his excellence at mathematics won him the
surname Kemal [the perfect]. As an officer he joined the Young Turks,
a liberal movement that sought to establish a constitutional government
for the Ottoman Empire, although he disagreed with its pro-German
policy, because he considered Turkish interests to be paramount. In
1908 he took part in the successful Young Turk revolution as chief of
staff of Enver Pasha, whom he later opposed over the German issue. He
served in Libya (1911–12) and in the Second Balkan War (1913). In
World War I his efficient work in the Dardanelles, on the Armenian

Astaire, Robyn(e) Smith (nee Melody Dawn Dawn
Miller) , was born in 1944. Her biological father deserted
her and her mother, age 17 at her birth. Melody's mother was
declared mentally unstable and Melody was placed in a foster
home. She was adopted and renamed Caroline Smith. Later, after a
grueling court battle she was returned to her birth mother. When
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front, and in Palestine, though it merely helped to postpone disaster,
won him the title pasha. After the Ottomans capitulated to the Allies,
Sultan Muhammad VI sent Kemal to E Anatolia, hoping to limit his
influence.
Arriving in May, 1919, Kemal organized the Turkish Nationalist
party and began to form an army. When the Turks were aroused by the
Greek landing at Smyrna (now Izmir) he convened nationalist
congresses at Erzurum (July, 1919) and Sivas (Sept.). Outlawed by the
sultan, who was in the hands of the Allies in Constantinople, he set up a
rival government at Ankara. The signing of the Treaty of Sèvres by the
Constantinople government made the split with Ankara final.
With the tacit consent of Soviet Russia, Kemal retook Kars and
Ardahan from Armenia (1920).
Then, taking advantage of disagreements among the Allies, he
expelled the Greeks from Anatolia in a brilliant campaign (1921–22).
For his victory he received the official name Ghazi [victorious]. On
Nov. 1, 1922, Kemal proclaimed the abolition of the sultanate, and
Sultan Muhammad VI fled to a British warship. The Treaty of
Lausanne (1923; see Lausanne, Treaty of) was a triumph for the
nationalist cause; an independent and sovereign Turkey was recognized
by the European powers.
President of Turkey: In 1923 Kemal was elected president of the
new Turkish republic. He was reelected in 1927, 1931, and 1935—
always by a unanimous parliament. With enormous energy he set out
on a program of internal reform and Westernization; 15 years of his
rule changed Turkey in the essential as well as the most minute aspects
of its life (see Turkey). Although a dictator, Kemal tolerated limited
opposition; but he was ruthless toward those he considered extremists.
Regarding Islam as a conservative force, he abolished (1924) the
caliphate (thereby disestablishing Islam as the state religion) and
crippled religious opposition to reform.
Abroad, he pursued a policy of conciliation and neutrality. He
established friendly relations with Turkey's neighbors, particularly the
Soviet Union, helped to bring about the Balkan Entente, and freed
Turkey from foreign influence, though it meant refusing capital
investment for industrialization of the country. On his death he was
succeeded as president by Ismet Inönü. In 1953 his remains were
transferred to a new mausoleum in Ankara. He remains the object of
cultlike devotion by many Turks.Bibliography
See biographies by H. E. Wortham (1931), H. Froembgen (tr.
1937), Lord Kinross (1966), V. D. Volkan and N. Itzkowitz (1984), and
F. Tachau (1987); N. Itzkowitz, Ottoman Empire and Islamic Tradition
(1980); G. Renda and C. M. Kortpeter, ed., The Transformation of
Turkish Culture: The Atatürk Legacy (1986).---The Online Columbia
Encyclopedia. Copyright © 2001-09 Columbia University Press. All
rights reserved.
"Ataturk decided to move the Turkish nation from Arabic script
to the Latin alphabet in 1928. 50,000 books were published in the 50
year period 1928-1978; by 2008 this rose to 100,000 books"--Orhan
Pamuck, New York Review of Books, 12/18/09

fields she worked in since she was 12—see at Whyte; also
see at Olympics, First Women‘s Olympic Track Gold
Medalist & at Women‘s Olympic Gold Medalists

Atiyah, Dr. Michael, OM, FRS, is a British-Lebanese
mathematician born in 1929 of a Scottish mother & a
Lebanese father. He was brought up mostly in Cairo, Egypt and
the Sudan. He later went to Manchester Grammar School and then
Trinity College, Cambridge. He was a student of W.V.D. Hodge at
Cambridge, where he was awarded a doctorate in 1955.
He founded, together with Friedrich Hirzebruch, the study
of another major tool in algebraic topology: topological K-theory.
It was inspired by Alexander Grothendieck's work generalising the
Riemann-Roch theorem, led to algebraic K-theory & to many
applications in mathematical physics.
In 1966, he was awarded the Fields Medal, for his work in
developing K-theory, a generalized Lefschetz fixed-point theorem
(jointly with Raoul Bott) and the Atiyah-Singer theorem, for which
he also won, in 2004, the Abel Prize jointly with Isadore Singer.
Atiyah was knighted in 1983 & made a member of the Order of
Merit (OM) in 1992. See at Mathematical Proof & at Herman
Weyl.

Atkinson, Rick, see at Arlington National Cemetery.
Atlanta, GA,
―Atlantic City‖ (2000 film directed by Louis Malle:
Plot. Burt Lancaster stars as Lou, an aging mob flunkey, barely
making a living in Atlantic City. Susan Sarandon plays Sally, a
casino croupier whose husband Dave (Robert Joy) steals a large
supply of drugs from the mob. When he is killed, the narcotics pass
to the unwilling Sally. Lou, in the midst of longtime affair with
middle-aged gangster's widow Grace (Kate Reid), falls for the
much younger Sally, becoming her savior by killing the mob thugs
sent to shut her up. The killings serve a therapeutic value for Lou,
proving that he hasn't lost his old panache--Hal Erickson, All
Movie Guide
Atom, from the Greek ―a‖ for not,‖ and ―temneine,‖ to cut;
hence not divisible. Ernest Rutherford proposed that the
atom was a miniature solar system—electrons orbiting a
a nucleus of other particles, a mere speck in a cavernous
void. See ―The Fly in the Cathedral‖ in the Bibliography;
Also see at Atomic fission below.

―Atomic Bomb, The making of the,‖ Richard
Rhodes, 1986, see at Rhodes. Also see at A-Bomb.

Atom Bowl in Nagasaki on New Years Day 1946: A
New York Times article by John D. Lucas (a writer living in
western Pennsylvania) on Christmas 2005 about a football game,
called the Atom Bowl, in Nagasaki on New Years day 1946
between two teams of football players chosen from the Second
Marine Division of the occupation forces states that there is just
one surviving player—Gerald Sanders, age 81.
Considering the fact that the average age of surviving
veterans of WW II is 84 year (see at US Armed Service of WW II
Veterans), this shows that the football players in the Atom Bowl
had a much higher mortality, no doubt due to the radiation that
they unwitting were exposed to in Nagasaki, R, lxiii

―At Sea in the City‖—see at Sea in the City.
―At the River‖—see at ―Shall We Gather at ….‖
Atchison, Kansas, named after David Rice Atchison
(a US senator from Missouri), is a city situated along the
Missouri River in the eastern part of Atchison County, located in
northeast Kansas. The city is and was the original eastern terminus
of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad.
Atchison is the birthplace of aviatrix Amelia Earhart. the
Amelia Earhart Festival held each July annually attracts an
estimated 30,000–50,000 people. The population was 10,232 at the
2000 census.

Atomic Energy Com. (AEC), estab. Aug. 1, 1946.
Atomic fission, the splitting the atom into smaller

Atchison, Rick, see at ―The Day of Battle.‖
Atchison, Topeka, and the Santa Fe,‖ (―Do you

particles with an accompanying release of energy—the
forerunner of nuclear chain reaction. Also see at Fermi & at
Szilard.
Atomic fissionwas achieved in England through the
machinery of Ernest Walton and John Cockcroft, which took 5
years to develop, in order to focus a stream of hydrogen atoms
with an energy of 500,000 volts at the nuclei of Lithium atoms.
This resulted into pairs of Helium atoms coming out with 30 times
as much
energy as the hydrogen atoms going in.
In USA, Merle Tuve and Robert Van de Graaff

hear that whistle down the line?‖), 17(25-26); see at Harry
Warren, and at Hobo King, who was born in Atchison, KS.
Also see at Babe Didrikson, who was born there, and at
Railroad Alphabet Soup.

―Athletics was my flight to freedom: freedom from
prejudice, from from illiteracy, from bias—Willie B.
Whyte. She might have added, ―Freedom from the cotton
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duplicated the feat about 10 days later, splitting the Uranium atom
with the superior Van de Graff machine.
The theoretical basis of the atom was developed by Albert
Einstein, Niels Bohr, Ernest Rutherford & George Gamow-abstracted from an article, ―Seeing the Unseen,‖ by Freeman
Dyson in the New York Rev. of Books, Feb. 24, 2005.) However,
in the book Sprezzatura in the chapter on Fermi, Fermi is given
credit for having split atomic unknowingly, i.e., without his
knowning it—he received the 1938 Nobel Prize partly for this
reason.
Atomic number, the number of protons in the
nucleus of an atom, abbreviated ―At. No.‖ See at Hydrogen,
Helium, Radium, and Uranium. See at Periocic Table.

part on her life--excerpted from obituary by Douglas Martin in the
Mar. 18,2007 NY Times.

Auden, W(ystan) H(ugh), 1907-1973, born & raised
in Britain, he emigrated to USA (1939) & became a citizen
(1946). ―After the death of T. S. Eliot, he was considered the
greatest living poet in English‖—Penguin Intern‘l Dict of
Contemp. Biography.
I remember a funny anecdote: Auden would measure the
size of a roll of toilet paper in his apt. & chastise anyone he
thought used too much! This is an example of anality as well as
miserliness—see at J. Paul Getty, regarding the latter.)
He wrote ballads, blues, limericks, sonnets, nonsense verse,
oratorios, free verse, librettos (words) for operas &dramas. Auden
won a Pulitzer in 1948 for his book-length poem The Age of
Anxiety-- from the Wikipedia:
One of my favorite Auden poems, ―If I Could Tell You,‖
appears in Ch. 51 In 1935 Auden married Erika Mann, lesbian
daughter of Thomas Mann, in order to provide her with a British
passport to escape the Third Reich. (They shook hands after the
ceremony & rarely saw each other again, but remained friendly
& never bothered to divorce. Also see at History & at Man :―Let
us honor, if we can…"
―The world is love. Surely one fearless kiss would cure the million
fevers"—see at Michael Redgrave (last sentence.)

Atomic Spies, see at Klaus Fuchs, at Arthur Gold, at
David Greenglass, at Ruth Greenglass, and at Ethyl & Julius
Rosenberg.

Atomic weight, or At. wt. is the average mass of a
atom of an element usually expressed relative to Hydrogen,
which is assigned one atomic mass unit, abbreviated amu. e,g.,
Carbon C has At. Wt. 12, etc.
The atomic weight of Carbon-12 is 12 But Carbon consists
of C-12, C-13, and C-14 isotopes. Thus the average atomic weight
of Carbon is 12.01 amu. See at Carbon.

Atoms:see at Irving Langmuir & at Ernest Rutherford.
Atmosphere of the Earth: is a layer of gases

Auer, Mischa (né Mischa Ounskowsky), 1905–1967
was a born in St. Peterburg, Russia. He renamed himself
Auer after his grandfather, violinist Leopold Auer. He began stage
work in the 1920s, then moved to Hollywood, where he first
appeared in 1928 in Something Always Happens.
He appeared in several small and mostly uncredited roles
into the 1930s, appearing in such films as Rasputin and the
Empress, Viva Villa! Gershwin musical Delicious, and The Lives
of a Bengal Lancer. But in 1936, Auer was cast as Alice Brady's
protégé in the comedy My Man Godfrey, for which he was
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor.
From then on, he was regularly cast in zany comedy roles. Auer is
at his zenith in such roles as the ballet instructor, Kolenkov, in the
Best Picture-winning You Can't Take It With You (wherein he
instructs Jean Arthur with the line, ―Ah, my little Rubishka‖) and
the prince turned fashion designer in Walter Wanger's Vogues of
1938.
Auer can also be seen cavorting in such films as: 100 Men
and a Girl, Destry Rides Again, Spring Parade, Hellzapoppin‘,
Cracked Nuts and Lady in the Dark. He was also one of the large
cast of And Then There Were None, as well as the vehicles for
Lily Pons.
―Aufwiedersehn Sweetheart,‖ 227(415), 227(415)n
August is the month named after a Roman Emperor,
Caesar Augustus— see at Augustus & at Kaiser.

surrounding the planet Earth and retained by the Earth's
gravity. It contains roughly (by molar content/volume) 78.08%
nitrogen, 20.95% oxygen, 0.93% argon, 0.038% carbon dioxide,
trace amounts of other gases, and a variable amount (average
around 1%) of water vapor. This mixture of gases is commonly
known as air. The atmosphere protects life on Earth by absorbing
ultraviolet solar radiation and reducing temperature extremes
between day and night.
There is no definite boundary between the atmosphere and
outer space. It slowly becomes thinner and fades into space. Three
quarters of the atmosphere's mass is within 11 km (about 6.8 mi) of
the planetary surface.
In USA, people who travel above an altitude of 80.5 km (50
statute miles) are designated astronauts. An altitude of 120 km
(= 75 miles or 400,000 ft) marks the boundary where atmospheric
effects become noticeable during re-entry. The Kármán line, at
100 km (62 miles or 328,000 ft), is also frequently regarded as the
boundary between atmosphere and outer space.

A-Train, see at ―Take the A-Train‖
Attenborough, Sir Richard (Samuel), b. 1923 in
Cambridge, England. Actor, stage director, filmmaker &
entrepreneur. A 20-year crusade to film the life of Mahatma
Gandhi led to an Oscar-see at ―Gandhi.‖ He also filmed a
biography, CryFreedom,, of the black activist Steve Bilko, and, in
1993, a biography of Charlie Chaplin—Also see at ―Oh, What a
Lovely War!‖ at ―Sceance on a Wet Afternoon &
check his
Website for his
filmography.

August August is the solution to a NY Times
Crossword clue: Majestic summertime?

Augustine Church, St., Covington, 42-43(69), 44(69);
Augustus is the Latin word meaning magnificent or

Attlee, Clement (Richard),1883-1967, deputy prime

majestic—see at August August.

minister in Churchill‘s war cabinet, 1942-45, he defeated
him to become Prime Minister, 1945-1951—also see at
Churchill‘s Wit & at Politics.

Auschwitz (Oswiecim), city in SW Poland:
Auschwitz R, lix, 131, Ch. 49, esp.174-176(304-305); -deaths,

Aubrac, Lucie (né Lucie Bernard), 1912-1997, was

Auschwitz Concentration Camp was opened in

born in Mâcon, a Burgundy wine region of Franceg. She
was a schoolteacher whose melding of romance and resistance to
Nazi occupation not only made her resemble Ingrid Bergman‘s
character in ―Casablanca‖ but also inspired popular films based on
her own life.. By various subterfuges, she saved her lover, and
future husband, Raymond Samuel, whom she met
in Strasbourg, from death by Nazis. Her diary was published in
1984 under the title ―Outwitting the Gestapo.‖ In addition to the
movie, ―Lucie Aubrac‖ (1997), two other movies were based in

German-occupied Poland on June 14, 1940, the same day
that Nazi troops entered Paris.
-- liberated by the Red Army, Jan. 23, 1945, R, lix,
176(306)
-- deaths, 174-175(304-305);
-- gas chambers, 175(305); also see at Gas Chambers;
―Up to 1.5 million prisoners, mostly Jews, perished
there, and ―the 7,000-10,000 survivors were skin and
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bones, and could barely stand‖—from a statement at the
Auschwitz Memorial Museum
(on
the
60-th
anniversary of Auschwitz‘s liberation) made by Yakov
Vinnichenko, one of the first Russians to see the horror of
Auschwitz—from the Times (Trenton, NJ), Jan. 4, 2005.
Also, see at Primo Levi, who lived to write about
being there & being liberated.

―When we talk of the past, we lie with every breath we
take‖—William Maxwell (attributed by Frank McCourt).
"I am writing My Life to laugh at myself, and I
am
succeeding"—Casanova.
―I was reading Mauriac the other day, the Mémoires
Intérerieurs, written at the very end of his life. It‘s the time when
the final pellets of vanity accumulates into a cyst, when the self
starts up its pathetic murmur of ‗Remember me, remember me…‘
―It‘s when autobiographies get written, the last boasts are
made, and the memoires which no brain still holds are written
down with a false idea of value. But that is what Mauriac declines
to do. He writes his Mémoires but they aren‘t hismemories …
Instead Mauriac tells us about the books he‘s read, the painters
he‘s liked…‖—Julian Barnes
in Flaubert‘s Parrot, Knopf,
New York, 1984.
My own take on Autobiography is quite different. I started
this book when I was just 52 as a way of grasping
life that had
passed by all too fast, and about half was finished within a year.
So these aren‘t just my ―final pellets!‖ Rather, I thought of it á la
Proust as Research into Lost Time.
As Flaubert himself wrote: ―There is a part of everything,
which is unexplored.‖ (See at Flaubert.) Ironically, ―Flaubert‘s
Parrot‖ is a bit of disguised autobiography in the fashion of
Mauriac‘s, but unlike his, Barmes writes mostly of things he
detests (& there are a lots of them!), although he adored Flaubert &
especially ―Madame Bovary!‖
Also see at Biography & at Sartre.

Auschwitz Death Camp, see at Hoess, the
Kommandant responsible for 2.5 million deaths.

―Auschwitz Lies‖ (Luege)—denial, 175(305-306)
―Auschwitz and Hiroshima,‖Chs. 49 & 50;
Auschwitz & Primo Levi, ―The 20th century will be
known as the Century of Auschwitz and Hiroshima.‖ See
at Primo Levi, an Auschwitz survivor. (Or did he survive ?)
See at Levi, R, lix-lxi & at Améry), R, lxi, Chs. 49 & 50

Auslander, Dr. Maurice ―Moe,‖ 1926-1994, Math
friend & late prof. at Brandeis. He was a leader in ring
theory & homological algebra--I wrote about him & his
work in my books, most recently, in ―Rings & Things.‖
Also see at Jewish Mathematicians.

Auslander, Shalom—see at ―Foreskin Lament‖
Austerlitz, Czech city. The Battle of Austerlitz, also
known as the Battle of the Three Emperors, in Dec. 1805,
was one of Napoleon's greatest victories, effectively
destroying the Third Coalition against the French Empire.

Austerlitz is the German and Slavkov the Czech

―Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, The‖ (1933) by

name is a town of southern Czech Republic, Austerlitz, a
village just south of the Austerlitz Battleground where on Dec.
2, 1805 Napoleon's armies defeated the Russian and Austrian
armies of Czar Alexander I & Emperor Francis II. It is just
Southeast of present day Brno in the Czech Republic. Also see at
Fred Astaire.

Gertrude Stein—see at Stein & at Toklas.

Autobiography and Fiction: ―An autobiography can
distort facts, facts can be realigned, but fiction never lies. It
reveals the writer totally‖—Naipaul.

Autobiography as an Art: see e.g., at Sartre & his
autobiography, ―Words.‖ Autobiographies are written for
many reasons, not the least of which is self-definition or
self-invention. Also see at Portrait.

Austin, Billy, 1896 -1964, was a songwriter and
author—see at ―Is You Is or Is You Ain‘t My Baby.‖

Austin, TX, 61(99)n
Austria surrenders to the Nazis March 13, 1938; also

‖Autobiography of an Unknown Indian, The,‖ by
Niad Chaudhuri, London, 1951

see at Anschluss.

Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman, 2002 TV

Austrian, Dr. Robert, 1916-2007, ―After the introduction

movie, directed by John Korty, filmed in Baton Rouge,
Louisana, with Cicely Tyson, Eric Brown, Arnold Wilkerson,
Richard Dysart, Joel Fluellen, Will Hare, Katherine Helmond &
others. The movie was notable for its use of very realistic special
effects makeup by Stan Winston and Rick Baker for the lead
character who ages from 19 to 110.
The film received a Directors Guild Award, and nine Emmy
Awards: Actress of the Year, Best Directing in Drama, Best Lead
Actress in a Drama, Best Music Composition for a Special
Program (Fred Karlin), Best Writing in Drama (Tracy Keenan
Wynn), Outstanding Achievement in Costume Design (Bruce
Walkup and Sandra Stewart), Outstanding Achievement in
Makeup (Stan Winston and Rick Baker) and Outstanding Specialmedy or Drama.The film was also nominated for a BAFTA
award. Summary:In February 1962, as the civil rights movement
reaches Bayonne, Louisiana, a New York journalist arrives to
interview Jane Pittman, who has just turned 110. She tells him her
story dating back to her earliest memories before slavery ended, a
long walk toward freedom, marriage to Joe Pittman, her adopted
son Ned's work as an educator, helping to raise Jimmy, who
returns as a civil rights worker, and her own decision to become
involved in contemporary issues. In between the chapters of her
life, the present-day struggles of Blacks in Bayonne, urged on by
Jimmy, are dramatized--Amazon.com Summary Written by
{jhailey@hotmail.com}
―Autobiography of a Spectator,‖ another title for ―The
Autobiographical Eye.‖

of penicillion & other antibiotics after WWII, it was thought
by most doctors that pneumonococcal infections would
no longer be a major cause of death & stopped prescribing
pneumonococcal vaccines. Dr. Austian was unconvinced, ―
and he developed a vaccines for pneumoccal pneumonia
that were licencsed in 1977 & 1983. He is credited for s
saving hundreds of thousands of lives—from the NY Times
obituary, Mar. 31, 2007, by Dr. Lawrence Altman.

―Autobiographical Eye, The,‖ 78(127), Halperin,Ed.
Autobiography, T, T1, T2, T3, R & Ch. 69, esp.
239-242(433-437); ―Autobiography is now as common as
adultery—and hardly less reprehensible‖—John Grigg, Lord
Altricham, T
Autobiography … is so generally interesting, that I have
frequently thought with the admirable Benvenuto Cellini that it
should be considered as a duty by all eminent men; and, indeed, by
men not so eminent-- English literary critic--Leslie Stephen
(Virginia Woolf's father), c. 1870s, quoted by Ben Yadoda in his
article on Slate ―A Brief History of Memoir-Bashing: It's almost as
old as the memoir itself,‖ posted March 30, 2007
―Only when one has lost all curiosity about the future has
one reached the age to write an autobiography‖—Evelyn Waugh,
1903-1966, p. 1 in ―A Little Learning,‖ T
―An autobiography is an obituary in serial form with the last
installment missing‖—Quentin Crisp in ―Little Oxford Dictionary
of Quotations,‖ T

Autohypnosis, see at Sartre & at Self–Hypnosis.
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Automobile Companies in the US: see at Chevrolet,

Ave! is Latin for Hail! or Farewell! Or maybe in our

Chrysler, Essex, Ford, Framklin, Hudson, Hupmobile,
Locomobile & REO or Reo automobile companies.
The so-called ―Big Three‖ of the modern era are Ford.
Chevrolet, and General Motors cars.but in 1925 the top three
were Ford, Chevrolet & Hudson—see at Hudson Motor Co.
In 2009, GM went into bankruptcy at the Obama
administration‘s insistence, and assistance, with the US buying a
majority interest in the company.
Also see at Opel.

relaxed times, Hello or Goodbye.

―Ave Maria" was composed in about 1825 by Franz
Schubert (1797-1828) when he was twenty-eight years old
and filled with devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary. It was written
for voice and piano and first Published in 1826 as Op 52 no 6. The
words most commonly used with Schubert's music are not the
words that the composer originally set to music. Franz Schubert
actually wrote the music for an excerpt from the poem "The Lady
of the Lake" by Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832), which was
translated into German by Adam Storck. Schubert called his piece
Ellens dritter Gesang (Ellen's third song). In this particular excerpt
from the poem the heroine, Ellen Douglas, is in hiding and prays to
the Virgin Mary. A letter from Schubert to his father and stepmother refers to his music to Ave Maria—from the Web. Also see
at Maria.
―Ave Maria, Gee it good to seeya‖ is a line from a Tom
Lehrer song, followed by ―genuflect!, genuflect!,
genuflect!‖

Automobiles in the Thirties cost $500 new,
246(442); also see at Ford, Model T & The Thirties.

Autopilot—see at Wiley Post (First Solo Flight
Around the World.)

―"Autumn Leaves" is a much-recorded popular song.
Originally a 1945 French song "Les feuilles mortes" (literally "The
Dead Leaves") with music by Joseph Kosma and lyrics by poet Jacques
Prévert, the American songwriter Johnny Mercer wrote English lyrics
in 1947. Jo Stafford was among the first to perform this version.
Autumn Leaves became a pop standard and a jazz standard in both
languages, both as an instrumental and with a singer. Yves Montand
introduced "Les feuilles mortes" in 1946 for the film Les Portes de la
Nuit--excerpt from Wikipedia. Before it was a song, it was a poem by
Prévert—see at his Website.

Average guy or gal, see at Beauty vs. Brains, Joe
Average, John Doe & Jane Doe

Avery, Milton (1885--1965) was born in Altmar,
NY, moved to Connecticut in 1898 and later to NY City.
The son of a tanner, Avery began working at a local factory at the
age of 16, and supported himself for decades with a succession of
blue-collar jobs. The death of his brother-in-law in 1915 left
Avery, as the sole remaining adult male in his household,
responsible for the support of nine female relatives. His interest in
art led him to attend classes at the Connecticut League of Art
Students in Hartford, and over a period of years he painted in
obscurity while receiving a conservative art education.
In 1917 he began working night jobs in order to paint in the
daytime. In 1924 he met Sally Michel, a young art student, and in
1926 they married; her income as an illustrator enabled him to
devote himself more fully to painting.
For several years in the late 1920s through the late 1930s
Avery practiced painting and drawing at the Art Students League
of New York. Roy Neuberger saw his work and thought he
deserved recognition. Determined to get the world to know and
respect Avery's work, Neuberger bought over 100 of his paintings,
starting with Gaspé Landscape, and lent or donated them to
museums all over the world.
With the work of Milton Avery rotating through highprofile museums, he came to be a highly respected and successful
painter. Avery's work is seminal to American abstract painting—
while his work is clearly representational, it focuses on color
relations and is not concerned with creating the illusion of depth as
most conventional Western painting since the Renaissance has.
Avery was often thought of as an American Matisse, especially
because of his colorful and innovative landscape paintings. His
poetic, bold and creative use of drawing and color set him apart
from more conventional painting of his era.
Early in his career his work was considered too radical &
for being too abstract, but when Abstract Expressionism became
dominant his work was overlooked, as being too representational.
In the 1930s he was befriended by Adolph Gottlieb and
Mark Rothko among many other artists living in New York City in
the 1930s-40s.
The Phillips Collection in Washington, D.C. was the first
museum to purchase one of Avery's paintings in 1929; that
museum also gave him his first solo museum exhibition in 1944.
Avery was a man of few words. "Why talk when you can
paint?" he often quipped to his wife. Their daughter, March Avery,
is also a painter--excerpted from Wikipedia, where there is
an photograph of Avery's ―Geen Sea‖ (1958), which gives a very
good idea of his style.

Australia was a stanch ally in World War II, pinning
down Japan in the Pacific and providing well-trained trooip
in Europe—check out the Web for more. Also see at
American.
Autry, Gene: 1907-1998, wrote more than 200 songs,
usually in collaboration with either Ray Whitley (with
whom he wrote his theme song ―Back in the Saddle Again‖ (―back
where a friend is a friend.‖) or Fred Rose. He used it as the ttlle of
his autobiography—see at ―Back in the Saddle Again.‖
His million-selling disks included film title songs, such as
―Tumbling Tumbleweeds‖ (1935), ―South of the Border‖ (―down
Mexico way,‖ 1939) and ―Mexicali Rose‖ the same year.
While sending a wire from an Oklahoma depot, Will
Rogers heard the relief telegrapher sing & urged him to go
professional. Taking his advice, Autry had only moderate success
until America Record Corp. signed him to take advantage of his
yodeling, which was modeled after Jimmie Rodgers. The
―Singing Cowboy‖ was catapulted to fame, particularly after his
appearance in the 1934 film ―Sante Fe.‖ His recording ―Rudolph,
The Red Nose Reindeer‖ (1940) became one of the best-selling in
history—see at Jimmie Rodgers.

―Autumn of the Partriarch‖ (El otoño del patriarca,
1975): García Márquez was inspired to write a dictator
novel when he witnessed the flight of Venezuelan dictator Marcos
Pérez Jiménez. He shares, ―it was the first time we had seen a
dictator fall in Latin America.‖
García Márquez began writing in 1968 and said it was
finished in 1971; however, he continued to embellish the dictator
novel until 1975 when it was published in Spain.
According to García Márquez, the novel is a ―poem on the
solitude of power‖ as it follows the life of an eternal dictator
known as the General. The novel is developed through a series of
anecdotes related to the life of the General, which do not appear in
chronological order. Although the exact location of the story is not
pin-pointed in the novel, the imaginary country is situated
somewhere in the Caribbean. \
García Márquez gave his own explanation of the plot: ―My
intention was always to make a synthesis of all the Latin American
dictators, but especially those from the Caribbean. Nevertheless,
the personality of Juan Vicente Gomez [of Venezuela] was so
strong, in addition to the fact that he exercised a special fascination
over me, that undoubtedly the Patriarch has much more of him
than anyone else‖—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
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―A colorist who was influenced by Matisse, Avery was
neither a realist nor an abstract painter. His gentle humorous
paintings depicted commonplace landscapes, figures and domestic
interiors. His use of vivid colors zones and simple flattened forms
that seemed to float on the surface of his canvas influenced the
development of abstract expressionism and established his
reputation by the end of 1050 as one of the great masters and
pioneers of modern American painting‖--from the Penguin
International Dictionary of Contemporary Biography.
The Nov. 2008 issue of American Art contained an article
on Gershon Benjamin (1899-1935), and in it were photographs of
two of his paintings of Milton Avery, and one of Sally Michel,
Avery's wife. Also, an ad for Questroyal Fine Art LLC in NY City
in the front of this issue depicted a detail of a 1952 Avery
gouache & watercolor on paper ―Bather.‖ (Many, many back
issues of this periodical feature articles on Avery & reproductions
of his works.)

NJ (which everyone calls the Trenton Times.) Then, when
Japan bombed Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, it
was
included in the term.

Axis, The, Chs. 42, 49 & 50: consisted of Nazi
Germany, Fascist Italy & Imperial Japan in WW II.

Axis Casualties in WW II:Germany (including
Austria) lost 3,500,000 military & 2,000,000 civilians, for a
total of 5,500,000 killed; Italy 80,000 military & 180,000
civilians, for a total of 260,000 dead; and Japan 2,600,000
military & 953,000 civilians, many of whom died at
Nagasaki and Hiroshima, for a total of 3,553,000 dead.
Total Axis dead: 9,313,000; See Casualties in WW II,
178(310-311), 180-184(313-319), Chart 180(314); also see
at Allied Casualities & at Casualities of World War II.
―Axis Sally,‖ a Nazi propaganda broadcaster in WW II
who was convicted of treason in Washington, D.C. on
Mar. 10, 1949 & served 12 years in prison. Her name
was Mildred E. Gellars. Also see at ―Tokyo Rose.‖

Avis: Rent-A-Car System was founded under the
name Avis Airlines Rent-A-Car System in 1946 by Warren E.
Avis, a former Army Air Corps flyer. The owner of an automobile
dealership in Detroit, Avis had the idea of providing car-rental
services at airports, surmising that air travel would quickly become
more popular than travel by rail.
Using savings, dealership profits, and a $75,000 loan, Avis
opened Avis Airlines Rent-A-Car System in two locations, at
Willow Run Airport near Detroit and at Miami Airport in Florida.
Avis's idea proved successful and his business grew quickly.
Airports in New York, Chicago, Dallas, Washington, Los Angeles,
and Houston were soon serviced by car-rental franchises licensed
to use the Avis name. By 1948, Avis was nationally known. In
that year, the company dropped the "airlines" designation from its
name, expanding operations beyond airports to serve hotels and
businesses in urban areas. During the next six years, Avis also
expanded internationally. In addition to its 185 locations in the
United States, Avis acquired 10 in Canada and one in Mexico, and
established ties with car-rental agencies throughout Europe and the
United Kingdom. Warren E.
Avis sold the company in 1954 to Richard S. Robie, a carrental system owner operating in New England. The corporate
motto is "We Try Harder" was adopted in 1962 to make a more
positive reference of Avis' status as the second largest car rental
company in the US, at the expense of its larger competitor The
Hertz Corporation.
Avis used to run commercials like this: we're number two,
so we try harder" but not everyone was convinced about that they
tried harder—a number of Blogs convincingly refuted this.

Ayres, Agnes, actress in the Silents—see at ―The
Sheik.‖

Ayres, Lew, (ne Lewis Frederick Ayres III), 1908-96,
Born in Minneapolis, MN, and brought up in San Diego, he
was a college dropout who played opposite Greta Garbo in
1929's The Kiss. But it was his starring role in 1930's All
Quiet on the Western Fron t that catapaulted him to stardom.
He also played ―Dr. Kildaire‖ in a series of 8 films from
1939 to 1942—also see at ―Advise and Consent‖ & at ―All
Quiet on the Western Front

Baatz, Simon, a

prof. of history at NY City's John

Jay College of Criminal Justice, is at his best in describing
this ―peculiarly bizarre confluence of two personalities,‖
which resulted in a vicious quid pro quo: Loeb agreed to
have sex with Leopold in exchange for the latter's
complicity in criminal activities‖—from Sarah F.
Gold‘s review of his book For the Thrill of It: Leopold,
Loeb, and the Murder That Shocked Chicago—also see at
Leopold & Loeb.

Babbo, is Italian for Daddy, or Papa. Babbino means
Little Daddy; O Babbino Caro (O My Little Daddy) is an
aria in Puccini‘s opera Gianni Schicchi.

B & O, see at Baltimore and Ohio RR.
Babe Didriksen Zarians—see at Babe Didriksen.
Babe Ruth: see at Ruth, at Baby Ruth & at Strikeout
Pitchers.

Avis, Warren, founder of Avis—see above..
―Awakenings,‖ book by Dr. Oliver Sacks & a 1990

Babel, Isaac Emmanuilovich, 1894-c.1940, was
born in Odessa, the son of a Jewish tradesman. ―Babel was
a protégé of Gorky, survived Stalin‘s reign of terror intil he was
suddenly arrested in May 1939 by the NKVD‘s forerunner of
Russia‘s secret police, at his dacha outside of Mosceow. Eight
months later, having ―confessed‖ to being a spy for France, and
having implicated others in this nonexistent espionage, he was
shot, Jan. 27, 1940—from the Sun. NY Times Review by James
Campbell of ―Savage Shorthand, The Life and Death of Isaac
Babel,‖ by Jerome Charyn & also brief notes on ―Guy
Maupassant‖ and ―The Red Calvary‖ stories in Babel‘s ―Collected
Stories.‖ (The date he was executed was found in the blurb for the
latter book.) See Bibiography.

movie about Sack‘s use of L-Dopa to help people afflicted
with involuntary twitches, and maybe Tourette‘s Syndrome.
Sadly, the help proved just temporary, however, 122(224);
In the movie, Dr. Sacks played himself & Robin Williams
―offers a subdued, moving performance as a doctor,‖ and
Robert de Niro is a ―heart-rending‖ and convincing patient.
(Video Hound quotes.)

AWOL abbreviates ―Away Without Leave.‖ Leave
here is short for ―leave of absence,‖ i.e., a permitted leave
from duty or a military
base.. Origiallly, AWOL
referred to a member of the armed services who either
skipped camp ―without leave‖ or was absent after the
period of the leave expired. However, it also applies to
non-military absences, or, slangily, for mental lapses.

Babel on Tolstoy: ―If the world could write by itself,
it would write like Tolstoy‖—quoted in James Wood‘s
article in the Nov. 26, 2007 New Yorker on a new
translation of ―War and Peace‖ by Richard Pevear and
Larissa Volokhonsky.

Axis countries of Germany and Italy got its name
from a speech by Benito Mussolini in Milan, Italy on
Nov. 1, 1936 when he described the alliance between the
two country as an ―axis ― running between rome and
Berlin.—Highlight in History in the Times of Trenton,

―Babette‘s Feast‖ is a 1987 Danish film based on a
1950 story by Isak Dinesen, also the source of the very
different Out of Africa (1985). Stephane Audran plays Babette, a
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―Baby, It's Cold Outside‖ (1949)—see at Loesser.
Baby Ruth is a candy bar. Although the name of the

19th century Parisian political refugee who seeks shelter in a rough
Danish coastal town. Philippa (Bodil Kjer) and Martina (Birgitte
Federspiel), the elderly daughters of the town's long-dead minister,
take Babette in. As revealed in flashback, Philippa and Martina
were once beautiful young women (played by Hanne Stensgaard
and Vibeke Hastrup), who'd forsaken their chances at romance and
fame, taking hollow refuge in religion. Babette holds a secret that
may very well allow the older ladies to have a second chance at
life. This is one of the great movies about food, but there are way
too many surprises in Babette's Feast to allow us to reveal anything
else at this point (except that Ingmar Bergman ―regulars‖ Bibi
Andersson and Jarl Kulle have significant cameo roles).. - Hal
Erickson, All Movie Guide Babette's Feast was the first Danish
cinema film of a Blixen story. It was also the first Danish film to
win the Academy Award for Best Foreign Film.

candy bar is nearly identical to Babe Ruth‘s, the Curtiss
Candy Company conveniently claimed it was named after Pres.
Grover Cleveland‘s daughter, Ruth!. Nonetheless, the bar first
appeared in 1920 when Babe Ruth‘s fame increased, and all of 16
years after Cleveland‘s daughter had died. Moreover, the company
had failed to negotiate an endorsement deal with Ruth, whose
fame was on the rise, and many saw the company‘s story about the
origin of the name long after Cleveland had left the White House
as merely a ploy to avoid having to pay royalties.
Ironically, Curtiss successfully shut down a rival bar that
was approved by, and named for, Ruth, on the grounds that the
names were so similar! Nestlé now makes the candy bar — from
memory & help from Wikipedia.

Babi Yar Massacre: In the course of two days, Sept.

Baby Snooks, a grownup takeoff on childish behavior

29-20, 1941, German Nazis aided by their collaborators
murdered 33,771 Jewish civilians in the Babi Yar ravine in
Kiev, Ukraine. The Babi Yar massacre is considered to be
"the largest single massacre in Holocaust history .― In the
months that followed, thousads more were taken to Babi
Yar where they were shot. It is estimated that more than
100,000 people, mostly civilians, of whom a significant
number were Jews, were executed by the Nazis there during
the Second World War—Wikipedia.

--replete in baby clothes & lollypops. Here‘s a frequent
sayig, ―If I dood it, I get a whipping.‖ Pause. ―I dood it!‖
and ―Did you call me, Papa?‖ See at Fanny Brice.

―Baby, You Must Have Benn a Beautiful A‖
(Because. Oh, look at you now!)—JohnnyMercer and
Harry Warren, 1938

Babylon—see at ―By the Waters of Babylon:‖ & at
―How Many Miles to Babylon?‖

Babies are a great blessing, and a big bother‖-- Mark

―Babylon Revisited‖ is a short story by F. Scott

Twain, Ch. 4

Fitzgerald, first published in the The Saturday Evening Post
on February 21, 1931, and had many parallels to Fitzgerald's
own life, both personal and historical. ―Babylon Revisited‖
is widely considered to be the apex of F. Scott Fitzgerald‘s
short stories, of which there are more than a hundred. It was
later adapted into a movie The Last Time I Saw Paris--Wikipedia
Bacall, Lauren (née Betty Jean Perske), born in what
is now called Belarus in 1924--see ―Key Largo,‖ at ―To
Have and To Have Not‖ & at ―The Big Sleep.‖ Bacall used
her mother's maiden name, adding an extra "L" when she
entered the cinema.
―You know how to whistle, don‘t you, Steve? You
just put your lips together and blow‖—Bacall in ―To Have
and To Have Not,‖ screen play by John Furthman, and
William Faulkner. Also see at Richard Burton (last
paragraph) & at Estelle Reiner.

―Baby?, What Good is a‖: When Queen Victoria asked
Michael Faraday*) what good was electricity, he reportedly
replied, "Madam, what good is a baby?"

Baby—see at ―Don‘t Be a Baby, Baby.‖
Baby Book, see at Carl‘s (& Fred‘s) Baby Book.
―Baby Doll" is a 1956 film which tells the story of the
childlike bride of a Mississippi cotton gin owner, who
becomes the pawn in a battle between her husband and his enemy.
It stars Karl Malden, Carroll Baker,, Mildred Dunnock, and Eli
Wallach in his feature film debut for which he won an BAFTA
award (the British Academy Award ) for Best Newcomer. The
screenplay was written by Tennessee Williams and was based on
his one act play 27 Wagons Full of Cotton The movie was filmed
in Benoit, Mississippi in an antebellum home. The antebellum
home is the only one in Mississippi's Bolivar County. Baby Doll
won Elia Kazan a Golden Globe award for Best Director. It was
also nominated for four other Golden Globe awards, four Academy
awards and one BAFTA award. While the costume design was not
nominated, the film is credited with both the name and originating
the popularity of the babydoll nightgown, which derives from the
costumeworn by Baker's character--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
An earlier Elia Kazan film, the 1949 Pinky, now seems
dated because its "scandalous" subject, miscegenation, has become
a social nonissue. If anything, the reputation of this legendary 1956
romp, Baby Doll, about a child bride in the Deep South has shifted
the other way; the ripe image of Carol Baker as a mentally
challenged nymphet who sucks her thumb as she lures grown men
into her crib (an actual crib!) would probably be hounded (or
hooted?) off the screen today. When it was originally released the
film won a ―condemned‖ rating from the Catholic Legion of
Decency, but it isn't as explicit as that might suggest. Current
audiences are likely to be shocked not by what's actually shown,
but by the mere fact that the movie is a comedy, in effect a sex
farce, adapted by Tennessee Williams from a couple of his
raunchier one-act plays. Karl Malden is the divine cream puff's
sad-sack husband, who has agreed to keep hands off until she turns
nineteen; Eli Wallach is a high-stepping rival in the cotton business
who harbors no such scruples--David Chute, Amazon.com Video
My parenthetical ―or hoot‖

Bacchus, Roman god of wine and fertility & orgiastic
religion. See at Dionysus.

Back Burner?—see at Rearrange.
Backgammon, a family game, Ch. 22
Bach is German for ―stream‖—also see at Birkenau
& at Buchenwald.

Bach, Barbara, see at ―The Spy Who Loved Me.‖
Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1865-1750, 76(125): was a
prolific German composer and organist whose sacred and
secular works for choir, orchestra, and solo instruments drew
together the strands of the Baroque period and brought it to its
ultimate maturity. Although he introduced no new forms, he
enriched the prevailing German style with a robust contrapuntal
technique, a control of harmonic and motif organisation from the
smallest to the largest scales, and the adaptation of rhythms and
textures from abroad, particularly Italy and France. Revered for
their intellectual depth and technical and artistic beauty.
Bach's works include the Brandenburg concertos, the
Goldberg Variations; the English Suites, French Suites, Partitas,
and Well-Tempered Clavier; the Mass in B Minor; the St Matthew
Passion; the St. John Passion; The Musical Offering; The Art of
Fugue; the Sonatas and Partitas for violin solo; the Cello Suites;
more than 200 surviving cantatas; and a similar number of organ
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poverty-stricken childhood) & ―Shoot the Sherbert to Me
Herbert.‖

works, including the celebrated Toccata and Fugue in D Minor—
from Wikipedia. Also see at Goldberg

Bach-Zelewski, Erich von dem, SS General head of

Baker-Hunt Foundation, Covington, KY, 39(59),

the Nazi Einsatzgruppen, said at the Nuremberg Trial, that
the purpose of the Einsatzgruppen "was the annihilation of
the Jews, Gypsies, and political commissars." It killed 1.4
million of them—see at Nazi Einsatzgruppen.

116(214); 129(238); see at Thomas Oertel.

Balances, Law of: The virtue of a fault vs. the fault
of a virtue, 59(96)

Balanchine,George,

Back Biter? NY Times Xword clue of 2/07/09.

Russian-born

founder

&

choreographer of the NY City Ballet—see at ―Artists in
Exile,‖ at Clive Barnes, and below:

Solution: Molar.

―Back Then: Two Lives in the 1950‘s New York‖

Balanchine, George (né Giorgi Melitonis dze

Morrow,NY,2002, 237(430-431), a duo autobiography by
Anne Bernays & Justin Kaplan about life in New York
in the from the 30s. but mostly the 50s & after.

Balanchivadze), 1904-1983; Born in Saint Petersburg, Russia, to
Georgian father and Russian mother, was one of the 20th century's
foremost choreographers, a pioneer of ballet in the United States, cofounder and balletmaster of New York City Ballet: his work created
modern ballet, based on his deep knowledge of classical forms and
techniques. He was a choreographer known for his musicality; he did
not illustrate music but expressed it in dance and worked extensively
with Igor Stravinsky, his contemporary.
Personal life. In the 1960s, Balanchine fell deeply in love with
the young dancer Suzanne Farrell. He created many ballets for her,
including Don Quixote (in which he played the title role and Farrell
danced Dulcinea), and the Diamonds section of the ballet Jewels. Some
ballerinas, including his former wife Maria Tallchief, quit, citing
Farrell as the reason. Balanchine obtained a Mexican divorce from
then-wife Tanaquil Le Clercq, only to discover Farrell had married
NYCB dancer Paul Mejia. In 1970 both Farrell and her husband quit
the company. They moved to Brussels and joined Maurice Béjart's
dance company. In 1975, Farrell returned to dance with the NYC
Ballet After his divorce from Tamara Geva, Balanchine married and
divorced three more times. All his wives were dancers, women who
were his muses: Vera Zorina (December 1938–1946), Maria Tallchief
(1946–1952), and Tanaquil LeClerq (1952–1969), as was his girlfriend,
Alexandra Danilova (1926–1933). He had no children
Death. In 1983 after years of illness, Balanchine died of
Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, diagnosed only after his death. He first
showed symptoms in 1978 when he began losing his balance while
dancing. As the disease progressed, his equilibrium, eyesight and
hearing deteriorated. By 1982 he was incapacitated. He died the
following year at the age of 79 in New York City, NY, USA. In his last
years, Balanchine also suffered from angina and underwent heart
bypass surgery. In 1978, the first year of the new national award,
George Balanchine received the Kennedy Center Honors Award—
edited exerpt from Wikipedia--see Wiki for a list of Ballanchine‘s
ballets.

―Back in the Saddle Again‖ was the signature song of
Gene Autry. It was co-written by Autry with Ray
Whitley and first released in 1939. The song was
associated with Autry throughout his career and was used
as the name of Autry's autobiography in 1976.

Bacon, Francis, 1521-1626, 239(433); also see at
Books.

―Bad Day at Black Rock‖ (1955), a racially charged
drama, part western and part film noir, about a desert town
whose residents have murdered a Japanese immigrant. Spencer
Tracy, as the one-armed World War II veteran who comes to give
the Japanese man his dead son‘s war medal, encounters duplicity,
hatred and moral cowardice in a film credited with helping to
change the depiction of Asians in Hollywood films. It earned
Millard Kaufman an Oscar nomination for screenplay.

―Bad Girls‖?-- see at Salvation Army Joke.
Bad Grammar? See at ―Is You Is Or Is You Ain‘t‖
Baer, Max, heavy weight champ defeated by Joe
Louis, 222(405)

Baez, Joan, a folk singer born 1941 in Staten Island,
NY. She became popular in the 1960s with young audiences
for her songs and political views—she gave free concerts
supporting civil rights, UNESCO, and anti-Vietnam war
rallies, and wa imprisioned briefly in 1967 for refusing to
pay taxes towards war expenses
She wrote an
autobiography ―Day Break‖ (1968)—edited excerpt from
Cambridge Biog. Encyc. Also see at Woody Gurthie.
Baffin Island has both year-around and summer visitor
wildlife. On Land are barren ground caribou, polar bear,
artic fox, artic hare, lemming & artic wolf. Artic terns
migrated there every spring. Check out the web for water
life, and see at ―Dogs, the Hidden Life of.‖

Balch, see at Baulch.
Bald quips: He was so bald he had to carry his
dandruff in his pocket—Anonymous; I am so bald, that
when I stuck my head out the window, I got arrested for
mooning—Rodney Dangerfield joke (revised.)

Bagel, a glazed ring-shaped roll with a tough-chewy

Baldwin, Alec, versatile actor who played ―Jack

texture, made from plain yeast dough that is dropped briefly
into boiling water , and then baked. (Yiddish beygl, from
Middle High German word meaning ring—Amer. Herit.
Dictionary.

Ryan‖ in several films of stories by Tom Clancy—see
at Clancy, at ―The Hunt for the Red Octorber‖ (1990 film)
& at ―The Shadow,‖ re a 1994 film.

Baldwin, James Arthur, 1924-1987, Black writer,

Bahrain (literally Two Seas in Arabic) is an island

born in Harlem, NYC & was an ordained minister at age
14. His ―Notes a Native Son‖ probed the dehumanizing
effects of racism & homosexuality, including his own;
also see at Harlem, at ―Nigger,‖ at Pejoratives & at Slurs

Kingdom in the Persian Gulf. Also spelled Bahrein. See at
Beach Scoop Up 2007

Baikal, Lake—see at Freshwater Lakes, The Largest.
Bailey, Herb, Herman St. friend, devastating at

Balfour, Arthur James, 1848-1939, Brit. Prime

fisticuffs against bullies, 29(45)

Minister, 1901-1905; As foreign secretary under David
George, in 1917 he promised Brit. support for a national
homeland for the Jew in Paelstine, proved that the right of
existing communities were safeguarded, but it wasn‘t until
after WW II that this Israel was born as a state in 1948 on
the recommendation of the Untited Nations.

Bainter, Faye, actress, 95(180)—see at ―Secret Life
of Walter Mitty.‖

Baker, George. 1915-1975), see at ―Sad Sack.‖
Baker, Kevin, see at ―The Luckiest Man ‖
Baker, Russell, wrote a takeoff on ―WASP,‖

Balfour Agreement—the 1917 promise by Balfour

enlarging it to ―SNAPFADA.‖ A must-read! 171(300); he
also is a humorist who appreciates humor. See at Amerivan
Humor--also see at ―Growing Up‖ ( a Memoir about his

for the creation of Israel.
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Inspired by Rockefller Inst. in Manhattan, NY, it was
devoted to pure research in three main fields: Mathematics, the
Natural Sciences & History, especially Art History.
Albert Einstein was one of the first persons elected to a
Professorship. (Oswald Veblen, a mathematician, was the first &
he personally selected Einstein to be the second.) Also see at
Bamberger, at Borel, at J. R. Oppenheimer & at Mrs. Felix Fuld.
Also see Armand Borel‘s ―Inst. for Adv. Study‖ accessible on the
Web at Armand Borel.

Ball, Lucille (Désirée), 1911-1989, effervescent
redheaded comedienne with an enormously popular TV
shows, ―I Love Lucy‖ (1951-1955) & ―The Lucy Show‖ (19681973), with Desi Arnaz, her first husband. She got her start as the
Chesterfield Girl—about which see. Also check the Web and at
Video Hound for her Filmography., and see at Desi Arnaz, Desilu,
& at ―The Lemon Drip Kid.‖

Ballpark, see at Crosley Field.
Ballpark figure is slang for an approximate range of

―Banality of Evil, The,‖ a book about Eichmann by

possilities, as of possible alternatives. Your estimate is right
in the ballpark. Also see at guesstimate.

Hannah Arendt. See at Truman Capote.

Banana, see at Chiquita Banana, and at ―Yes, We

Ballpoint pen has an internal chamber filled with a

Have No Bananas, Today!‖

viscous ink that is dispensed at the tip during use by the
rolling action of a small metal sphere (0.7 mm to 1.2 mm in
diameter) of brass, steel or tungsten carbide The ink dries
almost immediately after contact with paper. Inexpensive,
reliable and maintenance-free, the ballpoint has replaced the
fountain pen as the most popular tool for everyday writing.
Also see at Bic, at Biro, and at Pens.

Banana Republic, a small country that is dependent
on a single crop, such as bananas, or a single product,
such as tin. Satirized in Woody Allen‘s ―Bananas.‖

Bananas Slang. Crazy. ―That‘s a horrible thing when
you‘re bananas—nobody can know the awful things that go
on in your head‖—Otto Friedrich.
―City dwellers are subject to so much noise it drives
them bananas‖—The NewYorker.

Balls, i.e., testicles, or cohones, 137(250)
Balmy 1. Having the fragrance of balm, soothing. 2.
Mild or pleasant, as balmy weather.
Balmy Slang. Eccentric in behavior.
Balsam, Martin, actor—see at ―Catch 22,‖ at―Murder

―Bananas‖ is a 1971 comedy film written by Mickey
Rose and Woody Allen, directed by Allen & starring Louise
Lasser & Woody himself. Parts of the plot were based on the
book Don Quixote, U.S.A. by Richard P. Powell. It was filmed in
NY City and in various locations in Puerto Rico: San Juan,
Carolina and Loiza. Also see at Braile Joke, and at ―Freedom of
Speech Satirized.‖

on the Orient Express‖ & at ―Tora! Tora! Tora!‖

Baltimore and Ohio (B & O) Railroad was the first
RR in USA to carry passengers and freight. It was
incorporated by the state of Maryland on Feb. 28, 1827.
See at Railroads & at Alphabet Soup.

―Bananas Plot Summary‖: Fielding Mellish (a consumer
products tester) becomes infatuated with Nancy (a political
activist). He attends demonstrations and tries in other ways to convince
her that he is worthy of her love, but Nancy wants someone with
greater leadership potential. Fielding runs off to San Marcos where he
joins the rebels and eventually becomes President of the country. While
on a trip to the states, he meets Nancy again and she falls for him now
that he is a political leader.In the opening scene, TV reporter Howard
Cosell, playing himself, covers the assassination of the president of San
Marcos, an imaginary Central American banana republic.
The scene shifts to the US, where lonesome loser Fielding
Mellish (Woody Allen) works as a product tester. Fielding has the hots
for Nancy (Louise Lasser), the girl collecting petition signatures door to
door for the liberation of San Marcos, so he pretends to be interested in
her cause. A relationship develops between them, but when she dumps
him, he is devastated. He reckons he'll have to get very involved in the
situation in San Marcos to win her back. In San Marcos, Fielding's
ineptitude leads to his capture by the rebels who are fighting to
overthrow the military dictator, General Vargas (Carlos Montalbán).
Fielding is encouraged, despite his modest education, to become the
rebels' figurehead. His mission is to solicit funding for the rebel cause,
but he fails miserably.
As a key figure in a revolution that America does not support,
Mellish is no longer welcome in his own country. Wearing a disguise,
he returns to America, where his ex-girlfriend has renewed interest in
him, not knowing he is really Fielding Mellish. Things seem to be
developing well for them until the CIA discovers that he is a
representative of the San Marcos rebels.
After a humiliating and politically charged trial, Mellish is
fortunate to avoid imprisonment. He marries Nancy, who, remarkably,
now admires him for making great sacrifices for a cause she believes in
so deeply. In a final scene that echoes the movie's beginning, Cosell
narrates the consummation of Nancy and Fielding's marriage and, in
classic sportscaster style, interviews them in bed afterward. (They
remain demurely covered throughout.)

Balzac, Honoré de,1799-1850 was a novelist and a
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of almost 100
novels and plays collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which
presents a panorama of French life in the years after the fall of
Napoléon Bonaparte His writing influenced many famous authors,
including the novelists Marcel Proust, Émile Zola, Charles
Dickens, Gustave Flaubert, Marie Corelli, Henry James, Jack
Kerouac, and Italo Calvino as well as philosophers, e.g.. Friedrich
Engels. Many of Balzac's works have been made into films, and
continue tonspire writers.
Balzac used to write 14 to 16 hours daily, drinking large
amounts of specially blended Parisian coffee. One source put
affeine poisoning as a cause of his death. Ironically, Balzac himself
wrote an essay on the dangers of drinking coffee to excess: Traité
des excitants modernes, ch. iii, Du café, p. 17 (1838)--from the
Web

―Bam, The,‖ one of Babe Ruth‘s many nicknames-short for Bambino (which is Italian for child--also
baby);atOthers were the ―Sultan of Swat‖ & the ―Caliph of Crash.‖
―Before his power erupted… home runs were as rare as
rubies. In 1917, the Boston Red Sox as a team slugged only 17.
The famous ‗Home Run Baker‘ never hit more than 12
in
a
season. In fact, from 1904, no one hit more than 12, but in 1921
Babe hit 59‖—from the June 4, ‗06 NY Times rev. by Bob Spitz
of ―The Bam: The Life and Times
of Babe Ruth‖ by Leigh
Montville, Doubleday.
―Ruth died at the age of 53, only two months after
his
uniform was retired at Yankee Stadum, his once fierce and
fearsome body riddled with cancer,‖ ibid. Also see at Babe Ruth
& at Lou Gehrig, who also died young.

―Bama, short for Alabama, about which see.
Bamberger, Louis & his sister, Mrs. Felix Fuld,

Bancroft, Anne (née Ann Maria Louisa Italiano),
1931-2005; a "method" actress,one of a very select few

founded the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,
NJ,in 1930 with a grant of $6 million from the Bambergers.. It
was the first so-called ―Think Tank‖ in the USA.

entertainers to win an Oscar, an Emmy and a Tony award, was born in
the Bronx, NY City, the daughter of Mildred (née DiNapoli), a
telephone operator, and Michael Italiano, a dress pattern maker. Her
parents were both children of Italian immigrants. After appearing in a
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number of live television dramas under the name Anne Marno, she was
told to change her surname for her film debut in Don't Bother to Knock
in 1952.
In 1958 she appeared opposite Henry Fonda in the Broadway
production of Two for the Seesaw, for which she won a Tony Award,
and another in 1962 for The Miracle Worker. She took the latter role
back to Hollywood, and won the Academy Award for Best Actress in
1962. Bancroft had returned to Broadway to star in Mother Courage
and her Children. Joan Crawford accepted on her behalf, and later
presented the award to her in New York. A highly acclaimed TV
special, Annie: the Women in the Life of a Man, won her an Emmy
award for her singing and acting. Bancroft is one of a very select few
entertainers to win an Oscar, an Emmy and a Tony award. Other major
film roles were in The Pumpkin Eater, 7 Women, and what is
unquestionably her best-known role, that of the married Mrs. Robinson,
a woman who seduces a much-younger recent college graduate, played
by Dustin Hoffman, in the film The Graduate. Ironically, Bancroft was
only 36 years old when she played opposite the 30-year-old Hoffman.
Although Bancroft is now iconically identified as Mrs. Robinson, she
was not the first choice for the role; Patricia Neal (who had recently
suffered a stroke), Doris Day and Jeanne Moreau turned it down.
Although bancroft was ambivalent about her appearance in The
Graduate, she has in several interviews that the role overshadowed all
of her other work. Also see at Helen Keller & at ―Tow for the

York Drama Critics' Circle Award in 1939, an award she won again in
1942 for The Skin of Our Teeth).
Her movie career was spotty and included several box office
disasters, perhaps because her extravagant, larger-than-life personality
was not done justice on the screen; her more memorable appearances
include a celebrated performance in Hitchcock's Lifeboat (1944), for
which she was cited by New York Film Critics. Bankhead made only
three more films after Lifeboat. She is divorced from actor John Emery.
In 1952, she wrote her autobiography, Tallulah. ~ All Movie Guide

Bankhead, Tallulah Quotes: "I've tried several
varieties of sex. The conventional position makes me
claustrophobic. And the others give me either stiff neck or lockjaw"-Tallulah Bankhead
At 15, Bankhead won a movie-magazine beauty contest and
convinced her family to let her move to New York. She quickly won bit
parts, first appearing in a non-speaking role in The Squab Farm. During
these early New York years, she became a peripheral member of the
Algonquin Round Table and known as a hard-partying girl-about-town.
During this time she began to use cocaine and marijuana, going as far
as saying "Cocaine isn't habit forming. I should know – I've been using
it for years."
She became known for her wit, although as screenwriter Anita
Loos, a minor fellow Roundtable member, said: "She was so pretty that
we thought she must be stupid. She became known for her
outspokenness. Once, while in attendance at a party, a guest made a
comment about rape, and Bankhead reportedly replied "I was raped in
our driveway when I was eleven. You know darling, it was a terrible
experience because we had all that gravel."
She professed to having a ravenous appetite for sex, but not for
a particular type. "I've tried several varieties of sex. The conventional
position makes me claustrophobic. And the others give me either stiff
neck or lockjaw", she said.
Once, at a party, one of her friends brought along a young man
who boldly told Bankhead that he wanted to make love to her that
night. She didn't bat an eye and said, "And so you shall, you wonderful,
old-fashioned boy." Another version of the story holds that Bankhead
met Chico Marx at a party before her reputation had overturned the
presumption that William B. Bankhead's daughter would be disgusted
by Marx's typically crude (yet generally effective) approach. According
to Dick Cavett, after Marx had been cautioned to be on his best
behavior with Bankhead, the two first spoke at the punch bowl. "Miss
Bankhead." "Mr. Marx." And, as everyone breathed a sigh of relief,
Chico told her, "You know, I really want to fuck you.". She replied,
"And so you shall, you old-fashioned boy"--from Wikipedia, where
some references are given.

Seesaw.‖

Band from Japan? See at Obi.
―Banjo Eyes, see at Eddie Cantor.
Bankier, David, 1947?-2010, born in Germany just
before the state of Israel was created, Mr. Bankier grew up and
was educated here, earning his doctorate in Jewish history at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. He held a professorship at Hebrew
University and had served as a visiting professor in Britain, the United
States, South Africa and South America. He spoke excellent English
and Spanish, in addition to German and Hebrew. Mr. Bankier, who was
head of the International Institute for Holocaust Research at Yad
Vashem, focused his scholarly work on anti-Semitism, especially its
use by the Nazis to promote and sustain a broader ideology. He was the
author of ―Germans and the Final Solution: Public Opinion Under
Nazism‖ as well as a collection of essays, ―Hitler, the Holocaust and
German Society: Cooperation and Awareness"--edited excerpt from
March 1, 2010 NY Times Obituary by Ethan Bronner.

Bankhead, Tullulah Brockman, 1903-1968, actress
born in Huntsville, Alabama and brought up in New York &
Washington, D.C. Her most famous film role was in ―Lifeboat‖
(1944). She also appeared in ―Stage Door Canteen‖ (1943) &
―Die! Die! My Darling‖ (1965)
―She smoked over 100 ciegarettes a day, drank gin &
bourbon as water, and carred a suitcase of drugs to help her
function--from the website; ― Tullulah Bankhead: Find a Grave
Memorial.‖ Also see at ―Looped,‖ a play about Tullulah.‖
After Joe Louis defeated Max Schmelling by a knockout,
she stood in her ringside seat, and shouted, ―Take that you
bastards!‖--see at Joe Louis.
―Tullulah, The Life and Times of A Leading Lady‖ is a
2004 biograph y by Joel Lobenthal.

Banks, Sir Joseph, 1st Baronet, GCB, PRS, 1743–
1820, born in London, England, was a naturalist, botanist and
patron of the natural sciences. He took part in Captain James Cook's
first great voyage (1768–1771). Banks is credited with the introduction
to the Western world of eucalyptus, acacia, mimosa, and the genus
named after him, Banksia. Approximately 80 species of plants bear
Banks's name. Banks was also the leading founder of the African
Association, a British organization dedicated to the exploration of
Africa, and a member of the Society of Dilettanti, which helped to
establish the Royal Academy. He had 30,000 plant specimens at his
home, including 210 new genera & 140new species. I recall he brought
them back form his voyage with Captain Cook--from an article in a
Sept. 2009 TLS having pictures of some of the flowers on the front
page.

Bankhead, Tallulah cont‘d: Seductive, whiskeyvoiced, one-of-a-kind leading lady, the daughter of the Speaker
of the House of Representatives William Brockman Bankhead, began
her stage career at age 15 after being educated in a convent. She did
more stage work plus two silent films, then went to London in 1923
where she became a celebrity while performing brilliantly in a string of
plays.
The hot-blooded Bankhead preferred to live dangerously and
became notorious for her uninhibited behavior (such as taking off her
clothes in public), a tendency many have seen as detrimental to the use
of her considerable talents. She appeared in two British silents before
coming to America in 1930; signed by Paramount, she began her movie
career in earnest but remained more a fixture of Broadway, where she
shone in plays such as The Little Foxes (for which she won the New

Bangladesh, 24(37), is a country in South Asia,
bordered by India on all sides except for a small border with
Burma to the far southeast and by the Bay of Bengal to the south.
Together with the Indian state of West Bengal, it makes up the
ethno-linguistic region of Bengal, or Bangla..
The name Bangladesh means "Country of Bengal" in the
official Bengali or Bangla language. The borders of present- day
Bangladesh were established with the partition of Bengal & India
in 1947, when the region became the eastern wing of the newlyformed Pakistan. However, it was separated from the western
wing by 1,600 kilometres (1,000 mi)across India.
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Political and linguistic discrimination as well as economic
neglect led to popular agitations against West Pakistan, which led
to the war for independence in 1971 and the establishment of
Bangladesh. However, the new state had to endure famines,
natural disasters, e.g., floods, and widespread poverty, as well as
political turmoil and military coups.
The restoration of democracy in 1991 has been followed by
relative stability and economic progress.Bangladesh is among the
most densely populated countries in the world and has a high
poverty rate. It‘s population than doubled from 90 million in
1965 to 200 million in 2008.

Barack is a named derived from baraka—see below
President Obama‘s first name is so derived, meaning ―he
who is blessed.‖.

Baraka, also barakah, in Arabic, Islam and Arabinfluenced languages such as Swahili, Urdu, Persian,
Turkish, meaning spiritual wisdom and blessing transmitted from
God; or in a Sufi context, ―breath of life.‖ Baraka, means 'Blessing'
in Arabic, Swahili, Urdu, Persian and Turkish. Baraka, also
berakhah, in Judaism, a blessing usually recited during a
ceremony.

Baraka, Imamu Amiri (né Everett Leroi Jones), a

Banklick Creek, 2(3), 47(75), 49(79), 66(108); a

convert to Islam born 1934 in Newark, NJ, is a writer of
poetry, drama, essays, and music criticism. His father, Coyette Le
Roi Jones, worked as a postal supervisor and lift operator, and his
mother, Anna Lois (née Russ), was a social worker. In 1967 he
adopted the African name Imamu Ameer Baraka, which he later
changed to Amiri Baraka. He published a number of works as Le
Roi Jones, has worked as a publisher (1958), and founded a
repertory theater (1963. He has written plays, short stories, essays,
and non-fiction. See Wikipedia for a lengthy biography & lists of
his works and film appearance.

tributary of the Licking River.

Banklick Street, 13(19), 15(22)
Bannerjee, Victor, actor—see at ―Paasage to India.‖
Banned! see, e.g., D.H. Lawrence‘s ―Lady
Chatterley‘s Lover,‖ James
Joyce‘s
―Ulysses‖
&
Philip Roths‘s ―Portnoy‘s Complaint,‖ R, lx-lxii. They are
now considerd ‖Classics,‖ e.g., in College Modern Lit
courses. Also see at Flaubert & at Modigliani.

Bannum, Henry, Harlem Renaissance artist—see at

Barack is a name derived from the Arabic
―Barbarella:‖ 1968 film. The French director Roger

Jacob Lawrence.

Banting, Sir Frederick Grant, 1891-1941, Physiologist,

Vadim, put John Phillip Law's looks to good in this sci fi
film, which starred Jane Fonda, then Vadim's wife—
excerpt from Law‘s unsigned NY Times May 15, 2008
Obituary—also see at ―The Russians Are Coming!‖

who, working under J. J. R. Macleod, discovered (with his
ass‘t., Charles H. Best) the hormone insulin used in the
control of diabetes. For this discovery, he was jointly
awarded with Macleod, the Nobel Prize for Physiology or
Medicine in 1923, voluntarily sharing his share of the
prize with Best.

Barbarossa (Red Beard): On Dec. 18, ‘40, Hitler
signed a secret directive for a Nazi invasion of USSSR.
Operation Barbarossa was launched in June 1941, R, xlvi,
180(314)n; 181(315)

Banville, John, US novelist & critic, comments on
James Joyce‘s Ulyses & Finnegan‘s wake, R, lxx

Barbie, Klaus, 1913-1991, ―The Butcher of Lyon,‖

Baptism, Ch. 13
Baptist Date Joke: ―You don‘t have to smoke and

Nazi war criminal. He held the rank of Hauptsturmführer
(Captain) in the German SS & the Gestapo (secret police)
during the Nazi regime. He took part in intelligence
activities after World War II, working for the British and
the CIA, then went into hiding in Bolivia in 1955. There, he
used the alias Klaus Altmann In 1983, he was arrested,
sentenced to life imprisonment in 1987 & died in
1991—Wikipedia.

drink to have a good time,‖ i.e., everything else is
permitted!, 43(69), 234(425); also see at John-theBaptist, at Jesus & at Southside Baptist Churchb.

Baptist, Chs.13 & 28: in theory, Baptists aren‘t
Protestants—they preceded the Catholic Church--Johnthe-Baptist baptized Jesus,‖ 41(66-67). Also see at Saint
John the Baptist.

Barca, abbreviation for Barcelona.
Bardot, Brigitte (Anne-Marie) born 1934) is a

Baptist Mock Hymn:
―Oh, it‘s good to be a Baptist, / The scriptures plainly
tell / That a member of a Baptist Church / Will never
go to Hell. / We‘ll gather by the river / And look down
into the pit / Where the Jews & the Catholics / Are
turning on the spit,‖ 42(66)

French actress, former fashion model, singer and animal
welfare & rights activist. Although the European film industry
was then in its ascendancy, Bardot was one of the few European
actresses to receive mass media attention in USA. She and Marilyn
Monroe were perhaps the foremost examples of female sexuality in
films of the 1950s and 1960s, and whenever she made public
appearances in the United States the media hordes covered her
every move. ―She is every man's idea of the girl he'd like to meet
in
Paris,‖ the film-critic Ivon Addams wrote in 1955.
Brigitte Bardot debuted in a 1952 comedy film Le Trou Normand
(English title: Crazy for Love).
In the same year she married Roger Vadim. From 1952 to
1956 she appeared in seventeen films. Vadim directed her in And
God created Woman (Et Dieu... créa la femme, 1956) with JeanLouis Trintignant. The film, about an immoral teenager in a
respectable small-town setting, was a big international success. It
is often (wrongly) described as her first film (it was her eighteenth)
and said that it launched her to overnight stardom, but it did help
move her towards the cinematic mainstream She married 4 times,
the last in 1992--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Baptists: German-American Baptists, called Dunkers;
oppose military service and taking of oaths, hence to
conventional marriage oaths, oaths of office, swearing in as
witnesses in court cases, etc. Old German Baptist Brethren
(OGBB) descend from a pietist movement in Schwarzenau,
Germany in 1708, when Alexander Mack founded a fellowship
with 8 believers. They are one of eight Brethren groups that trace
themselves to that original founding body. These emerged from the
German Reformed and Lutheran Churches, and are historically
known as German Baptists rather than English Baptists.
Other names by which they are sometimes identified are
Dunkers, Dunkards, Tunkers &Täufer, all relating to their
practice of baptism by immersion. They are part of the postreformation Anabaptists (which include, among others, the Amish
and Mennonites), who rejected baptism of infants as a biblically
valid form of baptism. Because of persecution, many German
Baptists emigrated to America with the greatest influx being in the
late 1720s and early 1730—from the Web.

Barmaid Limerick--see at Limericks.
―Barfly,‖ 1987 film starring Mickey Rourke and Fay
Dunaway—see at Bukowski.
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Bar Mitzvah,

. As chief theater critic, a position he held for nearly a
decade, he championed plays by Harold Pinter and Tom Stoppard,
wrote appreciatively of the young David Mamet and embraced,
initially with some reservations and later with none, the musical
―Hair.‖
It was as a dance critic, however, that he made his strongest
impact. He witnessed and described, as he later observed in Dance
magazine, ―dance‘s finest hours in all its brief history,‖ a period in
which Jerome Robbins and Balanchine were at their peak, Merce
Cunningham and Paul Taylor moved from strength to strength, and
new choreographers like Eliot Feld and Twyla Tharp were
beginning to make a stir. At The Times, Mr. Barnes made dance an
art for all, taking both dance criticism and American dance out of
its specialized niche.
His erudition, distilled into shrewdly pithy analysis,
prompted not just readers but also choreographers and dancers to
sit up and learn something new. In 1967, after The New York
Herald Tribune and several other newspapers ceased publication,
editors at The Times, concerned that too much power was now
concentrated in one critic, divided the theater job. Walter Kerr, the
daily critic, was assigned to write weekly critical essays in the
Sunday arts section, and Mr. Barnes was offered the vacant slot,
which he initially refused. ―I felt that I was a first-rate dance critic
and did not want to be a second-rate drama critic,‖ he told
Newsweek at the time. Once on the job, he went at it with gusto.
He showed a marked taste for experimental and
unconventional theater, once dismissing standard Broadway fare as
―stage visualizations of TV dramas.‖ The criticism was punchy,
chatty and quirky, with a witty turn of phrase that some found
delightful, others infuriating—edited excerpt from the Nov. 20,
2008 NY Times Obituary by William Grimes. Also see at Lou
Jacobi.

a 13 year-old boy Jewish boy is

considered
an adult & responsible for moral &
religious duties, Ch. 29; also, the cermoney for a boy at this
age--alssee at Mitzvah, at Jews & at Jewish.

Barrault, Jean-Louis, French actor and mime—see at
(La) Ronde.
Bat Mitzah, a Jewish girl from ages 12 to 14 is
considered as an adult & responsible for her moral
religious duties; also the ceremony for this.

&

Bar song: ―At the bar, at the bar / Where I smoked my
first cigar / Where I watched my nickels & dimes roll
away / It was there by chance / that I tore my Sunday pants,
/ And now I have to wear them every day.
Baritone: 1 A male singer or voice with a range higher
than a bass and lower than a tenor. 2 a. An instrument that
sounds within this range. b. A vocal or instrumental part
written in this range. c. A valved brass instrument similar to
but larger than the euphonium--from Greek barytonos,
―deep-sounding. Also see at tenor.

―Baritone with muscles‖—see at Vaughn Monroe.
Barnaby, Tom, a fictional detective--see at Caroline
Graham.

―Barn,‖ & ―Loft,‖ Cincinati bars, 156(276)
Barnard, Dr. William (―Bill‖), an RT & Princeton
neighbor I met a Lee Allens‘ 80-th birthday celebration.
given by his wife, Carol. I asked him to write here: ―After
Boot camp at Great Lakes in 1944, I went to pre-radio
at Hugh Manley HS in Chicago for a mo., then to Del
Monte, CA. for 3 mos. & next to Treasure Isl. in San
Fransciso Bay for 6 mos. After serving in the Philippines
for a year, I returned to my senior year at Harvard,
graduating in 1947. After that I entered grad. school in
Chemistry at Princeton, earning the Ph. D.in 1952‖—e-mail
of Dec. 11, 2006. Also see at Lee Allen & see Chs. 65 & 67

Barnett, Ferdinand, see at Ida Wells.
Barnes, Djuna, 1892-1982, was born in a log cabin

on

Storm King Mountain, near Cornwall-on-Hudson, NY, Her
paternal grandmother, Zadel Turner Barnes, was a writer,
journalist, and Women's Suffrage activist who had once hosted an
influential literary. Djuna Barnes played an important part in the
development of 20th century English language modernist writing
and was one of the key figures in 1920s and 30s bohemian Paris
after filling a similar role in the Greenwich Village of the teens.
Her novel Nightwood became a cult work of modern fiction,
helped by an introduction by T. S. Eliot. It stands out today for its
portrayal of lesbian themes and its distinctive writing style. Since
Barnes's death, interest in her work has grown and many of her
books are back in print.
In 1912 Barnes's family, facing financial ruin, split up.
Elizabeth moved to NY City with Djuna and three of her brothers,
then filed for divorce, freeing Wald to marry Fanny Clark. The
move gave Djuna an opportunity to study art formally for the first
time; she attended the Pratt Institute for about six months, but the
need to support herself and her family -- a burden that fell largely
on her -- soon drove her to leave school and take a job as a reporter
at the Brooklyn Daily Eagle. Over the next few years her work
appeared in almost every newspaper in New York; she wrote
interviews, features, theatre reviews, and a variety of news stories,
often illustrating them with her own drawings. She also published
short fiction in the New York Morning Telegraph's Sunday
Supplement and in the pulp magazine All-Story Cavalier
Weekly

Barnes, Clive (Alexander), 1927-2008, was born in
London, England; his father, an ambulance driver, deserted
the family when Clive was 7; his mother, a secretary for a
theatrical press agent, passed along free tickets to her son, who
began attending theater and ballet at an early age.
After attending a boarding school on scholarship, he
enrolled at the University of London‘s medical school. That did
not work out. ―He wanted to be a psychiatrist, but that was 10
years away, and he couldn‘t stand the sight of blood,‖ his second
wife, the former Patricia Winckley, told Dance magazine.
After spending two years with the Royal Air Force, he
earned a scholarship to Oxford, where he joined the Ballet Club
and became an editor of Arabesque, its quarterly journal. He also
began writing for the journal Dance and Dancers, eventually
becoming its executive editor.
An influential critic in Britain and later for The New York
Times, he helped bring dance to a broad audience with an
exuberant, highly personal style and who for many years was a
theater critic for The Times and then The New York Post.
Mr. Barnes, a buoyant, energetic Londoner who once
described himself as ―your typical working-class overachiever,‖
made his mark by waging a sustained assault on British dance
criticism as it was then practiced just after World War II. It was, he
argued, provincial and ill-informed scribbling usually by music
critics. Writing for several publications simultaneously, primarily
The Spectator and The Times of London, which hired him as its
first full-time dance critic in 1961, he exposed his readers to
foreign dance companies and choreographers like George
Balanchine and Martha Graham when most British critics were
ignoring them. His 13 years as dance critic at The Times, from
1965 to 1977, coincided with a rapid expansion of the dance world
and an explosion of new talent

Barnes, Julian Patrick, born in 1946 in Leicester,
England, prolific novelist, writer of crime fiction (also
under the pseudonym Dan Kavaugh), shortlisted three times for
the Man Booker prize for Flaubert‘s Parrot (1984), England,
England (1998), and Arthur and George (2005). His most recent
book is ―Nothing To Worry About‖ (2008), which is something of
a Thanatopsis. Also see at ―Flaubert‘s Parrot.‖
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Resigning himself to acting again in 1931, he managed to cop
an Academy Award for his bravura performance as a drunken defense
attorney in A Free Soul (1931), the first in an increasingly prestigious
series of movie character parts. In 1937 at age 59, Barrymore was
crippled by arthritis, and for the rest of his career was confined to a
wheelchair.
The actor became more popular than ever as he reached age 60,
principally as a result of his annual radio appearance as Scrooge in A
Christmas Carol and his continuing role as Dr. Gillespie in MGM's Dr.
Kildare film series. Barrymore was aware that venerability and talent
are not often the same thing, but he'd become somewhat lazy (if one
can call a sixtyish wheelchair-bound man who showed up on time and
appeared in at least three films per year "lazy") and settled into
repeating his "old curmudgeon with a heart of gold" performance, save
for the occasional topnotch part in such films as It's a Wonderful Life
(1946) and Down to the Sea in Ships (1949).
Denied access to TV work by his MGM contract, Barrymore
nonetheless remained active in radio (he'd starred in the long-running
series Mayor of the Town), and at one point conducted a talk program
from his own home; additionally, the actor continued pursuing his
hobbies of writing, composing music, painting and engraving until
arthritis overcame him.
On the day of his death, Nov. 15, 1954, age 78, he was
preparing for his weekly performance on radio's Hallmark Playhouse;
that evening, the program offered a glowing tribute to Barrymore,
never once alluding to the fact that he'd spent a lifetime in a profession
he openly despised--Hal Erickson, All Movie Guide. Also see at Key
Largo (1948)

Barnes, The, Ch. 23 Gertrude and Jesse (Cousins of
Carl‘s) and their children, Eleanor, Janet, and Urban; also
see at Gertrude and Jesse.

―Barney Google and Snuffy Smith,‖ hayseed cartoon
characters, 96(182; also see at Comic Strip.

Barnum, P(hineas) T(aylor), 1810-1891, was

a

showman who is best remembered for his entertaining
hoaxes and for founding the circus that eventually became the
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus. Barnum never
flinched from his stated goal ―to put money in his own coffers.‖ He
was a businessman Aove all his profession was pure
entertainment, and he was perhaps the first ―show business‖
millionaire—excerpt from Wikpedia. Also see at ―Sucker born
every minute…‖
Barr, Patricia (―Patty‖), T, A, D; Friend and fellowworker at Rutgers U., who regaled us with hilarious stories
from her life. ―She laughed to keep from crying,‖ A, ix
Patricia Barr‘s empathy, ibid.

Barrage Balloon, a blimp anchored singly or in series
to support nets that hinder the passage of low-flying
airplanes or dive-bombers in order to protect a flotilla of
ships, or other military equipment & personnel. They were
used in the D-Day landings & in other arenas.

Barrie, Sir J[ames] M[atthew] , 1860-1937, ―Peter
Pan,‖ 54; also see at Peter Pan, and at ―Roses in Dec.‖

Barthelme, Donald, 1931--1989, an author known for

Barrow, Clyde, 19??-1934—see at Bonnie and Clyde.
Barry, Dave, humorist born 1974 ―If a woman has to

his playful, postmodernist style of short fiction.was born in
Philadelphia to two students at the U. of Pennsylvania. The family
moved to Texas two years later, where Barthelme's father became a
professor of architecture at the U. of Houston, and where Barthelme
later majored in journalism. Barthelme also worked as a newspaper
reporter for the Houston Post, managing editor of Location magazine,
director of the Contemporary Arts Museum in Houston (1961–1962),
co-founder of Fiction (with Mark Mirsky and the assistance of Max and
Marianne Frisch), and a professor at various universities. He also was
one of the original founders of The University of Houston Creative
Writing Program, a graduate fiction and poetry program which offers
MFA and PhD degrees in writing, and of Gulf Coast (Literary Journal.)
In 1951, still a student, he wrote his first articles for the Houston
Post. Barthelme was drafted into the Korean War in 1953, arriving in
Korea on July 27, the very day the cease-fire ending the war was
signed. He served briefly as the editor of an Army newspaper before
returning to the U.S. and his job at the Houston Post. Once back, he
continued his studies at the University of Houston, studying philosophy
. Although he continued to take classes until 1957, he never received a
degree.
Barthelme's relationship with his father was a struggle between
a rebellious son and a demanding father. In later years they would have
tremendous arguments about the kinds of literature in which Barthelme
was interested and wrote. While in many ways his father was avantgarde in art and aesthetics, he did not approve of the post-modern and
deconstruction schools. Barthelme's attitude toward his father is
delineated in the novels The Dead Father and The King as he is
pictured in the characters King Arthur and Lancelot.
Barthelme's independence also shows in his moving away from
the family's Roman Catholicism (his mother was especially devout), a
separation that troubled Barthelme throughout his life as did the
distance with his father. He seemed much closer to his mother and
agreeable to her strictures. Barthelme wrote Unspeakable Practices,
Unnatural Acts (1968). A widely anthologized story from this
collection, "The Balloon," appears to reflect on Barthelme's own
intentions as an artist. The narrator of the tale inflates a giant, irregular
balloon over most of Manhattan, causing widely divergent reactions in
the populace. Children play across its top, enjoying it quite literally on
a surface level; adults attempt to read meaning into it, but are baffled
by its ever-changing shape; the authorities attempt to destroy it, but fail.
Only in the final paragraph does the reader learn that the narrator has
inflated the balloon for purely personal reasons, and sees no intrinsic
meaning in the balloon itself, a metaphor for the amorphous, uncertain
nature of Barthelme's fiction.

choose between catching a fly ball. & saving an
infant's life, she will choose to save the infant's life without
even considering if there is a man on base.‖

Barrymore, Drew, actress—see ―Everyone Says…‖
& at Lionel Barrymore

Barrymore, John, actor—see at Grand Hotel & at
Lionel Baryymore.

Barrymore, Lionel (né Lionel Herbert Blythe), 18781954, was an American actor of stage, radio and film. He won
an Academy Award for Best Actor for his performance in A Free Soul
(1931).Barrymore was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the son of
actors Georgiana Drew and Maurice Barrymore (né Blythe) He was the
elder brother of Ethel and John Barrymore, the uncle of John Drew
Barrymore, and the granduncle (or great-uncle) of Drew Barrymore.
Barrymore was raised Roman Catholic. He attended the Episcopal
Academy in Philadelphia. During World War I Lionel staved off the
deadly Spanish Influenza by taking cold alcohol baths as an antiseptic"-edited except from Wikipedia.
From All Movie Guide: Like his younger brother John,
American actor Lionel Barrymore wanted more than anything to be an
artist. But a member of the celebrated Barrymore family was expected
to enter the family trade, so Lionel reluctantly launched an acting
career. Not as attractive as John or sister Ethel, he was most effectively
cast in character roles - villains, military officers, fathers - even in his
youth. Unable to save what he earned, Barrymore was "reduced" to
appearing in films for the Biograph Company in 1911, where he was
directed by the great D.W. Griffith and where he was permitted to write
a few film stories himself, which to Lionel was far more satisfying than
playacting.
His stage career was boosted when cast in 1917 as Colonel
Ibbetson in Peter Ibbetson, which led to his most celebrated role, Milt
Shanks in The Copperhead; even late in life, he could always count on
being asked to recite his climactic Copperhead soliloquy, which never
failed to bring down the house. Moving on to film, Barrymore was
signed to what would be a 25-year hitch with MGM and begged the
MGM heads to be allowed to direct; he showed only moderate talent in
this field, and was most often hired to guide those films in which MGM
wanted to "punish" its more rebellious talent.
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looked up at the ump expectantly. ―Well,‖ the catcher asked, ―Is
he out?‖ The umpire retorted, ―Until I calls it, it ain‘t nuttin‘!‖—
from memory.
―First, they say he's having a bad year. Then, they say he's
had a series of nagging injuries. Next, they say he can do the job
but he's definitely lost a step. Finally, they say maybe he should be
traded while we can get something for him. And then, suddenly,
he retires in order to spend time with his family!‖--quoted in Chris
Browne's ―Hagar the Horrible‖ cartoon on June 29, 2008.
An eyewitness account of one of the white reporters who
finally began paying attention to Sachel Paige in 1934: ―All you
can see is something like a thin line of pipe smoke.‖ When asked if
he threw that fast consistently, Paige, who would become famed
for choice aphorisms, replied: ―No, sir. I do it all the time‖ in Larry
Tye‘s ―Sachel‖ and the June 15, 2009 NY Times review by Janet
Maslin‘s June 15, 2009 .
―When we lose, I eat. When we win, I eat. And when we are
rained out, Ieat‖—Tommy Lasorda. Just what you might expect
from an Italian! 
Also see at Abbott of Abbott & Costello, at Jacques
Barzun, at Dave Barry, at Yoga Berra & at Gene Maulch.
―Baseball Player, Memories of a‖ by Bill Werber and
C. Paul Rogers III, published in 1998—see at Werber.

Other notable stories from this collection include "The Indian
Uprising," a mad collage of a Comanche attack on a modern city, and
"Robert Kennedy Saved From Drowning," a series of vignettes
showing the difficulties of truly knowing a public figure; the latter story
appeared in print only two months before the real Kennedy's 1968
assassination. Barthelme died of throat cancer at age 58--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia. Hiding Man: A Biography of Donald Barthelme, by
Tracy Daugherty, appeared in February 2009 & reviewe by Colm
Toibin in the NY Times Sunday Book Review, March 22, 2009

Bartholdi, Frédéric Auguste, 1834-1904; French
sculptor of the gigantic Statue of Liberty, a gift of France,
called by him ―Liberty Enlightening the World,‖ 7(11).
Also see at Lazarus & at Colossus.

Bartlett, short for Bartlett‘s Familiar Quotations,
listed in Bibliography.
Baruch, Bernard, NY Financier, R, lii
Barzun, Jacques Martin, 1907-2008, born in
France, he grew up in Paris & Grenoble, France, he is an
American historian of ideas and culture. His areas of expertise are
far-ranging including "French and German literature, music,
education, ghost stories, detective fiction, language &
etymology‖—Wikipedia, where there is lots more, including his
many books. Also see at ―The House of Intellect,‖ at Lionel
Trilling & at Baseball
According to Barzun.

Baseball Nut was a Baskin-Robbins flavor!
Baseball‘s Saddest Lexicon—see at ―Tinker to Evers

Baseball, 65-66(108), Ch.37; also see Hank Aaron,

to Chance.‖

Yogi Berra, Barry Bonds, Ty Cobb, Joe DiMaggio,, Lou
Gehrig, Hank Greenberg, Randy Johnson, Sandy Koufax,
Cal Ripken, Nolan Ryan, Babe Ruth, Casey Stengel, & Cy
Young; The Dead ball era ended in 1920; -- ―a game of
inches,‖ 123(226); Knothole League, 122(225); Little
League, 66(108; Origins (see below); perfect Games,
126(230); Professional --, Ch. 37; statistics, Ch. 37; steroid
use, 124(229); Seventeen U.S. Presidents threw out the first
ball, 126(230-231); also see at Cooperstown, at Horsehide,
at Strike-Out Pitchers, at Home Run Derby, at ―Belles of
the Game‖ & at ―A League of Their Own.‖

Baseball‘s Belles, see at Belles of the Game.
Baseball‘s Greatest Hitters, 122(226); see at Nap
Lajoie, Roger Hornsby, Babe Ruth, George Sisler, Joe
DiMaggio, Ty Cobb, Barry Bonds & Ichiro Suzuki; also
see Home Run Derby, at Sterroid Use in the Major Leagues
& at Ruthian Dominance.
Baseball‘s Greatest Pitchers: 122(226), 124-125(228230): see at Cy Young, Bob Feller, Steve Carlton, Roger
Clemens, Randy Johnson, Nolan Ryan (―The Babe Ruth of
Strikeout Pitchers‖) & Johnny Vandemeer. The most games
by a pitcher were 41, a venerable record set by Jack
Chesboro in 1912.

Baseball according to Jacques Barzun: ―Whoever
wants to know the heart & mind of America had better
learn baseball, the rules & realities of the game--and do it
by watching first some high school or small-town teams.‖

Baseball‘s Origins: From a May 12, 2004 article by
Frank Litksy on the sports pages of the New York Times,
based on the discovery of the document by John Thorn, a
baseball historian, who is quoted: ―I was looking at the
U. of Michigan site, ‗Making of America.‘ There was a
reference to a 1734 history of Pittsfield & there it was. It
was not just a reference to a game of ball, but the real thing:
baseball,‖ 126(230).
However, a book, ―Basball Before We Knew it, A
Search for the Roots of the Game,‖ by David Block
cites yet other origins: one in an English children‘s book
of 1744, ―A Pretty Little Pocket Book,‖ and an
illustration and verse; another in France from a 1344
manuscript, ―The Romance of Alexander,‖ with an
illustration depicting a game that looks a lot like coed
softball between a group of monks and nuns—paraphrased
from the NY Times Sunday Book Rev. 4/10/06 by Mark
Lamster, 126(230)

Baseball a la Ken Burns Videos, 1320 min on 10
DVDs; also see at American Stories.

Baseball Bat: Shelley Duvall had to perform 127
takes of the now-infamous ―baseball-bat‖ scene, which
broke a world-record for the most retakes of a single movie
scene with spoken dialogue—see at Duvall, last paragraphs.

Baseball Diamond: I never saw a prettier sight
than the green & white pattern on Crosley Field created by
the white lines & grass. Besides the ―diamond‖, there are
the stripes from homeplate down 1st & 3rd marking the path
runners may not stray out of, rectangles behind 1st & 3rd-the boxes coaches may not stray outside of; the batter‘s box
on either side of home-plate & the batter‘s circle, where a
batter stations himself when he is ―on deck,‖ that is, next at
bat, 122-123((227)
Baseball: First Night Game: June 15, 1940, when
Vandemeer threw the second of his two consecutive nohitters.

Baseball‘s Saddest Lexicon—see at Tiners to Evers
to Chance.

Baseball‘s Triple Crown Winners: 1. A batter who

Baseball Jokes or Quips: ―Although he is a weak

leads the league in three major categories: HRs, RBIs, and
Batting Ave. 2. A pitcher who (at season's end) leads the league in
three major categories -- earned run average, wins, and strikeouts.
Batting: Last Triple Crown winner: Carl Yastrzemski, BOS, 1967.
Last American League Triple Crown Winner (lead AL in all 3
categories): Carl Yastrzemski, BOS, 1967. Last National League
Triple Crown Winner (lead NL in all 3 categories): Joe Medwick,

hitter, he is a poor fielder‖ (a non sequitur).
Q: ―What position do you play?‖ A: ―Left out!‖;
―Baseball is 90% mental. The other half is physical‖–Yogi
Berra, who shares this remark with Philadelphia Phillies manager,
Danny Ozark who‘s quoted as saying: ―Half this game is ninety
percent mental.‖ Now who plaguiarized who?
At a close play at homeplate both the runner and the catcher
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STL-N, 1937. Only Two-Time Winners: Rogers Hornsby, STLN, 1922, 1925; Ted Williams, BOS-A, 1942, 1947
Pitching: Last Triple Crown Winner: Jake Peavy, San
Diego, 2007. Last American League Triple Crown Winner (lead
AL in all 3 categories): Johan Santana, MIN, 2006. Last National
League Triple Crown Winner (lead NL in all 3 categories): Jake
Peavy, San Diego, 2007. Most Triple Crowns: Grover Cleveland
Alexander, 3 (PHI-N, 1915, 1916; CHI-N, 1920); Walter Johnson,
3 (WSH, 1913, 1918, 1924); Sandy Koufax, 3 (LAD, 1963, 1965,
1966)—from the Web where all Triple Crown Winners are listed.
Also see at Triple Crown Racing Winners.

a signature of him as slim women appear in a number of other
painintings in family settings on the Steppe—see below:
―The steppe gave me the horizontal line, the figure in the steppe
- the vertical line, and the slopes of the hills - the diagonal line," said
the artist about his works (e.g., Strolling in the Steppe) in which the
perfect world constructed by him according to the eternal laws of
nature is contrasted with the chaos of reality--collectivization, hunger
and the repressions of the 1930s--from his biography at this link;
http://www.russianpaintings.net/doc.vphp?id=454
Some of his work can be viewed there and at this link:
http://www.artnet.com/Artists/ArtistIndex.aspx?alpha=B8

Also see at Abstract Art.

Basehart, John Richard, 1914-1984, actor born in

Bassani, Giorgio, 1916-2000, Italian author & editor

Zanesville, OH. He starred in the 1960s TV Scifi drama
Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea, in the role of Admiral Harriman
Nelson. One of his most notable film roles was the acrobat known
as "the Fool" in the acclaimed Italian film La strada directed by
Federico Fellini.
He also appeared as the killer in the film noir classic He
Walked by Night (1948), as Ishmael in Moby Dick (1956), and in
the drama Decision Before Dawn (1951). He was once married to
Italian Academy Award-nominated actress Valentina Cortese, with
whom he had one son before their divorce in 1960. Cortese and
Basehart also costarred in Robert Wise's The House on Telegraph
Hill (1951). Basehart was also noted for his deep, distinctive voice
and was prolific as a narrator of many television and movie
projects ranging from features to documentaries. In 1980, Basehart
narrated the mini-series written by Peter Arnett called Vietnam:
The Ten Thousand Day War that covered Vietnam and its battles
from the Japanese surrender on September 2, 1945 to the final
American embassy evacuation on
April 30, 1975.

noted for his novels and stories examining individual lives
played out against the background of modern history. The author's
Jewish heritage and the life of the Jewish community in Ferrara,
where he lived most of his life, are among his recurrent themes.
In 1938 Bassani was studying literature in Bologna when
racial laws were passed in Italy that restricted the activities of
Jews, e.g., banning them from universities. Bassani, who had to
publish his early works under a pseudonym (Giacomo Marchi),
became involved in the antifascist movement in the early 1940s
and was briefly arrested in 1943. After World War II he settled in
Rome, where he continued his writing career.
In addition to his novels, poetry, screenplays, and essays,
he also edited several literary journals, including Bottega Oscura.
The collection Cinque storie ferraresi (1956; U.K. title, Prospect
of Ferrara, U.S. title, Five Stories of Ferrara; reissued as Dentro
le mura ( 1973; ―Inside the Wall‖), five novellas that describe the
growth of fascism and anti-Semitism, brought Bassani his first
commercial success and the Strega Prize (offered annually for the
best Italian literary work).
The Ferrara setting recurs in Bassani's best-known book, the
semiautobiographical Il Guardino dei Finzi-Continis (1962, The
Garden of the Finzi-Continis; film, 1971). The narrator of this
work contrasts his own middle-class Jewish family with the
aristocratic, decadent Finzi-Continis, also Jewish, whose sheltered
lives end in annihilation by the Nazis. Bassani's elegiac tone has
frequently elicited comparison with those of Henry James and
Marcel Proust, his acknowledged models.—excerpted from
Britannica Online Encyclopedia.

Baskin, Burton, a co-founder of Baskin-Robbins ice
cream—he died in 1967—see below & at Irvine Robbins.

Baskin & Robbins opened his first ice cream store
in Glendale, CA, in December 1945, after his discharge
from the Army. Robbins offered 21 flavors at that store.
His brother-in-law, the late Burton Baskin, opened his own
ice cream store in neighboring Pasadena a year later. The
two eventually joined forces—from the Web at Burton
Baskins—see below.
Baskins-Robbins ice cream, advertised 31 flavors –the
31-st was chocolate mint--but over the years they offered
more than 1000, including Nuts to You, Baseball Nut,
Beatle Nut, Café Olé, Rocky Road, Pineapple Coconut
& one Robbin‘s favs: Jamoca Almond Fudge. They started
their biz in 1945 & the present-day craze forflavors, by,
e.g., Edy‘s (nationwide) & Thomas Sweet (Princeton,
NJ). How did they decide which name came first? Since
they were brothers-in-law, they took a familial approach—
they flipped a coin!—from obituary by Dennis Hevesi
of Robbins—see atIrvine Robbins & at Ice cream. Hmm.
It seems to me that they left out one of my favoritesPistachio!

Bastille Day: While the medieval fortress and prison
in Paris known as the Bastille contained only seven
prisoners, its fall on July 14, 1789 was the flashpoint of the
French Revolution, and it subsequently became an icon of
the French Republic. In France, Le quatorze juillet (14 July)
is a public holiday, formally known as the Fête de la
Fédération (Federation Holiday). It is usually called Bastille
Day in English & may be compared to the 4-th of July in
USA.
Bastogne, France, in the Battle of the Bulge, 160(283)

Bataan Death March: The man responsible was Lt.
Gen. Masaharu Homma, who was executed outside of
Manila on April 3, 1946 for war crimes. (Bataan, between
Manila Bay and South China Sea, is a peninsula of
Western Luzon, the largest and most important island of
the Philippine archipelago.) After an extended siege, US
and Philippino troops surrended to the Japanese in April
1942, and they were required to march without food and
rest. Of 70,000 troops, only 54,000 survived. Of these, up
to 10,000 died shortly thereafter, 181(316).

Basic black dress, Mama with Kathy in her, Part I
Photosgraph

Basie: William Count Basie, 1904-1984, is the popular
name of William Basie, Jazz pianist, organist, and band
leader, born in Red Bank, NJ. He formed a big band in
1935 until 1950, then after leading an octet, formed a 16
piece orchestra that he led until his death—paraphrased
from the Cambridge Biographical Encyclopedia.

Basinger, Kim, actress—see at ―The Natural.‖
Basmanov, Pavel Ivanovitch, 1906-1993, was Born in

―Batchelor is a man who comes to work each
morning from a different direction, A‖—Aleichem.

Bates, Alan Arthur, 1924-2003, starred in such

the village of Batalovo, Altai province, in Siberia & died in
Saint Petersburg, Russia. A photo of a 1937 painting ―Mother,‖
depticting a slim woman in colorful dress with a child holding her
hand appear ed in May 25, 2009, TLS. This slimness appears to be

international films as Georgy Girl, Far From the Madding
Crowd, Zorba the Greek, The Go-Between, Nijinsky, An
Unmarried Woman and Women in Love (in which, along
with Oliver Reed, he became the first actor to do frontal
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nudity in a major studio motion picture) but he
consciously decided to concentrate on a few well-defined
roles, rather than to take everything that came his way. Also
see at ―Sunday Blood Sunay.‖

Virgnia Woolf‘s house in Tavisstock Square,
London, where she wrote so many of her books, was
destroyed in Oct. 1940. Coventry, was mostly destroyed by
German bombs on Nov. 14, 1940. Also see at Blackouts.

Bates, Katherine Lee, 1859-1929, wrote the lyricis

―Battle of the Books, The,‖ by Jonathan Swift, 1704
Battle of the Bulge, 143(257), 159-160(282-283), a

to America the Beautiful,‖ T3

Bates, Kathy, actress—see at ―The Bridge of San

well preserved secret of the German Forces, the attack
began Dec. 16, 1944 & caught the Allies by surpise. It
almost succeeded in splitting the Allied forces in two-driving deep into strategic areas that could blunt the
invasion. On Dec. 26, the embattled US 101-st Airborne
Division ws relieved by units of the 4-th Armored Division.
See at Charles Durning, at Malmedy Massacre & at
McAuliffe.
Battle of the Bulge Casualties: American: 8,497 killed,
46,000 wounded & 21,000 missing or captured, but the
cream of Hitler‘s last forces had been mauled. The German
losses, 12,652 killed, 57,000 wounded & 50,000 captured,
were irreplaceable, 160(283); Of the captured American
soldiers 350 were sent to Berna, a German slave labor
camp. Many, but not all of these were Jewish. ―I
wasn‘t a Jew when I went to war, I was an American
soldier—‖ William J. Shapiro, one of thos sent to Berna;
his name revealed him to be Jewis; see at ―Soldiers
and Slaves.‖
Also see at Malmedy Massacre: another
account.

Luis Rey.‖

Bathsheba, biblical name meaning ―daughter of the
oath‖ in Hebrew. This is the name of the woman who
became the wife of King David after he disposed of her
husband, Uriah, and mother of King Solomon (2 Samule 1112)—from A Dictionary of First Names by Partick Hanks
and Flavia Hodges, Oxford, 1990, reprinted with
corrections, 1995.

Bathysphere—see at William Beebe, last paragraph.
―Batman,‖96(182)
Batterson, Steve, see at Oswald Veblen.
Battery Park Memorial in Manhattan, NY: a WW II
Memorial consisting of eight gigantic granite slabs, 25 feet
high, inscribed with the names of the 4,597 soldiers and
sailors sent to the bottom of the Atlantic by German U-boats
in World War II. Forty-five hundred and more! Drowned!
One was a guy torpedoed off New Jersey in sight of land, in
1942. Excerpted from ―War Immemorial‖ by Gardner
Botsford, ibid. He comments about the ―New Jersey guy.‖
―As it happens, I knew one of those long-gone soldiers, but
I have never been able to find his name on the endless rollcall. He wasn‘t really a friend—just a guy I knew…‖
184(319). Also see at German Missile.

Battleship Potemkin, The—see at Potemkin
Batty, slang for crazy. Bats, Bats-in-the-belfry, ditto.
Baudelaire, Charles, 1827-1867, renown French poet
who wrote ―The Flowers of Evil‖ (Les Fleurs du Mal),1861;
see at Absinthe, at ―Artificial Paradises‖ & at Syphilitics in
History.

―Battle Hymn of the Republic,― ―Mine eyes have
seen the glory of the coming of the Lord, etc.,‖
90(171)

Bauers, The, 25(38), Herman St. Neighbors.
Baugh, Sammy, 1914-2008, a lean 6 feet 2 inches &

―Battle of Britain,‖ 1969 film and its large all-star
cast is notable for its portrayal of the Germans by Germanspeaking actors, using subtitles.
British Commonwealth Actors: Laurence Olivier as Air
Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding, Air Officer Commanding-inChief RAF Fighter Command, Trevor Howard as New Zealander
Air Vice-Marshal Sir Keith Park Air Officer commanding No. 11
Group RAF, Patrick Wymark as Air Vice-Marshal Trafford LeighMallory Air Officer commanding No. 12 Group RAF, Christopher
Plummer as Canadian fighter pilot Squadron Leader Colin Harvey
(Since Plummer is Canadian, he asked for his character's RAF
uniform to display the ―Canada‖ shoulder flashes); Michael
Caineas Squadron Leader Canfield, Ralph Richardson, as the
British ambassador to Switzerland, Robert Shaw as an unnamed
Squadron Leader, referred to as ―Skipper,‖ RAF slang for a
commanding officer, Susannah York as Section Officer Maggie
Harvey, Colin's wife, Ian McShane as Sergeant Pilot Andy,
Kenneth More (who had portrayed Douglas Bader in Reach for the
Sky 12 years before) as Group Captain Barker, Station
Commander at RAF Duxford, Edward Fox as Pilot Officer Archie.
German Actors: Curt Jürgens as the German ambassador to
Switzerland, Hein Riess, a larger-than-life musical star, as
Reichsmarschall, Hermann Göring—edited excerpt from
Wikipeida. Isn‘t that something?

180 pounds, who g rew up in two Texas towns—Temple.
where he was born, and Sweetwater, Baugh had displayed his
passing prowess as an all-American at Texas Christian U. (TCU)
in Fort Worth. In his first season with the Redskins, "Slingin‘
Sammy," as he came to be called, provided a preview of football‘s
modern era with his brilliant passing at tailback. He took
Washington to the N.F.L. championship by throwing for three
touchdowns in a 28-21 victory over the Chicago Bears in the 1937
title game on frozen turf at Wrigley Field. He led the Redskins to
another N.F.L. titlei n 1942, and five division titles.Baugh played
for 16 seasons with the Redskins--when he retired, he held all the
major N.F.L. passing records. He was also a spectacular punter and
an outstanding safety on defense.
In 1994, the N.F.L. named Baugh as one of four
quarterbacks on its 75th-anniversary team; the others were Otto
Graham, Johnny Unitas and Joe Montana. Baugh was among 17
inductees in the Pro Football Hall of Fame‘s inaugural class of
1963, joining figures like Red Grange, Bronko Nagurski and Jim
Thorpe, and he was the last survivor of that group. He was elected
to the College Football Hall of Fame in 1951.
For all of Baugh‘s exploits, a tale from his rookie season
endures. It is evidently apocryphal, but its telling reflects the awe
in which Baugh was held for his uncanny passing skills and selfconfidence. Baugh was taking the field for his first practice session
with the Redskins when his coach, Ray Flaherty, handed him the
football. ―They tell me you‘re quite a passer,‖ Flaherty is said to
have remarked. ―I reckon I can throw a little,‖ Baugh replied.
―Show me,‖ Flaherty said. ―Hit that receiver in the eye.‖To which
Baugh supposedly responded, ―Which eye?‖--excerpt from the
Dec. 18, 2008, NY Times Obituary by Richard

Battle of Britain, Ch. 46; originally this referred to
the 114 Day air battle starting July 10, 1940, between the
RAF and the Luftwaffe in which the Luftwaffe was
decimated, and no longer able to control the skies over
Britaina. Even Churchill permitted its use in a wider
contex of the battle for Britain. . See at Churchill, ―Finest
Hour Speech, August 20, 1940
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chose to refer to herself as Ann Galt amongst her neighbors in
Brentwood, California. Baxter was briefly married again in 1977 to
David Klee, a prominent stockbroker, but was widowed when he
died unexpectedly due to illness; Baxter never remarried.
She died from a brain aneurysm on December 12, 1985,
while walking down Madison Avenue in New York City. She is
buried on the estate of Frank Lloyd Wright at Lloyd Jones
Cemetery in Spring Green, Wisconsin--excerpts from Wikipedia
and All Movie Guide at Amazon.com

Baulch, Mr., HHS Physics Teacher, 150(267),
164(288); in informal photos, 166(291). I spelled his name
Balch—the ―u‖ in his name is not pronounced--but Dick
Macke persuaded me to put the ―u‖ there!

Baum, Bernie--see at Nickelodeon.
Baum, Vicki (né Hedwig Baum), 1888-1960, born in
Vienna into a Jewish family. She began her artistic career
as a musician playing the harp. She studied at the Vienna
Conservatory and played in an orchestra in Germany for three
years. She later worked as a journalist for the magazine Berliner
Illustrirte Zeitung, She is known for Menschen im Hotel ("People
at a Hotel", 1929),one of her first international successes. It was
made into the Academy Award-winning film ―Grand Hotel‖
(1932).
Baum began writing in her teens. Her first book, Frühe
Schatten (Early Shadows), was published when she was 31. Her
memoir, It Was All Quite Different, was published posthumously
in 1964. She wrote more than 50 novels, and at least ten were
adapted as motion pictures in Hollywood.
Baum visited Bali in 1935,and subsequently wrote A Tale
from Bali (1937) about a family that was caught in the massacre in
1906.
Baum died of leukemia in Hollywood, CA, in 1960. She is
considered one of the first modern best sellers authors, and her
books are reputed to be among the first examples of contemporary
mainstream literature

Bayes, Nora (née Leonora Goldberg), 18801928, was a singer, comedian, actor & songwrite. Born to a
Jewish family in Joliet, IL, she performed professionally in
vaudeville in Chicago at age 18. She toured from San Francisco,
CA to NY & became a star both on vaudeville and Broadway. She
married singer-songwriter Jack Norworth when she was just 18-the two toured together and were credited for collaborating on a
number of tunes, including their huge hit Shine On, Harvest Moon,
which the pair debuted in Florenz Ziegfeld's Follies of 1908.
In 1928, Nora Bayes contracted cancer and died during
surgery. She was buried in the Woodlawn Cemetery in Bronx, NY
On April 11, 2006, under the terms of the National
Recording Preservation Act of 2000, Nora Bayes was added to the
National Recording Registry with the a citation—see at ―Over
There.‖

Bazaar is a permanent merchandising area, market
pla ce, or street of shops where goods and services are
exchanged or sold. The word derives from the Persian word bāzār,
the etymology of which goes back to the Middle Persian word
baha-char, meaning "the place of prices." Although the current
meaning of the word is believed to have originated in Persia, its
use has spread and now has been accepted into the vernacular in
countries around the world. In North America, the term is used as a
synonym for "rummage sale", to describe charity fundraising
events held by churches or other community organizations, in
which donated used goods such as books, clothes, and household
items are sold for low prices—Wikipedia

Bavarian Beer, 3(4), 106(198)
Baxter, Anne,1923-1985, born in Michigan City, IN,
was an Academy Award-winning Actress. At age ten,
Baxter attended a Broadway play starring Helen Hayes, and was so
impressed that she declared to her family that she wanted to
become an actress. By the age of thirteen, Anne had appeared on
Broadway.
Raised in Bronxville, N.Y., the maternal granddaughter of
renowned architect Frank Lloyd Wright, Anne Baxter took up
acting at the age of 11 with Maria Ouspenskaya, debuting on
Broadway two years later (in ―Seen but Not Heard‖); she worked
on Broadway until her screen debut at age 17 in Twenty-Mule
Team (1940), a minor Western featuring Wallace Beery and
Marjorie Rambeau.
Charming if not beautiful, she tended to play shy and
innocent types and gave a few outstanding performances, such as
that with Bette Davis in All About Eve (1950); she and Davis were
both nominated for the Best Actress Oscar, but it went to Judy
Holliday.
Her ―breakthrough‖ film was Orson Welles's The
Magnificent Ambersons (1942), leading to many more roles in the
next few years. At home in a variety of parts, she won the Best
Supporting Actress Oscar in 1946 for her acting in The Razor's
Edge. Although she has worked with many of Hollywood's most
celebrated and accomplished directors (Welles, Hitchcock, Lang,
Mankiewicz, Wilder Wellman), after the mid-'50s she tended to get
poor roles in mediocre movies. Baxter left Hollywood in 1961 for
an isolated cattle station in Australia, an experience she described
in her critically-acclaimed book Intermission: A True Story.
She made a few more films, but her major work was as
Lauren Bacall's replacement as Margo Channing in Applause, the
musical version of All About Eve; having played Eve in the film,
she now assumed the role earlier held by Davis. Baxter also did
some TV work, including a part in the early '80s series Hotel. She
was married from 1946-53 to actor John Hodiak, whom she met
while filming Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (1944) She told the
story in her memoir Intermission: A True Story.
In the book, Baxter blamed the failure of her first marriage
to Hodiak on herself. Though her second marriage to Galt did not
last much longer, Baxter and Galt had two daughters together:
Melissa and Maginel Galt. Privately during this period, Baxter

BB guns are a type of air gun designed to shoot
projectiles called BBs after the Birdshot pellet of
approximately the same size. BB guns were no-nos at our
house! See at Mama‘s No-Nos.

BBB, NY Times Xword pun, as in ―killer BBB.‖
B, B & B: Beauty, Body & Brains combine to make
the most alluring woman--see at Molly Sullivan & at ―Carl
& Molly.‖ Also see at Word Play.

BB guns, Mama‘s taboo, 65(108)
Beach Scoop Up 2007: 6 million lb. of cigarette
butts, and nearly 7.2 million items scooped up in a single
day in September 2007 wordwide from Bahrain to
Bangladesh, and including 65 states in the USA.

Sylvia Beach (née Nancy Woodbridge Beach), 18871962, born to Sylviester and Eleanor Beach , who calledher
Sylvia, in her father's, parsonage in Baltimore, Md., was one of the
leading expatriate figures in Paris between WW I & WW II.—
edited except from Wikipedia.
Her mother gave her all her savings, $3,000, to start her
famed bookstore in Paris, Shakespeare and Company. She
published James Joyce‘s ―Ulysses-see at ―Ulysses‖ and
below.

Beach, Sylvia, The Letters of, Ed. by KERI WALSH,
reviewed below by James C. Campbell in 3/17/10 TLS:
―Sylvia Beach was a midwife of Modernism, and she adored her
blue-eyed boys. F. Scott Fitzgerald she liked ―very much, as who
didn‘t? With his blue eyes . . . he streaked across the rue de
l‘Odéon, dazzling us for a moment‖. Paul Valéry gave his
daughter ―beautiful blue eyes, like his own‖. Beach grafted blue
eyes, with matching shirt, on to Ezra Pound in an article she
published in Mercure de France, ―but he wrote to me
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immediately to say that he never had blue eyes at all‖. There
was no doubt about James Joyce, however. His eyes were ―a
deep blue, with the light of genius in them . . . extremely
beautiful‖.
The genius visited Shakespeare and Company in SaintGermain-des-Prés for the first time in the summer of 1920.
―Joyce came walking up my street‖, Beach wrote in the charming
and whimsical memoir she named after her creation. ―He
stepped into my bookshop . . . he inspected my two photographs
of Oscar Wilde. Then he sat down beside my table.‖ On being
introduced at a dinner party the day before Joyce‘s arrival at the
bookshop, the pair shook hands: ―That is, he put his limp,
boneless hand in my tough little paw‖ – where she intended it to
stay.
The Letters of Sylvia Beach relates the stories of
Shakespeare and Company (1959) in rough-draft form, often
with the same affectionate humour and self-effacement. Beach
had originally thought of situating the business in London, but a
visit there in 1919 ―was enough to show me that London was not
the town to start my shop in‖. Her mother – invariably addressed
as ―Dearest Little Mother‖ – who was to finance the project, had
proposed Greenwich Village as a likely place, tempting us to
wonder how the history of Modernism would have looked if
Beach had been an obedient daughter. By this time, however,
newly discharged from war duty in Serbia, she had met Adrienne
Monnier, proprietor of La Maison des Amis des Livres in rue de
l‘Odéon. ―Monnier herself‖, she told her mother, ―the Pope-to-beere-long-throughout France in that Branch of art‖, meaning
bookselling.
Beach conceived the idea of a companion establishment,
catering to British and American readers, as well as French and
other seekers after English books. Dearest Little Mother sent ―all
her savings‖ – $3,000 – and on November 19, 1919,
Shakespeare and Company opened its doors for the first time. In
the window were the works of ―our Patron‖ – Shakespeare – of
T. S. Eliot, and a copy of Monnier‘s favourite English novel,
Three Men in a Boat. Beach not only sold books but lent them
out via her subscription library, which attracted young writers to
the shop. Among her favourites was Ernest Hemingway, who
invited Beach to a boxing tournament where the bloody noses
shocked and thrilled her. He elected himself her ―best customer‖,
and she was pleased to agree; one who was ―not only a regular
visitor, but spent money on books, a trait very pleasing to the
proprietor of a small book business‖.
The original shop was at No 8 rue Dupuytren, not far from
rue de l‘Odéon, but in 1921 Beach found premises opposite
Monnier‘s, and the scenery was in place for the drama of
Ulysses, with cameo appearances by Hemingway, Pound (―I saw
Mr Pound seldom‖), Valery Larbaud, André Gide and others. The
friendship between the neighbouring booksellers developed into
deep and lasting companionship, but Beach might have been
surprised to read the claim by Columbia University Press that
The Letters of Sylvia Beach ―reveals . . . her long love affair with
the French bookstore owner Adrienne Monnier‖. It doesn‘t. There
is no indication in the letters that Beach or Monnier is involved in
any love affair, with one another or with outside parties. The
editor Keri Walsh says that their relationship ―would grow into a
lifelong mutual devotion, one rooted in a shared commitment to
writing, reading, and serving the artistic community‖, for which
there is abundant evidence. ―Everybody assumed that they were
lovers‖, Brenda Maddox wrote in Nora (1989), her biography of
Joyce‘s wife, and perhaps they were. Monnier had ―blue-grey‖
eyes, after all, which ―reminded me of William Blake‘s‖. But don‘t
look for revelations here.
Nancy Woodbridge Beach, called Sylvia by her father
Sylvester, a minister, and her mother Eleanor, the daughter of a
missionary, was born in Baltimore in 1887. When she was
fifteen, Reverend Beach was appointed assistant minister at the
American Church in Paris, and the Beaches moved to France for
three years. Family friends included the future US President
Woodrow Wilson, of whom Beach writes warmly in her letters.
Her younger sister Cyprian appeared in silent films and later
lived with a somewhat better-known actress, Helen Jerome

Eddy. ―How successful you‘re being in films!‖, Beach
congratulated her sister in 1917. Four years later she informed
their elder sibling Holly that ―Cyprian did some film in [Paris] the
other day and there were crowds of star-gazers‖.
While
Cyprian cultivated stardom, Sylvia and Holly were active with the
Red Cross in Belgrade. ―The r.c. has made a regular feminist of
me‖, she told her mother in 1919:
It‘s seeing men doing all the managing and helping
themselves to all the pleasant things that come along – the
women are subjected to humiliations that American women are
not at all accustomed to . . . . A mere nothing of a man is a Lt,
but the women at the head of their departments rank as nothing
whatsoever.
Wondering how best to dispense her literary enthusiasm
when the war ended, she studied French poetry. In 1950, her
translation of Henri Michaux‘s poem Un Barbare en Asie was
published by New Directions as A Barbarian in Asia and won the
Denyse Clairouin Memorial Award. Beach welcomed it, while
characteristically informing the administrators: ―I am well aware
of the shortcomings of my translation‖.
We learn from Beach‘s letter to George Macy that the
honour brought with it some ―generous Prize money‖ – but how
much? Who was Denyse Clairouin? Who was George Macy, and
what are the George Macy Companies, which sponsored the
award? Keri Walsh, an assistant professor at Claremont
McKenna College, CA, does not think it worthwhile telling us,
though on the same page she offers the information that the ―F.
M. Ford‖ mentioned in a letter to Pound is ―Ford Madox Ford‖.
(Denyse Clairouin, French translator of D. H. Lawrence, Graham
Greene and others, died in a concentration camp in 1945.
George Macy was the founder of the Limited Editions Club,
publisher of fine illustrated books.) Likewise, it would have
interested readers to learn something about Cyprian Beach‘s
screen career, beyond the information that she ―played ‗Belles
Mirettes‘ in the French silent film series Judex‖. A reference to
George Bernard Shaw‘s famous letter to Beach, setting out his
reasons for not subscribing to Ulysses, is footnoted ―see Fitch,
Sylvia Beach and the Lost Generation, 104–105‖. For those who
don‘t have a copy of Fitch to hand – or, for that matter,
Shakespeare and Company, where the letter is helpfully
reproduced – the relevant information is as follows: Shaw told
Beach that, having read parts of Ulysses in serial form, he found
it ―a revolting record of a disgusting phase of civilization‖; but, he
added, ―it is a truthful one‖. Readers are expected to work out for
themselves that between the letter of August 27, 1919, to
Dearest Little Mother and that which follows it in this volume, of
May 5, 1920, to Gertrude Stein, Beach‘s bookshop opened for
business. The information is contained in the idiosyncratic
chronology – ―1921. Shakespeare and Company relocates to 12
rue de l‘Odéon . . . . The Harlem Renaissance begins in the
United States‖ – but Walsh neglects the duty of conveying
readers smoothly from one bumpy patch in an eventful life to the
next, with as little head-scratching – or dashes to the library to
consult Fitch – as possible.
―Already the publicity is beginning, and swarms of people
visit the shop on hearing the news‖, Beach wrote to her sister
Holly on April 23, 1921. The news was Ulysses, which at that
stage existed only in Maurice Darantière‘s printer‘s shop in Dijon.
―All American & Eng subscriptions are to be sent to me and if all
goes well I hope to make some money out of it.‖ She became
fully occupied with coping with demand, at the same time as
arranging for the last chapters to be typeset and for Joyce to
receive his latest proofs. Unfortunately, there are no letters to or
from Darantière in The Letters of Sylvia Beach, though it would
be a surprise to learn that none existed. A more conspicuous
absence is the lack of any letters to Joyce concerning the
production of Ulysses. Walsh explains that the 108 letters Beach
wrote to Joyce, ―which form part of the Jahnke Bequest at the
Zurich International James Joyce Foundation . . . are closed to
scholars indefinitely‖, which to the innocent ear sounds like an
outrage. The earliest letter to Joyce here is an incomplete one,
dated July 16, 1924; the next is May 15, 1929 and concerns ―the
volume with the long, long title‖, Our Exagmination Round His
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Factification for Incamination of Work in Progress, a collection of
essays on ―Joyce‘s experiment‖, Finnegans Wake, by Samuel
Beckett, Eugène Jolas, Robert McCalmon and others. ―Dear Mr
Joyce‖, Beach wrote, ―This is the proof of the ad in Transition.
What do you think of one in the New Statesman as well as Times
Lit Supplement?‖ (An advertisement duly appeared in the TLS of
May 30, 1929.) By this time, Beach was devoting a large portion
of her energy to catering to Joyce‘s ever-increasing demands,
caused partly by his failing eyesight, while attempting to fight off
bowdlerizers and pirates taking over her delicate craft. Beach
was editor, publisher, distributor and seller: wholesale, retail,
mail order. The most intimidating pirate was Samuel Roth, who
included abridged chapters of Ulysses in his journal Two Worlds
Monthly, then issued an unauthorized edition of the entire novel
in the United States in 1929. It bore the false imprint of
Shakespeare and Company, and is now advertised by secondhand book dealers as ―the true First American Edition
(unauthorized)‖, fetching up to $16,000. The authorized Random
House edition (1934) had to wait for Judge John M. Woolsey to
overturn the decision of an earlier court that Ulysses was
obscene. Again, there is next to nothing about this in The Letters
of Sylvia Beach, only a complaint to her sister Holly, made in
1926:
The reason I haven‘t written is that there‘s this awful
pirating of Ulysses business that takes all my time. Douglas sent
me a clipping of the Roth interview in the NY Evening Post and
we had to take action at once. The enclosed will tell you all about
it.
The ―enclosed‖ and the action must remain mysteries to
readers of The Letters. The Douglas who kindly sent the clipping
may have been her cousin Douglas Orbison, or else Norman
Douglas, who hoped that Beach‘s improbable renown as the
publisher of an unprintable book would encourage her to
champion other casualties of censorship and suppression:
Oh
dear! What does Mr [Norman] Douglas take me for . . . ? a rich
amateur no doubt.
Oh dear oh dear oh dear! I haven‘t the slightest desire to
have those de luxe copies made for Shakespeare and Company
nor to pay forty pounds or anything although I like his book and
D. H. Lawrence deserves to be held up as an example.
The book was Lady Chatterley‘s Lover, which Douglas helped to
have printed in Italy in 1928, after Beach‘s refusal. ―It‘s all
preaching, preaching‖, she later told the Guardian journalist
Peter Lennon about Lawrence‘s novel. ―It‘s nobody‘s duty to go
in for sex if he doesn‘t want to, is it?‖
Walsh writes in her
introduction that Beach enjoyed refusing ―hot books‖, which she
would pass along to the Obelisk Press, run by the Mancunian
Jack Kahane, though this is to compress the chronology, as
Kahane did not begin publishing until 1929. He was keen to take
over Ulysses but had to be content with a portion of Finnegans
Wake – Haveth Childers Everywhere (1930) – and a de luxe
edition of Pomes Penyeach with illuminated capitals designed by
Lucia Joyce (1932). Originally published by Shakespeare and
Company in 1927, Pomes Penyeach is one of only three titles to
emerge from Beach‘s press, the other being ―the volume with the
long, long title‖, what she called ―Our Exag‖.
Beach‘s faux-naif humour, familiar to readers of her
memoir, is genially displayed all through the letters. Pound had
made a recent visit to Paris, she wrote to Hemingway in 1931,
―and an Italian tried to stick a stiletto into him during a soirée
given in his honor at the Brasserie de l‘Odéon. I think people
should control themselves better‖. By then her business, like
many others, was suffering from ―le Krach americain‖. Joyce had
become an insupportable burden, and, it seemed to her, an
ungrateful one. Only the survival of his offspring concerned the
Irishman, not the welfare of the midwife. A fairly stiff
communication of November 10, 1931, returned to Joyce
―herewith Mr Pinker‘s letter of the 6th‖. The literary agent Pinker
was one of several intermediaries who were colluding to prise
the rights to Ulysses out of Beach‘s tough little paw. ―As regards
‗Pomes Penyeach‘‖, she wrote, I took out the American copyright
of the book this summer and I do not consider its publication in a
volume with Chamber Music at all opportune at the present

moment. The 5,000 copies of my 1927 edition being now
exhausted, I am arranging about a second edition.
Three months later, in February 1932, she told another of
Joyce‘s advisers, Paul Léon, that she had ―made a present to Mr
Joyce‖ of her rights to an authorized American edition of Ulysses
which, had she retained them, could have made her rich: the
Random House edition immediately sold 35,000 copies. She
also revealed that ―Mr Joyce was not satisfied with the contract
between us for ULYSSES ‗because neither party was free to act
without the consent of the other‘. I replied that I supposed it
resembled other contracts in that way‖.
The single
piece of paper devised in 1930 (Ulysses had existed for eight
years without a contract) was torn up. She wished Joyce now to
―consider himself free from all obligation to me‖. The feeling of
being badly done by was not new to her. Five years earlier, in a
letter never sent which is included as an appendix to The Letters,
Beach told Joyce that ―as my affection and admiration for you
are unlimited, so is the work you pile on my shoulders‖.
Sustaining not only Joyce but the Joyce family had become ―a
very terrifying project‖. Joyce made her presents of manuscripts,
including those of Stephen Hero and Chamber Music, which she
stored carefully and later sold. In 1959, her hoard formed the
basis of an exhibition, The Twenties, organized by the American
embassy in Paris.
Shakespeare and Company staggered on through the
1930s, with ever fewer American and English patrons. To boost
funds, readings were organized. Gide led off the programme in
1936; afterwards there was a reading by André Maurois,
followed close at hand by Hemingway and Spender . . . . They
had just arrived from Spain where Hemingway was doing some
articles, and insisted on having a double reading. Spender is a
gentle boy with nice manners . . . . Hemingway is, as everyone
knows, a Tough Guy, and several times while he was reading
one or two of the older un-married ladies almost got up and left,
but stayed hoping for worse, which they got.
When
the Nazis entered Paris, Beach, who had lately made a visit
home to the United States where she underwent a hysterectomy
(she was also ―knocked out by headaches‖ all her life), declined
to leave rue de l‘Odéon a second time. In her memoir, she told
the almost too-cinematic story of how a ―high-ranking German
officer‖ entered her shop one day and, ―speaking perfect
English‖, asked to buy the single copy of Finnegans Wake
(published by Faber and Faber) displayed in the window. Beach
told him it was not for sale, and duly removed it.
A
fortnight later, the same officer strode into the bookshop. Where
was Finnegans Wake? I had put it away. Fairly trembling with
rage, he said, ―We‘re coming to confiscate all your goods today.‖
―All right.‖ He drove off.
Within a few hours, she had boxed up the stock, removed
the sign and painted over the patron‘s name. The Germans did
not get Finnegans Wake, but they did get Beach. She spent six
months in an internment camp at Vittel, alongside Jewish
prisoners who would later be removed to Auschwitz. When she
returned to Paris, she thought it prudent to ―disappear‖, and lived
for a time in a student hostel in Boulevard Saint-Michel. In an
endearingly vertiginous piece of hero worship, she credited
Hemingway with ridding rue de l‘Odéon of German snipers: ―He
got his company out of the jeeps and took them up on the roof‖,
she wrote in the final paragraph of Shakespeare and Company.
―We heard firing for the last time in rue de l‘Odéon.‖
She lived above the shop until her death in 1962, but
Shakespeare and Company never reopened for business. Its
spirit would be reincarnated by other shops: first Gaïte Frogé‘s
English Bookshop on rue de Seine, then George Whitman‘s
Librairie Mistral, which after Beach‘s death became the second
Shakespeare and Company. The Letters of Sylvia Beach tells
the story, though only partially, of how the smallest of small
publishers produced the biggest of big books. ―Sylvia Beach
would have been more staggered by her own intrepidity‖,
Richard Ellmann wrote in his biography of Joyce, ―if she had not
been so busy‖ with preparations for Ulysses‖—from 3/17/10 TLS
Online review by James Campbell in the TLS.

Beal, Elizabeth—see at ―The Art of Losing.‖
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Beame, ―Abe‖ (né Abraham David Beame),1906-

Rossetti modeled Beatrice after his deceased wife and frequent
model Elizabeth Siddal.

2001, born in London, England, and grew up on New
York's Lower East Side, he was mayor of New York City from
1974 to 1977.
Beame was the first mayor of New York City who practiced
Judaism. Earlier Mayor Fiorello H. La Guardia was of Jewish
ancestry on his mother's side, but was Episcopalian. Beame
presided over the city during the fiscal crisis of the mid-1970s
when the banks and the bond market that lent New York money to
pay bills decided in 1975 that the city's spending binges had at last
made it a bad risk, and cut off the spigot. The city almost went
bankrupt. However, when he left office in 1977, the city budget
had changed from a $1.5 billion deficit to a surplus of $200
million.
I seem to recall a statement that he made while mayor
about NY losing funds from the State of NY andthe Federal
Government: "You lose a billion dollars here, and a billion
dollar there, and pretty soon it adds up to big money." Note:
The biographical information from the NY Times obituary of
Beame, Wikipedia, which don‘t mention the quote, and neither
does Google.
The sad part of this is the realization that a billion dollars
here and a billion dollars there doesn't add up to big money
compared to the (almost?) trillion dollar bailout in 2009 of the
country's economic & financial catastrophes in fall 2008.

Beattie, Dr. James, P, iii; Princeton cardiologist who
saved my life in Jan. 2003. Also see at Gueratti.

Beattie, Warren, actor—see at Alan Pakula.
Beattle Nut icecram—see at Baskins-Robbins.
Beatles, The, Ch. 45; also see Lennon & McCartney;
-- album, ―Sgt. Pepper‘s Lonely Hearts Club Band,‖ Ch.45;
John Lennon, Paul McCartney, Geoge Harrison (―The Quiet
Beatle‖) & Ringo Starr made up the Beatles. They broke up in
1966, yet they still lead in No. 1 hits at 20, with Elvis Presley &
Mariah Carey tied for second at 17. (Hmmm, probably Carey
now leads…Nov, 2008) Also see at ―Penny Lane.‖
Beaton, M. C., author of detective fiction (and other
fiction), notably the series, set in Lochdubh, a fictional
town (pronounced Lock doo, meaning dark lake) in the
boonies of Scotland, featuring a brilliant dectective, the
tall, handsome redhead Hamish MacBeth, who solves cases
of national importance but does everthing to keep from
being promoted and having to live elsewhere & having
obnoxious superiors,e.g., the hateful Blair (Blare?) Ditto
that for his aversion to womena and having to change his
very casual lifestyle. Imagine: written by woman! She also
writes about a woman dectective, Agatha Raisin, but to one
reader, not as complellingly.
M. C. Beaton is the mystery pseudonym of Marion
Chesney, born 1936 in Glasgow, Scotland. Ms. Chesney (or
M. C. Beaton) is also known by a number of other names Helen Crampton,Ann Fairfax, Jennie Tremaine, &
Charlotte Ward, among others.

Bean Stalk, see at Jack and the Bean Stalk.
Beans--see at Boom-Boom & at Navy Beans.
―Beans & Rice‖--see at Brooke Shields.
―Beans & Cod‖--see at Bossidy.
Bearden, Romare Howard, 1914-1988, was one of the
best known African American aritists. He was a student of
George Crosz at New York Art Students Leaguue (19361937) During WW II, he served in the All Black 372-nd
Infantry Regiment.
His early works were inflenced by Mexican muralism ( e.g.,
Rivera Diego) & reflected the social and politcal plight of
Afran Americans.
After WW II, his wrokds were more abstract, but in
the 1960s he produces the serioes of powerful
photomontages for which he is best known.—they starkly
depicted the condition of black life in America.
He wrote ―The Painter‘s Mind: A Study of the
Relatons of Structure and Space in Painting (1969; with
Carl Holty. Also see at Jacob Lawrence.

Beatty, Clyde Raymond, 1903-1965, US animal
trainer, joined the circus at age 15. Carrying only a whip, a
chair & blank reveolver, he went into a cage with as many
as 40 animals at once & perfected a ―wild animal fight.‖

Beatty, Warren, actor, younger brother of Shirley,
MacLaine, starred in ―Bonnie & Clyde,‖ ―Dick Tracy‖ &
―Splendor in the Grass.‖

―Beast of Belsen,‖ On Dec. 14, ‘45, Joseph Kramer,
known as ―the beast of Belsen,‖ and 10 others were hanged
in Hameln (Germany, 100 miles SSE of Hamburg) for
crimes they committed at Belsen and Auschwitz
concentration camps. I borrowed this term to apply to the
most unpleasant person I ever met in sschool, 32(51)n

―Beast with Five Fingers‖ (1946), with Peter Lorre—

Beau means boyfriend. Le beau is French for
handsome or beautiful—see at Belle.
Beautiful: see at All Things Bright and Beautiful.
―Beautiful Baby, You Must Have Been a,‖(Because

see at Bunuel (last sentence.)

Beasts and Mankind, see Foreward on Ancesters.
―Beat Me, Daddy, Eight to the Bar,‖ 151(268). This
song was written by Don Raye in 1940 in the boogiewoogie style of syncopated piano music. It was first
recorded by the Will Bradley orchestra, with Freddie Slack
on the piano, and placed in Billboard‘s top 10 in 1940.
Versions of this song have been hits for the Andrew Sisters
& others. Their later hit, ―Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy,‖ also
written by Don Raye, closely resembles the basis of this
song—edited from Wikipedia. Also see at Boogie Woogie.
―Beat, or Not to Beat, To?‖ 60(97-98) ―Parents do not
beat their children in order to improve them. Indeed they
beat them to vent their own anger & resentment.‖ For
beating of children by their parent(s)--see at Saul Bellow,
Wilhelm de Kooning, at 400 Blows, at Hitler, and at Carl
& Fred. Also see at Gerald R. Ford—last paragraph.

Oh, look at you now!)—Harry Warren, 1938, Ch. 12

Beautiful body pun: ―If I told you that you had a
beautiful body, would you hold it against me? Circa 1940s.

―Beautiful, But,‖ Ch. 46: 1947 song by Johnny
Burke (lyrics) & Jimmy Van Heusen (music) ―Love
is funny / Or it‘s sad / Or it‘s quiet / Or it‘s mad; / It‘s a
good thing or it‘s bad, / but beautiful!…And I‘m thinking
/ If you were mine / I‘d never let you go,/ And that would
be / But beautiful / I know—sung by Bing Crosby in ―The
Road to Rio,‖ 1946/1947, see p. 419 of ―Readimg Lyrics‖
& p. 436 of ―All the Years of American Popular Music.‖
Also see at ―You Are So Beautiful,‖ below.

―Beautiful Man‖--see at Luciano Rossi.
―Beautiful Mind, A,‖ a 1998 book by Sylvia Nasar

―Beata Beatrix‖is an oil on canvas painting by PreRaphaelite artist Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-82),
completed in 1872. It depicts Beatrice Portinari from Dante
Alighieri's poem La Vita Nuova at the moment of her death.

about Nobel Prize Winner John Forbes Nash. It
was
made into a film in 2001, starring Russell Crowe, Ed Harris
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read and influential book, ―‖ The Second Sex (La Deuxième
Sexe, 1949.) All succeeding feminist books, e.g., those of
Bety Friedan &
Germaine Greer, owe to it & to her.
See at Camus & Sartre.

Jennifer Connelly (who won an Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actress--as the long-suffering Mrs.Nash) &
others.

―Beautiful Sea, By the,‖ 1914 song, see ―By the

Bebop, or bop, is a form of Jazz characterized by

Beautfiul Sea.‖

―Beautiful Dynamite‖ is what Fred Astaire called

fast tempos & improvisation based on harmonic structure
rather than melody. It first surfaced in musicians‘ argot some time
during the first two years of WW II. Hard bop developed from
bebop combined with blues and gospel music. The 1939
recording of "Body and Soul" by Coleman Hawkins is an
important antecedant of bebop. Hawkins' willingness to stray-even briefly---from the ordinary resolution of musical themes and
his playful jumps to double-time signaled a departure from existing
jazz.
The recording was popular, but more important from a
historical perspective, Hawkins became an inspiration to a younger
generation of jazz musicians, most notably Charlie Parker, who
was already experimenting with chromatic scales and rapid blasts
of notes in Kansas City, a stopover for traveling jazz bands during
the Depression era—Wikipedia, where there is lots more—also
see at Dizzy Gillespie.

Cyd Charisse.

―Beautiful than a word fitly spoken, Nothing is
more‖—Marcus Aurelius—see at Arlen

―Beautiful, You are so‖—see at ―You Are so
Beautiful.‖

Beauty, Ch. 6: ―Beauty is as beauty does,‖ Mama‘s
dictum, A;
―Beauty is in the eye of the beholder,‖ Ch. 6;
―Beauty is truth, beauty, truth beauty--that is all / Ye know
on earth, and all you need to know‖—Keats, Ode on a Grecian
Urn;
―…but I have loved the principle of beauty in all things‖—
John Keats, Ch. 6;
―But, why beauty should have the effect on us that it
does, the strange serene confidence that inspires us, none can say,‖
Virginia Woolf, last page of an essay, ―Reading,‖ in ―The
Captain‘s Death Bed and Other Essays,‖ Leonard Woolf, ed.;
―We are lovers of beauty….‖ Pericles, 237(431)
―Yes, there is beauty in Rome, because there is beauty
everywhere‖—written by the poet Maria Rainier Rilke in
response to a friend‘s query while Rilke was in Rome, Ch. 6.
Also see at‖American Beauty,‖ Body Beautiful, at Einstein,
at Epitaph of a Dog, at Henry James, at Rodin & at
Woman.

Beckett. Samel Barclay, 1906--1989, was an Irish
writer, dramatist and poet. Beckett's work offers a bleak
outlook on human culture and both formally and philosophically
became increasingly minimalist. As a student, assistant, and friend
of James Joyce, Beckett is considered by many one of the last
modernists; as an inspiration to many later writers, he is sometimes
considered one of the first "postmodernists. He is also considered
one of the key writers in what Martin Esslin called "Theatre of the
Absurd." (N.B.) Beckett was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature
in 1969 for his "writing, which—in new forms for the novel and
drama—in the destitution of modern man acquires its elevation".
The Beckett family (originally Becquet) were rumoured to
be of Huguenot stock and to have moved to Ireland from France
after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1598, though this
theory has been criticised as unlikely.The Becketts were members
of the Church of Ireland. The family home, Cooldrinagh in the
Dublin suburb of Foxrock, was a large house and garden complete
with tennis court built in 1903 by Samuel's father William. The
house and garden, together with the surrounding countryside where
he often went walking with his father, the nearby Leopardstown
Racecourse, the Foxrock railway station and Harcourt Street
station at the city terminus of the line, all feature in his prose and
plays. Beckett's father was a quantity surveyor and his mother a
nurse. At the age of five, Beckett attended a local playschool,
where he started to learn music, and then moved to Earlsford
House School in the city centre near Harcourt Street.
In 1919, Beckett went to Portora Royal School in
Enniskillen, County Fermanagh—the school Oscar Wilde attended.
A natural athlete, Beckett excelled at cricket as a left-handed
batsman and a left-arm medium-pace bowler. Later, he was to play
for Dublin University and played two first-class games against
Northamptonshire. As a result, he became the only Nobel laureate
to have an entry in Wisden Cricketers' Almanack, the "bible" of
cricket.
Beckett studied French, Italian, and English at Trinity
College, Dublin from 1923 to 1927. While at Trinity, one of his
tutors was the eminent Berkeley scholar and Berkelian Dr. A. A.
Luce. Beckett graduated with a B.A., and—after teaching briefly at
Campbell College in Belfast—took up the post of lecteur d'anglais
in the École Normale Supérieure in Paris. While there, he was
introduced to renowned Irish author James Joyce by Thomas
MacGreevy, a poet and close confidant of Beckett who also
worked there. This meeting was soon to have a profound effect on
the young man, and Beckett assisted Joyce in various ways, most
particularly by helping him research the book that would
eventually become Finnegans Wakeb.

―Beauty and the Beast‖ (French: La Belle et la Bête)
is a traditional fairy tale (type 425C -- search for a lost
husband -- in the Aarne-Thompson classification). The first
published version of the fairy tale was a rendition by Madame
Gabrielle-Suzanne Barbot de Villeneuve, published in La jeune
américaine, et les contes marins in 1740. A French film of La
Belle et la Bête was made in 1946, directed by Jean Cocteau,
starring Jean Marais as the Beast and Josette Day as the Beauty-this version adds a subplot--edited excerpt from Wikpedia.

Beauty and Happiness: ―She [Madame Bovary] had
that indefinable beauty that comes from happiness,
enthusiasm, success…‖—Flaubert in ―Madame Bovary.‖
Beauty and Morality: ―What is beautiful is moral, that is all
there is to it‖—Flauibert in a letter to Maupassant on Oct.
26, 1880. Beauty inspires us—Virgina Woof above.

―Beauty is its own excuse for being‖—Emerson,
quoted in the Audbon 2006 Special Calendar.

―Beauty is life‘s EZ pass‖--caption on an April 11,
2005 New Yorker Cartoon. See at EZ Pass.

―Beauty only skin deep?‖ Not according to Jean
Kerr: ―I am tired of this nonsense about beautuy being
only skin deep. That;s enough. What do you want, an
adorable
pancreas‖—quoted
in
―The
Portable
Curmudgeon.‖ Still, one wonders: how beautiful was Emily
Dickinson? Was it the beauty of the flesh or of our poetry
and thoughts?
Beauty vs. Brains: ―The average woman would rather
have beauty than brains because the average man can
see better than think‖—Steven Wright

Beauty vs. Ugly—see at Ugly vs. Beauty.
Beauvoir, Simone de, 1908-1986, influential witer &
Existentialist novelist. She studied philosophy with Sartre
at the Sorbonne & became a professor there, 1942-53; she
remained Sartre‘s companion until his death in 1980. Her
works provide a feminine sensibility, notably in her widely
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In 1929, Beckett published his first work, a critical essay
entitled Dante...Bruno. Vico..Joyce. The essay defends Joyce's
work and method, chiefly from allegations of wanton obscurity and
dimness, and was Beckett's contribution to Our Exagmination
Round His Factification for Incamination of Work in Progress, a
book of essays on Joyce which also included contributions by
Eugene Jolas, Robert McAlmon, and William Carlos Williams,
among others. Beckett's close relationship with Joyce and his
family, however, cooled when he rejected the advances of Joyce's
daughter Lucia. It was also during this period that Beckett's first
short story, "Assumption", was published in Jolas's periodical
transition. The next year he won a small literary prize with his
hastily composed poem "Whoroscope", which draws from a
biography of René Descartes that Beckett happened to be reading
when he was encouraged to submit.
In 1930, Beckett returned to Trinity College as a lecturer.
He soon became disillusioned with his chosen academic vocation,
however. He expressed his aversion by playing a trick on the
Modern Language Society of Dublin, reading a learned paper in
French on a Toulouse author named Jean du Chas, founder of a
movement called Concentrism; Chas and Concentrism, however,
were pure fiction, having been invented by Beckett to mock
pedantry.
Beckett resigned from Trinity at the end of 1931,
terminating his brief academic career. He commemorated this
turning point in his life by composing the poem "Gnome", inspired
by his reading of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe's Wilhelm
Meister's Apprenticeship and eventually published in the Dublin
Magazine in 1934:Spend the years of learning squandering /
Courage for the years of wandering / Through a world politely
turning From the loutishness of learning.
After leaving Trinity, Beckett began to travel in Europe.
He also spent some time in London, where in 1931 he published
Proust, his critical study of French author Marcel Proust. Two
years later, in the wake of his father's death, he began two years'
treatment (paid for by his mother) with Tavistock Clinic
psychotherapist, Dr. Wilfred Bion, who took him to hear Carl
Jung's third Tavistock lecture, an event which Beckett would still
recall many years later. The lecture focused on the subject of the
―never properly born,‖ and aspects of it would become evident in
Beckett's later works including Watt and Waiting for Godot. In
1932, he wrote his first novel, Dream of Fair to Middling Women,
but after many rejections from publishers decided to abandon it;
the book would eventually be published in 1993. Despite his
inability to get it published, however, the novel did serve as a
source for many of Beckett's early poems, as well as for his first
full-length book, the 1933 short-story collection More Pricks Than
Kicks.
Beckett joined the French Resistance after the 1940
occupation by Germany, working as a courier, and on several
occasions over the next two years was nearly caught by the
Gestapo. In August 1942, his unit was betrayed and he and
Suzanne fled south on foot to the safety of the small village of
Roussillon, in the Vaucluse départementin the Provence Alpes
Cote d'Azur region. Here he continued to assist the Resistance by
storing armaments in the back yard of his home. During the two
years that Beckett stayed in Roussillon he indirectly helped the
Maquis sabotage the German army in the Vaucluse mountains,
though he rarely spoke about his wartime work.
(In 1945 as a part of the Irish Red Cross team near St.-Lô
(Saint-Lô), Normandy, he worked to set up a hosptial in a place all
but annihilated by the conflict. Locals called St-Lô by ―The Capital
of Ruines.‖) Beckett was awarded the Croix de guerre and the
Médaille de la Résistance by the French government for his efforts
in fighting the German occupation; to the end of his life, however,
Beckett would refer to his work with the French Resistance as 'boy
scout stuff." In order to keep in touch, he continued work on the

novel Watt (begun in 1941 and completed in 1945, but not
published until 1953) while in hiding in Roussillon.
During the 15 years subsequent to the war, Beckett
produced four major full-length stage plays: En attendant Godot
(written 1948–1949; Waiting for Godot), Fin de partie (1955–
1957; Endgame), Krapp's Last Tape (1958), and Happy Days
(1960). These plays—which are often considered, rightly or
wrongly, to have been instrumental in the so-called "Theatre of the
Absurd"—in a black humor way with themes similar to those of
the roughly contemporary existentialist thinkers, though Beckett
himself cannot be pigeonholed as an existentialist. The term
"Theatre of the Absurd" was coined by Martin Esslin in a book of
the same name; Beckett and Godot were centerpieces of the book.
Esslin claimed these plays were the fulfillment of Albert Camus's
concept of "the absurd"; this is one reason Beckett is often falsely
labeled as an existentialist. Though many of the themes are similar,
Beckett had little affinity for existentialism as a whole. He died in
Paris of respiratory problem--edited excerpt from Wikipedia,
where there is lots more, including a list of publications, and
biographies. (My parenthetical, and emphasis. The St.-Lo remarrs
are from Anthony Lane‘s review below)

Beckett, Samuel: The Letters of Samuel Beckett,
Volume 1: 1929–1940, edited by Martha Dow Fehsenfeld
and Lois More Overbeck Cambridge U. , reviewed in the March
30, 2009 New Yorker by Anthony Lane, and in the April 30, 2009,
New York Review of Books by J. M. Coetzee. Both are wonderful,
insightful & informative reviews.
Lane emphasizes Becketts involvement with the arts,
especially music and the fine arts, and comments: ―…in
Dresden…Beckett surely came across the Caspar David Friendrich
of ―Two Men Contemplating the Moon‖ in the same gallery, and
its near-twin in Berlin, but, if so, he failed to comment: a shame,
since he would later conced the the composition they enshrine was
a source for his pair of tramps in ―Waiting For Godot.‖
Here is an excerpt from the Coetzee's review: "To
(Thomas) McGreevy (Beckett's best friend and most faithful
correspondent), he confides: 'Joyce paid me 250 fr. for about 15
hrs. work on his proofs.... He then supplemented it with an old
overcoat and 5 ties! I did not refuse. It is so much simpler to be
hurt than to hurt.' And again, two weeks later: 'He [Joyce] was
sublime last night, deprecating with the utmost conviction his lack
of talent. I don't feel the danger of the association any more. He is
just a very lovable human being.' The night after he wrote these
words Beckett got into a scuffle with a stranger in a Paris street
and was stabbed. The knife just missed his lungs; he had to spend
two weeks in the hospital. The Joyces did everything they could to
help their young compatriot, having him moved to a private ward,
bringing him custard puddings. Reports of the assault made it into
the Irish newspapers; Beckett's mother and brother traveled to
Paris to be at his bedside. Among other unexpected visitors was a
woman Beckett had met years earlier, Suzanne DeschevauxDumesnil, who would in due course become his companion and
then his wife. The aftermath of the assault, reported to McGreevy
with some bemusement, seems to have revealed to Beckett that he
was not as alone in the world as he liked to believe; even more
curiously, it seemed to confirm him in his decision to make Paris
his home‖—the two parentheticals are mine and taken word-forword from elsewhere in the review.

Becquerel, Henri, 1852-1908,discovered radioactivity
in 1896 when he observed that a photographic plate became
exposed in the vicinity of salts of radium. He shared the
1903 Nobel Prize with Marie & Pierre Curie.

Bed to Verse (like a sick poet?), 168(295)
Bedford Boys: 19 of 30 men from Bedford, VA died
at Omaha Beach on D-day. One of the survivorsRay Nance,
died April 19, 2009, living to age 94 even though he was shot
twice in the foot and once in the hand.
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He was one of the lucky ones, and always felt a twinge of
guilt at having survived--a mail-carrier in Bedford, he delived mail
to families who lost sons there. A National D-Day Memorial was
dedicated on June 6, 2001 by President George W. Bush, with
Nance in attendance. On Wed. April 22, 2009, Mr. Nance‘s body
circled that memorial before burial with a military honor guard—
from Nance‘s April 23, NY Times obituary by Richard
Goldstein.

Beer vs. Orange Juice: ―Why would anyone drink beer
when they could dring orange juice?,‖ said when I was
sixteen! 217(396)--the meaning of jejeune! Ah Youth!

Beer Joke. ―24 hours in a day. 24 beers in a case.
Coincidence? I think not.‖ Also see at Descartes Joke.

Beer Parody of ―I Want a Girl:‖ I want a beer / just
like the beer / that pickled dear old Dad. / It was a beer /
and the only beer / that Daddy ever had. / A good old
fashioned beer / with lots of foam / It took ten cops to drag
the old man home. / I want a beer / Just like the beer / that
pickled dear old Dad—see at ―I Want a Girl.‖

Bedlam, 1. A place of noisy uproar and confusion. 2.
Often Bedlam. Archaic. An insane asylum, from Old
Bethlem (Bethlehem) Hospital of St. Mary in Londaon,
referred to in ―Heavy Words Lightly Thrown.‖ It was
moved to Moorfields in 1675,

Beers, Jim, Holmes High ‘45 Classmate, 166(291):
―One of my best memories of him was at the 1988 reunion in

Beebe,Charles William ("Will"), 1877--1962, was a

Florence, Ky. Jim came to the reunion in a white three piece
suit and with his dark complexion and tall with black curly hair
he stood out in the crowd, in addition to being such a nice
person. He looked like a handsome rendition of John Travolta
in ―Saturday Night Fever‖—Mary Ann Pingel Unkraut in an eail to Dick Macke of Mra. 17, 2006

naturalist, explorer & author, born in Brooklyn, NY, who
became Curator of Ornithology for the New York Zoological
Society from 1899 to 1952.
He was a self-styled naturalist and everything living seemed
to hold a continuing fascination for him. In 1919 he was also made
Director of the Department of Tropical Research. He wrote many
popular books of his expeditions some of which became bestsellers ("my potboilers") in the 1920s and 1930s. He was also a
regular contributor to the National Geographic Magazine. The
money from the sale of these books helped finance his later
expeditions. He also wrote his magnificent A Monograph of the
Pheasants (1918-1922), which remains the classic reference on the
subject.
On Sept. 22, 1927 he married Helen Elswyth Thane Ricker
(1900 – 1981) an American romance novelist who wrote under the
name of Elswyth Thane.
His interest in deep-sea exploration led to the development
of the bathysphere, a spherical metal diving vessel, with Otis
Barton. In 1930, he descended 183m (600 ft) off Nonsuch Island in
Bermuda, where in 1934 he made a record descent of 923m (3,028
ft). Beebe made a total of 35 dives in the bathysphere between
1930 and 1934.
He set up a camp for jungle studies in 1942 at Caripito,
Venezuela. In 1950, when he was 73 years old, he bought with his
own money 228 acres (92 hectares) of land in the Arima Valley
(Trinidad and Tobago) which he named "Simla". This land became
the New York Zoological Society's Tropical Research Station in
Trinidad. The New York Zoological Society Simla Research
Station was directed by Dr. Jocelyn Crane after Dr. Beebe's death
and later donated to the Trust.
Beebe was still very active well into his late 70s and early
80's observing nesting birds through his giant specially-made
binoculars on a heavy tripod ("the biggest binoculars in the
world!") from the verandah of his home, now part of the Simla.
Even in his later years he often climbed trees to better
observe the eggs and nests of birds such as the Bearded Bellbird
that he had discovered. He was always a kind and patient teacher
and did everything he could to encourage budding young
naturalists.
Throughout this period he made frequent trips to the U.S.A.
and maintained an office in the Bronx Zoo where he would be
joined by his favourite monkeys ("my children") who would climb
all over him as he talked with visitors and colleagues.
The American Audubon Society purchased Asa Wright's
home, and the two properties were united. They are now run
through collaboration with the Trinidad Field Naturalist Society as
the Asa Wright Nature Centre, one of the finest bird watching sites
in the Caribbean—lightly edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
To be a Naturalist is better than to be a King—Beebe
Journal, 31 December, 1893

Beersheba (Beersheva or Be‘er sheva), literally,
―Seven Wells.,‖ an Israeli city that I visited in vainly
looking for Joy. Kinsburg Marks,173(301). It is a desert
city of some 200,000 people--the fourth largest city in the
country--and is very much the gateway to the Negev desert.
The city is spread out, as there is no shortage of land, and so
there isn't much of a downtown, except for a few streets in
the old Turkish quarter. I found this disappointing.

Beery,Wallace, 1885--1949, an actor born in Kansas
City, MO, he was arguably best known for his portrayal of
Long John Silver in Treasure Island (1934), for which he won the
Academny Award for the Best Actor as well as more than 200
other movie roles over a 36-year span.
With the transition to sound film he was for a time put out
of work, but Irving Thalberg had no objection to Beery's gruff
slow speech as a character actor, and hired him under contract to
MGM.
Beery appeared in the highly-successful 1930 prison film
The Big House (for which he was nominated for the Academy
Award for Best Actor). The same year, he made the pivotal Min
and Bill opposite Marie Dressler, the movie that vaulted him into
the box office first rank. He followed that up with The Champ in
1931 & the Best Actor Oscar for the role of Long John Silver in
Treasure Island (1934). He received a gold medal from the Venice
Film Festival for his second performance as Pancho Villa in Viva
Villa! (1934) with Fay Wray (Lee Tracy was originally to appear
in the film until he drunkenly urinated off the balcony into a crowd
of Mexicans standing below; Tracy's career never recovered from
the incident).
Other notable Beery films include Billy the Kid (1930) with
John Mack Brown, The Secret Six(1931) with Jean Harlow and
Clark Gable, Hell Divers (1931) with Gable, Grand Hotel (1932)
with Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford & John Barry more, Tugboat
Annie (1933) with Dressler, Dinner at Eiggt (1933) opposite Jean
Harlow, The Bowery with George Raft and Pert Kelton that same
year, China Seas (1935) with Gable and Harlow, and Eugene
O'Neill's Ah, Wilderness! (1935) in the role of a drunken uncle
later played on Broadway by Jackie Gleason in a musical comedy
version.
During the 1930s Beery was regularly one of Hollywood's
Top 10 box office stars, and at one point his contract with MGM
stipulated that he be paid $1 more than any other contract player
at the studio, making him the highest paid actor in the world—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Grand Hotel.‖
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827, 76(125): -- began
to lose his hearing around 1901, but while this did not
affect his ability to compose music, it made concerts--

Beer: Cincinnati --, Milwaukee--, National--,3(4);
―Beer on wine is fine, wine on beer is drear,‖ 218 (396);
―Fatal Glass of Beerr‖ & ‖Beer Barrel Polka,‖ Ch. 63
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Bell‘s first successful voice transmission over his telephone
was: ‖Mr Watson, come here. I want You,‖ on March 10, 1876;
He invented the photophone, showing that light can carry
sound; 1880;he graphophone, a flat platter that replaced the earlier
cylindrical models, 1887; the iron lung that kept people alive when
they could no longer breathe on their own, expecially during the
polio epidemic; the aileron of an airplane; audiometer, which
measure hearing loss, and an early hearing-aid; magnometer which
allowed MD‘s to locate bullets or metal fragments in a person‘s
body.
Bell founded Science Magazine., the official journal of the
Amer. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science—source: ―The
Talking Dog,‖ a chapter in ―The Pawprints of History.‖ Also see
at the Bell-Gray Controversy.

lucrative sources of income--increasingly difficult-Wikipedia. Beethoven‘s Fifth Symphony--see at Victory.

Beetles have 400,000 species & Animals 8,000—see
at Creator.

Before Childhood, see at Childhood.
―Before the Fall Out, from Marie Curie to
Hiroshima,‖ by Diana Preston, Walker & Co., NY, 2005.

Before Teenage?--see at Teenage.
―Beginnings are obscure, All‖—Herman Weyl.
Begorrah,a mild Irish oath & alteration of ―By God.‖
―Beg Your Pardon,‖ 1948 song by Francis Craig.
―If I broke your heart, beg your pardon…‖

―Beg Your Pardon, I‖ (I never promised you arose

Bell, Vanessa, 1879-1961, a painter & interior

garden,‖ Ch. 66

decorator of the Bloomsbury group. She was the eldest
daughter of Sir Leslie Stephen and Julia Prinsep Jackson (1846 1895). Her parents lived at 22 Hyde Park Gate, London, and she
lived there until 1904. She was educated at home by her parents in
languages, mathematics and history, and took drawing lessons
from Ebenezer Cook before she attended Sir Arthur Cope's art
school in 1896,and then studied painting at the Royal Academy in
1901. During her childhood, she and her sister Virginia were
sexually molested by their half-brothers, George and Gerald
Duckworth. After the deaths of her mother in 1895 and her father
in 1904, Vanessa sold 22 Hyde Park Gate and moved to
Bloomsbury with her sister Virginia and brothers Thoby (1880 1906) and Adrian (1883 - 1948), where they met and began
socialising with the artists, writers and intellectuals who would
come to form the Bloomsbury Group.
She married Clive Bell in 1907 and they had two sons,
Julian (who died in 1937 during the Spanish Civil War at the age
of 29), and Quentin . The two had an open marriage, both taking
lovers throughout their life together. Vanessa Bell had affairs with
art critic Roger Fry and with the painter Duncan Grant, with whom
she had a daughter, Angelica in 1918, whom Clive Bell raised as
his own child. Also see at Virginia Woolf, Leonard Woolf, and
Leslie Stepehn. Vanessa, Clive, Duncan Grant and Duncan's lover
David Garnett moved to the Sussex countryside shortly before the
outbreak of WW I, and settled at Charleston Farmhouse near Firle,
East Sussex, where she and Grant painted and worked on
commissions for the Omega Workshops established by Roger Fry.
Vanessa Bell's significant paintings include Studland Beach
(1912), The Tub (1918), Interior with Two Women (1932), and
portraits of her sister Virginia Woolf (three in 1912), Aldous
Huxley (1929-1930), and David Garnett (1916). She is considered
one of the major contributors to British portrait drawing and
landscape art in the 20th century. She is portrayed by Janet McTeer
in the 1995 Dora Carrington biopic Carrington, and by Miranda
Richardson in the 2002 film The Hours alongside Nicole Kidman
as Virginia Woolf—also see at Virginia Woolf, Leonard Woolf,
Leslie Stephen & ―The Hours.‖

th

Begley, Herschel, 5 Dist. Sch. 1938, friend—see at
1938 Blue Ribbon Photos in Part I.

―Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen,‖ Yiddish song adapted by
Saul Chaplin (music) and Sammy Cahn (lyrics) in 1937 that
became a big hit. See pp. 284-285 in Ewen‘s ―All the
Years Etc.‖, or p. 20 in Da Capo‘s Companion.

―Being Alive,‖ song in the Sondheim musical
―Company‖ (1970)

Being one‘s self & being true to oneself--see at
Pritchard, at Self, at Zelig & at Zusya.

Beirut is the capital & largest city of Lebanon with a
population of over 2.1 million as of 2007. Located on a
peninsula at the midpoint of Lebanon's coastline with the
Mediterranean sea, it serves as the country's largest and main
seaport and also forms the Beirut District area, which consists of
the city and its suburbs. The first mention of this metropolis is
found in the ancient Egyptian Tell el Amarna letters, dating to the
15th century BC, and the city has been continuously inhabited over
the centuries—excerpt from Wikpedia.

Beirut pun: Beirut is the solution to the clue in the
April 15, 2009 NY Times Xword by Brad Wilber
Belarus, formerly Belorussia,
Belay Nautical. To secure or make fast (a rope, for
example) by winding on a cleat or pin.

Belaying pin Nautical. A short , removable wooden
or metal pin fitted in a hole in the rail of a boat, used for
securing, i.e, belaying, running gear.

Belgium fell to the Nazis May 28, 1940, R; Brussels
was occupied by the Nazis on May 17. Of 90, 000 Jews in
Belgium when WW II started, 40,000 died, most in death
camps. Belgian Resistance in WW II—see at Andree de
Jongh. Also see at Duffel.

―Belgium, The Sorrow of,‖ a novel by Hugo Claus
that views the Nazi occupation, starting May 1940,
through the eyes of a teenage boy, Louis Seynaeve— his
experiences resemble hose of the author, e.g., when the
news of the death of 40,000 Belgian Jews reaches Louis‘s
father after the war, he utters a glib excuse for his ignorance.
Also, when the German tanks first rolled in,‖ he told the NY
Times in 1990, ‗there was an ecstatic feeling‖—from the
Mar. 30, 2008 NY Times.Obituary by Dennis Hevesi of
Hugo Claus.

―Bell Bottom Trousers‖ (Coat of Navy blue),T3,
Ch. 56. "Bell Bottom Trousers" is an old sea shanty about a
simple English girl and a sailor, and possibly originated in the
British Royal Navy. It is a ―bawdy‖ shanty and reflects the
vulgarity of many sea shantys. The tune is a variant of an old folk
song originally called Rosemary Lane. A sanitized version was
written in 1944 for modern audiences by bandleader Moe Jaffe,
and has been the version was recorded by different performers.The
recording by the Louis Prima orchestra was recorded in February,
1945

Bell, Alexander Graham, 1847-1922: Inventor of
―visible speech,‖ consisting of diagrams for the positions of
the tongue & mouth necessary to pronounce a sound, a method
used to teach the deaf to speak & leading to the invention of the
telephone in 1875 (about which see below; also see Edison in this
connection.)

―Bell Tolls, For Whom the,‖ a Hemingway novel—
see at ―For Whom the Bell Tolls‖ (the title is from a poem
by John Donne—see Donne.)

Bellamy, Ralph, an actor who played polio-stricken
FDR in Campobello, 66(109)n. Also see below:
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Drama Desk Award nomination for Unique Theatrical Experience.
She appeared in a televised PBS production (available on DVD)
and extensively toured the country with the play for a
number of years.
―Belle Dame San Merci, La,‖ Keats‘ poem, 226(412)
―— is that ideal object that man worships from a distance
who is also (unattainable?)‖ —Frederick Karl, biographer
of William Faulkner, about Faulkner‘s wife, Estelle. (The
computer swallowed part of this quotation.)

Bellamy, Ralph, 1904-1991, was born in Chicago, IL,
the son of Lilla Louise Smith, a native of Canada, and her
husband Charles Rexford Bellamy He began his acting career on
stage, and by 1927 owned his own theatre company.
In 1931, he made his film debut and worked constantly
throughout the decade to establish himself as a capable supporting
actor. Bellamy received the lead role in the 1936 film Straight from
the Shoulder. He received an Academy Award nomination for Best
Supporting Actor for his role in The Awful Truth (1937) opposite
Irene Dunne and Cary Grant and played a similar part (a naive, awshucks boyfriend competing with Cary Grant for Rosalind Russell
in the light comedy His Girl Friday (1940).
He portrayed detective Ellery Queen in a few films during
the 1940s, but as his film career did not progress, he returned to the
stage, where he continued to perform throughout the fifties. Highly
regarded within the industry, he was a founder of the Screen
Actors Guild and served as President of Actors' Equity from 19521964.
On Broadway he appeared in one of his most famous roles,
as Franklin Delano Roosevelt in Sunrise at Campobello. He later
starred in the 1960 film version.
In the summer of 1961, Bellamy hosted nine original
episodes of a CBS Western anthology series called Frontier
Justice, a Dick Powell Four Star TV production. In 1984, he was
presented with a Life Achievement Award from the Screen Actors
Guild, and in 1987 received an Honorary Academy Award "for his
unique artistry and his distinguished service to the profession of
acting.‖
Among his later roles was a memorable appearance as a
once-brilliant but increasingly forgetful lawyer sadly skewered by
the Jimmy Smits character on an episode of L.A. Law. He
continued working regularly and gave his final performance in
Pretty Woman (1990), with Julia Roberts & Richard Gere—see at
―Sunrise at Campbello.‖

Belle Starr, see at Starr.
Belle Rivière, La, 1(1), what the French called the
Ohio, ―The Beautiful River.‖ See at Oh-hee-o.

Belleau, France—see at Aisne-Marne.
―Belles of the Game‖: ―The women‘s league was
started in 1943 by Philip K. Wrigley, the chewing gum
magnate & owner of the Chicago Cubs. It survived the
return of mle players ofr a few years before folding in 1954‖
--from the obit of ―Betty Trezza, 82, pioneer of womens;
baseball‖ in the NY Times by Douglas Martin, who also
mentioned Sophie Khurys and ―Lavonne Davis, a player
known as Pepper Pairie.‖ Also see at ―A League of Their
Own.‖

―Belling the Cat‖ (Aesop): Long ago, the mice had

Bell-Gray Controversy: In ―The Telephone Gambit:
Chasing Alexander Graham Bell‘s Secret‖ (2008), science
journalist Beth Shulman discovered ―how Bell got to see
the
confidential filing in the US Patent Office in DC and how…Bell
and not Gray was awarded the patent‖—quote from
the
Washington Post Book World review by Henry Petroski,
reproduced in the Sun. Feb. 2, 2008 Books Section of ―The
Times‖ (of Trenton, NJ). Another quote: ―While reading Bell‘s
1875-76 Notebook, which the Library of Congress has made
available in high-resolution digital form on the World Wide Web,
Shulman notice a curious leap of inspiration after a 12-day hiatus
in entris, a gap that coinsided with an apparemtly sudden trip to
Washington, D.C.‖

Belle is a popular, attractive girl or woman, esp. the
most attractive one of a group, e.g., the belle of the ball—
American Heritage Dictionary

Belle: La belle

is a French word meaning (the)

beautiful. It is coupled
handsome or beautiful.

with

Le

beau.,

a

general council to consider what measures they could take
to outwit their common enemy, the Cat. Some said this, and some
said that; but at last a young mouse got up and said he had a
proposal to make, which he thought would meet the case. "You
will all agree," said he, "that our chief danger consists in the sly
and treacherous manner in which the enemy approaches us. Now,
if we could receive some signal of her approach, we could easily
escape from her. I venture, therefore, to propose that a small bell
be procured, and attached by a ribbon round the neck of the Cat.
By this means we should always know when she was about, and
could easily retire while she was in the neighborhood." This
proposal met with general applause, until an old mouse got up and
said: "That is all very well, but who is to bell the Cat?" The mice
looked at one another and nobody spoke. Then the old mouse said:
"It is easy to propose impossible remedies."
―Bells Are Ringing‖ is a 1956 musical with a book &
lyrics by Betty Comden & Adolph Green, music by Jule
Styne, and starring Judy Holliday, who won the 1957 Tony
Award for Best Actress in a Musical. The story revolves
around Ella, who works at an answering service and the
characters that she meets there. Three of the show's tunes ―Long Before I Knew You,‖ ―Just in Time,‖ and ―The
Party's Over‖-- became popular standards. The original
Broadway production, directed by Jerome Robbins and
choreographed by Robbins and Bob Fosse, opened on Nov.
29, 1956 at the Shubert Theatre, where it ran for slightly
more than two years before transferring to the Alvin, for a
total run of 924. Also see below.

meaning

―Bells Are Ringing‖ is a 1960 movie directed by
Vincent Minelli, play and screenplay by Betty Comden.
Judy Holliday reprises her Broadway Tony Award-Winning
role of Ella Peterson, the telephone operator who tries to
improve the lives of her clients by passing along bits of
information she hears from other clients. She falls in love
with one of her clients, the playwright Jeffrey Moss (played
by Dean Martin), and is determined to meet him. The
trouble is, on the phone to him, she always pretends to be an
old woman whom he calls ―Mom.‖

Belle of Amherst, epithet for Emily Dickinson.
"Belle of Amherst The" is a one-woman play by
William Luce. Based on the life of Emily Dickinson from
1845-1886, and set in her Amherst, Massachusetts home, the play
makes use of her work, diaries, and letters to recollect her
encounters with the significant people in her life - family, close
friends, and acquaintances. It balances the agony of her seclusion
with the brief bright moments when she was able to experience
some joy. After one preview, the original Broadway production,
directed by Charles Nelson Reilly and starring Julie Harris, opened
on April 28, 1976 at the Longacre Theatre, where it ran for 116
performances.
Harris, who portrayed fifteen different characters in the
play, won the Tony Award for Best Actress in a Play and earned a

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953, French-born poet,
historian, essayist & satirist who was among the most versatile
English writers of the first quarter of the 20th century. He is most
remembered for his light verse, particularly for children, and for the
lucidity and easy grace of his essays, which could be delightfully about
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nothing or decisively about some of the key controversies of the
Edwardian era.
Belloc was educated at the Oratory School, Birmingham, and
then worked as a journalist. After military service as a French citizen,
he entered Balliol College, Oxford, in 1894. He graduated with firstclass honors in history, was president of the Union (debating society),
and in 1896 married Elodie Hogan (1870–1914) of Napa, Calif. He
became a naturalized British subject in 1902 and sat as a member of
Parliament for Salford (1906–10), first as a Liberal and then as an
Independent.
Verses and Sonnets (1895) and The Bad Child‘s Book of Beasts
(1896) launched Belloc on his literary career. Cautionary Tales,
another book of humorous verse for children, which parodied some
Victorian pomposities, appeared in 1907. His Danton (1899) and
Robespierre (1901) proved his lively historical sense and powerful
prose style. Lambkin‘s Remains (1900) and Mr. Burden (1904) showed
his mastery of satire and irony. In The Path to Rome (1902) he
interspersed his account of a pilgrimage on foot from Toul to Rome
with comments on the nature and history of Europe.
Born and brought up a Roman Catholic, he showed in almost
everything he wrote an ardent profession of his faith. This coloured
with occasional inaccuracy and overemphasis most of his historical
writing, which includes Europe and the Faith (1920), History of
England, 4 vol. (1925–31), and a series of biographies ranging in
period from James II (1928) to Wolsey (1930). But he had the power of
bringing history to life.
The Four Men (1912) described a walk through Sussex, the
county where he made his home, and his love of sailing was vividly
illustrated in The Cruise of the Nona‖ (1925). In political and
economic matters Belloc was a follower of William Cobbett, English
author, journalist, and radical influential in the early 19th century.
Among Belloc‘s volumes of lighter verse are The Modern
Traveller (1898) and the Heroic Poem in Praise of Wine (1932). He
also wrote a number of satiric novels, which were illustrated by his
close friend, the novelist G.K. Chesterton.

was sent to Japan in early 1952, which was still under US
Occupation. (While there he met Maki.)
He returned to the US at Stead AF Base, outside Reno in
June 1954, and was discharged in or around Oct. 1954. Then he
returned to Miami, bought a car & drove to Fresno Calif. Then he
took a freighter from San Francisco to Yokohama, where he
married Maki, returned to Fresno, then drove up to Berkeley,
entered U. Cal at Berkeley on the GI Bill in Sept.1955, and went
straight through, i.e., including summer sessions, graduating in
Feb. 1958.
He moved to Monterey, CA, to work, and in Sept 1958, he
entered grad school at UCLA & finished is Ph. D.
in Math. in
1963 under C. C. Chang—Angus Taylor was the Dept. Chair then.
He taught at U. Cal at Riverside, where Malcolm Smiley was chair,
for four years before starting to teach at UBC in Vancouver in
1967--he took early retirement there around 1988 or 1989 at age 56
or 57. See his Website. He & Maki have two daughters, Marcia
and Sonia—see below.
Belluce, Maki (née Maki Fujikawa): ―she was from
Hiroshima but on the day the A- bomb was dropped she was
out of town with the maid. Her entire family was destroyed, as
were all birth records. She was taken in by the maid, who raised
her‖—Pete Belluce, e-mail of Jan. 20, 2008. Maki lives in
Vancouver, and so do her two daughters, Marcia & Sonia.

Belluce, Marcia, Pete‘s daughter.
In a message dated 9/7/2009 2:39:42 P.M. Eastern Daylight
Time, belluce@math.ubc.ca writes from Wenonah, NJ:This evening
one of my daughters who lives in Vancouver will be visitingwith her
boyfriend. It'll be a pleasure to see her as she a real nice person. Her
name is Marcia and she's 50 years old; she works but is going back to
the U when she returns to Vancouver maybe next week.

Bellevue, KY, near Covington, 62(101)
Belly dance is a Western name for an Arabic style of

Bellocq, a New Orleans photographer of whores,

dance developed in the Middle East. Some American
devotees refer to it simply as ―.Middle Eastern Dance.‖ In
the Arabic language it is known as raqs sharqi (literally
―eastern dance‖) or sometimes raqs baladi (literally
―national‖ or ―folk‖ dance). Also see at Burlesque Show.

marries an 11 year-old one, photographs her mother, saying,
―I am very, very happy,‖ as she bared her bosom. (Voyeur
par excellence!)--at least in the movie ―Pretty Baby,‖ 7576(124); also see at Brooke Shields & at Susan Sarandon.

Bellow, Saul ―Sollie‖ (né Solomon Bellow),1915-

Belsen,

2005, was born in Lachine Quebec (now a part of
Montreal), shortly after his parents had emigrated from St.
Petersburg, Russia. The family moved to the slums of
Chicago, the where he received the schooling form edthe
backdrop to many of his novels. He received the
1976
Nobel Prize for Literature. ―In (Primo) Levi‘s writing,
nothing is superfluous and every thing is essential.‖
On Bellow‘s sadistic father, ―[He] beat us with a strap
or his hand, whichever came first,‖ 46(73)
―All a witer has to do to get a woman is to say he‘s a
writer. It‘s an aphrodisiac,‖ in Milestones, Time, Dec. 26,
2005 / Jan. 2, 2006 Also see at Fate & at Kissinger.

Nazi

Concentration

or

Extermation

Camp, and Bergen- Belsen, R, 32(51)n, 175(305); also
see at Beast of Belsen, and at Bergen-Belsen

Belzec, a Polish Extermination camp where
approximately 500,000 million Jews were killed—see
at Miles Lerman.

Benchley, Rohert Charles, 1889-1945, was an
American humorist best known for his work as newspaper
columnist and film actor. From his beginnings at the Harvard
Lampoon while attendimg Harvard through his many years writing
essays and articles for Vanity Fair and The New Yorker, and his
acclaimed short films, Benchley's style of humor brought him
respect and success during his life, from NY City and his peers at
The Algonquin Round Table to contemporaries in the burgeoning
film industry.
Benchley is best remembered for his contributions to The
New Yorker, where his unique essays, whether topical or absurdist,
influenced many modern humorists. He also made a name for
himself in Hollywood, when his short film How to Sleep was a
popular success and won Best Short Subject at the 1935 Academy
Awards, and his many memorable appearances in films such as
Alfred Hitchcock's Foreign Correspondent and a dramatic turn in
Nice Girl? His legacy includes written work and numerous short
film appearances—Wikipedia.
Benchley Quotations: Telegram about Venice:
―STREETS COVERED WITH WATER PLEASE
ADVISE.‖ His remark to Dorothy Parker after she had yet again
tried to kill herself, ―Dotty, if you go on committing suicide like
this, you‘re going to serioulsly damage your health‖ —from the

Bellows, George (Wesley), 1882-1925, was a leading
figure in the group known as The Eight. He delighted in
painting prize fights, festiavals, and the teeming life of the
cities. Proably his most famous painting is Dempsey and
Firpo; also see at Ash Can School & at Henri.

Belluce, Dr. Lawrence Peter ―Pete,‖ is a math. friend
whom I met at the 1986 Barcelona Ring Theory Conference,
organized by Pere Menal & Jaume Moncasi--we‘ve been friends
every since. He lives in San Jose, Costa Rica, with his second
wife, Sonia, and their daughter, Nathalie, and her daughter,
Summer. .I wrote about him, and his paper with Yitz Herstein &
S. K. Jain, in Rings & Things.
Pete was born in Chester Pa in June 1932, moved to Miami
in 1945 after the war, went to Miami Edison HS for 3 years and
St. Patrick's HS (Miami Beach) one year. Joining the US Air Force
in late 1950, he learned to be an airplane engine mechanic &
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review in Feb. 4, 2000, TLS. by Frederic R Raphael of the Fifth
Edition of ―TheOxford Dict. of Quotations‖

(basketball & championship football team), 166(291);
Superintendent of Covington Schools, 1966-67

Bendix, William, 1906-1964, was born in Manhattan,

Bennett, Roy C.—see ―Red Roses for a Blue Lady.‖
Bennett, Richard Rodney, see ―Love is All Around.‖
Bennnett, Tony (né Anthony Dominick Benedetto), born

NY City As a youth in the early 1920s, Bendix was a
batboy for the NY Yankees and said he saw Babe Ruth hit
more than a hundred home runs at Yankee Stadium. In
1927, he married the former Theresa Stefanotti. He started
with appearances in film noir films including a memorable
performance in The Glass Key (1942), which also featured
Brian Donlevy and Veronica Lake. He soon gained more
attention after appearing in Alfred Hitchcock's Lifeboat
(1944) as Gus, a wounded and dying American sailor, and
in the eponymous rrole in "The Hairy Ape" (1944).
HBendix's other well-known movie roles include his
portrayal of legendary baseball-player Babe Ruth in The
Babe Ruth Story (1948) He also played Nick the bartender
in the 1948 film version of William Saroyan's The Time of
Your Life starring James Cagney. Bendix had also appeared
in the stage version, but in the role of Officer Krupp (a role
played on film by Broderick Crawford). Also see at "The
Hairy Ape.‖

Beneke, Tex (née

1926 in Astoria, Queens, NY City, is s singer of popular
music, standards and jazz. He sang ―I Left My Heart in San
Francisco‖ at the Fairmont Hotel in 1961, and released next year
on the B-side of the ballad, ―Once Upona a time.‖ It's been his
defining song every since.
After having achieved artistic & commercial success
in the 1950s and early 1960s, his career suffered an extended
downturn during the height of the rock music era. Bennett staged a
comeback, however, in the late 1980s and 1990s, expanding his
audience to a younger generation while keeping his musical style
intact. He remains a popular and critically praised recording artist
and concert performer in the 2000s. Bennett is also a noted
painter, creating works under his birth name, Anthony Benedetto—
edited from Parade Magazine of Oct. 26, 2008 & Wikipedia.
Some of his hits are : ―Because of You‖, ―Cold, Cold
Heart‖, ―Rags to Riches‖ & ―Strangers in Paradise.‖

Gordon Lee Beneke), 1914-

Benny, Jack (né Benjamin Kubelsky), 1894-1874,

2000, was an American saxophonist, singer, and bandleader,
who is probably remembered best for his association -- and
best-selling hit records -- with Glenn Miller‘s big band from
1938 to 1942. Born in Fort Worth, Beneke started playing
saxophone when he was nine, going from soprano to alto to
tenor saxophones and staying with the latter. Also see at
Chattanooga Choo.

in Waukegan, IL, a child prodigy violinst. Gentle, selfmocking, and self-effacing, a master of timing, his humor
lacked malice. He built his comedy routine on being cheap
and playing the violin badly, but he was an excellent
violinist & far from cheap. In 1943, he donated a violin that
brought $ 1 million at a war-bond rally & before he died, he
left a Stradivarius and another valuable violin to the LA
Philharmonic in his will—from Parade Magazine, Jan. 29,
2006---Benny toured extensively all his life for the USO to
boost troop morale; ―I don‘t deserve this [award], but then I
have arthritis and I don‘t deserve that either!‖ 78(128);
―Your money or your life! I‘m thinking!, I‘m thinking!‖
78(128); also see at Natal.

Benét, Stephen Vincent 1898-1943, born in Fountain
Hill, PA, he was a poet, short story writer, and novelist, best
known for his book-length narrative poem of the American Civil War,
John Brown's Body (1928), for which he won a Pulitzer Prize in 1929,
and for two short stories, "The Devil and Daniel Webster" and "By the
Waters of Babylon" (both 1937) . Born into an Army family in
Fountain Hill, PA, he spent most of his boyhood in Benicia, CA,
until about the age ten, when he was sent to the Hitchcock Military
Academy. A graduate of The Albany Academy in Albany, NY and
Yale University, where he was a member of Wolf's Head Society and
―the power behind the Yale Lit.‖, according to Thornton Wilder.
Benet published his first book at age 17, and was awarded an
M.A. in English upon submission of his third volume of poetry in lieu
of a thesis.
Benet's fantasy short story, The Devil and Daniel Webster, won
an O. Henry Award in 1937. He furnished the material for Scratch, a
one-act opera by Douglas Moore. The story was filmed in 1941 and
shown originally under the title All That Money Can Buy. Benét also
wrote a sequel, Daniel Webster and the Sea Serpent, in which real-life
historic figure Webster encounters the Leviathan of biblical legend.
Benét maintained a home (commonly referred to as Benét House), in
Augusta, Georgia. Part of Augusta College (now Augusta State U.) it
was declared a National Historic Landmark in 1971.

―Benny‖(Cecil) Craig, P, D, Pres. of HHS ‘45 and
one of my best friends along with Frank Duff & Joy;
Kinsburg, Ch.44,esp. 150-151(267-268), 188, 207; Benny
was Cecil Craig‘s family or pet name; Cf. at ―Rosie‖
O‘Grady; --lived on Holmesdale Ct. next to Holmes High
School campus; his Dad was a RR engineer & -- played the
instrument—piano, 151(268); ―Another Mama‘s boy—
what‘s wrong with that?‖ 150(267); -- and friends in
informal HHS photos, 165-166(290-292); ―We were best
friends & alter-egos,‖ 151(268)—also see at Friendship;
-- immaculate dresser, 150(267), 151(268); he even
wore
coat & tie to picnics!—see the photograph of Benny, Lou
Elva, Joy & me doing the ―soft-shoe, buck & wing,‖
in
Photos in Part II; --King of the Prom, 150(267);
-- a Mama‘s boy too, A 151(268); -- Most popular in HHS
Class of ‘45, 150-151(267); --Pres. HHS Class of 1945,
150(267), 166(292); A top HHS ‘45 scholar: class rank 3
& the # 1 male. See Superiority of Women in the Class
of 1056 at Haolmes High Sxhool; Tempus fugit (time
flies—see at Virgil), a frequent expression of Benny‘s-was he chronophobic? Ch. 52, 211(384);
-- signed my ―Lest We Forget:‖ ―Carl, you have been a
great pal to me…, Tuus amicus‖ (Your friend always),
Cecil‖—We were in the Latin Club, Inter Nos, together.

Benjamin, Gershon, 1899-1935, artist featured in the
Nov. 2008 issue of American Art. See at Milton Avery (last
paragraph.)

Benjamin, Richard, actor. See at ―Catch 22.‖
Bennet, Alan, b. in 1934, has been a household name
in British theatre ever since he starred and co-authored the
satirical review Beyond the Fringe with Dudley Moore
Moore, Peter Cooke and Jonathan Miller in 1960 at the
Edinburgh Festival. Later the same show played to
packed houses in London's West End and in New York.
Although Bennett started by writing and acting for the
stage, he very soon turned his attention to writing plays for
television—Wikipedia.

―Benny Goodman Story, The,‖(1956) is a
biopic starring Steve Allen and Donna Reed, directed by
Valentine Davies and released by Universal Studios. Lionel
Hampton, Martha Tilton, Kid Ory, George Givot, Gene Krupa, and
other musicians have cameo appearances in this film.
Louis Prima's 1936 song ―Sing, Sing, Sing" is played at the
climax of the film, a recreation of Goodman's triumphant Carnegie
Hall concert on the evening of January 16, 1938. By the time the

Bennett, Bert A., HHS ‘45 classmate & scholar
(acad. class rank: 15), 149(265) & versatile athlete
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band got to the climactic piece ―Sing, Sing, Sing‖ that night,
success was assured. This performance featured playing by tenor
saxophonist Babe Russin, trumpeter Harry James, and Benny
Goodman, backed by drummer Gene Krupa.
When Goodman finished his solo, he unexpectedly gave a
solo to pianist Jess Stacy. ―At the Carnegie Hall concert, after the
usual theatrics, Jess Stacy was allowed to solo and, given the
venue, what followed was appropriate. Used to just playing rhythm
on the tune, he was unprepared for a turn in the spotlight, but what
came out of his fingers was a graceful, impressionistic marvel with
classical flourishes, yet still managed to swing. It was the best
thing he ever did, and it's ironic that such a layered, nuanced
performance came at the end of such a chaotic, bombastic tune‖
Many of the era's premier musicians appear in the film. .
Several links on YouTube: Harry James plays a trumpet solo at
this link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9J5Zt2Obko
Another link has "the best quality sound on YouTube":
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwDN9UMMi3c And with two
kinetic young dancers at this link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zY-sTmzP2sE

stationed on Adak in the Aleutians, and then Kodiak; also
served in the Korean War, 1951-53, some of it in the
Philippines. ―The Korean Peace Treaty was sent out on
my transmitter on Kodiak,‖ 206-207(377)from an email from Gus in 2005; Also see his ―Bio‖ on the Web at
―Clasmates.‖ Gus‘s father worked for 30years in the steel
mill at Wilder out of Newport, and his mom worked at
Crosley out of Cincinnati making delayed fuses for
bombs—e-mail of 5/24/07.

Berger, Rod, RT Navy pal in Co. 1038, 195(358)
Bergman, George M., math. friend, Prof. at U. California,
Berkeley, who left New York City's Stuyvesant for
Berkeley in his junior year. A a prolific math. whose first
paper was written in Jr. High School using the ―Golden
Ratio as a base for writing real numbers.‖ On 7/12/07,
George wrote: ―Stuyvesant was where I was when the
paper mentioned was published); the junior high I was
attending when I wrote it was Walt Whitman Jr. High
(JHS 246, Brooklyn. George solved an open problem of
Nathan Jacobson‘s by showing that right primitive ring
need not be left primitive. He went on to give often
ingenious examples solving questions raised by a large
number of mathematicians--consult his Website for an eyeopener (e.g., a index to key papers, which can be accessed)
Also see at P. M. Cohn & at Zanesville Conference.

Benoit Joan—see at Joan Benoit Samuelson.
Benson, Sally, 1897-1972, was a screen and short
story writer born in St. Louis. She began her career
writing film reviews fro the NY Morning Telegraph.Two of
her short stories, Junior Miss (1945) and Meet Me in St.
Louis (1944), were made into films. She died in LA at age
74—excerpt from Wikipedia.

Bergman, (Ernst) Ingmar, 1918-2007, was a 9-time
Academy Award-nominated Swedish film, stage, and opera
director. He depicted bleakness and despair as well as comedy and
hope in his explorations of the human condition. He is recognized
as one of the greatest and most influential filmmakers of modern
cinema. He directed 62 films, most of which he also wrote, and
directed over 170 plays. Some of his internationally known
favorite actors were Liv Ullmann, Bibi Andersson, Ingrid Thulin
and Max von Sydow.
Most of his films were set in the stark landscape of his
native Sweden, and major themes were often bleak, dealing with
death, illness, betrayal, and insanity. Bergman first achieved
international success with Smiles of a Summer Night
(Sommarnattens leende) (1955), which won for "Best poetic
humor" and was nominated for the Golden Palm at Cannes the
following year. This was followed two years later with two of
Bergman's best-known films, The Seventh Seal (Det sjunde
inseglet, 1957) and Wild Strawberries (Smultronstället, 1957). The
Seventh Seal won a special jury prize and was nominated for the
Golden Palm at Cannes and Wild Strawberries won numerous
awards for Bergman and its star, Victor Sjöström.
Bergman continued to be productive for the next 20 years.
In the early 60's he directed a trilogy that explored the theme of
faith and doubt in God, Through a Glass Darkly (Såsom i en
Spegel--1961), Winter Light (Nattvardsgasterna--1962), and The
Silence(Tystnaden--1963).
In 1966 he directed Persona, a film that he himself
considered one of his most important films. While the film won
few awards many consider it his masterpiece and one of the best
films ever produced. Bergman himself considers this film along
with Cries and Whispers (Viskningar och rop - 1972) to be his two
most important films.
Other notable films of the period include The Virgin Spring
(Jungfrukällan - 1960), Hour of the Wolf (Vargtimmen--1968),
Shame (Skammen--1968) and A Passion/The Passion of Anna (En
Passion--1969). Bergman also produced extensively for Swedish
TV at this time. Two works of note were Scenes from a Marriage
(Scener ur ett äktenskap--1973) and The Magic Flute (Trollflöjten-1975)—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Andersson,
Thulin, at Von Sydow & ―Cries and Whispers.‖

―Be Prepared,‖ Boy Scout Motto, Ch. 36; also see at
Rumsfield.

Bereaved Bitch Joke—see at Expense Account Joke.
Bering, Vitus, discovered the Aleutians in 1741. .
Berga, ―a little-known Hell…one of the smaller
Nazi slave-labor camps.‖ A little-documented Death
March in April 19, 1945: As the Germans began a frantic
retreat …as the Russians closed in…a forced trek….claimed
the lives of 50 American soldiers in less than two week‖
--excerpted from Tom Brokaw‘s rev. of Roger Cohen‘s
―Soldiers and Slaves,‖ in the New York Times, May 11,
2005. See at ―Soldiers and Slaves.‖

Bergen-Belsen Concentration Camp, 175(305):
Anne Frank & her sister Margot died of typhus there.

Bergen, Candice Patricia (aka ―Candy‖), b. in 1946
in Beverly Hills, CA, to Frances Westerman (1922- 2006
(who was known professionally as Frances Westcott when
she was a Powers model) and the radio ventriloquist Edgar
Bergen. She made her movie debut in 1965 in ―The
Group,‖ and went on to become a successful TV
actress with her TV show, ―Murphy
Brown,‖
that
satirized modern life. She has starred in many movies
(e..g., ―Carnal Knowledge‖), & TV productions—see her
website.
Bergen, Edgar, 1903-1978, ventriloquist, best known
for his ―partner,‖ Charliie McCarthy, who, while his
dummy, was smarter than he, exploiting self-effacement
as many comedians do, e.g., Jack Benny, Charlie
Chaplin, Buster Keaton, & Rodney Dangerfield, to mention
a few of the many. (See at Charlie McCarthy. Another
of ―dummy‖ of Bergen was the cornball Mortimer Snerd
and the ever-husband-hunting Effie Klinker. ―Hard work
never killed anybody, but why take a chance?‖—Bergen.
Also see at Garrison Keillor

Berger, Edo—see at Supernovae.
Berger, Gustave (―Gus‖), HHS ‘45 Classmate, and

Bergman, Ingrid, 1915-1982, born in Sweden, was a

friend, T, A; in the French Club, Entre Nous, with Frank
and me, P; served as Radio man in the Navy, 1946-1949;
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Keep Me Warm‖ (1937, one of nine songs he wrote for the
musical, On theAvenue—see p.393 of Ewen‘s All the Years…),
―White Christmas‖ (1942) & ―God Bless America‖ (1939), Cf.
7(11); ―This is the Army,Mr. Jones,‖ 1942, Ch. 52; ―Annie Get
Your Gun‖ (1946), Ch. 10, and many other hits.
See,
e.g.,
pp.71-72 in ―Da Capo‘s Companion‖ & pp. 72-92 in ―Reading
Lyrics; ―
Also see at ―Annie Get Your Gun, ―Call me Madam,‖
―This Is the Army, Mr. Jones,‖ and ―O How I hate to Get Up in
the Morning,‖ ―Always‖ (which he gave to his bride as a
wedding gift), ―A Pretty Girl is Like a Melody,‖ You Keep
Coming Back Like a Song,‖ D; ―How Deep is the Ocean,‖
―Remember,‖ ―Blue Skies,‖ ―I‘ve Got My Love to Keep Me
Warm,‖ and others between 1935-1938. See, e.g., pp. 106-107 &
p. 189 in Zinsser‘s ―Easy to Remember.‖ One musical rival of
Berlin complained: ―He used up all the holidays‖—quoted on p.
347 of ―New York City, An Illustrated History‖--see
Bibiography.

three-time Academy Award-winning—Best Actress for
Gas Light (1945), Anastasia (1957) & Best Supporting Actress for
Murder on the Orient Express (1974), two-time Emmy Awardwinner--for Turn of the Screw (1960) & A Woman Called Golda
(1980), and a five-time Golden Globe Award-winner: for
Gaslight, Anastasia, A Woman Called Golda, The Bells of St. Mary
& Spellbound (both 1946). She also starred the Hitchcock 1946
thriller Notorious
In 1937, at the age of 21, she married a dentist, Petter
Lindström (who became a neurosurgeon) and in 1938, she gave
birth to a daughter, Pia Lindström.
Bergman was signed by Hollywood producer David O.
Selznick to star in the 1939 English language remake of her 1936
Swedish language film, Intermezzo.
According to Bergman's A&E Biography, Selznick
suggested she change her name, have her teeth capped, and her
eyebrows plucked, but Ingrid was having none of it. Taken aback
by her reply, Selznick changed his mind, allowing Ingrid to keep
all her real features and her real name.
Intermezzo was an enormous success and Bergman became
a star, described as ―Sweden's illustrious gift to Hollywood.‖
Some things that set her apart from other female stars in
Hollywood at that time were that she did not change her name, her
appearance was entirely natural with little to no makeup, and that
she was one of the tallest leading ladies.
After writing a letter in 1948 to the Italian film director,
Roberto Rossellin, offering to act in his films and perhaps a bit
more—she put ti amo in her letter!—they fell in love on the set of
Stronboli. The fact they were both already married created an
international scandal—see at Rossellinia and Bergaman. Also see
at Academy Awards (and Nominations), at ―Casablanca,‖ at ―Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,‖ at Jennifer
Jones at ―Notorious‖ & at
―Stromboli.‖

Berlin, A Woman in Berlin: Eight Weeks in a
Conquered City, A Diary‖—Anonymous: it starts on April
20, 1945. ―The population was largely female and the
dramatic events here are rapes—repeated rapes, group rapes,
violent rapes, accommodating rapes,‖ from the 8/14/05 rev.
in the NY Times by Joseph Kanon. See Bibliography.
Berlin, Germany; Russian capture of --, May 2, 1945,
Russia suffered 600,000 dead—the most of any engagement
in WW II—almost as many as both sides of the Civil war
lost over 4 years! 182(316); Hitler committed suicidein a
bunker in Berlin, on April 30, two days after his marriage
to his longtime mistress, Eva Braun, who died with himg.

Berlin, East and West Following WW II, Germany
was partitioned into various zones under the control of
Allied nations. Berlin, the nation's key city, was also divided
into different occupation areas, despite its location deep into
the Soviet sector. Tensions escalated between the Western
Allies and the Soviet Union, prompting the Soviets to
attempt to take over control of all of Berlin. When France,
Britain, and the United States agreed to introduce a new
currency into their sectors in West Germany and Berlin, the
Soviets declared the new currency void in the eastern
partition under their control. Days later, the Soviet
government closed supply lines to West Berlin. The United
States Air Force and the British Royal Air Force organized a
massive effort to deliver needed food, coal, and medical
supplies into Berlin to thwart the Soviet blockade. The
round-the-clock operation, which became known as the
Berlin Airlift, sustained the residents of West Berlin for
over a year, starting on June 28, 1948, and secured the
freedom of West Berlin from Soviet control. See below.

Berkeley, The U. of Calif.at, AA,,: Moe‘s Books,
104(194)n; Art couses with Bullock & Lassaw, 129(238)

Berkvist, Robert, writes for the NY Times—see at
Fred Astaire & at Karl Malden.

Berle, Milton, (né Mendel Berlinger), 1908-2002,
was the first major star of TV and as such became known as
Uncle Miltie or Mr. Television to millions during TV's golden age.
Born in a five-story walkup at 68 West 118th Street in the
Morningside Heights neighborhood of Manhattan, NY, he chose
Milton Berle as his professional name when he was 16.
His father, Moses Berlinger, was a paint and varnish
salesman. His mother, Sarah (Sadie) Glantz Berlinger (1890–
1968), eventually became stagestruck and changed her name to
Sandra Berle when Milton
became
famous---edited
from
Wikipedia, where there is a filmography.
Also see, e.g., ― Chattanooga Choo Choo,‖ a film in which
he appeared in. His filmography lists ―The Perils of
Pauline,‖ but he is not listed in the cast on the Web. Also
see at Henry Parke.

Berlin Airlift: On June 15, 1948, USSR declard the
Autobahn (German for Freeway) closed & built roadblocks
to prevent Berliners. from fleeing the city. Within a week,
all traffic between the various sectors of the city was halted.
On June 21, river barge traffic was outlawed. Two days
later, all railroads into and out of West Berlin were closed.
Berliners were then at the mercy of the Soviet government
to provide food and supplies. On June 24, 1948, the Soviets
announced that they would not supply food to residents
outside of the Soviet controlled sector. With all other means
of transport cut-off, Britain and the United States, with the
help of France, organized a massive airlift to feed and
supply the sectors of West Berlin under their control. It
began on June 28, 1948.

Berlin, Irving (né Israel Baline),1888-1989, 7(11),
Chs.10 & 52: Born in Russian, Berlin was raised in the
Lower East Side of NY. Where his family settled in 1892, when
he was just 4 years old—see p. 71 in Da Capo.
He had little formal musical education--he could neither
read music nor play the piano, according to Wilfred Sheed in
―The House that George Built,‖ yet he became America‘s most
successful song writer of the first half of the 20-th
Century.
Well, he did play a piano that was ―custom-built…a lever
moved the keyboard to alter notes as they were played into any key
he wanted‖—from an article in May 2008 Smithsonian magazine
by Owen Edwards.
Among others, he wrote the music & lyrics of ―Alexander‘s
Ragtime Band‖ (1911), ―Blue Skies‖(1926, the year he married
Ellen Mackay), ―Easter Parade (1933), ―I‘ve Got My Love to

Berlin Stories is a book comprising two short novels
by Christopher Isherwood: Goodbye to Berlin\ and Mr.
Norris Changes Trains. It was published in 1946. The
Berlin Stories was the starting point for the John Van
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Druten play ―I Am a Camera,‖ made into a 1955 film,
which in turn went on to inspire the musical and film
Cabaret—also see at ―Goodbye to Berlin,‖ at ―I Am a
Camera‖ & at ―Sally Bowles.‖

the Watergate scandal.—see at ―All the President‘s Men‖
& at Alan Pukala.

Bernstein, F. W.—see at Nonsense Verse (last
paragraph.)

Berlin Wall: made of concrete, glass, and wire—

Bernstein, Jeremy, see at A-Bomb Secrets.
Bernstein, Lenonard (1918-1990) was perhaps the

erected in August 1961, dividing East and West Germany
along the entire border cutting through Berlin in order to keep
Eastern Europeans from fleeing to the West; many people were
killed by the E. Germans trying to escape; On Dec. 20, 1963, E.
Germany opened the Berlin Wall for one day visits from West
Germans to visit relatives.
On June 12, 1987, Pres. Reagan stood in fron of the
Brandenburg Gate & the Berline Wall & issued his famous
exhortation: Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!

most influential figure in classical music in the last half of
the twentieth century. Composer, conductor of the NY
Philharmonic Orchestra & the Young People's Concerts
series, author, lecturer and often controversial media
personality, the American- born Bernstein had a dramatic
impact on the popular audience's acceptance and
appreciation of classical music. His own work as a
composer, particularly his scores for such Broadway
musicals as West Side Story and On the Town, helped forge
a new relationship between classical and popular music—
from the Web, where there‘s more. See at Betty Comden &
at Virgil Thompson.

Berlin Wall Falls: When the E. German government
nnounced on Nov. 9, 1989, after several weeks of civil
unrest, that entering West Berlin would be permitted, crowds of E.
Germans climbed onto and crossed the wall, joined by West
Germans on the other side in a celebratory atmosphere. Over the
next few weeks, parts of the wall were chipped away by a euphoric
public and by souvenir hunters; industrial equipment was later
used to remove the rest of it. Then, E. Germany sold it off pieceby-piece, and now many people own a piece of it. (I wonder if any
sold bits of Auschwitz,
or example!).
The fall of the Berlin wall paved the way for unification of
East and West Germany.
On Nov. 9, 2009, there was a huge 20-th anniversary
celebration led by Germany Chancellor Angela Merkel:

Berman, Louis A, & Daniel K., 220(400)
―Proverb, Wit & Wisdom‖
Berman, Paul, reviewed ―Plot Against America‖ in
the Sunday NY Book Rev., Oct. 3, 2004, R, lii

Berna, a Nazi slave-labor camp. See at Battle of the
Bulge.
Bernays, Anne, co-author of a duo autobio with her
husband, Justin Kaplan, ―Back Then: Two lives in the
1950s New York,‖ Morrow, NY, 2002; 237-38(431);
Kaplan & Benays compared to Hammett & Hellman,
238(431); she wrote ―Professor Romeo‖ & ―Growing Up
Rich,‖ 237(431); also see at Kaplan & Bernays.

"Ms Merkel has personalized the festivities marking the fall of
the Berlin Wall, shifting the focus away from the 31 leaders in the city,
the Nobel laureates and the rock stars, and into a celebration of the East
German people, cowed by a police state for four decades, who
discovered their courage in 1989. Ms Merkel, no dissident or heroine,
was one of them. Accompanied by Mikhail Gorbachev*, the last leader
of the Soviet Union, and Lech Walesa*, the former leader of the Polish
Solidarity movement, the German leader was careful to point out that
the Berlin Wall came down because of their help. ―We weren‘t the
first,‖ she said. ―Solidarity in Poland was important because it came
from the heart of the working class. It showed us what was possible in a
supposedly workers‘ and peasants‘ state. ―As for Mikhail Gorbachev,‖
she said, pointing to him, ―You made it possible.‖ The crowd shouted
―Bravo!‖ and ―Gorby, Gorby!‖ just as they had in October 1989 when
he visited the East German regime and gave it the kiss of death with
criticism of Erich Honecker, the Communist chief"—excerpted http:
//www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/europe/article6910227.ece
Both Walesa in 1983, and Gorbachev in 1990, won Nobel
Peasce Prizes—see at Nobel Prizes.

―Bernice Bobs Her Hair ‖by F. Scott Fitzgerald:
―I describe my anguish as an example of the foolishness
has to be gotten through, or past, in order to finish high
school (so lovingly satirized in F. Scott Fitzgerald's short
story, ‗Bernice Bobs Her Hair,‘‖ 156(277)

Bernstein, Leonard, 1918-1990,was a multi-Emmy
award-winning conductor, composer, author, music
lecturer and pianist born in Lawrence, MA, to a Russian Jewish
family.
His grandmother insisted that his first name be Louis, but
his parents preferred calling him Leonard. (He had his name
officially changed to Leonard when he was fifteen. He was the first
conductor born and educated in USA to receive worldwide
acclaim.
He is perhaps best known for his long conducting
relationship with the New York Philharmonic, which included the
acclaimed Young People's Concerts series, and his compositions
including West Side Story, Candide, and On the Town.
Bernstein was the first classical music conductor to make
numerous TV appearances-all between 1954 & 1989. Additionally,
he had a formidable piano technique, was a highly respected
composer, and is one of the most influential figures in the history
of American classical music, championing the works of American
composers and inspiring the careers of a generation of American
musicians--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

―Berlin Wall: A World Divided,1961-1989,‖ Frederick
Taylor, HarperCollins, 2007. Check the Web for reviews.

Berlin Wall?—see at Redaction.
Bernhardt, Sarah, 1844-10923, was a French stage
actress. She made her fame on the stages of Europe in the
1870s, and was soon in demand in Europe and the United States.
She developed a reputation as a serious dramatic actress, earning
the nickname,"The Divine Sarah".
Bernhardt was born in Paris as Henriette Rosine Bernard,
the eldest surviving illegitimate daughter of Judith van Hard, a
Dutch-born Jewish courtesan known as "Youle." Her father was
reportedly Edouard Bernard, a French lawyer, and she was
educated in French Catholic convents.

Bernstein, Leonard (cont‘d.) ―The story of Bernstein
is a modern American fable. A prodigious boy...the son of

Bernini, Giovanni Lorenzo, 1590-1680, was a pre-

Ukrainian shtetl immigrants, one day sits down at his aunt‘s
upright and begins plinking out notes. Within months, he is
outplaying his first piano teacher; within a couple of years, he has
mastered ―Rhapsody in Blue.‖ While enrolled at Harvard, he
impressed the conductors Dimitri Mitropoulos and Serge
Koussevitzky, won a lifelong friend in Aaron Copland, and, on the
side, wrote a senior thesis on African-American themes in classical
music which is still worth reading.

imminent Baroque sculptor & architect of 17-th Rome. See
at Fountains of Rome.

Bernstein, Adam, Washington Post writer--see at
Johnny Frigo.

Bernstein, Carl, who, along with Bob Woodward,
was important role in the uncovering of, and reporting on,
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He moved to New York in Sept. 1942, at the age of twentyfour, and in a little more than two years pulled off an extraordinary
triple feat: he won national notice as a conductor when he
substitutes for Bruno Walter at the New York Philharmonic;
established himself as a concert-hall composer with the rock-solid,
formidably eloquent First Symphony, ―Jeremiah‖; and, with Betty
Comden and Adolph Green, knocked out a hit musical, ―On the
Town.‖
By V-E Day, in 1945, Bernstein was one of the most
famous American artists of his generation. A recent revival of ―On
the Town‖ at City Center, with some of the original Jerome
Robbins dances vibrantly re-created, evoked the gleeful energy
with which Bernstein descended on the city that became his home
--edited excerpt from ―The Legend of Lenny‖ by Alex Ross in the
Dec. 15, 2008 New Yorker Magazine.

In 1990 Berry was sued by several women who claimed that
he had installed a video camera in the ladies' bathrooms at two of
his St. Louis restaurants. A class action settlement was eventually
reached with 59 women on the complaint. Berry's biographer,
Bruce Pegg, estimated that it cost Berry over $1.2 million plus
legal fees. It was during this time that he began using Wayne T.
Schoeneber as his legal counsel.
Berry was awarded the Grammy Lifetime Achievement
Award in 1984. In 2003, Rolling Stone named him number six on
their list of the 100 Greatest Guitarists of All Time. His
compilation album The Great Twenty-Eight was also named 21st
on the Rolling Stone's list of the 500 Greatest Albums of All Time
In 2004 six of his songs were included in Rolling Stone's
―The 500 Greatest Songs of All Time‖ list, namely ―Johnny B.
Goode‖ (# 7), ―Maybellene‖ (# 18), ―Roll Over Beethoven‖ (# 97),
―Rock and Roll Music‖ (#128), ―Sweet Little Sixteen‖ (# 272) and
―Brown Eyed Handsome Man‖ (# 374). [
Also in 2004, Berry was rated #5 in Rolling Stone's 100
Greatest Artists of All Time and in 2008 his song ―Johnny B.
Goodee‖ won first place in the 100 greatest guitar songs according
to Rolling Stone Magazine. You can hear him play & sing it on
YouTube at this link:

Bertolucci, Bernardo, Italian movie director, see, e.g.,
at ―Stealing Beauty.‖

Berra, Yogi, T, 66(108), Ch. 37;Elected to the Hall
of Fame, 1975; Three time MVP for the Brooklyn Dodgers;
―The game isn‘t over till it‘s over‖; ―Baseball is 90%
mental. The other half is physical;‖ ―If people don‘t want to
come out to the ball park nobody‘s going to stop them,‖ Ch.
37; ―I had a deja vue all over again;‖ ―Little League is
wonderful. It keeps the kids out of the house,‖ 66(108);
―Nobody goes there anymore— it‘s too crowded.‖

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEq62iQo0eU

Also see below.

Berry, Chuck wrote: ―C'est La Vie.‖ ―It was a teenage
wedding and the old folks wished `em well / You could see
that Pierre did truly love the mademoiselle / And now the young
monsieur and madam have rung the chapel bell / C'est la vie say
the old folks, it goes to show you never can tell.‖ There are 4
more stanzas, accessible on the Web. You can hear Berry sing it on
YouTube at this link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5J2eygNmi0

Berry, ―Chuck‖ (né Charles Edward Anderson
Berry), born 1926 in St. Louis, MO, is a guitarist, singer and
songwriter.
According to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame's website,
―While no individual can be said to have invented rock and roll,
Chuck Berry comes the closest of any single figure to being the
one who put all the essential pieces together.‖
Cub Koda wrote, ―Of all the early breakthrough rock & roll
artists, none is more important to the development of the music
than Chuck Berry. He is the first and one of its greatest early
songwriters and guitarists, the main shaper of its instrumental
voice and one of its greatest performers.‖
John Lennon was more succinct: ―If you tried to give rock
and roll another name, you might call it 'Chuck Berry'.‖ Berry was
among the first musicians to be inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame on its opening in 1986 & was honored at Kennedy
Center in 2000, at the same time as Placido Domingo & others.
In 1944, before he could graduate from high school, he was
arrested and convicted of armed robbery after taking a joy ride
with his friends to Kansas City, MO. In his 1987 autobiography,
Chuck Berry: The Autobiography, he retells the story that his car
broke down on the side of a highway and, not having a way home,
flagged down a passing car. Berry attempted to commandeer the
man's car at gunpoint with a non functional pistol. The carjacked
man called the police from a nearby pay phone who quickly pulled
over Berry in the car and arrested him and his friends.\
Berry was released from the Intermediate Reformatory for
Young Men at Algoa, near Jefferson City, MO on his 21st birthday
in 1947. By the end of the 1950s, Berry was an established star
with several hit records and film appearances to his name, as well
as a lucrative touring career. He had also established his own St.
Louis-based nightclub, called Berry's Club Bandstand.
But in December 1959, Berry encountered legal problems
after he invited a 14-year-old Apache waitress whom he met in
Mexico to work as a hat check girl at his club. After being fired
from the club, the girl was arrested on a prostitution charge and
Berry was arrested under the Mann Act. After a trial and retrial,
Berry was convicted, fined $5,000, and sentenced to five years in
prison.
This event, coupled with other early rock and roll scandals
such as Jerry Lee Lewis' marriage to his 13-year-old cousin and
Alan Freed's payola conviction, gave rock and roll an image
problem that limited its acceptance into mainstream U.S. society

Berry, Haile, Black actress won a 2001 Oscar for
Best Actress. Denzel Washington & at Sidney Poitier are
Blacks who won Best Actor Oscars—Poitier was the first.

Bertha, Big, 162(286); long range WW I cannon.
Bertschesgaden, 140(253); Hitler‘s hide-away. My
late father-in-law, Denny Sullivan,
there.

had souvenirs from

Bess, Beth, Betty, Liz, Liza, Lisa, are a pet or nick
names for Elizabeth, but if you say Beth for Bess, then
that is lisping--see at Lisp.

Bessemer, Henry, 1813-1988, British inventor who
had more than 100 patents, notably the Bessemer Process
for making steeel.

Bessemer process is a method of making steel by
blasting compressed air through motlten iron to burn out
excess carbon and impurities.

Bessemer,

PA,

is

a

town

of

north-central

Pennsylvania, founded as a mining town, and named after
Henry Bessemer. It‘s population in 2000 was about 34,000.

Besso, Michele Angelo, 1873-1955, was a SwissItalian engineer & close friend of Albert Einstein during his
years at the Federal Polytechnic Institute in Zurich (now the ETH
in Zurich) & then at the patent office in Bern.
Besso is credited with introducing Einstein to the works of
Ernst Mach, the skeptical critic of physics who influenced
Einstein's approach to the discipline. Einstein called Besso ―the
best sounding board in Europe‖ for scientific ideas.
Einstein also had this to say about Besso: :‖What I admired
in him as a human being is that he managed to live so many years
not only in peace but in lasting harmony with a woman—an
undertaking in which I twice failed miserably‖—in a letter of
condolence to to the Besso family March 21, 1955 less than two
months before his own death, quoted in ―The New Quotable
Einstein.‖ by Alice Calaprice.
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―Best and the Brightest, The‖--see at Halberstam & at

first episode of the 1998 HBO miniseries, From the Earth to the
Moon.

―The Brightest and the Best.‖
Best, Charles H., Charles Best, an assistant, who also
contributed to the discovery was not given a Nobel prize,
but Richard Banting shared his prize money with him-see at Banting.

Beutel, Bill (William Charles Beutel, Jr.), 1930-2006,
born in Cleveland, OH, he was journalist, best known for
working over four decades with the American Broadcasting
Company, spending much of that time anchoring newscasts for
WABC-TV in New York City.
The son of a dentist, Beutel had a lifelong dream of
becoming a reporter. His boyhood idol was the legendary CBS
newsman Edward R. Murrow. Beu tel graduated from Dartmouth
College in Hanover, NH, after a stint in the Army and studied law
at the University of Michigan Law School, though he left
Michigan without obtaining his law degree.
While Beutel was in law school, he wrote Murrow a letter
saying, ―I very much wanted to be a radio journalist.‖ Beutel
received a letter back advising him to go to the Columbia
University Graduate School of Journalism.*) His first radio job
was in Cleveland before moving to CBS Radio in New York City
in 1957.
Beutel died on the afternoon of March 18, 2006, in his
home in Pinehurst, North Carolina from complications of Lewy
Body Disease --excerpted from Wikipedia.
*) He didn‘t seem to have followed this advise!
A tribute to WABC Anchorman Bill Beutel, is worth watching for
the historical value if nothing else:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uAW8Uh3AMx0
This video was shown honoring longtime NYC anchorman
Bill Beutel at his memorial service on May 15, 2006 at Lincoln
Center. It was never broadcast.

―Best Little Whorehouse in Texas." 1982 movie
starring Dolly Parton, Burt Reynolds, and Charles Durning
as the Governor of 'Texas--thebest 5 minutes of it is on
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mNDHTfdn1A
The best part is the dancing, by Durning, in the last minute,
so keep at it: Also see at ―Oooo, I love to dance a little
sidestep‖ & at Charles Durning.

Best Picture of 1939—―The following movies were
among those nominated for Best Picture: ―Gone With The
Wind,‖ The Wizard of Oz,‖ ―Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington,‖ ―Wuthering Heights‖ & ―Stagecoach‖. And
that‘s not even the whole list‖—Nora Ephron in the NY
Times ―The Week in Review,‖ Sunday, Jan. 13, 2008.

―Best Things in Life Are Free, The‖ 1956 film
bought the life stories of Buddy De Sylva, Lew Brown &
Ray Henderson to the screen together with their best songs,
e.g., ―Together‖—see at De Syvva et al.

―Best, This is My,‖ Will Burnett compendium that I
won in 1945 for telling the biggest fib at a USO! 221(404);

―Best Time of the Century,‖1946, the war was over!
234(424)--see at Anatole Broyard.

Bestiality 1. The quality or condition of being an

―Beyond the Sea‖ is a 2004 biopic of the life of

animal. 2. Conduct or action maked by depravity or
brutality. 3. Sexualy congress between a human being and
an animal—Amer. Heritage Diction. Also see at ―Dearest
Pet.‖

singer/actor Bobby Darin. Kevin Spacey, who stars in the
lead role and used his own singing voice for the musical numbers,
co-wrote, directed, and co-produced the film. Beyond the Sea
depicts Darin's rise to teen idol success in both the music and film
industry during the 1950s and 60s, as well as his marriage to
Sandra Dee, portrayed by Kate Bosworth. Cast: Kevin Spacey as
Bobby Darin, who rises from his lower class Italian American
roots to become one of the most popular rock and roll and big band
performers of all time, Kate Bosworth as Sandra Dee, the popular
actress who marries Bobby. Although they divorced in 1967,
Sandra said she always loved him and never remarried, Bob
Hoskins as Charlie Cassotto Maffia, who serves as a father figure
and considers Bobby to be his son, John Goodman as Steve "Boom
Boom" Blauner, Bobby's pompous and eager talent manager.
Blauner later becomes a successful film producer with movies such
as ―Easy Rider‖ (1969) and ―The Last Picutre Show‖ (1971)

Bethe, Hans, 1937 Nobel laureate in physics: ―one of
Nazi Germany‘s greatest gifts to the USA‖—Time. One of
the leaders in the Manhattan Project. Discovered how the
Sun fuses Hydrogen to Helium in a process that gives off
much energy & light—from the New York Times Obit on
Mar. 8, 2005; see at Bohr, Einstein, Fermi, Oppenheimer,
Teller & Szilard.

―Betrayed by Rita Hayworth,‖a novel by Manuel
Puig translated from the Spanish ―La Traicióm de Rita
Hayworth,‖ 156(277)

―Better than you?‖ see at ―Holier than Thou.‖
Bettleheim, Bruno, and the Kibbutz: He wrote

Bhagavad-Gita Hinduism.A sacred Hindu text that is

―Children of the Dream,‖ about children growing up in a
Kibbutz in Israel, i.e., not reared by their parents, and,
according to him, not well-adjusted.

incorporated into the Mahabharata, an ancient Snaskrit
epic. It is Sanskrit for ―Song of the Blessed One (Lord
Krishna), Ch. 60; also see at Krishna.

Betty--see at Bess.
Betty Botter: Betty Botter bought a bit of butter /

Biafra, 24(37)

The butter Betty Botter bought was a bit bitter /
And made her batter bitter. / But a bit of better butter makes better
batter, / So Betty Botter bought a bit of better butter / Making
Betty Botter's bitter batter better.

Biases, 92(175); also, see at Race & Racism, at

―Beyond the Sea‖ is the English language version of

Bible: The New Testament, 188(36)
Bible and W. C. Fields: As he lay in his hospital bed

Pejoratives & at Slurs.

Bible, The Holy, 85(164)ff., 104(195)—also see at W. C.
Fields.

the 1945 French classic,―La Mer,‖ by Charles Trenet. The
English lyrics were written by Jack Lawrence, and are unrelated to
the original French lyrics. It has been recorded by many singers,
but Bobby Darin's (1959) version is the best known, reaching
number 6 on the Billboard Hot 100.
The song reached the top 40 twice prior to the Darin version
(Benny Goodman-1948, Roger Williams-1956).Films and TV
shows to use Darin's recording include: Apollo 13, Austin Powers
in Goldmember, Diner, Goodfella, Black Rain and The X-Files. A
portion of Bobby Darin's recording was played during the
splashdown and post-recovery of Alan Shepard's Freedom 7 in the

shortly before his death, he was visited by a friend, who was
shocked to find the irreligious actor paging through a Bible.
When asked ―What are you doing reading a Bible?" He
replied: ―I'm looking for loopholes‖-- from ―Dr. Mardy.‖

Bibliofind.com, Internet bookseller, 105(197)
Bibliolatry, excessive adherence to a literal
intrerpreaton fot the Bible; also extreme devotion to or
concern for books—see below;
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revered members of the Hudson River School style of
painting, Albert Bierstadt was one of the most respected
artists of the 19th century. The scale and subject of his
paintings were spectacular and dramatic, and his works
commanded the highest prices of the day.

Bibliomania, excessive liking of books, sometimes
leading to bankruptcy in their acquisition & storage. See
at Manias & below

Bibliophile, a lover of books, from the Greek biblion
Book, philia, love of; also a collector of books. Also see at
―Farentheit 451,‖ at ―Jumbo Lit‖ & at Martin Levin.

Big—see at ―So Big.‖
Big Apple, an epithet for New York City. See at

Bic Pens: Societe‘ Bic is a company based in Clichy,

New York & at Wonderful Town.

France, founded in 1945, best know for many one- time
use products such as cigarette lighters, magnets, ballpoint pens &
shaving razors.
ic was founded in France by Marcel Bich with Edouard
Buffard in 1945. The two bought a factory and made parts for
mechanical pencils and fountain pens. Bich noticed that fountain
pens leaked and needed to be refilled, the process of which may
result in more ink loss.
In December 1950, Marcel Bich introduced his own
ballpoint with a thick, paste-like ink and named it the Bic. The ‗h‘
from Bich was dropped in order to avoid the English pronunciation
(bitch). Although the pens weren't new (Bich obtained patent rights
from Argentine-Hungarian inventor, László Bíró), the process of
manufacturing was. An inexpensive and reliable ballpoint was
introduced. In early September 2005, Bic sold its 100 billionth
disposable ballpoint, making it the world's best-selling pen.

Big Bend, Texas, 61(99)n
Big Books, see at ―Jumbo Lit.‖
―Big Brother is Watching You,‖ see at Orwell
Big Girl Now—ssee at ―Girl Now, etc.‖
Big Enough? ―Big enough, old enough,‖ sexist
remark about girls, 132(243) Also see at Old Enough?

Big Pond, 1930 movie starring Maurice Chevalier,
who sings. ―You Brought a New Kind of Love to Me,‖ song
by Fain, Kahal & Norman

―Big Heat, The‖ is a 1953 film noir directed by Fritz
Lang, starring Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame and Lee Marvin.
It is about a cop who takes on the crime syndicate that
controls his city after the brutal murder of his beloved wife.

―Big, Red, has four wheels & flies? What is‖ Riddle

―Bicycle can‘t stand on its own because it is two

—see at Jokes, Anyone?

tired‖—also see at Pun.

―Big Rock Candy Mountain, The‖: ―Oh the buzzin' of

Bierce, Ambrose Gwinnett, 1842–1914?, born in

the bees in the cigarette trees near the soda water fountain, / At
the lemonade springs where the bluebird sings on the Big Rock
CandyMountains‖--refrain for Harry ―Haywire Mac‖
McClintock, circa 1920. Check the Web.

Meigs Co., Ohio, was an editorialist, journalist, short-story
writer, fabulist and satirist. Today, he is best known for his short
story, An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge and his satirical
dictionary, The Devil's Dictionary.
At least three films have been made of Bierce's story An
Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge. A silent film version, The Bridge
was made in 1929. A French version called La Rivière du Hibou,
directed by Robert Enrico, was released in 1962. This black-andwhite film faithfully recounts the original narrative using voiceover. Another version, directed by Brian James Egen, was released
in 2005. The story was also used for an episode of the TV series
The Twilight Zone: An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge. A copy of
An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge appeared in the ABC TV
series Lost (The Long Con, airdate February 8, 2006). Prior to The
Twilight Zone, the story had been adapted as an episode of Alfred
Hitchcock Presents.
In October 1913 Bierce, then in his seventies, departed
Washington, D.C. , for a tour of his old Civil War battlefields. By
December he had proceeded on through Louisiana and Texas,
crossing by way of El Paso into Mexico, which was in the throes of
revolution. In Ciudad Juárez he joined Pancho Villa's army as an
observer, and in that role he witnessed the Battle of Tierra Blanca.
Bierce is known to have accompanied Villa's army as far as the
city of Chihuahua.
After a last letter to Blanche Partington, a close friend, dated
December 26, 1913, he vanished without a trace, becoming one of
the most famous disappearances in American literary historyexerpted from Wikipedia.
Bierce ended his last letter before he disappeared with a
premonition: "If you hear of my being stood up against a Mexican
stone wall and shot to rags, please know that I think that is a pretty
good way to depart this life. It beats old age, disease, or falling
down the cellar stairs. To be a Gringo in Mexico--ah, that is
euthanasia"--quote from a NY Times article "New Twist in Case of
U. S. Reporter Killed in Mexican Hills" on June 1, 2002 by Tim
Weiner on the disappearance of Philip True, who was killed in
Mexico in 1998.

―Big Sky, The,‖ 61(99)n,1947 novel by A.B. Guthrie,
Jr., and a 1952 movie starring Kirk Douglas.

―Big Sleep, The,‖ 1946 movie starring Humphrey
Bogart as the Private Eye, Philip Marlowe, hired to protect
a young woman while discovering murders galore, while
falling in love with the woman‘s sister, played by Lauren
Bacall. Atmospheric. See at Raymond Chandler, the author
of ―The Big Sleep.‖

Big Three of the Automobile Industry—Chevy,
Ford, and Plymouth, 246(442). Also see at Ford.

Bigamy Joke: Bigamy is having one wife/husband
too many. Monogamy is the same"--Oscar Wilde

Bickford, Charles—see at ―Days of Wine & Roses.‖
Bicycle Pun-A bicycle can‘t stand on its own because
it is two tired—NY Times Crossword quip.

Bigart, Homer, legendary WW II reporter, R, xlix;
also see at Andy Rooney.& ―Reporting Amer. At War.‖

Bigotry, obstinate and intolerant attachment to a
creed, belief, or opinion, i.e., a closed mind; lampooned by
the ―Archie Bunker‖ character on the eponymous TV
show. Also see at Race, Racism, and Slurs; see at ―Mama‘s
bigotry‖ & also at W. Waymeyer in this connection.

Bihar,is a state in north eastern India, the 12th largest
state in terms of geographical size at 38,202
sq mi(99,200 km²), and 3rd largest by population. Close to 85
percent of the population lives in villages. Almost 58 per cent of
Biharis are below the age of 25,which is the highest proportion in
India. Bihar lies mid-way between the humid West Bengal in the
east and the sub humid Uttar Pradeshin the west which provides it
with a transitional position in respect of climate, economy and
culture. It is bounded by the country of Nepal to the north and by
Jharkhand to the south. The Bihar plain is divided into two parts by
the river Ganga which flows through the middle from west to east.
The Three Penny Opera lyric mentons a ―Cap Bihar,‖ but
as far as I know there is no Cape Bihar.

Bierstadt, Albert, 1830-1902, was born in Germany,
and came to USA when he was 2 years-old. He painted
enormous canvasses that captured the grandeur & glory of
the landscape of the American West. One of the most
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performance occurred on October 16, 1938, in Chicago by
the Ballet Caravan Company.

Bikel, Theodore Meir, born 1924 in Vienna, Austria,
he emigrated to Palestine after the occupation by
Nazi Germany. He is an Academy Award- and Tony
Award-nominated character actor, folk singer and musician.
He made his film debut in The African Queen (1951) and
was nominated for an Academy award for his role as the
Southern Sheriff in The Defiant Ones (1958). He also
played in The Russians Are Coming, the Russians Are
Coming (1966)--edited excerpt from Wikipedi, where this is
more.
Bikini (or two-piece) is a type of women's swimsuit,
characterized by two separate parts—one covering the
breasts, the other the groin (& optionally the buttocks),
leaving an uncovered area between the two garments. The
shapes of both parts of a bikini closely resemble women's
underwear & the lower part of a bikini can therefore range
from the more revealing thong or G-string (genital-string) to
briefs & the more modest square-cut shorts. Two-piece
garments worn by women for athletic purposes have been
observed on Greecian urns & paintings, dated as early as
1400 BC. Check the Web at Bikini, esp. Wikipedia. Also
see at Mininskirt & at Grecian Urn.

Bill of Rights in the US Constitution comprises
first ten Amendments,
Amendments.

ratified

in

―Billy Liar‖ 1963 film based on the novel by Keith
Waterhouse, directed by John Schlesinger and stars Tom
Courtenay (who had understudied Albert Finney in the West End
theatre adaptation of the novel) as Billy and Julie Christie as Liz, one of
his three girlfriends. Mona Washbourne plays Mrs Fisher, and Wilfred
Pickles played Mr Fisher. Rodney Bewes, Finlay Currie and Leonard
Rossiter also feature. The Cinemascope photography is by Denys Coop,
and Richard Rodney Bennett supplied the score.
The film belongs to the British New Wave (or "kitchen sink
drama") movement, inspired by the earlier French New Wave.
Characteristic of the style is a documentary/cinéma vérité feel and the
use of real locations (in this case the city of Bradford in Yorkshire).
One sequence includes a very early use of a swear word ("pissed"),
which was unusual by commercial film standards of the time; the word
is uttered by Mona Washbourne.This film version of the Keith
Waterhouse-Willis Hall stage play "visualizes" some of Billy's more
outrageous fabrications. He periodically escapes the drudgery of his job
at a funeral parlor by conjuring up impossible adventures, usually
involving the conquest of women, but also machine gunning down
people he hates.In one of her first film roles, Julie Christie plays one of
two "real" girls who wish that Billy would come down to earth and pop
the question--edited excerpts from Wikipedia & Moviefone. Also

the

1791—see

at

Bilko, Stephen Bantu, 1946 – 1977 was a noted
nonviolent anti-apartheid activist in South Africa in 1960s
and early 1970s. Since his death in police custody, he
has been called a martyr of the anti-apartheid movement [1].
While living, his writings and activism attempted to
empower blacks, and he was famous for his slogan "black is
beautiful", which he described as meaning: "man, you are
akay as you, begin to look at yoursefl as a human being.‖
On 18 August 1977, Biko was arrested at a police roadblock
under the Terrorism Act No 83 of 1967. He suffered a major
head injury while in police custody, and was chained to a
window grille for a full day. On 11 September 1977 police
loaded him into the back of a car and began the 740-mile
drive to Pretoria. He died shortly after arrival at the Pretoria
prison, on 12 September. The police claimed his death was
the result of an extended hunger strike. He was found to
have massive injuries to the head, which many saw as strong
evidence that he had been brutally clubbed by his captors.

Billy Boy: Where have you been,/ Billy Boy, Billy
Boy, / Oh, where have you been, charming Billy? / I have
gone to seek a wife,/ she's the joy of my life, / She‘s a
young thing / And cannot leave her mother.

―Billy the Kid‖ (né Henry McCarty) 1859-1881, also
known by the aliases Henry Antrim and William H.
Bonney, was a famous 19th century American frontier
outlaw and gunman who was a participant in the Lincoln
County War. According to legend he killed 21 men, one for
each year of his life, but more likely he participated in the
killing of less than half that number. He is one of those
criminals whose legend was "bigger than life," and much
has been written about him, including a Ballet (below).
Billy the Kid was shot to death by Sheriff Part
garrett in Fort Sumner, NM, July 14, 1881.

―Billy the Kid‖ is a 1938 ballet with a score written
by Aaron Copland and commissioned by Lincoln Kirstein.
It was choreographed by Eugene Loring for Ballet Caravan.
Along with Rodeo and Appalachian Spring. it is one of
Copland's most popular and widely performed pieces. The
ballet is most famous for its incorporation of many cowboy
tunes and American folk songs. The ballet's premiere

see at Courtenay.

Billy (William Herbert) Menefee: nephew,born

in St.
Elizabeth Hospital in Covington, June 29, 1941. Our nickname for
him was ―Billy Boy!‖ He & Sis came to live with us for three years on
Herman Street while his father, Charley, was in the Army
overseas in WW II, 19(29),
100(188); Carl and Fred struggled over
who was to hold Baby Billy & Fred sucker-punched me,101(190),
231(420);
―No, No,Joe, don‘t shoot!‖ said Billy out loud in
South Side Baptist Church, 78(127). In an e-mail of Oct.
14,
2007, Billy wrote me that his dad brought back a Polish
typewriter
from his service in Europe in WW
II & added: ―I learned to type
on it, but the keys were all different.‖
Biography: ―If you write a biography of a friend, you
must do it as you were taking revenge for him‖Flaubert,
Letter
to Ernest Feydeau, 1872; epitaph to ―Flaubert‘s
Parrot,‖ by Julian
Barnes. See at Autobiography.
Biopic abbreviates Bio Picture, i.e, a film biography.
Bipolar disorder, in psychology—a major affective disorder
characterized by episodes of mania & depression. Alsosee at Catatonia.

Bird, Larry, NBA great, 148(264)
Birds: ―Birds do it / Bees do it / Even educated fleas
Do it / Let‘s do it / Let‘s fall in love,‖ Cole Porter, 1928.

―Birds, The,‖ a Hitchcock 1963 thriller based on a short
story of Daphne du Maurier & starring Rod Taylor, Tippi
Hedren & Jessica
Tandy. ―Hitchcock tried to
top the
success of ―Psycho‖ with this horrifying tale of Man
vs. Nature, in
which Nature lights one-by-one on the triees of Bodega bay to stage a
bloody act of revenge on the
civilized world….this is perhaps his
most brutal films…‖ (if birds can be considered brutes!)—edited quote
from Video Hound, my parnethetical remark.) To ansser my own
question: Yes, not only in this film but in nature! Also see at Du
Maurier.
Birds of a feather flock together,‖ Ch. 8 Ornithologist who
listened to bird calls aand song for years and years came to the
conclusion that while many of the bird songs are to stake out their
territory, and others are to attract females, a certain amount
seems to have no purpose at all! (Except, perhaps, Joi de
vivre?)

―Birds talk, e.g, parakeets, parrots, pigeons,
mockingbirds, but so do dogs & cats & whalees! 54(88);
ornithologist have done that for years and years, and came to the
conclusion that while many of the bird songs are to stake out
their territory, and others are to attract females, a certain
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Bismarck's ―real politik‖ approach to politics and diplomacy
emphasizes realism over emotion and uses Machiavellian-like
calculation and cunning to achieve one's ends—excerpted from the
web at Real Politik. He became known as ―The ‗Iron
Chancellor‖—Cambridge Biographical Encyclopedia.

amount seems to have no purpose at all ! (Except, perhaps, Joi de
vivre?)

Birdwatcher—see at Roger Tory Perterson.
―Birdy‖ 1984 movie, based on the 1979 novel by
William Wharton, was directed by Alan Parker & starred
Nicolas Cage and Matthew Modine. Vincent Canby , the NY
Times movie reviewer, said ―Birdy‖ told ―the unspeakable,
unrecognizable terrors of coming of age‖—edited excerpt from
Wharton‘s Oct. 30, 2008 NY Times Obituary written by
Douglas Martin. Remark: See at Equus‖ about a youth‘s obsessin
and love for horses.

―Bismarck, The,‖was a German WW II battleship,
the most powerful and feared battleship in the world.
Unknown to the Germans, England had developed radar,
which enabled it to track and sink Germany‘s (and the
world‘s) most powerful battleship, The Bismarck, on May
27, 1941, sank with the loss of 2,100 lives but only after the
Bismarck sank the British cruiser HMS Hood on May 24,
with a crew of 1,300; Had the Germans known that Britain
had radar, they would not have allowed the Bismarck sail
into such dangerous waters, 229(417-418)--also see at Prinz
Eugen. On the very same day, FDR declared a state of
―Unlimited National Emergency.‖

Birkenau Concentration Camp, a group of three to
to five camps, which grew to hold 60,000 prisoners, 40,000 them
women. The gas chambers were camouflaged to look like showers
to the unsuspecting prisoners, 175(305);
(Birke is German
for birch tree—see at Bach & at Buchenwald). See at Primo Levi
about how few survived.

Bissell, Richard—see at ―Pajama Game.‖
Bisset, Jacqueline, actress—see at ―Murder on the

―Birmingham Jail,‖ traditional song, T2;‖Write me a a
letter. / Send it by mail. / Ssend it in care of / Birmingham Jail‖.
Also see at ―Roses Love Sunshine...‖ & ―Down in the Valley.‖

Orient Express.

Bitch, 1. A female canine animal, esp. a dog. 2.

Biro is a ballpoint pen, named after its inventor

Offensive a. A woman considered to be spiteful or
overbearing. b. A lewd woman. 3. Slang. a A complaint.
As a verb, To complain; grmble, To botch; bungle—Amer.
Heritage Dictionary.

László Bíró—see at Ballpoint Pen, at Bic & at Pens.

Birch (tree) in German is Birke. See at Birkenau.
Birch: The John Birch Society was a right wing
organization of the 60s, a movement counter to hippies, and
flower girls. Note to be confused with the Birch John Society
advocated wooden toilet seats—(groan.)
Birch, Thora, see at Thora Birch.

―Bitch, Son of a‖—―My mother saw the irony of
calling me a son of bitch‖—attrobited tp Jack Nicholson,
on the Web.

―Bite the bullet,‖ is a catch phrase meaning to endure

Birth Control—see at Margaret Singer.
Birth, Life & Death: For we brought nothing into this

something unpleasant or painful. It derives from the use of
a bullet in the American West for a patient to biteon during
a painful operation when anesthesia was unavailable. It
recently surfaces in a NY Times Crossword as a clue ―one
who bites the bullet‖—the solution was ―stoic

world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out, 1 Timothy
6:7 in the King James Version of the Bible.
He said, "Naked I came from my mother's womb, And naked
I shall return there. The LORD gave and the LORD has taken
away. Blessed be the name of the LORD--Job 1:21
As he had come naked from his mother's womb, so will he
return as he came. He will take nothing from the fruit of his labor
that he can carry in his hand--Ecclesiastes 5:15
―There is no cure for birth and death, save to enjoy the
interval‖ George Santayana—T, 241(436)
―There are three events in a man‘s life: birth, life, and
death. He is not conscious of being born, he dies in pain, and he
forgets to live,‖ La Bruyère, 1822. Also see at Ashes to ashes, dust
to dust & at W. C. Fields.
―In a man's life, there are two important dates : his birth and
his death. Everything we do in between is not very important‖--

Black or African Americans: designating people as
Whites, Native Americans, Blacks, Colored People,
Christians, Moslems, Jew or Jewish, etc., the distinction is often
made without the person‘s agreement, e.g., as in the case of nonpracticing Christians, Moslems or Jews. For example, Barrack
Obama is part black—his father was Kenyan--and part white;
Tiger Woods had a black father and an Asian mother, yet
designated Black! In the Deep South, anyone who had any
percentage of so-called Black blood was considered Black, unless,
of course, like many who ―passed as white.‖ See, e.g., at Anatole
Broyard & George Herriman. Also see at Harlem.
Also see at Maya Angelou, Charles Alston, Marian
Anderson, Louis Armstrong, Arthur Ashe, James Baldwin, Henry
Bannum, Romare Bearden, Haile Berry, Eubie Blake, Anatole
Broyard & his daughter Bliss Broyard, Claudette Colvin, George
Washington Carver, Bill Cosby;
Ossie Davis, Ruby Dee, Gail Devers, David N. Dinkins,
Larry Doby, W. E. B. Du Bois, Duke Ellington, Ralph Ellison,
Stepin Fetchit, Jamie Foxx, Aretha Franklin, Althea Gibson, Josh
Gibson, Dick Gregory, George Herriman, Zora Neal Hurston, Jesse
Jackson, George Jackson, Mahalia Jackosn, Jack Johnson, William
H. Johnson, Eartha Kitt, Martin Luther King, Jacob Lawrence,
Leadbelly, Joe Louis, Malcolm X, Toni Morrison, Don
Newcombe, Barrack & Michelle Obama, Odetta, Oprah, Clyde
Otis;
Rosa Parks, Horace Pippin, Colin Power, Leontyne Price;
Jackie Robinson, Paul Robeson, Wilma Rudolph, Gwendolyn
Savage, Naomi Ruth Sims, Dred Scott, Noble Sissle, Frank
Snowden, Sarah Vaughan, Dinah Washington, Ide Bell Wells,
Forest Steven Whitaker, Willie B. Whyte, L. Douglas Wilder, Bert
A. Williams, Oprah Winfrey, Tiger Woods, Booker T.
Washington & Richard Wright.
Also, see at Blacks; Black & Beautiful, Black is Beautiful,

Jacques Brel. Also see at Life and at Santayana

Bisexuality: ―It immediately doubles your chances
for a date on Saturday night‖—Woodie Allen, 169(296)

Bishop, Jim, see at Finnegan‘s Wake.
Bismarck. Otto Eduard Leopold, Fürst von.,18151898, Heir to a Prussian tradition founded on a strong
military, a strong state, a strong aristocracy, and an ethos stressing
service & sacrifice to the state. (Aristocrats, or Junkers, were to
serve the state as high-ranking military officers or high-ranking
civil servants.) As the first minister of Prussia, Bismarck's
principal goal was to unite Germany under Prussian leadership.
German Liberals had tried and failed to unite Germany during the
Revolution of 1848. Bismarck succeeded where the Liberals had
failed. He managed tounite Germany through a series of calculated
wars and real politik diplomacy.
As the principal architect of German unification and later as
Chancellor of the new German Reich, Bismarck was able to put a
conservative Prussian stamp on the newly unified and powerful
German state. Excerpts from Bismarck's memoirs illustrates that
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at ―Colored People, or People of Color,‖ at Jim Crow Laws, at Klu
Klux Klan, at NCAAP, Race & Racism,
at White & at
―Whitey.‖

times when he was severely depressed, he continued to work.
Thus, the conjunction of the V for Victory and the black dog
represent the capacity for humans to overcome black dog
depressions and other shadows on their lives‖– from a blurb on the
Website of the Black Dog Institute.

Black Activisits, see at Steve Bilko, at Rap Brown, at
George Jackson, Martin Luther King & at Rosa Parks,

Blackfoot, see at Crowfoot
Black Hole is the space phenomenon in which the

―Black America, Of,‖ a 1968 TV special.
Black(s), Ch. 4, 34(54): Black men secured the right

stellar matter is so dense in mast hat no light escapes
Ironically, Einstein‘s theory of General Relativity predicted
theexistence of black holes—also see at Quantum
Theory & at John Archibald Wheeler.

to vote March 30, 1870 when the Secretary of State issued
a proclamation that the resolution of Congress, the
Fiftennth Amendment, to that effect had been ratified by
three-fourths of the states. See p.xiii of Webster‘s New
Universal Unabridged Dict. Women had to wait until 1920
when the Twentieth Amendment gave them the right to
vote. Also see at Colored People.

―Black is beautiful,‖ 60‘s and ‘70 slogan in the
Civil Rights Movement, 130(239)—see at Steve Bilko.

―Black Hope, The Great,‖ See at Joe Louis.
Black, Johnny S., wrote ―Paper Doll‖ in 1915 (Ch. 51,

Black(s) in the Deep South, were called ―Darkies,‖
e.g., by Stephen Foster, T1, who was a Kentuckian & not
from the Deep South—see at Kentucky.
People of color, or colored people, were other southern
terms applied—see at NCAAP, Tiger Wood & at Bert
A.Willialms. Even (or especially?) drinking fountains in the South
were segregated & busses, cafes, lunch-counters, restaurants,
schools,universities, trains, toilets, theaters--practically everything.
Civil Rights Movement, 130(239)--the following were
in use in the South before the Civil Rights Movement: Mullato, a
person with one white and one black parent; Quadroon is a person
with one black grandparent & white parents, or vice versa, i.e., one
fourth black; Octoroon is one considered to be one-eighth black—
from Amer. Heritage Dict. Mullato was used when I was a boy to
signify a light-colored Black, called ―high yellow‖ in Wentworth
and Flexner.
Because of the success of ―Black Pride― & ―Black is
Beautiful‖ movements, some people with any close black
ancestor call themselves Black out out of solidarity with Blacks,
especially if they were raised up in a Black community.
Southern Blacks migrated to the Industrial North in WW II,
to work, 141(254); also see at American Blacks, at Jim Crow
laws, at Race & Racism, at Pejoratives,at Segregation, atSlurs,
at James Baldwin, at Bill Cosby, at Richard Pryor, at Bobby
Troup & at Eleanor Roosevelt.

where I got the date wrong!) His greatest success came
with his song ―Dardanella,‖ which sold 5,000,000 copies in
a recording by bandleader Ben Selvin in 1920, and a further
2,000,000 copies of sheet music. Black died in 1936, six
years before his second greatest success, ―Paper Doll,‖
swept the country.—Wikpedia.

―Black Gold,‖ 80(154); oil, also see at Coal.
Black, Karen, actress—see at ―Law and Disorder.‖
Black Lung disease (from coal dust), 80-81(155)
―Black Magic, That Old‖ (has me in its spell)—see at
―Bus Stop.‖

Black Market, the illegal business of buying and
selling goods or currency in violation of festrictions such as
price controls or rationaing. See at Rationaing and OPA

Black market in Britain in WW II: see ―The
Enemy Within‖ in the Bibliography.

―Black Mask, The‖ 238(431)n, pulp-fiction.
Blackouts in WW II, when lights were extinguished
at nights in oder to conceal possible targets from the enemy.
In addition to dousing the ligts, windows and cracks were
masked. It made for a cheerless world. See at ―When the
Lights Go On Again, All Over the World.‖

Black and Beautiful,as I remember neighbors on

Black Plague, see at Small Pox.
―Black Power,‖see at Black(s)
Black RTs in Company 1038 (none!), 198(361)
Black Sea, Sochi on the—see at Alliluyeva.
―Blackness, Unforgiveable,‖ see at Unforgiveable.
Blacktop Playgrounds, Ch. 9
Blaine, Vivian (né Vivian Stapleton), 1921--1995,

Banklick Street (at 12-th or 13-th St.) when I was 3 or 4
years old, 13(19)

―Black is Beautiful,‖ slogan of Black Nationalism &
of the Civil Rights Movement of the 60s, 130(239)

―Blackbeard‖ (né Edward Teach), infamous English
pirate, was killed Nov. 22, 1718 in a battle off the coast of
Virginia, USA.

―Black Beauty,‖ the classic, 94(179)
―Black Boy,‖ Richard Wright‘s wrenching 1945

was an actress and singer best known for originating the role of
Miss Adelaide in the musical theater production Guys and Dolls. The
cherry-blonde-haired singer Blaine appeared on local stages as early as
1934 and was a touring singer with dance bands starting in 1937. In
1942, her agent and soon-to-be husband Manny Franks signed her to a
contract with Twentieth Century-Fox, and she relocated to Hollywood,
sharing top billing with Laurel and Hardy in Jitterbugs (1943) and
starring in Greenwich Village (1944), Nob Hill (1945), Doll Face
(1948), and State Fair (1945), among other films. See at ―Guys and

autobiography depicting the plight and tragedy of of a
southern black in a white supremist society. I read this
while in the Navy, 32; A controversial section was omitted,
and published posthumously as ―American Hunger‖ in
1963; see at Richard Wright.

―Black Dog‖ is a bad & recurrent case of theblues.

Dolls‖

―Winston Churchill, like many members of his family,
suffered from intermittent biological depression which was at
such a level of severity that he referred to it as his 'black dog'.
'Black' is a colour frequently described by patients who describe
severe depression, which come to envelop them like a cloud and
often without them feeling that they have any capacity to resist it
taking them over.
Winston Churchill is also admired for his incredible
resilience during the Second World War and his V for Victory
gesture which, together with his inspiring speeches, encouraged the
British and the rest of the world to fight on despite adversity. At

Blair, Betsy (née Elizabeth Winifred Boger),19232009, born in Cliffside Park, N.J., she was an Academy
Award-nominated actress (for ―Marty‖) known for her forthright
memoir describing her youthful marriage to Gene Kelly and her
firsthand experience of the Hollywood blacklist.
Ms. Blair‘s memoir, ―The Memory of All That: Love and
Politics in New York, Hollywood, and Paris,‖ was published by
Alfred A. Knopf in 2003. Written without a ghostwriter, the book
told of her marriage to Mr. Kelly at 17 and the birth of their
daughter, Kerry; their life in Hollywood as his career as a dancer,
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actor and choreographer reached stratospheric heights; and their
glittering social circle, including Noël Coward, Frank Sinatra, Judy
Garland and Marilyn Monroe. It also chronicled her involvement
in left-wing politics; the dissolution of her marriage and her life in
Europe afterward; and her second marriage, to the Czech-born film
director Karel Reisz.
Over the years Ms. Blair was often asked why she chose to
end her marriage to Mr. Kelly. ―How could I have left Gene, this
wonderful man, after 16 years of marriage?‖ she said in an
interview with The New Yorker in 2003. ―This perfect husband,
father, friend, protector, provider, hard worker. I loved and
admired him as a brilliant actor and dancer as well as a good, good
man! To this day, I can‘t explain it.‖ But in fact she could. ―It had
nothing to do with sex,‖ Ms. Blair said in the same interview. ―It
was freedom.‖
Winsome and red-haired, Ms. Blair was nominated for a
best supporting actress Oscar for her role as Clara Snyder, Ernest
Borgnine‘s shy love interest in the 1955 film version of Paddy
Chayefsky‘s TV play ―Marty.‖

blind eye to all those starving children?--McGraw-Hill Dictionary
of American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs.
Admiral Horatio Nelson is supposed to have said this when
wilfully disobeying a signal to withdraw during a naval
engagement.In their biography Life of Nelson, published just eight
years later, Clarke and M'Arthur printed what they claimed to be
a Nelson's actual words at the time: [Putting the glass to his blind
eye] "You know, Foley, I have only one eye--and I have a right to
be blind sometimes... I really do not see the signal--at this link:
http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/turn-a-blind-eye.html

Blindness, see at Borges, Homer, Aldous Huxley,
Joyce & Milton.

2000:

Marilyn Monroe. In fictional form, with names changed
(husbandJoe DiMaggio is referred to as ―The Ex-Athlete,‖ Arthur
Miller (―Playwright‖ ) John F. Kennedy as (―President,‖ for
example), this may be the most accurate and compelling portrait of
this beautiful and complex woman that one is ever likely to read.
―But why discuss it on the mystery page, you might well be
asking yourself. If it was the author's intent to structure the book as
a mystery, and of course she succeeds, as she seems to succeed at
everything she attempts in the world of letters. And there is a
murder, apparently arranged by a secret government bureau (FBI?
CIA?), although that could be the victim's hallucination. Of course,
it could also be both real & hallucinated (remember, even
paranoids have enemies).
―If you like biographies, you'll like Blonde. If you like
novels, you'll like Blonde.‖ If you like mysteries, you'll like
Blonde—Otto Penlzer at Amazon.Com. Also reviewedby
Luc
Sante in the June 15, 2000 NY Rev. of Books.

Blair, Jon wrote, directed and produced ―Anne Frank
Remembered.‖

Blair, Robert ―Bob,‖ math friend, and prof. emeritus
of Iowa U. I wrote a bit about him and our experiences
at Michigan State U. in 1956-1957.
He quipped:
―Umbrellas are a wonderful invention!‖

Blake,

William,

see

at

Laughing,

and

at

Schaddenfreuden‘s opposite.

Blakelee, Sandra, writer for the NY Times—see at
Dr. W. J. Kolff.

Blanchar,

Pierre

acted

in

―(La)

―Blonde: A Novel,‖ by Joyce Carol Oates,
―This 700-plus-page tome is based on the life of

Symphonie

Pastorale‖ 1946 film, about which see.

Blonde Joke: A blonde walked by an open manhole

Blank, Dorothy (―Dottie‖), Ch. 44,151(268),

& the inevitable whistle made her turn around and
admonish the whistler: ―I can see where you‘re not a
gentleman!‖ ―And I can see where you‘re not a blonde!‖
was the repartee.

156(277), 165-166(290-292); HHS Class Secretary &
closefriend, in informal HHS photos, 165-166(290-292);
She signed my ―Lest We Forget‖ beside my photograph—
To a Wonderful guy. Lot‘s of luck & everything, Love,
Dottie.‖ Thanks, Dottie, I‘ve had lots of luck & love!

―Blonde Venus‖ 1932 movie starring Marlene
Dietrich, Cary
Sternberg.

Bleed—see at Old Enough?
Bleiman, Yvette F., a longtime Princeton friend, a

Grant,

and directed by Josep von

―Blondie,‖ 96(181-182); comic strip by Chic Young,

Minnesotan of Swedish descent, formerly a First Lady of
Princeton --the wife of the Mayor, the late Jay Bleiman--she
was a dear friend & longtime partner of a mutual friend,
Hans Sanders.

pseudonym for Murat Bernard Young (1901-1973), started
in 1930; Blondie Boopadoop, was disinherited by her
millionaire father when she married Dagwood Bumstead
against his wishes. She developed into a suburban
housewife & mother of two—see at Dagwood; Chic‘s son
drew the cartoon after his death.

Bletchley Park, where the British team broke the
Enigma Code, with the help of Alan Turing‘s machine, and
three Polish mathematicians who broke it first, 232(421422); also see at Code Breakers, The Enigma Machine, and
at ―Enigma‖ (2000), a film.

―Blood and Sand,‖ 1922 film with Valenteino, Lila
Lee and Nita Naidi. The film that made Valentino a star.
Directed by Fred Niblo, written by June Mathis.

―Bless your heart!‖ a frequent & favorite expression

―Blood

bank, an intellectual‖—see at Sorensen.
―Blood is thicker than water,‖60(97), 70(115); In

of my cousin Gertrude Barnes, 70(115); ―Bless your heart,
you know you‘re hungry!‖ ibid,

John Ray‘s ―English Proverbs, 1670; also in Bartlett.

Blitz, short for Blitzkrieg, but also appled to sports,

―Blood is thick, but water‘s thin, Gilbert, Ioanthe, II,

weather, or other non-military uses. See at London Blitz.

1882 (more than 2 centuries later than the above proverb.)

Blitzkrieg, a swift, sudden military offensive by

―Blood, toil, tears, and sweat, I have nothing to offer

combined air & il military forces, taking advantage of
surprise & the disarray of the opponents; from German,
Blitz, or lightning & Krieg, war. In World War II, the Nazis
employed their Panzer tanks to punch holes in defenses,
penetrating deeply into enemy territory & saving the
mopping up for less mobil forces.

you but --Winston Churchill‘s first statement as Prime
Minister, House of Commons, Mayb 13, 1940, 142(255)

―Bloodiest War in History,‖ 178(310-311), Ch. 60
It was a war in which civilian casualties exceeded
20,000,000. The Western Allies lost approximately 1.2 million
people, including civilians, USSR dead numbered more than 28
million. Moreover, in a 30-year period, Stalin had killed over
20,000,000 Soviet citizens, many of which were ―kulaks,‖ while
others were political dissidents who resisted communization of
their farms and their lives. (See Solzhenitsyn's ―The Gulag
Archipelago‖); the Axis powers (Germany, Italy, and Japan) lost

Blitzkrieg of the Lowlands, Denmark & Norway,
R, xlvi

Blind eye to s.o. or s.th., Turn a to ignore something
and pretend you do not see it. The usher turned a blind eye
to the little boy who sneaked into the theater. How can you turn a
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more than 9.7 million dead, while China alone lost 22 million!
(See at Horrors of War/)
Six million Jews were executed in Europe by Nazis and
their collaborators (see at Holocaust). This exceeded all previously
recorded instances of man's brutality, and was committed by a socalled ―civilized‖ country that prided itself on its pre-war
leadership in many areas of music, science, mathematics, and
literature.
And the Nazis executed Jewish men and women who were
preeminent in the very same areas, and the ones who escaped
contributed mightily to the defeat of the Axis. many, e.g., Einstein,
whose famous equation, E equal m times c squared, where m is the
mass and c is the very high speed of light (186,000 miles per
second), was the germ of the possibility of making an A-Bomb by
releasing the energy in Uranium and Plutonium via a selfsustaining chain-reaction, 178(310-311)

actor, and musician with the Rock Bottom Remainders, a rock
band composed entirely of writers.
Blount graduated from Decatur High School in Decatur,
Georgia, where he was editor of the school newspaper, The
Scribbler, and Vanderbilt University. Recently he guided TB
audiences down the Mississippi River narrating the documentary
The Main Stream for PBS.
As of 2007 he is featured regularly as a panelist on the NPR
news/comedy quiz show, Wait…Wait...Don't Tell Me. His most
recent book is ―Long Time Leaving: Dispatches from Up South,‖
Knopf, 2007. Also see at Eat!

Blow job, vulgar slang for fellatio. See cunnilingus;
the corresponding term for oral sex with a woman. Also see
at Bubbles.

―Blow, Gabriel, Blow‖ by Cole Porter, see at
―Anything Goes‖ (1934)

Blood type joke, see at Pessimist.
―Bloom, A Gay Young Man Named,‖ 134(246):

Blow-Up, 1966 film directed by Antonioni & starring
David Hemings, Vanessa Redgrave & Sarah Miles, ―a
sophisticated treatise on perception and the film-consumeras-voyeur, brilliantly assembled & wrought.‖—Video
Hound.

A gay young man named Bloom / Took a woman up to his
room. / But they argued all night / About who had the right /
To do what and with which and to whom.

Bloom, Lary, author—see at ―Nuremberg, Letters

―Blowing Bubbles in the air,‖ see at Bubbles.
―Blowing in the wind,‖ Bob Dylan song, 1962;
―How many deaths will it take till he knows / That too

from‖ & at Thomas J. Dodd.

Bloom, Leopold, the central character in James
Joyce‘s Ulysses,‖ P, v, 171(300); see at Jewish Fathers,
at Jewish Ireland in the Age of Joyce & at Bloomsday.

many people have died? / The answer, my friend, / is blowing in
the wind, / The answer Is blowing in the wind.‖ Also see at
Winds & at ―Wisdom in Women, There is‖

Bloomberg, Michael R., Multimillionaire Mayor of
New York City, 2004--, 208(380); in 2004-5, he gave $140
million to several hundred chartitable orgs. He spent a record $84
million his re-election campaign for Mayor of NYC.
In 2009, he arranged to have the NY term limits set aside, so he
could run for a 3-rd time. PS. He squeaked by against a relatively
unknown candidate, spending $102 million, or as reported in the
NY Times, Nov. 28, 2009, about $174 per vote cast for him.
According to Forbes 400, as of Sept.2005, Bloomberg was
the 40-th richest American with $5.1 billion, or about 1/5-th the
amount that Bill Gates--who is # 1 on the Forbes list.

Blue?—see at ―Am I Blue?‖ & at Deep Blue.
―Blue Angel‖ (Der Blaue Engel,1930), starring
Marlene Dietrich & Emil Jannings. His Immanuel Rath, an
old bachelor, is a teacher at the town's high school. When
he discovers that some of his pupils often go into a
speakeasy, The Blue Angel, to visit a dancer, Lola Lola
(Dietrich), he comes there to confront them. But he is
aroused by Lola (as a lot of people have been!) The next
night he comes again--and does not sleep at home. It is a
very sad, but old-old story: he never experience passion
before & he is led to his downfall.

Bloomer, Amelia Jenks,1818-94, created bloomers-those loose fitting under garments that were a new style of
dress for women, i.e., an athletic costume that permitted
freedom of motion & comfort. (See The American Heritage
Dictionary for a photograph of the costume whose long
pants under the skirt reach to the ankle similar to the Punjabi
costume), 35(56) Bloomer was a women's rights and
temperance advocate.

―Bluebird, The‖ (L'Oiseau bleu) is a 1908 play by
Maurice Maeterlinck. and has been turned into several films
and a TV series. The French composer Albert Wolff (18841970) wrote an opera (first performed at the N.Y.
Metropolitan in 1919) based on Maeterlinck's original play.
The Bluebird symbolizes the Bluebird of Happiness.

―Bluebird of Happiness‖

Bloomers and corsets, Mama‘s, 35(56)—A corset has

was made into several

James Joyce‘s ―Ulysses‖ can be read as a kind of Baedeker
& many tourists follow the footsteps of Leopold Bloom, on
this day through the streets, alleys & pubs of Dublin.
Bloom‘s Day was chosen because it was the day that Joyce
first walked with his future wife, Nora Barnacle--the day
she ―made a man of him.‖ In gratitude, Joyce wrote
―Ulysses,‖ as an anniversary present, P, v. See at ―Ulysses.‖

films throughout the 20t-th century, including the 1940
original starring Shirley Temple. The Maeterlinck play (above)
begins with two child heroes, Tyltyl and Mytyl who are sent out by
the fairy Bérylune into various lands to search for the Bluebird of
Happiness. Returning home empty-handed, the children see that
the bird has been in a cage in their home the whole time. Tyltyl
later gives the bird as a present to a sick neighbor. However, the
bird flies away and never returns. The moral is that happiness
comes more from the journey than the reward and that happiness is
fleeting. The blue bird of happiness is also mentioned in the film
―K-Pax‖ when the patients at the ward are all awaiting the arrival
of the blue bird. Also see at Rasselas.

Blossom Dearie—see at Dearie
Blossoms: ―Quite apart from our religion, there are

Bluebirds—see at ―White Cliffs of Dover‖
―Blue, Dream When You‘re Feeling (That‘s the

to be laced by someone else, often Me!

Bloomsbury, on Russell Square, London, 101(189),
hangout for a coterie of actors, artists, & writers.

Bloomsday, June 16, 1904, Leopold Bloom‘s birthday.

plum blossoms;
Smullyan;

there are cherry blossom‖—Raymond

Thing To Do)‖—see at Dream.

Blue Devils, a feeling of depression or despondency;

Blount, Jr., Roy, born 1941 in Indianapolis, IN, is a

better known as the blues.

writer, humorist, sportswriter, poet, performer, lecturer,
dramatist, and the author of twelve books. Blount is also a reporter,

Blue Eyed? This was a subject of a hilarious Mar. 29,
2009 NY Times Op-Ed column of Maureen Dowd, ―Blue
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Eyed Greed?‖ See, e.g., at Paul Newman, whose eyes are
Cerulian, according to her.

Blue Whale is the worlds‘ largest mammal.
―Blues are the songs of depair, but gospel songs are

―Blue Feeling,‖ i.e., feeling sad—see at Mood

the songs of hope‖—Mahalia Jackson (with Evan McLoud
Wylie) in Movin‘ On Up--see Quotationary.

Indigo.

―Blue Goose!‖ 29(46), 68(111, a warning that your

―Blues existed before W. C. Handy but not as we

marbles are about to be snatched; see at Marbles & at
Cheesit!

know it—David Hajdu. See at W. C. Handy.

―Blues jump, the man who made‖--see at Louis

Blue Grass, a grass of genus poa, native to Eurasia

Jourdan.

& naturalized in the USA.

―Bluest Eyes,‖ see at Frankie Haake.
Blumenthal, Dr. Marvin, P, i-ii, 4(6); My doctor in the

Blue Grass Country is cental Kentucky centered at
Lexington. It is synonymous with horse racing.

sixties, seventies & eighties. He and his associate, Dr.
Joel Felsher, were among the first Jewish M.D.‘s to invade
the Wasp territory of Princeton NJ. Princeton U. even barred
Jewish students and faculty, with rare exceptions. See at
―Ripe Old Age.‖ See at Felsher & at Wasp.

Bluegrass music is a form of American roots music.
It has its own roots in Irish, Scottish and English traditional
music. Bluegrass was inspired by the music of immigrants from
the British Isles (particularly the Scots-Irish immigrants in
Appalachia), as well as that of rural African-Americans, jazz, and
blues. In bluegrass, as in jazz, each instrument takes a turn playing
the melody and improvising around it, while the others revert to
backing; this is in contrast to old-time music in which all
instruments play the melody together or one instrument carries the
lead throughout while the others provide accompaniment.
Bluegrass is distinctively acoustic instrumentation not using
electrical instruments of any kind except for the electric bass
guitar. Debate rages among bluegrass musicians, fans, and scholars
over what instrumentation constitutes a bluegrass band. Since the
term bluegrass came from Bill Monroe's band, The Blue Grass
Boys, many consider the instruments used in his band the
traditional bluegrass instruments. These were the mandolin (played
by Monroe), the fiddle, guitar, banjo and upright bass. At times the
musicians may perform gospel songs, singing four-part harmony
and including no or sparse instrumentation (often with banjo
players switching to lead guitar). Bluegrass bands have included
instruments as diverse as the resonator guitar (Dobro), accordion,
harmonica, jaw harp, piano. drums, washboard, electric guitar, and
electric versions of all other common bluegrass instruments,
though these are considered to be more progressiveand
are
a
departure from the traditional bluegrass style--Wikipedia.

Bly, see at Nellie.
Blyth, Ann Marie, an actiress born 1928 in Mount
Kisco, NY to parents who divorced shortly after her birth,
she was raised a devout churchgoing Roman Catholic by her
mother. Blyth began her acting career initially as ―Anne Blyth,‖
but changed back to Ann Blyth at the beginning of her film career.
Her first acting role was on Broadway in Watch on the
Rhine (from 1941 until 1942). She was signed to a contract with
Universal Studios, and made her film debut in Chip Off the Old
Block in 1944. In musical films such as Babes on Swing Street and
Bowery to Broadway (both 1944), she played the part of the sweet,
and demure teenager.
On loan to Warner Brothers, Blyth was cast against type as
Veda Pierce, the scheming, ungrateful daughter of Joan Crawford
in the 1945 film Mildred Pierce. Her dramatic portrayal won her
outstanding reviews and she received a nomination for an
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress, while Crawford won
the Best Actress award for that film
.Having injured her back after Mildred Piece, she was not
able to capitalize on its success completely, although she was still
able to make a few films. She played the part of Regina Hubbard in
Another Part of the Forest (a 1948 prequel to The Little Foxes),
and achieved success playing a mermaid in Mr. Peabody and the
Mermaid.
Her other films include : Our Very Own (with Farley
Granger), The Great Caruso, One Minute to Zero (with Robert
Mitchum), Rose Marie (1954), The Student Prince, Kismet The
Buster Keaton Story, and The Helen Morgan Story. Even though
her voice was more like the original Helen Morgan, her vocals
were dubbed by Gogi Grant, a popular singer at the time. That
soundtrack was much more successful than the film itself.film—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Blue Grass State: Kentucky‘s motto.
―Blue of the Night Meets ―Gold of the Day, Where
the‖—see at Fred Ahlert.

Blue moon is commonly used metaphorically to
describe a rare event, as in the saying ―once in a blue
moon.‖ A blue moon is actually a name given to an irregularly
timed full moon. Most years have twelve full moons which occur
approximately monthly, but each calendar year contains those
twelve full lunar cycles plus about eleven days to spare. The extra
days accumulate, so that every two or three years there is an extra
full moon (this happens every 2.72 years). Different definitions
place the extra moon at different times--the extra moon is called a
―blue moon.‖

Blyth, R(eginald) H(orace, 1898-1964, was an author
and devotee of Japanese culture born in Essex, England, the
son of a railway clerk. He grew up to be an idealistic young man.
In 1916, at the height of WW I, he was imprisoned at Wormwood
Scrubs as a conscientious objector and a pacifist.
After the war, he attended the University of London, where
he graduated with honors in 1923. Blyth played the flute, made
musical instruments, and taught himself several European
languages. In 1924, he received a teaching certificate from London
Day Training College. The same year, he married Annie
Bercovitch, a university friend.
In 1925, the Blyths moved to Korea (then under Japanese
rule), where Blyth became Assistant Professor of English at Keijo
University in Seoul. While in Korea, Blyth began to learn Japanese
and Chinese, and studied Zen under Kayama Taizi Roshi of
Myoshinji Betsuin. In 1933, he informally adopted a Korean
student, paying for his studies in Korea and London. (Pinnington,
1997). His wife returned to England alone in 1934. He later
followed her and they were divorced shortly thereafter, in 1935.

―Blue Moon‖ is a song by Richard Rodgers (music)
and Lorenz Hart (lyrics) in 1934

Blue Planet, see at Earth and at Neptune.
Blue Ribbon Students, see.at Fifth District School.
Blue Rock, a music combining blues and rock.
―Blue Skies,‖a much-recorded song by Irving Berlin
―Blue Skies‖ (film), a 1946 musical film, starring
Bing Crosby & Fred Astaire

Blues, a style of music evolved from Southern Black
secular songs characterized by a slow tempo and flattened
thirds and sevenths. Also, short for blue devils. Blues
music expressed the blue devils in the lives of Blacks. See
at ―Mood Indigo;‖ also see below & at Simic. Also see at
Bebop, ―Delta Blues,‖ at ―Folsom Prison Blues,‖ at
―Lovesick Blues‖ & at ―A Mess of Blues.‖
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on ―Eyes,‖ Natalie Kusz on ―Scar Tissue‖, Jacki Lydon on ―The
Brain,‖ Thomas Lynch on ―The Fruit of Thy Wombs,‖ Richard
McCann on ―The Resurrectionist,‖ i.e., transpants, Kyoko Mori
―On What Anchors Us‖--go figure!-- Thylias Moss on ―Some
Praise for a Little Right-sided Anarchy,‖ Chris Offut on ―The
Knee Bone is Connected,‖ Francine Prose on ―The Nose,‖
Esmerala Santiago on ―The Skin,‖ Mona Simpson on ―Hands‖ &
Jane Smiley on ―Belly, Belly Dancing, Belly Aching,
Beasts.‖

Having returned to Seoul in 1936, Blyth remarried in 1937,
to Japanese Kishima Tomiko (Pinnington, 1997), with whom he
later had two daughters, Nana Blyth and Harumi Blyth. He moved
to Kanazawa in Japan, and took a job as English teacher at a local
high school.
When WW II broke out, Blyth was interned as a British
enemy alien. Although he expressed his sympathy for Japan and
sought Japanese citizenship, this was denied. During his
internment his extensive library was destroyed in a bombing raid.
After the war, Blyth worked diligently with the authorities,
both Japanese and American, to ease the transition to peace. Blyth
functioned as liaison to the Japanese Imperial Household, and his
close friend, Harold G. Henderson, was on General Douglas
MacArthur's staff. Together, they helped draft the Ningen Sengen
declaration, by which Emperor Hirohito declared himself to be a
human being, and not divine.
By 1946, Blyth had become Professor of English at
Gakushuin University, and tutored Crown Prince (later emperor)
Akihito in English. In 1949, with the publication in Japan of the
first volume of Haiku, the four-volume work by R.H. Blyth, haiku
was introduced to the post-war western world. He produced a
series of works on Zen, haiku, senryū, and on other forms of
Japanese and Asian literature, the most significant being his Zen in
English Literature and Oriental Classics (1942); his four-volume
Haiku series (1949-52) dealing mostly with pre-modern haiku,
though including Shiki; and his two-volume History of Haiku
(1964).
Today he is best known as a major interpreter of haiku to
English speakers. He did much to popularise Zen philosophy and
Japanese poetry (particularly haiku) in the West. In 1956, he was
awarded a doctorate in literature from Tokyo University, and, in
1957, he received the Zuihosho (Order of Merit) Fourth Grade.
Reginald Horace Blyth died in 1964, of a brain tumor and
complications from pneumonia, in the Seiroka Hospital in Tokyo.
He was buried in the cemetery of the Shokozan Tokeiji Soji temple
in Kamakura, next to his old friend, D. T. Suzuki.

Body Beautiful Joke: ―If I told you that you have a
beautiful body, would you hold it against me?‖—circa
1930‘s joke.

Body Mass Index (BMI), an index of obesity:
BMI= 703 times wt. in lbs divided by the square of the
height in inches; the mortality curve is U-shaped with
death
rates ascending for BMI‘s above 30, or below 18.5, 236(328)
Overweight US Presidents & their BMI above 25.0) were:
George Washington (25.5); Chester Arthur (28.7); George W.
Bush (30.2), William Howard Taft (42.3)
In March 2005, it was determined that 56% of all NFL
football players are obese by this standard, i.e., it ignores muscle
weight as opposed to fat wt.
Shaquille Oneal, the NBA star, has just 4% body fat;
also see at Jack Sprat.
The BMIs are from a NY Times Week in Rev. article by
Gina Kolata on Nov. 20, 2004, 235-236(428), 235(428)n. Since
then,Geo. W. Bush has increased his considerably, weighing
199 lbs. in his physical exam in late July 2006.
BMI‘s of some US Presidents in addition to those above:
James Madison, 17.0; Andrew Jackson 19.0; Abe Lincoln,
21.7; JFK, 22.6; Ulysses Grant, 23.3; Richard M. Nixon, 23.9;
Millard Fillmore 24.2. Mine is 25.0 now but 20.0 when I went
into the navy in July 1945. Also see at Obesity Anyone?

Bodies, denial of our, 74(121)
Boehm, Mike—see at Odetta.
Bogarde, Dirk (née Derek Jules Gaspard Ulric Niven

Blyth Quote: ―The importance and the
unimportance of the self cannot be exaggerated,‖ TI

van den Bogaerde), 1921-1999, born in London, of mixed
Flemish, Dutch and Scottish ancestry. Bogarde was nominated
six times as Best Actor by the British Academy of Film and
Television Arts (BAFTA), winning twice, for The Servant in 1963,
and for Darling in 1965. He also received the London Film Critics
Circle Lifetime Award in 1991.
He made a total of 63 films between 1939 and 1991.
Bogarde's first film for American expatriate director Joseph Losey;
Doctor at Sea (1955), co-starring Brigitte Bardot in one of her first
film roles; Doctor at Large (1957), another entry in the "Doctor
series," co-starring Shirley Eaton; A Tale of Two Cities (1958), a
faithful retelling of Charles Dickens classic; The Doctor's
Dilemma (1959), by George Bernard Shaw and co-starring Leslie
Caron and Robert Morley, not a part of the "Doctor series"; and
Libel (1959), playing three separate roles and co-starring Olivia
de Havilland. Bogarde quickly became a matinee idol and was
Britain's number one box office draw of the 1950s.
Some other films: The Fixer (1968), based on Bernard
Malamud's novel, co-starring Alan Bates; Sebastian (1968),
playing a former Oxford professor heading the all-female decoding
office of British Intelligence, co-starring John Gielgud, Susannah
York, and Lilli Palmer; Oh! What A Lovely War (1969), co-starring
Sir John Gielgud, Sir Laurence Olivier and directed by Sir Richard
Attenborough; Justine (1969), directed by George Cukor & based
on Laurence Durell‘s novel; Le Serpent (1973), co-starring Henry
Fonda and Yul Brynner; and Providence (1977), co-starring Sir
John Gielgud.

B. O., abbreviation for body odor. Lifebuoy
soap ads claimed that the soap rids one of it. Also: a
cartoon character name ―BO Plenty.‖ See at Gould & also at
Lifebuoy.

Boa Dai, see at Dai.
―Boat Plans‖ by Dan Beard is a book that tells how to
Build a sailboat, and names the parts of the boat—link at:
http://www.inquiry.net/outdoor/summer/boats/index.htm

Boatswain, bo‘s‘n, bos‘un or bos‘n,
petty officer in charge of a
cables & deck crew. Also

a warrant or

ship‘s rigging, anchors,

Bobbsey Twins, see at Stratemeyer.
Boccaccio, 1313-1375, was an Italian author & poet,
who grew up in Florence. He was a friend & correspondent
of Petrarch, and an important Renaissance humanist in his
own right and author of a number of notable works
including the Decameron, On Famous Women, and his
poetry in the Italian vernacular.Boccaccio is particularly
notable for his dialogue, of which it has been said that it
surpasses in verisimilitude that of just about all of his
contemporaries, since they were medieval writers and often
followed formulaic models for character and plot--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―The Decameron.‖

―Body‖ Body" by Sharon Sloan Fiffer (Ed, ),

Steve

Bogart, Anne, director, see at ―Dead Man‘s Cell

Fiffer (Ed.), here are the contributors and their subjecs: Ron
Carlson on ―The Dink,‖ i.e, male genitalia, Leah Hager Cohen on
"Breasts," Rosario Ferré on ―The Blessings of the Butt,‘ Sharon
Sloan Fiffer on ?Can You Hear My Heart Beat?‖, Michael Knight

Phone.‖

Bogart, Humphrey ―Bogie,‖1999-1957,

see ―The

African Queen,‖―The Big Sleep, ― ―The Caine Mutiny,‖
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―Casablanca‖ & ―To Have and To Have Not.‖ Also, see at
Jennifer Jones, at ―Key Largo‖ & at Natal. Also see at
Lauren Bacall & Ann Sheridan.
A chain-smoker, Bogart died of lung cancer. See at
The Ciganette Century (the last paragraph) & at Cigarette
Warnings. Also see at Richard Burton (last paragraph.)

commonly played on the B-flat soprano saxophone)—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Ravel.

Bolger, Ray (né Raymond Wallace Bulcao), 1904-87,
spent his early life in a predominantly Irish neighborhood
in Dorchester, MA. His father, James Edward Bulcao, was a
Portuguese-American house-painter, and his mother, Anne
Wallace,was an Irish-American homemaker.
An entertainer of stage and screen, he is best known for his
portrayal of the Scarecrow and Kansas farmworker Hunk in the
1939 film, The Wizard of Oz. Bolger's film career began when he
signed a contract with MGM in 1936.
His best-known film appearance prior to The Wizard of Oz
was The Great Ziegfeld (1936), in which he played himself. But he
also appeared in Sweethearts, (1938) the first MGM film in
Technicolor, starring Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald, and
Bolger's future Oz co-star, Frank Morgan, as well as the 1937
Eleanor Powell vehicle Rosalie, which also starred Eddy and
Morgan.
Bolger's performance in Oz was a tour de force, and he
displayed the full range of his physical, comedic, and dramatic
talents playing the character searching for the brain that he always
had. The Scarecrow's sympathy for Dorothy Gale's plight, his
cleverness and bravery in rescuing her from the Wicked Witch of
the West (played by Margaret Hamilton) and his deep affection for
her shone through, endearing the character — and Bolger — in the
public mind forever. Whenever queried as to whether he received
any residuals from telecasts of the 1939 classic, Bolger would
reply: ―No, just immortality. I'll settle for that.‖
Bolger toured in the USO shows with Joe E. Lewis in the
Pacific Theater during World War II, was featured in the United
Artists war-time film Stage Door Canteen and returned to MGM
for a featured role in The Harvey Girls (1946). Also see at ―The
Great Ziegfeld, at ―Look for the Silver Lining‖ & at ―Where‘s
Charlie.‖

Bogdanovitch, Peter, born 1939 is a film historian,
director, writer, actor and critic. He was part of the wave of
―New Hollywood‖ directors that included William Friedkin, Brian
DePalma, George Lucas, Martin Scorsese, Steven Spielberg,
Michael Cimino and Francis Ford Coppola, among others and was
particularly relevant during the 1970s with his film The Last
Picture Show.
The son of immigrants fleeing the Nazis--his father is a
Serbian painter and pianist and his mother descended from a rich
Austrian Jewish family--Bogdanovich was conceived in Europe
but born in America. He was originally an actor in the 1950s,
studying his craft with acting teacher Stella Adler (he was only 16
but had to lie about his age and say he was 18 to qualify), and
appearing on TV and in summer stock.
In the early 1960s, Bogdanovich became known for
programming movies at the Museum of Modern Art in New York
City. An obsessive cinema-goer, sometimes seeing up to 400
movies a year in his youth, Bogdanovich prominently showcased
the work of American directors such as John Ford, whom he
subsequently wrote a book about based on the notes he had
produced for the MoMA retrospective of the director, and the thenunderappreciated Howard Hawks—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Also see at Otto Priminger.

―Bohème, La‖ (The Bohemian), Puccini opera
premiered in 1896. It was based on a novel ―Scènes de la
vie Bohème—see at Puccini.

Bohr, Niels (Henrik David),1885-1962, was a Danish
Physicist who made fundamental contributions to on the
structure of atomic & on quantum mechanics. He won the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1922, the year after Einstein won his Nobel
Prize, for his quantized model of the atom, i.e., a planetary
electrons can jump from one orbit to another only in discrete
quanta or bundles of energy—see at electron.
He also was a part of the team of physicists working on
the Manhattan Project--See at Atomic Fission.
―Anyone who is not shocked by quantum theory has not
understood it‖—see at Quantum Physics. Also see at Horseshoe
Joke.

Bolzano, Italy, a stop on Levi‘s homeward trek, R, lx
Bombs in WW II—see at A-Bomb, H-Bomb, Fire
Bomb, V1 Flying Bomb, V2 Rockets. Etc.
Bombeck, Erma, Ch. 5: ―If Life Is a Bowl of
Cherries, What Am I Doing In the Pits?‖

Bond, James Bond—see at Fleming, Ian Fleming.
Bonds, Barrry, 124-126(227-229): He admitted he
took steroids but claimed he didn‘t know it!-- see the NY
Times Sports Page of Dec. 7; 2004; -- hit the most HR‘s in
a season--73 in 2001, 124(227); most career walks, best on
base average, 124(227); voted MVP in ‘04 for 7th time—
nobody else has won more than three, 124(227)--also see at
Steroids. On or about Nov. 16, 2007 he was indicted for
lying when he said that while he had taken sterioids, he did
not know that he had. In 2007 he broke Hank Aaron‘s
record of 755 carreer HRs & ended the season with 762
HRs..

Bohr, Aage (Niels), 1922—2009, son of Niels Bohr,
shared a 1975 Nobel Prize in Physic with two others.
―The remarkable generation of scientists who came to join
my father in his work became for us children Uncle Kramers,
Uncle Klein, Uncle Nishina, Uncle Heisenberg, Uncle Pauli, etc.,‖
Aage Bohr wrote in an autobiographical statement when he won
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1975. (The ―uncles‖ were Hendrik
Kramers of the Netherlands, Oskar Klein of Sweden, Yoshio
Nishina of Japan, Werner Karl Heisenberg of Germany and
Wolfgang Pauli of Austria.)

Bone used as a metaphor for one‘s body, as in: he
(she) doesn‘t have a mean bone in his (her) body.

Boléro by Ravel is written for a large orchestra

Bonehead is used to express a low opinion of

consisting of two flutes, piccolo, two oboes (oboe 2 doubles
oboe d'amore), cor anglais, E-flat clarinet, two B-flat clarinets,
bass clarinet, two bassoons, contrabassoon, four horns, piccolo
trumpet in D, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, two
saxophones (one sopranino and one tenor doubling on soprano—
one of the first large ensemble pieces to employ the family),
timpani, two snare drums, cymbals, tamtam, celesta, harp and
strings (violins, violas, cellos and double basses). (The sopranino
saxophone called for in the instrumentation is a sopranino
saxophone in F; whilst the ones of today are in E-flat. Today, both
the soprano saxophone and the sopranino saxophone parts are

someone's intelligence. Synonyms: blockhead; numskull;
muttonhead; lunkhead; loggerhead; knucklehead;
hammerhead; fuckhead; dunderhead; dunce; dumbass;
bonehead; shithead

Boneon, see at hardon.
―Bongo, Bongo, Bongo,‖ 57-58(94), pop song.
Bonhoeffer (also Bonhöffer), Dietrich, 174(303);
Lutheran pastor & activist opponent of Nazism. He was
deeply involved in the German resistance movernent & in
1943 was imprisoned until 1945 when he was hanged in
Flossenberg . Many of his friends were involved in the
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abortive plot to kill Hitler & also were executed; also see at
Wallenberg.

Booby, slang for dunce, or dimwit, possibly derived
from the Spanish slang bobo—see 2-nd paragraph below

Bonner, Elena, wrote Alone Together, Knopf, NY,

Booby is a seabird in the Sula genus, part of the

1986 (Memoirs of the years of exile in Gorky by
Sakharov's wife, includes Sakharov's documents.) Born in
1923, she married Sakharove in 1971 (she was his
seciond wife)—see at Sakharov.

Sulidae family. Boobies are closely related to the gannets
(Morus), which were formerly included in Sula. Boobies are large birds
with long pointed wings and long bills. They hunt fish by diving from a
height into the sea and pursuing their prey underwater. Facial air sacs
under their skin cushion the impact with the water. Boobies are colonial
breeders on islands and coasts. They normally lay one or more chalkyblue eggs on the ground or sometimes in a tree nest.
Their name was possibly based on the Spanish slang term bobo,
meaning "dunce", as these tame birds had a habit of landing on board
sailing ships, where they were easily captured and eaten. Owing to this,
boobies are often mentioned as having been caught and eaten by
shipwrecked sailors, notably Captain Bligh of the Bounty and his
loyalists, during their famous voyage after being set adrift by Fletcher
Christian and his mutineers.

―Bonnie and Clyde,‖ 1967 film starring Faye
Dunaway & Warren Beatty, based on the violent pair who
met their end in a bloody shootout with FBI agents, when
Bonnie was just 20 & Clyde 21 years-old.

Bonnie & Clyde: Bonnie Parker,1911-1934, & Clyde
Barrow, 1909-34, were poor kids born in Telico &
Rowena,slums of West Dallas, Texas, resp. who became notorious
robbery partners, killing 10 people in their murdersous sprees..
―Clyde, scrawny, and barely 5‘6‖ tall, lived in a tent with
his parents for much of his youth, and was a high school dropout..
He followed his older brother Buck into life as a car thief, cat
burglar and armed robber; he thought so highly of himself that he
changed his middle name from Chestnut to Champion!
―Bonnie hsd been a ateenage bride who husband abandoned
her to a life of baby-sitting, glamour magazines and boredom. All
she want was exceitement, and on meeting Clyde at a party in Jan.
1930, she found it. The only thing they did well was killing people,
murdering at least 10 men.
―Finally tracked down and killed themselves on May 23,
1934, Bonnie and Clyce remained all but forgotten, relegated to
pulp magazines and a B movie or two, for 30 years. The infamy
they enjoy today can be traced almost exclusively to the
wonderfully times, if thematically wrongheaded, 1967 movie
―Bonnie and Clyde,‖ a paean to hippie-era themes of antiauthoritariousm and youth rebellion.
― When Americans espress an interest in Bonnie and Clyde
now, I wager, their curiousity lies less with the grimy, smelly,
murderous pair in history than with the glamourus dasing Bonnie
and Clyde played by Faye Dunaway and Warren Beatty…whoe
only ffaulty could be solved, the film suggests, with a dose of
Cialis….‖—edited excerpt from the May 10, 2009 NY Times
Sunday Book Review by Bryan Burrough.
Their gang, which included Barrow‘s brother, Buck & his
wife, were shot dead at a police road block in Louisisiana. See at
―Bonnie & Clyde.‖

Boo hoo! exclamation of sorrow, orweeping.
"Boo-hoo‖ (―You've got me crying for you)‖
(Chorus),
Music by: Edward Heyman, Carmen
Lombardo, and John Jacob Loeb. Words by: Edward
Heyman & Carmen Lombardo. Called Guy Lombardo's
―signature piece.‖ Also see at Heyman & at Guy
Lombardo.

Boogie: ―Bumble Bee Boogie,‖ ―Beat Me Daddy
Eight to the Bar,‖ 151(268)

Boogie Woogie 1. A style of jazz piano characterized by
a repeated rhythmic and melodic pattern in the bass and
improvised variations in the treble. Possibly from Black W.
Africa (Serra Leone) bugi(-bugi), to dance.
2. A fast blues piece with an iterative bass figure in
double time, i.e., eight beats to the bar (Wentworth and
Flexner). Beat me, Daddy, Eight To the Bar! is a boogie
song, and ―Bumble Bee Boogie‖ is a variation on ―The
Flight of the Bumble Bee‖ 151(268)—also see at ―Beat
Me Daddy Eight to the Bar,‖ at ―Pinetop Boogie Woogie,‖
and below:

―Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy‖see ―Beat Me Daddy
etc.‖

Boogie Woogie Flu: ‖I got the rockin' pneumonia and
the boogie woogie flu, ― see at Rockin‘
Book—see at ―I am a Book…‖

Bonnie & Clyde in Joplin, MO & Shamrock, Texas.

―Book: A Memoir‖ (2008) by Larry McMurtry &

On April 13, 1933, police in Joplin, Missouri, raided an
apartment in that town in the belief they would find some
bootleggers there. (Prohibition wasn't quite over in Missouri; beer
was legal, spirits weren't.) Instead, they found Clyde, Bonnie and
W.D., along with Clyde's brother Buck and sister-in-law Blanche,
who had met up with the others after Buck's own release from
prison. A firefight broke out. Two police officers were shot dead.
Although W.D. took a bullet in the side (from which he would
recover), all five members of the Barrow traveling party escaped.
Clyde drove them to Shamrock, Texas, covering almost 600 miles
overnight. They had only the smoking guns and the clothes on their
backs. Back at the Joplin apartment, police discovered a camera
and some rolls of undeveloped film. After processing, the film
yielded a series of prints depicting all five fugitives. The one of
Bonnie with the gun and the cigar was among several the Joplin
Globe published just two days after the raid—then sent out over
the wires--excepted from article by Jeff Gunn in April 2009
Smithsonian Magazzine, adapted from his book ―Go Down
Together‖, Simon and Shuster, 2009

reviewed in the Aug. 14, 2008 New York Review
Books.by Michael Dirda.

of

Book lovers—see at ―Fahrenheti 451‖—also see at
Bibliophililia.

Book Of Lost Books, An Incomplete History of All
the Great Books You'll Never Read,‖ By Stuart Kelly,
reviewed by Joe Queenan, April 30, 2006 in the NY Times:
―Books that are missing in action include a comic epic attributed to
Homer, Confucius' extensive thoughts on music and a muchmissed volume by the Venerable Bede called "On Orthography."
Other notable casualties of history are Suetonius' "Lives of the
Famous Whores," a sequel to the "Odyssey" written by the unjustly
overlooked Eugammon of Cyrene, 1,500 of Lope de Vega's 2,000
plays and a novel by Sylvia Plath that, Kelly conjectures, "might
have been a fusion of 'The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde' and 'The Doppelgänger.' " Here, as in the case of Gibbon's
jettisoned Alpine dissertation, society may have dodged a bullet.
Prodigiously informative, if occasionally dense, "The Book of Lost
Books" is less a book one reads than a vade mecum one consults.
But every page is a garden of delights. Mark Twain, Kelly
reports, once referred to the Book of Mormon as "chloroform in
print." Jean Racine, the greatest French playwright of all, wrote
about the sea but never once saw it. Every last scrap of Ernest

Boo! Exclamation meant to frighten s.o.
Boo-Boo, Tiny, Ch. 17…and still champ! 53(87);
King Boo-Boo, 53(86)

Boo boo, slang for mistake, or error
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―Boom-Boom beans, i.e., Navy beans,‖192(352)

Hemingway's early writing vanished when his trunk was stolen.
Malcolm Lowry suffered an identical fate with the first draft of
"Ultramarine," which got filched from his publisher's car.

Boondocks. Slang. Wild and dense brush, jungle, or
rural country--from Tagalog bundok, mountain (Amer.
HeritageDictionary.
Boone, Daniel, 1734-1820, 2(3), 4(5), 62(100); During
a hunting trip in 1767, Boone first stepped foot in Kentucky.
In 1769, he set out with three other frontiersman to explore this
land, 1767-74; cleared the Wilderness Road and founded Fort
Boonesborough, 1775; In 1778 he was captured by Shawnee
Indians who forced him to adopt an Indian (or Mohawk) haircut
(shaved head except the top mane), clothes, and customs, before
he managed to escape with their war plans, 4(5)

―Book of Martyrdom and Artifice, The, First journals
and poems, 1932-1957, by Allen Ginsberg, ed. by Bill
Morgan, Da Capo Press, NY, 2007

―Book of the Moth Club‖ pun: book on lepidoptery,
the study of moths and butterflies.

Book Reviewer Extradinaire: see at Martin Levin,
who reviewed about 3,000 books for the NY Times, at a
rate of 4 or 5 a-week. Nobody knows exactly how many he
did review.
―Book of Surprises:‖ ―Each human being is a book of
suprises, and one that is destined to be left unfinished‖—
attributed to Charles Dicken‘s in ―Tale of Two Cities‖ by
Motoko Rich in Arts, NY Times, Mar. 5, 2008

―Boone: A Biography‖ by Robert Morgan, published
by Algonquin, 2007. The author writes that the story of
Daniel Boone ―is the story of America.‖ Jonathan Yardley,
reviewing the book for the Washington Post World, writes
that this is a ―comprehensive and deeply sympathetic
biography.‖

―Booknotes, American‘s Finest Authors on Reading,
Writing, and the Power of Ideas,‖ Brian Lamb, Times
Books, Random House, NY, 1997
Books: ―— are a narcotic;‖ ―-- as Vodka,‖ 23(36)n;
―Man makes no structure that outlives a book,‖ Anon., T,
R, xxxix
―A novel must be the axe for the frozen sea within us,‖
T, Ch.30--also see at Kafka.
―Some books are to be tasted, others to be
swallowed,
and some few to be chewed & digested,‖ Francis Bacon, Essays.
Of Studies.
―A book without an index is like a compass without a
needle,‖ Anon., R, xl.
―I have never known any trouble that an hour‘s reading
would not dissipate‖—Montesquieue.
―Each human being is a book of surprises, even to intimates, and
one that is destined to be left unfinished‖—Charles Isherwood in
his Mar. 5, 2009 NY Times review of ―Dead Man‘s Cellphone.
―If it hadn't been for books, we'd be completely at the mercy
of sex‖— ―Kafka Was the Rage‖ by Anatole Broyard & quoted by
Louis Menard in a Jan. 5 New Yorker article—see at Menard
―From the moment I picked up your book, I was convulsed
with laughter—someday I intend to read it,‖ Groucho Marx about
a book by S. J. Perlman sent to him unsolicited‖ Ch.30;
―Thank you for sending me a copy of your book; I'll waste
no time reading it‖—Moses Hadas.
―This book fills a much needed gap‖—Mose Hadas; ― ―I
have read our book and much like it‖—Moses Hadas—all three
from his Website.
Also see at Banned Books, at Disraeli, at Fadiman, at E.
Hardwicke, at Kafka, at Reading & at Paradise.

Boone, Debby, see at ―You Light Up My Life.‖
Boonies, same as boondocks.
Boot, Das Unten (U-Boat), 184, 229, see at Submarine.
Boot Camp, Chs. 53-57; 197, ;--begins, Ch.53-55; -ends, 210(383)

―Boots,‖Navy recruits are called that because of their
khaki leggins, 190(349), 202(368)n; also see at Navy
Lingo

Booth, John Wilkes, the assassin of Abe Lincoln,
was killed by fderal troops near Bowling Green, VA on
April 26, 1965.

Booth, Shirley, won a 1952 Oscar for her acting in
―Come Back, Little Sheba.‖ Also see at ―The Matchmaker‖
(film) & at at Inge.

Bop, see at Bebop.
Bouqet, Carole, see at ―For Your Eyes Only.‖
Boque, Merwyn, 1908-1994, was a comedian and a
cornet player. For he origin of Mervyn Bogue'sstage name,
see at Ish Kabibble. A 1915 cartoon postcard, which displays a
spelling (Ish Ka Bibble) almost identical to that used by Bogue.
Between the song and the card, in 1914, Harry Hershfield
introduced his character Abie ―Kabibble‖ in his comic strip Abie
the Agent.
Boque was born in North East, PA, his family returned to
Erie, PA a few months after his birth. He studied law at West
Virginia U. but his comedy antics soon found an audience. He
performed with Kay Kyser on the TV quiz show Kay Kyser's
Kollege of Musical Knowledge in 1949 and 1950. He also appeared
in ten movies between 1939 and 1950. In Thousands Cheers
(1943), he is the band member who tells Kyser the joke about his
friend receiving $250,000, and he sings "I Dug a Ditch" in that
film. He's also a vocalist in That's Right — You're Wrong (1939),
You'll Find Out (1940), and Playmates (1941).
In his 1989 autobiography, Bogue explained his stage name,
which he took from the lyrics of one of his comedic songs, ―Isch
ga-bibble.‖ The song derived from a boy named Ben, who thought
the word was cool. ―Ishkabibble?‖, which was purported to mean
―I should worry?‖, prompted a curious (and perhaps not
coincidental) association of the comedian with the ―What, me
worry?‖ motto of Mad's mascot, Alfred E. Neuman.
While this derivation has been widely quoted on the Internet
and elsewhere, the expression ―ische ga bibble‖ is not Yiddish,
and, in fact, contains no Yiddish words at all.[
Although Bogue's stage persona was that of a dimwitted
person, he was a notable cornet player and was also business
manager for the Kay Kyser Orchestra from 1931 to 1951. With the

Books (Cont‘d): ―I know there are good books and
bad books. It can be philosophy. It can be history. Really,
when it comes to books, it is its value, its depth. You make an
acquaintance with a book as you do with a person. After ten or
fifteen pages, you know with whom you have to deal. When you
have a good book, you really have something of importance.
Books are important as friends and maybe more so. Because all of
us are living in very limited circles, books enable us to run away
from them.‖ Simon Peres, former Prime Minister of Israel, a
frontispiece to ―Booknotes.‖ I don‘t agree with everything in this
quote.--his last sentence isn‘t true for me since I take a book with
me in my mind and share it with family & friends, as I am sharing
this with you. Someone said it very well, ―Books are friends!‖
And may I suggest the converse? Our friends are as deep and
valuable as books. Just read my book—the one for which this
Index and Glossary accompanies.

Books: see at ―The Battle of the Books‖ & at the
Last Stanza of ―There is Nothing Like a Dame‖: ―There
are no books like a dame.‖
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He is the only player in the open era to win both Wimbledon
and the French Open in the same year more than once, winning both for
three consecutive years. With 11 titles, Borg ranks fourth in the list of
male tennis players who have won the most Grand Slam singles titles
behind Roger Federer (15), Pete Sampras (14), and Roy Emerson (12).
Borg won the French Open-Wimbledon double three times
consecutively & called by Wimbledon officials "the most difficult
double in tennis" and "a feat considered impossible among today's
players" Only Rafael Nadal and Roger Federer have managed to
achieve this double since, and Rafael Nadal, Andre Agassi and Roger
Federer are the only male players since Borg to have won the French
Open and Wimbledon men's singles titles over their career.
Borg retired April 21, 1983 at age 26, but made an unsuccessful
comeback from 1991 to 1993--excerpted from Wikipedia.

decline of the big bands, Bogue found a new career in real estate.
He died in 1994 in Palm Springs, California.

Bora Bora is an island in the Leeward group of the
Society Islands of French Polynesia, an overseas collectivity
of France in the Pacific Ocean. The island, located about 230
kilometres (140 mi) northwest of Papeete--the capital of Tahiti--is
surrounded by a lagoon and a barrier reef. In the center of the
island are the remnants of an extinct volcano rising to two peaks,
Mount Pahia and Mount Otemanu, the highest point at 727 metres
(2,385 ft). The original name of the island in the Tahitian language
might be better rendered as Pora Pora, meaning ―First Born;‖ an
early transcription found in 18th- and 19th century accounts, is
Bolabolla (or Bollabolla).
Borchers—―Sonny,‖ Herman Street Friend, 68(111);
Mr.--, Sonny‘s father, 68(111);

Borge, Victor (né Borge Rosenbaum),1909-2000,
born in Denmark, he came to USA in 1934. A pianist
performing with leading orchestras, he is best known for
his comedy sketches combining music & narrative. ―Santa
…had the right idea…visit only once a year,‖ 89(169)

Borderline personality: one with little or no defined
ego, or sense of self. Woodie Allen‘s ―Zelig,‖ is a spoof on
this. Unfornately it is a serious illness, as in the case of the
killer of John Lennon, who envied Lennons fame, and in the
case of other wannabes in history. See at Ego, at Self & at
Zelig.
Borealis Press, of Surry, ME, noted for its ―Magnets,‖
that is, magnetic plaques with charming photos and quotes.
denote by RS followed by the numbers 1 to 412; Similarly
for ―Everyday Greeting Cards,‖ numbered 1 to 416.

Borges, Jorge Luis, 1899-1986: A prolific, influential
Argentenian writer, who became blind as a youth & spent
most of his life in exile; also see at ―A History of Reading,‖
at Homer, at Joyce, at Labyrinth, at Manguel, at Milton &
at Paradise.

Borgnine, Ernest, (né Ermes Effron Borgnino), born
1917 in Hamden, CT, is an Golden Globe, BAFTA and
Academy Award-winning actor. His parents came from Italian, and
divorced when he was two years old. When he was six his family
moved to North Haven, CT and he attended public there. Borgnine
joined the US Navy in 1935 after high school. After his discharge
in 1941, he re-enlisted when the United States entered WW IIand
served until 1945 (a total of ten years), reaching the rank of
Gunner's Mate 1st Class. In 1949, he debuted on Broadway in the
role of a nurse in the play Harvey.
In 1951, he moved to LA, where he received his big break
in From Here to Eternity (1953), playing the cruel Sergeant
―Fatso‖ Judson, in charge of the stockade, who taunts fellow
soldier Angelo Maggio (played by Frank Sinatra).
Borgnine built a reputation as a dependable character actor
and appeared in early film roles as villains, including Johnny
Guitar, Vera Cruz and Bad Day at Black Rock.
But in 1955, the actor starred as a warm-hearted butcher in
the film version of the TV play Marty, by Paddy Chayefsky, which
gained him an Academy Award for Best Actor.
Because of Borgnine's longevity, Marty currently stands as
the oldest film with a Best Actor performance from someone still
alive. With the passing of Charlton Heston on April 5, 2008,
Borgnine is currently the only living actor who has won
Best Actor for performances given prior to 1960--by comparison,
there are currently five living pre-1960 Best Actress recipients—
edited excerpts from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Law and
Disorder‖ & at Paddy Chayefsky.
Borlaug, Norman Ernest, Mar.25,1914-Sept. 12, 2009, the

Boredom: ―The cure for boredom is curiosity—
Dorothy Parker. She went on to say, ―There is no cure for
curiosity.‖

Boredom is a vital problem since half the sins of
mankind are caused by fear of it‖—Bertrand Russell in ―The
Conquest of Happiness‖ (1931)—see at Sins.

Borel, Dr. Armand, 1923-2003, friend & late prof. of
the Inst. for Adv. Study. Born in Switzerland, he did his
undergraduate work at the Federal School of Tech. (ETH) in
Zürich, obtained his doctorate degree at the. U. of Paris in 1952 &
then spent two years at the Inst. for Adv.Study in Princeton, where
he was a professor from 1957 until his death.
Once at his house, he showed me his very impressive
collection of Jazz Oldies. I wrote about this & him in Part II of
―Rings & Things.‖
He was an avid swimmer, often rising at 6 A. M. in order to
go for an early morning swim at Dillon Gynasium on the campus
of Princeton U. Before that, I used to see him there frequently in
the afternoons. I used to joke with him that he would live to be
100—he was in superb physical & mental condition at all times.
Sadly, he died in 2003 after a rapid progression of cancer.

Borel, Gaby (née Gabrielle Aline Pittet), Armand‘s
wife—they married in 1951. In autumn of that year they set
out for a year at the Inst. Adv. Study that was extended to a second
year. (See above.) They had two daughters, Dominque Odette
Susan & Anne Christine.
Gaby was an excellent cook & convivial hostess who
entertained many members of they Institute and their guests. She,
the Camillos & I were often at the Princeon Art Association
where, incidently, Einstein‘s step-daughter, Margot Einstein,
used to sketch or sculpt along with us.
Anne Borel also was an artist, according to my daughter,
Cindy, who was her classmate at Princeton High School &
admired her drawings.)

great-grandchild of Ole Olson Dybevig and Solveig
Thomasdotter Rinde, from Leikanger, Norway, who emigrated to
Dane, Wisc. in 1854, was an American agronomist, humanitarian and
Nobel laureate who has been deemed the father of the Green
Revolution.
Borlaug was one of only six people to have won the Nobel
Peace Prize, the Presidential Medal of Freedom and the Congressional
Gold Medal. He was also a recipient of the Padma Vibhushan, India's
second-highest civilian honor. Borlaug's discoveries have been
estimated to have saved over one billion lives worldwide.
Borlaug received a Ph.D. in plant pathology and genetics from
the U, of Minnesota in 1942. He took up an agricultural research
position in Mexico, where he developed semi-dwarf, high-yield,
disease-resistant wheat varieties.
During the mid-20th century, Borlaug led the introduction of
these high-yielding varieties combined with modern agricultural

Borg, Björn, born 1956 in Sweden, is a former
World No. 1 tennis player from Sweden regarded by some
observers and tennis players as the greatest player in the sport's history.
During his brief pro career, Borg won 41 percent of the Grand Slam
singles tournaments he entered (11 of 27) and 89.8 percent of the Grand
Slam singles matches he played. Both are open era male records for an
entire career. In addition, Borg's six French Open singles titles are an
all-time record.
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production techniques to Mexico, Pakistan, and India. As a result,
Mexico became a net exporter of wheat by 1963.
Between 1965 and 1970, wheat yields nearly doubled in
Pakistan and India, greatly improving the food security in those
nations. These collective increases in yield have been labeled the Green
Revolution, and Borlaug is often credited with saving over a billion
people from starvation.
He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970 in recognition of
his contributions to world peace through increasing food supply.Later
in his life, he helped apply these methods of increasing food production
to Asia and Africa--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Prado) now owns several of his works, including the triptych The
Garden of Earthly Delights, c. 1504.
Nothing is known of his personality or his thoughts on the
meaning of his art. Bosch‘s date of birth has not been determined
with certainty. It is estimated at c. 1450 on the basis of a hand
drawn portrait (which may be a self-portrait) made shortly before
his death in 1516. The drawing shows the artist at an advanced age,
probably in his late sixties.
Some writers see Bosch as a proto-type medieval surrealist,
and parallels are often made with the twentieth century Spanish
artist Salvador Dali. Other writers attempt to interpret his imagery
using the language of Freudian psychology. However such theses
are commonly rejected; according to Gibson, ―what we choose to
call the libido was denounced by the medieval church as original
sin; what we see as the expression of the subconscious mind was
for the Middle Ages the promptings of God or the Devil‖--edited
excerpts from Wikipedia. He also painted Ship of Fools, c. 14901500, temptation of Saint Anthony (triptych), c. 1500, Last
Judgment (triptyche), 1504, Paradise and Hell, c. 1510. These
dates, and other works are from art.com at this link:
http://www.artchive.com/artchive/B/bosch.html

Bormann, Martin, 1900-1945 (or 1959?) was head of
the Party Chancellery (Parteikanzlei) and the private
secretary to Hitler. He gained Hitler's trust & derived immense
power within the Third Reich by controlling access to the Führer.
A good overview of Bormann's career in the National Socialist
(i.e., Nazi) German Workers Party became head of can be found
in Trevor-Roper's "Last Days of Hitler.‖ . In his 2000 book,
Hitler's Traitor: Martin Bormann and the Defeat of the Reich,
Louis Kilzer makes the case that Bormann was the elusive Soviet
spy--Werther. Also to be noted is Loringhoven‘s description of
Martin Bormann ―skulking in the shadows like a spider in his
web.‖
Born Liar—see at ―Fellini: I'm a Born Liar‖

Bo‘s‘n, bos‘un or bos‘n, abbreviations for Boatswain.
Boston: The Great Fire of 1872 was Boston's largest
urban fire and still one of the most costly fire-related
property losses in American history. The conflagration began at
7:20 p.m. on November 9, 1872, in the basement of a commercial
warehouse at 83—87 Summer Street in Boston, Mass. The fire was

―Born to Dance,‖ 1936 film, with Eleanor Powell,
James Stewart, and Frances Langford, featuring the Cole
Proter Song, ―Easy to Love.‖
―Born to Lose‖ (And now I‘m losing you), Ted Daffan
1943 song. Ch. 2

finally contained twelve hours later, after it had consumed about 65
acres (263,000 m²) of Boston's downtown, 776 buildings, and much of
the financial district and caused $73.5 million in damage ($1.3 billion
in 2008 dollars.) At least twenty people are known to have died in the
fire.In terms of financial loss it ranks as the 6-th most costly first in US
history—see at Fires.

―Born Toulouse?‖-- pun on Toulouse, 198(362)
―Born Yesterday‖ is a play written & first directed
by Garson Kanin on Broadway in 1946 and adapted into
the 1950 film, Directed by George Cukor, with Judy Holliday,
Broderick Crawford, & William Holden
Judy Holliday originated the role of Billie Dawn on
Broadway, as well as in the film.. Plot outline: An uncouth,
corrupt tycoon, Harry Brock (Crawford), brings his showgirlmistress Billie Dawn (Holliday) with him to Washington, D. C.
When Billie's ignorance becomes a liability to Brock's business
dealings, he hires a journalist, Paul Verrall (Holden), to educate his
girlfriend. In the process of learning, Billie Dawn realizes how
corrupt her boyfriend is and begins interfering with his plans to
"buy" a few Congressmen--excerpt from Wikipedia. KaninHolliday didn't originate the not-so-dumb-blonde story—they
served it as a soufflé. Also see at Garson Kanin & at JJudy
Holliday.

Boston Red Sox, see at Ruth & at NY Yankees
―Boss, The,‖ see at Springsteen.
Bossidy, John Collins, 1860-1928: ―And this is good
Od Boston, / The home of the bean and the cod, / Where the
Lowells talk to the Cabots / And the Cabot talk only to
God,‖ patterned after a toast given at the 25-th anniv. of the
Harvard Class of 1880—in Bartlett.

Boswell, James,(1749-1793), wrote

―The Life of

Johnson‖ (1791); born 40 years after Johnson, he outlived
him by only 9 years—he was famously profligrant, see
Macaulay-- and he published his ―Life of Johnson‖ just
two years before he died. Also see at Self.

―Both Sides Now‖is a 1965? 7? song Joni Mitchell.

―Born without reason...to die—see at Mélissande.
Borowski, Tadeusz, see at Gas; also the Biblio.
Borrower, see at Shakespeare.
Bosch, Hieronymous (né Jeroen Anthonissen van

wrote & sang: ―I‘ve looked at life from both sides now /
From win or lose and still somehow / It‘s life‘s illusions I recall /
I really don‘t know life at all,‖ Ch. 20, 62(100)n; Another verse
replaces ―life‖ by ―clouds‖, and ―win or lose,‖ by ―up and down‖
–see Joni Mitchell‖ in ―Oxford Dictionary of Modern
Quotations.‖ Also see at Joni Mitchell.

Aken), 1453-1516, was an Early Netherlandish painter of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The artist's work is wellknown for the use of fantastic imagery to illustrate moral and
religious concepts and narrative. He was born Hieronymus (or
Jeroen) van Aken (meaning ―from Aachen‖). He signed a number
of his paintings as Bosch (pronounced Boss in Dutch). The name
derives from his birthplace, 's-Hertogenbosch, which is commonly
called ―Den Bosch.‖
He left behind no letters or diaries, and what has been
identified has been taken from brief references to him in the
municipal records of 's-Hertogenbosch, and in the account books
of the local order of the Brotherhood of Our Lady Bosch never
dated his paintings and may have signed only some of them (other
signatures are certainly not his). Fewer than 25 paintings remain
today that can be attributed to him.
Philip II of Spain acquired many of Bosch's paintings after
the painter's death; as a result, Madrid's Prado Museum (El

Bottoms, Timothy, versatile actor born 1951 in Santa
Barbara, CA. Played the mutilated soldier in ―Johnny Got
His Gun‖—see his Website.

Botsford, Gardner, quote from his Op-ED piece about
the American Cemetery at Colleville-sur-Mer, 183(318)

Boulle, Pierre, see ―The Bridge on the River Kwai.‖
Bountiful, Texas, fictional town—see at ―The Trip to
Bountiful.‖

―Bouquet of Roses,‖ 1948 Eddy Arnold hit,:
See ―I‘m sending you a big bouquet of roses. (One for every
day that you‘ve been gone.)‖

Bourdin, Frédéric, born 1974, is a French serial
impostor the press has nicknamed "the chameleon".
According to himself, his lawyer and the press reports, Bourdin
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was raised by his grandparents in Paris and was later put into a
children's home. He says that he never knew his father, that his
mother intended to have an abortion and eventually abandoned him
and that he was sexually abused. In an interview with David
Grann appearing in Aug. 11 & 18, 2008 New Yorker Magazine his
mother said that Bourdin's father was an Algerian immigrant
named Kaci.[ He began his impostures as soon as he left the
children's home and as of 2005 had assumed at least 39 false
identities, three of which have been actual teenage missing
persons. In 1997 Bourdin took the identity of Nicholas Barclay, a
lost son of a family in San Antonio, TX. He invited his would-beparents to the US embassy in Spain to meet him. Even though
Bourdin had brown eyes and a French accent, he convinced the
family that he was their blue-eyed son who had disappeared three
years previously. He said that he had escaped from a child
prostitution ring. Bourdin lived with the family for three months
before a San Antonio private investigator, Charley Parker, exposed
him and his real identity was confirmed by a DNA test. He was
imprisoned for 6 years. But, guess what? When he got out, he
resumed his self-styled profession. ―I am a manipulator. ...My job
is to manipulate....I can become whatever I want,‖ he is quoted as
saying on p. 68 of New Yorker article.

Bourgeois, Louise, scuptor,

Bow of the ship is the front end of the hull.
Bowsprit is the stick or sprit projecting from the bow
of the boat

Bowie, James ―Jim,‖ April 10, 1796 –Mar. 6, 1836,
born in Logan Co., KY, he was a pioneer and soldier, who
played a prominent role in the Texas Revolution, culminating in
his death at the Battle of the Alamo. Countless stories of him as a
fighter and frontiersman, both real and fictitious, have made him a
legendary figure in Texas history. Bowie spent most of his life in
Louisiana, where he was raised and later worked as a land
speculator.
His rise to fame began in 1827 on reports of the Sandbar
Fight. What began as a duel between two other men deteriorated
into a melee in which Bowie, having been shot and stabbed, killed
the sheriff of Rapides Parish with a large knife. This and other
stories of Bowie's prowess with the knife led to the widespread
popularity of the Bowie knife.Bowie's reputation was cemented by
his role in the Texas Revolution. After moving to Texas in 1830,
Bowie became a Mexican citizen and married the daughter of the
vice governor of the province. His fame in Texas grew following
his failed expedition to find the lost San Saba mine, where his
small party repelled an attack by a large Indian raiding party. At
the outbreak of the Texas Revolution, Bowie joined the Texas
militia, leading forces at the Battle of Concepcion and the Grass
Fight. In January 1836, he arrived at the Alamo, where he
commanded the volunteer forces until an illness left him
bedridden. Bowie died with the other Alamo defenders on March
6. Despite conflicting accounts of the manner of his death, the
"most popular, and probably the most accurate accounts" maintain
that he died in his bed after emptying his pistols into several
Mexican soldiers—also see at David Crockett and at the
Alamo.

was born Christmas

1911 in Paris, France. Her parents repaired tapestries, and
at 12, she started helping them draw the missing segments of the
tapestries. At 15 she studied mathematics at the Sorbonne. Her
studies of geometry contributed to her early cubist drawings.
Still searching, she began painting, studying at the École du
Louvre and then the École des Beaux-Arts, and worked as an
assistant to Fernand Léger.
Thinking that had she continued to live in Paris she would
not have been able to continue as an artist she moved with her
husband, Robert Goldwater, an American, to NY City in 1938 to
continue her studies at the Art Students League of New York. She
lives and works in New York City.
Her most famous works are possibly the giiant spider
structures, titled Maman (French for mama), from the last dozen
years--one 365 x 351 x 403" in size (advertised as "9 meters tall",
which converts to 354.33.") Her exhibit at the Tate Museum in
London from Oct.10, 2007 to Jan.20, 2008 was one of the few
exhibitions ever mounted to span seven decades of work by a
single artist—edited excerpt from Wikpedia where there is a
photograph of Maman being derricked into place.
Bourke-White, Margaret, 1904-1971, was a photojournalist for Life magazine when it in 1936. She covered
WW II for Life & was the first woman photographer assigned to
the US armed forces, producing reports on the siege of Moscow
and the opening of the concentration camps.
She was born in the Bronx, NY, to Joseph White (who came
from an Orthodox Jewish family) and Minnie Bourke,the daughter
of an Irish ship's carpenter and an English cook; she was a
Protestant. She grew up in Bound Brook, NJ (in a neighborhood
now part of Middlesex), but graduated from Plainfield High
School.
Her father was a naturalist, engineer and inventor. His work
improved the four-color printing process that is used for books and
magazines. Her mother, Minnie Bourke,was a ―rsourceful
homemaker.‖ Margaret learned from her father perfection, from
her mother, the unabashed desire for self-improvement."
Margaret's success was not a family fluke. Her older sister,
Ruth White, was well known for her work at the American Bar
Association in Chicago, Ill., and her younger brother Roger
Bourke White became a prominent Cleveland businessman and
high-tech industry founder--edited excerpts from Cambridge
Biog. Dict. and Wikipedia.

Bowie knife refers to a style of knife made popular by
Colonel James ―Jim‖ Bowie and first made by James Black,
although its common use refers to any large sheath knife with a clip
point.
Arkansas was on the edge of the United States in the 1830s, and
when Americans thought of a ―rough and tumble‖ place where people
might even pick their teeth with big knives, they thought of Arkansas.
Washington, Arkansas, was the home of James Black, a blacksmith
who became well known for the knives he made. Black's knives were
copied by cutlers in Sheffield, England, and sold in America as the
―Arkansas Toothpick.‖
As early as 1835, the ―Arkansas Toothpick‖ and the "Bowie
Knife were tied together as two terms used for the knives that were then
popular. Jim Bowie became known for his ability to fight with knives
after the ―Sandbar Duel‖ in Mississippi in 1827. In this fight he used a
knife which was given to him by his brother. According to many
sources, James Black made a knife for Jim Bowie. Some people called
this the first bowie knife, the first knife actually made for Jim Bowie.
By the time Jim Bowie died at the Alamo in 1836, the term Bowie
knife was established as the name for the knives popular at the time—
see at James Bowie above.

Bowles, Chester—see at Alliluyeva.
Bowles Jane (née Jane Auer, 1917-1973, was a
playwright &writer. Born into a Jewish family in New
York, Jane Bowles spent her childhood in Woodmere, New York,
on Long Island. She developed tuberculosis of the knee as a
teenager and her mother took her to Switzerland for treatment,
where she attended boarding school.
She returned to New York still teenage, where she
gravitated to the intellectual bohemia of Greenwich Villageand
began to experiment in bisexuality. She married writer and
composer Paul Bowles in 1938. In 1943 her novel Two Serious
Ladies was published.
The Bowleses lived in New York until 1947, when Paul
moved to Tangier, Morocco Jane followed him later that year. Jane

―Bovary, Madame‖--see at Flaubert & at Madame
Bovary.
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Bowles wrote the play In The Summer House, which was
performed on Broadway in 1953 to mixed reviews.
Tennessee William, Truman Capote and John Ashberry
considered her to be one of the finest and most underrated writers
of American fiction.
Bowles, who suffered from alcoholism, had a stroke in
1957 at age 40. Her health continued to decline, despite various
treatments in England and the United States, until she had to be
admitted to a clinic in Málaga, Spain, where she died in 1973. See
at Berlin Stories & at ―Sally Bowles.‖

Boxing weight limits in lbs., World Boxing Org.
WBO or WBA, WBC, IBF for the second-listed names.
Heavywt. Above 200; Jr. heavywt.or Cruiserwt. 175-200;
Light heavywt. 168-175; Super middlewt. 160-168;
Middlewt. 154-160; Jr. middlewt. or Superwelterwt. 147154; Welterwt. 140-147; Jr. Welterwt. or Super lightwt.,
135-140; Lightwt. 130-135; Jr. Lightwt. or Super featherwt.
126-130; Featherwt. 122-126; Jr. feather wt. or Super
bantam wt. 118-122; Bantamwt. 115-118; Jr. Bantamwt. or
Super flywt. 112-115; Flywt. 108-112; Jr. or Light flywt.
105-108; Mini flywt. or Strawwt. up to 105 lb.

Bowles, Paul, 1910-1999, born in Queens, NY was a
composer, author, and world traveler. In 1990, Bernardo
Bertolucci adapted his novel, The Sheltering Sky, into a film in
which Bowles has a cameo role and provides partial narration..
In 1938 he married author and playwright Jane Auer. After a
brief sojourn in France they were prominent among the literary
figures of New York throughout the 1940s, with Paul working
under Virgil Thomson as a music critic at the New York Herald
Tribune. His light opera The Wind Remains, based on a poem by
García Lorca, was performed in 1943 with choreography by
Merce Cunningham and conducted by Leonard Bernstein.
In 1945 he unexpectedly began writing prose again,
beginning with a few short stories including A Distant Episode. He
also translated Jorge Luis Borges at this time, and his translation of
the play No Exit (entitled Huis-clos in French) by Jean-Paul Sartre,
directed by John Huston, won a Drama Critic's Award.
The subsequent year, he received an advance for a novel,
and began writing The Sheltering Sky, first published in England.
The book quickly rose to the New York Times best-seller list when
published by New Directions—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Boy & Boys & Boyhood:
―The boy is father to the man‖-- Wordsworth.
―A boy named Sue‖—see at Sue.
―A boy should have respect for his own future‖—see at
Clifford Odets.
―Boys will be boys,‖ a saying Mama disbelieved.
―Is boyhood a crime?‖ 55(89)—also see at Childhood,
Genius & at Testosterone Poisoning.
―My, what a good boy am I?‖-- ―Little JackHorner,‖
95(180)
―What‘s wrong with being Mama‘s boy? Aren‘t all
boys?‖ 151(267); see Ch. 31, esp. 97(183-184)

Boy Scout Law, in brief: A boy scout is trustworthy,
loyal, helpful, friendly courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful,
brave, clean & reverent—from the Web. In other words--a
perfect idiot, or, maybe, a Nazi?

Boy Scout Duty: Do a good deed every day.
Boy Scout Motto: ―Be Prepared,‖ 67(110)
Boy Scout Oath (or Promise): On my honor I will do
my best; To do my duty to God and my country and to obey
the Scout Law; To help other people at all times; To keep
myself physically strong, mentally awake, and morally
straight

Box Camera, so-called because of its shape--see at
Eastman Kodak & at Brownie camera
Boxcars, Chs. 5 & 16: ―Over, under, between, or
through?‖ 49(80); see at ―Work Gangs,‖ & at Sandburg.

Boy Scout Troop # 13 (Covington) , Ch. 36;

―Box Car Bertha,‖ 49(80)n
Boxer, Sarah, book reviewer for the NY Times &

Hiking, 12(18); -- Fourteen Mile Hike, 116(215); Scout
Pace, 116(214-215, songs, 118(218), taps, 118(219);
Camping Trip circa 1942: Participants: Mr. Herbert
Kelly (Scout Master.), George Edmondson (Patrol
Leader), Freddie Weeks, Charles Kelly (Patrol Leader),
Gene Mischke and Vernon Kidwell, Russell Eldridge,
Jimmy Townes. 117(217); also see Photographs to Part II,
at Scouts & at
Rumsfield.

other publications—see at William Steig & at Krazy Kat.
―Sarah Boxer was born in Denver and earned her B.A. in
philosophy at Harvard. She is a reporter on arts and ideas and a
photography critic for The New York Times, where she writes
regularly about psychoanalysis, art, philosophy, science, animals,
comics, and sex. At the age of eleven she published her first
cartoon, and at fifteen she began reading Freud‖—from Random
ouse Authors.

Boy Scouts of American, founded in 1910; 12(18),
Chs 13 & 36 (also see below & at Scout).

Boxing Champtions—see, e.g., at Billy Conn, Jake

Boy‘s Pejoratives, see at Sexist Statements
Boy‘s State, 12(18)
Boys vs.Girls, 55(89),83(111), also see at (Y- & X-)

LaMotta, Joe Louis, Rocky Marciano & Sugar Ray
Robinson (e.g., at LaMotta)

Boxing abbreviations: KO = knock out, i.e., down for

Chromosomes, Girls in Sports, at Girl‘s Names, at Men
are Different!‖, at Sexist & at Womanwords

the full count of ten, or out cold; TKO = technical knockout;
i.e., when the referee stops the fight in order to avoid serious
injury to a boxer who is no longer able to defend himself.

―Boys‘ Names: pejoratives for --, see at Girl‘s
names,
& at Sexist Statements..
Boyce, Thelma, Holmes High School & 5th. Dist.

Boxing Cliches: Down for the count, i.e., knocked
out; Give ‗em the old one-two; Hit below the belt; Low
blow; On the ropes; Take it on the chin; Take the full
count (i.e., rest until the ref says 9); Throw in the towel
(i.e., give up); Throw the fight, i.e., pretend to be KO-ed, or
otherwise lose points on purpose in order to lose the fight.
This happens usually by bribing the boxer who throws the
fight. In this case, one says the fight is fixed, or that the fix
is on.

Sch. friend--see 1938 Blue Ribbon Photo in Part I.

Boyle, T. Coraghessan, A; wrote about ―Kellogg, the
Cereal King. And health nut. See ―The Road to Wellville.‖

Boyer, Charles, 1899-1978 was a four-time Academy
ward-nominated French actor who starred in a number of
lassic Hollywood films, and made a long successful career.
His most famous role was in the 1944 film Gaslight.
In 1938, he landed his famous role, as Pepe le Moko,
the thief-on-the-run, in Algiers an English-language remake
of the hit French film Pepe le Moko with Jean Gabin.
Although he never invited his Algiers costar Hedy Lamarr
to ―Come with me to the Casbah,‖ the line would stick with

Boxing Heavyweights: see at Ezzard Charles, Billy
Conn, Jack Johnson, Joe Louis, Rocky Marciano & Max
Schmeling & Billy Conn. Jack Johnson was the first
back heavyweight champ, 1910, 222(405).
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him. Boyer's role as Pepe Le Moko was already world
famous when animator Chuck Jones based the character of
Pepe le Pew, the romantic skunk introduced in 1945's Odorable Kitty, on Boyer and his most well-known performance.
Boyer played in three classics of unrequited love
opposite Bette Davis in All This, and Heaven Too (1940),
Olivia de Havilland in Hold Back the Dawn (1941), and
Margaret Sullavan in Back Street (1941). After moving to
USA, he became an American citizen in 1942. Also see at
Jennifer Jones.

Brain cramp, freeze, or lock are various epithets for
times, even momentarily,
when you can‘t think of
something that is ordinarily recalled instantly; for example, the
name of your spouse, child, or neighbor, or the model and year of
ur car--if you hve one!

Brain: right or left? In the Sixties it was accidently
discovered in people with disconnected brain lobes that the
left & right halves did not communicate with each other.
Observation of these people showed that the brain is divided (a la
Jekyll and Hyde?) so that the left side does the work of
deciphering symbols, e.g. of reading & mathematics, while the
right half has the function of spatial and aesthetic recognition. One
famous artist, Philp Guston, in a interview for a film on his work
shown on TV, was asked why he put a daub of paint in a
particular spot-- he could n‘t answer except to say that he felt it
was ―needed there.‖ And get this: The interviewer agreed that the
spot needed something!

―Boz‖—pen name for Charles Dickens.
Bra, short for brassiere. There is a long history to the
concept and manufacture of brassieres.
They come not only in girth sizes but also cup sizes: e.g., A,
B, C, D, E etc. I‘ve made a study of this-see below!

Bra Joke. What is the largest size bra? Ans. Zebra!
Also see at Dyslexia Joke.

Brain jokes: After a brain scan of the President, the

Bradbury, Ray Douglas, was born in 1920 in

surgeon solemnly announced: ―On the left side nothing was
right, while on the right side, nothing was left!‖
―My brain?? Its my second favorite organ‖—Woodie Allen
in ―Sleeper‖ (1973) & in Oxford Dict. of Quotations.

Waukegan, IL His older brother died in the great flu
epidemic of 1918, and his little sister died a few years later. He
knew poverty when his father lost his job in the Great Depression,
and moved to California.
He has written over 30 books, 20 plays, 2 musicals, 2
cantatas, 12 books of poetry, 3 books of essays, a half –dozen film
scripts & 500 short stories. ―I never had a vacation in my life.
Why should I? I‘ve never worked!‖ he says exuberantly—from
the introductory essay in ―The Writing Life‖ by Marie Arana.
He attributes his lifelong habit of writing every day--with no
known exceptions--since he was 12 years old, to an incident in
1932, the year he was 12 years old, when a carnival entertainer,
Mr. Electrico, touched him with an electrified sword, made his
hair stand on end, and shouted, Live forever!‖
Bradbury is best known for The MartianChronicles, a 1950
book which has been described both as a short story collection and
a novel, and his 1953 dystopian novel Fahrenheit 451, is widely
considered to be one of the greatest and most popular American
writers of speculative fiction during the twentieth century—
editedexcerpt from Wikipedia. Also see ―Something Wicked This
Way Comes.‖

Bradford,

Richard,

actor—see

―The

Trip

Braine, John Gerard, 1922-1986: A novelist born
near Bradford, Yorkshire, England, Braine is usually
associated with the Angry Young Men movement.Braine
left St. Bede's Grammar School at 16 and worked in a shop,
a laboratory and a factory before becoming, after WW II, a
librarian. Although he wrote twelve works of fiction, Braine
is chiefly remembered today for his first novel, Room at
the Top (1957). For the 1959 film, see at Room at the Top.

Brainiac, a very smart person, e.g., an Einstein, or
von Neumann.

Brainwashing, a term that originated with the
Chinese treatment of prisoners in the Vietnam War,
192(351-352). It is a concentrated means of persuasion,
such as repeated suggestion in order to intill a specific belief
or idea, e.g, Vietnam War prisoners were led to believe that
USA was the aggressor, and that they were dupes of
captitalistic imperialism. (Akin to Orwells‘s ―Doublethink‖
and ―Doublespeak,‖ Catechism in Catholicism, or even TV
ads and other repetitive kinds of torture. ―…the military
brainwashes their inductees…They take away your dignity.
It‘s not right--Gary Swanson on p. 384 of Michael Takiff ‗s
―Brave Men, Gentle Heroes,‖ 192(351)

to

Bountiful,‖ 1985.

Bradley, Gen. Omar R., l; also see at Princeton U.
Bradley Apts.
Brahe, Tycho. 1546-1601, Swedish Astronomer who

Brancusi, Constantin, 1876-1957, was a renowned

discovered serious errors in the existing astronomical tables,
and commenced work to rectify them by calculating the positions
of stars and planets with unprecedented accuracy. He rejected the
Copernican theory (that the planets revolved around the Sun in
circular orbits) but it fell to Kepler to show model for the planets
to be essentially correct (by replacing circles by ellipses.)—edited
excerpt from Cambridge Biographical Encyclopedia. (My
parenthetical remarks.)—see at Fritz Zwicky.

Romanian sculptor, , whose sculptures blend simplicity and
sophistication that led the way for modernist sculpture. Also
see at Stieglitz, who helped him, and many others..

Brandeis, Louis, D(embitz), 1856-1941: Born in
Louisville, KY; appointed to the Supreme Court in 1916;
First Jewish Associate Justice, supported New Deal
Legislation under FDR, but noted for his liberal dissenting
opinions.

Braile Jokes: ―I remember when I was a little boy, I

Brando,Marlon, 1924-2004, see ―Guys and

once stole a pornographic book that was printed in
Braille. I used to rub the dirty parts‖—quip from
―Bananas,‖ the film.
―How did Helen Keller burn her fingers? She read a
waffle iron.‖

Dolls,‖ Ch.13 & at ‖Last Tango in Paris,‖ 75(124); he won
an Oscar for ―On the Waterfront‖ (1954)—see at Elia
Kazan, at ―On the Waterfront,‖ at Estelle Reiner & at Budd
Schulberg.

Braile Limerick: ―On the chest of a barmaid in Sale

Brandt, Dr. Allan M., a 1983 Ph. D. from Columbia

/ Were tattoos of the prices of ale, / And on her behind,
/ For the sake of the blind, /Was the same information
in Braille‖—Anonymous.

U., he is the Amalie Moses Kass Professor of the History
of Medicine at Harvard Medical School. He holds a joint
appointment there in the Dept of the History of Science.
See at ―The Cigarette Century.‖

Brain: It is the most complex organ in the human

Brannagh, Kenneth, actor & director—see at ―Anne

body. It is the control centre of life. It not only affects and
governs everything you do, how you think, feel and act, but
what kind of person you are. See at Organs & see at Penis.

Frank Remembered.‖\
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Brantley, Ben, is the chief theater critic of the NY Times—
see at Charles Isherwood who is deputy chief.

Milton Berle, jokes for Henny Youngman, comedies for the Marx
Brothers, a television series for Jackie Gleason and screenplays for
movie musicals including ―Meet Me in St. Louis‖ and ―Bye Bye
Birdie." ―If I were any drier, I‘d be drowning,‖ he had Groucho
Marx saying, stuck in the rain in the 1939 film ―At the Circus."
Always a tester of taboos, in the same film he had Groucho tease
the guardians of Hollywood‘s decency. In one scene, a
mischievous vixen played by Eve Arden hides a billfold in her
cleavage, and Groucho, wanting it back, says to the camera:
―There must be some way of getting that money without getting in
trouble with the Hays Office.‖ Groucho would later say it was the
biggest laugh in the film. He and S. J. Perelman, asked to name the
world‘s quickest wits, listed Mr. Brecher along with George S.
Kaufman and Oscar Levant.

Braque, Georges, 1882-1963, French painter &
sculptor who, along with Picasso, develop the cubism art
movement, i.e.,, the breaking up a painting into geometic
forms.

Brass 1. A yellowish allow of copper & zinc, with I
small amts. of other metals, but usually 66% copper & 33%
zinc. 2. Often brasses. Music,. The section of a band or an
orchestra composed of brassl instruments, e.g., trumpet,
cornet, saxophone & tuba

Brass band in the British tradition with a full
complement of 25 or 26 players (plus percussion)

Brecht,

comprises: 1 Soprano Cornet in E♭ ; 8-10 Cornets in B♭ (in
separate parts for 'Solo', 'Repiano', 2nd and 3rd cornets;
there may be 4/5 players to the 'Solo' part, one 'Repiano',

Bertholt,1888-1956,

was an influential

socialist dramatist, stage director & poet. Born in Bavaria,
Germany, of a mother of protestant descent & of a Catholic
father., Brecht had to leave Germany in February 1933, when
Hitler took power. He went to Denmark, but when war seemed
imminent in 1939, he had to leave for Stockholm. He stayed there
for one year. Then Hitler invaded Norway & Denmark & he had
to leave Sweden for Finland where he waited for his visa for USA
until May 3, 1941.
In his resistance against the Nazi & Fascists, Brecht wrote
his most famous plays: Galileo, Mother Courage and Her
Children, The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui, The Caucasian Chalk
Circle, The Good Person of Sezuan (Sechuan) & many others.
See at ―Alabama Song,‖ ―Mack the Knife,‖ at ―Mahagonny,‖ at
―Mother Courage‖ & at ―The Three Penny Opera,‖
220(398). Also see at Lenya & at Weill.

two 2nd, and two or one 3rd); 1 Flugelhorn in B♭ (often
notated on the same part as the 'Repiano'); 3 Tenor Horns in
E♭ (called Solo, 1st and 2nd); 2 Baritones in B♭; 2
Euphoniums in B♭; 2 Tenor Trombones (notated in B♭,
sounding a major ninth below written); 1 Bass Trombone
(the only instrument in the band notated as it sounds) ; 4
Tubas (2 in E♭ and 2 in B♭; often called Basses); 2 or 3
Percussion players (with 2 timpani, glockenspiel, snare
drum, triangle, cymbals, a drum kit and more)

Brass bass, or Bass Brass, refers to the tuba.
Braun, Eva, Hitler‘s mistress—see at Hitler.
Braun, Lloyd—a former ABC executive and a friend

Breed—see at Old Enough?
―Breeding: Good Breeding consists of how much we

of Mr. David‘s, has described him as having ―honesty
Tourette‘s‖—Adam Bryant, see at Larry David.

think of ourselves and how little we think of other
people‖—Mark Twain

Braun, Wernher von 1912-1977, German rocketeer

Breeding consists of how much we think of ourselves

surrendered willingly to US troops in 1945, became a US
citizen in 1955 & worked on US rockets & spaceships,
including the US spaceship, Explorer I, & developed the
Saturn rocket for the Apollo & Moon landing (1969); he
was lampooned in a Tom Lehrer song.

and how little we think of other people, Good‖--Mark
Twain

Brel, Jacques, Romain Georges, 1929–1978, a
Belgian singer-songwriter, composed and recorded his songs
almost exclusively in French. The quality and style of his lyrics are
highly regarded by many leading critics of popular music
Brel was born in Schaarbeek, Belgium, a district of Brussels, but
lived half of his life in Paris. Although his family spoke French, they
were of Flemish descent, with some of the family originating from
Zandvoorde, near Ypres. English translations of Brel's songs, in
particular also ―Ne me quitte pas‖ translations, have been subject to
criticism and are regarded by some as being stripped of their original
brilliance and magical lyricism. For example, Brel's "Ne me quitte pas"
evocatively states, "Moi, je t'offrirai / Des perles de pluie / Venues de
pays / Où il ne pleut pas" [As for me, I'll offer you pearls of rain that
come from countries where rain never falls]—in Wikipedia, there
follows a discussion of various translations.
By the end of the 1950s, his wife‘s, Miche‘s, and his three
daughters had returned to Brussels. From then on, he and his family led
separate lives.
Under the influence of his friend Georges Pasquier ('Jojo') and
pianists Gérard Jouannest and Francois Rauber, Brel's style changed.
He was no longer a Catholic-humanist troubadour, but sang grimmer
songs about love, death, and the struggle that is life. The music became
more complex and his themes more diverse, exploring love (Je t'aime,
Litanies pour un Retour), society (Les Singes, Les Bourgeois, Jaurès),
and spiritual concerns (Le Bon Dieu, Dites, Si c'était Vrai, Fernand).
His work is not limited to one style. He was as proficient in funny
compositions (Le Lion, Comment Tuer l'Amant de sa Femme...) as in
more emotional ones (Voir un Ami Pleurer, Fils de..., Jojo).
An American musical revue of his songs, Jacques Brel Is Alive
and Well and Living in Paris, which debuted in 1968, has played
around the world since. The opening song of Jacques Brel Is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris is "Les Flamandes", translated by Shuman and

―Brave Men, Gentle Heroes,‖ ―…the military
brainwashes their inductees…They take away your dignity.
It‘s not right,‖ Gary Swanson 192(351)

Brazil, see at Natal.
Brazzi, Rossano,1916-1994, actor born in Bologna,
Italy. He starred in the 1949 Broadway play ―South
Pacific.‖ He had an extensive filmography, much of it in
Italian & French films, but the film that propelled him to
international fame was Three Coins in the Fountain (1954),
a Hollywood blockbuster, followed by the leading male role
in David Lean's romance Summertime (1955)--see at Lean.
Breakfast cereals circa 1930s and afterwards. Quaker‘s
Oats, Rice Krispies ―Snap, Crackle, Pop!‖), Wheaties
(―The Breakfast of Champions‘). Also ee at Kellog
(Cornflakes, Shredded Wheat) & at Post (Toasties.‖

Bread at the Faith‘s--see at Faith Family Food.
Bread is slang for money.
―Bread with one meatball. You get no‖—see at
Meatball.

―Break a leg!‖—see at ―Bust a gut!‖
―Breakfast at Tiffany‘s,‖ see at Truman Capote.
Breasts—see at Tits and at Women‘s Breasts.
―Breathless, we flung ourselves…‖Ch. 20, 62(100)n
Brecher Irving, 1914-2008, was born in the Bronx &
grew up in Yongers, NY. He wrote vaudeville sketches for
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Blau as "Marathon", which is a charming encapsulation of the United
States in the 20th century (mentioning, among others, Charles
Lindbergh and Sacco and Vanzetti) but it bears no relationship to the
original French lyrics of the song, a tongue-in-cheek assessment of the
Flemish.
In 1973 he embarked in a yacht, planning to sail around the
world. When he reached the Canary Islands, Brel, a heavy smoker, was
diagnosed with lung cancer. He returned to Paris for treatment and later
continued his ocean voyage. He was also a keen pilot and owned
several small planes, including the eponymous 'Jojo'. In 1975 he arrived
at the Marquesas Islands, and decided to stay, remaining there until
1977 when he returned to Paris and recorded his well-received final
album.
In French-speaking countries, Brel is also remembered as an
actor and director. Jacques Brel has sold over 25 million records
worldwide, including over 12 million albums and singles in France and
Belgium.
He died in 1978 in Bobigny in the suburbs of Paris, of lung
cancer, and was buried in Calvary Cemetery in Atuona, Hiva Oa,
Marquesas Islands, French Polynesia, only a few yards away from
painter Paul Gauguin.
Jacques Brel Quote: in a man's life, there are two important
dates : his birth and his death. Everything we do in between is
not very important--edited excerpts from Wikipedia.

really was. He used these physical features to great effect. In many
of his film roles, Brennan wore dentures; in Northwest Passage--a
film set in the late 18th century, when most people had bad teeth-he wore a special dental prosthesis which made him appear to have
rotting and broken teeth. Director Jean Renoir gave him a leading
role in 1941: Brennan played the top-billed lead in Swamp Water, a
drama directed by Renoir and featuring Walter Huston.
In the 1941 Sergeant York, he played a sympathetic
preacher and dry goods store owner who advised the title character
played by Gary Cooper. He was particularly skilled in playing the
hero's sidekick or as the "grumpy old man" in a picture. Though he
was hardly ever cast as the villain, notable exceptions were his
roles as Old Man Clanton in the classic 1946 film My Darling
Clementine opposite Henry Fonda, the 1962 Cinerama production
How the West Was Won as the murderous Colonel Jeb Hawkins,
and as Judge Roy Bean in The Westerner, for which he won his
third best supporting actor Academy Award, in 1940.
From 1957-1963, he starred in the ABC's TV series The
Real McCoys which costarred Richard Crenna, and Kathleen
Nolan. The comedy about a poor West Virginia family that
relocated to a farm in southern California ran on ABC from 1957
to 1962 before switching to CBS for a final season as The
McCoys. In the last season, Janet De Gore and Butch Patrick
joined the cast as a widow and son; she being the new romantic
interest of the recently widowed Luke McCoy, played by Richard
Crenna. The revised format of The McCoys was no match in the
ratings for NBC's powerhouse western series, Bonanza--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia whre there is a filmograpjhy and more
about his film and TV career.

Bremen and Bremenhaven,Germany Bremen is a
port city along the Weser River, about 60 km (37 mi) south
from its mouth on the North Sea. It, together with nearby
Bremenhaven (literally, Bremen Harbor) were strategic targets in
WW II, and, suffered extensive damage. On June 25, 1942,
Bremen was the target for the RAF's third "thousand bomber raid"
on Germany.

Brenning, Stanley, HHS ‘45 Classmate, athlete &

Bremenkamp, III, Fred William, HHS Class 1944,

friend, & one of the 13 corpses in ―Arsenic & Old Lace; in
informal Photos, 166(291); ―Carl, best of luck to you
throughout your promising career.‖ Hmmm. Promises!
Brent,George, 1979, born on the opposite bank of the
River Shannon from the town of Shannonbridge, County
Offaly, Ireland, He eventually moved to Hollywood where he
made his first film in 1930. Signed to a contract with Warner
Brothers, Brent carved out a successful career as a top-flight
leading man of the late 1930s and 40s.
Highly regarded by Bette Davis, he became her most
frequent male co-star, appearing with her in thirteen films,
including Front Page Woman(1935), Special Agent (1935), The
Golden Arrow (1936), Jezebel (1938), The Old Maid (1939), Dark
Victory (1939) and The Great Lie (1941).
Brent also played opposite Greta Garbo in The Painted
Veil (1934), Madeleine Carroll in The Case Against Mrs. Ames
(1936), Jean Arthur in More Than a Secretary (1936), Myrna Loy
in The Rains Came (1939), Merle Oberon in 'Til We Meet Again
(1940), Ann Sheridan in Honeymoon For Three (1941), Joan
Fontaine in The Affairs of Susan (1945), Barbara Stanwyck in The
Purchase Price (1932), The Gay Sisters (1942) and My
Reputation (1946 ), Claudette Colbert in Tomorrow Is Forever
(1946), Dorothy McGuire in The Spiral Staircase (1946), Lucille
Ball in Lover Come Back (1946) and Yvonne De Carlo in Slave
Girl (1947).

had asmany extracurricular activities that Joy Kinsburg had
--see at Forest Williams; Fred .wrote in my 1944 ―Lest We
Forget,‖ ―Remember ―Hellzapoppin‘‖—Fred Bremenkamp
III; also see at Hellzapoppin‘Brent, George, 1899—

―Brenda Starr,‖ a leggy, redhead, journalist made her
debut in June 1940, wearing Dior-like clothing, décolletage,
chasing spies in cities and jungles, fighting giant squids and
sharks.
Brennan Walter (Andrew) 1894-1974, born in Lynn,
Mass. , of Irish immigrants, was a three-time Academy
Award winning actor His father was an engineer and inventor.
Walter Brennan studied engineering at Rindge Technical High
School in Cambridge, Massachusetts. While in school, Brennan
became interested in acting, and began to perform in vaudeville.
While working as a bank clerk, he enlisted in the US Army and
served as a private with the 101st Field Artillery Regiment in
France during World War I--he was 20 years old when the war
started. Following the war, he moved to Guatemala and raised
pineapples, before settling in LA.
He is remembered as one of the premier character actors in
motion picture history, receiving Academy Awards for Best
Supporting Actor in Come and Get It (1936), Kentucky (1938)
and The Westerner (1940).
Finding himself broke, he began taking extra parts in 1929
and then bit parts in as many films as he could, including The
Invisible Man (1933) and The Bride of Frankenstein (1935), and
also worked as a stunt man. In the 1930s, he began appearing in
higher-quality films and received more substantial roles as his
talent was recognized. This culminated with his receiving the very
first Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for his role as
Swan Bostrom in the period film Come and Get It (1936). Two
years later he portrayed town drunk and accused murderer Muff
Potter in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
Throughout his career, Brennan was frequently called upon
to play characters considerably older than he was in real life. A
1932 accident that cost him many teeth and his rapidly thinning
hair, thin build, and raspy voice all made him seem older than he

Br‘er Rabbit—see at Uncle Remus.
―Brevity is the soul of wit‖—Shakespeare in
Hamlet—see Bartlett & see at Wit.

Brewer, Teresa (nee Teresa Breuer), 1931-2007--The
German word for Brewer is Brauer, a vowel away from
Breuer,. She ―changed her name to one she deemed ‗more
theatrical,‖ so the vowel change isn‘t significant in this
case nor in linguistics in general. She was bon in Toledo
from a non-musical family, and recorded more than 600
songs. See at Nickelodeon.
Brice, Fanny, 1891-1950, found early fame starring in
the Ziegfield Follies from 1911 to 1923. And it was on
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Screenplay, Cinematography & Film Editing. Also see at ―SiamBurma Railway During World War II, Building the.‖
―Bridge over Trouble Water‖ is the title song of Paul
Simon and Art Garfunkel's final album together,
released January 1970. Simon wrote the song in the summer
of 1969 while Garfunkel was filming Catch-22 in Mexico—
from Wikipedia.

Ziegfield Follies of the Air (which Phil Rapp wrote and
directed from 1936-37) that Baby Snooks took her first
hilarious step. The Snooks sketches began as a regular
feature in 1937 on the variety show Good News & became
the main attraction on Maxwell House Coffee Time in 1940.
In 1944 the impish problem child began her own radio
program. See at Baby Snooks & at ―The Great Ziegfeld.‖

―Brides of Christ,‖ 88(167)
―Brideshead Revisited‖ is a 1981 TV & 2008 film

―Brief Encounter‖ is a 1945 British film about the
morals of British suburban life, centering on a house wife
who finds passionate love (as opposed to her comfy but dull
marriage.) . It was directed by David Lean & stars Celia Johnson
and Trevor Howard; The screenplay by Noel Coward is based on
his 1936 one-act play Still Life. The soundtrack prominently
features the Piano Concerto No.2 by Rachmaninoff, played by
Eileen Joyce.
In the film, Laur Jesson (Johnson), a suburban house- wife,
tells her story in first person while returning home on the train to
her husband. Bored with the security of her domestic life, she
ventures into town once a week to shop and see a matinee movie.
On one of these excursins, she meets Dr. Alec Harvey (Howard) in
the cafeteria of the RR station. Both are maried,early middle-aged,
and both have two children., etc.—from Wikipedia (slightly edited.
See Wikipedia & the web for more. Note, although WW II isn‘t
mentioned in the film—the play dates to 1936--, it exhibited the
liberation many felt during the war. Also see at Noel Coward & at
David Lean,

adaptation of the 1945 novel by Evelyn Waugh of the
same name.
The role of Charles Ryder in the TV adaptation
brought Jeremy Irons fame, and reunited him with Anthony
Andrews, with whom he had appeared in The Pallisers
seven years earlier. In the same year he starred in the film
The French Lieutenant's Woman opposite Meryl Streep.
The 2008 film was directed by Julian Jarrold, with a l
arge case headed by Emma Thompson. This film version
focuses on forbidden love and the loss of innocence, set in
the pre-WW II era.—edited excerpt from Wikipedia where
the entire cast is listed. Also see at Waugh.

―Bridge, The‖-- see at Brooklyn Bridge.
―Bridge of San Luis Rey, The‖ (1827) won a Pulitzer
for Thorton Wilder—see below some films and some
indications of the plot.

―Bridge of San Luis Rey, The‖ The film and novel

Bright and beautiful, see at ―All things bright…‖
Bright copper kettles—see at ―My Favorite Things.‖
―Brighter Than a Thousand Suns‖ by Robert Junck:

are very loosely based on the life of Micaela Villegas
(1748—1819), a famous Peruvian entertainer known as La
Perichole, whose life was also the inspiration for the novella Le
Carrosse du Saint-Sacrement by Prosper Mérimée, an opéra
bouffe, La Périchole by Jacques Offenbach, Jean Renoir‘s 1953
film Le Carrosse d'or (The Golden Coach), and two earlier film
versions: a 1929 silent version, The Bridge of San Luis Rey (1929)
starring Lili Damita, and a 1944 version, The Bridge of San Luis
Rey starring Lynn Bari, Francis Lederer, Akim Tamiroff, and
Alla Nazimova. The 2004 film was shot on location in Málaga,
Andalucía, and Toledo, Castilla-La Mancha, Spain. It is the only
one of the three versions made on location, and the only one to use
the novel's original, shocking ending--Wikipedia. See below.

an account of the scientific & social climate that led to the
creation of the first A-bomb, and what happened in the
few years after two were droped on Japan—also see at
Manhattan Project & A-Bomb.

―Brightest and the Best, The:‖ In my dyslexia, I
muddled the title of David Halberstam‘s ―The Best and the
Brightest‖ (1972), and acound of the origins of the Vietnam
War—see at Halberstam. The title may have come from a
lone by Shelley in his work ―To Jane: The Invitation‖
(1822): Best and Brightest, come away! I applied this
phrase to my friends JR and GL, 207(378)–see at
Halberstam.

―Bridge of San Luis Rey, The‖ (2004/5) Thornton
Wilder's award-winning novel is given a lavish screen

―Bright, The Lady From,‖ limerick,152(269): There

adaptation (released 2004 in Spain, 20005 in USA) in this
historical drama from writer and director Mary McGuckian. In
Peru in 1714, a rickety bridge collapsed as five people were
attempting to cross, forcing them to plunge to their deaths. Brother
Fray Juniper (Gabriel Byrne) is a Franciscan monk who has been
given the duty of looking into the tragedy by the archbishop of
Lima (Robert De Niro), and to learn what he can about the
victims. It is Juniper's belief that these particular people died for
some reason, and that it is his duty to determine why God chose
these five people to perish, while others in the vicinity survived.
After five years, Juniper delivers his findings to the archbishop as
well as the viceroy of Peru (F. Murray Abraham), as Juniper tells
them of the lives of the troubled Dona Maria (Kathy Bates), the
nun Pepita (Adriana Dominguez), warm-hearted Uncle Pio
(Harvey Keitel), street kid-turned-actress La Perichola (Pilar
Lopez de Ayala), and others involved in the tragedy. The Bridge
of San Luis Rey also features Geraldine Chaplin, John Lynch,
and brothers Mark & Michael Polish--Mark Deming, All
Movie Guide

was a young lady from Bright, / Whose speed wasfaster
than light; / She went out one day, / In a relative way, / And
returned the previous night.

―Brighton Beach Memoirs (1983) is a semiautobiographical play by Neil Simon, the first chapter in
what is known as his Eugene Trilogy. The other two are
Biloxi Blues (1985) and Broadway Bound (1986). Also see
at Neil Simon.

Brill, A. A., a disciple of Freud--see Pychopathology.
Brillat-Savarin, see at Savarin
Brinkley, Douglas, see at Eisenhower & at Ike.
Britain, Battle of, see at Battle of Britain.
Britain, Great, the island across English Channel
from Europe, approx. 24 miles from Calais, France, to
Dover, England, the closest cities (2 mi. closer between
landfalls), consisting of England , Scotland & Wales.
Britain (i.e., Great Britain), 6(9), 132(242), 159(281);
WW I casualties—see at Somme Offensive.
WW II Casualities: 420,000 military personnel dead; 38,000
wounded; 70,000 civilians killed, see Chart, 180(314); 30,000
Merchant Marines died—See ―Wartime: Britain, 1939-1945‖ by
Juliet Garner, where the dead was listed at 264,000; Dieppe
Casualties, 181-182(316); Coventry was mostly destroyed by

―Bridge On the River Kwai, The,‖ 1957 film based
on the 1953 book with the same title, 144(258), 197(360);
The theme song was based on a WW I whistling song, 197(360)
--also see at ―Horsehit!‖
The picture won 7 Acad. Awards: Best Actor, Alec
Guinness), Best Director, David Lean, Best Picture, BestAdapted
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bombs from German planes on Nov. 11, 1940 in a vain attempt by
Germany to demoralize Britain—it had the oppositie effect:
―Remember Coventry!‖ became a rallying cry in England. Also
see below;
Britain developed radar in 1935-1936, 229(418)—see at
Radar.
Brittain declared war on Germany, Sept. 3, 1939, the same
day as France R, xlv, 180(314)
On Oct. 14, 1939, a German U.boat torpedoed and sank
HMS Royal Oak, a British Battle ship anchored at Sapa Flow in
Sotland;s Orkney Islands--833 of the more than 1200 on board the
Oak were killed.
On May 24, 1941, Brit. Cruiser HMS Hood was sunk by
the German battelship Bismarck with a crew of 1300 on May 24,
1941, 229(418)
Evacuation at Dunkirk:of 338,226 men and women, 139,097
of them French, began on May 26 and ended on June 4, 1940. I
was just 13 years old and in my last year of Junior High School—
see The Readers Digest History of World War II, pp.40-41
House of Commons destroyed by German bombs on May
10, 1941, the same day Rudolf Hess safely reached Scotland in a
solo flight, and proposing a Peace Plan. He was adjudged insane!
See at Battle of Britain,Churchill, at German Missiles, at
Germany, at Lend-Lease, at London, at V-Bombs & at VRoackets.
―Britain‘s War,‖188(326), became ―Our War,‖ 176(306)

the war as a VAD nurse, and recorded her wartime experiences and
the growth of her ideology of Christian pacifism in the the bestselling 1933 memoir Testament of Youth.
Returning to Oxford after the war to complete her degree,
Vera found it difficult to adjust to peacetime. It was at this time she
met Winifred Holtby, and a close friendship developed with both
aspiring to become established on the London literary scene, and
the bond developed between them until Holtby's untimely death in
1935. In 1935 she married George Catlin.
Brittain's first published novel was The Dark Tide (1923).
It was not until 1933 that she published Testament of Youth, which
was followed by the sequels, Testament of Friendship (1940) – her
tribute to and biography of Winifred Holtby – and Testament of
Experience (1957), the continuation of her own story, which
spanned the years between 1925 and 1950.
Vera Brittain wrote from the heart and based many of her
novels on actual experiences and actual people. In this regard her
novel Honourable Estate (1936) was in places more of a memoir—
excerpts from Wikipeda, Biog. Sketches in The Faber Book of
Diaries (Simon Brett, Ed.) & Brittain‘s website.

Britton, Sherry (née Edith Zack), 1909?-2008, was
born in New Brunswick, NJ. Her hour-glass figure, jetblack hair and rambunctious presence made her one of the queens
of the burlesque stage in the 1930s and ‘40s. Along with Lois de
Fee, Queen of the Glamazons,‖ Betty Rowland, known as the ―Ball
of Fire,‖ and Zorita, known for her sensuous snake dances, Ms.
Britton was one of the last stars of a once-thriving sprinkling of
theaters in Times Square (and other spots in Manhattan) where
ostrich-feathered fans fell away to reveal sequined pasties, Gstrings and sometimes more.
Sometimes Ms. Britton — at 5 feet 3 inches tall
with
an 18-inch waist — peeled off chiffon evening gowns to the strains
of Tchaikovsky; sometimes she balanced glasses of water on her
breasts. During World War II, she entertained troops, and in 1944
President Roosevelt named her an honorary brigadier general. In
an unpublished memoir that she titled ―The Stripper,‖ by the Hon.
Brig. Gen. Sherry Britton," she wrote: ―There seemed to be two of
me. One, onstage, undressing. The other saying, 'What are you
doing, taking your clothes off for those morons?'"--excerpted from
the April 3, 2008 NY Times Obituary by Dennis Hevesi.

British Anti-German Hostility Sixty years After
the End of W WW II: In a article by Sarah Lyall from
published in London June 1, and in the NY Times June 2, 2006,
Egnlish fans are being warned to behave themselves in Germany
during the World Cup (Soccer World Series), esp. not to mention
WW II (England has had a 100 years of wars with Germany
including the two Wordl Wars). Also: no Nazi salutes, and no
finger-under-the-nose Hitler mustaches.
There is a hilarious photograph of John Cleese in the
British spoof ―Fawlty Towers‖ doing both and goosestepping at
the same time! The article goes to explain that ―Fawlty Towers‖
was making fun of British attitudes not at Germans, but that hardly
explains Cleese‘s hilarious caricature of Hitler. The article also
warns that these actions, while not aimed at the British, are against
German law, i.e., Germans citizens are neither permitted to gave
the Nazi salute nor to goosestep.

Broadway Shows: The longest running show in
Broadway history on 1/09/06 was the musical ―The
Phantom of the Opera.‖ Before that the musical ―Cats‖ was the
longest running show. The composer for both shows was Andrew
Lloyd Webber.

Briticism Puns: English/ British substitution.
Catch some zees / zeds; Conga line / queue; Keep on
truckin‘/ lorryin‘; Wise guys / blokes--from the NY Times
Xword of 5/27/09 by Corey Rubin

Brobdingnag is a fictional land in Jonathan Swift's
satirical novel Gulliver's Travels occupied by giants.
Lemuel Gulliver visits the land after the ship on which he is
travelling is blown off course and he is separated from a party
exploring the unknown land. The adjective Brobdingnagian has
come to describe anything of colossal size.

British Honors: CBE—Commander of the British
Empire, OBE--Order of the British Empire; OM—Order of
Merit; FRS--Fellow of the Royal Society.

―British radio says on Oct. 8, 1942 that Jews are
being gassed,‖---Anne Frank, R, lvi, 175(305)

Brod, Max, friend of Kafka, and executor of Kafka‘s

British reticience, wrote Sarah Lyall, borders on

literary estate; -- wisely violated Kafka‘s desire to have his
manuscripts burned. Almost all of Kafka‘s works were published
after his death; Der Prozess (The Trial) came out the year after
Kafka‘s death, followed by Der Schloss (The Castle)
and
Amerika in the next two years. (Note: Kafka had never been to
America, yet wrote about it, which reminds me of the quip by
Rodin ( as reported by the poet-writer Rilke (?)): ―When I want to
see a rose, I close my eyes.‖)

silence. Here is an illustrative joke she gives: ―Two men
drink pint after pint together in a pub in companionable
silence. A few hours pass. On his 10-th pint, the first man
raises his glass & says, ‗Cheers!‘ The 2-nd man glowers at
him. ‗Look.‘ He says, ‗did you come here to talk or to
drink?‘‖ –see at The Anglo File. Molly made a similar quip
about me: ―Carl, you can talk or you can make love. With
you it‘s a hard choice!‖

Broderick, Colin—see at Brookyn Bridge Deaths.

Brittain, Vera Mary 1893–1970, born in Newcastleunder-Lyme, she spent her childhood in Cheshire where

Brodsky, Joseph (né Iosif Aleksandrovich Brodsky),
1940-1996, was a Russian poet & essayist who won the
1987 Nobel Prize in Literature (1987) & became Poet Laureate of
USA for 1991-1992. Brodsky was born into a Jewish family in
Leningrad, the son of a professional photographer in the Soviet
Navy. In early childhood he survived the Siege of Leningrad.

her father owned paper mills. She went up to Somerville
College, Oxford as an exhibtioner in 1914, but her studies were
interrupted by WW I, which killed her brother, Edward, her
finance, Roland Leighton,, and other close friends. She served in
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When he was fifteen, Brodsky left school and unsuccessfully tried
to enter the School of Submariners., then became a milling
machine operator.
Later, having decided to become a physician, he worked at a
prison morgue & subsequently held a variety of jobs at a hospital,
in a ship's boiler room, and on geological expeditions. At the same
time, Brodsky engaged in a program of self-education. He learned
English and Polish (mainly to translate poems by Czesław Miłosz,
who was Brodsky's favourite poet and a friend), acquired a deep
interest in classical philosophy, religion, mythology, English and
American poetry. Later in life, he wrote that he picked up books
from anywhere he could find them-including garbage dumps.
Brodsky began writing his own poetry & producing literary
translations around 1957. His writings were apolitical. The young
Brodsky was encouraged and influenced by the poet Anna
Akhmatova who called some of his verses ―enchanting.‖ He had
no degree in the liberal arts.
On June 4, 1972 Brodsky was expelled from the USSR. He
became a U.S. citizen in 1980. His first teaching position in USA
was at the U. Michigan, then he was Poet-in-Residence & Visiting
Professor at Queens College, Smith College, Columbia &
Cambridge U. in England. He was a Five College Professor of
Literature at Mount Holyoke & achieved major successes in his
career as a poet and essayist in English.
In 1978, Brodsky was awarded an honorary degree of
Doctor of Letters at Yale U. & in 1979 he was inducted as a
member of the American Academy and Institute of Arts a&
Letters. In 1981, he received the MacArthur Foundation's "genius"
award – from the Wikipedia (lightly edited.)

With a population of more than 2.5 million, , it would be
about the 6-th largest cities in USA; it is the locale for the play and
movie ―Arsenic and Old Lace;‖ also see Brooklyn Polytech & at
Al Capone.
Between 1630 & 1660, the Dutch founded Brooklyn, the
largest of the five boroughs of New York City. Originally named
Breuckelen, several sections of Brooklyn also had Dutch names,
e.g., Vlacke Bosch (Flatbush), Boswik (Bushwick) &
Amersfoort (Flatlands); also some section was named New
Untrecht —from an article by Nathan Ward in the Sept. 2005
Amer. Heritage Mag.; 1970‘s Brooklyn Serial Killer, David
Berkowitz, ―Son of Sam,‖ 33(52). For the Red Hook area of
Brooklyn, see at Red Hook.
Brooklyn Bridge, 18(27)n, 113(211) see at Suspension
Bridge & at American Stories. Construction began on
January 3, 1870. The Brooklyn Bridge was completed thirteen years
later and was opened for use on May 24, 1883. The Brooklyn Bridge
might not have been built had it not been for the assistance of Emily
Warren Roebling, who provided the critical written link between her
husband, Washington Roebling (the Chief Engineer), and engineers onsite. Most history books cite Washington Robebling's father John
Roebling and Washington Roebling as the bridge‘s builders. Early into
construction, however, collapsing bridge timbers crushed John
Roebling‘s toes, causing those toes to be amputated, leaving him
incapacitated; he later died of an infection related to this injury and
leaving his son, Washington Roebling, in charge of the bridge.
The actual construction started under the younger Roebling. Not
long after taking charge of the bridge, Washington Roebling suffered a
paralyzing injury as well, the result of decompression sickness. This
condition plagued many of the underwater workers, in different
capacities, as the condition was relatively unknown at the time and in
fact was first called "caisson disease" by the project physician Dr.
Andrew Smith.
With both men out of commission, Emily Warren Roebling
provided critical assistance in providing the communications between
her husband and the engineers on-site. Under her husband‘s guidance,
Emily had studied higher mathematics, the calculations of catenary
curves, the strengths of materials, bridge specifications, and the
intricacies of cable construction. She spent the next 11 years assisting
Washington Roebling in the supervision of the bridge‘s construction
"She taught herself all she needed to know about bridge
engineering, contracts, construction methods and that innovation that
had to be created for this pioneer project‖—from Ted Otten‘s Times of
Trenton, Sept. 25, 2009, review of the play ―Roeblings: the Story of
the Brooklyn Bridge‖—see at Roebling.
On that first day, a total of 1,800 vehicles and 150,300 people
crossed what was then the only land passage between Manhattan and
Long Island. The bridge's main span over the East River is 1,595 feet 6
inches (486.3 m). The bridge cost $15.5 million to build and
approximately 27 people died during its construction. One week after
the opening, on May 30, 1883, a rumor that the Bridge was going to
collapse caused a stampede, which crushed and killed at least twelve
people. On May 17, 1884, P. T. Barnum helped to squelch doubts about
the bridge's stability—while publicizing his famous circus—when one
of his most famous attractions, ―Jumbo‖, led a parade of 21 elephants
over the Brooklyn Bridge—edited excert from Wikipedia.

Brody, Richard—see at ―Everything is Cinema.‖
Brogans or Brogues, a heavy work shoe, a Clodhopper,
36(56)

Broglie, Louis Victor de , 7-th

Duc de: French

phycist who showed the wavelike properties of particles,
est. wave mechanics; Nobel Prize given for this in 1929.
See at Nobel.
Brokaw, Tom, longtime TV anchorman, wrote ―The
Greatest Generation.‖

Bronner, Ethan, writer for the NY Times—see David
Bankier (obituary )

Bronowski, Jacob, 1908-1974, Born in Poland. he
wastwelve when he moved with his family to England in
1920 (he said he knew only two words of English when he stepped
off the boat). He quickly learned English, excelled in his studies,
and was awarded a scholarship to Cambridge U. where he earned a
Ph. D. in mathematics. He was the host and writer of "TheAscent
of Man," a critically-acclaimed BBC TV 1973 documentary
series. It was "his crowning achievemen," according to The
Penguin International Dict. of Contemp. Bigography. See at
―The Western Intellectual Tradition.‖

Bronson, Charles, actor—see at ―Once Upaon a Time
in the West.‖

Brooklyn Bridge Deaths‖ Twenty-seven people died

Brontë, Charlotte, 1816-55, eldest of the three Bronte

in the construction, including the bridge‘s designer, John
Roebling, who developed a fatal tetanus infection after his
foot was crushed on the site—from Colin Broderick‘s NY
Times Op Ed essay,‖The Bridge Really is Falling,‖ written
on Mar. 29, 2008 after a crane fell killing workers &
destroying property.
―Brooklyn Bridge,‖ poem by Stephen Crane, 113(211)
Brooklyn Dodgers‖ were a Brooklyn Franchcise until
Branch Rickey moved the team to LA for the 1958 season,
and they became the LA Dodgers—see at Rickey..

sisters born two years apart, author of ―Jane Eyre.‖ See at
Conventionality, and at Tuberculosis. (According to R. L.
Trask in his superb guide ―Mind the Gaffe!,‖ all the Brontës
used the two dots avove the e in the name.)

Bronx, one of the 5 boroughs of NY City. Gilbet
Sorrentino, poet and novelist, had this to say about the
Bronx in his novel, ―The Moon in Flight‖: That vast borough
seemed a Cytheren—that it could house such fantastic creatures as
she.‖
Ogden Nash wrote a piece of doggerel that he regretted, and
later wrote a paean to the borough: ―The Bronx? / No Thonx!‖

Brooklyn Polytech University: in 1928, Dr. J. H.

Brooklyn, one of five Boroughs if NY City.

Kane, a Brooklyn Polytech Ph.D., working at the Brooklyn
plant of Charles Pfizer & Co. developed a deep-tank
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fermentation process that used molasses rather than refined
sugar to mass produce penicillin. See at Kane, and at
Penicillin.

and gambling in Atlanta's West End neighborhood. He also
became leader of the National Ummah.

Brown, Rap: His ignominious End.

―Brooklyn, A Tree Grows in‖—see at ―Tree etc.‖
Brooks, Jack--see at ―That‘s Amore.‖
Brooks, Joe--see ―You Light Up My Life‖
Brooks, Shelton--see at ―Darktown Strutters Ball.‖
Brosterman, Noman, see at Kindergarten (Inventing.)
―Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?‖6(9),Ch. 7; -- a

On March 16, 2000, in Fulton County, GA, Sheriff's
deputies Ricky Kinchen and Aldranon English went to al-Amin's
home to serve an arrest warrant for failing to appear in court on a
traffic citation of speeding and impersonating a police officer (he
showed the officer his honorary badge that was given to him by the
city for cleaning up the ―West End‖). After stopping in front of alAmin's home and determining that nobody was there they drove
away and were passed by a black Mercedes that was heading
towards the home. Kinchen (the more senior deputy) watched the
suspect vehicle and turned the car around and drove up to it
stopping nose to nose. English approached the Mercedes and told
the occupant to show his hands. The occupant opened fire with a
.223 rifle. English ran but was hit four times. Kinchen was shot
with the rifle and a 9mm handgun.
The following day, Kinchen died of his wounds in a
Georgia hospital. English survived his wounds and identified alAmin as the shooter from six photos he was shown while
recovering in the hospital. Shortly after the shootout, al-Amin fled
to White Hall, Alabama, where he was tracked down by U.S.
marshals and arrested by law enforcement officers after a four-day
manhunt. Al-Amin was wearing body armor at the time of his
arrest, and near his arrest location, officers located a 9mm handgun
and .223 rifle.
Ballistics testing showed that both weapons were the same
guns used to shoot Kinchen and English. Later on, his black
Mercedes, covered with bullet holes, was located.[On March 9,
2002, nearly two years after the shooting took place, al-Amin was
convicted of thirteen criminal charges, including the murder of
deputy Kinchen. Four days later, he was sentenced to life in prison
without the possibility of parole.He was sent to Georgia State
Prison, the state's maximum security facility near Reidsville, GA..
Since his conviction, supporters of al-Amin have asserted that
another man, Otis Jackson, who confessed to the shooting (but
later recanted), is the real shooter. Also the police initially believed
the shooter was wounded during the gun battle, but al-Amin had no
injuries at the time of his arrest. Supporters assert that the
investigation and trial were plagued by irregularities, including the
suppression of evidence. Some feel that al-Amin's conviction is
politically motivated.
At his trial, prosecutors pointed out al-Amin never provided
any alibi for his whereabouts at the time of the shootout, nor any
explanation as to why he fled the state afterwards. He also did not
explain the bullet holes in his car, nor how the weapons used in the
shootout were located near him during his arrest. In May 2004, the
Georgia Supreme Court unanimously ruled to uphold al-Amin's
conviction—edited excerpts from Wikipedia.

frequent request during the depression & a 1932 song by
Yip Harburg: ―Once I built a railroad, made it run, …Now
it‘s done. Brother can you spare a dime?‖ Refrain: ― Say
don‘t you remember?They called me Al,‖ 6(9) See, e.g.,
―The Da Capo Companion,‖ p. 102, or p. 314 of ―Voices of
a People‘s History of the United States.‖

―Brothers under the skin, We are all,‖ anti-racism
slogan & scientifically accurate! Witness Shylock‘s
speech in the Merchant of Venus. See at Shylock

Brothers killed in the Civil War, Eight—when he saw
a monument in 1994 dedicated to the eight brothers
Inspired by the story, Robert Rodat decided to write a
similar story set in WW II see at ―Saving Private Ryan.‖

―Brotherhood of all humankind,‖ see at Abraham
Lincoln, at Frederick Douglass & at Chief Seattle.

Brown, Charles C., biographer of Reinhold Niebuhr .
See at Niebuhr.

Brown, Christy, 1932-1981, was one of 13 surviving
children of out 25 born in a Catholic family in Crumlin,
Dublin. He suffered from several cerebral palsy that for
years rendered him incapable deliberate movement or
speech. MDs considered him mentally disabled, but his
mother continued to speak to him and teach him until one
day he famously snatched a piece of chalk from his sister
with his left foot to make a mark on the floor. He was then 5
years old and only his left foot responded to his will. His
autobiography, My Left Foot, was later expanded into a
bestselling novel, Down All the Days, and translated into 14
languages. He also published a series of other novesl, and a
nmber of poety collection. He married Mary Carr in 1972.—
Wikipedia (edited.)

Brown, Dan, see at ―da Vinci Code.‖
Brown, Julie—see at ―Earth Girls are Easy.‖
Brown, Lew--see at the song writing trio of De Sylva,
Brown & Henderson--together they wrote ―Together,‖ etc.

Brown-nose, to curry favor in an obsequious manner,
from the image of a person whose noses become soiled
kissing someone‘s rump!

Browne, Jackson, see at ―I‘m Alive.‖
Browne, Roscoe Lee, 1925-2007, ―an actor whose
rich voice and dignified bearing brought hims an Emmy

Brown-nose ditty: ―He wore a brown ring around his
nose & every day it grows & grows.‖

Award and a Tony nomiantion. On screenhis character was
often smart, cynical and will educated, wherther a
congressman, a judge or a butler‖—from his April 12, 2007
obituar y in the NY Times. ―Some critics complaned that I
spoke to well to be believable‖ in the cook‘s role in ―The
Cowboys‖ starring John Wayne--ibid. He thus defied the
stereotypes fostered by Stepin Fetchit, Rochester, and
other black actors/

Brown, Rap .(née Hubert Gerold Brown), changed
his name to Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin, born 1943 in Baton
Rouge, LA. leader in the anti- Vietnam War protests & came to
prominence in the 1960s as a civil rights worker, Black activist,
chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) and the Justice Minister of the Black Panther Party. He is
perhaps most famous for his proclamationduring that period :
―Violence is as American as cherry pie, ‖ 198(362), as well as
once stating that ―If America don't come around, we're gonna' burn
it down.‖
He spent five years (1971–1976) in the Attica Prison after a
robbery conviction. While in prison, Brown converted to Islam and
changed his name to Jamil Abdullah al-Amin. After his release, he
opened a grocery store in Atlanta, GAl and became a Muslim
spiritual leader and community activist preaching against drugs

Brownie Camera was the name of a long-running &
extremely series of simple.inexpensive cameras made by
Kodak. The Brownie popularized low-cost photography and
introduced the concept of the snapshot. The first Brownie,
introduced in February 1900, was a basic cardboard box camera
with a simple meniscus lens that took 2¼-inch square pictures on
117 rollfilm/ With its simple controls & initial price of $1, it
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was intended to be a camera that anyone could afford and use. The
camera was named after Fraank Brownell, its inventor who was
subcontractor of Eastman Kodak, and then ascribed to Palmer
Cox's popular cartoon characters—also see at Cartier-Bresson & at
Eastman Kodak.

9/8. He is also a respected composer of orchestral and sacred
music, and wrote soundtracks for TV such as Mr. Broadway the
animated miniseries ―This Is America, Charlie Brown.‖
Bruce, Lenny (Leonard Alfred Schneider),1925-1966,
born in Mineola, NY, he was stand-up comedian, writer,
social critic and satirist of the 1950s and 1960s. His 1964
conviction in an obscenity trial led to the first posthumous
pardon in New York history. Albert Goldman, with
Lawrence Schiller wrote a 1974 biography Ladies and
Gentlemen—Lenny Bruce!! Random House. ―Every day
people are staying away from church and going
back
to God,‖ Ch. 13 Also see at ―Is there anybody I
haven‘t offended?‖

Browning, Christopher. see at Final Solution.
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett, 1808-1861, 237(431);
famous for her ―Sonnets from the Portuguese,‖ esp. # 43:
―How do I love thee? Let me count the ways…‖ She wrote a
poem to her dead dog: ―To Flush, My Dog,;‖ also see at
Doggerel., at ―Flush, My Dog‖ & at George Sand.
Her father was adamantly opposed to her romance
with Robert Browning, so they eloped!―Amor vincit
omnia.‖
Browning,Robert, 1812-1889 237(431); -- praised
Emma Lazarus‘ ―The New Colossus,‖ 8(12); -- wrote ―The
Pied Piper of Hamelin,‖ Ch. 41

Brundage, Trisha, A, Holmes High School,
Community Liaison — Dept. of Community Relations,
Director of the Nordheim Gallery; also see at ―Lest We
Forget.‖
Brutus, Marcus Junius, 85-42 BC, was a Roman
senator of the late Roman Republic He is best known in
modern times for taking a leading role in the assassination
conspiracy against the dictator, Julius Caesar. After the
assassination, Brutus was approached with a compromise. If
Caesar were to be declared a tyrant, then all of Caesars'
appointments to the senate were null and void. This meant that
Brutus would no longer be a senator and elections would have to
be held. Conversely, if he agreed to recognize and honor Caesar's
will, he and the other assassins would be granted amnesty and
retain their positions. Brutus accepted the offer and Julius Caesar
was not declared a tyrant. Part to fhe offer was that Brutus had
to leave Rome, which he Did. After leaving Rome, Brutus lived
in Crete from 44 to 42 BC—Wikipedia. See at ―Et tu,
Brute.‖

―Browning Version, The,‖ Terrance Rattigan‘s 1948
movie about ruling schoolboys with ―a rod of iron‖ and
becoming ―The Himmler of the Lower Fifth,‖ 32(51)

Brownsville, Texas, on the Rio Grande, 224(408)
Broyard, Anatole: ―Sex was the last thing a girl gave
to a man, an ultimate or ultimatum,‖ 194(355) —p. 135 of
―Kafka Was the Rage‖ by Broyard.
"If it hadn't been for books, we'd be completely at the mercy
of sex"—op. cit.
―1946 was the best time of the century—the War was over,‖
234(424)
Broyard on Smart Jewish Boys: ―Although I was a
good student, I knew I could never be as smart as those
Jewish boys who were strangled by their smartness. They were
bred to it—their minds had the quickness of racehorses. They had
another advantage too: While I was essentially cheerful, filled
with a distracting sociability, there was a brooding sadness in the
most brilliant of the Jewish boys that turned them inward and
made them thoughtful. I saw them as Martians, creatures from a
more advanced planet. Next to them I would always be a
southerner, a barbarian… Their racing minds were part of its
[NYC‘s] teeming‖ —pp. 94-95 in Kafka Was The Rage.
Also see at Martha Graham, Jewish Boys, & Penis-envy.
And see the Jan 5, 2008 New Yorker article by Louis Menard: ―It
Took a Village, How the Voice Changed Journalism.‖

Bruyère--see at La Bruyère
Bryant., Adam, writer for NY Times--see at Larry
David.

Brynner, Yul, 1920-1985, was a Russian-born actor of
stage and film, best known for his portrayal of the King of Siam
in the Rodgers & Hammerstein musical The King and I on both stage
and screen, as well as Rameses II in the 1956 Cecil B. DeMille film
The Ten Commandments and as Chris Adams in The Magnificent
Seven. He was noted for his deep, rich voice and for his shaven head,
which he kept as a personal trademark after adopting it in his role in
The King and I.

Broyard, Bliss, Anatole‘s daughter has written a book
about her father: ―One Drop: My Faither‘s Hidden Life—A
Story of Race and Family Secrets.‖
―After literary critic Anotole Broyard died in 1990, his
family arranged a memorial reception at the suburban Connecticut
yacht club. It was a club that claimed to have no black members,
until after Mr. Broyard‘s death when his mixed racial lineage was
made known….What was it like for Mr. Broyard to keep his
secret in suchsurroundings?—from the review by Janet Maslin in
the Sept. 27, 2007 NY Times. Also reviewed by Joyce Johnson in
the Oct. 21, 2007 NY Times Book Review

Throughout his life, Brynner was often seen with a cigarette
in his hand. In January 1985, nine months before his death, he gave
an interview on Good Morning America, expressing his desire to
make an anti-smoking commercial. A clip from that interview was
made into just such a public service announcement by the
American Cancer Society, and released after his death; it includes
the warning "Now that I'm gone, I tell you, don't smoke. Whatever
you do, just don't smoke. If I could take back that smoking, we
wouldn't be talking about any cancer. I'm convinced of that."This
advertisement is now featured in the Body Worlds exhibition—
excerpts from Wikipediaafter

Brubeck, Dave (né David Warren Brubeck), born

Bryn MawrCollege is a women's liberal arts college

1920 in Concord, CA, he is a jazz pianist. who has written a
number of jazz standards, including ―In Your Own Sweet Way‖
and ―The Duke.‖ Brubeck's style ranges from refined to
bombastic, reflecting his mother's attempts at classical training and
his improvisational skills. His music is known for employing
unusual time signatures, and superimposing contrasting rhythms,
meters, and tonalities. His long-time musical partner, alto
saxophonist Paul Desmond, wrote the Dave Brubeck Quartet's
most famous piece, ―Take Five,‖ which is in 5/4 time and has
endured as a jazz classic. Brubeck experimented with time
signatures through much of his career, recording ―Pick Up Sticks‖
in 6/4, ―Unsquare Dance‖ in 7/4, and ―Blue Rondo à la Turk‖ in

located in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylbania, a community in Lower
Merion Township, ten miles west of Philadelphia. The name "Bryn
Mawr" means "large hill" in Welsh, named after the original home
of its founder, a house near Dolgellau, Merionnydd (Merioneth)
Gwynedd, Wales, and largely founded through the bequest of
Joseph W. Taylor.
Bryn Mawr was the first higher education institution to offer
graduate degrees, including doctorates, to women. The first class
included 36 undergraduate women and eight graduate students.
Bryn Mawr was originally affiliated with the Religious Society of
Friends (Quakers), but by 1893 had become non-denominational.
In 1912, Bryn Mawr became the first US college to offer
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doctorates in social work, through the Department of Social
Economy and Social Research. This department became the
Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research in
1970.
In 1931, Bryn Mawr began accepting men as graduate
students, while remaining women-only at the undergraduate level.
Bryn Mawr is one of the Seven Sister colleges, and is part of the
Tri-College Consortium along with two other colleges founded by
Quakers—Swarthmore College and Haverford College. The school
has an enrollment of about 1300 undergraduate students and 400
graduate students-- edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
even Sisters.

population. It original was two cities named Buda and Pest,
but merged into one, although the designations are still used
to indicate which part is east, and which is west of the
Danube which bisects the city. Budapest is commercially
called the Pearl of the Danube
Buddha, Gautama Siddhartha, 76(124)—see Courage.

Buddhism follows the tenets of Buddha, 89(169)
―Buddy not a sweetheart, I only want a,‖ Ch. 58
―Bug up one‘s ass‖—see at ―Mosca.‖
Bugler plays reveille and taps in the armed services
and at certain other time.
Bugler is the brand name of a top-selling roll-your-

B.S.--see at Bullshit.
―Bubbles, I‘m Forever Blowing Bubbles,‖ 1918-1919

own product tobaccos and rolling papers in the USA. It is
notably the #1 tobacco in American prisons. It competes heavily
with the brand TOP and is notoriously available at most prison
concessions. Each poach of Bugler includes ¾ oz. tobacco and 40
cigarette papers. Bugler differentiates itself from its chief
competitors in that its tobacco consists of a premium "Turkish and
domestic blend," which is similar to the same claim advertized by
the higher.-priced brands.According to recent market surveys,
Bugler is the #1 selling brand of rolling tobacco in the USA—
edited from the Web.

tune by John Kellette & lyrics by Jann Kenbrovin, a
pseudonym for James Kendis, James Brockmann & Nat
Vincient, debuted in the Broadwy Musical, ―The Passing
Show of 1918.‖ The waltz was a major Tin Pan Alley hit &
was performed & recorded by most major singers & bands
in the late 1910s & early 1920s—Wikipedia. A parody on
this song has this line adds this to the title, ―And Bubbles
always blows me.‖ See at Blow Job & at Lawrence Welk.

Buchenwald Concentration Camp, where 56,000
people were murdered, 1935-1945, 175(305); (Ironically,
Buchenwald means birch forest. See at Birkenau.)

Buchsbaum, David A, math friend

and

Bugliosi, Vincent, born 1934 in Hibbing, Minn., is
an attorney and author, best known for prosecuting Charles
Manson and other defendants accused of the Tate-LaBianca
murders.
As a LA County Assistant DA, he successfully prosecuted
Charles Manson and several other members of his "family" for the
Aug. 9, 1969 murders of Sharon Tate and six others. Linda
Kasabian who stood guard outside the Benedict Canyon Tate
home,became Bugliosi's star witness in exchange for immunity—
also seee at Tate-Bianca murders.
Bugliosi (Continued) is a graduate of the Miami U.,
Coral Gables, FLa., on a tennis scholarship. In 1964, he
received his law degree from UCLA, where he was president of his
graduating class.
Bugliosi does not own a computer and at one time did all his
research through library microfilm archives. More recently, he has
relied on his virtual secretary, Rosemary Newton, to help with
these tasks. He writes his books entirely by hand & later Newton
transcribes his long-hand texts. Bugliosi, who is of Italian ancestry,
is married with two children: Wendy and Vince Jr. He often refers
to his wife, Gail, in his books, referencing her understanding and
patience with him. He has also stated that he is an agnostic,
although open to the ideas of deism.
Bugliosi lost only one of the 106 felony cases he tried
as a prosecutor, which included winning 21 out of 21 murder
cases. He wrote, jointly with Curt Gentry, a book about the
Manson trial called Helter Skelter (1974)--it won a 1975 Edgar
Award for Best Fact Crime book. The book went on to become the
biggest selling true crime book in publishing history with over 7
million copies sold, and a 1979 film in which he appears as a
character, portrayed by George DiCenzo. Another film version was
made in 2004 in which he was portrayed by Bruno Kirby.
His most recent books are Reclaiming History: The
Assassination of President John F. Kennedy (2007), and The
Prosecution of George W. Bush for Murder (2008)--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

prof. at

Brandeis U. A leader in homological algebra, I wrote about
him and his work in my books, most recently, Rings &
Things. He has had many honors & awards—see his Home
Page.

Buck, Pearl S., 1892--1973, was a prolific, Pulitzer
Prize-winning American. In 1938, she became the first
American woman to be awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature, ―for
her rich and truly epic descriptions of peasant life in China and for
her biographical masterpieces.‖
She was born in Hillsboro, WVA to Caroline
(Stulting,1857-1921) and Absalom Sydenstricker, a Southern
Presbyterian missionary. The family was sent to Zhenjiang, China
in 1892 when Pearl was 3 months old. She was raised in China and
was tutored by a Confucian scholar, a Mr. Kung. She was taught
English as a second language by her mother and tutor.
The Boxer Rebellion greatly affected Pearl Buck and her
family. Buck wrote that during this time, …her eight- year-old
childhood … split apart. Her Chinese friends deserted her and her
family, and there were not as many Western visitors as there once
were. The streets [of China] were alive with rumors- many …
based on fact- of brutality to missionaries … Buck‘s father was a
missionary, so Buck‘s mother, her little sister, and herself were
…evacuated to the relative safety of Shanghai, where they spent
nearly a year as refugees… (The Good Earth, Introduction)
In July 1901, Buck and her family sailed to San Francisco.
Not until the following year did the Sydenstrickers return to China.
In 1910, she left China once again for America to attend
Randolph-Macon Woman's College, where she could earn her
degree (Phi Beta Kappa) in 1914. She then returned to China and
married an agricultural economist issionary, John Lossing Buck in
1917. She lived with him in Suzhou, a small town in north China
in the region she described later as ―The Good Earth.‖ She served
in China as a Presbyterian missionary from 1914 until 1933. Her
views later became highly controversial in the FundamentalistModernist Controversy,leading to her resignation as a missionary-edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―The Good
Earth.‖

―Bugs Bunny‖ is Walt Disney‘s carrot-chomping
character who goes around saying, ―What‘s up doc?‖ He
was the nemesis of Elmer Fudd. My daughterHeidi loved
carrots as much as Bugs—see at Heidi Reads.

Buckeye, nickname for an Ohioan. See at Ohio

Büjold, Genevieve, French speaking actress born in

and at Jesse Owens, ―The Buckeye Bullet.‖

Montreal, starred in many French language film, e.g., ―La
Guere est finie‖ (1966). In 1969, Bujold starred opposite
Richard Burton in the film Anne of the Thousand Days. For

Budapest is the main city & capital of Hungary,
containing about one-fourth

or more of Hungary‘s
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her performance, she won the Golden Globe Award for Best
Actress in a motion-picture drama as well as a nomination
for the Academy Award for Best Actress.‖ Also see at
―Coma‖ & at ―Tight Rope‖

Bullock, Fred, artist & teacher, who encouraged me at
U. of Calif., Berkeley whom I mentioned in Part II of my
―Rings and Things,‖129(238).

Bülow—see at von
―Bumble Bee, The Flight of the,‖ 151(268);
―Bumble Bee Boogie,‖ 151(268)
Buñuel Portolés Luis, 1900-1983, was a filmaker

Bukowski,Charles, 1920-1994,was born in Germany.
According to Jim Harrison, ―[he] was a monstrously homely
man because of a severe case of acne vulgaris when he was young
Along the way he also had bleeding ulcers, tuberculosis and
cataracts; he attempted suicide; and only while suffering from
leukemia in the last year of his life did hemanage to quit drinking.
Bukowski was a major-league tosspot, occasionally brutish but far
less so than the mean-minded Hemingway, who drank himself into
suicide. Both men created public masks for themselves, not a rare
thing in a writer‘s paper sack of baubles, but the masks were held
in place for so long that they could not be taken off except in the
work.‖place for so long that they could not be taken off except in
the work.‖ Bukowski was a solo act, though his lineage is fairly
obvious. You detect Whitman, Bierce, Mencken,
Sherwood
Anderson, Kenneth Patchen, William Carlos Williams, perhaps
Villon and Genet and strongly Céline. He loved classical music,
and there is an amusing poem in which he feels for Bruckner
because he wasn‘t a better composer. He despised Fitzgerald
because to a man from the lower depths, Fitzgerald seemed
sensitive only to he sufferings within the upper class. Bukowski
seemed far more worried about his cats‘ health than his own. One
had had been shot and run over but survived, though its front legs
didn‘t coordinate with the back, a metaphor of something, robably
Bukowski‘s life. He had several failed marriages—but
then
historically, poets are better off with
imaginary lovers. He
observed birds, but one cannot imagine anyone less a nature
poet, if you discount the infield of a racetrack, where you could
see him in the long line at the $2 window. He was deeply enthused
about bars and keeping company with whores, and seemed to
like the spavined landscapes of he nether regions of Los Angeles,
which I myself used to visit. They are so resolutely charmless
compared with the slums of New York I knew in the late ‘50s,
which I visited because I was advised not to‖—excerpted from the
Nov. 25, 2007 Sun. NY Times Book Review,‖ where Jim
Harrison reviewed Bukowski‘s ―The Pleasures of the Damned,
Poems, 1951-1993,‖ in an article entitled ―King of Pain.‖
According to the Cambridge Dict. of Biog., ―[Bukowski]
had a sardonic sense of humor and a liking for long titles, such aas
Play the Piano Drunk Like a Percussion Inststument until the
Fingers Begin to Bleed a Bit (1979).‖
―The film Tales of Ordinary Madness was based on stories
of [Bukowski] It was directed in 1983 by Marco Ferreri, starring
Ben Gazarra and Ornella Muti. The story depicted a drunken poet
who is obsessed by sex but can't find a happy relationship
with
his women. Script drew material
from
EJACULATIONS,
EXHIBITIONS, AND GENERAL TALES OF ORDINARY
MADNESS (1972).
Another film, Barfly (1987) directed by Barbet Schroeder,
written by Bukowski, starring Mickey Rourke and Faye Dunaway,
was about a writer [Henry Chinaski], who meets a lush who takes
him under her wings‖—from ―Charles Bukowski-Alter
Ego:
Henry Chinaski‖—on the web at Bukowski.
―In its obituary of Bukowski, ―The New York Post‖ used a
photo of Mickey Rourke as Henry Chinaski in ―Barfly‖ instead of
a photo of the poet himself‖—from the web at Bukowski.

born in Calanda, Aragón, Spain, who worked mainly in
France, Mexico (where he died), Spain and USA. He is considered
one of Spain's finest directors, and one of the most important
directors in the history of cinema.
Many of his films were openly critical of middle class morals and
organized religion, mocking the Roman Catholic Church for hypocrisy.

Many

of his most famous films demonstrate this: Un chien andalou (An Andalusian
Dog, short film, 16 mins., 1929) – A man drags pianos, upon which are piled two
dead donkeys, two priests, and the tablets of The Ten Commandments; L'Âge d'or
(The Golden Age, 1930)–A bishop is thrown out a window, and in the final scene
one of the culprits of the 120 days of Sodom is portrayed by an actor dressed in a
way that he would be recognized as Jesus. Ensayo de un crimen (The Criminal
Life of Archibald de la Cruz, 1955)–A man dreams of murdering his wife while
she's praying in bed dressed all in white; Simon del desiert (Simon of the Desert,
1965) –The devil tempts a saint by taking the form of a bare-breasted girl singing
and showing off her legs. At the end of the film, the saint abandons his ascetic life
to hang out in a jazz club; Nazarin (1959) –The pious lead character wreaks ruin
through his attempts at charity; Viridiana (1961) –A well-meaning young nun tries
unsuccessfully to help the poor. Also there is is a scene in the film as The Last
Supper (of Leonardo Da Vinci); La Voie Lactée (1969) –Two men travel the
ancient pilgrimage road to Santiago de Compostela and meet embodiments of
various heresies along the way. One dreams of anarchists shooting the Pope.
The story of the making of Viridiana is illustrative. Buñuel's earlier
Spanish and French films from the 1930s were regarded as cinema landmarks: Un
Chien Andalou, L'Âge d'or, and Las Hurdes (also known as Tierra sin Pan or
Land Without Bread, 1933). The advent of the Spanish Civil War in 1936,
however, caused the expatriation of many artists and intellectuals from the fascist
dictatorship of Franco, whose military revolt and rise to power had had the strong
backing of the Spanish Catholic hierarchy. Had Buñuel stayed in Spain, his fate
might have been the same as that of his friend, poet Federico García Lorca, who
was assassinated at the outset of Franco's military revolt. After some years of
artistic silence forced by the difficult circumstances of his expatriation, Buñuel,
then residing in Mexico, returned in full force to writing and directing with some
of his best films, which once more won him international acclaim.

In his 1982 autobiography Mi Ultimo Suspiro (My Last
Sigh, 1983), Buñuel wrote that he submitted a treatment to
Warners about a disembodied hand which was later adapted
(without his consent and without paying him royalties) into The
Beast with Five Fingers (1946) with Peter Lorre—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

Bunyan, John, 1628-1688, English writer, worked as
tinker, and in 1653 he joined Christian fellowship,
preaching around Bedford—he was born in Bedfordshire.He
wrote prolifically, including Grace Abounding (1666), and
Pilgrim‘s Progress, a vision of life told allegorically as if it
were a journey (a much copied metaphor!) He wrote the
first part in the town gaol, and finished the second part in
1684—excerpted from Cambridge Biog. Dict. except for the
parenthetical insertion—see at Muckrakers.

Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul—see at
―The Chambered Nautilus.

Bullshit.Obscene. abbr. B.S. n. Foolish, insolent talk,
nonsense; v. 1. to speak follishily or insolently. 2. To
engage in idle conversation., or to attempt to mislead or
deceive byh talking nonsense—Amer. Heritage Dict.
Bullies, see at ―Buddy‖ Dotson, and at ―Carl‘s Hatred
of Bullies.‖

―Bung-hole,‖ 204(373)n, another term for asshole.
Burbank, Luther, 1849-1926: Horticulturalist and
developer of countless new varieties of fruits, vegetables &
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flowers, including the Burbank, or new potato, gold Bartlett
plum & the Shasta daisy; Burbank grew a million
plants
a year & used both cross-breeding & grafting. He made
40,000 hybrids crossing blackberries & raspberries. He
also developed a thornless blackberry— from The
Illustrated World Encyclopedia.

Socialist leaders formed an Anti-Fascist Organisation (later
renamed Anti-Fascist People's Freedom League), which asked
Great Britain to form a coalition with other Allies against the
Japanese. By April 1945, the Allies had driven out the Japanese.
Subsequently, negotiations began between the Burmese and the
British for independence.—from Wikipedia. Burma is now named
Myanmar.
Also see at Nevil Shute and at ―A Town Like Alice.‖

Burdick, Eugene1918-1965), born in Sheldon, IA,
his family moved to LA when he was 4 years-old. Political
Scientist and co-author of The Ugly American (1958), Fail-Safe
(1962) and The 480(1965). He attended Stanford U. and Oxford
U. where he earned a Ph.D. degree in psychology, and worked at
the department of Political Science at the University of
California. In 1956 His critically acclaimed novel The Ninth
Wave, a Houghton Mifflin Literary Fellowship winner, was
published. H was among the first members of the Society for
General Systems Research. He died suddenly of a heart attack at
the age of 46. Also see at ―The Ugly American‖ and at its coauthor, William J. Lederer.

Burma Death Railroad, see at Siam-Burma Railway,
and at Ronald Searle.

BURMA SHAVE. The year was 1925: Automobiles
had people beginning to take to the roads of America.
Second-hand boards were purchased, cut into 36-inch lengths, and
painted. The original signs did not have a rhyme. Typically, four
consecutive signs would read, SHAVE THE MODERN WAY/
FINE FOR THE SKIN DRUGGISTS HAVE IT / BURMA
SHAVE.
The signs were put up in a hurry before the ground froze
solid on the two roads leading out of Minneapolis. There were
about a dozen sets of signs put up on the two roads. Not too long
after that, the first repeat orders for Burma Shave were received
from drugstores because the people who travelled the two roads
where the signs had been installed were purchasing Burma Shave
from area drugstores. At this time, the business was broke, so the
company was incorporated and 49% of the stock was sold to raise
capital. Within three weeks, the shares had been sold, and in early
1926 the first sign shop was set up. The signs continued to bring
success and became more and more humorous. The six consecutive
signs, when placed 100 paces apart, created something unique in
advertising. Of course, in later years as the roads got better and
cars got faster, the size of the signs and the distance between them
had to be increased. The consecutive signs commanded the
attention of those reading them longer than any single sign could
ever hope to do. The entertaining signs helped make long journeys
more entertaining, and people became addicted to reading them.
By having the rhymes build suspense until the fifth sign, Burma
Shave forced those reading the signs to focus their attention on
reading the full series of signs so that the message could be
understood and savored like a good joke. For instance: THE
BEARDED LADY / TRIED A JAR / SHE'S NOW / A FAMOUS /
MOVIE STAR / BURMA SHAVE. Or, IF YOU THINK / SHE
LIKES / YOUR BRISTLES / WALK BARE-FOOTED /
THROUGH SOME THISTLES / BURMA SHAVE.
Eventually, the signs spread to every state, with a few
exceptions. No "official" signs appeared in Arizona, New Mexico,
or Nevada because of low traffic density. Massachusetts received
no signs because winding roads and excessive foliage made it hard
to find enough locations to justify placing them there. The slogans
were very powerful, so much so that the Burma Shave Company
did not even feel the effects of the Depression. The rhymes aimed
at motivating potential purchasers of Burma Shave were not just
cute, but were probably some of the best advertising slogans ever
written. Some of them suggested to men that they would do better
with the women if they used Burma Shave—from the Web.
Here is one I got from a New York Times Crossword Puzzle
quote: THIRTY DAYS / HATH SEPTEMBER / APRIL,
JUNE / AND THE SPEED / OFFENDERS / BURMA
SHAVE.
Burnett, Carol Creighton, born 1933 in San Antonio,
TX, is an actress, comedienne, singer, dancer and writer.
Both of her parents suffered from alcoholism, particularly her
father, and at a young age she was left with her grandmother,
Mabel Eudoria White. Her parents divorced in the late 1930s, and
Burnett and her grandmother moved to an apartment near her
mother‘s in an impoverished area of Hollywood, CA. Carol and
her grandmother stayed in a boarding house with her younger halfsister Chrissy.

―Bureaucracy, The Lunatic Logic of‖—Geo.Steiner
quip applies to the Navy, 189(348), 212(386)n
―Catch-22‖ is a general critique of bureaucratic operation &
reasoning: Catch 22 is a military rule that embodies selfcontradictory circular logic —see at ―Catch 22)

Burgess, Anthony, 1917-1993, was a British novelist,
critic & composer. He was also active as a librettist, poet,
pianist, playwright, screenwriter, journalist, essayist, travel writer,
broadcaster, translator, linguist and educationalist. He lived and
worked variously in Southeast Asia, USA & Mediterranean
Europe.
Burgess's fiction includes the Malayan trilogy (The Long
Day Wanes), on the dying days of Britain's empire in the East; the
Enderby quartet of comic novels about a reclusive poet and his
muse; Nothing Like the Sun, the classic speculative recreation of
Shakespeare's love- life; the cult exploration of the nature of evil A
Clockwork Orange and his masterpiece.
After a grim meidcal diagnosis, Burgess took to writing as a
way to provide for his wife. Ironically, he survive to live two
months shy of 76, while his wife died of cirrhosis of the liver.
(They both were heavy drinkinger—see at Wikipedia, for this
&much more about his works and life.)
I listened to him recite a bit of Finnegan‘s wake at the
Graduate College at Princeton U. where he was a visiting
professor. He warned the audience before he began that he got
emotional when he read it. True to his word, he cried when he
finished reading--see at Finnegan‘s Wake.
He livied in Princeton‘s faculty housing on Ivy Lane, near
the football stadum, with his Italian wife, and her young son--he
was warmly attached to both.
Burke, Edmund, 1729-97, ―The only thing necessary for
the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing,‖ Ch. 50

Burke, Justine, see at ―Gods of Freud.‖
Burlesque show is stage entertainment, developed in
the US that came to be designed for exclusively male
patronage, compounded of slapstick sketches, dirty jokes,
chorus numbers, and solo dances usually billed as ―daring,‖
or ―sensational,‖ in their female nudity--from Britannica
Online See at Gypsy Rose Lee, at Sherry Britton, at ―GString Murders‖ & at ―Lady of Burlesque.‖

Burma. Japan occupied Burma in WW II, 1942-1945.
The Japanese had assisted formationof the Burma Army
forIndependence and trained the Thirty Comrades, who were the
founders of the modern ArmedForces (Tatmadaw). The Burmese
hoped to gain support of the Japanese in expelling the British, so
that Burma could become independent.
In 1942, during WW II, Japan invaded Burma and
nominally declared Burma independent on August 1, 1943. A
puppet government led by Ba Maw was installed. Communist and
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Best Supporting Actress Academy Award nomination, but she lost out
to co-star Cloris Leachman.
Burstyn next appeared opposite Jack Nicholson, with Bruce
Dern, in Bob Rafelson's acclaimed The King of Marvin Gardens.
Burstyn received an Oscar nomination for Best Actress in 1973 for the
horror movie The Exorcist. She finally won the Academy Award for
Best Actress in 1974 for her performance in Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore, directed by Martin Scorsese.
For Mazursky, she appeared in the supporting cast of the
whimsical 1974 tale Harry and Tonto [starring Art Carney, who won
an Oscard for Best Actor for his role as Harry) and a calico cat who
ought to have won one for playing Tonto]. In 1975, she won a Tony
Award for Best Actress in a Play for Same Time, Next Year (a role she
reprised in the film version, three years later).
In 1990 she won the Sarah Siddons Award for her work in
Chicago theatre. Until 1970, she was credited as "Ellen McRae" in
nearly all her film and TV appearances. Burstyn received Oscar
nominations for Best Supporting Actress in 1971 for her role in The
Last Picture Show and for Best Actress in 1973 for the horror movie
The Exorcist. She was nominated again in 1978 for Same Time, Next
Year, in 1980 for Resurrection, and for Requiem for a Dream in
2000—edited excerpts from the Web (Wiki and All Movie Guide--The
bracketed insert is mine.) Also see at ―Harry and Tonto.‖

Burnett started her career in NY City. After becoming a hit
on Broadway, she debuted on TV. After successful appearances
on The Garry Moore Show, Carol moved to LA and began an
eleven-year run on the The Carol Burnett Show which was aired on
CBS television from 1967 to 1978. With roots in vaudeville, The
Carol Burnett Show was a variety show combining comedy
sketches, song, and dance. The comedy sketches ranged from
movie parodies to character pieces which featured the many talents
of Burnett herself who created and played several well-known and
distinctive characters--edited except from Wikpedia, where there is
a list of her Broadway and TV shows, and a filmography.
One thing the latter omitted was her role in the 1982 movie
―Annie.‖ She also starred in the 1979 musical ―Once Upon a
Mattress?‖

Burnette, Smiley, actor—see at ―Red River Valley‖
film (1941)

Burns and Allen, see at both Burns and at Allen.
Burns, George (né Nathan Birnbaum), 1896-1996:
―Actually, it only takes one drink to get me loaded. Trouble
is, I can‘t remember whether it‘s the thirteenth or
fourteenth,‖ Ch. 63—see Penguin Dict. of Modern
Humorous Quoations at Drink; ―By the time you are eighty
years old, you‘ve learned everything, you only have to
remember it,‖ 240(435). Comedy team with Gracie Allen.
See at Allen.

Burton, Richard Francis Burton, 1821-1890, ―…man
never worshiped anything but himself, Ch. 13.

Burton, Richard (né Richard Walter Jenkins), 19251984, born in Wales, he grew up in a working-class, Welshspeaking household, the twelfth of thirteen children. His father was
a short, robust coal miner, a ―twelve-pints a-day man‖ who
sometimes went off on drinking and gambling sprees for weeks.
Burton later claimed, by family telling, that ―He looked very much
like me...That is, he was pockmarked, devious, and smiled a great
deal when he was in trouble. He was, also, a man of extraordinary
eloquence, tremendous passion, great violence.‖
Before Burton was two years old in 1927, his mother, Edith,
died after the last birth; his sister Cecilia ('Cis') and her husband
Elfed took him into their Presbyterian mining family in nearby Port
Talbot (an English-speaking steel town). Burton said later that his
sister became ―more mother to me than any mother could have
ever been...I was immensely proud of her...she felt all tragedies
except her own.‖ Far more present in and important to young
Richard's life (than his father) was a brother, Ifor, 19 years his
senior. A miner and rugby star, Ifor continued to be a close
companion later in Burton's life.
In the 1940s and early 1950s Burton worked on stage and in
cinema in the UK. Before his war service with the RAF, he starred
as Professor Higgins in a YMCA production of Pygmalion. He
earned his first professional acting fees doing radio parts for the
BBC. He had made his professional acting debut in Liverpool and
London, appearing in Druid's Rest, a play by Emlyn Williams
(who also became a guru), but his career was interrupted by
conscription in 1944.
Early on as an actor, he developed the habit of toting
around a book-bag filled with novels, dictionaries, a complete
Shakespeare, and books of quotations, history, and biography, to
stoke his mind and stimulate conversation. He was also an
enthusiastic crossword puzzle solver. His Welsh love of language
was paramount, as he famously stated years later, with a tearful
Elizabeth Taylor at his side, ―The only thing in life is language.
Not love. Not anything else.‖ Reviewers took notice of Burton, ―he
has all the qualifications of a leading man that the British film
industry so badly needs at this juncture: youth, good looks, a
photogenic face, obviously alert intelligence, and a trick of getting
the maximum of attention with a minimum of fuss.‖
In the 1951 season at Stratford, he gave a critically
acclaimed performance and achieved stardom as Prince Hal in
Shakespeare's Henry IV, Part 1 opposite Anthony Quayle's Falstaff
Philip Burton arrived at Strafford to help coach his former charge,
and he noted in his memoir that Quayle and Richard Burton had

Burns, John F., writer for the NY Times—see at Last
Survivor of the Titanic.

Burns, Ken: Videos,

see at American Stories, at

Basebal l23(408), at Brooklyn Bridge, at Jazz , at Mark
Twain & at ―The War.‖

Burns, Robert, 145(2661): Oh wad some power the
giftie give us, / To see oursels as others see us, Ch. 45

Burnside, John, see at World Watching.
Burr, Raymond, actor—see at ―A Place in the Sun‖ &
at ―Rear Window.‖

Burrough, Bryan, a special correspondent at Vanity
Fair, and author—see at Bonnie and Clyde, and at ―Go
Down Together.‖

Burrows, Abe, co-wrote the book for the musical
―Guys and Dolls‖ & wrote the book for the 1953 Broadway
musical ―Can-Can.‖

Burstyn, Ellen (née Edna Rae Gilooly), born 1932 in
Detroit, Mich., she enjoyed her greatest prominence during the
'70s, a decade during which she was a virtual fixture of Academy
Award voters' ballots. As a teen she studied dancing and performed in
an acrobatic troupe. She later became a model for paperback book
covers, subsequently dancing in a Montréal nightclub under the name
"Keri Flynn." In 1954, she was tapped to appear as a Gleason Girl on
TV's Jackie Gleason Show, and in 1957, she made her Broadway debut
in Fair Game, again with a new stage name, "Ellen McRae." While in
New York, Burstyn studied acting under Stella Adler, and later married
theatrical director Paul Roberts.
She briefly relocated to Los Angeles for TV work but soon
returned east to work at the Actors' Studio. She made her film debut in
1964's For Those Who Think Young, quickly followed by Goodbye
Charlie. The cinema did not yet suit her, however, and she spent the
remainder of the decade appearing on the daytime soap opera The
Doctors.
It was after marrying her third husband, actor Neil Burstyn, that
she adopted the name most familiar to audiences, and was so billed in
1969's film adaptation of Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer. While the
picture was unsuccessful, it did attract the notice of director Paul
Mazursky, who cast her in his 1970 project Alex in Wonderland.
Burstyn then began a string of high-profile films which established her
among the preeminent actresses of the decade: The first, Peter
Bogdanovich's 1971 masterpiece The Last Picture Show, earned her a
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their differences about the interpretation of the Prince Hal role.
Richard Burton was already demonstrating the same independence
and competitiveness as an actor that he displayed off-stage in
drinking, sport, or story-telling. Kenneth Tynan said of Burton's
performance, ―His playing of Prince Hal turned interested
speculation to awe almost as soon as he started to speak; in the first
intermission local critics stood agape in the lobbies‖
Suddenly, Richard Burton had fulfilled his guardian's
wildest hopes and was admitted to the post-War British acting
circle which included Anthony Quayle, John Gielgud, Michael
Redgrave, Hugh Griffith, and Paul Scofield. He even met
Humphrey Bogart, a fellow hard drinker, who sang his praises
back in Hollywood. Lauren Bacall recalled, ―Bogie loved him.
We all did. You had no alternative.‖ Burton bought the first of
many cars & cellebrated by increasing his drinking.[The following
year, Burton signed a five-year contract with Alexander Korda at
£100 a week, launching his Hollywood career--edited excerpt
form Wikipedia, where there is lots more. He died in Geneva,
Switzerland, age 58—see at Cigarette Century & at Cigarette
Warnings.
Burton, Robert, 1577-1640; ―Birds of a feather will gather
together,‖ Ch. 8.

O bury me not on the lone prairie." One version collected for
publication by the Southern Pacific Company in 1912 omits the final
verse and concludes with another round of this chorus: "O bury me not
on the lone prairie / Where the wild coyote will howl o'er me / Where
the rattlesnakes hiss and the wind blows free / O bury me not on the
lone prairie--edited excerpt from Wikipedia where there are references
and additional stanzas.

Buruma, Ian: Born in 1951 in the Netherlands to a

a novelist & screenwriter of movies such as the acclaimed
The Postman Always Rings Twice. His novels included Duel
In the Sun and California Street. He was married to actress
Teresa Wright for ten years beginning in 1941--brief excerpt
from Wikipedia.

Bus Boycott is launched after Rosa Parks is arrested
on Dec. 1, 1965 for refusing to give up her seat to a
white person in Montgomery, AL. This started a political and
social protest campaign in Montgomery, Alabama, opposing the
city's policy of racial segregation on its public transit system. The
ensuing struggle, led by Martin Luther King, Jr., lasted from Dec.
5, 1955, to Dec. 20, 1956, and led to a US Supreme Court decision
that declared the Alabama and Montgomery laws requiring
segregated buses were unconstitutional. Also see at Lunch Counter
Protests, at Martin Luther King, Jr. & at Rosa Parks.

―Bus Stop‖—a

1955 Inge play & a 1956 film,

starring Marilyn Monroe & Arthur O‘Connell—
considered one of MM‘s best filmes—in it she sings ―That
Old Black Magic‖

Busch, Niven, 1903-1991, born in NY City, he was

Dutch father & English Jewish mother, he is an AngloDutch writer & in 2003 he became Luce Professor of Democracy,
Human Rights & Journalism at Bard College, Annandale- onHudson, NY. Much of his work focuses on Asian culture,
particularly that of 20th-century Japan. He
studied
Chinese
literature at Leiden U., and then Japanese film at Nihon U. in
Tokyo. He has held a number of editorial and academic positions,
and has contributed numerous articles to the New York Review of
Books. He wrote Murder in Amsterdam: The Death of Theo Van
Gogh & the Limits of Violence (2006), The Wages of Guilt:
Memories of War in Germany and in Japan (1994), among other
books—edited from the Wikipedia

Bush, George H. Bush, 41st president, 1988-92;
father of George W. Bush,defeated in 1991 by William
Jefferson Clinton, the 42d Pres., 208(382)
Bush, George W., the 43d president, 208(382); denoted
―W‖ by columnists &cartoonists to distinguish him from
father who is designated ―H‖; see at Brain Joke, Body Mass
Index, at Margraten & at ―Takeover.‖
Bush, Leslie, Olympic Diving Gold Medal, 148(264).

Burton, Tim, (né Timothy Walter Burton),born 1958,

―Business is business,‖ 25(39); also see at Coolidge.
Busick, Don, HHS ‘45 Classmate: in HHS band

and grew up in Burbank, California, is an American film
director, producer, writer and artist. Since directing his first
feature, Pee-wee's Big Adventure, in 1985, he has gone on to direct
and produce numerous films, many of which have won Academy
Awards. He is famed for his dark and quirky-themed films, such as
Beetlejuice, Edward Scissorhands and The Nightmare Before
Christmas, and for his blockbusters, including Batman, Batman
Returns, Sleepy Hollow, Planet of the Apes, and Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory. He frequently works with close friend Johnny
Depp, musician Danny Elfman, Helena Bonham Carter and various
others. One wit wrote this about Burton: "He turned Johnny Depp
into an emotionally stunted chocolatier in Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and Michael Keaton into an undead bioexorcist in Beetlejuice. Burton's most recent film was 2007's
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street, which won the
Golden Globe Award for Best Motion Picture - Musical or
Comedy--edited excerpt from Wiki.

& Dramatics Club; See at ―Arsenic and Old Lace;‖ -wrote in my Lest We Forget, ―Good Luck to a swell guy,
Don Bus.‖

―Bust a gut‖ means do go all out in an endeavor.
Others in this genre, are ―Break a leg!‖ ―Go the extra mile,‖
―Give it the old college try!‖ or ―Give it your best shot!‖

Buster Keaton, 75(123), deadpan film comedian.
―Buster Keaton, Tempest in a Flat Hat,‖ 2004 bio. by
Edward McPherson, reviewed by Muriel Zagha in the Oct.
29, 2004 NY Times Sunday Book Review.

―But Beautiful‖--see at ―Beautiful, But.‖
―But Good:‖ Four men on a fishing trip drew straws
to see who will be the cook. Bob, loses, but he exacts the
promise from the thers that anyone complaining has to change
places with him. Two days go past and no complaints, so Bob,
seeing his fishing trip ruined, decided to do something about it. He
saw ow dung in a nearby meadow, and broils ―dung patties." At
lunch, everybody was starving-to-death as usual, but nobody says
anything. Then--at long last--Jack spits it out, and says, "This
tastes rxactly like cow dung!" Then, realizing what he has said,
quickly added:"But, good!"

Bury Me Not On the Lone Prairie‖is a cowboy is a
ballad or folk song. Also known as "The Cowboy's Lament",
"The Dying Cowboy" and "Bury Me Out on the Lone Prairie", the song
is described as the most famous cowboy ballad.Based on a sailor's
song, the song has been recorded by many artists, including Moe
Bandy, Johnny Cash, Burl Ives, Tex Ritter, and Roy Rogers; under the
title "Bury Me Out on the Lone Prairie", it has been recorded by
Johnnie Ray.The ballad is an adaptation of a sea song called "The
Sailor's Grave" or "The Ocean-Burial" which began "O bury me not in
the deep, deep sea." Originally collected with different music than that
widely known today, it first appeared in print with the present melody
in 1932, with a likely origin of North Carolina, though the speaker at
that time requested—contrary to other renditions—to "bury me out on
the lone prairie." "O bury me not on the lone prairie / Where coyotes
howl and the wind blows free / In a narrow grave just six by three— /

Butch, or butch lesbian, is a lesbian who plays a
masculine role in sexplay. This may include adopting
masculine dress, or haircuts, becoming ―a muscle boy,‖ or
―strapping one on,‖ that is, a dildo--see at Chapstick lesbian,
at lipstickl lesbian, and at Womanwords.

Butcher Hollow is a coal-mining community located
in Johnson Co., Kentucky. is a part of the community of
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Van Lear, which was constructed by the Consolidation Coal Co. in
the early part of the 20th century. Van Lear was named for the first
name of one of the directors of the company, Van Lear Black.
Although most of Butcher Hollow lies outside of the old Van Lear
city limits, the mailing address of those who have lived there has
been Van Lear since the establishment of the Van Lear post office
in 1909. Butcher Hollow not an independent town or village in its
own right-its main claim to fame is being the birthplace of country
music singer Loretta Lynn. She paid a tribute to the larger
community in which Butcher Hollow is located with an album,
Van Lear Rose.

―Buzz Bombs‖ or V-1 bombs in WW II were German

Butcher of Treblinka, see at Amon Goeth, and at

BYPU, Young People‘s Baptist Union, 41(65)
Byrd, Lt. Cmdr. Richard E(velyn), 1888-1957,

pilotless jet-propelled plane carrying 907 kg (2000 lb) of
explosives, was directed against England in June 1944. The V-2, a
true guided missile capable of carrying 748 kg (1650 lb) bombs
some 320 km (about 200 mi), was launched in September 1944.
These attacks came too late to affect the final outcome of
the war, as did the failure of the Germans to use the Me (or
Messerschmidt) 262 as a jet fighter until 1945. See at ―Flying
Bombs‖listed under ―Germany, Nazi,‖ at German Missiles & at
―London 1945,‖ at V-Bombs & at V-Rockets; also see p.149 of
Tracy Sugarman‘s ―My War.‖

John Demjanuk.
Butovo, Russia: Secret police compound in Butovo, Russia,
where more than 20,000 people were shot and buried at
height of Stalin's purges has become a shrine to all victims of
Stalin's murderous campaigns; killing ground is also symbol
of
much larger, bloodier conflict in Russian society, between
Bolsheviks and Russian Orthodox Church; 1,000 of those killed in
Butovo died for their Orthodox faith; walls of the new church at
the site are filled with icons of new martyrs; some objections have
been raised to the Russian Orthodox focus of the memorial, but
supporters note that the church stepped into void left by state—
excerpt from a NY Times newsstory by Sophia Kishkovsky,
appearing June 9, 2007.

aviator, explorer, & rear admiral. He was navigator of the
first airplane flight over the North Pole (May 9, 1927, and
over the South Pole (Nov. 28-29, 1929); -- organized the
largest & best-equipped Antarctic exploration, using
aircraft, radio, and modern technology. See Cambridge
Biog. Encyclopedia
Byrd, Robert C., b. 1917 in NC, 8-term W. VA US
Senator; his ―Losing America‖ quoted Goering, 224(409)

Byron, George Gordon Byron, 6th Baron Byron,

conditions was first described in the literature by Jacques
Hadamard in 1890, and popularized by Pierre Duhem's 1906 book.
The idea that one butterfly could have a far-reaching ripple effect
on subsequent events seems first to have appeared in a 1952 short
story by Ray Bradbury about time travel (see Popular Media
below), although the term ―butterfly effect‖ itself is related to the
work of Edward Lorenz.
In 1961, Lorenz was using a numerical computer model to
rerun a weather prediction, when, as a shortcut on a number in the
sequence, he entered the decimal .506 instead of entering the full
.506127 the computer would hold. The result was a completely
different weather scenario. Lorenz published his findings in a 1963
paper for the NY Acad. of Sciences, noting that ―One
meteorologist remarked that if the theory were correct, one flap of
a seagull's wings could change the course of weather forever.‖ He
latter changed to the more poetic butterfly's wings—exerpted from
Wikpedia—see at Edward Lorenz.

1788-1824, was born with a club-foot and became extreme
sensitivity about his lameness. Byron spent his early childhood
years in poor surroundings in Aberdeen, where he
was educated
until he was ten.
Commonly known as Lord Byron, was an English poet and
a leading figure in Romanticism. Among Lord Byron's best-known
works are the narrative poems Childe Harold's Pilgrimage and
Don Juan. The latter remained incomplete on his death.
He is regarded as one of the greatest European poets and
remains widely read and influential, both in the English speaking
world and beyond. Lord Byron's fame rests not only on his
writings but also on his life, which featured extravagant living,
numerous love affairs, debts, separation, allegations of
homosexuality and marital exploits. He was famously described by
Lady Caroline Lamb as "mad, bad, and dangerous to know."
Byron served as a regional leader of Italy's revolutionary
organization , the Carbonari, in its struggle against Austria, and
later traveled to fight against the Ottoman Empire in the Greek
War of Independence--for which Greeks revere him as a national
hero. He died from a fever in Messolonghi.
His daughter Ada Lovelace, notable in her own right,
collaborated with Charles Babbage on the analytical engine, a
predecessor to modern computers—eedited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
―So we‘ll Go No More A-Roving,‖ 226(413); also see at
Epitaph for a Dog & at Roses in December.
When somebody asked either Caroline Lamb or Claire
Clairmont, what she thought of Byron‘s morals, she retorted, ―It‘s
the first I heard of them‖--reported in the Frederic Raphael‘s
review of the Fifth Ed. of the Oxford Dict. of Quotations in the
Feb. 4, 2000, TLS.

Butt is informal for buttock or buttocks, but has many

―By the Beautiful Sea‖: By the sea, by the sea, by the

other meanings, e.g., the end of a cigarette, or rifle. Check
out the Amer. Heritarge Dict.

beautiful sea, / You and me, you and me, / Oh, how happy
we will be, / By the beautiful sea!, T3; – written by Harry
Carroll (music) and Harold Atterridge (lyric) in 1914.. See
p. 224 of All the Years of Popular Music.

Butterfingers is an epithet applied to a person who
drops things. However, when I was a boy it referred to the
way girls tried to cach a ball with their fingers outstretched, with
result that the ball falls right through their hands, rather than
forming a pocket with the hands to catch the ball the ball in. I
thought of this the other day in May 2008 when Molly tried to
catch a natpkin that I rolled into a ball of and tossed to her across
the room. She butterfingered it, and it fell right through her
fingers! Update May 2009: she now ―onehands them!‖

―Butterfly, Happiness is like a‖—see at Emerson.
Butterfly Effect: Sensitive dependence on initial

―Butter wouldn't melt in her mouth, or anywhere
else‖—Elsa Lanchester about Maureen O‘Hara. See at
Lanchester for the backstory.

―By the Old Rugged Cross,‖ hymn, see at Cross.
―By the Waters of Babylon‖ is a post-apocalyptic

Buttock is either of the two rounded prominences on
the human torson that are posterior to the hips and
by the gluteal muscles and underlying structures.

formed

short story by Stephen Vincent Benét first published July
31, 1937, in The Saturday Evening Post as "The Place of the
Gods

Buttocks are the rear pelvic area of the human body

Byatt, A(Antonia) S(usan), British novelist and critc
who won a Booker prize—see at her sister, Margaret
Drabbel, who also won one.

So you thought you knew what they were, right? Also
see at twat.
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(1957), and made an appearance with Mickey Rooney in
Quicksand.

Byte, 1. A sequence of adjacent bits operated on as a
unit by a computer. 2. The amount of a computer memory
needed to store one character of a spectived size, usually it
is (2 cubed ) bits for a micro computer, and 16 (2 to the
fourth) for a larger computer. (Byte is an alteration of bit
and bite.)—from Amer. Heritage Dictionary.

Cahn, Sammy, see at ―Bei Mir Schoen.‖ He also
wrote ―Saturday Night is the Loneliest Night in the
Week,‖ ―I‘ve Heard That Song Before (It‘s from an old
familiar score)‖ 1943), ―Three Coins in a Fountain.‖ (1954)
& ―Love and Marriage.‖ Also see at ―Five Minutes More‖
& at ―Let It Snow.‖

C, a note on the musical scale. Middle C is the name
given to the musical note C which is in the middle of the
piano keyboard. It is not actually quite the middle note of the
keyboard, but very nearly, and of all the Cs on the piano it is the
one nearest to the middle. A high C, in reference to a man is
pretty much always an octave above middle C. See at Pavarotti,
who is known as the ―King of the High C.‖

―Caine Mutiny, The‖ Herman Wouk‘s 1951 novel
& 1954 movie, starring Humphrey Bogart as Captain
Queeg, 197(360), with José Ferrer, Van Johnson, Fred
MacMurray.
―The story concerns the events leading up to and following
from a mutiny onboard a destroyer-minesweeper, the USS Caine.
Willie Keith, the main character, is a rich New Yorker, who comes
of age as he witnesses the fall of authority. In the center of the
events is the neurotic Captain Queeg, who suffers from acute
paranoia, incompetence, and cowardice. Queeg becomes obsessed
with petty infractions and even conducts a full- scale investigation
to determine who pilfered a quart of strawberries.
‗There are four ways of doing things on board my ship,‘ he
says. ‗The right way, the wrong way, the navy way, and my way.
If they do things my way, we'll get along.‘ However, his way leads
to a dead end‖—from the Web. Also see at Herman Wouk

C, short for see? Also see at CC & CCC.
Cabage, Dorothy, HHS ‘45 Classmate & funloving friend; In informal photograph of HHS Dramatics
Club, 166(291) Note: her last name has just one ―b.‖

Cabalah--see at Kabbalah.
―Cabaret ― a 1966 musical and a 1972 film. See at
―I Am a Camera.‖

Cabbage Night, 28(43)—night to rub raw cabbage!
CABG (―Cabbage‖), P, iii, 235(428); acronym for
―coronary artery bypass graft,‖ a heart operation.. The
bypass refers to the bypassing of the clogged coronary
arteries with grafts of vessels taken from the thigh or
thorax.

Caine, Michael (né Michael Mickewhite), was born
in 1933 to a fish porter and a charwoman in a London slum.
After serving in Korea in he early 1950s, he decided to pursue his
childhood dream of acting (he took his stage name from ―The
Caine Mutiny‖). He played a Cockney Casanova in the 1966 film
―Alfie.‖ Over the next four decades, he became one of the world's
best-known actors, starring in hundreds of films--he has been
nominated for Oscars six times, winning his first Academy Award
for the 1986 film, Hannah and Her Sisters & his second in 1999
for The Cider House Rules, in both cases as a supporting actor.
He and Jack Nicholson are the only actors to be nominated
for acting Oscars in each of the last five decades. He was made a
Commander of the Order of the British Empire(CBE) in 1993 for
services to drama & in 2000 a night Bachelor, becoming Sir
Maurice Micklewhite. Unlike many actors who adopt their stage
name for everyday use, Caine still uses his real name when he is
not working. Also see at ―Hurry Sundown.‖
Here‘s catchy quote of his--―I have always been interested
in the sins of the flesh—all of them,‖ Ch. 48.

Cabots, The, ―The Lowell‘s speak to the Cabots, and
the Cabots speak only to God‖-- see at Bossidy.
―Caddy, The‖ 1953 Lewis and Martin comedy in
which the song ―That‘s Amore‖ first appeared.

Caesar us a Roman family name, and is pronounced
in Latin the way the name Kaiser is pronounced. In fact,
Kaiser was the German equivalent of Caeser and meant
leader to the Germans--see at Kaiser.

Caesar Augustus. 63BC-14 AD, ―Make haste
slowly‖ (Festina lente!). See at Augustus.

Caesar, Julius. 100-44 BC: ―Julius Caesar,‖ 145(260),
―The Gallic Wars,‖ 108(201), ―The German Wars,‖
178(254)n; ―Render unto Caear the things that are Caesar‘s;
and unto God the things that are God‘s,‖ Matthew 22:21,
188(327); ―I came, I saw, I conquered‖ (Veni, Vici, Vincit),
an example of Caesar‘s brevity & clarity—see Bartlett; also
see at ―Et Tu, Brute,‖ ―Friends, Romans, Countrymen,‖ &
at ―Julius Caesar‖ & at Gaul.

Cairo is the capital city of Egypt, and is the

largest

Manhattan, NY City, versatile actor, who sang &
Danced
in ―Yankee Doodle Dandy‖ & played a wacky captain
in
―Mister Roberts.‖ He also starred in ―Love Me or Leave,‖
the Ruth Etting biopic in which Doris Days sings. See
Video Hound or Wikipedia for his filmography.
His acting philosophy, expressed in ―Cassell‘s Movie
Quotations,‖ ―Never settle back on your heels. Never
relax‖--the opposite of that expressed by Clint Eastwood‘s
teacher. Also see at William Bendix, at Pat O‘Brien, at
William Saroyan,at ―The Time of Your life‖ (1948) and
below.

city in Africa and the Arab World.It is the largest
metropolitan area in Egypt, exceeding 17 million people,and
is about the 16-th the most populous in the world. Cairo is located
on the banks and islands of the Nile River in the north of Egypt,
immediately south of the point where the river leaves its desertbound valley and breaks into two branches into the low-lying Nile
Delta region. Cairo has long been the center of the region's cultural
and artistic life, and has the oldest and largest film and music
industries in the Arab World, earning it the name of the
"Hollywood of the East". While Al-Qahirah is the official name of
the city in Arabic, Egyptians often refer to it simply as Masr (the
Arabic name for Egypt itself). Cairo was founded in 989 AD by
the Fatimid Caliphate, replacing Fustat as the seat of the
government, and serving as the capital of Egypt ever since—
excerpt from Wikipedia.

and

Cairo Conference, November 22 - 26 1943, held in

Cagney, James, 1899-1986, grew up in Yorkville,

Cagney, Jeanne Carolyn, 1919-1984,was a film

Cairo, Egypt, addressed the Allied position against Japan
during WW II and made decisions about postwar Asia. The
meeting was attended by President Franklin Roosevelt of the US,
Prime Minister Winston Churchill of the UK, and Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-shek of the Republic of China. Stalin of the Soviet
Union had refused to attend the conference on the grounds that
since Chiang Kai-shek was attending, it would cause untimely

TV actress born in NY City, the younger sister of film actor
James Cagney and actor/producer William Cagney. She
appeared in 19 films between 1939 and 1965, which
included four films with her brother James in Yankee
Doodle Dandy (1942), The Time of Your Life (1948), A Lion
Is in the Streets (1953) and Man of a Thousand Faces
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provocation between Russia and Japan. Stalin did meet two days
later with Roosevelt and Churchill in Tehran, Iran for the Tehran
Conference.
The Cairo Declaration was signed on 27 November 1943
and released in a Cairo Communiqué through radio on 1 December
1943, stating the Allies' intentions to continue deploying military
force until Japan's unconditional surrender. The three main clauses
of the Cairo Declaration are that "Japan be stripped of all the
islands in the Pacific which she has seized or occupied since the
beginning of the WW I in 1914", "all the territories Japan has
stolen from the Chinese, such as Manchuria, Formosa, and the
Pescadores, shall be restored to the Republic of China", and that
"in due course Korea shall become free and independent‖—excerpt
from Wikipedia. Also see at Teheran Conference.

Calder joined the Stevens football team during his freshman
year at Stevens and practiced with the team all four years, but he
never played in a game. He also played lacrosse, at which he was
more successful.Having decided to become an artist, Calder moved
to New York and enrolled at the Art Students' League. In 1926,
Calder moved to Paris. He established a studio at 22 rue Daguerre
in the Montparnasse Quarter.
At the suggestion of a Serbian toy merchant, he began to
create toys with articulation. He never found the toy merchant
again, but, at the urging of fellow sculptor Jose de Creeft, he
submitted his toys to the Salon des Humoristes. Later that fall,
Calder began to create his Cirque Calder, a miniature circus
fashioned from wire, string, rubber, cloth, and other found objects.
Designed to fit into suitcases (it eventually grew to fill five),
Calder could travel with his circus and hold performances on both
sides of the Atlantic. He gave elaborately improvised shows,
recreating the performance of a real circus. Soon, his "Cirque
Calder, now in the permanent collection of the Whitney Museum
of American Art, became popular with the Parisian avant-garde.
Some months Calder would charge an entrance fee to pay his rent-edited excerpt from Wikipedia

Cairo is a city in the following states: GA, IL, KS,
MO, NE, NY, OH, OK,WV—nine in all.

Cairo, Illinois, pronounced Kay‘-Row, 1(2)
Calamine lotion, treatment for poison ivy & oak,
made from zinc oxide and a small amount of ferric oxide
dissolved in mineral oils. Ironically, like other oxides of
heavy metals, it is poisonous!

Calderón de la Barca, Pedro, 1600-1681,was an

Calamity Jane (né Martha Jane Cannary-Burke),

important dramatist of the Spanish Golden Age. Calderón
was born iw Madrid, Spain. His mother, who was of Flemish
descent, died in 1610; his father, who was secretary to the treasury,
died in 1615. Calderón was educated at the Jesuit college in
Madrid, the Colegi Imperial, with a view to taking orders; but
instead, he studied law at Salamanca. betwen 1620 & 1622
Calderón won several poetry contests in honor of St Isidore at
Madrid.
Calderón's debut as a playwright was Amor, honor y poder,
performed on June 29, 1623. This was followed by two other plays
that same year: La selva confusa and Los Macabeos. Over the next
two decades, Calderón wrote more than 70 plays, the majority of
which were secular dramas written for the commercial theatres A
major new English translation of La vida es sueño (Life is a
Dream) was published by the University Press of Colorado in
2004—Wikipedia. Also, see at What is Life.?

1852-1903, was a frontier woman and professional scout
best known for her claim of being a close friend of Wild Bill
Hickok, but also for having gained fame fighting Native
Americans.

―Calamity Jane,‖ 1953 film directed by David Butler.
with Doris Day, Howard Keel, Allyn Ann McLerie, is the
story of Calamity Jane, her saloon, and her romance with
Wild Bill Hickok. Music by Sammy Fain, who won an
Oscar for Best Song, ―Secret Love‖ sung by Doris Day.
Also see at Doris Day & at Howard Keel.

Calaprice, Alice, T, A, edited ―The New Quotable
Einstein‖‖--also see at Einstein, at Einstein Estate, at
Einstein Almanac, at Einstein‘s Letter to Roosevelt, at
―Dear Professor Einstein‖ & at ―Subtle is the Lord…‖

Calder, Alexander "Sandy," 1898-1976), born in

Calhern, Louis, actor—see at ―Julius Casear‖ (1953),

Lawnton, PA (a small city --pop. about 4,000 in 2,000-about 10 miles SE of Harrisburg). Calder was a sculptor and artist
most famous for inventing the mobile--a word coined in 1931 by
artist Marcel Duchamp to designate Calder's moving sculpture-was only one of Calder's achievements.
In his early wire figures and in his "stabiles," static
sculptures in sheet metal, Calder created innovative works by
exploring the aesthetic possibilities of untraditional materials. In
addition to mobile and stabile sculpture, Alexander Calder also
created paintings, lithographs, toys and tapestry and designed
carpets.
In 1902, at the age of four, Calder posed nude for his
father‘s sculpture The Man Cub that is now located in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. In that same year, he
completed his earliest sculpture, a clay elephant.In 1909, when
Calder was in the fourth grade, he sculpted a dog and a duck out of
sheet brass as Christmas gifts for his parents. The sculptures were
three dimensional and the duck was kinetic because it rocked when
gently tapped. These sculptures are frequently cited as early
examples of Calder‘s skill. Although Calder‘s parents encouraged
his creativity as a child, they discouraged their children from
becoming artists, knowing that it was an uncertain and financially
difficult career.
In 1915, Calder decided to study mechanical engineering
after learning about the discipline from a classmate at Lowell High
School named Hyde Lewis. Stirling Calder arranged for his son's
enrollment at the Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken,
New Jersey, where he excelled at math, receiving his degree in
engineering in 1919.

and at ―The Red Pony‖ (1949)

Calhoun, John C., 1782-1850 born near Calhoun
Mills, Abbeville District, SC.,Calhoun spent his entire
career working for the national government in a variety of high
offices. He served as the seventh Vice Pres. of USA, first under
John Quincy Adams (1825–1829) and then under Andrew Jackson
(1829–1832), but resigned that in order to enter the US Senate,
where he had more power.
He served in the US House of Representatives (1810-1817)
& was Sec. of War (1817–1824) under James Monroe & Sec.of
State (1844–1845) under John Tyler. See at Henry Clay.

California, The U. at Berkeley, See at Berkeley. Also
see at Richmond, a city north of Berleley on San Pablo Bay.

―Oh! Susanna‖ (1848), by Stephen Foster, was the
anthem of the California Gold Rush in 1848/1849.

―Caligari, The Cabinet of Dr.,‖ 1919 horror movie, in
―exteme expressionistic style‖—Video Hound. 71(117)

―Call For the Dead‖—see at Le Carre
Call for Philip Morris. At 4 feet tall, Johnny Roventini was
already billed as "the world‘s smallest bellboy," and even
had his picture on postcards. (A pituitary gland disorder had
halted his development before his voice changed, and left
him with a 12-year-old‘s body for the rest of his life. His
boyish perfect B-flat voice made his "paging" a delight to
hear.) Biow gave the naive youth a dollar and asked him to
page Philip Morris. "I went around the lobby yelling my
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head off," Johnny recalled later, "but Philip Morris didn‘t
answer my call‖—from the Web; also see at Philip Morris

will into just such a quest. In 1883, she met Auguste Rodin, and
the master accepted her as a student; soon he became her lover.
She also modeled for him
After fifteen years of a passionate and stormy relationship,
Camille emerged exhausted and vanquished. She died in 1943 in
an asylum at Montdeverques, near Avignon, where she had been
confined for thirty years—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. The
original Delbée work was published in 1982 in Fench, subtitled
―Une Femme‖ (A woman) Also see at Claudel & at Rodin.

―Call Me Madam‖ a 1950 musical with a book by
Howard Lindsay & Russel Crouse, and music & lyrics by
Irving Berlin.

Calla Smith, whom I called Calla Lily—see at Smith.
Callista Flockhart, actress, mainly TV, starred in
―Ally McBeal‖ (1997). Also see at Kallisto.

Calloway, Cab(ell), 1907-1994, US singer and band-

Camillo, Dr. Victor (―Vic‖), Iowa U. Math Prof., &

leader. As a singer, he helped develop the ―scat‖ style &
was known for his spirited delivery. His best known songs
are ―Minnie theMoocher‖ and ―St. James Infirmary Blues.‖
Also, check out the Web at King of Hi De Ho (Cab
Calloway)

longtime friend, 43-44(68); -- and poetry & my debt to him,
54(88)—I acknowledged both him & his wife, Barbara
Asch- Camillo, in my
Poems, ―The Seduction of
Hummingbirds—also see at ―Sunday Morning.‖
Re: a quip that was inspired by a student‘s threat to
castrate me! 43(68)--also see at Rugters College.
I wrote about Vic & his work in ―Rings and Things.‖
He was one of the invited speakers at the Zanesville Ohio
U. Conference. June 15-17, 2007, in honor of my 80-th
birthday & Osofsky‘s 70-th--his speech & those of others
are accessible at the website that my daughter, Heidi,
constructed for a birthday present: carlfaith.com/80/
Camillo, Barbara Asch, writer & artist friend, who
studied at Rhode Island School for Design. We used to
attended sessions of the Princeton Art Association
together—see at Gaby Borel.

―Call of the Wild,‖ Jack London novel about a sled
dog descended from wolves, 94(178)—the title described
the allure of the wild to Fred & me: see at Carl & Fred.
Calvino, Italo, for Calvino movies represnted freedom
from ―family repression‖---from ―The Cinema-Goers
Autobiography,‖ in ―The Road to San Giovanni,‖ 78(127)

Cambodia, 24(37)
―Cambridge Biographical Encyclopedia, The,‖ David
Crystal, Ed., 1994.

Cambridge Companion to Schumann,‖ Beate Perrey,
Ed., 2008— see at Schumann.

Camouflage, protective coloration, or clothing, as a

Camel cigarette slogan: ―I‘d walk a mile for a

method of concealment, e.g., a chameleons & lizards
change color to conceal themselves, and birds & animals
also have concealing colors & markings,from French &
Italian words for disguise

Camel.‖ Also, ―Doctors prerfer Camels two-to-one.‖ (Did
this mean that they preferred to ride on them?

Camera—see at ―I Am a Camera.‖
Cameron, Diaz, actress.
Cameron, James, Academy Award-winning

Camouflage Joke: ―I tried to buy a camouflage suit,
but I couldn‘t find any anywhere. NY Times Crossword
quip of May 123, 2007.

director—see at ―Titanic,‖ the 1997 movie.

Campfire Songs: ―Tell Me Why (The Skies Are

Cameron, Julia Margaret, 1815-1879 was a British

Blue)‖

photographer, known for her portraits of celebrities of the
time, and for Arthurian and similar legendary themed pictures.
Cameron's photographic career was short, spanning the last eleven
years of her life. She did not take up photography until the age of
48, when she was given a camera as a present [1]. Her work had a
huge impact on the development of modern photography,
especially her closely cropped portraits which are still mimicked
today. Her house, Dimbola Lodge, on the Isle of Wight can still be
visited.
Cameron was born Julia Margaret Pattle in Calcutta India,
to James Pattle, a British official of the East India Company, and
Adeline de l'Etang, a daughter of French aristocrat. In a family of
celebrated beauties, she was considered an ugly duckling among
her sisters--a photograph clearly shows how ugly (but see at Ugly
vs. Beauty.)
As her great-niece Virginia Woolf wrote in 1926
introduction to the Hogarth Press collection of Cameron's
photographs, ―In the trio [of sisters] where...[one] was Beauty; and
[one] Dash; Mrs. Cameron was undoubtedly Talent‖--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.

―Camp Worker Goes to Hell‖—see at Gas: Germaine
Trillion.

Campbell, Joseph, see at Grimm‘s Fairy tales.
Campbell‘s Soups—their Alphabet Soup was a
favorite with parents with young children.
addicted to them!

Campobello, Canadian Island where FDR vacationed,
and where on Aug. 8, 1921 he was stricken with polio. See
at ―Sunrise at Campobello,‖ 66(109)n

Camps, Rosa Dr., AA, math. friend in Barcelona.
I wrote about her & her work with Dr. Warren Dicks in
―Rings & Things.‖

―Camptown Races,‖ 94(179); Stephen Foster song:
―Camptown races sing this song, doodah! Doodah!/
Camptown races firve miles long, Ol‘ doodahday. /
Gwine to run all night/ Gwine to run all day. /
I‘ll bet my money on de bobtail nag—/
Somebody bet on the bay.

―Camille Claudel‖ is a 1988 biopic based on the

Camus, Albert, 1913-1960, French existentialist writer

book by Reine-Marie Paris, granddaughter of Camille's
brother, the poet and diplomat Paul Claudel. It was directed
by Bruno Nuytten, co-produced by Isabelle Adjani, and
starred her and Gérard Depardieu.

Camille Claudel, a fictional biography,

Fred was

born in Algeria, active in the resistance in WW II, co-editor
with Sartre of the left-wing newspaper Combat, published after
the liberation in 1945 until 1948; internationally famous for his
nihilistic1942 novel, ―The Stranger‖(L‘Êtranger—The Outsider in
England), The Plague (La Peste, 1947), The Rebel (L‘Homme
révolté. 1951), The Fall (La Chute, 1956). He received a Nobel
Prize for literature in 1956, the first ever African-born Noeblist,
and died in an automobile accident. His death created a sensation
among the intelligentsia but not like Princess Diana‘s death in
1997, which was widely mourned--see at Princess Diana.

by Anne

Delbée: a sensitive and sympathetic portrayal of Camille
Claudel spotlights the life of both an exceptional woman and an
extraordinary artist. At the close of the nineteenth century, it was
scandalous for a young woman to wish to be a sculptor. But
Camille Claudel threw all her innate enthusiasm and indomitable
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―The evil that is in the world almost always comes of
ignorance; and good intentions may do as much harm as
malevolence from lack of understanding‖—Camus, an epitaph in
Amy Tan‘s ―Saving Fish From Drowning,‖ and quoted in the TLS
review on Nov. 11, 2005 by Sarah Churchwell. Also see at
Fate.
Canada in WW II. declared war on Nazi Germany on Sept.
10, 1940, R, xlv, 180(314); WW II casualties, (chart)
0(314), 181(315).
There were no conscripted solder in Canda in WW II
l Canadians who served in WWII were volunteers.
Casualties at Dieppe, see at Dieppe.
D-Day casualities: 1,200 lost out of 21,400 at June Beach-rom ―D-Day: The Greastest Invasion.

tepid reviews, and revivals generally have not fared well. Some of
the songs: ―C'est Magnifique,‖ ―It's All Right With Me‖ & ―I
Love Paris.‖

Canadian, Texas, small town (2000 pop. 2233) in the

Cancer Deaths: see at Humphrey Bogart (lung

―Cancer kills,‖ slogan adopted by the Amer. Cancer
Soc. in the 60s to encourage testing. ―Usually, by the time a
tumor is clinically detectable, it will be several centimeters in
diameter, have acquired a blood supply & may have spread to
other organs. While surgery may be successful in removing the
primary tumor, the secondary tumors are often difficult to detect,
let alone cut out. Further, removal of the primary tumor may
stimulate the secondary tumors to enter a phase of rapid growth.
The resulting damage to vital organs can have fatal consequences
for the patient‖--from the Web. Also see at Hubert
Humphrey

Texas panhandle, northwest corner near Oklahoma. Named
after the Caniadian Rivers that flows nearby in rolling , dry
countryside.

cancer), Audrey Hepburn (colin cancer), Hubert Humphrey
(bladder cancer), at Kay Kendall (leukemia),at Dana Reeve (lung
cancer, even though she didn‘t smoke), at Gilda Radner (ovarian
cancer, although she tested negative for it the year before she
died), at Margaret Sanger (TB and cervical cancer.) John Wayne
died after a long bout
Also see at Also see at Geoge Carlin
(lung) & Yul Brynner (last paragraph.)
Cancer Joke: ―You show me something that doesn‘t
cause cancer nd I‘ll show you something that isn‘t on the
market yet‖—George Carlin, ―Brain Droppings,‖ 1997

Canaries—see at William Wharton, for whom they
were an obsession. Also see below.

Canary, is a small passerine bird, also called the Island
Canary, Atlantic Canary or Common Canary, in the finch
family. It is native to the Azores, the Canary Islands, and Madeira.
Wild birds are mostly yellow-green, with brownish streaking on
the back. The species is common in captivity and a number of
different colour varieties have been bred. The name Canary is a
misnomer—see below.

―Cancer Ward‖ is a 1968 novel by Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn set in a hospital in Soviet Uzbekistan in the
1950s. The plot focuses on a group of cancer patients as they
undergo therapy and on political theories, mortality, and hope—
themes that are often explored either through descriptive passages
or the conversations the characters have within the ward, which is
a microcosm of the post-Stalin Russian Communist regime.
Also explored is the effect life in the labor camps will have
on a man's life, as Oleg Kostoglotov, the main character, is
shocked to discover the materialist world of the city outside the
cancer ward. Oleg is in ―Perpetual Exile‖ in Ush-Terek, in
Kazakhsta—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. The novel is based on
Solzhenitsyn‘s own bout with cancer.

Canary Islands is an archipelago located just off the
northwest coast of mainland Africa, 100 km west of the
disputed border between Morocco and the Western Sahara.The
name Islas Canarias is likely derived from the Latin term Insula
Canaria, meaning "Island of the Dogs", a name applied originally
only to Gran Canaria. It is speculated that the so called dogs were
actually a species of Monk Seals (―sea dog‖ in Latin) now
extinct.[4] The dense population of seals may have been the
characteristic that most struck the few ancient Romans who
established contact with these islands by sea. The connection to
dogs is retained in their depiction on the islands' coat-of-arms—
Wikipedia.

―Candy / Is dandy / But Liquor / Is quicker‖—Ogden
Nash.

Can-can (more correctly not hyphenated, as in the

Canetti, Elias,1905-1994, was a Bulgarian-born

original French: cancan) is regarded today primarily as a
physically demanding music hall dance, performed by a chorus
line of female dancers who wear costumes with long skirts,
petticoats, and black stockings, that hearkens back to the fashions
of the 1890s.
The main features of the dance are the lifting up and
manipulation of the skirts, with high kicking and suggestive,
provocativebody movements. The Galop from Jacques Offenbach's
Orpheus in the Underworld is the tune most associated with the
can-can. Toulouse-Lautrec painted the dancer Louise Weber,
known as the outrageous La Goulue (―The Glutton‖), who created
the ―French Can-Can‖ The Moulin Rouge is best known as the
spiritual birthplace of the modern form of the can-can dance—see
at Moulin Rouge.

novelist of Sephardi Jewish ancestry who wrote in
German and won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1981 or
―writings by a broad outlook, a wealth of ideas and
artistic power—Wikipedia. Check the Web at Canetti for
this & much more on hislife & work.
Candy bars go to war! 153(271)); also see at Baby Ruth,
Clark, Hershey & Mars bars—see at Rationing.

Cannibal Jokes: (1) A Cannibal chieftain, couldn‘t
find anything on the menu that appealed to him. The ever
resourceful steward said, ―In that case, would you like to see the
passenger list?
(2) A cannibal mother took her son to a witch octor, telling
him, ―He won‘t eat anybody.‖
(3) Two cannibals are eating a clown. One says to the other:
―Does this taste funny to you?‖

―Can-Can‖ is a 1953 Broadway musical with music
& lyrics by Cole Porter, and a book by Abe Burrows. It
premiered on Broadway at the Shubert Theatre on May 7, 1953,
and closed on June 25, 1955 after 892 performances. The original
production,which Burrows also directed, starred Lilo, Hans
Conried, Peter Cookson, and Gwen Verdon. Michael Kidd was the
choreographer.
The story concerns the showgirls of the Montmartre dance
halls during the 1890s. The original Broadway production ran for
over two years beginning in 1953, and the 1954 West End
production was also a success. Gwen Verdon, in only her second
Broadway role, and choreographer Michael Kidd won Tony
Awards and were praised, but both the score and book received

Cannon, James M. wrote a biography of Gerald Ford.
See at Gerald Ford--last paragraph.

Cantor, Eddie (né Isadore Itzkowitz), 1892-1964,
comedian, singer, actor & songwriter, known as
―Banjo Eyes, his top-rated radio shows revealed
intimate stories & amusing antics about his wife Ida &
five children. See at ―Mammy‖ & at Louis Wolfe Gilbert.

―Can‘t Help Lovin‘ Dat Man,‖ song, see at
―Showboat‖
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―Can‘t Live. If living is without you, I—see at
―Without You‖
Cap guns, a Mama No-No!
Capa, Robert (né Friedmann Endre Ernő), born in

executions, while at the same time Capote cannot finish his book
until Smith and Hickcock are hanged.
Praise for Philip Seymour Hoffman's uncanny performance
as Truman Capote cannot be overstated—he not only captures the
mannerisms and voice of Capote, he inhabits the his soul and
expresses his feelings and emotions without histrionics or the type
of caricature that mimics often have made of the notoriously fey
writer in the past— eduted excerpt from Amazon.com. Also see at
Truman Capote & at Philip Seymour Hoffman.

Budapest, Hungary, Capa was a famous war photographer
during the 20th century. He covered five different wars: the
Spanish Civil War, the Second Sino-Japanese War, World War II
across Europe, the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, and the First Indochina
War. Capa documented the course of WW II in London, North
Africa, Italy, the Battle of Normandy on Omaha Beach and the
liberation of Paris. (Capa's younger brother Cornell Capais is also
aphotographer.)
Capa originally wanted to be a writer. However, he first
found work in photography in Berlin and grew to love the art. In
1933, he moved from Germany to France because of the rise of
the Nazis--Capa was Jewish--but found it difficult to find work
there as a freelance journalist. He adopted the name Robert Capa
around this time, because he felt it would be recognizable &
familiar, as it was close to the filmmaker Frank Capra‘s name and
sounded American. (In fact, ―cápa‖ is a Hungarian word meaning
whale.)
Before Capa was killed in Indochina, he urged David
Douglas Duncan to photograph Picasso whom he knew—
see at Capra & at Duncan.

Capp, Al (né Alfred Gerald Caplin), 1909-1979, was
born in New Haven, CT. of Russian Jewish heritage, the
eldest child of Otto and Tillie Caplin. He lost his right leg in a
trolley accident at the age of nine. This childhood tragedy likely
helped shape Capp‘s cynical worldview--which, funny as it was,
was certainly darker and more sardonic than that of the average
newspaper cartoonist. It was the prevailing opinion among his
friends that Capp's Swiftian satire was, to some degree, a
creatively-channeled, compensatory response to his disability.
Capp's father, a failed businessman and reportedly an
amateur cartoonist, introduced him to drawing as therapy. He
became quite proficient, learning mostly on his own. Among his
earliest influences were Punch cartoonist-illustrator Phil May. and
American comic strip cartoonists Cliff Sterrett, Rube Goldberg,
Rudolph Dirks, Fred Opper and Milt Gross.
At about this same time, Capp became a voracious reader.
According to Capp's brother Elliot, Alfred had finished all of
Shakespeare and George Bernard Shaw by the time he turned 13.
Among his childhood favorites were Dickens, Smollett, Mark
Twain, Booth Tarkington, and later, Robert Benchley and S.J.
Perelman.

Capital disciplines labor; liquidty of --, 27- 28(42)
―Capital of Ruins‖—see at St.-Lo.
―Capitalism without failure is like religion without
sin‖—Alan Meltzer, an economist.

Capon, see below.
Capone, Al, 1899-1947, was an Italian-born son of

Capp spent five years at Bridgeport High School in Bridgeport,
Connecticut without receiving a diploma--he liked to tell how he failed
geometry for nine straight terms—

an impoverished barber. He worked his way up from petty
criminal in South Brooklyn to head of the organized crime
syndicate in Chicago, 1925-1931, responsible for hundred of
murders, and millions in bootleg liquor profits. He was caught
only on income tax evasion, and served only eight years in prison-he was released because he was dying of syphilis, 30(47); See at
―The Untouchables.‖ Capone
is Italian for castrated chicken,
i.e., a Capon.

Capp‘s Cartoon Characters: He was the creator of Li‘l
Abner Yokum, Daisey Mae Scragg, Earthquake McGoon,
Mammy & Pappy Yokum, Dogpatch, Sadie Hawkins, Moonbeam
McSwine, Ima Hogg & Mudd, et al., 96(182), 146(261), 157(278)--also see at ―Fearless Fosdick,‖ a comic strip within ―L‘il Abner.‖
Other memorable characters were: Marryin' Sam, Hairless
Joe, Lonesome Polecat, Evil-Eye Fleegle, General Bullmoose,
Lena the Hyena, Senator Jack S. Phogbound (Capp's caricature of
the anti-New Deal Dixiecrat), the (shudder!) Scraggs, Sorrowful
Jones, Washable Jones (who didn't like to wash), Nightmare Alice,
Earthquake McGoon, Honest Abe Yokum, Tiny Yokum,
Stupefying Jones, Jubilation T. Compone, The Shmoos.
Most notably, certainly from a GI point of view,
were
the beautiful, full-figured women like Daisy Mae, Wolf Gal,
Stupefyin' Jones and Moonbeam McSwine (a caricature of his wife
Catherine, aside from the dirt & the flies McSwine attracted)--all
of whom found their way onto the painted noses of fighter
planes during World War II.
Perhaps Capp's most popular creations were the Shmoos,
creatures whose incredible usefulness and generous nature made
them a threat to civilization as we know it.
A strip ―Abbie an‘ Slats,‖ started in 1937 written by Al
Capp and drawn by Raeburn van Buren In 1971, van Buren retired
at 80, and Abbie & Slats passed into history
"Capp's celebrity admirers ranged from actor/director
Charlie Chaplin, writer John Updike and economist John Kenneth
Galbraith. Author John Steinbeck was not only a fan, in fact, he
called Capp ―the best writer in the world.‖
Capp speckled his wild narratives with unforgettable
characters - among them heartless capitalist General Bullmoose;
human jinx Joe Bfstplk, who was followed by his own bleak rain
cloud; Evil Eye Fleegle whose double whammies could melt
skyscrapers; cave-dwelling buddiesLonesome Polecat and Hairless
Joe who concocted Kickapoo Joy Juice, the ultimate moonshine;
Mammy Yokum, the sweet old lady who could outbox men twice

Capote, Truman (né Truman Sneckfus Persons),
novelist & short story writer noted for ―Breakfast at Tiffany,‖
which was made into an entrancing 1961 movie starring Audrey
Hepburn as Holly Golightly; he invented a new genre of literature
called the ―non-fiction novel‖ with his reportorial ―In Cold
Blood‖about two Kansas murderers he befriended & betrayed in
order to get the motivation for their heinous, unspeakable acts.
(They were told, wrongly it turned out, that the murderedfamily
had a large sum of money in their farm house--see at Hannah
Arendt on the Banality of Evil.‖)
―Capote‖ is a 2005 movie based on the writing of ―In Cold
Blood‖ and the never-acknowledged influence that Harper Lee was
in this & in his life—see below & at Harper Lee.

―Capote,‖ 2005 film directed by Bennett Miller with
Allie Mickelson (Laura Kinney), Kelci Stephenson (Nancy
Cutter), Philip Seymour Hoffman (Truman Capote),Catherine
Keener (Harper Lee) & others. Like the non-fiction novel ―In Cold
Blood,‖ and the Richard Brooks film (1967) that was made from it,
―Capote‖ focuses on and sympathizes with two killers at the
expense of the four murdered members of the Clutter family. Once
the viewer gets beyond this sticking point, however, all three
works are outstanding, unforgettable experiences.
Unlike the book and the 1967 movie, ―Capote‖ does
explore the contradictory feelings that author Truman Capote
wrestles with as he researches and writes ―In Cold Blood.‖ His
feelings for Perry Smith, the more "sensitive" of the two killers,
are particularly problematic as Capote becomes emotionally close
to Smith and helps the men with legal aide that postpones the
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her size; fumbling detective Fearless Fosdick, whose bullet-riddled
body resembled Swiss cheese; and the gorgeous but odorous
Moonbeam McSwine who preferred the company of pigs to men.
And when readers thought there was no sadder and poorer place
than Dogpatch, Capp would take his readers to frostbitten and
poverty stricken Lower Slobovia. It is no surprise that the colorful
Li'l Abner cast inspired a long-running Broadway musical in 1957
and two film adaptations"--excerpted from this link:
http://www.lil-abner.com/cappbio.html
Also see at Kickapoo Joy Juice & below.

Capra's films in the 1930s enjoyed success at the Academy
Awards. It Happened One Night was the first film to win all five
top Oscars (Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor, Best Actress,
and Best Screenplay). In 1936, Capra won his second Best Director
Oscar for Mr. Deeds Goes to Town; in 1938 he won his third
Director Oscar in five years for You Can't Take It with You, which
also won Best Picture. In addition to his three directing wins,
Capra received directing nominations for three other films (Lady
for a Day, Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, and It's a Wonderful
Life)—from Wikipedia. Capra also directed Lost Horizon (1937),
and the absolutely hilarious Arsenic and Old Lace (1942)—about
which see.
Capra or no Capra? Kanin was an admirer of the work of
Frank Capra, and said: ―I'd rather be Capra than God,
if there is a Capra.‖

Capp‘s greatest idea: Sadie Hawkins Day!
Capra, Frank (né Francesco Rosario Capra), 18971991, born in Bisacquino, Sicily Italy, he and his family—
his father Salvatore, his mother Rosaria Nicolosi, and his siblings
Giuseppa, Giuseppe, and Antonia—immigrated to USA in 1903.
During WW I Capra enlisted in the US Armyon October 18, 1918.
He taught ballistics and mathematics to artillerymen at Fort Scott
and San Francisco. However, while at the Presidio, he became ill
with Spanish flu and was medically discharged with rank of second
lieutenant on December 13. He became a naturalized U.S. citizen
in 1920, adopting the name Frank Russell Capra
He was commissioned as a major in the US Army Signal
Corps during WW II. He produced State of the Union and directed
or co-directed eight documentary propaganda films between 1942
and 1948, including the seven-episode U.S. governmentcommissioned Why We Fight series—consisting of Prelude to War
(1942), The Nazis Strike (1942), The Battle of Britain (1943),
Divide and Conquer (1943), Know Your Enemy: Japan (1945),
Tunisian Victory (1945), and Two Down and One to Go (1945)—
as well as produced the African-American targeted The Negro
Soldier (1944).
Why We Fight is widely considered a masterpiece of
propaganda and won an Academy Award. Prelude to War won the
1942 Academy Award for Documentary Feature. Capra regarded
these films as his most important works. He was decorated
Distinguished Service Medal in 1945 as a colonel. Capra began as
a prop man in silent films. However, he wrote and directed silent
film comedies starring Harry Langdon and the Our Gang kids.
Capra went to work for Mack Sennett in 1924 and then moved to
Columbia Pictures, where he formed a close association with
screenwriter Robert Riskin (husband of Fay Wray) and cameraman
Joseph Walker. However, Sidney Buchman replaced Riskin as
writer in 1940.
For the 1934 film It Happened One Night, Robert
Montgomery and Myrna Loy were originally offered the roles, but
each felt that the script was poor, and Loy described it as one of
the worst she had ever read, later noting that the final version bore
little resemblance to the script she and Montgomery were offered,
after Loy, Miriam Hopkins and Margaret Sullavan also each
rejected the part. Constance Bennett wanted to, but only if she
could produce it herself. Then Bette Davis wanted the role,[but she
was under contract with Warner Brothers and Jack Warner refused
to loan her to Columbia Studios. Capra was unable to get any of
the actresses he wanted for the part of Ellie Andrews, partly
because no self-respecting star would make a film with only two
costumes. Harry Cohn suggested Claudette Colbert to play the
lead role. Both Capra and Clark Gable enjoyed making the movie;
Colbert did not but she won the 1934 Best Actress Oscar anyway.
After the 1934 film It Happened One Night, Capra directed
a steady stream of films for Columbia intended to be inspirational
and humanitarian. The best known are Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,
the original Lost Horizon, You Can't Take It with You, Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington, and It's a Wonderful Life. His ten-year break
from screwball comedy ended with the comedy Arsenic and Old
Lace. Among the actors who owed much of their early success to
Capra were Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Barbara
Stanwyck, Cary Grant and Donna Reed. Capra called Jean Arthur
―[his] favorite actress.‖

―Captain of the Head, Carl is‖—see at Head.
Captain James Hook—see at Hook.
Capucine, one-named actress—see at ―A Walk on the
Wild Side,‖ 1962 film.

Caradine, Keith, actor, played the photographer
Bellocq in the movie ―Pretty Baby;‖ also see at Belocq, at
Brooke Shields & at Susan Sarandon. He also starred in
Nashville and won an Academy Award for his song ―I‘m
Easy,‖ which he sang with great conviction!

Caraway, Hattie Ophelia Wyatt, 1878-1950, was the
first woman ever elected to be a US Senator. When her
husband, Thaddeus, a Senator from Arkansas, died in office
in 1931, she was apponted to fill out his term. In a
special election in 1932 her appointment was confirmed and
she thus became the first woman ever elected to the Senate.
She served until 1945, a member of the Democratic Party.

Car Barns, see at Green Line; Mama used to work
there after they were converted to a large market selling all
sorts of kitchen ware and clothing.

Carbon, At. no. 6, At. wt. 12.011. A plentiful
element, e.g., in carbon dioxide. See at Carbon 14.

Carbon 14, a naturally radioactive carbon isotope, At.
mass 14, and a half-life of 5,730 years. It is used in
Carbon 14-dating , i.e., determining the approx. age of an
ancient object such as an archeological specimen
measuring the amount carbon 14 it contains.‖

Cardiac arrest is a stoppage of the heart beat, which,
if not restarted, can lead to a quick death. CPR is the tech
nique of restarting either the heatt of breathing.

Cardinale, Claudia, actress—see at ―Once Upon a
Time in the West.‖

―Cards on the Table,‖ an Agatha Christie mystery,
published in 1936 in UK, 1937 in USA. At an exhibition of
snuff boxes, Hercule Poirot meets the extravagant Shaitana ho
claims that he collects items that may be of interest to Poirot.
When the Belgian detective inquires what these items are,
Shaitana responds that he collects the finest specimens in the world
of crime: people who commit a murder and get away with it!
Shaitana proceeds to invite Poirot over for dinner in order to
meet a 'collection‘ of four. After dinner & while several tables of
bridge are being played by the guestst, the inevitable happens—the
unsavory Shaitana is stabbed to death by a dagger that has been
displayed on a table in the fireplace room. In the course of the
investigartion every one of the alleged murderers come into
suspicon & their crimes exposed*—but Whodunit?
*) This is de rigeur for Agatha Christie‘s stories.

Care: ―Those who matter don‘t care, and those
who care don‘t matter‖—chiasmus, 233(423)

―Careless Love,‖ originally a mountain folk song;
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adapted by W. C. Handy in 1921, 202(369) ―Love, oh, love,
oh careless love / Love, oh, love, oh careless love / Love,
oh, love, oh careless love / You see what love has done
to me.‖

ways, e.g., both sentimental slobs, blubbery kissers, and
given to hysterical beatings by our parents e.g., slapped
against a wall, slapped and thumped on the head, thrashed
by a switch or a razor strop, or the broad side of a butcher
knife. Willem de Kooning, the American artist was beaten
by his (Dutch) mother with a wooden shoe! And Adolf
Hitler was beaten every day by his father! These went way
beyond the adage ―Spare the rod, spoil the child,‖ and
created a barrier. No wonder we learned to lie, 46(73); We
saw eye-to-eye about the harsh punishments, 110(205)—
lied like the Devil because Mama believed that the Dad‘s
sins had devolved on us, and that the Devil had gotten into
us at birth? (This in ―Carl‘s Baby Book!‖) --No ―boys will
be boys‖ excuses for Mama; We were treated like farm
animals at times! Although we weren‘t perfect like
Eldridge and Louise, we never thought we did anything to
anywhere near deserve the harsh punishments, 46(73)—Fred
was never able to forgive them for this—see at Saul
Bellow‘s sadiistic mother, at Wilhelm de
Kooning‘s sadistic father, 46(73);
Blue Ribbon Students (see Photographs in Part I), 21(32);
brought up right, right? 36(57)--Spare the rod, spoil the
child?
Burnished to a high shine: ―No question about it, we wre
destined for greatness! ( If that doesn‘t make you laugh,
nothing in this book will.), 21(32)
-- carmiviores, 27(40-41)
-- clodhoppers: just because we wore clodhoppers didn‘t
mean that we were ―clodhoppers,‖;36(56-57);
-- contrasts, 110(205);
-- deprived?--see Sunday Moratorium, 76(124);
-- destined for greatness? 21(32);
-- filched Dad‘s Chesterfields, justifying it by claiming it
helped Dad‘s health, 96(181)--also see at
Chesterfields & at Dad.
-- finicky about veggies, 14(20), 27(41)--we used Life Buoy
soap boxes to dump food in that we couldn‘t eat!
14(20-21)
-- greatest love: Tiny Boo-Boo, Ch. 17, esp. 52(85);
-- high-tops and clodhoppers, Ch. 10
-- knickers, high top shoes, knickers, and longies, Ch. 10;
-- ―Laughter was my best weapon to defuse Fred‘s anger,
99(186)— laughter brought on by the antics of the other.
Fred did not suffer the same inhibitions (taboos on sex that I
did, 110(204)
Fred was a generous boy, not stingy like many, and able to
share what he had with others. (Er, maybe not meat
on the table!)
--―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ Fred and I wept inconsolably at
Dad‘s funeral, 244(441);
--Lawrencian combat, 98(184-185), 101(183), 231(418419);
-- lied like the Devil to avoid beatings, 46(73);
-- Louise‘s injury became ours, see at Louise.
-- Mama‘s babies-her last two children, 36(57);
-- meat-eaters—too fininicy to fill up on veggies, 27(41);
milk from a cow vs. milk from a botlle: Neither of us liked
milk ―from a cow‖. We didn‘t realize what we wanted was
cold milk that we were accustomed to, so Aunt Irene
winked, and said, ―next time.‖ And she did, serving it in a
real city bottle, which she had on hand, the difference being
that it was ice-cold from theice-box! She really knew how
to make boys happy, 74 (120)
-- nicknamed each other & Mama, ―Tobey,‖ or ―Tobe,‖
52(85)—see at Mary Astor.
-- pray to God,: prayers & incantations, 12(18)n; 14(21);
-- promise to be better boys, 12(18)n;
-- ―Radio Days,‖ at home, 77(127)

―Careless of the single life, so,‖ 120(220); line from
Tennyson‘s In Memoriam.

Carey, Benedict, writes for the NY Times—see at
Herbert Spiegel

Carey, Mariah--see at Mariah.
Carew, Rod, was a 7-time AL batting champion.
Caricature, 1. a representation, esp. pictorial or literary
in which the subject‘s features are deliberately exaggerated
to produce a comic or grotesque effect; 2. a grotesque
imitation or misrepresentation, as in The trial was a
caricature of justice. Also see at Parody.
Carl, the name, derives from Latin Carolus--see.at
Charlemagne. According the Bantam
Italian &
English Dict., Charles is Carlo and Charlemagne is
Carlomagno.
Carl Faith, the author See Part II of the Index &
Glossary (Part II follows this part) for the entries for ―Carl‖
& ―Carl‘s but see below for entires such as ―Carl & ---―;
―Carl‘s & ---―; also see at Faith, ―CC;‖ ―CC, ―GL & JR‖ in
this part.
―The importance and the unimportance of the self
cannot be exaggerated,‖ R. H. Blyth, T1; ―There is a
part of everything, which is unexplored‖—see at Flaubert;
―All thoughts of a turtle are turtle—Emerson; ―That
favorite subject. Myself‖--Boswell, R, lxx

Carl, see in Part II.
Carl‘s, see n Part II.
Carl & Benny, see at Benny; also at Cecil Craig.
Carl & Dad: ―Women adored Dad & so did I,‖ 9(14);
Dad was the fire builder & I was ―Og, Son of Fire,‖
81(156); I had undying love for Dad-- I wanted to be like
him. That saved me! 95(181) But drove Mama crazy—she
was afraid that I will be like Dad, 211(385)

Carl & Frank, also see at Frank & at Duff;
-- best of friends at High School, 151-152; in French
Club‖Entre Nous;‖ together; in photos in ―Lest We Forget;‖
165-166(290-292);
Frank calls Carl ―Fairie Faith‖ and Carl calls him ―Filthy
Frank,‖ 152(269)—Duh!;
-- kicked out of Coker‘s Chem class for manic
laughter over the following remark ―Oh, I wouldn‘t say
that, P.B.,‖ 152(269)
Frank wrote in my Lest We Forget: ―Good luck
fella, You‘ll go places. I hope I go with you, (Filthy)
Frank..‖ Frank told me that I wrote in his: ‖ton ami‖ (your
friend), Carl;
Working at United Whelan Cigar Store brought us
closer. See at United Whelan.
-- went to hear some world-famous musicians,
including Lionel ―Hambone‖ Hampton, 151(268);

Carl & Fred:
―Life is a sharing, and life is love, and a love of sharing.
Nothing is more beautiful than the love one has for one
another, for God, or the Supreme Being, and the reverence
for life,‖ from an e-mail to Fred on New Years Eve, 2005,
241(436)
―always hungry--never enough food except on feast days,‖
!26-27(41)-- There‘s nothing like hunger to sharpen the
senses. We were skin and bones,‖ 26(40);
-- A study in contrasts, 110(204-205); Although, Fred and I
were quite different, we also were much alike in many
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-- rationalize smoking Dad‘s Chesterfields, 96(181)
-- rivalry, Ch. 31;
-- Sister‘s injury & tumor from a fall, 22(32-33), her injury
became ours, 39(62)
-- sounds of our peeing was not the sweet music to other
ears as it was to ours, 15(22);
-- shined and burnished by Mama like the floors, 21(32);
-- take-off on ―To be or not to be‖: ―To beat or not to
beat,‖ 60(97-98);
-- tell-tale signs of crime, 45(72);
-- ―Tiny Boo Boo‖ was our greatest love, ch. 17
-- treated like farm animals at times, 46(73);Although we
never could be as perfect as Eldridge and Louis were, we
never thought we deserved such harsh punishments, 46(73);
were small & to us our parents were giants like the one in
Jack and the Beanstalk, 46(73)—in this regard, see at C
hildren and Injustice.
-- what we needed in our childhood was a green light, Ch.
59
--work, Ch. 26;
-- ―Would you still love us if we landed in jail? Sure I
would! 59(97);

Navy in 1945-1946. She was my most faithful pen pal! (No
pun intended!), A, xi
Didn‘t I say that I loved drama? If you have read 11
about ―My Aïda‖ (Joy), Ch. 11; or when you read Ch. 44
about Joy Kinsburg‘s dramatic talents, you may well see
why I was attracted to Joy & her love of drama, which
spilled over into her everyday life and persona, 146(260)
-- about ―Forever Amber,‖ 222(405);
Joy, Belle of the (Senior Prom) Ball--I had learned the steps
for the waltz and fox-trot, so I asserted my rights on the
dance floor, holding her in my arms, smelling her freshly
shampooed hair, but taking care not to crush the corsage of
roses (which cost a dollar back then.), 168(295)
Joy called out my name while undergoing electroconvulsive shock treatments in Cincinnati in 1948,
161(284), 173(302); also see at Mrs. Kinsburg—I knew
nothing about mental illness back then, except what I
learned watching the 1948 movie, ―The Snake Pit,‖
173(302)—see at Snake Pit.
Joy was precious, like rubies and sapphires, while I was
more rawhide, 170(297);
Hadassah meeting: Joy took me there in our senior
year. At the close of the meeting, someone said we will
now sing the National Anthem. I naturally thought it would
be The Star Spangle Banner. But no! They sang
Hatikvah, meaning ―hope‖ in Hebrew—it was written in
& has been the
Jewish National Anthem since 1897,
162(285).
-- Idealized love, 173(302), Chap. 51, Ch. 70, 210211(384); ―Eternal (& unreal) love‖ 226(412),
-- in photos in ―Lest We Forget,‖ 165-166(291-292);
Joy mournfully called me after visiting Joseph‘s grave, 161162(285); Joy was precious, like rubies and safires, while I
was more rawhide, 170(297);
Joy‘s letters to Carl in the Navy,
201-202(368),
211(383-384), Ch. 70; Carl‘s Letter to Joy, posthumously,
202(369);
-- lost the intimacy and camaraderie of their grade school
and high school years, 162(285);
-- love: It gave me a thrill to be seen walking with the tall,
slim, beautiful, vivacious girl who dazzled me with her wit
and warmed me with her charm. But, it was not for real–
since nothing could come of it--I wasn‘t a Jew!174(304);
Joy‘s Zionism was something that had to be shared with
another Zionist, while I was a devout Baptist, 227(414); I
was unable to tell Joy my love for her—I never let on how
much I loved her, 210-211(384); I never proposed because I
unable to start or support a family, and the gulf, the abyss,
that divided us: Baptist and Zionist, 211(384); ―Human
beings have this perennial, ancient fault of not
understanding each other, of not communicating with each
other‖…we had that fault in spades, 211(384)--see at
―Umberto D.; In the final analysis, we were best of friends,
yet I never told Joy how much my hatred of the war and at
the Holocaust I owed to her, 162(285); Joy‘s Goodbye in
Eden Park in Cincinnati & her wish for our love to be
―eternal,‖ 226(412); ―To Have and to Have Not‖-describes our love, 173(302): Like ―K.‖ in Kafka's ―The
Castle,‖ I might have been able to walk through the door
that Joy hid behind, but I first had to open it. It was not
locked. Or was it? Joy wrote: ―Love, Luck, and God
Bless You, Carl—Joy‖ beside her photo in my copy of
―Lest We Forget;‖
-- ―neither of us could tell the other what we needed to
know--what we needed was a machine like the one broke
the German code called the Enigma, 211(384)—
―Although he felt deeply for her, he could not bring himself
to say that he oved her‖— about Edwin A. Robinson when

Carl‘s & Fred‘s: Baby Book, 6(9)n; also see at
Carl‘s Baby Book; Bonds--There are no bonds stronger than
siblings, or people know who shared poverty or adversity,
& lived through the Great Depression and World War II,
110(205); -- ―Call of the Wild, The‖ 45(72); Carl‘s cool,
Fred‘s anger, 469(73);
-- crooked little fingers, 6(9);
Crime?— ―we were boys,‖ 55(89); -- dirtiest words: booger,
snot, uhh, pee! (Uhh instead of shit); ―Harry Nose & His
Three Boogers‖ was a favorite gag-name for a combo. Back
then it was non-existent, but not after the 60s, and even
later. See at Punk music (if that is music).
Feast-day food: southern fried chicken, corn pone, hush
puppies, hominy grits, and biscuits & gravy; also see
Chicken at the Faith‘s & at Faith Family Food; ―boomboom‖ beans, corn, corn bread,lettuce, esp. wilted lettuce,
meat loaf, potatoes, gravy, green beans, okra, slaw,
spinach, 14(20-21); also see snacks below.
―greatest love‖–Tiny Boo Boo, Ch. 17;
―greatest summer--in Paducah‖ Ch. 24, 106(198);
guarantee:Mama,28(43). 59(97); see at Mama‘s guarantee;
-- Lawrencian combat, 98(184-185), 101(190);
-- love for: dogs, Ch. 17, each other, 110(205); Mama,
12(18)n; Sister, 39(62; Tiny Boo-boo, Ch. 17
-- lying like the devil incarnate, 46(73);
-- prayers and incantations, 14(21);
-- sins? We were boys, 55(87); ―We were born, see?‖ Ch. 2;
-- snacks: baloney and mustard sandwiches, crackers
(saltines & Graham), milk, peanut butter apples,
sardines packed in mustard, 14(20);
-- ―telltale signs of crime,‖ 46(72);
-- truants & recidivists, ,‖ 55-56(89-90); Virginity, see at
Carl‘s, and at Freds‘s.
Carl & Joy, 32(51), Ch. 11, Chs. 44 ff., esp. 173(301302), Ch. 51 & Part III; —also see at Joy (Kinsburg) &
Joy‘s: A good deal of this memoir is about the late Joy
Deborah Marks, née Kinsburg. We have been friends
since first grade in Fifth District School, were in a play
together in the third grade--and wouldn‘t you know?--we
became the best of friends in High School. I squired her to
the Senior Prom & we spent a moonlit June night together
with many others of our Holmes High School class of on a
moonlit lake in Ryland, a suburb of Covington. After I was
drafted, her many letters sustained me while I was in the US
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his sweetheart married his brother!—see at E. A. Robinson.
No doubt many, many men havesuffered from this kind of
love-panic—see at Kierkegaard.
-- met in First Grade at Fifth Dist. School, 32(51) &
friends ever since.
-- Moonlight Sonata au Clair de Lune: Senior Prom
and midnight swim at Ryland, 168(294-295)—also see at
Jim Cobb;
-- telephone calls, 162(285), 172-173(301-302);
-- trust in each othe & Hadassah meeting, 162(286);
-- went to Taft Auditorium, in Cincinnati, to see an opera,
I don‘t recall any arias! 173(302), Ch. 64;
―What part of ‗No‘ don‘t you understand?‖ With me,
obviously none of it! 227(414)—see at Rita Rudner.
―What we needed was a machine like the one that broke the
German code machine, The Enigma,‖ 211(384)--We
embodied the lovers in Carousel. See at ―If I Loved
You.‖
When I mentioned Richard Schlater, the Provost at
Rutgers U., who moved to U. Cincinnati, Joy exclaimed:
―Why he‘s my Uncle Dick!‖ –see at Schlater.
(Joy) wept on HHS campus about the holocaust … No
doubt she would have wept over the A-Bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but I was not with her in August
1945, nor did she ever broach the subject with me when I
did meet her on leave after Boot Camp, I believe that
sharing Joy's sadness at the Holocaust, way before anyone
had named it that, was the single greatest learning
experience of my life. It made me see once and for all the
greatness of human being and the dominance of human love
relationships & emotion over formal education or religion.
I was left with an ineffable sadness that Joy did not feel this
way too, 160-161(283-284); (After her electroconvulsive
shock treatments) we continued to talk to each other by
telephone, especially on birthdays, until about 1998 when
she became ill without my knowing about it. It makes me
sad, because now I can never tell her--Joy died on August
16, 2003 in her beloved city of Jerusalem, 162(285); also we
are in Informal Class Photos, 166(293)—see ,at these in
Photos in Part II; also see ―Carl‘s‖, resp. ―Joy‘s also see
―Carl‘s;‖ resp. ―Joy‘s.‖
Carl, Glenn & Jack,see at ―CC,‖ at ―GL―JR,‖ &
at ―GL & JR.‖

that one had stopped a bullet and saved a soldier's life, I broke
down and cried-- why do mothers mean so much to their sons? And
Mama cried and cried--why do sons mean so much to their
mothers? ―187-188(326)
-- homesick in the Navy: I wanted to hear Mama call my
name, 204(373)--also see at Navy (Navy Life is Better Than No
Life at All), 203(372))
-- respected Mama and Sister for their sacrifices for the the
good of the family, 84(161)
-- said that I had St. Vitus Dance--today, she would have
said that I was hyperactive & have an MD prescribe Ritalin.
There‘s been a boom in the number of children so diagnosed in the
21-st Century.
Professor Mama was my best teacher, 128(235); was Mama
a ―Jewish Mother?, A, xii-xiii
―What did I ever do for Mama? Well, …er…I made her
very happy with my studies,‖ 104((194); I alsoteased her!
(Whoever teases loves.)
Also see at Mama, at Mama‘s & see at Carl in Part II of
this Index & Glossary.

Carl & Molly share a genetic trait: crooked little
fingers, 11(14); we were early beneficiaries of
penicillin… both in 1945, R, xliii, 101(189),214(389);
―Carl is a bit of a ‗Jewish father‘ & Molly is a ‗Jewish
‗mother,‘‖A, xvii.
Molly‘s two previous husbands had been Jewish,
so I thereby became the ―standard-bearer‖ for Christendom!
171(300);
Nevertheless, are we ―Jewish
Parents?‖ A, xiii;
Acknowledgment is due my sweetheart and joy, Molly, for
whom, as Heidi wrote in an e-mail
spring 2003, my
―love for Molly … is bottomless.‖
Molly's friendly house cleaner, Lorna, told us:
When it comes to love, you don't need no second
opinion! I was 52 when this happened--going on 29 years
ago--and you know? She was right!
-- We married in Princeton, NJ on Sept. 10, 1987, 8
years after she was widowed--her husband, Henry Wood,
died, Feb. 12, 1979, from a lung embolism as a consequence
of a car crash into a untility pole on 206 N. of Princeton.
(He suffered from narcolepsy, and shouldn‘t have been
driving, but he told Molly, many times, I haven‘t had an
accident yet!)
Children are so perceptive! But words cannot
express the loyalty, passion, compassion & the happy
years Molly has shared with me. I also owe her much for
her proof- reading the book on the computer & for her
unflagging encouragement, A, xvi; I wrote a bit about
our romance in Part II of ―Rings and Things;‖ also see at
Poobhalin Pillay.
Molly and Carl, coincidently, were Treated by
penicillin in 1945, when Molly had pneumonia, which didn‘t

Carl & Mama: I was close to Mama-both
emotionally & physically. I never left her overnight
until I was in my middle teens (Boy Scout hiking) & late
teens (Boys' State) and when I did I cried and cried & she
cried and cried. I never once left Mama at any time without
sobbing: I simply could not bear to leave this great, good
woman that nobody understood but everyone desperately
loved, 12(18)
In almost every group photograph I am at her side &
most frequently with my arms round her neck. In this I am
reminded of a New York joke about a mother who, when
admonished for her son's excessive devotion, retorted
―Oedipus Schmoedipus, what
does it matter, as long as a
son loves his mother?‖ And vice versa! ―Love is a chain
whereby to bind a child to his parents‖—Abraham
Lincoln, 12(18)n;
About Mama: Mania, people will say, and mania, or
hysteria, maybe it was. The coin was two sided: depression
followed by manic laughter. Children never sorted out
emotions this way. I was glad to see them happy and I
suffered when they cried, 12(18)
―I felt the tiny New Testament Mama pressed into
my hands as we kissed goodbye at the streetcar stop. It was
the second Bible she had given me since kindergarten, and
she asked me to wear it over my heart because he had read

respond to sulfa drugs, and I came down with scarlet fever with
temperatures above 106 degrees at the Navy Radio Technology
in Michigan City, Indiana. Penicillin is one of the great boons
for humanity in history, and everybody alive then and since
probably is indebted to Sir Alexander Fleming, who
discovered its therapeutic possibilities accidentally when some
bread spores landed on a Petri dish in his lab and killed bacteria
growing there.
Coincidentally, Primo Levi contacted scarlet fever Jan.
11, 1945 in a concentration camp near Auschwitz, and was

being treated with sulfa drugs when the Russians liberated
the camp. See the last chapters of his, ―If This Is Man,‖
his memoir of his days in the concentration camp.
Starting with the Conference in Ring Theory at
Barcelona in February 1986, Molly & I traveled to Europe,
Catalunya (Barcelona), Spain, Italy, Greece, France,
Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Germany, England, Ireland,
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Droppins ―(1997) by Geoge Carlin.

Wales, Greece & Turkey, every summer through
1998.
We were fortunate to have seen the famous Mona Lisa &
both Venuses-see at Leonardo & at Venus—and many
other great works of art in these countries.
Why did we stop going to Europe? Hmmm. Molly‘s
knees became such a problem. Furthermore, we, &
everyone else we knew that went to Spain have been
mugged & robbed several times by pickpockets & we no
longer could out run them!

Carlisle, John G(riffith),1835-1910,was born in what
is now Kenton County, Kentucky, and began his public life
as a lawyer in Covington, Kentucky, under John W. Stevenson.
Despite the political difficulties that taking a neutral position
during the American Civil War caused him, Carlisle spent most
of the 1860s in the Kentucky General Assembly, serving in the
Kentucky House of Representatives and two terms in the Kentucky
State Senate, and was elected Lieutenant Governor of Kentucky in
1871, succeeding his former law mentor Stevenson. He served as
the Speaker of the United States House of Representatives from
1883 to 1889 and as United States Secretary of the Treasury from
1893 to 1897 during the Panic of 1893. As a Bourbon Democrat he
was a leader of the conservative, pro-business wing of the party,
along with President Grover Cleveland—Wikipedia.

Carl & Sister: ―Bigger, smarter, stronger,‖Ch.32;
―There were times that had Hell offered itself, I would
have accepted in order to avoid Sister‘s Christian
evangelism, 102(190-191); I never doubted Sis would get
what she wanted on the outside, since she always got what
she wanted at home!‖ 104(195); ―Did I want to be a girl like
Sister whom both Fred and I adored?; Sister gave my
sixteenth birthday party, 151(268); Sister‘s injury & tumor
from a fall, 22(32-33)--became ours, 39(62); also at Sister,
at Sister‘s (e.g., at Sister‘s apprenticeship on our ―Bods‖),
at Mama & Sister, at Carl & at Carl‘s;
Carl & ―Whitey‖ Sweitzer were inducted into the
Navy, 165(290), 195(357); -- were the only 2 of 41 in
Northern Kentucky to pass the Eddy R.T. Test,
195(357); we rode the train together from Cincinnati to
Great Lakes, 188(327); -- companions on shore leaves,
205(375): By a quirk of railroad logic, the train bound for
Chicago, carrying my new pal, ―Whitey‖ Sweitze and me,
traveled along the Ohio River just opposite my birthplace. I
could see the entire waterfront of Covington stretched out
from the Suspensiion Bridge all the way along the River
Road we were paralleling. I poked Whitey, pointing across
the Ohio River to Fifth Stret in Covingto,, ― I was born right
over there! Whitey said, ―Yeah?‖ and I said, ―Yeah.‖
188(327)

Carlisle, John G., Jr. High School still exists in
Covington, KY— check it out on the Web; June McCoy
Parsell remembers that it used to include elementary school
& that ―the original facility was located on Russell at about
l2th. In l937, a new one was built at Pike & Holman. Then
that one was razed and another JGC was erected in its
place a few years ago‖—e-mail, May 23, 2007; also see at
Frosty Williams.

Carlton, Steve: pitcher; 2nd to Nolan Ryan in
strikeouts. See at Strikeout Pitchers & at Nolan Ryan

Carly Simon, see at Simon.
Carmichael, Hoagy, wrote the music for ―Stardust‖ in
Bloomington in 1929—it was slowed down & lyrics written
by Mitchell Parish, perhaps the greatest hit of all time (see
Da Capo); Hoagy wrote & sang ―Hong King Blues‖ in the
1944 film ―To Have and To Have Not,‖ 200(365); see
Reading Lyrics.‖ He wrote ―Lazy Bones‖
(1933) with
lyrics by Johhny Mercer, and ―The Nearness of You,‖ in
(1938) with lyics by Ned Washington
Carmichael's 1965 autobiography, Sometimes I
Wonder, records this: a friend suggested: ―Why don't you
write a song called 'Georgia?' Nobody lost much writing
bout the South‖—see at ―Gerogia On My Mind.‖

Carle, Frankie, see at ―Five Minutes More.‖
Carles, Elena, a beautiful, kind & helpful secretary
for the mathematics department of Autonoma U. of
Barcelona during the mny years that I visited there,
starting in 1986. She is married to Dr. Warren Dicks
of Autonoma U. & we exchange e-mails occasionally.

―Carnal Knowledge‖ 1971 film directed by Mike
Nichols with a screenplay by Jules Feiffer, starring Jack
Nicholson, Candice Bergen, Art Garfunkel, Ann-Margret,
Rita Moreno, Cynthia O'Neal & Carol Kane.
Carnal Sin: When Pres. candidate Jimmy Carter wrote
about lust in Playboy Magazine saying that God does not
approve but ―he forgives me for it,‖ he was speaking the
way a Baptist speaks. Sin, especially carnal sin, is so
prevalent that it is impossible not to get a little besmirched
by it, 43(68-69); also see at ―Baptist Date Joke,‖ at ―Blue
Angel,‖ at Michael Caine & at Carter & at Bill Clinton.

Carlin, George Denis Patrick, 1937-2008, a standup
comedian born in Manhattan, NY. He was also an actor and
author, and he won five Grammy Awards for his comedy albums.
Carlin was noted for his black humor as well as his thoughts on
politics, the English language, psychology, religion, and various
taboo subjects. Carlin and his "Seven Dirty Words You Can't Say
On TV" comedy routine were central to the 1978 U.S. Supreme
Court case F.C.C. v. Pacifica Foundation,, in which a narrow 5–4
decision by the justices affirmed the government's power to
regulate indecent material on the public airwaves. The first of his
14 stand-up comedy specials for HBO was filmed in 1977. In the
1990s and 2000s, Carlin's routines focused on the flaws in modernday America. He often took on contemporary political issues in the
United States and satirized the excesses of American culture. His
final HBO special, It's Bad for Ya (I.e., Smoking) was filmed less
than four months before his death. Carlin was placed second on the
Comedy Central cable TV network list of the 100 greatest stand-up
comedians, ahead of Lenny Bruce and behind Richard Pryor. He
was a frequent performer and guest host on The Tonight Show
during the three-decade Johnny Carson era, and also hosted the
first episode of Saturday Night Live.--edited excerpt from
Wikpeda, where there is lots more.
Carlin Quotes: ―Is there another word for synonym?
―Most people work just hard enough not to get fired. And get paid
just enough money not to quit,‖ Ch. 26
―You show me something that doesn‘t cause cancer, and I‘ll
show you something that isn‘t on the market yet‖—from ―Brain

Carnal sins—see at Michael Caine.
Carné, Marcel—see at Simone Signoret.
Carney, Art (né Arthur William Matthew Carney,
1918--2003, born into an Irish-American family in Mt.
Vernon, NY, he was an Academy and Emmy Awards-winning
actor in film, stage, TV and radio. (He began as a comic singer on
radio.)
Carney portrayed Ed Norton, the upstairs neighbor and
sewer worker, opposite Jackie Gleason's Ralph Kramden in the
famous situation-comedy The Honeymooners.
He won the Academy Award for Best Actor for his
performance as Harry Coombes, an elderly man going on the road
with his pet cat, in Harry and Tonto (1974). (He also won the
Golden Globe for Best Actor Musical/Comedy--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia, where there is lots more about him. Also see at
―Harry & Tonto.‖

―Carolina in the Morning, Oh to Be in,‖ pun, Ch. 40
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Following Johnson's succession to the presidency, Carpenter
became the first professional newswoman to be press secretary to a first
lady for Lady Bird Johnson (1963–1969), for whom she also served as
staff director. Carpenter also contributed to the speeches of President
Johnson, particularly in the field of humor by creating the White House
Humor Group.
After the Johnson Administration ended in 1969, she wrote
Ruffles and Flourishes, her account of her White House
experiences.
She was a vice president of Hill and Knowlton in Washington
after leaving the White House. In 1971, she was one of the founders of
the National Women's Political Caucus and co-chair of ERAmerica,
traveling the country to push for passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment. (It was never made into law.)
She was appointed by
President Gerald Ford to the International Women's Year Commission,
by President Jimmy Carter to serve as Assistant Secretary of Education
for Public Affairs, and by President Bill Clinton to serve on the White
House Conference on Aging.
A sixth-generation Texan, she counted among her forebears one
who wrote the Texas Declaration of Independence and one who died at
the Alamo. In 1936, her 24-room residence there was declared a state
historic monument. In 1967, a plaque was unveiled to indicate that
Carpenter had once lived there—edited excerpts mostly from
Wikipedia & some from the March 23-24 NY Times Obituary by Enid
Nemy.

Caron, Leslie Claire Margaret, born 1931 in France
to Claude Caron, a French chemist, and to an American
mother, Margaret Petit, a dancer, she is a two- time
Academy Award-nominated French-born film actress
and dancer. She became one of the most famous Hollywood
musical stars in the 1950s. Caron is best known for the
musical films Gigi, Lili, An American in Paris, and Daddy
Long Legs, and for the non-musical films The L-Shaped
Room, Father Goose, and Fanny. Caron was prepared for a
performing career from childhood by her mother.

Carolina in the Morning, see at Walter Donaldson, :
―O, to be in Carolina in the morning!‖ see at Double
entendre.

―Carousel,‖ 1945 musical (and later, film) based on
music & lyrics by Hammerstein and Rodgers. Also see at
―If I Loved You.‖ This also included the song, ―June is
Bustin‘ Out All Over‖ & ―You‘ll Never Walk Alone.‖

Carpe diem is popularly translated as "seize the day".
The general definition of the Latin verb carpare is "pick,
pluck, pluck off, gather" as in plucking or picking a rose or
apple--carpe is the emperative voice of carpare. Also see at
Diem.

Carpenter, Liz (née Mary Elizabeth Sutherland),

19202010, born in Salado, Tex. on Sept. 1, 1920, the middle of five
children—three brothers & one sister— of Thomas Shelton Sutherland,
a rancher who later went into the road construction business, and Mary
Elizabeth Sutherland. She was a writer, feminist, former reporter,
media advisor, speech writer, political humorist, and public relations
expert. Carpenter stood in the forefront of the Women's Movement
when it began and never wavered from her platform. Her projects and
causes ranged from supporting high tech to fighting cancer.
Often called the "funniest woman in politics", she was in
demand as a public speaker until her death. She wrote a number of
books including "Start With a Laugh" in 2000. Her daughter, Christy
Carpenter, said the most enduring lesson her mother had instilled at
home was ―remember to laugh.‖
At 71, after her children had long since left the house, Ms.
Carpenter became the unexpected mother of the three youngest children
of her brother Tom Sutherland, who had died of cancer. When the
mother of the children, who ranged from 11 to 16, and their older
siblings were unable to look after them, Ms. Carpenter took
charge.
Carpenter launched her journalism career at Austin High School
in Austin as the editor of the school paper, The Austin Maroon. Another
aspiring journalist, Les Carpenter (ca. 1921–1974) of Austin, was
business manager of the newspaper. The two became best friends,
majored in journalism at the U. of Texas at Austin, and worked
together on the university newspaper, The Daily Texan. Les firmly
supported Liz when she was elected vice president of the student body,
the first woman to have held that position.
Les & Liz Carpenter were married in 1944, after he was
discharged from the U. S. Navy during World War II. They launched
the Carpenter News Bureau in the National Press Building in
Washington, D.C. For the next sixteen years Carpenter covered
Congress and the White House for various newspapers in Texas. She
missed work only briefly when their two children, Scott and Christy,
were born.
She was still a working reporter at the time of the 1960
Democratic National Convention in LA. She soon joined the staff of
Lyndon B. Johnson in his campaign for Vice President in 1960 and
traveled on his foreign missions as a press spokeswoman. After
Kennedy's election, she became the first woman executive assistant to
the vice-president.
Carpenter was in Dallas on November 22, 1963, at the time of
the assassination of John F. Kennedy. She drafted the fifty-eight words
that Johnson used on his return to Washington: This is a sad time for all
people. We have suffered a loss that cannot be weighed. For me, it is a
deep personal tragedy. I know that the world shares the sorrow that
Mrs. Kennedy and her family bear. I will do my best. That is all I can
do. I ask for your help and God's.

Carpenter, Liz Cont‘d: Quotes About: Liz Carpenter
is much more than an American original: she is an American
and a Texas original. Her inside stories of our nation's political life over
the last half-century are priceless." —Walter Cronkite; "No one
remains the same person after meeting Liz ...(she) makes Auntie Mame
look like a shut-in." —Erma Bombeck; "Her combination of wit and
wisdom is infectious, encouraging, enlightening. Texas never had a
truer daughter. Her zest for life is an example to us all." —James
Michener; "(Liz is) the tilt-a-whirl at the State Fair with all the lights on
and the music. The only difference between Liz and a tilt-a-whirl is
that, with Liz, the ride never comes to an end." —Ann Richards; "...a
human dynamo, P.T. Barnum. She could sell anyone the proverbial
Brooklyn Bridge or the Washington Monument." —Helen Thomas;
"She manages to phrase issues the way people experience them, rather
than using all those words that end in t-i-o-n and deaden your brain." —
Gloria Steinem—Wikipedia.

Carpenter, Mary Chapin,is a folk and country singer
who has won five Grammy Awards, and is the only artist to
have won four consecutive Grammy Award for Best Female
Country Vocal Performance, which she received from 1992 to
1995.
She was born 1958 in Princeton, NJ to Chapin Carpenter Jr.,
a Life Magazineexecutive, and Mary Bowie Robertson. Carpenter
lived in Japan from 1969 to 1971 before moving to Washington,
D.C. She attended Princeton Day School, a private coeducational
prep school, before graduating from The Taft School in 1976. She
is an American folk and country music artist, As of 2005, she had
sold more than 12 million records.

Carpenter, Mary Flora, longtime Peaselburg &
HHS friend, 32(51), 149(265)n, 166(291); 5th Dist. Sch.,
32(51); see at Fifth Dist. School; HHS Academic class rank:
21; an editor of ―Lest We Forget‖--in my copy, Mary
wrote: ―Carl, Good Luck always. Don‘t forget me from the
5th District as well as HHS, Mary.‖ Well, Mary, I
haven‘t, have I?

―Carpenter and the Walrus-- see at Walrus etc.
Carpenter ants nest in moist wood including rotting
trees, tree roots, tree stumps, and logs or boards lying on or buried
in the ground. They can also nest in moist or decayed wood inside
buildings. Wood decay may be caused by exposure to leaks,
condensation, or poor air circulation. Nests have been found
behind bathroom tiles; around tubs, sinks, showers, and
dishwashers; under roofing, in attic beams, and under subfloor
insulation; and in hollow spaces such as doors, curtain rods, and
wall voids. Carpenter ants may also nest in foam insulation.
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largest size,…But Answer came there none— And this was
scarcely odd, because / They‘d eaten every one.‖
―Why, sometimes I've believed as many as six impossible
things before breakfast‖--The White Queen, from ―Through
the Looking Glass‖ by Lewis Carroll.
Caroll used to take a young girl., Alice Liddell, on boat
rides and tell her the stories that he put in these books. There has
been much writtenabout his relationships with young girls…but
they seem innocent—he never molested anyone, 34(54). Moreover,
at the time, it wasn‘t considered a breach of etiquette. Also see at
Arithmetic, at Jam, at Nonsense Verse, at Youth vs. Old Age
& at Words.

Carpenter ants feed on sources of protein and sugar. Outdoors,
carpenter ants feed on living and dead insects. They are also very
attracted to honeydew, a sweet liquid produced by aphids and scale
insects. Aphids and scales feed on trees, shrubs, and other plants.
Indoors, carpenter ants feed on meats, as well as syrup, honey,
sugar, jelly, and other sweets. Carpenter ants DO NOT eat wood.
They remove wood as they create galleries and tunnels.

Carpenters, Richard & Karen, known as the
Carpenters. They were both born in New Haven, CT, in
1946 & 1950. Karen suffered from anorexia a little known
disease at the time, and died at age 32 in 1983 from
―complications‖ arising from treating it. Karen was an
outstanding vocalist and drummer. See at ―Rainy Days
and Mondays‖ and at Karen Carpenter‘s Website.

Cars--see at Automobiles.
Carte, Richard D‘Oyly, 1844-1901, brought together

Carr, Leo--see at ―There‘s No Tomorrow.‖
Carradine, Keith, played Bellocq--see ―Pretty Baby.‖
Carrasso, Daniel, 1906(?)—2009, was born in

the Gilbert and Sullivan comic opera team, and organized
the D‘Oyly Carte opera—see at Gilbert and Sullivan.

Carter, Helena Bonham, actress, see ―Howards End.‖
Carter, ―Jimmy‖(James Earl), born 1934 in Plains,

Thessalonika , Greece, where his Sephardic family settled
four centuries earlier fter the Jews were expelled from Spain. The
family developed Danone (Dannon in USA) yogurt, a brand that
owes everhting to Mra Carasso, including his name. His father,
Isaac, crated the yogurt in Barcelon in 1919,and named it after his
son--edited excerpt from the May 21 NY Times Obit. by William
Grimes.

GA; Gov. of GA, 1970-74, defeated Gerald Ford for US
Pres. 1977-1981, 28(42)—he was the first US Pres. from the Deep
South, and made his millions growing peantuts in Gergioa.
Hurt by the Iranian Hostage Crisis & inflation, he was badly
beaten by Ronald Reagean in 1980; Son of a peanut farmer, he
made his millions from peanuts, 208(380);
In 1978 Carter expanded the Redwood Nat‘l Park, thereby
saving hundreds or thousands of mature redwoods, that may have
been cut for lumber—This undercut Reagan‘s idiotic remark,‖ ―If
you have seen one redwood, you have seen them all.‖
―There are many things in life which are not fair‖—said by
Carter on July 12, 1977 in defense of the Supreme Court limits on
government payments for poor women‘s abortions. However,
without mentioning Jimmy Carter by name, yet citing other
examples of man‘s lack of compassion that undercuts aspects of
the US Constitution to promote the general welfare of the our
citizens, Martha Nussbaum gives a spirted arguments against
Carter‘s attitude in an essay--see at ―Victims and Agents.‖
However, Carter won Nobel Peace Prize in 2002 for his
work for Habitats for Humanity, building homes for the poor
around the globe & he‘s still at work at it, working as a carpenter.
―I have often wanted to drown my troubles, but I can't get
my wife to go swimming‖—Jimmy Carter Quote.

Carreras, José (né Josep Carreras i Coll),born 1946
in Barcelona, Catalunya, Spain, he is a Spanish & Catalan
(the language of Catalunya) tenor. One of the most prominent
opera singers of his generation, and particularly eminent in the
operas of Verdi and Puccini, his career has encompassed over 60
roles on stage and in the recording studio. He gained fame with a
wider audience as one of The Three Tenors along with Plácido
Domingo and Luciano Pavarotti in a series of mass concerts that
began in 1990 and continued until 2003. Carreras is also known for
his humanitarian work as the president of the José Carreras
International Leukemia Foundation, which he established
following his own recovery from the disease in 1988—edited excerpt
from Wikpedia.

Carrier, W. H., the air-condition man, 230(419)n
―Carrington,‖ 1995 film about Dora Carrrington‘s
doomed love for the homosexual Lytton Strachey; starring
Emma Thompson & Jonathon Pryce, 101(189)

Carter‘s Excuse: Jimmy Carter wrote about lust in

Carroll, Diahann), played Vivian Thurlow the town's

Playboy Magazine saying that while God does not approve―He forgives me for it,‖ i.e., ―Go & Sin No More!‖ 43(68-9)

black schoolmarm in ―Hurry Sundown.‖

Carrington, Dora, Bloomsbury artist, suicided after

Carter‘s Mother: ―Sometimes when I look at my

Strachey died in 1932 of TB, 101(189); see at Strachey.

children, I say to myself, ‗Lillian, you should have
remained a virgin‘‖—Lillian Carter.

Carroll, Harry, 1892-1962, wrote the music for ―By
the Beautiful Sea,‖ Ch. 61, lyrics by Harold Atteridge—see
at ―By the Beautiful Sea.‖

Carter, Howard, 1874-1939, was an English
archaeologist and Egyptologist, noted as a primary
discoverer of the tomb of Tutankhamun. In 1891, at the age of 17,
Carter began studying inscriptions and paintings in Egypt. He
worked on the excavation of Beni Hasan, the grave site of the
princes of Middle Egypt, c. 2000 BC. Later he came under the
tutelage of William Flinders Petrie. He is also famous for finding
the remains of Queen Hatshepsut's tomb in Deir el-Bahri. In 1899,
Carter was offered a job working for the Egyptian Antiquities
Service (EAS), from which he resigned as a result of a dispute
between Egyptian site guards and a group of French tourists in
1905.
On 4 November 1922, Carter found the steps leading to
Tutankhamun's tomb (subsequently designated KV62), by far the
best preserved and most intact pharaonic tomb ever found in the
Valley of the Kings. He wired Carnarvon to come, and on 26
November 1922, with Carnarvon, Carnarvon's daughter, and others
in attendance, Carter made the famous "tiny breach in the top left
hand corner" of the doorway, and was able to peer in by the light
of a candle and see that many of the gold and ebony treasures were

Carroll, Lewis, the pen name of Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson (1832-1898), an English author who wrote two of
the most famous books in English literature: ―Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland‖ (1865) & its continuation, ―Through the LookingGlass and What Alice Found There,‖ (1872), which included the
poem "Jabberwocky‖—see at ―Humpty Dumpty‖ & at ―The Red
Queen‖ He also wrote ―The Hunting of the Snark‖ (1876).
In ―Alice,‖ he created such immortals as Cheshire Cat
which ―vanished quite slowly beginning with the end of the tall,
and ending with the grin, which remained some time after the rest
of it had gone.‖ The March Hare,‖ ―Mock Turtle,‖ ―The Walrus
and the Carpenter‖ (and the (fat) Oysters!
―The Time has come,‖ the Walrus said, ―To talk of many
things: / Of shoes–and ships---and sealing wax-- / Of cabbages and
kings-- / And why the sea is boiling hot—And whether pigs have
wings.‖ …: I weep for you,‖ the Walrus said; / ―I deeply
sympathize.‖ / With sobs and tears he sorted out / Those of the
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still in place. He did not yet know at that point whether it was "a
tomb or merely a cache", but he did see a promising sealed
doorway between two sentinel statues. When Carnarvon asked him
if he saw anything, Carter replied: "Yes, I see wonderful things."
The next several weeks were spent carefully cataloging the
contents of the antechamber. On 16 February 1923, Carter opened
the sealed doorway, and found that it did indeed lead to a burial
chamber, and he got his first glimpse of the sarcophagus of
Tutankhamun.
All of these discoveries were eagerly covered by the world's
press, but most of their representatives were stuck in the hotels;
only H. V. Morton was allowed on the scene, and his vivid
descriptions helped to cement Carter's reputation with the British
public. Carter's own papers suggest that he, Lord Carnarvon and
Lady Evelyn Herbert entered the tomb shortly after its discovery –
without waiting for the arrival of Egyptian officials (as stipulated
in their excavation permit).Artifacts and jewelry from the tomb
were found in Carter's home after his death, suggesting that he had
violated his permit. When he discovered the tomb, it was said he
also found 150 gold amulets and even a death mask weighing 11
kilograms, with which the pharaoh was buried. Carter was thought
to have used an axe to retrieve the gold charms and the mummy
was broken into 18 pieces. Due to the poor archaeological
knowledge at the time, Carter left the mummy for hours without
protection under the sun (in November, more than 35 degrees C, or

Cartoons from the New Yorker, see at New Yorker.
Cartoon Captions: ―Who says murderers don‘t have

95 degrees F—from Wikipedia.
Carthage (named after Greek, Berber, Latin &

Carver, George Washinton, 1864?—1943, botanist,

feelings? I‘ve seen them break down & cry when they‘re
caught.‖ (From Memory, and maybe it was about criminals
not murderers.); ―There‘s no echelon like the top echelon,
eh Harry?‖

Cartoon characters, any of the animals or people
depicted in cartoons, e.g., Casper Milquetoast, Clark Kent
(Superman), Dick Tracy, L‘il Abner and Daisy Mae, etc.s

Caruso, Enrico (né Errico Caruso), 1873-1921, born
in Naples, Italy, was an Italian opera singer--one of the most
significant singers in any genre in the first two decades of the 20th
Century--and one of the most important pioneers of recorded
music. Indeed, Caruso's popular recordings and his extraordinary
voice, known for its youthful beauty, mature power and unequalled
richness of tone, made him perhaps the best-known operatic star of
his era. Such was his influence on singing style, virtually all
subsequent Italian and Spanish tenors (and many nonMediterranean tenors, too) have been his heirs to a greater or lesser
extent.Caruso died in 1921 in Naples, at age 48. The cause of death
was likely peritonitis, due to the bursting of an abscess--edited
excerpt from Wikpedia. Caruso made his American debut on Nov.
23, 1903 appearing at the Metropolitan Opera in ―Rigoletto‖—
Highlight in History in the Times (of Trenton, NJ>)
agricultural chemist, educator & director of agriculture at
Tuskegee U., who developed hundreds of uses for peanuts,
soybean & sweet potato, prompting Southern farmer to produce
those soil-enriching crops, i.e., to broaden their crop base &
replace cotton as their money crop.

Phoenician words meaning new town) refers both to an ancient
city in present-day Tunisia, and a modern-day suburb of Tunis. The
civilization that developed within the city's sphere of influence is
referred to as Punic or Carthaginian.
The city of Carthage is located on the eastern side of Lake Tunis
across from the center of Tunis. According to Roman legend it was
founded in 814 BC by Phoenician colonists under the leadership of
Elissa (Queen Dido). It became a large and rich city and thus a major
power in the Mediterranean.
The resulting rivalry with Syracuse and Rome was accompanied
by several wars with respective invasions of each other's homeland.
Hannibal's invasion of Italy in the Second Punic War culminated in the
Carthaginian victory at Cannae and led to a serious threat to the
continuation of Roman rule over Italy; however, Carthage emerged
from the conflict at its historical weakest.
After the Third Punic War, the city was destroyed by the
Romans in 146 BC. However, the Romans refounded Carthage, which
became one of the three most important cities of the Empire and the
capital of the short-lived Vandal kingdom. It remained one of the most
important Roman cities until the Muslim conquest when it was
destroyed a second time in AD 698--edited excerpt
fromWikipedia.

Cary Grant Joke: A bothersome paparazzi wired:
―How Old Grant?‖ Grant wired back: Old Grant fine.f

Casablanca (Spanish: white (blanca) house(casa;
nicknamed by locals: Caza; ancient and original name in
Amazigh: Anfa) is a city in western Morocco, located on the Atlantic
Ocean. It is the capital of the Greater Casablanca region. With a
population of over 3 299 428. Casablanca is Morocco's largest city as
well as its chief port. It's also the biggest city in the Maghreb.
Casablanca is considered the economic capital of Morocco
because it is the heart of Moroccan business; the political capital is
Rabat. Casablanca hosts headquarters and main industrial facilities for
the leading Moroccan and international companies based in Morocco.
Industrial statistics show Casablanca retains its historical position as
the main industrial zone of the country.
The Port of Casablanca is one of the largest artificial ports in the
world. and the largest port of North Africa. It is also the primary naval
base for the Royal Moroccan Navy.
Casablanca was the site of a large American air base, which was
the staging area for all American aircraft for the European Theater of
Operations during WW II.
Morocco gained independence from France on the 2nd of
March, 1956--edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where more of Moroccan
history can be found, including this bit: Casablanca was settled by
Berbers by at least the 7th century.

Cartier-Bresson, Henri, 1908-2004, a French
photographer, considered the father of photojournalism, an
early adopter of the 35 mm format & a master of candid
photography. He helped develop the "street photography" style that
has influenced following generations of photographers.
As a young boy, Cartier-Bresson owned a Box Brownie,
using it for taking holiday snapshots; he later experimented with a
3×4 inch view camera.
He was raised in a traditional French bourgeois fashion,
required to address his parents as vous rather than the familiar tu.
His father assumed that his son would take up the family business,
but Henri was headstrong and was appalled by the prospect.
Cartier-Bresson studied in Paris at the École Fénelon, a Catholic
school—excerpted from Wikipedia. Also see at Alfred Eisenstaedt.

Casablanca Conference convened Jan 14, 1943,
during which Churchill, Roosevelt & de Gaulle discussed
the progress of the war.

―Casablanca‖ (1942) ―is a romantic drama film
directed by Michael Curtiz, starring Humphrey Bogart,
Ingrid Bergman and Paul Henreid and featuring Claude Rains,
Conrad Veidt, Sidney Greenstreet and Peter Lorre. It is set in the
Vichy-controlled Moroccan city of Casablanca during WW II and
focuses on a man's conflict between, in thewords of one character,
love and virtue: He must choose between his love for a woman
and doing the right thing, helping her and her Resistance leader
husband escape from Casablanca to continue his fight against the
Nazi-- Wikipedia.

Cartoons:Bugs Bunny (―What‘s up, Doc?‖), Porky
Pig (―Th-th-th-that‘s all, folks!‖), Road Runner (―Beep
Beep‖), Sylvester the Cat (―Suffering Succotash!‖), Tweetie
Bird (― I taut I saw a puddy tat‖); Qlso see at Dick Tracy (&
Tess Trueheart), L‘il Abner (and Daisy Mae, also at Al
Capp); see at Comic Strip Heroes and Villains.
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It won the 1942 Oscar for Best Picture & is ―considered…to
be the best film ever made and one of the most quoted‖---Video
Hound.
It is film about a French resistance hero (Paul Henreid), his
wife (Bergman) & a sleazy Casablanca casino owner,
Ricky
(―Bogie‖). See at ―Play It Again, Sam.‖ Casa Blanca is
Spanish,meaning white house--not necessarily the White House!...
many houses in the Med are painted white, or in pastels, to
deflect the sun.

Casbah,‖ which was heard in trailers for Algiers but not in the film
itself, became an exaggerated romantic overture, largely owing to
its use by Looney Tunes cartoon character Pepé le Pew, himself a
spoof of Pépé le Moko. The amorous skunk used"Come with me to
ze Casbah" as a pickup line. See at Charles Boyer.

Casbah, southern USA for ―Cash bar‖?
Cash, Johnny (né J. R. Cash), 1932-2003, born and
raised in Arkansas, is a Grammy Award-winning country
singer-songwriter. Cash is one of the most influential American
musicians of the 20th century, known for his deep, distinctive
voice, the boom-chick-a-boom or ―freighttrain‖ sound of his
Tennessee Three backing band, his demeanor, and dark clothing,
which earned him the nickname ―The Man in Black.‖
He traditionally started his concerts with the introduction
―Hello, I'm Johnny Cash.‖Much of Cash's music, especially that
of his later career, echoed themes of sorrow, moral tribulation
&redemption. His signature songs include ―I Walk the Line",
―Folsom Prison Blues‖, ―Ring of Fire‖, ―That Old Wheel‖ (a duet
with Hank Williams Jr.), ―Cocaine Blues,‖ and ―Man in Black.‖
He also recorded several humorous songs, such as ―One
Piece at a Time‖, ―The One on the Right Is on the Left‖, ―Dirty
Old Egg-Sucking Dog‖ and ―A Boy Named Sue‖; rock-and-roll
numbers such as ―Get Rhythm‖; and various railroad songs, such
as ―Rock Island Line‖ and ―Orange Blossom Special.‖ He sold
over 90 million albums in his nearly fifty-year career and came to
occupy a ―commanding position in music history‖—edited from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Folsom Prison Blues‖ & at Willie
Nelson.

Casa Loma Orchestra was a swing band active from
1927 to 1963. It did not tour after 1950 but continued to
record as a studio group. It began its existence in 1927 as
the Orange Blossoms. It was a co-operative organization, fronted
for the first few years by violinist Hank Biagini, although the
eventual leader, saxophonist Glen Gray (1900-1963) was from the
very beginning ―first among equals.
The band had adopted the Casa Loma name by the time of
its first recordings in 1929, shortly after it was supposed to play an
engagement at Casa Loma in Toronto, which was then operating as
a hotel. Ironically, as lead trombonist Billy Rauch noted, the band
never actually played the Casa Loma. From 1929 until the rapid
multiplication in the number of swing bands from 1935 on, the
Casa Loma Orchestra was one of the top North American
dance bands, featuring trombonist Pee Wee Hunt trumpeter Frank
L. Ryerson trumpeter Sonny Dunham, clarinetist Clarence
Hutchenrider, drummer Tony Briglia and singer Kenny Sargent.
Hits included ―Casa Loma Stomp,‖ ―No Name Jive‖ & ―Maniac's
Ball‖ (Casa Loma is Spanish for House on a low hill, or
elevaton.)

‖Cash and Carry, see at Lend Lease.
―Casey at the Bat‖-- ―There is no joy in Mudville,

Casals, Pablo (né Pau Carles Sasvador Casals i
Defilló), 1876-1973, virtuoso Catalan cello player & later
conductor. He made many recordings throughout his career,
of solo, chamber, and orchestral music, also as conductor,
but Casals is perhaps best remembered for the recording of
the Bach: Cellos Suites he made from 1936-1939. He was
stilll practicing 3 hours a day when he was 94, and when a
friend asked him why, Casals
said, ―I‘m beginning to
notice some improvement.‖

Mighty Casey has struck out!‖ 125(230)

Casper Milquetoast, an eponym, named after a fictional
character in a cartoon ―Timid Soul‖ drawn by Harold T.
Webster appearing in 1924 in the NY Herald Tribune &
other papers until his death in 1953. Webster said that his
character ― speaks softly and gets hit by a big stick.‖

Cassavetes, John Nicholas, 1929-1989, was an actor,

Casanova, Giacomo, 1725 – 1798, b. in Venice in

screenwriter and filmmaker. He appeared in many
Hollywood films, and is considered a pioneer of independent
film.
Born in New York City, the son of Katherine Cassavetes
(who was to feature in some of his films) and Nicholas John
Cassavetes, Greek immigrants to the U.S., his early years were
spent with his family in Greece; when he returned, at the age of
seven, he spoke no English.
He grew up in Long Island, NY, and attended high school at
Blair Academy in New Jersey before moving to the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts. On graduation in 1950, he continued
acting in the theater, took small parts in films, and began working
on television in anthology series such as Alcoa Theatre.
During this time he met and married actress Gena
Rowlands. By 1956, Cassavetes had begun teaching method acting
in workshops in New York City. An improvisation exercise in one
workshop inspired the idea for his writing and directorial debut,
Shadows (1959; first version 1957). Cassavetes raised the funds for
production from friends and family, as well as listeners to Jean
Shepherd's late-night radio talk show Night People. He similarly
raised funds for a 1974 film –see at ―A Woman Under the
Influence‖ starring Gena Rowlands and Peter Falk. He made 10
films with Rowlands—they are listed at Gena Rowlands. Also see,
e.g., at Ben Gazzara.

Dux, Bohemia, now Duchcov , Czech Republic, he was a
famous Venetian adventurer, writer & womanizer. He used charm,
guile, threats, intimidation & aggression, when necessary, to
conquer women, sometimes leaving behind children or debt. In his
memoirs Histoire de ma vie (Story of My Life), regarded as one of
the most authentic sources of the customs and norms of European
social life during the 18th century.
Casanova admits to 122 women he had sex with, but others
counted over 200. ―I am writing My Life to laugh at myself, and I
am succeeding‖—Wikipedia (slightly edited.) See at Wikpedia
for additional details, and also a summary of a new biography of
him (see below) that claims that many women duped him, i.e.,
used him rather than vice versa. In some cases, he was madly in
love with girls who constantly cheated on him.
He also mastered the mathematical principles of gambling,
i.e., probability theory & persuaded a leader of France (Dauphin?)
to introduce a state lottery as a valuable source of income without
taxation—see his autobiography. Many states in the USA & many
Tribes have adopted lotteries for the same reason.

―Casanova‘s Women, The Great Seducer and the
Women He Loved,‖ Judith Summers, Bloomsbury, 2006

Casbah (French) or as transliterated from Arabic
Qasba, 'citadel,' is specifically the citadel of Algiersand the
traditional quarter clustered round it. More generally, kasbah
denotes the walled citadel of many North African cities and towns.
The word made its way into English from French in the late 19th
century (the Oxford English Dictionary says 1895), hence its
conventional English pelling.The invitation ―Come with me to the

Cassino, Italy, see at Anzio.
―Castle, The,‖ see at Kafka & at Carl & Joy.
Cast thy bread upon the waters:for thou shalt find it
after many days; Ecclesiastes, 11:1.

Castration:
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Uncle Ely‘s Castration & Vic Camillo‘s quip, 43(68):
Castration Fears of Boys, 110(205); see at Phobias.

musical first opened in the West End in 1981 and then on
Broadway in 1982, in each case directed by Trevor Nunn and
choreographed by Gillian Lynne. It won numerous awards,
including both the Laurence Olivier Award and the Tony Award
for Best Musical. On June 19, 1997, Cats became the longestrunning musical in Broadway history with 6138 performances. It
played a total of 7586 performances in New York. Its reign,
howeer ended on Jan. 9, 2006 when ―The Phantom of the Opera‖
supplanted it. Both musicals were composed by Webber!
The London production ran for 21 years and the Broadway
production for eighteen years, in both cases setting historical longrun records. Actresses Elaine Paige and Betty Buckley became
particularly associated with the musical. Cats has been performed
around the world in numerous productions and has been translated
into more than 20 languages. It was also made into a 1998 video
that has been broadcast on TV. List of Characters:
Asparagus/Gus--The theatre cat. The same actor usually plays
Asparagus as a general chorus cat, and a younger version of Gus,
up to the song "Gus the Theatre Cat", in which he portrays an older
Gus, and Growltiger, then afterwards continues to play younger
Gus, "Asparagus"; Bombalurina--A saucy red female. She sings a
duet with Demeter; Bustopher Jones--A fat cat, a ―twenty-five
pounder.‖ Dresses in a snappy tuxedo and spats. Respected by all,
as the upper class ―St James' Street Cat.‖ In most productions, the
actor playing Gus also plays Bustopher, though in early
productions the part was handled by the actor playing Old
Deuteronomy. Bustopher may also play Tumblebrutus; Demeter
- A very skittish female cat. While the other cats are jubilant with
Old Deuteronomy's return, Demeter realizes something is wrong
and unmasks Macavity in disguise; Grizabella - The former
Glamour Cat who has lost her sparkle and now only wants to be
accepted. Grizabella left the tribe when she was younger to see the
world for herself. In doing so she faced the harshness of the
outside world, as well as the equally harsh status of pariah in the
cats' society; Griddlebone--A fluffy white Persian cat, and
Growltiger's lover in "Growltiger's Last Stand," where she sings
"The Ballad of Billy M'caw" or the mock Italian aria ―In Una
Tepida Notte‖ (A Warm Night) (depending on production) with
Growltiger. Almost always played by the actress playing
Jellylorum. Does not appear in productions which omit
"Growltiger's Last Stand.‖ Growltiger --A theatrical character Gus
recalls playing in his youth, and who appears in Gus' memory of
the production of ―Growltiger's Last Stand.‖ In some productions
he is portrayed as a vicious pirate; in others he's more of a parody
of a pirate. Does not appear in productions which omit
―Growltiger's Last Stand‖; Jellylorum--A female who watches out
for the kittens, along with Jennyanydots. She has a close
relationship with Gus. Named after T. S. Eliot's own cat. The
actress who plays Jellylorum usually also plays Griddlebone in
"Growltiger's Last Stand"; Jemima--A kitten who is also a Rum
Tum Tugger fan and friends with Electra, Etcetera, and Victoria.
Can be sometimes used interchangeably with Sillabub, though
Jemima is used in most international productions —Sillabub was a
name created for the American productions. However, the
Japanese and Swedish casts include both Sillabub and Jemima as
different characters; Jennyanydots--The old Gumbie cat. She sits
all day and rules the mice and cockroaches at night, forcing them
to undertake helpful or useful functions, or creative projects, to
curb their naturally destructive habits; Macavity--He's the show's
only real villain. The character is a literary allusion to the Sherlock
Holmes character Professor Moriarty. Usually played by the same
actor as Plato or Admetus; Mr. Mistoffelees--A young tom with
magical powers. His signature dance move is ―The Conjuring
Turn,‖ twenty-four fouettés en tournant. In UK and US
productions, Mistoffelees has an alter-ego named Quaxo, who
appears as a general chorus cat throughout the show, and is dressed
slightly differently. In other productions Quaxo is a separate
character. He is also capable of creating seven kittens right out of a

Castro, Fidel Ruz, b. 1927, Cuban revolutionary. He,
& his small band overthrew the dictatorship of Batista—see
at Cuba. He became prime minister (1959- ) & president
(1976- ) His brother Raul has been the leader since Fidel
became ill with a mysterious, undiagnosed illness in 2006..
Also see at Fidel.

―Castro Rock:‖ ―Down in Cuba where they raise
sugar cane / Got a brand new dance, it‘s a crazy thing /
Named after a man by the name of Fidel / Just stand in one
spont and shake like…wellll / It‘s the Castor Rock, it‘s the
Castro Rock / If you ever go to Cuba better learn to do the
Castro Rock.
Casualties of War, Ch.42, Ch. 50, esp. 178(310-311),
180-184(313-319), chart 180(314)): estimates of -- invading
Japan, 180(314); ―The first casualty when war comes is
truth‖--Hiram Johnson, 180(313); see at Axis Casualties,
at Allied Caslaltie & at World War II.
Cat, e.g., Fraidy-cat or Scaredy-cat, see at Sissy & at ―Skin-a-Cat‖

―Cat Ballou‖ is a musical spoof of Westerns directed
by Eliot Silverstein with Lee Marvin in dual roles that won
him a Best Actor Oscar. Jane Fonda stars as the title
character, a prim schoolmarm returning to her hometown
of Wolf City, Wyoming, after receiving an Eastern
education.

Cat Slang. a. A person, esp. a man. b. A player or
devotee of Jazz music, Also see at Coolcat & at Hepcat

Cat Quotes.
―Catatonia is the state cats drive you to‖—the author.
―There are many intelligent species in the universe. They are
all owned by cats‖--Anonymous
―There are many ways to skin a cat‖—saying.
―There is no snooze button on a cat who wants breakfast‖-Anonymous
"Thousands of years ago, cats were worshipped as gods.
Cats have never forgotten this"--Anonymous
―Dogs come when they're called; cats take a message and
get back to you later‖--Mary Bly;
―I like pigs. Dogs look up to us. Cats look down on us. Pigs
treat us as equals‖---Winston Churchill
―One cat just leads to another‖--Ernest Hemingway;
―Cats seem to go on the principle that it never does any
harm to ask for what you want‖--Joseph Wood
Krutch
―Cats are rather delicate creatures and they are subject to a
good many ailments, but I never heard of one who
suffered from insomnia‖--Joseph Wood Krutch
―No matter how much cats fight, there always seems to be
plenty of kittens‖--Abraham Lincoln;
―Cats aren‘t clean, they‘re just covered with cat spit‖- -John
S. Nichols
―In a cat's eye, all things belong to cats‖--English proverb
See, e.g, below & also see at Cat‘s-eye. at Cat‘s-paw
& at ―Cheshire Cat.‖

Cat, Schrödinger‘s—see at Schrödinger
Catatonia, an abnormal condition characterized by
periods of stupor, mania, and either rigidity or extreme
flexibility of the lungs. It is most often associated with
schizophrenia. Dr. Oliver Sacks in an article in the August
23, 2004 New Yorker explained on p. 68 that this is related
to, and even a kind of, ―bipolar disorder,‖ 168(294-295).
Also see at Cat Quotes.

―Cats,‖ the musical, was composed by Andrew Lloyd
Webber based on Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats by
T. S. Eliot. It introduced the song standard, "Memory." The
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hat, and magically switching any two cat's places. A most useful
spell when Old Deuteronomy is captured by Macavity;
Mungojerrie--Half of a pair of notorious cat-burglars, with
Rumpleteazer. Mungojerrie and Rumpleteazer are most commonly
remembered for their unique dance number where at the end, they
both latch onto each other and do a ―double windmill‖ across the
stage; Munkustrap--the show's de facto narrator. A black and
silver tom who is storyteller and protector of the Jellicle tribe. He
is thought to be second in command after Old Deuteronomy; Old
Deuteronomy - The lovable patriarch of the Jellicle Tribe. He is
very old and dignified. The leader of the Jellicle Tribe;
Rumpleteazer--female half of a pair of notorious cat-burglars,
with Mungojerrie; The Rum Tum Tugger--The ladies' tom. His
temperament ranges from clownish to serious, and often sexual
depending on the production; however, he is always flirtatious, and
usually portrayed as a feline equivalent of Mick Jagger or Elvis
Presley, and recognizable by his wild mane; Skimbleshanks--The
railway cat. An active orange tabby cat, who lives on the trains and
acts as an unofficial chaperone to such an extent he is considered
rather indispensible to the train and station employees; Victoria--A
pure white kitten gifted in dancing. The ―official‖ Jellicle Ball
begins with her solo dance--edited excerpt from Wikipedia where
there is more, including more cats in the
cast! Also see at
―Memory.‖

that Catch-22‖ "It's the best there is," Dov Daneeka agreed—edited
from Wikipedia.
Major Major creates a Catch-22 when he instructs his
sergeant that no-one may come in and see him, unless he is not in.
If he is in, people must be told to wait — until he has left— edited
excerpts from Wikipedia.

Catch Phrase: ―A Dictionary of Catch Phrases:
American and British, from the Sixteenth Century to the
Present Day ,‖ Paperback) by Eric Partridge (Author), Paul
Beale (Editor), 1992. According to Partridge in the Intro, a
catch phrase is ―a saying has caught on & pleases the
public.‖ Like the paradox of the dictionary, words are
defined by other words. Maybe Gertrude Stein was right:
―A Rose is a rose is a rose.‖ Also see at ―Is‖, ―is‖, ―is.‖

―Catcher in the Rye‖ (1951), J. D. Salinger‘s only
novel, a novel about juvenile alienation & nihilism. Quoted
by the assassin of John Lennon to justify his killing of Lennon!
210(382)
In 1949, while "recovering" in a California sanitorium, the
17-year-old Holden relates events that occurred during three
December days in 1948--when he was sixteen. Within this part of
the story, Holden frequently flashes back to experiences and
people from earlier in his life. Much like Mark Twain's
Huckleberry Finn, Catcher could be described as an American
Bildungsroman: a picaresque novel that illustrates the moral
development and attitudes of its nonconformist protagonist.
Holden discusses a song/poem titled, (When a body meets a
body) "Comin' thru the Rye" by Robert Burns in chapter 16 and a
few other chapters as well. (The title of Salinger's novel is an
allusion to the Burns poem.)
The poem has significance because Holden misinterprets
the meaning of the song! If we are to believe what Holden
believes, Holden wants to save children from growing up and
becoming corrupt. He wants to "Catch them" and save them (by
keeping them from growing up?) These ideas support the theme of
loss of innocence. The irony is, that the poem is actually about an
encounter between a man and a woman in a hay field! (And we all
know just how corrupt that is.)—edited excerpts from the
Web.

Cat‘s-eye 1. Any of various semi-precious gems
reflecting a of light that shifts position as the gem is turned.
2. A glass or plstic reflector that glows in a car;s headlights.
3. A marble having an eyelike design.
Cat‘s-paw, also Cats-paw. 1. A person used by another
as a dupe or a tool. 2. A slight breeze that ruffles small areas
of water surface. 3. Nautical. A knot made by twisting a
section of a rope to form two adjacent eyes through which a
hook is passed, used for hoisting. [From a fable about a
monkey that used a cat‘s paw to pull chestnuts out of a
fire.]—Amer. Herit. Dictionary.

―Catch 22,‖ is a 1961 novel by Joseph Heller, and a
1970 movie based on it. Set during the later stages of WW II
from 1943 onwards, it is frequently cited as one of the great
literary works of the Twentieth century.
The novel follows Yossarian, a U.S. Army Air Forces B-25
bombardier, and a number of other characters, e.g, Major Major,
i.e., a man named Major who is a Major!
Among other things, Catch-22 is a general critique of
bureaucratic operation & reasoning. Resulting from its specific use
in the book, the phrase ―Catch-22‖ is common idiomatic usage
meaning ―a no-win situation‖ or ―a double bind‖ of any type.
Within the book, ―Catch-22‖ is a military rule, the selfcontradictory circular logic that, for example, prevents anyone
from avoiding combat missions. In Heller's own words: There was
only one catch and that was Catch-22, which specified that a
concern for one's safety in the face of dangers that were real and
immediate was the process of a rational mind. ―Orr‖ was crazy and
could be grounded. All he had to do was ask, but as soon as he
did, he would no longer be crazy and would have to fly more
missions. ―Orr‖ would be crazy to want to fly more missions and
sane if he didn't, but if he was sane he had to fly them. If he flew
them he was crazy and didn't have to; but if he didn't want to he
was sane and had to.
The movie, Catch 22, is directed by Mike Nichols, and
stars Alan Arkin as Yosarian, with Martin Balsam, Richard
Benjamin, Art Garfunkle, Bob Newhart, Anthony Perkins, Orson
Wellles, Jobn Voight, Paula Prentiss & others. Also see at Joseph
Heller.

Catfish season, 14(20)
Cathead, a beam projecting outward from the boy of a
ship & used as a support to lift anchor.

Cathcart, Thomas—see at ―Plato & Platybus etc.‖
Cathedral Basilica of the Assumption in Covington
has 82 stained-glass windows including the world's largest
hand-blown one. The window measures 24 feet wide by 67
feet high and depicts the Council of Ephesus with 134 lifesized figures.

Cathode Ray tube, see at Philco.
Catholic Coffee Joke: Four Catholic men &a Catholic
woman were having coffee after mass. The first Catholic
man tells his friends, "My son is a priest, when he walks into a
room, everyone calls him 'Father'."
The second Catholic man chirps, "My son is a Bishop.
When he walks into a room people call him 'Your Grace'."
The third Catholic man says, "My son is a Cardinal. When
he enters a room everyone says 'Your Eminence'."The fourth
Catholic man says, "My son is the Pope. When he walks into a
room people call him 'Your Holiness'."
Since the lone Catholic woman was sipping her coffee in
silence, the fourmen gave her a look and said, "Well....?" She
proudly replies, "I have a daughter, slim, tall, 38 Double D
breasts,24" waist, and 34" hips. When she walks into a
room, people say, "Oh My God."

Catch 22‘s Simplicity:
Yossarian was moved very deeply by the absolute simplicity
of Catch-22 and let out a respectful whistle, "That's some catch,
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Catholic Girls in Laredo—see Glenn Fitkin‘s letter in

Reviewed by Andrew Sarris in the June 15, 2008 NY Times
Sunday Book Review. He ends his review: ―Thus, for all its
length and copious detail, Louvish‘s biography is a great
read …‖ Also see at DeMille.

Photographs, Maps, and Documents to Part III, in which he
claims that our friend, JR, ―felt safer around Catholic girls.‖

Catholics, Ch.13; 206(377): Many of the countries

Cedó, Dr. Ferran, friend & a math. prof. at Autónoma

of Western Europe were, historically, predominantly
Catholic. See at Peaselburg Catholics. Similarly for the
countries of Latin and South America.

of Barcelona, one of Pere Menal‘s students who solved
a number of problems in ring theory. I wrote about him in
―Rings & Things.‖

Catholicism, see at Father, Son & Holy Ghost.
―Catholics, Jews & Baptists,‖ Ch. 13; Jews were not

Celsius, Anders, an astronomer and inventor of the
Celsius temperature scale whereby 100 degrees Celcius is
boiling and 0 degrees Celcius is freezing. He was born 1701
in Uppsala Sweden.

the objects of scorn in the Baptist Church in Covingtron, but
I am ashamed to say that Catholics were! Mama was the
biggest bigot of them all! 44(69-70); Baptists made a big
fuss over the Catholic confessional, forgetting that Christ
told the woman taken into adultery, ―Go & sin no more,‖
43(69); also see at Baptists & at Jews.

Celebacy Joke: See at ―Priest & Rabbi Joke.
Celebrities--Dead But Not forgotten! On p. 51 of
March 2008 Discover Magazine is the list of the Ten highest
Highest Paid Dead Celebs in millions—(1) Elvis, $45;
(2) John Lennon $44; (3) Charles Schulz ("Peanuts") $35;
(4) George Harrison $22; (5) Einstein $18; (6) Andy
Warhol $15; (7). Theodore Geisel (―Dr. Suess‖) $13;
(8) Tupac Shakur (aka 2Pac, Makeveli, or Pac) $9; (9)
Marilyn Monroe $7; (10) Steve McQueen $6.
The leading earners for the 12 mos. preceding Nov.
2007--in millions: (1)—(6) are the same as above:
(7) Tupac Shakur ; $9; (8) Steve McQueen $6; (9) James
Brown (singer) $5; (10) James Dean $3.5—source: The
Times (of Trenton, NJ--from the AP), Oct. 31, 2007. Note:
Einstein died in 1955 & Presley died in 1977!
Celebrity Teeth: Today‘s Hollywood stars all have perfect
teeth, thanks to daental makeovers, but what di old-time
stars do to get pearly whites?—question of Dee Carit,
Chicago, IL. ―In those days, stars used white tooth paint,‖
say makeup artist troy Jensen.
―Later dentures or
temporary veneers covered bad teeth. But the glue they
used smelled so bad that some stars, like Clark Gable turned
off their leading ladies in romasntic scenes‖-- Parade
Magazine,Sept. 30, 2007. See at Ipana Smile.

Catullus (Gaius Verlerius Catullus), ca. 84-54 BC, a
widely studied & influential Roman poet In 61
BC
Catullus went to Rome and fell in lover with ―Lesbia,‖
generally thought to be Clodia Metlli, who figures in many
of his love poems. Nevertheless, Lesbia, ten years his
senior, spurned him for another member, Caelius Rufus
of his circle—from Wikipedia.

―Cavatina,‖a classical guitar piece by Stanley
Myers. The piece had been recorded by classical
guitarist John Williams long before the 1979 film The Deer
Hunter made it famous. It had originally been written for
piano but at Williams' invitation, Myers re-wrote it for
guitar and expanded it. After this transformation, it was first
used for the film, The Walking Stick (1970). In 1973, Cleo
Laine wrote lyrics and recorded the song "He Was
Beautiful" accompanied by John Williams.

Cave canem! Latin. Beware of the dog! See at Dogs
aren‘t people.

CC, or C.C., us an abbreviation for carbon copy, but
see below & at CCC/
―CC‖ (Carl‘s initials in the navy) also ―C.C.‖, A,
Chs. 58 & 59 ff. also see: at
Carl, at ―GL,‖ & at

―Cellos, Concerto for Nine,‖ see at Arthur Guy.
Cemetery is a place for burying the dead--a

―Gl & JR,‖ 40(62)n, Chs. 58 & 59; also see at Glenn
Fitkin, and Jack Seifert; also, at our triumvirate, 207- 208
(377-378);
GL remembers when the three of us were waiting in Corpus
Christi in July 1946 to be demobbed: ―The three of us decided to
spend our time in the library where they could not use the PA
system to page us. We spent many days there and read books that
we then discussed. I remember that Freud was one of them. We
only joined with our company in order to eat, go the movies, and
sleep. I consider this one of our finest acts.‖ 233(424);
GL
commiserates with CC and JR for living in house
with ―coal
stoves and rats,‖ 205-206(376); also see at GL & at JR.
-- in loco familiarum (in place of our families), 207(378);
Our Triumvirate: ―I was aware of the deep friendship we felt for
each other that kept…us together, and made us feel incomplete
when one of us was missing. In that event we simply went off
looking for the spare part,‖ 207(378)—On my part, I loved them
very much, as brothers & beyond, 207(378)
―Love is a deep human need, but I also loved them for
standing up to, and condemning stupidity, & in undercutting the
authority that displayed it. It was the Yankee equivalent of
Duende, …which camptured my imagination, friendship & love,‖
208(379); also see at Carl‘s Post Partum Blues.

graveyard. It is dervived from the Greek (also Latin) words
meaning ―to put to sleep.‖—American Heritage Dict.

Cemeteries, see at American Military Cemeteries.
Censorship: ―I believe in censorship. After all, I
made a fornture out of it—Mae West.

Cercle Français, Le, 154(272); HHS French Club.
Cervantes, Miguel de, 1547-1616, full name: Miguel de
Cervantes Saavedra—see at Quixote. ―A faint heart never
won Fair Lady‖--Cervantes‘ Don Quixote, III, 10,
154(273)n; ―Tell me who you
hang out with, and I‘ll tell
you who you are‖—Cervantes, Ch. 8; also see at Death.

―C‘est si bon‖ (literally, ―It‘s so good‖) by Henri
Betti (music), André Hornez (Fr. lyrics) & Jerry
Seelen (English.) The song was popularized by the
1949 Johnny Desmond recording & by Eartha Kitt in the
1954 film version of New Faces of 1952.

Cetacean, any of various aquatic creatures, chiefly
mammals, of the order Cetacea, incluing whales, dolphins &
porpoises.

Cey, Ronald Charles (Ron), is a former third
baseman for the LA Dodgers (1971-82), Chicago Cubs
(1983-86) and Oakland Athletics (1987). Cey batted and threw
right-handed. Cey was a 6-time All-star third basemen of the
Dodgers.
A popular player, he was nicknamed "The Penguin" for his
slow waddling running gait by his then-minor league manager
Tommy Lasorda—see at Lasorda.

CCC, NY Times Xword pun, as in ―CCC the day!‖
Also short for sees?
―Cecil B. DeMille, A Life in Art‖ by Simon Louvish,
Illus. , Thomas Duune Books/St. Martin‘s Press, NY 2008,
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Chagall—Jewish residents at the time could only live in St.
Petersburg with a permit, and he was jailed for a brief time.
Chagall remained in St. Petersburg until 1910, and regularly
visited his home town where in 1909 he met his future wife, Bella
Rosenfeld After becoming known as an artist, he left St.
Petersburg to settle in Paris in order to be near the art community
of the Montparnasse district, where he became a friend of
Guillaume Apollinaire, Robert Delaunay, and Fernand Léger.
In 1914, he returned to Vitebsk & a year later married his
fiancée, Bella. WWI erupted while Chagall was in Russia. In
1916, the Chagalls had a daughter, Ida. He left Russia again in
1922 & settled in Paris. With the Nazi occupation of France during
WW II, and the deportation of Jews and the Holocaust, the
Chagalls fled Paris. He hid at Villa Air-Bel in Marseille-- the
American journalist Varian Fry assisted his escape from France
through Spain and Portugal.
In 1941, the Chagalls settled in the USAwhere he began to
design ballet sets & costumes He illustrated several books, but is
best known for his paintings of animls, objet & people from his
life, dreams, and Russian Fokllore. The term surrealist is said
to have been coined by Apollinaire to describe Chagall‘s work.
On September 2, 1944, his beloved Bella, the constant
subject of his paintings and companion of his life, died from an
illness. Two years later in 1946 he returned to Europ—edited
excerpts from Wikipedia & Cambridge Biographical Dictionary.
See Chagall‘s quote at Art , see at Gypsy Rose Lee (last
paragraph) & see below.

Cézanne, Paul, 1839-1906, was a French artist and
Post-Impressionist painter whose work laid the foundations
of the transition from the 19th century conception of artistic
endeavor to a new and radically different world of art in the 20th
century. Cézanne can be said to form the bridge between late 19th
century Impressionism and the early 20th century's new line of
artistic enquiry, Cubism..
The line attributed to both Matisse and Picasso that Cézanne
―is the father of us all‖ cannot be easily dismissed. Cézanne‘s work
demonstrates mastery of design, colour, composition and
draftsmanship. His often repetitive, sensitive and exploratory
brushstrokes are highly characteristic and clearly recognisable. He
used planes of color and small brushstrokes that build up to form
complex fields, at once both a direct expression of the sensations
of the observing eye and an abstraction from observed nature. The
paintings convey Cézanne's intense study of his subjects, a
searching gaze and a dogged struggle to deal with he complexity of
human visual perception—Wikipedia
Sainte-Victoire mountain near Cézanne's home in Aix-enProvence was one of his favorite subjects and he is known to have
painted it over 60 times. Cézanne was fascinated by the rugged
architectural forms in the mountains of Provence and painted the
same scene from many different angles. He would use bold blocks
of color to achieve a new spatial effect known as ``flat-depth'' to
accommodate the unusual geological forms of the mountains.
Cézanne travelled widely in the Provence region and also enjoyed
painting the coast at L'Estaque.
It has been said of Cezzane that he can paint a napkin that
has the majecsty of his Monte-Sainte-Victoire, but isn‘t the
converse also true, i.e., that one can think of his painiting of
Monte-Sainte-Victoire as a majestic napkin?

Chagall:Love and Exile, a biography by Jackie
Wullschlager. ―Moyshe Shagal, alias Moses Chagalloff,
alias Marc Chagall, the Jewish-Russian-French painter of blue
cows, red donkeys and green lovers, outlived his peers, his backers
and his detractors to die in the south of France in 1985 at the age of
97. He was rich, renowned, in some quarters revered; yet he was
not content. It was a long way from the shtetl of Vitebsk to the
showcase of Saint-Paul-de-Vence. The man who became Chagall
was painfully conscious of that distance. In his grand old age he
became something of a living legend, but what he lived and relived
was the serial exile, the homelessness, the precariousness, and
perhaps the uncomfortable feeling that his best work was behind
him–-way behind. Out of this came the insatiable need for
cosseting and the ceaseless desire for acclaim‖--from a Nov. 7,
2008 review of in The Independent by Alex Danchev.
Chagall was enamored of Gypsy Rose Lee enough to give
her a painting—see at the latter (last paragraph.)

Chabon, Michael, see at Golem
Chase, Ilka, an actress and novelist born in NY City
and educated at convent and boarding schools in the US,
England, and France, she was the only child of Edna Woolman
Chase, the editor in chief of Vogue magazine, and her first
husband, Francis Dane Chase.
Deciding to become an actress, Chase made her first
Broadway appearance in the 1924 production The Red Falcon; she
later appeared in such long-running hits as The Animal Kingdom
and The Women. In 1929, she made her talking picture debut in
Paris Bound. Though her film roles were few, they were always
worthwhile and eminently watchable. She was at her very best as
the casually cruel Lisa Vale in Now Voyager (1942) and as a
Hedda Hopperesque gossipmonger in The Big Knife (1955).
In addition to her acting assignments, Chase was a widely
read newspaper columnist, essayer, and novelist. An early arrival
on the TV scene, she was a panelist on such series as Celebrity
Time (1949-51), Masquerade Party (1952) and Keep Talking
(1959); she also hosted Glamour Go Round (1950), wherein she
was billed as "a recognized authority on style and beauty," and the
syndicated gabfest The Ilka Chase Show (1959). Her last regular
TV assignment was as Margaret in Trials of O'Brien (1965).
The first of Chase's three husbands was actor Louis Calhern,
to whom she was wed for less than a year. Ilka Chase died in
Mexico City of complications after a fall--Hal Erickson,All Movie
Guide

Chaim, Hebrew word for life. Often a first name.
Also spelled chayim. ―L‘Chaim‖ is a blessing & a
greeting.

Chain reaction, R, 178(311); See at nuclear chain
reaction and at Manhattan Project--also see at Einstein, at
Fermi, at Oppenheimer, atRoosevelt & at Szilard.

―Chain Saw Massacre, The,‖ Peckinbaugh‘s, Ch.25
Challah, yeast –leavened white egg bread, usually
braided, traditionally eaten by Jews on the Sabbath,
holidays, and other cernonial occasions, and representing
the ―Bread of Life.‖ From the Hebrew hallâ.
―Chambered Nautilus, The:‖ ―Build thee more stately
mansions, O my soul, / As the swift seasons roll! / Leave
thy low-vaulted past! / Let each new temple, nobler than the
last, / Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast, / Till
thou at length art free, / Leaving thine outgrown shell by
life's unresting sea!‖--the last stanza of ―The Chambered
Nautilus‖ by Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Chagall, Marc (né Moiseh Shagal), 1887-1985, Shgal
Is a dialectal, North Eastern Yiddish variant of the surname
―Segal,‖ an acronym of Segan Levi, meaning ―Assistant Levite;‖
his name was rendered in the Russian language as Mark
Zakharovich Shagalov. Chagall was born in Vitebsk, Russian
Empire (now in Belarus), the oldest of nine children in the closeknit Jewish family led by his father, a herring merchant Khatskl
(Zakhar) Shagal, and his mother, Feige-Ite. This period of his life,
described as happy though impoverished, appears in references
throughout Chagall's work. The period 1906-1910 was difficult for

Chambers, Whittaker, (né Jay Vivian Chambers;
also known as David Whittaker), 1991-1961, was an
American writer and editor (e.g. of Time Magazine). He was born
in Philadelphia, PA, and spent his infancy in Brooklyn, before his
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family moved to Lynbrook on Long Island, NY, in 1904, where he
grew up and attended school.
A Communist party member and Soviet spy, he later
renounced communism and became an outspoken opponent. He is
best known for his testimony about the perjury and espionage of
Alger Hiss. Chambers produced copies of State Department
documents typed on Hiss‘s typewriter, and led federal agents to the
―pumpkin papers‖—microfilms of government documents,
allegedly supplied by Hiss, which were hidden in a pumpkin on
Chambers‘s ―Pipe Creek Farm.‖
In 1984, President Ronald Reagan posthumously awarded
Chambers the Presidential Medal of Freedom, for his contribution
to "the century's epic struggle between freedom and
totalitarianism."In 1988, Interior Secretary Donald P. Hodel
granted granted national landmark status to the Pipe Creek Farm.
The Prothonotary Warbler Hiss and Chambers's
Pseudonym George Crosley: On August 3, 1948, Chambers was
called to testify before the House Un-American Activities
Committee House (HUAC). Here he gave the names of individuals
he said were part of the underground "Ware group" in the late
1930s, including Alger Hiss. He thus once again named Hiss as a
member of the Communist Party, but didn't yet make any
accusations of espionage. In subsequent HUAC sessions, Hiss
testified and initially denied that he knew anyone by the name of
Chambers, but on seeing him in person (and after it became clear
that Chambers knew details about Hiss's life: for example
Chambers stated that Hiss was a bird watcher amd had bragged
about spotting a prothonotary warbler—see at Prothonotary
Warbler about this), Hiss said that he had known Chambers under
the name "George Crosley".
Chambers had published previously using the pseudonym
George Crosley. Hiss denied that he had ever been a Communist,
however. Since Chambers still presented no evidence, the
committee had initially been inclined to take the word of Hiss on
the matter. However, committee member Richard Nixon received
secret information from the FBI which had led him to pursue the
issue. When it issued its report, HUAC described Hiss's testimony
as "vague and evasive."Hiss filed a $75,000 libel suit against
Chambers on October 8, 1948.
The "Pumpkin Papers:" Under pressure from Hiss's
lawyers, Chambers finally retrieved his envelope of evidence and
presented it to the HUAC after they subpoenaed them. It contained
four notes in Alger Hiss's handwriting, sixty-five typewritten
copies of State Department documents and five strips of microfilm,
some of which contained photographs of State Department
documents. The press came to call these the "Pumpkin Papers"
referring to the fact that Chambers had briefly hidden the
microfilm in a hollowed out pumpkin. These documents indicated
that Hiss knew Chambers long after mid 1936, when Hiss said he
had last seen "Crosley," and also that Hiss had engaged in
espionage with Chambers. Chambers explained his delay in
producing this evidence as an effort to spare an old friend from
more trouble than necessary. Until October, 1948, Chambers had
repeatedly stated that Hiss had not engaged in espionage, even
when he testified under oath. Chambers was forced to testify at the
Hiss trials that he had committed perjury several times, which
tended to impugn Chambers's credibility.Chambers produced
copies of State Department documents typed on Hiss‘s typewriter,
and he led federal agents to the ―pumpkin papers‖—microfilms of
government documents, allegedly supplied by Hiss, which were
hidden in a pumpkin on Chambers‘s farm, Pipecreek Farm.. Hiss
could not be tried for espionage at this time, because the evidence
indicated the offense had occurred more than ten years prior to that
time, and the statute of limitations for espionage was five years.
Instead, Hiss was indicted for two counts of perjury relating to
testimony he had given before a federal grand jury the previous
December. There he had denied giving any documents to

Whittaker Chambers, and testified he hadn't seen Chambers after
mid 1936.
Hiss‘s Trials for Perjury. Hiss was tried twice for perjury.
The first trial, in June 1949, ended with the jury deadlocked eight
to four for conviction. In addition to Chambers's testimony, a
government expert testified that other papers typed on a typewriter
belonging to the Hiss family matched the secret papers produced
by Chambers.
Hiss's Impeccable Character Witnesses: An impressive
array of character witnesses appeared on behalf of Hiss: two U. S.
Supreme Court justices, Felix Frankfurter and Stanley Reed,
former Democratic presidential nominee John W. Davis and future
Democratic presidential nominee Adlai Stevenson.
Hiss Found Guilty of Perjury: Chambers, on the other
hand, was attacked by Hiss's attorneys as "an enemy of the
Republic, a blasphemer of Christ, a disbeliever in God, with no
respect for matrimony or motherhood." In the second trial, Hiss's
defense produced a psychiatrist who characterized Chambers as a
"psychopathic personality" and "a pathological liar."The second
trial ended in January 1950 with Hiss found guilty on both counts
of perjury. He was sentenced to five years in prison—edited
excerpts from Wikipedia.

Chamberlain, Neville, Prime Minister of Britain who
appeased Hitler—see at Munich Appeasemet, 142(255); -as Prime Minister May 10, 1940 & Churchill formed a new
government.

―Chameleon, The Human,‖see at ―Zelig‖ & at
Frédéic Bourdin

Champagne cooler: Prison for vinters?—NY Times
Xword pun of 3/03/09.

Chan—see at Charlie Chan.
Chance is big part of life. You can be lucky & avoid
the worst things that can happen to people, or you can be
unlucky. For example, when one is in a car accident but is
relatively unhurt, people saw you are so lucky, even though you
would have been luckier to have avoided the accident. They also
say a person is lucky (or blessed) to be so talented, even though it
known that success is generally considered to be 99% perspiration
& only 1% talent. Also see at Work Joke.
Contrary to Einstein‘s Dictum that God does not play dice
with the universe, it seems that chance plays an important part in
world events, and in our lives.
―Chance is the great equalizer‖—this was inspired by
Salmon Rushie‘s mentioned at Character.

Chandler, Raymond Thornton, 1888-1959,author
of detective stories. Set against the panorama of southern
California, Chandler's protagonist, Philip Marlowe, has become
synonymous with the‘radition of the hard-boiled private detective,
along with Dashiell Hammett‘s Sam Spade. All of Chandler's
novels have been adapted for film, notably The Big Sleep (1946),
directed by Howard Hawks and starring Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall--Novelist William Faulkner also received a
screenwriting credit for this film--and The Blue Dahlia (1946),
starring Veronika Lake & Alan Ladd.
Chandler's screenwriting, as limited as it was, and the
adaptation of his novels to screen in the 1940s, were important
influences on Americanfilm noir. Also see at ―The Simple Art of
Murder,‖ at Alan Ladd, at Veronica Lake & below.

Chandler: ―Raymond Chandler and the Women He
Loved, ― is the subtitle of a 2007 biography by Judith
Freedom entitled ―The Long Embrace.‖ The first chapter
starts out ―[Raymond] Chandler was thirty-five when he
married Cissy Pascal, in 1924. Cissy was fifty-three,
although she listed her age on their marriage certificate…‖
(This can be accessed on the Web.)
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Chaney, Lon, Sr. 1883--1930, born in Colorado

Chaplin & Oona O‘Neill married on June, 16, 1943.

Springs,. was an actor during the age of silent films. He
was one of the most versatile and powerful actors of early
cinema. Chaney is chiefly remembered as a pioneer in such
silent horrorfilms as, The Hunchback of Notre Dame(1923),
and most notably, The Phantom of the Opera (1925).
His ability to transform himself using his own
makeup techniques earned him the nickname of ―Man of a
Thousand Faces.‖
An autobiographical 1925 article published in Movie
magazinegave a rare glimpse into his life--Chaney
referred to his specialty as ―extreme characterization.‖
A 1957 biopic ―The
Man with a Thousand
Faces‖ starred James Cagney in the title role.

She was the 18-year-old daughter of Eugene O‘Neill, and he
was 44. Her father disowned her & never saw her again.

Chaplin on Einstein: When Einstein attended the
premiere of ―City Lights‖ (in 1931) in the company of its
star, Charlie Chaplin, the crowds cheered and Chaplin
reportedly said, ―They
cheer me because they all
understand me, and they cheer you because no one
understands you,‖—quoted by D.J. Kevles in his review in
the May 23, 2005 TLS review of three books about
Einstein: ―Einstein 1905‖, ―The Collected papers of Albert
Einstein,‖ & ―The Born-Einstein Correspondence.‖

Chaplin, Saul--see at ―Bei Mir Schoen.‖
Chapstick lesbian—also known as a soft butch —

Change: ―The more things change, the more they stay

is a woman who exhibits some stereotypical butch lesbian
traits without fitting the masculine stereotype associated
with butch lesbians. These traits may or may not include
short hair, clothing that was designed for men, and
masculine mannerisms and behaviors. Soft butches
generally appear androgynous, rather than adhering to
strictly feminine or masculine norms. In the spectrum of
gender expression among lesbians, a soft butch lies in
between a lipstick lesbian and a butch lesbian—Wikipedia.

same‖--oxymoron of Alphonse Karr, 81(155); also see at
Gandhi & at Heraclitus.

Change the world! No? Your underwear then!
Channing, Carol
Chanute Air Force Base see at Kelly AFB.
Chaplin, Charlie (Sir Charles Spencer Chaplin),
1889-l977: Chaplin and the rise of comedy, 75(123); also
see at Academy Awards, at ―The Tramp,‖ at Life., at ―Limelight,‖
at Marcel Marceau, at Mack Sennett., at Jean Renoir & below.
Chaplin was an Academy Award-winning English comedic
actor and filmmaker. Chaplin became one of the most famous
actors as well as a notable filmmaker, composer and musician in
the early to mid "Classical Hollywood" era of American cinema.
Chaplin acted in, directed, scripted, produced and eventually
scored his own films as one of the most creative and influential
personalities of the silent-film era. His working life in
entertainment spanned over 65 years, from the Victorian stage and
the Music Hall in the United Kingdom as a child performer almost
until his death at the age of 88.
His high-profile public and private life encompassed both
adulation and controversy. With Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith, Chaplin co-founded United Artists in
1919.
In a review of the book Chaplin: A Life (2008), Martin Sieff
writes: "Chaplin was not just 'big', he was gigantic. In 1915, he
burst onto a war-torn world bringing it the gift of comedy, laughter
and relief while it was tearing itself apart through WW I. Over the
next 25 years, through the Great Depression and the rise of Hitler,
he stayed on the job. He was bigger than anybody. It is doubtful
any individual has ever given more entertainment, pleasure and
relief to so many human beings when they needed it the most."
Chaplin won an 1972 Oscar for the Best Music in an
Original Dramatic Score for the 1952 film Limelight, which costarred Claire Bloom. The film also features an appearance with
Buster Keaton, which was the only time the two great comedians
ever appeared together.
Chaplin was also nominated for Best Comedy Director for
The Circus in 1929, for Best Picture, Best Actor, Best Original
Screenplay (although the Academy no longer lists these
nominations in their official records because he received a Special
Award instead of being included in the final voting for the
competitive ones), Best Original Screenplay and Best Actor for
The Great Dictator in 1940, and again for Best Original
Screenplay for Monsieur Verdoux in 1948.
During his active years as a filmmaker, Chaplin expressed
disdain for the Academy Awards; his son Charles Jr wrote that
Chaplin invoked the ire of the Academy in the 1930s by jokingly
using his 1929 Oscar as a doorstop. This may help explain why
City Lights and Modern Times, considered by several polls to be
two of the greatest of all motion pictures, were not nominated for a
single Academy Award--edited excerpt from Wikpedia Also see at
―The Great Dictator.‖

Character

A combination of qualities or features

that distinguishes a person, a goup, or one thing from
another. A descriptin of a person‘s attributes, traits or
abilities. Also a person, esp. one who is peculiar or
eccentric, as in ―He‘s a quite a character!‖ Or, ―What a
charcter!‖ see at Lyndon Baines Johnson for an example due
to Doris Karns Goodwin.
Salmon Rushdie wrote a fine
essay on character
in the Winter 2007 issue of Granta Magazine in an article
entitled ―Heraclitus.‖ A feature of this article is how much
chance happenings affects one‘s character—see at Chance.
―A man‘s character is his fate‖—Saul Bellow. Also
see at Fate.

―Charge of the Light Brigade, The‖

is an 1854

narrative poem by Alfred, Lord Tennyson about the Charge
of the Light Brigade at the Battle of Balaclava during the
Crimean War.—also see below, and at Movies from Poems.

―Charge of the Light Brigade, The‖ 1936 film
directed by Michael Curtiz, with Errol Flynn, Olivia
Havilland, Patric Knowles. See above.

de

Charlemagne, 742 or 747-814 (literally, Charles, or
Carl, the Great, from Latin, Carolus Magnus) was the King
of the Franks (768 – 814) who conquered Italy & took the
Iron Crown of Lombardy in 774. On a visit to Rome in
800, he was crowned imperator Romanorum — Emperor of
the Romans, 108(201). See at Carl, the name.

Charles is French for Carl, 108(201); in Germany,
Charlemagne was Karl the Great‖ (Karl der Grosse).
Charley would have been horrified if he had known
had the same first names, albeit in different languages!

we

Charles, Ray, 1932-2004, 104(195), born in Albany,
Georgia, blind at six & orphaned in his teens, he was a
gifted pianist & singer with an eclectic repertoire of gospel,
aoul, country, rhythm & blues music. My favorites:
―Georgia on My Mind‖ & ―It
Takes Two to Tango.‖

―Charley?‖ See at ―Where‘s Charley?
―Charley‖(―Charlie‖), Brother-in-law, Ch. 33; also
see at Menefee; ―Everybody loved Charley—he avoided the
family vice of chattering too much, spoke in monosyllables
and literally was tall, dark & silient, Ch. 33;
Menefee is a Dutch name, & Charley;‘s industry had
a bit of the Dutch in its steadiness. His biggest charm--his
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modesty and shyness was also a drawback in a social
context. I believe few people really got to know him & a lot
thought he was backward, a non-smoking teetotaler, but he
won out over Sister‘s other suitors, 104(195), 106 (198); -married Sister April 30, 1938--she was ten days shy of 20
& he was 27, 105(198); drafted into the army in 1942 &
served until 1945 as a mechanic in the invasion of the ―soft
underbelly of France,‖100(188)n; nicknamed Eldridge,
―Elderberry & Fred,
―Doodle,‖ 108(201);--- mustered
out of the Army in 1945, 212(386); -- fails to make an auto
mechanic of me, 107(200); -- learned about cars the way
Ford did—by taking them apart & rebuilding them,
105(197). He could fix anything!

dancing with Fred Astaire in ―The Band Wagon,‖ she was the
Scottish Fiona in ―Brigadoon,‖ the 1954 musical with Gene Kelly,
and with Astaire in ―Silk Stockings‖ in 1957--Astaire celled her
―beautiful dynamite.‖ (―Silk Stockings,‖ the 1957 remake of
―Ninotchka,‖ was her last major dancing role in Hollywood.
She said her husband, the singer Tony Martin, could always
tell with whom she was dancing. ―If I was black and blue,‖ she
said, ―it was Gene. And if it was Fred, I didn't have a scratch.‖ In
1992, she made her Broadway debut in ―Grand Hotel, The
Musical,‖ playing, not surprisingly, an aging ballerina—quotes
from the Slide Show at nytimes.com/art & the June 18, 2008 NY
Times Obituary of Charisse by Robert Berkvist—also see at
Astarie, Kelly,& at Ninotchka.

Charley & Sister: Charley won out over Sister‘s

Chase, Mary Coyle, 1906--1981, born in Denver,

other suitors, 104(195); Sister filled a (Cedar) hope chest
during their engagement. They married April 30, 1938-she was ten days shy of 20 & he was 27, 105(198); ―You
want applicances?‖--he gave them to her, 106(199). Charley
like Sis to groom him as he lay on the couch, she would
scratch his hair—he was putty in her hands!
Their best friends were Nieta & Lawrence
Everman—they called him Hoss—but maybe his name was
Horace!. The camped out a lot, often with Eldridge & Mary,
--they liked the ―Thumb‖ of Michigan for camping.

Colo., was a journalist, playwright and screenwriter, known
primarily for writing the Broadway play Harvey, for which she won a
Pulitzer in 1945, adapted for the 1950 film "Harvey," starring James
Stewart. She wrote fourteen plays, including the 1953 Broadway play
Bernardine, a high-school comedy that John Kerr made his Broadway
debut in, two children's stories, one screenplay, and worked seven
years at the Rocky Mountain News as a journalist--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Chattonooga is the fourth-largest city in Tennessee
(after Memphis, Nashville & Knoxville), located in SE
Tennessee on Chickamauga and Nickajack Lake, which
are both part of the Tennessee River, near the border of
Georgiaa. Chattanooga," originally was the name of a small
Indian hamlet, situated near the base of Lookout Mountain,
on the bank of Chattanooga creek. It means, in the Cherokee
language, " to draw fish out of water," and hence was
applied to the collection of huts, which were occupied by
Indian fishermen. The humble hamlet disappeared, and its
name, at first suggestive & appropriate, was inherited by
the town of the white man, with meaningless application—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Charley‘s: Achilles‘s Heel, 107(199-200); -- ―Antiintellectualism,‖ 107(200); birth, 105(198); children: Billy
& Karen, 100(188); dazzling good looks, 106(197); Great
sense of humor, 108((201); ―Ipana Smile,‖ 105(197);
meekness, 107(200); Friends:‖Hoss‖ (Horace?) & Nieta
Everman, 107(201); also see at Billy & at Sister.
Charlie Chan is a fictional Chinese-American detective
created by Earl Derr Biggers in 1923. Biggers conceived of
the benevolent and heroic Chan as an alternative to Yellow Peril
stereotypes, such as villains like Fu Manchu. Chan is a detective of
the Honolulu police, though many stories feature Chan travelling
the world as he investigates mysteries and solves crimes.Chan first
appeared in Biggers' novels, but went on to be featured in a
number of media.
Over four dozen films featuring Charlie Chan have been
made, beginning in 1926. The character was at first portrayed by
Asian actors, and the films were met with little success. In 1931,
the Fox Film Corporation cast Swedish actor Warner Oland as
Chan in Charlie Chan Carries On; the film was a success, and Fox
went on to produce 15 more Chan films with Oland in the title role.
After Oland's death, Scottish American actor Sidney Toler was
cast as Chan; Toler made 22 Chan films, first for Fox and then for
Monogram Studios. After Toler's death, six more films were made,
starring Roland Winters. In addition, a number of Spanish- and
Chinese-language. Chan films were made during the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s.
American-made Chan films were shown in China to much
success, where the character was popular and respected. More
recent film adaptations in the 1990s have been unsuccessful. The
character has also been featured in several radio programs, two TV
shows, and a number of comics—edited Wiki excerpt. Also see at
Warren Toler
Charlie McCarthy, Edgar Bergen‘s well-appointed
& monocled ―dummy‖ who accused Bergen of moving his
lips during performances! He is now in the Smithsonian.)
See at Bergen.

Chattanooga Choo Choo" is a big-band /swing song
which was featured in the 1941 movie Sun Valley Serenade,
which starred amongst others Sonja Henie, Glenn Miller &
his Orchestra, The Modernaires, Milton Berle and Joan
Davis. It was performed in the film as an extended
production number, featuring vocals by Tex Beneke, Paula
Kelly, and the Modernaires followed by a production
number showcasing Dorothy Dandridge and an acrobatic
dance sequence by The Nicholas Brothers. This was the # 1
song across the US on Pearl Harbor Day, December 7, 1941.
Chatters, Dr. A(rthur) W., mathematician & friend,
Prof. at the U. of Bristol who visited us at Rutgers. While
there, fall 1993, he persuaded our son, Ezra, to take his
―Junior Year Abroa‖ at Bristol. I wrote about this, about
him & his artist-wife, Marta Lombard, and their work in
―Rings & Things.‖ Also see at Lombard.

Chaucer, Geoffrey, 1343-1400; ―Love is blynd;‖
―Love is noght oold as whan that is newe,‖ both from ―The
Canterbury Tales‘‖-- see Bartlett. Also see at Doggerel.

Chaudhuri, Nirad, wrote ‖ The Autobiography of
an Unknown Indian‖

Chayefsky, Paddy (né Sidney Aaron Chayefsky),
1923-1981, was born in the Bronx, NY to Russian
Jewish parents. He studied at CCNY & at Fordham U. , and
served in the US Army in WW II, for which he wasgiven a Purple
Heart (given to the wounded, even if it‘s just a scratch!).
His work on Marty, first as a live production for TV
featuring Rod Steiger in 1953, then for film two years later, gave
him his first major success. The film, starring Ernest Borgnine,
won the Academy Award for Best Picture, and Best Actor
(Borgnine). Chayefsky's work on that & other teleplays inspired
comparisons with Arthur Miller, and he received an Academy

―Charity, Faith, Hope &‖ see Faith, Hope & Charity.
Charisse, Cyd, (nee Tula Ellice Finklea), 1921-2008,
born in Amarillo, Texas, in 1921 or 1922, was known
as
Cyd Charisse (Her original nickname was Sid, supposedly from a
brother who could not say Sis. She became a star after dancing
opposite Gene Kelly in the Broadway Melody Ballet sequence of
"Singin' in the Rain" in 1952. The next year, 1953, she was
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Award for his work on the screenplay—also see at Bornine & at
―Marty.‖
He focused on screenplays after the success with Marty,
with films such as The Goddess (for which he received an Oscar
nomination) and The Bachelor Party.
In the 1960s his writing credits included The
Americanization of Emily, which featured Julie Andrews & James
Garner, and Paint Your Wagon, a screen vehicle for Lee Marvin.
He went on to win two more Oscars for his work on The Hospital
(1971) and the film for which he is best known, Network, for both
of which he also received Golden Globe awards.
His last screenplay was based on his novel Altered States,
but on the film he is credited under his real first and middle
name, Sidney Aaron, because of disputes with the director Ken
Russell—edited from Wikipedia, where there‘s much more. Also
see ―Americanization of Emily‖ & at Julie Andrews.

John William Cheever was the second child of Frederick
Lincoln Cheever and Mary Liley Cheever. His father was a
prosperous shoe salesman and Cheever spent much of his
childhood in a large Victorian house in the genteel suburb of
Wollaston, Massachusetts. In the mid-twenties, however, as the
New England shoe and textile industries began their long decline,
Frederick Cheever lost most of his money and began to drink
heavily. To pay the bills, Mary Cheever opened a gift shop in
downtown Quincy—an ―abysmal humiliation‖ for the family, as
her son John saw it.
In 1926, Cheever began attending Thayer Academy, a
private day school, but he found the atmosphere stifling and
performed poorly, finally transferring to Quincy High in 1928. A
year later he won a short story contest sponsored by the Boston
Herald and was invited back to Thayer as a ―special student‖ on
academic probation. His grades continued to be poor, however,
and, in March 1930, he was either expelled for smoking or (more
likely) departed of his own accord when the headmaster delivered
an ultimatum to the effect that he must either apply himself or
leave. The eighteen-year-old Cheever wrote a sardonic account of
this experience, ―Expelled,‖ which was subsequently published in
The New Republic.
According to Blake Bailey‘s 2009 biography, ―Cheever: A
Life, ‖ reviewed by John Updike in the March 9, 2009 New
Yorker, Cheever‘s IQ from several IQ tests never rose above 110,
or ―high normal.‖ Max Zimmer, the chief of the male acolytes and
servitors brought into Cheever‘s life by his belated homosexual
acknowledgment and by his gradually increasing debility, said at
the time, ―If there‘s someone who never loved himself, it was
John.‖ Twenty-five years later, Max, married and with a family,
and having turned his literary ambitions into a livelihood as a
technical writer, summed up his former mentor: ―He was
extraordinarily blessed by anyone‘s standards . . . but he liked to
say that all he had in life was an old dog. There was his despair.
And then there was his inability to comprehend the despair and
self-negation he inflicted on others.‖
These are quoted in Updikes review Gottlieb, who as head
of Knopf published two best-sellers (―The Stories of John
Cheever,‖ ―Falconer‖) that at last gave Cheever the financial ease
that had always eluded him, said, of his editorial selection from the
journals, ―There were . . . those who thought, ‗Why are you doing
this stuff? I don‘t want to read one more word about this dopey
alcoholic fag.‘ ‖
Cheever is perhaps best remembered for his short stories
(including "The Enormous Radio," "Goodbye, My Brother," "The
Five-Forty-Eight," "The Country Husband," and "The Swimmer"),
but also wrote a number of novels, such as The Wapshot Chronicle
(National Book Award, 1958), The Wapshot Scandal (William
Dean Howells Medal, 1965), Bullet Park, and Falconer. His main
themes include the duality of human nature: sometimes dramatized
as the disparity between a character's decorous social persona and
inner corruption, and sometimes as a conflict between two
characters (often brothers) who embody the salient aspects of both-light and dark, flesh and spirit. Many of his works also express a
nostalgia for a vanishing way of life (as evoked by the mythical St.
Botolphs in the Wapshot novels), characterized by abiding cultural
traditions and a profound sense of community, as opposed to the
alienating nomadism of modern suburbia. A compilation of his
short stories, The Stories of John Cheever, won the 1979 Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction and the National Book Critics Circle Award. On
April 27, 1982, six weeks before his death, Cheever was awarded
the National Medal for Literature by the American Academy of
Arts and Letters—edited excerpt from Wikipedia, except for
paragraphs 4 and 5, which are derived from the Updike New
Yorker article cited there. However, as close as Cheever ever got
to Chekhov, in my opinion, is right here, right above him in this
Index and Glossary. (Read, e.g., Max Zimmer‘s quotes about him
in the 4-th paragraph above.)

―Cheap, cheap, cheap‖—see at Thom McCan
Che Guevara, see at Guevara.
Checkers, the Faith‘s mix it up, Ch. 22
―Cheers!‖ British greeting and parting word, also a
toast.

―Cheers‖

TV

sit-com,1982-1993,

produced

by

Charles/Burrows/Charles Productions in association with
Paramount TV for NBC, having been created by the team of James
Burrows, Glen Charles, and Les Charles. The show is set in the
Cheers bar (named for the toast "Cheers") in Boston,
Massachusetts, where a group of locals meet to drink and have fun.
The show's theme song was written by Judy Hart Angelo
and Gary Portnoy and performed by Portnoy; its famous refrain,
―Where Everybody Knows Your Name‖ (and things are always the
same) became the show's tagline.
It starred Ted Danson as Sam, Shelley Long as Diane,
Kirstie Alley, Nicholas Colasanto, Rhea Perlman, John
Ratzenberger, Woody Harrison, Kelsey Grammer, Bebe Neuwirth,
George Wendt, with guest appearances by celebrities.
After premiering on September 30, 1982, it was nearly
cancelled during its first season when it ranked dead last in ratings
for its premiere (77th out of 77 shows).[However, Cheers
eventually became a highly rated TV show in the United States,
earning a top-ten rating during eight of its eleven seasons,
including one season at #1, and spending the bulk of its run on
NBC's "Must See Thursday" lineup. Its widely watched series
finale was broadcast on May 20, 1993. The show's 273 episodes
have been successfully syndicated worldwide, and have earned 26
Emmy Awards from a record 111 nominations.
The pyschiatrist character Frasier Crane (Kelsey Grammer)
was featured in his own successful spin-off, Frasier, which
included guest appearances by most of the major Cheers
characters—edited excepts from Wikipedia.

Cheese. Slang for an an important person, often in a
phrase ―the big cheese.

Cheese in France: ―How can anyone govern a nation
that has 246 kinds of cheese?‖—Chareles de Gaulle.
Actually, this is a conservative estimate. If you
Google Cheese in France, you get different answers from
different sources. One source says there are 800 Gournet
Cheeses there, and upwards of 1000 kinds of cheese..
The French word for cheese: Le Fromage.

Cheesit Slang meaning ―beat it!‖ As in cheesit, the
cops! Also see at Blue Goose!

Cheever, John, 1912–1982) was an novelist and short
story writer, sometimes called ―the Chekhov of the
suburbs.‖ His fiction is mostly set in the Upper East Side of
Manhattan, the Westchester suburbs, and old New England
villages based on various South Shore towns around Quincy,
Massachusetts, where he was born.
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Chekhov (also Chekhov) Anton Pavlovich (1860-

Cheshire, a county of west-central England; also a city

1904), Russian doctor, playwright & short story writer, died
of TB--see at Tuberculosis. His family was extremely poor, but he
won a scholarship to medical school, meanwhile writing to earn
extra money to help his family. He said famously, ―My holy of
holies is the human body, health, intelligence, talent, inspiration,
love, and absolute freedom—freedomfrom violence and falsehood,
no matter how the last two manifest themselves‖—epigraph to the
Viking Portable Chekhov.
―A son of a serf, and would have been born one had not his
grandfather…(purchased) his freedom‖-–from the editors Intro to
―The Portable Chekhov‖
―I slowly squeezed the slave out of
myself‖—my
paraphrase from memory; Chekhov on ―day- to-day living—see
at Idiot.
His masterpiece plays, ―Uncle Vanya‖ (1900), ―The Three
Sisters‖ (1901) & ―The Cherry Orchard‖ (1904) are still
performed on and off Broadway, in colleges & universities, and
all over the world. Also see at Joyce Carol Oates(the last
paragraph) & at ―The Evils of Tobacco.‖
The following is edited from Wikipedia: ―Chekhov was
considered to be one of the greatest short-story writers in world
literature. His career as a dramatist produced four classics and his
best short stories are held in high esteem by writers and critics.
Chekhov practiced as a doctor throughout most of his literary
career: ‗Medicine is my lawful wife,‘ he once said, ‗and literature
is my mistress.‘
Chekhov renounced the theatre after the disastrous reception
of The Seagull in 1896; but the play was revived to acclaim in
1898 by Constantin Stanislavski's Moscow Art Theatre, which
subsequently also produced Uncle Vanya and premiered
Chekhov‘s last two plays, Three Sisters and The Cherry Orchard.
Those four works present a special challenge to the acting
ensemble as well as to audiences, because in place of conventional
action Chekhov offers a ‗theatre of mood‘ and a ‗submerged life in
the text.‘
Chekhov had at first written stories only for the money, but
as his artistic ambition grew, he made formal innovations which
have influenced the evolution of the modern short story. His
originality consists in an early use of the stream-of-consciousness
technique, later adopted by James Joyce and other modernists,
combined with a disavowal of the moral finality of traditional story
structure. He made no apologies for the difficulties this posed to
readers, insisting that the role of an artist was to ask questions, not
to answer them.‖ Also see at ―Dreary Stories‖ & at Stream of
Consciousness.

of south central Connecticut, north of New Haven.

Cheshire

cat

which

―vanished

quite

slowly

beginning with the end of the tall, and ending with the
grin, which remained some time after the rest of it had
gone‖—from Alice in Wonderland. See at Lewis Carroll.

Cherbourg, a of NW France on the English Channel
This strategic port was occupied by the Germans & retaken
by the Allies on June 27, 2005. See Rooney‘s ―My War,‖
for a good description of the battle.

―Cherry, I Gave My Love A‖, 133-134(245)
Cherry Pie: "violence is as American as cherry
pie,"see at Rap Brown.

Cheshire Cat in "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland."
Alice: "I wish you wouldn‘t keep appearing and vanishing
so suddenly; you make one quite giddy!‖ ―All right,‖ said
the Cat; and this time it vanished quite slowly, beginning
with the end of the tail, and ending with the grin, which
remained some time after the rest of it had gone.―Well! I‘ve
often seen a cat without a grin,‖ thought Alice; ―but a grin
without a cat! It‘s the most curious thing I ever saw in all
my life!‖ Also see at Evanesce.

Chess, see at Kasparov.
Chesterfield cigarettes, the brand that Dad smoked &
that Fred and I filched from him. In 1945 Sonja Henie
posed provokatively for Chesterfields with the slogan: ―It‘s
a pleasure.‖ I am sure it was! Search the Web at Sonja
Henie.

Chesterfield Girl: Lucille Ball appeared on Billboards
throughout NY as the new Chesterfield Girl. She got the
break she needed when Syvia Hahlo, a theatrical agent
noticed her, and told her that Sam Goldwyn need a dozen
poster girls for the new Eddie Cantor movie, Roman
Scandals. When one girl backed out of the dozen she
had picked, Lucy was chosen and was on her way to
Hollywood in three days—also see above & at Lucille Ball.

Chesterton, G(ilbert) K(eith), 1874-1936, born in
London, his prolific and diverse output included journalism,
philosophy, poetry, biography, Christian apologetics,
fantasy and detective fiction (e.g., Father Brown short
stories--detective fiction.) . Also see at ―The Man Who
Was Thursday: A Nightmare.‖ ―When it comes to money,
everyone is of the same religion‖ 24(37--since I wrote this,
I found it attributed to Volataire. See at ― The Chambered
Nautilus & at Religion.

―Chekhov of the suburbs‖—see at John Cheever.
Chemistry, A highly readable introduction is

―Chesteron, The Troubling Genius of G. K.‖-subtitle
of an article ―The Back of the World‖ by Adam Gopnik in
the new Yorker, July 7 & 14, 2008.

Primo Levi‘s ―The Periodic Table.‖

Cher is French for expensive or dear.
Cher (née Cherilyn Sarkisian): Born 1946 & later

Chevalier, Maurice, 22(33)n: Sang ―Louise,‖ in the
1929 movie, ―Innocents in Paris.‖ His signature piece (see
at ―Gigi‖) is ―Thank Heavens For Little Girls.‖ Also see
at ―Ah , I Remember It Well,‖ ―Isn‘t It Romantic? &
at Big Pond (1930, ―You Brought a New Kind of Love to
Me.‖)

adopted by Gilbert LaPierre, Cher is an singer actress,
songwriter, film director, record producer and author. Among her
many career accomplishments in music, TV & film, she has won
an Academy Award, a Grammy Award, an Emmy Award and three
Golden Globe Awards, among others.
Cher first rose to prominence in 1965 as one half of the
pop/rock duo Sonny & Cher. She also established herself as a solo
recording artist, releasing 25 albums, contributing to numerous
compilations, and tallying 34 Billboard Top 40 entries over her
career, both solo and with Sonny. These include eighteen Top 10
singles and five number one singles. Cher has had 16 Top 10 hits
in the UK Singles Chart between 1965 and 2003, four of which
reached number one.
She became a TV star in the 1970s and a film actress in the
1980s. In 1987, she won the Academy Award for Best Actressfor
her role in the romantic comedy Moonstruck.

Chevalier, Tracy, see at ―Girl with a Pearl Earring.‖
Chevrolet, Louis-Joseph, 1878-1941, born in Neuchatel,
Switzerland, was a racing driver and the founder of the
Chevrolet Motor Car Company which was acquired by
General Motors & is their best-known brand worldwide &
in many cases synonymous with General Motors itself

Chew the Fat Joke: new recruit with a weekend pass
calls his wife to get ready and have her clothes off.
She asks, "Should I also take off my bra?" He answers,
―Nah, I don't have time to chew the fat!‖
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Chicago's 1996 Broadway revival holds the record for the
longest-running musical revival on Broadway (not counting the
revue Oh! Calcutta!) and, as of November 15, 2008, it has played
for more than 5,000 performances. The revival was followed by a
production on London's West End and several tours and
international productions.
An Academy Award-winning film version of the musical
was released in 2002--edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where there
is a chart designating the notable casts over the years. In the
original Gwen Verdon played Roxie Hart (mezzo soprano), Chita
Rivera played Velma, Kelly (contralto), Jerry Orbach playd Billy
Flynn (Baritone), and Mary McCarty played ―Mama‖Morton
(contralto). Also see at Bebe Neuwirth & at Gwen Verdon.

CHF, congestive heart failure:mine in Jan.2003, P, iii
Chiang Kai-shek, Generalissimo, 1887-1973,leader
of Nationalist China before being defeated by Mao Tse
Tung & his Comunist army. Chiang & remnants of his
army retreated to Taiwan where he served as president of
Nati. China until his death. See at Stilwell.
Chiang Kai-shek, Madame (née Soong May-ling or Soong
Mei-ling) circa 1897-2003) was one of the three Soong
sisters and described as the "one who loved power". Her father,
Charlie Soong, made a fortune selling Bibles.
She started college at her sisters' alma mater, Wesleyan
College in Macon, Georgia, but transferred to Wellesley College,
where she talked with a pronounced Georgia accent and drawl. She
graduated with honors in 1917 with a major in English literature
and minor in philosophy. As a result of being educated in the
United States she spoke excellent English with a pronounced
Georgian accent which helped her connect with American
audiences.
As the wife of President Chiang Kai-shek she played a
prominent role in the politics of the Republic of China. Since Kaishek spoke no English, she became his interpreter, and veritable
best friend and trusted companion.
As we said in the review of Hannah Pakula‘s 2009,
biography of Mme. Chiang, she became the face and voice of Kaishek‘s China. Here are some quotes cit4ed in the Nov. 4, 2009 NY
Times review by Dwight Gardner:
Pres. Truman, tired of Mme. Chiang‘s appeals for money
began to refer to her husband as ―Cash my-check.‖
When Eleanor Roosevelt asked her how she would deal with
a difficult labor leader like John L. Lewish, ―She never said a
word,‖ Eleanor Roosevelt wrote, ―but the beautiful hand came up
and slid across her throat.‖
Eleanor Roosevelt summed up Mme. Chiang‘s perfomance
on the world stage: ―While she could talk beautifully about
democrasy, he couldn‘t know how to live democracy.‖
The book, ―The Last Empress, Madame Kai-shek and the
Birth of Modern China‖ by Hannah Pakula, is referred to above.
Also see at Natal, Brazil.

Chicago Cubs, National League team;--see at Belles
Chick-a-boom or ―freight train‖ sound—see at
Johnny Cash.

Chickasaw Indians, 73(119)
Chichita Banana:
Chicken at the Faiths circa the 30‘s: we ate chicken
once or twice a-year, &when we did, we bought the chicken
live, had to kill it (Dad, by cutting off its head, & Mama by
wringing its neck!), & then watching the chicken run around
the yard until it died—a gruesome sight! -- esp. when it was
headless.) Next came the scalding in hot water to loosen the
feathers so it could be plucked. Doesn‘t that sound grisly?
It also had a terrible odor, but that was all we had before
refrigeration or supermarkets
that would do all the
preparation for you, 27(41).

―Chickens, Ain‘t nobody here but us,‖ saying, 59(96)
―Chicken shit,‖ the Navy kind, 208(379): Anybody
who saw the 1955 movie ―Mr. Roberts,‖ starring Jack
Lemmon in the title role & James Cagney as the wacky
Captain Queeg,, or the 1954 movie, ―The Caine Mutiny,‖
starring Humphrey Bogart as the obsessive-compulsive
captain, or Jack Nicholson & Randy Quaid in the ―Last
Detail,‖ will learn a lot about it. (See pp. 116-117(215-216)
& 190-191(350) for the latter.) An example of ―chicken
shit‖-- when I was napping during retreat--but I was saved
by Karma! 230(429). Also see at ―Catch 22.‖

Chiamus (related to chiasma), a rhetorical inversion
of the second of two structures, e.g., Mae West‘s ―A hard
man is good to find,‖ JFK‘s chiasmus at JFK‘s
Inauguration: ―Ask not what the country can do for you, but
what you can do for the country;‖ the chiasmus on
Socrates: ―The unexamined life is not worth living,‖
Woody Allen‘s chiasmus ―Idiot Village.‖ Also see the
chiasmus at Care, at Clint Eastwood & at Churchill‘s
speech on El Alamein.

Chief Seattle speaks about his people, F, 120(220221); see at Seattle

Child: ―Love is a chain whereby to bind a child to his
parents‖—Abraham Lincoln, T1; ―Nobody knows a child
like his mother,‖ saying; ―The Child is father to the man,‖
Wordsworth, T1; 96(181); ―All a child can expect is that its
father be present at the conception‖—Joe Orton, 10(15)
also see the Milton quote below & at Motherless Child.

Chicago, ―the great city of -- ,―65(292),Chs.53 & 61:
―It‘s a beautiful Day in Chicago!‖--Radio announcer circa

Childhood:―Adults forget their childhood--amnesia?‖

1945; 210(383); Chicago is Agonquian Indian for garlic or onion
filed. ―The Windy City,‖ 213(387); Another song that I heard
back then: ―I used to work in Chicago / (repeat twice more) / But I
don't work there anymore‖—it‘s neither on the Web nor in ―Da
Capo‘s Companion …‖ Also see at Angelina, at Michigan & at
Port Chicago, CA.

52(85);
―Before the concept existed, there was no childhood,‖
74(121);
―— is what must be overcome,‖A, viii, 127(234);
―Grownups never understand anything for themselves, & it
is tiresome for children to be always & forever explaining
things to them‖--Saint-Exupéry;
―-- without the cultural interference that made a
horrible… adult‖ —G. Thurley, see at Esenin;
―I am convinced there is a certain amount of anarchy
under which children grow best, although I admit the
boundaries are not marked & children contrive to provide
what anarchy is needed anyway,‖ T1
―It happened too suddenly, with no warning, and we
none of us could believe it or bear it... the beautiful,
imaginative, protected world of my childhood swept
away‖—see at William Maxwell.
―Myth of a happy —― 14(21);

―Chicago,‖ Carl Sandburg poem, Ch. 53.
―Chicago‖ is a Kander and Ebb musical set in
prohibition era Chicago. The book is by Ebb and Bob Fosse.
The story is a satire on corruption in the administration of criminal
justice, and the concept of the ―elebrity criminal.‖
The musical is based on a 1926 play of the same name by
reporter Maurine Dallas Watkins about actual criminals and crimes
she had reported on. The original 1975 Broadway production ran
for a total of 936 performances. Bob Fosse choreographed the
original production, and his style is strongly identified with the
show.
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―— shews the man as morning shews the day,‖
John Milton;
―Sweet Pain of Remembered Innocent Pleasures,‖
74(121);
―Your parents made you what you are, but it is your
fault if you stay that way‖ -- Mark Twain
Also see T1 & Part I.

Literature! The father moaned: ―Just when we thought we
were out from under!‖
―Children‘s Gate‖: Frederick Law Olmsted & Calvert
Vaux gave names to all the entrances of their most
famous work of genius, Central Park. The Children‘s
Gate is the entrance on the east side at Seventy-sixth Street
& Fifth Avenue; and it‘s the metaphor for why, after five
years in Paris, Adam Gopnik‘s family came back to New
York: so their children could "grow up in New York, to be
natives here, as we could never be, to come in through the
Children‘s Gate…‖—from Gopnik‘s Website. Also see at
Adam Gopnik.

Childhood according to William Steig:
―When a book of his cartoons, tiltled Small Fry, was
published in 1944, the NY York Times said: ‗What they
prove to parents and elders is that 8-year-olds do not change
from one generation to another, that the world of childhood
is compounded of miniature terrors and glorious day
dreams, and that Mr. Steig—not to put a too fine a point
on it—is wonderful,‘‖—from Steig‘s Oct. 5, 2003, NY
Times Obiturary by Sarah Boxer.

Chilidog, see at Coney Island.
Chimera, n. Genetics. An organization consisting of
two or more tissues of different gentic composition,
produced as a result of mutation, grafting, or the mixture of
cell populations from different zygotes. In literature, it is a
groundless or impractical conception or fancy. In Greek
Mythology, a Chimera was a fire-brathing monster, with the
head of a lion, the body of a goat & the tail of a serpent.
―Nothing great is ever
created without chimeras‖-Ernest Renan. See Bartlett.
China: Casualties in WW II, 178(310-311): chart
180(314)): see at Horrors of War & at World War II;
Casualties of the suppression of the peasant farmers under
communism & the Dictatorship of Mao Tse Tung exceeded
70 million. See at Mao.

Childhood diseases: chicken pox, measles, mumps,
whooping cough, annually killed more than the worst
epidemic years of Polio—see at Polio; Vaccines for most
childhood diseases were developed by Maurice Hilleman in
the 40‘s & 50‘s. i.e., too late for us. See at Hilleman.

Childhood rebellion--see at Rebel.
―Child‘s Garden of Verses, A,‖ 94-95(179)
Child‘s World, One: Riding the Rails, 51(79-80)
Children, T1, Part I, 112; anarchy: ―There is a certain
amount of anarchy under which children grow best, ‖ T1,
68(111); -- die hard,‖ 112(209); ― -- do not have the ability to
survive jungle rule,‖ 60(98); combative, 67(111), 98(184- 185);
competive, 67(111); games, Ch.22; Do -- need ―sweets as treats?‖
112(208); -- produce adults, T1; survival, 67(11); ―when you
begin to feel sorry for other children then you are beginning to
grow up,‖ 112(208).
Although children are ―monkey-see, monkey-do‖ in their
imitation of adult behavior, as witnessed by their early addictions
to sex, alcohol, drugs, stealing, lying, etc., the psychological and
physiological facts show how wide the gaps are between
childhood and adulthood, 52 (85)
Are children:―brain damaged?‖—Bill Cosby (in jest?),
52(85)n; ―Is the fierce, combativeness of children's games
necessaryto the survival of the specie?‖ 67-68(111)
―They fuck you up, your mum and dad do, / They
may
not mean to, but they do‖—see at Philip Larkin
―Children are the only form of immortality that we can be
sure of‖—see at Ustinov, Also seee at Childhood, at Eton (the
Playfields of) & at Schoolchildren.
Children and Injustice: ―In the little world in which children
have their existence, whoever brings them up, there is
nothing so fintely perceived as injustice—Charles Dickens
in ―Great Expectations,‖ 1861. (Quoted in Oxford Dict. of
Quotations.)

China—see at ―The Good Earth‖ & at Pearl Buck.
China under Mao was called Communist or Red
China. On Nov. 26, 1950, Red China entered the Korean
War in order to aid North Korean against the advancind
forces of USA and S. Korea—see at Korean War.

Chinese checkers, 65(107)
Chinese Proverb: one picture is worth a thousand
words—see at Picture.

―Chips, Goodbye, Mr.,‖ see at Goodbye.
Chiquita Banana,‖ Ch. 32, ―I‘m Chichita Banana /
And I‘ve come to say, / Bananas like to ripen in a certain
way…‖Molly‘s version starts the second line with: ―If you
want to get your teacher out of the way / put a bananna
peel on the floor, And whoops, the teacher goes out
the door!‖—from a friend at Angelo State U., San
Angelo.
―I would rather play Chiquita Banana and have my
wimming pool than play Bach and starve‖—Xavier Cugat.

―Choo Choo Ch‘Boogie,‖ see at Louis Jordan.
Chit·chat n. 1. n. Casual conversation; small talk.
2. Gossip. intr.v. chit·chat·ted, chit·chat·ting, chit·chats
To engage in small talk or gossip—Free Online Dict. Also
see at Schmooze.

―Children swarmed, Though, for every twelve of
them only one or two survived‖—Milosc, see ―Ancestors,‖
F, xxv

Chocolat, French for chocolate, pronounce sho co la.‘
Chocolat, 1988 French film.in which a woman recalls

―Children?

Why kill the‖--see at Goebbels.
―Children of the Dream,‖ Bettelheim book, 58(95)
―Children, The Terrible Children,‖ a film, see.
Children‘s Entitlement? ―How much entitlement is there?

her childhood spent in French West Africa, and the
unrequited sexual tension between her mother and a native
servant.. This ivid film offers a host of intriguing characters &
splendid panoramas of rugged desert landscapes. Written by the
director, Claire Denis, and Jena-Pol Farqeau—edited excerpt from
Video Hound which gave it 3 bones.

asked a well-known NY Psychiatrist, whose daughter,
an MD, asked for money to enable her move into her
parents‘ Park Ave. neighborhood, without working for it the
way he &
his wife, also a psychiatrist, did.
Evidently some children do not limit themselves in
how much they want from their parents!
Another couple sent their daughter to college, grad
school, and then to law school after she had her Ph. D. in

Chocolat, 2000 film, starring Juliette Binoche,
Victorie Thivisol, Johnny Depp, Fred Molina, Judi Dench,
Lena Olin & others. It‘s about a chocaterie opened up in the late
1950s by free-spirited Viannne (Binoche) and her daughter
(Thivisol) during Lent, an act saxriligious to the very square
Count (Comte in French, played by Molina). Then, when the
Count tries to rally residents to boycott, Vianne‘s chocolates set
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their pulses racing, as she becomes intriqued by a dypsy vagabond
(Depp.)—an edited Video Hound revue. Another 3 bones.

of several of her stories. She also published two books on their
travels.
Her 1952 play The Mousetrap holds the record for the
longest unbroken run in London theatre & is based on the short
story, ―Thee Blind Mice.‖ (I saw it in June1958 when I traveled
to the International Congress of Mathematicians at Edinburgh.)
Her works have been translated into 103 languages & sales exceed
500 million copies. One blurb of one of her books claims a billion
copies in English, and a billion copies in other languages! It went
on to say that her books outsold all but Bible and Shakespeare.
Several of her stories became films: Murder on the Orient
Express (1974) & Death on the Nile (1978). Aside from these,
there have been numerous TV presentations of her mysteries. In
particular I liked both Joan Hickson, who portrayed Miss Marple
in all 12 of the Marple mysteries, and David Suchet as Poirot.
More recently the venerable Geraldine McEwen assumed the
Marple role on TV. However, Joan Hickson left her indelible
imprint on the role—check out the Web at:
http://www.britmovie.co.uk/forums/british-television/1329miss-marple.html
Christie was made Dame Commander of the British Empire
(D. B. E) in 1961—see Wikipedia for a more about Christie. Also
see at Habits, at Hickson, at Miss Marple, at Poirot, at David
Suchet, at ―Ten Little Indians‖ & at Youth vs. Old Age. Also see
at ―Appointment with Death,‖ at ―Cards on the Table,‖ at ―Death
on the Nile,‖ at ―The Labors of Hercules,‖ at ―Sad Cypress,‖ at
Miss Marple, at Poirot & at Peter Ustinov.

―Chocolate goes to war‖—see at Rationing; also
see at Hershey.

Choir: I sang! 41(65)
Chopin, Frédéric, 1810-1849, composer and virtuoso
pianist of the Romantic period, was born in the village of
Żelazowa Wola, in the Duchy of Warsaw, to a Polish
mother and French-expatriate father, and in his early life
was regarded as a child-prodigy pianist. He is widely
regarded as the greatest Polish composer, and ranks as one
of music's greatest tone poets.In November 1830, at the age
of 20, Chopin went abroad; following the suppression of the
Polish November Uprising of 1830–31, he became one of
many expatriates of the Polish "Great Emigration."
A pop version of Frédéric Chopin's Polonaise in A
flat major, Op. 53, the ―Polonais héroique‖—see at ―Till the
End of Time.‖

―Chorus Line, A‖, 132(242)—see at ―Tits & Ass.‖
A1975 musical with nineteen main characters set on
the bare stage of a Broadway theater during an audition for
chorus line members of a musical. It won a 1976 Pulitzer
prize. Also a 1985 film by that title—see Video Hound.
Also see at Bebe Neuwith & at ―One,‖ the theme song of the
show. Another song is ―What I Did for Love.‖

Chow, slang for food; Chow line, a line waiting for

Christie‘s 11 day ―disappearance.‖ In late 1926

food; prevalent use in the Miltiary—possibly derived from
Chow Mein, or stir-fry in Mandarin; or for the Cantonese
word for food—Amer. Heritage Dict; see at Navy Lingo:

Agatha's first husband Archie revealed that he was in love
with another woman, and wanted a divorce. On 3 December 1926
the couple quarreled, and Archie Christie left their house in
Sunningdale, Berkshire to spend the weekend with his mistress at
Godalming, Surrey. That same evening Agatha disappeared from
her home, leaving behind a letter for her secretary saying that she
was going to Yorkshire.
Her disappearance caused an outcry from the public, many
of whom were admirers of Agatha Christie's novels. Despite a
massive manhunt, there were no results until eleven days later.
Eleven days after her disappearance, Christie was identified
as a guest at the Swan Hydropathic Hotel (now the Old Swan Hotel
in Harrogate, Yorkshire where she was registered as 'Mrs Teresa
Neele' from Cape Town. Christie gave no account of her
disappearance. Although two doctors had diagnosed her as
suffering from amnesia, opinion remains divided as to the
reasons for her disappearance.
One suggestion is that she had suffered a nervous
breakdown brought about by a natural propensity for depression,
exacerbated by her mother's death earlier that year, and the
discovery of her husband's infidelity. Public reaction at the time
was largely negative with many believing it was all just a publicity
stunt, whilst others speculated she was trying to make the police
think her husband killed her as revenge for his affair.

Chow down, slang, to eat, and in the navy, chow
down at mess (and in the mess hall.)

―Christ did all the suffering‖43(69), 89(169)
Christ, Jesus, Chs.13 & 28, see also Amy Lowell;
Jews do not believe that Christ is the Messiah of the Old
Testeament, 173(302); Christ on the cross recited the
22nd Psalm, 89(169); also see at Jesus

Christ & Imagaination: ―Must then Christ perish in
ievery age to save those with no imagination?‖--G.B. Shaw.

Christian: ―There has been only one Christian, and he
died on the cross‖—Friedrich Nietzsche, 44(70)

―Christian,‖ a youth in the film, ―Get Out Your
Handerchiefs,‖ who persuades his mother, ―Solange,‖
to sleep with him & more, 136-137(249-250)

Christianity, Chs. 13 & 28; -- & Santa Claus,a fairy
tale? -- & the will to believe, 89-90(169-170); -- & Karma,
90(171)

Christians, Chs. 13 & 28; also see at Baptists,
Catholics, Protestants, WASP & SNAPFADDA. According
to Richard A. Schweder, prof. of human develment at the
U. of Chicago, in an Op-Ed article in the NY Times, Nov.
28, 2006, there are 2.1 billion self-declared Christians & 1.3
billion self-declared Muslims, of over 6 billion people in
the world. Also see at ―True Believer.‖
Christie, Agatha (nee Agatha May Clarissa Miller)
1890-1976, born in Torquay, Devonshire, England, authorof
detective & murder mysteries (66 mystery novels, 13 short story
collections). Her career stretched a half-century, during which she
created two world-renown sleuths, the inquiring village lady, Miss
Marple, amd the impeccable, fastidious, foppish Belgian, Hercule
Poirot, who had an obit in the NY Times at his death—the only
fictional obit ever!
Christie was the name of her first husband (about whom, see
the following entry.) Her second was an archeology professor,
Max Mallowan, with whom she traveled on several expeditions,
e.g., to Egypt (the Nile), the Near East (Mesopotamia), the locales

Christie, Julie Frances, born 1941 in Chabua, Assam,
India, then part of the British Empire, the first of two children
of Rosemary (née Ramsden) and Frank St. John Christie. Christie's
father ran the tea plantation around which Christie grew up. Christie's
mother was a Welsh-born painter and childhood friend of actor Richard
Burton.
A pop icon of the "swinging London" era of the 1960s, she has
won an Academy Award, Golden Globe, BAFTA, and Screen Actors
Guild Awards.
Christie's first major film role was in The Fast Lady, a 1962
romantic comedy. She first gained notice as Liz, the friend and wouldbe lover of the eponymous Billy Liar (1963) played by Tom Courtenay.
The director, John Schlesinger, cast Christie only after another actress
dropped out of the film. It was 1965 when Christie became known
internationally. Schlesinger directed her in her breakthrough role, as the
amoral model Diana Scott in Darling, a role which the producers
originally offered to Shirley MacLaine.
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―Half and half,‖ the first ―a‖ pronounced the American way
and the second with the English long ―a,‖ 242(437)
About USSR: ―It is a riddle wrapped up in a mystery
inside an enigma; …the key is Russian self-interest,‖
Speech on BBC, London, Oct. 1, 1939;
Alamein Speech, 140(253), 141(254), 159(281)n Ch. 46,
Footnote 1;
―Blood, Toil, Sears, and sweat,‖ Speech: On May 10,
1940, Chamberlain resigned & Winston Churchill formed a
new government, saying on May 13, ―I have nothing to
offer except blood, toil, tears and sweat,‖ 142(255); also see
at Victory, Victory, Victory, Victory.
Dunkirk Speech, we shall defend our island, whatever the
cost may be, we shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on
the landing grounds, we shall fight in the fields, and in the
streets, and we shall never surrender.Winston Churchill,
Speech on Dunkirk, House of Commons, June 4, 1940,
epigraph to Ch. 50
―End of the Beginning‖ Speech (El Alamein), 140(253);
―Their Finest hour,‖ Speech: ― June 18, 1940, House of
Commons, Ch. 50;
Humorous take on writing a book, R, lxx, 242(437);
On Dec. 26, 1941 Churchill became the first British PM to
Address a joint meeting of the US Congress.
―Iron Curtain speech in Fulton, Miss., Mar. 5, 1946,
referring to the economic and political repression in Soviet
occupied countries of Eastern Europe; it was the beginning
of the ―Cold War‖ between USSR and its satellites and the
USA and its allies in NATO. See at Iron Curtain.
Leader of the British Tory Party—see at Prime Minister;
Prime Minister, 1940-194 & 1951-1955; 142(255); he was
defeated by the Labor candidate, Clement Atlee in 1946
(England was tired of the WW II sacrifices demanded by
Churchill!)—see, e.g., ―London in 1945.‖ Also see at
Chamberlain.
Tribute to the RAF, Aug. 29, 1940: ―Never in the field of
human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few,‖
159(281); see Ch. 46 & Epigraph to Ch. 50; also see at
Battle of Britain;
―We have to have a United States of Europe,‖ 1946 speech
envisioning the Europe Union (EU), which came to
existence in Nov. 1993 by the European Union (EU), or
Maastricht Treaty. See, e.g., The Columbia Encyclopedia.
Also, see at Victor Hugo in regard to the United States of
Europe, regarding which: originally fifteen countries, the
EU has expanded to include most of the Eastern European
countries, excepting USSR & Turkey which are partly
Asian.
―We Shall Never Surrender‖—Speech, Ch. 50; also
see at Casablanca, Cairo, Yalta & Democracy;

More significantly though, Christie appeared as Lara Antipova
in David Lean's adaptation of Boris Pasternak's novel Doctor Zhivago
(1965), one of the all-time box office hits, and as Daisy Battles in
Young Cassidy, a biopic of Irish playwright Seán O'Casey co-directed
by Jack Cardiff and (uncredited) John Ford.
In 1966, the 25-year-old Christie was nominated for a BAFTA
Award for Best Actress in a Leading Role when she played a double
role in François Truffaut's Fahrenheit 451 and won the Academy
Award for Best Actress and BAFTA Award for Best Actress in a
Leading Role for Darling. Later, she played Thomas Hardy's heroine
Bathsheba Everdene in Schlesinger's Far from the Madding Crowd
(1967) and the lead character, Petulia Danner, (opposite George C.
Scott) in Richard Lester's Petulia (1968).In the 1970s, Christie starred
in smaller, but culturally significant films such as Robert Altman's
postmodern western McCabe & Mrs. Miller (1971), with Warren
Beatty. where her role as a brothel 'madam' gained her a second Best
Actress Oscar nomination, The Go-Between (again co-starring Alan
Bates, 1971), Don't Look Now (1973), Shampoo (1975), Altman's
classic Nashville (also 1975, in an amusing cameo as herself opposite
Karen Black and Henry Gibson), Demon Seed (1977), and Heaven Can
Wait (1978), again with Beatty.
She moved to Hollywood during the decade, where she had a
high-profile (1967-1974), but intermittent relationship with Warren
Beatty who described her as "the most beautiful and at the same time
the most nervous person I had ever known."
Following the end of the relationship with Beatty, she returned
to the United Kingdom, where she lived on a farm in Wales. Never a
prolific actress, even at the height of her fame and bankability in the
1960s, Christie made fewer and fewer films in the 1980s. She had a
major supporting role in Sidney Lumet's Power (1986), but generally
avoided appearances in large budget films and appeared in nonmainstream films. She narrated the 1981 documentary The Animals
Film (directed by Myriam Alaux and Victor Schonfeld), which argues
against vivisection. Christie has turned down many leading roles in
films such as They Shoot Horses, Don't They?, Anne of the Thousand
Days and The Greek Tycoon. Christie also signed on to play the female
lead in American Gigolo opposite Richard Gere, however when Gere
dropped out and John Travolta was cast in the role, Christie too
dropped out from the project. Gere changed his mind and took back the
role, however it was too late for Christie as her part was already taken
by Lauren Hutton. Julie Christie also had to drop out of the leading role
in Agatha due to breaking her wrist whilst roller-skating; the part was
filled by Vanessa Redgrave --edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
"One of the most luminous actresses to grace the British screen, as
well as those of the rest of the world, Julie Christie is known for both
her onscreen magnetism, which has not faded as she has grown older,
and her offscreen reclusiveness"--exerpt from Moviefone Biography..

Also see at ―Don‘t Look Now‖ 75(124) &at ―Billy Liar.‖

Chromosome, a threadlike linear strand of DNA and
associated proteins in the nucleus of animal & plant cells
that carry genes and functions in the transmission of
hereditary information. Also a circular strand of DNA in
bacteria & cyanobacteria that contains the hereditary
information necessary for cell life. Each sex has 46
chromosomes, the Y chromosome determines the male
gender. See at Women & at Y-Chromosome

Churchill on writing a book, R, lxx, 242(437)
Churchill and Lady Astor repartee, 242(437
―Churchilll‘s Black Dog and Other Phenomena of the

Chronophobia, derived from the Greek word Chrono

Human Mind,‖ Anthony Storrs, HarperCollin, 1997—also
see at Black Dog, especially the second paragraph there.

for time, hence fear of passing time, fear of aging, hence
fear of death; see at Phobia. & at Benny (Craig).
Chrysler, Walter Percy, 1875-1940, was an automobile
pioneer.

Churchill‘s Drinking, 220(400), 242(437): according
to an article by Sarah Loyall in Jan. 11, 2006 NY Times:
―Churchill began each day with a whisky and soda‖; ―He
slurped through the war on a tidal wave of Champagne and
brandy,‘ quote of writer Ben Macintyre in the Times of
London.‖ Also see George Jean Nathan‘s take Churchill‘s
Drinking, 220(400)

Church, Alonzo, see at Smullyan.
Churchill, Sarah, daughter of Churchill, pointed out
to him: ―The socialist policies…in wartime proved to—[do]
good, not harm. See ―London 1945.‖
Churchill, Winston, 1874-1965, 77(125-126), 140142(253-255),159(281), 159(282)n, Ch. 50, 242(437)
About America: ―America & Britain are divided by a
common language;‖ Churchill‘s father was English and his
mother was American. When asked which he was, quipped

Churchill‘s 1953 Nobel Prize in Literature was
awarded ―for his mastery of historical and biographical
description and well as for brialliant oratory in defending
exalted human values.‖
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Churchill‘s Wit, 220(400)--see above & Biblio. ―He

mathched the rise in ccaiarette smoking with hideouls precision,
are particularly vile….
And then, in 1953, (the) PR (of the Tobacco interests) was
faced with its oldest enemey, the truth, and in a particularly
powerful form: scientific truth. Two major studies placed the
relationship between smoking and lung cancer beyond reasonable
doubt. The paper by Bradford Hilland Richard Doll was a classic,
not only for its findings but for its sophisticated methodology. It
placed epidemiologically-based medical research into disease
causation on par with laboratory-based research. Cigarettes had
driven advertising to new heights of ingenuity and inventiveness.
Now they did the same for the science of population-based
understanding of the disease…
If this public-health catastrophe is averted, it will be due to
the courage, tenacity and clear thinking of the scientist, publichealth physicians, policy-makers, and lawyears cited in
Allan
Brandt‘s book, many of whose lives were wrecked by their brush
with the power, deep pockets, ruthlessness, guile and bottomless
duplicity of an industry utterly without conscience. The Cigarette
Century, which documents this uneual struggle, is a masterpiece of
medical history—from the Sept. 28, 2007 TLS review by
Raymond Tallis of Allan Brandt‘s cited book, except for several
paragraphings & the parenthetical insertions, which I made for
increased clarity.
Also see at Humphrey Bogart, Ann Sheridan (the last
paragraph), at Ian Fleming (esp. the footnote), Italo Svevo (last
paragraphs), at Cigarette Warn ings, at ―Ghosts of Yesteryear‖ )
my autobiographical poem), 242-244(438-439) & see the
below.

has all the virtues I dislike and none of the vices I admire‖-Winston Churchill; ―If I were your husband, I would drink
it!‖—Reply to Lady Astor; 242(437)--also see at Astor;
―I am enclosing two tickets to the first night of my
new play; bring a friend.... if you have one‖ -- George
Bernard Shaw to Winston Churchill ―Cannot possibly attend
first night, will attend second night...if there is one‖-Churchill‘s repartee. Also see at Fanatic.
―A modest man who hasa great del to be modest
about‖—Churchillian quip about Clement Attlee in Chicago
Sunday Tribune Magazene of Books, June 27, 1954; also in
Oxford Dict. of Phrase, Saying, and Quotation, p. 320 (People.)

Churchill & Roosevelt led the Allies to victory over
Nazi Germany, 77(125-126); also see at Churchill, & at
Roosevelt.
Chutzpah, pronounced khoots-pah: Gall, brazen nerve,
effrontery, incredible ―guts, a presumption plus arrogance
that no other word, and no other language, can do justice
to—from Leo Rosten‘s New Joy of Yiddish.

Chutzpah joke: An old woman sold pretzels on a
street corner for 25 cents each.. Every day a young man would
leave his office building at lunch time, and as he passed the pretzel
stand, he would leave her a quarter, but would never take a pretzel.
This went on for years. The two of them never spoke, but one day when
the man left his quarter as usual, the woman finally spoke to him.
Without blinking an eye, she said: "They're now 35 cents!

CIA, Central Intelligence Agency (an oxymoron?),
est. by Pres. Truman, July 26, 1947. the descendant of the
Office of Strategic Services (OSS) of WW II, which was
dissolved in October 1945 and its functions transferred to
the State and War Departments.
Cibber Colley, 1671-1757; ―Stolen fruits are best,‖ Ch. 25

Cigarettes, cigarillos, Balkan Sobranie, Murads,
Rameses, 153(270); also see at Camels, at Chesterfields &
at Lucky Strike. Other brands circa 1940 were Avalons,
Kools, Old Golds, Philip Morris, etc. See at the latter & at
Smole! Smoke! Smoke!

Ciccone, see at Madonna
Cicero:―There is nothing so absurd as not have been

Cigarette ads: ―More Doctors Smoke Camels Than
Any Other Cigarette!‖ "I'd Walk a Mile For a Camel." (I
imagine you would in the Sahara desert!) ―Chesterfields. They
Satisfy!‖ ―Call for Philip Morris!‖ Also see at Cigarette Warnings,
at Lucky Strikes & at Old Gold cigarettes.
On April 1, 1971 Pres. Nixon signed a lawing banning
cigarette ads on radio & TV, effective Jan 1, 1971.

said by a philosopher,‖ D; ―While thee‘s life, there‘s hope;‖
―If you have a garden and a library, you have everything
you need.‖

Cigar: ―What this country needs is a good five-cent
cigar‖—Thomas Riley Marshall, 1854 –1925, NY Herald
Trib., Jan. 4, 1920; also see Bartlett on this and F. P.
Adams‘s take-off; also see at Nickel; ―A woman is just a
woman, but a cigar is a (good?) smoke,‖ H. L. Mencken (?),
W. C. Fields (?); also see at ―Bar song.‖

Cigarette Smoker: ―One who exhibits a pack
mentality‖—NY Times X-word quip of 6/19/08.

Cigarette Warnings: William H. Stewart, 1921-2008,
a surgeon general under LBJ, put the health warning on
cigarette packages in 1969. And his predecessor, Luther L. Terry,
warned in 1964 that the death rates of cigarette smokers was 100%
higher than non-smokers. Also see at Humphrey Bogart, Ann
Sheridan (the last paragraph), at Ian Fleming (especially the
footnote), at Kurt Weill & at ―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ my
autobiographical poem, 242-244(438-439)
Another important figure in the war against smoking was
Dr. Julius B. Richmond, ―who produced a 1979 report called
―Healthy People: The Surgeon General‘s Report on Health
Promotion and Disease Prevention,‖ setting out for the first time
healthy objectives for the nation as a whole. A vigorous antismoking campaigner, he produced another report as surgeon
general himself that declared there ws ‗overshelming proof‘ that
tobacco caused lung cancer‖—from his July 30, 2008 NY Times
Obituary by Bruce Weber. Also see at ―Cigarette ads, at
Cigarette Century & at Tobacco.
*) My father, Herbert Faith was a 2-pack-a-day smoker who
died at age almost 60. According to the US Surgeon General,
heavy smokers forfeit up to 6 to 8 years of their lives—but, with a
Life Expectancy of 78 years (maybe less back then), Dad lost 18
years of life.

Cigars: claros, Havanas, panatelas, stogies, 153(270)
Cigar Store, see at United (Whelan) Cigar Store.
―Cigarette Century, The: The Rise, Fall, and
Deadly Persistence of the Product that Defined America,‖
by Allan M. Brandt, Basic Books, NY, 2007. From a review,
entitled ―Unlucky Strikes,‖ by Raymond Tallis in the Sept. 28,
TLS: ―Smokers die on averge a decade younger than non-smokers,
and the weed kills between a third and half of those who take it
up. Currently, there are over a billion smokers worldwide & 4
million smoking-relateddeaths annually.
In USA, despite a sharp fall in the number of cigarette
addicts, tobacco still kills nearly half a million people annually--moe than HIV, alcohol, illicit drugs, suicide and homicide
combined—the equivalent of (people-filled) three 747s crashing
daily, with no survivors, for a year.
The mode of death is often protracted and horrible. Living
with advanced chronic bronchitis and emphysema means that
every minute of waking consciousness is dominated by the pursuit
of oxygen: breathing is, more than anything else, the thing you do;
otherwise you are restricted to those activities that are least likely
to put you into oxygen debt. Deaths from lung cancer, which has

A clip from that interview was made into just such a public
service announcement by the American Cancer Society, and released
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after Yul Brynner‘s death includes the warning: "Now that I'm gone, I
tell you, don't smoke. Whatever you do, just don't smoke. If I could
take back that smoking, we wouldn't be talking about any cancer. I'm
convinced of that." Also see at Cigarette Ads, at Yul Brynner,

three-hit shutout. But in Game 7, Oct. 8, 1940, pitching on
one day's rest, Derringer edges him, 2-1.
The Reds had their own emotional overhang - catcher
Willard Hershberger cpommitted suicide at the Copley
Plaza Hotel in Boston on August 3. He left no note, so it
wasn't entirely clear why he slit his own throat with his
roommate's razor, but he had suffered from severe
depression for quite some time.

George Carlin, Rosemary Clooney, Edwward R. Murray (who was
portrayed constantly smoking in the biopic , ―Good Night and
Good Luck‖),
and at Jack Nicholson (last paragraphs.)

Cimino, Michael, film director. He directed ―The

―Cincinnatii, Yesterday‘s‖ by Luke Feck 1(2)n, 3(3)n
Cincinnatus, Lucius Quinctius; the Cincinnai‘s

Deer Hunter‖ (1978) for which he won an Oscar for Best
Director.He is often cited as an example of meteoric rises and falls
that were seen in Hollywood in the 1970s.On the Deer Hunter, he
was given free rein by United Artists for his next film, Heaven's
Gate (1980). The film came in several times over budget; the result
not only was a financial disaster that nearly bankrupted the studio,
but Heaven's Gate became the lightning rod for the industry
perception of the out-of-control state of Hollywood at that time.
The film marked the end of the so-called New Hollywood era.
Transamerica Corporation, the owner of United Artists, lost
confidence in the film company and its management. Transamerica
soon sold the company—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

namesake, 2(3); also see at Cities in the USA..

―Cinderella,‖ the girl with jealous sisters & the right
foot size, 94(180). Also see at ―The Glass Slipper.‖
Cinderella inspired the name for my daughter Cindy—see
below.

Cindy Ann Faith: If a girl has a dog and a bike, she
has all she needs to be happy‖—Cindy, who, age 14 (?)
had both! Ah Youth! 54(87); Cf. Cicero‘s take on need.
On Cindy‘s visit to Ashland, see at Ashland. Also see at
Gaby Borel.

Cincinnati, A, xi, Chs. 1, 20, 21, 35, 52, 61, and 64;
pp.172(301), 177(310), 213(388), 231(420): City of exteme
southern Ohio on the Ohio River due north of Covington &
Newport, KY. Founded in 1788, it is a port of entry & an
industial & commercial center for an extensive area in Ohio
& Kentucky, Pop. 323,885-- Rand-McNally (2005)—There
are 2 cities in the USA with this name. See at Cities in the
USA; also see Maps at Fronispieces;-- was once called
Losantiville, which in French is ―The City opposite the
L‖, where L = Licking River, 2(2-3);
-- Ballpark, see Crosley Field;
-- Bars (The Barn, The Loft), 156(276)—see at Carrie
Nation; -- brews many beers, 3(3-4);
-- Cincinnati-Covington Bridge, see at Suspension;
-- Cincinnati-N. Kentucky Airport, 4(5);
-- Cracklings, 2(4);
-- CrosleyField, former home of the Cincinnati Reds,
62(101), now Riverfront Park;
-- Department Stores, see at Shillito‘s;
-- Eden Park, 62(101), 226(412);
-- Enquirer, 121(224), 149(266), 177(310);
-- Fountain Square 177(310)—see Part III photographs;
-- German population & influence, e.g., on beer, 3(3-4);
-- Juice bars, 218(396); The — Post, 122(225);
-- Public Library, 222(404); -- Railroads, see at Railroads;
-- Reds, see below; -- Seven Hills, 2(3), 62(101);
-- Streets:see, e.g., at Colerain, Erkenbrecker, Race, Vine &
Walnut;
-- Union Station, 62(101); University of -- (UC), 114(211),
172(301), 211(384), 231(420);
-- YWCA & USO, 214(388)
Also see at Cities in the USA, at YWCA & at USO.
Cincy & Cinti are abbreviations for Cincinnati.

Cinéma, French. Short for cinématographe, from the

―Cincinnati Kid,‖ 1965 film about a gambler (Steve

―Circumcision cuts incidence of AIDS in Africa‖

McQueen); also starring Ann-Margret.
Cincinnati Reds, 62(101). Ch. 37: Cheering for the Allies
was not like pulling for the Cincinnati Reds, 159(282)

is a claim published on the New York Times front page
on April 6, 2007, by as much as 60% among circumcised
heterosexuals. In the week of Dec. 11-15, 2006, the NY Ti
mes reported cut the probability HIV infection by
50%.
I wonder how reliable this statistic is. If it proves correct,
then one would have tor reexamine the age-old & uch
disputed claim for the importance of circumcision as a
preventative of infectious diseases

Greek: kinein, to move; graphe, writing.

Cinematography, the art or technique of movie
photography.

Cinema a. A film.or movie. b. A movie theater. 2.a.
Films or movies considered as a group. b. The filma or
movie industry. 3. The art or techniquie of making films or
movies; filmmaking. Also see at ―Everything is Cinema‖ &
at ―Ah, Movies!‖

―Cinemagician‖—see at Georges Méliès.
Cinematography, 77(126); also see at Edison, at
Lumière, at Film, & at Movies.

―Citizen Kane,‖ see at William Randolph Hearst.
Circle, The French, 154(272), HHS French Club
―Circle-jerk,‖ 56(91); obscenity.
Circumcision, a five minute operation of dubious
benefit, often done within days of a male child‘s birth &
scars him for life, hence a mutilation. It is America‘s most
requent, hence most profitable, surgery. Ironically, ancient
people did it in celebration of sexuality. In Genesis (17: 914) it is a sacred obligation for Abraham & his descendents,
―a token of the covenant‖ —paraphrased from Panati‘s
Browsers Book of Ending, , pp.310—311. According to
Guy Davenport in his Journal excerpt published in Our
Private Lives, ―It is difficult to think of another
such
institutionalized gratuitous meanness, the brutal insensitivity
where that came from!‖--see at Davenport & at ―Foreskin
Lament: A Memoir‖
―Circumcision leaves a permanent scar to remind you
of society‘s power‖—the author. See at Puberty Rites

Cincinnti Reds World Series Championship in 1940:
In a series fraught with emotional overtones, Paul
Derringer's pitching brought home the first untainted Reds
world championship (in 1919, the Black Sox had conspired
with gamblers to throw the Series). Detroit's Bobo Newsom
won Game 1, and his father--who had come up from South
Carolina to see the game--unexpectedly died the following
morning. Grief-stricken, Bobo dedicated the rest of the
Series to his father, and won Game 5 with a marvelous

―Circus days! May all your days be‖--Ringling
Bros. 64(105)

City of Hope, a tuberculosis hospital located in
Duarte, California—see at Philip Guston. There is also a
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City of Hope National Medical Center is one of 39 NCIdesignated Cancer Centers and is located in the city of
Duarte, CA.. City of Hope comprises an ambulatory and inpatient cancer treatment center as well as a biomedical
research facility known as the Beckman Research Institute
and the City of Hope Graduate School of Biological
Sciences. Also see at Philip Guston.

---------------------------------------------------------------Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI
3,142,779
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA
2,933,462
St. Louis, MO-IL
2,778,518
Baltimore-Towson, MD
2,655,675
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL
2,647,658
---------------------------------------------------------------Pittsburgh, PA
2,386,074
Denver-Aurora, CO
2,359,994
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH
2,126,318
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN
2,070,441
Kansas City, MO-KS
1,947,694
Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI
1,512,855
(These are estimated population figures generated by the U.S.
Census Bureau through July 2005. Check out the Web at ―You
Could Look it Up.‖)

Cities & Counties in the USA, followed by the
number of: Cairo 9 (see at Cairo), Cincinnati (OH, IA) 2,
Cincinnatus (NY) 1, Covington 12, Charity (MO) 1, Cleona
(PA) 1,Cleopatra 0--none listed in the entire world!, Cleo Springs
(OK) 1, Clio 6, Decatur 11, Dover 17, Doverville (IN) 1, Dover
Plains (NY) 1, Eureka 15, Faith (NC, SD) 2, Franklin 37,
Franklin Parish (LA) 1, Franklin Co. 25, Georgetown 28, Grant 9,
Grant City (MO) 1, Grant Co. 14;
Hope 13, Hopewell 8, Hopewell Jct. (NY) 1, Jackson 18,
Jacksonville 15, Jacksonboro, SC, Jacksonburg (WV) 1, Jackson
Center (OH) 1, Jackson Hill (IN) 1, Jackson Jct. (IA) 1, Jackson
Mill (SC) 1, Jackson Parish, (LA) 1, Jackson Port (AR) 1,
Jacksontown (CO) 1, Jackson Co. 23, Jefferson 22, Jefferson City
(M0) 1,Jefferson Parish (LA) 1, Jefferson Co. 25;
Lee 4, Lee City (KY) 1, Lee Co. 11, Lexington 22, Lincoln
26, Lincoln City (IN) 1, Lincoln Parish (LA) 1, Lincoln Park (GA,
MI, NJ, N,Y, 2 in PA) 6, Louise 4(GA. MS, TX, WV), Louisville
10, Madison 25, Madison Parish (LA) 1, Madison Co. 18,
Madisonville 4 (KY, LA, TN, & TX), Marysville 21, Marysvale 1
(UT), Monroe 24, Monroe Co. 18, Monroe Center 2, Monroe
City 3, Monroeville 4, Moscow, 8 (but Wiki Answere says there
are 27! See at Moscow.)
New Hope, 5, Newport 28, New Port (SC, FL) 2, Newton
15, Newtown, 9, Taft 9, Taftville, 1, Roosevelt 8, Sullivan 8,
Sullivan Gardens (TX) 1, Sullivan Co. 6, Sullivan Isl. (SC) 1,
Washington 24, Washington D.C. 1, Washington Parish (LA) 1,
Washington Co. 29;
Franklin leads the list with 37, Georgetown 28, Lincoln 26,
Madison 25, Washington 24, Monroe 24, Lexington & Jefferson
22 each, Marysville, 21, Jackson 18, Jacksonville 15 —but 33 if
you count them as one & 42 if you add on Jackson Boro etc.
Also see at Little Towns.
Counties: If you look at counties, then Washington comes
out on top with 29, Lincoln 26, Franklin & Jefferson 25 each,
Jackson 23, Madison & Monroe 18 each, etc., with some
repetitions, e.g., Madison in Madison Co. in AL, FL, MS, NE, &
VA; Madison in Monroe Co., MO; Madisonville in Madison, Co.
TX & in Monroe, Co., TN; Monroe in Monroe Co, AR & MI;
Monroe City in Monroe, MO; Monroeville in Monroe, AL, etc. –
from The Life Pictorial Atlas of the World, Time Inc., 1961

―Citizen Kane‖ is a 1941 American dramatic film and
the first feature film directed by Orson Welles, who also coauthored the screenplay with Herman J. Mankiewicz. It was
released by RKO Pictures.
The story is a fictionalized pastiche of the life of William
Randolph Hearst and Welles' own life.Upon its release, Hearst
prohibited mention of the film in any of his newspapers. The film
traces the life and career of Charles Foster Kane, a man whose
career in the publishing world is born of idealistic social service,
but gradually evolves into a ruthless pursuit of power. Narrated
principally through flashbacks, the story is revealed through the
research of a newspaper reporter seeking to solve the mystery of
the newspaper magnate's dying word: "Rosebud"--Wikipedia
It stars Orseon Welles as Hearst, with William Alland,
Joseph Cotten, Agnes Moorhead, Dorothy Comingore, Ruth
Warwick & a large cast of others.
Willialm Alland plays a reporter Jerry Thompson who
interviews everyone surviving Hearst to find the meaning of
―Rosebud.‖ He is unable to solve the mystery and concludes that
―Rosebud‖ will forever remain an enigma. At that point, the
camera pans over workers burning some of Kane's many
possessions. One throws an old sled into the furnace– the same
sled that Kane was riding as a child the day his mother sent him
away. The word ―Rosebud‖ painted on the sled burns as the
camera closes in on it in the furnace. There is a shot of a chimney
with black smoke coming out. For the viewer this solves the
―Rosebud‖ mystery, the sled is a token of the only time in his life
when he was poor; more than this, however, it represents the only
time in his life when he was truly happy and wanted for nothing.
After this twist ending, the film ends as it began, with the
―No Trespassing‖ sign at the gates of Kane's estate, Xanadu, an
indication that sometimes we can never know the truth behind
people.
Hearst Castle is caricatured in the film as Charles Foster
Kane's ―Xanadu,‖ which is portrayed as a gloomy and
ridiculously self-indulgent barony.

Cities in the USA, Populations of Metropolitan
Statistical Areas.
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA
18,747,320
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA
12,923,547
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI
9,443,356
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD
5,823,233
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX
5,819,475
---------------------------------------------------------------Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL
5,422,200
Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown, TX
5,280,077
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria,
DC-VA-MD-WV
5,214,666
Toronto, Ontario
5,113,149
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
4,917,717
---------------------------------------------------------------Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI
4,488,335
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH
4,411,835
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA
4,152,688
Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ
3,865,077
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA
3,203,314

Civil: Relating to, or befitting a citizen or citizens.
(From Latin, civiilis.)

Civil Rights Movement, 34(54), 103(194), 130(239)-also see at W.E.B. Du Bois & at L. B. Johnson.
Civilization. An advanced state of intellectual,
Curltural & material development in human society.
See Westerm Civilation at Gandhi.
―Civilization and its Discontents,‖ 83(160), 91(173)n,
Ch. 36; Freud‘s book. Also see at ―Hucklerry Finn.‖

Civil War, 181-182(316); Antiedam,182(316);
Casualties, 182(316): 364,000 Union dead, and 258,000
Confederate dead, for a total of 622,000, over the four year
period. ―In comparison, some 606,000 Americans were
killed in all other conflicts from the French and Indians
Wars through Korea‖—James P. Shenton, in ―Flawed
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Victory: Prospectives on the Civial War,‖ quoted on p.228,
of C. Hamm‘s ―Yesterdays.‖
―The Civil War dead was about 2% of the total US
population--morever, 20% of
Southern white males of
military age died then—quoted by Ari Kelman in his
review in the July 25, 2008 TLS of ―This Republic of
Suffering: Death & the Amerivan Civil War‖ by Drew
Gilpin Faust (author)
Battle of Antietam (also called Sparksburg by the
South) was fought on Sept. 17, 1962, cost the Union over
12,400 dead, and the Confederacy 10,300, or a total of
22,700 in a single day!
182(316);
For ―March to the Sea‖ & capture of Atlanta &
Savannah, see at Sherman. Also see at Hatfields & McCoys.

Classified ads is what the paranoid CIA publicist
did—pun from a New York Times Crossword Puzzle—see
at Pun.

Claudel, Camille, 1864-1943, sculptor, see at Rodin.
Around 1884, she started working in Rodin's workshop.
Claudel became his source of inspiration, his model, his confidante
and lover. She never lived with Rodin, who was reluctant to end
his 20-year relationship with Rose Beuret.
Although pregnant, Claudel never had children with Rodin;
she lost the child in an accident, which sent her into a deep
depression. Her father, who approved of her career choice, tried to
help her and supported her financially. When he died on March 2,
1913, Claudel was not informed of his death.
On March 10, 1913 at the initiative of her brother, she was
admitted to the psychiatric hospital of Ville-Évrard in Neuillysur-Marne. The form read that she had been "voluntarily"
committed, although her admission was signed by a doctor and her
brother. Some historians speculate that her brother, also an artist,
felt overshadowed by her strength in art and wanted her out of the
way. There are records to show that while she did have mental
outbursts, she was clear-headed while working on her art.
Doctors tried to convince the family that she need not be in
the institution, but still they kept her there.Camille Claudel died on
Oct 19, 1943, after having lived 30 years in the asylum at
Montfavet (known then as the Asile de Montdevergues, now the
modern psychiatric hospital Centre Hospitalier de Montfavet), and
without a visit from her mother or sister. (Her mother died in 1929)
Some biographies list her death as 1920—Excerpted from
Wikipedia. Also see at Camille Claudel.

Civil War, Eight brothers killed in the American—
see at ―Saving Private Ryan.

Civvies GI Slang for civilian clothes.
Clancy, Tom born 1947 in Baltimore, MD, is novelist
who popularized the genre of ―techno-thrillers,‖ political
intrigues mixed with details of modern military technology. A
former insurance broker, Clancy became one of the best-selling
authors in the United States with novels including The Hunt For
Red October (1984), Patriot Games (1988), Clear and Present
Danger (1989) and The Sum of All Fears (1991). All featured
Clancy's frequent protagonist, Jack Ryan, and all were made into
movies. (Ryan was first played by Alec Baldwin, then portrayed
twice by Harrison Ford, then by Ben Affleck in the 2002 film of
The Sum of All Fears.) Clancy's early novels focused on the Cold
War and took a grim view of the Soviet Union, making Clancy
doubly popular with politically conservative readers—escerpted
from Tom Clancy: Biogrraphy from Answers.Com. See his quip
at Paranoid Jokes & at ―The Hunt for the Red October.‖

Claudel, Paul, 1868-195 was a French poet, dramatist
and diplomat, and the younger brother of the sculptor Camille
Claudel. He was most famous for his verse dramas, which often
convey his devout Catholic faith.
French diplomatic corps, in which he would serve from
1893 to 1936. He was first vice-consul in New York (April 1893),
and later in Boston (December 1893). He was French consul in
China (1895–1909), including consul in Shanghai (June 1895), and
vice-consul in Fuzhou, China (October 1900), in Prague
(December 1909), Frankfurt am Main (October 1911), Hamburg
(October 1913), ministre plénipotentiaire in Rio de Janeiro (1916),
Copenhagen (1920), ambassador in Tokyo (1922–1928),
Washington, DC (1928–1933) and Brussels (1933-1936).
Writing about Yeats, Auden says in lines 52-55: "Time that
with this strange excuse / Pardoned Kipling and his views, /And
will pardon Paul Claudel, / Pardons him for writing well." (These
lines are from the originally published version; they were excised
by Auden in a later revision.)
For believing Catholics, in contrast, far from his religious
views needing 'pardoning', Claudel must claim to rank as one of
the greatest poets of the twentieth century in any language, because
of the extraordinary artistic power and beauty with which he
resents a Catholic worldview—excerpted from Wikipedia.

Clarified butter is what the lexicographer dairy expert
did—NY Times Crossword Pun. See at Pun.

Clark Bars, see below:
Clark, D.L., 1864-1939, founded his company. in
1886 in Allegheny, PA, now Pittsburgh's North Side. The
company experimented with a variety of ingredients that
had never been used in candy before--confections filled with
coconut,mint & peanut butter. Clark scored a marketing
success when it introduced the five-cent Clark bar., and the
fact that, inititially, the bar was individually wrapped to
facilitate shipment of candy to US troops in WW I.

Clark, T. C., 2(3)n, Kentucky historian.
Clarke, Arthur C(harles), CBE, 1917--2008, was a
British science fiction author, inventor & uturist, most
famous for the novel 2001:A Space Odyssey, written in
collaboration with director Stanley Kubrick, a collaboration which
led also to the film of the same name; and as a host and
commentator in the British TVseries Mysterious World. Clarke
served in the Royal Air Force as a radar instructor and technician
from 1941-1946, proposed satellite ommunication systems in
1945, which won him the Franklin Institute Stuart Ballantine Gold
Medal in 1963 and a nomination in 1994 for a Nobel Prize, and
1999 for literature, and became the chairman of the British
nterplanetary Society from 1947-1950 and again in 1953.
Later, he helped fight for the preservation of lowland
gorillas.He won the UNESCO-Kalinga Prize for the Popularization
of Science in 196. Clarke was knighted in 1998. He emigrated to
Sri Lanka in 1956 largely to pursue his interest in scuba diving, and
lived there until his death. Also see at Heinlein , at Asimov & at
Bradbury.

Claus, Hugo, 1929-2008, Belgium Novelis, poet,
painter & stage director, born in the Flanders city of Bruges.
He dropped out of school when he was 15, did not get along with
his family & left home soon after WW II. For a time he worked in
a sugar factory, about which he wrote ―Sugar‖ a 1962 play
―I am a person who is unappy with things as they stand. We
cannot accept the world as it is. Each day we should wake up
foaming at the mouth because of the injustice of things‖ from the
Mar. 30, 2008 NY Times.Obituary by Dennis Hevesi —also see at
―Belgium, The Sorrows of‖ & at Status Quo.
Claustrophobia, fear of closed spaces, e.g., elevators,
small rooms, e.g., cells, or closets, close emotional ties, e.g.:
smothering relationships; also see phobias
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nineteenth century), a large nose symbolized. It is a salutary
reminder that the aesthetics of beauty change over time and
place—this from the Web at ―Was Cleopatra Beautiful?‖ & at
―Cleopatra‘s Nose.‖\Note: a Roman bust of Cleopatra depicted in
the Amer. Herit. Dict. shows quite a beak.

Clavell, James (né Charles Edmund Dumaresq
Clavell),1924--1994) was a British (later naturalized
American) novelist, screenwriter, director and WW II veteran and
prisoner of war. Clavell is best known for his epic Asian Saga
series of novels and their TV adaptations, along with such films as
The Great Escape and To Sir, with Love. In 1953, Clavell and his
wife emigrated to the United States and settled down in
Hollywood. Clavell scripted the grisly science-fiction horror film
The Fly and wrote a war film, Five Gates to Hell. Clavell won a
Writers Guild Best Screenplay Award for the 1963 film The Great
Escape. He also wrote, directed and produced a 1967 box office
hit, To Sir With Love, starring Sidney Poitier.
The Asian Saga consisted of six novels: King Rat (1962), set
in a Japanese POW camp, 1945; Tai-Pan (1966), set in Hong
Kong, 1841; Shōgun (1975), set in feudal Japan, 1600; Noble
House (1981), set in Hong Kong, 1963; Whirlwind (1986), set in
Iran, 1976; and Gai-Jin (1993), set in Japan, 1862
Clavell's daughter Michaela appeared briefly as Penelope
Smallbone, Moneypenny's successor, in the James Bond 007
movie Octopussy. The character, however, did not catch on and
was dropped after that single picture.

Clemens, Roger, In Nov. 2004, at age 42, won his 7th
Cy Young Award beating out Randy Johnson, age 41 (NY
Times, Nov. 10, 2004), 124(228); -- tied with Randy
Johnson & Kerry wood for the major league record for
strikeouts in a game (20), set in 1986, and repeated in 1996;
-- won two games in the 2004 World Series, 89(170); see
at Kerry Wood.

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, see Twain
Clemente, Roberto Walker, 1934-1972, was a Pittsburgh Pirate, 1955-1972, batted over .300 13 times and had
exactly 3,000 hits before his death in an airplane crash .
Clemente was born in barrio San Anton in Carolina, Puerto
Rico, the youngest of four children, and at a very early age developed
an affinity and talent for playing baseball. At 17 he began to play for
the Santurce Cangrejeros in the Puerto Rican Winter Baseball League.
In the winter of 1953 he was discovered by the Brooklyn Dodgers and
signed to a $10,000 a year contract. After a year in the minors, he was
purchased from the Dodgers by the Pittsburgh Pirates and would play
for them for the next 18 seasons. Clemente played eighteen seasons in
Major League Baseball from 1955 to 1972, all with Pittsburgh. He was
awarded the National League‘s Most Valuable Player Award in 1966.
During the course of his career, Clemente was selected to participate in
the league's All Star Game on twelve occasions. He won twelve Gold
Glove Awards and led the league in batting average four different
seasons.
He was involved in charity work both in Puerto Rico and other
Latin American countries, often delivering baseball equipment and
food to them. He died in an aviation accident on December 31, 1972,
while en route to deliver aid to earthquake victims in Nicaragua. His
body was never recovered.
He was elected posthumously to the Hall of Fame in 1973, thus
becoming the first Latin American to be selected and the only current
Hall of Famer for whom the mandatory five year waiting period was
waived since the wait was instituted in 1954. Clemente is also the first
Hispanic to win a World Series as a starter (1960), win a league MVP
award (1966) and win a World Series MVP award (1971)—from the
web, mostly Wikipedia.
Clemente quote: "I am from the poor people," he said. "I
represent the poor people. I like people that suffer because these people
have a different approach to life from the people that have everything
and don't know what suffering is." Clemente died in a plane crash in
1972 while attempting to personally deliver supplies to victims of a
recent earthquake in Nicaragua. Major League baseball waived the
mandatory 5-year waiting period for the Hall of Fame and inducted
Clemente in 1973. He was the first Hispanic player ever inducted in
the Baseball Hall of Fame. Since his death, MLB has annually
presented the Roberto Clemente Award to the player who best displays
the same humanitarian drive as Clemente.

Clay, Sr., Henry, 1777-1852, Statesman orator &
lawyer, born in Hanover Co., VA, the son of a Baptist
preacher. He entered the House of Representatives in 1811 as a
representative of Kentucky & internal improvements to promote
canals, ports & railroads. As a War Hawk in Congress demanding
the War of 1812 Clay made an immediate impact in his first
congressional term, including becoming Speaker of the House.
Although his multiple attempts at the presidency were
unsuccessful, to a large extent he defined the issues of the Second
Party System. He was a major supporter of the American system,
and had success in brokering compromises on the slavery issue,
especially in 1820 and 1850.
He was part of the ―Great Triumvirate", or the ―Immortal
Trio,‖ along with his colleagues Daniel Webster and John C.
Calhoun. In 1957 a Senate committee chaired by John F. Kennedy
named Clay as one of the five greatest Senators in American
history.

Cleanliness is next to Godliness,‖ 21(32); John
Wesley, Sermons on Several Occasions (1788).

Cleese, John (Marwood), born 1939, is a British
comic actor & writer. He joined ―Monty Python‘s Flying
Circus (1969-1974), an ararchic TV series that changed the
face of British TV with its inspired lunacy, surreal comedy,
and animated graphics. The troupe subsequently
collaborated on such films as ―The Life of Brian‖
(1979), ―The Meaning of Life‖ (1983), and ―A Fish
Called Wanda‖(1988). He enjoyed spectacular success
with the latter, and also in the TV series, ―Fawlty
Towers‖ (1975 & 1979)—from Cambridge Biographical
Encyclopedia. Also see at British Anti- German Hostility.

Clementine—see at ―My Darling Clementine,‖ and at
O, esp. 3..

Cleo Laine—singer, see at ―Cavatina.‖
Cleopatra, 69-30 BC, Egyptian queen (51-49 & 48-

Cleveland,

30) noted for her beauty and charisma. Otavian defeted the
forces led by Cleopatra and Mark Anthony at Actumum
(31)—Amer. Heritage Dict. Also see at Ptolemy XV.

Grover

Alexander,

slighted

Emma

Lazarus‘ ―Huddled Masses‖ poem (―The New Colosus‖)
when he the dedicated the Stature of Liberty Oct. 28, 1886.
Ironically, as President he had vetoed funds for the statue!,
8(12); FDR rededicated the Statue Oct. 28, 1936.
Cleveland Spiders, a baseball team back in 1890s. The
Spiders began their history in the old American
Association (then a major league) in 1887. They were a
weak team in their early years, but started to improve in
1891, two years after moving to the National League thanks

Cleopatra, mehitabel‘s fantasy, 4(5); also see at Cities
of the USA. I wrote a poem about her. See Biblio.

―Cleopatra‘s nose been shorter, the whole face of the
world would have changed, Had‖—Pascal, Pensées.
―Ironically, what he means is that, had her nose been smaller, she
would have lacked the dominance & strength of character which,
in the physiognomy of the seventeenth century (or, indeed, the
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Impeached for perjury and obstruction of justice by
the Republican-dominated House in 1998, he was acquitted
by a slim margin, with some Republican votes &
Democrats unaninous for acquittal.
--The passion of Clinton-haters is a phenomenom
without equal in recent American politics…The only
political obsession comparable in the past is the hatred
of a significan minority of American‘s felt for [FDR]—
from the Sunday NY Times Book Review of June 12, 2005
by Alan Ehrenhalt of ―The Survivor: Bill Clinton in the
White House,‖ by John F. Harris.

in large part to their signing future Baseball Hall of Fame
pitcher Cy Young. See at Cy Young.

―Clever and The Good, The,‖ 107(201); ―If all the
good people were clever, / And all clever people were good,
/ The world would be nicer than ever / We thought it could.
/ But somehow, ‗tis seldom or never, / The two hit it off, as
they should; / The good are so harsh to the clever, / The
clever so rude to the good!‖ Elizabeth Wordsworth, 1890

Clever vs. Good, see at Kingsley.
Clichés and Coinages‖ by Walter Redfern—see at

Clinton‘s excuses, (also see Jimmy Carter‘s); ―I did

Double Meaning.

Cliché, a trite or over used expression, e.g., as different

not have sex with that woman!‖ re--Ms. Lewinsky.
103(193)n—in this connection, see at Masturbation.
―It depends on what the meaning of ‗is‘ is,
145(260)n; ―I took a puff, but did not inhale‖— re—
smoking pot (marijuana)

as night and day. It derives trom the French, clicher, to
stereotype (imititative the sound of a matrix dripped into
molten metal to make a stereotype plate for printing.)

Clift, Montgomery,1920-1966,was born in Omaha,

Clinton, Hillary Rodham, US Senator from New

NE. Appearing on Broadway at the age of thirteen, Clift
achieved success on the stage and starred there for ten years before
moving to Hollywood, debuting in 1948's Red River opposite John
Wayne.
Wayne refused to socialize with Clift between takes during
the filming of Red River because of Wayne's disapproval of Clift's
indeterminate sexuality--Clift had drifted into countless affairs
with men and women. It suited Clift's personality to have sex with
a variety of partners. In 1958, Clift turned down what became
Dean Martin's role in Rio Bravo, which would have reunited him
with Wayne.
Clift was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Actor
the same year for The Search (1948) His sensitive and intense
quality gave him an image as the kind of a person to be taken care
of.
His love scenes with Elizabeth Taylor in A Place in the Sun
(1951) represented a new standard for romance in cinema, and got
him another Best Actor nomination. He also received Academy
Award nominations for Best Actor in a Leading Role.—From Here
to Eternity (1953)) & Best Actor in a Supporting Role—Judgment
at Nuremberg (1961)--edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where
there's a filmography. and, e.g., this: he died of a heart attack
brought on by "occlusive coronary artery disease".

York (2000- ), wife of Bill Clinton & mother of Chelsea; -gave excuses for her husband‘s infidelities along the classic
line: ―It‘s the Mother, stupid.‖ i.e., submission to a
dominant woman, 103(193)n.

Clio Lily Dowling Wood, see at Zeno & at Jill.
Clodhoppers, Ch.10
Clooney, Rosemary,1928-2002, born in Maysville,
KY: Her wholesome big voice, clear diction & way with a
novelty song made her one of the top female singers of the early
50s… In 1977 she published her autobiography ―This for
Remembrance‖ detailing her harrowing time in a
psychiatric
ward. This was dramatized in a 1978 movie, ―Escape
from
Madness‖—Da Capo‘s Companion (edited).
A longtime smoker, Clooney was diagnosed with lung
cancer at the end of 2001 & despite surgery died six months later
at her home in Beverly Hills, CA. The actor George Clooney, her
nephew, served as a pall bearer at her funeral, which was attended
by numerous stars including Al Pacino. Rosemary Clooney is
buried in Saint Patrick‘s Cemetery in Maysville, KY—edited
from Wikipedia, where there‘s lots more about her singing career
& the songs she popularized, e.g., ―Come On-a My House‖ &
"You'll Never Know.‖ Also see at ―Hey There.‖

Close, Glenn, born 1947in Greenwich, CT, the
daughter of Bettine (née Moore) and William Taliaferro
Close, a physician, is an actress and singer of stage and screen,
perhaps best known for her role as deranged stalker Alex Forrest in
Fatal Attraction (1987).
She has been nominated for five Academy Awards, for Best
Actress in Dangerous Liaisons and Fatal Attraction, and for Best
Supporting Actress in The Natural, The Big Chill, and The World
According to Garp.
In 1984, Close starred in the critically acclaimed drama
Something about Amelia, a Golden Globe winning television
movie about a family destroyed by sexual abuse. She played the
role of Sunny von Bülow in the 1990 film Reversal of Fortune to
critical acclaim.Close has had an extensive career performing in
many Broadway musicals.
One of her most notable roles on stage was Norma
Desmond in the Andrew Lloyd Webber production of Sunset
Boulevard, for which Close won a Tony award playing the role on
Broadway in 1994.
Close has been nominated for eight Emmys, won two,
nominated for nine Golden Globes (earned two),and has also
received an Obie, three Tonys and a Screen Actors Guild Award—
edited excerpt from Wikipdia. Also see at ―Anne Frank
Remembered,‖ at ―The Natural‖ & below.
Close, Dr. William T(aliaferro)., 1924-2009, was born
in Greenwich, CT, was reared in France and educated in

Cline, Patsy (née Virginia Patterson Hensley), 19301963, born in Winchester, VA, she sang country music and
western ballads. Cline was best known for her rich tone & emotionally
expressive bold contralto voice, which, along with her role as a mover
and shaker in the country music industry, has been cited as an
inspiration by many vocalists of various music genres.
Her life and career have been the subject of numerous books,
movies, documentaries, articles and stage plays. Her hits included
"Walkin' After Midnight", "I Fall to Pieces", "She's Got You", "Crazy"
and "Sweet Dreams". Posthumously, millions of her albums have been
sold over the past 46 years and she has been given numerous awards,
which have given her an iconic status with some fans similar to that of
legends Johnny Cash and Elvis Presley.
Ten years after her death, she became the first female solo artist
inducted to the Country Music Hall of Fame,

Clinton, William Jefferson (―Bill‖), 103(193)n,
145(260)n, 224(408), 235(428);
The 42d Pres. Of the USA, 1992-2000, and age 46,
the third youngest President ever, after Theodore Roosevelt
& JFK,--about whom see. Also see the Web at :The
Youngest US Presidents.
Could his 2004 coronary attack & bypass operation
have been predicted by his Body Mass Index (BMI)?
235(428)
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British and American schools before entering Harvard in 1941. He
left in 1943 to become an Army pilot in World War II.
Hewas an surgeon who played an important role in
1976controlling the first epidemic of the deadly Ebola hemorrhagic
fever in central Africa and preventing it from spreading. Dr. Close
was both personal physician to President Mobutu Sese Seko of
Zaire, now known as Congo, and chief doctor of the army at the
time of the epidemic, which caused widespread panic in the
country, three doctors involved in helping to control it recalled in
interviews.
His connections, organizational ability and medical
expertise were essential in halting it, they said. Ebola was a newly
discovered viral disease causing severe sore throat, rash,
abdominal pain and bleeding from multiple sites, particularly the
gastro-intestinal tract. Medical resources were scarce at the time
and under threat themselves. The missionary hospital in rural
Yambuku, in the heart of the epidemic, had closed after 11 of 17
staff members died of the disease. Belgian missionary nurses who
had been infected at the hospital died after they were transferred to
Kinshasa, the capital. Roads were blocked. River traffic and
commercial air service stopped. Military personnel shunned the
epidemic area.
On arrival in Kinshasa, Dr. Close, a man with a take-charge
personality, immediately arranged a meeting with the Ministry of
Health. He was able to help commandeer pilots and airplanes to
ferry equipment to where it was needed. Dr. Peter Piot, a codiscoverer of the Ebola virus, said Dr. Close played ―an
indispensable‖ role in controlling the epidemic by using his direct
access to Mr. Mobutu to gain political and military logistic
support. Dr. Close had one of the earliest mobile phones, ―so heavy
it had to be carried by someone,‖ said Dr. Piot, who recently
retired as director general of the United Nations AIDS program.
―He impressed everybody‖ by commandeering a Zairian Army
transport plane to fly a team to the epidemic area and helping to
identify capable people to work on the team, Dr. Piot said, adding,
―I thought, ‗This man is more than Mobutu‘s physician.‘ ‖—edited
excerpt from the Feb. 8, 2009 NY Times Obituary by Lawrence K,
Altman. He died of a heart attack, his daughter, Glenn, the actress,
reported

Cobb, James (―Jim‖) Lee, HHS ‘45,

Classmate

& Friend; Pan Amer. Club, Inter Nos, Tennis Team, PostWar Planning Club, Drama Club, Student, Hi-Y, etc.; Cochair with Frank Duff of the Holmes High School
Anniv.Reunions Comm. from 2002 through 2005;-- wrote
in my Lest We Forget: ―To a really fine guy. Best wishes
and good luck, Jim.‖ After the prom, the class was invited
to an allnight party at a lakeside cottage of Jim‘s,
268-for once, Mama relented & let me stay out all night (and
with Joy! (Frank Duff told me that he thinks the lake wasat
Ryland), 268(295)

Cobb, Tyrus ―Ty‖ Raymond, 1886-1961, ―The
Georgia Peach,‖ born in Narrows, GA: At .367, TyCobb
had the highest career batting average; Roger Hornsby second at
.358; Shoeless Joe Jackson third at .355; Cobb also scored the
most runs in a career, namely 2,245 vs. Rickey Henderson‘s 2,178
& Aaron & Ruth tied at 2,174.
Cobb holds many major league records, but one of the most
astounding is his career record of 54 steals of home plate! The nex
highest number is Max Carey with 33. ―I never saw anyone like Ty
Cobb. No one even close to him. He was the greatest all time
ballplayer. That guy was superhuman, amazing‖-- Casey Stengel—
both the stat and the quote from The Baseball Almanac.
Cobb was the first electee to the Baseball Hall of Fame, but
Ruth was elected the same day, both unanimously, 122(226). Also
see at Hornsby.
―Cobbler, stick to your last‖--Apelles, fl. 325 BC—
Proverbial from Pliny the Elder, in Bartlett.

―Cobbler‘s wife has holes in her shoes, A,‖ saying.
Coca Cola, the Great American soft drink, 8(12).
Also see at Pepsi Cola.

Cochran, Jacqueline ―Jackie‖ (née Bessie Lee
Pitman),1906 – August 9, 1980) was a pioneer American
aviator, considered to be one of the most gifted racing pilots of her
generation. She was an important contributor to the formation of
the wartime Women's Auxiliary Army Corps (WAAC) and
Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP).
After a friend offered her a ride in an aircraft, a thrilled
Jackie Cochran began taking flying lessons at Roosevelt Airfield,
Long Island in the early 1930s. She learned to fly an airplane in
just three weeks. A natural, she quickly soloed and within two
years obtained her commercial pilot's license.
Following America's entry into the War, in 1942 she was
made director of women's flight training for the United States. As
head of the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) she
supervised the training of more than one thousand women pilots at
the former Avenger Field in Sweetwater, Texas.
For her war efforts, she received the Distinguished Service
Medal and the Distinguished Flying Cross.
Bessie Lee Pittman was born near Mobile, AL, the youngest
of the five children of Mary (Grant) and Ira Pittman, a skilled
millwright who moved from town to town setting up and
reworking saw mills.
While not rich, Jackie's childhood living in small-town
Florida was similar to most other families of that time and place.
Contrary to some accounts, there was always food on the table and
she was not adopted, as she often claimed.
Jackie married Robert Cochran, a young aircraft mechanic
from the nearby naval base at Pensacola, at a young age. They
were married in Blakeley, GA, on November 13, 1920. Jackie gave
birth to Robert Cochran Jr. four months later. The couple and child
moved to Miami where they lived for four years.
Filing for divorce, Jackie moved back to northwest Florida,
settling in DeFuniak Springs, where her parents were then living.
Not quite five years old, Robert Cochran Jr. died a tragic death
after he set his clothes on fire while playing alone in the backyard.
Only later did she meet Floyd Bostwick Odlum, middle-

Close up: ―Life is a tragedy when seen close up but a
comedy in a longshot,‖ Charlie Chaplin, 69(113)n

Clothes make the man,‖ ad for men‘s wear.
―Clothes Horse,‖ one excessively concerned with dress. See
at Women

―Cloud Nine‖ is a state of elation or great happiness
—―he was on cloud nine after winning the sweepstakes.‖
Also see at euphoria.

―Clouds,‖ in a Joni Mitchell song, ―I really don‘t
know clouds…at all,‖ Ch. 20—see at Joni Mitchell & at
―Two Sides (Now .)‖
Coal, 80(154-156); price of--, 80(154), 80(154)n; coke
vs. coal, 81(156); -- stoker, 81(156)

―Coal Miner‘s Daughter,‖ 1980 film directed by
Michael Apted, with Sissy Spacek, Tommy Lee Jones &
Levon Helm. Biopic of Loretta Lynn, a country and
western singer who came up from poverty. Also see at ―The
River Rat‖ (1986)

Coal Mining Towns—see at Bessermer & Jerome,
both in Penna., at Butcher Hollow, part of Van Lear in
Johnson Co. KY, and at Harzard, KY.

Cobalt blue went to war, see at Rationing
Cobb, Irvin S(hrewsbury), 1876-1944, Paducah-born
humorist, columnist & writer who wrote 60 books & over
300 short stories. See at Kentuckians who.

Cobb, Lee J., actor—see at ―Three Faces of Eve.‖
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terrestrials in human form led by Walter (Brian Dennehy), who has
hired a local charter operator (Steve Guttenberg) to assist him. Walter
explains to the seniors that energy from the cocoons is restoring youth
and vigor to the older men every time they go for a dip. The aliens
agree to let the men continue to swim in secret, but of course they can't
keep their discovery to themselves. Soon the pool is swarming with
retirees, with the notable exception of Bernie (Jack Gilford), who has
no interest in prolonging life any longer than necessary.
The aliens ultimately prepare to return home and offer the
retirees eternal life if they leave Earth behind as well. Director Ron
Howard treats his old-timers with care and dignity, and they respond
with deeply sympathetic performances (Ameche won the Best
Supporting Actor Oscar); the film's science-fiction trappings ably
sustain the story's all-too-human ruminations on youth, aging, life, and
death--Don Kaye, All Movie Guide

aged founder of Atlas Corp. and CEO of RKO in Hollywood.
Widely reputed to be one of the ten richest men in the world,
Odlum quickly became enamored with Jackie and offered to help
her establish a cosmetics business. Odlum, whom she married in
1936 after his divorce, was an astute financier and savvy marketer
who recognized the value of publicity for her business. Calling her
line of cosmetics ―Wings,‖ she flew her own aircraft around the
country promoting her products. Years later, Odlum used his
Hollywood connections to get Marilyn Monroe to endorse her line
of lipstick.
Later, in 1951, the Boston Chamber of Commerce voted her
one of the twenty-five outstanding businesswomen in America. In
1953 and 1954, the Associated Press named her ―Woman of the
Year in Business.‖
During her aviation career, Jackie Cochran set more speed
and altitude records than any of her contemporaries, male or
female. She not only became one of the world's great aviatrixes but
also one of the best pilots of either gender. Throughout her life,
Cochran demonstrated an incredible drive; she wanted to succeed
at everything she did.
Remarkably, Cochran, unlike many famous aviators, did not
originally show an interest in learning to fly. In fact, she obtained
her pilot's license only so that she could peddle her own line of
cosmetics across the country. Nevertheless, Cochran was a true
aviation pioneer.
From many countries around the world, she received
citations and awards. In 1949, the government of France cited rher
contribution to the war and aviation, awarding her the Legion of
Honor and again in 1951 with the French Air Medal.
She is the only woman to ever receive the Gold Medal from
the Federation Aeronautique Internationale. She would go on to be
elected to that body's board of directors and director of Northwest
Airlines in the U.S.
At home, the Air Force awarded her the Distinguished
Flying Cross and the Legion of Merit--edited excerpts from
Wikipedia and one paragraph from her biography by the US
Centennial Flight Commission.

Coetzee, John Maxwell, born 1940 in S. Africa, is an
author and academic from South Africa. He is now an
Australian citizen and lives in South Australia. A novelist and literary
critic as well as a translator, Coetzee has won the Booker Prize twice
and the 2003 Nobel Prize in Literature, making him the fourth
African Nobel Laureate for Literature, following Nadine Gordimer,
Coetzee‘s new book, Summertime (2009) is presented as the
final volume of his Scenes from Provincial Life trilogy of fictionalized
memoirs, which began with Boyhood (1997) and Youth (2002).
He was the first author to be awarded the Booker Prize twice:
first for Life & Times of Michael K in 1983, and again for Disgrace in
1999.
The later was made into a film with the same title, adapted for
the screen by Anna Maria Monticelli. The film premiered at the 2008
Toronto International Film Festival, where it was awarded the Prize of
the International Critics, The film was directed by Monticelli's
husband, Steve Jacobs,[and stars John Malkovich alongside South
African actress Jessica Haines.

Codpiece, a pouch at the crotch of men wearing tightfitting trousers of the 14th & 15the centuries—from Eld
English Codd, bag—Amer. Heritage Dict. Bring back the,
the coppiece! 132(243)
―Code Breakers, The Inside Story of Bletchley Park,
232(421); see at Bletchley Park & see Bibliography. If you
like puns, this could be called the Code War.

Cockhran, Dorcas, see at ―Again.‖

Code machine, see at Enigma Code Machine.
―Code Talkers,‖ see at Navajo.
Coen, Joel and Ethan, direct films. See, e.g., ―The

Cockboat, a small rowboat, esp. one used for carrying
ferry supplies from ship to shor.

Man Who Wasn‘t There.‖

Cockcroft, John, see Atomic fission.
Cockteau, Jean, 1889-1963, wrote ―Les Enfants

Coffee, in excess, can be bad for you ―Balzac fueled
his prodigous productivity by drinking pot after pot of
coffee, day after day, night after night and may have died
of caffeine poisoning‖—Liesl Schlesinger in her review in
the Aug. 31, 2008 Sunday NY Timess Sunday Book
Review of a ―The Road Home‖ by Rose Tremain. Also
see at Coffee is good for you.

Terrible‖ (―The Little Terrors‖--my translation), 56(91);
―The matters I relate are true lies‖ (Les chosed que je conte /
Sont les mensonges vrais)—The Journals of Jean Codtaeau
(1956) & quoted by Wallace Fowlie in the introduction.
Also in Bartlett. Also see at Art.

Cock Robin: ―Who killed Cock Robin?‖ ―I, said the

Coffee in slang, Joe (from Stephen Foster‘s song, Old

sparrow, ―With my little bow and arrow. I killed Cock
Robin.‖ ―Who saw him die?‖ ―I, said the fly, ―With my
little eye, I say him die.‖—Mother Goose Rhyme. There are
14 couplets, i.e., 28 lines. Check out the Internet.

Black Joe), or Java (whether Java coffee or not), Mud
(orig. Hobo used it, now widespread). ―Battery acid‖ is a
colorful way of describing bad coffee.
Coffee is good for you: A 2008 study of 129,000 men
& men & women were followed over 20 years. found that
people who consumed several cups of coffee every day
were less likely to die of heart disease than those who
shied away from the stuff. Heart disease is an umbrella
term for conditions including heart attacks, stroke, and
arrhythmia. The researchers found that women who drank
four to five cups per day were 34% less likely to die of
heart disease, while men who had more than five cups a day
were 44% less likely to die—report released in the Annals
of Internal Medicine by Esther Lopez-Garcia, a leader of
the study. Also see below.

Cockney is a person born within the sound of Bow
Bells in London‘s East End. A Cockney normally drops
their aitches, i.e., h‘s saying ‗ells bells, instead of hell‘s
bells. They also have rhyming schemes. Google Cockney.

"Cocoon" (1985), directed by Ron Howard. is a
warm-hearted science-fiction fable that avoids becoming overly
corny thanks to the performances of its mostly senior cast. Wilford
Brimley, Don Ameche, and Hume Cronyn are three old-timers who
sneak out of their retirement home a few days a week to swim in the
large pool on an abandoned estate next door.
When the threesome begins to feel curiously younger, they
discover strange pods on the floor of the pool. These pods are alien
cocoons, which are being pulled from the ocean by a team of extra-
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composed successful Broadway plays and radio, film, and TV
scripts.
He wrote: Polished Ebony (1919);Gray Dusk (1920); Come
Seven (1920); Highly Colored (1921); Midnight (1922) Cohen's
character of Jim Hanvey, "a sort of backwoods Nero Wolfe", "one
of the earliest private eyes," appeared in two films; Curtain at
Eight (1933), based on his novel "The Backstage Mystery", and
Jim Hanvey, Detective (1937), based on his original story.
"Hanvey made most of his appearances in short stories in the
Saturday Evening Post, where much of ... Cohen's other work was
also published. ... Cohen created a few other detectives ... one of
the first black eyes, Florian Slappey, although they're more famous
now for their unflattering portrayal of blacks than their historical
significance." Jim Hanvey books by Cohen: Jim Hanvey, Detective
(1923, short stories) Detours (1927, short stories, one featuring
Hanvey), The May Day Mystery (1929), The Backstage Mystery
(also published as Curtain at Eight) (1930),Star of Earth (1932),
Scrambled Yeggs (1934, short stories)--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. He was a Jewish writer of Black Dialect English—see
a ―Is You Is or Is You Ain‘t?

Coffee excess: Zero Mostel drank so much coffee
that he was once hospitalized for caffeine poisoning., and
Balzac may have died of it. See at Balzac & at Mostel.

―Coffee. The Joy of ‖-- see at Peet.
―Coffee, Tea, or Me‖ The Uninhibited Memoirs of
Two Airline Stewardesses,‖ by Donald Bain, Baker Trudy
& Jones Rachel; made into a 1973 TV movie by the latter
two authors.

Cogito Ergo sum, ― I think, therefore I am‖—
Descartes‘ profundity.

Cognac, my first alcoholic drink—it was a fizzle!
218(396)

Cohan, George M., 1878-1942: ―I‘m a Yankee
Doodle-dandy, A Yankee Doodle, do or die,‖ Ch. 52
―Over there, over there, / Send the word, send the word
overthere, / That the Yanks are coming, the Yanks are
coming, / We‘ll be over, we‘re coming over, / And we
won‘t come back till it‘s over over there,‖ jingoist 1917
song, 144(258).
Cohan was known at ―The Man Who Owns
Broadway‖—see at ―Yankee Doodle Dandy,‖ a biographical
film. Also see at Nora Bayes.

Cohen, Patricia, writes for the NY Times—see at
―Hepburn‘s acting runs the gamut from A to B‖ & at ―The
Hawk and the Dove.‖

Cohen, Dr. Paul J., Inst. Adv. Study colleague &

Cohen, Myron, 1902-1986, was a comedian and

friend. I wrote about him & his work in my books, e.g., in
―Rings & Things.‖

raconteur, who began as a salesman in the New York City
garment industry. When calling on customers, before showing his
samples, he would tell a joke in order to put everyone at ease and
establish a friendly mood. Cohen's jokes were often more popular
than his garment samples, and his customers urged him to become
a professional comedian. He was a nightclub entertainer in the
1950s and 1960s, recording several live record albums and also
frequently appearing on TV variety programs such as The Ed
Sullivan Show. Although he spoke perfect, cultured English, he
was a master at capturing the ethnic accents of the Jewish citizens
of New York City. In this joke, the reader must imagine two
middle-aged ladies with the proper accents: Two women, who
have known each other all their lives, who are like sisters, are
visiting one day. The first woman says, "I don't know how to tell
you this... I'm having an affair!" The second woman asks, "So
who's the caterer? In another, he tells of the long-time store owner
who has made his fortune by perpetually having "going-out-ofbusiness" sales. His goal is to establish his son, so he can "go-outof-business" for himself. He could also do other accents, as with
this example: A Texan, visiting New York for the first time, finds
himself lost, in the Lower East Side, a predominantly Jewish
neighborhood. He asks a resident, "Can y'all tell me where ah am?"
The resident takes one look and says, "Brudder, you're not in
Marlboro Country!"--"from this link:
http://www.answers.com/topic/myron-cohen-1
Also see at retail Joke

Cohen, Randy, wites ―The Ethist,‖ a column in the
NY Times Sunday Magazine—see at ―Oh! Susannah.‖

Cohen, Roger, see Berga & at ―Soldiers and Slaves,‖
Cohen, Warren I., Distinguished University Profssor
of History & Presidential Research Professor at the U.
Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) & Senior Scholar
with the Asia Program at the Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars in Washington, D.C. Author of over 30
books, including The Asian American Century, 2002,
Cohen is ―a ma.ster historian of U. S.-East Asia
relations‖—see an excerpt of his rev. at ―Surviving the
Sword,‖ R, liv

Cohn, Dr. P(aul) M(oritz), 1924-2006, friend & late
math. prof. at the U. of London, who, with his wife,
Deirdre, two children, Juliet, Ursula & two Ph. D. students, visited
us at Rutgers U. in the late 1960s. I wrote about this & his work in
my books, most recently in ―Rings & Things.‖
At the Zanesville 2007 Conference, George M. Bergman
told me that he ―was working on a description of Paul's research
for a memorial by reading through MR reviews of his papers-after a series of brief dry reviews, he came to one emphatically
enthusiastic one that I had written namely, about Paul‘s paper "The
Embedding of Skew Fields,‖ Proc. London Math. Soc. (3) 11
(1961), 511-530. Te reviewappears in Vol. 1 of Reviews in Ring
Theory, # 21.03.002, and starts out: ―This paper makes original
and important contributions to at least three recognized branchesof
contemporary algebra: groups & semigroups, associative rings, and
non-associative rings." Paul told me that thispleased him very
much—the review covered over a quarto page of Math. Revs.
I mentioned to George that I tried to get Paul to write an
autobiography, but he demurred, saying essentially that it wasn‘t
his cup of tea. Then George pointed out that Paul did indeed write
one, saying it appears beneath Paul‘s picture at the following link:
http://www.rrz.uni-hamburg.de/rz3a035/kindertransport.html
The following link also works:
http://www1.uni-hamburg.de/rz3a035//kindertransport.html
After I read this I wrote to George that I think Paul didn‘t
want me to read this because he didn‘t want me to feel sorry for
him. And he was right! I did feel very sorry for him—he lost his
parents and everything except his life and his brains.

Cohen, Octavus Roy, 1891-1959,was born in South
Carolina where he received his secondary education at the
Porter Military Academy, now the exclusive Porter-Gaud School.
He went on to receive a college education at the Clemson U.
Between 1910 and 1912 he worked in the editorial
departments of the Birmingham Ledger, the Charleston News and
Courier, the Bayonne Times, and the Newark Morning Star. He
became popular as a result of his stories printed in the Saturday
Evening Post which concerned themselves with the adventures of
the Southern Negro. If his people seemed to possess the usual
mythical Negro qualities of drollery and miscomprehensions, his
tales at any rate were spirited.
In 1913, he was admitted to the South Carolina bar and
practiced law in Charleston for two years. Between 1917 and his
death he published 56 books, works that included humorous and
detective novels, plays, and collections of short stories. He also
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"Kubla Khan, or a Vision in dream, A fragment"-written 1797 or 1798.

Cohn, Dr. Richard Moses, Dr, Rutgers U. colleague
& friend, who writes in Differential Algebra.

Collins, Judy Marjorie, born May 1, 1939 in Seattle,
WA, is
a folk and standards singer and songwriter, known for

Cohn, Roy Marcus, 1927-1986, born NY City,
he was a conservative lawyer who became famous during
Senator Joseph McCarthy's investigations into Communist
infiltration of U.S. government, and especially during the ArmyMcCarthy Hearings. He was also an important member of the
prosecution team for the trial of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.
Sidney Zion, a friend of Cohn's, completed and published
―The Autobiography of Roy Cohn‖ (1988) two years after Cohn‘s
death. Mr. Cohn had incurred the enmity of the left by prosecuting
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were executed for espionage, and
acting as chief counsel for Senator Joseph R. McCarthy during his
Communist witch-hunt years.

the stunning purity of her soprano; for her eclectic tastes in the
material she records (which has included folk, showtunes, pop, and
rock and roll); and for her social activism—excerpt from
Wikipedia, where there is a discography.
―…her silvery vibrato-free voice might be described as an
Alpine instrument. Especially when she sings a cappella, it has the
ringing purity of a voice emanating from a lofty altitude and
reverberating in an endless echo chamber of mountain passes. Ms.
Collins, who will turn 70 on May 1, has miraculously retained her
upper register. The higher she sings, most of the time with perfect
intonation, the more she projects the ethereality of a flute played
by the wind‖—Stephen Holden in his April 23, 2009, NY Times
review ―Folk Goddess Descends From Her Lofty Pedestal‖ of her
opening of six-week engagement at Café Carlyle in NY
City, NY.

Cohn, Werner, wrote about Sartre--see at ―AntiSemite and Jew.‖

Cojones, Spanish for testicles, i.e.,balls! 137(250)
Coke,see at Coal.
Coker, ―Doc‖ F, HHS Chemistry Teacher, A, Ch.45,

Collins, Michael, born 1930, piloted Apollo 11—see

148(262), 150(267), 151-152(267-268), 165(289-290),
―Einstein Award for Sartorial Indifference,‖ 152(269); -and Albert Einstein, 151-152(268-269)—see at Einstein;
Coker was short & rotund—a good candidate for the pop
song, ―Mr. Five-by-Five,‖ 151(268); Doc Coker. taught us
about Einstein‘s equation E = m x c squared and he warned
us in diluting sulfuric acid to pour the acid into water and
not vice versa! 165(290) As Coker & Primo Levi on p. 36
of Levi‘s book of essays, ―The Periodic Table,‖ admonish:
pouring water into the acid can lead to splattering acid on
your clothes, if not in your face and eyes. Coker: ―You‘ll
wish a truck would hit you instead. Yeah!‖ 165(290); It‘s a
wonder nobody blew us up in chemistry lab, as
happened to Primo Levi in isolating potassium (op. cit )
Colbert, Claudette (nee Lily Cludetter Shachoin), 1903
-1996, noted film comedienne, born in Paris, went to USA
as a child & became a star., winning an Oscar for ―It
Happened One Night,‖ playing opposite Clark Gable--see at
Framk Capra. ―With her heart-shaped face, lively wide eyes,
charm, aristocratic manner & flair for light comedy as well
as emotional drama, Colbert was known for a versatility that
led to her becoming one of the biggest box-office stars --in
1999, she was ranked as the 12-th greatest female star of all
time by the American Film Institute in their list ―AFI's 100
Years‖-- Wikipedia. Also see at Shirley Temple.

at Moon Walk.

Colman, Ronald, 1891-1958, actor, ―The Man with
the velvet voice‖--he always had that wistfulness--it was in
his eyes, in his mannerisms, and especially in that voice. That
modulated, liquid voice. His way of speaking, with the hesitations,
the pauses between words, somehow conveyed his vulnerability as
well as his sophistication--a tantalizing combination that has not
lost its power to enthrall.
Born in Richmond, Surrey, England, like fellow actor
Reginald Denny (and in the same year as well), the second son and
fourth child[of Charles Colman and his wife Marjory Read Fraser,
he was educated at boarding school in Littlehampton, where he
discovered he enjoyed acting. He intended to study engineering at
Cambridge U., but his father's sudden death from pneumonia in
1907 made this financially impossible. He became a well-known
amateur actor, and was a member of the West Middlesex Dramatic
Society in 1908-9.
He made his first appearance on the professional stage in
1914. After working as a clerk at the British Steamship Company
in the City of London, he joined the London Scottish Regiment in
1909 and was among the first of Territorial Army to fight in WW I.
During the war, he served with fellow actors Claude Rains,
Herbert Marshall and Basil Rathbone. On October 31, 1914 at the
Battle of Messines, Colman was seriously wounded by shrapnel in
his leg, which gave him a limp that he would attempt to hide
throughout the rest of his acting career. He was invalided from the
service in 1916.
Although he was a huge success in silent films (e.g., Stella
Dallas, 1925), he was unable to capitalize on one of his chief assets
until the advent of the talking picture, ―his beautifully modulated
and cultured voice;‖ also described as ―a bewitching, finelymodulated, resonant voice.‖ His first major talkie success was in
1930, when he was nominated for the Academy Award for Best
Actor for two roles—Condemned and Bulldog Drummond. He
thereafter appeared in a number of notable films including Raffles,
The Masquerader, Clive of India, A Tale of Two Cities in 1935,
Under Two Flag, The Prisoner of Zenda and Lost Horizon in 1937,
If I Were King in 1938, and The Talk of the Town in 1941. He won
the Best Actor Oscar and a Golden Globe in 1948 for A Double
Life.
About the time of his death, Colman was contracted by
MGM for the lead role in Children of the Damned. After he died
the film became a British production starring George Sanders, who
had married Colman's widow, Benita Hume—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Cold War, The, state of economic, social, and
military tension between the Western Democracies and the
USSR and its satellites, starting shortly after WW II. It
ended under the reign of USSR‘s Gorbachev in 1991 when
the USSR was dissolved & its satellites became
independent; see Glasnost, Iron Curtain & USSR, 24(36)

Cole, Elaine Seligman, see Elaine Seligman.
Colette (Sidoniie Gabrielle Claudine, (1873-1954):
French author, known for her observations of class and
sexual politics, wrote the Claudine series of novels; also
Cherie (1920), and Gigi (1945). See at Gigi.
―The only thing that stops me from crying is the mascara on
my eyelashes,‖

Colerain Ave. (Cincinnati), Dad took Colerain street
car to work at Krogers

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 1772-1834, ―The Rime of
the Ancient Mariner,‖ 145(260): ―He prayeth best who
loveth best, / All things great and small; / For the dear
God who loveth us, / He made and loveth all, ibid. II,
st. 23. Also see at Poetry & at Xanadu, first stanza of

Colonies, The Thirteen Original: They are
commemorated by thirtenn buttons on the drop fly of
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the regulation pants of US Navy seamen, 191(350; Abe
Lincoln was the first US Pres. born outside of the colonies.

when you die, you gray. So who you callin' colored folks?‖
Also see at Blacks, at Black Americans & at NACCP.

Color Prejudice: see at Frank M. Snowden.
―Color Purple, The‖ is a 1982 epistolary novel by

Colonial Colleges: Seven of the nine colonial
colleges are part of the Ivy League athletic conference:
Harvard (the oldest founded in 1636, Yale (orig. Collegiate
School, 1701), Penn (orig.. Acad. of Pennsylvania, 1740) ,
Princeton (orig. College of NJ, 1746), Columbia (orig.
King‘s College, 1754), Brown (orig. College of Rhode
Island, 1764), and Dartmouth (1769). The eighth member
of the Ivy League, Cornell, was founded in 1865.) The two
colonial colleges not in the Ivy League are both public
universities— College of William & Mary (the 2-nd oldest,
1693), and Rutgers (1766—it was adopted by the State
U. of NJ circa 1948, but it remained partly indepencent of
the state.) See these listings elsewhere in the Index &
Glossary.

Alice Walker. It received the 1983 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction
and the National Book Award. It was later adapted into a 1985 film
and musical of the same name. Taking place mostly in rural
Georgia, the story focuses on female black life during the 1930s in
the Southern US, addressing the numerous issues in the black
female life, including their exceedingly low position in American
social culture. The title derives from a discussion between two
characters in the novel, Celie and Shug, about faith. Describing
what God does to please people, Shug says, "I think it pisses God
off if you walk by the color purple in a field somewhere and don't
notice it." After Celie asks what God does in response to this
obliviousness, Shug replies that he creates something else people
will see, because God just wants to be loved. The discussion leads
to the rekindling of Celie's spirituality, despite years of abuse and
neglect. Because of the novel's sometimes explicit content,
particularly in terms of violence, it has been the frequent target of
censors and appears on the American Library Association list of
the 100 Most Frequently Challenged Books of 1990-2000--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also at Alice Walker & below

―Color Purple. The,‖

Colonna, Jerry, singer-actor, see at Bob Hope.
Colored Waifs, see at Louis Armstrong.
Colleville-sur-Mer, Amerian Cemetery in France,
183-184(319)

―Colossus, The New,‖ 8(11); Statue of Liberty poem.
Colt 1. A young male horse. 2. An youthful or
inexperienced person; a novice.

is the 1985 film mentioned

Colt, Alvin, 1916-2008, Louisville, KY born, Tony

above. It is directed by Steven Spielberg and written by
Alice Walker and Menno Meyjes.. (It was the eighth film directed
by Spielberg) The film tells the story of a poor, young African
American girl named Celie (Whoopi Goldbert) and shows the
problems faced by African American women during the early
1900s; including poverty, racism and sex discrimination. The
character Celie is transformed as she finds her self-worth through
the help of two strong female companions, Shug (Margaret Avery),
and Sofia (Oprah Winfred)/ Taking place in the Southern United
States during the early- to mid-1900s, the film follows the life of
whose abuse begins when she is young. By the time she is
fourteen, she has already had two children by her father (Leonard
Jackson) (later discovered to be her stepfather), who takes them
away from her at childbirth and forces Celie to marry a local
widower whom she calls "Mister" (Danny Glover), but his name is
Albert Johnson. Mister, who had his eyes on Celie's younger, more
attractive sister Nettie (Akosua Busia), treats Celie like a slave,
making her clean up his disorderly household and take care of his
unruly children. Mister beats and rapes her often, intimidating
Celie into near silence and submission. Nettie comes to live with
them, and there is a brief period of happiness as the sisters spend
time together and Nettie begins to teach Celie how to read. This is
short-lived, however; after Nettie refuses Mister's predatory
affections once too often, he kicks her out--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Award-Winning costume desing of Broadway and film, who
draped everything from gamblers‘ pinstripes in ―Guys &
Dolls‖ to the flowing robes for Shakepearean plays, He was
inducted into the Thearter Hall of Fame in 2002—from the
May 7, 2008 NY Times Obituary by Dennis Hevesi.

Colt, Samuel, 1814-1862, American firearms
inventor & manufacturer who developed the first
revolver.

Colton, Charles Caleb—see at Imitation.
Colum, Padraic, 1881-1972, see at Grimm‘s Faity
Tales.

Columbia U., an ―Ivy League‖ college founded in
1754 as King's College by royal charter, it is the oldest
college in the State of New York. It has grown to
encompass two principal campuses: the historic,
neoclassical campus in the Morningside Heights
neighborhood (on upper Westside, Manhattan & the
Medical Center further uptown in Washington Heights. It
leased land for Radio City Music Hall (see.)

Colvin, Claudette, born 1940,Montgomery Alabama.
On March 2, 1955, nine months before Parks famously refused
to give up her seat on a bus in Montgomery, Ala., a skinny, 15-year-old
schoolgirl named Claudette Colvin was yanked by both wrists and
dragged off a very similar bus. A 2009 book by Phillip Hoose,
"Claudette Colvin, Twice Toward Justice," describes how the girl stood
her ground, yelling, "It's my constitutional right" as the cops pulled her
off the bus, threw her into the back of a cop car, and handcuffed her
through the window. In Hoose's telling, a teacher named Geraldine
Nesbitt had emboldened her students, teaching them about the 14th
Amendment. "It just so happens they picked me at the wrong time—it
was Negro History Month, and I was filled up like a computer," Colvin
tells NEWSWEEK, "I felt like Sojourner Truth was pushing down on
one shoulder and Harriet Tubman was pushing down on the other—
saying, 'Sit down girl!' I was glued to my seat." But at the time, as
Hoose describes, Colvin's dramatic arrest did not go unnoticed;
energized by the prospect of using her case to challenge the segregation
laws in court, black leaders hired an ambitious young lawyer to defend
her and raised funds from the community for her trial. A 26-year-old
Martin Luther King Jr. accompanied black leaders to the police
commissioner to plead her case. Colvin was convicted nonetheless, and
the news tore across Montgomery. There was talk of a bus boycott—
African-Americans made up three fourths of the passengers and the
Women's Political Council, headed by Jo Anne Robinson (a professor

Colored was a term used for Blacks, before the
―Black is Beautiful‖ compaign. Also African American
with or without a hyphen was prevalent. But in 2008, a
campaign was started by some to restore the term ―colored.‖
After all, counting Chinese, Asian & Amerivn Indians, and
Africans, more than half of the worlds population is
―colored.‖ Also see at ―Red and Yellow, Black and White,‖
and below.

―Colored People, or People of Color:‖ The following
clever piece from the Internet allegedly was written by a
black man in Texas:
―When I born, I black, When I grow up, I black, When
I go in sun, I black, When I cold, I black, When I scared, I
black, When I sick, I black, And when I die, I still black.
You white folks....When you born, you pink, When you
grow up, you white, When you go in sun, you red, When
you cold, you blue, When you scared, you yellow, When
you sick, you green, When you bruised, you purple, And
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at the historically black Alabama State College) had long known a
boycott would be their most powerful weapon. But leaders were unsure
about Colvin. Hoose describes their thoughts at the time: "'Some felt
she was too young to be the trigger that precipitated the movement,'
wrote Robinson. E. D. Nixon, an influential black leader heavily
involved with the case, said, 'I had to be sure that I had somebody I
could win with'."Today (2009) Colvin is 69 years old and is a retired
nursing-home nurse living in New York City—her bold actions largely
forgotten and long ago eclipsed by Parks. "I just dropped out of sight,"
she says of her move to New York in 1958. "The people in
Montgomery, they didn't try to find me. I didn't look for them and they
didn't look for me." In the years that followed her heroism, Colvin felt
completely isolated from the Alabama activists who had once been so
interested in her case--edited excerpt from Newweek.Com. Colvin
was the star witness in the legal case that eventually forced bus
desegregation in Montgomery and other places in the
nation.

Time‖, ―Long Before I Knew You‖, and ―The Party's Over,‖
proved to be one of their richest.
In 1958. they appeared on Broadway in A Party with Betty
Comden and Adolph Green, a revue that included
some of their
early sketches. It was a critical and
commercial success, and
they brought an updated version back
to
Broadway
in
1977.Among their other credits are the Mary Martin version of
Peter Pan for both Broadway and
television, a streamlined
Die Fledermaus for the Metropolitan Opera, and stage musicals
for Carol Burnett, Leslie Uggams, and Lauren Bacall, among
others. Their many collaborators included Garson Kanin, Cy
Coleman, Jule Styne & André Previn—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Bells Are Ringing‖ & at ―Wonderful
Town.‖

―Coma‖ 1978 thriller-suspense film starring

―Come and Get It,‖ a 1936 film directed by Howard

―Come and Get It!‖—farmyard, or US rural, call to
dinner.

Genevieve Büjold & Michael Douglas, based on the Robin
Cook novel.

Hawks &William Wyler. It starred Edward Arnold, Joel
McCrea, Frances Farmer, Walter Brennan, Mady
Christians & others, and was based on the 1935 novel of
the same name by Edna Ferber.
―Come And Get It‖ also was a song composed by Paul
McCartney for the film The Magic Christian, and made
popular by the group Badfinger. McCartney recorded a solo
demo of the song on July 24, 1969, when he arrived early
for an Abbey Road session. McCartney sang the doubletracked lead vocal and played all the instruments: he sang
and played piano on the first take, sang again and played
maracas on the first overdub, drums came third and bass
guitar was added last. It took less than an hour to finish‖—
from Wikipedia

Combs, Earle, see at Murderers‘ Row.
Combs, John, 5-th. School, see at Blue Ribbon
Photo in Part I.

Comden, Betty (née Elizabeth Cohen), 1917-2006,
born in NY City, she was one-half of the musical duo
Comden and (Adoph) Green, the writing team who penned the
screenplays and songs for some of the most beloved movie
musicals, particularly as part of Arthur Freed's production unit at
MGM during the genre's heyday. They alsocollaboratedon
numerous Broadway productions. The pair were not married,
although many thought they were. They did share a unique comic
genius and sophisticated wit hat enabled them to forge a sixdecades-long partnership that produced some of Hollywood and
Broadway's greatest hits.
Their first Broadway effort joined them with Leonard
Bernstein for On the Town. a musical romp about three sailors on
leave in New York City that was an expansion of a ballet entitled
Fancy Free on which Bernstein had been working with
choreographer Jerome Robbins. Comden and Green wrote the
lyrics and book, which included sizeable parts for themselves.
Their next two musicals, Billion Dollar Baby (1945) and
Bonanza Bound (1947) were not successful, and once again they
headed to California, where they immediately found work at
MGM. They wrote the screenplay for Good News, starring June
Allyson & Peter Lawford, The Barkleys of Broadway for Ginger
Rogers & Fred Astaire, and then adapted On the Town for Frank
Sinatra & Gene Kelly, scrapping most of Bernstein's music at the
request of Arthur Freed who did not care for the Bernstein score.
They reunited with Gene Kelly for their most successful
musica , the classic Singin' in the Rain, about Hollywood in the
final days of the silent film era. Considered by many film
historians to be the best movie musical of all time, it ranked #10
on the list of the 100 Best American Movies of the 20th Century,
compiled by the American Film Institute in 1998.
They followed this with another hit, The Band Wagon, in
which the characters of Lester and Lily, a husband-and-wife team
that writes the screenplay for the show-within-a-show, were
modeled upon themselves.
They were Oscar-nominated twice, for their screenplays for
The Band Wagon and It's Always Fair Weather, both of which
earned them a Screen Writers Guild Award, as did On the Town.
Their stage work during the next few years included t he
revue Two on the Aisle, starring Bert Lahr & Dolores Gray,
Wonderful Town, an adaptation of the comedy hit My Sister Eileen,
with Rosalind Russell & Edie Adams as two sisters from Ohio
trying to make it in the Big Apple, and Bells Are Ringing, which
reunited them with Judy Holliday as an operator at a telephone
answering service. The score, including the standards ―Just in

―Come Back, Little Sheba‖ a 1950 Inge play & a
1952 movie, starring Burt Lancaster & Shirley Booth,
winning an Oscar for Booth

―Come On-a My House" based on an Armenian folk
song, it written in summer 1939 by William Saroyan and his
cousin, Ross Bagdasarian, and was a hit for Rosemary
Clooney—edited excerpt from Wikpedia.

―Come Rain or Shine,‖ by Harold Arlen & Johnny
Mercer for the 1942 musical St. Louis Woman—Da Capo
Companion etc.
―You‘re going to love me / like nobody loved me
/ Come rain or shine. / … I‘m with you always, / I‘m with
you rain or shine‖--also see at Arlen & at Mercer.

―Come with me to the Casbah‖—see at Casbah.
―Comedy, The Divine‖—see at Dante.
―Comedy, The Human‖—see at Saroyan.
―Comedy, King of‖—see at Mack Sennett.
Comedy, Masters of, 75(123), 78(128): See at Amos
& Andy, at Mischa Auer, at Bud Abbott & Lou Costello,
Fred Allen & Portland Hoffa, Gracie Allen, Woody Allen, ―Fatty
Arbuckle, Jack Benny, Victor Borge, George Burns & Gracie
Allen, Edgar Bergen, George Carlin, Charlie Chaplin, John Cleese,
Myron Cohen, Steven Colbert, Rodney Dangerfield, Jimmy
Durante (also a pianist& singer);
W. C. Fields, Larry Gelbart (writer of comedy), Oliver
Hardy (& Stan Laurel), Buster Keaton, Ernie Kovacs, Stan Laurel
(& Oliver Hardy), Harold Lloyd, Danny Kaye, Bert Lahr, Gertrude
Lawrence, Jack Lemmon, Jerry Lewis, Richard Philip Lewis, Bea
Lillie, Harold Lloyd;
Dean Martin, Bill Mayer, Molierem Bob Newhart, Mike
Nichols, The Marx Brothers, Dennis Miller, Richard Prior, Gilda
Radner, Will Rogers, Rita Rudner, Mack Sennett, Red Skelton,
Baby Snooks, Jon Stewart, Jacques Tati, Lily Tomlin, Bert A.
Williams, Mae West & Henny Youngman. Also see at
humorists.
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nothing to lose but their chains,‖ ibid. sec.4.

Comedian Jokes: ―Everything is changing. People are

―Company,‖ 1970 Sondheim musical with the song

taking the comedians seriously and the politicians as a
joke‖—Will Rogers, who didn‘t live to hear Jon Stewart,
Steve Cobert, and other purveyors of mock newsstories..

―Being Alive.‖

Company 1038, see at Great Lakes, Co..1038.
―Compassion of Animals, The,‖ 52(85)n
Compton, Arthur Holly, for the ―Compton Effect‖

Comic Strip Heroes & Villains, 96(181-182): Oldest
strips, date & originator(s--if known: 1. Katzenjammer
Kids, 1897, Rudolph Dirks; 2. Krazy Kat, 1913, George Herriman;
3 Gasoline Alley, 1918; 4. Barney Google and Snuffy Smith,
1919. (This strip originated ―heebie-jeebies‖and ―sweet mama‖);
5. Thimble Theater/Popeye, 1919, centered on Olive Oyl &
Popeye, arrived in 1929, Elzie Segar; Popeye was the first cartoon
character made into a sculpture—in the ―Spinach Captial of the
World‖— see at Crystal City, Texas, and at Popeye;
6. Timid Soul, centered on Casper Milquetoast, 1924;
7. Little Orphan Annie, 1924, Harold Gray, made into a
musical and movie—see at Annie;
8. Blondie, 1930, Chic Young, and Chic‘s
son, Dean
Young, after his deathin 1973; Allez Oop, debuted in 1932, often
riding Dinny, the dinosaur & with his scantily-clad sweetheart,
Oola; Og, Son of Fire (see); Li‘l Abner & Daisy Mae), Blondie,
debuted in 1930, with her husband Dagwood & his eponymous
enormousandwiches, their children Alexander & Cookie, Popeye,
The Sailor Man, his lady, Olive Oyl, his kid, Swee‘ Pea &
hamburger-loving friend, Wimpy; Dick Tracy &Tess Trueheart,
the Brow, Flattop & many other grotesqueries. Debuted in 1931,
created by Chester Gould; Wonder Man& Wonder Woman,
Superman, The Batman, Spider Man, The Katzenjammer Kids
(1897-), featuring ―Der Kaptain‖ & Hans & Fritz (another
epithet that Charley Menefee tagged us with!); Also see at
Disney, at Pogo & at each of the cartoons named above.

shared a 1927 Nobel Prize in Physics with Charles Thomson
Rees Wilson, who invented the Cloud Chamber which
enabled physicists to track charged particles pasing through.
See below.

Compton Effect, discovered by A. H. Compton in
experiments, is the discovery of the increase in an x-ray's
wavelength when incident radiation is scattered by free
electrons, implyin that the scatter quanta have less energy
than the quanta of the original beam. This clearly illustrates
the particle concept of electromagnetic radiation.--from p.76
of "The Einstein Almanac," p.76, by Alice Calaprice.
Compton, Betty Frances (―Mickey‖),b. 1928 in Muses
Mills, KY, We married in Sept. 1951 & divorced in April,
1981, 44(70); also see at Mickey Faith & below.

Compton, Robert Harold. (―Bobby),‖ Mickey‘s
Brother.—see at Ashland, and below. His other siblings
were Paula Nell & Judth.

Compton, Virginia Nell , mother of Betty et al..
She lived with us in El Cerrito, CA, a town a bit north
of Berkely. She would get a senior citizen pass for the
Bay Area Transit (Bart), and travel all around. She
explained, ―I tried to die when Harold died but I didn‘t, so I
thought I might as well live‖–see at
―You might as well
live‖ & above.

Coming ‘Round the Mountain, A musical round:
We‘ll be comin‘ round the mountain when we come.
We‘ll be ridin‘ six white horses when we come.
We‘ll kill the big white (red?) rooster when we come.
We‘ll be eatin‘ chicken ‗n dumplin‘s when we come.

Computer Joke: Chief Wahoo was en route home
from a convention for Indian Chiefs in NY, and while
waiting for his flight decided to try one of those computer
games which promised to answer any four questions asked of
it. Wahoo asked: What's my name? What am I? Where's
my Dad?, and Where am I going?
The computer anwered: your name is Wahoo, you're
an Indian Chief, your father is fishing off the coast of Nova
Scotia, and you're waiting for your flight to back to your
Reservation inOklahoma.
Wahoo decied to fool the computer by changing from
his Indian Costume to a a business suit, and ask the same
questions. Computer: You are still Wahoo, you're still an Indian
Chief, your father is still fishing off the coast of Nova Scotia,
but you've just missed your flight to your reservation in
Oklahom where your "Dad" is waiting!

Commandments, see at Ten Commandments.
Commando, a small fighting force esp. trained for
Quick, destructive raids against enemy installations and
defenses. Such raids are now called ―Surgical Strikes.:

Communicable diseases, see Childhood Diseases,
Polio, VD, AID, TB, etc.

Communism is an ideology that seeks to establish a
classless, stateless social organization based on common
ownership of the means of production. It is usually considered a
branch of the broader socialist movement that draws on the
various political and intellectual movements that trace their origins
back to the work of Karl Marx. However, communism had a rich
history of theory and practice for hundreds of years before Marx's
attempt to hink communism in the context of industrialization .
Communism as a political goal is generally a conjectured
form of future social organization, although Marxists have
described early forms of human social organization as ―primitive
communism. Self-identified communists hold a variety of views,
including Marxism Leninism, Trotskyism, council, anarchist, or
Christian communism, Luxemburgism & various currents of left
communism, which are generally the more widespread varieties.
However, various offshootsof the Soviet (what critics call
the "Stalinist", and supporters call Marxist-Leninist) & Maoist
interpretations of Marxism comprise a particular branch of
communism that has the distinction of having been the primary
driving force for communism in world politics during most of the
20th century. The competing branch of Trotskyism has not had
such a distinction—Wikipedia. Also see at ―True Believer‖ & at
USSR.

Computers, see at Big Blue, at Gates & at Google.
Conant, James B(ryant), 1893-1978, Chemist,
diplomat & educator, who studied organic chemistry
at Harvard, then taught there (1916-33), becoming president
(1933-1953). He chaired the national Defense Research
Committee (1941-1946), which developed the atomic
bomb—in fact was project manager at Los Alamos--and
was instrumental in the targeting of Hiroshima. After WW
II, he was an advisor to both the Nat. Sci.Foundation & the
Atomic Energy Commission, and served as U.S. High
Commissioner and US Ambassador to Germany from 1953
to 1957. Also see below:

Conant, Jenner, granddaughter of James B. Conant
wrote ―109 East Palace: Robert Oppenheimer and the Secret
City of lost Alamos‖ (2005).
Concentration or Extermination Camps: See at
Auschwitz, Belsen, Belzec, Berna, Birkenau, Buchenwald,
Dachau, Flossenbürg (Annex to Buchenwald), Fürstenberg/Havel,
Madjanek & Ravensbrück (the womens‘ annex at Fürstenberg
/Havel-also see at German Concentration Camps, Holocaust

―Communist Manifesto, The‖ by Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels. ―The proletarians have
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"Confessions of Zeno‖aka Zeno's Conscience (1923)

Memorial Museum, at Japanese-American Internment Camps for
Nisei & Issei Americans.
There were large number of ―Transit‖ camps in Naziocupied counties, where Jews were kept until they were shipped to
the extermination Camps where eventually they were killed. One
such was at Westerbork in Holland about which an article in the
Dec. 6, 2007 appeared about a couple who fell in love there and
married latter & are still alive.

(Italian: La coscienza di Zeno) is a novel by Italian
businessman and author Italo Svevo. The main character is Zeno Cosini
and the book is the fictional character's memoirs that he keeps at the
insistence of his psychiatrist. Throughout the novel, we learn about his
father, his business, his wife, and his tobacco habit.
The novel was self-published in 1923. English translation also
published under the title Confessions of Zeno.
Plot Summary: The novel is presented as a diary written by
Zeno (who claims that it is full of lies), published by his doctor. The
doctor has left a little note in the beginning, saying he had Zeno write
an autobiography to help him in his psychoanalysis. The doctor has
published the work as revenge for Zeno discontinuing his visits. The
diary, however, does not follow the chronological order; instead, it is
structured in large chapters, each one developing a particular theme
(The smoke addiction, My father's death, History of my marriage and
so on). Only the last chapter is a real diary, with pages related to single
dates in the period of the First World War.
Zeno first writes about his cigarette addiction and cites the first
times he smoked. In his first few paragraphs, he remembers his life as a
child. One of his friends bought cigarettes for his brother and him.
Soon, he steals money from his father to buy tobacco, but finally
decides not to do this out of shame. Eventually, he starts to smoke his
father's half-smoked cigars instead. The problem with his "last
cigarette" starts when he is twenty. He contracts a fever and his doctor
tells him that he must abstain from smoking to heal. He decides
smoking is bad for him and smokes his "last cigarette" so he can quit.
However, this is not his last and he soon becomes plagued with "last
cigarettes." He attempts to quit on days of important events in his life
and soon obsessively attempts to quit on the basis of the harmony in the
numbers of dates. Each time, he fails to the cigarette truly be the last.
He goes to doctors and asks friends to help him give up the
habit, but to no avail. He even commits himself into a clinic, but
escapes.When Zeno reaches middle age, his father's health begins to
deteriorate. He starts to live closer to his father in case he passes away.
Zeno is very different from his father, who is a serious man, while Zeno
likes to joke. For instance, when his father states that Zeno is crazy,
Zeno goes to the doctor and gets an official certification that he is sane.
He shows this to his father who is hurt by this joke and becomes even
more convinced that Zeno must be crazy.
His father is also afraid of death, being very uncomfortable with
the drafting of his will. One night, his father falls gravely ill and loses
consciousness. The doctor comes and works on the patient, who is
brought out of the clutches of death momentarily. Over the next few
days, his father is able to get up and regains a bit of his self. He is
restless and shifts positions for comfort often, even though the doctor
says that staying in bed would be good for his circulation. One night, as
his father tries to roll out of bed, Zeno blocks him from moving, to do
as the doctor wished. His angry father then stands up and accidentally
slaps Zeno in the face before dying--edited excerpt from Wikipedia
where there is lots more!

―Concerto for Nine Cellos,‖ 216(393)
Condoms, Ch.54: ―—make good balloons!‖114(211);
―Always wear --, and maybe two!‖-- see at Navy Advisory.
―— aren‘t completely safe. A friend of mine was wearing one &
got hit by a bus‖—Bob Rubin;
A NY City laboratory at the Rockefeller Med. Inst. at
Rockefeller Center circa 2000 found in that the AIDS virus pass
through 2% of the condoms tested. While condoms have been in
use possibly by Romans & Egyptians using sheep bladder sheaths,
the name itself is obcure; however, a Dr. Condom perfected a
penile shaft in the mid-1600s to protect King Charles II--―Sexy
Origins,.‖ 114(211))n; Condoms are also called rubbers from
which some of them were made. This can lead to confusion, since
rubbers also are used for erasers. See at Rubber.

Condon, Eddie (né Albert Edwin Condon), 19051973, was a jazz banjoist, guitarist, and bandleader. A
leading figure in the so-called ―Chicago school‖ of early
Dixieland, he also played piano and sang on occasion.In 1928
Condon moved to New York City. He frequently arranged jazz
sessions for various record labels, sometimes playing with the
artists he brought to the recording studios, including Louis
Armstrong and Fats Waller. He organised racially-integrated
recording sessions - when these were still rare - with Waller,
Armstrong and Henry 'Red' Allen. He played with the band of Red
Nichols for a time.
Later, from 1938 he had a long association with Milt
Gabler's Commodore Records. From the late 1930s on he was a
regular at the Manhattan jazz club Nick's. The sophisticated
variation on Dixieland music which Condon and his colleagues
created there came to be nicknamed ―Nicksieland.‖ By this time,
his regular circle of musical associates included Wild Bill Davison,
Bobby Hackett, George Brunies, Edmond Hall and Pee Wee
Russell Condon also did a series of jazz radio broadcasts from
New York's Town Hall during 1944-45 which were nationally
popular. These recordings survive, and have been issued on the
Jazzology label.
From 1945 through 1967 he ran his own New York jazz
club, Eddie Condon's. In the 1950s Condon recorded a sequence of
classic albums for Columbia Records. The musicians involved in
these albums--and at Condon's club--included Wild Bill Davison,
Bobby Hackett (cornet), Billy Butterfield (trumpet), Edmond Hall,
Peanuts Hucko, Pee Wee Russell, Bob Wilber (clarinet), Cutty
Cutshall, Lou McGarity, (trombone), Bud Freeman (tenor sax),
Gene Schroeder, Dick Carey, Ralph Sutton (piano), Bob Casey,
Walter Page, Jack Lesberg, Al Hall (bass), George Wettling,
Buzzy Drootin, Cliff Leeman (drums)—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
Condon was born in Goodland, Indiana. After some time
playing ukulele, he taught himself banjo and guitar, and was a
professional musician by age 17 in 1921. He was based in Chicago
for most of the 1920s, and played with such jazz notables as Bix
Beiderbecke, Jack Teagarden and Frank Teschemacher. Condon
was raised in Illinois where his father was an Irish saloon keeper.
Also see "A Visit To Condon's" by James Stevenson's "Lost
and Found New York" published in NY Times Op-Ed, Friday,
Sept. 4, 2009

Coney Island, New York‘s: an amusement park on
the Atlantic Ocean. strip of land in the extreme southwest of
Brooklyn. Like many things in New York, the original
Coney was named by the Dutch, from ―konijn,‖ meaning
―wild rabbits.‖ See at Brooklyn, and at Nathan‘s

Coney Island, Ch. 21: ―The Island Queen chugged
down the River, taking you to Coney Island & you sat on
the top deck watching the lights on the water, thinking how
great life was & not knowing that you have been
permanently afflicted with an incurable addiction Oh, it
was not a physical condition. It was named The Coney
Island of the Mind by ―Dr.‖ Fehrlinghetti, 64(105)

―Coney Island‖-- a hot dog topped with chopped
onions & either catsup or chili sauce & served on a hotdog
bun, 63(104); also called a Chili Dog.

―Coney Island Baby,‖ Lou Reed song, Ch.21
―Coney Island of the Mind,‖ see at Coney Island.
―Confession is good for the soul‖—saying.

Confessions of a Happy Man (1960), Art Linkletter‘s
memoir.
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Fontainbridge neighborhood. ―His powerful physique won him a
role in the chorus line of the London stage production of South
Pacific (1951)‖ In 1963 he was cast in ―Dr. No‖ as Ian
Fleming‘s secret agent James Bond, Agent ―007,‖ a role he played
in six sequels—the quote & excert from Cambridge Biographical.
Encyclopedia. Also see at ―The Man Who Would be King‖, The
Hunt for the Red October‖ (1990 film), ―Russia House‖, ―The
Untouchables‖ & at Ian Fleming.
His 2008 autobiography ―Being a Scot‖ looks at Connery‘s
early life as a milkman, then then delves into a wide-ranging look
at Scottish culture including the work of poet Robert Burns,
novelist Sir Walter Scott and Mary, Queen of Scots—edited
excerpt from Aug. 26, 2008 ―People in the News‖ of The Times
(of Trenton, NJ

Confession to a priest may begin like this: ―Bless me
Father, for I have sinned.‖

―Confessions of a Happy Man,‖ Art Linkletter‘s
autobiography—see at Linkletter.

―Confessions of a Hooligan,‖ T1, T2, Ch. 8, see at
Esenin.

―Confluence & impact of languages & Mathematicsthe on my cranium,‖ in high school, 147(262). Also see at
Latin and at Mathematics.

―Confluence of two personalities. peculiarly bizarre,‖
see at Simon Baatz.

―Conformist, The,‖ 1971 film stars Dominque Sanda,
and Jean Louis Trintignant in the title role, directed by
Bernardo Bertolucci & based on Alberto Moravia‘s novel.

Connor, see at O‘Connor.
―Connie Thumb,‖66-67(109); a way of shooting taws:

Confucius, 551- 479: ―To be able to practice five

The thumb and marble are tucked in & covered by the
forefinger, and the thumb flicks the taw out at a marble or
marbles in the ring: -- is a poor way of shooting marbles,
used mainly by girls, hence the sexist term.

things constitutes perfect virtue. … [They are] gravity,
generaostiy of soul, sincerity,
earnestness, and kindness.
Confucious thought a lot on virtue; cf. Bartlett, or Quotationary.
Also See at Schaddenfreude for Confucius sounding a different
note. ―A person out for revenge should first dig two graves‖—
Confucious.

Conrad,

Joseph

(born

Józef

Teodor

Konrad

Korzeniowski), 1857-1924, was a Polish-born British novelist,
who became a British subject in 1886. He is regarded as one of the
greatest novelists in English[2] though he did not speak the language
fluently until he was in his twenties (and then always with a marked
Polish accent). He wrote stories and novels, predominantly with a
nautical or seaboard setting, that depict trials of the human spirit by the
demands of duty and honor. Conrad was a master prose stylist who
brought a distinctly non-English tragic sensibility into English
literature. While some of his works have a strain of romanticism, he is
viewed as a precursor of modernist literature; his narrative style and
anti-heroic characters have influenced many subsequent authors. Films
have been adapted from or inspired by Conrad's Victory, Lord Jim, The
Secret Agent, An Outcast of the Islands, The Duel, Heart of Darkness,
and Nostromo. Writing in the heyday of the British Empire, Conrad
drew upon his experiences in the French and later the British Merchant
Navy to create short stories and novels that reflect aspects of a
worldwide empire while also plumbing the depths of the human soul-excerpt from Wikipedia.
T. E. Lawrence, one of many writers whom Conrad befriended,
offered some perceptive observations about Conrad's writing: "He's
absolutely the most haunting thing in prose that ever was: I wish I
knew how every paragraph he writes (...they are all paragraphs: he
seldom writes a single sentence...) goes on sounding in waves, like the
note of a tenor bell, after it stops. It's not built in the rhythm of ordinary
prose, but on something existing only in his head, and as he can never
say what it is he wants to say, all his things end in a kind of hunger, a
suggestion of something he can't say or do or think. So his books
always look bigger than they are. He's as much a giant of the subjective
as Kipling is of the objective. Do they hate one another?"--ibid.
Conrad, referring to marriage: ―I only know that he who forms a
tie is lost.‖ (Was he claustrophobic?)

Congestive heart failure, or CHF, R, iii
Conkrite, Walter, WW II Stars and Stipes Reporter
(correspondent), R, xlix--see at ―Reporting America at War
& at Andy Rooney.

Conn, Billy (né William David Conn), 1917–1993,
was a Light-Heavyweight boxing champion famed for his
fights with Joe Louis. He had a professional boxing record of 63
wins, 11 losses and 1 draw, with 14 wins by knockout. His
nickname, throughout most of his career, was "The Pittsburgh
Kid." In May of 1941, Conn gave up his world Light-Heavyweight
title to challenge world Heavyweight champion Joe Louis. Conn
attempted to become the first world Light-Heavyweight champion
in boxing history to go up in weight and win the world's
Heavyweight championship when he and Louis met on June 18 of
that year. The fight became part of boxing's lore because Conn
held a secure lead on the scorecards leading to round 13.
According to many experts and fans who watched the fight,
Conn was outmaneuvering Louis up to that point. In a move that
Conn would regret for the rest of his life, he tried to go for the
knockout in round 13, and instead wound up losing the fight by
knockout in that same round himself, 222(405);
Ten minutes after the fight, Conn told reporters, "I lost my
head and a million bucks," When asked by a reporter why he went
for the knockout, Conn replied famously, ―What's the ue of being
Irish if you can't be thick?‖ (i.e. stupid). Later he would joke with
Louis, "Why couldn't you let me hold the title for a year or so?", to
which the Brown Bomber responded, "You had the title for twelve
rounds and you couldn't hold on to it.‖ In 1942, Conn beat Tony
Zale and had an exhibition with Louis.
WW II was at one of its most important moments, however,
and both Conn and Louis were called to serve in the Army. Conn
went to war and was away from the ring until 1946. By then, the
public was clamoring for a rematch between him and the still
world Heavyweight champion Louis. This happened, and on June
19, 1946, Conn returned into the ring, straight into a world
Heavyweight championship bout. Before that fight, it was
suggested to Louis that Conn might outpoint him because of his
hand and foot speed. In a line that would be long-remembered,
Louis replied: "He can run, but he can't hide‖—Wikipedia—also
see at Joe Louis

Consistency: ―A foolish consistendy is the hobgoblin
of little minds, adored by little statesmen and philosophers
and divines"--Emerson (1841)
Consistency is the last refuge of the unimaginative‖—
Oscar Wilde, in Quotationary.

Conspiracy theorists--attempt to explain the ultimate
cause of an event or chain of events (usually political,
social, pop cultural or historical events), or the concealment of
such causes from public knowledge, to a secret, and often
deceptive plot by a covert alliance of powerful or influential people
or organizations.
Many conspiracy theories say that major events in history
have been dominated by conspirators who manipulate political
happenings from behind the scenes. For example, the Warren
Report on the 1963 assassination of JFK was considered a coverup
of a conspiracy.

Connelly, Jennifer, Academy Award-winning actress
—see at ―Beautiful Mind.‖

Connery, Sean (Thomas), born 1930 in Edinburgh,
Scotland, where for a time he was a milkman in the
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Furthermore, 9/11 conspiracy theorists usually related the
September 11, 2001 attacks to US government officials, alleged
plans to promote militarism and a police state. Among the leading
scholars of conspiracism are: Richard Hofstadter, Karl Popper,
Michael Barkun, Robert Alan Goldberg, Daniel Pipes, Mark
Fenster, Frank P. Mintz, Carl Sagan, George Johnson, and Gerald
Posner—frrom Wikipedia where there‘s lots more! Also see at
Diana.
Constitution of the USA was adopted in 1787, and was
in effect in 1789.

Cooke (Alfred Alistair, 1908-2004, born in Britain, he
was educated at Cambridge U. After post-graduate study in
the United States at Yale & Harvard during the early
1930's, he became an American Citizen in 1941, and toured
the US (in a Lincoln Zephyr!) Then, in 1943 & 1944, he
made the trip again by bus and rail & finished his journal,
―The Americal Home Front,‖ as the atomic bomb was being
dropped on Hiroshima in August 1945. His publisher
thought it there would be little interest in books on the war,
so it was stuffed in a closet, where it stayed until it was
found, a few weeks before his death by Patti Yasek in
Cooke‘s NY apt. & ―at the speed of light,‖ she retyped it
for editing. See at ―American Home Front.‖

Constitution Jokes: ―Our constitution protects aliens,
drunks and US Senators‖—Will Rogers;
―Why don't they pass a constitutional amendment
prohibiting anybody from learning anything? If it works
as well as prohibition did, in five years Americans would be
the smartest race of people on Earth‖—Will Rogers.

Cool. Slang. Composure or poise, as in—he kept his
cool.despite the heckling.

Cool. Slang. Excellent, first rate; also entire or

Consumeer rights—see at Lyndon Baines Johnson.
Contact, a novel by Carl Sagan, and the basis for the

whole—he made a cool million on the deal.

Coolcat is a a cool cat—see at Cat.
Cool hand is a person who can handle anything.
―Cool Hand Luke‖ is a 1967 film starring Paul

1997 film of the same name starring Jodie Foster.

―Containment of USSR,‖ US Policy—see at Kennan.
Continental Congress was a convention of delegates

Newman. ―Oh, Luke. He was some boy. Cool Hand Luke.
Hell, he's a natural-born world-shaker,‖ quote from the
movie. Also see Video Hound.

from the Thirteen Colonies that became the governing body
of the United States during the American Revolution. The
Congress met from 1774 to 1789 in three incarnations.
The First Continental Congress, which met briefly in
Philadelphia in 1774, consisted of 56 delegates from twelve of the
Thirteen Colonies that would become the United States. Convened
in response to the Coercive Acts passed by the British Parliament
in 1774, the delegates organized an economic boycott of Great
Britain in protest and petitioned the king for a redress of
grievances.
By the time the Second Continental Congress met in 1775,
in Philadelphia, shooting in the American Revolutionary War
(1775–1783) had begun. Moderates in the Congress still hoped that
the colonies could be reconciled with Great Britain, but a
movement towards independence steadily gained ground. Congress
established the Continental Army (June 1775), coordinated the war
effort, issued a Declaration of Independence in July 1776, and
designed a new government in the Articles of Confederation,
which were ratified in 1781.
The ratification of the Articles of Confederation gave the
Congress a new name: the Congress of the Confederation, which
met from 1781 to 1789. The Confederation Congress helped guide
the United States through the final stages of the war, but in
peacetime the Congress declined in importance. Under the
Articles, the Confederation Congress had little power to compel
the individual states to comply with its decisions. Increasingly,
delegates elected to the Congress declined to serve, the leading
men in each state preferred to serve in state government, and the
Congress had difficulty establishing a quorum. When the Articles
were replaced by the United States Constitution, the Confederation
Congress was superseded by the United States Congress.

Coolidge, (John) Calvin, 1872-1933,1, 6(9); ―Silent
Cal,‖ 30-th US Pres.1923-1929; he was vice-pres.1921-23,
then president upon Harding‘s death, re-elected in 1924, but
refused to be nominatied in 1928. ‖The business of the
American people is business‖ (1925).
The first White House radio was installed during the
Harding Administration. Coolidge gave the first presidential
radio broadcast on Dec. 6, 1926.

Coon, informal for raccoon. Offensive Slang for a
black person. See at ―Don‘t Shoot, Colonel.‖
―I may be a pet coon, but I'm not Boss Crump's pet coon‖—
see at Estes Kefauver, last paragraph.

Coon dog, or hound, a smooth-haired breed of
hounds developed in southeast USA to hun raccoons.

Cooper, Gary, 1901-1961,won the first of his three
Oscars for his acting in the 1941 film,―Sergeant York,‖
188(326): This from an actor that was said to just ―stand there‖-see at Clint Eastwood, and also see at ―Sergeant York.‖
Cooper‘s secret —he never lost his boyish charm. He
starred in the 1929 film, ‖The Viginian.‖ In 1952, Cooper won his
second Best Actor Academy Award for his performance as
Marshal Will Kane in High Noon, considered his finest role—see
at ―High Noon.‖
Ill with an ulcer, he wasn't present to receiving his Academy
Award in February 1953. He asked John Wayne to accept it on his
behalf, a bit of irony in light of Wayne's stated distaste for the film.
See at Wikipedia for his extensive filmgraphy, including
―Morroca‖ (1931)
In 1961, Cooper died of prostate cancer six days after his
60th birthday & was interred in Holy Cross Cemetery in Culver
City, California. Years later, his body was moved to Sacred Heart
Cemetery, Southampton, New York

―Continental Op‖—see at Dashiell Hammett.
Contradict myself? See at ―Song of Myself.‖
―Conventionality is not morality. Self-righteousness
is not religion.—From ―Jane Eyre,‖ 1846, st. 1, by Charlotte
Bronte, 1816-1855

Cooper, Jackie, actor and director born 1922 in LA.
An Academy Award-nominated actor, Emmy
Awardwinning TV director, and TV producer, he was a child
actor who managed to transition into an adult career. Also
see at ―Our Gang.‖

Cook, Dr. Robin, born May 1940 in NY City is an
M.D. (opthmalogy) & novelist who writes about medicine
and topics affecting public health. "Coma," 1977, was made
into a 1978 chiller-thriller film starring Genevieve Büjold
& Michael Douglas.

Cooper,

Peter

1791–1883,

American

inventor,

industrialist, and philanthropist was born to a Dutch-American
family in New York City.He had little formal schooling, and he worked
in the family trade of hat making. He then worked as a coachmaker's
apprentice, cabinet maker, and grocer. Then he was involved in the
manufacturing and selling of cloth-shearing machines.

Cook, Rosemary ―Rosie,‖ HHS ‘44 friend, 206207(377-378); signed my 1944 ―Lest We Forget:‖: ―Good
luck to a swell guy, Rosie‖-- also see at Elwood Hunley.
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After achieving success in the glue business, Cooper, with two
partners, erected (1829) the Canton Iron Works in Baltimore. There he
constructed the Tom Thumb, one of the earliest locomotives built in the
United States. His success in trials on the Baltimore & Ohio RR
probably saved that pioneer line from bankruptcy.
During the next 20 years, Cooper expanded his holdings,
becoming a leader in the American iron industry, and in 1870 he was
awarded the Bessemer gold medal for rolling the first iron for fireproof
buildings. Cooper invented and patented other practical devices and
processes. His faith in the success of the Atlantic cable led him to
invest heavily in the New York, Newfoundland, and London Telegraph
Company after banks refused to finance the operation. He was
president of this company for 20 years while he headed the North
American Telegraph Company, which controlled more than half of the
telegraph lines in the country.
An outstanding leader in the civic affairs of New York City,
Cooper led the successful fight to secure a public school system and did
much to improve several of the municipal departments.
His lasting monument is Cooper Union in New York City, built
after his own plans to provide for education for the working classes. He
supported the Greenback party in national politics, and in 1876 he was
the party's presidential candidate, polling over 80,000 votes. Many of
his addresses were collected in Ideas for a Science of Good
Government (1883, repr. 1971). Abram S. Hewitt was his son-in-law,
Peter Cooper Hewitt his grandson. See biographies by R. W. Raymond
(1901), A. Nevins (1935, repr. 1967), and E. C. Mack (1949)--from
the Online Columbia Encyclopedia. Copyright © 2001-09 Columbia
University Press. All rights reserved. Much of the first paragraph was
excerpted from Wikipedia.

20-25 minutes and consists of six separate pieces: Morning on the
Ranch, The Gift, Dream March and Circus Music, Walk to the
Bunkhouse, Grandfather's Story, and Happy Ending—also see at ―Billy
the Kid,‖ ―The Red Pony‖ & ―Rodeo.‖

Copper: Since so many penny copper coins had been
called 'coppers,' the first US copper cent was immediately
called a 'copper' and 'copper cent.' 'Not worth a copper' is
an American term of 1788, followed by 'not worth a cent'
(1820s)‖--from "Listening to America" by Stuart Berg
Flexner (Simon & Schuster, NY, 1982—also see at red cent.
Coppola, Francis Ford, movie director—see at
―Apocalypse Now‖ (1979).

Copper, a police officer--from the British policemen
who wore copper helmets. Cop is an abbreviation.

Coprolalia, the uncontrolled , often excessive use of
obscene or scatological language.that may accompany such
mental disorders as schizophrenia or Tourettes syndrome.
Coprophilia, An abnormal, often excessive, interest in
excrement, especially when sexual excitement is derived
from the smaell of feces.

Copse is a group of trees or bushes growing close
together—Longman‘s Online Dictionary.

―Copulation removes barriers. Class barriers fade‖—
The Diary of Virgina Woolf.

Copycat is one who mimics or copies another person,
or another person‘s actions or work, e.g., a copycat writer
who imitiates other writers, or a copycat murder, or
murderer. I used to mischievously copy the lisp of one my
daughters lisp many years later—see at Lisp (last part.)

Cooper Union, see above.
Cooperstown, NY, Baseball Hall of Fame Home, 123;
the first players were inducted on Jan. 29, 1936, and
included Babe Ruthe & Ty Cobb. Also, Hank Greenbert &
Sandy koufax were the first & second Jewish players, resp.,
elected to the Hall, 193(227).

Copy Cats? Meow! Or, mew! NY Times Xword pun
of Jan. 28, 2009. Or Purr July 4, 2009.

Coralynn, see at Seymour.
Corday, Leo, see at ―There‘s No Tomorrow.‖
Cordooba, see at Analusia
Corduroy is a textile composed of twisted fibers

Cootie, Army Slang A parasitic insect. Slang A louse.
Mama: ―Carl, you have cooties!‖ But I never did--more
likely dandruff.
Copenhagen chew and snuff was a popular brand that
we sold at United Whelan Cigar Store back in the 40s, and
it‘s still sold. There‘s a Copenhagen longcut chew that you
can still buy too. Of course, snuff is a a finely cut tobacco
that‘s ―dipped‖ into the pocket between the teeth and the
lower lip. All chaws, as chews are called in the South,
require spittoons. See at United Whelan Cigar Store.

that when they lie parallel (similar to twill) to one another to
form the cloth's distinct pattern, a ―cord.‖ Modern corduroy is
most commonly composed of tufted cords, sometimes exhibiting
a channel (bare to the base fabric) between the tufts. The word
―corduroy‖ can be used as a noun, a transitive verb or
an adjective. Corduroy is, in essence, a ridged form of velvet.
While the word ―corduroy‖ would seem to have French
origins, potentially derived from ―corde du roi‖ (roughly
translated as ―cloth/cord of the king‖), the phrase ―corde du roi‖
is not French. In fact, an 1807Frenchlist of manufactured articles
includes an entry for ―kings-cordes,‖ apparently is taken
from English.
Corduroy is believed to have been first produced
in Manchester England, the world's first Industrial city.
Manchester was referred to as Cottonopolis because of
the large number of cotton spinning mills located here. As a
fabric, corduroy is considered a durable cloth. Socially, the
clothes made from corduroy are considered casual, and are
usually favored in colder climates—Wikipedia.
My all-time favorite pants are corduroy, beginning
in college at UK in Lexington, KY, and I am wearing them as I sit
here in 2008!

Copernicus, Nicholas, 76(125)
Copland, Aaron, 1900-1990, born in Brooklyn, NY,
of Lithuanian Jewish descent. Before emigrating to the USs,
Copland's father had Anglicized his surname ―Kaplan‖ to
―Copland‖ while in Scotland. Throughout his childhood, Copland
and his family lived above his parents' Brooklyn shop. At the age
of fifteen he had already taken an interest in music and aspired to
be a composer, even though his parents never encouraged him or
directly exposed him to it.
His musical education included time with Leopold
Wolfsohn, Rubin Goldmark (who also taught George Gershwin),
and Nadia Boulanger at the Fontainebleau School of Music in Paris
from 1921 to 1924. He was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in
1925 and again in 1926—edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where a
list of his works may be found.
A few of these are: Billy the Kid (1938) (ballet), Our Town
(1940) , Fanfare for the Common Man (1942), Lincoln Portrait
(1942), Rodeo (1942) (ballet), Appalachian Spring (1944) (ballet),.

Corleone is a small town of approximately 12,000
inhabitants in the Province of Palermo in Sicily, Italy. It is
known primarily as the birthplace of several Mafia bosses,
both fictional and real. Coincidentally, the grandparents of
Al Pacino (who played Michael Corleone in The Godfather
trilogy of films), emigrated from Corleone, Sicily in the
same generation as Don Vito Corleone from the film—see
at Pacino.

Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson (1950), Clarinet Concerto
(commissioned by Benny Goodman) (1947-1948), Old American Songs
(1952), Down A Country Lane (1962)
―The Red Pony" is a 1949 film score, after Steinbeck's short
story of the same title. It was composed in 1948. The music, which is
occasionally performed as a short orchestral work, lasts approximately
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vernacular, 130(239); also see at (Stepin Fetchit); says
jokingly (?) about his TV children that they are ―brain
damaged!‖ 52(85)n; ―Is Bill Cosby Right?‖ a book by
Michael E. Dyson hat rebuts his take on black dialect,
130(239); also see at Stepin Fetchit.

Coronary artery bypass graft (CABG):
Bill Clinton‘s --, 235(428); the author‘s --, P, iii-iv

Cornball Slang. One who behaves in a mawkish or
unsophisticated manner; as an adj.: corny, as in a kid‘s
cornball humor—Amer. Herit. Dict. See at Lawrence Welk.

Cosell, Howard, A TV announcer who plays himself

Cornbread, bread made from cornmeal; see at

in Woody Allen‘s film, ―Bananas.: In a wild skit, he gives
a blow-by-blow description of the ―consummation‖ of
Woody & his partner, Louiise Lasser.

―Crumble-in.‖ Also see at Johnnycake, at pone & below.

Corn-pone, southern term for cornbread; often
shaped in pans shaped after an ear of corn divided
lengthwise down the middle. Originally a native American
dish from flat cakes of cornmeal dough baked in ashes—
from the Alongquian word pone meaning ―to roast.‖ From
the Amer. Hertitage Dict.

Cosmos: A Personal Voyage—see at Carl Sagan.
Costa-Garvas, Constantin, directed ―Z,‖ 1969 film.
Costello, Lou (né Louis Francis Cristillo), 1906-1959,

stage producer. I saw her in Detroit in the fall of 1945 in
―Antigone,‖ co-starrring Cedric Hardwicke, 221(403-404)
Thorton Wilder wrote a 1932 translation of Lucrèce for
her.

born in Patterson, NJ, was an actor and comedian best
known as half of the comedy team of Abbott and Costello,
with Bud Abbott. Costello was famous for his bumbling,
chubby, clean-cut image that has appealed to many
Americans over the decades. He died of a heart attack. Also
see at Abbott and Costello.

―Corn-holing,‖ i.e., sodomy, 56(91)n
Corns, Mary, Fred‘s wife, Mama rejected her for

Costner, Kevin, actor, see at ―The Untouchables.‖
Cotten, Joseph, 1905-1994, movie actor, born in

her Catholicism, 44(69-70), so she eloped with Fred, August
5, 1950, 44(69-70), 102(191); Mary said about her marrying
a non-Catholic: ―I wouldrather go to hell for marrying Fred,
than live on earth without him.‖ A beautiful tribute from a
beautiful soul, 44(70)n; She was a Seaman in the Navy
Waves, 1950-1951, 44(69-70), 102(191)

Petersburg, VA. His smooth, low-key personality made him
an ideal leading man for Hollywood‘s most famous
actresses and his versatility allowed him to play both
villains (―Shadow of a Doubt‖ opposite Teresa Wright) and
heroes (see at―The Third Man‖.) His autobiography is
humorously subtitled, ―Vanity Will Get You Somewhere.‖
Quote: ―If I hadn‘t been pushed by Orson Welles and
David Selznick and a few other gifted people, I‘d have been
quite happy as a non-actor, enjoying life as a gardener or a
carpenter…I‘m still a relaxed Southerner at heart.‖ This
quote, and some preceding information is from the
(unsigned AP) obituary in The (Trenton) Times, Feb. 7,
1994. Also see at Jennifer Jones, at Orson Welles & at
Tora! Tora! Tora!
Cotter, Holland, art critic for the New York Times —
see at Gorky, Ashile (Cont‘d)

Cornell, Katherine, 1893-1976, dramatic actress and

Corpus Christi, Texas, Chs 59, 63, & 67; ―I could
not believe that there could be a city named ―The Body of
Christ,‖ but there it was right smack dab on the Gulf of
Mexico. I called the navy base there the ‖USS Corpus
Christi,‖ 163(288); Sign in CC: ―No dogs or sailors
allowed, 224(409); Glenn Fitkin remembers our last days in
Corpus, 233(424); ―A life is well lived that has such poetry
such as this‖ -- r.e. the author telling a girl after church one
Sunday in Corpus Christi that I‘d never been kissed after a
year in the Navy, she he reached up, kissed m & said,
‖There, you can‘t say that now!‖ 224(409); ―Alas, my well
of poetry ran dry,‖ when his my ―white lie‖ failed to work
again, 224(409); I call this ―my Corpus Christi lie!‖

Cotton—see at King Cotton.
Cotton Gin (short for cotton engine) is a machine that
quickly and easily separates the cotton fibers from the
seedpods and the sometimes sticky seeds, a job previously done by
hand. These seeds are either used again to grow more cotton or, if
badly damaged, are disposed of. It uses a combination of a wire
screen and small wire hooks to pull the cotton through the screen,
while brushes continuously remove the loose cotton lint to prevent
jams. The term ―gin‖ is an abbreviation for engine, and means
―machine.‖
The modern cotton gin was created by the American
inventor Eli Whitney in 1793 to mechanize the cleaning of cotton.
The invention was granted a patent on March 14, 1794. There is
slight controversy over whether the idea of the cotton gin and its
constituent elements are correctly attributed to Eli Whitney. The
popular version of Whitney inventing the cotton gin is attributed to
an article on the subject in the early 1870s and later reprinted in
1910 in the The Library of Southern Literature. In this article the
author mentioned how Catherine Littlefield Greene suggested to
Whitney the use of a brush-like component instrumental to
separate out the seeds and cotton. Because social norms inhibited
women from registering for patents, Eli Whitney received the
patent-and the sole credit in history textbooks until recently. The
invention of the cotton gin by Eli Whitney made it possible to
produce this crop at a much more productive rate. A history on its
invention and its impact upon industry and society.

Corsets, see at Bloomers & Corsets.
Corregidor, 209(381); a highly fortified island at the
mouth of Manila Bay. On May 6, 1942, 15,000 Americans
& Philippinos threre were forced to surrender to the
Japanese just 27 days after the surrender of Bataan to its
north on April 9. See The Reader‘s Digest Illustrated Hist.
of WWII & the map on p.147 & an account on p. 149, loc.
cit.; also see at Wainwright, the General who had to
surrender.

Correl, Charles—see at Amos & Andy.
Corzine, Jon, b. 1947 & grew up on a small family
farm in Willey's Station, IL. A multimillionaire, he financed
his successor campaigns for US Senator from NJ in 2000 &
the Gov. of NJ in 2005, taking office in Jan. 2006,
208(380)
"I'm New Jersey Gov. Jon Corzine, and I
should be dead."So begins Corzine's public service
announcement promoting seat belt use, which
was
released May 24, 2007. The governor was seriously injured
in an April 12 car crash in which he wasn't wearing a seat
belt. His car, driven by a state trooper was clocked at 91
mph when it swerved to avoid another car that had pulled
over in response to the flashing lights of the governor‘s car.
The govenor broke the law & paid a $75 fine for not
wearting his seat belt.

Cottonopolis, nickname for Manchester, England
back when

Cosby, Bill, b.in 1937 in Philly: His advice to young

Cotton Was King—see at Corduroy.

Council of Trent, see at Trent Council.

Blacks: ―work hard, and study!‖ ; -- critical of Black
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the theatre. Courtenay received a knighthood in February 2001 for
forty years service to cinema and theatre--see at ―Billy Liar‖ and at
―The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner.‖

"Count of Monte Cristo, The" (French: Le Comte de
Monte-Cristo) is an adventure novel by Alexandre Dumas
(père). It is often considered, along with The Three
Musketeers, as Dumas' most popular work. It is also among
the highest selling books of all time. The writing of the
work was completed in 1844. Like many of his novels, it is
expanded from the plot outlines suggested by his
collaborating ghostwriter Auguste Maquet—Wikipedia
Counting Out Rhymes—see at Red, White and Blue,
My Father is a Jew, etc.

Covenant: In the Bible, God‘s promise to the human
race provided that they accept Jehovah, specifically the
covenant God of the Jewish people. See Abraham & at
Hallelujah,

Coventry, city of England mostly destroyed by
German bombs on Nov. 14, 1940 in an attrempt to
demoralize Britain. It had the opposite effect: Remember
Coventry became a rallying cry against Nazi Germany, See
at Britaiin & at Battle of Britain. Also see at Guernica.
Cover, Jack (né John Higson Cover), 1920-2009, born
in NY City, and grew up mostly in Chicago,where his father
was a professor of economics and his mother earned a master‘s
degree in mathematics at the U. of Chicago, and he earned a B.S.
and a Ph.D. in physics there. He invented the Taser Stun Gun. On
the issue of Taser safety, Mr. Cover was unwavering. ―He used to
say he saved 100,000 lives,‖ his wife Ginny said. He created Taser,
an acronym from ―Thomas Swift Electric Rifle,‖ adding the ―A,‖
he explained to The Washington Post in 1976, ―because we got
tired of answering the phone ‗T.S.E.R.‘—from the Feb. 16, 2009
NY Times Obituary by Bruce Weber.

Countries of the world, there are 194, according to
the Web—see at Women are Leaders of 12 Countries.

―Country Girl, The‖ is a 1954 drama film adapted by
George Seaton from a Clifford Odets play of the same
name, which tells the story of a has-been singer-actor who is given
one last chance to star in a musical, only to have his alcoholism
hinder his chances. It stars Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly and William
Holden. Seaton, who also directed, won the Academy Award for
Best Writing, Adapted Screenplay. Actress Grace Kelly also won
the Oscar for Best Actress for her role as the singer's wife in a role
that‖ompletely de- glamorized her an won her a Best Actress
Oscar‖—Wikipedia—the quote is from Videohound. Kelly and
Crosby sang a duet ―True Love‖ in the film—see at ―True
Love.‖
Country Music, Roy Acuff has been called ―The King
of Country Music. Also see at Mary Chapin Carpenter, at
Johnny Cash (The Man in Black), Patsy Cline, Alan Jackson,
Loretta Lynn, Barbara Mandrell, Willie Nelson, Dolly Parton,
Jimmy Rogers (―Father of Country), Hank Williams & Tammy
Wynette (―First Lady of Country.‖)
Wynette may be, as they say, the first lady of country, but
Patsy Cline was the first femal e vocalist inducted into the Country
Music Hall of Fame!

Covington, KY, see frontispiece maps; A, xi, Chs. 1,
5, 19 & 20; & pp. 170, 188, 212, 221, 226, 296n, 4;
Northern-most city of Kentucky on the Ohio River due
south of Cincinnati, founded in 1802 on the site of an
old ferry landing and tavern. Pop. about 43,000 (in 2005
Rand-MacNally). There are 12 cities in USA named
Covington & two counties—see at Cities in the USA;
Bigotry in --, 41-42(66-67), 44(69-70); also see at Racism.
The Catherdral Basilica of the Assumption at 1140 Madison
Ave. is a replica of the Notre Dame in Paris, 18(27)—also
see at Cathedral Basilica; -- Cincinnati Suspension Bridge,
see at Suspension & at Cincinnati.
-- dialect, see at Kentucky Dialect; -- Faiths, Frontispiece,
Ch 1, Ch. 2, etc., 36(57);
-- flood of 1937 of the Ohio River valley, 61(100), 73(119);
--German population & influence, 3(3);
also see at Beer, at Heidel‘s Hall1, 15(22), 17(25)n
& at Peaselburg, 15(22);
--- Hills, 2(3), Ch. 20;
Post Office (PO), 196(358), 212(386);
-- Public Library, 115(214);
-- Railroads, 17(25), Ch. 16;
Rosedale & public swimming pools, 66(108-109); --- Slumlords, 26(39);
-- Spires attest to the religiousroots of the people, 62(101)
-- Streets: see maps, frontispiece & see at Banklick,
Euclid Ave, Howell St., Russell St., & Fifth St., where I
was born, Herman St, ―the ―wrong side‖ of the RR tracks,‖
where the Faith‘s lived from 1933-1943 & Jimmy Townes
& Elaine Seligman lived; Holman St. where we rode
Streetcar #5 over to Cincinnati, & where the Joy Kinsburg
lived; Greenup St., where Dick Macke & Frank Duff
lived, Madison Ave., the main ―drag;‖ Megley Court, a
very steep hill good for soap box racing & sledding,
Warren St., next street west of Herman, where Mary Ann
Pingel & Lee Memering lived. The RR tracks were east
of Herman-Holman & west of Madison. West 16-th St.,
where we lived while Fred & I were a juniors & senior at
HHS & while we were in the services, 1945-1947.
-- St. Elizabeth Hospital, 100(188);
-- YMCA, 66(108), 109(203)—this is where the Church Y
League played its basketball games & where we
swam in all-male pools in the nude. I found this
embarrassing. I had my suspicions, which were justified

Country Music Hall of Fame. In 1961, the Country
Music Association (CMA) announced the creation of the
Country Music Hall of Fame. The first three inductees, Jimmie
Rodgers, Fred Rose and Hank Williams, were announced at a CMA
banquet in November. Bronze plaques, with the facial likeness and a
thumbnail biography of each new member, were cast in bas relief. They
were unveiled on the Grand Ole Opry by Ernest Tubb. These plaques,
and those for subsequent Hall of Fame inductees, were displayed in the
Tennessee State Museum in Nashville until 1967.
In 1963, the CMA announced that a Country Music Hall of
Fame and Museum was to be built on Music Row in Nashville. In that
same year, Tennessee chartered the Country Music Foundation (CMF)
as a nonprofit, educational organization to operate the museum.
Ritter was one of the founding members of the Country Music
Association in Nashville, Tennessee, and spearheaded the effort to
build the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum. In 1964, he
became the fifth person and first singing cowboy to be inducted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame.Tex Ritter was the only entertainer to be
elected to both the Cowboy Hall of Fame and the Country Music Hall
of Fame.

―Country music reminds us that we're all lonely and
we're all scared--but we are somebody‖—David Kirby in his
review of ―Sing Me Back Home.‖

Courage: ―I learned courage from Buddha, Jesus,
Abraham Lincoln, and Cary Grant,‖ an epigraph to Joan
Didion‘s ―Slouching To Bethlehem,‖ attributed to Peggy
Lee.

―Courage and Her Chilren, Mother,‖ see at War.
Courtenay, Tom (né Thomas Daniel Courtenay,
pronounced "Courtney"), born 1937 in Hull, England, is
actor who came to prominence in the early 1960s with a succession
of critically-acclaimed films including The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner (1962), Billy Liar (1963) and Dr. Zhivago (1965).
Since the mid-1960s he has been known primarily for his work in
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only much later—on April 29, 2005, when I read in the New
York Times that some all-male pools re-established this rule
to further ―male-bonding!‖
Racism in --: everything was segregated-- restaurants,
schools, pools, churches, marriages & minds,
34(54),130(239); the Klu Klu Klan burned their crosses at
night on the hill near the Covington Cemetery at 26th St.,
130(239); also see Racism in theUnited States; also see at
Cities in the USA.
Covington PO: Little did they know that in Covington PO we
basketball, sorting packages by bouncing them off the wall
into hanging mail sacks! 196(358)

Cowpox, see at Vaccine and Vaccinia.
Cox, Bob, HHS ‘45 Classmate, UK ‘51 friend &
UK frat brother; Editor of ―The Kentucky Kernel,‖ UK
newpaper. Under his aegis I became a Kentucky Kernel—
a pun on Kentucky Colonel and on the university
newspaper. In Infromal Photos, 166(283)

Cox, W. Michael—see at Poberty Level & at Thirties
to Mid-Forties.

Coxswain, a person who steers a boat & has charge
of the crew—from ME Cok, cockboat, and Swain, servant.
Also see at Cockboat.

Cox‘n, Cox‘un, abbreviatates Coxswain. See Bos‘n.
Cozzens, John Henry, Dr., AA, Rutgers U.

Covington Schools, see at Fifth District School,
District Schools, Holmes Jr. HS, & Holmes HS: But for all
that [in the 30s & 40s] you didn‘t have metal detectors to
detect guns or knives & you didn‘t have limits on the
bathroom privileges, or have to have passes to go there, as
schools today have. Actually, there were no guns back then
& no knives except pocketknives, 30(51)

colleague
& friend, who worked for his Ph. D. under me.
I have written a lot about his work in ―Rings &
Things.‖ He has served for many years as NSF Program
Director of Signals & Circuits.

CPR is the abbreviation for Cardiac Pulmonary

Covington Schools, History of: see at ―Echoes of the

resuscitation. There is a step-by-step procedure that is easily
learned. 1. Check the victim for unresponsiveness. If there
is no response, CALL 911 and return to the victim! In
most locations the emergency dispatcher can assist you with
CPR instructions 2. BLOW! Tilt the head back and listen
for breathing. If not breathing normally, pinch nose, cover
the mouth with yours and blow until you see the chest
rise. Give 2 breaths. Each breath should take 1 second
3. PUMP! If the victim is still not breathing normally,
coughing or moving, begin chest compressions. Push down
on the chest 11/2 to 2 inches 30 times right between the
nipples. Pump at the rate of 100/minute, faster than
once per second
Crabbe, Buster, (né Clarence Linden Crabbe II), 1908-1983, born in Oakland, CA, was a 1932 Olympic
Gold Medalist in the 400 meter freestyle, after winning a bronze
medal in the 1928 Olympics in the athlete and actor, who starred
in a number of popular serials, e.g., Flash Gordon, in the 1930s and
1940s.
He attended the U. of Southern California, where he was the
school's first All-American swimmer (1931) and a 1931 NCAA
freestyle titlist. In 1933 he married his college sweetheart Adah
Virginia Held, and gave himself one year to either make it as an
actor or start law school at USC. Buster and Virginia remained
together until Buster's death in 1983. They had two daughters,
Sande and Susan and a son, Cullen. (Sadly, Sande died of
anorexia.)
Time magazine wrote on April 11, 1932: ―Clarence (Buster)
Crabbe, 22, of Los Angeles, ablest distance swimmer in the United
States: the 1,500-metre race in the A.A.U. championships, at New
Haven, lowering his own American record by 20.9 seconds to
19:45.6. Later he won two other championships: the 300 yard
medley and 500 yard free style. Los Angeles won the team
championship with 45 points to New York's 37.‖
Crabbe's role in the 1933 Tarzan serial Tarzan the Fearless
(also issued as a full length movie) launched a successful career in
which he starred in over one hundred movies, but it was he only
movie in which Crabbe starred as Tarzan. (The serial was re-edited
into a made-for-TV feature in 1964.) However, in the 1933's King
of the Jungle, 1941's Jungle Man, and the 1952 serial King of the
Congo, he played generic ―jungle man‖ roles in the Tarzan mode.
He also starred in the first international film Search for
Beauty (1934), and his next major role was in 1936 as Flash
Gordon in the popular Flash Gordon serial, which he reprised in
two sequels, released by Universal in 1938 and 1940). The three
serials were later shown extensively on American TV during the
1950s and 60s, then edited for release on home video. Other
characters he portrayed included Western hero Billy the Kid, Buck

Past.‖

Covington vis-a-vis Paducah--see at Paducah.
―Cow‘s Skull: Red, White, and Blue,‖ 1931, by
Georgia O‘Keeffee is in the Metropolitan Mus. of Art
permanent collection, and an image is accessible on the
Web—see at O‘Keefee for the link.
Cowboy is one herding and working steers or cows,
usually on a ranch.

Cowboy Hall of Fame—see at Country Music Hall of
Fame & at Tex Rotter.

―Cowboys and Indians,‖ Mama‘s taboo on, 65(108)
―Cowboy's Lament‖—see at ―Bury Me Not on the
Lone Prairie.‖

Coward, Sir Noël. 1899-1973:―—was a genius. Who
else was outstanding in the following capacities? Actor,
author of comedy, drama, farce, operetta, musical comedy &
revue; as both composer & lyric-writer; light versifier,
autobiographer, diarest, travel writer, film-maker (―In Which We
Serve‖), letter-writer extraordinaire. Actually, he had more talents
than da Vinci, and was, a nice many, loyal friend, and generous
spirit.‖ [He wrote Blithe Spirit,‖ a 1941 improbable farce in 3 acts
made into a hilarious movie in 1945—see Video Hound]—John
Simon in his Nov. 25, 2007 Sunday NY Times Rook Review of
―The Letters of Noel Coward‖ edited by Barry Day. [My
bracketed remarks.]
I thought Simon went overboard to imply that Coward was
greater than Da Vinci! Nobody coulf be!—see at Leonardo
Cartoon Also see Coward‘s bibliography, filmography, etc., at
Wikipedia, including ―Hay Fever‖ (1925) and ―Private Lives‖
(1930).

Coward, Noel: on Sex (in a letter to Edward Albee):
―I have enjoyed sex thoroughly, perhaps even excessively
all my life but it has never, except for brief wasteful
moments, twisted my reason‖—quoted by John Simon in
his review above. Makes him sound like a cold fish!

―Cowardly Lion, The‖was played by Bert Lahr in the
―Wizard of Oz.‖

―Cowards die many times before their deaths; The
valiant taste of death but once‖—Shakespeare, Julius
Caesar, II, ii, 32; also see the quote from the Ballad of
Reading Gaol at Oscar Wilde.

Cowper, William, 1731-1800: ―The Lord moves in
mysterious ways / His miracles to perform; / He plants his
footsteps in the sea / And rides out the storm,‖ 1779,
79(154), Ch. 55
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Rogers, and a brother of his real-life fraternity in the movie
musical The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. In some of his movies he is
credited as Larry Crabbe or Larry (Buster) Crabbe. His sidekick in
most of his westerns was the actor Al St. John. Crabbe is the only
actor who played Tarzan, Flash Gordon, and Buck Rogers — the
top three comic strip heroes of the 1930s. He was the only actor to
play all three roles, Tarzan, Buck Rogers, and Flash Gordon, the
top Hollywood Heroes of the 1930s,

Crazy 1. Affected with madness, insane. 2. Informal.
Departing from moderaton or proportion. a. Possessed by
enthusiasm or excitement. The crowd at the game went crazy. c.
Intensely involved or preoccupied. He is crazy about cars, or:
He‘s girl-crazy--see Ch. 40). Foolish or impractical.; senseless: A
crazy scheme to make money Also see, at Dutch Proverb, at
Haywire, at Kamikazi, Loco, at Loony, at Manias & at Phobias
Some colorful slang descriptions: a few sandwiches short of
a picnic, around the bend, balmy, bananas, batty, bats, (has) batsin-the belfry, bonkers, crackers, cuckoo, daft, doesn‘t deal with a
full deck, or, doesn‘t deal from a full deck, gaga, has a screw loose,
loco, the elevator doesn‘t go all the way to the top, fruit cake,
insane, loco, loony, loony -toons, loopy, mad, nutty, nutty as a
fruit cake, nuts, not all there, not right, off, off-his-rocker, out of
it, out-of-his-mind, screwy, stark--raving, screwy, touched,
touched in the head, unhinged, zany, zonkers, etc. (Make up y;our
own!)
Of course, many crazy people, e.g., murderers, even some
serial killers, show no noticeable abnormalities. This was pointed
out ong ago by ErvingGoffman. Also, balmy & other words in
the list above meaning eccentric, and eccentric people are not
necessarily crazy—e.g., see at English Eccentricities. Also see at
Insane, at Snake Pit, at Madness, at Manias & at Phobias.

Crackers, see at Crazy.
Cracow (Krakow), ancient city, R, lx,Poland‘s
capital from 1320 to 1609; -- is on the

Vistula River:; also see at
List.‖

―Schindler‘s

Craft, Harry, Ch. 37, Cincinnati Red fielder.
Craig, Cecil (―Benny‖), P, HHS ‘45 classmate &

one of my best of friends--see at Benny.
Craig, Clyde, 167(294)n, Cecil Craig‘s brother.
Cran, William, see at ―Do You Speak American?‖
Crane Hart (né Harold Crane),1899-1932, Poet, born
in Garretsville, OH; after an unhappy childhood, he settled
in NY City as a writer in 1823.. ―The Bridge‖ (1930) is an
epic story about the Brooklyn Bridge as a national
symbol, 113(211). He drowned himself, jumping from a
ship, whle retuning from a visit to Mexico.―Hart Crane,
Complete Poems and Selected Letters‖ was published by
the Library of America.

―Crazy,‖ 1961 song by Willie Nelson, sung by Patsy
Cline.

Crazy bone. Informal. The funny bone.
Crazy Horse, a Sioux keader who joined with Sitting
Bull to defeat Gen. Geo. A. Custer at Little Bigho;rn. (1876)

Creole Cooking—see at Lofcadio Hearn.
Creationism—see at Fifth District School.
Creator, The, is another word for God.

Crane, Stephen, 1871-1900, writer &war corresponddent born in Newardk, NJ. He began as a journalist in NY
City & became a novelist late with the realistic ―Maggie:L A Girl
of the Streets (1893), and the vivid ―The Red Badge of Courag‖
(1895),. the classic Civil War story. He died of TB—see at
Tuberculosis. ―Hotel de Dream‖ is a 2007 novel by Edmund
White about the last years of his lfe

―The creator, if he exists, has a special preference for
beetles‖—J. S. Haldane, after noting that there are
400,000 species of beetles but only 8,species of animals

Creative Urge, see at Art & Artists—the Creative
Urge.

C-ration was the name of combat rations issued by

―Credit to his race, A‖—a condescension & hence a

the US from WW I to the 1980s. Introduced during the late
1930s, each ration consisted of six cans including three M- Units
containing a canned entrée, three B-units containing cheese,
crackers &candy, a canned dessert, and an accessory pack. The
accessory pack contained a mix for a hot beverage, salt &sugar
packets, plastic spoon, chewing gum, a pack of four cigarettes and
several sheets of toilet paper. Each complete meal provided
approximately 1,200 calories. P-38 can openers were provided
loose in each case of 12 meals at a rate of 3 or 4 openers per box.
The can openers were generally worn on the GI's dog tag chain to
facilitate opening the next meal's cans. Due to health concerns,
cigarettes were eliminated from the packages in 1975. C-rations
were phased out in favor of the Meal, Read-to-Eat, or MRE
beginning in 1983. See at MRE

slur. It was often said of Joe Louis, who was a credit to any
race.

―Crème de la Crème, La,‖ French for ―the cream of
the cream‖—see at R. T.

Crenna, Richard Donald, 1926--2003, born in LA
was a film, radio & TV actor. He starred in such motion
pictures as The Sand Pebbles, Wait Until Dark, Body Heat,
Rambo (First Blood – Rambo III), Hot Shot! Part Deux, and
The Flamingo Kid. Perhaps though he is best remembered
for his role as Walter Denton in the CBS radio & TV series
―Our Miss Brooks‖; or as Luke McCoy in the ABC and
CBS sitcom The Real McCoys (1957-1963)—excerpt from
Wikipedia—also see at ―Wait Until Dark.‖
Crick, Francis H(arry) C(cmpton)., OM, FRS, 1916 –
2004, was an English molecular biologist, physicist &
neuroscientist, the co-discoverer with James D. Watson of
the ―double helix‖ structure of the DNA molecule in 1953.
He, Watson & Maurice Wilkins were jointly awarded the
1962 Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine ―for their
discoveries concerning the molecular structure of nucleic
acids and its ssignificance for information transfer in living
material.‖ See at DNA

Craven, Wes (né Wesley Earl Craven), is film
director, producer & writer, best known as the creator of
horror films, including the famed Nightmare on Elm Street series
featuring the iconic & scary Freddy Krueger character (with
scissor fingers!) and as the director of the Scream films. Born in
Cleveland, OH, he had a strict Baptist upbringing.
Craven earned an undergraduate degree in English and
Psychology from Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois, and a
masters degree in Philosophy and Writing from Johns Hopkins U.
in Baltimore--edited excerpt from Wikipedia where here's lots
more. Also search the Web for (Freddy) Scissor Fingers.

―Crick, Rememering Francis,‖ an affectionate&
informative essay by Oliver Sacks in the March 24, 2007,
New York Review of Books.

Crawford, Broderick—see at ―Born Yesterday‖ & at
―The Time of Your Life.‖

―Cries and Whispers‖ is a 1973 Swedish film about

Crawford, Joan, see at ―Rain.‖

two sisters who watch over their third sister on her
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deathbed, torn between fearing she might die and hoping that she
will.
The film was written and directed by Ingmar Bergman. It
stars Harriet Andersson, Kari Sylwan, Ingrid Thulin and Liv
Ullmann. Unlike most of Bergman's films, Cries and Whispers
uses saturated colour, especially crimson. For his work on this
film, Sven Nykvist won the Academy Award for Best
Cinematography, and the film was also nominated for Best
Costume Design, Best Director, and Best Writing, Story and
Screenplay Based on Factual Material or Material Not Previously
Published or Produced. Unusual for a foreign language film, it was
also nominated for Best Picture & not for Best Foreign Language
Film.

Croce, Jim (né James Joseph Croce, pronounced
CROW-chee a la Italiano), 1943-1973, popularly known
singer & songwriter who had a handful of hit songs in the early
'70s, but died in an airplane crash just as he was as he was
achieving success.
He is probably best remembered for the songs ―Time in a
Bottle‖ and ―Bad, Bad Leroy Brown,‖ both #1 hits in 1973.
Croce, 30, and a musician-friend Maury Muehleisen, 24,
died in a commercial small-plane crash on September 20, 1973,
one day before his third ABC album, I Got a Name was to be
released. The posthumous release included three hits, ―I Got A
Name,‖ ―Workin' At The Car Wash Blues,‖ and ―I'll Have to Say I
Love You in a Song.‖ Three months after his death, the song
―Time in a Bottle,‖ originally released on Croce's first album the
year before, became a # 1 hit single (the third posthumous charttopping song of the Rock Era following Otis Redding's ―Sittin' On
(The Dock of the Bay)‖ and ―Me and Bobby McGee‖ by Janis
Joplin—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Two of my Croce favs are: ―Photographs and Memories‖
and ―Time in a Bottle,‖

―Crime Busters,‖ radio program, Ch. 18
―Crimes of the Heart,‖ a 1979 play by Beth Henley,
and a movie with the same title. The story focuses on the
Magrath sisters--Meg, Babe, and Lenny--who reunite at the family
home in Hazelhurst, Miss., after Babe shoots her abusive husband.
The three were raised by Old Granddaddy after their mother
hanged herself and the family cat and have been eccentric ever
since. Lenny is a wallflower who bemoans her shriveled ovary.
Egocentric Meg is a singer whose Hollywood career ended
abruptly when she suffered a nervous breakdown. Unruly and
impulsive Babe shocks her sisters with stories about her affair with
a teenage black boy. Rita Kempley of the Washington Post
describes it as "Hannah and Her Sisters" with a southern accent—
from Wikipedia. Also see at Henley.

Criminal Class—see at Eugene V. Debs. This

Crockett, Davy (né David Stern Crockett), 17861836, was an American folk hero, frontiersman, soldier and
politician; usually referred to as Davy Crockett and by the popular
title ―King of the Wild Frontier.‖ He represented Tennessee in the
U.S. House of Representatives, served in the Texas Revolution,
and died at the age of 49 at the Battle of the Alamo.
A 1955 live-action Walt Disney film starred Fess
Parker
in ―The King of the Wild Frontier.‖ The Walt Disney Company
produced two film which starred Fess Parker as Davy Crockett and
Buddy Ebsen as George Russel: Davy Crockett, King of the Wild
Frontier (1955) and Davy Crockett and the River Pirates (1956).
Both were edited compilations of stories previously shown on the
Disney anthology TV series.
After the Crockett fad had waned, John Wayne starred as
Crockett in the 1960 feature film The Alamo (the first film he also
directed). More recently was the John Lee Hancock version of The
Alamo (2004). This Crockett, played by Billy Bob Thornton, is
portrayed as a man trying to downplay his legend, but in the end
unable to escape it. This is epitomized in a scene where Crockett,
speaking to Jim Bowie says, ―If it was just me, simple old David
from Tennessee, I might drop over that wall some night, take my
chances. But that was Davy Crockett‖—see at Alamo.
―Story of a Treed Coon‖--see at ―Don‘t Shoot, Colonel.‖

is

not a class to teach criminals in!

―Criminal as a rebel,‖58(95)--see at Dirty Jokes.
Crisp, Donald George (né George William Crisp),
1882-1974, was born in London, England, was an Academy
Award winning film actor and an early motion picture scriptwriter,
producer and director. (Crisp directed some 70 films in all, most
notably The Navigator (1924) with Buster Keaton and Don Q, Son
of Zorro (1925) with Douglas Fairbanks.)
With the advent of sound in films, Crisp abandoned
directing and devoted himself entirely to acting after 1930. He
became a much sought after character actor. Throughout the 1930s
and 1940s, he appeared in a wide range of roles alongside some of
the era's biggest stars, including Katharine Hepburn in The Little
Minister (1934), Charles Laughton and Clark Gable in Mutiny on
the Bounty (1935), Bette Davis and Henry Fonda in That Certain
Woman (1937), aurence Olivier in Wuthering Heights (1939), Errol
Flynn in The Sea Hawk(1940), and Gregory Peck in The Valley of
Decision (1945).
A versatile supporting actor, Crisp could be equally good
in either lovable or sinister roles. During the same period he was
playing loving father figures or charming old codgers in classic
films like National Velvet and Lassie Come Home, he also turned
in an acclaimed performance as Commander Beach, the tormented
presumptive grandfather in Lewis Allen's The Uninvited (1944).
Undoubtedly, however, Crisp's most memorable role was as
the taciturn but loving father in How Green Was My Valley
(1941) directed by John Ford. The film received ten Oscar
nominations, winning five, including Best Picture with Crisp
winning the Oscar for Best Supporting Actor—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Cromwell, Oliver, 1599-1658, was an English soldier
and statesman who helped make England a republic and then
ruled as lord protector from 1653 to 1658. Cromwell was born on 25
April 1599 in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire into a family of minor
gentry and studied at Cambridge University. He became MP for
Huntingdon in the parliament of 1628-1629. In the 1630s Cromwell
experienced a religious crisis and became convinced that he would be
guided to carry out God's purpose. He began to make his name as a
radical Puritan when, in 1640, he was elected to represent Cambridge,
first in the Short Parliament and then in the Long Parliament. Civil war
broke out between King Charles I and parliament in 1642.
Although Cromwell lacked military experience, he created and
led a superb force of cavalry, the 'Ironsides', and rose from the rank of
captain to that of lieutenant-general in three years. He convinced
parliament to establish a professional army--the New Model Army-which won the decisive victory over the king's forces at Naseby (1645).
The king's alliance with the Scots and his subsequent defeat in
the Second Civil War convinced Cromwell that the king must be
brought to justice. He was a prime mover in the trial and execution of
Charles I in 1649 and subsequently sought to win conservative support
for the new republic by suppressing radical elements in the army.
Cromwell became army commander and lord lieutenant of
Ireland, where he crushed resistance with the massacres of the garrisons
at Drogheda and Wexford (1649). Cromwell then defeated the
supporters of the king's son Charles II at Dunbar (1650) and Worcester
(1651), effectively ending the civil war.

Crisp, Quentin, 1908-1999: Crisp was an eccentric &
colorful English writer and performer. His 1968 autobio..
―The Naked Civil Servant,‖ described his life as a
homosexual at a time when that was considered a social
disgrace. ―An autobiography is an obituary in serial form
with the last installment missing‖—quoted in ―The Little
Oxford Dictionary of Quotations.‖ ―She lived in France—
that country to which Lesbian is to what
Cricket is in
England,‖ quoted in ―Wit,‖ p.179.
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In 1653, frustrated with lack of progress, he dissolved the rump
of the Long Parliament and, after the failure of his Puritan convention
(popularly known as Barebones Parliament) made himself lord
protector.
In 1657 he refused the offer of the crown. At home Lord
Protector Cromwell reorganised the national church, established
Puritanism, readmitted Jews into Britain and presided over a certain
degree of religious tolerance. Abroad, he ended the war with Portugal
(1653) and Holland (1654) and allied with France against Spain,
defeating the Spanish at the Battle of the Dunes (1658).
Cromwell died on 3 September 1658 in London. After the
Restoration his body was dug up and hanged. Cromwell's son Richard
was named as his successor and was lord protector of England from
September 1658 to May 1659. He could not reconcile various political,
military and religious factions and soon lost the support of the army on
which his power depended. He was forced to abdicate and after the
restoration of the monarchy in 1660 he fled to Paris. He returned to
England in 1680 and lived quietly under an assumed name until his
death--Britannica Online Encyclopedia.
Cronyn, Hume, 1911--2003, American Actor & Scriptwriter,

which they made famous in 1952 on Broadway, winning a Tony.
and was subsequently made into the Broadway musical, ―I Do! I
Do!‖ Also see at ―Cocoon‖ & at ―The Gin Game.‖

Cronkite, Walter, b. in 1916 in St. Joseph, MO, a
college dropout, overseas war correspondent in WW II, R,
xlix & later longtime Anchor at CBS.

Crosby, ―Bing‖ (né Harry Lillis Crosby), 1903-1977,
a singer & actor born in Tacoma, WA, the 4-th of 7
children (5 boys!) One of the first multimedia stars, from 1934 to
1954 Bing Crosby held a nearly unrivaled command of record
sales, radio ratings, and motion picture grosses. He is cited among
the most popular musical acts in history & is currently the most
electronically recorded human voice in history. Crosby is also
credited as having nspired most of the male singers of the
following era, including Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, and Dean
Martin.
Performing before American troops fighting in the European
Theater, he learned how to pronounce German from written scripts
& read them in propaganda broadcasts to German forces. The
nickname ―der Bingle‖ for him was understood to have become
current among German listeners, and came to be used by his
English-speaking fans. In a YANK poll of U.S. troops at the close
of WWII, Crosby topped the list as the person who did the most
for GI morale, beating out President Roosevelt Gen. Eisenhower,
and Bob Hope.
Crosby's biggest musical hit was his recording of
Irving
Berlin's ―White Christmas,‖ which he introduced through a 1942
Christmas-season radio broadcast and the movie Holiday Inn.
Bing's recording hit the charts on Oct. 3, 1942, and rose to #1 on
Oct. 31, where it stayed for 11 weeks. In the following years,
Bing's recording hit the Top 30 pop charts another 16 times, even
topping the charts again in 1945 and January 1947. The song
remains Bing's best-selling recording, and the best-selling single
and best-selling song of all time.
He won an acting Oscar for Going My Way (1944). He
made a number of ―Road‖ movies with Bob Hope, Dorothy
Lamour and others, e.g. Road to Utopia (1946), Road to
Rio(1947), Road to Bali (1952) Also see at "Country Girlz‖ & at
―True Love.‖

born in London, Ont. Canada. The son of a prominent
Canadian politician, Hume Cronyn made his stage debut with the
Montreal Repertory Theatre in 1930 while still a student at McGill
University and reached Broadway in 1934, playing the Janitor in
―Hipper's Holiday.‖ Short and wiry, he gained a reputation for
excellence onstage, adroitly portraying ordinary people, and would
later prove his versatility by branching into directing, producing
and play-writing.
An early appearance on the new medium of TV (a 1939
NBC presentation of ―Her Master's Voice‖) preceded Cronyn's
first feature role as the literal-minded, snooping, armchair
detective-neighbor in Alfred Hitchcock's understated thriller
―Shadow of a Doubt‖ (1943). He also collaborated on the
screenplays for Hitchcock's ―Rope‖ (1948, with Arthur Laurents)
and ―Under Capricorn‖ (1949, with James Birdie), as well as
playing the ship's radio operator in the director's ―Lifeboat‖ (1944).
Although Cronyn garnered a Supporting Actor Oscar
nomination as the dull-witted friend who helps Spencer Tracy
avoid the Gestapo in ―The Seventh Cross‖ (1944--his first film
with wife Jessica Tandy), roles like his Nazi collaborator in "The
Cross of Lorraine‖ (1943) and the despicably ruthless prison guard
captain in ―Brute Force‖ (1947) marked him as a baddie.
In an effort to escape such typecasting, he turned down the
plum part of the sadistic killer played by Richard Widmark in
―Kiss of Death‖ (also 11947) and successfully broke out of the
villain mold to enjoy a varied film acting career, playing
everything from a jealous physician in ―People Will Talk‖ (1951)
and Roosevelt's gruff counselor Louis Howe in ―Sunrise at
Campobello‖ (1960) to half of a bickering old homosexual couple
in ―There Was a Crooked Man‖ (1970) and Warren Beatty's
editor in ―The Parallax View‖ (1974).
Cronyn's Tony-winning stage performance as Polonius
opposite Richard Burton's ―Hamlet‖ (1964) made it to the screen
via a filmed record of the Broadway production directed by John
Gielgud.
Cronyn's directing debut at the helm of Tennessee Williams'
one-act play ―Portrait of a Madonna‖starred wife Tandy and led
directly to her landing the role of Blanche in Williams' ―A
Streetcar Named Desire‖ on Broadway. The two first acted
together on stage in Broadway's ―The Fourposter‖ (1951), a play
they would eventually perform more than 600 times over the
years.*)
Subsequent plays like Edward Albee's ―A Delicate Balance‖
in the 60s, ―The Gin Game‖ in the 70s*) and ―The Petition‖ in the
80s established them as the successors to Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne as the pre-eminent married acting couple of the
American theater, culminating in a shared Special Lifetime
Achievement Tony in 1993. *) I saw them in both these plays at
McAarter Theatre in Princeton, and way as ―The Four Poster‖

Crosby, Robert R., HHS Drama & Speech teacher,
who.directed Arsenic and Old Lace, 150(267); -- taught
Speech & Drama, 146-147(260-262); -- snob, and sneerer at
N. Kentucky dialect, 146(261); Also,see at Kentucky
Dialect & Regional English; -- wrote in my ―Lest We
Forget‖: ―To Carl, who is a good boy but who doesn‘t
know how to spell!‖ 150(267) —shades of dyslexia 11 years
after my flunking reading in Grade 1B, 31(50-51); In
informal Drama Club photo, 166(291)

Crosley Field, former home of the Cincinnati Reds,
62(101) & Ch. 37

―Cross, By the Old Rugged,‖90(171): By the old
rugged cross, / Where the Dearest and Best, / For a world
of lost sinners was slain. Refrain: I will cling to the old,
rugged cross, / And exchange it someday for a crown.
(Another verse from memory: And I will cherish the old
rugged cross, where at last He laid down his sweet
head…)—George Bennard, 1813.

Cross Pen Co. was founded by Alonzo Townsend
Cross in 1846. For over 150 years they have been one of the
strongest US manufacturer of quality pens. Also see at
Parker Pen Co. & at Pens.

―Crossing the street in NY City keeps you young--if
you make it‖—Andy Rooney.

―Crotch watching,‖the distaff side of the male
―tits & ass ogling,‖ 131(242)
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made by the Spanish government in the Pact of
Zanjon were
kept.
In April 1895, a new war was declared, led by the writer
and poet José Martí who had organized the war over a ten year
period while in exile in the U.S. and proclaimed Cuba an
independent republic — Martí was killed at Dos Rios shortly after
landing in Cuba with the eastern expeditionary force. His death
immortalized him and he has become Cuba‘sundisputed national
hero.
In 1987, fearing US intervention, Spain moved to a more
conciliatory policy, promising home rule with an elected
legislature. The r ebels rejected this offer and the war for
independence continued. Shortly afterwards, on Feb. 15, 1898, the
U.S. battleship Maine was mysteriously blown up in Havana
harbor, killing 266 men. Forces in the U.S. favoring intervention in
Cuba seized on this incident to accuse Spain of blowing up the ship
(although Spain had no motive for doing so and there was no
evidence of Spanish culpability).
Sweptalong on a wave of nationalist sentimen with the
slogan, ―Remember the Maine!,‖ U.S. Congress passed a
resolution calling for intervention & President William McKinley
was quick to comply. In 1897, fearing US intervention, Spain
moved to a more conciliatory policy, The result was the SpanishAmerican War, in which U.S. forces landed in Cuba in June 1898
and quickly overcame the exhausted Spanish resistance. In August
a peace treaty was signed under which Spain agreed to withdraw
from Cuba. Some advocates in the U.S. supported Cuban
independence, while others argued for outright annexation.
As a compromise, the McKinley administration
placed
Cuba under a 20-year U.S. treaty. The Cuban independence
movement bitterly opposed this arrangement, but unlike the
Philippines, where events had followed a similar course, there was
no outbreak of armed resistance. Theodore Roosevelt, who had
fought in the Spanish-American War & had some sympathy with
the independence movement.
When as Vice President, after McKinley was assassinated in
1901, he succeeded McKinley,and abandoned the 20-year treaty
proposal. Instead, the Republic of Cuba independence leader
Tomás Estrada Palma becoming the country‘s first president.
Under the new Cuban constitution, however, the U.S. retained the
right to intervene in Cuban affairs and to supervise its finances and
foreign relations. Under the Platt Amendment, Cuba also agreed to
lease to the U.S. the naval base at Guantánamo Bay.
Cuba today does not celebrate May 20 as heir date of
independence, but instead October 10, as the first declaration of
independence and the day Castro and his followers entered
Havana, Jan. 1, 1959, as "the triumph of the revolution‖—edited
from Wikipedia. Also see at Che Guevarra.
On Oct. 19, 1960, Pres. Eisenhower imposed an embargo on
exports ot Cuba c.overing all commodities exept meidal supplies
and certain food products.
Also see at Cuban Missile Crisis below.

Crotches: It was thus easy to know the vainest men
in the company, especially when they stuffed bandanas
down their crotches! 200(364-365)

Crowe, Russell, actor--see at Edward R. Murrow & at
Beautiful Mind.

Crowfoot, Blackfoot warrior and orator
―Life is a flash of a firefly…‖ T, Ch. 69, 241(436)

―Crucible, The,‖ a 1953 Arthur Miller play offering a
powerful reconstruction of the Salem Witch Trial, turning
Salem‘s ―Witch Hunt‖ into a parable of Sen. Joe McCarthy
and the House Un-American Activities Committee‘s
(HUAC) hunt for Communists. Miller himself was forced to
appear before the HUAC in 1956.
See Edward R.
Murrow & Arthur Miller.

Cruise, Tom, actor—see at ―Eyes Wide Shut.‖
Crumble-in: corn-bread crumbled into milk, usually
buttermilk. It was a staple at our house.
Family Food.

See at Faith

―Crusade in Europe‖ (1948), Eisenhower‘s war
memoirs.

―Cry Freedom‖ is a 1987 feature film directed by
Richard Attenborough, based on the true story of Steve Biko
(Denzel Washington), the charismatic South African Black
Consciousness Movement leader, and Donald Woods (Kevin
Kline), the liberal white editor of the Daily Dispatch newspaper.
After Biko was arrested and killed while in police custody, Woods
wrote a book entitled Biko exposing police complicity in his death.
For him to get the book published, he had to escape from South
Africa. This book, along with Woods's autobiography "Asking For
Trouble," became the basis for this film. set in the late 1970s,
during the apartheid era of South Africa. Also starring Penelope
Wilton as Wendy Woods, John Thaw (who played Inspector
Morse on BBC series)as Jimmy Kruger & Ian Richardson as the
State Prosecutor, the film was shot in neighbouring Zimbabwe,
and, although not banned in South Africa, cinemas showing the
films were faced with bomb threats. According to the Internet
Movie Database, the film was seized by authorities on July 29,
1988. In some cases, there were reports that prints of the films
were wrenched off the cinema projectors and the film remained
unseen in South Africa until 1991.

Crystal City, Texas, the spinach capitol of the world,
erected a statue of Popeye, 96(182)—see at Popeye.

Cuba, officially the Republic of Cuba, consists of the
Island of Cuba (the largest of the Greater Antilles), the Isle
of Youth and adjacent small islands. It is located in northern
Caribbean at the confluence of the Caribbean Sea, the gulf of
Mexiao & the Atlantic Ocean, south of USA & the Bahamas, west
of the Turks & Caicos Island & Haiti, and east of Mexico. In
2002, Cuba had 11.4 million people on less than 43,000 sq. mi, or
a pop. density of 265 people per sq. mi—see at Gaza. USA has a
pop. density of approx. 84
p.s.m. vs. the world density of
approx. 130 p.s.m.
The recorded history of Cuba began Oct. 28, 1492, when
Christopher Columbus sighted the island during his first voyage of
discovery & claimed it for Spain. (This is still not certain & is an
unresolved topic.) Howeverr it was ruled by Spain for 388 years
by a governor in Havana , with an economy based on plantation
agriculture & the export of sugar, coffee and tobacco to Europe
& later to N. America. It was seized by the British in 1762, but
restored to Spain the following year. The Spanish population was
boosted by settlers leaving Haiti when that territory was ceded to
France.
During the 1890s, co-independence agitation revived, fueled
by resentment of the restrictions imposed on Cuban trade by Spain
and hostility to Spain‘s increasingly oppressive and incompetent
administration of Cuba. Few of the promises for economic reform

Cuban Airlift ended: On Aug. 31,1991,Cuba ended
an airlift that brought 246,000 Cubans from Havanato
Miami since December 1965. It was claimed, with a good deal of
evidence to support the claim, that Fidel Castor permitted the airlift
in order to rid Cuba of it‘s most undesireable citizens, especially
criminals and those serving longterm prison terms. While the
majority of the ―refugees‖ were hardworking people looking for a
better life, Miama felony crime did experience a jump.

Cuban Boat People: When the airlift was terminated,
thousands of Cubans took to boats and life rafts, most of
which were not sea-worthy> Many died enroute Even after they
reached safe shores, some expired from dehydration & other rigors
of their journey. On Sept. 9, 1994, USA agreed to accept at least
20,000 Cubans a year in return for Cuba‘s promis to halt the
exodus of boat & raftt people.
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more success with films such as A Woman's Face (1941) with Joan
Crawford, Gaslight (1944) with Ingrid Bergman and Charles
Boyer, and Adam's Rib (1949) with Katharine Hepburn and
Spencer Tracy.
Cukor's reputation as an actor's director continued as he
helped several actors win Academy Awards. James Stewart won a
Best Actor Oscar for The Philadelphia Story, Ronald Coleman
won a Best Actor Oscar for A Double Life (1947) and Judy
Holliday won for Best Actress for Born Yesterday (1950 ).
In 1954, Cukor made his first film in color, A Star Is Born
which featured an impressive come-back performance by Judy
Garland. He directed the ill-fated Something's Got to Give in 1962.
Progress on the film was arduous throughout, and Cukor's
relationship with the film's star, Marilyn Monroe, was consistently
difficult and he was openly hostile towards her. Monroe was found
dead in her LA home several months after the production began
and the film was never completed.
Two years later, Cukor won an Academy Award himself,
for Best Director, for My Fair Lady (1964), for which Rex
Harrison also won a Best Actor Oscar—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at Anounk Aimee ( in Cukor‘s Juntine,
1969)

Cuban Missile Crisiswas a confrontation between the
US, the USSR, and Cuba in October 1962, during the Cold
War. In Russia, former Eastern Bloc, and communist countries (i.e.
China and North Korea), it is termed the "Caribbean Crisis," while
in Cuba it is called the "October Crisis" (Spanish: Crisis de
Octubre).
In September 1962, the Cuban and Soviet governments
placed nuclear missiles in Cuba. When United States intelligence
discovered the weapons, the U.S. government sought to do all it
could to ensure the removal of the missiles.
The crisis ranks with the Berlin Blockade as one of the
major confrontations of the Cold War, and is generally regarded as
the moment in which the Cold War came closest to a nuclear war.
The tensions were at their height from October 8th, 1962, which
was known as "Black Saturday". On October 14th, United States
reconnaissance observed missile bases being built in Cuba.
The crisis ended two weeks later on October 28th, 1962,
when the President John F. Kennedy and the United Nations
Secretary-General U Thant reached an agreement with the Soviets
to dismantle the missiles in exchange for a no-invasion agreement.
In his negotiations with the Soviet Ambassador Anatoly
Dobrynin, U.S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy informally
proposed that the Jupiter missiles in Turkey would be removed
"within a short time after this crisis was over.". The last missiles
were taken down by April 24th, 1963, and were flown out of
Turkey soon after.

Culler, Jonathan, see at Pun (Cont‘d)
Cummings, E(dwin) E(stlin), 1894-1962, ―[poet
whose] 11 volumes of verse won him great popularity but
critics tended to consider him a verbal comic‖—Penguin
Inter‘l Dict. of Contemp. Biog. ―Cummins resisted cold
intellect & said, ‗Not for philosophy does this rose give a
damn‘‖—ibid. Like Don Marquis‘ Archy, the Cockroach,
Cummings wrote everything in lower case letters including
his name, e. e. cummings—but Archy had his reason—he
couldn‘t reach the ―shift key!‖. Also see at Nicholai Sacco
& at Archy & Mehitabel.
Cummings, Nedra Hope (―Hopie‖), HHS ‘45
Classmate & friend—inevitably we were linked by the
triad, ―Faith, Hope, & Charity,‖ 157(279); Miss Universe?
158(279); an editor of Lest We Forget, 166(277), in which
she wrote: ―To a Guy that is really tops with me—I‘ll
never forget you at
the
swimming
hole—Swell
memories, Love ya, `Hopie.‖ Well, the feeling was
mutual, Hopie--I haven‘t forgotten you either!
Cummings, Robert, "Bob", 1908 1990, born in Joplin,
MO, was a film and TV actor, noted for his fresh faced
youthful look which lasted long into his old age. Cummings
performed mainly in comedies but was effective in his few dramas,
especially two Alfred Hitchcock films, Saboteur (1942) and Dial
M for Murder (1954)
He achieved stardom in 1939 in Three Smart Girls Grow
Up, opposite Deanna Durbin. His many film comedies include:
The Devil and Miss Jones (1941) with Jean Arthur, and The Bride
Wore Boots (1946) with Barbara Stanwyck. Cummings gave
memorable performances in three notable dramas: Kings Row
(1942) with friend Ronald Reagan, Saboteur (1942) with Priscilla
Lane and Norman Lloyd, and Dial M for Murder (1954), with
Grace Kelly and Ray Milland. Cummings also starred in You Came
Along (1945) that featured a screenplay by Ayn Rand. The Army
Air Forces pilot Cummings played had the same name as the
character on his later TV show. Cummings began a long career on
TVin 1952 by starring in the comedy My Hero. He was in the first
performance of Twelve Angry Men to be televised, a live
production that aired in 1955, and received an Emmy award for his
role as "Juror Number Eight." From 1955 through 1959,
Cummings starred in a celebrated sitcom, The Bob Cummings
Show (shown in reruns as Love That Bob), followed by The New
Bob Cummings Show, 1961–1962. He also starred one season in
My Living Doll (1964), another sitcom. His last significant role

―Cuban Pete,‖ 1946 film in which Desi Araz plsys
himself.

Cubism, 51(84)n, an art form, using geometric
figures.

Cuckold derives from the Cuckoo's practice of
tricking

other birds into raising its young.

Cuckoo is slang for nuts, derived from the Cuckoo's
practice stated above.

Cuffs (of trouseer) went to war, see at Rationing.
Cugat, Xavier (né Francesc d'Asís Xavier Cugat
Mingall de Bru i Deulofeu), 1900-1990, was a bandleader
considered by many to have had more to do with the
infusion of Latin music into United States popular music
than any other rmusician. (Pérez Prado followed in Cugat's
footsteps.) Born in Girona, Catalonia, Spain, he immigrated
with his family to Cuba when he was five. He trained as a
classical violinist and played with the Orchestra of the
Teatro Nacional n Havana. On July 6,1915, when he
was 15, his family arived in NY City as immigrant
passengers on board the S.S. Havana—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at Chiquita Banana for a Cugat quote.
Cukor, George, 1899-1983, a film director born in NY
City, NY to Hungarian Jewish immigrants, hiscareer
flourished at RKO and later MGM where he directed a
string
of impressive films including What Price Hollywood? (1932), A
Bill of Divorcement (1932), Dinner at Eight (193), Little Women
(1933), David Copperfield (1935), Romeo and Juliet (1936), and
Camille (1937). His first job was as a dialog director at Paramount
Pictures for the film River of Romance (1929), followed by All
Quiet on the Western Front (1930) at Universal Pictures. He then
co-directed three films at Paramount before making his solo debut
directing Tallulah Bankhead. His first job was as a dialog
director at Paramount Pictures for the film River of Romance
(1929), followed by All Quiet on the Western Front (1930) at
Universal Pictures. He then co-directed three films at Paramount
before making his solo debut directing Tallulah Bankhead in
Tarnished Lady (1931).
The 1940s was a decade of hits and misses for Cukor. He
was off track with Two Faced Woman as well as Her Cardboard
Lover (1942 ) starring Norma Shearer. However, he did achieve
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across the country and at one point hosted a nationally syndicated talk
show.
Cuomo married Matilda Cuomo (née Raffa) in 1954, and they
have five children: Margaret, Andrew, Maria, Madeline and
Christopher; and six grand children‖ --edited from IMDb Mini
Biography by Scott- msa0510@mail.ecu.edu
Note: The Cuomo‘s son Andrew is former U.S. Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development, and was elected Attorney General of
New York State in 2009

was the 1973 TV movie Partners in Crime, also starring Lee
Grant.
Cummins was noted for his fresh faced youthful look which
lasted long into his old age—also see at ―Dial M for Murder‖ & at
―Saboteur.‖

Cunnilingus, oral stimulation of the clitoris, or vulva.
See at Blow J ob & at Muff Diving.

―Cunt:‖ a girl, woman or vagina—Dict. of Amer.

―I watchd a small man with calluses on both hands work
15 & 16 hours-a-day. I saw him once literally bleed from the
bottoms of his feet, a man who came here undeduated, alone,
unable to speak the language, who taught me all all I needed to
know abut faith and hard work by the simple eloquence of his
example‖—Mario Cuomo, cited in The Times (Trenton, NY) on
Father‘s Day, June 15, 2008. Also see at Prose vs. Poetry.

Slang. Also a woman who degrades herself sexually--see at
Poontang &at Pussy.

Cuomo, Mario Matthew, born 1932 in Queens, NY
City, , served as the 52-nd governor of NY State, 19831994. His family was of Italian origin: his father, Andrea Cuomo
was from Nocera Inferiore & his mother was Immacolata. They
owned a store in south Jamaica, Queens.

Cupid, the Roman God of Love (Eros in Greek):

―In Cuomo's early years he attended Saint John's University,
summa cum laude in 1953. He then attended St. John's School of Law,
and graduated tied for the top of his class in 1956. Cuomo became an
advisor to Judge Adrian P. Burke that same year and then entered
private practice in 1958. Cuomo also was a professor at St. John's law
school throughout the sixties, and chaired the University Alumni
Federation.
Cuomo became a well known political figure and liberal in the
state of New York about this time. In 1974 Cuomo was the Lieutenant
Governor nominee on the Democratic ballot alongside Howard
Samuels, but his ticket lost to the winners of the Democratic
Nomination, Hugh Carey. Governor Hugh Carey was so impressed
with Cuomo, Carey appointed him to Secretary of State.
In
1977 Cuomo ran for Mayor of New York, but lost in the primary to the
eventual winner of the race Edward Koch. However Cuomo was
elected to Lieutenant Governor in 1978.
In 1982 Hugh Carey stepped down as Governor, and Cuomo
won the primary over rival Ed Koch, and went on to defeat Republican
Louis Lehrman. In his campaign, Cuomo's theme was the theme from
Rocky, and his campaign can be detailed in the book Diaries of Mario
M. Cuomo, about his rise to the Governor's office.
Cuomo almost immediately became a national figure in
Democratic Politics. A strong liberal who was against the death
penalty, and for affective gun control, he was quite the contrast to the
strong right values of Ronald Reagan.
In 1986 and 1990 Cuomo won the highest Margin ever for reelection to a second and third four year term. Cuomo became an
extremely popular political figure. Cuomo made New York nationally
known for progressive legislation. In his tenure Cuomo improved
roads, re-vitalized education and infrastructure of New York City.
Cuomo also created a large homeless assistance program, created
investment in many high tech facilities, created programs to deal with
AIDS and the mentally ill.
A devout Roman Catholic, Cuomo was opposed to abortion but
believed that the state had no right to ban it. As the decade progressed,
he focused attention on children's issues, created 300,000 jobs for New
Yorker's, defied two Republican led recessions,created the first major
ethics law for public officials and gave New York the largest tax cut in
the states history. Cuomo also created the nations first seat belt law.
Cuomo also appointed all of the judges to the state's court of appeals.
He was a favorite to run for president in 1988 and 1992, but
refused to run either year. As the Keynote Speaker at the 1984
Democratic Convention, rumors spread as to why he didn't run; the
most notable of which was supposed ties to the Mafia, which were
never confirmed.
Cuomo gave the nominating speech to Bill Clinton in 1992.
That year there was a movement to write him in to become president.
However Mario Cuomo's strong record could not defy the Republican
Revolution. Cuomo looked good for re-election in 1994. He had the
endorsement of much of the Democratic top brass in the state, and a
good part of the top Republicans, including the newly elected New
York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani. Critics of his campaign said that against
conservative George Pataki he did not give a strong campaign, and lost
narrowly to the novice former Peekskill Mayor.
Cuomo's post political career has been quite impressive too.
Cuomo has written many essays and books, speaks at many functions

Oh innocent victim of Cupid, / Remember this little verse, /
To let a fool kiss you is stupid, / To let a kiss fool you is
worse—Yip Harburg, 228(416); another verse:
Oh my heart is beating wildly, / And it's all because you're
here. / When I'm not near the girl I love, / I love the girl I'm
near"—thanks to Mardy Grothe for e-mailing this to me.

Curie, Marie (née Marua Sklodowska), 1867-1934:
discovered radium in 1898 after refining a ton of
pitchblende to isolate this new element. She won two Nobel
Prizes, the first in 1903 in Physics for the discovery of
radioactivity, shared with her husband Pierre & Henri
Becquerel., and the second in 1911 in chemistry for
isolating of radium & plutonium. She died of leukemia as
a result of radiation from handling radium. Ironically, later
radioactivity, i.e., radiation, was a primary cancer treatment.

Curie Labouisse, Eve, 1906-2007, Marie‘s daughter
wrote a chronicle of Marie‘s life, entitled Marie Curie. The
book quickly became a bestseller and in 1943 was made into
a Hollywood film starring Greer Garson as Mrie and Walter
Pidgeon as Pierre. She went on to write a number of other
books, including a 1943 best-selling account Journey
Among Warriors of her 40,00 mile trip across a series
of wartime fronts. She took her famous family in stride,
saying ―I am the only one of the family not have to have
won a Nobel Prize‖--her only sibling Irene Joliot-Curie also
won a Nobel—from her NY Times Oct. 25, 2007 obituary
written by Margalit Fox.

Curie, Pierre, 1859-1906; Marie and her husband,
Pierre, shared a Nobel Prize in 1903 with Henry Becquerel
for discovering the radiation properties of radium. Pierre
was run over by a horse-drawm dray in Paris and died
unrecognized in a hospital. See at Joliot-Curie.

Curiosity: A man should live if only to satisfy his
curiosity—Yiddish Proverb

―Curiouser and curiouser!‖ Cried Alice (she was so
much surprised, that for the moment she quite forgot how to
speak good English). ―Now I‘m opening out like the largest
telescope that ever was! Good-bye, feet!‖ (for when she
looked down at her feet they seemed to be almost out of
sight, they were getting so far off)….‖ Alice in Wonderland.
The full text is accessible on the Web.

Curley,James Michael, 1874-1958, US representative
& mayor, born in Boston, MA. He left high school,
continued his education in the public library, and became a
powerful orator, campaigning againat Democratic political bosses.
He served in the House of Representatives (1911-1914), then left
to run for Mayor of Boston, defeating 'Honey Fitz' Fitzgerald. As
mayor (1914-1918, 1922-1926, 1930-1934), he funded massive
public work projects, and as Governor of Massachusetts
championed social welfre legislations while bribery charges
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against him were being investigated. Convicted in 1937, he
received contributions from Bostonians to pay his fine; indicted for
influence peddling while back in the US House of
Representatives,(1943-1945), he left to become Mayor of Boston
again (1945-1949), serving five months in jail midterm, until
pardoned by President Truman. His political career finished, he
wrote, I'd Do It Again (1957), and inspired Edwin O'Connor's
novel, "The Last Hurrah" (1956)--rom "Cambridge Biographical
Dictionary." Also see at ―The Last Hurrah‖

and self-control the only means of achieveing it—from the
Greek word kunikos, from kuon, dog.

Cynicism. 1. A scornful, bitterly mocking attitude or
quality: 2. A scornful, bitter mocking comment or act.
Relating to the belief that people act like dogs.

Cyrano de Bergerac. Hector Savinien de, 1619-1655,
was a French dramatist and duellist who is now best
remembered for the many works of fiction which have been woven
around his life story. In these fictional works he is featured with an
overly large nose; portraits suggest that he did have a big nose, though
not nearly as large as described in Edmond Rostand's eponymous
1897play, and subsequent works about him.
The model for the Roxane character of the Rostand play was
Bergerac's cousin, who lived with his aunt, Catherine de Cyrano, at the
Convent of the Daughter of the Cross, where Bergerac was tended for
injuries sustained from a falling beam.
As in the play, Bergerac did fight at the siege of Arras (1640), a
battle of the Thirty Years' War between French and Spanish forces in
France (though this was not the more famous final Battle of Arras,
fought fourteen years later). One of his confreres in the battle was the
Baron of Neuvillette, who married Cyrano's cousin. However, the
play's plotline involving Roxane and Christian is almost entirely
fictional—the real Cyrano did not write the Baron's love letters for him.
Cyrano was injured by a falling wooden beam in 1654 while
entering the house of his patron, the Duc D'Arpajon. Whether it was a
deliberate attempt on his life or merely an accident is unknown. It is
also inconclusive as to whether or not his death was a result of the
injury, or an unspecified disease. He died over a year later on July 28,
1655, aged 36. His place of death was the house of his cousin, Pierre
De Cyrano, in Sannois. He was buried in a Church in Sannois. A statue
of him stands in the town of Bergerac, Dordogne--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Curmudgeon—see at ―The Portable….‖
Curran, Philip, Irish patriot: "It is the common fate
of the indolent to see their rights become a prey to the
active. The condition upon which God hath given liberty
to man is eternal vigilance‖ (1790)—also see at Liberty.

Cursive writing, see at Writing.
Curtis, Tony (ne Bernard Schwartz), b. in 1925

of

Hungarian Jwish immigrant parents. His thick once-blacknow-white hair is still thick & wavy & as is his handsome
good looks, flashing long eyelashes & trademark
New
York accent made him popular during the late 1950s &
early 1960s. His most enduring role was a musician in drag
in Some Like It Hot with Jack Lemmon (also in drag) &
Marilyn Monroe. He has appeared in over 100 films since
1949. See at Allan Sherman & at Some Like It Hot..
Between 1942 and 1945 Curtis served in the US
Navy aboard a submarine tender, the USS PROTEUS. He
witnessed the Japanese surrender in Tokyo Bay in
September 1945 from a vantage point of 300 yards away.

Curtiz, Michael (né Manó Kertész Kaminer), 18861962, was born to a Jewish family in Budapest. He was.an
Academy Award-winning film director, who directed at least 50
films in Europe and a further hundred in the US, among the bestknown being The Adventures of Robin Hood, Angels with Dirty
Faces, Casablanca, Yankee Doodle Dandy and White Christmas.
He thrived in the heyday of the Warner Bros. studio in the
1930s and '40s. Prime examples of his work in the 1940s are The
Sea Wolf (1941), Casablanca (1942) and Mildred Pierce (1945).
During this period he also directed the pro-Soviet propaganda
film Mission to Moscow (1943), which was commissioned at the
request of president Franklin D. Roosevelt in order to aid the
wartime effort. Other Curtiz efforts included Four Daughters
(1938), Yankee Doodle Dandy (1942), Life With Father (1947),
Young Man with a Horn and The Breaking Point (1950).
A Hungarian immigrant whose minimal command of
English is suggested by a quoted attributed to him in The Charge
of the Light Brigade: ―Bring on the empty horses!‖--meaning
riderless mounts. Also see at Errol Flynn, at Custer, Gen.

George Armstrong, 1839-1876, A

Cyrano de Bergerace 1990 film starring Gérard
Depardieu, Anne Brochet, Vincent Perez. A dashing officer
of the guard and romantic poet, Cyrano de Bergerac falls in love
with his cousin Roxane without her knowing. His one fault in his
life, he feels, is his large nose and although it may have been a
forming influence in his rapier-sharp wit, he believes that Roxane
will reject him. He resorts to writing letters to her on behalf of one
of his cadets, Christian, who is also in love with Roxane but just
doesn't know how to tell her. She falls for the poetic charm of the
letters but believes that they were written by Christian.

Czechoslovakia: Annexed by Germany in March
1939 making Bohemia and Moravia into a German
―protectorate,‖ and granting Slovakia nominal independence
as a satellite state; -- invaded by USSR, Oct. 18, 1944, and
together with the Anschluss with Austria, this pushed Nazi
Germany to the borders of Poland, which it invaded Sept.
1, 1939.

Da

brigadier

general at age we, he was killed and his troops annihilated
by Sioux & Cheyenne warriors led by Sitting Bull & Crazy Horse
at Little Bighorn. See at Sitting Bull.

Capo, term in music signifying from the head
or beginning, means that the first part of the tne should not
be erepetedat the end—from Samuel Johnson‘s Dictionary.

Da Capo Companion to 20-th Century Popular

Custer‘s Last Stand, is a romantic way to refer to the

Music, The, by Phil Handy & Dave Laing, is a frequently
cited, and cleverly named, reference—see Bibliography.

defeat at Lttle Bighorn--he did not realize that his troops
where outnumbered 3 to 1 & this ignorance cost him and his
troops dearly—see above.

Dacron grafts were an invention of Dr. Michael
DeBakey. Duiring my coronary artery bypass graft in
Jan. 2003, my aorta split, and I lost half my blood before
they could staunch the flow. Then, the surgeons switched
from offpump to the heat-lung machine and replace my
aorta with a Dacron graft. Also the heart lung machine as
was an invention of DeBakey—see at DeBakey.

Cyclops, i.e., TV, the all seeing eye, 89(170); years
ago, it was the pseudonym of a syndicated newspater TV
commentator,

Cyberspace, the electronic medium of computer
networks, in which online ommunication takes place, R, xl;
also see at Picture.

D. A. Oath: It is not only the duty of the District

Cynic 1. Aperson who believes that all people are

Attorney to prosecute to the fullest extent of the law but to
defend with equal vigtor the rights of each individual, without
which no person can be considered free.
I find this uplifting, if it were only lived up to! The very
popular TV program, Law & Order, devotes half its allotted

motivated by selfishness. 2. A member of a sect of ancient
Greek philosophers who believed virtue to be the only good
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time to the prosecution of indicted individuals; and it rarely, if
ever, lives up to this oath—in fact, it is never stated, and if it
were, it would be laughed at tbe viewers as being hopelessly out
of touch with the tenor of the program, where the rights of the
―perps‖ are trampled on.
However, see at Vincent Bugliosi.

--birth, FaFT, 2(2), 9(13)n—also see at Dad &

Dachau, liberated by Americans on April 19, 1945,
R, xlii, 175(306), ( Dachau is about 12 miles NE of
Munich.) See at Jack Sacco & at ―Where the Birds Never
Sing.‖

Dad, P--also see at Herbert Faith: Chs. 1 & 3:
absentee father, 11(16); -- was too phlegmatic to go beyond
the basics & he barely observed these. If he ever wanted his
sons to go beyond his own status, e.g., to seek a better life,
he kept it to himself, 59(97); this contrasted with Mama‘s
encouragement to ―get all the education you can;‖
baker, 11(16); begged Mama to let him come back after he
had debauched himself, but otherwise, he wasn‘t the
begging type, 12(17)
born April 10, 1893 in Kevil, KY, 2(2), 9(13), 9(13)n;
―beautiful hunk,‖ ,‖ 9(13), 19, 80(155), 101(190),
builds the fire, 81(156);
carpenter, boxmaker, farmer & laborer, 11(16);
chases Mama, or vice-versa? 16(23);
chain-smoker 71(116), 96(181), 241-242(438);
cooked an egg for a man at the door asking for a dime, but
when finished the man had gone. See at ―Brother Can You
Spare A Dime?‖
cooked smother-burgers made mustard-sardine sandwiches
on Saturdays, 13(20);
Counting his fags, Dad would say, ―I‘m smoking too much,
and have to cut down.‖ Fred and I justified our stealing
them from his pack by the fact that it lessened the number he
smoked, 96(181)
-- Dad died Feb. 11, 1952 in Cincicinati‘s General
Hospital. I was there when he passed on. It was a
sad, sad day —see my poem ―Ghosts of
Yesteryear,‖ 242-244(438-440)
-- dispassionate about whipping us, 46(73);
-- family Moon,‖ P, v;
--―hawked up nauseous coal dust (from the
Newport
Steel Mills & coal smoke) all his life, 81(156)
-- hunted rabbits & squires, which we ate, 62(101)
-- ―I‘m smoking too much,‖ unwitting response to Carl‘s &
Fred‘s snitching his cigs, 96(181)-in retrospect we
ought to have synchronized our filching!;\
-- laborer, 11(16), 95(181);
-- male chauvinist, but not physically abusive 11(16);
-- played baseball & in WW II, he made his own baseball by
wrapping a jack‘s ball with string covered with
black friction tape;
-- reads, 95-96(180-181), 238(431)n;
-- rode a motorcycle with a sidecar that Fred & I loved, but
Mama & Sis hated--it was noisy & the wind mussed
up their hair! 237(430);
-- rolled his own cigarettes at times in order to save money
—see at Bugler tobacco.
-- ―rolling in the dough?‖ 11(16);
-- smoked, 71(116), 95-96(181), 153(270),243(430);
-- traditional, hard-working, pragmatic, but not ambitious
for his children, 59(97), 95(181);
-- wanderlust, 11(16);
-- worked in Cincinnati at Kroger‘s plant as a baker,
11(16), 82(157), and took the Colerain Streetcar,
111(208)

Dad

Mama;
-- blue-green eyes, 9(14);
-- coronary problems, 95(181); smoke-induced
death ( Feb. 11, 1952—see above at ―Dad died‖),
153(270);
-- cuss words: ―Dadblamed‖, ―Dadburned.‖, ―I‘ll be!‖ , ―I‘ll
be fucked‖, to Mama: ―You make my ass tired.‖
-- emphysema, 95(181), 244(339-440);
-- forefinger cut off by a power-saw, 81(156);
-- handsome nose, 100-101(190);
-- male chauvinism, 11(16); motorcycles, 237(430);
-- physique: tall & powerful, 9(13);
-- pride, 95(181);
-- marriage to Mama, 9(13);
-- Pastime Café,
-- ―trashy novels,‖ chain-smoking, oxygen tent, death,
remains & ―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖242-244(438440);
-- strength-muscular with enormous forearms & biceps,
80(155);
-- wanderlust; 10-11(16)—see my wanderlust, 196(359);
--- womanizing, 11(16)
& Mama married Dec. 22, 1912 in Metropolis IL,
across the Ohio just 3 miles west of Paducah: she was 17- &
he was 19-years-old, 9(13); Mama was born in Paducah,
June 6, 1895, so she was 32 when I was born; Dad was born
in Kevil, KY on April 10, 1893, so he was 34, 1(2). See
―Vila Belle & Herb,‖ Ch. 3 ff.
At Coney Island Dad was a big a child as the rest &
wanted to ride on every ride with us but naturally Mama
demurred 64(105); --bodies were in Covington but their
hearts and minds were still embedded in the rich soil of
Paducah. I might add that their humor was embedded there
too,170(297)
If Dad ever wanted his sons to go beyond his own
status, e.g., to seek a better life, he kept it to himself, 59(97;
This contrasted with Mama‘s advice to ―get all the
education you can.‖ Dad wanted us to go out to work when
we were just 16 years old (so he could have more money to
spend on playing the ponies & plying women with booze.)
Mama‘s philosophy: ―Look but don‘t touch!‖--She
thought all girls were out to get married & she knew how
they did it. Naturally, I assumed that was based on her own
tactic in getting Dad to marry her! It takes one to know one,
110(205);
-- on sex: I do not want to blame Mama for the neglect of
my sexual education---traditionally fathers instructed their
sons. on this subject. The kindest thing that I can say about
Dad is that he let on that I knew enough, very much the way
Sigmund Freud treated his son, i.e., with ―benign neglect,‖
109(204)
-- ―side-by-side in Perpetual Care‖ Erlanger, KY, 244(449);
-- sometimes they raised a big garden. Oh how I loved
those resourceful people--the ―salts of the earth!‖ 27(41);
-- treated Carl & Fred like farm animals at times! we
weren‘t perfect like Eldridge and Louise, but we never
thought we ever did anything to deserve such harsh
punishments, 46(73);
-- the Yin & the Yang, 11(15)

Dada was an informal international movement, with
participants in Europe and North America. The beginnings
of Dada correspond to the outbreak of World War I. For
many participants, the movement was a protest against the
bourgeois nationalist and colonialist interests which many
Dadaists believed were the root cause of the war, and
against the cultural and intellectual conformity — in art and
more broadly in society — that corresponded to the war.

Dad‘s: abstracted manner or mien, 9(14);
‖beautiful hunk,‖ 80(155); women adored him & so did I
9(14);
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Many Dadaists believed that the 'reason' and 'logic' of
bourgeois capitalist society had led people into war. They
expressed their rejection of that ideology in artistic
expression that appeared to reject logic and embrace chaos
and irrationality. For example, George Grosz later recalled
that his Dadaist art was intended as a protest "against this
world of mutual destruction." According to its proponents,
Dada was not art — it was "anti-art" in the sense that
Dadaists protested against the contemporary academic and
cultured values of art. For everything that art stood for,
Dada was to represent the opposite. Where art was
concerned with traditional aesthetics, Dada ignored
aesthetics. If art was to appeal to sensibilities, Dada was
intended to offend. Through their rejection of traditional
culture and aesthetics the Dadaists hoped to destroy
traditional culture and aesthetics. A reviewer from
the
American Art News stated at the time that "The Dada
philosophy is the sickest, most paralyzing and most
destructive thing that has ever originated from the brain of
man."
Art historians have described Dada as being, in
large part, "in reaction to what many of these artists saw as
nothing more than an insane spectacle of collective
homicide. Also see at George Grosz & at Nonsense Verse.

(1998). Anecdote: he had his name changed to Willem so nobody
would call him ―Billy‖!--ibid. Also see at
Defoe.
―Dagwood:‖ The Bumstead family, Dagwood, Blondie,
Alexander & Cookie, 96(181-182); Alexander: ―Dad,
what do women…?‖Dagwood: ―No one knows.‖
154(272)n. See at Blondie.

Dagwood sandwich (humongous!), 113(210)
Dahl, Roald 1916–90, British writer known for

I
nventive, often macabre children's books and horror-tinged adult
fiction. Dahl spurned a university education in favor of world travel,
journeying to Newfoundland and Dar-es-Salaam, where he worked
(1937–39) for an oil company.
He was a Royal Air Force (RAF) fighter pilot during World War
II, serving in North Africa, Greece, and Syria. He survived a crash in
Libya, and was posted (1942–43) to Washington, D.C., as assistant air
attaché (and also, it was later disclosed, worked as a spy for Great
Britain).
Dahl's first fiction, stories drawn from his RAF experiences,
was published in a popular American magazine, and the first of his 19
children's books, The Gremlins, appeared in 1943. During the later
1940s and 50s, while working as a television writer, Dahl wrote
compelling short stories filled with strange characters and eerie twists
that were published in such collections as Someone like You (1953, rev.
ed. 1961) and Kiss Kiss (1959); his collected stories was published in
2006.
He returned to young people's tales with James and the Giant
Peach (1961, film 1996). Extremely successful, it was followed by
such popular books as Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (1964,
filmed as Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, 1971, and as
originally titled, 2005), Fantastic Mr. Fox (1970), The Witches (1983,
film 1990), and Matilda (1988, film 1996). He also wrote three novels
and several screenplays. Dahl was married (1953–83) to the actress
Patricia Neal.

Dad blame! or dad gum! euphemism for damn! Some
others are dog gone!, dang! Darn! or durn!

Dada Writings: ―Essay taken from Dada Manifesto ―
(1918) and ―Lecture on Dada‖ (1922) by Tristan Tzara.
lso the magazine 391—see at Picabia.

Dada: Art and Anti-Art, by Hans Richter, Abrahms,
1964-1965; Thames & Hudson PB, 1997. ―Where and how
Dada began is almost as difficult to determine as Homer's
birthplace,‖ writes Hans Richter, who was associated with
who associated with the movement from its early days.
―All beginnings are obscure‖—Herman Weyl.

Dahlberg, Edward, 33(53)n, 162(285): ―Memory is
more indelible than ink!‖ (And just as leaky?), 33(53)n

Dai, Boa: In 1955 Vietnam Emperor Boa Dai was
ousted by his prime minister—seeat (Ngo Dinh) Diem

Dadaists: Jean Arp, Marcel Duchamp(s), Max Ernst,

Daily, Dan, 1914-1979, actor--see at "There's No

George Grosz, John Heartfield see at Grosz), Francis
Picabia, Man Ray, Kurt Schwitters, Tristan Tzara & others.

business Like Show Business.‖ Also see Video Hound for
his filmograph, e.g., ―Lady Be Good.‖

Daddio is a hep cat. See at Hep.
―Daddy‖ (1941), words & lyrics by Bob Troup:

Daisy is the ―Loves me, loves me not‖ flower.
―Daisy Bell‖ (1891)--see below:
―Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer do, / I‘m half

―Hey, Daddy, I want a diamond ring, bracelets, everything /

Daddy, you oughta get the best for me! / Hey, Daddy, gee,
don't I look swell in sables? / Clothes with Paris labels? /
Daddy, you oughta get the best for me!‖—introduced in the
1941 film: ―Two Latins from Manhattan.‖

crazy over the love of you. / It won‘t be a stylish marriage/ I
can‘t afford a carriage, / But you‘ll look sweet upon the seat of a
bicycle built for two.‖ This song, entitled ―Daisy Bell‖ written in
1891 by an Englishman Henry Dacre, owes much to his
importation into USA of a bicycle, on which he had to pay duty.
―A friend wryly remarked, ―You are lucky it wasn‘t a bicycle built
for two, otherwise you‘d have to pay double duty.‖ The phrase
stuck in Dacre‘s mind and became the closing words of the first
song that he ever wrote in USA—quoted & paraphrased from
p.115 of ―All the Years of American Popular Music;‖ also see at
Gay Nineties and Tin Pan Alley:
―Daisy Mae Scragg,‖ 96(181); L‘l Abner‘s beautiful,
buxom & faithful girlfriend, scion of the Yokums' feudal
enemies, the Scraggs. see at L‘l Abner & at Al Capp.

Daddy, O My Little (O Bambino Caro), see at Babbo.
―Daddy‘s Girl,‖ song, 104(195):
―I know I‘m number one, because he treats me like a son,
Daddy‘s girll! Daddy‘s girl!‖ See at Oedipus.

―Daddy, My Heart Belongs to‖ see at Heart.
Daffan, Ted, b. 1912, in Beauregarde Parish, LA &
grew up in Houston, TX, wrote ―Born to Lose (And now
I‘m losing you…); see ―Da Capo‘s Companion..‖

Daffynitions: Being alive means being able to fog up
a mirrow.

Dafoe, Willem, (né William J. Dafoe), born 1955 in

Daily, Dan, actor—see at ―The Pride of St. Louis‖

Appleton, WI, is a two-time Academy Award-nominated
film and stage actor, and a founding member of the experimental
theatre company The Wooster Group. He is best known for his
roles in Wild at Heart (1990), To Live and Die in L.A.
(1985) Platoon (1988) Flight of the Intruder (1991), The Last
Temptation of Christ (1988), Shadow of the Vampire, Mississippi
Burning (1988), The Boondock Saints, the Spider-Man films
(2002, 3,7), Clear and Present Danger (1994), and Finding Nemo
(2002)—excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at "Lulu on the Bridge"

(1952) & ―There's No Business Like Show Business‖
(1954)

―Daily Bread, Our,‖ see at King Vidor.
Dakota—see at Deadwood, S. Dakota.
―Dakota‖ 1945 film starring John Wayne, Vera
Ralston, and Walter Brennan. In 1871, professional gambler
John Devlin (Wayne_ elopes with Sandra "Sandy" Poli (Ralston) ,
daughter of Marko Poli (Brennan), an immigrant who has risen to
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railroad tycoon. Sandy, knowing that the railroad is to be extended
into Dakota, plans to use their $20,000 nest egg to buy land options
to sell to the railroad at a profit.

Daniel, (Mrs.), 31(49)n; First grade teacher.
―Daniel and the Devil‖ is a short story by the
American journalist and poet Eugene Field. Similar in
subject matter and setting to other American "pact with the Devil"
or Faust stories, such as "Young Goodman Brown" by Nathaniel
Hawthorne and Washington Irving's "The Devil and Tom Walker."
Field's story varies significantly in allowing the Faust character
(Daniel) to escape from the bargain.In the story, Daniel, an
unprosperous businessman and father of nine, resolves to sell his
soul to the Devil in order to escape his miserable existence. When
confronted with Beelzebub, a major demon, Daniel notes that his
business experience has taught him only to deal with the owner.
The Devil then appears and requires that Daniel sign a contract
stipulating that the Devil will exchange twenty-four years of
service for Daniel's soul. Contrary to the traditional Faust stories,
Daniel insists that the devil sign a bond indicating that should he
ever fail to do what Daniel requires, Daniel would be freed from
his contract and that 1,001 souls would be released from Hell. The
first years of the contract proceed well, although the Devil is
disappointed when Daniel asks only for decidedly decent things.
Eventually, Daniel requires the Devil to build an imposing church,
see to the election of honest politicians, and ensure that honest
judges fill the bench. The Devil initially resists these duties, but,
faced with the bond, he relents. Eventually the Devil abandons the
bond when asked to make sure all the saloons are kept closed on
Sunday. Although not nearly as well known, Field's story, in its
humor and its "happy" ending, provided inspiration for the later
"The Devil and Daniel Webster" by Stephen Vincent Benét.

Daldry, Stephen, director—see at ―The Hours.‖
Dallas—see at Stella Dellas.
Dallas Opera: ―People think this (i.e., Texas) is
cowboy country. They are surprised to find first-rate opera
in a corral‖—Nicola Rescigno, about whom see.

Dalloway—see at ―Mrs. Dalloway‖
Dame is an English title, and also slang for a woman.
See , e.g., at ―There is Nothing Like a Dame.‖

―Damned if you do, and damned if you don‘t‖—see
at ‗Catch 22,‖ 3-rd paragraph, equatimg Catch 22 with a
―no- win situation‖ and a ―double bind.‖

Damon, Matt, actor, screenwriter—see at ―Good Will
Hunting.‖

Dana, Richard, 94(170), ―Two Years Before the Mast.‖
Danchev, Alex, see at ―Chagall: Love and Exile.‖ He
is the author of a 2008 book, ―Picasso Furioso.‖

Dangers: ―We guard against the foreseeable, and
succumb to those unforeseen!‖—the author.

Dangerfield,Rodney:
―I came from a rough Neighborhood. I

put my hand
in cement and felt another hand,‖ Ch. 18; ―I was such an ugly
baby, my Mother never breast-fed me. She told me she only liked
me as a friend;‖ ―When I was a child my parents moved around a
lot, but I always found
them;‖ ―I told the psychiatrist that
everyone hates me. He said I ws being ridiculous-everyone
hadn‘t met me yet‘ ―My wife and I were happy for twenty years.
Then we met;―
―I told my wife the truth. I was seeing a
psychiatrist. She told me the truth, she was seeing a psychia
trist, two
plumber & a bartender.‖ ―I get no respect. The way
my luck is running, if I was a politician I would be honest.‖
See, e.g., ―Humorous Quotations, Modern,‖ or at the Web.
―I‘m at the age when I think more about food than sex. Last
week I put a mirror over my dining room table‖—quoted in
―Life 101 Quote Book.‖ ―My luck is so bad that if I bought
a cemetery, people would stop dying‖—Rodney Dangerfield
Quotes.

Daniel and the Devil" 1941 movie, a fantasy drama
about a luckless 19th-century New England farmer (James
Craig) who tires of his bad fortune and sells his soul to the Devil
(Walter Huston). However, it's not long before the suddenly
prosperous gent realizes he's made a terrible mistake, and hires a
top-class lawyer to plead his case and win his property back.
Edward Arnold, Jane Darwell and Gene Lockhart also star--from
the Web. Thomas Mitchel was originally cast as Daniel Webster.
While filming a carriage ride scene with young actor Lindy Wade,
Mitchell lost control of the horses and was thrown from the
carriage. He suffered a fractured skull and was in the hospital for
17 weeks, but made a full recovery. Director William Dieterle
recast Edward Arnold in the role with one day's notice. All of
Mitchell's scenes as Daniel Webster had to then be re-shot with
Arnold—from Amazon.com ―Trivia.‖

Dangerfield: One- and Two-Liners ..
A girl phoned me and said, ―Come on over. There's nobody
home.‖ I went over. Nobody was home.
A hooker once told me she had a headache.
I went to a massage parlor. It was self service.
If it weren't for pickpockets, I'd have no sex life at all.
I was making love to this girl and she started crying. I said,
―Are you going to hate yourself in the morning?‖
She said, ―No, I hate myself now.‖
I knew a girl so ugly that she was known as a two-bagger. That's
when you put a bag over your head in case the bag over her
head comes off.
I knew a girl so ugly, they use her in prisons to cure sex offenders.
The other day I came home and a guy was jogging, naked. I asked
him why. He said, ―Because you came home early.‖
I know I'm not sexy. When I put my underwear on I can hear
the Fruit-of-the-Loom guys giggling.

Danone (aka Dannon in USA) yogurt—see at Daniel
Carasso. Dannon is a Catalan form of Daniel.

Dante (Dante Alighieri), 1265-1321, Italian poet of
The Divine Comedy (Commedia), consider the greatest
literary works ever composed in Italian & a masterpiece of
world literature. In Italy, he is known as ―the Supreme
Poet‖-- Il Sommo Poeta and the "Father of the Italian
language". The first biography written on him was by
Boccaccio (1313-1375). Also see at Divine Comedy.

Daphne Du Maurier, see at Du Maurier.
Dare—see at Virginia Dare.
―Dark on Top of the Steps, The,‖ 1957 play by
William Inge—see at Inge.

Darkie, pejorative for Black American, used in the
Old South, and, e.g., in Stephen Foster‘s song, ―My
Old
Kentucky Home,‖ T1
―Darktown Strutters Ball, The‖ ―I‘ll be down to get you
in a taxi, Honey / You better be ready about half past eight; /
Now Dearie, don‘t be late— / I want to be there when the
band starts playing…--Shelton Brooks (1917), 221(403)

Take My Wife, Please! (Henny Youngman.)
My wife is such a bad cook, if we leave dental floss in the
kitchen the roaches hang themselves.
My wife's such a bad cook, the dog begs for Alka-Seltzer.
My wife is such a bad cook, in my house we pray after the meal.
My wife likes to talk on the phone during sex; she called me
from Chicago last night.
Last night my wife met me at the front door. She was wearing a
sexy negligee. The only trouble was, she was coming home.

―Darling, Je vous aime beaucoup‖ (―Je ne sais pas
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what to do‖), Anna Sosenko music & lyrics, 1936--I used to
sing this with a co-worker at Western Electric in !ug.
1945—see at ―Carl Sings.‖

Natural selection is another way of saying ―evolution of the
species,‖ and also ―survival of the fittest‖—what evolves or
survives is ithe fittest! 67(111). Among other things, it suggested
that humans evolved from the socalled ―Lower Animals.‖ Also
see at Fabre & at ―Scopes Trial.‖

―Darling, You Can‘t Love One, Etc.,‖ 132(243)
Darnell, Linda—see at ―Forever Amber‖ and at Otto

Darwin Award are for those nominees who contribute

Preminger (2-nd paragraph)

to the gene pool by dying in spectacularly stupid ways
before they breed (thankfully).
An Ag student at Rugters back in 1969 wrote to Targum
saying that I ought to be castrated (because of my Tarqum letter in
which I wrote that a scrap metal sculpture outside the College
Avenue Library reminded me of the car wrecks we say along State
Hy 27 coming to Rutgers.) My math Ph. D. student, Vic Camillo,
quipped that it was too late-- I had already reproduced! :)

Darrow, Clarence (Seward), 1857-1938, lawyer born
in Kinsman, OH, he was involved in several notable trials,
including: (1) the murder case against Nathan Leopold &
Richard Loeb in Chicago (1924, the so-called ―Thrill
Killers‖ & (2) the Scopes trial (1925) in Tennesee, the socalled ―Monkey Trial.‖ Also see at Obituary.

Darwin, Charles Robert, Feb. 12,1809-April 19,1882,
was born in Shrewsbury, Shropshire, England at his family
home, the Mount. He was the fifth of six children of wealthy
society doctor and financier Robert Darwin, and Susannah Darwin
(née Wedgwood). He was the grandson of Erasmus Darwin on his
father‘s side, and of Josiah Wedgwood on his mother‘s side. Both
families were largely Unitarian, though the Wedgwoods were
adopting Anglicanism. Robert Darwin, himself quietly a
freethinker, had baby Charles baptized in the Anglican Church, but
Charles and his siblings attended the Unitarian chapel with their
mother.
The eight year old Charles already had a taste for natural
history and collecting when he joined the day school run by its
preacher in 1817. That July, his mother died. From September
1818, he joined his older brother Erasmus attending the nearby
Anglican Shrewsbury School as a boarder.
Darwin was a naturalist who realized and demonstrated that
all species of life have evolved over time from common ancestors
through the process he called natural selection. The fact that
evolution occurs became accepted by the scientific community and
much of the general public in his lifetime, while his theory of
natural selection came to be widely seen as the primary
explanation of the process of evolution in the 1930s, and now
forms the basis of modern evolutionary theory. In modified form,
Darwin‘s scientific discovery is the unifying theory of the life
sciences, providing logical explanation for the diversity of life. At
Edinburgh U., Darwin neglected medical studies to investigate
marine invertebrates, then the U. of Cambridge encouraged a
passion for natural science.
His five-year voyage on HMS Beagle established him as an
eminent geologist whose observations and theories supported
Charles Lyell‘s uniformitarianideas, and publication of his journal
of the voyage made him famous as a popular author. Puzzled by
the geographical distribution of wildlife and fossils he collected on
the voyage, Darwin investigated the transmutation of species and
conceived his theory of natural selection in 1838. Although he
discussed his ideas with several naturalists, he needed time for
extensive research and his geological work had priority. He was
writing up his theory in 1858 when Alfred Russel Wallace sent
him an essay which described the same idea, prompting immediate
joint publication of both of their theories. (However, Darwin's
minute studies, observations, and collections of species gave
foundation to the Theories of Evolution and Natural Section.
Moreover, the structure of the DNA of species delineates the
evolution of that species, as was reported in newspapers, e.g, the
NY Times, on the bicentennial of Darwin's birth.)
His 1859 book On the Origin of Species established
evolutionary descent wh modification as the dominant scientific
explanation of diversification in nature.[He examined human
evolution and sexual selection in The Descent of Man, and
Selection in Relation to Sex, followed by The Expression of the
Emotions in Man and Animals. His research on plants was
published in a series of books, and in his final book, he examined
earthworms and their effect on soil—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

―Date-rape,‖ see at ―Mickey Finn‖ & at Carl‘s
hatred of rape.‖

Dauns, John, Latvian-born math. prof. at Tulane
U. in New Orleans & longtime friend, who spoke at the
Zanesville 2007 Confernce in honor of Barbara Osofsky &
me. He lost all his possessions to Hurricane Katrina &
its floods in 2005.
―Daugther of Time, The‖ 1951
Tey—see at Tey, last Paragraph.

novel by Josephine

―Daughter-itis,‖ See at Sister‘s ―Daughter-itis‖
Davenport, Guy, 1927-2005, scholar, teacher, writer,
poet translator, illustrator, painter, U. Kentucky Prof. of
English (from 1963), prolific writer. Wote ―Da Vinci‘s
Bicycle‖ (1979), ―The Jules Verne Steam Balloon‖ (1987),
both short story collections, ―The Geography of the
Imagination‖ (40 essays, 1981. See more on the Web.) Also
see at Circumscision, a ―brutal, mutilation‖ he vehemently
opposed—see at Circumcision.

David, King of the Jews, 76(124)
David,Larry: ―made his name, and a fortune, creating the
TV comedy ―Seinfeld‖ with his friend Jerry Seinfield.. Mr.
David brings that sensibility to ―Curb Your Enthusiasm,‖ minus
the sunniness of ‗Seinfeld.‘
Shot in faux-documentary style, the show, which has run
for six seasons, chronicles his impolitic missteps hrough perceived
injustice and indignities, while infuriating everyone he meets. In
most episodes, Mr. David can be counted on to utter something
that nobody else would ever dare say. Lloyd Braun, a former ABC
executive and a friend of Mr. David has described him as having
―honesty Tourette‘s —excepted from a Mar. 23, 2008 NY Times
article ―A Sage of Our Time‖ by Adam Bryant.

Davies, Marion (nee Marion Douras), 1897-1961,
born in Brooklyn, NY, She had strong leanings toward the
stage during her school days as she watched her sisters achieve
success in show business. Upon leaving school she found herself in
demand as a model for famous painters of the day. By the time
William Randolph Hearst, America's most famous publisher, met
her she had already made a name for herself on the Broadway
stage. In the years 1915 to 1917 she appeared in ―Chin-Chin,‖
―Stop Look and Listen,‖ ―Ziegfeld Follies,‖ ―Betty,‖ ―Words and
Music,‖ ―Miss 1917,‖ and ―Oh Boy.‖
Her first film was ―Runaway Romany‖ directed by her
brother-in-law, George Lederer. Supposedly she had written the
script herself. ―Cecilia of the Pink Roses‖ in 1918 was her first
film backed by Hearst. She was on her way to being the most
famously advertised actress in the world. During the next ten years
she appeared in twenty-nine films, an average of almost three films
a year. She was a tireless worker, always trying to live up to the
relentless promotional campaigns launched by Hearst.
In the early twenties, she and Hearst moved their company,
Cosmopolitan Productions, to California and joined forces with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. Marion became Hollywood's
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premiere hostess. Her parties at the fabulous beach house Hearst
had built at Santa Monica attracted the days biggest stars.
Dignitaries from all over the world were eager to accept her
invitations.
Marion had a slight stutter when excited and many talked of
her retirement when sound came to the films. There need not have
been any worry for her career hit a new high in the talkies. She
became a leader in various charitable organizations in Hollywood:
a member of the Motion Picture Relief Fund, Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, Actors Equity and the Screen Guild. Her
generosity extended to a children's clinic which she established in
the late twenties not far from the Metro studios. The Marion
Davies Children's Clinic still stands at the UCLA Medical Center
in Los Angeles.
Marion's career continued to flourish at MGM until her
contract ran out in 1934. Hearst was angry with MGM for not
giving Marion the lead in two upcoming productions (The Barretts
of Wimpole Street and Marie Antoinette) so he relocated her
eleven room bungalow to the Warner Brothers lot and Marion
finished her last four films at Warner's Burbank studios. She
filmed a total of sixteen pictures between 1929 and 1937, an
average of two a year
Her selfless act of selling some of her jewelry enabled her
to give Hearst a check for a million dollars to bail his ailing
company out of debt.
After her retirement, Twentieth Century Fox offered her the
role of Dorothy McGuire's mother in ―Claudia,‖ but Hearst refused
because in the story the character died of Cancer. This was to be
the disease which would eventually take Marion in 1961—excerpt
from Bob Board's biography of Davies, at her Website. She shared
life with Hearst at the Hearst Castle
― Ms. Davies, a talented actress who was ferried by car from

Jezebel (1938), The Old Maid (1939), Dark Victory (1939) and The
Great Lie (1941)--check her film chronology on the web & see at
Brent.
She played ―Apple Annie‖ in a ―Pocketful of Miracles‖
(1961). A late appearance was in ―Death on the Nile‖ (1978)—see
at ―Death on the Nile, at Natal & at ―The Man Who Came to
Dinner.‖

Davis: Bette‘s Screen Tests. Accompanied by her
mother, Davis traveled by train to Hollywood, arriving on
December 13, 1930. She later recounted her surprise that nobody
from the studio was there to meet her; a studio employee had
waited for her, but left because he saw nobody who "looked like an
actress". She failed her first screen test but was used in several
screen tests for other actors.
In a 1971 interview with Dick Cavett, she related the
experience with the observation, "I was the most Yankee-est, most
modest virgin who ever walked the earth. They laid me on a couch,
and I tested fifteen men ... They all had to lie on top of me and give
me a passionate kiss. Oh, I thought I would die. Just thought I
would die."
A second test was arranged for Davis, for the film A House
Divided (1931). Hastily dressed in an ill-fitting costume with a low
neckline, she was rebuffed by the director William Wyler, who
loudly commented to the assembled crew, "What do you think of
these dames who show their chests and think they can get jobs?"
Carl Laemmle, the head of Universal Studios, considered
terminating Davis's employment, but cinematographer Karl Freund
told him she had "lovely eyes" and would be suitable for The Bad
Sister (1931), in which she subsequently made her film debut.
Her nervousness was compounded when she overheard the
Chief of Production, Carl Laemmle Jr., comment to another
executive that she had "about as much sex appeal as Slim
Summerville", one of the film's co-stars. The film was not a
success, and her next role in Seed (1931) was too brief to attract
attention.
In 1962 Bette Davis became the first person to secure 10
Academy Award nominations for acting—see at Academy Awards
(and Nominations.)

Santa Monica to MGM and Warner Brothers, where she worked, never
wed the much older Mr. Hearst. He remained married to Millicent
Willson Hearst, although his love affair with Ms. Davies lasted three
decades. He acquired several adjoining lots for her and consulted Julia
Morgan on the project, the architect with whom he collaborated on
Hearst Castle‖—this & more about her opulent life in an article "A Dip
Into Hollywood" by Laura M Holdson at this link:
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/30/fashion/30pool.html?hpw

Davis, Jimmie, the ―Singing Cowboy‖--see at
―Sunshine, You Are My.‖

da Vinci Cartoon: A man servant is hovering behind

Davis, Judy was born 1955 in Perth, Australia.

da Vinci in a large room filled with his inventions (e.g.,
catapult). Caption: ―Don‘t you think you are spreading
yourself too thin, Leonardo.?

Coming to prominence for her role as Sybylla Melvyn in the
coming-of-age saga My Brilliant Career (1979), for which she
won BAFTA Awards for Best Actress and Best Newcomer, she
also played the lead in such Australian New Wave classics as
Winter of Our Dreams (1981) (as the waif-like heroin addict) and
Heatwave (1982) (as the radical tenant organizer).
Her first foray into international film came in 1981 when
she played the younger version of Ingrid Bergman's Golda Meir in
the television docudrama A Woman Called Golda. In 1984 she was
cast as Adela Quested in David Lean's final film A Passage to
India, an adaptation of E.M. Forster's novel of the same name.
Although she and Lean reportedly butted heads during the film's
production, she was nominated for an Academy Award for Best
Actress for her performance.
She returned to Australian cinema for her next two films,
Kangaroo, in which she displayed a fine affinity for accents as a
German-born writer's wife, and High Tide, in which she gave what
some critics believe is her finest performance as a foot-loose
mother who attempts to reunite with her teenage daughter who is
being raised by the paternal grandmother—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

da Vinci, Leonardo, 1452-1519, 76(125), almost
defies classification: he was a painter (e.g., ―The Last
Supper‖ (1498-97), 102(191), Mona Lisa‖ (1503-06), artist (e.g.,
his drawings & paintings), architect, inventor, engineer, sculptor
& writer (e.g., his voluminous writings, his diaries & notebooks
were in mirror image script)—see the Cambridge Biographical
Encylcopedia. Also see at Leonardo for more & at Dyslexia, which
he had.
He died on May 2, 1519, at Cloux, France, at 67.

―da Vinci Code, The‖ by Dan Brown; I have been
onto the V-symbol for the female pubic region ever since I
was 3 years old! 13(19)—This is made much of in this
novel. A film of it was dircted by Ron Howard.

Davis, Bette (nee Ruth Elizabeth Davis), 1908-1989,
born in Lowell, MA, she was actress ofa film, TV & stage,
a two-time Academy Award winner, the first actress to receive 10
Academy Award nominations, and the first womant to receive a
Lfe Time Achievement Award from the American Film Institute.
She starred in ―Of Human Bondage― (1934), based on
Somserset Maugham‘sovel & won her first Acad. Award in
―Jezebel‖ (1938).
George Bent became her most frequent male co-star,
appearing with her in thirteen films, including Front Page
Woman(1935), Special Agent (1935), The Golden Arrow (1936),

Davis, Miles (née Miles Dewey Davis III), 19261991, was a innovative jazz trumpeter, bandleader, and
composer, born in Alton, IL, into a relatively affluent family. His
father, Dr. Miles Henry Davis, was a dentist. In 1927, the family
moved to East St. Louis. They also owned a substantial ranch in
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Giants.‖ Her Nov. 13, 2007 NY Times obituary by Jean Harmetz
was headlined ―Lorraine Day, ‗B+ Movie‖ Star…‖ but she had
starred in a number of ‗A movies‘ too., e.g,, in Alfred Hitchcock‘s
―Foreign Correspondent‖ (1940) with Joel McCrea, and in the
1943 ―Mr Lucky‖ opposite Cary Grant. She sang ―Secret Love‖ in
the 1953 film ―Calamity Jane‖—see at Howard Keel (last
paragraph.)

northern Arkansas, where Davis learned to ride horses as a boy.
Widely considered one of the most influential musicians of
the 20th century, Davis was at the forefront of almost every major
development in jazz from World War II to the 1990s: he played on
various early bebop records and recorded one of the first cool jazz
records; he was partially responsible for the development of hard
bop and modal jazz, and both jazz-funk and jazz fusion arose from
his work with other musicians in the late 1960s and early 1970s;
and his final album blended jazz and rap.
Many leading jazz musicians made their names in Davis's
groups, including: Joe Zawinul, Chick Corea and Herbie Hancock,
saxophonists John Coltrane, Julian ―Cannonball‖ Adderley, Gerry
Mulligan, Wayne Shorter, George Coleman, and Kenny Garrett,
drummer Tony Williams and guitarist John McLaughlin. As a
trumpeter, Davis had a pure, round sound but also an unusual
freedom of articulation and pitch. He was known for favoring a
low register and for a minimalist less-is-more playing style, but
Davis was also capable of highly complex and technically
demanding trumpet work.
Miles Davis died on September 28, 1991 from a stroke,
pneumonia and respiratory failure in Santa Monica, California at
the age of 65. He is buried in Woodlawn Cemetery in Bronx, NY.
On March 13, 2006, Davis was posthumously inducted into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. He has also been inducted into the
St. Louis Walk of Fame, Big Band and Jazz Hall of Fame, and
Down Beat's Jazz Hall of Fame. In his career, Davis earned the
rare stature of being recognizable only by his first name; thus he
was popularly known simply as Miles --Wikipedia excerpt.
Davis Quote: When you hit a wrong note it is the next note
that make it good or bad

―Day late and a dollary short, A,‖saying.
―Day in infamy‖—Pearl Harbor Day, Ch. 42-- see at
Fanklin D. Roosevelt.

―Day of Battle, The: The War in Sicily and Italy,
1943-1944,‖ Vol. 2 of the Liberation Trilogy, by Rick
Atkinson, Henry Holt & Co., 2007.
―Day

of the Jackal‖ The most unusual and perversely
engaging loner in Zinnemann's films is Edward Fox as
the cold-blooded anti-hero assassin in this taut thriller,
a man who is impelled by sheer professionalism rather
than politics to try to kill French president Charles de
Gaulle—edited from Wikpedia; see at Zinnemann.

Day-Lewis, actor born 1957, played in the films
―Gangs of New York‖ (2002), ―How Many Miles to
Babylon?‖ & ―Sunday, Bloody Sunday.‖

Daylight Savings Time: Benjamin Franklin, while a
minister to France, first suggested the idea in an essay titled
"An Economical Project for Diminishing the Cost of Light." The
essay was first published in the Journal de Paris in April 1784.
But it wasn't for more than a century later that an Englishman,
William Willett, suggested it again in 1907.
In 1918, in order to conserve resources for the war effort,
the U.S. Congress placed the country on Daylight Saving Time for
the remainder of WW I. It was observed for seven months in 1918
and 1919. The law, however, proved so unpopular that it was later
repealed.
When America went to war again, Congress reinstated
Daylight Saving Time on February 9, 1942. Time in the U.S. was
advanced one hour to save energy. It remained advanced one hour
forward year-round until September 30, 1945.
The American law by which we turn our clock forward in
the spring and back in the fall is known as the Uniform Time Act
of 1966. The law does not require that anyone observe Daylight
Saving Time; all the law says is that if we are going to observe
Daylight Saving Time, it must be done uniformly.--from the Web,
where there's lots more.

Davis, Philip, see at Malamud (last paragraph).
Davy Jones‘ Locker, 163(288)—the bottom of the sea!
Dawidoff,Nicholas—see at Wallace Stevens
Dawson, Ernest, 1867-1900, credited by Bartlett for a
poem in which ―gone with the wind‖ and ―days of wine
and roses‖ appear. See at ―Days of Wine and Roses.‖

Day, Doris (née Doris Mary Anne von Kappelhoff),
born 1924 in Evanston, a suburb of Cincinnati, is an singer,
actress, and animal welfare advocate.
A vivacious blonde with a wholesome image, Day was
among the actresses of the 1950s and 1960s with the highest
profile. Able to sing, dance, and play comedy and dramatic roles,
she became one of the biggest box-office stars in Hollywood. She
has 39 films to her credit, as well as over 75 hours of TVwork, and
has recorded well over 650 songs. She is an Academy Award
nominee, as well as a Golden Globe and Grammy Award winner—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
-- The Amerian ideal? 155(276)
The Band leader Barney Rapp came up with the name Day after
Doris sang, ―Day after Day‖ in 1939 when she was just starting
out. (But there are other anecdotes about how she came by Day.
Incidentally, regarding her family name Kappelhoff, Kappel is
German for Chapel, and Hoff is Courtyard.)
Doris Day portrays Ruth Etting in ―Love Me or Leave Me‖
(1955)
―I knew her before she was virgin‖--Oscar Levant, Ch. 40
Also see at ―Que Sera, Sera,‖ a song she sang (& sang) in
the Hitchcock thriller with James Stewart as ―The Man WhoKnew
Too Much.‖

―Day-to-day living wears you out‖—Chekhov, see
at Idiot.

―Days of the week: Saturday and Sunday are the only
days of the week in which the English names come from
Roman mythology. The English names of all of the other
days of the week come from Norse mythology and
Germanic mythology—Wikipedia. See at Sunday, at
Monday, at Tuesday, at Wednesday, at Thursday, at Friday,
and at Saturday.

―Days of wine and roses‖ was first used in a poem by
Ernest Dawson, according to Bartlett. ―They are not long,
the days of wine and roses: / Out of a misty dream / Our
path emerges for a while, then closes / Within a dream.―
Also see below.

―Days of Wine and Roses,‖ is a 1962 Academy

Day, Loraine (nee (Lorraine Johnson), 1917--2007, a

Award-winning movie directed by Blake Edwards with
original music by Henry Mancini, and startring Jack
Lemmon, Lee Remick, Charles Bickford & Jack Klugman.
The film is the story of two everyday seemingly normal
people who succumb to alcoholism & how they deal with it.
Ironically, Ernest Dawson died of alcoholism. See at
Dawson & at Blake Edwards.

popular actress who acted in almost two dozen MGM
movies during Hollywood‘s Golden Age, notably as the nurse
Mary Lamont in a series of Dr. Kildaire movies. She was often
called ―The First Lady of Baseball‖ for her 1947 marriage to Leo
Durocher, the Hall of Fame manager of what was then the
Brooklyn Dodgers and the New York Giants. In 1952 she
published a book about her experiences, entitled ―Day with the
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DBE abbreviates ―Dame of the Bitish Empire.‖ See
at Briitish Honors & at ―There‘s Nothing Like a Dame.
D-Day,142-143(256-257),159-160(282-283),183-184

full of surprises even to intimates, and one that is destined to be
left unfinished.‖

Deadpan refers to a facial expression that is
expressionless, or impassive; poker-faced is used to conceal
from others what you are feeling, or thinking, first employed by
poker players. Many comedians employ deadpan to heighten the
hilarity of a comical remark or situation. Jack Benny, Buster
Keaton, Bob Newhart, and Woody Allen & others employed it.
When somebody accuses you of s. th., you often give them a
deadpan : "Who Me?‖

(318-319); Allied invasion of Nazi France at the coast of
Normandy, June 6, 1944, French Commandos at Sword Beach,
British & Canadians & British at Gold, Juno and Sword
Beaches, US at Omaha & Utah Beaches.
Of the 150,000 troops that went ashore that day, some 2500
died, many of whom drowned. The Canadians,assigned to Juno,
lost 1200 men out of 21,400—from ―The Reader‘s Digest
Illustrated History of WW II‖ & ―D-Day: The Greatest Invasion.‖
John Ford photographed the D-Day landing at Omaha
Beach—see at Ford. Also see at ―Saving Private Ryan,‖ at Barrage
Balloons, at Bedford Boys, at Point du Hoc, at Free France, at
Mares des Mares, at William Golding (Word War II Experiences)
& below.

―Dead Parrot, The‖ is a Monty Python sketch in
which the pet store ower tries to foist off a dead parrot on
Cleese, the tallest of the Pythons. Finally Cleese puts on the
coup de grace: ―‘E‘s no pinin‘! ‗E‘s passed on. This parrot
is no more. He has ceased to be. ‗E‘s expired and gone to
meet ‗is maker!...‖

―Dead Souls,‖Gogol's major work, was written in

―D-Day, Ike at‖:―The same foul weather that so

Rome. ("The prophet finds no honor in his homeland,"he
said.) Gogol claimed that the story was suggested by Pushkin in a
conversation in 1835. Wishing to embrace the whole Russian
society in the work, Gogol regarded the first volume merely as 'a
pale introduction to the great epic poem which is taking shape in
my mind and will finally solve the riddle of my existence'. The
story depicted the adventures Pavel Ivanovich Chichikov, who
arrives in a provincial town to buy 'dead souls', dead serfs. As a
character, he is the opposite of starving Akakii Akakievich (in
―The Overcoat.‖)
By selling these 'souls' with cheaply-bought lands,
Chichikov planned to make a huge profit. He meets local
landowners and departs the in a hurry, when rumors start spread
about him. During the last decade of his life, Gogol struggled to
continue the story and depict Chichikov's fall and redemption—
http://www.kirjasto.sci.fi/gogol.htm Also see at ―The
Overcoat.‖

worried Ike proved the Germans‘ undoing. Believing an
invasion in rain & mist unthinkable, field Marshall Gerd
von Rundstedt granted his deputy, Field Marschall Erwin
Rommel leave‖—cut line in an excerpt of ―Ike, An
American Hero‖ by Michael Korda in the Dec. 2007
Smithsonian magazine.

D-Day Airborne Museum at Ste.-Mère-Église—see
at Philippe Jutras, the late curator.

D-Day: brief account by Andy Rooney, R, xlix-xl.
―D-Day Dodgers, The‖ ―We are the D-Day Dodgers
in Italy / Always drinking vino, always on the spree. /
Eighth Army shivers and in their tanks / We live in Rome,
among the Yanks, / For we‘re Day Dodgers, in sunny Italy. /
Looking round the mountains in the mud and rain, / There
are lots of little crosses, some which bear no name.‖ Etc.;
Sung to the tune of ―Lili Marlene,‖ 232(421);

―D-Day: The Greatest Invasion: A People's

Deadly sins, see at Sins.
Deadwood refers to dead branches on a tree, or one

History‖ by Dan Van Der Vat & Intoduced by John S. D.
Eisenhower, illustrated with more than 300 photos, maps

who is burdensome or superfluous--Amer. Heritage Dict.
Nautical. The vertical planking between the keel of a vessel
and the sternpost, serving as a reinforcement.

& illustrations.

D-Day Airborne Museum, see at Ste.=M
―Dead:

Deadwood, S. Dakota: The famous and the infamous

In the long run we are all dead‖ (Keynes),156(278);
―You were dead. You were sleeping the big sleep,‖
Raymond Chandler in ―The Big Sleep.‖
―They all wound up young, beautiful & dead‖—Joan Smith,
British Journalist & Commentator, about Princess Diana &
other celebritities, from her book ―Different for Girls.‖
Also see at Celebrities

have called Deadwood and the Black Hills home over the
last several centuries. Lewis and Clark, Wild Bill Hickok,
Wyatt Earp, George Armstrong Custer, Poker Alice, the
Sundance Kid, Calamity Jane, Mark Twain and many others
have all passed through here in search of fortune and
adventure—also see at Louisiana Purchase.

Deafness, Thomas Edison on: ―…[My deafness] has

―Dead but not forgotten‖—common expression.
Dead Cats: ―don‘t let dead cats stand on your

been responsible, I think, for the perfection of the
phonograph, and it had something to do with the
development of the telephone into usable form. When
[Alexander Graham] Bell first worked out his telephone
idea I tried it and the sound which came through…was so
weak I couldn‘t hear it. I started to develop it and kept on
until the sounds were audible to me.
I sold my
improvement, the carbon transmitter, to the Western Union
and they sold it to Bell. It made the telephone successful,‖
quoted in ―Imagine: The Spirit of American Heroes;‖ see
Biblioraphy. Also see Helen Keller, loc. Cit. who was deaf
and blind; and at Alexander Graham Bell regarding how
teaching the deaf to speak led to the invention of the
telephone. Also see at Beethoven.

porch,‖ Sam] Rayburn, the former House speaker] used to
say, ―They stunk and they stunk and they stunk‖ quoted by
LBJ, and cited in an article ―Don‘t Let Dead Cats Stand on
Your Porch‖ about the Health Bill before Congress in
Sept./ Oct. 2009-at this link:
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/20/weekinreview/20word.html

―Dead Man Walking,‖ 1995 film starring Susan
Sarandon and Sean Penn. The film earned Tim Robbins an
Oscar nomination for Best Director & Sarandon the Oscar
for Best Actress.

―Dead Man's Cell Phone‖ a play by Sarah Ruhl;
directed by Anne Bogart, with David Aaron Baker
(Dwight), Kathleen Chalfant (Mrs. Gottlieb), Carla Harting (the
Other Woman), Kelly Maurer (Hermia), Mary-Louise Parker
(Jean) and T. Ryder Smith (Gordon, at the Playwrights Horizons
Mainstage Theater, reviewed by Charles Ishwerwood on Sunday,
March 5, 2009 NY, who wrote: ―…each human being is a book

Dean, James, 1931-1955, was a film actor born in
Marion, IN, lived some years in Santa Monica, CA, and
then lived in Farimount, Indian with an aunt & uncle who
brought him up as a Quaker.. His status as a cultural icon is
best embodied in the title of his most celebrated film, Rebel
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Without a Cause, in which he starred as troubled high
school rebel Jim Stark.
The other two roles that defined his
star power
were as the awkward loner Cal Trask in East of Eden,
and as the surly, racist farmer Jett Rink in Giant. His
enduring fame and popularity rests on only these t hree
films--his entire starring output. His death at a young
age helped him attain a legendary status. (He was killed in a
car crash Sept. 30, 1955)
He was the first actor to be nominated to receive a
posthumous Academy Award for Best Actor & remains the
only person to have had
two such nominations
posthumously—edited from Wikipedia (my parnthetical
insert.) Also see at Celebrities--Dead But Not Forgotten &
at East of Eden.

there she shared quarters with the jazz singer Annie Ross and met
the Belgian flutist and saxophonist Bobby Jaspar, to whom she was
briefly married. She also met Norman Granz, the owner of Verve
Records, who signed her to a six-album contract. All six Verve
albums — ―Blossom Dearie‖ (1956), ―Give Him the Ooh-La-La‖
(1957), ―Once Upon a Summertime‖ (1958), ―Sings Comden and
Green‖ (1959), ―My Gentleman Friend‖ (1959) and ―Soubrette
Sings Broadway Hit Songs‖(1960) — are today regarded as cult
classics.
In the early 1960s a radio commercial she made for Hires
Root Beer became so popular it spawned an album, ―Blossom
Dearie Sings Rootin‘ Songs‖ (DIW). Her 1964 album, ―May I
Come In?‖ (Capitol), a straightforward pop collection, was her first
to employ a full orchestra, but on subsequent albums she veered
back into jazz and supper-club fare, mixing standards, jazz songs
and witty novelties.
Beginning in 1966 she traveled regularly to London to play
Ronnie Scott‘s, a popular nightclub, and while in England recorded
four albums for the Fontana label. Back in the United States she
established her own label, Daffodil Records, in 1974. Its first
album, ―Blossom Dearie Sings,‖ released at the height of the
singer-songwriter movement, contained all original songs,
including ―Hey John,‖ a tribute to John Lennon (with lyrics by Jim
Council), and ―I‘m Shadowing You,‖ a collaboration with Johnny
Mercer.
Although Ms. Dearie never had a hit as a songwriter (she
usually wrote the melodies, not the lyrics), a number of her songs
have enjoyed fairly wide circulation in nightclubs, most notably
―Bye-Bye Country Boy‖ (written with Jack Segal), a pop star‘s
rueful farewell to a farm boy she meets on the road. The last
record Ms. Dearie recorded was a single, ―It‘s All Right to Be
Afraid,‖ a comforting ballad dedicated to the victims and survivors
of 9/11--from NY Times obituary, Feb. 9, 2009 by Stephen
Holden.

Dean, Jerome—see at ―Dizzy‖ Dean.
―Dear Prof. Einstein, Albert Einstein's Letters to and
from Children,‖ by Alice Calaprice, Evelyn Einstein &
Robert Schulmann (eds.), Prometheus Books, 2002

―Dearest Pet, On Bestiality,― Midas Dekkers (2001),
translated from the Dutch & reviewed by Sarah Boxer in the
June 9, 2001 Ny Times. It can be accessed at Sarah Boxer‘s
website.

Dearborn, Michigan, A, Ch. 62. ―The Dearborn
Independent‖ published 91anti-Semitic articles of Henry
Ford, Ch. 62; Ford Automobile Museum at --, Ch. 62
―Dearborn Suite‖ by Philip Levine appeared in the June
9 & 16 New Yorker double issue—Levine grew up in
nearby Detroit. I wrote a bit about Dearborn—see Ch. 62

Dearie, Blossom (née Marguerite Blossom Dearie),
1926-2009, was the jazz pixie with a little-girl voice and
pageboy haircut who was a fixture in New York and London
nightclubs for decades, was born in E. Durham, NY. She was a
classically trained pianist who switched to jazz after joining a high
school band. Moving to New York City in the mid-1940s, she sang
with the Blue Flames, a vocal group attached to the Woody
Herman band, and with Alvino Rey‘s band before embarking on a
solo career.
A singer, pianist and songwriter with an independent spirit
who zealously guarded her privacy, Ms. Dearie pursued a singular
career that blurred the line between jazz and cabaret. An
interpretive minimalist with caviar taste in songs and musicians,
she was a genre unto herself. Rarely raising her sly, kittenish voice,
Ms. Dearie confided song lyrics in a playful style below whose
surface layers of insinuation lurked. Her cheery style influenced
many younger jazz and cabaret singers, most notably Stacey Kent
and the singer and pianist Daryl Sherman. But just under her fey
camouflage lay a needling wit. If you listened closely, you could
hear the scathing contempt she brought to one of her signature
songs, ―I‘m Hip,‖ the Dave Frishberg-Bob Dorough demolition of
a namedropping bohemian poseur. Ms. Dearie was for years
closely associated with Mr. Frishberg and Mr. Dorough. It was Mr.
Frishberg who wrote another of her perennials, ―Peel Me a
Grape.‖
Ms. Dearie didn‘t suffer fools gladly and was unafraid to
voice her disdain for music she didn‘t like; the songs of Andrew
Lloyd Webber were a particular pet peeve. The other side of her
sensibility was a wistful romanticism most discernible in her
interpretations of Brazilian bossa nova songs, material ideally
suited to her delicate approach. Her final album, ―Blossom‘s
Planet‖ (Daffodil), released in 2000, includes what may be the
definitive interpretation of Antonio Carlos Jobim‘s ―Wave‖ Her
dreamy attenuated rendition finds her voice floating away as
though to sea, or to heaven, on lapping waves of tastefully
synthesized strings.
Traveling to Paris in 1952, she joined the Blue Stars, a vocal
octet that recorded a hit version of ―Lullaby of Birdland.‖ While

―Death and the American Civil War,‖ subtitle of the
―Republic of Suffering ―cited at Civil War.

Death and taxes: In this world, nother is certain except
death and taxes—Benjamin Franklin in a letter to a friend,
Nov. 13, 1789. This shows how little the world has
changed since then.

Death Camps, see at Auschwitz, at Concentration
Camps & at Death Marches.

Death: ―Come away, come away, death, / And in sad
cypress let me be laid; / Fly away, fly away breath; / I am
slain by a fair cruel maid. / My shroud of white, stuck all
with yew, / O, prepare it! / My part of death, no one so true /
Did share it‖--Shakespeare,Twelfth Night, Act II, Scene
IV—also see at Sad Cypress.

Death: ―Our ancestors died like flies from epidemics,
from starvation, from wars, and though children swarmed,
for every twelve of them, only one or two survived‖—
Milosc, see ―Ancestors,‖ F, xxv;
―-- always comes too early or too late,‖ Anon.;
― – be not proud‖-- see at John Donne;
―— devours all lovely things—Edma St. Vincent Millay,
Passer Mortuus Est; 1921. The title means ―My
Sparrow is Dead‖ & refers to ―Lesbia with her
sparrow‖—see in Bartlett.
―-- diminishes me, because I am involved in
mankind, Any"---JohnDonne; also see at
Schaddenfreude‘s Opposite.
―Excuse the levity. I I don't see how to take death seriously.
It seems absurd‖--Robert Anton Wilson‘s blog 5 days
before his death.‖
―-- is the Mother of Beauty,‖ Ch. 6, 54(88)--see at
Wallace Stevens;
―-- of friends affects you deeply—all your life,‖ 18(26);
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―— hath no more dominium,‖ Romans 6:6;
―I want death to find me planting my own cabbages‖-Montaigne;
―There is no cure for birth & death‖–Emerson;
―Death takes no bribes‖-- saying--see The Quotationary;
―There is a cure for all things except death‖--Cervantes in
Don Quixote, 2.3.10, 1615; also see at Dead, at Nature, at
Richard Pryor, at Schaddenfreude & at ‗Thirteen‖ (last
paragraph.) Also see at ―Doctor Death,‖John Donne, at Bob
Dylan (song about Geoge Jackson‘s death) & at Dylan.
Thomas (poem about the death of his father.)

twerp for continuing to live out your petty life after she'd ridden on
ahead.‖

Death of friends affected me all my life--see at
Frankie Haake, at Heb Kelly & at Cliff Spector.

Death Head, see at ―Engulfed in Flames.‖
Death Metaphor: Not able to fog a mirror.
Death and Taxes: ―There‘s nothing certain in the
world except death and taxes‖—Benjamin Franklin in a
letter to a friend on Nov. 13, 1789.

Death head--see at ―When Engulfed in Flames.‖
―Death in Disguise‖ a Tom Barnaby thriller by

―Death was a good career move, His‖— somebody
wrote this in the LA Times of Nov. 5, 1997. You can
Google the quote yourself.

Caroline Graham. See at Marcel Marceau.

―Death in Venice,‖ a 1971 film based on the novella

Death devours all lovely things: / Lesbia with her

by Thomas Mann, about an aging, jaded & dying composer,
Aschenbach (played by Dick Bogarde & suggested to be
Gustav Mahler), who is so plagued by fears he can no
longer feel anything. Instead, he becomes obsessed with
ideal beauty as personified by the young Tadzio. The
director, Luchino Visconti, uses Mahler‘s 3-rd & 5-th
symphonies to haunting effect—Video Hound.

sparrow./ Shares the darkness—presently / Every bed is
narrow—Edna St. Vincent Millay, Passer Mortuus Est
(1921), st. 1.

―Death of a Favourite Cat, The‖ (Drowned in a Tub
of Gold Fishes) (1747): 'Twas on a lofty vase's side, / Where
China's gayest art had dyed / The azure flowers, that blow;/ Demurest
of the tabby kind, / The pensive Selima reclined,/ Gazed on the lake
below. St. 1 What female heart can gold despise? /What cat's averse
to fish? St. 4 No dolphin came, no Nereid stirred;/ Nor cruel Tom,
nor Susan heard./ A favourite has no friend! St. 6
Not all that tempts
your wandering eyes / And heedless hearts, is lawful prize; / Nor all
that glisters gold. St. 7 –Thomas Gray.

―Death is swallowed up in victory—First Epistle of
Apostle Paul to the Corinthians, 15:54—see at Death, where
is thy sting?

―Death on the Nile ― a 1978 film based on Agatha
Christie‘s mystery, starring Peter Ustinov as Poirot, her
Belgian sleuth, Jane Birkin, Lola Chiles, Bette Davis, Mia
Farrow, David Niven & Angela Lansbury.

Death: ―People do not die immediately for us, but
remain bathed in a aur of life…it is as if they are traveling
around‖—Proust. I quoted this in Part II of―Rings &
Things,‖ but unfortunatedly I did not give a reference. Also
see at Leave-Taking

Death Marches--see at Bataan, at Berga & at Primo
Levi.

Death Railway in Burma—see ―Siam-Burma
Railway During World War II‖ & at Ronald Searle.

Death Fear—all phobias have an etiology in the fear

Death Road, see above.
Death, where is thy sting?, O. O grave, where is thy

of death—see at Phobias.

―Death in the Family, A‖ an autobiographical novel
by James Agee, set in Knoxville, Tennessee. He began
writing it in 1948, but it was not quite complete when he died in
1955. It was edited and released posthumously in 1957 by editor
David McDowell. Agee's widow and children were left with little
money after Agee's death and McDowell wanted to help them by
publishing the work. Agee won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in
1958 for the novel. Time included the novel in its ―Time 100 Best
English-language Novels from 1923 to 2005.‖
The novel is based on the events that occurred to Agee in
1915 when his father went out of town to see his own father, who
had a heart attack, and was killed in a car accident during the
return trip. The novel provides a portrait of life in Knoxville,
Tennessee, showing how such a loss affects the young widow, her
two children, her atheistic father and the dead man‘s alcoholic
brother.
University of Tennessee professor Michael Lofaro claimed
the version published in 1957 was not the version intended for
print by the author. He discussed his work at a conference that was
part of the Knoxville James Agee Celebration (April 2005). Lofaro
tracked down the author's original manuscripts and notes and has
reconstructed a version he says is more authentic. Lofaro's version
of the novel, A Death in the Family: A Restoration of the Author's
Text, was published in 2007 as part of a 10-volume set, The
Collected Works of James Agee (University of Tennessee Press).
Lofaro is also the author of Agee Agonistes: Essays on the Life,
Legend, and Works of James Agee (2007).

victory?—First Epistle of Apostle Paul to the Corinthinans,
15: 55. Also see at Death is swallowed up in victory.

Deaths—see at Cowards.
Debakey, Michael Ellis (ne Michael Debaghi), 19082008, born to Maronite Lebanese parents, was a worldrenowned heart surgeon, innovator, medical educator, and
international medical statesman, yet he never lost the Southern
drawl he acquired growing up in Lake Charles, La. He was the
oldest of five children. His family moved to the United States to
escape religious intolerance in the Middle East. His parents chose
Cajun country because French was spoken there, as it had been in
Lebanon. He credited much of his surgical success to his mother
DeBakey‘s pioneering surgical procedures in bypassing
blocked arteries in the neck, legs and heart have been performed on
millions of patients around the world. By the time he stopped a
regular surgical schedule, when he was in his 80s, he had
performed more than 60,000 operations.*)
e was also instrumental in making Houston a major center
for heart surgery and research and transforming Baylor into one of
the nation‘s great medical education and research institutions. And
he was a leader in developing mechanical devices to assist failing
hearts. An early invention, the roller pump, devised while he was
in medical school in the 1930s, became the central component of
the heart-lung machine, which takes over the functions of the heart
and lungs during surgery by supplying oxygenated blood to the
brain. It helped inaugurate the era of open-heart surgery.
One of Dr. DeBakey‘s innovations helped preserve his own
life in 2006, when he underwent surgery to repair a torn aorta. He
had devised the operation 50 years earlier. He spent months
making what he called a miraculous recovery and then returned to
an active schedule.

Death bed scenes: Gore Vidal once wrote, ―Margaret
Sullavan was a star whose deathbed scenes were one of the
great joys of the Golden Age of Movies. Sullavan never simply
kicked the bucket. She made speeches as she lay dying; and she
was so incredibly noble that she made you feel like an absolute
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A number of his surgical inno-vations and observations
were initially ridiculed. While working at Tulane University in
New Orleans in 1939, Dr. DeBakey and Dr. Alton Ochsner made
one of the first links between cigarette smokingand lung cancer.
Many prominent doctors derided the concept. Then, in 1964, the
surgeon general documented the link. Dr. DeBakey went on to
discover — again in the face of professional skepticism—that
Dacron grafts were excellent substitutes for damaged parts of
arteries; the finding allowed surgeons to repair previously
inoperable aneurysms of the aorta in the chest and abdomen.
In World War II, Dr. DeBakey helped modernize battlefield
surgery by urging that doctors be moved from hospitals to the front
lines, where only first aid had previously been given. Dr. DeBakey
said that he and others created early versions of what became the
mobile army surgical hospital, or MASH unit, in the Korean War.
For changing the strategy of treating the wounded, the Army
awarded him the Legion of Merit. Dr. DeBakey also helped
develop a medical program to care for returning war veterans. The
Veterans Affairs hospital in Houston is named for him.
Debakey was a driving force in rejuvenating the National
Library of Medicine in Bethesda, Md., and turning it into the
world‘s leading repository of medical information. He was 99
years old when he died July 12, 2008--from the NY NY Times
Obituary & Wikipedia
*) Two years before he died, Debaky‘s wife implored
his colleagues to ignore his wish not to be kept alive, and as a
result he was kept alive by some of his known procedures.
Afterwards he expressed his gratitude to his wife and his
colleagues, saying that being alive is better than being dead.

Debussy's Pelléas et Mélisande premiered in 1901, after ten
years of work. It would be his only complete opera. Based on the
play by Maurice Maeterlinck, the opera proved to be an immediate
success and immensely influential to younger French composers,
including Maurice Ravel. These works brought a fluidity of
rhythm and colour quite new to Western music.
La Mer (The Sea) (1903-1905) essays a more symphonic
form, with a finale that works themes from the first movement,
although the middle movement, Jeux de vagues, which proceeds
much less directly and with more variety of colour. Again, the
reviews were sharply divided. Some critics thought the treatment
less subtle and less mysterious than previous works and a step
backward. Pierre Lalo complained "I neither hear, nor see, nor feel
the sea". Others extolled its "power and charm", its "extraordinary
verve and brilliant fantasy", and its strong colors and definite
lines—excerpted from Wikipedia.
See The International
Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians and The New Harvard
Biographical Dict. of Music & see at Mallarme.

―Decameron, The,‖ is a collection of 100 novellas
by Boccaccio, probably begun in 1350 and finished in 1353.
It is a medieval allegorical work best known for its bawdy
tales of love, appearing in all its possibilities from the erotic
to the tragic. Many notable writers, e.g., Chaucer, are said
to have drawn inspiration from ―The Decameron.‖

Decatur, Stephen,1779-1820; ―Our country…may
she always be in the right, but our country right or wrong!‖
--a toast after a victory on Mar. 22,1820 that ended pirate
raids from Algiers and Tripoli, 13—also see the quip by C.
K. Chesteron at ―My country right or wrong.‖
Decatur was killed in a duel with James Baron near
Washington, D.C. There are 11 cities in USA named after
him--see at Cities in the USA. One in Georgia is Roy
Blount, Jr.‘s home town.

Deblanc, Jefferson, was a World War II fighter pilot
who was awarded the Medal of Honor for shooting down
five Japanese planes on a single day while running out of
fuel. He was shot down, parachuted into the Pacific, swam
6 miles to a island held by the Japanese, was captured, but
survived. See his obituary by Richard Goldstein in the
Dec. 6, 2007 NY Times & on the Web.

Declaration of Independence was an act of the

class, I am in it. While there is a criminal class, I am in it,
while there is a soul in prison, I am not free,‖ Ch. 7; -- ran
for President five times, 1900-1920. In 1912, he gathered
900,639 votes, or 6 percent of the votes against Woodrow
Wilson‘s 6,293,152 votes, & William Howard Taft‘s
3,486,333 votes. He was imprisoned 1918-1921 for
pacifism, giving meaning for the epigraph above. (See the
October 2004 Smithsonian.)

Second Continental Congress, adopted on July 4, 1776,
which declared that the Thirteen Colonies were independent
of the Kingdom of Great Britain. The document, formally
entitled The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen
united States of America and written chiefly by Thomas
Jefferson, explained the justifications for separation from
the British crown, and was an expansion of Richard Henry
Lee's Resolution (passed by Congress on July 2), which first
proclaimed independence. An engrossed copy of the
Declaration was signed by most of the delegates on August
2 and is now on display in the National Archives and
Records Administration in Washington, D.C.

Debussey, Claude, 1862-1918: along with Ravel

Declaration of Independence was read by Col.

he is considered the most prominent figure working within
the style commonly referred to as Impressionist music, though he
himself intensely disliked the term when applied to his
compositions. Debussy was not only among the most important
of all French composers but also a central figure in all European
music at the turn of the twentieth century. His music virtually
defines the transition from late-Romantic music to twentieth
century modernist music. In French literary circles, the style of this
period was known as Symbolism, a movement that directly
inspired Debussy both as a composer and as an active cultural
participant.
Claude Debussy was born in St. Germain-en-Laye in 1862,
the eldest of five children. His father owned a china shop and his
mother was a seamstress. Debussy began piano lessons when he
was seven years old with an elderly Italian named Cerutti, paid for
by his aunt. In 1871, the shy awkward boy gained the attention of
Mme. de Fleurville, the mother-in-law of the poet Paul Verlaine,
who had been a pupil of Chopin. His talents soon became evident,
and, at age eleven, Debussy entered the Paris Conservatoire.

John Nixon in a public reading in Philadelphia, July 8,
1776. The nex day, George Washington read it to his troops.
A month before that, June 7, 1776, Jame Henry Lee of
Virginia proposed to the Continuental Congress a resolution
calling for American indepedence from Britain—Highlights in
History.

Deblonde, Gautier, photographer, see at ―The Artic.‖
Debs, Eugene V(ictor), Ch. 7: ―While there is a lower

Declaration of Rights, see at Shelley‘s.
Decoct, to extract the flavor of s.th. by boiling, from
Latin, de away, and coquere to boil, to cook.

Decoction, the result of decocting, e.g., a tea, or a
broth.

Dee, Ruby (née Ruby Ann Wallace), actress born
1924 in Cleveland, OH, the daughter of Gladys Hightower
and Marshall Edward Nathaniel Wallace, a cook, waiter, and
porter. After her mother left the family, Dee's father married
Emma Amelia Benson, a schoolteacher. Dee grew up in Harlem,
NY, attended Hunter College High School and went on to graduate
from Hunter College with degrees in French and Spanish in 1945.
Dee made several appearances on Broadway before
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receiving national recognition for her role in the 1950 film The
Jackie Robinson Story. Her career in acting has crossed all major
forms of media over a span of eight decades, including the films A
Raisin in the Sun (1961) in which she recreated her stage role as a
suffering housewife in the projects, and Edge of the City, playing
both roles opposite Sidney Poitier.
During the 1960s, Dee appeared in some politically charged
films, e.g., Gone Are the Days and The Incident, recognized as
helping pave the way for young African-American actors and
filmmakers. She appeared in one episode of the Golden Girls' sixth
season.
Dee has been nominated for eight Emmy Awards, winning
once for her role in the 1990 TV film Decoration Day. She was
nominated for her television guest appearance in the China Beach
episode, "Skylark.‖ Her late husband Ossie Davis (1917-2005) also
appeared in that episode.
She was nominated for an Oscar for Best Supporting
Actress for ―American Gangster‖ (2007), starring Demzel
Washington and Russell Crowe, and won in that category from
African American Film Critics and other critics--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

in Thailand (as the Saigon red-light district), and Sai Yok,
Kanchanaburi Province (also in Thailand)—slightly edited from
Wikipedia.

―Deer Hunter, The‖ is a 1978 war drama film about
a trio of Russian American steel worker friends and their

―Deep Purple‖ was the biggest hit written by pianist

infantry service in the Vietnam War. It is loosely inspired by the
German novel Three Comrades (1937) by WW I veteran Erich
Maria Remarque, the author of All Quiet on the Western Front.
Three Comrades follows the lives of a trio of German WWI
veterans in 1920s Weimar Germany. Like the novel, The Deer
Hunter meditates and explores the moral and mental consequences
of war violence and politically-manipulated patriotism upon the
meaning of friendship, honor, and family in a tightly-knit
community and deals with controversial issues such as drug abuse,
suicide, infidelity and mental illness.
The film takes place in southern Vietnam, in Pittsburgh, and
in working-class Clairton, Pennsylvania, a Monongahela River
town south of Pittsburgh. It was filmed in the Pittsburgh area;
Cleveland and Mingo Junction, Ohio; Weirton, West Virginia; the
North Cascades National Park in Washington state, the Patpong
district of Bangkok in Thailand (as the Saigon red-light district),
and Sai Yok, Kanchanaburi Province (also in Thailand).
It won five Academy Awards, including Best Picture and
Best Director (Michael Cimino) & stars Robert De Niro,
Christopher Walken, John Cazale, John Savage, and Meryl Streep,
and

Peter DeRose, who broadcast, 1923 to 1939, with May
Singhi as "The Sweethearts of the Air" on the NBC radio network.
"Deep Purple" was published in 1933 as a piano composition. The
following year, Paul Whiteman had it scored for his suave ―big
band‖ orchestra that was ―making a lady out of jazz‖ in
Whiteman's phrase. "Deep Purple" became so popular in sheet
music sales that Mitchell Parish added lyrics in 1938:When the
deep purple falls over sleepy garden walls / And the stars begin to
twinkle in the sky— / In the mist of a memory you wander back to
me /Breathing my name with a sigh...

Deering, John, HHS Class of ‘45 friend, married
Anna Leers after a romantic encounter at the University of
Cincinnati. ―This cute brunette kept saying ‗Hi John.‘ I smiled & I
wondered who is this girl? When this happened near Benny Craig,
he said ‗You dummy, that‘s Anna Leers, she graduated from high
school with us.‘‖—paraphrased from John‘s E-mail of May 14,
2004.
Degas, (Hilaire Germain) Edgar, 1834-1917, 219(397);
see at Monet for a pun on Monet, Degas & Van Gogh; also
see his take on Art at Art! Also see at Absinthe.

Deep Tank Fermentation Process for making

Defoe, Daniel (né Daniel Foe). 1659/1661[?]—1731,

Deep Blue, IMB supercomputer lost to Gary
Kasparov 4 -2 in a 1996 chess match, but beat him in 1997.
See at Kasparov, also at Turing.
―Deep In the Heart of Texas,‖197(360); also see at Texas.

penicillin , R, xliii, 214 (389); also see at Dr. J. H. Kane.

Ch. 30, was an English writer, journalist, and pamphleteer
who gained enduring fame for his 1719 novel Robinson Crusoe.
(Born Foe, he added the De to his name to make it sound more
aristocratic—noted in Wikpedia.)
Defoe is notable for being one of the earliest practitioners of
the novel, as he helped to popularise the form in Britain, and is
even referred to by some as one of the founders of the English
novel. A prolific and versatile writer, he wrote more than five
hundred books, pamphlets, and journals on various topics
(including politics, crime, religion, marriage, psychology and the
supernatural). He was also a pioneer of economic journalism.
In 1722, Defoe wrote Moll Flanders, another first-person
picaresque novel of the fall and eventual redemption of a lone
woman in seventeenth century England. The titular heroine
appears as a whore, bigamist and thief, lives in The Mint, commits
adultery and incest, yet manages to keep the reader's sympathy.
Moll Flanders and Defoe's final novel Roxana: The Fortunate
Mistress (1724) are examples of the remarkable way in which
Defoe seems to inhabit his fictional (yet ―drawn from life‖)
characters, not least in that they are women. The latter narrates the
moral and spiritual decline of a high society courtesan.
A work that is often read as if it were non-fiction is his
account of the Great Plague of London in 1665: A Journal of the
Plague Year, a complex historical novel published in 1722. In
November 1703, a hurricane-like storm hit London, now known as
―The Great Storm.‖ (It remains one of the greatest storms in British
history.) Yet another of the remarkable events in Defoe's life, the
storm was the subject of his book The Storm. Defoe describes the
aftermath of the incident this way: ―The streets lay so covered with
tiles and slates from the tops of the houses [. . .] that all the tiles in

―Deer Hunter, The,‖ 1978 film: ―A powerful and
vivid portrait of Middle America with three steel-working
friends who leave home to face the Vietnam War. Controversial
brutal sequences in Vietnam are among the most wrenching ever
filmed: the rhythms and rituals of home are just as purely
captured. Neither pro- nor anti-war, but rather the perfect
evocation of how totally and forever altered these people are by the
war. Emotionally shattering; not to be missed‖—review from the
Video Hound, which gave it 4 Bones, its highest honor.
And now for something completely different—another
review! ―The Deer Hunter‖ is a war drama film about a trio of
Rusyn American steel worker friends and their infantry service in
the Vietnam War. It is loosely inspired by the German novel Three
Comrades (1937), by WW I veteran Erich Maria Remarque, the
author of All Quiet on the Western Front. This novel follows the
lives of a trio of WW I veterans in 1920s Weimar Germany. Like
the novel, The Deer Hunter meditates and explores the moral and
mental consequences of war violence and politically-manipulated
patriotism upon the meaning of friendship, honor, and family in a
tightly-knit community and deals with controversial issues such as
drug abuse, suicide, infidelity and mental illness. The film stars
Robert De Niro, Christopher Walken, John Cazale and Meryl
Streep, and won five Academy Awards, including: Best Picture,
Best Director (Michael Cimino) & Best Supporting Actor The
story occurs in southern Vietnam, in Pittsburgh and in workingclass Clairton, Pennsylvania, a Monongahela River town south of
Pittsburgh. It was filmed in the Pittsburgh area; Cleveland and
Mingo Junction Ohio; Weirton, West Virginia; the North Cascades
National Park in Washington state, the Patpong district of Bangkok
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fifty miles round would be able to repair but a small part of it.‖
Later, Defoe also wrote Memoirs of a Cavalier (1720), set
during the Thirty Years War and the English Civil Wars—edited
excerpts from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Robinson Crusoe.‖
Degradation & Brainwashing, see at Navy & see at
Fussell‘s Rage:
De Gaulle, Gen. Charles André Joseph Marie), 18901970, born in Lille, France, was a French military leader
and statesman. Prior to WW II, he was primarily known as an
armored warfare tactician & an advocate of the concentrated use of
armored& aviation forces. During WW II, he reached the rank of
Brigade (Brigadier?) General & then became the leader ofthe Free
French government-in-exile & an anti-Nazi guerrilla leader.
Between 1944 & 1946, following the liberation of
France from
German occupation, he was head of the French provisional
government.
―I always thought I was Jeanne d‘Arc [Joan of Arc) and
Bonaparte. How little one knows oneself. (R eply to a speaker who
compared him to Robespierre—in Bartlettt.)
―The better I get to know men, the more I find myself
loving dogs,‖ Ch. 17--also see at Cheeses in France, de Stael.,at
Free France & at Gabin.

and mental condition prevents him from performing everyday tasks and
managing his finances‖—AP story printed May 30, 1989 in the NY
Times.

de Kooning wrote that as a child he was beaten by his
mother wih a wooden shoe, 46(73); He also wrote: ―The trouble…
(with) being poor is that it takes all your time,‖ Ch. 7, 25(39);
―Content is a glimpse of something, an encounter like a flash. It‘s
ery-very tiny content‖–quoted by Susan Sontag.

―De Kooning, An American Master,‖ by Marrk
Stevens & Analyn Swan, Knopf, 2004, reviewed by Red
Grooms in the Sun. NY Times Book Rev. of Dec. 12, 2004. ―After
all, if he had not come here [from Holland, i.e., Europe], he would
not have met Gorky [―a mentor or an idol‖], and that made all
he difference‘—Red Grooms,
ibid.

Dekker, J. C. E. ―Jim,‖ late friend and math.colleague
at Rutgers, whom I first met when he lectured at Penn State
in the Spring of 1962, and later at the home of Haskell & Virginia
Curry. (Jim and Haskell were outstanding, creative mathematical
logicians.) He extolled the virtues ofRutgers U., then situated in
New Brunswick, NJ, as opposed to living in the ―boonies‖ (like
State College, PA, where Penn State is located!)
Shortly thereafter, I acceptedan offer of a full professorship
at Rutgers, and spent the rest of my academic career there, with the
exception of sabbatical & semi-sabgatical leaves, and, in a sense, I
owe this to Dekker‘s enthusiasm.
Jim was born in the Netherlands (and so was his wife,
Henny, who is of Indonesian-Japanese ancestry.) He invented the
idea of Isols, which areordinals defined by recursively enumerable
functions--they satisfy all the identities that the usual ordinal
numbers satisfy. There are a number of papers by Dekker and his
co-authors on the web.
As I recall, J. C. E. stands for Joachim Christoph Erik, with
Jim being the short form of his first name (as in Jim Lambek‘s
name.)

De Havilland, Olivia Mary, born in Tokyo, Japan, in
1916, she is a two-time Academy Award-winning actress &
the older sister of actress Joan Fontaine, also an Oscar winner.
De Havilland's two Oscars were for To Each His Own
(1947) & The Heiress (1950). In addition she received a
nomination for Best Supporting Actress for Gone with the Wind
(1940); and nominations for Best Actress for Hold Back the Dawn
(1942) and The Snake Pit (1949).
She and Errol Flynn co-starred in 8 westerns—see at Flynn.
Also see at ―The Charge of the Light Brigade,‖ atJoan Fontaine
(de Havilland‘s sister), at ―Libel‖ & at ―The Snake Pit.‖

Depths, see at ―Down in the Depths‖ (1936 Cole

Del Rio, Dolores (née María de los Dolores Asúnsolo y

Porter song) & at ―(The) Lower Depths‖ (1901 drama by
Maxim Gorky and 1936 Jean Renoir movie based on it.)

López Negrete),1905-1983, born in Durango, Mexico was a
film actress, who starred in Hollywood films during the silent era
and in the Golden Age of Hollywood. She became an important
actress in Mexican films later in her life.With the advent of talkies,
she was usually relegated to exotic and unimportant roles, but
scored successes with Bird of Paradise (1932 Film) (1932, directed
by King Vidor (the film scandalized audiences when she turned out
swimming stark naked with Joel McCrea), Flying Down to Rio (the
film that launched the careers of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers)
(1933) and Madame DuBarry (1934), Wonder Bar (1934) and the
Busby Berkeley comedies In Caliente (1935) and I live for love
(1935). Orson Welles fell madly in love with her, although he was
10 years younger. The affair was reported to have been the cause
of her divorce from Gibbons in 1941. She collaborated with Welles
in the film Journey into Fear (1943).

De Léon, see at Ponce de Léon.
―Delta Blues, The Life and Times of the Mississippi
Masters Who Revolutiionized American Music,‖ By Ted
Diola, Ill. By Neil Harpe, reveiewed in the Nov.9, 2008 NY
Times Sunday Book Review by Ben Ratliff—available on
the Web.

De Kooning, Willem,1904-1997,was an abstract
expressionist painter, born in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. In
1926, de Kooning entered USA as a stowaway on a British
freighter, the SS Shelly, to Newport News, VA. He then
went
by ship to Boston, and took a train from Boston to Rhode Island,
and eventually settled in Hoboken, NJ, where he supported himself
as a house painter until moving to a studio in Manhattan, NY in
1927. In 1929 he met the artist and critic John D. Graham, who
would become an important stimulus and supporter. He also met
the painter Arshile Gorky, who became one of De Kooning's
closest and most influential friends. In the post World War II era,
De Kooning painted in a style that came to be referred to
variously as Abstract expressionism, Action painting, and the
New York School. Other painters that developed this school of
painting include Jackson Pollock, Franz Kline, Arshile Gorky,
Mark Rothko, Hans Hofmann, Robert Motherwell, Philip Guston
and Clyfford Still among others—edited excerpt from
Wiikipedia; also see below at ―De Kooning, An American Master‖
―The artist Willem de Kooning is believed to be suffering

Del Rio, Texas, is a border city across the Rio Grande
from Mexico, and is the county seat of Val Verde County.
Located across from Del Rio, in the Mexican state of Coahuila, is
the city of Ciudad Acuña. The two cities are connected by Lake
Amistam Dam International Crossing and the Del Río-Ciudad
Acuña International Bridge. Del Rio is also home to Laughlin Air
Force Base, the busiest pilot training base in the United States Air
Force. The population was 33,867 at the 2000 census. Denny
Sullivan was born there, and has said that he was 4 years old
before he realized that he was speaking two languages, English at
home and Spanish with his friends who were mostly Mexican
boys. See at Denny Sullivan.

from Alzheimer's disease, and his daughter and his lawyer are
petitioning to be named co-conservators of assets worth up to
$150 million, an article in the summer issue of Art News
magazine says. The magazine quotes documents filed in State
Supreme Court in Mineola, L.I., that say the 85-year-old artist
'‖ccontinues to paint daily and masterfully'' but add that ―his physical

Delaney, Sadie (née Sarah Louise Delany), 18891999, born at Lynch Station, VA, was an author, educator,
and civil rights pioneer. In 1923, she became the first African
American woman permitted to teach domestic science in the state
of New York. Delany wasone of ten children bprm to The Right
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Reverend enry Beard Delany (1856-1928), first Africian American
bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and Nanny Logan
(1861-1956). Delany attended St. Augustine's College in Raleigh,
NC.
Later to be joined by her younger sister Bessie (1891-1995),
in 1916 Delany moved to New York City where she began
teaching for the New York City's public schools; Theodore
Roosevelt High School in the Bronx, P.S. 119 and Evander Childs
High School through 1960.Delany is aunt of science fiction author
Samuel R. Delany, the son of her youngest brother Sam (19061963).
In 1992, Delany and sister Bessie collaborated with Amy
Hill Hearth on a book called Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters'
First 100 Years, which dealt with the trials and tribulations the
sisters had faced during their century of life. The book was highly
successful on the bestseller charts, and even spawned a Broadway
play. In 1999 the movie Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters' First
100 Years aired on TV. It was directed by Lynne Littman with
Diahann Carroll as Sadie and Ruby Dee as Bessie.
In 1994 with The Delany Sisters' Book of Everyday Wisdom
was published, and after Bessie's death in 1995 at age 104, Sadie
wrote another book called On My Own At 107: Reflections on Life
Without Bessie, dealing with the loss of her sister. Delany and
sister Bessie were included in the Guinness Book of World Records
in 1993 as the world's oldest authors—Wikipedia. ―Life is short,
and it‘s up to you to make it sweet‖—quoted in Sadie
Delaney‘s Jan 27, 1999, NY Times obituary

DeMille directed dozens of silent films, including
Paramount Pictures' first production, The Squaw Man (1914),
which was co-directed by Oscar Apfel, before coming into huge
popularity during the late 1910s and early 1920s, when he reached
the apex of his popularity with such films as Don't Change Your
Husband (1919), The Ten Commandments(1923), and The King of
Kings (1927). A few of his silent films featured scenes in two-strip
Technicolor.
DeMille also had a reputation for being a tyrant on the set,
and he despised actors who were not willing to take physical risks;
such was the case with Victor Mature in Samson and Delilah,
when Mature refused to wrestle the lion, though the lion was tame
and had had its teeth pulled. (DeMille remarked that Mature was
―100% yellow‖).
Paulette Goddard's refusal to risk personal injury in a scene
involving fire in Unconquered cost her DeMille's favor and
probably a role in The Greatest Show on Earth. .DeMille displayed
a loyalty to certain supporting performers, casting them over and
over in his pictures. They included Henry Wilcoxon, Julia Faye,
Joseph Schildkraut, Ian Keith, Charles Bickford, Theodore
Roberts, Akim Tamiroff, and William Boyd.
He also cast leading actors such as Claudette Colbert, Gloria
Swanson, Gary Cooper, Jetta Goudal, Robert Preston, Paulette
Goddard, and Charlton Heston in multiple pictures. He was not
known as a particularly good director of actors, often hiring actors
whom he relied on to develop their own characters and act
accordingly.

Delannoy, Jean, directed ―(La) Symphonie Pastorale,‖

DeMille, A Life in Art, Simon Louvish‘s ―warts and
all‖ study of Cecil Blount DeMille (1881-1959) carries the
respectful if not necessarily reverent title ―Cecil B. DeMille: A
Life in Art.‖ It examines that life largely though not entirely
through his 70 movies, completed during a 42-year career, from
―The Squaw Man‖ in 1914 to ―The Ten Commandments‖ in 1956,
itself a remake of his own 1923 ―Ten
Commandments‖—from
the Web.

1946 film starring Michèle Morgan and Pierre Blanchar.

Deleterious means having a harmful effect; injurious:
the deleterious effects of smoking.--see at Navy
Advisories. (From Greek deleterious, from deleter,
destroyer, from deleisthai, to harm.)

―Delovely‖

1934

Cole

Porter

Song—see

at

―Anything Goes‖ & below.

Demjanuk, John, a bus driver in Cleveland accused

―De-Lovely‖ (2004), a film, starring Kevin Kline as

By surviviors of of being the Butcher of Treblinka. See at
the Web at Butcher of Treblinka. Also, see at Amon Goeth
in the Index and Glossary.

Cole Porter, with Ashley Judd & Jonathan Pryce. Directed
by Irwin Winkler—see at ――Well, Did You Evah!‖

DeMarinis, Rick, born 1937 in NY City, novelist,

Democracy--see ―Animal Farm:‖

short story writer & English prof., variously at San
DiegoState U. , at U of Texas-El Paso & U. of Montana, Missoula.,
he loves & writes comic novels. In Mar. 1995, I gave Molly a
section of his ―Voice of American‖ to read & she went into
paroxyms of laughter & I snapped her photo. A month later,
camera-at-the-ready & in the same room I asked to reread the
piece--she repeated the hilarity--I got it on fil & sent it to him.
I have written Rick DeMarinis several fam letters, including
the bit about Molly & he wrote back that I am his # 1 New Jersey
fan—though I doubt that!
―His year of the Zinc Penny‖ is an autobiographical
coming-of-age novel about his spotting enemy planes from a
rooftop in San Diego & listening to Tokyo Rose on his shortwave
radio in the year-of-the zinc-penny, namely, 1943, R, lxilxii

―All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal
than others,‖ ibid.
―Democracy is the worst form of government except for all
those other forms that have been tried from time to time‖
—Churchill;
―Democracy applied to love‖--see at Adultery.

―Democracy is the recurrent suspicion that half the
people are right more than half the time‖—E. B. White, in
the New Yorker, July 3, 1944 & in Oxford Dict. of
Quotations.

Democrat Party is the oldest political party in USA
and arguably the oldest party in the world The Democratic
Party traces its origins to the Democratic-Republican Party,
founded by Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and other
influential opponents of the Federalists in 1792. Since the division
of the Republican Party in the election of 1912, it has consistently
positioned itself to the left of the Republican Party in economic as
well as social matters. The economically left-leaning activist
philosophy of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
which
has
strongly
influenced American liberalism, has shaped much of the party's
economic agenda since 1932.
―I am not a member of any organized political party. I am
a Democrat‖—Will Rogers, from Will Rogers Quotations
on the Web.

De Medeiros, Maria, actress—see at ―Henry & June.‖
DeMille, Agnes, choreographer—see at ―Rodeo.‖
DeMille, Cecil B(lount), 1881-1959, was an Oscarwinning filmmaker known for the flamboyance and
showmanship of his movies. He was born while his parents,
Henry Churchill DeMille (1853–1893), a dramatist & lay reader in
the Episcopal Church from North Carolina, and Matilda Beatrice
Samuel (1853–1923), who was born to a Sephardic Jewish family
in England but converted to her husband's faith, were vacationing
in Ashfield, MA. He grew up in what is now Wayne, NJ, and
attended Pennsylvania Military College in Chester, PA, beginning
at the age of 15.

―Democracy in America‖—see at Tocqueville.
Democracies, Western, refers to:England, France,
Germany (before & after Hitler), Belgium, Norway,
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Sweden, Finnland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland,
Iceland, Ireland, i.e., 12 countries of West Europe, plus the
USA, Canada, Australia & by implication, India through its
ties to Britaain, as part of the Commonwealth. Now there a
are many more democracies in Europe, e.g., Georgia,
Ukraine, Belarus, Czech, Slovenia, Bosnia, etc. The Jury is
still out on how democratic Russia is under Putin.

practice continued until 1916.In 1977, in collaboration with his
daughter Barbara Lynn, Jack published his autobiography, titled
Dempsey .
In May 1983, Dempsey died of natural causes at age 87.
With his wife Deanna at his side, he told her ... "Don't worry
honey, I'm too mean to die." He is buried in the Southampton
Cemetery in Southampton, New York—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

De Mornay, Rebecca (née Rebecca Jane Pearch)

Demy,Jacques. 1931-1990. was one of the most

born 1959 in Santa Rosa, CA, she film and TV
actressactress of striking beauty, impossible strawberry-blonde
hair, and piercing blue eyes,. De Mornay's film debut was a small
part in Francis Ford Coppola's One from the Heart (1982). Soon
thereafter came her star-making role as a hooker, Lana, who
seduces a high school student played by Tom Cruise in Risky
Business (1983). Subsequent roles in Testament (1983) and The
Trip to Bountiful (1985), and following a high-profile role in the
thriller Runaway Train (1985), she had a demanding role in the
ambitious box-office failure And God Created Woman. In 1986,
she appeared with Starship's Mickey Thomas in the music video
for the song ―Sara‖. The song reached #1 on the Billboard Hot 100
chart on March 15, 1986. One of De Mornay's most commercially
successful films came in the thriller The Hand That Rocks the
Cradle (1992). She also appeared in Ron Howard's Backdraft, in a
remake of Roger Vadim's provocative And God Created Woman
and in the starring role as a defense lawyer in Sidney Lumet's
murder drama Guilty as Sin--edited excerpts from Wikipedia and
All Movie Guide (Jason Buchanan.)

approachable filmmakers to appear in the wake of the
French New Wave. Uninterested in the formal experimentation of
Alain Resnais, or the political agitation of Jean-Luc Godard, Demy
instead created a self-contained fantasy world closer to that of
François Truffaut, drawing on musicals, fairytales and the golden
age of Hollywood.
After working with the animator Paul Grimault and the
filmmaker Georges Rouquier, Demy directed his first feature film,
Lola, in 1961, with Anouk Aimée playing the eponymous cabaret
singer. The Demy universe here emerges fully-fledged. Characters
burst into song (courtesy of composer and lifelong Demycollaborator Michel Legrand); iconic Hollywood imagery is
lovingly appropriated as in the opening scene with the man in a
white Stetson in the Cadillac, daringly set to Beethoven's "Seventh
Symphony"); plot is dictated by the director's fascination with fate,
and stock themes of chance encounters and long-lost love; and the
setting, as with so many of Demy's films, is the French Atlantic
coast of his childhood, specifically the seaport town of Nantes.
La Baie des Anges (The Bay of Angels, 1963), starring
Jeanne Moreau, took the theme of fate further, with its story of
love at the roulette tables. Most impressive of all was his musical,
Les Parapluies de Cherbourg (The Umbrellas of Cherbourg,
1964).
Although the subversion of established genres was a
typically New Wave obsession (notably Godard's playful thrillercum-sci-fi, Alphaville), Demy was unusual in actually recreating
them literally. The whimsical concept--rare in musicals-- of
singing all the dialogue sets the tone for this tragedy of the
everyday. The film also sees the emergence of Demy's trademark
visual style: whereas Lola, filmed by Godard's cinematographer
Raoul Coutard, has a New Wave black and white austerity, Les
Parapluies is shot in saturated supercolour, with every tiny detail-neck-ties, wallpaper, even Catherine Deneuve's bleach-blonde
hair-- selected for maximum visual impact. Interestingly, the
young man, Roland Cassard, from Lola (Marc Michel) reappears
here, marrying Deneuve: such reappearances are typical of Demy's
work--edited except from Wikipidia. Also see at Catherine
Deneuve.

Dempsey, Jack (né William Harrison Dempsey),
1895–1983, boxer, born in Manassa, Colo. Dempsey, called
the Manassa mauler, he emerged from fights on saloon floors near
mining camps—see Dempsey, Part II, below-- to become the
world's heavyweight champion (1919-1926) and one of the major
sports figures of the 1920s.
He sealed his slugging reputation in his first title fight by
knocking down the gigantic champion, Jess Willard, seven times in
the first three minutes. Dempsey held the crown until losing to
Gene Tunney in 1926. In a rematch Dempsey knocked Tunney
down in the seventh round, but failed to immediately return to his
corner, thus allowing Tunney the benefit of a legendary 14-second
long count. Tunney went on to win.
After retirement, he worked occasionally as a referee and
spent nearly four decades as proprietor of a popular New York
City restaurant. The Manassa Mauler is a 1979 bio by R. Roberts,
and Flame of Pure Fire is a 1999 bio by R. Kahn—from Columbia
Enclopedia on line. Also see at Firpo.
Dempsey was the first athlete whose likeness appered on a
cover of Time Magazine—a drawing of his face in 1923.

Dempsey, Part II. He grew up in a poor family of

Demy, L‘Univers de Jacques,‖ (The World of

mixed ancestry. According to a January 11, 1955 Sports
Illustrated article, his father, Hiram Dempsey, was Irish with a
touch of Choctaw. Dempsey's mother, Celia Smoot, was English
with a little Cherokee. Both parents became Mormon converts.
Because his father had difficulty finding work, the family traveled
often. He dropped out of grade school to work. Dempsey left home
at the age of 16, eager to start a better life for himself. Due to his
poverty, he frequently had to travel underneath trains and sleep in
hobo camps. However, Dempsey was a strong, powerful youth
who quickly discovered he had a talent for fighting. With the help
of his older brother Bernie Dempsey, he began training to be a
professional boxer. His other brother, John Dempsey, shot his own
wife, then killed himself in a murder-suicide in 1927.
Desperate for money, Dempsey would occasionally go into
saloons and challenge for fights saying "I can't sing and I can't
dance, but I can lick any SOB in the house." If anyone accepted his
challenge, bets would be wagered. According to Dempsey's
autobiography, he rarely lost these barroom brawls.
Dempsey's exact fight record is not known because
sometimes he boxed under the pseudonym, "Kid Blackie". This

Denim, the Cloth, 200(365)—see at Nimes, at Duffel

Jacques Demy,‖ 1995)is filmmaker Agnès Varda's
(Vagabond, One Hundred and One Nights) third tribute to her late
husband, Jacques Demy. It is a loving look at his brilliant vision
and techniques. Included are clips from Demy's films featuring
Lola, The Umbrellas of Cherbourg and Bay of Angels along with
interviews of those who worked with him and knew him best
including Catherine Deneuve, Anouk Aimée, Michel Piccoli,
Harrison Ford, composer Michel Legrand, Demy's children and
fans. The film also includes rare home video footage of the director
with François Truffaut and Jim Morrison.
& at Levis.

De Niro, Robert, actor-- see at ―Awakenings,
122(224), ―Taxi Driver,‖75(124), ―The Untcouchables,‖
30(47), at ―The Bridge of San Luis Rey (2005) & at ―The Deer
Hunter.‖ He won a Best Actor Oscars for playing Don Vito
Corleone in Godfather Part II (197), and Jake LaMotta in ―Raging
Bull‖ (1980).
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Play (1978) and proved popular with casting directors, leading to
regular work. However, he really got himself noticed by movie
audiences in the box-office hit ―First Blood‖ (1982) as the bigoted
sheriff determined to run Vietnam veteran John Rambo (played by
Sylvester Stallone) out of his town. Dennehy quickly escalated to
stronger supporting or co-starring roles in films including the Cold
War thriller ―Gorky Park‖ (1983), as a benevolent alien in Cocoon
(1985), a corrupt sheriff in the western ―Silverado‖ (1985), a tough
but smart cop in F/X (1986) and a cop turned writer alongside
hitman James Woods in Best Seller (1987).
In 1987 Dennehy turned in one of his finest performances as
cancer-ridden architect Stourley Kracklite in Peter Greenaway's
superb ―The Belly of an Architect‖ (1987), for which he won the
Best Actor Award at the 1987 Chicago Film Festival. More strong
performances followed. He reprised prior roles for ―Cocoon: The
Return‖ (1988) and F/X2 (1991), and turned in gripping
performances in three made-for-TV films: a sadistic small-town
bully who gets his grisly comeuppance in In Broad Daylight
(1991) (TV), real-life serial killer John Wayne Gacy in the chilling
―To Catch a Killer‖ (1992) (TV) and a corrupt union boss in
Teamster Boss: The Jackie Presser Story (1992) (TV).
In 1993 Dennehy appeared in the role of police Sgt. Jack
Reed in the TV movie ―Jack Reed: Badge of Honor‖ (1993) (TV),
and reprised the role in four sequels, which saw him for the first
time become involved in co-producing, directing and writing
screen productions! Demand for his services showed no signs of
abating, and he has put in further memorable performances in
Romeo + Juliet (1996), as bad-luck-ridden Willy Loman in ―Death
of a Salesman‖ (2000) (TV) (which earned him a Golden Globe
Award), he popped up in the uneven Spike Lee film ―She Hate
Me‖ (2004) and appears in the remake ―Assault on Precinct 13‖
(2005). The multi-talented Dennehy has also had a rich theatrical
career and has appeared both in the United States and
internationally in dynamic stage productions including ―Death of a
Salesman‖ (for which he picked up the 1999 Best Actor Tony
Award and a Drama Desk Award), "A Touch of the Poet", "Long
Day's Journey into Night" (for which he picked up another Tony
Award in 2003) and in Eugene O'Neill (I)'s heart-wrenching ―The
Iceman Cometh‖-- minibiography at Amazon. Com. Also see at
―Cocoon.‖

Deneuve, Catherine, actress whose beauty and/or allure
is unsurpassed in modern film, and seemingly undimished
by age. The literal translation of her last name is ―of new‖—see at
―quoi de neuve?‖ at French Words and Sayings.
Born 1943 in Paris, she is a model of Gallic elegance,
cultivated lust object for art house filmgoers everywhere, and one of
the best-respected actresses in the French film industry, Catherine
Deneuve made her reputation playing a series of beautiful ice maidens
for directors such as Luis Buñuel and Roman Polanski.
The daughter of French stage and film actor Maurice
Dorléac, she made her screen debut at the age of 13, with a role in the
1956 film Les Collegiennes, and went on to make a string of films with
directors such as Roger Vadim (with whom she had a child) before
getting her breakthrough role in Jaques Demy's charming musical, Les
Parapluies de Cherbourg (The Umbrellas of Cherbourg) (1964). The
burst of stardom that accompanied her portrayal led to two of her
archetypal ice maiden roles, first in Roman Polanski's terrifying
Repulsion in 1965 and then in Buñuel's 1967 Belle de Jour. Deneuve's
startling portrayal of an icy, sexually adventurous housewife in the
latter film helped to establish her as one of the most remarkable and
compelling actresses of her generation. She further demonstrated her
talent that year in Demy's Umbrellas musical follow-up, Les
Demoiselles de Rochefort, which she starred in with her sister,
Françoise
Dorléac.
Deneuve continued to work steadily through the 1960s and
1970s in films such as the 1970 Tristana (her second collaboration
with Buñuel) and A Slightly Pregnant Man (1973), in which she starred
with her lover at the time, Marcello Mastrioanni (who would father her
daughter, the actress Chiara Mastrioanni). Despite or perhaps because
of her stardom, Deneuve chose to avoid Hollywood, limiting her
appearances in American films to The April Fools (1969) and Hustle
(1975).
Tellingly, her most significant American screen work of that
period was probably the series of commercials she did for Chanel
perfume in the mid-'70s, which led to the creation of her own perfume a
decade later. Deneuve also did prolific work through the 1980s,
appearing in such films as François Truffaut's Le Dernier Métro (―The
Last Metro,‖ 1980) and Tony Scott's The Hunger (1983). The latter
film saw Deneuve playing a bisexual vampire alongside David Bowie
and Susan Sarandon, and her performance won her an indelible cult
status in the States among lesbians, goths, and artistically inclined
teenage
boys.
In the 1990s, Deneuve garnered further international acclaim for
her roles in several films, including the 1992 film Indochine (for which
she won a French Academy Award and a Best Actress Oscar
nomination) and two films directed by André Téchiné in which she
played Daniel Auteuil's sister, Ma Saison Préférée (―My Favorite
Season, 1993) and Les Voleurs (―Thieves,‖ 1996).
In 1996, she paid homage to the director who had first given her
fame by taking part in the documentary L'Univers de Jacques Demy.
Closing out the final years of the 1990's Deneuve remained consistantly
working in numerous films (in 1999 alone she appeared in no less than
six, including driector Leos Carax's controversial Pola X), continuing
to
turn
in
compelling
performances.
In 2000 Deneuve received much critical attention when cast
alongside eccentric Icelandic singer Bjork in the Lars von Trier's
melancholy musical Dancer in the Dark. Though it polarized critics
and audiences alike, Dancer nevertheless won the Palme d'Or at Cannes
Film Festival and continued von Trier's tradition of creating difficult
and challenging films that, like them or not, always seem to provoke a
strong response--Rebecca Flint Marx, All Movie Guide.
Also see at Bunuel, Denny, Polanski, Truffaut& Vadim,

Denny, Molly‘s Dad, see at Sullivan.
―Dennis the Menace:‖ a cartoon strip, ―I say it‘s
spinach, and I say to hell with it,‖ 14(20); see at Spinach.

Dental X-rays: Tooth Pics?
Department Stores: See at Shillito‘s & at Pogue‘s.:
Rowland H.Macy opened Macy‘s as a dry goods store in
New York City in 1858; Lyman and Joseph Bloomingdale
founded Bloomingdale‘s in New York City in 1872.

DePauw University, established as Indiana Asbury
College with a $300,000 gift from Washington Charles
DePauw in 1832, chartered in 1837 & renamed DePauw
in 1884. Bro. Eldridge went there for his Frosh year, Ch. 27

Depp, Johnny, actor—see at ―Nightmare on Elm
Street.‖

Depression, The Great, see at Great Depression.
―Depths, The Lower,‖ Ch. 7, Gorki play about
poverty, and two ways of looking at it and life.

Dennehy, Brian Mannion, born 1938 in Bridgeport,

De Quincey, Thomas, 1785-1855, ―If once a man

CT, he is a imposing, barrel-chested and now silverhaired Brian Dennehy is a prolific US actor, well respected on both
screen and stage for the best part of 25 years. He was born in July
1938 in Bridgeport, CT, and attended Columbia University in New
York City on a football scholarship. He majored in history, before
moving onto to Yale to study dramatic arts.
He first appeared in minor screen roles in such fare as
―Looking for Mr. Goodbar ―(1977), Semi-Tough (1977) and Foul

indulges himself in murder, very soon he comes to think
little of robbing and from robbing he comes nest to dring
and Sabbath-breaking, and from that to incivility and
procrastination.‖—from Murder Considered as One of the
Fine Arts, 1827.

DeRose, Peter, broadcast, 1923 to 1939, with May
Singhi as ―The Sweethearts of the Air‖ on the NBC radio
network. He wrote the music for ―Deep Purple.‖
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were the smallest fleet vessels, and they had the thinnest
armor. ―Rust bucket‖ was another term in WW II—from
―American English.‖ Also, see at ―Ash Can.‖

Derringer, Paul, Cincinnati Red pitcher, Ch. 37—see
at Cincinnati Reds 1940 World Series Championship.

Descartes, René, 1596-1650, philosopher and

De Sylva, Buddy, Lew Brown & Ray Henderson.

Mathematican. Co-discover of the coordinate method in
analytic geometry. His famous dictum, ―Cogito ergo sum‖
(I think, therefore I am) is the basis of his rational
philosophy for existence of the self, i.e., one does not need a
second opinion, 77; also see ee at Self

These three formed an extraordinary songwriting team
during the 1925-31 period, writing for seven Broadway
shows and three films. In 1944, ―Together,‖ a song by them
written as an independent single in 1928 was interpolated
into the nonmusical picture ―Since You Went Away.‖ In
1956, "The Best Things in Life Are Free" bought their life
stories to the screen, studded with their best songs. In
1974, their 1927 musical "Good News" was uccessfully
revived on Broadway with Alice Faye and Gene
Nelson. All these were reminders of the heyday of the
trio—edited excerpt from p. 371 of Ewen‘s ―All the Years
etc.‖

Descartes Joke. Descartes walks into bar & the
bartender asks ―Would you like a beer?‖Descartes
answers, ―I think not.‖ Then he disappeared.. Also see at
Beer Joke.

Desilu--Desilu Productions was an LA-based company
jointly owned by couple and actors Desi Arnaz and Lucille
Ball. Desilu Studios was home to I Love Lucy, and additionally,
such hit television series as Star Trek, The Andy Griffith Show,
Mission: Impossible, The Dick Van Dyke Show, Make Room for
Daddy, The Untouchables, I Spy, Harrigan and Son, Mannix,
Wyatt Earp, Our Miss Brooks, The Real McCoys, Gomer Pyle,
USMC, That Girl, and, after 1960, The Jack Benny Program .
Some short-lived programs also came from Desilu, such as Frank
Lovejoy's 1957-1958 detective series, Meet McGraw. Its
successors were Paramount Television and Lucille Ball
Productions.

Detail, in the Navy means specific job or duty: see
at ―Last Detail‖

Details, see at ―God is in the Details.‖
De Tocqueville, see at Tocqueville.
Dietrich, see at Marlene Dietrich.

Detroit, -- French for ―of the straits.‖The Tin Lizzie,
the Ford‘s ―Horseless Carriage,‖ was testest there in 1896,
8(12); In 1945, Detroitwas at its zenith. It had equipped the
Allies with trucks, tanks, and guns, and also supplied the
home front with its quota of cars and trucks. When I first
took it in, the bright lights, its shops, theatres, and buildings
dazzled me: this city had power to burn, and burn it did!
Ch.64--see at Olds.

De Sica, Vittorio,1901-1974 ―Umbert D.‖ a film
about a retired clerk whose income made insufficient by
inflation, and who, exploited by ―the-haves,‖ and ignored by
old friends, and the government—in this case Italian, but it
could be anywhere, 11(17), 39-40(62-63)

Devane, William, actor, see at ―Yanks.‖
Devers, Yolanda Gail, born 1966 in Seattle, Wash.,

Deskins, Dr. Wilbur Eugene, a UK friend and frat
brother, who graduated a year or two before I did, earned his
Ph. D. in math. from the U. Wisconsin in 1953. He is
Emeritus Prof. of Math.. & Assoc. Dean of the College of
A & S at U. of Pittsburg.

she is a three-time Olympic 100 m champion in athletics
for the US Oympic Team (1992 Barcelona, 110m, 1996 Atlanta,
100m & 100m relay.) Devers grew up near National City, CA
& graduated from Sweetwater High School in 1984. Sweetwater‘s football & track stadium is named after her.

Desmond, Paul—see at ―C‘est si bon!‖ & at Dave
Brubeck

Devil, 46(72), is the personification of evil, the ruler

Depardieu, Gérard, actor--see at ―Camille Claudel.‖
D‘Espiro, Peter, see at ―Sprezzatura…‖
De Stael, Madame (de Stael-Holstein, Baronne Anne

of Hell & the foe of God; therefore the antithesis of what
is good or holy--also see at Carl & Fred.
―Devil and Miss Jones,? 1941 film starring Jean Arthur
and Bob Cummings.

Louise Germain de Stael-Holstein), 1766-1877, Born Anne
Louise Germaine Necker in Paris, France, she was the daughter
of the prominent Swiss statesman Jacques Necker, who was the
Director of Finance under King Louis XVI of France, and Suzanne
Curchod, almost equally famous as the early love of Edward
Gibbon, as the wife of Necker himself, and as the mistress of one
of the most popular salons of Paris.
The future Mme de Staël was from her earliest years a
romp, a coquette, and passionately desirous of prominence and
attention.Her two best books, Corinne (1807) and De l'Allemagne,
are in all probability almost wholly unoriginal, a little sentiment in
the first and a little constitutionalism in the second being all that
she can claim.
But Corinne is still a very remarkable exposition of a certain
kind of aestheticism, while De l'Allemagne is still perhaps the most
remarkable account of one country, by a native and inhabitant of
another, which exists in literature.
She was a French–speaking Swiss author living in Paris &
abroad, who influence literary tastes in Europe at the turn of the
18-th and 19-th centuries.
One of her quotes, ―The more I see men the more I like
dogs‖ is the essence of cynicism. Charles de Gaulles aid something
quite like that—see atWeb at de Stael for more quotes and see at
Wikipedia..

Devil is in the details--see at God is in the details.‖
"Devil looks after his own, The‖ is a proverb
meaning that evil people are often prosperous or well taken care
of, implying that they are getting their prosperity from the devil, since
they are not earning it by being good and deserving. Jane: I don't
understand why the corner store is still in business. They cheat
everybody! Alan: Well, the devil looks after his own.

―Devil‘s General, The,‖170(287); see at Zuckmayer.
―Devil‘s workshop. Idle hands are the‖—saying.
Devine, Andy (ne Andrew Vabre Devine),1905-77,
born in Flagsstaff, AR, was a rotund, raspy-voiced character
actor & comic cowboy sidekick. appeared in more than 400
films and shared with Walter Brennan, another character
actor, the rare ability to move with ease from "B" Westerns
to "A" pictures. His notable roles included ten films as
sidekick "Cookie" to Roy Rogers, a role in Romeo and
Juliet (1937), and "Danny" in A Star Is Born (1937). He
made several appearances in films with John Wayne,
including Stagecoach (1939) and as the frightened marshal
in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (1962).

DeVito, Danny, actor—see ―Romancing the Stone.‖
DeVoto, Bernard—see ―Across the Wide Missouri.‖
Devou Park--atop a hill in Covington, 2(3), 62(100)

Destroyers in WW II were called ―Tin cans‖-- they
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De Vries, Peter, 1910-1993, ―The Tunnel of Love,‖

always applied before sexual intercourse and if it is left in the
vagina for six to eight hours after the intercourse has finished. An
extra portion of spermicidal cream can be put in the vagina if the
intercourse continues for hours but the diaphragm has to stay
where it is. If used correctly, the diaphragm is 92 to 96 per cent
effective against pregnancy. Obviously, the pregnancy rate is
higher if it is not used properly. Diaphragm contraceptive were
common in the 60s and 70s.

T1; also see at ―Nostalgia isn‘t what is used to be,‖ one of
his many quotes at his Website.

Dewey, Thomas E., Govenorof NY, 7(10)—see at
Lucky Luciano & at Truman.

Dewhurst, Kathleen, 1923-1991, wasan actress in film
and stage drama born in Montreal, Canada. She was closely
identified with the works of Eugene O'Neil (145(261)), and \in
1974 won a Tony Award for her portrayal of Josie Hogan in the
acclaimed revival of O'Neill's ―Moon for the Misbegotten.‖ She
was nominated for a 1973 Tony for her performance as Christine
in O'Neill's ―Mourning Becomes Electra,‖ in which she was hailed
as one of the US's pre-eminent tragic actresses.
Her most recent New York appearances were on Broadway
in 1988 as Mary Tyrone in O'Neill's ―Long Day's Journey Into
Night‖ and as Essie Miller in ―Ah, Wilderness!,‖ and as O'Neill's
wife, Carlotta Monterey O'Neill, in ―My Gene,‖ a one-woman play
by Barbara Gelb at the New York Shakespeare Festival
in
1987.
An imposing presence both in person and on stage, Ms.
Dewhurst was known as a woman never hesitant to use her
distinctive, big throaty voice to express an opinion on almost any
subject. Her friends considered her passionate and caring. "She's
like an earth mother," the actress Maureen Stapleton once said,
―but in real life she's not to be let out without a keeper. She's a
pushover, a pussycat. She's the madonna of the birds with broken
wings‖—from the Aug. 23. 1991 NY York Times Obituary by
Mervyn Rothstein--Also see at ―Annie Hall‖

Diaphragm babies were so called when conception
occurred after the used of the diaphragm, but Molly Sullivan
called her last two sons, born in 1980 and 1985, that
because she left the diaphragm in the drawer!

―Diary of a Young Girl, The,‖ is a book composed
of extracts from a diary written by Anne Frank while she
was in hiding for two years with her family during the Nazi
occupation of The Netherlands. The family was arrested in 1944
and Frank & her sister Margot ultimately died of typhus inthe
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.
After the war, the diary was retrieved by Frank's father, Otto
Frank. First published under the title Het Achterhuis:
Dagboekbrieven van 12 Juni 1942 – 1 Augustus 1944 (The Annex:
diary notes from 12 June 1942 – 1 August 1944) by Contact
Publishing in Amsterdam in 1947, it received widespread critical
and popular attention on the appearance of its English language
translation Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl by Doubleday
& Company (USA) and Vallentine Mitchell (UK) in 1952—
Wikipedia
The book was turned down by 16 publishers before it was
acceptted by Doubleday. It is one of the best-selling booksin
history, and is now considered one of the key texts of the
twentieth century with over 30 million copies in print—from an
essay by David Oshinskky in the Sunday NY Times Book Review
of Sept. 9, 2007.

Diablo, Mt., California: 3,489 ft. tall, 61(100)
―Dial M for Murder,― a 1954 Alfred Hitchcock film,
starring Ray Milland as an ex-tennis pro who tries to kill his
wife Grace Kelly, and Robert Cummings, who comes to Kelly‘s
rescure. It is based on the almost identical stage play of the same
title by English playwright Frederick Knott (1916-2002). Dial M
for Murder premiered in 1952 as a BBC television play, before
being performed on the stage in the same year (West End in June,
and then Broadway in October).
The screenplay was written by Knott, who moved to t he
U.S. in 1954 and wrote only one other well-known play, Wait Until
Dark (1966), which was filmed a year later. Knott's work tends to
fcus on women who innocently become the potential victims-edited from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Wait Until Dark.‖

―Diary of a Young Girl, Anne Frank: The,‖
expurgated by Anne‘s father, the first USA edition was
published by Doubleday & Co. in June 1952, the unexpurgated
―Definitive Edition‖ by Doubleday in 1995 in hard cover, and in
1996 in (Anchor Books, a subsidiarypaperback co.), R, lx;
The first entry is June 12, 1942 on her 13-th birthday, and
the last entry is on August 1, 1944, just three days before the
capture of the group of eight in hiding all that time. All the entries
except the first starts, with ―Dear Kitty,‖ hence she is open about
her hates and loves, R, lv; The family fled to Amsterdam from
Fankfort in 1933, so theis in Dutch, and so is ―Dear Kitty,‖ R, lv;
The diary has been translated into 55 languages and sold more than
24 million copies, according to ―Anne Frank in America,‖ by Ellen
Feldman—see the Bibliography. This also is the source for the
film & play. See below. Also see at Frank, and at Eleanor
Roosevelt.
―Diary of Anne Frank, The‖--the play by Frances
Goodrich and Albert Hackett, opened to rave reviews on
October 5, 1956, with Susan Strasberg as Anne, Joseph Schildkraut
as Anne‘s father, Gusti Huber as Mrs. FrankThe play won a
Pulitzer Prize, The New York Drama Critics‘ Circle Award, and a
Tony. Garson Kanin directed. See at Kanin.

―Diamond Horseshoe‖ 1945 film directed by George
Seaton. with Betty Grable, Dick Haymes & Phil Silvers

―Diamonds Are a Girl‘s Best Friend‖
Diamonds is the hardest mineral. See at Moh, and
see at Joan Rivers

Diana, Princess of Wales, Diana Frances Spencer,
1961-1997, born into an aristocratic family, she married
Queen Elizabeth‘s & King Philip‘s son Charles, Prince of Wales
in 1981. She became a international fashion trendsetter and one
of the most photographed people in the world.
Amid charges and countercharges of adultery, they
separated in 1992. She died in September 1997 in an autoomobile
accident while traveling with a lover through a tunnel hounded by
paparazzi. There was an extraordinary public mourning, and her
death gave conspiracy theorists much to chew on. See at Camus,
at Carl‘s Transit Global Amnesia, at Conspiracy Theorists & at
Dead.

Diapers,

―Diary of Anne Frank, The,‖ the 1959 movie based
on the play, starring Millie Perkins as Anne, Richard
Beymer, as Peter van Daan, Anne‘s friend-in-hiding, Joseph
Schildkraut as Anne‘s father, Gusti Huber as Anne‘s mother.
It
won three Oscars: Best Supporting Actress, Shelley Winters, for
her role of Petronella van Daan, Best Art Direction-Set Decoration,
B & W, George W. Davis, Stuart A. Reiss, Walter M. Scott & Lyle
R. Wheeler; Best B & WCinematography, William C. Mellor.
Oscar nominations: Ed Wynn for best supporting Actor, George
Stevens, for best director & 3 other nominations. Others in the cast
Diane Baker as Margot Frank, Lou Jacobi as Hans van Daan,
Douglas Spencer, and Dody Heath. Nina Foch was said to have

189(349); see at fart sack; -- is derived

from the Greek word meaning ―pure white.‖

Diaphragm contraceptive is a cervical barrier type of
birth control, consisting of a soft latex or silicone dome with a
spring molded into the rim that creates a seal against the walls of
the vagina. It is an effective contraceptive if spermicidal cream is
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been an uncredited assistant director and dialogue consultant
for this movie—see at Nina Foch.

Dickinson, Angie, (née Angelina Brown) was born in
Kulm, ND, in 1931, where her father L. H. Brown was the
publisher of The Kulm Messenger. The family left North Dakota in
1942 when Angie was 11 years old, moving to Burbank, CA. In
December of 1946, when she was a senior at Bellamarine Jefferson
High School in Burbank, she won the Sixth Annual Bill of Rights
Contest. Two years later her sister Janet, did likewise. Being the
daughter of a printer, Angie at first had visions of becoming a
writer, but gave this up after winning her first beauty contest.
After finishing college she worked as a secretary in a
Burbank airplane parts factory for 3-1/2 years. In 1953 she entered
the local Miss America contest one day before the deadline and
took second place. In August of the same year she was one of five
winners in a beauty contest sponsored by NBC and appeared in
several TV variety shows.
She got her first bit part in a Warner Brothers movie in 1954
and gained television fame in the TV series "The
Millionaire"(1955) and got her first good film role opposite John
Wayne and Dean Martin in Rio Bravo (1959). Her success then
spiraled until she became one of the nation's top movie stars--also
see at "Dressed to Kill (1980) movie--IMDb Mini Biography by
Kulm Diamond Jubilee Supplement.
Angie Dickinson is a Golden Globe-winning TV and film
actress, perhaps best known for her role as Sergeant Leann
"Pepper" Andersen in the successful 1970s crime drama Police
Woman--Wikipedia excerpt.

Dibs, Peaselburg slang for ―divvy, i.e., divide! (or
give me a piece! Ven dibs, slang for no dibs! 14(22)

Dick Macke; HHS ‘47 & UK ‘50 friend, classmate
& UK fraternity brother, T, A, x-xi, xv, D, 121(224),
121(224)n, 122(224),122(224)n, 124(229))n, 126(231)--(all
in Ch. 37), 149(266), 177-178(310), 207(377); -- attributed
his success as Editor to Joy Kinsburg, 149(266); Copyedited the Holmespun, 149(266); Ass‘t Mgr. Ed. Sports
Page, Cincinnati Enquirer, 149(266), 177-178(310); a frat
brother of mine at UK, 207(377); Nominated me for Holmes
High School‘s Hall of Distinction, A, D, AA; Dick‘s love
of sports: amo, amas, amat, Dick loves sports a lot!,
149(266); -- letter about attending a VE-Day Celebration in
Fountain Square in Cincinnati, 177-178(310)—see
facsimile of letter & accompany clippins at Photographs for
Part III; Dick comments on the Cincinnati Reds in Ch. 37,
e.g., 121(224), 121(224)n, 122(224), 122(224)n,
124(229))n, 126(231) -- all in Ch. 37.

Dick Macke: ―I‘m thankful that you introduced me to
Dick Macke and I was able to receive his emails for a short
time. I will never forget his literary talent and his ability to make
one sentence sound like a colorful essay‖--Mary Ann Pingel
Unkraut in an e-mail of Mar. 5, 2008. (I invited Dick and Joyce to
attend the 60-th Anniversary Reunion, even though Dick was in
HHS Class of 1947--he was made an honorary member of our
class by the Renion Committee of which Mary Ann was a
member--Frank Duff & Jim Cobb were Co-chairs.)

Dickinson,

Emily,

1830-1866,

―The

Belle

of

Amerherst‖ poet, 16(24): ―Hope is the thing with feathers /
That perches in the soul / And sings the tune without
words / And never stops—at all‖ 1861). Also see at Death
& at ―White Heat.‖
I‘ll tell you how the sun rose, --/ A ribbon at a
ime‖—first line of a poem by Dickinson…‖The steeples
wam in Amethyst, /The news like squirrels ran..‖ Etc. (Not
in Bartlett, but can be accessed on the Web (1890 Editon of
her poems.)
Also see at ―Beauty Only Skin Deep?‖
Dicks, Dr. Warren, AA, math. colleague in Barcelona.
I wrote about his work, and also his work with Rosa
Camps,in ―Rings & Things.‖ He is married to Elena
Carles.

Dick Tracy is a long-running comic strip featuring a
popular and familiar character in American pop culture.
Dick Tracy is a hard-hitting, fast-shooting, and supremely
intelligent police detective who has matched wits with a variety of
often grotesquely ugly villains, including Flattop & The Brow.
Created by cartoonist Chester Gould in 1931, the strip
made its debut appearance on October 4, 1931, distributed by the
Chicago Tribune Syndicate. Gould wrote and drew the strip until
1977. In 1949, on Christmas Day, Dick Tracy and his girlfriend,
Tess Trueheart, finally married, after a rocky courtship lasting the
18-year history of the strip to that date.
A decades-long substory is about the Plenty family, a
group of goofy redneck yokels headed by former villains, Bob
Oscar ―B.O.‖ Plenty and Gravel Gertie. The family provided a
humorous counterpoint to Tracy‘s adventures. Their daughter,
Sparkle Plenty, first gave the strip an infant & later a pretty young
adolescent girl character, since, unlike most comic strip
children, she was allowed to grow up—also see at Comic Strip
Heroes.
Dickens, Charles John Hyffam, 1812-1870, pen- name
―Boz,‖ was the foremost English novelist of the Victorian
era, as well as a vigorous social campaigner. Considered one of the
English language's greatest writers, he was acclaimed for his rich
storytelling and memorable characters, and achieved worldwide
popularity in his lifetime--so much so that none of his works has
ever gone out of print—edited from Wikipedia..
Some of his works: The Pickwick Papers (1836–
1837),OliverTwist (1837– 1839), The Life and Adventures of
Nicholas Nickleby (1838– 1839), The Old Curiosity Shop (1840–
1841), A Christmas Carol(1843), Martin Chuzzlewit (1843–1844),
Dombey and Son (1846–1848), David Copperfield (1849–1850),
Bleak House(1852–1853), Hard Times (1854), Little Dorrit
(1855–1857), A Tale of Two Cities (1859), Great
Expectations
(1860–1861), Our Mutual Friend (1864–1865) & The Mystery of
Edwin Drood (unfinished,1870). Several have been made into
plays, films and operas. See at Charles Dickens on the Web. Also
see at Chidhood and Injustice.

Dickstein, Morris,

a professor of English at the

Graduate Center of the CCNU—see at Art & Artists: the
Creative Urge.

Dick Tracy, Tess Trueheart, The Brow, Flattop,
etc., created by Chester Gould in 1931. See at Gould.

Dictator, The Great—see at ―Great Dictator, The‖
Diddle, Slang, to cheat, swindle;.also, to fabricated,
change or otherwise manipulate data illegally. Also to jerk
& down or back & forth.. Slang. To have intercourse with a
woman, or to practice masturbation on. Also, Slang, to play
with, or waste time in the sense that Poe uses in the
following:

Diddle, Diddling, 77(126), 193(354)n; see at Poe.
Diddly Slang. A small or worthless amount. His
advice didn‘t mean diddly to me—Amer. Heritage Dict.

Diddly Squat. Slang from ―diddly shit.‖
Didion, Joan, writer b.1934, grew up in Sacramento
Valley, wrote a moving book, ―The Year of Magical
Thinking,‖ about the unespected death of her husband, John
Gregory Dunne, in late Dec. 2003—also see at Peggy Lee &
at Arthur Miller.
―I learned courage from Buddha, Jesus, Abraham Lincoln,
and Cary Grant‖--epigraph to Joan Didion‘s ―Slouching
To Bethlehem,‖ quoting Peggy Lee.
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enormous reciprocated affection. See at ―Artists in Exile.‖
at Jean Gabin. at Shirley Temple & at Men and Women.
―My legs aren‘t beautiful. I just know what to do
with them‖—quoted in Life 101 Quote Book.

Dido, a mischievous prank, antic; a caper.
Dido in Roman mythology: Queen and founder of
Carthage, who fell in love with Aeneas & killed herself
when he abandoned her--see at Romeo & Juliet.

―Different folks, different strokes,‖ Sixties saying,

Didrikson Zaharias, Babe, 1915-1956, born Mildred

another form of ―to each his own‖ & ―one man‘s meat is
another man‘s poison,‖ 239(432)

Didrikson in Port Arthur, Texas of Norwegian stock &
raised in great poverty, she is remembered as probably the greatest
woman athlete to have ever lived. Her achievements in golf were
mirrored by her great success in many other sports. In many high
schools all but intramural sports disappeared, and not until the
1970s would girls' high school competition be restored. After Babe
switched to track & field and collected 3 gold medals & set 3
world records at the 1932 Olympics, her fame enabled her to

Digges Deborah (née Deborah Leah Sugarbaker),
1950-2009, born in Jefferson, MO, the sixth of in a family
of 10 children. Her father was a doctor specializing in cancer
treatment, her mother a nurse. Dr. and Mrs Sugarbaker, the
children of Dujtch immigrants, were upright civic-minded people
and staunch Souther Baptists. ...An accomplished painter, Ms.
Digges studied art at the U. of Missouri.. In 1996, she received the
Kingley Tufts Poetry Award, then $50,000" -brief excerpt from the
NY Times Obituary by Margalit Fox, which appeared on April 17,
2009, a week after she died. The obituary ends with Digges's poem
"Seersucker Suit", an elegy on the death of her third husband, Dr.
Franklin Loew in 2003 after just 3 years of marriage.
From Poets.org: She received degrees from the University
of California and the University of Missouri, as well as an M.F.A
from the Iowa Writers Workshop.She is the author of four books of
poetry including Rough Music (1995), winner of the Kingsley
Tufts Prize, and most recently Trapeze (Knopf, 2005). Her first
book, Vesper Sparrows (1986), won the Delmore Schwartz
Memorial Prize from New York University. Digges has also
written two memoirs, Fugitive Spring (1991) and The Stardust
Lounge (2001).
Her poems often rely on the relationship between humans
and nature, the primitive urges of discovery and rediscovery, and
the physical consequences of such momentary losses of the self.
As Willard Spiegelman wrote for The Yale Review: ―Thinking
through images, Digges wends her insistent, surprising way down
a path alternately straight and curving, placid and perilous.‖
When asked by the New York Times to name a book of
poetry published in the last 25 years that has been personally
meaningful, Sharon Olds responded that Digges's Trapeze ―is a
book that sort of threw me to my knees...a book that shows me
how much truth, and feel-of-truth -- embodying profound complex
mourning -- can be sung.‖
Digges has received grants from the John Simon
Guggenheim Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts,
and the Ingram Merrill Foundation and has taught in the graduate
writing divisions of New York, Boston, and Columbia
Universities. She lived in Massachusetts, where she was a
professor of English at Tufts University"--from Poets.Org

barnstorm the country with a team called ―Babe Didrikson's All
Americans.‖
Also in 1932, she competed as a one-woman track-and-field
team in a Women‘s Amateur Athletic Association meet and easily
defeated the second-place team consisting of 20 women! She might
have bee the most versatile athlete who ever lived—edited excerpt from
an introduction to one of her letters in ―Women‘s Letters, America
from the Revolutionary War to the Present,‖ Lisa Grünwald and
Stephen J. Adler, eds., Dial Press, 2005.
She excelled at every sport she tried—at least 20--but
she
combined her natural talent with hard work. When she first took up golf
she hit over a thousand balls a day, eight to ten hours a day. Drives of
two hundred and fifty yards were not unusual for her.She began to win
the major ladies' golf tournaments but was quickly ruled a pro and
disqualified. There was then no pro golf tour for women.
Only after 1938, when she met and married George Zaharias, a
professional wrestler, could she afford to refuse endorsements and
reestablish amateur status. Babe went on to sweep the major ladies‘
titles. In 1949 she became one of the founding members of the Ladies'
Professional Golf Association. A fierce competitor with a freewheeling style, she closed her career with a courageous, losing battle
against cancer—frome Didriksen‘s Web Site. This Life I've Led: My
autobiography (1955), her autobiography, and a 1975 movie. Also
―Written by Herself‖ is an anthology of memoirs by Women Athletes,
including one by her.

Diem, Ngo Dinh. In 1955 Emperor Boa Dai was
ousted by his prime minister, Ngo Dinh Diem, in a rigged
election. Diem then becomes President of the Republic Of
Vietnam. and Boa Dai goes into exile in France. Diem had the
full backing of the United States for the first few years but the
government of South Vietnam, under Diem, became terribly
corrupt and brutal, and many of the South Vietnamese people
turned against him. Kennedy was told by Vietnam Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge that the war could not be won under Diem's
regime.
Several assassination attempts were made on his life
without success. But finally on November 2nd, 1963, during John
F. Kennedy's administration, mutinous South Vietnamese troops
succeeded in assassinating both Diem and his brother Ngo Dinh
Nhu--http://www.wtvzone.com/Mary/VIETNAMPAGEONE.HTML

Dildo: an object used as a substitute penis;
--from the Latin v. diletare, to open wide, to dilate, to
expand. It is the basis for the Italian verb dilettare, to give
pleasure, and dilettante, one given to pleasure. ―You know
what a — really is?‖ (see at Molly).

Dieppe, France, On Aug. 19, 1934, about 6,000

Dillard, Annie, b. 1945, essaryist, poet & Pulitzer

mostly Canadian and some British soldiers lauched a
disastrous raid agains the Nazis at Dieppe, France, suffering
about 50% casualities, with 907 Canadians dead, 181182(316)

prize winning author of ―Pilgrims‘s Creek,‖ a book about
nature intensely observed, 62(100)n. See the Web for an
article on her mysticism.
Dillinger, John: According to legend, he was betrayed
to the FBI by ―a woman in red‖—see at Lady in Red.

Diem is the Latin noun for day, as in per diem, i.e.,

Dillon, William, see at ―I Want a Girl, Just lIke the

per day. Also see at Carpe diem.

―Dies with reason…and she‖—see at Mélissande.
Dietrich, Marlene, 1904-92, 170(298), 227(415)n: --

Girl….‖

DiMaggio, Joseph ―Joe‖ (Paul), born Giuseppe

born Maria Magdalena von Losch in Berlin, she was
ardently anti-Nazi & refused to make movies for Germany.
Instead, she became an American Citzen on Jan.4, 1941,
almost a month after Pearl Harbor. During the war, she
traveled ovrseas numerous timesunder the auspices of the
US Armed Services and USO, often near the front lines,
to boost the moral of American troops for whom she had an

Paolo DiMaggio, Jr.., 1914-1999 in Martinez, California
and moved to San Francisco at one year old. Joltin' Joe aka The
Yankee Clipper was a MajorLeague Baseball center fielder who
played his entire MLB career (1936–1951) for the New York
Yankees. He was the brother of Vince nt ―Vince‖ and Dominque
―Dom‖ DiMaggio. A 3-time MVP winner and 11-time All-Star
who was widely hailed for his accomplishment on both offense and
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defense, as well as for the grace with which he played the game; at
the time of his retirement at age 36, he had the fifth-most career
home runs (361) and sixth-highest slugging percentage (.579) in
history.
DiMaggio‘s ―The Streak‖ is baseball‘s greatest record-hitting in 54 straight games. The next best is 44 games, a record
that DiMaggio broke on July 2, 1941. Pete Rose, who hit in fortyfour consecutive games in 1978, and Hall of Famer Paul Molito,
who hit in thirty-nine in 1987, have fallen far short of his record.
125-126(229-230) Maggio means ―May‖ in Italian.
―Dime, Brother, Can you Spare a,‖6(9), Ch. 7—see at
Harburg.
Dinesen, Isak,Karen von Blixen-Finecke, 1885 – 1962,
née Dinesen, was a Danish author whose pen name was
Isak Dinesen. She wrote works both in Danish & in
English & is best known, at least in English, for Out of
Africa, her account of living in Kenya, & for a film based on
one of her stories, Babette's Feast. See a t ―Babette‘s Feast‖,
―Out of Africa‖ & at Man and Woman.

He was educated first at Bishop Road Primary School and
then at Merchant Venturers'Technical College (later Cotham
Grammar School), where his father was a French teacher. The
school was an institution attached to the U. of Bristol, which
emphasized scientific subjects and modern languages. This was an
unusual arrangement at a time when secondary education in Britain
was still dedicated largely to the classics, and something for which
Dirac would later express gratitude Dirac studied electrical
engineering at the U. of Bristol, completing his degree in 1921. He
then decided that his true calling lay in the mathematical sciences
and, after completing a BA in applied mathematics at Bristol in
1923, he received a grant to conduct research at St John's College,
Cambridge, where he would remain for most of his career.
At Cambridge, Dirac pursued his interests in the theory of
general relativity (an interest he gained earlier as a student in
Bristol) and in the nascent field of quantum physics, under the
supervision of Ralph Fowler. Dirac married Eugene Wigner's
sister, Margit, in 1937. He adopted Margit's two children, Judith
and Gabriel. Paul and Margit Dirac had two children together, both
daughters, Mary Elizabeth and Florence Monica. Margit, known as
Manci, visited her brother in 1934 in Princeton from her native
Hungary and, while at dinner at the Annex Restaurant (1930's2006), met the "lonely-looking man at the next table."
This account came from a physicist from Korea who met
and was influenced by Dirac, Y.S. Kim, who has also written ―It is
quite fortunate for the physics community that Manci took good
care of our respected Paul A. M. Dirac. Dirac published eleven
papers during the period 1939-46. ... Dirac was able to maintain his
normal research productivity only because Manci was in charge of
everything else.‖ .
Another characterization of the marriage – ―He was her
Elvis and she was his Colonel Parker -- was termed an ―infelicitous
turn of phrase‖ and a ―strange summing up of Dirac's marriage‖ in
a review, but nonetheless steers us to the 2009 biography , ―The
Strangest Man: The Hiddle Life of Paul Dirac, Quantum Geniuis‖
by Graham Fermelo, to learn more of Dirac's life and work.
(According to David Kaiser in the Feb. 26, London Rev. of
Books, ‗the epithet ‗the strangest man‘ was the way Niels Bohr
described him—and he knew some really eccentric scientists,
according to Kaiser. Dirac also boldly predicted the existence of
antimatter: as yet unseen cousings of the ordinary particles (found)
all around us, which have the same mass but opposited electric
charges. Within two years, Physicists in California and Cambridge
had accumulated striking experimental evidence in support of this
conjecture—ibid. )
The same reviewer termed it overall ―a magnificent
biography‖ and goes on: ―Dirac blamed his [emotional] frailties on
his father, a Swiss immigrant who bullied his wife, chivvied his
children and insisted Paul spoke only French at home, even though
the Diracs lived in Bristol. 'I never knew love or affection when I
was a child,' Dirac once said.‖
She also writes the biographer argues that ―[t]he problem
lay with his gemes. Both father and son had autism, to differing
degrees. Hence the Nobel winner's reticence, literal-mindedness,
rigid patterns of behaviour and self-centredness. [Quoting the
biography:] 'Dirac's traits as a person with autism were crucial to
his success as a theoretical physicist: his ability to order
information about mathematics and physics in a systematic way,
his visual imagination, his self-centredness, his concentration and
determination.‖
Another reviewer, Emma Crichton-Miller wrote: ―Paul Dirac

Dinkins, David N. , Nov. 7, 1989 beecame was
elected NY City‘s first black mayor.
Diogenes, the Cynic, 4th Cent. B.C. The most illustrious of
the Cynic philosophers, Diogenes of Sinope serves as the
template for the Cynic sage in antiquity. An alleged student of
Antisthenes, Diogenes maintains his teacher‘s asceticism and
emphasis on ethics, but brings to these philosophical positions a
dynamism and sense of humor unrivalled in the history of
philosophy. Though originally from Sinope, the majority of the
stories comprising his philosophical biography occur in Athens,
and some of the most celebrated of these place Alexander the
Great or Plato as his foil. It is disputed whether Diogenes left
anything in writing. If he did, the texts he composed have since
been lost. In Cynicism, living and writing are two components of
ethical practice, but Diogenes is much like Socrates and even Plato
in his sentiments regarding the superiority of direct verbal
interaction over the written account. ―One original thought is
worth a thousand mindless quotings‖—Diogenes, 242(437); also
at Alexander the Great

Diophantus, Greek mathemarician,76(124)
Dionysus, Greek & Roman Mythology. The god of
wine & of an orgiastic religion celebrating the power &
fertility of nature. Also called Bacchus. (From Greek
Dionusos.)

Diplomat joke: A diplomat always remembers a
Womans‘s birthday but never remembers her age—Frost.

Dirac, P(aul) A(drien) M(aurice), OM, FRS, 1902-1984,
a British theoretical physicist who formulated the ―Dirac
Equation,‖ which describes the behavior of fermions and which led
to the existence of anti-matter. He shared the 1933 Nobel Prize in
Ph;ysics with Erwin Schrödinger. Dirac was famously quiet. He
gave the reason why: his father made him speak French at home,
and he was so bad at it, he found it easier to say nothing.
Also see at Antimatter.
Dirac made fundamental contributions to the early
development of both quantum mechanics and quantum electrodynamics. He held the Lucasian Chair of Mathematics at the U. of
Cambridge and spent the last ten years of his life at Florida State
U.. aul Dirac was born in Bristol, England and grew up in the
Bishopston area of the city. His father, Charles Dirac, was an
immigrant from Saint-Maurice in the Swiss Canton of Valais. His
mother was originally from Cornwall and the daughter of a
mariner. Paul had an elder brother, Félix, who committed suicide
in March 1925, and a younger sister, Béatrice. His early family life
appears to have been unhappy due to his father's unusually strict
and authoritarian nature. N.B.

was a man about whom everyone who knew him had a favourite
anecdote. The greatest British physicist since Sir Isaac Newton,
acknowledged as an equal by Einstein and a Nobel Prize winner at the
age of 31 (shared with Erwin Shrödinger) for his outstanding
contributions, Dirac was as a person strikingly literal-minded,
pathologically reticent and apparently unable to comprehend the
feelings of others"--The Sunday Telegraph London, Feb. 1, 2009 .
Regarduing the latter statement, see at Solipsims.
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Dirda, Michael—see at ―Books: a Memoir‖ & at

―Divine Comedy, The,‖ by Dante, is a work in 100

Joyce Carol Oates.

cantos, divided into three books of thirty-three cantos each,
with a single introductory canto. describes Dante's journey through
Hell (Inferno), Purgatory (Purgatorio), and Paradise (Paradiso),
guided first by the Roman poet Virgil and then by Beatrice, the
subject of his love and of another of his works, La Vita Nuova.
While the vision of Hell, the Inferno, is vivid for modern
readers, the theological niceties presented in the other books
require a certain amount of patienceand knowledge to appreciate.
Purgatorio, the most lyrical and human of the three, also has the
most poets in it; Paradiso, the most heavily theological, has the
most beautiful and ecstatic mystic passages in which Dante tries
to describe what he confesses he is unable to convey (e.g., when
Dante looks into the face of God: ―all'alta fantasia qui mancò
possa‖ (at this high moment, ability failed my capacity to describe,
Paradiso, XXXIII, 142)—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Dirigible, see at Hindenburg.
Dirks, Tim, see Grand Hotel (1932), Another View.
Dirty jokes as rebellion? 191(351); see at Orwell & at
Jokes.

―Dirty Harrry,‖film starring Clint Eastwood, 75(124);
Dishwashers: Some famous people washed dishes for
a living at one time or the other, including Pres. Ford, Pres.
Reagan, Malcolm X, George Orwell & Little Richard—
from ―Dishwasher: One Man‘s Quest to Wash Dishes in all
50 States,:‖ Pete Jordan, Harper –Pererrnial., 2007. Orwell
mentioned his stinit in ―Down and Out in Paris and London
(1933).
Dishwashing—I had to wash the dishes & Fred had to
dry them. Mama wouldn‘t let them drain-dry the way
hygenists recommended. (This was before detergent was
invented, or in wide use.) I had a job in Lexington, KY,
washing dishes at a Café, but was fired for day-dreaming.
However, the cook told me that wasn‘t the reason: it was
because I ate too much—I was given a meal in addition to
the 50 cent hourly wage, 116(215)

Dixie, at first this word applied only to New Orleans;
Not until the Civil War, when Emmett‘s famous song
―Dixie‖ became the favorite battle song of the Confederacy,
was in in general use to designate the entire South. See
Bartlett for further details.

Dixie: ―Is it true what they say about Dixie/; Does the
sun really shine all the time
Dixie Joke:―I wish I was in -- ,but she wasn‘t home!‖
―Dixie:‖ ―Look away, Dixie Land,‖ 1859 song, 1; see

Disney, Walt(er Elias), 1901-1966, film producer,
director, screenwriter, voice actor, animator, entrepreneur,
visionary, philanthropist & creator of the following:

Disney‘s Comic Characters: Mickey & Minnie

at Emmett & at the Epigraph to Chapter 1.
In 1859, ―Dixie‖ was first perforemed publicly by Bryant‘s
Minstrels at Mechanics‘ Hall in New York. (The song is popularly
attributed to Daniel Emmet, but his authorship has been
questioned‖—Highlights in History. See below.
Although best known as the song adopted by the
Confederacy, ―Dixie‖ was also Abraham Lincoln's favorite song,
and it was played at his inauguration. Even though Abe Lincoln
loved and supported the song, Emmett was ostracized in the North
for writing a song associated with the South. In his last
performance in Mount Vernon, it is reported that he cried when he
was warmly welcomed and given a standing ovation as it's writer.
It is still considered to be one of the top two or three songs
associated with the history of this country--from this link:
http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/lyrics/dixie.htm
where the lyrics of ―Dixie‖ may be found, and a fife and piano
rendition of maybe be heard : ―I wish I was in the land of cotton, /
old times there are not forgotten, / Look away, look away, look
away, Dixie land. / In Dixie land where I was born in, early on a
frosty mornin', / Look away, look away, look away, Dixie land.‖
Chorus: ―Then I wish I was in Dixie, hooray! Hooray! / In Dixie
land I'll take my stand,to live and die in Dixie, / Away, away, away
down south in Dixie, / Away, away, away down south in
Dixie.‖

Mouse, Pluto, Goofy, Bugs Bunny, Elmer Fudd, Donald &
Daffy Duck, Porky & Petunia Pig, Jiminy Cricket, Tom &
Jerry, Roadrunner; also see at Cartoons.
―I loved Mickey Mouse more than any woman I‘ve ever
known‖—Walt Disney.

Disney‘s full lenth films: Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs (1937), Pinocchio (1940), Dumbo (1941)

Disney‘s Nature Films, The Living Desert (1953),
135(248)

Disney‘s Studio Films: Beauty and the Beast (1991)
& Alladin (1993)

Disraeli, Benjamin, 1804-1882; ―Ignorance never
settles a question, 1866, Ch. 12; ―There are three kinds
of lies: lies, damned lies and statistics,‖ Ch. 15--also
attributed to Mark Twain—see the―Quotationary.‖ ―What
we anticipate seldom happens; what we least expected
generally happens,‖ 1837, Cf. J. R. Lowell;
―When I want to read a book, I write one‖—
attributed; he wrote a number of successful novels:Vivian
Grey (1826), Coningsby (1844) & Sybil (1846);
―There is moderation even in excess,‖ from Vivian
Grey. (Such as moderately excessive? How about
exdessively moderated.)
―Yes, I am a Jew, and when
the ancestors of
the right honorable gentleman (Daniel O‘Connell) were
brutal savages in an unknown island, mine were priests
in the temple of Solomon;‖
―Youth is a blunder; manhood a struggle; old age is
a regret,‖ 1844, T2—from Coningsby.
Gladstone, a member of Parliament, to Disraeli:
"Sir, you will either die on the gallows or of some
unspeakable disease." "That depends, sir," said Disraeli,
"On whether I mbrace your policies or your
mistress."

Dixie Highway ( ―Dixie Dieway‖), 105(197); also
see at Williamstown.

―Dizzy‖ Dean (né Jerome Hanna Dean), 1910-1974,
was an pitcher in Major League Baseball, elected to the
Baseball Hall of Fame. He was born in Lucas, Arkansas, and was a
life-long resident of Bond, Mississippi. He was a pitcher for the St.
Louis Cardinals (1930-1937), the Chicago Cubs (1938-1941), and
briefly for the St. Louis Browns (1947). Dean was best known for
leading the 1934 ―Gashouse Gang‖ team. He had a 30–7 record
with a 2.66 ERA during the regular season. His brother, Paul,
was also on the roster, and was nicknamed "Daffy," although this
was usually only done for press consumption—see at Arkansas
People & at ―The Pride of St. Louis,‖ a biopic.

District Attorney, The Oath of the—see at D.A.
Also see Ch. 18, 77(127)

Dmytryk, Edware, directed ―A Walk on the Wild

―Dithers, Mr,‖ Dagwood‘s irascible boss in

Side‖ (1962)

―Blondie,‖ see at Dagwood.
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Scott, and featuring Sterling Hayden, Keenan Wynn and Slim
Pickens. Loosely based by screenwriter Terry Southern on Peter
George's Cold War thriller novel Red Alert (aka Two Hours to
Doom), Dr. Strangelove satirizes the Cold War and the doctrine of
mutual assured destruction. The story concerns a mentally unstable
US Air Force general (Scott) who orders a first strike nuclear
attack on the Soviet Union, and follows the President of the United
States, his advisors, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and a Royal Air Force
(RAF) officer as they try to recall the bombers to prevent a nuclear
apocalypse, as well as the crew of one B-52 as they attempt to
deliver their payload.
In 1989, the United States Library of Congress deemed the
film "culturally significant" and selected it for preservation in the
National Film Registry. Additionally, it was listed as #3 on AFI's
100 Years... 100 Laughs—Wikipedia excerpt.

DMZ abbreviation of Demilitary Zone between
belligerent nations, e.g., the one between North and South
Korea. There were lots of DMZs globally. Some current
DMZscan be accessed at this link:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demilitarized_zone

DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, a nucleic acid with
the chromatin of a living cell, which contains the genetic
code & transmits the heredirary pattern; see at Gene; cf.
RNA; Maclyn McCarty, Oswald T. Aren & Colin
MacLeod published the basic findings in 1944. Aided by
Murice Wilkins, James Watson & Francis H. D. Crick
showed in 1953 that the structure of DNA was a double
helix, i.e., two interwined helices. (It pays to know your
geometry.). Crick & Watson announced the discovery in a
Crick & Watson announced the discovery in a letteer in
Nature in 1953. See at Chromosomes, at Crick, at Wattson
& at Wilkins. Wattson & at Wilkins. See Amer. Herit. Dict.
& Cambridge Biog. Encyl.

Doctorow, E(dgar) L(awrence), Novelist, b. in NYC
in 1931, his best-known works are ―Daniel‖ (1971, filmed
in 1983) about the convicted & executed spies Ethel Julius
Rosenberg & ―Ragtime‖ (1975, filmed in 1981) more
recently, ―The March‖ (2005), about Sherman‘s march to
the sea—see at ―Loon Lake‖ & at Sherman‘s March.

―Do as I say, not as I do!‖—old saying.
Do not get mad, get even!‖-―Do you love me / as I love you? / Will you always

―Doctors‘ Trial, The‖ was held by a US Military

be?/ My dream come true—line from a love song.

Tribunal from October 1946 until February1948 in
Nuremberg, Germany. Fourteen Nazi doctors participating
in medical experiments in Ravensbrück were found guilty
and sentenced by the Tribunal. See at Ravensbrück.

―Do what one can‖—see at ―One must do etc.‖
―Do You Speak American?‖—see at ―American etc.‖
DOA, or Dead on Arrival, is a term used to indicate that a

Dodd, Christopher, see below.
Dodd, Thomas Joseph., 1907-1971, former US Sen.

patient was found to be dead upon the arrival of professional
medical assistance such as a hospital, often in the form of
first responders such as emergency medical technicians,
paramedics, or police. In some jurisdictions, first responders
must first consult with an online physician before officially
pronouncing a patient deceased, but once cardiopulmonary
resuscitation is initiated, it must be continued until a
physician can pronounce the patient dead.

& representative from CT, and a former lead US presecutor
in the Nuremberg trials: Thomas Dodd was sent to Nuremberg as a
promising prosecutor who had tried civil rights cases in the South
for theJustice Department--his work at Nuremberg, made his
political career: After the verdict (12 defendants were sentenced
to be hanged, 3 were acquitted and the rest served jail terms), he
returned home to a career in the House and then the Senate, where
he wasknown as ardent anti-Communist but whose sharp tongue
sometimes antagonized colleagues—excerpt from Sept. 24, 2007,
New York Times article about Dodd‘s son, Christopher, a US
Senator from CT, and his book ―Letters from Nuremberg, My
Father‘s Narrative of a Quest for Justice,‖ written with Lary (sic!)
Bloom--it portrays Thomas Dodd as a hero at the great trial of the
20th century who imparted the lessons he had learned in civil
liberties to his son.

―D.O.A.‖ a 1950 film noir directed by Rudolph Maté,
starring Edmond O'Brien & Pamela Britton, is considered a
classic of the genre. The frantically-paced plot revolves
around a doomed man's quest to find out who has poisoned
him--and why--before he dies. The film was remade in 1969
as the Australian Color Me Dead directed by Eddie Davis.
In 1988 it was filmed again as D.O.A.., directed by Annabel
Jankel and Rocky Morton, with Dennis Quaid as the
protagonist.

Dodd, Christopher, see above and at ―Nuremberg,

Dobson, Henry Austin, Ch.52; see at ―Time goes…‖
Doc Coker, see at Coker.
Doctor, see at ―Jekyll & Hyde‖& Ruth Westheimer.
―Doctor Death‖ was an epithet applied to Dr. Jack

Letters from.‖

Dodgson, Charles Lutwidge, 1832-1898; a noted
logician-mathematician, he became immortalized by ―Alice
in Wonderland and other literary careations--see at Lewis
Carroll, his pen name. He died in Guilford, Surrey, England,
less than two weeks before his 66-th birthday.

Kevorkian, a physician who aided terminally ill people to
die peacefully by injection. On April 13, 1999, he was
sentenced in Pontiac, Mich. From 10 to 25 yearsfor second
degree murder in the lethal injection of apatient with Lou
Gehrig‘s disease,. He was released in 2007 after serving 8
years.
Doctor Fell ditty: ―I do not like thee, Doctor Fell.
The Reason why I cannot tell; But this I know and know
quite well, I do no love thee, Doctor Fell!‖—Thomas
[Tom] Brown, 1663-1704, written while a student At Christ
Church, Oxford; The Roman poet Martial wrote something
like this in his ―Epigrams.‖

Doenitz, Admiral Karl, succeeded Hitler on May 1,
1945 as the leader of the Third Reich, the day after Hitler
suicided. He did all he could to prolong the war; however
Germany surrendered on May 7 less than a week later.

Doisneau,

Robert,

1912-1994,

was

a

French

photographer noted for his frank and often humorous
depictions of Parisian street life.Robert Doisneau, one of France's
most popular and prolific reportage photographers, is known for
his modest, playful, and ironic images of amusing juxtapositions,
mingling social classes, and eccentrics in contemporary Paris
streets and cafes. Influenced by the work of Kertész Atget, and
Cartier-Bresson, in over 20 books Doisneau has presented a
charming vision of human frailty and life as a series of quiet,
incongruous moments. He has written: "The marvels of daily life
are exciting; no movie director can arrange the unexpected that you
find in the street. Among his most recognizable work is Le baiser

―Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde, see at Jekyll.
Doctor Joke--see at Six-Months-to-Live Joke.
―Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Bomb (commonly known as Dr. Strangelove)
is a 1964 black comedy film directed by Stanley Kubrick, starring
Peter Sellers, who plays three strikingly different roles,George C.
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de l'hôtel de ville (Kiss by the Hôtel de Ville), a photo of a couple
kissing in the busy streets of Paris. The identity of the couple was a
mystery until 1993, when Denise and Jean-Louis Lavergne took
Doisneau to court for taking the picture without their knowledge.
This action forced Doisneau to prove that he actually posed the
shot in 1950 using actor/models Françoise Bornet and her thenboyfriend Jacques Carteaud. Françoise was given an original print
as part of her payment. In April 2005 she sold the print for 155,000
€ (Euros) at an auction. All in all Paris was one of the favorite
photographic subjects of Doisneau (in Dec. 30, 2008, a Euro was
worth $1.42 US, but in 2005, it brought less $1.14.)
Do-Gooder, a naïve idealsst who supports philanthropic
or humanitarian causes or reforms—Amer. Herit. Dict.
A cycnical quip: ―He does well by doing-good..‖

A dog is the only thing on earth that loves you more than he
loves imself--Josh Billings;
If you pick up a starving dog and make him prosperous, he
will not bite you; that is the principal difference between a
dog and a man--Mark Twain
You can say any foolish thing to a dog, and the dog will
give you a look that says, 'Wow, you're right! I never
would've thought of that!‖--Dave Barry
Dogs are not our whole life, but they make our lives whole
--Roger Caras;
If you think dogs can't count, try putting three dog biscuits
in your pocket and then give him only two of them-Phil Pastoret
The average dog is a nicer person than the average person--Andy Rooney ;
We give dogs time we can spare, space we can spare and
love we can spare. And in return, dogs give us their
all. It's the best deal man has ever made---- M.
Acklam
Dogs love their friends and bite their enemies, quite unlike
people, who are incapable of pure love and always
have to mix love and hate--Sigmund Freud
I wonder if other dogs think poodles are members of a weird
religious cult--Rita Rudner
A dog teaches a boy fidelity, perseverance, & to turn around
three times before lying down---Robert Benchley;
Anybody who doesn't know what soap tastes like never
washed a dog--Franklin P. Jones;
My dog is worried about the economy because Alpo is up to
$3.00 a can. That's almost $21.00 in dog money--Joe
Weinstein;
Ever consider what our dogs must think of us? I mean, here
we come back from a grocery store with the most
amazing haul -- chicken, pork, half a cow. They must
think we're the greatest hunters on earth!--Anne
Tyler;
Women and cats will do as they please., and men and dogs
should relax & get used to the idea--Robert Heinlein;
My goal in life is to be as good of person as my dog already
thinks I am--Charles J. Noya , 4101 Indian School
Rd NE, from an e-maill of Aug. 08, 2006

Dog: ―I think that I shall never see, A dog who does
not love a tree‖--see at Joyce Kilmer; ―Outside a dog a book
is man‘s best friend…inside a dog it‘s too dark,‖ cited at
Elizabeth Hardwicke‘s Website! ―Every dog has his day‖—
saying; ―A dog‘s life,‖ a pejorative meaning an unattractive
life. (It maybe true about farm dogs, or strays, but not true
of most pampered pets.) ―Put on the dog,‖ i.e., to make an
ostentatious display of elegance, weatlth, or culture.
Also see at at Doggerel, at Dog Philosophy, at Dogs,
at Epitaph for a Dog, at Flush & at Hangdog.
Dog not a dog? When is a: A dog, named Trouble, lives
her days in pampered luxury, in a penthouse apartment atthe
top of the Park Lane Hotel, at the southern edge of Central Park. A
hotel pianist once wrote a tune for her. A hotel chef cooked her
meals, and a housekeeper served them, hand-feeding her steamed
carrots & other vegetables with grilled chicken. Life, in fact, got to
be so good that soe people had to watch what they said around her.
They didn‘t want to offend her, or her owner and best friend,
Leona Helmsley, by calling her, of all things, a dog.
―Nobody could say ‗the dog,‘ ‖ said Zamfira Sfara, 48, a
former housekeeper for Mrs. Helmsley, who Ms. Sfara said
preferred the more regal term ―Princess‖ for her beloved pet—
from the Sept. 3, 2007, New York Times article by Manny
Fernandez about the dog that Leona left $12 million.

―Dog , The Andalusian‖—see at Bunuel.
―Dog of Flanders, A‖ is a novel about a boy Nello

―Doggerel, Poems About Dogs,‖Carmela Ciuraru,

and his dog Patrasche, written by Marie Louise de la Ramée
under the pseudonym Ouida in 1872, about which a movie
and Japanese animes (animated cartoons) have been made.
The story is little known in Belgium, and then
primarily because of the tourists it attracts to Antwerp.
There is a small statue of Nello and Patrache at the
Kapelstraat (Chapel Street) in the Antwerp suburb of
Hoboken, and a commemorative plaque in front of the
Antwerp Cathedral donated by Toyota.
Dog Joke: ―A man comes home & finds his wife crying, ―
―The dog ate the pie I baked for you!‖ He consoles her,
―Don‘t cry, Darling, I‘ll buy you a new dog‖—Henny
Youngman.

Ed., Everymans‘s Library, Knopf, New York, 2003:
includes 2 by Matthew Arnold, W. .H. Auden, Elizabeth
Barrett Browning‘s ―To Flush,‖, 2 by Chaucer, 3 by T. S.
Eliot, Lawrence Ferhrlinghetti, Donald Hall, 2 by Rudyard
Kipling, Don Marquis, Spike Milligan, Ogden Nash,
Dorothy Parker, Carl Sandberg, 4 by Shakespeare, 5 by
Stevie Smith, 2 by Jonathon Swift, Dylan Thomas,
William Wordsworth & many, many more.

Dogtag, a Service ID tag on a chain around the neck,
151(268); see at Navy Lingo.

―Dog Tray, Old,‖ 53(86), Stephen Foster Song.
Dogs, Ch. 17, 94(178-179); see de Gaulle on dogs;

Dog Heaven, 94(178-179); also see Will Rogers

Also see at Heidi & Cindy; at William Steig, at Dogs Are
Anarchists, 52-53(86); -- fight, 54(87); game of ―go-fetch,‖ 54(88);
Dog heaven, 54(87); Also see at Epitaph for a Dog, at Man‘s at
―Pack of Two‖ & at ―Man‘s Best Friend?‖ Estimatation: 90
million dogs & 70 million cats in USA in 2006 in a nation of 300
million people.
Dogs (continued): ―-- observe no boundaries, pay no taxes,
neither marry nor divorce,do not go to school, or, maybe, only
underduress go to reform (obedience) school, do not apply for
passports & in most ways live outside the law, much the way
children do---It is precisely this anarchy that children love. A dog
pees when & where it pleases, while a child has to squeeze his
wee-wee to hold back. Or dance up & down ?‖--T1

quote at Dog Philosophy.

Dog gone! See at Dad blame!
Dog Philosopy (from Chuck Noya, the Internet):
The reason a dog has so many friends is that he wags his tail
instead of his tongue–Anonymous;
Don't accept your dog's admiration as conclusive evidence
that you are wonderful--Ann Landers;
If there are no dogs in Heaven, then when I die I want to go
where they went--Will Rogers;
There is no psychiatrist in the world like a puppy licking
your face--Ben Williams;
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by George Whiting & ―Love Me or Leave Me‖ written
with Johnny Mercer,. ibid.

Dogs and children can be all bad, No one who hates‖
— W.C. Fields, attributed to Fields but said by Leo Rosten
about Fields—see ―Cassell‘s Movie Quotations.‖

Donat, Robert, actor; see at:―Goodbye Mr. Chips.‖
ADon Juan in Hell,‖ G. B. Shaw‘s, 102(191)
―Donna è mobile, La‖ (―Woman is fickle‖) is the

Dogs aren‘t people, although some dogs may think
so, and some dog lovers act as if they were. Dogs brownnose other dogs( and often people too!), they eat offal, e..g.,
road-kill & xcrement. The same is true about cats & catlovers. Cats will play with a mouse or vole before killing
& eating it while the blood is still warm & then their
adoring owners unwittingly nuzzle them on their
muzzles! It is known that dogs can carry an enzyme that will
cause blindness if it gets into the dog petter‘s bloodstream,
yet nevertheless dog-lovers still hug & kiss their dogs—also
see at de Gaulle and at de Stael.

cynical Duke of Mantua's canzone from Giuseppe Verdi's
opera Rigoletto (1851). The inherent irony, of course, is that it is
the callous playboy Duke himself who is mobile. Its reprise in the
last act is chilling, as Rigoletto realizes from the sound of the
Duke's lively voice coming from within the tavern (offstage), that
the body in the sack over which he has grimly triumphed is not that
of the Duke after all: Rigoletto had paid Sparafucile, an assassin, to
kill the Duke but Sparafucile deceived him by killing Gilda,
Rigoletto's daughter, instead.
The aria is famous as a showcase for tenors. It has been
recorded by Enrico Caruso, Mario Lanza, Plácido Domingo,
Luciano Pavarotti, Juan Diego Flórez, Jussi Björling, Vitas and
hundreds of others. Before this song's first public performance (in
Venice), it was rehearsed under very tight secrecy: a necessary
precaution, because it proved to be very catchy and within a day or
two after its first public performance every gondolier in Venice
was singing it--Wikipedia

―Dogs, Go to the,‖Idiom-- to go to ruin, degenerate.
Dogs, Horses, and Sea Stories, 94(178-179)
―Dogs, The Hidden Life of,‖ by Elizabeth Marshall
homas, Hought Mifflin Co., Boston, NY 1992, an acute
account of dogs in Cambridge, MA, and also wolves the
author watched on Baffin Island.

―Doing What Comes Naturally‖--see at ―Annie Get
Your Gun.‖

Donne, John (1572-1631): ―No man is an island,

―Dolce Vita, La‖ (Italian for ―The Sweet Life‖) 1980

entire of itself; every man is a piece of a continent, a part of
the main; …and therefore never send to know for whom the bell
tolls. It tolls for the,‖ P, i.
Any man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in
Mankind; And therefore never send to know for whom the bell
tolls; it tolls for thee--Meditation XVII ---also see at
Schaddenfreude‘s Opposite.
―All mankind is of one author, and is one volume; when one
man dies, one chapter is not torn out of the book, but translated
into a better languagw‖--John Donne, Meditation XVII
―Death be not proud, though some have called thee / Mighty
and dreadful, for thou arenot so, / For those whom thou think‘st
dost overthrow, / Die not, poor death, nor yet canst thou kill
me—Of the Progress of the Soul. First Anniversary, 1611—in
Bartlett.

film directed by Federico Fellini. With Marcello
Mastroianni, Anita Ekberg & Anouk Aimée; also see at
Fellini.

D‘Oyly Carte, Richard--see at Carte.
Domino, ―Fats‖ Antoine Dominique, born 1928 in
New Orleans, LA, is a classic R&B and rock and roll pianist
and singer-songwriter. He plays the piano & sings in this
performance--but you have to wait for him a bit.

Domingo, Plácido (né Plácido Domingo Embil),
born 1941 near the Barrio de Salamanca section of
Madrid,Spain, and moved to Mexico with his family, who ran a
zarzuela company is a tenor, known for his versatile and strong
voice, possessing a ringing and dramatic tone throughout its range.
He is considered to be a talented and hard-working musician: in
March 2008, he debuted in his 128th opera role, giving Domingo
more roles than any other tenor. He is also admired for his acting
ability, his musicality and musical intellect, and the number and
variety of opera roles that he has mastered. In addition to his
singing roles, he has also taken on conducting opera and concert
performances, as well as serving as the General Director of the
Washington National Opera in Washington, D.C. and the LA
Opera.—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―TheThree
Tenors‖ & below.

Donofrio, Frank, barber. ―I have ben asking Why I
am here most of life. If there‘s a reason, I don‘t care
anymore. I‘m 74 and on my way out. Let young people
learn the hard way, like I did. No one ever told me
anything--p. 39, in the ―Meaning of Life.‖

―Don‘t Be a Baby, Baby,‖ 1946 Mills Bros. song—
on the Web, but not with the lyrics I remember, e.g., with
the second line: ―Cuddle up & don‘t be blue.‖

"Don't Come Home A' Drinkin' (With Lovin' on

Domingo, Plácido, and Angela Gheorghiu sing

Your Mind)" is a country music song, made famous by Country
music singer Loretta Lynn in early 1967. The song became Lynn's first
number-one hit and one of her best-known songs. Released in late
1966, "Don't Come Home A' Drinkin'" didn't reach the top spot until
February 11, 1967, overtaking Jack Greene's No. 1 hit from late 1966,
"There Goes My Everything".
The song was based on Lynn's personal life; her husband is
known to have been a heavy drinker. One year later, following Lynn's
success with the song, Lynn's brother, Jay Lee Webb recorded an
answer song, titled, "I Come Home A'Drinkin' (To a Worn Out Wife
Like You)". Her brother's version of the song charted the Country
charts that year. Also see at Lorreta Lynn.
Tammy Wynette recorded a version for her late 60s album,
You're Good Girl's Gonna Go Bad.
On line: 1969 Magnavox "don't come home a-drinkin" Loretta Lynn on
YouTube at this link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkcwwrfpjIY

―Simon Bocanega‖ at the Mar.17, 2009 Metropolitan
Opera's125 Anniversary Gala at this link: nytimes.com/2009/
03/17/ arts/music /17gala.html?_r=1&ref=music

Domino, ―Fats‖(ne Antoine Dominique), born 1928
in New Orleans, LA, is a classic R&B and rock and roll
pianist and singer-songwriter. He plays the piano & sings in
during his performances--but you have to wait for him a bit.

Dominoes, 65(107): ―Domino Theory?‖
Donoghue, Denis—―Through the engagement with
others, literature lets us imagine what it would be like to be
different‖

Donaldson, Walter, 1893-1947, ―a self-taught pianist
& one of the most profific songwriters of his day‖—p. 260
in Da Capo Companion. Co-wrote ―My Mammy‖ with
lyrics by Joe Young & Sam Lewis, which Al Jolson made
his own (1919) He also wrote ‖Carolina in the morning‖
with lyrics by Gus Kahn (see at Carolina), ―Yes Sir, She‘s
My Baby, (1922), ―My Blue Heaven‖ (1927) with Lyricis

―Don‘t Fence Me In,‖ 1944 Cole Porter song, Ch.65
―Do Not Forsake Me (Oh My Darling.)‖—Dmitri
Tiomikin, music, lyrics by Ned Washigton—Academy
Award-Winning theme song of ―High Noon.‖
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―Don‘t Look Now,‖ 1973 psychological thriller,

Dostoyevsky was the second of six children born to Mikhail and
Maria Dostoyevsky. Dostoyevsky's father Mikhail was a retired
military surgeon and a violent alcoholic, who had practiced at the
Mariinsky Hospital for the Poor in Moscow. The hospital was located
in one of the city's worst areas; local landmarks included a cemetery for
criminals, a lunatic asylum, and an orphanage for abandoned infants.
This urban landscape made a lasting impression on the young
Dostoyevsky, whose interest in and compassion for the poor, oppressed
and tormented was apparent.
Though his parents forbade it, Dostoyevsky liked to wander out
to the hospital garden, where the suffering patients sat to catch a
glimpse of sun. The young Dostoyevsky loved to spend time with these
patients and hear their stories.
There are many stories of Dostoyevsky's father's despotic
treatment of his children. After returning home from work, he would
take a nap while his children, ordered to keep absolutely silent, stood
by their slumbering father in shifts and swatted at any flies that came
near his head.
However, it is the opinion of Joseph Frank, a biographer of
Dostoyevsky, that the father figure in The Brothers Karamazov is not
based on Dostoyevsky's own father. Letters and personal accounts
demonstrate that they had a fairly loving relationship.
Shortly after his mother died of tuberculosis in 1837,
Dostoyevsky and his brother were sent to the Military Engineering
Academy at Saint Petersburg. Fyodor's father died in 1839--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. By some accounts, Dostoevsky, who suffered
from epilepsy all his life, also died of TB (this according to James Rice

directed by Nicolas Roeg, starring Donald Sutherland and
Julie Christie, 75(124)

―Don‘t shoot, Colonel, I‘ll come down: I know when
I am a gone con‖--David Crockett story, Ch.16--in
Bartlett.
―Don‘t shoot, Mister, don‘t shoot!, I give up,‖ Fred‘s
cry when caught climbing the fence at the apple orchard,
Ch. 16, 50(81-82)—also see at Fred

―Do not forsake me O my darling, / On this our
wedding day…‖—from the theme song of ―High Noon.‖
―Don‘t shoot! No, No, Joe!‖ or how to entertain
your nephew in church! See at Billy, at ―Doodle‖ & at
Fred.

Doolittle, Hilda, poet who whose pen name was H.
D. She was at one time a ―girl friend ― of Ezra Pound—see
at Pound.

Doolittle, James H(arold), 1896-1993, as Lt. Col., on
April 18, 1942, he led a raid of 16 B-25 meidum
bombersfrom the aircraft carrier USS Hornet with targets in
Tokyo, Kobe, Osaka & Nagoya, Japan.. It was the firstand only
combat mission of his military career.
The daring one-way mission on electrified the world and
gave America's war hopes a terrific lift.
Doolittle received the Medal of Honor, presented by Presd
Franklin D. Roosevelt at the White House, for planning & leading
the successful operation.
His citation reads: ―For involving personal valor and
intrepidity at an extreme hazard to life. With the apparent certainty
of being forced to land in enemy territory or to perish at sea, Lt.
Col. Doolittle personally led a squadron of Army bombers,manned
by volunteer crews, in a highly destructive raid on
he
Japanese.‖
A 1944 movie was made of this exploit--see at ―Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo.‖

in his review of an edition of The Brothers Karamazov in the Jan.
1, 2010 TLS.)—also see at ―Notes From the Underground,‖ at
Stream of Consciousness & at ―Work of mankind…‖
Dortmund, German U. city—I lectured there, 180(318)

Dotson, Buddy, Herman Street bully, Ch. 8, 45(72).
―Double, double, toil and trouble, / Fire, burn, and
caldronbubble‖—Shakespeare, Hamlet; see at Pricking
my thumbs.

of

Double Bind—see at ―Catch 22,: 3-rd paragraph.
Doubleday, Abner, allegedly devised
the game of baseball—a discredited theory, 125(231)—also
see at Baseball‘s Origins.

Dopey long pants, see at Knickers & Jos. Epstein.
Dorchester, an American transport ship, sank on Feb. 3,
1943 after it was hit by a German torpedo. Only some
230 of the crew of over 900 survived. Four Army
chaplains who gave their life belts to four other men
went down with the ship—Highlights in History.

Double Dutch, a jumping

game, using two ropes

swung by two players in opposite loops. The idea is to jump
into the whirl, skipping in rhythm with the ropes so as to
avoid entanglement while on-lookers chant: ―vote-votevote for (name of the jumper), shortcut (name of the next
jumper) at the door.‖ Girls excelled at this, 67(110)
In an article in the July 31,2007 NY Times by
Winnie Hu it sasd: ―Double Dutch was believed to hve
been first played by Dutch settlers along the Hudson River
& was later given the name by the British, according to the
history of the game written by David A. Walker, a former
NY City police sergeant who was one of its biggest
advocates for more than 3 decasdes.‖

Dorsey Bros.: Tommy and Jimmy—see at ―Am I
Blue‖ (1929)

Dorsey, James "Jimmy, 1904--1957, born in
Shenandoah, PA, the son of a music teacher, and brother of
Tommy, was a prominent jazz clarinetist saxophonist,
trumpeter, composer, and big band leader.

Dorsey, Tommy, 1905-56; Trombonist and band
leader, born in Shenandoah, PA, renown for his ssweettoned instrumental style, hovering beetwen jazz and dance
music. He bands were sometimes co-led by his brother,
Jimmy—from Cambridge Biog.raphical Encylopedia. Also
see at Natal.

Double-entendres, a word or phrase that has a
double meaning, esp. when the second meaning is risqué—
from the French for double meaning or interpretation.
See at ―Carolina in the Morning‖ (―O to be in --‖)
―Dixie‖ (―I wish I was in-- ‖), Mae West, at Wooodie Allen,
169(298) & at Sexual Innuendoes.
―Double Indemnity‖ 1989 novel by James M. Cain.

Dostoevsky, Feodor Mikhaylovich (also Dostoevsky,
Dostoievsky,
Dostoievsky,
Dostojevskij,
Dostoevski,
Dostojevski or Dostoevski), 1821-1881) was a Russian writer and
essayist, known for his novels Crime and Punishment and The Brothers
Karamazov.Dostoyevsky's literary output explores human psychology
in the troubled political, social and spiritual context of 19th-century
Russian society. Considered by many as a founder or precursor of 20thcentury existentialism, his Notes from Underground (1864), written in
the embittered voice of the anonymous "underground man", was called
by Walter Kaufmann the "best overture for existentialism ever written."
A prominent figure in world literature, Dostoyevsky is often
acknowledged by critics as one of the greatest psychologists in world
literature.

Double Indemnity, 1989 novel by James M. Cain,
"Double Indemnity‖ 1994 Thriller by Billy Wilder
(Sunset Boulevard) and writer Raymond Chandler (The Big
Sleep) who adapted James M. Cain's hard-boiled novel into this
wildly thrilling story of insurance man Walter Neff (Fred
MacMurray), who schemes the perfect murder with the beautiful
dame Phyllis Dietrichson (Barbara Stanwyck): kill Dietrichson's
husband and make off with the insurance money.
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But, of course, in these plots things never quite go as
planned, and Barton Keyes (Edward G. Robinson) is the wily
insurance investigator who must sort things out. From the opening
scene you know Neff is doomed, as the story is told in flashback;
yet, to the film's credit, this doesn't diminish any of the tension of
the movie.
This early film noir flick is wonderfully campy by today's
standards, and the dialogue is snappy (―I thought you were smarter
than the rest, Walter. But I was wrong. You're not smarter, just a
little taller/‖), filled with lots of ―dame‖s and ―baby‖s.
Stanwyck is the ultimate femme fatale, and MacMurray,
despite a career largely defined by roles as a softy (notably in the
TV series My Three Sons and the movie The Shaggy Dog), is
convincingly cast against type as the hapless, love-struck sap-Jenny Brown, Amazon. Com review.
Also see at Damon Runyon who covered the trial of the
murder of Albert Snyner by his wife, Ruth, and her lover, Judd
Gray, a corset salesman. He said ―It was plain dumb.‖
―Ah, passion!

wrote. (She died on May 16, and on May 8, she was made Dame
of the British Empire—from the NY Times Obit May 22, 2007 by
Douglas Martin (edited & shortened.)

Douglass, Frederi k 1818–1895,was an abolitionist,
editor, orator, author, statesman & reformer. Called "The
Sage of Anacostia" and "The Lion of Anacostia,"
Douglass was one of the most prominent figures of
African American history during his time, and one of the
most influential lecturers and authors in American history.
Douglass was a firm believer in the equality of all people,
whether black, female, American Indian, or recent
immigrant. He spent his life advocating the brotherhood of
all humankind. One of his favorite quotations is: "I would
unite with anybody to do right and with nobody to do
wrong.‖ Also see at Abraham Lincoln, at Eugene Debs, at
Martin Luther King & at D. A. Oath,

Dover Beach,‖ poem by Matthew Arnold, Ch.42
―Dover, The White Cliffs of,‖ WW II pop song; see
Vera Lynn.

―Double Life, A‖ 1947 Cukor film for which Ronald

Dowd, Maureen ―Mo‖, b. 1952 ,a columnist for the
NY Times, she won a Pulitzer in 1999 for her reportage on

Colman won Best Actor Oscar.

―Double Life of Charles A. Lindbergh, The‖—see at

the Monica Lewiinsky-Bill Clinton scandal. All-in-all, she belongs
to that long line of ―muckrakers.‖ In an Op-Ed column on Mar. 17,
2003 NY Times, she wrote: The dollar's crumpling, the
recession's thundering, the Dow's bungee-jumping and the world's
disapproving, yet George Bush has turned into Gene Kelly, tap
dancing and singing in a one-man review called "The Most Happy
Fella." (Gene Kelly‘s widow took exception to the ananolgy--see
at Gene Kelly.) Also see at Blue Eyed?

Lindbergh (last paragraph)

Double meaning: There is no saying without a double
meaning--from a Nandi proverb quoted on p. 2 of ―Clichés
and Coinages‖ by Walter Redfern who cites ―Racial
Proverbs‖ by Selwyn G. Chamion (ed.), Routledge, London,
1938. Also see at Doublespeak, at Doublethink & at Double
Talk.

Doublespeak: deliberately ambiguous or evasive

Dower, John, pre-imminent historian of Japans‘s role

language, employed by politicians, especially totalitarian
regimes: ―War is Peace. Freedom is Slavery. Ignorance is
Strength.‖ are three slogans of the Party, pp. 16 & 104
in Signet Ed. of ―1984.‖ See at Animal Farm., at Newspeak
& at Words.

in WW II; -- authored ―War without Mercy,‖ R, liv

―Down in the Depths ( (on the Ninetieth Floor)" is a
song written by Cole Porter, for his 1936 musical Red, Hot and
Blue, in which it was introduced by Ethel Merman. The lyric scheme
juxtaposes images of high and low: it is a lament from the point of view
of a rich woman in a penthouse who looks down on the busy city life
below her but nevertheless feels she is at the lowest and poorest point
of her life because she is lonely. Porter's melody is musically
intertwined with the lyric scheme in a similar manner to his classic
song "Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye‖—Excerpt from Wikipedia.

Double Talk--see above & at Jargon.
―Doublethink is a vast system of mental

cheating,‖-George Orwell; it is thought marked by the acceptance
of gross contradictions & falsehoods, esp. as a technique of
self-indoctination & employed by totalitarian regime—also
see at ―Animal Farm,‖ at ―Doublespeak, at Oxymoron, at
Newspeak & at ―1984.‖

―Down in the valley, valley so low /
Hang your head over, hear the wind blow /
Hear the wind blow, dear, hear the wind blow /
Hang your head over, hear the wind blow. /
Roses love sunshine, violets love dew /
Angels in heaven know I love you /
Know I love you, dear, know I love you /
Angels in heaven, know I love you—Traditional.

―Doubt, Faith overcomes,‖ 89-90(169-170)
Doubting Thomas, one who habitually doubts, i.e., a
sketptic. (After the Apostle Thomas who doubted the
Resurrection of Jesus until he had proof.) See at Missouri.
Doughboy, an American infantryman in WW I, Ch. 56;
so-named, perhaps, because the buttons of the uniform
resembled a doughboy—ia piece of thin bread made of
dough, rolled in fried in deep fat. See at ―My French
Whore‖ & at ―Stage Door Canteen‖

Dowling, Anne, Joe & Kathleen, see at Jill Dowling
―Down by the Old Millstream, song,‖T2
Dowson, Ernest Christopher, 1867-1900, ―a poet of
the ‗decadent‗school & friend of Yeats, who died of
alcoholism‖—edited from the Cambridge Biog. Dict. Noted
for a poem related to one of Horace in which two famous
phrases appear for the first time, according to Bartlett: (1)
gone with the wind flung roses, roses riotously with the
throng. (2) They are not long, the days of wine and roses.

Douglas, Kirk, wrote ―The Ragman‘s Son,‖ Kirk‘s
autobiography, 20(30); also see at ―The Big Sky.‖

Douglas, Martin--see at Abby Mann.
Douglas, Dame Mary, 1921-2007, b. in San Remo,
Italy where her parents had stopped on the way home from
Burma. She was a wide-ranging anthropologist. Drawing on her
field experience in Africa & expansive reading, she saw little
difference between ―modern‖ & ―primitive‖ societies.
Her most recent book, ―Thinking in Circles: An Esssay on
Ring Compositon,‖ came out in 2007, offering interpretations of
texts structured in circular patterns like the Book of Numbers in
the OT, Chinese novels & Zoroastrian poetry. ―Writings that used
to baffle & dismay unprepared readers, when read correctly turn
out to be marvelously controlled & complex compositions,‖ she

Doxsey, Rodger, 1947-2009, was an astronomer who
played a crucial below-the-decks role in keeping the Hubble
Space Telescope flying and doing science in good times and bad for
almost 20 years, As head of the mission operations at the institute, Dr.
Doxsey was the go-to guy for making the Hubble telescope work and
squeezing the last bits of data out of it. Starting work a decade before
the launching, he helped it deliver data in its first troubled days and led
the search for ways to extend its useful life when NASA stopped
sending manned missions to repair it. ―He understood this observatory
from top to bottom, and knew it like few others out there,‖ said
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Kenneth Sembach, the Hubble Project Scientist at the institute. Matt
Mountain, director of the Space Telescope Science Institute, called Dr.
Doxsey ―the heart and soul of Hubble,‖ adding, ―He could zoom in and
out and see the whole telescope system or zoom in and see the spring
that wasn‘t working.‖
At M.I.T, Dr. Doxsey studied physics and rowed on the
lightweight crew, a lifelong passion. He returned each year to race with
old crewmates in the Head of the Charles Regatta. After earning a
Ph.D. in 1974, Dr. Doxsey stayed on at the Center for Space Research
at M.I.T., where he worked on satellites to study X-ray emissions from
the sky.
In 1991, NASA awarded Dr. Doxsey the Distinguished Public
Service Medal, the highest honor it gives to a nongovernment
employee. Doxsey was born in Schenectady, N.Y., on March 11, 1947,
and reared in Cleveland Heights, Ohio, the eldest of 5 siblings

dominates in the Upper (Mountain) and Western South (i.e.
western Texas and Oklahoma). In the Deep South, he ―r‖ sound. In
the Deep South, it tends to be ―dropped‖, e.g., cah insteac of car,
and in Boston, Havad instead of Harvard, while it is distinctly
pronounced in the Upper & Western South.. Stereotypical
―country music‖ sound is a good example of the latter.

Dream: ―All that we see or seem is a dream within a
Dream--Edgar Allan Poe, see Bartlett. Also see at ―Shadow
of a dream.‖

―Dream, Can‘t I? I can,‖ 1938 by Fain & Kahal.
―Dream (When You‘re Feeling Blue),‖1944—see at
Johnny Mercer.

―Dreams, I‘ll see you in my,‖ Gus Kahn song,
186(323)

Doyle, Sir Arthur Canon, 1859-1930, born in

―Dream, life is but a‖—see at Row, Row, Row Your

Edinburgh, Scotland, where he studied medicine, poverty as
a medical practicioner forced him into writing about the
master sleuth Sherlock Holmes. Also see at Moriarty.

Boat.

―Dream Story‖ by Arthur Schnitzler—see at ―Eyes
Wide Shut.‖
―Dreary Story. From the Notebook of an Old Man‖
(1889) by Chekhov show the inability of humans to
communicate with each other—also see at
―Umberto D.‖ in
theis connection. The story is available to read on the Internet at
the title. Also see at this link for V. S. Pritchett‘s analysis;
http://home.clara.net/stevebrown/html/pritchett_on_
a_dreary_story.htm

Drabblel, Margaret, b, 1937, English Booker prizewinning novelist, whose older sister, A. S. Byatt also won a
Booker. See, e.g., "The Dame of the British Interior" by Daphne
Merkin in 9/13/09 NY Times Magazine at:
nytimes.com/2009/09/13/magazine/13Drabble-t.html?_r=1
Margaret Drabbel Quote: ―As I got older, I do fear my physical
world is getting thinner. When I was younger, I led multiple lives.
When I am here in Porlock, everything flows again. It doesn't matter if
I'm thinning out. The trees are full, the sea is full, and I am ghostly. The
physical world is taking over and absorbing me and eventually my
ashes will be scattered in the churchyard....My being the center has
cease to be of importance"--quoted in Daphne Merkin's interview
with Drabbel at the link above.

Dreck, Yiddish word meaning excrement, trash, junk,
Garbage; cheap, worthless, or inferior.

Dred Scott, was a slave who sued his master for his
freedom. But on Mar. 6g, 1857, the US Supreme Court
ruled in Dred Scott vs. Sandford that Scott was a slave &
not a US Citizen, andtherefore could not sue in a Federal
Court.

―Dragnet‖ is perhaps the most influential police
procedural drama in American media history. The series
gave millions of Americans a feel for the boredom & drudgery, as
well as the danger & heroism, of real-life police work. Dragnet
earned praise for improving the public opinion of police officers—
The original Dragnet starring Jack Webb as Sgt. Friday ran
on radio from June 3, 1949 to February 26, 1957 and on television
from December 16, 1951 to August 23, 1959, and from January 12,
1967 to April 16, 1970. All of these versions ran on NBC. There
were two Dragnet feature films, a straight adaptation starring
Webb in 1954 and a comedy spoof in 1987. There were also
television revival without Webb in 1989 & 2003—see at ―Law &
Order‖ & at Radio Days.

Dresden, a city in eastern Germany on the Elbe south
of Berlin near the Czech border, noted for its fine china, was
heavily bombed, and virtually destroyed late in WW II by a fire
bombing in three waves startingthe night of Feb. 13, 1945 early
morning and afternoon the next day.
(A freak atmospheric
condition fanned it into an infernal.) See the NY Times article
on Feb. 11, 1995, by Alan Cowell--lacking two days of being 40
years later.. Also see Reader Digests Illustrated History of WW II.
Kurt Vonnegut wrote ―Slaughter House Five,‖ based on
his experiences as a POW survivor ot the fire: Imprisoned in
Dresden, Kurt Vonnegut witnessed the fire-bombing of Dresden in
February 1945, which destroyed most of the city. In a Paris
Review Interview, he said 130,000 people, many women and
children died within hours--probably the most biggest massacre in
history. He also said that the city was rebuilt in 18 months, despite
predictions that it would take decades. But, of course, much
priceless art & architecture was lost forever— see at Vonnegut for
more about this.

―Dragon Lady, The,‖ 96(182)
―Drape Shape,‖ see at Zoot suit.

Draper, Theodore, 1912-2006 was a historian and
political writer. His works include A Very Thin Line, a
history of the Iran-Contra Affair, A Struggle for Power: The
American Revolution, and The Roots of American
Communism.

Drama Queen is often applied to overdramatic people

―Dressed to Kill‖ is a 1980 thriller-horror film

--see at Put-on (Noun).

written and directed by Brian de Palma. It stars Michael
Caine, Angie Dickinson and Nancy Allen. It centers on the murder
of a housewife, and the investigation headed by the witness to the
murder, a young prostitute, and the housewife‘s teenaged son. Kate
Miller (Angie Dickinson) is a sexually frustrated housewife and
mother who is in therapy with NY City psychiatrist Dr. Robert
Elliott (Michael Caine). During an appointment with Dr. Elliott,
Kate attempts to seduce him, at which point Elliott rejects her
advances. Later that day, Kate goes to the Metropolitan Museum
and for ten minutes without any dialog has an unexpected flirtation
with a mysterious stranger. Kate and the stranger "stalk" each other
through the museum until they finally wind up outside, where Kate
joins him in a taxicab. They immediately begin to have sex right
there in the cab, and their experience continues at his apartment.

Drawer Drawer is the solution to a Sept. 29, 2008 NY
Times Crossword clue: stretcher of a bureau compartment?
Drawl: to drawl is to speak with lengthened or drawn
out vowels. ―We-e-ell, the clerk drawled.‖ In a Xword puzzle the
clue for drawl was ―say two syllables instead of one.‖ But, why
stop at two? In baseball terminology: stretching a single into a
double, would be a short drawl, as in ―We-ell‖ but stretching it
into a triple would describe the first example: ―We-e-ell.‖
Here‘s a joke to practice on. Do you know that sugar is the
only English word in which ―su‖ is pronounce ―shu‖? Answer:
Sure, Sugar. Or, to drawl. Shu ah, Shu gah. A real-life southern
drawl. Also see below.

Drawl vs. Twang. Broadly speaking, a ―drawl‖ is
more common in the Deep or Lower South while a ―twang‖
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(There‘ even a Paul Newman Day –Wikipedia, where
youcan get the details--just Google the joke.)

Later, Kate awakens and discreetly leaves while the man is asleep,
but not before she rifles through some of his papers and discovers
that he has a sexually transmitted disease. Mortified, Kate leaves
the apartment and gets in the elevator, but on the way down she
realizes that she's left her wedding ring on the stranger's
nightstand. She rides back up to retrieve it, but the elevator doors
open on the figure of a large, imposing blonde woman in dark
sunglasses wielding a straight razor. She slashes Kate to death in
the elevator. Prostitute Liz Blake (Nancy Allen) happens upon the
body and catches a glimpse of the killer, therefore becoming both
the prime suspect and the killer's next target. Dr. Elliott receives a
bizarre answering machine message from "Bobbi", a transsexual
he is treating. Bobbi taunts Dr. Elliott for breaking off their therapy
sessions, apparently because Dr. Elliott refuses to sign the
necessary papers for Bobbi to get a sex change operation. Elliott
eventually becomes desperate, visiting Bobbi's new psychiatrist
and trying to convince him that Bobbi is a danger to herself and
others—Wikipedia
Propelled by Pino Donaggio's lush and stimulating score,
De Palma's visuals provide seductive counterpoint to his brashly
candid dialogue, and the plot conceals its own implausibility with
morbid thrills and intoxicating suspense. If you're not laughing at
De Palma's shameless audacity, you're sure to be on the edge of
your seat--Jeff Shannon--Amazon.com

Drinking Class. ―Work is the ruin of the drinking
class‖--Oscar Wilde, quoted in the NY Times Crossword
Puzzle of 3/21/07.

―Drinking, Four Goblets, a parable on‖ by Victor
Hugo, 220(401).

Drinking Life: Richard

Burton‘s

father

was

a

―twelve-pints a-day man‖ who sometimes went off on
drinking and gambling sprees for weeks. And it seems that
Burton followed his example—see at Burton Also see at
Pete Hamill. & at Dylan Thomas, who allegedly drank
himself to death. He wasn‘t the only one: see at James
Ageee. A 2009 book, ―Hellraisers‖ documents the selfdestructive drinking of fours actors: Richard Burton,
Richard Harris, Peter O‘Toole and Oliver Reed.

―Drinking, Everyday: The Distilled Kingsley,‖ by
Kingsley Amis, reviewed by Dominique in the NY Times
Sun. Book Rev., June 1, 2008 in an article headlined
―Properly Soused.‖
Drinking Jackie Gleaason Under the Table‖ In a
famous incident, Shor outdrank comedian Jackie Gleason
and left him on the floor to prove the point. At Toots'
funeral, the coffin had a spray of red roses with a card which
read, ―Save a Table for 2.‖ signed Jackie Gleason—see at
―Toots‖

Dreyfus, Alfred, a victim of French anti-Semitism,
falsely accused of treachery, but defended by Émile Zola,
and eventually exonerated. See at Zola.

"Drinks for Truman, a Beatle and the Next Guy In,‖

Dreyfuss, Richard Stephen, born 1947 in Brooklyn,
best known for starring in a number of films, TV and theater
roles since the late 1960s. He is probably best known for his role as
an arrogant shark expert in the films Steven Spielberg's Jaws
(1975), The Goodbye Girl, for which he won a 1977 Best Actor
Oscar, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Always, Mr. Holland's
Opus, American Graffiti and Krippendorf's Tribe. He has also won
multiple Golden Globe Awards, BAFTA Awards& Screen Actors
Guild Awards for Best Actor & Best Supporting Actor.

a Dec. 8, 2009 NY Times article by Ralph Blumenthal
about the bartender Tommy Rowles who poured drinks at
the Carlisle Hotel in NY City for 51 years,
ever since
1958 when he was 18 straight from Dublin—see at Truman
Needded a Drink (in 1958)

Driver, Minnie, actress—see

at ―Good Will

Hunting.‖

Driver‘s License (DL) as a ―photo ID.‖ A new

Drip, Slang, a tirresom, annoying person.
Drip dry, a method of dryin clothes, esp. polyesters.
Drip painting, a method of applying paint to a canvas

phenomenon since ―9/11‖ is the requirement of a ―Photo
ID‖ not only to obtain an airline ticket, but also to cash a check or
to gain entrance to a number of now protected areas. To obtain a
DL in NJ requires ―six points of ID,‖ which must include one
primary & one secondary document. Primary ocuments (4 pts)
include a valid passport, a US military photo ID, US adoption
papers, Certification of naturalization or of citizenship; Secondary
documents include (3pts): Civil marriage certificate, divorces
decree; (2pts) US school or college photo ID card with transcript,
valid federal, state or local government employee Photo ID card;
(1pt. but limited to 2 points total) Current NJ PHOTO DL from
any state or from D. C., High school or college diploma.
In addition to these requirements, you must have irrefutable
proof of your residence, e.g., a utility or credit card bill issued in
the past 90 days that shows your name & address, or a checking or
savings account statement from a bank or credit union, issued in
the past 60 days, or a property tax bill, statement or receipt from
the past year, etc. And one has to satisfy these requirements even
to renew your DL! Also see at World Trade Center, at Identity &
at ―I Am Not Stiller.‖

by, either by standing over it, or standing on a chair
or
ladder. and letting paint from a can to splatter on it. This
allows certain patterns to appear bu accident, a frequently
cited desireable quality in painting. A foremost pioneer in
this method was Jackson Pollack.
Drill: ―And drill ye terriers drill / oh it‘s work all day for the
sugar in your tay / Down behind the railway / And Drill ye
terriers drill / And Blast…and fire…and drill‖ traditional
miners‘ song--also see Ch. 26 & at Terrier.
Drink & Drinking Jokes & Epigrams; Ch. 63: Songs ,
218-220(397-400); also see at George Burns,Winston
Churchill, Lady Astor, W. C. Fields, Groucho Marx, Ogen
Nash, Dorothy Parker, Henny Youngman;
―24 hours in a day, 24 beers in a case. Coincidence? I think
not!‖ –Anonymous.
Alcoholic drinks: ―The Fatal glass of Beer,‖ Ch. 63;
―Buiding a base: hierarchy of drinks,‖ 218(396)
Victor Hugo‘s ―Parable on Drinking: Four Goblets,‖
220(401)
Also see at Alcohol, Absinthe, at Beer, at Drill, at Drink, at
Drunk, at ―Mickey Finn‖ & at Wine.

Drogue is a device for keeping a ship from drifting—
see at Sea Anchor.

Drone airplanes, or Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
is an aircraft with no onboard pilot. (Kids have them, but
on a smaller scale!) The earliest UAV, the Hewitt-Sperry
Automatic Airplane was developed during and after WW I.
A number of remote-controlled airplane advances were
made in the technology rush that accompanied WW II.
These were used both to train anti-aircraft gunners and to fly
attack missions. Nevertheless, they were little more than
full-sized remote controlled airplanes until the Vietnam War

Drink Jokes: Drink and the world drinks with you;
Swear off and drink alone!—Anonymous;
―Although a number of people have tried, no one has yet
found a way to drink for a living‖—Jean Kerr, Ch. 63
―24 hours in a day, 24 beers in a case. Coincidence? I think
not!‖—attributed to the beer-drinking Paul Newman.
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Era—Wikipedia, where there‘s more. Also see at ―Buzz
Bombs.‖

Drool joke-- ―I walked up to

―Du Bist Wie Eine Blume‖ (You Are as Lovely As a
Flower), poem by Heinrich Heine & music by Robert
Schumann—see at Heine & at Schumann.
Dubin, Al, wrote the lyrics for Stage Door Canteen, Ch. 56
Dubin, Ray ―Gucks,‖214(388); Cincinnati Nat‘l Labor
Rels. Board rep., circa 1946; Skat player whom we called
―Gucks‖ because of his penchant for ―gucksing‖ in the
game--see at Bill Moorfield.

Irene Dunne on a

train, and said, ―Honey, Remember me, BobHope….She
looked at me, and said,‗I don‘t remember the name, but I
remember the drool.‘― Also at Groveling.

Drowning, 30(46-47), 47(75-76), 59(96), 66(108):
―I was out too far all my life, / And not waving but
drowning‖—Stevie Smith
Karen McNeill swims in a lake in Vermont where 5
people drowned in a rowboat accident. Once she said to
him, ―Sometimes I feel they are pulling me under.‖ See at
Jack McNeill.

Dublin, capital of the Emerald Island & a Joycean
obsession, P, v; see at ―Ulysses.‖

Du Bois, Guy Péne, 1884-1958, Painter born in
Brooklyn, NY, he studied with William Chase and Roberr
Henri in NYC (1905)m abd became a nember of the Ash
Can Scholl of prainting which stressed social realism. (He l
ater changed his style to an elegant, satirical approach—
from Cambridge Biog. Encyclopedia.

Dru, Joanne (né Joanne Letitia LaCock), 1922-1996,
actress born in Logan, WVA, Dru came to NY City in 1940
at the age of eighteen. After finding employment as a model, she
was chosen by Al Jolson to appear in the cast of his Broadway
show Hold Onto Your Hats. Dru met and married popular singer
Dick Haymes. When they moved to Hollywood, she found work in
the theater. Dru was spotted by a talent scout and made her first
film appearance in Abie's Irish Rose (1946).
Over the next decade, Dru appeared frequently in
films
and on TV. She was cast often in Westerns such as Howard
Hawks's Red River (1948), and John Ford's She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon (1949) and Wagon Master (1950). She later lamented that
she had been typecast in Westerns, commenting that once an
actress suffered that fate, that was the end, adding that she never
liked horses.
Dru gave a well-received performance in the dramatic film
All the King's Men (1949), and co-starred with Dan Dailey in The
Pride of St. Louis (1952) about major-league baseball pitcher
Jerome ―Dizzy‖ Dean. She was divorced from Haymes in 1949,
and married John Ireland, who was also in Red River, but less than
a month later they divorced in 1957.

Du Bois, W(illiam) E(dward) B(urghardt), 1868 –
1963, educated at Fisk, Harvard & Berlin U., he was an
civil rights activist-leader, Pan-Africanist, sociologist,
educator, historian, writer, editor, poet, and scholar, who
co-foumnded NAACP & campaingned full equality for
Blacks. He lived in Ghana in old age & became a
naturalized citizen there in 1963 at the age of 95.

Dubos,

1901–1982),

French-born

whose work is most often associated with the Dadaist and
Surrealist movements. Duchamp's output had considerable
influence on the development of post-World War I Western art,
and whose advice to modern art collectors helped shape the tastes
of the Western art world. A playful man, Duchamp prodded
thought about artistic processes and art marketing, not so much
with words, but with actions such as dubbing a urinal "art" and
naming it Fountain.
He produced relatively few artworks as he quickly moved
through the avant-garde rhythms of his time. Duchamp's first
controversial work, Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2 (Nu
descendant un escalier n° 2) (1912), depicts the motion of the
mechanistic nude with superimposed facets, similar to motion
pictures. The painting shows elements of both the fragmentation
and synthesis of the Cubists, and the movement and dynamism of
the Futurists. (IIt is in the permanent collection of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art.) Duchamp also credited the stage adaptation of
Raymond Roussel's 1910 novel, Impressions d'Afrique which
featured plots that turned in on themselves, word play, surrealistic
sets and humanoid machines with radically changing his approach
to art, and inspiring him to begin his creation of The Bride Stripped
Bare By Her Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass). In 1915
Duchamp began doing his ―readymades‖—found objects he
chose and presented as art. He assembled the first readymade, a
bicycle wheel mounted on a stool, in 1913 about the same time as
his Nude Descending A Staircase was attracting the attention of
critics at the International Exhibition of Modern Art, though it
wasn't until two years later he called it a readymade. Bottle Rack
(1914), a bottle drying rack signed by Duchamp, is considered to
be the first "pure" readymade. Prelude to a Broken Arm
(November 1915), a snow shovel, followed soon after.
In 1919, Duchamp made a Mona Lisa parody by adorning a
cheap reproduction with a moustache and a goatee, as well as
adding the rude inscription L.H.O.O.Q., when read out loud in
French sounds like ―Elle a chaud au cul‖--translating to ―she has a
hot ass‖ as a manner of implying the woman in the painting is in a
state of sexual excitement and availability. This was intended as a

Connection.‖

Drugs, see at ―Artificial Paradises, A Drugs Reader.‖
Also see at R. L. Stevenson.

Drugstore cowboy, Slang A loafer who passes time
dresses

Jules,

Duchamp, Marcel, 1887-1968 was a French artist

―Drug diction? Junkie talk (NY Xword pun.)
Drug money in circulation, see at ―The French

on sidewalks or at drugstores; also one who
acts like a cowboy but has never been one.

René

American microbiologist, experimental pathologist,
environmentalist, humanist & Pulitzer Prize-winning author,
e.g., ―So Human an Animal,‖ F; also see at Puberty.

or

―Drunkard‘s Lament,‖Pete Seeger song, 220(400):
―I got home the first night, as drunk as I could be…‖

―Drunkards were members of a Batist Sect who
believes in total immersion—H. L. Mencken in ―The
Wedding: A Stage Direction‖ in his ―A Book of
Burlesques.‖ (1916) Also in ―Oxford Book of Humorous
Prose‖ (see at Humor Books.)

Drunk: ―Tote dat barge! Lif‘ dat bale! / Get a little
drunk, An‘ you land in jail—from Old Man River.

Drunk driver‘s excuse:—―I was too drunk to walk.‖
―Drunk Last Night & Drunk the Night Before‖ (I‘m
going to get drunk tonight like I never got drunk before),
219(399)
―Drunken Sailor? What Do You Do With a,‖ 219(398)

Drys vs. Wets: Back in the early 20-th century, the
drys indicated those wanting prohibition, and the
wets
were against it. See at Phohibition.
The last time I checked about half of Kentucky‘s 120
counties were dry, i.e., liquor sales prohibited, and half were
wets.

―Du Bist Bei Mir Schoen,‖ see ―Bei Mir Schoen.‖
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Freudian joke,referring to Leonardo da Vinci's alleged
homosexuality.
According to Rhonda Roland Shearer, the apparent
reproduction is in fact a copy partly modelled on Duchamp's own
face.His Fountain, the urinal signed with the pseudonym R. Mutt
that shocked the art world in 1917, was selected in 2004 as "the
most influential artwork of the 20th century" by 500 renowned
artists and historians--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. He coined
the word ―mobile‖ for Alexander Calder's moving sculptures—see
at Calder.

she edited & translated from the German many of his letters &
documents to make them accessible to scholars worldwide. With
Banesh Hoffmann she wrote ―Albert Einstein, Creator and
Rebel‖ & ―Albert Einstein, The Human Side.‖
Dukas was one of two trustees chosen by Einstein,
according to his Last Will & Testament, to hold the literary rights
to all of his manuscripts, copyrights, publication rights, royalties,
and royalty agreements. The other trustee was the economist Dr.
Otto Nathan In short, Dukas and Dr. Nathan were the ―executors of
his literary heritage.‖
They collaborated on the compilation of The Collected
Papers of Albert Einstein, using documents that were subsequently
donated to the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Helen Dukas loved children--having none of her own, she
babysat for members of the Inst. for Advacned Study, e.g., for
Freeman Dyson & me, to name two! I mentioned this in ―Rings
and Things.‖ She was a good friend to many, many of us who
passed through there.

Duce, Il, Italian for ―The Leader,‖ adopted by
Mussolini. His apologists, like those for Hitler, claimed he
made the railroads run on time, etc.

Duende, Spanish word. Its colloquial meaning is
―fire in the belly,‖ 208(379)
Duff Family lived on Greenup Steet in Covington:
Mr. Duff, father, was a foreman at the Newport
Rolling (Steel) Mills—see at Frank:
Cline (―Corky‘), ,HHS Class of 1948, A, x;
Trumpeteer in ―A Murder Has Been Arranged,‖ 150(265);
later he played in bands with Walt Waymeyer on the West
Coast, e.g., in LA.
Franklin (―Frank‖) L(eroy)-- see at Frank;
Phyllis, Franks‘s wife, A, x

―Duke,‖ see at Haake, at Ellington & at Wayne.
―Dulce et Decorum Est‖
If in some smothering dreams you too could pace / Behind
the wagon that we flung him in, / And watch the white eyes
writhing in his face, / His hanging face, like a devil's sick of sin; /
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood / Come gargling from the
froth-corrupted lungs, / Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud / Of
vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues, / My friend, you would
not tell with such high zest / To children ardent for some desperate
glory, / The old Lie; Dulce et Decorum est / Pro patria mori-Wilfred Owen. Oct. 8, 1917-March, 1918. Note: Dulce et decorum
est pro patria mori--it is sweet and right to die for your country. In
other words, it is a wonderful and great honor to fight and die for
your country—from the Website of Wilfred Owen.

―Duffer‖ scouts, 117(216)
Duffel, or duffle is a large cylindrical bag made of
cloth with the closure at the top, often also referred to as a
kit bag The name comes from Duffel, a town in N. Belgium
where the thick cloth used to make the bag originated—see
below. Nowadays a Duffel Bag typically refers to the
specific style of bag, though the phrase may also be used to
refer to any large generic holdall or a bag made of thick
fabric. It is often used to carry luggage or sports
equipment by people who travel in the outdoors. Duffel
bags are often used by military personnel. When used
by sailors, they are called seabags. (However, seabags are
usually made of canvas.) Also see at Denim.

Dumas, Alexandre (père, that is, the father, or the
Elder), 1801-1870, Ch. 30: wrote ―The Count of Monte
Cristo (1844) & The Three Musketeers (Les Trois
Mousquetaires, 1844), the two of his best known & best
selling novels, which were cowritten by Auguste Maquet—
see at ―The Count of Monte Christo.‖

Duffel, or duffle, coat, is a coat made from duffle, a

du Maurier, Dame Daphne, DBE, 1907–1989, was a

coarse, thick, woollen material. The name derives from
Duffel, a town in the province of Antwerp in Belgium where
the material originated. Duffle bags were originally made
from the same material. Duffle coats are a traditional British
garment, dating from 1890 when John Partridge, a
manufacturer of outdoor clothing, started to market coats
made from duffle fabric.The wooden toggle-fastenings
were made to be easily fastened and unfastened while
wearing gloves in cold weather at sea.

famous British novelist best known for her short story "The
Birds" in the short story collection The Apple Tree (1952) & for
her classic novels Jamaica Inn (1936) & Rebecca (1938). All
three were adapted into films by Alfred Hitchcock, Jamaica Inn
(1939), starring Charles Laughton & Maureen O‘Hara, Rebecca
(1940), starring Joan Fontaine, Laurence Olivier, Judith Anderson
& George Sanders, winning an Oscar for Best Picture, and The
Birds (1963), starring Rod Taylor, Tippi Hedren & Jessica
Tandy.
Also of interest are the "family" novels/biographies which
du Maurier wrote of her own ancestry, of which Gerald, the
biography of her father, was most lauded. Later she wrote The
Glass-Blowers, which traces her French ancestry and gives a vivid
depiction of the French Revolution. Other notable works include
The Scapegoat (1957) & The House on the Strand (1969)

Dufy, Roaul, 1877-1953, French painter noted for
brightly colored scenes of racing, the seaside, and for
the 1937 panel La Fée Électricité (Electrical Fairy?). Dufy
was born in Le Havre, Normandy, one of a family of nine
members. He left school at the age of 14 to work in a
coffee importing company. At age 18, he started evening
classes in art at Le Havre École des Beaux-Arts. He
studied the works of Eugène Boudin in the museum in Le
Havre. In 1900, after a year of military service, Raoul
won a scholarship enabling him to attend the École
Nationale des Beaux-Arts in Paris, where he was a fellow
student with Georges Braque. The impressionist
landscapists Claude Monet and Camille Pissarro influenced
him—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Dunaway, Faye Dorothy born 1941 in Bascom, Fla.,
won a Best Actress Oscar for her performance in Network
(1976) after receiving previous nominations for the critically acclaimed
films Bonnie and Clyde(1967) and Chinatown (1974). She has starred
in a variety of films, including The Thomas Crown Affair (1968), Little
Big Man (1971), The Towering Inferno (1974), Three Days of the
Condor (1975), Mommie Dearest (1981). Also see at ―Barfly,‖ at

―Bonnie and Clyde‖ & at ―Hurry Sundown.‖

Duncan, David Douglas, b. in 1916 in K.C., MO.

Duhem, Pierre—see at Butterfly Effect.
Dukas, Helen (nee Helene Dukas, 1896-1982,became

started his career as a photographer when he took a 39 cent
plastic camera to shoot a hotel fire in Tucson where he was
studying archaeology at the U.of Arizona. There he photographed
one of the guests who kep trying to get back into the hotel for his

Einstein‘s secretary in Germany 1928, came to the USA
with Einstein & lived with the Einstein family at 112 Mercer St.
in Princeton, NJ. She was much more than Einstein‘s secretary—
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suitcase. The next day the notorious John Dillinger, America's
most wanted criminal was arrested in Tucson & Duncan soon
realized that Dillinger was the man in his picture, and in the
suitcase was the takings from a bank robbery nine days earlier
in which he had shot a police officer.
Service in the US Marines as a combat photographer gave
Duncan many opportunities to develop his ability to tell a story
through his pictures. Like other photographers such as Robert
Capa and Eugene Smith, Duncan believed in getting as close to
the action as he could, producing a powerful record of the war in
the South Pacific. His wartime pictures so impressed Jay
Eyerman, Life magazine's chief photographer, that he got Life
editor Wilson Hicks to hire him on as a photographer in March
1946. Life sent him around the world, and then to cover the war in
Korea. Later he returned to the far east to photograph the Vietnam
war.
Duncan is probably best known for his pictures of Picasso.
Shortly before Robert Capa was killed in Indochina in 1954 he
had suggested to Duncan that he meet and photograph Picasso,
who Capa knew well. Two years later, Duncan took up the idea
which was to lead to seven books by him on the artist—from the
Web. Also see at Capra.
Dundes, Alan,―Introd. To American Folklore,‖ 67(110)

Durbin signed a contract with MGM in 1935 and made her
first film appearance in a short subject Every Sunday with another
contractee, Judy Garland. Studio executives were questioning the
wisdom of having two girl singers on the roster and the film was to
serve as an extended screen test for the pair. Ultimately Louis B.
Mayer decreed that both girls would be kept, but by the time that
decision was made Durbin's contract option had elapsed. In Life
magazine's December 21, 1936 issue, before the release of her first
feature length film, a young Deanna was featured in the article
―Their Music Makes News,‖ which was about new and exceptional
young musical talents, and is pictured cutting her 15th birthday
cake. Durbin was quickly signed to a contract with Universal
Studios and made her first feature-length film Three Smart Girls in
1936. The huge success of her films was reported to have saved the
studio from bankruptcy. In 1938 she received a special Academy
Juvenile Award, along with Mickey Rooney.
Such was Durbin's international fame and popularity that
diarist Anne Frank pasted her picture to her bedroom wall in the
Achterhuis where the Frank family hid during WW II. The picture
can still be seen there today, and was pointed out by Frank's friend
Hannah Pick-Goslar in the documentary film Anne Frank
Remembered-about which see.
Durbin is perhaps best known for her singing voice—a
voice described variously as light but full, sweet, unaffected and
artless. With the technical skill and vocal range of a legitimate
lyric soprano, she performed everything from popular standards to
operatic arias.
Dame Sister Mary Leo in New Zealand was so taken with
Durbin's technique that she trained all her students to sing in this
way, and instructed a large number of famous sopranos including
Dames Malvina Major and Kiri Te Kanawa, all of whom were said
to sound like Deanna Durbin—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, (my emphasis.)
Durocher, Leo (―The Lip‖) Ernest, 1905-1991, an
infielder & manager in Major League Baseball, 67(111); his
famous quote: ―Nice guys finish last,‖ 121(224); he ranked
5th as manager with 2,008 career victories & second only to
John McGraw in National League history. Through 2005,
he still ranked 9th in career-wins by a manager. A
controversial & out-spoken character, e.g. ―Nice Guys
Finished Last,‖ he clashed with authority, umpires (1st on
the all-time ejections list as a manager) & the press. His
Bio: ―Nice Guys Finished Last,‖ written with Ed
Linn.
Durell, Gerald, ―My Family and Other Animals:‖
Even Proust's minutiae cannot compare with Durrell's, for in
place of Proust's linden tea, practically anything that
wiggles,
walks, flies, or swims (etc.) served for Durrell,
Ch. 41
Durning, Charles, an actor, was born 1923 in Highland
Falls, NY. He was drafted into the U.S. Army at the age of
21, and landed on D-Day in the Normandy Invasion on June 6,
1944. He was first assigned as a rifleman with the 398th Infantry
Regiment, but later served overseas with the 3rd Army Support
troops and the 386th Anti-aircraft Artillery (AAA) Battalion.
He was among the first troops to land on Omaha Beach.
Durning was wounded by an ―S‖ Mine on June 15, 1944, at
Les Mare des Mares, France, transported by the 499th Medical
Collection Company to the 24th Evacuation Hospital. By June 17,
he was back in England at the 217th General Hospital. Although
severely wounded by shrapnel in the left & right thigh, right hand,
the frontal region of the head andthe interior left chest wall,
Durning recovered quickly and was determined to be ―fit for duty.‖
In December 1944, he was taken prisoner during the Battle
of the Bulge, and was one of the few survivors of the infamous
Malmedy massacre of American POWs, perpetrated by a battle
group under Joachim Peiper of the 1st SS Division Leibstandarte
SS Adolf Hitler. ―He escaped with two others & returned to find
the remainder murdered.‖—see at Malmedy massacre.

Dunkirk (also, Dunkerque), R, xlvi, 159(281);:
Evacuation of Brits and French from Dunkirk of 338,226
men a&women, 139,097 of them French, began on May 26,
1940 & ended on June 4; Churchill‘s Speech about
Dunkirk, epigraph to Ch. 50

Dunne, John Gregory Dunne, see at Joan Didion &at
Writing.

Dunne, Irene, actress, see at.‖My Favorite Wife,‖ at ―Smoke
Gets Into Your Eyes‖ (film) & at ―White Cliffs of
Dover‖ (film)

Dupin, C. Auguste—see at Poe & at ―The Murders
in the Rue

Morgue.‖

Duplicity—see at ―Letter of Duplicity.‖
Dupont de Nemours, Pierre Samuel, 1739-1817
Dupont, Éleuthère Iréné, 1771-1834; Established a
gunpowder works in Delaware that grew into E.I. Dupont
du Nemours & Co.:Dupont developed nylon & marketed
nylon hosiery in 1939 in Wilmington, 153(271)

Durante, ―Jimmy‖ (James Francis), 1893–1980, was
an American singer, pianist, comedian &actor, whose
distinctive gravel delivery, comic language butchery,
jazz-influenced songs, and large nose — his jokes about it
included a frequent self-reference that became his
nickname: "Schnozzola.‖ helped make him oneof America's
most familiar & popular personalities of the 1920s through
the 1970s. He was also one of the most belovedpeople
within the entertainment ndustry: an acquaintance once
remarked of Durante, "You could warm your hands on this
man‖ –Wikipedia, where there‘s lots more about him.
See at ―The Man Who Came to Dinner.‖
Durante‘s Joke: ―My wife has a slight impediment of
speech. Every now and then she stops to breathe‖–also see
at Perfect Marriage Jokes.
Durbin, Deanna (née Edna Mae Durbin), born 1921 in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada to James and Ada Durbin,
immigrants from Lancashire, England, she adopted the
professional name Deanna at the commencement of her career as a
singer and actress. Beginning her career as a teenager in
Hollywood films, Durbin achieved her greatest popularity during
the 1930s and 1940s. She won an Academy Juvenile Award in
1938, and appeared in several musical films, however her efforts to
progress into more mature, dramatic roles was not well received by
audiences, and she retired in the late 1940s
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After being wounded in the chest, Durning was repatriated
to the USA where he remained in army hospitals for treatment for
both physical and psychological wounds,until discharged with the
rank of PFC on Jan. 30, 1946.
During the war, he was awarded a Silver Star, three Purple
Heart medals, and a Good Conduct Medal--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, where his filmography can be found. Also see at ―The
Best Little Whorehouse in Texas.
On April 22, 2008 he received in Beverly Hills, CA, the
hightest honor that France can bestow: The Legion of
Honor—from the Web at Les Mare des Mares, France.

possessions and the debt being taken over by the government of
the Dutch Batavian Republic.
The VOC's territories became the Dutch East Indies and
were expanded over the course of the 19th century to include the
whole of the Indonesian archipelago, and in the 20th century
would form Indonesia--edited excerpt from Wikipedia--see at
Henry Hudson & at Dutch West India Company.

Dutch Proverb: ―Act normal, that is already crazy
enough , Borealis Press # 61

Dutch Resistance in WW II, see at Netherland.
Dutch rub Slang. An act of roughly rubbing one's

Duryea, Charles (1862),and his brother Frank (1869 –

knuckles rapidly across the top of a head of s.o. with the
intent of causing pain (through the friction heat gene), often
while pinning the head with one's free arm.

1967), were bicycle makers in Washington, D.C., and later
in Chicopee, Massachusetts. In 1893, they tested their first
gasoline-powered automobile model and in 1896 established a
company, the Duryea Motor Wagon Company, to build the Duryea
model automobile, the first auto ever commercially manufactured.
Charles Duryea sought out investors and buyers while his brother,
Frank Duryea, primarily handled the mechanical side of the
business. The previous year, their vehicle, driven by brother Frank,
had won a race in Evanston, Illinois, against cars mostly made in
Germany. One of their early cars was involved in the first known
auto accident. Due to low production and sales, the company
stopped manufacturing around 1914, but the name Duryea is
associated with automobile pioneers—Wikipedia.

Dutch treat is a ―treat‖ in which the invitee, usually a
girl or a woman, is expected to pay for her own treat. The
phrase ―going Dutch‖ probably originates from Dutch etiquette. In
the Netherlands, it is not unusual to pay separately when going out
as a group. When dating in a one-on-one situation however, the
man will most commonly pay for meals and drinks. There is a
delicate etiquette surrounding going Dutch. It is accepted in some
situations, such as between non-intimate friends or less affluent
people, but can be considered stingy in other circumstances, such
as on a romantic date or at a business lunchEnglish rivalry with
The Netherlands especially during the period of the Anglo-Dutch
Wars gave rise to several phrases including Dutch that promote
certain negative stereotypes. Examples include Dutch courage,
Dutch oven, Dutch uncle and Dutch wife. The particular stereotype
associated with this usage is the idea of Dutch people as
ungenerous and selfish—edited excerpt from Wikipedia whre there
are other stereotypes associated with other nationalities.
Dutch West India Company was a company of Dutch
merchants. Among its founding fathers was Willem
Usselincx (1567-1647?). On June 3, 1621, it was granted a charter
for a trade monopoly in the West Indies (meaning the Caribbean)
by the Republic of the Seven United Netherlands and given
jurisdiction over the African slave trade, Brazil, the Caribbean, and
North America. The area where the company could operate
consisted of West Africa (between the Tropic of Cancer and the
Cape of Good Hope) and the Americas, which included the Pacific
Ocean and the eastern part of New Guinea. The intended purpose
of the charter was to eliminate competition, particularly Spanish or
Portuguese, between the various trading posts established by the
merchants. The company became instrumental in the Dutch
colonization of the Americas--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also
see at Flushing (NY) & a Dutch West India Company.

Duryea Motor Wagon Company estab. 1896—see
above.

Dust Bowl— During the great dust storms of the
1930s in Oklahoma, the weather threw up so much dirt that,
at times, there was zero visibility and everything was covered in
dirt. No matter how tightly Oklahomans sealed their homes, they
could not keep the dirt from entering. Dust
storms were the
result of drought and land that had been overused. Drought first hit
the country in 1930. By 1934, it had turned the Great Plains into a
desert that came to be known as the Dust Bowl.—also see at Great
American Dust Bowl.

―Dust Which Is God, The‖ (1941) by William Rose
Benét (1886-1950)

Dust Storm—see at Dust Bowl.
Dutch, a corruption of Deutch, the German word for
German & used in the USA to describe the Pennsylvania
―Dutch,‖ who were of German descent. But like many a misnomer,
this one has stayed with us to describe the people of the
Netherlands (Lowlands).
On Sept. 8, 1664, the Dutch surrendered New Amersterdam
to the Britsh who renamed it New York. The Dutch have left an
indelible imprint on USA, e.g., see at Brooklyn, Dutch East India
Co., Dutch West India Co., at Flushing, at Netherland, at New
York City, at Rikers Island & below.

Duvall, Robert Selden, born 1931 in San Deigo, CA,
is a film actor and director who has won an Academy
Award (for ―Tender Mercies‖ (1983)--for a role he played & in
which he sang the songs he wrote--two Emmy Awards, and four
Golden Globe Awards.
He has appeared in films such as To Kill a Mockingbird
(1962)--his first film & in whch he played a reclusive neighbor of
Gregory Peck--The Godfather, The Godfather Part II, Apocalypse
Now, The Natural, Network, THX 1138, MASH, The Great Santini,
Lonesome Dove (saga in 4 parts of moving cattle east from Texas-the greatest cattle drive ever recorded on film), Colors, and The
Apostle--edited excerpt from Wikipedia—my parenthetical insert.
Another appraisal: One of Hollywood's most distinguished,
popular, and versatile actors, Robert Duvall possesses a rare gift
for totally immersing himself in his roles. Born in San Diego, CA,
in 1931 and raised by an admiral, Duvall fought in Korea for two
years after graduating from Principia College. Upon his Army
discharge, he moved to New York to study acting at the
Neighborhood Playhouse, where he won much acclaim for his
portrayal of a longshoreman in A View From the Bridge. He later

Dutch Slang. Anger of temper. In Dutch means in
disfavor or trouble. See at Dutch treat.

Dutch East India Company was a trading company,
which was established in 1602 when the States-General of
the Netherlands granted it a 21-year monopoly to carry out colonial
activities in Asia. It was the first multinational corporation in the
world and the first company to issue stock. It was also arguably the
world's first mega-corporation, possessing quasi-governmental
powers, including the ability to wage war, negotiate treaties, coin
money, and establish colonies.
The Dutch East India Company remained an important
trading concern for almost two centuries, paying an 18% annual
dividend for almost 200 years. In its declining years in the late
18th century it was referred to as Vergaan Onder Corruptie
(VOC), which translates as 'Perished By Corruption'. The VOC
became bankrupt and was formally dissolved in 1800, its
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acted in stock and off-Broadway, and had his onscreen debut as
Gregory Peck's simple-minded,reclusive, neighbor Boo Radley in
To Kill a Mockingbird (1962).
With his intense expressions and chiseled features, Duvall
frequently played troubled, lonely characters in such films as The
Chase (1966) during his early film career. Whatever the role,
however, he brought to it an almost tangible intensity tempered by
an ability to make his characters real (in contrast to some
contemporaries who never let viewers forget that they were
watching a star playing a role). Though well-respected and
popular, Duvall largely eschewed the traditionally glitzy life of a
Hollywood star; at the same time, he worked with some of the
greatest directors over the years. This included a long association
with Francis Ford Coppola, for whom he worked in two Godfather
movies (in 1972 and 1974) and Apocalypse Now (1979). The
actor's several Oscar nominations included one for his performance
as a dyed-in-the-wool military father who victimizes his family
with his disciplinarian tirades in The Great Santini (1980). For his
portrayal of a has-been country singer in Tender Mercies -- a role
for which he composed and performed his own songs -- Duvall
earned his first Academy Award for Best Actor. He also directed
and co-produced 1983's Angelo My Love and earned praise for his
memorable appearance in Rambling Rose in 1991. One of Duvall's
greatest personal triumphs was the production of 1997's The
Apostle, the powerful tale of a fallen Southern preacher who finds
redemption. He had written the script 15 years earlier, but was
unable to find a backer, so, in the mid-'90s, he financed the film
himself. Directing and starring in the piece, Duvall earned
considerable acclaim, including another Best Actor Oscar
nomination.
The 1990s were a good decade for Duvall. Though not
always successful, his films brought him steady work and great
variety. Not many other actors could boast of playing such a
diversity of characters: from a retired Cuban barber in 1993's
Wrestling Ernest Hemingway to an ailing editor in The Paper
(1994) to the abusive father of a mentally impaired murderer in the
harrowing Sling Blade (1996) to James Earl Jones's brother in the
same year's A Family Thing (which he also produced). Duvall took
on two very different father roles in 1998, first in the asteroid
extravaganza Deep Impact and then in Robert Altman's The
Gingerbread Man. Throughout his career, Duvall has also
continued to work on the stage. In addition, he occasionally
appeared in such TV miniseries as Lonesome Dove (1989) and
Stalin (1992), and has even done voice-over work for Lexus
commercials. In the early 2000s, he continued his balance between
supporting roles in big-budget films and meatier parts in smaller
efforts. He supported Nicolas Cage in Gone in 60 Seconds and
Denzel Washington in John Q., but he also put out his second
directorial effort, Assassination Tango (under the aegis of old
friend Coppola), which allowed him to film one of his life's great
passions -- the tango. In 2003, Kevin Costner gave Duvall an
outstanding role in his old-fashioned Western Open Range, and
Duvall responded with one of his most enjoyable performances.
Duvall subsequently worked in a number of additional films,
including playing opposite Will Ferrell in the soccer comedy
Kicking & Screaming, as well as adding a hilarious cameo as a
tobacco king in the first-rate satire Thank You For Smoking. In
2006 he scored a hit in another western. The made for television
Broken Trail, co-starring Thomas Haden Church, garnered strong
ratings when it debuted on the American Movie Classics channel.
That same year he appeared opposite Drew Barrymore and Eric
Bana in Curtis Hanson's Lucky You--Sandra Brennan, All Movie
Guide

Houston, TS, Duvall was working as a cosmetics saleswoman at a
Houston Foley's when she was discovered at a party by production
scouts for Altman's Brewster McCloud (1970).
After an interview with Altman, she won the lead
role of
Suzanne, the free-spirited love interest to Bud Cort's reclusive
Brewster in Brewster McCloud. Altman was so impressed with
Duvall's work that he cast the young actress in his next films,
including McCabe & Mrs. Miller (1971), Thieves Like Us (1974),
and Nashville (1975).
In 1977, Duvall was awarded a Best Actress by the Cannes
Film Festival and the Los Angeles Film Critics Association for her
portrayal of the delusional Millie Lammoreaux in Altman's 3
Women. That same year, Duvall appeared in Annie Hall as Woody
Allen's one-night stand. Her next role was Wendy opposite Jack
Nicholson in Stanley Kubrick's The Shining (1980). Jack
Nicholson states in the documentary Stanley Kubrick: A Life in
Pictures that Kubrick was great to work with, but that he was ―a
different director‖ with Duvall. Perhaps the most notorious
example of this was Kubrick's insistence that Shelley perform 127
takes of the now-infamous ―baseball-bat‖ scene, which broke a
world-record for the most retakes of a single movie scene with
spoken dialogue.
Despite her turbulent relationship with Kubrick on the set,
Duvall was fully satisfied with the final product and saidshe
learned more from working with Kubrick on The Shining than she
learned from working on all her previous films.
In January of 1979, Robert Altman called up Duvall and
offered her the role of Olive Oyl in the big-screen adaptation of
Popeye. Duvall was reluctant to accept the role due to negative
memories of being called ―Olive Oyl" as a child, but went on to
accept it in stride. Although the film did not live up to
expectations, critics called her ―perfect‖ for the role and said that
"she was born to play" he character. Though she has appeared in
many movies since, she never again reached the heights she did
ith The Shining or Popeye—edited excerpt from Wikipedia

Dybbuk, in Kabbalah & European Jewish folklore, is
a malicious possessing spirit, believed to be the dislocated
soul of a dead person. Dybbuks are said to have escaped
from Gehenna, a Hebrew term very loosely translated as
"hell," or to have been turned away from Gehenna for
transgressions too serious for the soul to be allowed there,
such as suicide. The word "dybbuk" is derived from a
Hebrew world meaning "attachment;"
the
dybbuk
attaches itself to the body of a living
person and inhabits
it. According to belief, a soul that has not
been able to
fulfill its function in its lifetime is given another
opportunity to do so in the form of a dybbuk. It will leave
once it has accomplished its goal, sometimes after being
helped—Wikipedia. Also see at Lilith.

Dye for a living? Where to—well a salon for one, a
dry goods, clothing, or other manufacturer that colors there
product.

Dyed-in-the-wool.1.Thorough-going,; out-and- out:
A dyed-in-the-wool Democrat. 2. wool dyed before being
woven into cloth.

Dyer‘s Hand, The" 1962 W. H. Auden book of essays
dating from the early 1950s. "In this volume, W. H. Auden
assembled, edited, and arranged the best of his prose writing,
including the famous lectures he delivered as Oxford Professor of
Poetry. The result is less a formal collection of essays than an
extended and linked series of observations--on poetry, art, and the
observation of life in general. The Dyer's Hand is a surprisingly
personal, intimate view of the author's mind, whose central focus is
poetry--Shakespearean poetry in particular--but whose province is
the author's whole experience of the twentieth century"-Amazon.Com blurb. The dyers hand is stained by the dyeing
process, right?

Duvall, Shelley Alexis, born 1949, is an awardwinning film and TV actress. She began her career in the
1970s, playing quirky and waif-like characters in the movies of
Robert Altman, and eventually starred in movies by Woody
Allen, Stanley Kubrick, Terry Gilliam and Tim Burton. Born in
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Dying Joke: ―I don‘t mind dying. I just don‘t want to

Eakins, Thomas Cowperthwait, 1844-1916 was a

be there when it happens‖—Woodie Allen.

painter, photographer, sculptor & fine arts educator. He
was one of the greatest American painters of his time, an
innovating teacher, and an uncompromising realist. He was
also the most neglected major painter of his era in the US.

―Dying, Tired of living and scared of,‖from Old Man
River,‖ see at Hammerstein..

Dylan, Bob (ne Robert Allen Zimmerman), b. 1941 in

Ear for music means attuned to hearing music, able to

Duluth, Minnesota; see ―The Da Capo Companion.
―Sometimes I think this whole world / Is one big prison yard
/ Some of us are prisoners / The rest of us are guards. /
Lord, Lord, / They cut George Jackson down / Lord, Lord, /
They laid him in the ground,‖ R, lxvii--see p. 493 of
―Voices of the People‘s History…‖; -- wrote in his 1964
song ―My Back Pages‖: ―Ah, but I was so much older then.
I‘m younger than that now.‖
Dyslexia, 25(38)n, 32(51)n, a learning disorder marked by
the relative inability to recognize and understand written
written words—American Heritage Dictionary.
―Dyslexia causes difficulties in learning to read,
write & spell. Short term memory, mathematics, personal
organization, concentration, and sequencing, may also be
affected. Dyslexia usually arises from a weakness in the
processing of language-based information. Biological in
origin, it tends to run in families, but environmental factors
also contribute. It can occur at any level of intellectual
ability. It is not the result of a poor motivation, emotional
disturbance, sensory impairment, or lack of opportunities,
but it may occur alongside any of these. It largely may be
overcome by skilled specialist in teaching & the use of
compensatory strategies‖ (what is now called ―Special
Ed.‖)—quotes are from ―Could Do Better‖--my parenthesis.
My dyslexia went untreated. As an example of my
dyslexia, I spelled Thom McCan with a double ―n,‖ 25(38)
(& without the ―h‖.) Usually I can‘t spell ―dyslexia‖ or
―syphilis‖ without looking them up--also see at ―The
Brightest and the Best.‖
Famous Dyslexics: Tom Cruise, Leonardo Da Vinci
Thomas Edison, Anthony Hopkins, Jay Leno.

remember melodies, passages of music, or tunes.

Earhart, Amelia,1897-1937, born in Achison, Kansas,
she bought her own plane in 1922; achieved fame as the
first woman to fly across the Atlantic, as a passenger (1928), and
then solo (1932). Her book 20 Hrs., 40 Min.: Our Flight in the
Friendship is about her experiences as a passenger in the
Friendship, which made her the first woman to cross the Atlantic
Ocean by air; it has continued to be reprinted in periodic new
editions nearly 80 years later. National Geographic named it as
one of the "100 greatest adventure books of all time."
In 1937 she set off to fly around the world but she & her
plane were lost somewhere over the Pacific.

Earp, Wyatt, lawman circa 1880s. See at ―Gunfight at
the O. K. Corral‖ (1957 film) & at the O.K. Corral etc.

―Ears: Lend me your ears‖—see at ―Friends,
Romans, Countrymen‖ & at Metonym.
All ears means very attentive. See at Tin ear.

Earth, third planet from the sun at a mean distance
of 93 million miles & mean diameter of 7,918 miles. It
takes on the average just 8 minutes for sunlight to reach the
earth. Earth is called the Blue Planet because the oceans
and/or the atmosphere give it that hue. See at Nepturne.

―Earth Girls are Easy‖ is a 1988 comedy/musical film
directed by Julien Temple. It stars Geena Davis, Jeff
Goldblum, Michael McKean, Julie Brown, and hitherto largely
unknown comedians Jim Carrey and Damon Wayans. The film is
marketed with the tagline: ―An out-of-this-world, down-to-earth
comedy adventure.‖ The film's plot is based on the song "Earth
Girls Are Easy" from Julie Brown's 1984 mini-album "Goddess in
Progress.‖

Dyslexia Joke: A dyslexic walked into a bra.

―Earth Girls are Easy‖-- Having heard that, two

Actually in Barcelona there used to be a Cafe-Bar called
Bracafe! It and the adjacent Zürich Bar were razed circa
1998 to build some other commercial structures.

Martians dropped in for a weekend, where they met
& picked up two girls. After the date, Martian # 1 raved about
his date, ―What they said about Earth girls is true—mine was so
easy! How was your date?" Martian # 2: ―I don‘t know--What‘s a
headache?‖

Dyson, Freeman (John) b. 1923: English-born
Physicist & mathematician noted for his work in quantum
mechanics, nuclear weapons design & policy, and for his
serious theorizing in futurism and science-fiction concepts,
incl. the search for ET intelligence. In 1947 he moved to the
US, on a fellowship at Cornell University & then joined the
faculty there as a physics professor in 1951 without a Ph. D.
In 1953, he became a professor at the Institute for Advanced
Study, having previoulsly been a member there in 1948-49
& fall 1950. In 1957, he became a naturalized US citizen &
lives in Princeton, NJ, with his German-born wife Imme
(pronounced ―Eema.‖)
See his review in April 28, 2005 NY Times Sunday
Book Review of ―Armageddon: the Battle for Germany‖ &
―The End: Hamburg 1943;‖ also see at Atomic
fission. Also see at ―The Pleasure of Finding Things Out.‖
Also see at Dan Pedoe (last paragraph.)

Earth—see at ―The Spanish Earth.‖
Ease or EEE? See at Pun.
―East is East, and West is West, and neither the twain
shall meet,‖ Ballad of East and West, Kipling (1889)

―East of Eden‖ a novel by John Steinbeck, was
published in 1952, ten years before he received a Nobel
Prize for Literature. The inspiration for the story came from Chap.
4 of Genesis, verses 1 to 16, which recounts the story of Abel and
Cain. Steinbeck called East of Eden ―a sort of autobiography of
the Salinas Valley.‖ East of Eden begins in 1862 and covers three
generations and 56 years. The book ends in Salinas, California, in
1918.
The theme of East of Eden: ―All novels, all poetry, are
built on the never- ending constest in ourselves of good and evil.‖
Steinbeck's widow, Elaine, in looking back on the year that he
worked on the book, said that his work on the novel affected him
deeply. Perhaps the best way to put it would be to say that it was
the last stage in putting himself back together after the years that
had torn him apart.
As Steinbeck progressed through the early chapters, he
noted that his voice would be more apparent in this book than in
any other because he wanted it to contain everything he
remembered to be true. He would be in this one and not ―for one

Eagle Pass, Texas (2000 pop. 27,000) is one of about
15 US border cities between US and Mexica stretching
along the Rio Grandefrom Brownsville, Tezas to Yuma, Arizona.
Motto: ―Where yee-hah meets olé.‖ The eoconomy of Piedras
Negras, the Mexican city across the Rio Grande, like the other
Mexican sister cities, is inextribably linked to that of Eagle Pass,
and much of the laboring workers pass daily across the bridge from
Mexico.
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moment pretend not to be.‖ Steinbeck states about Eastof Eden, ―It
has everything in it I have been able to learn about my craft or
profession in all these years.‖ He further claimed, ―I think
everything else I have written has been, in a sense, practice for
this.‖ Compiled by Pauline Pearson June5, 1990, revised June
1995—from the Web. See below.

―Eastside, Westside,‖Ch. 22 epigraph; also see at
―Sidewalks of New York.‖

Eastwood, Clint, actor in ―Dirty Harry,‖ 75(124), and
an Academy Award Winning director, of r‖Unforgiven‖ and
―Million Dollar Baby‖ both of which were named Best Picture. He
has directed more than 30 films, among them ―Mystic River,
―Flags of Our Father,‖ and ―Letters from Iwo Jima.‖ And he has
starred in more than 60 films, including some ―Spaghetti
Westerns‖ directed by Leone, e.g., ―A Fistful of Dollars.‖
The success of A Fistful of Dollars had producers financing
more and more Westerns with bigger and bigger budgets. Leone
quickly followed in 1965 with a sequel --For a Few Dollars More,
this time teaming Eastwood with a retired Hollywood bit player
named Lee Van Cleef as rival bounty hunters after a crazed killer.
Eastwood Quote: My old drama coach used to say, ―Don‘t
just do something, stand there;‖ Eastwood went on to say, ‗Gary
Cooper wasn‘t afraid to do nothing‖--from ―Cassell‘s Movie
Quotations;‖ also see at Cagney, at John Ford (last paragraph), at
Hepburn & at Iwo Jima.

―East of Eden,‖ the film, was directed and produced
by Elia Kazan and starred James Dean (in his first starring
role) as ―Cal.‖ The film opens at approximately Chapter
37 in Part Four of the novel. The film, shot in part in
Salinas, California, was finished and released in 1955. It
tells the tale of two brothers who vie for their fathers‘s
affection and the worman (fetchingly played by Julie
Harris) who comes between them. Also see at Steinbeck.

―East of the Garden of Eden. ―So he drove out the
man: and he placed at the east of the garden of Eden
cherubims, and a flaming sword, which turned every way,
to keep the way of the tree of life‖—Genesis 3:24

―East of the Sun‖ Words & Music by Brooks

―Easy Aces,‖a radio comedy team that ran from 1931

Bowman, recorded by Tommy Dorsey, 1940:
AM7
F#m F#7
East of the sun and west of the moon,
DM7
D6
Dm7
We'll build a dream house of love, dear.
Bm7
Bm7-5
E7 G#m
C#m7-5 F#m
Near to the sun in the day, near to the moon at night,
B7 Bm7-5 E7 B7
We'll live in a lovely way, dear,
Bm
Bm7/E Bmy-5
E7
Living on love and pale moonlight.

to 1945, 78(128)

―Easy come, easy go,‖ gold-panner‘s joke, 16(23)
Love is something like the silver dollar the miner works all
day to earn but throws away with a single cut of the cards,
saying, ―Easy come, easy go!‖ It is a capital that is
squandered when you have it & then you wonder where it
all went. Nothing lasts forever, so why should love?

―Easy Come, Easy Go,‖ 1947 film, directed by John
Farrow, With Barry Fitzgerald, Diana Lynn, Sonny Tufts.

―Easy Life‖—see at Dino Risi.
Easy Pass, see at EZ.
―Easy Rider‖ (1969) is a film written by Peter Fonda,

East River in NY runs between the Bronx Borough
& Rikers Island—see at Typhoid Mary.

East side , West side, all around the ring—see at
―Sidewalks of New York.‖
Easter, the Meaning of: When Heidi & Cindy were

Dennis Hopper & Terry Southern that depicts two bikers
who travel through the American Southwest and South to
experience its land and people. It starred Fonda, Hopper, Jack
Nicholson, Luke Askew & Karen Black, was produced by Fonda,
and directed by Hopper. As a counterculture film, Easy Rider
explores the societal andscape, issues, and tensions in the US
during the 1960s, such as the rise and fall of hippie movement,
drug use, and communal lifestyle--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
The Nicholson character, George Hanson, is killed by a
machete chop to the neck; later, the Hopper character, Billy, is
killed by a bullet as he is riding on the cycle, and the Fonda
character, Wyatt, is killed when a bullet strikes the gasoline tank &
explodes. The movie thus expresses a lot of anger, both by those
seeking freedom on the road, and by those who hate freedomloving bikers—from the Web.
Also see the pun at Queasy Rider.

very young, Cindy asked Heidi what Easter meant. Heidi:
―Remember the baby that was born on Christmas? Well,
he just died.‖ It‘s a wonderful story the way it is, but I can‘t
help adding: He died on Good Friday & rose from the
grave three days later on Easter!

Eastern Front refers to the East Border of Nazi
Germany WW II as it invaded USSR. Naturally it varied
with the penetration, first of Germany into USSR, and then with
the counter penetration of USSR into German-held territories of
Poland, Czechoslavakia, and finally Germany all the way to
Berlin.

Eastman, George, 1854-1832, cofounder with Henry
Strong, of Eastman Kodak

Easy Street, a condition of financial security or

Eastman Kodak‘s origins rest with Eastman Dry

independence. A life of ease.

PlateCompany founded by inventor George Eastman and
businessman Henry Strong in 1881. The Eastman Dry Plate
Company was responsible for the first cameras suitable for
nonexpert use.
The Kodak company attained its name from the first simple
roll film cameras produced by Eastman Dry Plate Company,
known as the ―Kodak‖ in its product line. This in turn got its name
from George Eastman who registered the trademark Kodak on
September 4, 1888, the same day he received a patent for his rollfilm box camera.
The letter ―K‖ had been a favorite of Eastman, who is
quoted in saying, ―It seems a strong, incisive sort of letter.‖ He
and his mother devised the name Kodak with an anagram set. He
said that there were three principal concepts he used in creating the
name: it must be short, you can not mispronounce it, and it could
not resemble anything or be associated with anything but
Kodak

―Easy Street‖ (1977) introduced by Dorothy Louden
in ―Annie,‖ music by Charles Strouse, lyrics by Martin
Charnin,

―Easy To Love‖ (You‘d Be So), a Cole Porter Song
for the 1936 film Born to Dance, where it was introduced
by Eleanor Powell, James Stewart, and Frances Langford.

Eat, Child, Eat! (Isst, Kind, Isst!) ―Eat! Eat! May you
be destroyed if you don‘t eat! What sin have I committed
that God should pnish me with you!‖ Eat! What will
become of you if you don‘t eat! Imp of darkness, may you
sink 10 fathoms into the earth if you don‘t eat!—Alfred
Kazin‘s recollection of Jewish mother‘s faoce-feeding of
their families in Brookyn between the world wars, and
quoted by Roy Blunt, Jr. in his July 15, 2007 Sunday NY
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Times Book Review of ―American Food Writing,‖ ed. by
Molly O‘Neill,

rugged setting and vast collection of Medieval and Georgian
architecture including numerous stone tenements, it is one
of the most dramatic cities in Europe.

Eat, I couldn‘t find anything I liked to—a paraphrase

Edison, Thomas Alva, !847-1931, in 1869 received

of the ―Hunger Artist,‖ about whom see.

E-Bay, a kind of Internet ―flea market,‖ 105(197)
Ebert, Roger, film critic & also part of a two-man

the first of his more than a thousand patents; received a
patent for his phonograph in 1879, 77(126); in 1987 he patented a
―kinetoscope‖ for motion pictures. Also see at Lumière.
He improved the incandescent light with a new filament:
―on Oct. 21, 1879, he first demonstrated in public a light bulb
made with a charred length of cotton thread that burned
continuously for forty hours‖—from ―Notable American
Scientists‖ (see Bibliography);. This was the frist
carbonfilament incandescent bulb.
Some other of his inventions were the two-message
―diplex‖ telegraph, the stock ticker, the carbon telephone
transmitter, the dictating machine, the phonograph record, the
fluoroscope, etc; see Penguin Int‘l Dict. of Contmp. Biog.
―[Edison‘s deafness] led to the perfection of the phonograph
and had something to do with
the development of the
telephone.‖ See at Deafness.
Thomas Edison had untidy personal habit & didn‘t
wash—see at Einstein‘s Sartorial Indiffernce.

critic team, ―Two Thumbs Up.‖

EC, see at Euripean Union.
Eccentric means departing from a recognized,
conventional, or established norm or pattern of behavior.—
from the Greek ekkentros, ek-, out of, kentron, center. See at
Odd. For example, Albert Einstein would be considered
eccentric as regards to his sartorial preference, i.e., wearing
no socks. Edith Sitwell wrote ―The English Eccentricities‖
(1933) about some very quaint eccentrics.

―Echelon, The Upper: -- ,‖see at Steig.
―Echo, Waiting for an‖-- see at Don Marquis.
―Echoes of the Past: A History of the Covington
Public School System,‖ by Betty Lee Nordheim, Covington
Independent Schools, Covington, 20o2—see Biblio.

Eckert, J(ohn) Presper, 1919-1995–see at ENIAC.
Eckhart, Meister, c.1260-c.1327, see at Prayer.
Eco is Italian for Echo.
Eco, Umberto (born 5 January 1932) is an Italian

Edison‘s Patents: singly or with others, he held 1.093
patents.

Edmondson, George, Patrol Leader, Covington Boy
Scout Troop # 13: 117(217);; also see Part II Photographs,
Mr. --, 28(42); Mrs.--. 55-56(90)

medievalists, semiotician, philosopher, literary critic and
novelist, best known for his novel The Name of the Rose (Il nome della
rosa, 1980), an intellectual mystery combining semiotics in fiction,
biblical analysis, medieval studies and literary theory. Eco is President
of the Scuola Superiore di Studi Umanistici, University of Bologna,
and an Honorary Fellow of Kellogg College, University of Oxford.He
has also written academic texts, children's books and many essays.Eco's
work illustrates the concept of intertextuality, or the interconnectedness of all literary works.
"The Name of the Rose" (original title, Der Name der Rose) is a
1986 German-French-Italian film, directed by Jean-Jacques Annaud,
based on the book of the same name by Umberto Eco. Sean Connery is
the Franciscan friar William of Baskerville and the young Christian
Slater is his apprentice Adso of Melk, who are called upon to solve a
deadly mystery in a Medieval abbey.
Eco's novels are full of subtle, often multilingual, references to
literature and history. For instance, the character William of Baskerville
is a logically-minded Englishman who is a monk and a detective, and
his name evokes both William of Ockham and Sherlock Holmes (by
way of The Hound of the Baskervilles). Eco cites James Joyce and
Jorge Luis Borges as the two modern authors who have influenced his
work the most (Source: Eco's 'On Literature')—edited excerpts from
Wikipedia.

Edwards, Blake, b. in 1922 in Tulsa, OK, is a film
director, screenwriter & producer. His most popular fims
have been comedies, Days of Wine and Roses being a notable
exception, in which his most fruitful collaboration has been with
Peter Sellers in the Pink Panther movies. In 2004, he received an
Oscar for cumulative film achievements. He married Julie
Andrews, his second wife, in 1969, and she has appeared in a
number of his films, including Darling Lili (1970), 10 (1979) ,
Victor/Victoria (a 1995 musical with a book by Blake Edwards,
music by Henry Mancini and lyrics by Leslie Bricusse & Frank
Wildhorn--based on the 1982 film of the same name) & the
autobiographical satire S.O.B. –Wikipedia (edited) Also see at
Julie Andrews & at ―Days of Wine and Roses.‖

Edwards, Owen—see at Irving Berlin.
EEE or ease? pun—see at CCC, EZ & at puns.
―Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds, The‖ is a 1964 play written by Paul Zindel, a
playwright and science teacher. Zindel received the 1971 Pulitzer
Prize for Drama for the work. The play's world premiere was
staged in 1964 at the Alley Theatre in Houston. after which it
premiered in New York City Off Broadway. It was adapted for
film in 1972, directed by Paul Newman and starring his wife
Joanne Woodward, daughter Elinor (stage name Nell Potts), and
Roberta Wallach, daughter of Eli Wallach. Woodward won the
award for Best Actress at the 1973 Cannes Film Festival—
Wikipedia.

―Ecstasy and Me‖ Hedi Lamarr‘s autobiography
(1967)—see at Lamarr.

Eddy, Captain, 163-164(288),Ch. 55, 231(420);
-- addresses Co. 1038 in Michigan City to say the Navy
would honor its commitments to us, 213(379)

Eddy Test (in electricity & magnetism)—required of

Egan Timothy, see at ―The Great American Dust

all candidates for the Navy‘s RT School, 163-164(288), Ch.
55, 231(420); Just 2 out of 41 in N. KY passed! 165(290);
but at Great Lakes we were two out of 120 who had
passed! Ch.55

Bowl‖ & at ―The Worst Hard Times.‖

Eggers, Emilie wrote a review of Vonnegut‘s last
book, ―A Man Without a Country‖ but, in my opinion, she
doesn‘t do justice to the illusive and allusive Vonegut, or
his genius—see at ―Man Without a Country, A‖

Eden, Garden of: as described in Genesis it is where
Adam and Eve lived after their creation. See at East of
Eden:

―Egghead,‖ an intellectual;a highbrow, usually used
mockingly to denigrate intellect & intellectual people,
especially .by people of little or no intellect, or those who
feel inferior, e.g, they considered Einstein an egghead!
Adlai Steveson was branded an egghead in his two
presidential campaigns, mostly because of his eloquent

Eden Park in Cincinnati, 62(101); where Joy told me
―Goodbye‖ (in May or June 1946), 226(412)

Edinburgh is the capital of Scotland & its largest city
after Glasgow, 45 miles due west. It is on the south shore of
the Firth of Forth, on the North Sea and, because of its
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―defense‖ was that he was just a ―cog in the Nazi
machinery.‖ However, while waiting triral in Israel,
Eichman said, ―To sum it up, I must say I regretted
nothing‖--in the 17-th ed. of Bartlett. Also see at Hanna
Arendt.
Eichelberger, Meta, 5th Dist. Sch., see Photographs
in Part I.

speeches. Also see at Intellectural Migraion about the
―eggheads‖ who helped us win WW II.

Ego 1. The self, especially as distinct from the world,
and other selves. 2. In psychology, the division of the psyche
that is conscious, most immediately controlling thought and behavior,
and is most in touch with external reality. 3 a. An exaggerated sense of
self-importance, conceit; b. An approprate pride in oneself; selfesteem—Ego is Latin for I--American Heritage Dictionary. Also see at
Borderline personality, at Ccogito ergo sum, at Egoismm at Ego trip &
at Self.

Eichhorn, Lisa, actress, see at ―Yanks.‖
Eiffel, Gustave: On Mar. 31, 1889, the engineer who
designed and built the Eiffel tower unfurled the
tricolor French flag on top of it, marking the official
opening of the tower—at first the tower was considered an
anathema by Parisians, but gradually the greatness of the
structure brought acceptance, and it now symbolizes the
city, much the way other great structures symbolize other
cities.

Ego quotations & disussion edited and excerpted
from Dr. Mardy‘s Quotations of Oct. 11-17, 2009: The
concept of "ego" is firmly associated with Sigmund Freud, but he
neversed the word in his original thinking on the subject. Writing in
his native German, he used the terms Das Ich, Das Uber-Ich, and Das
Es (literally "The I," "The Over-I," and "The It") for what eventually
became known as ego, super-ego, and id.
When Freud's "Das Ich und Das Es" was published in English in
1923 as "The Ego and the Id," the translator JamesStrachey Latinized
the terms and gave birth to a whole new set of words. [ Since the time
of the Romans, "ego" wa the Latin word for "self," and
when Freud's 1923 book was published, the words "egoism" and
"egotism" were in common use. As a result, even though Freud gave
the ego a relatively exalted status in his theory, it was only natural that
people would begin to regard the ego as a source of problems. ―
Quotes cited by Dr. Mardi: "Every autobiography is concerned
with two characters, a Don Quixote, the Ego, and a Sancho Panza, the
Self‖--W. H. Auden;
"The great corrupter of public man is the ego . . . .Looking at the
mirror distracts one's attention from the problem‘‘--Dean Acheson;
"One may understand the cosmos, but never the ego;
the self is more distant than any star‖--G. K. Chesterton;
"The more the ego is allowed to expand, the more powerful the
temptation to reach for an even larger expansion‖--George F. Kennan
My comment: Does that mean the bigger the ego gets the bigger it
wants to get? 
Other quotations not listed by Dr. Mardi: ―All is vanity‖—
Ecclesiastes. Also see at Carly Simon‗s ―You‘re SoVain‖

Eig, Jonathan--see at ―The Luckiest Man.‖
Eightieth Birthday Felicitations on my 80-th--see at
Alberto Facchini, Dolors Herbera, Paolo Ribbenboim, and
at Zanesville Conference Dedicated to my 80- th & Barbara
Ososky‘s 70-th and every speaker personally felicitated us

Eighty-Second (82-nd) Airborne Division—see at
Ste.-Mère-Église

Eileen—see at ―My Sister Eileen.‖
Eilenberg, Dr. Samuel ―Sammy‖,
mathematician. Once when he was visiting Rutgers,
him about the pre- immence of so many
mathematicians & scientists, he exclaimed, ―That
all they would let us do!‖ I reported on this in
and Things. Also see at Jewish Matrhematicians.

Einlösung, Endliche—see at ―Final Solution.‖
Einsatsgruppen, see at Nazi Einsatzgruppen.
Einstein, in German, ein means one & stein means
stone, hence literally, Einstein means ―one stone.‖ See at
monolith, and at Stein.

―All thoughts of a turtle are turtle‖—Emerson, R;
―That favorite subject. Myself‖—James Boswell, R. Also
see below

Einstein, Albert, Dr. 1879-1955, 55(89): born in
Ulm, Württemberg, Germany, on March 14, 1879, the first
child of Hermann Einstein & Pauline Koch.
-- and Doc Coker, 151-152(268-269);
Einstein was inspired by a compass his father gave him
when he was sick in bed at the age of four or five, and the magic
powers of a magnet given to him by an uncle when he was ten—
about this, see at Bertrand Russell. At his death he was still
searching for a ―unified field theory‖, that is, a law that
would
explain both (electro-) magnetism & gravity, 129(237-238)—also
see at Bertrand Russell, at John A. Wheeler, at Black Hole, at
Quantum Physics, at Quantum Theory & General Relativity
Einstein was granted a visa Dec. 5, 1932 & arrived in
USA on Oct. 17, 1933 in order to become a member of the Inst.for
Adv. Study, Princeton, the same year that Otto Frank went to
Amsterdam—the Frank family followed in 1934, R, lv
Einstein became an American citizen in 1940—see at Elsa
& Margot Einstein below.
―Einstein‘s ego luckily not curbed by his family,‖ 58(95);
E = mc2 is the world‘s most profound equation where m =
mass and c = speed of light, predicting that a lot of energy E can
be released from a small amount m of mass — itwas the theoretical
basis for the A-Bomb, R, lv,42(67), 151-152(269); see at Atomic
fission;
Einstein proved E = mc2 (i.e, m times c times c) in a single
page in a little booklet entitled ―Relativity,‖ using only the basic
laws of physics, algebra & calculus—see at ―The Lady from
Bright.‖
Einstein‘s method of solving a problem—surround it! 163164(288);

Egoist: One devoted to one‘s own interests &
advancements; ―The worst egoist is the person [who] never
[thought] he might be one‖—Freud. See at Sigmund Freud.

Egotist: 1. Aconceited boastfulperson. 2. A selfish,
self-centered person.

Egotist Joke: A person with an ―I‖ problem.
Egoism—see at Solipsism.
Ego trip is slang for an act, experience, or course of
behavior that gratifies the ego—from Answers.com

Egypt—see at El Alamein; also see at ―Little Egypt.‖
―Egyptian, The,‖ 1954 film with Victor Mture, Jean
Simmons and Gene Tierney.

Ehrenhalt, Alan, see at Bill Clinton.
Ehrlich, Paul, Nobel Prize in 1908 for his work on
immunology; discovered the
Salvarsan, for syphilis, Ch.54

first

antidote

noted
I asked
Jewish
was
―Rings

namely,

Eichman, Adolf, 1906-1962: War Criminal, a member
of the SS in 1933 & organizer of anti-Semitic activies.
According to Scheindlin, ―he chose Poland as the
extermination center because that was the main center of
Jewish population, & because of [Poland‘s] ancient and
deeply-rooted anti- Semitism,‖ 174(304); Captured by US
forces in 1945, he escaped prison by keeping his identity
hidden, & in 1950 reached Argentia. He was traced by
Israeli agents, captured on May 24, 1960 & taken to Israel in
where he was tried, convicted & hanged in 1962.
His
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―— the modern Newton,‖ 76(126)
-- ―Man of the Century,‖ (Time Magazine, Centennial
Ed.), 51(84)n;
-- offered in 1952 but declined to be presidency of Israel;
―— Sartorial Indifference Award,‖ 152(269), 156(278);
(Einstein was notorious for wearing just pants, shoes, and a shirt,
usually, a sweat shirt,, i.e., no tie, coat, uunderwear, or socks,
152(269) ―Photographs of him earlier in life, however, show him
to be quite properly dressed‖—Alice Calaprice, e-mail of Dec.
5, 2005;
-- married Mileva Maric‘, a Serbian mathematician and
fellow-student, in 1903.
-- signed a letter on Aug. 2, 1939 to FDR urging the
building of a reactor for atomic fission necessary for A-bombs, R,
lv,178(311); he did this despite his pacificism. Alsosee
at
―Einstein on Peace,‖ at ―Einstein, The Human Side,‖ at ―Sixty
Years After,‖ & at ―Subtle is the Lord,‖ in the Bibliography;―
―— will never make a success of anything‖— judgment of
a teacher at Einstein‘s elementary school, and an art teacher made
a similar misjudgment of Henri Matisse, 51(84)n;
Also see at Feynman about late talkers. See at Chaplin,
at (Bertrand) Russell on Einstein & at Genius.
Einstein Estate: according to Einstein‘s Last Will and
Testament the Estate held the literary rights to all of his
manuscripts, copyrights, publication rights, royalties, and royalty
agreements. There were only two trustees: Helen
Dukas & he
economist Dr. Otto Nathan. In short, Dukas & Nathan were the
"executors of his literary heritage.‖
Helen Dukas and Banesh Hoffmann acknowledge it in their
book, ―Albert Einstein, the Human Side.‖ I have Alice Calaprice
to thank for the following: The estate was dissolved on the deaths
trustees, i.e., when Helen died in 1982. then the
estate was
bequeathed to Hebrew University in Jerusalem, which took over
the licensing. It hired the Roger Richman Agency in Beverly Hills
to respresent it and clear all rights for use of Einstein's image. The
agency was acquired by Corbis International last year, owned by
Bill Gates, so now Bill Gates owns the rights to Einstein! Hebrew
University and Princeton University Press gave rights for the use
of Einstein's literary (written) estate. That‘s why Alice Calaprice
does not cite the estate in her Preface & Acknowledgments to her
―The New Quotable Einstein‖ but does acknowledge her many
sources. (Her Introduction & Preface and Acknowldegments are
fascinating essays in their own right.)
Forbes in 2006 & Parade Magazine on April 7, 2007 state:
―Albert Einstein earned $20 million‖ in 2006 (also see at
Celebrities--Dead But not Forgotten), Guess who got the
money! See above.

In celebration of the 100th anniversary of Albert Einstein's
Annus Mirabilis ( miraculous year) in which he published some of
his most significant work, including that detailing the theory of
relativity theory of relativity, comes this annotated list of 300 of
the physicist's papers and other publications.
Few are better qualified for this task than Calaprice, who
has administered the Einstein Translation Project at Princeton
Universityat Princeton, N.J. Here, she covers topics of Einstein's
interest ranging from German nationalism to Judaism, war,
peace, atheism, and religion. Arranged in chronological order
from 1901, when Einstein was first published, to 1955, when he
died, the book includes a sampling of the interviews he gave and
eulogies and tributes that he wrote. Calaprice provides context
as it relates to Einstein, science, and world historym 174 pp.,
b&w photos--Free Online Library.

―Einstein in America,‖ Jamie Sayen, Crown, 1985,
is a biography primarily about Einstein‘s years in Princeton
1933 until his death in 1955 by an author who ―lived most
of his life in Princeton.‖ There are some wonderful
photographs of Einstein in the book

Einstein in Love: A Scientific Romance (2000) by
Dennis Overbye about Einstein's youth and the controversy
surrounding the degree to which Einstein's first wife,
Mileva Marić, contributed to the theory of relativity.

Einstein on Art and the Imagination: ―I am enough
of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination. Imagination
is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited.
Imagination encircles the world.‖

Einstein on Art, Beauty, Science, God, Religion, and the
Mysterious: ―The most beautiful thing we can experience is
the mysterious. It is the source of all true art and all science. He to
whom this emotion is a stranger…is as good as dead: his eyes are
closed—‖ 240(434)--see Bartlett & at The Mysterious.
―…a research scientist will hardly…believe that events
could be influenced by a prayer …to a supernatural being ….[but]
the belief in all-embracing laws in Nature also rests on a sort of
faith…the pursuit of science leads to a religious feeling of a special
sort, which is indeed quite different…-- excerpted from a letter of
Jan. 24, 1936 on pp.
2-33 in ―Einstein, The Human Side,‖
by Dukas & Hoffmann.
"After a certain high level of technical skill is achieved,
science and art tend to coalesce in aesthetics, plasticity, and form.
The greatest scientists are always artists as well‖--Albert Einstein.
Also see at Art & at Artists.
―The deep conviction of the existence of a higher
power
of thought which manifests itself in the inscrutable universe…[is]
my defintion of God.‖— p. 168 in The Einstein Centenary--see
Bibliography
―…this knowledge and this emotion that constitutes true
eligiousity; in this sense, and in this alone, I am a deeply religious
man—see at The Mysterious.
―God does not play dice with the universe,‖ one of
Einstein‘s most quoted statements. It was his answer to
Heisenberg‘s Uncertainty Principle which asserts events can be
predicted not in certainty but only in probability.
―Subtle is the Lord, but malicious he is not,‖ a statement
Einstein which made. See at Pais & also see at ―Science and
Religion.‖
―Einstein: A Biography,‖ Jurgen Neffe, trans. from
the German by Shelley Frisch, Farrar, Staus, and Giroux,
2007.

Einstein, Elsa, wife, and Margot: Margot, 1908?1986, (née Margot Hoffman), step-daughter of Albert
Einstein, was a sculptor. Born in Germany, the daughter of Elsa
Hoffman who, after the death of her husband, became Eisntein‘s
second wife. In 1930, Margot married an assistant to Dr. Einsein—
the marriage ended in a divorce seven years later & she returned to
live with her mother & Einstein at their home at 112 Mercer St.,
Princeton.
In 1934, after the Einstein family fled Germany for the
USA, Margot studied sculpture at Columbia U., and, along with
Einstein, became a US citizen in 1940. Her mother died in 1936.
She lived with Dr. Einstein & his siter, Maja & subsequently, after
Einstein died in 1955, with Helen Dukas in the Einstein home
until Helen‘s death in 1982—edited from the NY Times Obituary
of July 12, 1986. Also see at Gaby Borel.
―Einstein Almanac, The‖ (2005)--Almanac, originally

―Einstein 1905: The Standard of Greatness‖ by
John S. Rigden reviewed by D.J. Kevles in his review in
the May 23, 2005 TLS review of three books about
Einstein: ―Einstein 1905‖, ―The Collected papers of Albert
Einstein‖ & ―The Born-Einstein Correspondence.‖ –also
elow at Einstein‘ Annus Mrrabilis.

a calendar writh notations of astronomical and other data.
Almanacs have been known in simple form almost since the
invention of writing, for they served to record religious feasts,
seasonal changes, and the like.
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―Einstein: His Life and Universe‖ by Walter

cited in this Index & Glossary, including ones by Isaacson, Jerome
& Taylor, Neffe & Pais. See, e.g., at Einstein, or at Einstein‘s.
Also see at ―Einsteins‘s Later Work Fell Off Precipitously‖
& ―Einstein‘s Love for Elsa Cost Him Dearly.‖

Isaacson, Simon & Shuster, 2007, rev. in the April 2, 2007
New Yorker by John Updike

Einstein a late talker? Einstein reputedly was a

Einstein‘s advice to a woman whose husband was

―late talker.‖ However, in an e-mail of March. 23, 2007,
Alice Calaprice wrote "He must have been talking by 21/2, though, when his sister was born, because he thought
he was getting a toy and asked where its wheels are.‖ Also s
see at Gifted Children Sometimes Talk Late.
Einstein leaves Germany for good in the early days
of Nazi fascism. While vacationing in Belgium he luckily
was told that Nazis had ransacked his home in 1933 & that
his papers & books were destroyed. Einstein wisely never
returned to Germany. Germany‘s insanity was America‘s
good fortune, for in 1933 he accepted a position at the
newly founded Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton
as the second permanent member. (Oswald Veblen was the
first), R, liv

seeing another woman: ―Madam, look at this way: You have
one problem; your husband has two.‖

Einstein‘s advice to young scientists: they should
become lighthouse keepers (not light housekeepers!)
because then they would have enough quiet time to do
their scientific thinking without any disturbance—see p.
17 of Calaprice‘s ―New Quotable Einstein‖ for this & a
reference.

Einstein‘s Annus Mirabilis (Latin for Miracle Year;
Wunderjahr in German) refers to five papers of Einstein
published in 1905 that changed the foundations of modern
physics: space, time & matter. Here‘s the gist: (a) proposed that
light travels not in waves but in indivisible, discrete bundles, or
quanta, of energy, after Maz Planck‘s discovery of quanta; (b)
calculated how many water molecules existed in 22.4 liters (a
number so vast that ―that many popcorn kernels spread across the
USA would cover the country nine miles deep;‖ (c) explained
Brownian motion as the jostling of motes of matter by invisible
molecules; (d) expounded the special theory of relativity, holding
that all measurable motion is relative so some other object and that
no universal coordinates, and no ubiquitous ether, exist; and (e)
asserted that mass and energy were different manifestations of the
same thing and that their relation could be expressed by the
equation: E = mcc (m times c squared)--which was discussed
above at Einstein. (This entry is an edited version that appears in
John Updike‘s review of Isaacson‘s biography ―Einstein: His
Life and Universe.‖
Regarding (a), this discovery led to the photoecectric effect
that is the basis of the ―electric eye‖ that controls the opening and
closing of doors in stores, but has other uses as well. Moreover,
Einstein‘s theory in (a) did not discredit wave theory that better
explains the spreading light through a slit, and interference patterns
of dark and light. (So, presently, these are these two mutually
exclusive teories that exist side-by-side—a paradox that is a little
like other paradoxes of physics and of life! See at Paradox &
see at Quantum Physics.

Einstein on Michele Angelo Besso--see at Besso.
―Einstein on Fire,‖ A Jewish monologue (not about
Albert Einstein!) in 1900 by Will N. Steele—see at Joe
Hayman.

Einstein on kissing while driving: ―Any man who
can drive safely while kissing a pretty girl is simply not
giving the kiss the attention it deserves.‖

―Einstein on Peace,‖ a collection of Einstein‘s letters,
and writings promoting world peace. In 1933 he joined
with Sigmund Freud to write ―Why War?‖ (Warum Krieg?) (―It
consists of only two letters—one by Einstein of July 30, 1932 (five
printed pages), and a much longer reply by Freud dated September
1932 (13 pages). It was published by the International Institute of
Intellectual Co-Operation, League of Nations, 1933‖—Alice
Calaprice, in an e-mail of Dec. 6, 2005.) Also see at Calaprice
& at Bertrand Russell.

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox—see at Quantum
Physics.

―Einstein on Race and Racism,‖ Fred Jerome &
Rodger Taylor, Rutgers U. Press;
Note: this book came out after I wrote the following quote
& comment: ―Segregation is a disease not of colored people but a
disease of white people. And I do not intend to remain quiet
about it‖—speech at Lincoln U. in 1946 (quoted in Nov.21, 2005
issue of Trenton Times, p. 22.) He participated in a number of
campaigns against racism in the U.S. (Ibid.) See Bibliography at
Einstein. Also see at Colored People, at Race & Racism. & at
Nichola Sacco. A book with this title
Einstein at the Swiss patent office: he worked seven
years ―even after he had written the papers that reoriented
physics….Yet it would be wrong to think that poring over …
patents was drudgery… had he been consigned instead tothe job of
an assistant professor, he might have felt compelled to churn out
safe publications and be overly cautious in
challenging
accepted notions‖–Wikipedia
Einstein on teaching: ―A teacher should be an example of
what to avoid if he can't be of the other kind."

―Einstein‘s Clocks, Poincaré‘s Maps: Empires of
Time‖ a book by Peter Louis Galison, Norton, NY, 2004

Einstein‘s Death: On April 17, 1955, ―Albert Einstein
experienced internal bleeding caused by the rupture of an
aortic aneurism. He took a draft of a speech he was
preparing for a television appearance commemorating the
State of Israel's seventh anniversary with him to the
hospital, but he did not live long enough to complete it. He
died in Princeton Hospital early the next morning at the age
of 76‖—from the Wikipedia.

Einstein‘s General Relativity Verified: When asked
about how he would have reacted if his general theory of
relativity had not benn verified, as it was by Arthur
Eddington and Frank Dyson in 1919, Einsten said, ―I would
be sorry for the good Lord. The theory is correct.‖ See
p. 226 of ―The New Quotable Einstein.‖ Einstein‘s theory
was that light was bent by gravity, e.g., that of the Sun on
the planet Mercury as Mercury came to its closest distance
to the Sun. There was a small deflection in the postion of
Mercury as it appeared to observers on Earth, and its action
position. This deflection was called the ―perturbation of
Mercury‖ before it was explained.

―Einstein, The New Quotable,‖ with a Foreword by
Dyson, Alice Calaprice, Editor & Compiler—see Biblio.

Einstein on being quoted: ―In the past it never occurred
to me that every casual remark of mine would be snatched
up and recorded. Othersise I would have crept further in
my shell‖—witty epigraph to ―The New Quotable
Einstein.‖

Einstein‘s Humility? Alice Calaprice documented

―Einstein, The Other,‖ by Lee Smolin, an essay

Einstein‘s well-known modesty & humility in her ―New
Quotable Einstin‖--see her Index of Key Words. But, surely,

in the New York Review of Books, June 14, 2007 and a
review of several biographies of Einstein Many of these have been
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the above statement by Einstein would not be an good
example of it.
―Einstein‘s Humility Joke‖: ―He has a lot to be
humble about!‖ A poor joke maybe, but ‗tis me own.
―Einstein‘s Later Work Fell Off Precipitously‖: ―It
is true that many mathematicians & physicists do their
best whork when young. But in Einstein‘s later work we see
something much more extreme than the usual falling off. It
is as if Thelonius Monk or John Coltrane turned into an
obcure twelve-tone composer. How did the greatest
physicist since Newton turn into a failed player of
mathematical games? All the biographers ask the same
question: none gives an answer that seems remotely
plausible to me as a working scientist‖—Lee Smolin—see
at ―Einstein, The Other.‖ Also, see at Einstein‘s Annus
Mirabilis.

-- directed the D-Day Invasion--see at D-Day;
-- as a WASP, Ch. 49; also see at ―Holocaust &
Eisenhower;‖ The enormous popularity that Ike
gained in
WW II swept him to victory in the
1952 presidential election, defeating his democratic
opponent Alai Stevenson & again in 1956. (Ike was the 34th president, succeeding Truman.) Negotiated the truce that
ended the Korean War in 1953. At the end of his
presidency, he warned of the power and growth of the
―military0inducstial complex;‖
-- wrote a best-selling book, ―Crusade in Europe‖ (1948)
On Oct. 19, 1960, Pres. Eisenhower imposed an embargo on
exports ot Cuba c.overing all commodities exept meidal
supplies and certain food products.

Eisenstaedt, Alfred, 1898-1995, was a GermanAmerican photographer & photojournalist, renown for his
candid photographs. He was born into a Jewish family in
Dirschau (Tczew) in West Prussia, Imperial Germany. His family
moved to Berlin in 1906. Eisenstaedt served in the German Army's
artillery during World War I & waswounded in 1918.
Eisenstaedt's most famous photograph is of an American
sailor kissing a young woman on V-J Day in Times Square in
1945--the photograph is known under various names: VJ day in
Times Square,V–Day,etc. Because Eisenstaedt was photographing
rapidly changing events during the VJ celebrations, he didn't get a
chance to get names and details, which has encouraged a number
of mutually incompatible claims.
Eisenstaedt was successful enough to become a full-tim
photographer in 1929. Four years later he photographed a meeting
between Hitler & Mussolini in Italy. Other notable pictures taken
by Eisenstaedt in his early career include a waiter ice skating in St.
Moritz in 1932 and Joseph Goebbels at the League of Nations in
Geneva in 1933. Although initially friendly, Goebbels scowled for
the photograph when he learned that Eisenstaedt was Jewish.
Because of oppression in Hitler's Nazi Germany, Eisenstaedt
emigratedto the USA in 1935, where he lived in Jackson Heights,
Queens, NY, for the rest of his life.
He worked as a photographer for Life magazine from 1936
to 1972. His photos of news events, politicians, and celebrities,
such as Truman Capote, Charlie Chaplin, Winston Churchill,
ClaudetteColbert, Marlene Dietrich, Albert Einstein, Mia
Farrow, Ernest Hemingway, JFK, Sophia Loren, Marilyn
Monroe, J. Robert Oppenheimer, FDR, G. B. Shaw—see, e.g.,
his book, People, published by Viking Press, 1973, where
everybody-who-is-somebody appears. His photos appeared on
more than 86 Life covers—edited from Wikipedia and
supplemented from the front cover blurb of his book
People.

Einstein‘s Letter to Roosevelt, Aug. 2, 1939, R, lv,
178(311); (Excerpt) ―Some recent work by E. Fermi and
L. Szilard. …leads me to expect that the element uranium
may be turned into a new and powerful source of energy in
the immediate future… This new phenomenon {atomic
energy} would lead to the construction of bombs….A single
bomb of this type, carried by boat and exploded in a port,
might very well destroy the whole port, together with
surrounding territory‖—see Bartlett; Szilard actually wrote
the letter & Einstein signed it, according to Alice
Calaprice—see Acknowledgments.

Einstein‘s Letters to Children--see at ―Dear
Professor Einstein.‖

Einstein‘s Love for Elsa ―Cost Him Dearly:‖ ―His
first marriage in 1903 to a Serbian mathematician, Mileva
Marić, began as a partnership between fellow students and soul
mates. He risked a great deal for it, including his relationship with
his parents… But he gave it all up for a new love, that of his cousin
Elsa Einstein. This cost him dearly in his relatisnships with his
sons, as he wrote to Elsa: ‗I have carred these children around
innumerable times in their pram, played with them, romped around
and joke with them. They used to shout with joy when I came;
the little one cheered even now … Now they will be be gone
forever, and their image of their father is being spoiled‘‖—Lee
Smolin. Also ee at ―Einstein‘s Later Work Fell Of f ..‖

―Einstein‘s Office? Who Got,‖ see ―Who Got etc.‖
Einstein‘s life was a long unsuccessful search for a
unified field theory, 129-130(237)
Einstein‘s Sartorial Indifference: Albert Einstein
was notorious for wearing just pants, shoes, and a shirt,
usually, a sweat shirt,, i.e., no tie, no coat, sans uunderwear,
or socks, 152(269);
However at least one other genius shared this
indifference: Thomas Edison didn‘t wash, and was
convinced that cleaning his clothers would alter his
body‘s chemistry, and not in a good way—cited by Jill
Lepore in her May 12, 2008 New Yorker review of ―The
Power Brokers. Alsosee at F. Coker,

Eisenstein, Sergei Mikhailovich, 1898-1948 was a
revolutionary Soviet Russian film director and film theorist
noted in particular for his silent films Strike, Battleship
Potemkin and October. His work vastly influenced early
film makers owing to his innovative use of and writings
about montage—see at Fellini (last paragraph), at Odessa &
at Potemkin.

Ekberg, Anita (née Kerstin Anita Marianne Ekbert),

Einsteinium, radioactive element, At. No. 99, wt. 252
Einstein, Harry, see at Henry Parke.
Eisenhower, Gen. Dwight D(avid),―Ike,‖1890—1969,

born 1931 in Malmö, Sweden is a model, actress and cult
sex symbol. Ekberg was the oldest girl and the sixth of eight
children. In her teens, she worked as a fashion model. In 1950,
Ekberg entered the Miss Malmö competition at her mother's
urging, leading to the Miss Sweden contest, which she won. She
consequently went to USA to compete for the Miss Universe title,
158(279), despite not speaking English. Although she did not win
Miss Universe, as one of six finalists she did earn a starlet's
contract with Universal Studios, as was the rule at the time. n
America, Ekberg met Howard Hughes, who at the time was
producing films and wanted her to change her nose, teeth and name
(Hughes said ―Ekberg‖ was too difficult to pronounce). She

was born in Denison, TX, raised up in Abilene, KS & grad.
from West Point Acad. in 1915.
-- appointed Supreme Commander of the Allied forces as
part of Operation Overlord.by FDR on Dec. 24, 1943,
142(256); He was accountable for 2.8 million troops
under his command—NY Times Sun. Book Rev. of
Sept. 30, 2007 by Douglas Brinkley of ―Ike, An
American Hero.‖
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98(185); micknamed ―Elderberry‖ by Charley; sibling
rivalry, 27(40)n, 83(169), Ch. 31; sulfa drug patents, A,xiii,
100(188); Jimmy Carter‘s lusting was not for him (see at
Zella Mae), 100(187); opts out--from age 14 lived with
Uncle Ira & Aunt Kathryn in Bloomington, IN, 19(29),
39(61), 98(185-186) (and with cousins ―Sonny,‖ Bobby,
and Richard.):
--- loved the short drive from New Palestine, Indiana, to
Paducah, especially with southern fried chicken, corn
pone, hush puppies, hominy grits &gravy in mind all
the way,
73(120);
-- too good to be true? 99(186); --victim of the Depression?
83(161);
-- Uncle Ira was a role model for Eldridge--a successful
dentist who paid his own way through college
through loans secured by his share of the
family farm, 99(186)
-- walked many blocks on a hot, summer‘s day to return a
nickel he had been ―long-changed‖ with, 159-160;
-- worked his way through college ,A, xiii,83(160), 98(186);
-- works, Ch. 27, 98(186)

refused to change her name, saying that if she became famous,
people would learn to pronounce it, and if she didn't become
famous, it would not matter.
Federico Fellini gave Ekberg her greatest role in La dolce
vita (1960), in which she played the unattainable "dream woman"
opposite Marcello Mastroianni; then Boccaccio '70 in 1960, a
movie that also featured Sophia Loren. Fellini would call her back
for two other films: I clowns (1972), and Intervista (1987), where
she played herself in a reunion scene with Mastroianni

Ekebert,

Anders

Gustaf,

1767-1813,

was

a

chemist,born in Stockholm, who discovered tantalum in
1802. A childhood illness left him partially deaf and an
accident in which a flask exploded took the sight of one
eye—excerpt from Wikipedia.

El Alamein, A victory of any magnitude was not
achieved until the victory of British forces, led by Field
Mashal Bernard Montgomery, over Rommel‘s tanks at El
Alamein, November 4, 1942. Who could forget Churchill‘s
chiasmus in London on November 10, 1942: ―Now this is
not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it
is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.‖ 140(253); ―Before El
Alamein, we never had a victory, after El Alamein, we
never had a defeat,‖ 140(253) & 159((283)n--from
Churchill's ―Second World War,‖ vol. 4, Ch. 33; also on
p.76 in ―Oxford Dictionary of Modern Quotations.‖
Elby Jr., Cecil, Great Lakes RT Navy buddy, 195(358)
Eldridge, also ―Edgie;‖ also see at Faith & at Sulfa:
My 11-year-older brother: 4(6), 10(15), 10(15)n, 17(25)n,
Chs. 27, 31, 32 & 33;
-- and college, DePauw U. & Indiana U, Ch.27;
-- & Mary, see at Eldridge and Mary; -- and food,
83(160)), 98(185); --and Mary Metler, Ch.27; also
see at Mary Metler;
-- and Ronald Reagan compared, 83(159); see Reagan on
College;
-- and Zella Mae, 100(187); anti-WWII sentiments,
188(326); ―Angel?‖ 10(15), 127; also see ―Devil?‖;
-- birthday, Dec. 4, 1915, 10(15)n, 100; B. S. Degree in
Chemistry, 83(160); ―-- cast a big shadow even from
far
away,‖ 99(160);
-- chided me about this ―Bio, 27(41)n;; -- Christ-like,
99(160);
-- could not abide Carl‘s and Fred‘s ―gorging‖—did they
reminded him of his own thin meals as a youth? Or
maybe he couldn‘t stand our happiness? 83(160),
98(185);
-- ―Devil?‖ 106 also see ―Angel;‖
-- deadly serious killjoy, 83(160); -- did the study of
Chemistry, i.e., ―Civilization & its Discontents,‖ made him
this way? 83(160);
―Edgie,‖ Carl‘s baby adaptation for Eldridge, 10(14);
―Elderberry‖ Charlie‘s nickname for him, 108(201);
Girl friends? – had the prettiest girl friends you can imagine,
& what I found incredible was that they never got
him visibly worked up. I wonder what ―Doctor
Ruth‖ (Westheimer, the radio maven) would have
said,? 99(187)
-- gifted, A, Ch. 27; 100(187);
-- guiding light, A, xiii, 83-84(160-161);
-- handsome as Henry Fonda, or Ronald Reagan whom he
resembled, 98(185);
-- ―intelligent,
hardworking,successful,‖Ch.27; --- ―heartbreaker?‖ 99(187); honesty, 84(160);
Herman--his despised first name, 17(25)n;
-- the ―incomparable,‖ 128(235); ―Jupiter,‖ P; opts out,
99(185-186); held many (40?) patents in sulfa drugs,
100(188); Mama‘s dream-child, 83(169); Mama‘s favorite,

Eldridge & Mary: meeting & engagement, Ch. 27;
at Christmas 1938, Ch. 27, 100(187); -- & Paducah
cousins, 73(121);Children: Kathryn Jean, ―a little bundle
of curls & blue eyes,‖ b. Feb. 19, 1940; Mark Elliot, b.
May 11, 1944, 100(188) (Mark fulfilled Eldridge‘s hopes
for hin by becoming an M.D.); also see at Mary
Metler.

Eldridge & Sister were very close--a vestige of
another family? 99(186); -- achievements, 128(234); -chided me about this book, 7(41)n; -- Mama‘s darlings,
111(207); -- surrogate parents, 10(15; also see at Sister:.

Eldridge, Russell: Boy Scout Troop 13, 117(217);
also see at Boy Scout Troop # 13.
Electric chair: the first man executed by one was
convicted murderer William Kemmler on Aug. 6, 1890. It
was used by more than 25 states throughout the 20-th
century, acquiring nicknames such as Sizzlin' Sally, Old
Smokey, Old Sparky, Yellow Mama, and Gruesome Gertie
In the late 20-th century, the electric chair was abandoned
as a form of execution in many states, and its use in the
21st century is very infrequent. Alfred P. Southwick
developed the idea of using electric current as a
method of execution after having witnessed an intoxicated
man die after having touched an exposed terminal on a live
generator. As Southwick was a dentist accustomed to
performing procedures on subjects in chairs, his electrical
device appeared in the form of a chair.
Electric Eye & the Photoelectric effect, see at u
Einstein‘s Annus Mirabilis (Eisntein‘s Miracle Year.)

Electricity: On Mar. 32, 1880, Wabash, IN, became
the first city in the world illuminated by electric lighting—
from Highlights in History.

Electrode & Electrolysis—see at Faraday.
Electromagnetism—see at Faraday.
Electron is a negatively charged subatomic particle,
discovered by J. J. Thompson in 1897, who showed that
Cathode rays are composed of corpuscles, later called electrons. It
can be either free (not attached to any atom), or bound to the
nucleus of an atom. Electrons in atoms exist in spherical shells, or
orbits, of various radii, representing energy levels. (This is Bohr‘s
idea—see at Bohr.) The larger the spherical shell, the higher the
energy contained in the electron. The charge of an electron is the
basic unit of negative charge, but because of its small size the
standard unit of electrical charge quantity is the coulomb—denoted
by C, representing about 6. 24 x 10 raised to the 18-th power, and
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―There‘s no future in that question‖—quoted by
Susan Sontag in ―Where the Stress Falls‖—it was a riposte
to the question of why he played mornings at the Apollo
Theater in Harlem, 130(238). Also see at ―Mood Indigo‖ &
at Natal.

the electron is 1. 24 x 10 to the negative 19-th power. Its mass at
rest is is approximately 9.11 x 10 to the negative 31 kilogram (kg).
The electron is the lightest known particle having a non-zero rest
mass. The positron, the electron's antiparticle, was discovered in
1932. Also see at Bohr.

Electron arrangement in Aroms and Molecules,‖ see

Ellison, Ralph, ―The Invisible Man;‖ see at Racism.
Ellison, Ralph (Ralph Waldo Ellison), 1914–94,

at Irving Langmuir.
―The Arrangement of Electrons in Atoms and Molecules‖

―African-American author, b. Oklahoma City, Okla.;
studied Tuskegee Inst. (now Tuskegee Univ.). Originally a trumpet
player and aspiring composer, he moved (1936) to New York City,
where he met Langston Hughes, who became his mentor, and
became friends with Richard Wright, who radicalized his thinking.
Ellison's earliest published writings were reviews and stories in the
politically radical New Masses magazine. His literary reputation
rests almost completely on one novel, Invisible Man (1952). A
classic of American literature, it draws upon the author's
experiences to detail the harrowing progress of a nameless young
black man struggling to live in a hostile society. Ellison also
published two collections of essays, Shadow and Act (1964) and
Going to the Territory (1986). His collected essays were published
in 1995, and a volume of stories appeared in 1996. For many years
Ellison struggled with the writing of a second novel, sections of
which appeared (1960–77) in magazines, but it was still
uncompleted at his death. Condensing the sprawling mass of text
and notes written over four decades, his literary executor
assembled the novel Juneteenth, which was published in 1999‖ -from Columbia Encyclopedia Online. Also see at Racism.
"Lewis Ellision, his father, named his son after the famous
American poet and philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson, telling that
he was "raising this boy up to be a poet." Lewis, who had spent his
youth as a soldier and as an entrepreneur, was a vendor of ice and
coal; he died accidentally. Ellison admired his father greatly,
seeing him as a hero. His mother, Ida Ellison, supported herself
and her children by working as a domestic. Ida, whom close
friends called "Brownie," belived in Socialism and was arrested
several times for violating the segregation orders. While growing
up, Ellison began performing on the trumpet during high school
years. Among his friends were the blues singer Jimmy Rushing
and trumpeter Hot Lips Page. With the help of a music scolarship,
Ellision studied at the Tuskegee Institute in Macon County,
Alabama (1933-1936). However, the atmospere in Tuskegee was
conservative and jazz was considered primitive. Ellision dropped
out to pursue a career in the visual arts"--excerpt from the link:
http://www.kirjasto.sci.fi/rellison.htm

―Eleni,‖is the 1985 film adaptation of the memoir
Eleni by Greek-American journalist Nicholas Gage.
Directed by Peter Yates, the film stars John Malkovich, Kate
Nelligan as Eleni, Linda Hunt and Glenne Headly. As with the
book, the film is told in a flashback format with Gage, now living
in USA, returning to his native Greece to solve the mystery of his
mother's death when he was child. The film looks back to the
effect of the 1940s Greek Civil War on the remote Greek village of
his upbringing, and he investigates what happened to his mother
after Communist guerillas invade the village.

Eli (or Ely), Uncle, 36(57); Castration of --, 43(68)
His misanthropy a result of this? 43(68).

Eliot, George,the pen name of Mary Ann (aka
Marian) Evans. 1819-1880, was a novelist & poet born in
Warwickshire, England on a farm her father worked. She was one
of the leading writers of the Victorian era. Her novels, largely set
in provincial England, are well known for their realism and
psychological perspicacity.
She used a male pen name, she said, to ensure that her
works were taken seriously. Female authors published freely under
their own names, but Eliot wanted to ensure that she was not seen
as merely a writer of romances. An additional factor may have
been a desire to shield her private life from public scrutiny and to
prevent scandals attending her relationship with the married
George Henry Lewes.
Her novels are Adam Bede, 1859; The Mill on the Floss,
1860; Silas Marner, 1861; Romola, 1863; Felix Holt, the Radical,
1866; Middlemarch, 1871-72 & Daniel Deronda, 1876--excerpt
from Wikipedia, where here poetry is list, and a brief biography is
given.
Henry James said of Eliot, ―She is magnificently ugly-deliciously hideous...in this vast ugliness resides a most powerful
beauty which, in a very few minutes steals forth and charms the
mind, so that you end as I ended, in falling in love with
her‖

Eliot, T(homas S(tearns), 1888-1965: ―The Love

Elliott, Cletus (―Clete‖), 9(14):

Song of J. Alfred Prufrock‖ (1917) Ch. 29—―stressed
imagery over ideas‖ & ―The Wasteland‖ (1922) was about ―his
anguish at the post-World War I generation & his emotional &
physical eshaustion‖—Penguin Internat‘l Dict. of Contemp. Biog.
A student, or colleague, said to Eliot, ―We can forget about th
older writers--we know ever so much more than they.‖ And
Eliot replied, ―Yes, and it is they we chiefly know!‖—from
memory. Eliot also wrote Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats by
T. S. Eliot on which the book of the musical ―Cats‖ is based. Also
see at ―Cats,‖ at Hell, at Ezra Pound & at ―Moment of the rose…‖
―Immature poes imitate. Mature poets steal—T. S. Eliot.

Lewis, A, D, second cousin, T, A,xii, D, 9(14);
Marie Foster Perdew, cousin D, 9(14), 74(120);
See the Foster Family Tree & Part II Photographs

Elm Street—see at ―Nightmare on Elm Street.‖
Elton John (―Dr.?) 121(223)
Elvis, see at Presley.
Embraceable You, George & Ira Gershwin:
Embrace me, my sweeet embraceable you, / Embrace me,
my irreplaceable you. / Just one look at you my heart grows
tipsy in me, / you and you alone brings out the Gypsy in
me. See pp. 28 & 41 in Zinsser.

Eliza Doolittle—see at ―Pymalion‖ & at ―My Fair
Lady‖

Emerson, Gloria, 74(121);intrepid war correspondent.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 1803-1882, T, T4, Ch. 6; --

Elmer Fudd, a Disney creation—see at Bugs Bunny.

Ellington, (Edw. Kennedy) ―Duke,‖1899-1974, 130;

on beauty, Ch. 6; ―If a man can write a better book, or make
a better mousetrap, the world will beat a path to your door,‖ 19(28)
―Life is full of surprises,‖ 239(437)-- p.120 in ZenSoup;
―Shakespeare is more original than his originals,‖ 241(424);
―To laugh often and much, …that is to have succeeded,‖ T4; also
see at Life. ―There is no cure for birth and death save enjoying the
interval,‖ quoted on p.120 of ―Zen Soup‖; ―The thief steals from
himself, the swindler swindles himself‖; ―A foolish consistency is

―The foremost figure in the history of jazz…‖—Penguin
Int‘l Dict. of Biography
―It don‘t mean a thing (If it ain‘t got that swing)‖
Duke Ellington (music), Irvington Mills (Lyrics?), 1932-wee p. 109 & p. 647 in Da Capo‘s Companion to 20-th
Century Popular Musis—also see at Swing.
―If I'm the Duke, then Peggy's the Queen‖–see at
Peggy Lee.
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the obgoblin of little minds adored by little statesmen and
philosophers‖-- he latter two from ―Essays, First Series,‖ 1841,
are in Battlett; ―Tis the good reader that makes the good book,‖ T,
R; Also see at Friendship, at Solitude & at Turtle.

novel, with Julilane Moore, Ralph Fiennes, and
Stephen Rea. ―Compelling adult drama about love, faith &
moral dilemmas‖—Video Hound, which gave it 3 Bones.

―Endliche Einlösung,‖ German for ―Final
Solution,‖ i.e., the extermination of Jews in Nazi Germany.

Emily—see at ―Americanization of Emily;‖ also see
at Dickenson.

See at Final Solution.

Emmett, Daniel Decatur, 1815-1903,―Dixie,‖Ch. 1

―Enemies: A Love Story,‖ 1989 film, starring Ron

Dixie" was written by Daniel Decatur Emmett of Mount
Vernon, Ohio, and premiered Sept. 1859 in NY. According to an
article by Mike Petee in the Knox County Observer, Mount
Vernon, OH, Dan Emmett learned to play various instruments at a
young age, including the banjo, fife, fiddle and a small drum. He
was enlisted in a Minstrel group when they stopped in Mount
Vernon and needed a replacement for a sick player, beginning a
long musical career—from the Website:
http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/lyrics/dixie.htm
There is more about Emmett and Dixie at ―Dixie‖

Silver, based on a novel by I. B. Singer,

Enemies: Forgive your enemies but never forget their
names, John F.Kennedy

―Enemy, and they are us. We have met the‖—Pogo.
Also see at Oliver Hazard Perry.

―Enfants Terrible, Les,‖ a film adapted by Jean Cocteau
from his eponymous play—―a classical lyrical treatment of
childhood deviance,‖ 56(91), 56(91)n.

Engels, Friedrich, together with Karl Marx, wrote

Emmons, Billy, HHS Class of ‘45 & friend:

―The Communist Manifesto,‖ Ch. 26

an editor of―Lest We Forget,‖ 166(291)

Englander, Nathan, see at Unbearable Urges.
England, by far the biggest & most populace part

―Emperor of Ice Cream,‖ see at Wallace Stevens.
―Emperor Jones,― a play by Eugene O'Neill produced

of Great Britain, of which London is the Capital. See at
Britain. Decline of England post WW II, 141(252)

on Broadway in 1920, and which tells he tale of
Brutus
Jones, an African-American man who kills a man, goes to
prison, escapes to a Caribbean island, and sets himself up as
emperor. The play recounts his story in flashbacks as Brutus
makes his way through the forest in an attempt to
escape
former subjects who have rebelled against him—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Paul Robeson starred in the 1933
film of the play—see at Robeson.

―England and America are two countries divided by
a common language‖—G. B. Shaw, in Bartlett.
English Channel—see at D-Day, at Dunkirk & at
Glenn Miller.

―English

Empire Falls, 2005 HBO Production with the tag
line: "Every small town has a big story." Starring Ed
Harris, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Helen Hunt, Paul
Newman, Robin Wright Penn, Aidan Quinn and Joanne
Woodward in an all-star cast in a two-part HBO miniseries
event based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Richard
Russo, Drama swoops in on Empire Falls, an economically
depressed mill town in Maine, and on lifetime resident
Miles Roby, who's run the town's top restaurant for some
twenty years. Miles is surrounded by his newly thin wife,
meddling father, and hostile boss—from the Web.

Edith

Sitwell

English Honors--see at British Honors.
English Proverbs, John Ray, ed., 1678.
―Engulfed in Flames‖—see at ―When Engulfed…‖
ENIAC: In 1946, John Mauchly (1907-1980) and J
Presper Eckert (1910-1995) developed the ENIAC I
(Electrical Numerical Integrator And Calculator I)). The U.S.
military sponsored their research; they needed a calculating device
for writing artillery-firing tables (the settings used for different
weapons under varied conditions for target accuracy).
The Ballistics Research Laboratory, or BRL (the branch of
the military responsible for calculating the tables), heard about
John Mauchly's research at the University of Pennsylvania's Moore
School of Electrical Engineering. John Mauchly had previously
created several calculating machines, some with small electric
motors inside. He had begun designing (1942) a better calculating
machine based on the work of John Atanasoff that would use
vacuum tubes to speed up calculations.
On May 31, 1943, the military commission on the new
computer began; John Mauchly was the chief consultant and J
Presper Eckert was the chief engineer. Eckert was a graduate
student studying at the Moore School when he met John Mauchly
in 1943. It took the team about one year to design the ENIAC and
18 months and 500,000 tax dollars to build it. By that time, the war
was over. The ENIAC was still put to work by the military doing
calculations for the design of a hydrogen bomb, weather
prediction, cosmic-ray studies, thermal ignition, random-number
studies and wind-tunnel design. The ENIAC contained 17,468
vacuum tubes, along with 70,000 resistors, 10,000 capacitors,
1,500 relays, 6,000 manual switches and 5 million soldered joints.
It covered 1800 square feet (167 square meters) of floor space,
weighed 30 tons, consumed 160 kilowatts of electrical power.
There was even a rumor that when turned on the ENIAC
caused the city of Philadelphia to experience brownouts, however,
this was first reported incorrectly by the Philadelphia Bulletin in
1946 and since then has become an urban myth. In one second, the

Empires: ―The empires of the future are the empires
of the mind‖—Winston Churchill,Harvard Speech, Sept. 6,
1943, quoted in the Oxford Dict. of Phrase, Saying &
Quotation. The essence of Churchill‘s phrase is ―mind over
matter‖--Charles Lyell in 1863, quoted in Bartlett.

Empire State is the nickname of the state of NY.
Empire State Bldg, constructed in just two years,
1930- 193, it became the tallest building in the world,
wresting the crown from NY City‘s Chrysler Bldg.
Following the destruction of the World Trade Center
in 2001, the Empire State Building again became the tallest
building in NY City. It has starred in over 90 movies.
Empire State Bldg. Crash: On July 28, 1945, a US Army
bomber crased into the 79-th floor, killing 14 people.

Empty pun: MT
―Enchanted Cottage, The,‖ A 1945 ―love conquers
all‖ fantasy-film of a disfigured war vet (Robert Young)
& allegedly homely girl (the beautiful Dorothy McCuire)
transform ugly reality into their Fountain of Youth.

Encylopedias, Eulogies for-- see at Words Online.
―End of the Affair, The‖ (1955), Dmytryk‘s film
adaptation of Graham Greene‘s novel in which Van Johnson
played an illicit lover opposite Sarah Miles.
―End

Ecccentricities,The,‖

(1933)-- about some very quaint eccentrics. See at Balmy
& at Crazy. How eccentric or weird do you have to be in
order to be considered crazy?

of the Affair‖ (1999), Neil Jordan‘s adaptation
and direction of the film based on Graham Greene‘s 1955
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ENIAC (one thousand times faster than any other calculating
machine to date) could perform 5,000 additions, 357
multiplications or 38 divisions.
The use of vacuum tubes instead of switches and relays
created the increase in speed, but it was not a quick machine to reprogram. Programming changes would take the technicians weeks,
and the machine always required long hours of maintenance. As a
side note, research on the ENIAC led to many improvements in the
vacuum tube. In 1948, Dr. John Von Neumann made several
modifications to the ENIAC. The ENIAC had performed
arithmetic and transfer operations concurrently, which caused
programming difficulties.
Von Neumann suggested that switches control code
selection so pluggable cable connections could remain fixed. He
added a converter code to enable serial operation.
In 1946, J Presper Eckert and John Mauchly started the
Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation. In 1949, their company
launched the BINAC (BINary Automatic) computer that used
magnetic tape to store data.
In 1950, the Remington Rand Corporation bought the
Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation and changed the name to
the Univac Division of Remington Rand. Their research resulted in
the UNIVAC (UNIVersal Automatic Computer), an important
forerunner of today's computers.
In 1955, Remington Rand merged with the Sperry
Corporation and formed Sperry-Rand. Eckert remained with the
company as an executive and continued with the company as it
later merged with the Burroughs Corporation to become Unisys. J
Presper Eckert and John Mauchly both received the IEEE
Computer Society Pioneer Award in 1980—the year Mauchly
died.
. At 11:45 p.m., October 2, 1955, with the power finally
shut off, the ENIAC retired—like Hal in 2001 Space Odysessy?—
Wikipedia, except the Hal quip.
Enigma Code Machine: the Nazi code machine had
26 combinations on each of three rotor wheels. There were
1.5 million, million, million ways to arrange a code. First
broken by three Polich mathematicians, and the subject of a
1979 Polish movie ―The Enigma Secret,‖ an English movie
―Enigma‖ based on a novel by Robert Harris, a TV program
on Nova, ―Breaking the Code‖ & a book, ―Seizing the
Enigma.‖ 232(421-422) When the Germans added a rotor,
and so had a more complex Enigma machine, this too was
broken by an Englishman, Alan Turing, in association
with others. See at Turing. also see at & at my need for an
Enigma machine& at my need for an Enigma Machine,
211(384) & at ―The German Character.‖

―Enigma‖ (2001), a

warfare, when the United States Army Air Forces (USAAF)
attacked just before the end of WW II.
Because of its role in the atomic bombings of Japan, its
name has been synonymous with the controversy over the
bombings themselves. The plane gained additional national
attention in 1994 when an exhibit at the National Air and Space
Museum of the Smithsonian Institution was changed due to a
controversy over its historical script. In 2003, Enola Gay went on
display at NASM's new Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center annex near
DullesInternationalAirport in Virginia—ed. excerpts from link:
solarnavigator.net/aviation_and_space_travel/enola_gay.htm
(preceded by http://www.)
Pilot of Hiroshima bomber died Nov. 1, 2007, CHICAGO
(AFP). The pilot of the plane that ushered in the age of atomic
warfare with the first nuclear attack on the Japanese city of
Hiroshima, diedNov 1, 2007, at the age of 92, a longtime friend
said. Paul Warfield Tibbets, Jr., whose B-29 bomber dubbed the
Enola Gay dropped the 9,000-pound "Little Boy" bomb on August
6, 1945, died at his home Nov. 1, 2007, in the midwest city of
Columbus, Ohio. Tibbets was more than just the pilot. He was
instrumental in redesigning and testing the plane used to carry the
massive bomb and organizing and training the men needed to
deliver it. Tibbets never regretted the bombing that led to the end
of World War II but at a horrific price: 140,000 dead immediately
and 80,000 other Japanese succumbing in the aftermath, according
to Hiroshima officials. "That's what it took to end the war," he told
the Columbus Dispatch in 2003. "I went out to stop the killing all
over." Tibbets' historic mission in the plane named for his mother
marked the beginning of the end of World War II and eliminated
the need for what military planners feared would have been an
extraordinarily bloody invasion of Japan. It was the first use of a
nuclear weapon in wartime.
He had been suffering from heart problems, manager &
publisher Gerry Newhouse, a longtime friend, told AFP. Aware
that not everyone agrees with his view of history, Tibbets asked his
family to cremate him so his grave site would not be desecrated by
detractors, Newhouse said. In Japan Friday survivors of the attack
on Hiroshima voiced regret that Tibbets died without saying sorry-

http://afp.google.com/article/ALeqM5jtiRIugG8rWA
_QO_4Je92Tc3s9Vg
Envoi to Writing, 239-242(433-438): my long
Goodbye..

Envy, one of the seven deadly sins--see at Livy & at
Mencken.

Enya, born Eithne Patricia Ní Bhraonáin in 1961in
Gaoth Dobhair, County Donegal, Ireland & sometimes
presented in the media as Enya Brennan, is an Irish singer and
songwriter. She is Ireland's best-selling solo artist and is officially
the country's second biggest musical export (second only to U2).
Her works have earned her four Grammy Awards and an Academy
Award nomination and is also famous for performing in 10
different languages during her lengthy career. Enya is an
approximate transcription of how Eithne is pronounced in her
native Irish, in the Donegal dialect. The album ―Paint the Sky
With Stars: The Best of Enya‖ came out in 1997 & ―A Day
without Rain‖ in 2000.

film set in WW II, starring

Dougray Scott and Kate Winslet, based on the novel
Enigma by Robert Harris & a screenplay by Tom Stoppard.
The story takes place in March 1943 with WW II at its
height and is loosely based on actual events. The cryptanalysts at
Bletchley Park, England, have a problem: the Nazi U-boats have
increased the security of key-changing of their Enigma machine
ciphers, leading to a blackout in the flow of naval vital signals
intelligence. This could spell disaster in the critical Battle of the
Atlantic, on whose outcome Britain's survival depends. The
British cryptanalysts have cracked the "shark" cipher before, and
they need to do it again in order to keep track of U-boat locations
and steer shipping convoys out of their way.

EPA, The environment Protection Agency began on
Dec. 2, 1970 when it was established by Pres. Nixon.

Ephron, Nora, b. 1941 in NYC: novelist, film

―Enjoy the honey-heavy dew of summer,‖ Ch. 34;

producer & humorist. Married three times. her first was
to Dan Greenburg. When her second husband left her
another woman, she skewered him in a film she wrote,
Heartburn starring Jack Nicholson as the rotter & Meryl
Streep as Ephron; also see at Best Picture of 1939, and read
her hilarious parody of Theodore H. White‘s ―The Making
of the President‖ in Russell Baker‘s ―American Humor.‖

Shakespeare

Entitlement—see at Children‘s Entitlement?
―Enola Gay,‖ the B-29 Superfortress bomber that
carried the A-bomb ―Fat Boy & dropped on Hiroshima,
Japan, Aug. 6, 1945 was piloted by Paul Warfield Tibbets, Jr., and
named after his mother. It was the first atomic bomb ever used in
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of Michigan, however, achieved success on Capitol Hill with her
the first time as Senate Joint House Joint Resolution No. 208,
which was adopted by the House of Representatives on October
12, 1971, with a vote of 354 yeas, 24 nays & 51 not voting , (117
Congressional Record 35815). Griffiths‘ joint resolution was then
adopted by the Senate on March 22, 1972 with a vote of 84 yeas, 8
nays and 7 not voting (118 Congressional Record 9598). With that,
the ERA was finally presented by the 92-nd Congress to the state
legislatures for ratification, as Article V of the Constitution
prescribes—from the Web at Equal Rights Amendment. Sad to
say, as of Spring 2007, ERA has not been ratified.

Epigram 1. A short, witty poem expressing a single
thought or observation; 2. A concise, clever, often
statement, or saying. (To mark the surface, to inscribe—
from the Greek. See Epigraph.) The Latin poet Martial is
considered the creator of the modern epigram. See Martial.

―Epigrams, a moveable feast,‖ R, lxviii
Epigraph 1. an inscription, as on a statue, or
building. 2. A motto or quotation, as at the beginning of a
literary composition, seeting forth a theme. (From the
Greek, meaning to write on.)

Epitaph, an inscription on a tombstone in memory of

Equal rights? ―All animals are equal, but some
animals are more equal than others‖--from ―1984‖,

the one buried there; also a brief literary piece
commemorating a deceased person. Evidently not always to
be believed if you agree with Byron--see at Roses in Dec.

see at Orwell.

Equalizer. The revolver, or hand gun, used to be

Epitaph for a dog: ―Near this spot are deposited the

called an equalizer, because it gave weaklings who had one
something with which to equalize the scales of justice. I
call Chance the great equalizer.--see at Chance.

remains of one who possessed beauty without vanity,
strength without insolence, courage without ferocity, and all
the virtues of man without his vices. This praise, which
would be unflattering if inscribed over human ashes is but a
tribute to the memory of Botswain, a dog—Byron‘s
inscription on a monument of a Newfoundland dog, 1808.
Epitaphs: Comic & Sad: (1) ―Never sick a day in his
l ife and now this!‖ (2) ―Why me? (3) ―I sued the tobacco
companies and won!‖ P, ii

―Equus‖is a play by Peter Shaffer written in 1973,
telling the story of a psychiatrist who attempts to treat a
young man, Alan Strang (Strange?) who has a pathological
religious-sexual fascination with horses. (The smell of horses is an
aphrodisiac.) Shaffer was inspired to write Equus when he heard of
a crime involving a 17-year-old who had blinded six horses in a
small town near London. He set out to construct a fictional account
of what might have caused the incident, without knowing any of
the details of the crime. The play's action is something of a
detective story, involving the attempts of the child psychiatrist, Dr.
Martin Dysart, to understand the cause of the boy's actions while
wrestling with his own sense of purpose. However, numerous other
issues inform the narrative. Most important are religious and ritual
sacrifice themes, and the manner in which character Alan Strang
constructs a personal theology involving the horses and the
supreme godhead, ―Equus.‖ The religious overtones overlap with
the boy's sexual attraction to horses and with his normal sexual
awakening with a female character. Also important is Shaffer's
examination of the conflict between personal values and
satisfaction and societal mores, expectations and institutions. In
reference to the play's classical structure, themes and
characterization, Shaffer has discussed the conflict between
―Dionysian‖ and ―Apollonian‖ values and systems in human life—
edited from Wikpedia.

Epitaphs for Mary Ann: ―We are friends, aren‘t we?‖
―We all are friends here, aren‘t we?
Epithet, 1.a. a term used to characterize a person or
thing, such as a rosy-fingered dawn , or Great, in Catherine
the Great; b. A term used as a substitute for the name
or title
of a person, such as orThe Great Emancipator (or Honest Abe)
for Abe Lincoln. 2. An abusive or contemptuous word or phrase
(such as Handy Andy, Dapper Dan, Gloomy Gus, Nice or Nervous
Nelly, Plain Jane, etc.)
Usage note; an epithet need not be derogatory but often is
used as a synonym for a term of abuse,‖ or ―slur‖--Amer. Her.
Dict. (except the parenthetical add-ons.) See, e.g., Fritz, Heiney, or
Kraut, offensive slang terms for a German. Thrre are hundreds of
others for other ethnic groups, e.g., Chink for Chinese, Dago or
Wop for Italian, Hunkie for Hungarian, Mick for Irish, Polack for
Pole, Sheeny or Yid for a Jew, Spic for Hispanic. Also see at
Ethnic Joke.

―Equus‖ s a 1977 film directed by Sidney Lumet and

Epstein, Joseph,. ―Knickers are dopey long pants.

starring Richard Burton. Peter Shaffer wrote the screenplay
based on his play Equus. The film also featured Peter Firth, Colin
Blakely, Joan Plowright, Eileen Atkins and Jenny Agutter.
psychiatrist, Martin Dysart, played by Richard Burton, investigates
the savage blinding of six horses with a metal spike in a stable in
Hampshire, England. The atrocity was committed by an
unassuming seventeen-year-old stable boy named Alan Strang
(played by Peter Firt), the only son of an opinionated but inwardlytimid father (Colin Blakely) and a genteel, religious mother (Joan
Plowright). As Dysart exposes the truths behind the boy's demons,
he finds himself face-to-face with his own.

―Mine was the last generation…that had to earn the right to
wear long pants, or at least wait until a certain age to wear
them,‖ Ch. 10, 92(174; also see at Cary Grant

Equal Opportunity, 103(194)—also see at NOW.
Equal Rights Amendment: Section 1. Equality of
rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or any state on account of sex. Section 2. The
Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate
legislation, the provisions of this article. Section 3. This
amendment shall take effect two years after the date of ratification
The Equal Rights Amendment was written in 1921 by
suffragist Alice Paul. It has been introduced in Congress 1972, but
was not ratified by the necessary thirty-eight states by the July
1982 deadline. It was ratified by thirty- five states. The National
Women‘s Party took the ERA to Congress in the 1920s, where
Senator Charles Curtis & Representative Daniel R. Anthony, Jr.—
both Republicans and both from Kansas—introduced it for first
time as Joint Resolution No. 21 on December 10, 1923 & as
House Joint Resolution No. 75 on December 13, 1923.
Though the ERA was introduced in every ession of
Congress between 1923 & 1970, it never reached floor of either
the Senate or the House of Representatives for a vote—instead, it
was usually ―bottled up‖ in committee. Rep. Martha W. Griffiths

Erdös, Paul, 1913-1996, was an immensely prolific
(and famously eccentric) Hungarian-born mathematician
who, with dozens of collaborators, worked on problems
in combinatorics, graph theory, number theory, classical
analysis,approximation theory, set theory & probability theory.
In ―The Meaning of Life,‖ p. 195, he wrote, ―The
aim of
life is to prove a conjecture--for a mathematician, it‘s to do
mathematics, for an artist, it‘s to paint.― (See at Maslow in this
connection.) He goes on about the supreme fascist, or s.f., which
is his notion of God!
I reported on this in Part II of ―Rings & Things,‖ including
the concept of an Erdos number (EN), which is 1 if you wrote a
paper with Erdos, 2 if you wrote a paper with someone with EN 1,
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etc. The conjecture that every person who published a math paper
has an EN has been disproved.

Essex, The, was a brand of automobile produced by
the Essex Motor Co. from 1918 -1922 and Hudson Motor
Co. of Detroit, MI, between 1922 and 1932. During its production
run, the Essex was considered a small car and affordably priced.
The Essex is generally credited with starting the trends away from
open Touring cars toward enclosed passenger compartments as the
rule, not the exception. Originally, the Essex was to be a product of
the ―Essex Motor Company‖ which actually was a wholly owned
entity of Hudson's. Essex Motors went to so far as to lease the
Studebaker auto factory in Detroit for production of the car. By
1922 the Essex Motor Company was dissolved and the Essex
officially became what it was all along, a product of Hudson—see
at Hudson Motor Company.

Erie, the smallest of the 5 Great Lakes in area, but next to
smallest in volume, after Huron. See at Great Lakes.

Erie Canal opened on Oct. 26, 1825, connecting Lake
Erie and the Hudson River. See at Hudson.

Erikson, Erik, ―Youth, Anxiety and Crisis,‖
238(433); also see at Identity & at Kennan.

Erkenbrecker Street, No.328, Joy‘s old address in
Cincinnati, 162(28), 226(412)

Erlanger, KY, 4(5), where Sis & Charley lived, near
the Cincinnati-Northern Kentucky International Airport.

Ernst, Max (imillian), 1891-1976, Dadaist artist-- see

Estienne, Henri, c. 1531-1598, T2:
―If youth (but) knew, if old age (but) could,‖

at George Grosz., at Gypsy Rose Lee, with whom he was
enamored enough to give a painting & see at Dorothea
Tanning, his wife.

Si jeuness savait, si vielillesse pouvait, 1594

Esther, in the Old Testament, the Jewish Queen whose

Erotica in French Paperbacks in the library of Anais

Jewish name is Hadassah. 162(286); The King of Persia, in
choosing a new wife, asked the most beautiful women be
sent to him. Unwittingly he chose Esther, who later
revealed that she was a Jew & who asked him to save her
people from the massacre by the Persian minister, Haman.
See at Hadassah, at Haman & at Purim.

Nin‘s parents: French paperbacks: ―One by one, I read these
books, which were completely new to me. I had never read
erotic literature in America… They overwhelmed me. I was
innocent before I read them, but by the time I had read them
all, there was nothing I did not know about sexual
exploits… I had my degree in erotic lore?‖—see at Nin.

Etat, C‘est Moi (The State, Its me!)—Louis XIV.
Eternity? See at Gaughin.
Ethnic cleansing refers to various military policies

Eros, Greek god of love--also see Aphrodite,
Aphrodisiac, Cupid, Erotomania & Love.

Erotomania--see at Mania.
Eruv, ―an enclosure of real or symbolic walls around

or

military practices aimed at achieving security during war
through displacement of an ethnic group from a particular territory.
The term entered English and international media in the early
1990s to describe civil war events in the former Yugoslavia.
Synonyms include sectarian revenge and ethnic purification and
(in the French versions of some UN documents) nettoyage
ethnique and épuration ethnique.
The official UN definition is ―rendering an area ethnically
homogeneous by using force or intimidation to remove from a
given area persons of another ethnic or religious
group.
‖
―…General Assembly resolution 47/121 referred in its
Preamble to the abhorrent policy of 'ethnic cleansing', which is a
form of genocide', as being carried on in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
... It [i.e. ethnic cleansing] can only be a form of genocide within
the meaning of the [Genocide] Convention, if it corresponds to or
falls within one of the categories of acts prohibited by Article II of
the Convention—edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where
there
ie lots more. Also see at Genocide.

a community, which permits Jews to carry items on the
Shabbath‖—from ―The Shabbath Elevator and other
Subterfuges‖ by Alan Dundes. Cf. Shabbes Goy.

―Escape from Madness‖ 1978 movie based on
Rosemary Clooney‘s 1977 autobiography, ―This for
Remembrance,‖ detailing her harrowing time in a
psychiatric ward,

Esenin (also Yesenin), Sergei Alexandrovitch, 18851925, T1, T2; Poet born in Yesenino, Russia, left
home
age 17 & gained literary success with his first volume Radinitsa
(1916, Mourning for the Dead.).
He married four times (his third wife was Isadore Duncan)
& committed a much lamented & copied suicide; -- wrote,
―Confessions of a Hooligan, ‖ tr. by G. Thurley, N.B., T1, T2.
―Esenin was a child in his childhood, unlike Proust…or
Yeats or Rilke, bourgeois poets who seem to have been born
middle-aged‖—G. Thurley, T2/

Ethnic Joke: A man is telling an ethnic joke. A man
listening says, "Hey, You can't tell that!‖ Joker: "Why not?"
Man: "I'm ethnic!" Joker: "In that case, I'll speak slower!"
Also see below:

―—enjoyed the incomparable privileges of an under- privileged
childhood‖—G. Thurley,T2. ―I only played the hooligan to
burn with an intenser flame‖--Esenin, 29(45)

Ethnic slurs: When Italian immigrants started arriving
in the USA in large numbers, ―wop‖ was a manly
compliment, derived from the Neaopolitan word guappo, meaning
―strong.‖ (Cf. the Spanish word, guapo, meaning handsome, or
colloq., bold,, dashing, sporty.) Chink was a mispronouncement of
the Chinese word for Chine.. See, e..g., Panatii‘s ―Browser‘s Book
of Beginnings,‖ pp. 64-65, for the derviations of thiese of other
ethnic slurs, e.g,, Aye-rab (Arab),Coon (Black), Spick (Hispanic—
―No es spicka da Engleesh‖), Gringo (N. American), Honky &
Honky White, Krauts (Germans, Frogs (French), Limey (Brit),
Dago, Eye-talian , Guinea or Wop (Italian), and Goy (i.e., nonJewish male), goyim(non-Jewsih female);
There are others, e.g., , Hunkie (Hungarian), Pollack
(Polish), Hebe (Hebrew), Sons of Abraham (Jew)., Yid (from
Yiddish, the Hebrew word for Jew, and the Yiddish language),
Wetback (Mexican), Redskin (Indian).
What ethinic slurs do is deny a persons indivuality by
lumping a whole class of peopletogether & denigrating them in

Eskimo women- as lovers-see at Freuchen.
Esop variant of Aesop.
Espied by Espy, see at Anonymous & below.
Espy, Willard Richard, 1910-1999, born in
Oysterville, WA, was an editor, philologist, writer, and
poet. He is particularly remembered for his 1975 anthology
of light verse & wordplay, An Almanac of Words at Play,
and its two sequels. His writing and poetry regularly
appeared in Punch, Reader's Digest, and Word Ways.—
from Wikipedia where there is a Bibliography of his
books.Also see at Anonymous, at ―Oysterville‖ & below.

Espygrams: Anagram Verse (1982)—see above.
Essays, see at Montaigne.
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dispaging ways. Also see at Slurs, at ―Red and
At Pejoatives & at ―Nigger.‖

Yellow.‖

Euphoria, A feeling of great happiness or wellbeing—New Latin, from Greek, from euphoros, healthy :
eu-, eu- + pherein, to bear]. Also see Cloud Nine.

Eton, The Playfields of, Ch. 22 (epigraph), 68(111)
Etting, Ruth, 1896 1978, was a singing star of the

European Union (EU), name given since the

1930s, who had over sixty hit recordings.Her signature
tunes were ―Shine On Harvest Moon‖, ―Ten Cents a Dance‖
and ―Love Me or Leave Me‖ which she sang in the 1928
Broadway show ―Whoopee!‖ Her other popular
recordings included ―Button Up Your Overcoat‖, ―Mean to
Me‖, ―Exactly like you‖, and ―Shaking the Blues Away<‖
Doris Day portrayed Ruth Etting in the biopic ―Love Me or
Leave Me‖ (1955). Also see at "Whoopee!"

Ratification of the Treaty of the European Union in Nov.
1993 to the European Community (EC), consisting of 15
countries, and a number of associated countries, later
expanded to include almost every Euorpean country,
including one (mainly) Asian country, Turkey, and a
number of former Soviet Socialists countries, excepting
Russia. This ―United States of Europe‖ was envisioned
by Churchill in a speech in 1946. Also see at the ―United
States of Europe: The New Superpower and the End of
American Supremacy.‖

Et tu, Brute? Famous accusation by the dying Julius
Caesar, when he saw that his friend, Brutus, was one of t
his asinators. It means, ―And you, too, Brutus.‖ Brute is
the dative case of Brutus. Also see at Brutus.

Euripides, 480-406 BC, Greek tragedian who
wrote about 80 plays, only 16 surviving, e.g., Medea,
Orestes, and Electra. The Bachae, and Iphigenea in Aulis
were produced only after his death.
Euripides Joke: A man takes his trousers to a Greek tailor, who
asks, ―Euripides?‖ ―Yes‖ he answers, ―Eumenides?‖
20(30), 221(404); also see at Greek Jokes.

EU, see at European Union.
Eubie Blake (ne James Hubert Black), 1893-1983,
son of a former slave, he started his career at age 15 plalying
piano in a bordello (as did Scott Joplin). He co-wrote ―I‘m
just Wild About Harry‖ with Noble Sissle, and ―Love Will
Find Away.‖

Euthanesia is the act or practice of ending the life of
an individual, be it human or animal, suffering from a
terminal illness, or for some other reason. It is derived from
the Greek words meaning good death: eu, good. +
thanatos, death. ―To be a Gringo is Mexico is euthanasia‖—
see at Ambrose Bierce, last sentence.

Eubie Blake (né James Hubert Blake),1887-1983,
born in Baltimore, MD, to former slaves, he was a
composer, lyricist, and pianist of ragtime, jazz, and popular music.
With long time collaborator Noble Sissle, Blake wrote the
Broadway musical Shuffle Along in 1921; this was one of the first
Broadway musical ever to be written and directed by African
Americans. Blake's compositions included such hits as, ―Bandana
Days‖, "Charleston Rag‖, ―Love Will Find A Way‖, ―Memories of
You‖, and ―I'm Just Wild About Harry‖ (which was used by
Harry Truman in his campaign in 1948 for the Presidency.)The
musical Eubie!, which featured the collective works of Blake
opened on Broadway in 1978. He also wrote ―Love Will Find a
Way.‖
Blake's musical training began when he was just four or five
years old. While out shopping with his mother, he wandered into a
music store, climbed on the bench of an organ, and started ―foolin‖
around. When his mother found him, the store manager said to her:
―The child is a genius! It would be criminal to deprive him of the
chance to make use ofsuch a sublime, God-given talent.‖ The
Blake's purchased a pump organ for $75, making payments of 25
cents a week.
When Blake was seven, he received music lessons from
their neighbor, Margaret Marshall, an organist from the Methodist
church.At age fifteen, without knowledge of his parents, he played
piano at Aggie Shelton‘s Baltimore bordello--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Note. Scott Joplin also played in a Bordello.

Evanescent meanings transitory, vanishing or likely
to vanish. ―It was a phantom dance of souls, baffled by these
deceptive blends, yet still seeking permanence in the midst
of what was only perpetually evanescent‖--Malcolm Lowry
in ―Under the Volcano‖—quoted in Amer. Herit. Dict.

Evanesce, to dissipate like vapor, disappear
gradually, fade away or vanish slowly. See at Cheshire Cat
to see the Lewis Carroll‘s differentiating between to vanish
and to evanesce.
Evangelism, Ch. 28, Sister‘s Evangelism, 102(190-191); Bro.
Steger, a Baptist Elmer Gantry? 87 (167)

Evans, Dave, Ch. 43, e.g., 146(260). 148(263);
English teacher at Holmes, then Executive Principal,
1952-1954; along with Mr. Allen, he did what he could to
make a real boy of me, e.g., to get on the basketball Jr.
varsity basketball team. ―He walked-the-walk to Herman
St. & talked-the-talk to try persuade Mama to let me stay f
or afterschool sports, 148(263). Also see at Mr. Allen.
Evans, Ray (1915-2007) & Jay Livingston,(?-2001),
Ray (lyricist) & Jay (lyricisit-composer) wrote songs for
over 80 movies, three winning Oscars, including ―Buttons
and Bows‖ (1948), ―Mona Lisa‖ (1950) & ―Que Sera, Sera‖
(1956)—see
―Que
Sera,
Sera.‖
Others:‖Golden
Earrings‖ (1947), ―To Each His Own‖ (1946), ―Silver
‖ (1951) & many others. See the Feb. 17, 2007 NY Times
Obit of Evans by Richard Severo; also consult ―Alll The
Years of Pop. Music.‖

Euclid gave us geometry, 76(124); Euclid is an
avenue in

Covington, KY, 149(265)n

Eugen, see Prinz Eugen
Eugène, pen name of Marie Joseph Sue, 1804-1857,
French novelist known for his depicting the sordid side of
cit life, e.g., "The Mysterioes of Paris,‖ 1842-1843.

Eugenides, Jeffery—see at ―Middlesex.‖
Eulogies for Print Encyclopedia, see at Word Online.
Eumenides is the third play in the Oresteia trilogy of
Aeschylus. Eumenides joke, see at Euripides. ―In Greek

Evans, Richard J., 5(8)n: see at Poverty Level.
Evans, Walker, 1903-1975, American photographer
best known for his work for the Farm Security
Administration documenting the effects of the Great
Depression. See at The Thirties.

mythology the Erinyes (Ερινύες) or Eumenides (or Furies
in Roman mythology) were female personifications of
vengeance. Also see at Euripides Joke.

Evansville, Indiana, where Fred was born, 6(8) &
Uncle Ira practiced Dentistry, 11(16).

Evening Star is Venus during parts of the year. See at

―Eunuch, The Female,‖ see at Germaine Greer.

Morning Star.

Everest, Mount, peak, 29,035 ft (8,850 m) high, on
the border of Tibet and Nepal, in the central Himalayas. It is the
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―Everything, All I Ever Wanted Was,‖ title of a novel

highest elevation in the world. Called Chomolungma or Qomolangma
[Mother Goddess of the Land] by Tibetans and Sagarmatha [head of the
sea] by Nepalis, it is named in English for the surveyor Sir George
Everest. It was first climbed on May 28, 1953, when Sir Edmund
Hillary and Tenzing Norgay of Nepal reached the summit. The body of
George H. L. Mallory, who died in an earlier attempt (1924), was found
on the mountain in 1999. See S. B. Ortner, Life and Death on Mt.
Everest (1999)--Online Columbia Encyclopedia.

by Janelle Brown reviewed in Oct. 5, 2008 NY Times
Sun Book Review by Sheelah Kolhatkar.

―Everything is Cinema: The Working Life of Jean
Luc Goddard. By ichrad brody, 2008.

―Everything That Rises Must Converge‖ is a
collection of nine short stories written by Flannery
O'Connor during her final illness. The title of the collection
and of the short story of the same name is taken from a
passage from the work of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. The
collection was published posthumously in 1965. It includes
an introduction by Robert Fitzgerald.

Everman, Lawrence ―Hoss,‖friend of Charley &
Sis, whom Charley called ―Hoss,‖ or ―Horse;‖ Hmmm,
maybe his middle name was Horace! His wife was named
Nieta—see at Charley and Sister.

―Everybody is ignorant, only on different subjects‖—

―Everything You Always Wanted to Know About

Will Rogers, in the NY Times, 8/22/24, quoted in The
Oxford Dictionary of Phrase, Saying and Quotation.

Sex But Were Afraid to Ask (1972), a Woody Allen film
which was inspired by the sex manual by Dr. David Reuben,
―Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex (But
Were Afraid to Ask)‖ (1969), three years after the Masters
& Johnson study Human Sexual Response.

―Every Day's A Holiday‖ 1938 film starring Mae
West as the confidence woman Peaches O‘Day.

―Every generation considers itself more intelligent
than the one that went before it, and wiser than the one
that comes after‖—George Orwell, quoted in the comic
strip, ―Pickles,‖ April 7, 2009!

―Evil, Empire of,‖ Pres. Reagan referring to USSR.
―Evil is done, do evil in return, Those to whom,

―Every small town has a big story‖—see at ―Empire

see at Schoolchildren.

―Evil lurks in the hearts of men…--see at ―The

Falls.‖

Shadow.‖

―Everybody cries, everybody hurts, sometimes,‖

―Evil, who is? If Eichmann and the other Nazis

from ―R.E.M. Automatic For the People.‖

aren‘t‖ See at Hitler and his henchmen—Eichmann,
Doenitz, Goebbels, Goering, Goeth, Himmle, etc. and at
Arch Nazi Criminals., at Germany (Nazi), at Nuremberg,
etc.
―Evils of Tobacco, The,‖ a 20-minute farce monologue
in English, translated by Michael Frayn from Anton
Chekhov‘s Russian original, set on the platform in the
hall of a provincial club, 1889.
In The Evils of Tobacco, Ivan Ivanovich keeps a
music & boarding school for girls; his wife has insisted he
give a lecture on the harmful effects of tobacco, despite the
fact the he himself smokes! Ivanovitch instead meanders
onto the topic of his real expertise, the fact that his wife is,
in short, a battleaxe. Unfortunately she's waiting in the
wings. Should you meet her on the way out, implores
Ivan – ―At least tell her the booby, that is me, behaved with
dignity‖--from the Web.

―Everyone Says I Love You‖ (1996) is a musical film
written and directed by Woody Allen. The film features may
stars, including Julia Roberts, Alan Alda, Edward Norton, Drew
Barrymore, Gaby Hoffmann, Tim Roth, Goldie Hawn, and Natalie
Portman. Set in New York, Venice, and Paris, the film features a
rarely used device of having songs sung by ordinary actors not
known for their singing. It was among the more critically
successful of Allen's later films—excerpt from Wikipedia.
―Allen's most inspired decision was to allow all of his actors
to sing for themselves, in their own voices (all of them except for
Drew Barrymore, who just plain can't sing). Some of them are
accomplished (Alan Alda, Goldie Hawn, Edward Norton). The rest
could hold their own at a piano bar.
―Allen knows that the musical numbers are not about
performance or technical quality or vocal range; they're about
feeling.... ‗Cuddle Up a Little Closer‘; ‗My Baby Just Cares for
Me‘; ‗Looking at You‖. ‗I‘m Through With Love‘; ‗I'm a
Dreamer, Aren't We All?; ‗Makin' Whoopee‘; & ‗Enjoy Yourself
(It's Later Than You Think).‘
―These are songs that perhaps suffer a little when they're
sung too well (just as trained opera singers always overdo it in
musical comedy). They're for ordinary, happy voices, and from
the first moment of the film, when Edward Norton turns to Drew
Barrymore and sings ―Just You, Just Me,‖ the movie finds a
freshness and charm that never ends. Watching that scene, I
thought that perhaps ―Everyone Says I Love You‖ is the best film
Woody Allen has ever made. Not the most profound, or the most
daring, or the most successful in every one of its details--but
simply the best, because he finds the right note for every scene,
and dances on a tightrope between comedy and romance, between
truth and denial, between what we hope and what we know....‖
from the review by Roger Ebert (on the Web.)

Evolution, see at Darwin. On March 13, 1925, a law
was passed in Tennessee prohibiting the teaching of
evolution. See at Darwin, at John Scopes & at ―Scopes
Triial.‖

Ewe—see at Stressed Ewe.
Ewe Love Song: ―Night and Day, Ewe Are the One.‖
Ewell, Tom, actor—see at ―The Seven Year Itch.‖
Ewen, David, ―All the Years of American Popular
Music,‖ see Bibliography.

Ewer, Norman, 1885- 1976: ―How odd of God, / To
choose the Jews, / But not so odd / As those who choose /
A Jewish God, / And spurn the Jews, 1924, Ch. 49

Excuses: ―Some bully blew smoke in my face,‖ My
excuse when Mama smelled cigarette smoke! also see at
Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton, Barry Bonds & at Drunk Driver.

―Everybody-who-is-somebody‖—see at ―People.‖
―Every Secret Thing" is a 1982 autobiography by

Exhibitionism, also known as flashing, is behavior by

Patricia Hearst, co-authored by Alvin Moscow. It tells how
Hearst was kidnapped by the Symbionese Liberation Army
and manipulated into joining them and living as a fugitive
from justice for over a year. The book was made into the
film Patty Hearst in 1988, and around that time the book
was re-released as Patty Hearst--Her Own Story.

a person that involves the exposure of private parts of their body
to another person in a situation when they would not normally be
exposed, with a tendency toward an extravagant. The act may be at
least partially sexual or intended to attract the attention of another.
When the term is used to refer to the psychological compulsion for
such exposure, it may be called apodysophilia or a Lady Godiva
syndrome. Some researchers have claimed that telephone scatalogia is a
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surreal, sexually charged adventures of Dr. William ―Bill‖ Harford
(Tom Cruise), who is shocked after his wife, Alice (Nicole
Kidman), reveals that she had contemplated having an affair a year
earlier. Kubrick died within weeks of making the final edit—also
see at Kubrick & at Schnitzler.

variant of exhibitionism--Wikipedia except. Also see at
Streaking.

Exibitionist is one who practices exhibitionism, or who
flashes.―An exhibitionist has a lot to hide.‖—the author,
based on the homily that whoever shows all shows nothing.

Existentialism, the philosophy that emphasizes the

Eyesore is something very ugly and offensive, e.g.,

uniqueness and isolation of the individual experience in a
hostile or indifferent universe, regards humn existence as
unexplainable & stresses freedom of choice—from Amer. Heritage
Dict. Beyond that, however, is the idea that : ―you are what you
do‖ as opposed to the usual pieties and labels that are attached to
you by yourself or others. ―If it looks like a dog, barks like a
dog, eats like a dog, then it is a dog,‖ is a homely example. Some
people, e.g., atheists, agnostics, or humanists, can better exemplify
Christ than those who espouse Christianity without following
Christ‘s precepts—are other examples of existentialists. Lip
service is a form of nothingness. See Being and Nothingness by
Jean Paul Sartre; Beauvoir, Camus & Sartre were noted
existentialists, but also were Jesus, John-the-Baptist, Attila-theHun & e.g., Brillat Savarin. Walter Kaufmann wrote several
books on Existentialism.

see at Hovel.

EZ, abbreviation for ―easy,‖ as in ―EZ on the eyes,‖
vernacular for ―good looking. See at Eye candy.
―Beauty is life‘s EZ Pass‖—see below.

EZ Pass: a prepaid pass with an electronic device that
subtracts the toll at a toll booth without requiring the
automobile to stop. NY subways & busses have similar
passes that a driver ―swipes‖ passing through a turnstile.

Ezra Wood, T, A, xi,xiii, D, AA, the youngest of
Molly‘s four sons, all of whom I adopted. He was born &
grew up in Princeton, graduated Rutgers U. in Piscataway,
NJ in 1997 cum laude with honors in chemistry, a minor in
religion, made Phi Beta Kappa & Hypercube. At the urging
of Dr. A. W. Chatters, Ezra, took this ―Junior Year Abroad‖
at Bristol, England. (See at Chatters.)
Ezra was offered a full scholarship in graduate
school at U. Cal. at Berkeley (incuding similar offers from 4
other top grad schools), and he earned a Ph.D. in
atmospheric chemistry there in 2004, A, xiii;
Family anecdote: Ezra practically lived in the
refrigerator, grew 4 inches & added 30 pounds in his 16-th
year of life (1990-1991), 27(41)n; also see at his partner
Simi Hoque, at Molly, at Zeno, Japheth, Malachi &
Wood.

Expense Account Joke: Joe, a Fuller Brush salesman,
was known for his bloated expense accounts, so his
boss sent Joe to the Klondike, thinking that would curb Joe's greed.
However, when Joe returned his expense account it was twice as big as
before. Here are some of his eyebrow-raising expenses: Dog sled with
sled dogs rental, $5000, whale blubber for the dogs, $500, igloo rental
$1000, flowers $300. When the boss asked Joe why the flowers, Joe
explained. ―When on a trek, the lead sled dog was attacked and killed
by wolves. Its loss was included with the dog sled and sled dogs rental.
The flowers, however, were for the bereaved bitch.‖

Extermination Camps in

Nazi Germany or Nazi-

Faber is Latin noun meaning

Occuped Countries—see at Concentration or ‗Extermination
Camps.

worker or craftsman.

Fabri is the plural form, meaning, workers, engineers, etc.,
while fabre (long e) is an adv. meaning skillfully—see at
Fabre & at Homo Faber.

Eye: ―What is essential is invisible to the eye‖—
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, from ―The Little Prince (1943);
also see at Heart. Puns on eye, see at ―I‖ & at Egotist.

ables, see at Aesop, Fontaine, and below.
―Fables of Our Time‖, Thurber masterpiece, 95(180)
Fabre, John-Henri Casimir, 1823-1913, was a French

―Eye? Which‖--see Sammy Baugh (last paragraph.)
Eyeball, slang for looking at, as in ―eyeball up

entomologist (i.e., studied insects) & author. Fabre was
largely an autodidact, owing to the poverty of his family.
Nevertheless, he acquired a primary teaching certificate at the
young age of 19 and began teaching. Over the years he wrote a
series of texts on insects and arachnids that are collectively known
as the Souvenirs Entomologiques. Fabre's influence is felt in the
later works of fellow naturalist Charles Darwin, who called Fabre
―an inimitable observer.‖ Fabre, however, rejected Darwin's theory
of volution. Fabre studied the habit of processionary caterpillars
and in one experiment manipulated them to form a loop around a
pot. Following their silken trail they moved around in a circle for
seven days—Wikipedia. See at Faber & at Gnat.

someone, or something‖—I owe this to Luciano Rossi.
Also see at Metonym.

Eye candy, slang for good looks—see at EZ.
―Eye? Which,‖ see at Sammy Baugh (last paragraph.)
Eyes: ―I shut my – to see—Roethke, in Bartlett.
―I shut my – in order to see,‖ Gaughin, in Oxymoronica.
Also see at Rodin.

Eyes: ―Jeepers, Creepers , where did you get those
eyes?‖—1937 Pop song by Johnny Mercer and Harry
Warren; also sung by Louis Armstrong & Maxine Sullivansee ―Reading Lyrics.‖ p. 441 & the index there, p. 653.

―Face, but in your case I‘ll be glad to make an

―Eyes are what one is, mouths what one becomes,‖

exception. I never forget a:‖—Groucho Marx.

John Galsworthy,―Flowering Wilderness,‖ Chap.2

Face: ―Seek my face. Your face Lord, will I seek‖

―Eyes, The girl with Kaleidoscope Eyes,‖-see

--Psalm 27, F

at Lennon & McCarty

Facchini, Dr. Alberto, friend & math. prof at

Eyes: ―Not all that tempts your wandering eyes /

Padova U., Italy, whom I first met in Exeter U.., England, at
a conference on ―Dirct Sum Decompositions,‖ summer
1993. We met again at the conference in spring 1986
at Centre Recerca in Barcelona that Pere Menal, Jaume
Moncasi & I organized. We wrote a joint paper, ―FPInjective quotient rings and elementary divsor rings,‖ that
appeared in 1997. I wrote about him & his work in
―Rings & Things.‖ He was one of the invited speakers at
the Zanesville Conference June 15-17, 2007 in honor of my
80-th birthday & Osofsky‘s 70-th. (We regularly
exchange birthday greetings.)

And heedless hearts, is lawful prize; / Nor all that glisters gold-see at ―Death of a Favourite Cat,‖ St. 7.

―Eyes of Texas, The,‖ see at Texas.
―Eyes so transparent that…one sees the soul,‖-Gautier.
―Eyes that folks adore so,…She had,‖see Harburg.
"Eyes Wide Shut,‖ is a 1999 drama-mystery-thriller
film directed, produced, and co-written by Stanley Kubrick,
based on the novella Traumnovelle (in English Dream Story) by
Arthur Schnitzler. It was the last film Kubrick directed before his
death. The story, set in and around New York City, follows the
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Faking—see at Acting.
Factor Sr., Max, (né Max Faktorowitz)

DeForest's Phonofilm sound-on-film process. In 1925, Fain left
the Fain-Dunn act to devote himself full-time to composing. Fain
worked extensively in collaboration with Irving Kahal. Together
they wrote: ―I Can Dream, Can‘t I?‖, , ―Let a Smile Be Your
Umbrella‖--see at Irving Kahal for others.
Another lyricist who collaborated with Fain was Lew
Brown, with whom he wrote "That Old Feeling". His Broadway
credits also include Everybody's Welcome, Right This Way,
Hellzapoppin', I'll Be Seeing You, Flahooley, Ankles Aweigh,
Christine and Something More.
Fain also composed music for more than 30 films in the
1930s, 40s and 50s. He was nominated for the best Original Song
Oscar nine times, winning twice, with ―Secret Love‖
from
Calamity Jane in 1954 and with ―Love Is a Many-Splendored
Thing‖ from the movie of the same title in 1955. He co-wrote both
songs with Paul Francis Webster, another long-time collaborator.
Fain wrote the second theme to the TV series Wagon Train
in 1958, which was called (Roll Along) Wagon Train. He also
contributed to the song scores for the Walt Disney animated films
Alice in Wonderland, Peter Pan, and The Rescuers. Fain died in
Los Angeles, CA, and is interred at Cedar Park Cemetery in
Emerson, NJ—excerpted & edited from Wikipedia.

in Lodz,

Poland (then Russian Empire), was a businessman and
cosmetician who founded the Max Factor Cosmetics Co.. He is
known as the father of modern cosmetics. Factor‘s father was a
rabbi and could not afford formal education for his ten children.
Aged eight, Factor was placed in apprenticeship to a
dentist/pharmacist. He opened his own shop in a suburb of
Moscow, selling hand-made rouges, creams, fragrances, and wigs.
His big break came when a traveling theatrical troupe
wore
Factor‘s make-up to perform for Russian nobility. The Russian
nobility appointed Factor the official cosmetic expert for the royal
family and the Imperial Russian Grand Opera.
He and his family came to America in 1904. In 1914
working in his shop's laboratory, he created ― a grease pain t in
cream rather than stick form, ultra thin, and produced in 12
precisely graduated shades.‖ The silent-film comedians--Chaplin,
Keaton, Fatty Arbuckle--were the first to try it, and ―returned not
only to give Max their enthusiastic approval but to have him
personally apply the new make-up.
In the 1920s and 1930s, the ―golden years‖ of Hollywood,
Max Factor became intimately associated with the world of movie
make-up. He created the lip gloss for the movies in 1914, and
coined the term ―makeup,‖ based on he verb, "to make up" (one's
face). Jean Harlow, Claudette Colbert, Bette Davis, Norma
Shearer, Joan Crawford, Judy Garland, and virtually all of the
major movie actresses were regular customers of the Max Factor
beauty salon, located near Hollywood Boulevard. Max Factor's
name appeared on many movie credits, and Factor himself
appeared in some cameos.
He created many looks to establish these actresses, such as
Clara Bow's heart-shaped/pierrot lips. Years later, he exaggerated
Joan Crawford's naturally full lips to distinguish her from the
myriad of would-be stars copying the Clara Bow look he created.
He also created shades specifically for them: Platinum (for Jean
Harlow), Special Medium (for Joan Crawford), and Dark (for
Claudette Colbert—edited excerpt mainly from Wikipeida --the
paragraph about the silent-film comedians came from an article by
John Updike in the Sept. 1, 2008 New Yorker Magazine. In his 3rd parargraph, Updike gave this quote: Factor was ―barely five
feet tall.‖

―Faint heart never won Fair Lady,‖ old saying--see
Bartlett.

Fair Wage Act--see at Lilly Ledbetter Fair Wage Act.
Fairbanks, Douglas,1883-1939, was a 35 year veteran
of live theater when he made his first fimsm in 1915 for D.
W. Griffith. Fairbanks never quite fit into the Griffith ensemble,
and within 18 months he was working independently,eventually
becoming one of the founders of United Artists in 1919.
The following year with the release of The Mark
of
Zorro, he moved in the production of big-budget films, averaging
one a year for the rest of the 1920s—from MOMA‘s monthly
members magazine for Dec. 2008, which gave brief reviews of a
number of this and a number of his other films to accompany the
showings of the films for that month.

Fairbanks, Douglas, Jr.,1909-2000, was swashbuckling
actor in the mode of his father, and s a highly decorated
naval officer of WW II. For his planning the diversion-deception
operations and his part in the amphibious assault on Southern
France, Lieutenant Commander Fairbanks was awarded the US
Navy's Legion of Merit with bronze V (for valor), the Italian War
Cross for Military Valor, the French Legion d'Honneur and the
Croix de Guerre with Palm, and the British Distinguished Service
Cross. Fairbanks was also awarded the Silver Star for valor
displayed while serving on PT boats In 1943, then Lt. Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. played a significant founding role in the creation of
the U.S. Navy Beach Jumpers.
Some of his films:The Three Musketeers (1921), Stella
Dallas (1925), The American Venus (1925), The Prisoner of Zenda
(1937), Sinbad the Sailor (1947), and then a big gap to Ghost Story
(1981). See at ―Gunga Din,‖ 57(94)

―Facts of Life,‖what the father is supposed to tell his
his son about reproduction, i.e., sex, but seldom does. Even
Freud didn‘t! See at Martin Freud.

Fadiman, Anne, born in 1953 & a daughter of Clifton
Fadiman, inter alii she has written two books of essays, Ex
Libris: Confessions of a Common Reader (1998) and At
Large and At Small: Familiar Essays (2007)—see at
Freuchen.

Fadiman, Fadiman, Clifton Paul, 1904-1999, a
polymath; as a member of the Book-of-the-Month‘s
selecting committee, he influenced generations of
readers. As a youth, he would walk home from the library
reading Homer, Sophocles, Dante & Milton, according to
his New York Times Obituary, June 23, 1999; I did the
same thing, but hardly those books! 115(214)n. In WW II,
he was a correspondent following the troops.

―Fairie Queen, The,‖133(245), Edmund Spencer.:
―Gather therefore the Rose, whilst yet is prime,
For soon comes age, that will her pride deflower:
Gather the Rose of love, whilst yet is time‖—Spencer

―Fairy Faith,‖see at ―Carl & Frank‖& at Homosexual.
Fairy tale (or story) is a fictional story that may

―Fahrenheit 451,‖ a novel by Rad Bradbury, in which
Nazi-like bookburning is thrwarted by booklovers who
memorize the books. The number "451" refers to the
temperature (in Fahrenheit) at which a book or paper burns.
A movie version of the novel was released in 1966.

feature folkloric characters (such as fairies, goblins, elves,
trolls, witches, giants, and talking animals) and
enchantments, often involving a far-fetched sequence of
events. In modern-day parlance, the term is also used to
describe to something blessed with unusual happiness, as in
"fairy tale ending" (a happy ending) or "fairy tale romance",
though not all fairy tales end happily. Colloquially, a "fairy
tale" or "fairy story" can also mean any far-fetched story—
Wikipedia. It‘s also a euphemism for a lie.

Failure: I hated the -- I saw in people‘s eyes, 30(40)
Fain, Sammy (né Samuel E. Feinberg), 1902-1989,
was born in NY City. In 1923, Fain appeared with Artie
Dunn in a short film directed by Lee De Forest filmed in
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―Faith overcomes doubt,‖ 90(171)
Faith, Carl—see in Part II below.
Faith, P, A, D, PL, FaFT, and Photographs; also see

subject as diverse (read huge) as mathematics, since many
outstanding mathematicians of any area are Arab, Chinese,
European (of any race or nationality),Japanese, Indian, etc.
(They could still be Jewish, though!—see at Jewish
Jokes & at Jewish Mathematicians.

Alice --, Aunt, 10(15); husband‘s name Henry Beyer (?);
Barbara Josephine--, niece, 102(191);
Bobby --, Dr., cousin, and son of Ira, a geologist, 98;
Brother, see at Eldridge & at Fred;

Faith Family (other members listed in PL and
FaFT): Joseph Thomas Faith , Narrator, Peter, William, 3,
finally at 418 West 16th (from 1943), 15(22), Ch.5. Percy
Faith is no doubt the most famous Faith, but he is not
related to us as far as I know, although the photo of him on
his Website taken in California in 1966 looks a lot like
Eldridge, i.e., there is a family resemblance.
―Faith and Begorra:‖ Faith is used as a mild expletive
as in the Irish expression of surprise or emphasis, "Faith and
Begorra." See at Begorra & at Roberta Anderson.

Carl -- : Carl & Fred, Carl‘s & Fred‘s, Carl &
Frank, Carl & Joy, Carl & Mama, Carl & Molly, etc,
are in this Part of the Index& Glossary, but look in
Part II for Carl etc.
Cindy--, A ―If a girl has a dog and a bike, she has
everything she needs to be happy‖ – see at Cindy;
―Edgie‖ (Carl‘s baby name for Eldridge), 10(15)n;
Eldridge, Herman,--: 4(6), 10(15), 10(15)n, 17(25)n, Chs.
24, 26, 27, 32, 33 & 34; also see at Eldridge, at
Eldridge and Mary & at Eldridge & Sister.;
Elizabeth --, died in infancy, 10(15),
Ethel, Aunt, 10(15) ;
Frederick Thomas --: A, D, Chs. 1-10, Chs.21-27, 30-31,
& Ch. 41; also see at Fred, at Fred and Mary, at
Carl and Fred & in a poem, ―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖
244(438-439);
Grandma Faith ―Loony,‖ 10(15- 16);
Heidi --, daughter, A, D: see at Heidi;
Herbert Spenser --; Chs. 3-4, Chs. 21-26, 31-32 & in a
poem, ―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ 244(438-439); also
see at Dad, at Dad and Mama & at Carl and Dad.
Ira --, Dr. (Uncle)-10(15), 19; ―Dentist, & role model for
Eldridge--11(16); 98-99(185); our ―rich uncle,‖
98(185); -- sacred cow of the Faiths? 36(56);
Kathryn Jean (―Kathy?) --, niece, 100(188),; as a baby,
see Part I Photograph (Mama in her basic black dress
holding her & Part III Photo (Carl home on leave.)
Louise (Vila Louise) --, Chs. 31, 32, 33, 34, & 35, see at
―Sister,‖ at ―Louise,‖ at Mama & Louise, & at Eldridge
& at Sister.
Mama, see Vila, also see ―Mama‖;
Mark Elliot --, M.D., A, nephew 100(188);
Mary Corns (Fred=s wife)—see at MaryCorns & at Fred
& Mary.
Mary Metler (Eldridge=s wife), Ch. 27, 100(188), see at
Mary Metler & at Eldridge & Mary.
Murray --, Uncle, 10(15);
Richard --, Dr., a cousin born in Evansville Indiana, Mar.
30, 1926, son of Ira & Kathryn, composer-musician
of note & Emeritus Prof. in Music at the U. of
Arizona, Tuscon, 98(185)—see his website.
Richard (―Dick‖( Thomas -- , nephew, 102(191)
Robert (―Rob‖), Uncle, 10(15), 36(56),
Sis or Sister, see at Louise;
Sonny --, M.D.,, son of Ira, and an MD, who died in his
30‘s, 98(185);
Vila Belle Foster Faith P, A, D, PL, FaFT, & FoFT.
see at Mama, Chs. 3 & 4, Chs. 6 & 7, Chs. 14 & 15,
Ch.17,Chs. 21-25, Ch. 27, Ch. 31-34, Ch. 38, Ch. 52, & in
a poem, ―Ghosts of Yesteryears,‖ 244(438-439)
Wayne Thomas --, nephew, 102(191)

Faith Family food; During WW II, ―Meatless
Tuessday‖ was no problem for us, since we went without
meat most days. (See at Dorothy Sullivan and at Rationing.)
Unfortunately, besides corn bread, we mostly ate the insipid
―Taystee‖ & ―Wonder‖ brands of
commercial
breads. They were misnomers: Taystee was tasteless & the
only wonder about the other was that anyone would
buy it! Mama eschewed the delicious Rubel‘s Rye bread,
and Levi‘s Rye was unheard of back then. Also see at
Carl‘s & Fred‘s food, at Chicken at the Faiths & at
―Crumble-in.‖ We lived close to nature, Ch. 20; each
summer Mama canned blackberries, huckleberries, and
raspberries, that we picked on the Hill--enough to last the
winter, 61(100)

Faith Family Furniture, 20(30)
Faith Family Patronymic, 3(4)-Foy is old French for French, foi, meaning faith; Ste. Foy
(Ste. Faith) is a city in Quebec near Montreal—just so
you‘ll know: Faith in Latin is fide; in Italian, fede; also
see at Faithfull & at Fidel.

Faith Family Planets Mama s the sun, Dad is the
moon, Eldridge--Jupiter, sister—Venus, Fred—Mars, P, v;
Notice that I left myself out! I wonder what that means,, Dr.
Freud? Also, see at Modesty.

Faith Family Residences: 412 W. Fifth St., where I
was born, Banklick between 12th & 13th Sts.(where, as I
recollect, our neighbors were Black); 13(19); 20-th. St.
(where our landlord were the Moores), 2439 Herman St,
then 22-nd St. & finally at 418 West 16th (from 1943),
15(22), Ch.5.

Faith Family Snacks: peanut butter on crackers,
apples, Graham crackers with milk: and at school,
chocolate milk.

Faith, ―Loony‖Grandma: (to Fred) ―never call me
Grandma again! Slap!‖ 10(15-16)

Faith, ―Mickey,‖née Betty Frances Compton, born
in Muses Mills, KY. ―Miss Shillito of 1948,‖ 161(285)n;
we married in 1951 & divorced in 1981; also see at
Frances Compton, at ―Mickey‖ &

―Betty

Faith and Foster families compared, 10(15)
Faith-Sullivan Wood Family, Thumbnail Sketch:
Our sons‘ birth father, Henry Wood, had a Ph. D. in
Classics (Latin, Greek etc.) from Yale. U., and previously
attended both Harvard & Columbia universities.
Molly met him when she was studying classics & Henry
was an instructor or asst. prof. in classics at the U. of Texas,
Austin. He died Feb. 12, 1979, of a lung embolism resulting from a
car crash into a utility pole--he had suffered fom narcolepsy, i.e.,
falling asleep without warning, but, like many of us, irrationally
afraid of doctors. Molly told me he had been planning ―to do

Faith and Feit: Walter Feit once asked me if I had
any relatives named Feit. His reasoning was—some of his
relatives who immigrated to England changed their name to
Faith, and, in German, Faith is pronounced ―Fight,‖ the
same way Feit is pronounced! Basically, he was asking me
if he if I were Jewish--a lot of mathematicians thought I
was. This was considered complimentary since so many of
the outstanding specialists in our area—algebra—were! But
of course, most are not!—it‘s difficult to generalize a
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something‖ about it--a few years later a pill came out that negates
the drowsiness of narcolepsis. That day, he had gone out to get gas
for his car, despite Molly's telling him to wait 15 minutes so she
could drive for him. He told her, ―I've never had an accident yet.‖
All four of their sons graduated from Princeton High
School. Two, Zeno & Japheth were born in NY‘s Manhattan
Lying-In-Hospital while they were living in Brooklyn.; Malachi
was born in Flemington, NJ and Ezra in Princeton, NJ—see at
Faith Family Tree--I adopted them in Mercer Co. Court in May
1993.
Zeno, son # 1, graduated from Rutgers with a major in
Music & a minor in Latin-Amer. Studies, studied piano at the
Boston Conservatory, became qualified music teacher at Brooklyn
University, where he teaches ―Hearing‖ and is the official pianotuner there. Zeno also sings--he sang in the Rutgers U. choir, and
now in a choir in Greenwich Village in Manhattan—see at Zeno &
at Jill Dowling, his wife & mother of their daughter, Clio Lily.
Japheth, son # 2, has a 1997 Berkeley Ph. D. in math &
now teaches in the Bard College Graduate Program in Math. in
Annan-dale-on-Hudson, NY.
Malachi son # 3, graduated from Rutgers with a major in
French & Spanish & has a 2007 Masters Degree in Education at
Rutgers U. --making straight A‘s. He has completed four years of
Latin Studies at Rutgers one summer—making all A‘s!—see at
Malachi & at Jhilam Iqbal, his wife & mother of their son,
Tarquin.
Ezra, son # 4, holds a 2004 U. California at Berkeley Ph. D.
in Atmospheric Chemistry, and now works for an atmospheric
studies company near Boston—also see at Simi Hoque, his partner.
Molly & I became friends in the September 1978—she was
living next-door to my colleague, Poobhalin ―Poo‖ Pillay, and I
met her often when I drove him to Rutgers , or on our return form
there.
I met Henry & the boys on following Christmas Day when
I went there looking for my S. Aftrican fieind Poo & his wife,
Lalitha. Ezra was just three. All four of their sons were excited to
have a visitor to show their toys to, and to do their stunts in front
of. And not only that, but Molly's cheeks were rosy with pleasure
too, and I think I feel quite in love with all of them on the spot,
including Henry.
When Henry died I was devastated to think of Molly left to
rear the four boys all by herself, little dreaming that I would
become part of their lives. But, that is another story, as they say--I
touched on this in the Preface of "The Sun Shines Bright" and also
in Part II of "Rings and Things.‖ Also see at Molly Sullivan, at
Wood, at Ezra Wood, at Malachi Wood, at Japheth Wood, at Zeno
Wood & at Carl
& Molly.

career as a concert pianist ended when he injured his hands in a
fire when he was 18. He switched to arranging and conducting,
working in hotel and theater orchestras in Toronto and eventually
landing his own radio show on CBC in 1938.
Between 1951 and 1976, Faith recorded something like 85
albums for Columbia. Faith's strings and Ray Conniff's choral band
gave Columbia a one-two punch that dominated easy listening
sales for nearly three decades and now fills the shelves of thrift
stores around the country.
Conniff and Faith also served as the foundation for fthe
ColumbiaRecord Club, the mail-order outlet that was middle
America's primary source of albums. Like Conniff, Faith's worst
sin may have been that of being too good a craftsman. He
worked strings, woodwinds, and brass together so seamlessly
that the result often achieves a surface of schmaltz that belies
the fine work underneath.
And with that many albums, there is a certain amount
of schlock to be expected. But, when Faith appreciated the
music, though, he put out his best effort--his albums of
Mexican and Cuban music ("Viva!," "Malaguena") are good
examples. There is nothing demure about these recordings: Faith
puts splashy trumpets and powerful trombones right up front, and
fills every corner of the room with sounds. Whether you like
exotica or easy listening or not, these are excellent records-edited from Wikipedia & Percy Faith ‗s Website. (The photo of
him on his Website, taken in California in 1966 looks strikingly
like Eldridge, i.e., there‘s a family resemblance, but we‘re not
related as far as I know.)

Faith, Percy, 1908-1976,Canadian-born band-leader,

once you learn to fake that, you‘re in!—Anon.! Ch. 48; also
see at Hitchcock.

―Faith, Hope and Charity,‖ 157(279). Charity often
is translated as Love. See at Cities of the USA

Faith, Hope, Charity:
―Around the child bend all three / sweet graces: Faith, Hope,
Charity,‖ from ―Dry Sticks,‖ 1958, by William Savage
Landor. See Bartlett. Also see Cities of USA.

Faith, Hope, and Charity (Love), 157(279): from the
First Epistle of Paul, the Apostle to the Corinthians—it ends
with:―And now abideth faith, hope, love (charity), these
three, the greatest of these is love‖ –ibid, 13:9-13; ―Though
I have all faith, so that I could move mountains, and have
not charity, then I am nothing‖—ibid, 13:2

―Faith overcomes doubt,‖ 89-90(169-170)
Faith-Utumi Theorem, see at Utumi.
Faithfull (Feythfull), William, registered his
marriage in Chichester, England in the 15 th century—from
the Oxford Dict. of Surnames, 3(4). Also see at Fidel.

Fake it! ―The most important thing in acting is honesty;

orchestrator and composer, known for his lush arrangements
of pop standards. He is often credited with creating the ―easy
listening‖ or ―mood music‖ format which became staples of
American popular music in the 1950s and
continued well into
the 1960s.
In 1940, Faith moved to Chicago and became a naturalized
citizen a few years later. He moved to New York City and worked
in radio for a while until he joined the A&R staff of Decca. By
1950, he was working for Mitch Millerat Columbia, who found
Faith's rich but not overbearing string work perfect for the sound
he was trying to cultivate. Faith began recording instrumentals
under his own name in 1951 and soon had a #1 hit with his
adaptation of a popular Brazilian song, "Delicado." Faith had three
#1 hits: "Delicado" in 1952; "Theme from Moulin Rouge'" in
1953, and "Theme from 'A Summer Place'" in 1960.
Though his professional orchestra-leading career began at
the height of the swing era, Faith refined and rethought
orchestration techniques, including use of large string sections, to
soften and fill out the brass dominated popular music of the 1940s.
Faith was a child prodigy on the piano, but his hopes for a

Faldo, Nicholas "Nick" Alexander, MBE, is golf pro
on the European Tour, and is Europe's most successful
player of all time. Over his career, he has won three Open
Championship titles and three US Masters titles in
Atlanta, GA. He was ranked the World No. 1 on the Official
World Golf Rankings for a total of 98 weeks
Faldo was born in 1957 in Welwyn Garden City,
England. He borrowed some clubs from his neighbours
after watching Jack Nicklaus play the 1971 Masters on TV.
While working as a carpet fitter, Faldo won the English
Amateur and the British Youths Championships in 1975—
excerpted from Wikipedia.

Falk, Peter, born 1927 in New York City, is an actor
of film, stage and TV. He is perhaps best known for his role
as the rumple-haired Lieutenant Columbo in the long-running TV
series Columbo
He appeared in numerous films and TV guest roles, and
has been nominated for an Academy Award twice, and won the
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Emmy Award on five occasions and the Golden Globe award
once.Falk was the son of Michael Falk, owner of a clothing and
dry goods store, and his wife, Madeline, an accountantand
buyer.[His mother was Russian and his father was Polish, and of
Hungarian and Czech descent. He is the grandson of Mike Falk,
chief editor of the Budapest newspaper Pester Lloyd. Falk's parents
were of Jewish descent but were not religious.
His right eye was surgically removed at the age of three
because of a malignant tumor; he has worn a glass eye for most of
his life. Despite the handicap, Falk participated in team sports,
mainly baseball and basketball, as a boy. In a 1997 interview in
Cigar Aficionado with writer Arthur Marx, Falk said, "I remember
once in high school the umpire called me out at third base when I
was sure I was safe. I got so mad I took out my glass eye, handed it
to him and said, 'Try this.' I got such a laugh you wouldn't
believe."
While working in Hartford, Falk joined a community theater
group called the Mark Twain Masquers, where he performed in
plays that included The Caine Mutiny, The Crucible and The
Country Girl. Falk also studied with Eva Le Gallienne, who was
giving an acting class at the White Barn Theatre in Westport,
Connecticut.
Falk later recalled that he had ―lied his way‖ into the class,
which was for professional actors. He drove down to Westport
from Hartford every Wednesday, when the classes were held, and
was usually late. In his 1997 interview with Arthur Marx, Falk said
―One evening when I arrived late, she looked at me and asked,
―Young man, why are you always late?‖ and I said, 'I have to drive
down from Hartford.‖ She looked down her nose and said, "What
do you do in Hartford? There's no theater there. How do you make
a living acting?‖ Falk confessed he wasn't a professional actor.
According to Falk, she looked at him sternly and said, ―Well, you
should be.‖ He drove back to Hartford and quit his job.
Falk stayed with the La Gallienne group for a few months
more, and obtained a letter of recommendation from La Galliene to
an agent at the William Morris Agency in New York. In 1956,
he left his job with the Budget Bureau and moved to Greenwich
Village to pursue an acting career. His first New York stage role
was in a flop—an off-Broadway production of Molière's Don Juan
at the Fourth Street Theatre that closed after its only performance
on January 3, 1956. Falk played the second lead, Sganarelle. His
next theater role proved far better for his career. In May he
appeared at Circle in the Square in a revival of The Iceman Cometh
with Jason Robards, playing the bartender Falk made his
Broadway debut also in 1956, appearing in Diary of a Scoundrel.
As the year came to an end, he again appeared on Broadway as an
English soldier in Shaw's Saint Joan, with Siobhán McKenna.
Despite his stage success, a theatrical agent advised Falk not to
expect much film work because of his glass eye. He failed a
screen test at Columbia Pictures, and was told by studio boss Harry
Cohn that "for the same price I can get an actor with two eyes." He
also failed to get a role in the film adapation of Marjorie
Morningstar despite a promising interview for the second lead.
His first film performances were in small roles in Wind Across the
Everglades (1958), The Bloody Brood (1959) and Pretty Boy Floyd
(960).
Falk's performance in Murder, Inc. (1960) was a turning
point in his career. He was cast in the supporting role of killer Abe
Reles, in a film based on the real-life murder gang of that name,
which terrorized New York in the 1930s. New York Times film
critic Bosley Crowther, while dismissing the movie as "an average
gangster film,‖
singled out Falk's ―amusingly vicious
performance.‖ Crowther wrote: "Mr. Falk, moving as if weary,
looking at people out of the corners of his eyes and talking as if he
had borrowed Marlon Brando's chewing gum, seems a travesty of a
killer, until the water suddenly freezes in his eyes and he whips an
icepick from his pocket and starts punching holes in someone's

ribs. Then viciousness pours out of him and you get a sense of a
felon who is hopelessly cracked and corrupt.‖
The film turned out to be Falk's breakout role. In his 2006
autobiography, Just One More Thing, Falk said that his selection
for the film from thousands of other off-Broadway actors was a
―miracle‖ that "made my career," and that without it he would not
have gotten the other significant movie roles that he later played.
Falk, who played Reles again in a 1960 TV series The
Witness,[was nominated for a Best Supporting Actor Academy
Award for his performance in the film.
He was nominated in the same Academy Award category
the following year for his performance in the 1961 Frank Capra
comedy Pocketful of Miracles. In both roles he played gangsters,
though in Pocketful of Miracles he portrayed a more lighthearted
Damon Runyon character. The remainder of the 1960s saw Falk
playing mainly small movie roles and in TV guest starring
appearances. He played a cab driver in the all-star comedy film It's
a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World. He played mainly comical crooks,
as in 1964's Rat Pack crime spoof Robin and the 7 Hoods and the
1965 farce The Great Race, with Jack Lemmon and Tony Curtis.
Also see at ―A Woman Under the Influence.‖

Falk, Richard, Rutgers U. colleague & friend & chair
of the dept. for many years. In about 2000, he moved from
Princeton, NJ to southern California, in the La Jolla area, I
think.

Fall, Bernard, Vietnam War correspondent, 74(121)
Fall guy is a person who is made to take the blame
for someone else's mistakes, or someone at the butt of
jokes. One placed in the position of fall guy is often referred
to as "taking the fall". In the film industry, a fall guy is a f
orm of stock character. In argot. it is s.o. who takes the rap
for s.o. else's crime—see at scapegoat.

―Fallen Nature, Fallen Selves,‖ see at Michael
Moriarity.

Falling in Love--see at ―I‘m Falling in Love.‖
Fame? ―Your not famous until my mother has heard
f you‖—Jay Leno.

Familiae, in loco (GL, JR, & CC), 207(378); Latin
for ―in place of , or a substitute for, a family..‖.

―Familiarity breeds contempt—moral of Aesop‘s
fable ―The Fox and the Lion‖—in Barltett with a reference
to Mark Twain.
Family, Chs.14, 23, & 24; pp. 92 & 99; -- as status quo &
training ground , 97(184); freedom from family repression,
78(127); Gert & Happy Times, 70(114-115)—see at
Gertrude; Happy Times, 12(18), Chs.14, 21, 24 70,
kinship as origin of racism, 92(175); -- pagan? 99(188);
unforgiving: ―We ought to forgive, but we don‘t,‖ 99(186);
also see at High School as Family

Family Death Toll—see below, and at ―Death in the
Family, A‖

―Family is a remarkable thing, isn‘t it?‖ says a
character in Horton Foote‘s play ―Cousins‖…marveling at
the death toll among the relatives he grew up with. ―You
belong, and then it passes you by‖—from a Mar. 6, 2009
NY Times article in Weekend Arts by Ben Brantley,
entitled‖A Dramatist Who Cozied Up To the Chill Within
the Hearth.‖

―Family Romance, a Love Story,‖by John Lancester,
reviewed in the Sunday NY Times Feb. 18, 2007
Joseph Lelyveld.--see at Parents & Children.
Family selfishness--try giving your estate to anyone
other than family, 92(175)—see at Nathaniel Hawthorne..

―Famous Lines—A Columbia Dict. of Quotations,‖
Edited by Robert Andrews, Columbia U., 1997
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Fanatic—―one who won‘t change his mind and won‘t

Farrell, James T., writer: see at :‖Studs Lonigan.
Farrow, John (Villiers), 1904-1963: born in Sydney,

change the subject‖—Winston Churchill, in a May 9, 2007
NY Times Cross Word Puzzle.

Australia, he was an award-winning film director,
producer & screenwriter. Farrow began writing while
working as a sailor in the 1920s. He moved to Hollywood to
work in films as a marine technical advisor and stayed on as
a screenwriter. He wrote for films between 1927 and 1959,
and also directed between 1934 and 1959. Farrow was also a
writer of short stories and plays (Laughter Ends), as well as
non-fiction (Pageant of the Popes, and biographies of St
Thomas More and Father Damien) He fathered seven
children, including actresses Mia, Stephanie, Tisa &
Prudence Farrow He married Maureen O‘Sullivan, his
second wife, after he converted to Catholicism and she
received a papal dispensation to marry a divorcee.
Also see at ―Easy Come, Easy Go‖ (film) & below.

Fandango, an animated Spanish or Spanish-American
dance in triple time. Also, informally, nonsense or
tomfoolery

―Fandango Rag. ―Play That‖—see Lewis F. Muir.
Fanny Slang. The buttocks, or one‘s rear. Also see
at Heinie & at Keister.

―Fantasticks, The‖ is a 1960 musical with music by
Harvey Schmidt and lyrics by Tom Jones. The show's
original production off-Broadway ran for 17,162
performances, becoming the world's longest-running
musical, for 42 years. The poetic book and breezy,
hummable score, including such familiar songs such as "Try
to Remember," helped make this show so durable—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also cited on p. 742 by Ewen in
―All the Years Etc.‖ Also see at ―Try to Remember.

Farrow, Mia, (née Maria de Lourdes Villiers-Farrow
—see above): born 1945, she appeared in more than forty
films & won numerous awards, including a Golden Globe.
She also is notable for her extensive humanitarian work as a
UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador.
Her latest effort is www.miafarrow.org containing a
guide on how to get involved with Darfur activism, along
with her photos and blog entries from Darfur, Chad, and the
Central African Republic. In 2008, she was selected by
TIME Magazine as one of the most influential people in the
world.
Farrow married singer Frank Sinatra in 1966, when
she was 21 & he was 50. While she was filming Rosemary's
Baby with director Roman Polanski, Sinatra served her
divorce papers in front of the cast and crew. The move came
as a shock to Farrow, who did not think that Sinatra would
divorce her because she had refused his prior demand that
she quit filming in order to work on his movie The
Detective. The split was finalized two years later.
Farrow married German-American Jewish pianist
André Previn in 1970. His former wife, songwriter Dory
Previn, blamed Farrow for his leaving her and wrote a
scathing attack in a song entitled ―Beware of Young Girls.‖
Farrow and Previn had three biological children and adopted
three children one from Korea, the other two from Vietnam,
Soon-Yi, Lark Song, and Daisy. André and Mia divorced in
1979, but they remained on good terms. Fletcher Previn
appears in one of Farrow's Woody Allen films, Radio Days.
In the 1980s and early 1990s, Farrow spent many
years with director Woody Allen but did not marry or live
with him. The two had one biological son named Ronan
Seamus Farrow. They also adopted a son (―Sachel‖) and
daughter together. They separated after Allen had sex with
Farrow's adopted daughter Soon-Yi Previn, whom he later
married. (Farrow found some sexy photos of Soon-Yi in
Allen‘s apartment, as I recall.)
Their marriage reportedly left Farrow devastated.
During the custody battle, Farrow filed child abuse charges
against Allen, involving her other daughter, Dylan. Those
charges were later dropped, because the Connecticut state's
attorney investigating the case found that although probable
cause existed for prosecuting Allen, it was not worth
subjecting the child to the possible trauma of a court trial.
At the height of the Woody-Mia public fracas, Frank
Sinatra, who always had a soft spot for his ―exes,‖ offered
to have Allen's legs broken. The court proceedings confirm
this, and Farrow herself wrote of Sinatra's sentimental offer
in her autobiography.—edited excerpt from Wikipedia‘s
—my parenthetical remark. (Sinatra‘s offer was ironical in
view of his own callous treatment of Farrow.) Also see
at ―Radio Days,‖ 78(127)n & at ―Zelig,‖ 97(183).

Faraday, Michael, 1791-1867, FRS, was an English
chemist and physicist (or natural philosopher, in the
terminology of that time) who contributed to the fields of
electromagnetism and electrochemistry. Faraday studied the
magnetic field around a conductor carrying a DC electric current,
and established the basis for the magnetic field concept in physics.
He discovered electromagnetic induction, diamagnetism and
electrolysis, tthat magnetism could affect rays of light, and that
there was an underlying relationship between the two phenomena.
His nventions of electromagnetic rotary devices formed the
foundation of electric motor technology, and it was largely due to
his efforts that electricity became viable for use in technology.
As a chemist, Faraday discovered benzene,
investigated
the clathrate hydrateof chlorine, invented an early form of the
bunsen burner and the system of oxidation numbers, and
popularized terminology such as anode, cathode, electrode, and
ion. (And, as the joke goes, so-on).
Also see at Air Condtioning & at Tesla.
When Queen Victoria asked Michael Faraday*) what good
was electricity, he reportedly replied, "Madam, what good is a
baby?"

―Far Side of Paradise, The,‖ a biography of F. Scott
Fitzgerald. See at Arthur Mizner.

―Farewell to Manzanar,‖ Jeanne W. Houston, a book
about the travails of the internment of her family in a hastily
built camp in the high desert country of Owns Valley in
Manzanar California at the foothills of the Sierra Nevada
mts., R, xlviii. Excerpts from her book appear in ―American
Childhoods, ed. by David Willis McCullough. See Biblio.

Farnsworth, Philo. T., 1906-1971, is best known for
inventing the first completely electronic television. In
particular, he made the world's first working television
system with electronic scanning of both the pickup and
display devices, which he first demonstrated to news media
on Sept. 1, 1928, televising a motion picture film; and to
the public at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia on Aug
25, 1934, televising live images—edited from Wikipedia,
where one can find much more on Farnworth‘s predecssors,
and successors in TV. Also see at Phico & at Television.
―Farnsworth Invention, The,‖ a TV play by the
playwright Aaron Sorkin about Philo T. Farnworth‘s
invention. ―Farnworth grew up on an Idaho potato farm and,
as a teenager, founde the technological solution that tmade
the electronic transmission of live images possible‖—from
Bruce Weber‘s article on Sorkiin & the play in the Sunday
NY Times, Arts & Leisure, Nov. 4, 2007.

Farr, Richard, see his Editorial Review at ―Sampson
and Delilah.
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was viewed as blasphemous by many Moslems, and banned
in Rian and India. The fatwah was lifted in 1998 by Iran.

Fart sack: mattress cover in the Navy lower echelon.
―It had to be snow-white clean, amusingly enough like
diapers, which is derived from the Greek word diapros,
meaning pure white; and so taut that a dropped coin would
bounce on it,‖ 190(349).

Fatwas & Jihads, my speculation about, 90(171)
Faulkner, William (Culthbert), 1897-1962,
Americn Nobelist in Lit. in 1950—from his speech in
Stockholm: ―I believe tht man will not merely endure: he
will prevail.;‖ he collaborated on the screen play of ―Gunga
Din,‖ 57(94); also see at Past, at ―To Have and To Have
Not‖ & at Writer.
―He has never been known to use a word that might
send a reader to the dictionary‖--William Faulkner (about
Ernest Hemingway—see Heminway‘s repartee:

Fascism: A system of government by a central
authority under a dictator with stringent socioeconomic
controls & suppression of freedom through terror and
exemplified by Nazi German , Fascist Italy and
Imperial Japan in the thirties and forties, and also
Lenin-Stalin‘s USSR. The fort three formed the socalled
Axis powers in WW II; -- in America, R, l-li, Ch. 62,: also
see Henry Ford & at Charles Lindbergh;

Fault of a virtue, see at Virtue.
―Faust,‖a morality play in poetry about a man

Fassbinder, Rainer, a German movie director.
Fast Ball Pitchers: Bob Feller of the Cleveland Indians was

(Faust) who bargains with the devil.—see at Goethe.

clocked at 90 miles an hour or about 270,000 ft/sec. The
plate being just 90 feet away, it took the ball just about
1/3000th of a second to get there! Nolan Ryan has been
clocked at 110 mph, 222((226)—see at Stikeout Pitchers.

Faust Joke: Tne devil agrees to give Faust fame &
wealth in exchange for his soul. Faust becomes suspicicious
and asks, ―What‘s the catch?‖

Faust, Drew Gilpin: she‘s the president of Harvard

Fate is own‘s destiny, what happens to one in one‘s

U., and author of ―This Republic of Suffering,‖ about
the horrors of the Civil War--see at Civil War.

life. Also called Ksmet. Also see at Fortune & at Karma
―A man‘s character is his fate‖—Saul Bellow in the
first paragraph of ―The Adventures of Augie March.‖ &
cited by Salmon Rushdie in an essay, ―Heraclitus,‖ in the
Winter 2007 issue of Granta.

Fauvism is radical or arbitrary use of color in art-from the French ―fauve‖ meaning wild cat, or beast—see at
Matisse.

―Favorite Things, My‖—see at My Favorite Things.
―Fawlty Towers,‖ see at John Cleese.
Fay, Frank Patrick III, 1897-1961 was a movie and

―Fate, The ficled finger of‖—jokey phrase c. 1930s.
―Fatal Glass of Beer,‖ Ch.63; see Beer & Drinks
Fat, see Body Mass Index (BMI); also see at Obese.
―Fat Boy,‖ see at ―A-Bomb.‖
Fat cat 1. A iwealthy, highly privileged person. 2. A

stage actor, comedian, master of ceremonies, born in
San Francisco, California., and most famous for playing 'Elwood
P. Dowd' (whose friend is an invisible 6-foot rabbit) in the play
Harvey by the American playwright Mary Coyle Chase on
Broadway. Born Francis Anthony Donner to Irish Catholic
parents, he took the professional name of Frank Fay after
concluding that his birth name was not suitable for the stage-edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Harvey.

heavy contributor to a political campaign; a backer.

Fate, one‘s destiny, Karma & Kismet, 90(170);
90(170)n; ―Life is what happens to you when yu are
making other plans!‖--see at John Lennon.
―There is not fate that cannot be surmounted by scorn‖—
Albert Camus, quoted in ―The Portable Curmudgeon.

Faye, Alice (nèe Alice Leppert), b. 1912 in NYC,
see at ―Good News,‖ ―You‘ll Never Know;‖ Also, see at
―Tin Pan Alley,‖--the 1940 movie_ and at ―Hello, Frisco,
Hello‖

―Father, Son & Holy Ghost,‖ the holy trinity in
Catholicism. See at Prayers & Incantations.

Father of our Country--see at George Washington.
―Father of Country Music‖—see at Jimmie Rodgers.
Fathers: ―A father carries snapshots in his wallet

FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation), Starting in
1908 as the Bureau of Investigation (BOI) it was renamed
the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 1935. The first FBI
Director, J. Edgar Hoover, continued his tenure from the
BOI & was the longest serving FBI director to date.; also
see at ―Public Enemies.‖
FCC, or Federal Communicatons Commision, is
responsible for approving & monitoring Radio and TV
broadcast transmission in the USA.

where his money used to be—Anonymous.
―When I was a boy of 14, my father was so
ingnorant I could hardly stand to have the old man around.
But when I got to be 21, I was astonished at how much he
had learned in 7 years—Mark Twain. Also see at Mario
Cuomo & at Lee Iacocca.
According to my birth certificate, a Dr. Carl Peak
delivered me and I was ―healthy.‖ Since Dad was away a
lot, I could not be certain if he was present, but as Joe Orton
quipped (about his father?), ―All a child can expect is that
its father be present at the conception.‖ (Quoted in ―Wit‖, p.
74.), 10(15)

―FDR,‖ see at Roosevelt; also see at Golden Gate.
-- ―Apostle of Democracy,‖ used sarcastically when he
ordered FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover to round up the
Nissei and Issei,
143(257); Letter from Einstein
advocating the creation of the A-bomb, 178; also see at
Einstein. Hatred of FDR, see at Bill Clinton.

Faticoni, Dr. Theodore (―Ted‖), mathematician friend

Fear: -- in the eyes,6(8), 26(40); freedom from fear,

and Prof. of Fordham U. (Bronx) whom I met at New
Mexical State U. (Las Cruces) in spring 1986. I have
written about him and his work in ―Rings and Things.‖
Also see at Elbert and Carole Walker.

7(10)n; effect of fear, 6(8); fear of castration—see at
Castration, Irrational fear, e.g,, Dentist phobia, 72(117),
& at Phobias. Fear of rats, see at ―Nineteen Eighty-Four.‖

―Fear: the only thing we have to fear is fear itself,‖

Fats Domino & Fats Waller, see Domino & Waller.
―Fatty and Skinny‖ (Laurel and Hardy), 75(123)
Fatwa, a death sentence meted out by some (Islamic)

Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1933, 7(10)n;
―Nothing is so much to be feared as fear, ― Thoreau,
Journals, [1906], entry of April 9, 1841;
―Be not afraid of sudden fear,‖ Proverbs 3:25;
―The thing I fear most is fear,‖ Montaigne, Essays, 1580;

Ayatollah against a person, or persons, e.g., by Khomeini.
Iran‘s former supremel ruler, against Salmon Rushdie in
1989 for writing the novel, ―The Satanic Verses,‖ which
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―The only thing I am afraid of is fear,‖ Wellington, 1831.

Feit, Dr. Walter,1930-2004, born in Vienna, Austria,

Fear of Flying, 1973 novel by Erica Jong has sold

he left for England in 1939 to escape the Nazis. He moved
to USA in 1946 where he became an undergraduate at the U.
Chicago. He got his Ph.D. at the U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
became a professor at Cornell in 1952, and at Yale in 1964.
His most famous result is his joint paper with John G.
Thompson that all finite groups of odd order are solvable- this is
called the ―Odd Order Theorem,‖ also the Feit-Thompson
Theorem. At the time it was written, it was probably the most
complicated and difficult mathematical proof ever completed, and
the theorem was the cornerstone of the classification of finite
groups—see at Gorenstein.
Walter wrote almost a hundred other papers, mostly on
finite group theory, character theory, and modular representation
theory. He also wrote the books The representation theory of finite
groups and Characters of finite groups. He was awarded the Cole
Prize by the American Mathematical Society in 1965. Also see at
―Faith and Feit‖ & at Gorenstein

more than 18 million copies worldwide—see at Jong

―Fearless Fosdick‖ is a police officer character in Al
Capp's Li'l Abner comic strip which appeared from 1934 to
1977. Fosdick was therefore the main character of a comic strip
within a comic strip. Fosdick was inspired by Dick Tracy, a
similarly unflappable comic strip hero-cop and plain clothes
detective. The strip- within-a-strip at times added much humor as
when Abner mindlessly aped his role model (even styling his hair
similarly by using the product Fosdick endorsed).
Chester Gould, creator of Dick Tracy, reportedly did not
find Capp‘s work particularly funny. This was not surprising, since
Fosdick was not very bright and behaved like a complete fool. He
would regularly shoot innocent bystanders and apprehend the
wrong individuals while the real criminals went free.
Gould also was probably not enamored of his own
unflattering portrayal in the character of Fosdick's creator, the
mentally deranged cartoonist ―Lester Gooch.‖ However, Max
Allan Collins, who took over the helm of Dick Tracy from Gould,
thoroughly enjoyed Fosdick and even wrote a foreword to a
recently-published collection of Fosdick cartoons.

―Fell, Doctor,‖ ditty--see at ―Doctor Fell‖
Feller, Bob, b. 1918, 122(226); noted pitcher: struck
out 17 when he was 17--he & Kerry Wood are the only two
players ever to strike out their age (Wood struck out 20 on
May 6, 1998). Feller became the strikeout king of baseball
while pitching for the Cleveland Indians. His blazing fast
ball earned him the nickname "Rapid Robert." A righthanded pitcher, Feller struck out 2,581 batters in 570 games
from 1936 through 1956, but ranked only 24-th in
career-strikeouts, according to an article in the NY Times
Aug. 30, 2005.

Fearless Kiss? ―World is love, The. Surely one
fearless kiss would cure the million fevers‖—W. H. Auden,
see at Michael Redgrave (last sentence.) But, evidently it
did notcure the million fevers!

―Feast, A Moveable,‖ Hemingway‘s Paris, R, lxviii
Feasts—see at Carl‘s & Fred‘s Feast Day Food.
Feck, Luke, ―Yesterday‘s Cincinnati,‖ 1(2)n, 3(3)n
Fee-faw-fum A nonsensical exclamation attributed

Fellini, Federico, Cavaliere di Gran Croce OMRI,
1920-1993, one of the most influential and widely revered
film-makers of the 20th century, known for a distinct style which
meshes fantasy and baroque images.
Born and raised in Rimini, Italy, Fellini's childhood
experiences would later play important parts in many of his films,
in particular, I vitelloni (1953), 8½ (1963) and Amarcord (1973). It
would be misleading, however, to assume that all his films contain
autobiographical anecdotes and fantasies. Intimate friends, such as
screenwriters Tullio Pinelli and Bernardino Zapponi, cinematographer Giuseppe Rotunno and set designer Dante Ferretti have
insisted on how Fellini invented his own memories simply for the
pleasure of narrating them in his films.
Fellini's films were widely acclaimed, and four of his films
won Best Foreign Film Oscars: La strada (The Road, 1954); Le
Notti di Cabiria (Cabirian Nights, 1957); 8½ (1963) and
Amarcord (1973). La dolce vita (1960) was also awarded the
Palme d'Or at Festival de Cannes. The film also contributed the
term paparazzi to the language, derived from Paparazzo, the
photographer friend of journalist Marcello Rubini (Marcello
Mastroianni) in the latter movie.
Fellini‘s Other Work: Fellini acted in Roberto Rossellini's
Il miracolo(The Miracl) with Anna Magnani. To play the role of a
silent rogue who is mistaken by Magnani for a saint, Fellini had to
bleach his black hair blond. Fellini also wrote scripts for radio
shows and movies (most notably for Rossellini, Pietro Germi,
Eduardo De Filippo and Mario Monicelli) as well as numerous and
often uncredited gags for well known comic actors like Aldo
Fabrizi..
A gifted caricaturist, Fellini produced satirical drawings in
pencil, watercolors and colored felt pens that toured Europe and
North America, and which are now eagerly sought after by
collectors. Much of the inspiration for his sketches was derived
from his own dreams while the films-in-progress stimulated
drawings for decor, costumes and set designs (just as it was for
Sergei Eisenstein whose own drawings sharestrikingaffinities with
Fellini's work)—edited excerpts from Wikipedia. Also see at

to giants and ogres; hence, any expression calculated to
impose upon the timid and ignorant. ―Impudent fee-fawfums‖--J. H. Newman—from Dictionary.com. See below.

Fee Fi Fo Fum—see below.
Fee! Fie! Foe! Fum!?? / I smell the blood of an
Englishman! / Bring him, find him make ith he dead, /
I'll grind his bones to make my bread—from Jack and the
Bean Stalk.

Feelies: In Alduous Huxley‘s Brave New World, a
―feelie‖ is a form of motion picture that provides the
sensation of touch in addition to sight and sound. The word
suggests a logical extension to the moving picture ("movie")
and the talking picture ("talkie"), and suggests an
entertainment form with an incredible level of sensation but
with minimal substance—Wikipedia.

Feet: the RT with ―two left feet,‖ 297(361)
Fehrlinghetti, Lawrence, San Francisco poet; ―The
Coney Island of the Mind,‖ 64(106)

Feiffer, Jules Ralph born 1929 in the Bronx,
NY (age 79)) was a syndicated comic-strip cartoonist for a
long time, and an author. In 1986 he won the Pulitzer Prize for his
editorial cartooning in The Village Voice, and in 2004 was
inducted into the Comic Book Hall of Fame.
Feiffer also wrote the stage play Little Murders, the
screenplay for Mike Nichols‘ 1971 film Carnal Knowledge,
illustrated the children's book classic The Phantom Tollbooth,
wrote the book The Great Comic Book Heroesm and won an Oscar
in 1961 for his short animation ―Munro.‖ In addition, Feiffer has
written the screenplay for Robert Altman's Popeye film, a movie
version of Little Murders, and the screenplay for Alain Resnais's
film I Want to Go Home.

Feinstein is German for ―fine stone‘—see at
Feinman & at Feynman.
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―Dolce Vita‖, at ―La strada‖, at Anita Ekberg & at his wife,
Giulietta Masina

In 1925, she won the Pulitzer Prize for her book So Big,
which was made into a silent film starring Colleen Moore that
same year. An early talkie movie remake followed in 1932,
starring Barbara Stanwyck and George Brent, with Bette Davis in
a supporting role. It was the only movie Stanwyck and Davis ever
appeared in together, and Stanwyck played Davis' mother-in-law,
although only a year older in real life, which allegedly displeased
her, as did the attitude of the hoydenish Davis. A 1953 remake of
So Big starred Jane Wyman in the Stanwyck role, and is the
version most often seen today.

Fellini: I'm a Born Liar (French: Fellini, je suis un
grand menteur) (Italian: Fellini, sono un gran bugiardo) is a
2002 French documentary film written and directed by Damian
Pettigrew. ased on Federico Fellin‘s last confessions*) filmed by
Pettigrew in Rome in 1991 and 1992 (Fellini died in 1993), the
film eschews straightforward biography to highlight the Italian
director's unorthodox working methods, conscience, and
philosophy. he film was nominated for Best Documentary at the
European Film Awards, Europe's equivalent of the Oscars.
*) Fellini biographer Tullio Kezich described the film as the
maestro's ―spiritual testament‖ in his forward to I'm a Born Liar: A
Fellini Lexicon, edited by D. Pettigrew (New York: Harry N.
Abrams, 2003), p.5. In Fellini: His Life and Work (New York:
Faber and Faber, 2006), p. 388, Kezich also notes that the
interviews are "‖he maestro's last long intimate discussion.‖ New
York Times film critic A. O. Scott noted that the film was ―not a
biography but a thrilling masterclass in cinema aesthetics.‖ Cf.
NYT review in the Sources: Online section of this article. F. X.
Feeney observes that ―scenes of boyhood lust, grownup sexual
mischief and the intimate, truthfully observed emotional life of a
longtime married couple reoccur with a passionate regularity in
Fellini‘s films.‖ Quoted in press notes released by First Look
Media in 2003.

Ferguson, (―Fergy‖) Walter, HHS ‘45 classmate &
friend; on the champion football team, National Honor
Soc.(Acad. Class rank, 26), worked on The Student, in
Drama Club—see ―Arsenic & Old Lace.‖ Acad. Class rank
26; Wrote in Lest We Forget: ―The best of luck always to
the fellow whose brains I wished I had, …Carl. So long,
Fergy.‖ . (I wish I had them, but thanks for the flattery,
Fergy!) In informal class photos, 166(291).

Ferguson, Bruce, Pres. Of HHS Class of 1947 and
brother of Walter, produced & acted in a skit based on the
Joan Kiger Murder Trial of 1943. The skit was written by
Dick Macke & himself. Also see at Kiger.
Ferguson,

Nual, see at Henry Kissinger,
Fermi, Enrico, 1901-1954,42(67)n; Worked on a
team that produced the first nuclear chain reaction (1941); -was called the ―Pope‖ by Szilard, Gell-Mann & other physicists
―because he was the supreme authority on all matters‖—Marcus
Chouwn, in The New Scientist. Fearing for the safety of his Jewish
wife, Laura (N.B.), they emigrated to America in 1938 directly
after his accepting the Nobel prize in Physics; also see at Teller &
below.
There is a beautiful chapter Enrico Fermi: Father
of
the Atomis Age in ―Sprezzatura: 50 Ways Italians Genius Shaped
The World‖ about Fermi, his exceptional childhood, his education,
his genius, his fundamental discoveries on neutrons that lead to
the first nuclear fission, and his 1938 Nobel Prize, his work on the
first atomic bomb at the U. of Chicago in 1942, and at Los
Alamos. Also see at Atomic Fission (las sentence.)

Fellow traveler: Outside the Soviet Union the term
was widely used in the Cold War era of the 1950s, esp.
the U.S., as a political label to refer to any person who,
while not thought to be an actual ―card-carrying‖
member of the Communist Party, was in sympathy with its
aims and supported its doctrines—from Britannica Online.

Felsher, Dr. Joel, an M.D.: together with Dr. M.
R. Blumenthal, he established a medical practice in the
Medical Arts Bldg. on Witherspoon Street next to the
Princeton Hosptial in the then very Wasphish Princeton,
NJ. Later, Dr. Karl Hoyler joined them—see at Blumenthal
& at WASP.

―Female Gaze‖--see at ―Male Gaze,‖ and at ―Crotch
Watching.‖

Fermi, Laura Capón, 1907-1977, R, Fermi‘s wife,

―Female Eunuch, The,‖see at Germaine Greer.
―Feminine Mystique, The,‖see at Betty Friedan.
―Femme Fatale‖ is a biography of Mata Hari by Pat

42(67)n;--wrote ―Atoms in the Family (1954) &
―Illustrious Immigrants: The Intellectual Migration‖ (1972)
She was born in Rome, Italy & married Enrico in 1927.
Fermium, radioactive element, atom no.100, wt. 251.

Shipman in which he argues that she was never a double
agent, speculating that she was used as a scapegoat by the head of
French counter-espionage. Georges Ladoux had been responsible
for recruiting Mata Hari as a French spy and later was arrested for
being a double agent himself. The facts of the case remain vague,
because the official case documents regarding the execution were
sealed for 100 years. See at Mata Hari.

Ferber,

Edna,

1885-1968,

novelist,

author

Fernandez, Manny, writes for the NY Times--see
at ―Dog not a dog?, When is‖

Ferrara, city of northern Italy, SW of Venice. In the
early 13-th century, the Este family made it a flourishing
center of Renaissance learning and the arts—ed. from Amer.
Herit. Dict. It is situated 50 km north-northeast of Bologna,
on the Po di Volano, a branch channel of the main stream of
the Po River, located 5 km north. The town has broad streets
and numerous palaces dating from the 14th centuryy when it
hosted the court of the house of Este. Modern times have
brought a renewal of industrial activity—Wikipedia.

&

playwright who wrote ―So Big? (1924), ―Showboat‖
(1926), ―Cimmaron‖ (1930), ―Saratoga Trunk‖ (1941), ―Giant‖
(1952) & others. Several theatrical and film productions were
made based on her works, including Show Boat, Giant, Saratoga
Trunk, Cimarron (which won an Oscar) and the 1960 remake. Two
of these works-Show Boat and Saratoga Trunk -were developed
into musicals.
When composer Jerome Kern proposed turning the very
serious Show Boat into a musical, Ferber was shocked, thinking it
would be transformed into a typical light entertainment of the
1920s, and it was not until Kern explained that he and Oscar
Hammerstein II wanted to create a different type of musical that
Ferber granted him the rights. Saratoga (musical) was written at a
much later date, after serious plots had become acceptable in stage
musicals.

Ferrari is the name of a sports car. The Ferrari car co.
was est. by Enzo Ferrari in 1929 & is based in Maranello
and Modena, Italy.

Ferrer, José (né José Vicente Ferrer de Otero y
Cintrón, 1912--1992, was a Puerto Rican actor, as well as a
theater and film director. He received one Academy Award, a
Golden Globe Award, ] and three Tony Awards, besides multiple
nominations. He is the first Hispanic actor to win an Oscar. Ferrer
received his first Academy Award nomination as Best Supporting
Actor for his performance as the Dauphin who eventually becomes
King of France in the Ingrid Bergman Joan of Arc in 1948. He then
won an Academy Award for Best Actor for his portrayal of Cyrano de
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me a villain,‖(but) ―if it wasn‘t for me there wouldn‘t be no
Sidney Poitier or Bill Cosby, or any of them.‖
―The height of his popularity was in the late 20s‖– from the
NY Times Book Review by Dana Stevens of ―Stepin Fetchit, etc.‖
by Mel Watkins (see Biblio.)
Also the Dec. 12, 2005 New Yorker article ―Behind the
Mask‖ by Claudia Roth Pierpont is about the contrast between the
―Black Face‖ comedian Bert A. Williams (p. 102ff) & the Black
Fetchit (p. 105ff) in which we learned that the latter adopted his
name from a horse he once won money betting on. Also see at
Camptown Races.

Bergerac in the 1950 film version of Edmond Rostand's play, becoming
the first Puerto Rican to win the award, only weeks after being
subpoenaed to appear before the House Un-American Activities
Committee (HUAC) as a suspected Communist, charges that Ferrer
vehemently denied. (Three other people connected with the film were
blacklisted--screenwriter Carl Foreman, director Michael Gordon, and
actor Morris Carnovsky, who was seen as Le Bret in the film.)
He was nominated for a Best Actor Oscar for the second and
final time for his portrayal of Toulouse-Lautrec in the 1952 nonmusical film Moulin Rouge (no relation to the Nicole Kidman film of
the same name).
Ferrer was also nominated for an Emmy Award twice - in 1949
and 1955. Both nominations were for playing the role of Cyrano in two
different (and severely truncated) television productions of Cyrano de
Bergerac. The first was telecast on Philco Television Playhouse, and
the second on Producers' Showcase. Before entering films, Ferrer won
a Tony Award for his portrayal of Cyrano on the Broadway stage in a
successful 1946 stage revival of the play.
In 1952 Ferrer won a Tony Award for directing three plays, The
Shrike, Stalag 17, amd The Fourposter, in the same season, and earned
another for his performance in The Shrike.
Ferrer was born in the Santurce district of San Juan, Puerto
Rico. In 1933 he graduated from Princeton U., where he wrote a senior
thesis titled French Naturalism and Pardo Bazán and was a member of
the Princeton Triangle Club. Ferrer had a decade-long first marriage to
famed actress and acting teacher Uta Hagen (1938–1948), with whom
he had a daughter, Leticia (Lettie). His second wife was actress Phyllis
Hill (1948–1953). From his third marriage, Ferrer had five children
with singer-actress Rosemary Clooney. Ferrer and Clooney were
married in 1953, divorced in 1961, and remarried in 1964, only to be
divorced again in 1967. His son Gabriel Ferrer married the singer
Debby Boone. At the time of his death, he was married to Stella
Magee, whom he met in the late sixties. Ferrer died following a brief
battle with colon cancer in Coral Gables, Florida, and buried in San
Juan, PR.

Ferris,

George

Washington

Gale,

Fetish, an object that is believed to have magical or
spiritual powers, or given unreasonablely excessive
attention, or fixation--also an object not a part of one‘s body
that arouses sexual desire, e.g,. a phallus.

Fetzer, Bret—see at ―Zorba the Greek‖ (film).
Fevers, The Million? ―World is love, The.
Surely
one fearless kiss would cure the million
fevers‖—W. H.
sentence.) But,

Auden--see at Michael Redgrave (last
evidently it did notcure the million

Feynman is a variant spelling of Feinman, a German
word meaning ―fine man.‖—also see at Feinstein

Feynman, Richard Phillips, 1918-1988, Ch.15;
AA, Nobel laureate physicist, known for expanding the
theory of quantum electrodynamics, the physics of the
superfluidity of supercooled liquid helium, and particle theory. For
his work on quantum electrodynamics, Feynman was a joint
recipient of the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1965, together with
Julian Schwinger & Sin-Itiro Tomonaga; he developed a way to
understand the behavior of subatomic particles using pictorial tools
that later became known as Feynman diagrams.
Feynman was born in Far Rockaway, Queens, New York.
His parents were Jewish and, while not ritualistic in their practice
of Judaism, they attended synagogue every Friday.
In common with other famous physicists, Edward Teller &
Albert Einstein, as a child he was a late talker--by his third
birthday he had yet to utter a single word!—from Wikipedia; also
see at Gleick & at Hip.

1859-1896,

American engineer who designed the first Ferris Wheel. See
at Ferris Wheel.

Ferris, Timothy, born in 1944, is a best-selling author
of twelve books, including Coming of Age in the Milky Way,
for which he was awarded the Amer. Inst. of Physics Prize, and a
nomination for a Pulitzer. Ferris produced the Voyager
phonograph record, an artifact of human civilization containing
music, sounds of Earth and encoded photographs launched aboard
the Voyager interstellar spacecraft. He has served as a consultant
to NASA on long-term space exploration policy, and was among
the journalists selected as candidates to fly aboard the Space
Shuttle in 1986. He started his career as a newspaper reporter and
editor at Rolling Stone magazine. He was also previously a friend
and collaborator with Carl Sagan. He also was a friend of
Richard Feynman--see at Feynman's Letters.

Feynman, Arline Greenbam, Richard Feynaman‘s
first wife, who died of cancer.
They exchanged some of the most beautiful love letters I
have ever read. See at Feynman‘s Letters .

Feynman Biography: ―Richard Feynman, A Life in
Science, John Gibbin & Mary Gribbin Dutton, Penguin,
1999. Feynman: "This dying is boring," waking up briefly
from his final coma--p. 258 op.cit.). (This echoes
Churchill‘s final words: ―It‘s such a bore.‖) Feynman died
after a long illness with cancer.
Feynman on Building the A-Bomb: does a marvelous
job of describing the frenetic work of not only making the
A-bomb at Las Alamos, but being one of the few people
who actually saw it explode at Alamogordo—its in his
book, ―The Pleasures of Finding Things Out,‖ esp. Ch. 3
(Los Alamos from Below.) Everyone else wore glasses too
dark to see anything, but he got inside a car and safely saw
it through the windshield, for the reason that ultraviolent
rays don‘t pass through glass (ibid. pp. 80-81), the same
reason you can‘t get a suntan under glass.
Feynman on the Nobel Prize: ―If I could explain it
to the average person, I wouldn‘t be worth the Nobel
Prize‖—People (July 22, 1985) He didn‘t renounce the
prize, but he didn‘t believe in prizes or honors—something
that he states explicitly in his book cited below:

Ferris Wheel, an amusement ride on an uprigt large
Rotating wheel, having suspended seats that remain
suspended while the weheel rotates.

Fetchit, Stepin, was the stage name of comedian
and film actor Lincoln Theodore Monroe Andrew Perry,
1902-1985. Perry parlayed the Fetchit persona into a successful
film career, eventually becoming a millionaire, the first black actor
in history to do so (He also was the first to declare

bankruptcy!) He appeared in 54 films between 1925 and
1976, and has a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in the
category "Motion pictures". A stroke in 1976 ended Perry's
acting career, and he died November 19, 1985 from
pneumonia at the age of 83—excerpt from Wikipedia.
In ―Black America,‖ a young comic name Bill Cosby
proclaimed ―the tradition of the lazy, stupd, crap-shooter, chickenstealing idiot was propularized by an actor named Lincoln
Theodore Monroe Andre Perry.‖ The outraged Fetchit, then 66,
movingly responded during a press conference: ―Thy‘re making

Feynman on Mathematics. To those who do not
know mathematics it is difficult to get across a real feeling
as to the beauty, the deepest beauty, of nature... If you
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actor paging through a Bible. When asked ―What are you doing
reading a Bible‖ he replied: ―I'm looking for loopholes‖-- from
―Dr. Mardy.‖

want to learn about nature, to appreciate nature, it is
necessary to understand the language that she speaks in.

Feynman on Philosophers: ―Philosophers should

Fiennes, Ralph, see at ―Schlinder‘s List.‖
―Fifth Column‖ originated with Franco‘s remark in
1936 that he had 4 columns (of troops) advancing oward

learn to laugh at themselves‖—Epigraph to Chapter 9 of the
book below:

Feynman: ―The Pleasures of Finding Things Out,
The Best Short Work of Richard Feynman.‖ Also check
out Wikiquotes of Feynman on the Web at this title.

Madrid, and a fifth column of loyalists inside the
city—see at
or disloyal Americans of German descent in the US, and since then
generally to indicate subversive elements in society.

Feynman‘s Letters: ―Perfectly Reasonable
Deviations from the Beaten Track,‖ edited & introduced by
Michelle Feynman with a foreword by Timothy Ferris.
―This collection of letters shows us for the first time
the son caring for his father & mother, the father caring for
his wife and children, the teacher caring for his students, the
writer replying to people throught the world who wrote to
him about their problems and received his full and
undivided attention.‖

Fifth District School, Ch. 9;
Teachers: See at Murphy, at Oelrich & at Settle
Principals: See at Helmick & at Strother.
Anti-intelectualism in schools: So much of school iis that &
is anti-scientific to boot; enough so as to make you cry--if
you can keep from laughing! Imagine, ―creationism‖ trying
to explain how bacteria & viruses mutate, or how bacteria
are able to render antibiotics into a harmless food that it
feeds on, 33(53;
But for all that, you didn‘t have metal detectors to
detect guns or knives, and you didn‘t have limits on the
bathroom privileges, or have to have passes to go there, as
schools today have. Actually, there were no guns back then,
and no knives except pocketknives, 32(51)
Fred remembers Mrs Murphy as his all-time favorite
teacher, who had to quit teaching because of the silly ―blue
law‖ back then that forbade pregnant teachers from
teaching! Horrors, imagine that! Leaving us to think that the
stork carried children in.
Blue Ribbon Students, i.e., passed health & teeth
Inspection, 33(52);
Blue Ribbon Students (1937), Grades 6 through 4: Meta
Eichelberger Grade 6; Carl
Faith, Barry
―Roseie‖ O‘Grady, Elmer Puthoff & Jimmy Townes, all
Grade 4--over 100 students unidentified. (See at
Photographs preceding Part I for this & below.)
Blue Ribbon Students 1938: Hershel Begley, Thelma
Boyce, John Combs, Meta Eichelberger, Carl and
Fred Faith, John Hammer, Fred Hill, Joy
Kinsburg, Joan Lambert, Barry O‘Grady, Elmer
Puthoff, David Rimer, Freddy Weeks;
Classmates and friends in Grade 1B in fall 1934 include:
Mary Carpenter, Jack Herod, Joy Kinsburg, Joan
Sothard, & Elaine Seligman, 32(51);
Students in an Art Exhibition: Kathryn Strotman, K,
Virginia Norman 1B, James Garrard 1A, Minnie
Johnson 2B, Allan Harney 2A, Hazel Thompson
3B, Irene Jordan 3B, Carl Faith 3A, Mildred
Requardt 4B, Delores Weghorn 4A, Meta Eichelberger
5B, Clarence Lamb 5A, Dorothy Hammer 6B,
Fay
Smith 6B * Wendall Hamm 6A.
Fifth Street, Cincinnati, 114(211), 152-153(170):

Fibber McGee and Molly was a radio show that
played a major role in determining the full form of what
became classic, old-time radio. The series was a pinnacle of
American pop culture from its 1935 premiere until its
end in 1959. One of the longest-running comedies in the
history of classic radio in the US, Fibber McGee and Molly
stood the test of time in many ways, transcending the actual
or alleged limitations of its medium, form and concurrent
culture Jim and Marian Jordan portrayed Fibber McGee and
Molly—from the Web.

Fiction vs. Truth, see at Truth vs. Fiction. & at
Autobiography & Fiction.
Fidel is a Spanish name, from the late Latin name
Fidelis, meaning faithful, after St. Fidelis (c. 570)
Cognate: Italian, Fedele. Also, see at Faith Family
Patronymic.

―Fidler on the Roof‖ was a long-running Broadway
musical, 1964-1972, starring Zero Mostel. The play was
basied on the Yiddish stories of Tevye the Dairyman and his
5 dowru-less daughters, written by Sholem Aleichem. The
setting is a shtetl—see at Shtetl.
―Fiddler on the Roof, 1971 movie that
Globe for Chaim Topoi as the Fiddler.

won a Golden

Field, Andrew, see at ―Fractions.‖
Fields, Dorothy, 1894-1972, profific writer of pop
Songs, e.g., ―:The Way You Look Tonight,‖ (with Jerome
Kern, 1936, sung by Fred Astaire in Swing Time. Also see
―I‘m in the Mood for Love,‖ and ―I Can‘t Give You
Anything but Love,‖ both with Jimmy McHugh. See The p.
316 of Da Capo‘s Companion for many others.

Fields, W[illiam] C[laude]: starred in the movie
―The Fatal Glass of Beer,‖ Ch. 63;
―I don‘t want to give the impression that I am a teetotaler—
I‘ve been known to take a drink or two,‖ Ch. 63
―If Ants are so busy, why do they attend so many
picnics?‖—W. C. Fields on a Radio
Broadcast in 1942 with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.
―Never give a sucker and even break,‖ attributed to Fields &
to Edward Francis Albee by Bartlett.
―No one who hates dogs and children can be all bad‖—
attributed to Fields, but said by Leo Rosten about Fields.
―On the whole, I prefer Philadelphia‖ (to Hell), 224(409)-see ―Cassell‘s Movie Quotations,‖ for the last two quotes; ―A
woman drove me to drink, and I didn‘t even hav e the courtesy
to thank her,‖ Ch. 63
Somebody stole the cork out of my lunch,‖ Ch. 63;
As he lay in his hospital bed shortly before his death, he
was visited by a friend, who was shocked to find the irreligious

Fifth Street, Covington, 1(1), 13(19): ―I was born
there, see?‖ Also see at Carl & ―Whitey,‖

―Fifty-two Twenty Club;‖also ―52/20 Club:‖
A bill passed by Congress in 1946 that entitled Veterans of
WW II to 52 weeks of unemployment compensation of $20
a week with the proviso that they actively seek work.
214(388); also see at Bill Moorfield.

―Filthy Frank,‖Carl‘s nickname for Frank. See at
Frank.

Fightmaster family, SS Baptist Church friends,
85(164); Jack, fellow-worker at United Cigar Store,
152(270) ; played sousaphone for the KY. Active Militia
Band with Walter Waymeyer—WW e-mail of Jan. 2, 2004;
Mr. and Mrs., Church teachers at SS Baptist, Ch. 13

Film, Ch. 25; ―In a century films have gone from
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silent to unspeakable‖—Doug Larson, 77(126); also see at
Movies.

While many Joyceans--such as Joseph Campbell, John
Gordon, Anthony Burgess and William York Tindall-- have made
valiant attempts to summarize Finnegans Wake's plot, many
respected Joycean scholars question the validity of many of the
plot summaries in existence (especially those pertaining to Book
II), and whether the concept of a linear storyline should be pursued
t all—see at Anthony Burgess.

―Final Solution, The,‖ German euphemism for the
extermination of Jews, 41(66); It was so secret that it was
never written down by the Nazis, 176(306); also see ―The
Origins of the Final Solution‖ by Christoperh Browning
in the Bibliography,& the review by John Connelly in
London Rev. of Books, July 7, 2005; also see at Primo
Levi., at Anne Frank & at Améry.

Finney, Jr, Albert: born 1936 in England, he

―Final Solution, Hitler, the Gemans, and the,‖ by Ian
Kershaw, Yale U. Press, New Haven, 2008.

―Finders keepers, losers weepers,‖ children‘s chant
when they find s.t. belonging to s.b. else.

―Finest Hour, This was their,‖Ch.50: Churchill‘s
speech about the Battle of Britain in praise of the RAF.

Finicky, too particular, dainty, picky, or fussy, often
applied to ones attitude toward veggies, as Fred and I were,
14(20), we were carmiviores, 27(40-41)

Fini, La guerre est‖—French for ―The war is over‖
and

has been

nominated for the Academy Award for Best Actor four
times:Tom Jones (1963), Murder on the Orient Express (1974),
The Dresser (1983), and Under the Volcano (1984), and also
nominated for Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for his
performance in Erin Brockovich (2000).
Finney's career began in the theatre; he made his first
appearance on the London stage in 1958 in Jane Arden's The
Party, directed by Charles Laughton. Ironically this turned out to
be Laughton's last London stage appearance. His first film was The
Entertainer (1960) opposite Sir Laurence Olivier, but he made his
breakthrough with his portrayal of a disillusioned factory worker in
Karel Reisz's film version of Alan Sillitoe's Saturday Night and
Sunday Morning.
This led to a series of "angry young man" roles in kitchen
sink dramas, before he starred in the Academy Award-winning
1963 film Tom Jones, for which he turned down the role of T. E.
Lawrence in Lawrence of Arabia. After he starred in and directed
Charlie Bubbles in 1968, his film appearances became less
frequent.
One of his more high profile later roles was as Agatha
Christie's Belgian master detective Hercule Poirot in the 1974 film
Murder On The Orient Express. Finney was so well-known for the
role that he complained that it typecast him for a number of years.
―People really do think I am 300 pounds with a French accent‖ he
said.
Finney also found success with the 1982 Hollywood film
version of Annie (1982), directed by John Huston, with Carol
Burnett & Ann Reinking--it was a big hit. Finney is close friends
with his one time classmate Peter O'Toole. He is also good friends
with Gene Wilder, whom he met through chance, and accepted a
cameo in Wilder's ―The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes' Smarter
Brother‖—edited excerpt form Wikipedia.
Finnland: In October 1939, the USSR pressed Finnland
with territorial and other demands, and on the last day of
November embarked on the ―Winter War,‖ attacking
Finnland with more than a million men, more than three
times as many as the entire Finnish army. The Finns
resisted gallantly but signed a peace treaty on March 12,
1940, after suffering 25,000 dead. In the end, the Finns had
to yield to all the Soviet demands and more, but were
allowed to keep King Christian as their nominal ruler.
(See p. 29 of The Reader‘s Digest History of World War II.

often used metaphorically—see at French Phrases.

―Finian‘s Rainbow‖ is 1947 Broadway musical with
a book by E.Y. Harburg & Fred Saidy, lyrics by Harburg,
music by Burton Lane, directed by Bretaigne Windust and
choreographed by Michael Kidd.
A combination of whimsy, romance, and political satire, the
plot revolves around Finian McLonergan, who has emigrated from
Ireland to the town of Rainbow Valley in the mythical state of
Missitucky with his daughter Sharon, intent on burying a stolen pot
of gold in the shadows of Fort Knox, in the mistaken belief it will
grow and multiply.
Hot on their heels is Og, a leprechaun intent on recovering
his treasure. Complicating matters are a corrupt senator who makes
no effort to conceal his racial bigotry and the wishes made by those
unknowingly in the vicinity of the hidden crock, including Sharon,
who gives the senator a taste of his own hateful medicine by
accidentally turning him black.
The original Broadway production, opened on January 10,
1947 at the 46th Street Theatre, where it ran for 725 performances.
The cast included Ella Logan as Sharon, Albert Sharpe as Finian,
and, as Og, David Wayne, who won both the Tony Award for Best
Featured Actor in a Musical (the first one ever given) and the
Theatre World Award for his performance. The show also received
Tonys for Best Conductor and Musical Director and Best
Choreography.

"Finian's Rainbow," 1968 American musical film
directed by Francis Ford Coppola that stars Fred Astaire (as
Finian) and Petula Clark (as Sharon). The screenplay
by E. Y. Harburg and Fred Saidy is based on their 1947
stage musical of the same name.

―Finnegan‘s Wake,‖ James Joyce‘s final novel

―Flannery: A Life of Flannery O‘Connor by Brad

published in 1939, 17 years after he published Ulysses.
Actually, Work in Prograess came out in 1927 & finally
emergered as Finnegan‘s Wake. These years weree difficult for
Joyce--he underwent frequent eyesurgeries, lost long- time
supporters, and dealt with personal problems in the lives of his
children. These problems and the perennial financial difficulties of
the Joyce family are described in Richard Ellmann's biography
James Joyce.
John Bishop opened his introduction to Finnegans Wake in
1999 with these less-than-encouraging words: ―here
is
no
agreement as to what Finnegans Wake is about, whether or not it is
about anything, or even whether it is, in any ordinary sense of the
word, readable.‖ Since Joyce's sentences are packed with obscure
allusions, often written in dozens of different languages, it remains
mpossible to compile a definite synopsis of Finnegans Wake."

Gooch, reviewed by Joy Williams in the Sunday, Mar. 1,
2009 NY Times Book Review—also see at O‘Connor.

Flash Gordon, a comic strip.
―Flash Gordon‖ is a 1936 film serial which tells

the

story of three people from Earth who travel to the planet
Mongo to fight the evil Emperor Ming the Merciless--Charles
Middleton.. Flash Gordon-Buster Crabbe, Dale Arden--Jean
Rogers, Priscilla Lawson and Frank Shannon played the central
roles. This serial has been selected for preservation in the United
States National Film Registry.
Crabbe had his hair dyed blond in order to appear more like
the comic strip Flash Gordon. He was very self conscious about
this and kept his hat on in public at all times, even with women
present. He did not like men whistling at him. Rogers also had her
hair dyed blonde, "apparently to capitalize on the popularity of
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Jean Harlow." Both the actress and the character were normally
brunettes. Ming is characterized in the mold of Fu Manchu in this
serial—excerpt from Wikipedia.

form 1972-1974, by beating Boris Spassky 7 games to 3.
(He lost the first game, forgeited the second, then wond 5
games in a row, winning the match 12½ to 8½ . (In
championship chess a victory is worth 1 point and a draw a
half-point.
He lost his world title in 1975 after refusing to
defend it against Anatoly Karpov. He then dropped out of
competitive chess and largely out of view, emerging
occasionally to make erratic and often anti-Semitic
comments, although his mother was Jewish.
A remach with Spassky was arranged 20years
later.. By participating, Mr. Fischer defied an American ban
on conducting business in Yugoslavia as it waged war on
Bosnia. After dispatching Mr. Spassky, Mr. Fischer dropped
out of sight again, partly to avoid arrest on American
charges stemming from his appearance. He stayed in touch
with a dwindling number of friends in the United States by
phone, compelling them to keep his secrets or risk his
rejection.— culled from Bruce Weber‘s NY Times
Obituary of Fischer, Jan. 19, 2008, where there is more
about Fischer‘s emotional problems, his renunciation of his
Amerivan Citizenship & his anit-Semitism.

―Fire and Damnation,‖ see at (Rev.) Steger.
Fire and Ice: ―Some say the world will end in fire,
Some say ice. / From what I‘ve tasted of desire,
I hold with those who favor fire. / But if I had to perish
twice, / I think I know enough of hate /
To know that for destruction ice / Is also great /
And would suffice‖—Robert Frost,

Fire bombs were dropped by both sides in WW II:
In Mar. 1945, Tokyo was firebombed with 140,000 lives,
lost, and over a million injured; From Mar. to Aug. 1945,
firebombs were more destructive than the A-bombs dropped
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
See ―Readers Digest
Illustrated Hist. of WW II‖ at Fire Raids and Firestorms in
Germany and Japan. Also see at Dresden and at Hamburg.
Also see at London, where the firebombing in World War II
was begun by Germany on Dec. 29, 1940. Also see at
―Slaughter House Five.‖―

―Fishball!, One‖, 192(352); song (poem)
Fish Eyes: Considering that all reptiles, amphibians,

Fires: The 10 Costliest in US History: (1) World
Trade Center fire of Sept. 11, 2001 at $40.6; (2) San Francisco
earthquake and fires April 18, 1906 at $8.3 billion; (3) Chicago fire of
Oct. 8-9, 1871 at $3.0 billion; (4) Oakland wildland/urban interface fire
of Oct. 20, 1991 at $ 2.4 billion; (6 tie) Great Boston Fire of Nov. 9-10,
1872 at 1.3 billion (6 tie) Southern California firestorm, San Diego Co.
of Oct. 20, 2007 at $1.3 billion; (6 tie) Polyolefin Plant, Pasadena
Texas, Oct. 23, 1989 at $1.3 billion; (10 tie) Wildland fire "Cedar"
Julian, CA of Oct. 25, 2003 at $1.2 billion ; (10 tie) Wildland fire
(wildland/urban interface) at "Cerro Grande" Los Alamos, NM of May
4, 2000 at $1.2 billion; (10 tie) Baltimore, MD of Feb. 7, 1904.at $1.2-excerpted from this link:
.http://www.nfpa.org/itemDetail.asp?categoryID=954&itemID=23352
&URL=Research/Fire%20statistics/Deadliest/largeloss%20fires&cookie%5Ftest=1
Also see at World Trade Center, at San Francisco & at Boston.

birds and mammals originally stemmed from fishes in the
ocean, it is surprising that fish eyes are so well developed,
and that they are so similar to ours. But fish have larger
eyes, in order to see better in the darkness of the sea. The
fishes found in depths of 100-200m ( a meter is roughly 1.1
yards, so 100 m. is aout 110 yds.) have indeed very large
eyes, which you can admire in the fish shop. But even at the
depths visited by divers, the light has diminished to only a
fraction of its intensity above water. The eyes of the sea
creatures living there, thus had to adapt to low light
conditions, which means that their eyes are comparatively
larger than those of land animals—from the Web. See at
Pop Eyes.

―Fish gotta swim, birds gotta fly, I‘ve gotta love one

First Amendment to the US Constitution is a part of

Man till I die, can‘t help lovin‘ dat an of mine!, Kerns and
Hammerstein, from ―Show Boat,‖ 1927

the Bill of Rights (see). It prohibits the federal legislature
from making laws "respecting an establishment of
religion" (the "Establishment Clause") or that prohibit free
exercise of religion (the "Free Exercise Clause"), laws that
infringe the freedom of speech, infringe the freedom of the
press, limit the right to assemble peaceably, or limit the
right to petition the government for a redress of
grievances. See at Amendments, At Anthony Lewis, at Bill
of Rights, at Free Speech & at Freedom of Speech.

Fishy,: ―There‘s something fishy here!‖—a phrase
akin to ―Something smells in Denmark!‖ 192(352)

Fisher, Grace, HHS ‘45 Classmate, 166(291); an
editor of ―Lest We Forget‖; she wrote in it, ―Dear Carl,
I‘ll always remember you as one of the finest boys in the
world—stay that way forever, Grace.‖ ―How idealistic
we were back then.‖
Fit: ―Those authors I can never love / Who write, ‗It
fit like a glove.‘ / Though baseballs may be hit, not hitted,
/ The past of fit is always fitted‖—quoted in the Nov. 4,
2005 TLS Rev. of ―Ogden Nash‖ by Douglass Parker.
Not according to the American Heritage Dictionary,
which lists both fit and fitted as past tense of fit.
Fitkin, Glenn L. (―G. L.‖, or ―GL‖), A, xv, D, 195(359),
Ch. 59; RT Navy Pal: see at Glenn, at ―GL‖ & ―GL & JR,‖
& at Michigan City.

―First base or second?‖–see at Dorothy Sullivan
First in peace, first in war, and first in the hearts of his
countrymen, see at George Washington.

First president of the USA—George Wasington.
First president born in USA—Martin Van Buren, the
8-th President, born in 1782—the catch here is that before
1776, there was no USA! Geogre Washington was born in
Virginia in 1732, but VA was still a colony.

First solo flight around the world—see at Wiley Post.
Fischer, Robert James (―Bobby‖), 1943-2008, was

Fitzgerald, Ella,1918-1996,―discovered in an amateur
contest in Harlem at age 16, her lucid intonation & broad
range made her a top jazz singer‖—Cambridge Biog.
Encycl. She is widely known as ―The First Lady of Song‖
and as the ―Queen of Scat.‖

born in Chicago. His father, variously listed as Gerard,
Gerhaard or Gerhardt Fischer, and as a German-born
physicist, might have been a Hungarian. Bobby‘s mother,
the former Regin Wender, divorced him when Bobby was 2.
She moved her family, including Bobby‘s sister, Joan, to
California, then to Arizona, before settling into a Broollyn
walkup, where Bobby grew up. Mrs. Fischer was Jewish, bt
this didn‘t stop Bobby from his anti-Semitic tirades when he
grew up and became the World Chamption Chess player

Fitzgerald, F(rancis). Scott (Key), 1896-1940:
238(431); see at ―Bernice Bobs Her Hair,‖ 156(277); ―The
―Great Gatsby‖ (1925) was voted by a Modern Library
panel as the best American novel of the 20-th Century.
Three movies were made based on the novel: a silent one in
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1928, one in 1949 starring Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Barry
Sullivan & Ruth Hussey & one in 1974 starring Robert
Redford & Mia Farrow. See Video Hound. Also see at
Arthur Mizener & at Maxwll Perkins.

life, including his love life or dalliances.) The novel was
published to great acclaim, especially in France, and it
established Barnes as one of the pre-eminent writers of his
generation—excepted from Wikipedia, except for my
parenthetical remark.

Fitzgerald, Zelda Sayre, 1900-1948, talented, writer,

―Flaw, the redeeming,‖ 59(96): examples: the arms

and wife of Scott, who is indebted to her for several story
ideas. See at Heart.

of Venus de Milo are missing, as are the walls of the
Parthenon on the Acropolis, the flaking paint of da Vinci's ―
Last Supper,‖ Achilles' Heel & e.g., Homer‘s pugilistic
nose! (No one knows if Homer existed, yet the Greeks
portrayed him as blind & with a broken nose!), 102(191)

Flagg Bros. Shoes at 5th & Vine, Cinti, OH, 113(211)
Flaherty, Robert, co-director with Murnau of ―Tabu:
The Story of the South Seas,‖ 157(278)—see also at Taboo.

Flake, Slang. A somewhat eccentric person; an

―Fleas, ― a poem by Ogden Nash: ―Adam had ‗em‖ in

oddball.

its entirely.

Flake y or flaky, Slang. Somewhat eccentric; odd.

Fleming, Rhonda, soprano—see at Thaïs,
Fleming, Sir Alexander, R, xlii,100-101(188-189):

See at Spacey.

-- discovered antiseptic powers of lysozyme; -- discoverer
of Penicillin in 1928 (for which he shared a Nobel prize in
1945); -- first to use antityphoid vaccines on humans; -pioneered the use of salvarsan against syphilis.

Flamer, Slang, Extremely flamboyant homosexual,
very bright clothing, loud speach, upbeat attitude, often
noisy or annoying, intrusive. Very very gay... "That guy
is acting out some broadway musical in the middle of
the street.. what a flamer.."

Flexner, Abraham, R, liv—a distinguished M. D. &
Founding Director of the Inst. for Adv. Study. From his
experiences at the Rockefeller Foundation in NYC, he got
the idea of it as a so-called ―Think Tank,‖ or what another
director, J. R. Oppenheimer, called, an ―Intellectual Hotel‖ I
wrote about this in my math. book, ―Rings & Things.‖
was asked by the Bambergers to found an Inst. like the
Rockefeller Inst. in NY, but he demurred, and thought what
was need more than another Medical Inst. was something
like an Institue for Advanced Study. Felix Bamberger
contributed $6 million for the founding of the Institute.

Flanders, Bloody WW I battle field, 183(319), 183(319)n;
―Flanders Field, In‖, a 1915 commemorative poem
―In Flanders fields the poppies blow / Between crosses, row
on row, / That mark our place; and in the sky / The lark, still
bravely singly, fly / Scarce heard amid the guns below. / To
you from falling hands we throw / The torch; be yours to
hold on high‖—John McCrae, 1872-1918, Ch. 42; ―--, The
Story of the Poem by John McRae,‖ see Biblio.

Flexner, Stuart Berg, see at American English, and at

Flapper 1. A broad flexible part such as a flipper.
(Also see at Gulliver). 2. In the 20‘s a young woman who
showed distain for conventional dress & behavior.

American Slang; also see at Wentworth

―Flic my Bic!‖ Suggestive ad for Bic ball-point

Flash Gordon, Comic strip hero.
Flashing—see at Exhibitionism, and at Streaking.
Flash-in-the-pan, on that promises great success but

pens, see at Pen.

Flivver, The earliest use meant a small, cheap, or old
Automobile & in the early days referred especially to a
Ford Model A or Model T. This sense was first used in
1910. Nowadays this use is typically historical or jocular-it's rarely found when discussing current cars. See at Ford.
A flivver need not be a rattle trap.

fails. Probably derirved from the flash pans that were used
for instanteous lighting for photography—Amer. Heritage
Dictionary. Also see at Lime light.
Flattery: in high school, circa 1941-45, we'd say, ―Flattery will
get you everywhere with me!"

Flood of 1937: Ohio River flood at Covington,
Cincinnati & Paducah, 61-62(100), 73(119), 73(119)n

Flattery, see at Imitation.
Flaubert, Gustave, 1821-1880, author of ―Madame

Flood of 1889—see at Johnstown, PA, the deadliest
flood in US History, exepting that of Galveston, TX in 1900
created by a tidal wave from the Gulf of Mexico.

Bovary‖ (1857), which was condemned as obscene & for
which Flaubert was prosecuted unsuccessfully.—he wwas
acquitted on Feb. 7, 1857.\
When asked who she was, he quipped, ―Madame Bovary,
C‘est moi!‖ (Madame Bovarry—that‘s me!)
―There is a part of everything, which is unexplored‖—
Flaubert,quoted in James Wood‘s Intro to Saul Bellow‘s
―Collected Short Stories.‖
―Read in order to live—Flaubert,from a letter of June 1857,
and quoted by Alberto Manuel in his 1996 book, A History of
Reading
―It [work] passes the time,‖ an epitaph to Chapter 26--also
see at Beauty and Happiness (and Morality), at Biography, at
Syphilitics in History, and below.

Florida. Ponce de Léon landed in present-day Florida
on April 2, 1513. Probably because his arrival in Florida
occurred at the time of the Easter feast (Pascua Florida), Ponce de
León named the land (which he claimed for Spain) La Florida—s
ee at Ponce de Léon.

Flossenbürg, a concentration camp was established in
May 1938 in the Oberpfalz region of Bavaria, near the
Czech border. This camp was originally intended for criminals,
"asocial" persons, and Jews, but it grew to
include political
prisoners and foreign prisoners of war. The largest number of the
latter were Soviets. The site was chosen for its granite hills, and
prisoners were put to work in a large quarry. Flossenbürg was
liberated by the USArmy on 23 April 1945. By that time, some
30,000 inmates had died in Flossenbürg and its subcamps.

―Flaubert‘s Parrot,‖ a 1984 novel by Julian Barnes, it

Flower: either a product of a plant, or as something

featured a fragmentary biographical style story of an elderly
doctor, Geoffrey Braithwaite, who tries to rationalise his
wife's suicide by focusing obsessively on the life of Gustave
Flaubert, and a stuffed parrot that reputedly sat on his
writing desk. (Barnes thinks Flaubert is one of the greatest
writers ever, and the nove is a pretty good take on Flaubert‘s

that flows? Pun in a NY Times Crossword, e.g., Brazillian
Flower? Solution: Amazon River.

Flower power was a slogan used by hippies
(aka Flower Children) during the late 1960s and early 1970s) as a
symbol of the non-violence ideology. Their slogan was
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―Make Love Not War!‖ Their idea was to make a chain of
love in the form of sexual unions that would stretch from
US President to, e.g., Salin or Mao Tse Tung.
Also see at Flower Child, at Make Love Not War, at Six
Degrees of Separtion & at ―Words!
Words! Words!
Flowers: ―…so be sure to stop & smell the flowers,‖
--Walter C. Hagen; see at Life;
―Before the flowers of friendship faded, friendship
faded‖—G. Stein, 207(378)n
―There are flowers everywhere for thos who bother to
look-- Mattisse, quoted in the Audbon 2006 Special
Calendar.

Flushing Meadows–Corona Park, often referred to as
Flushing Meadow(s) is located in the New York City
borough of Queens, between the Van Wyck Expressway and
Grand Central Parkway and stretching from Flushing Bay to Union
Turnpike. The second largest public park in the City of New York
(after Pelham Bay Park in The Bronx), it was created as the site of
the 1939/1940 New York World's Fair and also hosted the
1964/1965 New York World's Fair. It is maintained and operated
by the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation. The
park is at the eastern edge of the area encompassed by Queens
Community Board 4.

Fly is a winged insect that flies, but a fly is also a

Flu is short for influenza—about which see.
Flu Pandemic of 1918-19: called the Spanish flu

part of a man‘s trousers, or shorts, and while it can‘t fly, it
can be zipped or buttoned. A fly ball flies but has no wings.
Etc., etc. See at Kill a Fly in May, and at ―he Spider and the
Fly.‖

it infected half the world‘s population, killing a minimum of
25 million people, most within days of becoming ill. ―The morgues
ran out of space. Corpses were placed in spare rooms, in closets,
on porches, until they could be collected for mass graves. The
odor must have been unbearable…Life expectancy in the US
dropped about 10 years…The
youthful Franklin D. Roosevelt
got sick. So did the journalist Walter Lippmam… [and] the artist
Egon Schiele perished. …Woodrow Wilson …fell ill… observers
report that he was not the same man when he returned to the
bargaining table. …one leading physician… thought that he might
be witnessing the end of civilization,‖ 184(320)
During the 1918-1919 fall period the number of Americans
who died from influenza is estimated at 675,000. Of those, almost
200,000 deaths were recorded in the month of October 1918
alone. Worldwide, the mortality figure for the full pandemic is
believed to stand somewhere between 30 to 40 million. So, with
the world population today having more than tripled in the
intervening years, what is to stop a modern flu pandemic from
claiming upwards of 100 million lives? The answer, it seems, is
nothing at all—from the web.
The Spanish flu of 1918 killed off one out of every 200
Americans—Highlights in History. Assuming this figure, and
675,000 figure is right, then the population of USA then would
have been 135 million., but it was only about 108.2 million.

―Fly in the Cathedral, The,‖ or, what the nucleus of
an atom has been likened to. See at Atom.

―Fly Me!‖ Airline ad in the 80s. See at ―Coffee, Tea,
or Me?‖

―Fly out of the bottle, to show the‖--see at Philosophy.
Flying Bombs in WW II—see at V1 Flying Bombs
and at V2 Rockets

Flying Fortresses, WWII bombers used the Norden
Bomb sight.

Flynn, Errol (Leslie Thomson) 1909- 1959, born in
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, where his father, Theodore
Thomson Flynn was a lecturer (1909), and professor (1911) of
biology at the U. of Tasmania (UTAS). His mother was born Lily
Mary Young. However, she dropped the first names 'Lily Mary'
shortly after she was married, and changed her name to 'Marelle'
instead.
Errol Flynn was famous for his swashbuckler roles in
Hollywood films and his romantic flamboyant lifestyle.
Flynn became an overnight sensation with his first starring
role in Captain Blood (1935). He became typecast as a
swashbuckler and made many such films, including The
Adventures of Robin Hood (1938), The Dawn Patrol (1938) with
his close friend David Niven, Dodge City (1939), The Sea Hawk
(1940), Virginia City (1940), and Adventures of Don Juan (1948).
Flynn played opposite Olivia de Havilland in eight films,
including Captain Blood, The Charge of the Light Brigade (1936),
The Adventures of Robin Hood, Dodge City, Santa Fe Trail
(1940), and They Died with Their Boots On (1941), a classic by
Raoul Walsh, who directed. While Flynn acknowledged his
attraction to her, film historian Rudy Behlmer's assertions that they
were romantically involved during the filming of Robin Hood (see
the Special Edition of Robin Hood on DVD, 2003), have been
disputed by de Havilland. Their relationship was, she said in an
interview for Turner Classic Movies, platonic, mostly because
Flynn was already married to Lili Damita.
The Adventures of Robin Hood was Flynn's first in
Technicolor. Three of Flynn's westerns with de Havilland were
directed by Michael Curtiz, a Hungarian immigrant whose minimal
level of engagement with the genre (or command of English?) is
suggested by the command he is quoted as saying in The Charge of
the Light Brigade: ―Bring on the empty horse!"--meaning riderless
mounts--edited excerpt from Wikipedia with additional material
from an article by Dave Kehr in the Aug. 26, 2008 NY Times titled
―His Wicked, Wicked Ways Go West, ― which in turn is taken
from the title of one of Flynn‘s books, ―My Wicked, Wicked
Ways‖ (1959). His other books were ―Beam Ends‖ (1937) &
―Showdown‖ (1946). Also see at ―In Like Flynn.‖

―Flu: The Story of the Great Influenzea Pandemic of
1918 and the Search for the Virus That Caused It,‖ Gina
Kolata, Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 1999

Fluorescent lights:
In 1857, the French physicist Alexandre E. Becquerel who
had investigated the phenomena of fluorescence and
phosphorescence, theorized about the building of fluorescent tubes
similar to those made today. Alexandre Becquerel experimented
with coating electric discharge tubes with luminescent materials, a
process that was further developed in later fluorescent lamps.
An American, Peter Cooper Hewitt (1861-1921), patented
(U.S. patent 889,692) the first mercury vapor lamp in 1901. The
low pressure mercury arc lamp of Peter Cooper Hewitt is the very
first prototype of today's modern fluorescent lights. A fluorescent
light is a type of electric lamp that excites mercury vapor to create
luminescence—from the History of the Fluorescent Light on the
web. Also Tesla , who is not mentioned, invented a fluorescent
light. See at Tesla.

―Flush, My Dog, To,‖ ―Therefore to this dog, will I /
tenderly, not scornfully, / remder praise and favor,‖ Eliz.
Barrett Browning, 1844, st. 14.
Flushing in NY City is a large neighborhood
in the
north central part of the borough of Queens, ten miles east
of Manhattan founded in 1645. Flushing was one of the original
Dutch villages established on Long Island, named after the City of
Vlissingen, in southwestern Netherlands, the main port of the
Dutch West India Co that chartered it.

Fo, Dario, Italian Nobelist dramatist was born 1926
in Sangiano in the province of Varese near the eastern shore
of Lago Maggiore. His father Felice was a station master for the
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down. As one character barbs, ―Just what this city needs, another
parking lot.‖
Specifically focusing on two middle-aged former Follies
girls and their stage-door Johnny husbands, (Sally and Buddy,
Phyllis and Ben, respectively) we are invited to luxuriate in the
destructive dynamics and long stewing resentments of two
collapsing marriages. Old romances are rekindled (and discarded);
hopes for the future are shown futile. Through the metaphors of
show-biz, these domestic dramas are elevated into the more
universal crisis of age and loss. A true concept musical, the action
plays on a dream stage where the ghosts of the past literally share
space with the harsh realities of the present.
There are two kinds of music in Follies. Most transparent
are the pastiche-songs written deliberately in the manner of the tin
pan alley tunesmiths of the 20's and 30's. The other songs are
uniquely Sondheim-esque and contemporary. All are brilliant‖-excerpt from Bobo Fag blog. The Broadway Original Cast can be
accessed on the Web. ―I‘m Still Here‖ is a tag song for the
musical.

Italian state railway, and the family frequently moved when Felice
was transferred to new postings. Felice was also an amateur actor
and a socialist. Fo learned storytelling from his maternal
grandfather and Lombard fishers and glassblowers.
Fo is a satirist, playwright, theater director, actor, and
composer who received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1997. In
2007 he was ranked Joint Seventh with Stephen Hawking in The
Telegraph's (an English newspaper‘s) list of 100 greatest living
geniuses. His dramatic work employs comedic methods of the
ancient Italian commedia dell'arte, a theatrical style popular with
the proletarian classes. He currently owns and operates a theatre
company with his wife, the leading actress Franca Rame--see
Wikipedia for more about his life and work.

Fo—see at Fee Fi Fo Fum.
Foch, Nina (née Nina Consuelo Maud Fock), 19242008, was born in Leyden (i.e, Leiden), Zuid-Holland. the
Netherlands.Her father, Dirk Fock, an orchestral conductor, moved
to New York in 1928. He was soon involved in a fierce, highly
publicized divorce and child-custody battle with his wife, the
former Consuelo Flowerton, an American-born actress.
Nina ended up living with her mother & grew up in New
York. After graduating from the Lincoln School in Upper
Manhattan, she attended the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.
Her first screen appearance, at the age of 19, was in ―Wagon
Wheels West‖ (1943), a short. She made her feature film debut the
following year in a horror film, ―The Return of the Vampire,‖ in
which she played a professor‘s vulnerable granddaughter who had
been attacked by a vampire as a child. She played in a number of
other horror films, that seemed to destine her to a career of Bmovies.
Foch made her Broadway debut in ―John Loves Mary," a
comedy about a soldier and his eager bride-to-be, in 1947. Brooks
Atkinson, writing in The New York Times, called her ―an
especially attractive young lady with a gift for sincerity‖ (about
which,see at ―Faking it‖ )
Foch is probably best remembered by moviegoers as the
rich, manipulative socialite who tries to buy Gene Kelly‘s
character, as well as his artwork, in Vincente Minnelli's 1951
musical, ―An American in Paris.‖ Or as Bithia, the pharaoh‘s
daughter, who finds and adopts the baby Moses in Cecil B.
DeMille‘s 1956 epic, ―The Ten Commandments.‖
Directing had always interested her, and she was said to
have been an uncredited assistant director and dialogue consultant
on ―The Diary of Anne Frank‖(1959), set in Amsterdam--edited
excerpt from the Dec. 8, 2008 NY Times obituary by Anita Gates
(some of her material appeared elsewhere on the Web.)

Folsom Prison Blues" is a country music song by
Johnny Cash in the early 1950 and originally recorded with
his trio in 1956 for the Sun Records label. The song combines
elements from two popular folk genres, the train song and the
prison song, both of which Cash would continue to use for the rest
of his career. It has become one of Cash's signature songs In the
lyrics, the jailed protagonist listens to the whistle of a train outside
his cell and recounts his crimes ("I shot a man in Reno/just to
watch him die"), imagines the free people inside the train (―I bet
they're drinking coffee and smoking big cigars‖) and dreams of
what he would do if he were free. "‖ know I had it coming / I know
I can't be free,‖ sings the imprisoned man. ―But those people keep
a-moving/and that's what tortures me.‖
Cash was inspired to write this song after seeing the movie
Inside the Walls of Folsom Prison (1951) while serving in W.
Germany in the US Air Force. Cash told how he came up with the
―Reno‖ line: "I sat with my pen in my hand, trying to think up the
worst reason a person could have for killing another person, and
that's what came to mind."
The song borrows heavily, both lyrically and melodically,
from a Gordon Jenkins composition on his 1953 Seven Dreams
concept album (the Jenkins song is often referred to as Crescent
City Blues.) Jenkins later reportedly filed an infringement lawsuit
and received a settlement after Cash's 1968 live recording achieved
widespread success--edited from Wikipedia.

Foch, Nina (née Nina Consuelo Maud Fock), 19242008, was born in Leyden (i.e, Leiden), Zuid-Holland. the
Netherlands.Her father, Dirk Fock, an orchestral conductor, moved
to New York in 1928. He was soon involved in a fierce, highly
publicized divorce and child-custody battle with his wife, the
former Consuelo Flowerton, an American-born actress. Nina ended
up living with her mother. Ms. Foch, grew up in New York. After
graduating from the Lincoln School in Upper Manhattan, Ms. Foch
attended the American Academy of Dramatic Arts. Her first screen
appearance, at the age of 19, was in ―Wagon Wheels West‖ (1943),
a short. She made her feature film debut the following year in a
horror film, ―The Return of the Vampire,‖ in which she played a
professor‘s vulnerable granddaughter who had been attacked by a
vampire as a child. She played in a number of other horror films,
that seemed to destine her to a career of B-movies. Shemade
her Broadway debut in ―John Loves Mary," a comedy about a
soldier and his eager bride-to-be, in 1947. Brooks Atkinson,
writing in The New York Times, called her ―an especially
attractive young lady with a gift for sincerity.‖ Ms. Foch is
probably best remembered by moviegoers as the rich, manipulative
socialite who tries to buy Gene Kelly‘s character, as well as his
artwork, in Vincente Minnelli's 1951 musical, ―An American in
Paris.‖ Or as Bithia, the pharaoh‘s daughter, who finds and adopts
the baby Moses in Cecil B. DeMille‘s 1956 epic, ―The Ten

Fog up a mirror--see at Daffynitions.
―Folks down South where I come from,‖Ch.10,
Irving Berlin humorous song--see ―Annie Get Your Gun.‖

―Follies‖ 1971 musical by Stephen Sondheim
(music), Hal Prince musical (director) & Michael Bennett
(director & choregrapher . ―It could never happen again. It should
have never happened at the time. The unbelievably extravagant,
exceedingly expensive and ridiculously ambitious 1971 musical
Follies was a musical perhaps doomed to failure. Shockingly
downbeat, Follies marked the end of a Broadway that sparkled
with glamour and fantasy, ushering in a new area of cynicism and
modernity. It was another experiment in creating a whole new kind
of musical. Follies began in the mind of Stephen Sondheim as a
murder mystery called ―The Girls Upstairs.‖ After much
reworking, and with Hal Prince's guiding hand, the show
transformed into a massive eulogy for youth, hope and old ―42nd
Street‖ showbiz.
Inspired by a startling photograph of Gloria Swanson amid
the wreckage of an abandoned, dilapidated theatre, Follies is set at
the first, and last, reunion party for Weissman's Follies (a
transparent Ziegfield stand-in) before the old theatre gets torn
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Commandments.‖ Directing had always interested her, and she was
said to have been an uncredited assistant director and dialogue
consultant on ―The Diary of Anne Frank‖(1959), set in
Amsterdam--edited excerpt from the Dec. 8, 2008 NY Times
obituary by Anita Gates.

Fonda, Jane, actress is the daughter of Henry & sister
of Peter—see above and below. Also see at ―Agnes of
God‖ ,―Barbarella‖, at ―Cat Ballou,‖ at ―Hurry Sundown,‖ at ―On
Golden Pond,‖ at ―Klute,‖ at ―They Shoot Horses, Don‘t They?‖,
at ―A Walk on the Wild Side‖ (1962), at ―Ulee‘s Gold,‖ at Alan
Pakula, at Sidney Pollack.

Fonda, Henry Jaynes,1905-1982 actor 98(185), was
born in Grand Island, NE. His successes on the Broadway
stage led John Ford to recruit him to play ―Tom Joad‖ in the
film version of John Steinbeck's novel The Grapes of Wrath (1940,
about an Oklahoma family who moved west during the Dust Bowl)
but a reluctant Darryl Zanuck, who preferred Tyrone Power,
insisted on Fonda's signing a seven-year contract with the studio,
Twentieth Century-Fox. Fonda agreed, and
was nominated for
an Academy Award for his work in the 1940 film, which many
consider to be his finest role--however, his friend James Stewart
won the Best Actor award that year for his role in The
Philadelphia Story.
Fonda won his only Oscar for Best Actor in 1981 playing
opposite Katharing Hepburn in ―Golden Pond,‖ a movie that also
starre his daughter Jane—see at ―Golden Pond‖ & below.
Throughout six decades in Hollywood, Fonda cultivated a
strong, appealing screen image in such classics as The Ox-Bow
Incident (1943), Mister Roberts and 12 Angry Men (1957). Later,
Fonda moved toward both more challenging, darker epics as
Sergio Leone's Once Upon a Time in the West (1968, portraying a
villain who kills, among others, a child) and lighter roles in family
comedies like Yours, Mine and Ours with Lucille Ball. .
Fonda enlisted in the Navy to fight in WW II, saing, ―I don't
want to be in a fake war in a studio.‖ Previously, he and Stewart
had helped raise funds for the defense of Britain. Fonda served for
three years, initially as a Quartermaster 3rd Class on the destroyer
USS Satterlee. He was later commissioned as a Lieutenant j.g. in
Air Combat Intelligence in the Central Pacific and was awarded a
Presidential Citation and the Bronze Star.
Postwar, Fonda played Wyatt Earp in John Ford's My
Darling Clementine (1946) and appeared in the film Fort Apache
(1948) as a rigid Army colonel, along with John Wayne and
Shirley Temple in her first adult role Refusing another long-term
studio contract, Fonda returned to Broadway, wearing his own
officer's cap to originate the title role in Mister Roberts, a comedy
about the Navy, where Fonda, a junior officer, wages a private war
against the captain. He won a 1948 Tony Award for the part.
Fonda followed that by reprising his performance in the
national tour and with successful stage runs in Point of No Return
and The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial. He starred in the 1955 film
version of Mister Roberts opposite James Cagney, William Powel
and Jack Lemmon, continuing a pattern of bringing his acclaimed
stage roles to life on the big screen.
On the set of Mister Roberts, Fonda came to blows with
John Ford and vowed never to work for him again. He never did
(though he appeared in Peter Bogdanovich's acclaimed
documentary ―Directed by John Ford‖ and spoke glowingly of
Ford therein).
The 1960s saw Fonda perform in a number of war and
western epics, including 1962's The Longest Day and Howthe West
Was Won, 1965's In Harm's Way and Battle of the Bulge. In the
Cold War suspense film Fail-Safe (1964), Fonda played the
resolute President of the United States who tries to avert a nuclear
holocaust through tense negotiations with the Soviets who see an
attack coming their way.
Fonda was the patriarch of a family of famous actors,
including daughter Jane Fonda, son Peter Fonda, granddaughter
Bridget Fonda, and grandson Troy Garity' his family and close
friends called him ―Hank‖. In 1999, he was named the sixth
Greatest Male Star of All Time by the American Film Institute.
Also see at ―Advise and Consent,‖ at ―On Golden Pond,‖ at
―Grapes of Wrath,‖ at ―Mister Roberts,‖ at ―Two for the
Seesaw‖ & at ―The Red Pony‖ (1979 TV film.)

Fonda, Peter Henry, born 1940, is an Academy
Award-nominated and two time Golden Globe-winning
actor, the son of Henry Fonda, the brother of Jane Fonda, and the
father of Bridget Fonda. Fonda is associated with Western
counterculture of the 1960s. See at ―Easy Rider.‖

Fontaine, Fables of La, see Bibliography.
Fontaine, Joan, 57(94); actress:
Fontaine, Joan (née Joan de Beauvoir de Havilland,
born British in 1917 in Tokyo, Japan. She became an
American citizen in April 1943. The younger daughter of Walter
de Havilland, Joan was a sickly child who developed anemia following
a combined attack of the measles and a streptococcic infection. Upon
the advice of a physician, Joan's mother moved her and her sister to the
United States where they settled in the town of Saratoga, CA., where
her health improved dramatically and soon was taking diction lessons
along with her sister.
Olivia de Havilland. Biographer Charles Higham records that
the sisters have always had an uneasy relationship, starting in early
childhood, when Olivia would rip up the clothes that Joan had to wear
as hand-me-downs, forcing Joan to sew them back together. A lot of
the feud and resentment between the sisters stems from Joan's
perception of Olivia being their mother's favorite child. Both Olivia and
Joan were nominated for an Academy Award for Best Actress in 1942.
Joan won first for her role in Alfred Hitchcock's Suspicion (1941) over
Olivia's nomination for Hold Back the Dawn (1941). Higham states that
Joan ―felt guilty about winning; given her lack of obsessive
career
drive..."‖ Fontaine published her autobiography, No Bed of Roses, in
1979. Also see at Gunga Din & at Du Maurier.

Fontaine, Lynn; 145(260); actress.
Food: One‘s familiy‘s foood, see at Faith Family
Food.

Food production—see at Noman Ernest. Borlaug,
father of the "green revolution."

Fool: ―Be silent, and people will think you a fool.
Speak up and they will be sure of it!‖—Mark Twain,
223(408)—since then I cam across this worded thus: ―it‘s better
to keep your mouth shut and appear stupid than to open it and
remove all doubt!‖ Whatever.
The following is attributed to Lincoln: Better to remain
silent & be thought a took than to speak out and remove all doubt!
―Only an old fogy …can afford to make a fool of himself. If
I don‘t who will?‖—John A. Wheeler quoted in his NY Times
April 14, 2008 Obiturary by Dennis Overbye—accessible on the
Web. Also see at Cupid.

―Fool and his money are soon parted, A‖—saying.
―Fool and his money are soon elected, A‖—Will
Rogers.

―Fool in Love, A,|‖ song by Tina & Ike Turner,
1960—see at Turner.

―Fool invented kissing, Lord, I wonder what‖—
Jonathan Swift, quoted in SEX, Portraits of Passion by
John Williams.

―Fool kiss you…, To Let a‖--see at Cupid.
―Fool on the Hill, The,‖ a song by the Beatles, written
& sung by Paul McCarney (credited to Lennon/McCartney)
& recoerded in 1967 on the record Magical Mystery Tour, and also
in the film of the same name in a scene with McCartney running
around on hills in Nice, France. McCartney said of the song: ―It
was mine and I think I was writing about someone like the
Maharishi. His detractors called him a fool. Because of his giggle
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he wasn't taken too seriously... I was sitting at the piano at my
father's house in Liverpool hitting a D6th chord & I made up the
title.‖
―Fool, Poor Little,‖is a song written by Sharon Sheeley. The
best-known version of the song was recorded by Ricky
Nelson on April 17, 1958. It holds the distinction of being
the first song to hit number one on Billboard magazine's
newly-created Hot 100 chart.

Foote's father died in Mobile when Foote was five years old, and
he and his mothe rmoved back to Greenville. Foote was an only
child, and his mother never remarried.[
When Foote was 15 years old, Walker Percy and his
brothers LeRoy and Phin moved to Greenville to live with family
following the death of their mother. Foote began a lifelong
fraternal and literary relationship with Walker, both of whom had
great influence on each other's writing.
Foote was relatively unknown to the general public for
most of his career until his appearance in Ken Burns' PBS
documentary The Civil War in 1990, where he introduced
a
generation of Americans to a war that he believed was ―central to
all our [Americans'] lives‖—Wikipedia.

―Fool, She‘s a‖--1963 song by Lesley Gore.
Fool‘s gold is the common name for iron pyrite—
pyrite is a brass-colored mineral, FeeS2, used in iron ore
and producing sulfur dioxide for sufuric acid. See at Gold.

―Fools in town on our side? Haint‘t we got all the‖

―For Whom the Bell Tolls‖ (1940) is a novel by

--see at ―Huckleberry Finn.‖

Ernest Hemingway about the Spanish Civil War. Plot
outline: Robert Jordan, a young American in the International
Brigades attached to a communist guerilla unit during the Spanish
Civil War. As an expert in the use of explosives, he is assigned to
blow up a bridge during an attack on the city of Segovia. This
novel is widely regarded to be among Hemingway's greatest
works, along with The Sun Also Rises, The Old Man and the Sea,
and A Farewell to Arms—excerpted from Wikipedia.
The title is from John Donne: ―No man is an island, entire
of itself; every man is a piece of a continent, a part of the main;
…and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls. It
tolls for thee,.‖ P, i.

―Fools rush in where angels fear to tread—Alexander
Pope, ‖228(417)

Fools--a ship full—see at ―Ship of Fools‖
―Fools these mortals be, What‖—in Midsummer
Night's Dream, a Shakespearean comedy written by
William Shakespeare, foolishness is established very
effectively as noticed by Puck, a fairy, when he states,
―What fools these mortals be‖ (3.2.115).

―Foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds
adored by little statesmen and philosophers, A‖—see at
Emerson.

"For Your Eyes Only" (1981), the 12-th James

―Foot, My Left‖—see at Christy Brown.
Foote, Hallie, actress-daughter of Horton Foote.
Foote, Horton, 1916-2009; A prolific playwright—he

Bond Spy movie & the 5-th starring Roger Moore
Agent 007 is on an urgent mission to recover an important piece
of british technology called the ATAC system that if in the wrong
hands can comprimise british secuirity. The only lead Bond(Roger
Moore) has is the murder of a marine archeolagist and his wife
which leads to other exciting plot lines. The couple‘s daughter
Melina seeks revenge on their killers. Bond and Melina (played by
Carole Bouqet) team up to find answers and the missing ATAC.
. While listening to Sheena Easton sing this title song, take
a gander at that silhouette show in the introduction at this link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BOWrm4xzQ0
Also see at ―Octopussy‖ & at ‖The Spy Who Loved Me.‖

wrote more than 60 plays. most of which are set in a
fictional Texas town called Harrison, where everybody knows
everybody else's name and business. Though Harrison, inspired by
Mr. Foote's hometown of Wharton, Texas, where he was born. It
assumes a geographically and sociologically detailed existence in
these plays, it is also the setting for Mr. Foote's abiding theme of
the elusiveness of the ideal of a fixed and enduring home.
The 1989 movie, ―The Trip to Bountiful,‖starring Geraldine
Page, is based on his play of the same name, a TV play that
starred Lillian Gish. Foote has been called ―The Homer of the
South.‖
He also did the screenplays for a number of movies,
including ―To Kill a Mockingbird‖ (1962), based on the Harper
Lee novel, and for which he won an Oscar; and Foote's script for
the 1983 film Tender Mercies won another. He received the
Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 1995 for his play The Young Man From
Atlanta..Also see at Family, at ―Tender Mercies‖ and at ―The Trip
to Bountiful.‖

Forbidden is permitted, Whatever is not,‖—
Schiller, from Wallenstein. See Bartlett

Forbidden Fruit—see at Stolen Fruit.
Ford, Ford Madox, in his novel, ―The Good Soldier,‖
the hero wished to marry so conversations with his
sweetheart would not be interrupted! 226(412). Also see at
Ezra Pound.

Ford, Glenn, actor—see at ―The Big Heat.‖
Ford, John, (né John Martin ―Jack‖ Feeney), 1894-

Foote Quotes (not Foote Notes!)

1973, was born in Cape Elizabeth, ME. He was a film
director famous for both westerns, e.g., Stagecoach, The Man Who
Shot Liberty Vance,The Searchers) and adaptationsof classic 20thcentury American novels, e.g., The Grapes of Wrath. Ford won
four Academy Awards as Best Director for The Informer (1935),
The Grapes of Wrath (1940), How Green Was My Valley (1941) &
The Quiet Man (1952)--none of them Westerns (also starring in
the last two was Maureen O'Hara, ―his favoriteactress.‖)
However, only one of those films, How Green Was My
Valley, won Best Picture. He was also nominated as Best Director
for Stagecoach (1939); Ford is the only director to have won four
Best Director Academy Awards: both William Wyler and Frank
Capra won the award three times.
Ford was a pioneer of location-shooting and the extreme
long shot which frames his characters against a vast, harsh and
rugged natural terrain. Ford has further influenced directors as
diverse as Akira Kurosawa, Martin Scorsese, Steven Spielberg,
George Lucas, Sam Peckinpah, PeterBogdanovich, Sergio Leone,

About ―The Trip to Bountiful‖-- ―It‘s about an old lady who
wants to go home.‖ For Foote, home was Wharton , Texas where
he was born.
―What you don‘t understand (but will…) is the artist‘s
terrific affinity for the difficult, the thing he cannot do,‖ R, xlix,
241(436)

Foote, Shelby Dade, Jr. 1916-2005, was a novelist &
noted historian of the Civil War. With geographic and
cultural roots in the Mississippi Delta alluvium, Foote's life and
writing paralleled the radical shift from the agrarian planter system
of the Old South to the Civil Rights era of the New South.
Foote was born in Greenville, Mississippi to Shelby Dade
Foote, Sr., son of a planter who had gambled a way most of his
fortune and assets, and Lillian Rosenstock Foote, daughter of a
Jewish immigrant from Vienna.
As Foote's father advanced through the executive ranks of
Armour and Company, the young family lived in Greenville;
Jackson; Vicksburg; Pensacola, Florida; and Mobile, Alabama.
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Clint Eastwood, Wim Wenders, Judd Apatow, David Lean, Orson
Welles, Ingmar Bergman, François Truffaut, and Jean-Luc Godard.
During WW II Commander John Ford, USNR, served in the
US Navy and made documentaries for the Navy Department. He
won two Academy Awards duing this ime, one for the semidocumentary The Battle of Midway 1942), and a second for the
propaganda film December 7 1943).
Ford was present on Omaha Beach on D-Day. As head of
the photographic unit for the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), he
crossed the English Channel on the USS Plunkett (DD-431),
anchored off Omaha Beach at 0600. He observed the first wave
land on the beach from the ship, landing on the beach himself later
with a team of US Coast Guard cameramen who filmed the battle
from behind the beach obstacles, with Ford directing operations.
The film was edited in London, but very little was released
to the public. Ford explained in a 1964 interview that the US
Government was ―afraid to show so many American casualties on
the screen‖, adding that all of the D-Day film ―still exists in color
in storage in Anacostia near Washington, D.C.‖ Thirty years later,
historian Stephen E. Ambrose reported that the Eisenhower Center
had been unable to find the film.
After the war, Ford became a Rear Admiral in the US Navy
Reserve. In 1955, Ford was chosen to direct the classic Navy
comedy Mister Roberts, starring Henry Fonda, Jack Lemmon,
William Powell, and James Cagney. However, Mervyn LeRoy
replaced Ford during filming when he suffered a ruptured
gallbladder. He was the first recipient of the American Film
Institute Life Achievement Award in 1973. Also in that year, Ford
was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by President
Richard Nixon—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Ford publishel 91 anti-Semitic articles in the Dearborn
Independent Weekly, R, li, Ch. 62; -- & US Fascism:―We look to
Henry Ford as the leader of a growing fascist movement in
America,‖ 1923 Adolf Hitler speech, R,li; Ford: Automobile
Muss in Dearborn, Ch. 62.
The ―T‖, the ―A‖, and later the ―V,‖ were designations for
the shapes of the engines. In the case of the ―T,‖ the pistons were
vertical & capped by the roof of the T, where the valve-caps were
located. The later A-shaped model vibrated less, hence was more
efficient; the ―V-6 and V-8 were even more so. (The 6 and 8
denote the number of cylinders in the combustion engines.) Even
today the V‘s are the most popular engines: ―Ford V- is to cars
what ―Coca-Cola‖ is to soft drinks, 8(12), 208(379),

Ford, Tennesee Ernie—see at Tennessee Ernie Ford.
Ford V-8, see above.
Foreign languages & mathematics--their confluence
in my brain, 147(262)

―Foreskin's Lament: A Memoir‖ by Shalom
Auslander, Riverhead, 2007, philosophic meditation on
whether to cicrcumcize his soon-to-be-born son, and other
acts of rebellion against Judaism.

―Forever Amber‖--The U. of Cincinnati librarian
wouldn‘t let Joy
check it out because she wasn‘t
eighteen yet! 221-222(404)

―Forever Amber‖ 1947 film, starring Linda Darnell,
is based on the 944 novel by Kathleen Winsor.

Forman, Miloń, won the best director Oscar in 1975
—see at Jack Nicholson & ―One Flew Over the Cuckoo
Nest.
Forrester, C(ecil). S(cott),1899-1966, 92(179), author
of ―The African Queen,‖ creator of Captain Horatio
Hornblower & many sea stories.

Ford, John, c.1586-1639, Renaissance dramatist--see
at ―Tis a Pity She‘s a Whore.‖

Ford, Gerald Rudolph (ne Leslie Lynch King, Jr.
1913-2006,was born in Omaha, NE, attended both Michigan
U. & Yale U. & served in the navy in WW II. Veep under Nixon,
he became President in 1974 when Nixon resigned because of
the Watergate scandal. As president, he pardoned Nixon in the
same year & later attributed his defeat by Jimmy Carter in 1978 to
this. (He pardoned Tokyo Rose in 1977, 144(258)).
He has quipped, ―I‘m not a Lincoln, I‘m a Ford.‖
Ford was the fifth U.S. President never to have been elected
to that position, and the only one never to have won a national
election at all. He was the longest lived president in U.S. History.
Before ascending to the vice-presidency, Ford served nearly
25 years as Representative from Michigan's 5th congressional
district, eight of them as the Republican Minority Leader.
Gerald Ford later said his biological father had a history of
hitting his mother, Dorothy. James M. Cannon, who was the
executive director of the domestic council during the Ford
administration, wrote in a Ford biography the Kings' separation
and divorce were sparked when, a few days after Ford's birth,
Leslie King, Sr. threatened Dorothy with a butcher knife and
threatened to kill her, the baby, and the baby's nursemaid. His first
abusive action, according to Ford, occurred on the couple's
honeymoon, when King hit his wife for smiling at another
man.
Ford, Henry, 1863-1947,developed a gasoline powered
automobile (1893), founded the Ford Motor Co. (1903, Cf.
Olds). The first ―Horseless Carriage‖ of Henry Ford‘s was tested
on June 4, 1896 in Detroit in a pre-dawn run. In 1908 Henry Ford
introduced the ―Model T,‖ nicknamed the Tin Lizzie, after the
common name, Lizzie, for a horse. It was the first generally
affordable mass-produced car until 1927, the year of my birth,
when the Model A replaced it. The Ford Model T was called a
Flivver starting in 1910 & later, applied to the Model A, 8(12);
Quotes: ―History is more or less bunk,‖ Ch. 2; ―I don‘t like
to read books. They muss up my mind,‖ Ch. 30;

Forrester, Dr, Gary, MD, see at Amnesia, Transient
Global (TGA).

Forster, E(dward) M(organ), OM, 1879-1970, born
in London, England, he was a novelist, short story writer,
and essayist, best known for his ironic and well-plotted novels
examining class difference and hypocrisy in early 20th-century
British society. Forster's humanistic impulse toward understanding
and sympathy may be aptly summed up in the epigraph to his 1910
novel Howards End: ―Only connect,‖
Forster was gay, but this fact was not made public during is
lifetime. (See, e.g., at Isherwood) His posthumously published
novel Maurice tells of the coming of age of an explicitly gay male
character. Among other novels, he wrote ―A Room With a View‖
See at ―Howard ‗s End‖ and at ―Room with a View.‖

Forsythe, John (né John Lincoln Freund), born 1918
in Penns Grove, NJ & raised up in Brooklyn, NY, is an
stage, TV and film actor. Forsythe starred in three TV series,
spanning three decades, as single playboy father Bentley Gregg in
the 1950s sitcom Bachelor Father (1957–1962); as the unseen
millionaire Charles Townsend on the popular 1970s crime drama
Charlie's Angels (1976–1981), and as ruthless and beloved
patriarch Blake Carrington on the popular 1980s soap opera
Dynasty (1981–1989). He's also well-known for hosting World of
Survival during the 1970s. Forsythe currently appears each year to
read children's fiction during the annual Christmas program near
his retirement home at the rural resort community of Solvang,
California, north of Los Angeles.
As a bit player for Warner Bros., Forsythe appeared
promising in several small roles. As a result he was given a small
role in Destination Tokyo (1943). Leaving his movie career for
service in WW II, he appeared in the U.S. Army Air Forces play
and film Winged Victory, then worked with injured soldiers who
had developed speech problems.
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Also in 1943, Forsythe met Julie Warren, initially a theatre
companion but later a successful actress in her own right, landing a
role on Broadway in Around the World in 80 Days. Warren
became Forsythe's second wife and in the early 1950s the marriage
produced two daughters: Page and Brooke.
In 1947, Forsythe joined the initial class of the soon-to-be
prestigious Actors Studio, where he met other promising young
actors such as Marlon Brando and Julie Harris. During this time he
appeared successfully on Broadway in Mister Roberts and The
Teahouse of the August Moon. In 1955, Alfred Hitchcock hired
Forsythe to star in the movie The Trouble with Harry, alongside a
young Shirley MacLaine. However, this movie didn't fare well at
the box office, and Forsythe found high profile movie work hard
to find. Also see at ―The Trouble with Harry.‖

(machete)--a tool widely used by poachers--which she had
confiscated years earlier and hung as a decoration on the wall of
her living room adjacent to her bedroom. Fossey was found dead
beside her bed and 2 meters away from the hole in the cabin that
was cut on the day of her murder.
In 1983, Dian Fossey published Gorillas in the Mist. Her
book is a description of her scientific research and an insightful
memoir of how Dian Fossey came to study gorillas in Rwanda.
Portions of her life story were later adapted as the film Gorillas in
the Mist: The Story of Dian Fossey, starring Sigourney Weaver as
Fossey. The written work covers her scientific career in much
greater detail, and omits material on her personal life, including her
affair with photographer Bob Campbell (which formed a major
subplot of the movie, in which Campbell was played by Bryan
Brown). The movie also portrayed Fossey as a woman completely
obsessed by ―her‖ gorillas, who would stop at nothing to protect
them. It includes a fictitious scene in which she orchestrated the
mock hanging of a poacher and another where she burned
poachers' huts. The movie inventedcharacters,including the animal
trader Van Vecten, and changed the names of Fossey's students.
Mowat's Virunga, whose British and U.S. editions are called
Woman in the Mist, was the first book-length biography of Dian
Fossey, and it serves as a useful counterweight to the
dramatizations of the movie and the focus on gorillas in her own
work—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Fort Thomas, KY, 62(101)
Fortune—see at ―Reversal of Fortune.‖
Fortune. In Roman mythology, Fortuna (equivalent
to the Greek goddess Tyche) is the goddess of fortune, the
personification of luck, hopefully of good luck, but she
could be represented veiled and blind, as modern depictions
of Justice are, and came to represent the capriciousness of
life. She is also a goddess of fate. Her father was Jupiter,
and she had no lovers or children.

Fosdick, Fearless—see at Fearless…
Fosse, Robert Louis ―Bob,‖ 1927-1987 was a musical

Foster, P, D, PL, FoFT, Chs. 3, 23, 24 & 47:
Cousins: ―Bo‖, also ‖Bo-Bo‖; Carrie Mae, Pauline, D,
12(18), 71(114),73(120),100(187); also see Faith
Carrie Wiggins Foster (Grandma), 9(14), Carrie
Mae named after her, 43(68);
Gertrude, Ch. 23, 73(120; also see at Gertrude, (―Gert‖)
and at Barnes;
Herbert and Given (Uncles) 9(14);
Minnie, Irene, Susie, Leila, my Aunts, A, 9(14),12(18),
71(114), 74(120);
Nona, Aunt, wife of Uncle Tom, mother of Bo, Carrie Mae,
& Pauline, 73(120), 100(187);
Tom, Uncle, 9(14), 12(18), 18(28), Ch. 24; A big tease-nicknamed Mama ―Kick‖, 9(14), 73(120);
Robert Leland (Grandfather), 9(14);
Selena Ellen Davis;
Susie, Aunt, mother of Gertrude Barnes, 73(120)
Vila Belle, see at Faith, at Mama, at Mama & Sister, at
Dad & Mama, and at Carl & Mama.
Uncle Ely (pronounced ―Eely‖), 36(56), 43(68); he was
castrated the the day before his wedding by a jealous suitor
of his bride—see at Abelard. Source of his misanthropy?
43(68); (I don‘t know which of my uncles was Ely, since he
is not listed in either the Foster or Faith Family Trees. I had
heard that Grandma Carrie Wiggins Foster, whom Carrie
Mae had been named after, had been twice married, so
Uncle Ely may be a son of her‘s by the previous
marriage,. 43(68);
The Faiths possessed a detachment that contrasted with the
Fosters who knew how to make children happy and
proceeded to give it to them right away, 10(15)—in contrast,
the Foster‘s were a warm, houmorous, hearty & generous,
10(15), and a family of teasers, 73(120);

theater choreographer and director and a film director. He
won an unprecedented eight Tony Awards for choreography (e.g.,
Pippin and Sweet Charity, as well as one for directing. He was
nominated for an Academy Award 4 times, winning for his
direction of Cabernet. He won the Emmy Award for Liza with a
"Z". He was the first person to win all three awards in the same
year (1973).
His semi-autobiographical film, All That Jazz (1979), won
the Palme d'Or. It portrays a chain-smoking choreographer driven
by his Type A personality. In 1999, the revue Fosse won a Tony
Award for best musical, and in 2001 the show earned Fosse
(together with Ann Reinking) a Laurence Olivier Award for Best
Theatre Choreographer. Also see at Gwen Verdon & at Ann
Reinking.

Fossey, Dian, 1932-1986, ws am Americn zoologist
who completed an extended study of eight gorilla groups.
She observed them daily for yers in the mountain forest of
Rwanda, initially encouraged to work there by paleontolgiest
Louis Leakey. Her work is somewhat similar to Jane Goodall‘s
work with Chimpanzees.
She enrolled in a pre-veterinary course at the U. Cal at
Davis, after attending Lowell High School in San Francisco, going
against the advice of her stepfather who wanted her to
pursue
business instead. Fossey became interested in Africa after seeing
photos and hearing about it from a friend (Mary White Henry) who
had been there.
After taking out a loan in 1963 she embarked on a trip to
Africa. At Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania., Fossey met Dr. Louis
Leakey and his wife Mary Leakey while they were examining the
area for hominid fossils. Louis talked to Dian about the work of
Jane Goodall & the importance of long term research of the great
apes, work pioneered by George Schaller.
After leaving the Leakeys Dian saw her first wild mountain
gorillas during a visit to Uganda. By 1966 Fossey had gained the
support of Dr. Leakey, and through him, funds to carry out longterm research on the mountain gorillas. She began her field study
at Kabara, in the Democratic Republic of Congo(then Zaire), but
by 1967, political upheaval forced her to move to Rwanda, which
raised $30,000 for her to use. In Rwanda she established the
Karisoke Research Center.
Fossey was brutally murdered in the bedroom of her cabin
on Dec. 26,, 1985. Her skull had been split by a native panga

Foster, Eugene A., a pathologist, helped establish
genetically the long-alleged liaison between Thomas
Jefferson, 3-rd president of USA, and his slave mistress
Sally Hemings. See his obituary in the NY Times, July 25,
2008 by Nicholas Wade--he was 81. Also see at Jeffereson‘s
Y-Chromosome.

Foster, Jodie, actress who played an underage
prostitute in ―Taxi Driver,‖ 75(124). Also see at Contact.
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film which initiated François Truffaut‘s career and
catapulted him to international acclaim, is about the trials &
rebellions of a 12-year French schoolboy, 58(95)

Foster, Stephen (Collins), 1826-1864, T1, 71; was a
songwriter , born in Ptitsburgh, PA. In 1846 Foster moved
to Cincinnati, OH and became a bookkeeper with his brother's
steamship company. While in Cincinnati Foster penned his first hit
songs, among them ―Oh! Susanna‖ (1848), which proved to be the
anthem of the California Gold Rush in 1848/1849.
In 1849 he published Foster's Ethiopian Melodies, which
included the hit song ―Nelly Was a Lady,‖ made famous by the
Christy Minstrels. Then he returned to Pennsylvania & signed a
contract with the Christy Minstrels. It was during this period that
Foster would write most of his best-known songs: "Camptown
Races‖ (1850, ―Nelly‖Bly‖ (1850), ―Old Folks at Home‖ (also
known as ―Swanee River,‖ 1851), "My Old Kentucky Home"
(1853) —since 1928 the official state song of KY, "Old Dog Tray"
(1853), "Hard Times Come Again No More" (1854) and ―Jeannie
With the Light Brown Hair‖(1854), written for his wife Jane
Denny McDowell—excerpt from Wikipedia.
Then, he wrote, ―Old Black Joe‖ (1860), ―Beautiful
Dreamer (1864), and many others. Also seesee at ―Joe‖ as in
―Cuppa Joe‖) & at Nellie (Bly). During his short lifetime--he died
age 37—he was considered the best songwriter in USA. See
Charles Hamm‘s ―Yesterdays,‖ Chap. 10, for much more about
Stephen Foster. Also see at ―Oh! Susannah.‖

―Fourposter, The‖ is a 1951 play written by Jan de
Hartog. The two-character story spans thirty-five years,
from 1890 to 1925, as it focuses on the trials and tribulations,
laughters and sorrows, and hopes and disappointments experienced
by Agnes and George throughout their marriage. The set consists
solely of their bedroom, dominated by the large fourposter bed in
the center of the room.
Among the couple's milestones are the consummation of
their marriage, the birth of their first child, Michael's success as a
writer, his extramarital affair, their daughter's wedding, and their
preparations to move to smaller quarters and pass their home on to
another newlywed couple.
The Broadway production, directed by José Ferrer, opened
on October 24, 1951 at the Ethel Barrymore Theatre, later moving
to the John Golden to complete its 632-performance run. Original
cast Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tandy later were replaced first by
Burgess Meredith and Betty Field and then Romney Brent and
Sylvia Sidney. It received Tony Awards for Best Play and Best
Director.
The partially-animated 1952 film adaptation directed by
Irving Reis, which inexplicably altered the title to The Four Poster
and changed the characters' names to John and Abby, starred Rex
Harrison and Lili Palmer, who won the Venice Film Festival's
Volpi Cup for her performance. The film was nominated for both
the Academy Award and Golden Globe for Best Black-and-White
Cinematography. Cronyn and Tandy recreated their roles for a July
25, 1955 telecast on the NBC anthology series Producers'
Showcase. In 1966, Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt adapted the
play for their 1956 Broadway musical I Do! I Do!--about which
see. Its simple set and small (two person) cast have made it a
popular choice for production by amateur theatrical groups—
lightly edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Fountain Pen is a pen that contains a reservoir of
water-based liquid ink. These were more convenient
than the quill pens that required stationary sources of ink.
The reservoir is also called an (ink) bladder, usually made of
rubber. If the pen uses an ink cartridge instead of having a built-in
elongated bladderg ,it is often called cartridge pen.
From the bladder or the cartridge, the ink is drawn through a
feed to the nib and then to the paper via a combination of gravity
and capillary action. Thus, most fountain pens require no pressure
to write.
Filling the bladder with ink usually involves operating an
internal mechanism which sucks ink from a bottle through the nib
into the bladder.. These mechanisms are typically pistons or rubber
sacs.
Cartridge pens are filled by simply replacing the empty ink
cartridge with a new factory-filled one--revised from Wikipedia. A
problemwith rubber bladders leakage that cartridges all but
eliminated.

―Four Weddings and a Funeral,‖ 1994 film starring
Hugh Grant, Andie MacDowell & Kristin Scott Thomas.

Fox, Edward, actor played the loner who stalked
Chas. De Gaulle in ―The Day of the Jackal‖ in order to kill
him for purely professional reasons. Cf. ―Thrill of It‖ in this
context, and also see at Fred Zinnemann, the director.
Harold, claims credit for the ―Zootsuit,‖ 156(277)

Fountain pen pun—a prison for soda jerks? NYTimes

Fox,
Fox, James, is an actor born 1939 in London. He first

Xword pun of 3/3/09/

Fountain Square, 177(310); the center of

appeared .on film in the The Miniver Story in 1950. His
other early film appearances were made under the name William
Fox. During the 1960s he gained popularity and appeared to be
heading for stardom. His roles in films such as The Servant (1963),
Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying Machines (1965), King
Rat (1965 film), The Chase (1965), Thoroughly Modern Millie
(1967), Isadora (1968) and Performance (1970, with Mick
Jagger), as well as his relationship with actress Sarah Miles, had
made him a media personality.
After finishing work on Performance, and following his
father's death, Fox suspended his acting career. The strain
of
filming, his father's death and smoking the hallucinogen DMT led
to a nervous break-down. After an absence of almost ten years
from mainstream cinema, Fox gradually returned to the screen,
appearing in A Passage to India (1984--about which see) and
playing Anthony Blunt in the acclaimed BBC play by Alan
Bennett, A Question of Attribution (1992). More recently, he has
appeared as Colonel Race in Agatha Christie's Death on the Nile
(2004) and Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (2005), playing Mr.
Salt, Veruca Salt's father—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. He
often plays the quintessential English gentleman.

Cincinnati‘s downtown. HHS students from VE Day
celebration in Fountain Square but some went & were
pardoned, 177-178(310)—See Photograph in Part III.

Fountain of Trevi, a Benini sculpture in Rome,
Italy—see at ―Three Coins in a Foundtain‖ & below.

Fountains of Rome: True to the decorative dynamism of
Baroque, Roman fountains, part public works and part Papal
monuments, were among his most gifted creations. Bernini's
fountains are the Fountain of Trevi, the Fountain of the Triton, the
Barberini Fountain (Fountain of the Bees) & the Fountain of the
Four Rivers (Fontana dei Quattro Fiuri). The latter in the Piazza
Navona is a masterpiece of spectacle and political allegory. An
oft-repeated, but false, anecdote tells that one of the Bernini's river
gods defers his gaze in disapproval of the facade of Sant'Agnese in
Agone (designed by the talented, but less politically successful,
rival Francesco Borromini). However, the fountain was built
several years before the façade of the church was completed. Also
above.

―Four F‖—see at Sective Service.
Four Freedoms, see at Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Four Hundred Blows—see below.
―400 Blows, The,‖ a semi-autobiographical 1959

Fox, Margalit, writes for the NYTimes. See at Edith
―Edie‖ Evans Asbury, at Eve Curie (Labouisse), at Richard
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Alton Graham, at at Martin Levin , at Richard Topus, at
James Wiseman & at her website.

--- resistance forces in WW II, 143(256-257); also
see at ―Casablanca‖ & ―To Have and To Have Not;‖ also
ee at Cherbourg. & Toulon;
-- surrendered to Germany, June 21, 1940, after
losing 175,000 soldiers killed in the 6 weeks pior to this;
see at Free France;
Vichy Government, a dictatorship under the rule of
Marshall
Pétain ( hero of WW I) from July 1940 until
Nov. 11, 1942, when Germany occupied all of France-Vichy, France, was the seat of unoccupied France;
Vietnam war: French withdrew its forces after the
fall of Dienbienphu in 1954 & USA disasterously took over
to defend so-called Western values!; see Indochina-Vitnam
casualities above;
-- scuttled the French fleet in Toulon on Nov. 27, 1942 to
keep it out of the hands of the Nazis
Why France surrendered in WW II, 182(317);
Casualties of WW I, 182(317); Casualties of WW II, chart
180(314); also see at Verdun, at D-Day, at World War I, at
World War II; and see at Quentin Crisp, at Dunkirk, at
Normandie, at Normandy, at Paris, at ―The Rules of the
Game‖ & at ―Zero for Conduct.‖

Fox, Paula, born 1923 is an American author of
novels for adults and children and two memoirs. Her novel
The Slave Dancer (1973) received the Newbery Medal in
1974; and in 1978, she was awarded the Hans Christian
Andersen Medal. See at ―How Many Miles to Babylon?‖

Fox Trot, dance step of syncopated two-four time, socalled after a dancing instructor named Fox, 168(295)

Fox, Victoria, Permissions Office of Farrar, Strauss,
and Giroux Publishers, A, xvi

Foxx, Jamie (né Eric Marlon Bishop) born 1967
in Terrell, TX, he is an Academy Award-winning American
actor, singer, musician and stand-up comedian. Foxx is possibly
best known for his portrayal of musician Ray Charles in Ray
(2005), becaming the third AfricanSam American to win the
Academy Award for Best Actor (after Sidney Poitier & Denzel
Washington) Foxx received a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame
on Sept. 14, 2007.
Foxx was the son of Louise Annette Talley Dixon and
Darrell Bishop, who sometimes worked as a stockbroker and
changed his name to Shahid Abdula after converting to Islam.
Shortly after his birth, Foxx was adopted and raised by his
grandmother, Esther Marie (née Nelson), a domestic worker and
nursery operator, and Mark Talley, a yard worker. He has had little
contact with his birth parents, who were not part of his upbringing.
Foxx was raised in the black quarter of Terrell at the time a racially
segregated community. (In The Kingdom, Foxx makes reference to
Terrell). He had a strict Baptist upbringing, and has frequently
cited his adoptive grandmother's influence on his life—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia, where there is lots more about his work
and hornors. Also see at Forest Whitaker

―Free France‖ consisted of Frenchmen who
fought on after the official surrender of France. These included
Charles De Gaulle & other Frenchmen who spied on the Germans,
sabotaged trains, bridges, factories & trains. This help was critical
for the success of the D-Day landings in Normandy. Many
soldiers from French colonies, e.g., Algeria‘s 100,000 Arabs &
10,000 Blacks fought for the liberation of France‖—from a NY
Times story on May 25, 2005 about Jamel Debbouze, a popular
French comedian who was trying to raise the prestige level of
Algerians in France.
Also see at De Gaulle, at Gabin, at Romain Gary & at
Marcel Marceau. See at at French Connection, at French
Resistance, at French Underground & at Normandie

Foxx, Redd, a comedian and TV actor,13(19)
―Fractions,‖a satire of people as fractions, 91(174)n
―Fraidy cat,‖ see at ―Sissy.‖ The cowardly lion in

UnfreeFrance: ―There were 6-8 million refugees
whe fled before the advancing German armies in 1940 in the socalled exodus & later made homeless by Allied bombing after
1942. Then, there were the nearly a million prisoners of war held
in German Stalags and Oflags, put to work on farms & often
‗transformed‘ into civilian workers…in German war industries.
There they joined French workers who had either volunteered to
work in Germany—often jailbirds, immigrants, or unmarried
mothers, who need to find cover elsewhere—or were drafted to
work in German factories under the Service du Trvail Obligatoire
in 1943. Finally, there the Jews of both French & Foreign origin
who were deprived of their jobs and businesses, interned and
deported to death camps‖—from Robert Gildea‘s May 12, 2006
TLS review of Richard Vinen‘s ―The Unfree French:Life under
the Occupation,‖ Allen Lane Publisher.

the 1939 film ―The Wizard of Oz‖ (1939 played by Bert
Lahr) was one.

Frame, J. Sutherland (―Sud‖), 42(67-68); Jews are
2% of the population of the USA*, and our staff is just the
same perscentage, so we aren‘t anti-Semitic—said while he
was chair of the math dept. of Michigan State U. (* in 1957)

France, 6(9): Allies opened up a second front in the
south of France on Aug. 15, 1944, the socalled ―soft
underbelly‖ of the Nazis who controlled Vichy France,
100(188)n
--Bastille Day, July 14, 1789—see at Bastille Day.
-- declares war on Germany, Sept.3, 1939, R, xlv, 180(314);
disasterous raid by British & Canad. Soldiers suffered 50%
casualties on Aug. 19, 1942 in a test of Nazi defences
preparatory to D-Day—see at Dieppe;
-- evacuation at
Dunkirk--see at Dunkirk;
-- Americans in France: 66,033 Americans are buried
or missing—see at American Military Cemeteries in
France.
-- decline of France post-WW II, 141(252)
-- Frenchmen are ignorant of the Marshal Plan.
-- Indochina-Vietnam War casualties: 60,000 dead— see
NY TimesOp-Ed article of May 7, 2004 by A.
Audouard.
-- Paris occupied by Germany on June 14, 1940. On
June 12, 5 million French on the roads escaping Nazi
force—see at Paris.
-- Gauls & Franks, 107(201)

France and the Marshall Plan--see at the latter.
France, Nouvelle--see at New France.
France‘s Quislings—see at Petain & Laval.
Francis, Brendan, see at Prostitution.
Franco, Francisco, 1892-1975, fascist dictator of
Spain (1936-1975), 28(42)—see Guernica & Spanish Civil
War.

Frank, Anne, 1929-1945: birth, family, diary,
hiding, capture, death, R, lv-lvii, 175(305); -- & her sister,
Margot, died of typhus at Bergen-Belsen, R, lvii, ―Can
you imagine a child thinking that she might not have a
future?‖ R, xlvi ; ―I want to go on lving after death, R,
lvii;
-- entered the secret annex in Amsterdam on July 9, 1942 &
captured August 4, 1944, R, ibid;
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-- fled with her family from Frankfurt to Amsterdam in
1934, the year after Einstein fled Nazi Germany, R, ibid;
-- forced to wear the star of David in Sept.‘41, R, ibid;
―In spite of everything, I still believe that people are
really good at heart‖—Third from last diary entry on July
15, 1944, R, lvi ; ―The English radio says they‘re being
gassed. Perhaps that‘s the quickest way to die,‖ ibid;
Also see at Gas, at ―Diary of a Young Girl‖ & at
Friendship.

used an angle iron frame (1902) and, beginning in 1928, the
heavier cars adopted a conventional pressed-steel frame.
Lightweight aluminum was used in quantity, to the extent that
Franklin was reckoned to be the largest user of aluminum in the
world in the early years of the company.

Franklin, Benjamin, one of America‘s ―Greats:‖
76(125); debunked Mesmer
& ―animal magnetism,
89(170); ―Experience is a dear school, but fools will learn in
no other, 119(220);―Laziness travels so slowly …poverty
soon overtakes it,‖ Ch. 26.
Franklin is the most popular name of cities in the
USA with 37, and there are 25 Franklin counties.
Also see at Daylight Savings Time, at Death and
Taxes & at Cites in the UJSA.

Frank, Otto, Anne‘s Father, R, 175-176(305)
Chided Anne for being conceited—I disagree! R, lvi;
Liberated from Auschwitz, 176(305); -- was the only
member of the group of eight in the secret annex to survive
the war. ―He is the most adorable father I ever saw,‖ R, lv.

Franklin, Aretha Louise, born 1942 in Memphis, TN,

Frank, Franklin L(eroy) Duff, T, A, x,D;; Veep of

and brought up in Detroi, MI, she is a singer, songwriter
and pianist commonly referred to as "The Queen of Soul."
Although renowned for her soul recordings, Franklin is also adept
at jazz, rock, blues, pop, R&B and gospel. She is widely acclaimed
for her passionate vocal style and powerful range. In 2008, the
American music magazine Rolling Stone ranked Franklin #1 on its
list of The Greatest Singers of All Time. Franklin is one of the
most honored artists by the Grammy Awards, with 21 wins to date,
including the Living Legend Grammy and the Lifetime
Achievement Grammy. She also sang at the presidential
inauguration of the 44th US President, Barack Obama.

HHS Class of ‗45‘ Ch. 44, esp. 150-152(268-270),
168(295), 210(383): -- Boogies, 151(268); -- one of my
best friends at HHS along with Joy Kinsburg, Cecil
―Benny‖ Craig, Walt Waymeyer & others, see at Carl‘s
Holmes High School Friends; -- lived on Greenup St.;
his Dad was a foreman at the Newport Steel & Rolling
Mills, 151(268);
-- one of the 13 corpses in ―Arsenic and Old Lace,‖
for which he got rave reviews, along with Stan Brennan,
Don Jones, George Ries, Phil Riley & me among
others, 150(268-270)—see at ―Arsenic and Old Lace;‖
-- earned a 1963 Ph.D. in Educ. at Columbia U.;
―Phyllis & I went to New York in 1956 with our two
children, living in Manhattan in married graduate student
housing on 121-st Street for the two years while I was
taking classes (Our third child was born in 1958.) Our total
income during those years consisted of the GI Bill
entitlement plus a fellowship in Educational Measurement
awarded by the American Educational Research
Association. Incidentally, I was the last recipient of that
award‖—e-mail,
April
3,
2006;
-- emceed a number of HHS ‘45 Reunions, see
below; -- frat brother of Jack Snyder & me at U. Cincinnati,
207(377); -- in informal class photographs, 165-166(290292); -- in French Club; manic together in ―Doc‖ Coker‘s
Chem Class, 152(269) ;
-- nicknames Carl ―Fairie Faith,‖ 152(269);
piano player par excellence, 151(268) ; in ―A Murder Has
Been Arranged,‖ 150(266); --- is unchanged in the 2002
Reunion video, 158(280)—see at Mary Ann Pingel
Unkraut; --signed my ―Lest We Forget,‖ ―Good luck, fella.
You‘ll go places. I hope I‘m with you, (Filthy) Frank;‖
-- video-taped by Mary Ann Unkraut the 2002 as he
emceed the 2002 Luncheon Reunion, 152(269)n. and the
60-th Anniv. Reunion in 2005, 158((279); -- wrote to me
while I was at Boot Camp, 202(368); also see at Carl &
Frank, and at Carl on music & musicians.

Franklin (née Stella Maria Sarah Miles Franklin), 18791954, Australian who wrote ―My Brilliant Career‖ while a
teenager. But her career bombed.

Frankfurter, Felix, 1881-1965, Supreme Ct. justice
under FDR, R, li

Franks, Bobby, a 14-year-old boy killed ―For the
thrill of it‖--see at Leopold & Loeb.

Franks, The (France) 107(201)
Frayne, Michael, see at ―Evils of Tobacco.‖
Frazier, Ian, born 1951 in Cleveland, Ohio is a writer
and humorist. He is best known for his 1989 non-fiction
history Great Plains, and as a writer and humorist for The New
Yorker. In the August 3 and August 10-17 issues of the latter, he
wrote an article "A Reporter at Large, ―Travels in Siberia-I &
II" about his trek across Siberia with two Russian traveling
companions--see at Siberia.
In his 1996 humor collection (the title piece, Coyote v.
Acme, Wile E. Coyote is suing the manufacturer of various rocketpropelled devices.) In The NY Times, the critic James Gorman
described it as the occasion for "irrepressible laughter in the
reader." Gorman rates Frazier's first collection, 1986s Dating Your
Mom, as "one of the best collections of humor ever published‖—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Fred Faith,T, P, A, D;Baby Book, 4(6), 6(9): Mama
made the same claim for Fred as she did for me---―big
hands and big feet [and] some day will be a big man‖. He grew to
be 6 feet 3-1/2 inches, 82(157), and at one time weighed over
250 lbs, later a svelte 220 lb., 6(9)n;
-- born Dec. 19, 1928, in Evansville, IN, making him
Hoosier, 6(8)
-- died May 11, 2009 in Fredercik Memorial Hospital,
Frederick, MD, not far from his home in Poolesville, MD, of
complications of bone marrow cancer.
-- best man at my wedding on Sept. 11, 1951, 44 (70);
-- Blue Ribbon Student, 33(52); My ―tag-a-long?‖ 151(268);
-- broke my nose with a sucker-punch as we struggled over
who was to hold our little nephew Billy, 98(184) ,
101(190);
-- ―Captain of Industry,‖ 110(204) ; co-worker, Ch. 26;

Frankie, see at Haake
―Frankie and Johnny:‖
―— were lovers, my gawd how they could love, / Swore
to be true to one another, true as the sky above; / He was
her man, / but he done her wrong‖—Anon.
Franklin, Manufacturing Co., The H. H., was a maker
of automobiles in the US between 1902 and 1934 in
Syracuse, NY. Herbert H. Franklin, the founder, started out in the
metal die-casting business (in fact, he invented the term) before
entering the automobile business with the engineer John
Wilkinson.All Franklin cars were air-cooled, which the company
considered simpler and more reliable than water cooling, and the
company considered light weight to be critical in making a wellperforming car given the limited power of the engines then
available. Most Franklins were wood-framed, though the very first
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-- ―Don‘t shoot, Mister, Don‘t shoot‖ (scream in the Apple
Orchard). Recently he told me that he did more than
scream—he wet his pants! 50(81-82)–this phenomena of
condemned men is a part of a short story, ‖The Wall‖ by
Jean Paul Sartre;
-- eloped, see at Fred and at Fred & Mary;
-- Frank Haake‘s drowning, Ch.15
-- Bruce Haake: ―I remember Bruce. As a child he was
found eating out of garbage cans more than once. Don't
know why. He also ran away from home at least on one
occasion.. I do recollect he was sortof a gentle guy. For
some reason I have the idea he was impaired. When my
company (Continental Electric) had an office in downtown
Cincinnati, Bruce was the elevator operator. I spoke to him
every morning‖—e-mail of April 19, 2007
-- Hoosier, i.e., born in (Bloomington) Indiana, 6(8), 11(16);
-- Coralynn Seymour, see at Seymour.
-- shorter and stockier than I, then suddenly taller, 82(157)
-- slapped by Loony Grandma Faith for calling her
Gandma!, 10(15-16);
-- while a paratrooper in 1946, age 18, he won the lightheavyweight boxing championship of his division, 110(204205)
Fred died May 11, 2009, age 80½, of bone marrow cancer
that went undiagnosed until it was in the third stage. His main
symptom was fatigue, but no one thought to give him a blood test,
and when he got one, they found he had a major deficiency
of blood cells. Then a bone scan revealed the cancer in his joints.
He couldn't be treated with the drug of choice, Thalidomide, since
a blood clot was detected in his lungs, and Thalidomide interfered
with the blood thinners he was taking for that.
Fred‘s: all-time favorite teacher: see at Alma Murphy;
-- athleticism: in view of the intense Olympic fever that
rages throughout the world every four years, Fred‘s
aspirations for football glory at Holmes High School do not
appear excessive, especially since he did not stand for
scholastic honors;
-- generosity, a gift to me on my 16th birthday: his
firstwatch, a gold-plated sylish expansion bracelet
watch,110(205);
-- good nature: he was helpless when I got him laughing,
99(187);
-- letter about Coralynn Seymour, 155(276);
-- love of soup! 99(187)—he insisted that it tasted better
when slurped; -- love for Mama, 12(18)n;
-- moral-booster letter to Carl in the navy: ―I‘m proud of
you (sob!)‖, 201(367)
-- nicknames: Fritz (from ―Hans & Fritz‖), Doodle (from
Charley, 108(201); -- Tobey (Tobe), 52(85)—see at
Mary Astor; also called ―Sniggle Fritz‖ by Mama.
-- ―tagging along,‖ 151(268);
-- ―Virginity:‖ Fred lost his by the time he was 9 (in 1938),
& then kept losing it every year since!! He's a great comic
talent--nevermore than the time that he told Mama when
she found condoms in his pantst that he had to have sex was
because the parachute strap caught him in an
embarrassing place. Thereafter, Mama was ―pimping‖ for
him in South Side Baptist Church! It made me cry to see
her going from one floozy to another trying to get ―therapy‖
for poor ―little‖ (6 ft. 4 in.) Freddie Doodle. In losing his
vigninity at age 9, Fred had something in common with
Dante. See ―The Book of Lost Books‖ by Stuart Kelly
(2006.); also see at Carl & Fred & at Faith:

Richard ―Rick‖ Thomas, Valentines Day, 1955 & Barbara
Josephine, Oct. 12, 1957, 102(191)
They gave both of their sons the middle name Thomas in
honor of Fred‘s favorite uncle. Barbara named her only son Jason
Thomas (Massey was Jason‘s father‘s patronymic & Jason‘s last
name.)

Fred & Mary as lovebirds: When Mary was told that
she could end up in Purgatory, or Limbo, if she married
Fred, because he then was not of her faith, she said ―I'd rather go to
hell than live on earth without him.‖ Now isn't that beautiful?
Another lovebird story: Mary would come over to our
house at 418 W. 16-th Street at 9 AM Saturdays back in 19441945, and sit on the backdoor stoop wait until 11 O'clock before
we could rouse him out of bed. You can imagine what Mama
thought of this! Haha.

Fredericksburg, TX, 61(99)n
Free France, see at France
Free: ―Free at last; free at last. Thank ―God
almighty, we‘re free at last,‖ Anon. Negro spiritual quoted
by Martin Luther King, Jr. in his ―I Have a Dream‖ speech
on the Washington Mall in 1963.

―Free Country, It‘s a‖

is something that you say

meaning you have the right to do something even if so
meone else criticizes you for it. ―I'll shout if I want to--it's a
free country!‖ There are linuits: you can‘t shout ―Fire‖ in
acrowded theater, or room,
unless, of course, you
want a stampede that may end in deaths. And then you‘ll
face criminal charges. The Partiot Act, enacted following
9/11, has placed severe limits on Free Speech & other
constitutional rights—see at Freedom of the Press
Worldwide & at Patriot Act

Free Speech: see at Robert H. Jackson, at First
Amendment, at (―The Four) Freedoms, and at Free Speech.

Free Speech Movement in the US was an anti-Vietnam
war crusade started in Berkeley in the 1964 under the
informal leadership of student Mario Savio & others. See
more at Wikipedia; also see at Youth International Party.
Freedom: there are all kinds of freedom, e.g., freedom from
racial bias & from economic slavery. As Willie B. Whyte
put it: ―Athletics was my flight to freedom: freedom from
prejudice, from illiteracy, from bias.‖ And, as I added at
her space: ―Freedom from the cotton fields. ― See at
Poverty & at Whyte.

Freedom of the Press Worldwide: Eight countries
are tied for No. 1: Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland,
Netherlands, Norway, Slovakia & Switzerland. The USA
was ranked 22 in this poll published in the NY Times Week
in Review, Sun. Oct. 24, 2005. Other countries that rank
above USA are: England, Scotland, France, Italy, Spain,
ortugal, Germany & Canada. At the bottom are 158-Iran, 159-Saudi Arabia, 160-Nepal, 161-Vietnam,
162China, 163-Eritrea, 164-Turkmenistan, 165- Burman,
166-Cuba, 167--and last--North Korea. Surprise? Also see
at First Amendment.

Freedom of Speech Satirized in ―Bananas:‖ ―Miss
America: I think Mr. Mellish is a traitor to this country
because his views are different from the views of the
president and others of his kind. Differences of
opinion should be tolerated, but not when they're too
different. Then he becomes a subversive mother.‖
This could have been taken right out of the mouth
of several demigogues—see at Animal Farm, at Goebels, at
Lies, and at Sen. Joseph B. McCarthy.

Fred & Carl, see at Carl & Fred
Fred & Mary Corns: Eloped August 5, 1950 in

Freedom of Speech?—see at Patriot Act & at

Millington, TN, 44(70), 102(191); Mary served in the
WAVES near there, 44(70) (& later near DC); births of their
children, Wayne Thomas, St. Patrick‘s Day, Feb. 14, 1952,

Sedition Act. Also see Driver‘s License & at Identity.
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―C‘est la vie‖ is a phrase usually accompanied with a shrug,
as it means, ―well, that's life.‖ (The French convey lots of meaning
with a shrug.)
C‘est la guerre, "That's the way war is," or brutality is
inherent in war, but also used the same way as "C'est la vie." Also
see at ―Fini, La Guerre est‖
coup d'etat, literally ―blow to, or stike at, the state,‖ a
takeover of power.
Some other common French phrases used in English:
Parlez-vous Francais? Do you speak French?
-- Que sera, sera – ―what will be, will be,‖ or stop worrying
about the future as you cannot change it—see at ―Que Sera, Sera.‖
-- tout suite, ―right now.‖
(Le) Mot, (the) word
mot juste, just the right word.
neuf, ―nine‖
neuf, neuve, ―new‖ –see at ―quoi de neuve.‖
-- noblesse oblige, ―the obligation of nobility,‖ meaning
burdens the rich must fulfill to maintain the good will of those less
fortunate.
-- après nous la deluge—after us, the flood, attributed to
Madame Pompadour. It indicates a cold-blooded indifference to
what comes after us.
-- au contraire, ―on the contrary.‖
-- au naturel, buffo, in the buff or pink, in one‘s birth suit.
-- coup de grace, ―the final blow.‖ ―La grace means mercy,
so I suppose this was a way of putting a dying person, or one
suffering terminal agonym out of their misery.
--demarcher, to walk away—see at marcher
--LÊtât c‘est Moi (The State, Its me!)—Louis XIV.
-- fait acompli, ―established fact,‖ denoting finality.
--je ne c'est quoi, literally ―I don't know.‖ Usually used
as ―He has je ne c'est quoi‖ denotes an indefinable
aura, or éclat possessed by someone.
--marche, walk
--marché, market.
--marcher, to walk
-- quelle surprise--,―what a surprise!‖
-- quoi de neuve--―what‘s new?‖
-- sans souci,--―without worry.‖
-- savoir faire--see at Savoir faire & at Savoir faire Joke.
-- s'il vous plait, literally, ―if it pleases you,‖ or just
―please,‖ or ―as you wish.)‖
-- tant pis, literally, ―so much the worse,‖, i.e., ―too bad.‖
French West Africa was Originally created in 1895 as
a union of Senegal, French Sudan, French Guinea and Côte
d'Ivoire (Ivory Coast). The federation was placed on a
permanent footing in 1904 with a governor-general based
first in Saint-Louis, then (from 1902) in Dakar (both in
Senegal, the oldest French settlement)—see at ―Chocolat.‖
French Undergroud in WW II were called Maquisards,
after the Italian word Macchie, pl. of Macchia, thicket.

Freedom of Speech—see below.
―Freedoms, The Four,‖ 7(10), are goals famously
articulated by by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in the
State of the Union Address he delivered to the 77th U. S.
Congress on January 6, 1941. In an address known as the ―Four
Freedoms Speech,‖ Roosevelt listed four points as fundamental
freedoms humans ―everywhere in the world‖ ought to enjoy:
1. Freedom of speech and expression,
2. Freedom of every person to worship in his own way,
3. Freedom from want,
4. Freedom from fear.
His inclusion of the latter two freedoms went beyond the
traditional American Constitutional values protected by the First
Amendment, and endorsed a right to economic security and an
internationalist view of foreign policy that have come to be central
tenets of modern American liberalism.. The latter ended with the
election of a sucession
of Republican presidents, e.g., Nixon in
1968 defeating
Humbert Humphrey, and the election of
Ronald Reagan,
defeating Carter, and the two father-son
presidents, George H. & George W. Bush/ (Clinton‘s two-terms
elinated the national debt, and ―W‘ ran up the biggest deficits in
Ameridan History, with much of it going to support the Iraq
War machine.
Freedom Wall in the National World War II Memorial
in Washington, D.C. (Google ―Freedom Wall‖ for photos.)

―Freeway Polka, The‖—see at Jean Shepherd.
―French: Do you speak French?‖—in French: Parlezvous Francais? At HolmesHigh School: I used to write the
French Column, in fact, jokes, for the school newspaper, the
Holmespun, in French! with the help of my French teacher, Miss
Rasch, or course!

―French Connection, The,‖ 25(39); 1971 exciting
movie about the international drug trade, starring Gene
Hackman, Roy Scheider, and Fernando Rey; The
―Connection‖ is New York and Marseilles; filmed on
locale. It is stated that the amount of money spent on illegal
drugs in the USA was over three times the amount of money
in circulation circulation at any given time—see p. 25(39).
Also see at French Resistence & at French Underground.

―French Lieutenant's Woman, The‖ is a 1969 novel
by John Fowles. The book was inspired by the 1823 novel
Ourika by Claire de Duras, which Fowles translated to
English in 1977 (and revised in 1994). Fowles was a great
fan of Thomas Hardy and in particular likened his own work
to that of Tess D`Uberville in Hardy's popular novel, Tess of
the d'Urbervilles. In 1981, the novel was adapted as a
feature film, and was adapted for the stage by Mark Healy
in a version which toured the UK in 2006—see below.

"French Lieutenant's Woman, The," the 1981 film
directed by Karel Reisz and adapted by playwright Harold
Pinter, based on the novel of the same title by John Fowles
& starring Meryl Streep and Jeremy Irons a large cast-edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Freahwater lakes—the largest: Siberia's Lake Baikal
is the world's largest freshwater lake in terms of volume. It
contains about 5521 cubic miles of water (23,000 cubic
kilometers), or approximately 20% of Earth's fresh surface water.
This is a volume of water approximately equivalent to all five of
the North American Great Lakes combined. Lake Superior, on the
US/Canada border is the freshwater lake with the greatest surface
area at 31,700 square miles (82,103 square kilometers). See at
Great Lakes.

French Phrases, see at French Words & Sayings.
French Resistance Forces in WW II, 143(256-57); also
see at Lucie Aubrac, Germaine Tillion, at ―Casablanca‖ &
―To Have and To Have Not.‖

French Words, Phrases & Sayings: ―Ah, the good
old days, when we were so unhappy‖—French saying,
147-148(263)
amour-propre, self-esteem.
Après moi, la deluge, literally, after me, the flood,‖
meaning ―I could care less‖--famous saying of one Louis
XIV, when asked what happens after he dies.
Ca marche, literally, that walks, similar to Ca va, below.
Ca va, literally, that goes, hence OK.

Fresno, California—see at William Saryoyan.
Freuchen, Peter (b. Lorenz Peter Elfred), 1886–1957,
a Danish explorer, writer & traveler, who spent many years
in Thule Greenland living with the Polar Inuit. He worked with
Knud Rassmussen, crossing the Greenland icecap with him.
Together with Therkel Mathiassen & Kaj Birket-Smith, he
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Frey, Linus (―Lonnie‖), Reds 2nd baseman, Ch. 37
Freytag, Stephen (―Steve‖), friend whom Molly & I

wrote a book about Rassmussen. He wrote other books, including
4 vols. of memoirs. He married three times: first, in 1911, to an
Inuit woman named who died in 1921 in the Spanish flu epidemic
after bearing two children, and later married twice again.
During World War II, Freuchen was actively involved with
the Danish resistance against the Germans, despite having lost a
leg some years earlier; he made a droll comment about Eskimo
women in one of his books,i.e.,in love-making―they pushed back!‖
215(391)n. According to Anne Fadiman on p. 171in ―At Large
and Small,‖ some Arctic explorers fathered children by Eskimo
women and abandoned them.

met while taking chelaton treatments. These lasted an hour
or so a session, over a period of several years, and to pass
the time, we began telling each other jokes—he had a
million of them! Steve was born in Jerome, PA, in 1934
where his father & his four brothers were coal miners who
spelled their patronymics various ways, e.g., Frytak. The
family moved to the Yorkville district of Manhattan, NY,
in 1935 when he was one-year-old. He grew up there selling
papers for a nickel making himself a profit of 2 cents a
copy. Steve is a veteran of the Korean war, having served
in Korea in the 24-th Army Division in 1954 & 16
months in all. Steve is retired from his job of substation
electrician for Amtrak Railroad. His wife, Katie, died in
2006 year & he lives alone in their home in Hopewell, NJ.
Also see at Yorkville.

Freud(e), German for pleasure(s), joy(s).
Freudeschaden:sadness at the pleasure or good luck
of others? See at Schadenfreude.

Freud, Martin, Sigmund‘s son: ―I didn‘t know the full
facts of life until I was seventeen. My father never talked
about his work [on sexuality],‖ Ch. 34, 109(204)

―Frida,‖ 2002 film about the life and art of Frida

Freud, Sigmund, 1856-1939, Austrian Physician,

Kahlo, that is itself a work of art. The accident Frida Kahlo
suffered at the age of 18 when a trolley car collided with a bus is
depicted-- she is impaled by a metal pole and the injuries she
sustained plague her for the rest of her life. To help her through
convalescence, her father brings her a canvas upon which to
start painting. Throughout the film a scene starts as a painting, then
slowly dissolves into a live-action scene with actors. Starring
Salma Hayek as Frida Kahlo, Alfred Molina as her husband, Diego
Rivera, , Geoffrey Rush (Leon Trotsky), Mía Maestro (Cristina
Kahlo), Ashley Judd (Tina Modotti), Antonio Banderas (David
Alfaro Siqueiros). Also see below.

Founder of Psychoanalysis, prolific & influential German
MD, leader of the psychoanalytic method of exposing deep- seated
or repressed fears through exploration by a trained psychologist.
Freud was a leading sexologist, who thought that sexual
repression was the etiology of most neuroses. See at Neurosis &
at Sex vs. Satisfaction. ―Anatomy is destiny,‖ 92(175); ―Freud
determined that our animal sickness, that is, the denial of our
bodies, caused mental sickness,‖ 74(121); ―Civilization and Its
Discontents,‖ 83(160), 91(173)n, 115(213);
-- on phobias: all phobias stem from the fear of death,
110(205); also see Martin Freud above, and at Penis-envy.
―Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar,‖ atttibuted to Freud as a rebuke
to those who pointed out the phallic shape of his cigars. (He was
addicted to them.)
Nothing Freudian about Ms. Settle‘s love for her students.
Not that I never thought about kissing her! But did I? 34(54)
Also see at Id, at Id, Ego & Super, and at Pleasure Principle.
Also see at Dog Philosophy, ―The Gods of Freud,‖ at Fetish & at
Phallus.
Glenn Fitkin remembers that we read & discussed Freud
at Corpus Christi while waiting to be discharged, 233(425)

―Frida‖ is a 2002 biographical film which depicts the
passionately professional and private life of the surrealist
Mexican painter Frida Kahlo. … The movie was adapted by
Clancy Sigal, Diane Lake, Gregory Nava, Anna Thomas and
Edward Norton (uncredited) from the book Frida: A Biography of
Frida Kahlo by Hayden Herrera. It was directed by Julie Taymor.
It won Oscars for Best Makeup and Best Original Music Score
(Elliot Goldenthal won it)—excerpt from Wikipedia.

Friday, the weekday, comes from the Old English
frigedæg, meaning the
day of Frige the Anglo-Saxon
form of Frigg, the Germanic goddess of beauty. In most Germanic
languages it is named after Freyja—such as Freitag in Modern
German, vrijdag in Dutch fredag in Swedish, Norwegian, and
Danish—but Freyja and Frigg are frequently identified with each
other. The word for Friday in most Romance languages is derived
from the name of Venus such as vendredi in French, venerdì in
Italian, viernes in Spanish, vineri in Romanian & in Latin
DiesVeneris. In Hindi, Friday is Shukravar, named for Shukra, the
Sanskrit name of the planet Venus. Russianuses an ordinal
numberfor this day of the week— piatnítsa,meaning ‗fifth.‖
Similarly, the Portuguese is sexta-feira—Wikipedia. Also see
at Frey, and at the other days of the week.

Freud as compulsive collector, as hero-worshiper,
and as a philander, see at ―The Gods of Freud.‖

Freud in a letter to Arthur Schnitzler: ―I have gained
the mpression that you have learned through intuition —
though actually as a result of sensitive introspection —
everything that I have had to unearth by laborious work
on other persons‖—see at Schnitzler.

Freudian slip. A ―slip of the lip‖ that indicates an
underlying or repressed thought, e.g., a radio announcer
who said, ―The breast in bed‖ instead of ―The best in bread.‖ It‘s
basically a result of the dual nature of man to tie
opposites
together. This idea is behind certain tests given by psychologist
that ask a person to immediately say the ―opposite‖ of a given
word. It can reveal a hidden desire when an unexpected opposite
pops out. Freud explored this At length in ―The Psycopathology of
Everyday Life‖ (1901), translated by A. A Brill (1914)
A disciple of Freud, Ernest B. Jones wote a readable 3 vol.
biography of Freud. Also see at Freud & at Penis Envy.

Friday—see at Robinson Crusoe, and at Joe Friday.
Friedan, Betty (Naomi), 1921-2006: With 27 others,
she founded National Organization of Women (NOW) on
October 22, 1966, three years after she wrote ―The Feminine
Mystique,‖ 103(194)--also see at Women‘s Lib.
In June, 1966, Betty Friedan and 27 other women and men
founded NOW, which has grown into the United States' largest feminist
organization. Later that year she was elected NOW's first president, and
her fame as an author helped attract hundreds of thousands of women
to the new organization. Friedan and Dr. Pauli Murray co-authored
NOW's original Statement of Purpose, which began, "The purpose of
NOW is to take action to bring women into full participation in the
mainstream of American society now, exercising all the privileges and
responsibilities thereof in truly equal partnership with men." Friedan
was NOW's president from 1966 to 1970. During that time we lobbied
the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to enforce

Freud‘s sister, Esther Adolphine died at Theresienstadt—
see at Therersienstadt, a German Concentration Camp..

Frey, in mythology is the Norse god of peace, good
weather, prosperity & bountiful crops. His sister, Freya is
the goddess of love & beauty, i.e., Venus in Latin myth.
Friday is derived from this, and in German, Friday is
Freitag, i.e., Freytag, or Frey's day. In Spanish, Viernes is
Friday, in Latin Dies Veneris. Venereal also comes from
Venus, so venereal disease is love's disease—see at Venus.
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laws against sex discrimination in employment, and to ban ads that
were segregated by sex. We forced airlines to change their policies that
permitted only female flight attendants, and required them to resign
once they married or turned 32. And in a key achievement, NOW
convinced President Johnson to sign an Executive Order barring sex
discrimination by federal contractors. In 1968, NOW became the first
national organization to endorse the legalization of abortion—from a
memorial to Friedan Feb. 4, 2006, at this link:
http://www.now.org/press/02-06/02-04.html

Carter. The Soft Winds was not a major commercial success
during its five-year existence, but the trio recorded many songs &
developed a fine reputation in later years among aficionados. The
members co-wrote "Detour Ahead" and "I Told You I Love
You, Now Get Out," both of which have been widely performed
by other artists. One of his more memorable assignments came in
1941, when he was asked to join the touring big band of movie
comedian Chico Marx, the Marx Brother who specialized in
ludicrous Italian accents. They worked out a recurring gag where
Marx would say, "Aye, Johnny, bringa da violin down. Do you
kn ow 'Gypsy Love Song?' "Mr. Frigo: "I don't know the verse; I
know the chorus. If you play the verse, I'll noodle on the violin."
Marx: "Okay, you noodle on the violin, and I'll spaghetti on the
piano"--edited from the July 6, 2007 obituary by Adam Bernstein
of the Washington Post.
―Born in Chicago, Frigo began his musical career at Curtis
Junior High School playing the violin, and later the tuba. He taught
himself the trumpet for fun, and then took up the double bass,
which became his main instrument for some decades…In a
professional jazz career that spanned 65 years Johnny Frigo never
quite became a household name, although, like Woody Allen‘s
fictional character Leonard Zelig, he was clearly noticeable at a
huge number of points in history. He played a significant part in
the development of jazz and popular music, playing the double
bass and violin, and composing some enduring standard songs"-from the Times On Line story of July 16, 2007.

Friedländer, Saul, see at Nazi Germany & the Jews.
Friedman, Bruce Jay, was aised in the Bronx, NY,
attended Missouri U.,majoring in a journalism, and served as
a Lieutenant in the US Air Force from 1951 to 1953.--see at

Jewish Mothers.

Friedrich, Dr. Otto, born in 1929 in USA. See at
Bananas. Also checkout his Website.

Friend, Cliff--see at ―Lovesick Blues.‖
Friend, David, see at ―The Meaning of Life,
Reflections in Words & Pictures Why We Are Here‖

―Friend in need is a friend indeed, A‖--Proverb.
Friends: ―The only way to have a friend is to be one‖
--Emerson in Friendship, Essays, First Series, 1841; ―Fairweather friends abound; foul-weather friends never
around‖— Anonymous; ―If people knew what others think
about them, there wouldn‘t be four friends in the whole
world‖—Pascal, Ch. 45; ‖… to have a friend takes time‖ –
see at Georgia O‘Keeffe & also see at Breeding & at
Iaccoca.

Frisbee is a trademark used for a plastic disk-shaped
object that players throw & catch advancing towards the
goal line through a team of defenders. An advance must be
thrown, & once caught by a player, the player remains stationary,
hence minimal physical contact.
Two versions on how it came to be: (1) The disk was named
after a cartoon character, ―Dr. Frisbie,‖ by Ed Headrick who
designed the commercial Frisbee—NY Times Obit of Headrick,
July 14, 2002; (2) The modern day Frisbees are developed from the
―Flying-Saucer,‖ originally invented by Fred Morrison & codeveloped & financed by Warren Franscioni in 1948. However,
that initial disc was largely unsuccessful. A later model made by
Morrison in 1955 & sold as the "Pluto Platter" was bought by
Wham-O on January 13, 1957. In the next year, Wham-O renamed
the toy ―Frisbee," a (probably deliberate) misspelling of the name
of the Frisbie Pie Company of Bridgeport, Connecticut, whose pie
tins had been used by Yale students in the campus for similar
purposes—from the Wikipedia
Frisch, Max, author of ―I‘m Not Stiller,‖ 238(432), &
―Homo Faber‖—see at Homo faber; also see at
Identity, at ―Popeye,‖ at ―I‘m Not Stiller.‖

―Friends, Romans, Countrymen, lend me your ears, I
come to bury Caesar, not to praise him, / The evil that men
do lives after them, / the good is oft interred with therir
bones‖—Shakespeare‘s Julius Caesar, see Bartlett. Also see
at Metonym.

Friends, Some of My —there are many listed and
identifiied in this Index & Glossary; also see at
Carl‘s
Friends, at Carl‘s Navy Pals, at Holmes High School
Friends, at Mathematics Friends & at RT Friends.

―Friendly Fire,‖ a euphemism applied to the killing
of one‘s own troops. See at Surgical Strike.

Friendship, A, D, AA, love is the basis of friendship.
I think of Mary‘s teacher‘s reply to the class‘ query as to
why the lamb followed her to school: Why does lamb love
Mary so? / Because Mary loves the lamb you know, / The
teacher did reply, R, xvi; ―Friendship is seen through the
heart not the eyes,‖ Helen Keller, Borealis Press, # 343.
―Before the flowers of friendship faded, friendship faded‖—
Gertrude Stein (Title, written 1930), (378)n; "Who finds a
faithful friend, finds a treasure" -- Jewish saying; ―What is
a friend? A single soul dwelling in two bodies‖ – Aristotle;
―Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow. Don't walk
behind me, I may not lead. Just walk beside me and be my
friend‖-- Albert Camus;"The only way to have a friend is to
be one" -- Ralph Waldo Emerson ; The best way to destroy
an enemy is to make him a friend.-- Abraham Lincoln;
―Hold a true friend with both your hands‖-- Nigerian
Proverb; "A faithful friend is the medicine of life" –
Apocryphia; also see at Iacocca, at ―Carl‘s gratitude, or
love, or both,‖ at Carl‘s Herman St., Grade School &
High School Friends, Navy Pals & YWCA friends.

Frisco, see at ―San Francisco‖ & ―Hello Frisco.. .‖
―Fritz:‖ ―Hans & -- ‖, Katzenjammer kids, 95(182)
Mama called Fred ―Sniggle Fritz.‖

Fritz, a WW I epithet for a German soldier. (Kraut
is another.) Also used to denote something not working
properly, in which case one says ―it‘s on the fritz.‖

Froebel, Friedrich (Wilhem August), 1792-1852.
German education reformer, who began teaching in 1805,
and in 1916 put into practice his educ. system whose aim was to
help the child‘s mind grow naturally & spontaneiously, as
expended in a treatise (The Education of Man) in 1826. In 1836,
he opened his first kindergarten & spent the rest of his life
organizing other such schools.
In 1840 he created the word kindergarten for the Play and
Activity Institute he had founded in 1837 at Bad Blankenburg for
young children. He designed the educational materials known as
Froebel Gifts, or Fröbelgaben, which included geometric building
blocks and pattern activity blocks. A book entitled Inventing
Kindergarten, by Norman Brosterman, examines the influence of
Friedrich Froebel on Frank Lloyd Wright and modern art.

Frigo, Johnny, 1916-2007, a jazz violinist and bassist
who helped start the Soft Winds Trio and co-wrote such
standards as "Detour Ahead" and "I Told You I Love You, Now
Get Out," died at age 90, July 4 at Weiss Memorial Hospital in
Chicago. He suffered complications from a fall.
Mr. Frigo formed the Soft Winds jazz trio in 1947 with
two Dorsey colleagues, guitarist Herb Ellis and pianist Lou
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―Frost/Nixon,‖a 2006 play by Perter Morgan, and a

Unfortunately, his ideals were often subverted by
disciplinarians: when my two daughters, Heidi & Cindy, were in
Kindergarten in Heidelberg in 1959--1960, the Sisters who ran the
place severely disciplined them for minor infractions by whacking
a ruler across their knuckles!
Froebel quote: Children need to ―learn the language of
things before they learn the language of words‖--

2008 film based on it, directed by Ron Howard, with Frank
Langella (Nixon) & Michael Sheen (Frost). A dramatic retelling
of the post-Watergate television interviews, a legendary
battle between Richard Nixon, the disgraced president with a
legacy to save, and David Frost, a jet-setting British TV
personality with a name to make, and the story of the historic
encounter that changed both their lives. For three years after being
forced from office, Nixon remained silent. But in summer 1977,
the steely, cunning former commander-in-chief agreed to sit for
one all-inclusive interview to confront the questions of his time in
office and the Watergate scandal that ended his presidency. Nixon
surprised everyone in selected Frost as his TV confessor,
intending to easily outfox the breezy British showman and secure a
place in the hearts and minds of Americans (as well as a $600,000
fee). Likewise, Frost's team harbored doubts about their boss'
ability to hold his own. But as cameras rolled, a charged battle of
wits resulted and ended with a tacit admission of guilt regarding
his role in the Watergate scandal--edited excerpts from the
Amazon.com review written by alfiehitchie, and a bit from
Wikipedia.

―Frog and the Princess, The‖ 94(180)
"From Here to Etenity" 1953 film. Snynopsis: The
scene is Schofield Army Barracks on Oahu, the 3-rd largest
and chief Island of Hawaii , in the languid days before the attack
on Pearl Harbor, where James Jones' acclaimed war novel From
Here to Eternity brought the aspirations and frustrations of several
people sharply into focus.
Sergeant Milt Warden (Burt Lancaster) enters into an affair
with Karen (Deborah Kerr), the flaming-red-headed wife of his
commanding officer. Private Robert E. Lee "Prew" Prewitt
(Montgomery Clift) is a loner who lives by his own code of ethics
and communicates better with his bugle than he does with words.
Prew's best friend is wisecracking Maggio (Frank Sinatra, in an
Oscar-winning performance that revived his flagging career), who
has been targeted for persecution by sadistic stockade sergeant
Fatso Judson (Ernest Borgnine).
Rounding out the principals is Alma Lorene (Donna Reed),
a ―hostess‖ at the euphemistically named whorehouse The New
Congress Club. All these melodramatic joys and sufferings are
swept away by the Japanese attack on the morning of December 7.
No words could do justice to the film's most famous scene: the
nocturnal romantic rendezvous on the beach, with Burt Lancaster's
and Deborah Kerr's bodies intertwining as the waves crash over
them
The film based on the 1951 novel of the same name by
James Jones--about the troubles of soldiers stationed on Oahu,
Hawaii in the days just before the attack on Pearl Harbor. The
material of the rather explicit novel had to be considerably toned
down to appease the censors of the time.For example, in the famous

Frost, Robert (Lee),1874-1963, a foremost poet,
born in San Francisco & taken to his family‘s farm in New
England when he was 10,
Frost wrote The Gift Outright,, 7(10), which he read it at
JFK‘s Innaugural, 211(384)—it appears tht he ahad that
memorized, and could‘t read the poem he brought with him; also
see at Fire and Ice.
Frost‘s poems may be found in any anthology of American
lit., e.g., Norton‘s, ―The Amer. Heritage Hist. of the Writer in
America,‖ or Bartlett.
―Home is the place where, when you go there, they have to
take you in,‖ Ch. 13, 70(115);
―This land was ours before we were the land‘s,‖ 7(10);
―Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—I took the one less traveled
by, And that has made all the difference‖—from The Road Not
Taken (1915), 59(96);
―Forgive, O Lord, my little jokes on Thee, And I will
forgive Thy great big one on me‖—In the Clearing, 1962
Also see at Diplomat, at ―Mending wall,‖ at Poem, at Ezra
Pound & at ―Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening.‖

beach scene, it is less obvious that Deborah Kerr &Burt Lancaster's
characters (Karen Holmes, the wife of Cpt. Dana Holmes & 1st. Sgt.
Milton Warden, resp.) have actually been having sex than it is in the
novel.

Oscars (1953): Best B&W Cinematography, Best director-Fred Zinnemann, Best Film Editing, Best Picture; for her role as
the prostitute 'Lorene' Burke, Donna Reed won the Best
Supporting Actress Oscar; and as the likable loser Maggio, Sinatra
won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor Also see at James Jones &
at Donna Reed.

Frugal life—see at Kazantakis & at ―Walden.‖
Fruit fly is a small insect that eats decaying fruit.
Victoria Meller, asst. prof. of biology , with grad student
Barbara Rattner & dept. staff, studied the genome of fruit
flies. Fruit flies have approximately
12,000 to 15,000
genes compared with some 30,000 to 50,000 genes of
humans—from the Web at Genes of Fruit
Flies.

Frontal nudity ―in major motion pictures‖—see at
―Women in Love.‖

Frost, David Paradine, OBE, born 1939 in Tenterton,

―Fruits are sweet, but stolen fruits are sweeter still,‖

Kent, England, is a satirist and television presenter, famed
as both a pioneer of TV satire and for a series of legendary
political interviews. He currently presents a weekly programme,
Frost Over The World, on Al Jazeera English. Frost was chosen by
writer and producer Ned Sherrin to host a pioneering satirical
programme called That Was The Week That Was (TWTWTW,alias
TW3). This caught the wave of the satire boom in 1960s Britain
and became enormously popular. TW3 was the last piece of
scheduled programming broadcast by the BBC on a Saturday, and
regularly overran its time slot. Frost is the only person to have
interviewed all six British prime ministers serving between 1964
and 2007 (Harold Wilson, Edward Heath, James Callaghan,
Margaret Thatcher, John Major and Tony Blair) and the seven US
presidents in office since 1969 (Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford,
Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton
and George W. Bush). He was also the last person to interview
Mohammad Reza Shah the last Shah of Iran.

Ch. 25; also see at Melodies & at Stolen Pleasures.

Fu Manchu, Dr. is a fictional character first
featured in a series of novels by English author Sax
Rohmer during the first half of the 20th century. The
character was also featured extensively in cinema,
television, radio, comic strips, and comic books for over 90
years and has become an archetype of evil criminal
genius—Wikipedia.

Fuchs, Klaus,1912-1988. In 1950 he was sentenced
to 14 years imprisonment by Britain for disclosing nuclear
secrets to USSR that he had acquired working at Los
Alamos. If he had been an American, he no doubt he would
have been executed for his perfidy. See at A-Bomb Secrets
& at Haryy Gold.

Fuck, Anglo-Saxon word that fell into disrepute after
the Normn Invasion. See at Latin.

―Fucking off,‖ slang for masturbation, 56(91)
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―Fuckup,‖ slang for mess up or an incompetent

―Funny Lady‖a 1976 sequel, with Streisand, Sharif,

person. Also, untranslateable, as in :Sut the fuck up!‖ See at
Mar Guiu.

James Caan, Roddy McDowall & others. Harold Ross
directed.

―Führer, Der‖ (also Der Fuehrer), R, li, Ch. 47;

―Funny, Seriously,‖ see at Seriously Funny.
―Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum,

is German for leader, or guide & in the 1930‘s & WW II, it
refered to Hitler. Also see at Kaiser & at Swastika. Führer
also means driver; Führerschiein means driving or driver‘s
licence.

―Fuehrer‘s Song:‖

A, ‖ is a musical with music and lyrics by Stephen
Sondheim and a book by Burt Shevelove & Larry Gelbart that
opened on Broadway May 8, 1962 at the Alvin Theatre. Directed
by Broadway legend George Abbott and produced by Hal Prince, it
ran 964 performances.
Inspired by the farces of the ancient Roman playwright
Plautus (251–183 BC), esp. Pseudolus, Miles Gloriosus &
Mostellaria, it tells the bawdy story of a slave named Pseudolus
and his attempts to win his freedom by helping his young 7aster
woo the girl next door. The plot displays many classic elements of
farce, including puns, a two-tiered set with many doors, cases of
mistaken identity (frequently involving characters disguising
themselves as one another), and satirical comments on social class.
The show's creators originally wanted Phil Silvers in the
lead role of Pseudolus, but he turned them down (allegedly
because he would have to perform onstage without his glasses, and
his vision was so poor, he feared tripping into the orchestra pit).
So did MiltonBerle. Eventually, Zero Mostel was cast.
Besides Mostel, the musical featured a cast of seasoned
performers, including Jack Gilford (Mostel's friend & fellow
blacklist member), David Burns, John Carradine, Ruth Kobart &
Raymond Walburn. The young lovers were played by Brian
Davies and Preshy Marker. Karen Black, originally cast as the
ingenue, was replaced out of town. The show won several Tony
Awards: best musical, best actor, best supporting actor (Burns),
best book & best director. Also see at the song ―Lovely.‖

―When the Fuehrer said,

‗They‘ll never bomb this place.‘ Sieg Heil, Sieg Heil Right
in the Fuehrer‘s face. Not to love the Fuehrer is a great
disgrace. Sieg Heil, Sieg Heil, etc.‖ Ch. 47; also see at
Superrace.

Fulbright, William J. (1905-1995), Rhodes Scholar
from Missouri, he returned to his alma Mater, the U. of
Arkansas (BA in 1925), to teach law--he served as its president,
1939-194). Elected to Congress as a Democratic representative
from that state in 1942; two years later he went to the US Senate,
where he sponsored the 1946 Fulbright Act. Pres. Truman signed
it into law on aug. 1, 1946. As chair of the Senate Foreign relations
committee, Fulbright became a makor critic of the Vietnam war.
He lost his senate seat in 1974.
I had a Fulbright Postdoctoral Fellowship to Heidelberg in
1959-1960, 21(31), 183(318), AA

Fuld, Mrs. Felix (nee Caroline Bamberger), sister of
Louis Bamberger, and co-founder of the Inst. for Adv.
Study. The main building at the Inst. is named Fuld Hall.
See at Louis Bamberger.

Full speed ahead in nautical lingo is ―amain.
Fuller, Margaret (née Sarah Margaret Fuller Ossoli),

―Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum,‖

1810—1850, was a journalist, critic and women's rights
activist associated with the American transcendental
movement. She was the first full-time female book reviewer
in journalism & the first female foreign correspondent. Her
book Woman in the Nineteenth Century is considered the
first major feminist work in the United States--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.

1966 film was directed by Richard Lester, with Zero Mostel
(Pseudolus) & Jack Gilford (Hysterium) recreating their
stage roles, and Phil Silvers (Marcus Lycus) & Buster
Keaton (Erronious) new for the film--check the web for the
large cast.

―Funny You Should Say That, Amusing Remarks

Fu Man Chu, see at Fu.
Fun: ―If you obey all the rules, you‘ll lose all the fun‖

from Cicero to the Simpson, Andrew Martin (Editor),
Overlook Press, 2005, 528 pp., paperback.

— Katherine Hepburn quoted in Borealis Press # RS 226

Fürstenberg/Havel,

Fun, Anyone? ―Whatever is funny is subversive‖--

region

of

Germany

where

Ravenbrück Concentration Camp was located. -see at
Ravenbrück.

George Orwell-- see at at ―Jokes as Rebellion.‖

Fun and Games, Ch. 22; also see at Games.
Funnies,or funny papes—see Comics Strip (Heroes.)
―Funny Face‖ This is a 1957 filmed version of the

Fussell, Paul, R, born 1924 Pasadena, CA, educated
at Pomona College, he earned a Harvard Ph. D. in history.
A former Rutgers U. historian (& a colleague of mine), 140(252),
140(252)n, he is Prof. Emeritus a the U. of Penn. He gave his
reason ―Why there was no S.O.S. to save the Jews,‖ 173(303); he
wrote the ―Great War and Modern Memory‖ & ― Wartime,‖ R,
xlix; a 2-nd Looie in WW II, Fussell‘s division came up southern
France from the Riviera invasion & he recorded the massive
carnage & stench that it encountered. Also see at Denny Sullivan,
140(253) & at ―Great War & Modern Memory.‖

Gershwins' 1927 Broadway musical Funny Face, starring
the play's original star, Fred Astaire, and several of the original
tunes, then goes merrily off on its own. Astaire is cast as as fashion
photographer Dick Avery (a character based on Richard Avedon,
the film's "visual consultant"), who is sent out by his female boss
Maggie Prescott (Kay Thompson) to find a "new face". It doesn't
take Dick long to discover Jo (Audrey Hepburn, who does her own
singing), an owlish Greenwich Village bookstore clerk. Songs:
"Funny Face," "How Long Has This Been Going On," "Let's Kiss
and Make Up" & others. Directed by Stanley Doren.

Fussell‘s Rage: Fussell was drafted into the Army in
1943, at age 19. In October 1944 he landed in France, as
part of the 103rd Infantry Division. On November 11th, he
experienced his first night on the front lines. He was wounded
while fighting in France as a second lieutenant. Fussell suffered
from depression and rage for years following his military service.
In his 1996 autobiography he associated this condition with the
dehumanization of his military service and his anger at the way the
US government and popular culture romanticized warfare.

―Funny Girl‖ is a 1964 Broadway musical based on
the life of Fanny Brice that ran for 1348 performances,
directed by Garson Kanin with music by Jules Styne &
lyrics by Walter Scharf, e.g., ―Funny Lady‖ & ―Second
Hand Rose‖

―Funny Girl‖ is a 1968 movie on the same theme in

Gabin, Jean, 1904-1976, a popular but egotistical &

which Barbra Streisand made her movie debut. With Omar
Sharif , Walter Pidgeon & others.

temperamental French actor. whom msny French males
identified with. He joined General Charles de Gaulle‘s Free
French Forces & earned the Médaille Militaire and a Croix de
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Guerre for his wartime valor fighting with the Allies in North
Africa. Following D-Day, Gabin was part of the military
contingent that entered liberated Paris. Captured on film by the
media is a scene where an anxious Marlene Dietrich is waiting in
the crowd--when she spots Gabin on a tank, she rushes over to
him. (Shades of Casablanca?) Also see at Jean Renoir& at ―The
Lower Depths‖--for more, go to Gabin‘s Website. Also see at
Charles Boyer.

always been the most disciplined of writers, sitting early in the
morning before his trusty Macintosh, the magical, poetic words
that have defined Latin America spilling from his head. That part
never changed. But then he learned in 1999 that he had lymphatic
cancer. He promptly cloistered himself with a single-minded
pursuit not seen perhaps since he wrote the 1967 masterpiece,
'‖One Hundred Years of Solitude,‖' in a little more than a year, his
only vice a steady supply of cigarettes provided by his wife,
Mercedes. The first volume of his memoirs, ―To Live to Tell it‖
(Vivir Para Contarla, 2002) '‖It reads like a novel, but it's at the
same time a chronicle of the author's life and a reportage of half a
century of Colombia's reality,‖' said Roberto Pombo, a close friend
and editor of the Mexican edition of Cambio, the Colombian news
magazine owned by GarcÃa MÃ¡rquez (the Brazilian spelling of
García Márquez.)--edited excerpts from Wikipedia. Also see at
―The Autumn of the Patriarch‖ and at ―One Hundred Years of
Solitude.‖ He once called Pablo Neruda ―the greatest poet of the
20th century in any language.‖

Gable, Clark, 1901-1960, starred in ―Gone With the
Wind,‖ with the then shocking line to Scarlett O‘Hara
―Frankly, my dear, I don‘t give a damn.‖ (This differs a bit
from the line in the novel.) He appeared shirtless in a movie
& that did in the standard undershirt everyone wore then,
16(23). Also see at Ipana Smile, Wallace Beery, at Carole
Lombard (especially the last sentences), at Estelle Reiner &
at ―San Francicso.‖

Gabler, Neal--see at ―Walt Disney: The Biography‖
Gabor, Dennis (né Gábor Dénes), a Physicist born in

Gabor, Zsa Zsa, b. 1919, Hungarian born actress.

Budapest, he obtained a Ph.D. in Engineering in Berlin
(1927). Having fled from Nazi Germany in 1933, Gabor was
invited to Britain to work at the development department of the
British Thomson-Houston company in Rugby, Warwickshire.
During his time in Rugby, he met Marjorie Butler, and they
married in 1936. It was while working at British ThomsonHouston that he invented holography, in 1947. He was awarded a
1971 Nobel Prize in Physics for the techniquie of holography, a
method of
photographically recording and reproducing 3dimensional images—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
García Márquez, Gabriel, José de la Concordiab, born
1927 to Gabriel Eligio García and Luisa Santiaga
Márquez in the town of Aracataca, Colombia, he is a novelist,
short-story writer, screenwriter and journalist.
García Márquez, familiarly known as ―Gabo‖ in his native
country, is considered one of the most significant authors of the
20th century. In 1982, he was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Literature.
He pursued a self-directed education that resulted in his
leaving law school for a career in journalism. From early on, he
showed no inhibitions in his criticism of Colombian and foreign
politics. In 1958, he married Mercedes Barcha; they have two sons,
Rodrigo and Gonzalo.
Soon after García Márquez was born, his father became a
pharmacist. In January 1929, his parents moved to Baranquilla,
while García Marquez stayed in Aracataca. He was raised by his
maternal grandparents, Doña Tranquilina Iguarán and Colonel
Nicolás Ricardo Márquez Mejía. When he was eight, his
grandfather died, and he moved to his parents' home in
Barranquilla where his father owned a pharmacy. This is all
detailed in his Memoirs.
He started as a journalist, and has written many acclaimed
non-fiction works and short stories, but is best-known for his
novels, such as One Hundred Years of Solitude (1967), Autumn of
the Patriarch (El otoño del patriarca, 1975), Chronicle of a Death
Foretold (1981), Love in the Time of Cholera (1985), The General
in His Labyrinth (1989), Of Love and Other Demons (1994) &
Memories of My Melancholy Whores (2004).
His works have achieved significant critical acclaim and
widespread commercial success, most notably for popularizing a
literary style labeled as magical realism, which uses magical
elements and events in otherwise ordinary and realistic situations.
Some of his works are set in a fictional village called Macondo,
and most of them express the theme of solitude--see at Autumn of
the Patriarch in this regard.
His Novellas are: Leaf Storm (1955), No One Writes to the
Colonel (1961 in Spanish), written in 1956-1957) & In Evil Hour
(1962); short stories Innocent Eréndira, and Other Stories (1978),
Collected Stories (1984) & Strange Pilgrims (1993). He had

When asked how many husbands she had had, She
reportedly said, ―You mean apart from my own?‖ About a
former husband, ―We were both in love with George
Sanders.‖ About attracting men:…let them think you‘re
rich—it‘s the greatest aphrodisiac—quoted Feb. 28, 1999 in
the NY Times Magazine about Valentines. See ―Cassell‘s
Movie Quotations‖ & see at Sanders--he returned the favor!

Gaea, also Ge, or Gaia, in Greek Mythology:
goddess of the Earth—she married Uranus & was the
mother of the Titans & the Cylcopes.
Gaels are an ethno-linguistic group which originated in
Ireland and subsequently spread to Scotland and the Isle of
Man. They are speakers of the Goidelic (or Gaelic)
languages – Irish Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic and Manx Gaelic.
The Gaelic languages are a branch of the Insular Celtic
languages of the British Isles. The other branch of Insular
Celtic is Brythonic. Their worldwide population is about
half million, with a quarter million in Ireland, 90,000 in N.
Ireleand, 60, 000 in Scotland & 25,000 in USA (roundoff
figures.)

Gaels: ―For the Great Gaels of Ireland / Are the men
that God mad mad, / For all their wars aare
merry, / And
all their ballads sad—G, K. Chesterdon, The Ballad of the
White Horse, 1911, bk. 11 (in Bartlett.

Gaff 1. A large hook attached to a long pool used by
fishermen, sailors or longshorement. 2. Nautical. A spar
attached to a mast and used to extend the upper edge of a
fore-and –aft sail. Also Slang. A trick or gimmick, esp. one
used in a swindle to to rig a game.

Gaffe also gaff, a clumsy social error, a faux pas 2. A
blantant mistake or misjudgement. From old French —see
at ―Mind the Gaffe!‖

Gaga Informal. 1. Overawed, or craxy. 2. Completely
absorbed, infaturated or excited: They were gaga over the
new styles.

Gage, Nicholas, ―Eleni‖ a 1985 film based on his
memoir of the same title.

―Gal in Kalamazoo, I‘ve Got a‖—see a Kalamazoo.
Galbraith, John Kenneth, economist, wrote ―The
Aflluent Society,‖ 1955

Galison, Peter Louis, author of ―Einstein‘s Clocks,
Poincaré‘s Maps: Empires of Time,‖ Norton, 2004.

Gall wasps—see at Kinsey, who studied them.
Galileo hypothesized that the planets revolved in
circular paths around the sun. This was revolutionary
because Earth was no longer the center of the Solar
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System, and he was tried and punished. Had to recant, but
famously said, ―Yet the Earth does move,‖ 76(125) Also
see at Pisa, Famous for its leaning tower and for an
experiment that Galileo performed there.

the mad destruction is wrought under the name of totalitarianism or
the holy name of liberty or democracy?--Speech by Gandhi at
Shahi Bag, 18 Mar. 1922, in Young India, Mar. 23, 1922,
142(255); ―Nonviolence and truth (Satya) are inseparable and
presuppose each other.‖ in ―True patriotism: Some sayings of
Mahatma Gandhi,‖ 1939

―Galileo, The Life of‖ (Leben des Galileo). 1937-39
play by Bertold Brecht See at Charles Laughton about the
American production of this play.

―There is no god higher than truth‖---from True patriotism:
Some sayings of Mahatma Gandhi, 1939, 142(255): he was a
vegetarian because he didn‘t want any living creature killed for
food & because he thought that meat made a person aggressive.
(About the latter, he seemed not to realize how his aggressive his
doctrine of passivity is. In psychology, it is called ―passiveaggressive;‖ or ―aggressively passive‖?)
Gandhi was assassinated by a rabid Hindu who was against
the Partition of India in a Hindu state & a Moslem country named
Pakistan. A large book of photographs on his career & Hindu
funeral appears in ―Gandhi‖ by Peter Ruhe, photos ed. by Sophie
Spencer-Woods & historical research by Terrrence McNamee,
pub. by Phaidon, New York & London, 2001.

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933; see at Eyes.
Galveston, TX flood of 1900. A storm created a 16 ft. surge
from the Gulf of Mexico killing at least 6,000 people were
killed,about one-sixth of the population, 10,000 were left
homeless, and 3,600 buildings were destroyed. (This from a Sept.
13, 2008 AP story in the Times (of Trenton, NJ.) Also see at
Johnstown, PA flood of 1889.

Gam, Rita actress born 1928 in Pittsburgh, PA, whose
career began on Broadway and in TV, after which she
moved on to films, appearing first in the 1952 film noir The Thief
with Ray Milland. Another notable role was Herodias in the 1961
film King of Kings. She won the Silver Bear for Best Actress
award at the 1962's Berlin Film Festival for her performance in
Tad Danielewski's No exit. She appeared in a few more American
films before finding work in Europe. Gam returned to the U.S. to
appear in small parts in films, including Klute in 1971, before
taking up documentary film making.

Gandhi on Western civitlization: When asked what
he thought of it, Mohatma Gandhi quipped, ―I think it
would be a good idea!‖

―Gandhi,‖ 1982 movie about Gandhi‘s progression
from a young lawyer in S. Africa, to his role as the leader of
the people of India to Independence within the
Commonweatlth of Great Britain, and his use of ―passiveresistance‖against the British rulers,‖ starring Ben Kingsley
as Gandhi, and directed by Richard Attenborough. Winner
of 8 Oscars, includng best film, best actor & best director.

Gambling puns, from a NY Times Crossword Puzzle:
Gambling actor? Orson Beano; Gambling
singer?
Bingo Crosby; Gambling baseball player? Keno Griffey;
Gambling former senator: Trent Lotto.

Games, see Fun & Games, Ch. 22; Backgammon,
Chinese Checkers, Dominoes, Rook, 65(107); ―Ins and Outs
of Games‖ 66(108); also see Double-Dutch, Fifty-TwoPickup, Go-Sheepie-Go; Hide-Go-Seek, Ice and Street
Hockey (see at Shinny), Kick- the-Can, Leap-Frog, Pattycake (Pat-a-cake), Peeing (e.g., crossing piss-streams, or
pee-the-farthest, or highest), Pickup Jacks (Cards, Sticks),
Pin-ball machine, Ping-Pong, Red Rover, Soapbox races,
Tag, Yo-yos & three games I almost forgot:Snap-the-Whip,
Spin-the-bottle & Stare-ing. Also see at Play.

Gang, the Herman St., Chs. 5, 8, 18 & 19, p. 191(351)
―Gangs of New York, The‖ is a 1928 novel by
Herbert Asbury, and a 2002 movie adapted & directed by
Martin Scorcese, starring Leonardo DiCapri. Daniel DayLewis, Cameron Diaz & Liam Neeson & a large cast of
others.

Ganges (Hindi Ganga), river of North India and
Bangladesh (which was a part of India before the 1947
partition, which split off the prominent Moslem parts of Inda into
West and East Pakistan. East Pakistan became Bangladesh in
1971after it waged a war of Independence—see at Bangladesh.)

Gamma is the third element of the Greek Alphabet,
following Alpha and Beta. Alpha particles in radioactivity
are Hydrogen nuclei, At. No. 1. Beta particles in radioactivity are
electrons, and the third observed radiaton from radioactivity were
gamma rays—see below.

Gamma

rays

are

generally

characterized

Held sacred by followers of Hinduism, Ganga is formed from
five headstreams rising in Uttaranchal state. On its 1,560-mi (2,510km) course, it flows southeast through the Indian states of Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, and West Bengal. In central Bangladesh it is joined
by the Brahmaputra and Meghna rivers. Their combined waters (called
the Padma River) empty into the Bay of Bengal and form a delta 220
mi (354 km) wide, which is shared by India and Bangladesh. Its plain is
one of the most fertile and densely populated regions in the world.
Millions of Hindus bathe in the river annually at special holy places
(tirthas). Many cast the ashes of their dead into its waters, and
cremation temples are found along its banks in numerous places—
Online Brittanica. Also see at Indus.

as

electromagnetic radiation (EMR) having the highest
frequency and energy, and also the shortest wavelength, within the
EMR spectrum, i.e. high energy photons. Due to their high energy
content, they are able to cause serious damage when absorbed by
living cells—see at A-Bombing of Japan., 179(313). Also see at
Radiotherapy & at ―The Effect of Gamma Rays etc.‖

Gandhi, Mahatma (Mohandis K.) Mahatma is a
Tibetan & Indian term for a person of great knowledge &
humanity; he was influenced by Tolstoi & Christ on non-violence,
77(126), 142(255); -- ―Indian Christ,‖ 77(126);
On March 12, 1930, Gandhi began a 200 mile march to
protest the British tax on salt. This illustrated Gandhi‘s concept of
passive-resistance that led to Indian independence. Hordes of
Indians joined him on the March.
―Strength doesn‘t come from physical capacity. It comes
from indomitable will‖—see Zen Soup (Biblio.)
―You must be the change you wish to see in the world,‖
T1, 16(24). As a teacher, I used Gandhi‘s wisdom this way: I
told students, ―When you are pointing your finger to at someone,
try turning your finger towards your-self & see how hard it is,
16(24)n; Gandhi vs. Patrick Henry, 142(255);―What difference
does it make to the dead, the orphans, and the homeless whether

―Gantry, Elmer‖, 86-87(166); see at (Rev.) Steger.
Garbo, Greta (née Greta Lovisa Gustafsson),19051990, born in Stockholm, Sweden. Regarded as one of the
greatest and most inscrutable movie stars ever produced by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and the Hollywood studio system.
f a quote attributed to her, ―I want to be alone.‖ She claimed
that she said ―I want to be let alone.‖ Nevertheless, she did say it to
Barymore in The Grand Hotel.
Her low, husky voice and Swedish accent was first heard
on screen in Eugene O'Neill‘s Anna Christie (1930), which was
publicized with the slogan ―Garbo Talks.‖ The movie was a huge
success, but Garbo hated her performance. However, in 1931
Garbo shot a German version of the movie, which she considered
one of her best works on screen
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Garbo appeared very seductive as the WW I spy in the title
role of Mata Hari (1931). The censors complained about her
revealing outfit shown on the movie poster.
She was next part of an all-star cast in Grand Hotel (1932),
which won theBest Picture Oscar and featured Garbo as a Russian
ballerina
Her performance as the doomed courtesan in Camille
(1936), directed by George Cukor, was called the finest ever
recorded on film.
She subsequently starred opposite Melvyn Douglas in the
comedy Ninotchka (1939), directed by Ernst Lubitsch, which she
herself enjoyed making, and which was one of her favorites.
Garbo received a 1955 Honorary Oscar ―for her
unforgettable screen performances‖ and in 1999 was ranked as the
fifth greatest female star of all time by the American Film
Institute——Wikipedia. Also see at ―Artists in Exile‖ & at
―Ninotchka.‖

the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film, was
nominated for Best Screenplay (based on material from another
medium) & it won the Golden Bear at the Berlin Festival. Also see
at Bassano.
Garden party? Well, first there was Adam, and then
came Eve. Who else? Well, the Serpent. And then, their
children?

Garden Party? NY Times Xword Puzzle—solution:
see at Garden of Eden.
Gardner, Ava, actress—see at Farley Granger.
Gardner, Martin, wrote ―The Whys of a Philosophic
Scrivener,‖ 1983, an excerpt entitled ―Surprise‖appears in
This Is My Best: Great Writers Share Their Favorite Work.‖

Gardner, Phil, HHS ‘45 friend & class treasurer,
166(292); in the Latin Club with me & on the track team.
Signed my Lest We Forget: :So long Carl, you‘re a nut,
but [illegible] ya anyway. Take it easy, Phil.‖

―Garbo Laughs‖—tagline for ―Ninotchka.‖
García Márquez Gabriel, Life is not what one lived,

Garfield, John, (né Jacob Julius Garfinkle), 1913-

but what one remembers… Epigraph to ―Living To Tell
the Tale,‖T, 241(436)
―Garden of the Finzi-Continis,The‖ (Italian: Il giardino
dei Finzi-Contini) is a historical novel by Giorgio Bassani,
published in 1962. It chronicles the relationships between the
narrator and the children of the Finzi-Contini family from the rise
of Mussolini ntil the start of World War II.
The novel opens with a brief prologue set in 1957 in which
the narrator, an Italian Jew, describes a visit to the Ferrara
cemetery where the Finzi-Contini family mausoleum stands, empty
in all but two slots: a young child, Guido, who died of illness
before the narrator (Giorgio) was born; and Alberto, the son of the
Finzi-Continis and a friend of the narrator's, who died of cancer
shortly before the mass deportation that sent the remainder of the
family to a concentration camp in Germany. At this point, the
narrator reveals that none of the Finzi-Continis survived.
The first part of the book covers the narrator's childhood
experiences, describing the various social circles of the local
Jewish population and the mystery around the Finzi-Contini
children, Alberto and Micòl, who were schooled separately from
the other Jewish children and who only appeared at the main
school for the annual exams. The narrator fails his math test in this
particular year, the first time he has failed any of the annual exams
required for promotion, and he takes off on his bike out of fear of
his father's reaction. He ends up outside the walls of the FinziContinis' mansion, where he has a conversation with Micòl, the
Finzi-Continis' pretty daughter. The narrator is invited by Micòl to
enter the garden. He excuses himself out of concern for the safety
of his bicycle. She then comes over the wall to show him a safe
hiding place, but while hiding his bike he dallies in contemplation
of Micòl--and loses his chance to see the garden until years lateredited excerpt from Wikipedial

1952, born in NY City, the son of Jewish immigrants David
& Hannah Garfinkle, Garfield spent the first seven years of his
life in Sea Gate, Brooklyn. After the death of his mother, Garfield
was sent to a school for difficult children in the Bronx. It was
under the guidance of the school's principal—the noted educator
Angelo Patri—that he was introduced to both boxing and acting.
He had also contracted a childhood illness, severely
damaging his heart and limiting his ability to engage in strenuous
athletics. He received a scholarship to Maria Ouspenskaya's acting
shool, making his Broadway debut in 1932.
arfield was especially adept at playing brooding, rebellious,
working class character roles. Garfield is acknowledged as the
predecessor of such Method actors as Marlon Brando, James Dean
& Montgomery Clift.
At the onset of WW II, Garfield immediately attempted to
enlist in the armed forces, but was turned down due to his heart
condition. Frustrated, he turned his energies to supporting the
war effort. He and actress Bette Davis were the driving forces
behind the opening of the Hollywood Canteen a club offering food
and entertainment—except from Wikipedia where his filmography
may be found.
He also played in the movie ―Hollywood Canteen‖ (1944),
and ironically ―Gentlemen‘s Agreement‖ about rampant anitsemitism. Also see at ―Gentlemenn‘s Agreement, at Jennifer Jones
& at ―Tortilla Flat.

Garfunkel, Arthur ―Art‖ Ira born 1941 in Forest
Hills, Queens, NY City, is a singer-songwriter and actor of
Romanian Jewish ancestry, best known as half of the
Grammy Award winning folk duo Simon and Garfunkel—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where there is lost more.
Also see at ―Bridge Over Trouble Water,‖ at ―Catch 22‖ &
at ―Carnal Knowldege.‖
―Gargantua and Pantagruel,‖196(358): ―-- is a connected
series of five books written in the 16th century by François
Rabelais. It is the story of two giants, a father (Gargantua) &
his son (Pantagruel) & their adventures, written in an
amusing, extravagant, satirical vein. There is much crudity
& humor as well as needless violence. Long lists of vulgar
insults fill several chapters‖—from Wikipedia,

―Garden of the Finzi-Continis, 1971 film directed by
Vittorio De Sica, based on Bassani's novel, with Lino
Capolicchio as Giorgio (the narrator), Dominique Sanda as Micòl
Finzu Contini, Fabio Testi as Bruno Malnate, Romolo Valli as
Giorgio's father, Helmut Berger as Alberto.
Plot Summary: In the late 1930s, in Ferrara, Italy, the FinziContini are one of the leading families, wealthy, aristocratic,
urbane; they are also Jewish. Their adult children, Micol and
Alberto, gather a circle of friends for constant rounds of tennis and
parties at their villa with its lovely grounds, keeping the rest of the
world at bay. Into the circle steps Giorgio, a Jew from the middle
class who falls in love with Micòl . She seems to toy with him, and
even makes love to one of his friends while she knows Giorgio is
watching. While his love cannot seem to break through to her to
draw her out of her garden idyll, the forces of politics close in—
Amazon.com review by {jhailey @hotmail. com.) The film won

Garland, Judy (née Frances Gumm), 1922-1969
played vaudeville as a toddler, then toured as one of the
three Gumm sisters; -- was born in Grand Rapids, MN; a
film star in Broadway Melody of 1938, Wizard of Oz (1939),
and Meet me in St. Louis (1944), etc. She died in London,
apparently from an OD of sleeping pills. Played in the
Hardy Family series, 75(123)

Garner, Dwight—see at Dorothy Wordsworth.
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Garner, James--see at ―Americanization of Emily.‖
Garson, Greer, 158(281); see Eve Curie (Laboisse),

$22 billion. The founder of Dell, another computer
company, also was ranked in the top five, 32(50)

―Gates of Paradise: Lorenzo Ghiberti‘s Renaissance

at ―Mrs. Miniver,‖ at ―Goodbye Mr. Chips‖ & at
―Sunrise at Campobello.

Masterpiece‖—see at Saint John the Baptist.

Gaughin, Paul, 1848-1903, ‖Life is hardly more than

Gary, Romain, (né Romain Kacew), 1914-1980,
novelist, film director, WW II pilot & diplomat born in
Vilna, now Vilnius, Lithuania, to a Jewish family. He grew up
there & later in Warsaw, Poland He changed his name to Romain
Gary when he escaped occupied France to fight with Great Britain
against Germany in WWII. The father, abandoned his family in
1925 & remarried. Thereafter, Gary was raised by his mother, Nina
Owczinski. When he was fourteen, he & huis mother moved to
Nice, France Following the Nazi occupation of France in WW II,
he fled to England & under Charles de Gaulle served with the Free
French Forces in Europe and North Africa.
As a pilot, he took part in over 25 successful flights
logging over 65 hours of air time. He was heavily decorated for
his bravery. Gary's first wife was the British writer, journalist, and
Vogue editor Lesley Blanch (author of The Wilder Shores of Love).
They married in 1944 and divorced in 1961. From 1962 to 1970,
he was married to the American actress Jean Seberg, with whom
he had a son, Alexandre Diego Gary. He suffered from depression
after Seberg's 1979 suicide & shot & killed himself on December
2, 1980, in Paris, France, leaving an orphaned son.

a fraction of a second. Such a little time to prepare onself
for eternity!!!—from p.18 of ― Intimate Journals,‖ 1936

Gaul, 108(201): ―All Gaul is divided into three parts,
―Gallia est omnis divisa in partes tres est‖-- from Caesar‘s,
―The Gallic Wars‖ (―De Bello Gallico‖).

Gauss, Carl Friedrich, 1777-1855, was a German
mathematician & scientist who contributed significantly to
many fields, including number theory, statistics, analysis,
differential geometry, geodesy, electrostatics, astronomy,
and optics. Sometimes known as the "the Prince of
Mathematicians" and "greatest mathematician since
antiquity", Gauss had a remarkable influence in many fields
of mathematics and science and is ranked as one of history's
most influential mathematicians—from Wikipedia were
thetre is lots more. T

Gauss: the term gauss is a measure of magnetic
induction equal to one maxwell per square centimeter.

Gautier, Théophile, 1811-1871, see Eyes.
Gay is another term for homosexual.
Gay, Enola—see at Enola Gay.
Gay Men's Health Crisi—see at Larry Kramer.
Gay Nineties and Tin Pan Alley: Musical Style of

Gas chambers in WW II, see at Gassing of Jews.
―Gas House Gang‖ a circa 1934 St. Louis Cardinals
team—see at Dizzy Dean.

―Gas, Ladies and Gentlemen, This Way for the,‖
by Tadeusz Borowski. ―In Borowski‘s Auschwitz stories,
the difference between executioner & victim is stripped of
greatness & pathos; it is brutally reduced to a second bowl
of soup, and extra blanket, or the luxury of a silk shirt and
shoes with thick soles …‖—from the Intro. by Jan Kott.
This compares with Primo Levy‘s account of Auschwitz &
was anthologized in ―Images of the Holocaust.‖ See at
Holocaust Images, at Levy & the Bibliogrraphy.

Gas: Germain Tillion, who did not marry or

early Tin Pan Alley (The first listed wrote the words, i.e.,
the lyrics, and the second wrote the music, unless both were the
same): The Bowery, 1892, Charles H. Hoyt & Percy Gaunt; After
the Ball, 1892, Charles K Harris; Daisy Bell, 1892, Harry Dacre;
The Sidewalks of New York, 1894, Charles B. Lawlor & James W.
Blake; The Band Played On, 1895, John E. Palmer & Charles E.
Ward; Sweet Rosie O‘Grady, 1896, Maud Nuget; ‖When You
Were Sixteen,‖ 1898, James Thornton; ―My Wild Irish Rose,‖
1899, Chauncey Olcott,; ―You Tell Me Your Dream,‖ 1899,
Seymour Rice & Albert H. Brown (words), Charles N. Daniels
(music); ―A Bird in a Gilded Cage,‖ 1900,Arthur J. Lamb, Harry
Von Tilzer; ―In the Good Old Summer Time,‖ 1902, Ren Shields,
George Evans; ―Sweet Adeline,‖ 1903, Richard H. Gerard, Harry
Armstrong; ―Meet Me in St. Louis,‖1902, Andrew B. Sterling,
Kery Mills; ―My Gal Sal, 1905, Paul Dresser, ―Wait ‗Til the
Sunshines, Nellie,‖ 1905, Andrew B. Sterling, Harry Von Tilzer;
―In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree,‖ 1905, Harry H. Williams,
Egbert Van Alstyne.
―All but three of the Sixteen songs are waltzes, written in
3/4time, and usually labeled ―Valse‖ (Italian for Waltz) or ―Tempo
di Valse.‖ The Three exceptions are ―When You Were Sweet
Sixteen,‖ ―Sweet Adeline,‖ & ―Wait ‗Til The Sunshines, Nellie.‖
The reasons for the popularity of waltz songs at this time is not
clear‖—pp. 290-291 in ―Yesterdays.‖ Also see at ―Girl‖ (Just Like
the Girl).
Gaynor, Janet, 1906-1984, won the very first Best
Actress Oscar in 1929, beating out Gloria Swanson in
―Sadie Thompson.‖--see at Academy Awards

have

children, wrote an operetta, ―A Camp Worker Goes to
Hell,‖ while in the concentration camp (Ravensbrück.) It
was first performed in Paris last year by a professional
troupe. She had kept it in a drawer for 60 years because she
worried that ―people would get the wrong idea and think we
were enjoying ourselves.‖ The sheer darkness of the humor
makes that unlikely. A character joked that the camp offers
―all the creature comforts — water, gas, electricity —
especially gas‘‖—from the obituary of Germaine Tillion.
Also see at Tillion.

Gas: Mustard Gas was used by Germany in WW I,
162(286)
Gas rationing in WW II—see at Rationing.
Gas Smells Awful!—Dorothy Parker; see at Guns.
Gassing of Jews. See at Anne Frank, Tadeusz
Borowski, Auschwitz, Holocaust & Himmler. The gas
Chambers were camouflaged to look like showers to the
unsuspecting prisoners, 175(305)

Gaynor, Gloria (née Gloria Fowles), born 1949 in

Gassman, Vittorio, Italian actor— ―the tall, handsome,

Newark, NJ, is a singer, best-known for the disco era hits "I
Will Survive" (Hot 100 #1, 1979), "Never Can Say
Goodbye" (Hot 100 #4, 1974), "Let Me Know (I Have A
Right)" (Hot 100 #42, 1980) and "I Am What I Am" (Hot
100 #82, 1983). You can see & hear her sing "I'll Survive"
on YouTube at the link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xv6lHwWwO3w

& effortlessly charming Gassman was one of Mr. Risi‘s
favorite actors‖—see at Dino Risi.

Gates, Anita, writer for the NY Times—see at Lou
Jabobi (obituary)

Gates, Bill, Microsoft (―Windows‖) cofounder &
Chair of the computer co. that made him multi-billionaire.
As of Sept. 2005, he was America‘s richest, with assets of
$50 billion; the co-ounder of Microsoft was third at over

Gaynor, Mitzi, (née Francesca Marlene de Czanyi
von Gerber), born 1931 in Chicago, Gaynor trained as a
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ballerina as a child and began her career as a chorus dancer. She
sang, acted and danced in a number of film musicals, often paired
with some of the biggest male musical stars. Notable early roles
included There's No Business Like Show Business (1954), which
featured Irving Berlin's music and also starred Ethel Merman, Dan
Dailey, Marilyn Monroe, Donald O'Connor, and Johnnie Ray. She
also appeared in
Les Girls (1957, directed by George Cukor)
with Gene Kelly and Kay Kendall, and the remake of Anything
Goes (1956), co-starring Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, and Zizi
Jeanmaire, loosely based on the musical by Cole Porter, P.G.
Wodehouse and Guy Bolton.
Gaynor's biggest international fame came from her role as
Ensign Nellie Forbush in the film version of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's South Pacific, one of the most financially
successful musicals of all time. She made films with many other
well-known stars, including Ginger Rogers, Frank Sinatra, David
Niven, Dan Dailey, Betty Grable and Oscar Levant—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at South Pacific.

Geddes, Barbara Bel, actress—see at Moon is Blue.
Geertz, Clifford, 1926-2006, noted social anthropogist
& fellow ex-RT who I met at the Inst. Adv. Study, where
he had been on the faculty since 1970.

―Geez Louise!‖ a mild expletive—see at Holy Cow!
Gehrig,―Lou‖ (Henry Louis) 1903-1941, was born
in Yorkville, Manhattan. NY, and was the NY Yankee First
baseman, 1923-1939; Known as the ―Iron Horse‖ for playing
in
2,130 consecutive games, exceeded only by Cal Ripken‘s 2,600; -scored more than 100 runs, drove in more than 110 runs, batted
more than .300 in 12 consecutive seasons & had a lifetime batting
average of .340 (see Ty Cobb in this respect); -- was one of the
fabled Murderers‘ Row, including Babe Ruth (see at Murderer‘s
Row); -- died June 2,1941 of ALS, also called Lou Gehrig‘s
disease, a fatal degeneration of muscle; see a movie on his life,
―The Luckiest Man in the World,‖ starring Gary Cooper. (The
title is Gehrig‘s own statement in his last appearance at Yankee
Stadium, right before he died.) Also, a book ―The Luckiest Man,
The Life and Death of Lou Gehrig,‖ by Jonathan Eig, reviewed by
Keven Baker in the New York Times Sunday Book Review,
April 5, 2005.

Gazzara, Ben (né Biagio Anthony Gazzara, is a film
and TV actor born 1930 in NY City, the son of Italian
immigrants Angelina (née Cusumano) and Antonio Gazzara, who
was a laborer. Gazzara grew up on New York's tough Lower East
Side, attended New York City's famed Stuyvesant High School,
and found relief from his bleak surroundings by joining a theater
company at a very young age. Years later, he said that the
discovery of his love for acting saved him from a life of crime
during his teen years.
Despite his obvious talent, he went to NY City College
(NYCC) to study electrical engineering. After two years, he
relented, and after a short intermission, he joined the Actors
Studio.
In the 1950s, Gazzara starred in various Broadway
productions, most notably Tennessee Williams' Cat On A Hot Tin
Roof, directed by Elia Kazan. However, he lost out on the film role
to Paul Newman. He was nominated three times for the Tony
Award for Best Performance by a Leading Actor in a Play—in
1956 for A Hatful of Rain, in 1975 for the paired short plays
Hughie and Duet, and in 1977 for a revival of Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? opposite Colleen Dewhurst.
Gazzara has had a long and varied acting career, with spells
as an accomplished director, mostly in TV. He joined other Actors
Studio members in the 1957 film The Strange One. Then came a
high-profile performance as a soldier on trial for avenging his
wife's rape in Otto Preminger's 1959 classic courtroom drama
Anatomy of a Murder.
Subsequent screen credits included The Young Doctors
(1961), A Rage to Live (1965), The Bridge at Remagen (1969),
Capone (1975), Voyage of the Damned (1976), and High Velocity
(1976).
Some of the actor's most-formidable characters were those
he created with his friend John Cassavetes in the 1970s. They
collaborated for the first time on Cassavetes's film Husbands
(1970), in which he appeared alongside Peter Falk and Cassavetes
himself. In The Killing of a Chinese Bookie, Gazzara took the
leading role of the hapless strip-joint owner, Cosmo Vitelli. A year
later, Gazzara starred in yet another Cassavetes-directed movie,
Opening Night, as stage director Manny Victor, who struggles with
the mentally unstable star of his show, played by Cassavetes's wife
Gena Rowlands--edited excerpts from Wikpedia, where there is
lots more.

Gelbart, Larry Simon, 1928-2009, a writer whose
caustic wit was a creative force behind the enduring success of
the television series ―M*A*S*H,‖ Broadway hits like ―A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the Forum‖ and film comedies like
―Tootsie,‖ was born to immigrant parents on in Chicago. In the early
1940s, his family moved to California, where his father, a barber, was
soon grooming Hollywood entertainers. When he mentioned to the
comedian Danny Thomas that his teenage son had a knack for humor,
Thomas, who was performing on a Fanny Brice radio show, gave him a
tryout and promptly hired him.
Mr. Gelbart was soon writing gags for the "Duffy's Tavern,"
Jack Paar, Johnny Carson, Eddie Cantor and Bob Hope radio shows.
He then moved into television, working for Red Buttons and Sid
Caesar, among others. Along with Gene Reynolds, he helped to
produce and develop ―M*A*S*H‖ in 1972, then wrote and directed
many of its first episodes.
His association with the show lasted four years and 97 episodes,
but ―M*A*S*H‖ went on to become one of the longest-running series
in television history, ending in 1983. It was also one of television‘s
most influential sitcoms, with its innovative use of an ensemble cast,
multiple plotlines and mix of drama and comedy. Mr. Gelbart‘s aim
was to put meaning as well as mirth into the story of a team of medical
personnel who cared for the wounded during the Korean War as
members of the 4077th Mobile Army Surgical Hospital. In a 1983
interview in The New York Times, he described the early episodes as
―the Marx Brothers superimposed on ‗All Quiet on the Western
Front,‘ ‖ and added, ―I wanted it to be more crazy than sad.‖ The series,
in half-hour episodes, was inspired by Robert Altman‘s 1970 film of
the same name and appeared on CBS, starring Alan Alda as the
wisecracking surgeon Benjamin Franklin Pierce, better known as
Hawkeye. He was abetted by a cast that over time included McLean
Stevenson, Wayne Rogers, Mike Farrell, Harry Morgan, Loretta Swit
and Jamie Farr--edited excerpt from the Sept. 12, NY Times Obituary
written by Robert Berkvist.
Gelbart was quoted in the Times of Trenton (NJ) Obituary on
the same day as saying about his work on M*A*S*H: "I gave it my
best, my worst and everything in between‖—that‘s simply a
wonderful sefl-analysis.

Gelfand, Israil Moiseevitch, born 1913 in Okny in the
Russian Empire, now Ukraine, is a mathematician who has
contributed substantially in different branches, ncluding
Group Theory, Representation Theory, Linear Algebra etc.
Gelfand taught for many years at Moscow State University,
USSR and In 1990 he emigrated to USA to occupy a
Distinguished Visiting Professorship in the math department
of Rutgers U., where he is now an associate member of the
faculty. He is recipient of many awards and honors,

Gaza, a strip of Palestinian land between Israel and
Egypt on the Mediterranean. there are 1.5 million people in
Gaza in an area of roughly 146 sq mi actually, for a population
density of 10, 280 per sq mi. For comparison, New York City has
about 8 million people in an area of 305 sq mi, for a density of
26,666 per sq. mi. However, the Borough of Manhattan has about
1.62 million people squeezed into a land area of about 23 sq mi,
for a population density of 50,595 per sq mi.
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―Two of the greatest minds of the century‖—
Einstein & von Neumann, R, lv; also see at Batterson,
Gleick, at Marcel Marceau & at David Suchet.

including the Order of Lenin, the Wolf Prize, and is a
Fellow of the Royal Society .
Gellhorn, Martha, 1908-1998, born in St. Louis, MO,
was an novelist, travel writer, and journalist, considered to
be one of the greatest war correspondents of the 20th century. She
reported on virtually every major world conflict that took place
during her 60-year career. Gellhorn was also the third wife of
American novelist Ernest Hemingway, from 1940 to 1945. She
first met Hemingway during a 1936 Christmas family trip to Key
West. They agreed to travel in Spain together to cover the Spanish
Civil War, where Gellhorn was hired to report for Collier's Weekly.
The pair celebrated Christmas of 1937 together in Barcelona.
Later, from Germany, she reported on the rise of Adolf
Hitler and in 1938 was in Czechoslovakia. After the outbreak of
WW II, she described these events in the novel, A Stricken Field
(1940). She later reported the war from Finland, Hong Kong,
Burma, Singapore and Britain. Lacking official press credentials to
witness the D-Day landings, she impersonated a stretcher bearer
and later recalled, ―I followed the war wherever I could reach it.‖
She was among the first journalists to report from Dachau
concentration camp after it was liberated.
After living with Hemingway for four years, they married in
1940. Increasingly resentful of Gellhorn's long absences during her
reporting assignments, Hemingway wrote her when she left their
home in Havana in 1943 to cover the Italian Front: ―Are you a war
correspondent, or wife in my bed?‖ After four contentious years of
marriage, they divorced in 1945. Hemingway, however, in a letter
of 1945 to Gellhorn‘s mother wrote: ―It is not any particular fun to
divorce Marty...she wanted her marriage terminated...I never left
Martha for anyone or anything‖--quoted by "JC" (i.e., James
Campbell) in the Nov. 28, 2008 TLS in "NB"--an end piece to the
issue.
At the age of 89, ill and nearly blind, she ended her life by
taking a poison pill. Her ―Selected Letters,‖ Caroline Moorhead,
ed., was published in 2006.

Genius is one percent inspiration, ninety-nine
percent perspiration‖—Thomas Edison (1903), quoted in
Bartlett & in ―Oxford Dict. of Phrase, Saying, and
Quotation.‖
―Geniuses have short biographies, Great,‖ Not true!
Think of Boswell‘s ―Johnson,‖ as a starter, and consider the
outpouring of biographies for other writers, e.g,
Shakespeare, Thoreau, Einstein, Hemingway, Joyce, and ,
e.g., Emerson himself, the author of the quote.

Genocide: The term was coined by Raphael Lemkin,
a Polish-Jewish legal scholar, in 1943. from the Greek root
génos (γένος) (family, tribe or race-gene); and from Latin, cide
(occido)—to massacre, kill). While precise definition varies
among genocide scholars, in the wake of The Holocaust. Lemkin
successfully campaigned for the universal acceptance of
international laws defining and forbidding genocide. This was
achieved in 1948 with the promulgation of the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
Article 2, of this convention defines genocide as ―Any of
the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in
part a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: (a)
Killing members of the group; (b) Causing serious bodily or
mental harm to members of the group; c) Deliberately inflicting
on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its
physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) Imposing measures
intended to prevent births within the group; (e) Forcibly
transferring children of the group to another group"– Convention
on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,
Article II . Also see at Amenia & at Holocasut.

Genome, the content of an organism‘s genetic
material. The humn genome contains 20-25,000 genes,
but recently (Oct. 2007), the genome of the Pinot Noir
grape was found to contain about 30,000 genes.*) So
much for the famed complexity of humans vis a vis other
organisms! In fact, the announcement stated that the grape
was as complex as it had been touted over the centuries—
from a newsstory in the (Trenton, NJ) Times, Sept. 28, 2007
*) I have since read that humans have 30-50,000
genes! Moreover the fruit fly has about 15,000 genes—see
at Fruit Fly.

―Gellhorn: A Twentieth Century Life‖ by Caroline
Moorehead, 2003

Gender bias, see Molly Coddle, at Sexism & at
Sexist.. Also see at Chromosomes & at Women.

―Gene Krupra Story, The‖—see at Krupa.
―General des Teuffels, Der‖ ( The Devil‘s General),
170(297); see at Zuckmayer.

Generation—see at Every generation…
Generis, see Sui Generis,
Gene, see at DNA, at Chromosome & at Genome.
―Genes are a poor man‘s will‖-- saying, Chs.3 & 31
Genet, Jean, 58(85): ―Thief‘s Journal‖ & ―Miracle of

―Gentleman‘s Agreement,‖ 42(67):1947 movie: A
magazine writer, played by Gregory Peck, looking for a
new angle for an article on anti-Semitism pretends to be
Jewish. His new identity changes his life in unexpected
ways, and almost destroys his relationship with his fiancée
(Dorothy McGuire), but contributes to the success of his
magazine series.‖ Also starring John Garfield as Peck‘s
Jewish Army buddy. Celeste Holm won an Oscar for Best
Supporting Actress, and Elia Kazan won for Best Director, See at John Garfield, at Laura Z. Hobson, at Celested Holm
& at Elia Kazan.
―Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,‖1949 stage musical based
on the 1925 novel by Anita Loos, and a 1953 film
adaptation of the stage musical, directed by Howard Hawks
and
starring Jane Russell & Marilyn Monroe The
screenplay by Charles Lederer is augmented by the music
of songwriting teams Hoagy Carmichael & Harold
Adamson and Jule Styne & Leo Robin. The songs by
Styne and Robin are from the Broadway show, while the
songs by Carmichael and Adamson were written especially
for the film.

the Rose.‖

General Slocum steamboat caught fire on June 15,
1904 in the NY‘s East River with the loss of over 1000
lives—highlights in History

Generalization: You know less & less about more
and more until lyou know nothing about everything—Anon.

Genesis, First book in the Bible, i.e., In the Beginning;
How the world was created in 7 days & nights, including
Adam & Eve. Also see at Circumcision.

Genius is an infinite capacity for taking pains--Jane
Ellice Hopkins (1870); also see at Thomas Carlyle.
Some geniuses have been greatly indulged by their
mothers, e.g., Marcel Proust, Albert Einstein, Johnny
von Neumann, Richard Feynman, to name a few.
I doubt that Leonardo da Vinci ever delivered
papers, stocked shelves, or pitched coal. I could be wrong,
but I don‘t think so, 55(89);

―George Built, The House That,‖ by Wilfred Sheed.
See at George Gerswin, at Cole Porter, at Harold Arlen &
at ―House that George Built.‖
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Issei Also see at Eddie Albert on growing up in the US with a
German name.

Georgetown, TX, 61(99)n
Georgia Peach—see at Ty Cobb.
Georgia (State): hometowns to Ty Cobb (Narrows),

German Phrases and Words, Some:
Bitte, please;

Jimmy Carter (Plains), Roy Blount, Jr. (Decatur), Margaret
Mitchell (Atlanta), Conrad Aiken & Flannery O‘Connor
(Savannah), Jacques Futrelle (Pike Co.)and below. August is the
largest city & the county seat of Richmond County. Also see at
Stephen Vincent Bénet.

Blitz,(flash of) lightning;
Blitzkrieg, lightning (fast) attack or war;
Boot, boat—see U-Boot.
Ein, eine, an, or one, as an adjective.
Eimal ist kein mal, once is nothing;
Eins, the number one;
Essen, food; essen, to eat;
Der, Die, Dass, the in the three cases, masc., fem, neuter.
Das, that.
Das macht mir viel spass, that makes me laugh, or tht‘s
funny, or literally, that makes (to) me fun.
Es, it.
Es hat so kurz gedauert is a phrase in the Three Penny
Opera, said to Mack, the Knife by his girlfriend.
It is very sad way of saying: It (our love) lasted
such a short time Also see below.
Dauen, to last.
Die Liebe dauert, oder dauert night, Love lasts, or it
doesn‘t; another phrase from Bertold Brecht‘s book
for The Three
Penny Opera—see at Es hat so
kurz gedauet.
Drecht, trash, garbage;
Fassen, to contain
Fleisch, flesh, meat;
Fleischer, butcher;
Fleisherei, butcher‘s shop or meat market;
Freud(e), pleasure, joy, happiness;
Ganz, Ganze, whole, total;
Gute Nacht! Good night!
Gutem Morgen (Tag)—good morning (day);
Herz, heart; Herzenfall, heart attack;
Ich liebe Dich (sehr), I love you (very much or a whole lot);
Isst Kind, isst!. Eat child, eat!
Krieg, war;
Lachen, to laugh;
Leben, life; leben, to live;
Lebensmittel, food;
Liebe, love; Lieben, to love;
Lebenmittel-händler, grocer;
Machen, to make;
Mein, meine, mine;
Meinen, to mean—see at Was;
Metzger, butcher;
Mit, with;
Mit ein Shlag, with whipped cream;
Mittag, noon;
Mitagessen, lunch.
Müller (also Mueller) miller, i.e, one who mills (grain.)
Neu, new; Neues, news;
Nicht, not;
Nacht, night;
Nehmen, take;
Nehmen Sie ein Platz--bitte, please be seated;
Panzer, panther—see at Panzer;
Reiten means to ride; DerReiter means ―the rider‖
Reisst aus mein Herst, Leiber; tear my heart out, lover;
Ritt: Der Ritt is German for ―the ride.‖
Ritter: Der Ritter is German for ―the knight;‖ however, the
knight in chess is Springer.
Schaden, to hurt or damage
Schadenfreude, pleasure, or happiness that one derives from
the misfortune of others, i.e., that somehow one has
escaped their fate—Freud(e),pleasure, joy.
Schaf, sheep; Schafbock, ram;

―Georgia on My Mind‖ is a song written in 1930 by
Stuart Gorrell (lyrics) and Hoagy Carmichael (music). It
became the official state song of the state of Georgia in 1979.
Gorrell wrote the lyrics for Hoagy's sister, Georgia Carmichael.
However, the lyrics of the song are written ambiguously enough as
to refer to the state, or to a woman named ―Georgia.‖
Carmichael's1965 autobiography, Sometimes I Wonder,
records the origin: a friend suggested:―Why don't you write a song
called 'Georgia?' Nobody lost much writing about the South.‖
The song is best known as sung by Ray Charles, who first
recorded the song in 1960. The lyrics to Ray Charles version of
this song appear in the Georgia Code under license: Georgia,
Georgia, / The whole day through / Just an old sweet song / Keeps
Georgia on my mind / I'm say Georgia / Georgia / A song of you /
Comes as sweet and clear / As moonlight through the
pines—there are several more stanzas.

―Georgia Peach,‖ nickname for Ty Cobb.
Gere, Richard, actor—see at ―Yanks.‖
German: Airforce (Luftwaffe), 143(257),159(281);
Cemetery (Soldatenhof) at La Cambe, 184(319); Language,
difficulties, 183(317-318); ―British Radio says they are
being gassed… perhaps that is the quickest way to
die‖—Anne Frank, R, lvi, 175(305);Verdun Casualties, see
at Verdun; WW II Casualties, see at Axis Casualties. Also
see at ―Germany.‖

German Cartographer names America: In 1507, a German
cartographer Martin Waldseemuller*) names a huge land
mass in the Western Hemisphere**) ―America‖ in honor of Italian
navigator Americgo Vespucci.
*) in German, Wald is a forest, See is a sea,
or
ocean,
and
Mueller is a miller of grains. **) Before the discovery of
America, there was no Western Hemisphere!

German character—A fatal aspect of the German
character was their slavish devotion to following orders,
e.g., when a German submarine was abandoned, the Enigma
encoder left the code book on board because he was ordered
to, although it didn‘t make sense, since the boarding Allies
were sure to find it, and did! 232(422); also see at ―The
Germans,‖ a book by Gordon A. Craig & see at Schmoes.

German Concentrations Camps—see at Auschwitz, Belsen,
Belsen, Belzec, Berga, Bergen-Belsen; Berna, Birkenau,
Buchenwald,Dachau,Flossenbürg,Madjanek,Ravensbruck
& at Treblinka. Capacity of --, 175(304- 305); comparison
of --, see at Madjanek.

German Language: Mark Twain on the ―Awful
German Language:‖ ―Whenever the literary German dives
into a sentence, that is the last you are going to see of him
untill he emerges on the other side of the Atlantic with
his verb in his mouth,‖ 183(318); however, see a
corrective to this statement by Gordon A. Craig, ―one
of the ablest and most distinguished American historians of
modern Germany,‖ on p. 311 of his ―The Germans‖—also
see at Mark Twain.

German People—see at British Anti-German
Hostility Sixty Years After the End of W WW II. There was
considerable Anti-German sentiment in USA during WW II, as one
might imagine from the anti-Japanese sentiment—see at Nisei and
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Schatz, treasure, sweetheart;
Schätchen, little treasure (term of endearment);
Schlaf, sleep; schlafen, to sleep;
Schlag, blow, punch, slap; schlagen, to hit, strike or slap;
Schlag also means whipped cream—see at mit;
Schlecht, bad, i..e, no good or inferior;
Schneiden, to cut, snip;
Scneider, tailer; Schneiderin, dress maker;
Schreck is a German word meaning fright, or horror‘
Shrecklich means frightful, or terrible, as in Ganz
Schrecklich.
Sitz, a seat, or headquarters;
Sitzfleisch (literally, seat or sit flesh), the ability to sit
for ong periods of time, as a student or a scholar;
Sitzen Sie sich, bitte--please sit down;
Spass, fun, pleasure;
Speise, food; nach speise, nachtisxh, dessert;
Spiel, a saletalk, or other persuasive speech;
Spiel, a play, or a game;
Spielen, to play;
Spieler, gambler, or player (at games.)
Springer, the knight in chess—see Ritter.
Streng vorboten, strictly forbidden;
Tag, day.
Tisch, dish (of food.)
Unten, under;
Verboten—forbidden;
Verstehen, to understand.
Warum? why?
Was?, What?
Was bedeutet dass/ what does that mean?
Was meinen Sie? What do you mean?
Wer? Who?
Wo? Where?
U-Boot, U-Boat;
Und, and;
Vogel, bird;
Zwei, two;
Zweifel, doubtful.

--I nvaded USSR, June 21/22, 1941, R, xlvi, 181(315); on
Oct. 3, ‘41, Hitler declared that Russia was
―broken‖ & would ―never rise again;‖
-- killed 1. 5 million Jews after the invasion of the Soviet
Union., 34,00 of them in the Babi Yar Ravine in Kiev—NY
Times article of Cot. 3, 2007 by Elaine Scholino
-- opened Auschwitz Concentration Camp in Poland &
began the occupation of Paris on the same day, June 14, 1940
-- overran Europe 1939-1940, R, xlvi: On May 10, 1940, -- began the Blitzkrieg of the Lowlands. Netherland fell
on May 14, Brussels was occupied May 17, and all of Belgium
surrendered on May 28, R, xlvi; Encircled allied forces were
evacuated at Dunkirk from May2—June 4 on every kind of
ship that Britain could find, thus escaping annihilation. (See at
Dunkirk, &, e.g., the film ―Mrs. Miniver for a re-enactment of
the flotilla.)
On June 4, 1940 Allied forces in Norway began to
withdraw to counter the threat to France and Britain. Finally,
Norway surrendered on June 9, Paris fell on June 14, 1940--,
R, xlvi--see the map on p. 37 of Readers Digest Illustrated
History of WW II, & lso see at Paris & at Primo Levi.
Nazi party won 44% of the vote, Mar. 5, 1933, enabling
it to join with the Nationalist to gain a slender majority in the
Reichstag; --outlawed all political parties except the Nazis, on
July 14, 1933; According to Ian Kershwa in a Sunday Opinion
article in the NY Times Feb. 03, 2008, the Nazi‘s obtained only
2.7% of the vote in 1928, 18.3 % in 1930,
& 37.4 % in 1932.
Nuremberg Laws, see at Nuremberg;
-- secret code, see at Enigma Machine;
-- sent troops into the Rhineland on Mar. 7, 1936
violating the WW I Treaty of Versailles;
-- sent flying bombs into Britain beginning May
13,1944. Also see at Rockets.
-- submarines off the East & West Coast of USA in WW
II, R, 184(319) --also see at ―Radio Days‖ & The
Year of the Zinc Penny;‖
Soldatenhof (German Soldier‘s Cemetery), La Cambe,
Normandy,184(319)Swastika: official Nazi symbol--see
at Swastika;
Third (i.e., Hitler‘s ―1000-Year‖) Reich lasted just 12
years, 1932-1945—see Ch. 50 ―VE Day!‖
Unconditional Surrender of – on May 7, 1945 in Rheims,
France, and on May 8 in Berlin; VE Day is celebrated
on May 8,1945, 177(310); at this time 25% of
the German population were refugees—source:
Max Hastings‘ ―Armageddon‖;
US Troops breached the Siegfried line at Aachen, Oct.3,
1944 and entered Aachen on Oct. 16—see Aachen;
US Army entered Germany for the first time, near Trier,
September 12, 1944—see at Trier..
US armed forces crossed the Rhine at Remagen using the
damaged but still usable Ludendorff Pridge, March 7,
1945;
US armed forced linked with those of USSR on April 22,
1945 at the Elbe River, dramatizing the collarpse of Nazi
Germany.
May 8, 1945, Germany surrendered unconditionally on a
day known as VE-Day by the Allies.
War Crimes; On Nov. 20, 1945, just 7 months after VEDay, 24 Nazi leaders went on trial before an international
war crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, R, lxii—see at
Nuremberg; also seee at ―Armageddon: The Battle for
Germany, 1944-1945,‖ at Bethe (―one of Nazi Germany‘s
greatest gifts to the USA‖), at Einstein Leaves Germany
for Good & at British Anti-German Hostility sixty years
after WW II.

German Settlers (in Ohio), 2(3)
―German Wars, The,‖ 182(317)
Germany, Nazi, R,xlv, Chs. 42, 49 & 50; also see at
Axis, at Berlin, at German, at Hitler, & at Nazi;-- and
the Holocaust: see at ―Final Solution;‖ Gestapo (Nazi Police,
175(305); -- and USSR signed a ―Pact of Steel‖ May 22, ‘39
(but Germany invaded USSR two years & a month later, June ‗41,
R, xlvi, 180(314)n--Note: rats‘s teeth are 5.5 times stronger than
steel, see at Mohs‘ Scale);
Annexed Czechoslovakia
in March 1939—see at
Czechoslovakia; Annexed the Sudetenland, Sept. 30,
1938, 142(255);
Anschluss with Austria, Mar. 12, 1938; Austria
surrendered March 13, 1938--see at Anscluss.
―Armageddon: The Battle for Germany, 1944- 1945,‖
by
Max Hastings—see Bibliography.
Battle of the Bulge, 143(257), 159-160(282-283)—see at
Battle of the Bulge.
Bombed the defenseless Spanish city of Gernica, April 2,
1937—see at Spanish Civil War.
Britain and France declared war, Sept. 3, 1939, but USA
declares its neutrality; New Zealand follows suit
Sept. 5, S. Africa on Sept. 6 & Canada on Sept. 10,
R, xlv,142(257), 181(315);
-- ―flying bombs‖ were lauched at Englad, May
13, 1944
-- invaded Poland, Sept. 1,1939, R, xlv,178(310311), 180- 184(313-319), Chart 180(314);—see at
Axis Casualties;
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―Getting enough?‖ ―No one ever gets enough‖ --

World War II ended officially on Oct. 19, 1951, as
President Truman signed an act formally endiing the
war.with Germany.

Molly Sullivan; ―You know you are getting old when
people ask you if you are getting enough & they mean
sleep,‖ 241(435)

Germany, East and West—see at Berlin, at E. & W.

―Getting To Know You‖ (/ Getting to know all about

Berlin, at Berlin Airlift & at Berlin Wall.

German Missiles: The British transport ship, Rohna,

you. / Getting to like you, / Getting to hope you like me.)
196(359): Rodgers and Hammerstein song; from ―The
King and I‖ (1951)--see American Jewish Musicians & at
Hammerstein.

was sunk off the coast of Algeria by a German missile on
Nov. 26, 1943 with the loss of 1,138 lives, including 1,015
American troops. Also see ―Flying Bombs at Germany & at
―Buzz Bombs,‖ at V-Bombs & at V-Rockets.

Getty, J(ean) Paul, 1892-1976, who had incalculable

German Tanks—see at Panzer.
―Gernika, the most ancient ancient town of the Basques and the

wealth from his oil holdings, said: ―If you get up
early,
work late, and pay your taxes, you will get ahead if you
strike oil,‖ Ch. 26; famed for his miserliness, he installed
pay-phones in his 72 room English mansion!; also see at W.
H. Auden.

center of their cultural tradition, was completely destroyed
yesterday afternoon by the insugen air raiders‖ from the
account of G. L. Steer, who was an eyewitness & who first
informed the world that On June 22, 1937 Nazi planes had
bombed Guernica (the Spanish name for Gernika). His
dispatch described the precise method and material used
(‗bombs wighing from 1,000 lbs. downward, more than
3,000two-pounder aluminium incendiary projectiles.‖ This
later appeared in Steer‘s key book, ―The Tree of Germika‖
(1938). It and 5 more books are reviews in the July 6, 2007,
TLS by Nicholas Rankin.

Gettysburg Address is the most famous speech of
President Abraham Lincoln & one of the most quoted
speeches in US history. It was delivered at the dedication of the
Soldiers' National Cemetery in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, on Nov.
19, 1863, during the Civil War, four and a half months after the
Battle of GettysburgLincoln's carefully crafted address, secondary
to other presentations that day, came to be regarded as one of the
greatest speeches in American history.
In fewer than 300 words delivered in just over two minutes,
Lincoln invoked the principles of human equality espoused by the
Declaration of Independence and redefined the Civil War as a
struggle not merely for the Union but as ―a new birth of freedom
that would bring true equality to all of its citizens.
Beginning with the now-iconic phrase ―Four score and
seven years ago,‖ Lincoln referred to the events of the American
Revolution and described the ceremony at Gettysburg as an
opportunity not only to dedicate the grounds of a cemetery, but
also to consecrate the living in the struggle to ensure that
―government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall
not perish from the earth‖—Wikipedia. Also see at DA Oath.

Gershwin, George (1938-1937) and Ira (1896-1983):
Music & lyrics for ―But Not For Me,‖ 190(350);
―Embraceable You,‖ from ―Girl Crazy,‖ 131(232)n,
190(350)—also see at ―Embraceable You‘,‖ at ―I Got Plenty
of Nuttin‖ & at ―Summertime‖—see at ―Porgy and Bess,
(1935); ―Nice Work If You Can Get It,‖ from ―Damsel in
Distress,‖ Ch. 26; ― They Can‘t Take That Away From Me‖
--from the score of a 1937 movie—see at ―Shall We
Dance.― See p. 395 in Ewen‘s ―All the Years etc.‖ This was
their first movie score—see p. 113 of ―Easy to Remember.‖
Also see ―Reading Lyrics‖ & Bartlett for some others.
Also see at Arlen for the coda that Ira Gerschwin added to
―Over the Rainbow.‖ George is the eponymous George in
the ―House that George Built‖ by Wilfred Sheed—see at
Cole Porter and at Harold Arlen

Gewen, Barry, see at Arendt.
GG, short of Gigi, or Geez!
GGG, pronounded Geez!
Gheoghiu Angela (née Angela Burlacu), born 1965

―Gert and Jesse,‖ Ch. 23, cousins; see below;
Gertrude (―Gert‖) Barnes, Cousin, 12(18), Ch.23:

in Romania is one of the most renowned operatic singers of
the 21st Century. Since her professional debut in 1990, she has
sung as soprano leading roles at the New York Metropolitan
Opera, Covent Garden's Royal Opera House, the Vienna State
Opera, Milan's La Scala, and many other major opera houses in
Europe and the United States. She and Plácido Domingo and
Angela Gheorghiu sang at the March 17, 2009 Metropolitan
Opera's 125 Anniversary Gala--see, e.g., at Plácido
Domingo.

Gert was full of ―Bless your hearts‖ & other catch-phrases
& you had to love her for her openness & naiveté. She was more
an overgrown child than an adult--hysterical & her life was an
emotional roller-coaster, ending tragically in the early death of her
hisband, Jesse. Although she had henpecked him unmercifully, she
was never able to replace him in her affections., 70(114); ―Bless
Your Heart, You Know You Are Hungry,‖ to her children at our
house on Sundays when they weren‘t invited or even welcome by
Mama, who nevertheless offered them food,70-71(114-115);
G. had a big heart--bigger than life--generous, 72(117),
100(187); her humanity, 69(114), 100(187); maniacal forces?Miss
Lonelyhearts? 2(117). Also see at Barnes.
Paradoxically, many of the family's happiest times came at
the instigation of Gertrude, who was indefatigable in her pursuit of
a good time & she organized innumerable outings: Coney Island,
movies & walks through the park, 70(114-115)—and smoking, I
might add!

Ghetto is a section of a city occupied by a minority
group who live there especially because of social, economic,
or legal pressure. It originally referred to a section of
Venice, which still bears that name, where Jews were
restricted to. It is an Italian word.

Ghetto is a section of a city occupied by a minority
group who live there especially because of social, economic,
or legal pressure. It originally referred to a section of
Venice, which still bears that name, where Jews were
restricted to. It is an Italian word.

Gestapo, The, R, xlvi: The Nazi police force noted
for its terroristic methods against anyone suspected of

Ghetto as a state of mind: many of us live in white

treason or disloyalty; -- is a anacronym for Gerheime
Staatpolizei, i.e., Secret State Police. It discovered the
secret hiding place of the Frank family, 175(305)

ghettos, or maybe Chinese, or African American, Black, or
of any color, language, dialect or race.. Ghetto is a state of
mind that exludes as well as includes.

―Get Out Your Handerchiefs,‖1978 film, directed &

―Ghetto, Jewel of the‖ is the nickname of Ruby

written by Bertrand Blier-about a juvenile coming of age &
the Oedipus complex, 137(249-250)

Goldstein, but it also migh be a pun on his Jewishness.

Ghiberti, Lorenzo, see at Saint John the Baptist.

Get the Gold (pun)—i.e., mine.
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―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ my autobiographical poem,

Considering its popularity, it is surprising to learn that
denim isn‘t an American invention at all–it is derived from a cloth
woven in Nimes, France, & said to be ―de Nimes‖, that is, ―from
Nimes,‖ 200(365); also see at Pea Jackets & at Navy.

242-244(438-439)

―Ghost Story‖ by Philip Roth: the 23-year-old writer
Zuckerman tries to be the son of the famous writer Lonoff
after another famous writer drops him, 97(183)n

―GI Joe,‖ the Army equivalent of John Doe, or Joe
Average, Joe Blow, Joe Schmoe, and immortalized by
cartoonist Bill Mauldin, R, l, 74(121); also see at Man.

Giacometti, Alberto, 1901-1966, was a Swiss
sculptor, painter, draftsman, and printmaker. Alberto
Giacometti was born in Borgonovo, now part of the Swiss
municipality of Stampa, near the Italian border. His father,
Giovanni Giacometti, was a painter.
Alberto attended the School of Fine Arts in Geneva. In 1922
he moved to Paris to study under the sculptor Antoine Bourdelle,
an associate of Auguste Rodin. It was there that Giacometti
experimented with cubism and surrealism and came to be regarded
as one of the leading surrealist sculptors. Among his associates
were Joan Miró, Max Ernst, Pablo Picasso and Balthus.
Between 1936 and 1940, Giacometti concentrated his
sculpting on the human head, focusing on the model's gaze,
followed by a unique artistic phase in which his statues became
stretched out; their limbs elongated. Obsessed with creating his
sculptures exactly as he envisioned through his unique view of
reality, he often carved until they were as thin as nails and reduced
to the size of a pack of cigarettes, much to his consternation.
A friend of his once said that if Giacometti decided to sculpt
you, ―he would make your head look like the blade of a knife.‖
After his marriage his tiny sculptures became larger, but the larger
they grew, the thinner they became. Giacometti said that the final
result represented the sensation he felt when he looked at a
woman—excerpted from Wikipedia. Also see James Lord & at
Minimalism in Art, especially the last sentence.

GI Food—see at C Rations and at MRE.
Gibran, Kahlil, 1883-1931:―When you enjoy loving
your neighbor, it ceases to be a virtue;‖ He who wears his
morality as his best garment were better naked‘—from the
Prophet, 1923

Gibson, Althea, 1927-2003, tennis great, 222(405);
born in Silver, SC. On July 6, 1957, she became the first
Black to be a competitor on the world tennis tour & the first
Black tennis player to win a singles at Wimbledon, defeating
fellow American Darlene Hard 6-3-6-2. For breaking the color
barrier, she is referred to as "the Jackie Robinson of tennis." Also
see at Arthur Ashe & at Tiger Wood.

Gibson, Joshua ―Josh,‖ 1911-1947, baseballer who
hit nearly 800 homeruns in the Negro Leagues (1929-1946)
Baseball historians consider Gibson to be among the very best
catchers and power hitters in the history of any league, including
the Major Leagues, and he was elected to the Baseball Hall of
Fame in 1972. Gibson was known as the ―black Babe Ruth.‖ He
never played in Major League Baseball because, under their
unwritten ―gentleman's agreement‖ policy, they excluded nonwhites during his lifetime. The Josh Gibson Baseball Hall of Fame
plaque says he hit ―almost 800‖ homers in his 17-year career
against Negro League and independent baseball. His lifetime
batting average, according to the Hall of Fame's official data, was
.359. In early 1943, Josh Gibson fell into a coma and was
diagnosed with a brain tumor. Apparently coming out of his coma,
he refused the option of surgical removal, and lived the next four
years with recurring headaches. Gibson died of a stroke in 1947 at
age 35, in Pittsburgh, PA, just three months before Jackie
Robinson became the first black player in modern major league
history. The stroke is believed by a few to be linked to drug
problems that plagued his later years. Also see at ―Gentleman's
Agreement‖ that restricted Jews.

Giambi, Jason, First Baseman, NY Yankees in 2005
he admitted taking steroids, 123(228)--see at Steroids.

Gianinni, Giancarlo,1942-2008, Italian actor, bestknown for starring roles infilms directed by Lina
Wertmuller, notably ―Swept Away‖ and ―Seven Beauties‖
--see at ―Seven Beauties,‖ 32(51)n.

GI, an enlisted man, or a veteran of any of the armed
services, esp. the army; or according to government
regulations; or issued by a military supply dept.; originally
an abbreviation for ―galvanized iron,‖ and stamped on trash
cans, etc, but later re-interpreted to mean ―Government
Issue‖--American Heritage Dictionary
GI Bill of Rights, , a ―Readjustment Act,‖ signed by
FDR on June 22,1944, enabling WW II Veterans to pay for
tuition, books, supplies, living & medical expenses for college,
or certain approved trade schools. The GI(389) Bill later was
extended to Korean, Vietnam and other veterans, with higher
allowances due to inflation & the rising cost of education,
214(388), AA; also see Fifty-Two Twenty Club.
In 1945, more than 12,000,000 US ervice men and women
became citizens again & some 7,800,000 went to back-to-school
under the GI Bill—―WW II Remembered, 1945: p. 9 in ―Victory at
Last.‖ In 1946, most of the rest of the 16,000,000 million service
people were demobilized, 233(423)
GI Clothes, 191(350), Not only did GI‘s wear their s
service clothes, e.g., fatigues & pea jackets to classes on
college campuses, but they were prized by girls who begged them
off their boy friends. This also accounted for the popularity of the
ubiquitous Army-Navy Stores that fed the public taste for Khaki
(from an Arab word for dusty) & Navy clothes: blue chambray
shirts, blue serge or blue denim pants. Skivvies (actually a
trademark) were widely used to denote underclothes, mostly Tshirts & shorts, as in ―The men clambered on deck in their
skivvies.‖ Similarly, BVDs (another trademark) also were
underwear, but used more often in civilian life.

Gibson, William, playwright who had a gift for
creating strong, popular female characters and who wrote
―The Miracle Worker." First written for TV, ―The Miracle
Worker,‖ which portrayed the relationship between the young
blind and deaf Helen Keller and her teacher, Annie Sullivan, was
adapted for Broadway in 1959 and won the 1960 Tony Award for
best play. Nearly half a century later, it is still performed at
regional theaters around the country. Over the course of a writing
career that lasted seven decades, Mr. Gibson wrote many poems,
short stories and plays, but none achieved the breakout fame and
popular acclaim of ―The Miracle Worker,‖ which won five other
Tony awards. The 1962 film version earned Oscar nominations for
Mr. Gibson for his adaptation, and for the director, Arthur Penn.
Anne Bancroft, who won a Tony for her portrayal of Sullivan, won
a best actress Oscar, and Patty Duke, who replayed her role as
Helen Keller from the Broadway production, won an Oscar for
best supporting actress.
Mr. Gibson‘s other works include ―Two for the Seesaw,‖
which opened on Broadway in 1958; the book for a musical
adaptation of ―Golden Boy‖ by Clifford Odets; and ―Golda‖ and
―Golda‘s Balcon,‖ two productions about the life of Prime Minister
Golda Meir of Israel, the first starring Ms. Bancroft, the second
Tovah Feldshuh. ―The Monday After the Miracle,‖ a sequel to
―The Miracle Worker‖ had a brief run on Broadway in 1982-edited excerpt from the NOv. 28, 2008 NY Times obituary by
David Carr. The obituary also referred to him as a young man in
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discovered and preserved Anne Frank's diary after the Franks were
arrested.
Miep Gies stated in her autobiography, and on her own
website: "I stand at the end of the long, long line of good Dutch people
who did what I did or more – much more - during those dark and
terrible times years ago, but always like yesterday in the hearts of those
of us who bear witness. Never a day goes by that I do not think of what
happened then."
Mrs. Gies wrote of her emotions when she finally read the Anne
Frank's diary: ―The emptiness in my heart was eased. So much had
been lost, but now Anne‘s voice would never be lost. My young friend
had left a remarkable legacy to the world. But always, every day of my
life, I‘ve wished that things had been different. That even had Anne‘s
diary been lost to the world, Anne and the others might somehow have
been saved. ―Not a day goes by that I do not grieve for them"--the
quotes above are from the Jan. 12, 2010 NY Times Obituary of Miep
Gies written by Richard Goldstein.
Miep Gies was transported to Leiden, Netherlands, from
Vienna in December 1920 to escape the food shortages prevailing in
Austria after WW I. In 1922, she moved with her foster family to
Amsterdam. In 1933, she met Otto Frank when she applied for the post
of temporary secretary in his spice companym Opekta. She initially ran
the Complaints and Information desk in Opekta, and was eventually
promoted to a more general administrative role. She became a close
friend of the Frank family, as did Jan Gies, whom she married on July
28, 1941 after she refused to join a Nazi women's association and was
threatened with deportation back to Austria. Her knowledge of Dutch
and German helped the Frank family assimilate into Dutch society, and
she and her husband became regular guests at the Franks'
home.
With her husband, and her colleagues, Victor Kugler, Johannes
Kleiman, and Bep Voskuijl, Miep Gies helped hide Edith and Otto
Frank, their daughters Margot and Anne, Hermann and Auguste van
Pels, their son Peter, and Frit Pfeffer in a secret upstairs room that was
not used in the spice company's office building on Amsterdam's
Prinsengracht from July 1942 to August 4, 1944.
After the Arrest. In theory, Miep and the other helpers could
have been shot if they had been caught hiding Jews. On the morning of
August 4, 1944, acting on information provided by an informant, the
Grüne Polizei arrested the people hidden at Frank's place of business,
as well as Victor Kugler and Johannes Kleiman. A few days later, Miep
unsuccessfully tried to bribe the Austrian Nazi officer to release her
friends. Three separate criminal investigations after the war all failed to
identify the informant.
Before the hiding place was emptied by the authorities, Miep
retrieved Anne Frank's diaries and saved them in her desk drawer for
Anne's return.
Once the war was over and it was confirmed that Anne had
perished in Bergen-Belsen, Gies gave the collection of papers and
notebooks to the sole survivor from the Secret Annexe, Anne's father,
Otto. After transcribing sections for his family, his daughter's literary
ability became apparent and he arranged for the book's publication in
1947. Miep did not read the diaries before turning them over to him,
and later remarked that if she had she would have had to destroy them
because Anne had named all five of the helpers (the Gestapo had
identified and arrested two) as well as their black market suppliers. She
was, however, eventually persuaded by Otto Frank to read it in its
second printing.
In 1994, Miep Gies was awarded the Order of Merit of the
Federal Republic of Germany; in 1995, she received the Yad Vashem
medal, and in 1997, she was knighted by Queen Beatrix of the
Netherlands. Miep's and Jan's only child, Paul, was born on July 13,
1950. Jan Gies died in 1993 from diabetes. In December 1994, during
the making of the documentary film Anne Frank Remembered
,
Miep was introduced to Peter Pfeffer, the son of Fritz Pfeffer. After his
parents divorced, Pfeffer was raised by his father, until his father felt it
was too dangerous for him to remain in Germany, and in 1938 was sent
to London to live with his uncle. By the end of the war he had lost most
of his close family, including his father and mother, who had died in
Theresienstadt.
Pfeffer moved to the United States and settled in California,
where he founded a successful office supply business. Pfeffer, upon
meeting Miep Gies, expressed his thanks to her for attempting to save

Topeka, KS, before he and his wife, Mary Ann Anderson,
moved to Stockbridge, MA, where he died at 94.

Gide, André (né André Paul Guillaume Gide), 18691951, was a French author and winner of the Nobel Prize in
literature in 1947. Gide's career ranged from its beginnings in the
symbolist movement, to the advent of anticolonialism between
WW I & WW II. Known for his fiction as well as his
autobiographical works, Gide exposes to public view the conflict
and eventual reconciliation between the two sides of his
personality, split apart by a strait-laced education and a narrow
social moralism. Gide's work can be seen as an investigation of
freedom and empowerment in the face of moralistic and puritan
constraints, and gravitates around his continuous effort to achieve
intellectual honesty. His self-exploratory texts reflect his search of
how to be fully oneself, even to the point of owning one's sexual
nature, without at the same time betraying one's values.
His political activity is informed by the same ethos, as
suggested by his repudiation of communism after his 1936 voyage
to the USSR.
In 1893 and 1894, traveling northern Africa, Gide realized
he was homosexual after an encounter with a boy prostitute in, and
learning diferent moral and sexual conventions provided the basis
for his psychological novels The Immoralist (1902) and Strait is
the Gate (1909).
He befriended Oscar Wilde in Paris, and in 1895 Gide and
Wilde met in Algiers. There, Wilde had the impression that he had
introduced Gide to homosexuality, but, in fact, Gide had already
discovered this on his own.
In 1895, after his mother's death, he married his cousin
Madeleine Rondeaux but the marriage remained unconsummated.
In 1896, he became mayor of La Roque-Baignard, a commune in
Normandy.
1908, Gide helped found the literary magazine Nouvelle
Revue Française (The New French Review). In 1916, Marc
Allégret, 16, became his lover. He was the son of Elie Allegret,
best man at Gide's wedding. Gide adopted Marc, and the two
eloped to London. In retribution his wife burned all his
correspondence, ―the best part of myself,‖ as he was later to
comment.
In 1918, he met Dorothy Bussy, who was his friend for
over thirty years and who would translate many of his works into
English. In the 1920s, Gide became an inspiration for writers like
Albert Camus and Jean-Paul Sartre. In 1923, he published a book
on Dostoyevsky; however, when he defended homosexuality in the
public edition of Corydon (1924), he received widespread
condemnation. He later considered this his most important work.
In 1924, he published an autobiography, If it die (French: Si
le grain ne meurt--Note: le grain also can be translated as ―the
grain;‖ and la graine in French means ―seed‖ ). After 1925, he
began to demand more humane conditions for criminals--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at (La) Symphonie Pastorale,
1919 novel, and 1946 film
In answer to the question ―Who was the 19-th century‘s
greatest poet? Gide responded: ―Hugo-Élas!‖ (HugoAlas!)—quoted in The Oxford Dict. of Literary
Quotations.

Gielgud, John (ne Arthur John Gielgud),1904-2000,
145(260); Gielgud, was a versatile actpr theatre and
film, particularly known for his warm expressive voice,
which his colleague Alec Guinness likened to "a silver
trumpet muffled in silk. Gielgud is a member of the short
list of entertainers with the distinction of having won an
Emmy, a Grammy, an Oscar and a Tony award. versatile
actor of film and stage--from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Oh,
What a Lovely War!‖ at Dirk Bogarde & at Alec Guinness.

Giep, Mies (née Hermine Santrouschitz),1909 2010,
born in Vienna, she was one of the Dutch citizens who hid Anne
Frank and her family from the Nazis during World War II. She
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his father's life and Miep asked him if there was anything he wanted to
know about his father, expressing that he was a good man and fine
dentist. Pfeffer died of cancer two months later.
Miep Gies lived in the Dutch province of Noord-Holland.
According to Carol Ann Lee's biography of Otto Frank, The Hidden
Life of Otto Frank, Gies stopped granting interviews after enduring a
bout of severe ill health. On February 15, 2009, she celebrated her
100th birthday. (At that time, according to her son, Gies was in good
health and followed the news on a daily basis.) Gies died on January
11, 2010, following a short illness. It was reported that this was caused
by a fall.[ The minor planet 99949 Miepgies is named in her honor—
edited excerpts from Mies Giep‘sobituary in tne NY Times, 1/12/10,
and Wikipedia.

Russia in 1886, he was one of the most prolific lyricists of
Tin Pan Alley.In 1912, Gilbert had his first songwriting success
with ―Waiting For The Robert E. Lee,‖ a song he co-wrote with
Lewis Muir. He wrote the lyrics (at Muir‘s request) after watching
African American men unload freight from the Robert E. Lee boat
on the Mississippi at Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
The song was published that year by F.A. Mills and remains
one of the greatest standards of the era. A plugger brought the
song to Al Jolson, then at the beginning of his fabulous career.
After Jolson introduced it at one of his Sunday evening concerts at
the Winter Garden in New York, the sale of the sheet music
boomed. The young Eddie Cantor also contributed to the song‘s
popularity.

Gift of gab, see at Schmoozer.
―Gift Outright, The,‖ Robert Frost‘s poem which

Gilbert, Sir W[illam] S[hwenck], the librettist of the
Gilbert & Sullivan team famous for their comic operas—
see, e.g., at ―The Pirates of Penzanze‖):
―It‘s love that makes the world go round;‖ also an
anonymous French song according to Bartlett. See at Love
& at Sea.

Frost read at JFK‘s inauguration in Jan. 1960, 211(384);

Gifted children can sometimes start to talk late, but
sometims early -- before nine months -- or quite late -- after
twenty-four months. Those who start early amaze their parents,
while those who start late cause their parents to worry. In general,
children should be speaking by the time they are two, but it's not
unusual for gifted children to start later. Gifted children who start
talking late often begin to speak in complete sentences rather than
single words.
The father of the man who solved Post's problem in logic
said that his son did not talk until he was 3, but then he told his
mother what a prime number. (She had been asked by someone
what it was)—This was told to me in Athens in 1983 or 1984 by a
Dr. Friedman who was a noted cardiologisit. He found out I was a
mathemticican, and he wanted to know how good his son was. He
then told me that is son had solved Post‘s Problem. I told him that
his son was great! That seemed to bother him a lot!

Gildea, Robert—see at France (Unfree Fance), last
paragraph

Gill, Erik, 1882-1940, artist, carver, engraver &
typographer; ―Work is sacred, leisure is secular‖—an
epitaph to Chapter 26.

Gillespie, Dizzy (né John Birks), 1919-1993, Jazz
trumpeter & composer, developed the music known as
Bebop with dissonant harmonies & poly-rhythms, a break
with the prevailent swing music. He was instantly
recognizable from the shape of his trumpet with the bell
tilted upwards at a 45 degree angle. See at Cambridge
Biographical Encycl.; also see at ―Penguin International
Dict of Contemporary Biography.‖ One of the great Jazz
trumpeters, he was born in S. Carolina & died in NJ.
Gilot, Françoise, born 1921 in France, is a painter and
author, known for being a companion of Pablo Picasso
between 1944 and 1953, who later married vaccine pioneer,
American biologist Dr. Jonas Salk.
Born at Neuilly-sur-seine, France, to her a businessmanagronomist father, a watercolor artist, mother, she studied English
Literature at Cambridge University and the British Institute in
Paris (now U. of London Institute in Paris). While training as a
lawyer, Gilot was known to skip morning law classes to feed her
true passion: art. Despite her mother being an artist herself, the
extent of the young woman's artistic pursuits inexplicably drove
her away from immediate family to her grandmother's attic.
At 21, Gilot met Picasso (then 61) and would ultimately
raise both their children: Claude and Paloma. The parents often
captured their children's antics, on canvas. Gilot maintained a
relationship with the Spanish painter from 1944 until 1953.
Eleven years after their separation Gilot wrote Life with
Picasso, a book that sold over one million copies in dozens of
languages despite an unsuccessful legal challenge from Picasso
attempting to stop its publication. Another legal success was that
Gilot secured the Ruiz-Picasso name for her children, Claude and
Paloma by the end of the 1960s. Gilot was introduced to Jonas
Salk, the polio vaccine pioneer, at the home of mutual friends in
La Jolla, California. Their shared appreciation of architecture led
to a brief courtship and they were married in 1970 in Paris, Gilot
remained married to Dr. Salk until his death in 1995 and during her
marriage she continued painting in New York, California, and
Paris. Gilot's vibrant, colorful art continued even in her late 80s to
reflect her thoughts on nature, time, symbols and signs. Gilot lives
in New York City and Paris, working on behalf of the Salk
Institute in California, and continues to exhibit her work
internationally—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Dora
Maar. & at Picasso.

―Gigi,‖ 1958 film based on a story by Collete with
lyrics & screenplay by Alan Jay Lerner & music by
FrederickLoewe, starring Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier &
Louis Jourdan: winner of 9 Academy Awards, including Best
Picture, Best Director (Vincente Minelli), Best Song (Gigi), Best
Scoring (Lerner & Lowe), etc. The score included ―Ah Yes, I
Remember It Well,‖ ―Thank Heaven For Little Grls‖ & ―The
Night They Invented Chapagne‖—see Video Hound or the Web
for plot etc. Also see at the various people & songs named above.
Also see at ―Ah, Yes I Remember it Well.‖

Giggy, or giggi, Slang, the anus—according to ―The
Random House Historical Dictionary of American Slang,‖
its first recorded use was in 1953 in the phrase, ―Up Your
giggy with a wire brush‖—in referring to WW II. I‘ve
heard: ―Up your
giggy with a ten-foot pole‖ circa WW
II. See at Fickled Finger.

Gigolo—see at ―Just a Gigolo.‖
Gilbert and Sullivan: In the 1870s, the impresario and
theatre manager Richard D'Oyly Carte (1844-1901) set out to
find a form of entertainment other than foreign operas and music hall,
for the amusement of London theatre-goers. His solution was to bring
together the librettist Sir William S. Gilbert (1836-1911) and the
composer Sir Arthur Sullivan (1842-1900), thus initiating the nowfamous collaboration which continued, sporadically, for over 20 years.
The operettas of Gilbert and Sullivan are a well-balanced and
entertaining blend of popular, enchanting melody, possessing a certain
air of familiarity, an intricate plot full of 'forbidden' (yet requited) love,
exciting twists, characters with secret or switched identities, and topical
(often patriotic or satirical) allusions. The resulting thirteen works
define a new, widely popular and distinctly English genre - a landmark
in the music of that country - and are still greatly in demand all over the
world (not least by the flourishing D'Oyly Carte Opera Company,
founded by the eponymous impresario)—see at Sir William .Sullivan at
Sir Arthur Sullivan, and the ―Pirates of Penzanze.‖

Gilbert, Louis Wolfe, (1886- 1970), born in Odessa,
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―Gin Game, The‖ a 2-character & first play by D. L.

Frohman hired they young Jerome Kern to write five new
songs for the score together with lyricist Herbert Reynolds to
strengthen what he felt was a weak first act. Julia Sanderson and
Donald Brian starred in the production. Their song ―They Didn't
Believe Me‖ became a hit, with its conversational style and
modern 4/4 time signature instead of the older waltz style.
This put Kern in great demand on Broadway and established
a pattern for musical comedy love songs that lasted through the
1960s. ―They Didn't Believe Me‖ became a standard and was
recorded by Mario Lanza and Barbra Streisand among others—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―They Didn‘t
Believe Me.‖

Coburn that open on Broadway Oct. 6, 1977, starring
Jesssica Tandy and Hume Cronyn playing one gin game after
another with the result that Fonsia Dorset (Tandy) wins them all,
and hence (as the reviewer Walter Kerr pointed out a week
afterwards) Cronyn had to deal every hand! Tandy won a Tony for
Best Actress and Cobrn won a Pulitzer for Best Play. I see Tandy
& Cronyn in the play at McCarter Theater in Princeton, NJ back in
the good old days when Broadway came to the boonies 

Ginsberg, Allen, 1926--1977, was a poet. best
known for Howl (1956), a long poem about the selfdestruction of his friends of the Beat Generation and what he
saw as the destructive forces of materialism and conformity at the
time. Ginsberg was born into a Jewish family in Newark, New
Jersey. He grew up in nearby Paterson.
His father Louis Ginsberg was a poet and a high school
teacher. Ginsberg's mother, Naomi Livergant Ginsberg (who was
affected by epileptic seizures and mental illnesses such as
paranoia) was an active member of the Communist Party and often
took Ginsberg and his brother Eugene to party meetings. Ginsberg
later said that his mother ―Made up bedtime stories that all went
something like: 'The good king rode forth from his castle, saw the
suffering workers and healed them‖—Wikipedia.
In
addition, he wrote ―Kaddish and Other Poems‖
(1961), ―Reality Sandwiches‖ (1963) and others,e.g.,Collected
Poems 1947-1997, New York, Harper Collins, 2006.
Ginsberg had a longtime relationship with his lover &
friend, Peter Orlofsky—see at Wikipedia.
Ginsberg‘s mother suffered severely from pananoi, and he
authorized lobotomy in Nov. 1947 for her for which he never
―forgave himself. He recognized in
Orlovsky‘s mental
deterioration ―the same traits …that he had seen forty years earlier
in Naomi‘s behaviour towards Louis‖—quotes are from Bill
Morgan‘s book ―I Celebrate Myself, The somewhat private life of
Allen Ginsberg;‖ and quoted in Jules Smith‘s review of this book
and two others, one by & one about Ginsberg in the May 25, 2007
TLS. Smith‘s review ends on this pathetic note: ―After being
diagnosed with terminal liver cancer, he wrote to Pres. Clinton,
asking for some kind of award or medal for service inart or poetry.
But, as his candid friend Bill Morgan faithful records, no answer
ever came back.‖ What good is a medal or an award to a true
poet?
Also see at ―The Book of Martyrdom and Artifice,‖ at
―Howl and Other Poems,‖ at ―Literary Masturbation,‖ and at ―I
Celebrated Myself.‖
Ginsberg according to Harold Beaver, in the Aug.
16, 1957 TLS & reprinted in the Aug. 17, 2007 TLS.:
Mr. Ginsberg is committed to nothing except
his
own experience, body, frustration, sensualit. He is
maladjusted, socially and sexually, to the American
community and puzzles out in rhetorical Whitmanesques
lines his American identity: America, I‘ve given you all and
now I‘m nothing. / America, , two dollars and twenty-seven
cents, January 17, 1956. / I can‘t stand on my own mind…

―Girl I love‖: ―If I‘m not near the Girl I love, I love
the girl I‘m near‖—Yip Harburg song, 1947, althought it
sounds like a line from Gilbert & Sullivan. See at Cupid for
the some verses of this song.

―Girl Interrupted‖ is a best-selling 1993 memoir
by Susanna Kaysen. In the book, Kaysen relates her
experiences as a patient in a psychiatric hospital in the 1960s after
being diagnosed with borderline personality disorder. The
memoir's title is a reference to the Vermeer painting Girl
Interrupted at her Music. While writing the novel Far Afield,
Kaysen began to recall her almost two years at McLean Hospital].
Once done with the book she obtained her file from the hospital
with the help of a lawyer and wrote Girl, Interrupted—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.

―Girl Interrupted,‖ is 1999 movie based on the
memoir that recounts her true story: Susanna Kaysen
(Winona Ryder) is a young woman assigned to a short stay at a
noted psychiatric institution during the 1960's after being
questionably diagnosed with borderline personality disorder. There
she is drawn to Lisa (Anelina Jolie), a thrill-seeking mental patient
also living on the ward. As her short stay turns into a yearlong
ordeal, Susanna's perception of reality versus delusion, and
confinement versus freedom are blurred; she becomes increasingly
involved with the microcosm of the mental hospital and begins to
lose touch with the outside world—Movie Guide.

―Girl Interrupted at her Music,‖ Johannes Vermeer
Painting, 1660-1661—see above.

―Girl Is Like a Melody, A Pretty,‖ Irving Berlin,
for Ziegfield Follies, 1919, Ch. 40—also see at Calla Smith.

―Girl (Just Like the Girl) I Want a,‖ Harry Von Tilzer
& William Dillon, 1911 ―Oh, I Want a girl just Like the girl
/ That married dear old Dad, / She was a girl, / And the only
girl / That Daddy ever had. / A good old-fashioned girl /
with heart so true. / One who loves nobody else but you /
Oh, I want a girl just like the girl tht married dear old Dad.‖
See at beer for a parody of this. Also, see at Tilzer.

―Girl Now, I‘m a Big (I want to be treated like
a big Girl now!),‖ a Sammny Kaye # 1 hit, 1946.

Girl Scouts. Juliette Gordon Low founded the Girl
Guides On Mar. 12, 1912, which became the Girl Scouts
the following Year—see at Juliette Low.

Ginsburg, Ruth Bader, born 1933 in Brooklyn, NY,
became the the second female Supreme Justice
1993—see at Sandra Day O‘Connor, the first.

―Girl with a little curl,‖ see Longfellow.
―Girl With a Pearl Earring,‖ 2001 novel by Tracy

in

Chevalier & 2004 film , starring Scarlett Johansson as the
girl, Griet, Colin Firth as Vermeer. The plot outline: A
young peasant working as a maid in the house of painter
Johannes Vermeer becomes his talented assistant and the
model for one of his most famous works

―Girl Band, All,‖see at ―Some Like It Hot.‖
Girl Crazy (or Girl-Crazy?), Ch. 40; ―Is it love or
madness?‖ Also see at Gershwin.

―Girl, Daddy‘s,‖ see at Daddy‘s.
―Girl From Ipanema, The‖, 134(245)
―Girl from Utah‖is a musical that opened in London

Girls: Chs.34 & 40, 44-46; Academic Superiority—
see at Academic Superiority of Girls; -- at games, 6768(110-111); also see at Olympic Champions Leslie Bush
& Betty Robinson. Also see at Althea Gibson
Bad girls? See at Salvation Army Joke; -- begged
GI clothes off their friends, 200(365); also see at GI

n 1913. An American version , produced by Charles
Frohman , had a run of 140 performances at the Knickerbocker
Theatre, opening on August 14, 1914.
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clothes; ―getting to first or second base with --,‖ see at
Dorothy Sullivan; ―-- getting knocked up,‖ 132(243);
My problem with -- ? 154(272-273); Were -- on
another planet? 109(204); our problem—we were boys!
55(89); Were -- pure as the proverbial snow?‖ 158(279)—
see at Snow White; ―Sex was the last thing a girl gave a
man?‖ See at ―Big Enough, Old Enough‖ & at Broyard;
superiority of girls at some games, e.g., at Double Dutch
& Pick-up Jacks & boys at others, 67(110). Also see at
Butterfingers & at Sexist Statements.

Miss Gish always turned in immaculate, beautifully-crafted
performances, and, of course, stole every scene she was in: was
that why the giants of the sound era were skittish about working
with her? She was philosophical about her exalted yet often under
appreciated position in a so-called art form that was first and
foremost a business.
How many terrorised children who saw Charles Laughton's
―Night Of The Hunter‖ (1955), with Robert Mitchum and ‗Shelley
Winters, longed for an angel like Miss Gish to protect them from
tormentors, real and imagined? And when her luminous work in
―The Whales Of August‖ was not even recognised with an Oscar
nomination, she said, ―Oh good, now I don't have to lose to
Cher.‖.She had already lost to Anne Baxter over forty years earlier,
but did receive an honorary Academy Award in 1970 as well as the
AFI's Life Achievement Award in 1984. The belated honors were a
very small way of acknowledging the foremost and certainly most
irreplaceable actress of the silent era--Monica Sullivan, 1993

Girls. ―Different for Girls: How culture creates
women,‖ by Joan Smith, Viking, 1888; see at Dead.

―Girls in Sports:‖ Play ‗em or leave ‗em? 67(110);
also see at Olympics

―Girls in white dresses with blue satin sashes‖—see
at ―My Favorite Things.‖

Girls, Pin-up—see at World War II Pin-up Girls.
―Girls, Thank Heaven for Little,‖ see at Chevalier.
―Girls, Too Many:‖In 1939, Desi Arnaz starred on Broadway

―Romantic Night‖ (1930) was Gish's first sound
film. Longing to return to Broadway --and considered a fading
star around Hollywood--she made only one film over the course of
the next 13 years, ―His Double Life‖ (1933), directed by Arthur
Hopkins and costarring Roland Young and Montagu Love. Instead,
she became a fixture of the stage in productions, including 1930's
Uncle Vanya, 1936's The Old Maid, and 1937's The Star Wagon.
She also played Ophelia opposite John Gielgud's ―Hamlet,‖ and in
1932 published the book "Life and Lillian Gish"
A supporting role in ―The Commandos Strike at Dawn‖
(1943) marked Gish's return to film. Four years later, she received
her first Oscar nomination for her work in the acclaimed Duel in
the Sun. However, after ―Portrait of Jennie‖ (1948), Gish again
exited Hollywood for the stage, and did not return to movies prior
to ―The Cobweb‖ (1955). Later that same year, she also co-starred
in Charles Laughton's classic ―The Night of the Hunter‖ and
infrequently appeared on TV.
After ―The Comedians‖ (1967), Gish largely retired from
acting, penning a second memoir, ―The Movies, Mr. Griffith and
Me‖ two years later. In 1971, she won a special Academy Award
for her "superlative artistry" and in 1977 co-starred in Robert
Altman's ―A Wedding.‖ After being honored in 1984 by the
American Film Institute, in 1987, she accepted her final starring
role, opposite Bette Davis, in ―The Whales of August.‖ Lillian
Gish died in New York City on February 27, 1993--Jason Ankeny,
All Movie Guide Also see at ―The Night of the Hunter.‖

in the successful musical Too Many Girls. He then went to
Hollywood to appear in the 1940 movie version at RKO,
which starred actress, comedienne, and his future wife
Lucille Ball—see at Arnaz & at Ball.

―Girls who wear glasses, Men seldom make passes
at‖ -- Dorothy Parker, in ―Enough Rope,‖ 1927

Girls‘ sexual maturity? ―If she‘s big enough, she‘s
old enough!‖ 132 (243)

Girl‘s Names: Pejoratives derived from--,e.g., Pansy,
Nervous Nellie, Sissy, or Weak Sister, applied to boys,
tomboy, i.e. a boyish girl, 68(112); also see at Sob Sister.

Gish, Lillian (née Lillian de Guiche), 1893-1993,
was an actress born in Springfield, OH. Her father James
Lee Gish was an alcoholic who was rarely at home and left the
family to more or less to fend for themselves. To help make ends
meet, Lillian, her sister Dorothy Gish and their mother Mary
Robinson McConnell tried their hand at acting in local
productions. Lillian was all of six years old when she first
appeared in front of an audience. In 1912 she met famed director
D.W. Griffith. Impressed with what he saw, he immediately cast
her in what was to be her first film, An Unseen Enemy (1912)-from grapelinevideo

During Gish's long movie career, (1912-1987) she

Gittel is a feminineYiddish name from the Hebrew
meaning good—see at ―Two for the Seesaw.‖

specialized in playing gentle heroines who were tougher than they
looked. She ignited a gang war in 1912's "Musketeers Of Pig
Alley" and resisted the attentions of brawny gang leader Elmer
Booth, who shrugged off his disappointment with such anti-heroic
grace that the young James Cagney must surely have taken note
and transformed the style into his very own nearly twenty years
later. It was perhaps the only time that she was to be upstaged by a
fellow player. Miss Gish's decade-long association with D.W.
Griffith continued through his two early epics "Birth Of A Nation"
and "Intolerance" and she became a life-long defender of Griffith
when audiences of later eras attacked her mentor as a racist, as a
sentimentalist and as an old-school pioneer unable to adjust to a
rapidly-changing industry.
But Miss Gish herself would adjust to Hollywood, the town
she wryly referred to as an emotional ―Detroit.‖ Under Griffith's
direction, she suffered and suffered and suffered in such silent
classics as ―Broken Blossoms‖, ―Orphans of the Storm‖ and ―Way
Down East.‖
After she broke away from Griffith, she made several films
for MGM, including two gems with Victor Seastrom, ―The Scarlet
Letter‖ and ―The Wind.‖ When the ―Talkies‖ arrived, Miss Gish's
film career faltered, although as a stage-trained actress, there was
no real reason why her career had to be limited to just twenty films
over a sixty-year period.

―Give 'em Hell, Harry! (1975)—one man show with
James Whitmore portraying Truman. A film was made in
performance, and available in DVD. Also see at
Truman and Manure Joke.

―Give me five minutes more‖—see ―Five Minutes....‖
―Give Me Something to Remember You By, Oh‖
(When you are far away from me…), line from a song,
entitled ―Something to Remember You By, ‖ 188((327)

―G.L.,‖also ―GL‖(Glenn L. Fitkin), T, A, xv, xvii,
D, Ch. 59ff. also see at―Angelina.‖
GL and JR: A Study in Contrasts, 206(376-377);
―JR & I stood in awe of GL & his competency in sailing
& in all things,‖ 206(377); See at ―GL and JR‖; ―CC,‖at
―GL,‖ &
at ―JR‖; ―
-- broad-shouldered, mild-tempered young (eighteen-yearold) Christian.
-- ―They washed out half the class [at Michigan City]
because they couldn‘t stand the strain,‖ in an e-mail about
our RT class at Michgan City, Indiana, in his Autobio,
213(387-388);
Glenn helped me track down Claude A. Lynch, Jr.,
who had the foresight to have the members of Great Lakes
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Aficionado with writer Arthur Marx, Falk said, ―I remember once
in high school the umpire called me out at third base when I was
sure I was safe. I got so mad I took out my glass eye, handed it to
him and said, 'Try this.' I got such a laugh you wouldn't believe.‖
Compare that anecdote with my mother‘s secrecy about hers
at Mama‘s Glass Eye. Also see at Peter Falk.

Company 1038 sign and write their addresses on the back
of the Official Company Photograph in a chart showing
their position in the photograph. Claude had the patience to
type up copies, and send them to us. (It was easy for Glenn
to find Claude—they were neighbors in Toledo! See Co.
1038 Photograph in Part III.)
Glenn remembers our last days in Corpus
Christi, waiting to be demobbed, e.g., that we read &
discussed Freud, 233(425) —also see at ―CC‖; he gave
me a headsup when two birddogs were trying to find me
when I napped during retreat, 230(419)
Glenn remembers a trip that we took to Laredo. He
was surprised that JR was afraid to chat with the girls
through the barred window of the local brothel—I don‘t
know why…after all he used to tell us that he always felt
safer around ―Catholic girls,‖ and I am sure that they were.‖
―Dear Jack and Carl, My god! What‘s going on
here? After 60 years I find out that my friends had to live
with coal stoves and rats. The only hardship this WASP had was
to go down the basement and fire up the coal furnace so the rest of
the family could get up to warmth. The interesting thing is for more
than a year we all were the same. Same income. Same clothes. Same
beds. Same food. Since we all seemed to have the same ideals, I
assumed that we were alike, and I think we were. I know that if
you had shared your early life that it would have made no
difference to me, but it might have provided an interesting topic of
discussion"--extract from GL‘s e-mail of July 7, 20005 & pp.
205-207 in the computer copy and p. 376 of the hard copy, of
"The Sun Shines Bright" where I added this:

―Glass Menagerie, The,‖ The play is set in St. Louis,
MO, during the Great Depression and deals with the
troubled relationship between an aging mother, Amanda
Wingfield, and her painfully shy daughter Laura, as told by the son
and brother, Tom Wingfield, who is supposedly relating events
from memory. He states that the play is not completely realistic,
because ―memory takes much poetic license.‖ In this ―memory
play,‖ the time scheme moves freely between the past (the 1930s)
and the present (1944-1945). (The action takes place in either 1935
or 1936, since it is ―two years‖ after Chicago's Century of Progress
World's Fair of 1933-34.) Amanda is fixated on her idealized
version of her Southern childhood and is the perfect example of the
‗faded southern belle‘ about whom Williams often writes in plays
such as A Streetcar Named Desire. She often recalls days when as
many as seventeen gentleman callers would visit her. Her current
life involves such sorrows as a complete reversal of fortune-- her
husband, described as a ―telephone man who fell in love with long
distance,‖ abandoned the family when Tom and
Laura were
children.
The Glass Menagerie was actually reworked from one of
Williams' short stories, ―Portrait of a Girl in Glass.‖ The play was
first produced by Eddie Dowling and Louis J. Singer at the Civic
Theatre in Chicago on December 26, 1944—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

"I couldn't agree with Glenn‘s sentiments more if I had written
the e-mail myself! However, I doubt that we would have had much to
discuss since I, and no doubt JR, wanted to put poverty and want
behind us now that we had plenty of navy chow!"

―Glass Menagerie, The,‖ 1987 film was directed by
Paul Newman & starred Joanne Woodward, John
Malkovich, Karen Allen, and James Naughton. A 1950 film was
directed by Irving Rapper, starring Gertrude Lawrence, Jane
Wyman, Kirk Douglas, and Arthur Kennedy..Williams
characterized the 1950 film, which had an implied happy ending
grafted onto it, as the worst adaptation of his work. It is not
currently available on VHS or DVD--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
―Glass Slipper, The‖ 1955 Broadway musical version
of ―Cinderella.‖

Excerpt from GL‘s Autobiography: ―On October 27, 1943,
my father purchased my first car, a 1931 Model A
Ford.
It cost $100, and it ran fine…‖ (this & other excerpts),
208(379); Glenn‘s father also shipped him a 12 ft.
sailboat--we
sailed on in the Gulf, 223-224(408); also see at Claude Lynch,
Jr., at JR, at WASP & at SNAPFADA.
In a message dated 12/9/2008 12:57:50 A.M.
Eastern Standard Time, writes: Jack and Carl - Yesterday
my daughter and I visited the military cemetery in Tunis, for those
who served in
Africa during 1942 - 44. They had a
ceremony: and as a WW II vet and your representative of
company 1038, I led
the ceremony, Very moving! All of
our group had tears in
their eyes. We were amidst 3000 white
crosses. Made me proud to be a member of the greatest
generation. Glenn
Also see at ―Greatest Generation‖ and at American
Military Cemetery and Memorial of the North African
Campaign.

Gleason, ―Jackie,‖(né Herbert Walton Gleason, Jr. ,
baptized John Herbert "Jackie" Gleason), 1916-1987,
comedian, actor and musician, was born while his parents lived at
364 Chauncey Street in Bushwick, Brooklyn, NY, the son of Mae,
a subway change-booth attendant, and Herb Gleason, an insurance
auditor.
One of two sons of a father from Ireland who abandoned the
family (his brother died when Jackie was a boy), Gleason was
raised by a loving, but troubled, overworked Irish mother who died
when he was 19. (Gleason sometimes pushed the date of death up
three years to 16.)
Biographer William A. Henry III wrote of Gleason's
tendency to both exaggerate and obscure his hardscrabble
childhood.)[ One of his most famous trademark was his brash
visual and verbal comedy styling, especially as delivered by the
character Ralph Kramden on the pioneering sitcom The
Honeymooners.
Gleason's most noted movie role was as Minnesota Fats in
The Hustler--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Art
Carney, at ―The Hustler‖ at ―Minnesota Fats‖ & at The
Honeymooners.

―GL & JR‖(Fitkin & Seibert) Ch. 55, Ch. 59 ff;
―The brightest and the Best,‖ 207(378); CC‘s love for --,
207(379); -- ―A study in contrasts,‖ 205(376-377); JR on
GL: ―I agree that GL‘s homelife looked luxurious.
However, to his credit, GL never acted superior nor flaunted
his ―wealth‖—from JR‘s e-mail of July 7, 2005, 205(376);
also see at ―CC, GL & JR,‖ at GL & at JR.

Glass Blowers, see at Du Maurier.
Glass eye—was not as comfortable as they are
now—a glass eye was lots heavier than an eyeball! Also see
at Mama‘s Glass Eye, at Parents and Children, at
(Lofcadio) Hearn‘s glass eye, and Peter Falks‘s below:

Gleick, James, born 1954, is an author, journalist &

Glass eye‖ Peter Falk‘s right eye was surgically

biographer, whose books explore the cultural ramifications
of science & technology. Three of them have been Pulitzer
Prize & National Book Award finalists & have been
translated
into more than 20 languages—Wikipedia.

removed when he was three years old because of a
malignant tumor. He has worn a glass eye for most of his life.
Despite the handicap, Falk participated in team sports, mainly
baseball and basketball, as a boy. In a 1997 interview in Cigar
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―Genius: The Life and Science of Richard Feynman, ‖ was
published by Pantheon Books in 1992, AA; also see at
Feynman.

with the line: ―The past is a foreign country: they do things
differently there.‖
―Go-Between, The,‖ is a 1970 film), directed by
Joseph Losey & starring Alan Bates & Julie Christie.
―Go Down Together, The True, Untold Story of
Bonnie and Clyde,‖ by Jeff Guinn, reviewed in the May 10,
2009 NY Times Sunday Book Review by Bryan Burrough.
See at Bonne and Clyde: Bonnie Parker, etc.

Glenn Jr., John Herschel, born July 18, 1921 in
Cambridge, Ohio, was the first astronaut to orbit Earth as he
flew aboard the Mercury spacecraft Friendship 7 on Feb. 20, 19
He is a retired US Marine Corps pilot, astronaut and United
States senator. Glenn was a Marine Corps fighter pilot before
joining NASA's Mercury program as a member of NASA's original
astronaut group.
After retiring from NASA, he entered politics as a Democrat
and represented Ohio in theUnited States Senate from 1974 to
1999.Glenn received a Congressional Space Medal of Honor in
1978 and was inducted into the Astronaut Hall of Fame in 1990.
In 1998, he became the oldest person to fly in space, and the
only one to fly in both the Mercury and Shuttle programs, when at
age 77, he flew on the Space Shuttle Discovery (STS-95). Glenn
and M. Scott Carpenter are the last surviving members of the
Mercury Seven.

Go-Sheepie-Go,‖ street game, 65(108)
―Goat: to get s.o.‘s goat,‖ Slang. To annoy someone.
―A measure of a person is the size of the thing it takes to get
his goat,‖ Anon. Usually, this is very small, a trifle.

Gob Sllang, A sailor. Origin unknown. See at Tar
Gobble is the guttural sound of a male turkey.
Gobble 1. To Devour in greedy gulps. 2. To take
greedily; grab.

Gobbledy gook [imitative of the gobbling a turkey]
Complete and utter nonsense intending to confuse or
obfuscate.

Glendinning,Victoria, see Woolf, Leonard and

God, P; see Woodie Allen, Lenny Bruce, Richard

Virginia.

Francis Burton, Norman Ewer, Richard Pryor, Robert Frost,
and S. J. Perelman. Also see at Religion.
―God Bless America,‖ by Irving Berlin--see 7(11).

Glocca Morra is a fictional village in Ireland—see at

―God bless you, You know your‘re hungry‖—said

―How are things in Glocca Morra.‖

on my visits by my Gertrude Barnes to her children when
they politely refused Mama‘s offer of food.

Glockamara is said to be a real village in Ireland—

―God does not play dice with the universe,‖ one of

see above—but it‘s not listed in the index of the venerable
Life Pictorial Atlas. However, it‘s mentioned in the Blog of
a man named Gilligan, who says there are lot of Gilligans
there.

Einstein‘s most quoted quotes. It is a rebuttal to
Heisenberg‘s Uncertainty Principle.

―God, Gift of‖—Dorothea & Theodore,(Greek)—see
at Names, Dictionary of First Names.

―God gives and God takes away,‖ saying. ―And more

Gloucester City, NJ, 6(9), locale for one of the Great

and more of us are being taken away‖--Glenn Fitkin
213(387); also see at Michigan City.

Depression‘s ―Hoovervilles.‖ See at Hoovervilles.

Glosnost, see at Gorbachev, and at Steltsin.
Glyn, Elinor, 222(404-405): ―Would you like to sin /

―God higher than truth, There is no‖—Gandhi; also

With Elinor Glyn / On a tiger skin? / Or err with her / On
some other skin?‖

―God is light, and in him is no darkness at all--First

see at ―Higher Power.‖
Epistle General of John, 1:5 (in Bartlett.)

Glynn, Carlin, actress—see ―The Trip to Bountiful,‖

―God is love. He that loveth not, knowth not God,
for‖— ibid, 4:18 (in Bartlett)
―God is a Mother,‖–Eugene O‘Neill, in ―Strange
Interlude.‖
―God is in the details‖--the saying is generally

1985 film.

Gnat: ―…human knowledge will be erased from the
archives before we possess the last word a gnat has to say to
us‖—Jean-Henri Farbre, quoted by Maurice Maeterlinck in his
Preface to ―The Life of the Spider.‖ See at Fabre.
―The nearest gnat is an explanation.‖—Walt Whitman, in
―Song of Myself‖ in ―Leaves of Grass.‖

attributed to Gustave Flaubert, who is often quoted as
saying, 'Le bon Dieu est dans le detail' (God is in the details).
Other attributions include Michelangelo, the architect Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe, and the art historian Aby Warburg. 'The Devil
is in the details' is a variant of the proverb, referring to a catch
hidden in the details. ‗Governing is in the details‘ 'and 'The truth, if
it exists, is in the details' are recent variants. Listed as an
anonymous saying in the sixteenth edition of Barlett's ―Familiar
Quotations,‖ edited by Justin Kaplan—from Wikipedia. Re ―the
catch is in the details, see at ―Catch 22‖

Gnu (pronounced ―noo,‖ as in the pun, What‘s gnu?)
Gnu, or wildebeest (wĭl'dəbēst′), is a large African antelope.
Its heavy head and humped shoulders resemble those of a buffalo,
while the compact hindquarters are like those of a horse. The gnu has a
beard, a short, erect mane, and a long, flowing tail. Members of both
sexes have large horns that curve down, outward, and up. Gnus are
grazing animals and live in herds on open grassland. They constantly
move in an effort to locate new pastures. The sight of a gnu migration,
with its distinctive style of movement, is perhaps the most impressive
group event in the animal kingdom. There are two species. The
brindled gnu, or blue wildebeest--excepted from Columbia
Encyclopedia.

―God is good, God is great,…‖blessing food, 14(21)
―God have mercy on such as we,‖Whiffenpoof Song
-- based on Kipling‘s ―Ballads and Barracks Room
Ballads‖? Ch. 63

―God loving:‖ names, e.g., Amadeus (Latin),

―Go and sin no more,‖ one of Christ‘s most famous

Theophile (Greek). see at Names (Dictionary of First
Names.)

advices, said to the adultress. 43(69)—see at Carter.

―Go-Between, The,‖ is a novel by L.P. Hartley (1895

God moves in a mysterious way, / His wonder to

– 1972), published in London in 1953. The novel begins

perform,‖—William Cowper, Ch. 26
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―In his Viennese consulting room at Bergasse 19,
seated
behind his patients, listening to therir free associations, his eyes
were free to wonder. ‗I must always have an object to love,‘ he
told Jung before their break in 1912.
―As a child he had been an ardent hero-worshiper of
figures ranging from Alexander the Great to Napoleon. As an
adult, as Burke sees it, he needed to surround himself with images
of masculine greatness to inspire and encourage him… Freud‘s
choice of statues and carvings also expresses his ambivalence
towards women: goddesses to be worshiped but kept passive; in
sum, his attitude towards his adored mother Amlia and his wife
Martha…‖ —from the Review by Janine Burke in the Aug. 17,
2007 TLS. It must be mentioned, however, that Freud had
several long affairs with other women, including
Martha‘ssister.
Goddard, Jean Luc, French film director, about
whose films Richarc Brody wrote a book—see at
―Everything is Cinema‖
Goddard, Paulette (nee Marion Pauline Levy. 19111990, vivacious film star & stage actress, a former child
fashion model and in several Broadway productions as Ziegfeld
Girl, she was a major star of the Paramount Studio in the 1940s.
Her exceptional beauty and fame led to several marriages to
notable men, including Charlie Chaplin, Burgess Meredith & Erich
Maria Remarque--although she never had any children.
She was an only child, born in Queens, New York. Her
father, Joseph Russell Levy, was Jewish--her mother, Alta Mae
Goddard, wasEpiscopalian. Her parents divorced while she was
young, and she was raised by her mother. Her father virtually
vanished from her life, only later to resurface in the 1940s after
she became a star. At first, their relationship seemed genial as she
used to take him to her film premieres, but then he sued her over a
magazine article that claimed he abandoned her when she was
young. They were never to reconcile and upon his death, he left her
just one dollar in his will, while Goddard on her part, offered to
pay for his funeral expenses.
She and her mother struggled those early years, with her
uncle, Charles Goddard (her mother's brother) lending a hand.
Helpin her find jobs as a fashion model, and with the Ziegfeld
Follies as a teen in 1924.
She attended Washington Irving High School in Manhattan
at the same time as Claire Wemlinger, who would become
acclaimed Oscar-winning actress Claire Trevor—from Wikipedia,
where there‘s lots more, including her Filmography. Also see at
Modern Times.

―God my soul to take, …‖evening prayer, 14(21)
―God? Oh, isn‘t life a terrible thing, thank,‖ Dylan
Thomas—see at Life.

God or no God: ―I am always extremely puzzled by
those who claim that if there is no God, then life is
meaningless. Is there the slightest shred of evidence that
secular humanists find life less meaningful then do religious
believers? I am not claiming that there is no God, nor am I
claiming that there is one. All I am claiming is that life is
extremely meaningful to most of those who live it—God or
no God! I cannot help tbut think of the marvelous haiku.
Quite apart from our religion, there are plum blossoms;
there are cherry blossoms—Raymond Smullyan, on p. 194
of―The Meaning of Life.‖ (This haiku does not conform to
the definition! Maybe it was ―lost in translation!‖
Also see at Capra or no Capra.

―God tells me how the music should sound but you
stand in the way‖—Arturo Toscanini.

―God That Failed , The‖ (1949), by Arthur Koestler,
Ignazio Silone, Richard Wright, André Gide, Louis Fischer
& Stephen Spender with a foreword by David Engerman &
edited by Richard Howare Stafford Crossman: 6 former
communists (or former communist sympathizers)describe
their experience of and disillusion with communism.
―God, whom, as you will remember, is that quaint old
subordinate of Gen. Douglas MacArthur‖—S. J. Perelman.

―God wrought? What hath,‖ Numbers, 23:23 & the
first telegraphic message sent by Morse in 1844.

God‘s Gift—see at God, Gift of.
God‘s gift to man is woman but some men think the
reverse is true, i.e., -that they are god‘s gift to women.
(For example, Casonova). Also see at Adam & Eve.

―God‘s Little Acre‖ is a 1933 novel by Erskine
Caldwell so controversial that a literary board in New York
attempted to censor it, leading to the author's arrest and trial for
obscenity. Exonerated after a jury trial, the author counter-sued the
literary society for false arrest and malicious prosecution. It is
laced throughout with racy innuendo, calling into question the
issue of marital fidelity—from Wikipedia. Considered socalled
sexual freedom of the 60s and following decades, this wouldn‘t be
consiidered controversieal today.

―God‘s Little Acre,‖ 1958 film directed by Anthony
Mann, with Robert Ryan, Tina Louise, Michael Landon,
Buddy Hackett, Vic Morrow, Jack Lord, Aldo Ray & Fay Spain,
that delves into the unexpectedly passionate lives of Georgia
farmers. A poor farmer is obsessed with finding gold on his land
supposedly buried by his grandfather.nearly brings himself and his
family to ruin trying to find it. To find it he conveniently moves a
marker out of his way that designates the land on which it rests as
God's Little Acre, where anything that comes from the ground will
go to God's work. Eventually he abducts an albino to help him find
the gold. Meanwhile, his daughter-in-law is suspected of fooling
around with a labor activist out of work since the mill closed, and a
local political hopeful actively seeks his daughter's hand in
marriage—edited excerpt from Amazon.com

―Goddess in Progress‖

Julie Brown's 1984 mini-

album—see at ―Earth Girls Are Easy,‖ the title of one of the
songs in the album.

Goebbels, (Paul) Joseph, 1897-1945, Arch Nazi,
organized the destruction of Jews; ―The bigger the lie, the
more believable,‖ 224(409); Goebbels & his wife killed
therir six children & then committed suicide in Hitler‘s
Bunker—see at Loringhoven. (But why kill the
children?) Also see at Himmler & at ―The Great Dictator.‖
Goering, Herman Wilhelm, 1893-1946, commander
of the German air force and the second highrest–ranked
Nazi during most of the war & war crimianl: ―All you have
to do is to tell them they are being attacked and
denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism…it works in
every country,‖ 224(409)—quoted by Robert C. Byrd;
On Hitler‘s orders, Goering gave Lindb ergh
a
medal
with swastikas, R, li; Goering was convicted of war
crimes at the Nuremberg Trial but poisoned himself on
Oct. 15, 1946 hours before his scheduled execution.—
see at Robert Rosenthal. Also see at ―The Great Dictator.‖

―God‘s way of letting you know you‘re having too
good a time, Guilt is‖---Dennis Miller

―Gods of Freud, The,‖ Sigmund Freud‘s Art
Collection,― by Janine Burke, Knopf Australia, 2007.
―Sigmund Freud offered no explanation for his compulsive
collecting of small antiquities other than to describe himself aa an
archaeologist of the mind…[This book] details the history and
significance of the 2.000 pieces
Freud
assembled
during
decades…

Goeth, Amon, Nazi Butcher of Krakow (Crakow)
was convicted of crimes ghetto and three death camps in
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eastern Poland, Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinkw He claimed
he was only carrying out orders and instructions received
from his superiors. He also contended that the penalties he
was inflicting upon the inmates including putting them to
death, were within his disciplinary jurisdiction as
commandant of the camp, and were in accordance with the
German regulations. Goeth appealed for mercy to the
Presidentof the State National Council. After the
President decided not to avail himself of his prerogative of
pardon, the sentence was carried out. On Sept.13, 1946,
he was hanged & as the sentence was carried out, he gave a
Nazi salute & said Heil Hitler for the last time.

capital of Russia did not welcome him with open arms and his
early narrative poem, Hans Küchelgarten (1829), turned out to be a
disaster--http://www.kirjasto.sci.fi/gogol.htm Also see at ―Dead
Souls‖

Gold, see at Old Gold cigarettes
Gold: ―A good name is more precious than gold‖
—see at Lillian Rasch & at Reputation.
―All that glitters is not gold,‖ a common proverb derived
from Latin translations from Aristotle & repeated by
many, e.g., Shakespeare in ―The Merchant of Venice.‖
See Bartlett. Also see at ―Death of a Favourite Cat.,‖ St. 7
& at Fool‘s Gold.

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1749-1832),76(125);

Gold Beach, 143(256), 183(319); one of the four

―Individuality of expression is the beginning and end of all
art,‖ Faust, II, Proverbs in Prose,T; also see at Salvation.
Goethe‘s ―Faust,‖ 76(125): a play in verse in which Faust
tragically tries to bargain with the devil, a character named
―Mephistopheles.‖ (Make no deals with the devil!)—see at
Faust Joke.

Goffman, Erving, 1922-1982,

beachheads on D-Day. See at D-Day.

―Gold of the Day, Where the Blue of the Night Meets
the‖ (1931)—see at Fred Ahlert

―Goldfinger‖—see at Ian Fleming.

Gold, Harry,. admitted that he had involved in spying

―became one of the

since 1934 & had helped Klaus Fuchs pass information
about the Manhattan Project to the Soviet Union. Gold's
confession led to the arrest of David Greenglass. His
testimony resulted in the arrest, trial & execution of Ethel
& Julius Rosenberg. Harry Gold was sentenced
in
1951 to thirty years imprisonment. He was paroled in
May, 1966, after serving just over half of his sentence.
See at A-Bomb Secrets. Also see at Ruchs, Rosenbergs &
Sobell.

most influential sociologists of the twentieth century,
on a par with Mead, in whose footsteps he followed in
developing a sociological
social
psychology‖—
Wikipedia.—see at Crazy, at Presentation of Self & at
Insane Asylum.

Gogh, see at Van Gogh.
Go-Go, of or relating to discotheques, or to energetic

Gold Rush to Californnia after Gold was discovered

music and dancers, e.g., Go-Go Girls.

in 1848-1849.―Oh! Susanna‖ (1848), by Stephen Foster,
was the anthem of the Gold Rush.

Gogol, Nikolai Vasilievich, 1809-1852, was a Russian
writer whose early works, such as Evenings on a Farm Near
Dikanka, were heavily influenced by his Ukrainian upbringing and
identity. He wrote in Russian and his works belong to the tradition
of Russian literature; often called the ―father of modern Russian
realism,‖ he was one of the first Russian authors to criticize his
country's way of life.
The novels Taras Bul'ba (1835; revised edition, 1842) and
Dead Souls (1842), the play The Inspector-General (1836, 1842),
and the short stories Diary of a Madman, The Nose and The
Overcoat (1842) are among his best known works. With their
scrupulous and scathing realism, ethical criticism as well as
philosophical depth, they remain some of the most important
works of world literature.
A church elder, Matvey Konstantinovsky, whom he had
known for several years, seems to have strengthened in Gogol the
fear of perdition by insisting on the sinfulness of all his
imaginative work. As he adopted an exaggerated ascetic life, he
fell into a state of deep depression. On the night of February 24,
1852, he burned some of his manuscripts, which contained most of
the second part of Dead Souls. He explained this as a mistake—a
practical joke played on him by the Devil. Soon thereafter he took
to bed, refused all food, and died in great pain nine days later—
edited excepts from Wikipedia.
edited excepts from Wikipedia.

Gold, Sarah F., see at ―Thrill of It‖ & at Simon Baatz
Gold, See at Old Gold Cigarettes.
Goldberg, Charles, Dr., late mathematical friend
& Princeton neighbor, P, ii

Goldberg, Johann Gottlieb: Goldberg Variations
are a set of 30 variations for harpsichord by Johann
Sebastian Bach. First published in 1741 as the fourth in
s series that Bach called Clavier-Übung (―keyboard
practice.‖) The work is considered to be one of the most
important examples of variation form. It is named after
Johann Gottlieb Goldberg, who may have been itsfirst
performer. For that, and other reasons, Goldberg was very
possessiveabout them & referredto ―my variations!‖—
Wikipedia (except for the emphasis & for the last
sentemce, which comes from elsewhere on the web.)
Goldberg, Rube (Reuben Lucius Goldberg), 18831970, was a Jewish American cartoonist who earned
lasting fame for his ―Rube Goldberg machines;‖-exceedingly complex devices that perform simple tasks
in very indirect & convoluted ways. He was cofounder
and president of the Amer. Nat‘l Cartoonists Society,
and was posthumously awarded their Gold Key in 1980.
Also see at Dr. W. J. Kolff, 2-nd to last paragraph.

Gogol, Nikolai, was born in Sorochintsi, Ukraine,

Goldblum, Jeffery Lynn, actor born 1952 in W.

and grew up on his parents' country estate. His real surname
was Ianovskii, but the writer's grandfather had taken the name
'Gogol' to claim a noble Cossack ancestry. Gogol's father was an
educated and gifted man, who wrote plays, poems, and sketches in
Ukrainian. Gogol started write while in high school. He attended
Poltava boarding school (1819-21) and then Nezhin high school
(1821-28).
In 1828 Gogol, an aspiring writer, settled in St. Petersburg,
with a certificate attesting his right to 'the rank of the 14th class'.
To support himself, Gogol worked at minor governmental jobs and
wrote occasionally for periodicals. Although he was interested in
literature, he also dreamed of becoming an actor. However, the

Homestead, a suburg of Pittsburgh, PA, he often portrays
quirky, intense or eccentric characters. He is also known for his
distinctive appearance and his staccato delivery of lines. Early in
his career, he had a short role in Annie Hall (1977) where he
attends a Hollywood party and is shown on the phone admitting, ―I
forgot my mantra.‖
Goldblum had leading roles in The Fly (1988)and The Tall
Guy (1989). His supporting roles include those in Invasion of the
Body Snatchers (1978), The Big Chill (1983), Into the Night
(1985), Earth Girls Are Easy (1988), Jurassic Park (1993) &The
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Lost World (1997--edited from Wikipedia. He also
―Nashville‖ (1975.)

success made it possible for Golding to resign his teaching post at
Bishop Wordsworth's School in 1961, and he spent that academic year
in the United States as writer-in-residence at Hollins College near
Roanoke, Virginia.
Having moved in 1958 from Salisbury to nearby Bowerchalke, he
met his fellow villager and walking companion James Lovelock. The
two discussed Lovelock's hypothesis that the living matter of the planet
Earth functions like a single organism, and Golding suggested naming
this hypothesis after Gaia, the goddess of the earth in Greek
mythology. In 1970 Golding was a candidate for the Chancellorship
of the University of Kent at Canterbury, but lost to the politician and
leader of the Liberal Party, Jo Grimond. Golding won the James Tait
Black Memorial Prize in 1979, the Booker Prize in 1980, and in 1983
he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. He was knighted by
Queen Elizabeth II in 1988.
Death: In 1985 Golding and his wife moved to Tullimaar House at
Perranarworthal, near Truro, Cornwall, where he died of heart failure, 8
years later, on 19 June 1993. He was buried in the village churchyard at
Bowerchalke, South Wiltshire (near the Hampshire and Dorset county
boundaries). He left the draft of a novel, The Double Tongue, set in
ancient Delphi. which was published posthumously--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia starting at Early Life.

appeared in

―Golden Chances,‖ see at Calla Smith Rogers.
―Golden chances pass me by, I‘ve let my,‖ line from
a song.

Golden Gate Bridge, connecting San Franscisco to
Marin County to the north opened to pedestrians on May 27,
1937 & to vehicles the next day when FDR pushed a
button.

―Golden ear, nose and throat‖ is how Noel Coward
described Ian Fleming—see at Fleming.
Goldeneye—see at Ian Fleming
Golden Rule, The; -- and Karma, 90(171)
―Golden Pond,― 1981 film—see at Henry Fonda.
Golding, William (Gerald),1911–93,English novelist.
Praised for his highly imaginative and original writings, Golding
was basically concerned with the eternal nature of man. In his bestknown work, the allegorical Lord of the Flies (1954), he described the
nightmarish adventures of a group of English schoolboys stranded on
an island and traced their degeneration from a state of innocence to
blood lust and savagery. His later works include The Inheritors (1955),
Pincher Martin (1956), Free Fall (1959), The Spire (1964), The
Pyramid (1967), The Scorpion God (1971), Darkness Visible (1979),
and a maritime trilogy: Rites of Passage (1980), Close Quarters (1987),
and Fire Down Below (1989).
Golding received the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1983 and was
knighted in 1988. See studies by A. Johnston (1980), P. Redpath (1986)
and "William Golding: The Man and His Books" (1989), and "William
Golding: The Man Who Wrote Lord of the Flies" (2009), both by John
Carey--lightly edited excerpt from Online Columbia Encyclopedia.
Early life (from Wikipedia): William Golding was born in his
grandmother's house, 47 Mountwise, St Columb Minor, Cornwall, and
he spent many childhood holidays there. He grew up at his family home
in Marlborough, Wiltshire, where his father (Alec Golding) was a
science master at Marlborough Grammar School (1905 to retirement).
Alec Golding was a socialist with a strong commitment to scientific
rationalism, and the young Golding and his elder brother Joseph
attended the school where his father taught. His mother, Mildred, kept
house at 29, The Green, Marlborough, and supported the moderate
campaigners for female suffrage. In 1930 Golding went to Oxford U. as
an undergraduate at Brasenose College, where he read Natural Sciences
for two years before transferring to English Literature. Golding's
biographer John Carey claimed in 2009 that Golding admits in a diary
to attempted rape while he was an undergraduate. The victim, whose
name was Dora, was known to Golding from when she was 13 and he
three years older; the attempted rape occurred two years later, when
Golding was home from his first year at Oxford. Following the
attempted rape, the pair met again two years later at which point,
according to reports, they consummated their relationship. Carey attests
that Golding was ashamed of his relationship with Dora, which he-Golding--considered demonstrative of his own "monstrous" character.
Carey also relates that Dora achieved a form of revenge, by persuading
Golding's father to spy on the pair having sex in the open air: "She
wanted to show [Alec Golding] that his two sons were not exemplary.
World War W II Experiences: Golding fought in the Royal
Navy and was briefly involved in the pursuit and sinking of Germany's
mightiest battleship, the Bismarck. He also participated in the invasion
of Normandy on D-Day, commanding a landing ship that fired salvoes
of rockets onto the beaches, and then in a naval action at Walcheren in
which 23 out of 24 assault craft were sunk. At the war's end he returned
to teaching and writing
Writing Success: In September 1953 Golding sent a manuscript to
Faber & Faber of London. Initially rejected by a reader there, the book
was championed by Charles Monteith, then a new editor at the firm,
who strangely enough identified with an overweight, bespectacled boy,
nichnamed "Piggy." (He himself was overweight as a child.) He asked
for various cuts in the text and the novel was published in September
1954 as Lord of the Flies. It was shortly followed by other novels,
including The Inheritors, Pincher Martin and Free Fall. Publishing

Goldman, Albert, see at Lenny Bruce.
Goldman, Emma (aka ―Red Emma‘), 1869-1940,
— also see at Anarchy.

Gold's Gym an international chain of co-ed fitness
centers (commonly referred to as "gyms") founded by Joe
Gold. The first Gold's Gym opened in fall 1965 in Venice Beach,
CA. Each gym features a wide array of exercise equipment and
personal trainers to assist clients. Dubbed ―the Mecca of
bodybuilding,‖ it was frequented by Arnold Schwarzenegger and
featured in the 1977 movie Pumping Iron. The movie brought
attention not only to the gym itself, but also to the world of
bodybuilding and physique in general. To this day, it is considered
a landmark in the bodybuilding subculture and has even achieved
cult status. In 1970, Joe Gold sold the chain.Today, Gold's Gym
claims to be the largest chain of co-ed gyms in the world, with
more than 600 locations in 25 countries. It also licenses its name to
products such as fitness equipment and clothing

Golds, Old, see at Old Golds, and at Cigarettes.
Goldstein, Laurie—see at Niebuhr.
Goldstein, Joe or Joey (né Herbert Joseph Goldstein),
1928?--2009, was born in Conway, S.C., where his father
owned a dry-goods business. The family moved to Manhattan
when he was a youngster, and he graduated from New York
University.
A New York sports publicist for nearly 60 years who
promoted Madison Square Garden basketball, the New York City
Marathon and, most famously, a trotting horse, Jamin, with a
supposed addiction to artichokes--see at Horse Who Loves
Artichokes.
By 1961, Jamin had come and gone, but Mr. Goldstein was
still promoting the International Trot. A French mare named
Kracovie arrived for the race without her stablemate, Brigitte,
either a mountain sheep or a goat—accounts were vague. Brigitte
was not allowed in the United States out of fear that she could have
hoof-and-mouth disease, so Mr. Goldstein sprang back into action.
As told by Mr. Vecsey in The Times: ―The entertainer Tina Louise
just happened to have a goat in her Manhattan apartment. Wearing
a low-cut dress, she and her agent and the goat paid a mission of
mercy to Roosevelt.‖ But Kracovie needed more than Brigitte, or
a facsimile thereof, for inspiration. She was beaten by the great
trotter Su Mac Lad.
Operating far from the world of public-relations aides who
turned out slick corporate brochures, Mr. Goldstein relied on his
contacts with reporters to promote his clients. ―Goldstein operates
out of his pockets,‖ Sports Illustrated wrote in a 1987 profile. ―He
scribbles notes on pink cards, then loses them.‖ Mr. Goldstein was
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best remembered for his promotional work in the years when New
York had dozens of sportswriters on daily newspapers looking for
angles he was happy to supply—from the Feb. 16, 2009 NY Times
Obituary by Richard Goldstein. He was 81 when he died.

at any time during their career, a feat often called Career Grand
Slam: Gene Sarazen, Hogan, Gary Player, Jack Nicklaus & Woods.
Nicklaus each has three Career Grand Slams, having won each
major at least three times, while Tiger Woods has two, having
won each major at least twice--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Also see at PGA.

Goldstein, ―Ruby‖ (né Reuven Goldstein), 19071984, was a boxer & prize-fight referee. Before he became
a referee, Goldstein boxed professionally from 1925 to 1937.
Nicknamed the Jewel of The Ghetto, Goldstein was a smooth
boxing, hard punching welterweight with a large following in his
hometown of NY City. Fighting his first professional fight at the
age of 17 & appearing on the cover of Ring Magazine just one
year later, Goldstein won his first 23 bouts, developing into a
remarkable lightweight & middleweight contender. His boxing
career ranged from 1925 until 1937.
He won 50 of 55
professional fights—34 by knockout! All five of his losses were by
early knockouts in the fourth round or before.
In 30 of his own knockouts, his opponent failed to make
it past the fourth round & a dozen fell in round one!
Goldstein served as a referee for 21 years, and was the
"third man in the ring‖ for 39 world title fights—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia, except for my exclaimation points!

Gómez Pardo, José Luis, math friend whom I met
at Barcelona, and who invited me and Molly to his
university, which was then Murcia, Spain. He has worked
on many problems close to the interests of Barbara
Osofsky & me. I have reported on this, e.g., in the Memoirs
of the Zanesville Conf. in 2007 in honor of Barbara and
me, and in my books, e.g., in Rings & Things. See my
website carlfaith.com/80/
A Conference at Murcia in Dec. 2007 honored him
on his 70-th birthday.
Goncharov, IvanAleksandrovich Goncharov (1812-91)
was a Russian writer who published only three novels & is
best-known for his humorous novel ―Oblomov‖ (1859), a leading
work in RussianRealism.
In 1849 Goncharov published "The Dream of Oblomov," a
short sketch that became the core of his greatest novel. In 1853 he
accompanied an expedition on a 2-year voyage to the Far East. He did
not enjoy the trip, but he was a perceptive reporter and his account of
the journey appeared as The Frigate Pallas in 1856.
In 1858 Goncharov finished the novel Oblomov, and it was
published the following year. Oblomov has become an archetypal
character, the embodiment of vegetable comfort, of disinclination to
action, and of lassitude. He is the dreamer rather than the doer, and he
is contrasted with Shtolz, the new man, the energetic, self-willed man,
who unsuccessfully attempts to inspire Oblomov to a more active
existence.
As a superfluous man, Oblomov is part of a gallery of great
Russian fictional creations, which includes Aleksandr Pushkin's Eugene
Onegin, Mikhail Lermontov's Pechorin, and Ivan Turgenev's Rudin.
The word Oblomovshchina (Oblomovism) has passed into the Russian
language to signify a special kind of high-minded indolence.

Goldstein, Richard, writer for the NY Times--see at
Bedford Boys, at Jefferson DeBlanc, at Philippe Jutras & at
(Preacher) Roe.

Goldwyn, Sam, see at Chesterfield Girl, and at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Golem, in Jewish legend, is a man artificially
created by cabalistic rites: a robot—Webster‘s New World
Dict., and an epigraph to an article by Michael
Chabon in ―The Writing Life.‖

Golf--see at Arthur Ashe, Walter Hagen, Bobby
Jones, Altea Gibson & Tiger Woods; also below

Golf joke: Moses, Jesus, and an old bearded man
went golfing. On the first hole, Moses hits the ball right into
the lake, the waters part and the ball rolls onto the green. Jesus also
hit the ball into the lake, but the ball floats, and Jesus walks on
water and hits it onto the green. The old man also hits the ball into
the lake, it is swallowed by a frog, an eagle grabs the frog and as
they fly over the green the frog coughs up the ball which drops into
the hole for a hole-in-one.Moses turns to Jesus and says, "I really
hate playing with your father!"
Golf Majors: US Masters, US Open, British Open
& PGA Open. Leaders in majors won:(through (2005):.Jack
Nicklaus, 18; Walter Hagen, 11; Tiger Woods, 10 (all before his
30-th birthday!); BenHogan, 9; Gary Player, 9; Tom Watson, 8.
See at Tour Leaders.
―Grand Slam‖ was first applied to Bobby Jones‘
achievement of winning the following four major golf events of
1930: The Open Championship, the U.S. Open, the U.S. Amateur
& the British Amateur Championship. Jones remains the only man
to have made a Grand Slam, because before the advents of The
Masters & of the professional era, the amateur championships were
considered major championships. The modern definition could not
be applied until at least 1934, when the Masters was founded &
still carried little weight in 1953 when Ben Hogan, after he won
the Masters, the US Open & The Open, could not compete in the
PGA Championship; the nearly concurrent PGA Championship &
The Open, and the then slow transatlantic travel made completing
the Grand Slam impossible.Hogan is the only player to have won
the Masters, the US Open & the Open in the same calendar year.
Tiger Woods has come closest to meeting the modern
definition of golf's Grand Slam by holding all four modern
majors simultaneously— the US Open, The Open Championship
& the PGA Championship in 2000 & the 2001 Masters— although
not in the same calendar year. This has been named, Consecutive
Grand Slam, or, after the only player to achieve it, a Tiger Slam.
Only five golfers have won all four of golf's modern Majors

During the later period of his career, Goncharov was
criticized as "reactionary"—see at ―Oblomov.‖

―Gone With the Wind‖ (1936), Margaret Mitchell‘s
epic novel of the Civil War and Sherman‘s march.
Bartlett credits Ernest Christopher Dowson with the first use
of the phrase—see at Dowson. Also see at ―The Long
March‖ & at Tecumseh Sherman.

―Gone With The Wind,‖ 1939 film starring Clark
Gable & Vivien Leigh–it won 7 Academy Awards, e.g.,
best actress, best film, best director (Victor Fleming), best
supporting actress (Hatie McDaniel), 221-222(404); The
movie premiered in Atlanta on Dec. 15, 1939. It is the top
highest grossing movie of all time—see at ―Movies, The
Top Ten.‖ Also see at Tecumseh Sherman & at Selznick
(the producer of GWTW.)

Gooch, Lorraine (Mrs. Howard Requardt), HHS
Class ‘45 Classmate,friend & an editor of ―Lest We
Forget,‖ 166(290); -- wrote in ―Lest We Forget:‖ ―To a
really swell guy. Stay as nice as you are and you‘ll
always come through on top,‖ Lorraine. ―
doing here in the pits? Haha, Carl)

(What

am I

"Good, the Bad and the Ugly, The" (Italian: Il Buono,
il Brutto, il Cattivo) is a 1966 Italian epic spaghetti western
film directed by Sergio Leone, starring Clint Eastwood, Lee Van
Cleef, and Eli Wallach in the title roles. The screenplay was
written by Age & Scarpelli, Luciano Vincenzoni and Leone, based
on a story by Vincenzoni and Leone. Director of photography
Tonino Delli Colli was responsible for the film's sweeping
widescreen cinematography and Ennio Morricone composed the
famous film score. It is the third and final film in the Dollars
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chocolate and crunchy peanuts since 1925. ―That's a good
bar, Mister,‖ was an ad line for it.

trilogy following A Fistful of Dollars (1964) and For a Few
Dollars More (1965). The plot centers around three gunslingers
competing to find a fortune in buried Confederate gold amid the
violent chaos of gunfights, hangings, Civil War battles, and prison
camps—excerted from Wikipedia—also see at Eastwood, Leone &
allach.

―Goodbar, Looking for Mr.‖ 1977 film, 64(104)n; see
at Diane Keaton.

―Goodbye,Mama, …‖ see at Yokohama.
―Goodbye, Mr. Chips‖ (originally ―Good-bye, Mr.

―Good, the Bad and Me, The‖ Eli Wallach‘s Autobio.
―Good, Better, Best, / never let it rest, / until your

Chips‖) is a novel which was written in 4 days by James
Hilton. The story had originally been issued as a supplement to the
British Weekly, an evangelical newspaper, in 1933 but came to
prominence when it was reprinted as the lead piece of the April
1934 issue of The Atlantic.
The success of the Atlantic Monthly publication prompted a
book deal between Mr. Hilton and Little Brown Publishing. Little
Brown released the first printing of this story in book form in June
of 1934.
The depression was a factor for most publishing houses and
Little Brown was no exception; they carefully released a small first
printing. Public demand for more was immediate, and Little Brown
went into an almost immediate reprinting the same month. The
demand continued and Little Brown continued to reprint the book
for many months with at least two reprintings per month.
The first printing of the British edition was in October 1934.
This edition was published by Hodder Stoughton. Hodder
Stoughton had the benefit of observing the success of Little Brown
and released a larger first printing. Even with this benefit, Hodder
and Stoughton found themselves going into reprintings as the
public's demand for the book was enormous.
After the huge success of this book, James Hilton became a
bestselling author, numerous adaptations were made including two
films and various stage adaptations. Please note: the photograph of
the first edition to the right of the article is of the first British
(Hodder and Stoughton) edition--edited excerpt from Wikipedia
where there is lots more. Also see below.

good is better, / and your better is best! That ancien triad
Mama taught me!
Good and Evil: ―…all human beings…are commingled
out of good and evil: and Edward Hyde alone was pure
vil.‖— see at R. L. Stevenson.

Good Humor Man, Ch. 35
―Good person is a good person, is a good person, is a
good person, A‖—see at the end of ―Jewish, Jews, or
Parrtly Jewish people.‖

―Good Bye to Berlin‖ (1939), the first half of ―The
Berlin Stories,‖ironically highlights the groups of people
who would be most at risk from Nazi intimidation. The book was
described by contemporary writer George Orwell as ―Brilliant
sketches of a society in decay.‖
The novel was adapted into a Broadway play by John Van
Druten (1951), which was then adapted for a film under the title I
Am A Camera (1955) with Laurence Harvey and Julie Harris,
screenplay by John Collier & music by Malcolm Arnold.
The title is a quote taken from the novel's first page: ―I am a
camera with its shutter open, quite passive, recording, not
thinking.‖(*) The book was then adapted into the musical Cabaret
(1966) and film Cabaret (1972). The title I Am A Camera was also
used for a 1981song I Am A Camera by The Buggles.‖
(*) This describes the limitation of retinal images.

―Goodbye Mama, I‘m Off to Yokohama‖—see at

―Goodbye, Mr. Chips,‖ 1939 film starring Robert

Yokohama.

Donat as Chipping, aka ―Mr. Chips,‖ an inspirational and
popular teacher.―I will remember you exactly as you are today,‖
paraphrase of a line from the film about his students, 158(280);
Chipping falls in love and marries; Greer Garson played ―Mrs.
Chips,‖ who dies during childbirth. This, her first movie, made her
into a star, 158 (280);
―The film was nominated for 7 Oscars. Robert Donat beat
out Clark Gable for Best Actor, but the film lost to Gone With
the Wind in 5 of the 6 remaining categories—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see above.

―Good Earth, The‖ is a novel by Pearl S. Buck
published in 1931 and awarded the Pulitzer Prizein 1932. It
is the first book in a trilogy that includes Sons (1932) and A House
Divided (1935). The novel of family life in village China became a
best-seller upon publication and has been a steady favorite ever
since. In 2004, the book was returned to the best seller list when
chosen by the television host Oprah Winfrey for Oprah's Book
Club.
The novel described Chinese culture in detail and helped
prepare Americans of the 1930s to consider Chinese as allies in the
coming war with Japan. The 1937 film, The Good Earth, starring
Luise Rainer, was based on this novel.
Note: Pearl Buck lived with him in Suzhou, then a small
town in north China in the region Buck described in her novel as
―The Good Earth‖

Goodall, Jane (nee Valerie Jane Morris- Goodall),
born in London in 1934, is a leading primatologist,
ethologist & anthropologist. She is probably best-known for her
study of chimpanzee social and family life in Gombe National
Park for 45 years & for founding The Jane Goodall Institute. She
has been referred to as the Mother of Primatology—edited from
Wikipedia She is a protégé of Louis Leakey, as is Dian Fossey
(about whom see.)

―Goodnight, Irene,‖ see at Leadbelly.
―Good Old Bad Days, The,‖20(30)
―Good old days when we were so unhappy. Ah, the‖-

Goodearl, Dr. Kenneth R., friend and math. prof. at
U. of Caifornia, Santa Barbara, who wrote a definitive book
on Von Neumann Regular rings & visited us at
Rutgers U. in fall 1976 (the year of the USA bicentennial.).
while he was writing it. He is a prolific mathematician
who writes across a broad spectrum of mathematical topics.

French saying (Ah les bons view temps ou nous etions si
malheureux), 147-148(263)

―Good name is more precious than gold, A‖--see
at Gold, at Lillian Rasch, at Reputation & at Self;
―A good name, like good will is got by many actions but
lost by one‖--Lord Jeffery, 18th Cent. Lit. critic & judge—
see at Name &at Reputation.

Goodkin, Vera, see at Wallenberg.
―Goodness had nothing to do with it‖--see at Mae West.
Goodness Symbols: aura, halo, snow white, lamb.

Good news & bad news, I have,‖ see at Green Bean

Snow white as in ―I was snow white but I drifted—see at
Mae West.

Joke & at Hypochondriac Joke

Goodbar, Mr.,‖ a candy bar, 64(104): MR. GOODBAR

Goodman, Benny (né Benjamin David Goodman),

chocolate bar was one of Hershey's original candy bars.
Consumers have loved the delicious combination of creamy

1914-1986. His band featured Lionel Hampton, Harry James
& Gene Krupa. He invented a new kind of jazz called ―swing‖ that
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swept the country, 151(268). He is known as ―The King of Swing,‖
the title of his 1939 autobio.
The Benny Goodman Quartet consisted of Goodman,
Hampton, Krupa, & Teddy Wilson—see at ―The Benny Goodman
Story.‖
Goodman & Artie Shaw each had impoverished Jewish
immigrant parents & grew up in ghettos; Goodman in Chicago‘s
Westside & Shaw in the Lower Eastside of NY City. Goodman
was the ninth of twelve children f Jewish immigrants from the
Russian Empirte his father was David Goodman, a tailor from
Warsaw his mother was Dora Rezinski (from Kaunas). They met
in Baltimore, Maryland, and moved to Chicago before Benny was
born—edited from Wikipedia.

process, vulcanization, after the Roman God of Fire, was
used to make Goodyear tires & other products.

Google, Internet Search Machine, 32(50); --founded
by Sergey Bbrin & Larry Paige, who were ranked 16 in
Fortune 400 riichest Americans in Sept. 2005 with assets of
$11 billion; also see at Gates.

Goosestep, to march, in Nazi style, with the legs
swinging sharply sharply from the hips with the knees
locked. The Irsh step-dance is done similarly, although in
this the dancer remains stationary. See at British AntiGerman Hostility.

Gopnik, Adam, a writer, essayist & commentator,
primarily known for his work published by The New Yorker,
for which he has written since 1986. He was born in 1956 in
Philadelphia, but was raised in Montreal, Quebec. His
parents were professors at McGill U., from which Gopnik
received a BA degree. He lives in New York with his wife,
Martha Parker, and two children Luke and Olivia. His most
recent book is about atout New York City: ―Through
the Children‘s Gate,‖ Quercus, NY, 2007—see at ―Children
Gate,‖ at New York Metropolitan Area & at Krazy Kat.

Goodman, Ival, Cincinnati Reds RF, Ch. 37
―Good night and good luck‖--see at Edw. R. Murrow.
―Good News,‖ a 1927 musical successfully revived
in `1974 on Broadway starring Alice Faye and Gene
Nelson—see at De Sylva et all.

―Good Night, Irene,‖ Huddie Ledbetter / John
Lomax) (1950)—see at Leadbelly.
Refrain; ―Irene good night Irene good night / Good night
Irene Good night Irene / I'll see you in my dreams.‖
First of many verses: ―Last Saturday night I got married /
Me and my wife settled down / Now me and my wife have
parted / I'm gonna take a little stroll downtown—from the
Web.

Gorbachev, Mikhail, 23(36); -- & Glasnost, 23(36)
Ronald Reagan: ―Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall,‖ i.e.,
the Berlin Wall. Gorbachev obliged him in 1989, a year
after Reagan presidency ended. He won the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1990. Also see at The Berlin Wall Falls.

Goodwin, Doris Kearns (nee Doris Kearns) was born

Gordimer, Nadine,

in 1943 in Brooklyn & grew up in Rockville Centre, New
York. She received her undergraduate degree from Colby
College in 1964 and went on to earn a Ph.D. in government
from Harvard University. She won a Pulitzer in 1995 for
No Ordinary Time: Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt: The
American Homefron During World War II. Also see at
Lyndon Baines Johnson, her lover & biographer.

is a South African writer,

political activist and 1991 Nobel laureate, born 1923 in
Springs, Gauteng, an East Rand mining town outside
Johannesburg, the daughter of Isidore and Nan Gordimer. Her
parents were both Jewish immigrants, her father a watchmaker
from Lithuania near the Latvian border,[and her mother from
London, England,
Gordimer's early interest in racial and economic inequality
in South Africa was shaped in part by her parents. Her father's
experience as a Jewish refugee in czarist Russia helped form
Gordimer's political identity, but he was neither an activist nor
particularly sympathetic toward the experiences of black people
under apartheid. Conversely, Gordimer saw activism by her
mother, whose concern about the poverty and discrimination faced
by black people in South Africa led her to found a crèche for black
children Gordimer also witnessed government repression firsthand,
when as a teenager the police raided her family home, confiscating
letters and diaries from a servant's room.
Her writing has long dealt with moral and racial issues,
particularly apartheid in South Africa. She was active in the antiapartheid movement, joining the African National Congress during
the days when the organization was banned. She has recently been
active in HIV/AIDS causes—excerpted from Wikipedia.

―Goodwill Will Hunting" is a 1997 drama film
directed by Gus Van Sant and written by Matt Damon and
Ben Affleck, both of whom star in the film. Set in Boston,
Massachusetts, it tells the story of Will Hunting (Damon), a
troubled Irish-Catholic young man from South Boston who,
although a prodigy, a polymath and an autodidact, works as a
janitor at MIT.
Will must learn to overcome his deep fear of abandonment
in order to learn how to trust and love the people who care about
him. Good Will Hunting was a financial success, earned
widespread critical praise and several awards, and launched
Damon and Affleck into prominence.
Will treats the first five psychologists his Professor, Gerald
Lambeau (Stellan Skarsgård), has him see with utter contempt. In
desperation, Lambeau finally calls on Sean Maguire (Robin
Williams), an estranged old friend and MIT classmate who just
happens to have grown up in the same neighborhood as Will. Sean
differs from his predecessors in that he pushes back at Will and is
eventually able to get past Will's hostile, sarcastic defense
mechanisms.
Will is particularly struck when Sean tells him how he gave
up his ticket to see the Red Sox in Game 6 of the 1975 World
Series (thus missing Carlton Fisk's famous home run) in order to
meet and spend time with a stranger in a bar, who would later
become his wife. This encourages Will to try to establish a
relationship with Skylar (Minnie Driver), a young
woman
he
meets at a bar near Harvard..

Gordon, John Steele—see at ―(For the) Thrill of It!‖
Gordon, Mack, song lyricist, see at ―The More I See
You.‖ (with Harry Warren)

Gordon, Ruth (née Ruth Gordon Jones) 1896 1985)
was an Academy Award-, Golden Globe-, and Emmy
Award-winning actress & writer. She was perhaps best known for
her films roles such as the oversolicitous neighbor in Rosemary's
Baby and the eccentric life-loving Maude in Harold and Maude. In
addition to her acting career, Gordon wrote numerous well-known
plays, film scripts and books. Thorton Wilder adaptated A Doll's
House her. Also see at ―The Matchmakerr‖ & at ―Where's
Poppa‖

Goodwin, Vera, see at Wallenberg.
Goodyear, Charles: in 1839, an American inventor –

Gore, Sen. Al, 224(406)--lost the 2000 Pres.Election
by a squeaker, wininng the popular vote & losing by one
state. He would have won if he won his own state,
Tennessee. Gore won the 2007 Peace Prize for his video and

accidentally dropped a bit of a mixture os sulfur & rubber
on his kitchen stove. The lump charred & became tough,
remaining tough in both hot & cold temperatures. This
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study of Global Warming, and also won an Emmy for his
TV presentation

Possum's Book of Practical Cats by T. S. Eliot. In later years he
produced cover illustrations and interior artwork for many
children's books by John Bellairs as well as books begun by
Bellairs and continued by Brad Strickland after Bellairs' death.His
first independent work, The Unstrung Harp, was published in
1953.
He also published under pen names that were anagrams of
his first and last names, such as Ogdred Weary, Dogear Wryde,
Ms. Regera Dowdy, and dozens more. His books also feature the
names Eduard Blutig ("Edward Gory"), a German language pun
(literally Eduard Bloody—my remark) on his own name, and O.
Müde (German for O. Weary).The New York Times credits bookstore

Gorell, Steve—see at ―Georgia on My Mind.‖
Gorenstein, Dr. Daniel (―Danny),‖ late Rutgers U.
& Inst. Adv. Study colleague & friend--Chair of the RU
Math. dept. for many years; Helen --, his widow, is a friend &
writer- I wrote about them, some of her writings & his work as
leader of the classification of finte groups in ―Rings & Things.‖
Danny received his undergrad & grad degrees at Harvard
U., where he earned his Ph.D. in 1950 under Oscar Zariski,
introducing in his dissertation Gorenstein rings. (These were
generalized & named by Alexander Grothendieck & Danny
claimed not to know what they were in this generality!) He
worked on commutative algebra & then was a major influence
on the classification of finite simple groups, a classification made
possible by the Feit-Thompson ―Odd Order Theorem—see at
Feit)—it was the largest collaborative piece of pure mathematics
ever attempted.
After teaching mathematics to military personnel at
Harvard before earning his doctorate, Gorenstein held posts at
Clark U. and Northeastern U. before he began teaching at Rutgers
in 1969, the year after he was a member at the Inst. for Study in
Princeton. He remained at Rutgers for the rest of his life.
He was a Guggenheim Fellow and a Fulbright Scholar—as
a coincidence I was a member of the Fulbright Committee in
Washington, D. D. which gave him the Fulbright. In 1978 he was
elected to the National Academy of Sciences & the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences--in 1989 won the Steele Prize for
mathematical exposition.
Danny was a vigorous man as his unexpected death on Aug.
26, 1992, age 69, shocked the world mathematical community, not
to mention all others who know him.. Also see at ―Faith and Feit,‖
at Feit & at Lyons.

owner Andreas Brown and his store, the Gotham Book Mart, with
launching Gorey's career: "it became the central clearing house for Mr.
Gorey, presenting exhibitions of his work in the store's gallery and
eventually turning him into an international celebrity."
Gorey's illustrated (and sometimes wordless) books, with their
vaguely ominous air and ostensibly Victorian and Edwardian ettings,
have long had a cult following. Gorey became particularly well-known
through his animated introduction to the PBS series Mystery! in 1980,
as well as his designs for the 1977 Broadway production of Dracula,
for which he won a Tony Award for Best Costume Design. (He was
also nominated for Best Scenic Design.)
The settings and style of Gorey's work have caused many people
to assume he was British; in fact, he never visited Britain, and he
almost never traveled. In later years, he lived year-round in Yarmouth
Port, Mass.on Cape Cod, where he wrote and directed numerous
evening-length entertainments, often featuring his own papier-mâché
puppets, in an ensemble known as La Theatricule Stoique.
His major theatrical work was the libretto for an Opera Seria for
Hand Puppets titled The White Canoe, with a score b.y the composer

Daniel James Wolf. Based on the Lady of the Lake legend, the
opera premiered posthumously. On August 13, 1987, his play Lost
Shoelaces premiered in Woodshole, Mass. In the early 1970s,
Gorey wrote an unproduced screenplay for a silent film, The Black
Doll.
Gorey was noted for his fondness for ballet (for many years,
he religiously attended all performances of the New York City
Ballet), fur coats, tennis shoes, and cats, of which he had many. All
figure prominently in his work. His knowledge of literature and
films was unusually extensive, and in his interviews, he named
Jane Austen, Agatha Christie, Francis Bacon, George Balanchine,
Balthus, Louis Feuillade, Ronald Firbank, Lady Murasaki Shikibu,
Robert Musil, Yasujiro Ozu, Anthony Trollope, and Johannes
Vermeer as some of his favorite artists.
Gorey was also an unashamed pop-culture junkie, avidly
following soap operas and TV comedies like Petticoat Junction
and Cheers, and he had particular affection for dark genre series
like Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Batman: The Animated Series, and
The X-Files; he once told an interviewer that he so enjoyed the
Batman series that it was influencing the visual style of one of his
upcoming books. Gorey treated TV commercials as an artform in
themselves, even taping his favorites for later study. But Gorey
was especially fond of movies, and for a time he did regular and
very waspish reviews for the Soho Weekly under the pseudonym
Wardore Edgy. Although Gorey's books were popular with
children, he did not associate with children much and had no
particular fondness for them. Gorey never married, professed to
have little interest in romance, and never discussed any specific
romantic relationships in interviews. In the book The Strange Case
of Edward Gorey, published after Gorey's death, his friend
Alexander Theroux reported that when Gorey was pressed on the
matter of his sexual orientation, he said that even he was not sure
whether he was gay or straight. When asked what his sexual
preferences were in an interview, he said:

Gorey, Edward, 1925–2000, illustrator & writer, born
inChicago, graduate of Harvard, he lived and worked in New
York City and Cape Cod until 1986 when he moved permanently to the
Cape.
Gorey is celebrated for his more than 100 small volumes of
gothic fables, meticulously hand-lettered and intricately illustrated,
most of them in verse. His works are remarkable combinations of the
eccentric, the witty, and the macabre and are illustrated lavishly and
with superb technique in dark and abundant Edwardian detail. Odd,
mysterious, cool, oblique, and very funny, Gorey's works have a
completely unique appeal. Many of his early books, published in small
editions, have become collector's items; they include The Unstrung
Harp (1953) and The Object-Lesson (1958). His later single works
include The Awdrey-Gore Legacy (1972), a spoof on English murder
mysteries; The Lavender Leotard (1973), concerning ballet;
Amphigorey (1975); Amphigorey Too (1980); Amphigorey Also (1983);
and The Eclectic Abecedarium (1985). See the interviews in Ascending
Peculiarity: Edward Gorey on Edward Gorey (2001), ed. by K.
Wilkin--from the Online Columbia Encyclopedia. Copyright © 20012009 Columbia U. Press. All rights reserved.

Gorey, Eward St. John (Cont‘d): was a writer and
artist noted for his macabre illustrated books. Edward St.
John Gorey was born in Chicago. His parents, Helen Dunham
Garvey and Edward Lee Gorey, divorced in 1936 when he was 11,
then remarried in 1952 when he was 27. Gorey spent 1944 to 1946
in the Army at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah, and then attended
Harvard University from 1946 to 1950, where he studied French
and roomed with poet Frank O'Hara.
Although he would frequently state that his formal art
training was "negligible," Gorey studied art for one semester at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 1943, eventually
becoming a professional illustrator. From 1953 to 1960, he lived in
New York City and worked for the Art Department of Doubleday
Anchor, illustrating book covers and in some cases adding
illustrations to the text. He illustrated works as diverse as Dracula
by Bram Stoker, The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells, and Old

―I‘'m neither one thing nor the other particularly. I am fortunate
in that I am apparently reasonably undersexed or something...I've never
said that I was gay and I've never said that I wasn't...what I'm trying to
say is that I am a person before I am anything else...‖
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It is possible that Gorey was asexual.*) Theroux paints a portrait
of a man who lived a fairly solitary existence by choice, friendly,
generous, and apparently comfortable with strangers, but strongly
preferring to be alone most of the time.
Gorey classified his own work as literary nonsense, the genre
made most famous by Lewis Carroll and Edward Lear. Gorey seemed
to love the precision involved in this genre, and, in response to the
accusation of being gothic, he stated, "If you're doing nonsense it has to
be rather awful, because there'd be no point. I'm trying to think if
there's sunny nonsense. Sunny, funny nonsense for children—oh, how
boring, boring, boring. As Schubert said, there is no happy music. And
that's true, there really isn't. And there's probably no happy nonsense,
either." Much of his work fits rather well into the genre of literary
nonsense, yet there is no one category that can encompass the great
variety of style and subject in his many books—edited excerpt from
Wikpedia. *) As Jackon Pollock‘s brother said about Jackson: he‘s not
homosexual. He‘s asexual.

different mentors and masks beore bursting out into his own
originality late in his life. This is a fascinating revelation.
Another appreciation of Gorky was given by Peter
Schjeldahl in the Nov. 2, 2009 New Yorker Magazine, titled
―The Art World, ―Twentieth-Century Man.‖ An abstract is
accessible online.

Gorky, Maxim was the pen name of Aleksey
Maximovich Pyeshkov, 1868–1936, Russian writer, b.
Nizhny Novgorod (became Maxim Gorky, 1932–91).
Gorky is considered the father of Soviet literature and the
founder of the doctrine of socialist realism.
Instilled by his grandmother with a love of romantic tales and
great sympathy for mankind, Gorky began a nomadic life at 12,
wandering the Volga area. Since the czar's schools were closed to
peasants, he educated himself, an experience he describes in My
Universities (1923).
He held dozens of menial jobs, publishing his first story in 1892.
Gorky then became a journalist and married a colleague on the
Samarskaya Gazeta. His articles exposed local corruption and he soon
lost his job.
In 1898 Gorky's collection Sketches and Stories was published
by a radical press and the author was an immediate sensation. These
romantic tales concern the vigor and nobility of the Russian peasants
and workers.
About 1900 he turned to writing novels of social realism. Of
these, Mother (1906) had the greatest impact on Soviet literature.
Describing the awakening of revolutionary feeling in an ill-treated
peasant woman, it became the prototype of the revolutionary novel.
At this time Gorky became close friends with Leo Tolstoy and
Chekhov, about both of whom he later wrote superb Reminiscences (tr.
1946).
Gorky donated most of his income to the revolutionary
movement. He was arrested frequently but treated carefully because of
his tremendous popularity. The czar rescinded his election to the
Academy of Sciences in 1902, whereupon Chekhov and Korolenko
resigned in protest.
Gorky wrote 15 plays, two of which, heavily censored, were
enormously successful at the Moscow Art Theatre. One of them, The
Lower Depths (1901-1902), a study of the wretched lives of derelicts
(and two ways of look at life, 24(37)—my remark) remains a classic.
His plays, at first modeled on Chekhov's, emphasized characterization
over plot—edited except from
http://www.referencecenter.com/ref/reference/GorkyMa/Maxim_Gorky?invocationType=ar1clk&flv=1
Also see at ―Lower Depths, The.‖

Gorky, Arshile (né Vosdanik Manoog Adoyan),
1902?-1948, was an Armenian-born American painter who
had a seminal influence on Abstract Expressionism.
Gorky was born in the village of Khorkom near Van,
Turkey. It is not known exactly when he was born: it was
sometime between 1902 and 1905. (In later years Gorky was vague
about even the date of his birth, changing it from year to year.)
In 1910 his father emigrated to America to avoid the draft,
leaving his family behind in the town of Van. Gorky fled Van in
1915 during the Armenian Genocide and escaped with his mother
and his three sisters into Russian- controlled territory. In the
aftermath of the genocide, Gorky's mother died of starvation in
Yerevan in 1919. Gorky and a sister joined relatives in Watertown,
Mass. in 1920. Gorky, then 16, was reunited with his fathe, but
they never grew close.
At age 31, Gorky married. He changed his name to Arshile
Gorky, in the process reinventing his identity (he even told people ,
including his wife, that he was a cousin of the Russian writer
Maxim Gorky, without realizing that the latter was a pen name!).
Gorky's contributions to American and world art are
difficult to overestimate. The painterly spontaneity of mature
works like ―The Liver is the Cock's Comb,‖ ―The Betrothal II,‖
and ―One Year the Milkweed‖immediately prefigured Abstract
expressionism, and leaders in the New York School have
acknowledged Gorky's considerable influence.
But his oeuvre is a phenomenal achievement in its own
right, synthesizing Surrealism, the sensuous color & painterliness
of the School of Paris with his own highly personal formal
vocabulary. His paintings and drawings hang in every major
American museum including the National Gallery of Art, the
Museum of Modern Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the
Whitney Museum of American Art in New York (which maintains
the Gorky Archive), and in many worldwide, including the Tate in
London. Gorky's daughter, the painter Maro Gorky, married
Matthew Spender, son of the British writer Sir Stephen Spender-also see at The New York School & at deKooning.

Gosden, Freeman—see at Amos & Andy
Gospel, see at Bebop, and at Blues.
―Gossip is nature's telephone--Sholem Aleichem.
Gottleib, Anthony, see at ―Post War‖ & at Marshall.
―Gorky Park‖ a 1983 Cold War film based on the
1981 novel by Martin Cruz Smith, which was named after
the Moscow Park. The film is directed by Michael Apted,
starring William Hurt, Lee Marvin,
& Brian
Dennehy.

Gorky, Ashile (Cont‘d): ―In 1946 Gorky‘s life started

Gottleib, Robert, born 1931 in NY City is a wroter &

to unraveled with shocking force. His studio burned, with a
significant loss of work. He had debilitating, humiliating surgery
for rectal cancer and sank into a depression. Over the next year his
marriage foundered; his wife had a fling with his mentor-friend
Matta. In 1948, after losing the use of his painting arm in a car
accident, Gorky hanged himself‖—from ―Mimic to Master of
Invention by Holland Cotter in the NY Times, Oct. 23, 2009 revue
of Gorky‘s Retrospective at the Philadelphia Museum of Art,
available at this link:
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/23/arts/design/23gorky.html?pag
ewanted=2&_r=1
Holland Cotter also provides a lot more biographical details
on Gorky‘s name change, changing his country of origin from
Amrenia to Russian, his date-of-birth changes, his assuming

editor—see excerpt of a review at ―Artists in Exile, ‖ see
at John Steinbeck & below.

Gottleib, Robert and Kimball, Robert, ―Reading
Lyrics,‖ cited many places in the text--see Biblio. Also see
at Cole Porter.

Gould, Chester, 1900-1985, created the cartoon strip
―Dick Tracy‖ in 1931 for a newspapers distributed by the
Chicago Tribune syndicate Gould wrote and drew the strip
until 1977. Also, see at Dick Tracy. A decades-long
substory is about the Plenty family, a group of goofy
redneck yokels headed by former villains, Bob Oscar ―B.O.‖
Plenty and Gravel Gertie. The family provided a humorous
counterpoint to Tracy‘s adventures. Their daughter, Sparkle
Plenty, first gave the strip an infant & later a pretty young
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adolescent girl character, since, unlike most comic strip
children, she was allowed to grow up. Also see at ―Fearless
Fosdick.‖
Gould, Elliott (né Elliott Goldstein ) was born 1938 in
Brooklyn, NY the son of Jewish immigrants from Eastern
Europe. Gould was one of the most prominent American film
actors in the early-1970s, best known for playing Trapper John in
Robert Altman's satirical 1970 film MASH.
Time magazine placed him on one of its covers in 1970,
when he was at the brief height of his long career, calling him a
―star for an uptight age.‖ Other film roles include Bob & Carol &
Ted & Alice (which earned him an Oscar nomination), A Bridge
Too Far, Capricorn One, a remake of The Lady Vanishes, and
Little Murders.
Gould joined Humphrey Bogart and Robert Mitchum, when
he, as they formerly, played the detective Philip
Marlowe in
Altman's 1973 film The Long Goodbye. He hosted Saturday Night
Live six times--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

modern dance in the Martha Graham School.
―You must breathe through your vagina.‖ Quoted by
Anatole Broyard who cited a student of Graham‘s on p. 138
of Kafka Was the Rage.
Graham, Richard Alton, 1920-2007, Reared in Lima,
Ohio, and Milwaukee, he was a leader in Equal Rights, an
original member of the federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, (EEOC) & one of 13 founding
member of NOW—from his NY Times Obituary of Oct. 8,
2007 written by Margalit Fox.

Graham, Dr. Ronald ―Ron‖ Lewis, mathematician b.
1935 in Taft, CA,rec‘d his Ph. D. from U. Cal. Berkely in
1962, credited by the Amer. Math. Soc.with being ―one of the
principal architects of the rapid development worldwide of discrete
mathematics, e.g., combinatoriics, in recent years.
He also was a friend of Paul Erdos, one of the mathematical
greats--and leader in combinatorics. He even took charge of
Paul‘s money & assets since Paul was always traveling. Graham
served as the president of the Amer. Math. Soc., 1993-1994.
Graham was featured in Ripley's Believe It or Not for being
not only ―one of the world's foremost mathematicians,‖ but also "a
highly skilled trampolinist and juggler,‖ and past pres. of the
International Jugglers' Assoc.—edited excerpt from Wikipedia,
there is a photo of Graham juggling 4 balls. Also see at Erdos and
at Japheth Wood.

Gould, Dr. Sidney H., was on the math. faculty at
Purdue U. when I was a grad. Student and TA. He gave me
some very good advice, namely to study Set Theory—see
at Arthur Rosenthal. A linguist as well as a mathematician,
translated a number of math books from the Russian and
other lanuages & wrote a highly used ―Russian for the
Mathematician.‖ Most of these are still in print—check at S.
H. Gould on the Web.

Grahame, Gloria., actress—see at ―The Big Heat.‖
Grahame, Kenneth, 1859-1932, born in Edinburgh,

Goulding, Edmund, film director—see at ―Grand
Hotel& AT ―The Raxor‘s Edge‖ (1946 film)

Scotland, he was a writer most famous for The Wind in the
Willows (1908), one of the classics of children's literature. Ten
years efore that he wrote The Reluctant Dragon, which was much
later adapted into a 1941 Disney film.
While still a young man, Grahame began to publish light
stories in London periodicals such as the St. James Gazette. Some
of these stories were collected and published as Pagan Papers in
1893, and, two years later, The Golden Age. These were followed
by Dream Days in 1898, which contains The Reluctant Dragon.
There is a ten-year gap between Grahame's penultimate book and
the publication of his triumph, The Wind in the Willows (1898).
During this decade Grahame became a father. The wayward
headstrong nature he saw in his little son he transformed into the
swaggering Mr. Toad, one of its four principal characters. Despite
its success, he never attempted a sequel (In the 1990s William
Horwood began writing a series of sequels). The book was a hit
and is still enjoyed by adults and children today, whether in book
form or in the films. Toad remains one of the most celebrated and
beloved characters of the book. His boisterous attitude ensures a
fun read for children and adults alike.—excerpt from Wikipedia.
Also see at ―The Wind in the Willows.‖

Goy, A Gentile, that is, anyone who is not a Jew--See
―The New Joys of Yiddish;‖ also see at Sheygets & Shicksa;
Also used as a disparaging term for one who is not a
Jew‖—from the American Heritage Dictionary & ―The New
Joy of Yiddish.‖ Goyim is the plural.

Graaff, see at Van de Graaff.
Grable, Betty, see at ―Tin Pan Alley,‖ the 1940
movie. & at ―Sweet Rosie O‘Grady,‖ 1943 film.
―Betty Grable--on the table! / Dinah Shore--on the floor!—
Sexual innuendendo of the the 40‘s.

Graf Spee, German light cruiser engaged in a battle
with British battleships, was severaly damage, made port at
Montevideo in Uraguay for repairs, but had to withdraw; -was blown up on Dec. 17, 1939 & probably scuttled. See p.
27 of ―The Readers Digest Illustrated Hist. of WW II. Graf
is German for Count. Graf Spee was a German naval
commander who at outbreak of WW I sank two British
warships off Chile, but died in a battle in the same year off
the Falklands. See Cambridge Biog. Encyclopedia.

Graffiti, see at ―Kilroy was here‖& at Vietnam --.

Grammar Pun: ―My Grammar died when I was a

Also see at ―Stop the World—I Want to Get Off.‖

young boy.‖ Also see at Bad Grammar.

Graham, Billy: ―If Jesus came back today…, we

Granada, see at Andalua.
―Grand Hotel‖ (1932), Edmund Goulding directs the

would put him on the cross quicker than we did 2,000 years
ago,‖ 44(70); -- preached to 80,000,000 million people over
his lifetime, 206(377).

film, which runs 113 minutes at a fast pace, starting the first
few minutes with overhead camera shots of numerous switchboard
operators of the Grand Hotel connecting the incoming calls,
followed by the brief introduction of the central characters
conversing on the telephone in thehotel lobby: Senf (Jean
Hersholt), the head hotel clerk, awaits the news
of his wife who is about to give birth to their child; Otto
Kringelein (Lionel Barrymore), a bookkeeper, diagnosed with an
incurable disease who quits his job to enjoy his remaining days to
the fullest; Preysing (Wallace Beery), a no-nonsense industrialist
staying at the hotel to negotiate a business deal with important
clients; Suzette (Rafaella Ottiano), the maid to the famous Russian
dancer, Grusinskaya, who expresses concern about her employer;
Baron Felix Von Greigern (John Barrymore), an adventurer

Graham, Caroline, is a prolific author, famous for
her creation of Tom Barnaby, an English Detective Chief
Inspector in MidSomer, a mythical English county. See at
MidSomer Murders & at Marcel Marceau (the 2-nd entry).

Graham, Jorie, poet,―Soldatenhof,‖ 184(319)
Graham crackers were developed in 1822 in Bound
Brook, NJ, by Presbyterian minister Rev. Sylvester Graham.
Conceived of as a "health food", it is more like a digestive
biscuit than a cracker. The true graham cracker is made with
graham flour, which is unsifted and coarsely ground wheat
flour. He used this due to its high fiber content

Graham, Martha, modern dancer and teacher of
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Granddaddy‘s heart attack Joke: When I go, I want

traveling with his Dachshund dog, desperately in need of money to
pay off a heavy debt, planning to do his latest robbery by stealing
valuable jewels from the famous ballerina by entering her room
after she leaves for a performance; and Otternschlag (Lewis
Stone), a scarred doctor who walks about the hotel lobby,
observing the goings on, and reciting to himself quietly, "Grand
Hotel, people come, people go, and NOTHING ever happens!"
Within these few minutes, the viewer gets an insight to
these characters. Then comes Flaemmchen (Joan Crawford), a
stenographer with ambition, hired by Preysing as his personal
secretary. She soon makes the acquaintance of the handsome
Baron and the poorly dressed Kringelein. Later that evening, after
the lonely and unhappy Grusinskaya (Greta Garbo) leaves the hotel
for the theater, the Baron sneaks into her room from the outside
window to rob her. After she returns, the Baron, still in her room,
hides himself, and takes notice that Grusinskaya, whose career is
failing, intends on taking her own life. He suddenly appears to her,
telling her that he is one of her biggest admirers.In spite of telling
the Baron ―I want to be alone,‖ the Baron remains, and even after
she learns of his intentions to rob her, she is won over by him,
thus, spending an entire night together and falling in love.
The problem remains: How will the Baron be able to get
money he so desperately needs? As for the other guests, will
Preysing, a married man with two grown daughters who has made
Flaemmchen his mistress after working hours, succeed with his
business negotiations? Will Flaemmchen continue to get
something out of life by not being particular on how she does it?
Will ballerina Grusinskaya marry her beloved jewel thief Baron or
will she go on with her career? Will Kringelein get the happiness
he deserves before he succumbs? What will his hotel bill be like
after he checks out from most expensive hotel in Germany? Will
that kill him before his illness does?–excerpt from Amazon.com;
also see at Greta Garbo.

to go like my Granddaddy, peacefully, not kicking and
screaming like the others in the car when he had a heart
attack while driving.

Grandmaster Flash: ―It‘s like a jungle out there.
Sometimes, / it makes me wonder how I keep from going
under,‖ 61(100)

―Grandfather Mountain,‖ (N.C.), Ch. 20
Grandma Faith, Our loony Grandma, 10(15)
Grandma Carrie Foster, Our sweet Grandma, , 9(14)
―Grandma, I‘m My Own,‖ zany song. See at ―I‘m My
Own Grandpa.‖

Grand Slam, see at Sonja Henie.
Granger, Farley Earle, born 1925 in San Jose, CA, an
actor whose a career that has spanned over several decades,
Granger is perhaps most closely identified with his film work of
the 1950s, particularly his performance in the 1951 Alfred
Hitchcock film Strangers on a Train.
Granger's autobiography Include Me Out--named after one
of Goldwyn's famous malapropisms--was published in 2007.. In it,
Granger's acknowledges his bisexuality, and reveals the names of
some of his lovers, including Leonard Bernstein, Shelley Winters,
Ava Gardner, screenwriter Arthur Laurents, Patricia Neal and
producer/director Robert Calhoun. About his sexuality, he said, ―I
never hid it or felt guilt about being who I was, but I didn‘t blare it
either‖--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Rope‖ & at
―Stranger on a Train.‖

Grant, Cary (née Archy Leach),, 1904-1986, told Peter
Bogdanovitch…to stop telling people he was in love.
―And, above all, stop telling them you‘re happy.‖ When
asked why, Cary Grant answered ―Because they‘re not in
love and they are not happy…‖ Excerpt from an Essay by
Joseph Epstein on ―The Culture of Celebrity‖ & quoted in
The Week in Review of the NY Times, Oct. 23, 2005. Also
see at Loraine Day, at ―Gunga Din,‖ 57(94), at ―Arsenic
and Old Lace,‖ 150(267) & at ―My Favorite Wife.‖

Grand Hotel (1932) Another View: William A.
Drake's screenplay was based on his own play adaptation of
Vicki Baum's novel Menschen im Hotel. It was also produced as
a Broadway stage play. Its ensemble cast of stars were occupants
of a between-wars German hotel, all struggling with either their
finances, health, or social standing n multiple storylines.Basically,
the entire cast was from MGM's star-making 'film factory', and the
film marked the first major use of a large all-star cast that would
later be copied in Dinner at Eight (1933), Airport (1970), The
Poseidon Adventure (1972), and The Towering Inferno (1974),
among others.
The story was glossily remade as Week-end at the Waldorf
(1945), with Ginger Rogers, Lana Turner, Walter Pidgeon, Van
Johnson, and Edward Arnold, set at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel-pre-dating two films with hotel settings by many years: Arthur
Hiller's Plaza Suite (1971) and Herbert Ross' California Suite
(1978), both from playwright Neil Simon.
A West German feature film titled Menschen im Hotel
(1959) was also made. And it was adapted into two Broadway
stage musicals that flopped: At the Grand in 1958 with musical
diva Joan Deiner as the ballerina; and Grand Hotel: The Musical in
1989 starring Liliane Montevecchi.
The physician Dr. Otternschlag (Lewis Stone), observes the
true nature of the hotel: What do you do in the Grand Hotel? Eat.
Sleep. Loaf around. Flirt a little. Dance a little. A hundred doors
leading to one hall, and no one nows anything about the person
next to them. And when you leave, someone occupies your room,
lies in your bed, and that's the end.
The final well-known lines of the film are delivered in the
lobby by the doctor, who never gets messages at the desk,and
hasn't noticed the multi-charactered (*) dramas inthe hotel and how
lives are changed: "The Grand Hotel. Always the same. People
come. People go...nothing ever happens"--from Tim Dirks
review on the Web. (*) complex& interdependent dramas?

Grant Joke:Cary Grant once got a telegram from a
bothersome paparazzi: "How old Grant?" He answered,
"Old Grant fine!"
Gramt, Richard E., winning, boyish actor in many
popular movies, but here I mention only ―Henry and June.‖

Grant, Rupert—see at Lord Invader.
Grant, Ulysses S.(né Hiram Ulysses Grant), 1822-85.
served as the 18th President of the United States from 1869 to
1877. As general-in-chief of the Union Army during the American
Civil War, he led the North to victory against the Confederate States in
the Civil War—Wikipedia excerpt.
As a boy he was known as "Lyss". Thomas Hamer, the
Congrssman who appointed Grant to West Point, forgot all about
Hiram. Remembering that Grant's mother's maiden name was Simpson
and thinking that was Lyss Grant's middle name, he filled out the
application in the name of "Ulysses S. Grant".
When Grant arrived at West Point and discovered that the
Academy had him registered under the wrong name, he tried to get the
error corrected. He was told that it didn't matter what he or his parents
thought his name was, the official government application said his
name was "Ulysses S." and that application could not be changed. If
Hiram U. Grant wanted to attend West Point, he would have to change
his name.
Biography: Late in the administration of Andrew Johnson, Gen.
Ulysses S. Grant quarreled with the President and aligned himself with
the Radical Republicans. He was, as the symbol of Union victory
during the Civil War, their logical candidate for President in 1868.
When he was elected, the American people hoped for an end to turmoil.
Grant provided neither vigor nor reform. Looking to Congress for
direction, he seemed bewildered. One visitor to the White House noted
"a puzzled pathos, as of a man with a problem before him of which he
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does not understand the terms."
Born in 1822, Grant was the son
of an Ohio tanner. He went to West Point rather against his will and
graduated in the middle of his class. In the Mexican War he fought
under Gen. Zachary Taylor.
At the outbreak of the Civil War, Grant was working in his
father's leather store in Galena, Illinois. He was appointed by the
Governor to command an unruly volunteer regiment. Grant whipped it
into shape and by September 1861 he had risen to the rank of brigadier
general of volunteers.
He sought to win control of the Mississippi Valley. In February
1862 he took Fort Henry and attacked Fort Donelson. When the
Confederate commander asked for terms, Grant replied, "No terms
except an unconditional and immediate surrender can be accepted." The
Confederates surrendered, and President Lincoln promoted Grant to
major general of volunteers.
At Shiloh in April, Grant fought one of the bloodiest battles in
the West and came out less well. President Lincoln fended off demands
for his removal by saying, "I can't spare this man--he fights."
For his next major objective, Grant maneuvered and fought skillfully to
win Vicksburg, the key city on the Mississippi, and thus cut the
Confederacy in two. This was the culmination of one of the most
brilliant military campaigns of the war. With the loss of Pemberton's
army and this vital stronghold on the Mississippi, the Confederacy was
effectively split in half. Grant's successes in the West boosted his
reputation, leading ultimately to his appointment as General-in-Chief of
the Union armies. Then he broke the Confederate hold on
Chattanooga.
Lincoln appointed him General-in-Chief in March 1864. Grant
directed Sherman to drive through the South while he himself, with the
Army of the Potomac, pinned down Gen. Robert E. Lee's Army of
Northern Virginia.
Finally, on April 9, 1865, at Appomattox Court House, Lee
surrendered. Grant wrote out magnanimous terms of surrender that
would prevent treason trials.
As President, Grant presided over the Government much as he
had run the Army. Indeed he brought part of his Army staff to the
White House.
Although a man of scrupulous honesty, Grant as President
accepted handsome presents from admirers. Worse, he allowed himself
to be seen with two speculators, Jay Gould and James Fisk. When
Grant realized their scheme to corner the market in gold, he authorized
the Secretary of the Treasury to sell enough gold to wreck their plans,
but the speculation had already wrought havoc with business.
During his campaign for re-election in 1872, Grant was attacked
by Liberal Republican reformers. He called them "narrow-headed
men," their eyes so close together that "they can look out of the same
gimlet hole without winking." The General's friends in the Republican
Party came to be known proudly as "the Old Guard."
Grant allowed Radical Reconstruction to run its course in the
South, bolstering it at times with military force.
After retiring from the Presidency, Grant became a partner in a
financial firm, which went bankrupt. About that time he learned that he
had cancer of the throat. He started writing his recollections to pay off
his debts and provide for his family, racing against death to produce a
memoir that ultimately earned nearly $450,000. Soon after completing
the last page, in 1885, he died--slightly edited exerpt from this link:
http://americancivilwar.com/north/grant.html

Joy is the simplest form of gratitude—Henry Beecer Ward.
Also see at Thanks.

Grave digging? Dig two! See at Revenge.
Gray, Francine Du Plessix, see at ―Simone Weil.‖
Gray, Thomas, 1716-1771, English poet whose ―An
Elegy Written im a Country Church Yard‖ is one of the best
known of English lyric poems. Although his literary output was slight,
he was the dominant poetic figure in the mid-18th century and a
precursor of the Romantic movement.
Born into a prosperous but unhappy home, Gray was the sole
survivor of 12 children of a harsh and violent father and a longsuffering mother, who operated a millinery business to educate him.
A delicate and studious boy, he was sent to Eton in 1725 at the
age of eight. There he formed a ―Quadruple Alliance‖ with three other
boys who liked poetry and classics and disliked rowdy sports and the
Hogarthian manners of the period. They were Horace Walpole, the son
of the prime minister; the precocious poet Richard West, who was
closest to Gray; and Thomas Ashton.
The style of life Gray developed at Eton, devoted to quiet study,
the pleasures of the imagination, and a few understanding friends, was
to persist for the rest of his years.
In 1734 he entered Peterhouse, Cambridge, where he began to
write Latin verse of considerable merit. He left in 1738 without a
degree and set out in 1739 with Walpole on a grand tour of France,
Switzerland, and Italy at Sir Robert Walpole‘s expense. At first all went
well, but in 1741 they quarreled—possibly over Gray‘s preferences for
museums and scenery to Walpole‘s interest in lighter social pursuits—
and Gray returned to England. They were reconciled in 1745 on
Walpole‘s initiative and remained somewhat cooler friends for the rest
of their lives.
It was not until ―An Elegy Written in a Country Church Yard," a
poem long in the making, was published in 1751 that Gray was
recognized. Its success was instantaneous and overwhelming--excerpts
from Online Britannical Encyclopedia. Also see at "The Death of a
Favourite Cat (Drowned in a Tub of Gold Fishes) (1747) & at

―Ignorance is Bliss.‖

Grayson, Kathryn, (née Zelma Kathryn Elisabeth
Hedrick), 1922-2010, actress & soprano singer born
1922 in Winston-Salem, NC. Her family, the Hedricks, later
moved to St. Louis, MO, where she was discovered singing on the
empty stage of the St. Louis Municipal Opera House by a janitor,
who introduced her to Frances Marshall of the Chicago Civic
Opera, who gave the twelve-year-old girl voice lessons.
Grayson was contracted to MGM and established a career
in films from the early 1940s. Her first fim appearance was in
Andy Hardy's Private Secretary (1941), Kathryn Land. Though she
started out as MGM's answer to Deanna Durbin in films such as
Seven Sweethearts (1942) and Anchors Aweigh (1945), she became
a top star in Thousands Cheer, Anchors Aweigh and Two Sisters
from Boston, and in the film versions of the Broadway hit Kiss Me
Kate (1953). In this film, she teamed up with Howard Keel, with
whom she had starred earlier in the 1951 Technicolor remake of
Show Boat, and in 1952's Lovely to Look At, a 1952 Technicolor
version of Roberta. She and Keel also appeared together in a
highly successful cabaret act in the 1960s.
She also appeared in a duo of films with tenor Mario Lanza,
That Midnight Kiss (1949) and The Toast of New Orleans (1950)..
When movie musicals fell out of favor with film audiences, she
progressed to theatre work, and appeared in several musicals,
including the highly successful Camelot from 1962 until 1964.
During the 1960s, she performed in several operas, including La
bohème, Madama Butterfly, Orpheus in the Underworld and La
traviata--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see below.

―Grapes of Wrath, The,‖ by John Steinbeck, is a
novel about a poor Oklahoma farming family, the Joads,
moving in the Great Dust Bowl to California in hopes of a
better life, but are met at the border with armed guards
keeping ―Okies‖ out. Made into a classic film by John
Ford in 1940, starring Henry Fonda, it led to muchneeded agricultural reform—from the Cambridge Bio.
Encyclopedia. Alse see at ―Great American Dustbowl.‖
―Grapes of Wrath, The,‖ realististic Depression Era
film (1939), starring Henry Fonda, about hungry and
penniless Okies who move to Californnia seeking a better
life & are met with guns.

Grayson, Kathryn cont‘d. was a coloratura soprano,
best known for three film roles: the movie hopeful who
attracts the attentions of two sailors (Gene Kelly and Frank
Sinatra) on shore leave in Hollywood in ―Anchors Aweigh‖
(1945); Magnolia Hawks, the captain‘s innocent daughter, who
falls for the handsome gambler Gaylord Ravenal (Howard Keel),

Gratitude: ―People will forgive you for anything
except for a feeling of gratitude‖—saying.
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in the Technicolor remake of ―Show Boat‖ (1951); and the
sophisticated, comically shrewish actress starring in a
Shakespearean musical with her ex-husband (Mr. Keel again) in
―Kiss Me Kate‖ (1953), Hollywood‘s adaptation of the Broadway
hit.
Her screen duets with Mr. Keel included ―Make Believe‖
and ―You Are Love‖ from ―Show Boat‖ ,―So in Love‖ from ―Kiss
Me Kate‖ and ―Lovely to Look At‖ from the film of the same
name. Along with Sinatra, she also introduced movie audiences to
―Time After Time.‖
After her movie career, during which she often played opera
stars, she went on to perform in actual operas, primarily in summer
theaters. She also toured the country in the 1980s and ‘90s with a
one-woman stage show; in the late ‘90s, she toured with an old
movie co-star, Van Johnson--lightly edited excerpt from the Feb.
18, 2010 obituary by Anita Gates.

was still formally at peace with Nazi Germany. Chaplin's film
advanced a stirring, controversial condemnation of Hitler, fascism,
antisemitism, and the Nazis, the latter of whom he excoriates in the
film as "machine men, with machine minds and machine hearts".
The film was Chaplin's first "talkie", as well as his most
commercially successful film.The film stars Chaplin as Hynkel and the
barber, Paulette Goddard as Hannah, Jack Oakie as Napaloni, Reginald
Gardiner as Schultz, Henry Daniell as Garbitsch and Billy Gilbert as
Field Marshal Herring, an incompetent adviser to Hynkel. Chaplin stars
in a double role as the Jewish barber and the fascist dictator (or
"Phooey", parodying "Führer") clearly modeled on Adolf Hitler.
The names of the aides of Adenoid Hynkel are parodies of those
of Hitler's. Garbitsch (pronounced "garbage"), the right hand man of
Hynkel, is a parody of Joseph Goebbels, and Field Marshal Herring
was modeled after the Luftwaffe chief, Hermann Göring. The "Dig-aditchy" of Bacteria, Benzino Napaloni, was modeled after Italy's Il
Duce, Benito Mussolini. Benzino is played with arrogant buffoonery by
Jack Oakie--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Paulette
Goddard. & at Jack Oakie.

―Great American Dust Bowl, The Untold Story of‖
subtitle of ―The Worst Hard Times‖ by Timothy Egan, 2005
takes the shape of a classic disaster tale. We meet the central
characters (the ―nesters‖ who farmed around the Oklahoma and
Texas panhandles); dire warnings (against plowing) are voiced but
ignored; and then all hell breaks
loose.Ten-thousand-foot-high
dust storms whip across the landscape, choking people and
animals, and eventually laying waste to one of the richest
ecosystems on earth. takes the shape of a classic disaster tale. We
meet the central characters (the ―nesters‖ who farmed around the
Oklahoma an d Texas panhandles)
The book's High Noon, written in cinematic stop-time, is
April 14, 1935, which dawned with unusual promise: the sky blue
and the sun warm. Grateful for the respite from dust, families
shoveled out their houses and filled washtubs for their sheets and
clothes. Then, with only a few minutes' warning, ―the mother of all
dusters‖ swooped out of the north, ―the air snapping like
gunfire.‖ The dirt was so thick that a man could get lost half a
block from his own home. There wasn't enough oxygen in a shelter
to keep a lantern lighted. Anyone caught outside dropped to the
ground and faced the prospect of being buried alive —from the
review by Elizabeth Royte in the Christmas 2005 ed. of the NY
Times., entitled, ―The Anti-Joads‖—also see at Dust Storm, at
―Grapes of Wrath‖ & below.

―Great Gatsby, The‖--see at F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Great Famine—see at Irish Potato Famine.
Great Lakes--Huron, Superior, Erie, Michigan and
Ontario--compose the planet‘s largest freshwater system.
Covering 4,000 square miles, containing 5,500 cubic miles of
water & bordered by 10,210 miles of shoreline, the lakes account
for 20 percent of the world‘s freshwater & more than 95 percent of
surface freshwater for the continguous 48 states. However,
Siberia‘s Lake Baikal contains slightly more freshwater by
volume—see at Freshwater Lakes, The Largest.
Only the polar ice cap contain more fresh water (or did
before much of it melted!). The greatest of the Lakes is Superior.
With a volume of 2,900 cubic miles, it could hold all the other
Great Lakes plus three more Lake Eries, or cover all of North
American under 1 foot of water if spread out over the continent—
National Wildlife, June/July, 2004; it is also the largest freshwater
lake by volume—see at Freshwater Lakes. Also see at Michigan.
Ontario has the smallest area, 7,540 sq mi, but greater
volume of water, 393 cu mi, than Erie‘s 116 cu mi. (The headings
below neeed to be moved over above their stats.)

Great Depression, Chs. 2,5,7 & 8, 75(123-124):
Prices in the 30‘s, 246(442-443)—also see at ―The
Thirties;‖ Unemployment peaked at 25 % in the middle of the
people 6(8)
Hoover & Hoovervilles, 6(9)-- homes were crowded in the
depression because it was cheaper; nobody could afford cars, nor,
of course, drunkenness, 23(36)
Preventive medicine was unheard of--people could not
afford doctors! 30(47).
What I hated most about my childhood were not the rats,
the cold, the hunger, nor even the worry, the tears, but the
terrifying certainty of defeat that I read in people's eyes who had
failed to make a pretty life for their families. They blamed
themselves as much as they blamed the government.They actually
felt inferior!
No wonder that Hitler could rise to power over a prostrate
people--no one was strong enough to stop him! The Great
Depression had destroyed the social fabric--the belief in one‘s own
ultimate worth, 26(40) See, e.g., ―The Hungry Years, A Narrative
History of the Great Depression America,‖ by T. H. Watkins; also
see at Ray Bradbury, at Hobos, at Hoovervillles & at Walker
Evans

Lake

Erie

Huron/
Michigan

Ontario

Superior...

volume

116 cu mi
(480 km3)

849 cu mi
(3,540 km3)

1,180 cu mi
(4,900 km3)

393 cu mi
(1,640 km3)

31,820sq mi
82,400 km

2,900 cu mi
(12,000 km3
)

Great Lakes Company 1038, Chs. 53-60 (see Co.
Photo & Roster in Part III.). Geographic distribution of
some of the 120 men: 22 from Ohio, 13 from California, 11
from New York, including 4 from NYC, 7 from WI, 6 from
TN, 4 each from NJ & TX & 3 from KY, including 2
Covingtonians, Ch. 53; few Blacks, Hispanics, Jews or other
minorities, 198(361), 198(361)n; most recruits fresh out of
high school, 189(348); Boot
Camp begins, Ch. 53 &
ends! 210(383)

Great Lakes Fish: Smallmouth Bass, Lake Herring

―Great Dictator, The‖ is a 1940 comedy film written,

(Herring fishery in the Great Lakes has suffered dramatic
reductions in its population as a result of overfishing and habitat
destruction), Lake Whitefish, Muskellunge, or muskie/musky (This
fish is legendary for its size. The largest one caught was 65 inches
(164 cm) in length and weighed more than 70 pounds (32 kg)! The
muskie was named the official Wisconsin state fish in 1955),

directed, produced by, and starring Charlie Chaplin, Paulette
Goddard, Jack Oakie & other listed below.
It was Chaplin's first true talking picture, and more importantly
was the only major film of its period to bitterly satirize Nazism and
Adolf Hitler. The film is unusual for its period, as the United States
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Northern Pike, Rock Bass (Rock bass isn't really a bass--it's a
member of the sunfish family--but it is associated with rocky
habitat, Pumpkinseed, or similar species such as the blue gill or
sunfish, are common in the Great Lakes basin and usually one of
the first species caught by children, Yellow Perch. The once
common lake sturgeon is also very rare today.
Rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax) are a naturalized exotic
in Lake Michigan. Originally transported from the east coast and
stocked in Crystal Lake, Michigan, smelt were first reported in
Lake Michigan in 1923. The smelt population expanded and
reached high levels by the early 1940s.
Lake sturgeon was once so abundant in the Great Lakes that
it was considered a nuisance. However, advances in the smoking
and processing industries created a market for smoked sturgeon
meat and caviar. Sturgeon were then overfished, and by 1900
populations could no longer support a commercial fishery. Today,
these immense fish -- sometimes up to 6 feet (1.8 meters) in
length.
Perhaps one of the most notable accidental introductions
was that of the sea lamprey to the majority of the Great Lakes,
between 1936 and 1946. This large, parasitic lamprey feeds on
commercially important species such as whitefish and lake trout.
Lamprey victims either die, or are no longer valuable because of
the ugly scars left behind by the lamprey's "suction-like" mouth.
The sea lamprey continues to be a problem in the Great Lakes and
is the focus of much research.

Virginia Bruce; Fanny Brice and Ray Bolger play
themselves.
The movie won three Oscars: Best Picture--MGM
(Hunt Stromberg, producer); Best Actress--Luise Rainer;
and Best Dance Direction--Seymour Felix, For ―A Pretty
Girl Is Like a Melody‖
The Great Ziegfeld takes liberties with Ziegfeld's life
and with the history of the Follies. For instance, George
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue was never featured in the Follies,
and the number "Pretty Girl" was written for the 1919 Follies,
not the first edition of the revue, as shown in the film.

—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
―The film opens with William Powell as Florenz
Ziegfeld (reprising his role in THE GREAT ZIEGFELD)
for what really amounts to a cameo performance‖—
Amazon.com Also see at Ziegfield.

―Grecian Urn Summarized, Ode on a,‖ 134(246);
Gods Chase / Round vase. / What say? / What play. /Don’t
know. / Nice Though. / I could say / The same, you know,/
About the Goddesses that throw / Their bodies round my
place: / Gods Chase—Desmond Skirrow, 1924-1976;
parody of ―Ode on a Grecian Urn.,‖ 1818, by John Keats

Gregory, Bill, late Princeton friend & photographer.
He told me that as a youth he was George F.
―yard boy!‖

Kennan‘s

Gregory, Dick (né Richard Claxton Gregory) born

Great Lakes Navy Training Base (Center), A,

1932 in in St.Louis, MO, is comedian, social activist, writer
& entrepreneur who has used his performance skills to
convey to both white and black audiences his political
message on civil rights, which was Influenced by his
early surroundings of poverty and violence. As a poor
student who excelled at running, Gregory was aided by
teachers at Sumner High School & earned a track
scholarship to Southern Illinois U., Carbondale. There he
set records as a half-miler and miler. His college career was
interrupted by two years in the U.S. Army where he got his
start in comedy, entering and winning several Army talent
shows at the urging of his commanding officer, who had
taken notice of his penchant for joking. He wrote Nigger: an
autobiography, with Robert Lipsyte, Pocket Books (Simon
and Schuster), 1964 & other books, and starred in a number
of films--from Wikipedia where there's a bibliography &
filmography.

165(290), Chs. 53-59; brainwashing, 191(351); ―chicken
shit,‖ 116(215-216) 191(351), 207(379); Dirty Jokes as
Rebellion? 191(351); degradation of the recruits, sadistic
language, sexism, slaughter of the innocents,191-192(351);
dismal array of gray barracls, 189(347); Military Life is
Better Than No Life at All! 189(349), 203(372); also see at
Great Lakes Co. 1038, at Navy Advisories,
Fitness
Exercises & at Navy Lingo.

―Great leap for mankind‖—see at Moon Walk.
Great people, A short list of, 76-77(123-125)—the
trouble with all lists, like grocery lists, is that inevitably
you leave out important things, e.g., I left out Archimedes!

―Great River,‖ Oh-he-yo, or Ohio, 1(2)n
―Great War, The,‖ see at World War I.
―Great War and Modern Memory, The‖ a 1975 book
by Paul Fussell. won the National Book Award for Art
and Letters, the National Book Critics Circle Award for
Criticism, and the Ralph Waldo Emerson Award of Phi Beta
Kappa. Military historian John Keegan calls it a "simply
superb book".

Greed, one of the Seven Deadly Sins—see at Sins &
at ―More!‖
―Greedy is what the other guy is‖—a quote in on or
about Sept. 26, 2008 in the NY Times about the reasoms
behind the collapse of the Stock Market & many Wall St.
firms, e.g., Bear Stearns, The Lehman Brothers & others.
One of the alleged reasons: Corporate Greed.

―Great White Hope, The‖ was a phrase used by the
media after Jack Jackson, and later Joe Louis won the
world heavyweight boxing championships. It was cleverly
turned on its head when the German-and-White Max
Schmeling beat Joe Louis in 1936. For the rematch, Joe
Louis became ―The Great Black Hope.‖ See at Joe Louis.

Greek family saga—see at ―Middlesex.‖ Also see at
―Zorba the Greek.‖

Greek Joke: At the first Kentucky Derby the

―Greatest Story Ever Told, The,‖ 86(165)

announcer mispronounced the winner Aristides with the
accent on 3-rd syllable & with the long ―i.‖ He was
properly chastened. The next time he announced, he
pronounced the the winner ―Old Ironsides‖ with the accent
on the second syllable & with a short ―i.‖ Also see at
Euripides.

―Greatest Woman Athlete‖—see at Dikrikson.
―Great Ziegfeld, The‖ (1936) is a musical film
produced by MGM. Although Florenz Ziegfeld provides the
connecting thread for the movie, it's really meant to
showcase a series of spectacular musical productions. The
film includes original music by Walter Donaldson and
Irving Berlin. (Berlin's work was featured in the Ziegfeld
Follies of 1918, 1919, and 1920.)
Featured in the film are William Powell (as Ziegfeld),
Myrna Loy (as Billie Burke), Luise Rainer (as Anna Held),
Nat Pendleton (as Eugen Sandow), Frank Morgan and

Green, Adolphe, 1914--2002, born in the Bronx, NY
City, to Hungarian Jewish immigrants, he wasa lyricist
and playwright who, with long-time collaborator Betty
Comden, penned the screenplays and songs for some of
the most beloved movie musicals, particularly as part of
Arthur Freed's production unit at MGM, during the genre's
heyday. Many people thought the pair were married; they
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were not (he met her in 1938 through mutual friends while
she was studying drams at NYU), but they shared a unique
comic genius & sophisticated wit that enabled them to
forge a six-decade-long partnership that produced some of
Hollywood & Broadway's greatest hits. Also see at Betty
Comden.
Green Bean joke: Two green beans crossed a street &
one got hit by an auto. The other rushed it to the IC unit in a
hospital. After ssome time, a doctor comes out 7s says,
―There is good news & bad news: Your friend will live, but
it will remain a vegetable.‖

Greene, Richard, movie star; see at Sonja Henie.
Greenglass, David b. 1922 in NY City was an
atomic spy for the Soviet Union. He was recruited into
Soviet espionage by his wife, Ruth at the behest of his sister Ethel
Rosenberg, and brother-in-law, Julius Rosenberg.. The Rosenbergs
were executed in 1953 after being convicted of conspiracy to
commit espionage with regard to American atomicsecrets.
Greenglass shared an interest in Communism with the
Rosenbergs. The two joined the Young Communist League
shortly before Greenglass entered the U.S. Army in 1943.
A
talented machinist at the Army base in Jackson, Miss., Greenglass
was promoted to sergeant and assigned to the secret Manhattan
Project, wartime project to develop the first atomic weapons. He
was first stationed at the massive uranium enrichment facility at
Oak Ridge, TN, and later worked at the Los Alamos laboratory in
New Mexico. He later related how he slept through the first test of
the atomic bomb and made artificial diamonds at the laboratory.
After Julius Rosenberg told Ruth that the Manhattan
Project was seeking to produce the first atomic bomb, David began
to pass nuclear secrets to the Soviet Union via Julius from
November 1944 until he left the military in 1946.
According to the Venona project intercepts decrypted by
the NSA between 1944 and sometime in the 1970s, both David
and his wife Ruth were given code names.He defended himself in
court by stating that when he began his work, the Soviet Union
was still an ally of USA.
In 1950, UK and US intelligence agencies had discovered
that a Los Alamos theoretical physicist, Klaus Fuchs, had
also been a spy for the USSR during the war. Through Fuchs'
confession, they found that one of his American contacts had been
a man from Brooklyn named Harry Gold. Gold had then passed
Fuchs' information on to a Soviet agent, Anatoli Yakovlev, who
then would pass it on to his controllers in the USSR.
Through Gold, the FBI's trail led to Greenglass and the
Rosenbergs, who had allegedly also used Gold as a courier. When
Fuchs was first captured, Julius allegedly gave the Greenglasses
$5,000 to finance an escape to Mexico, but they went to the
Catskills instead and used the money to seek out legal advice.
David Greenglass was arrested by the FBI for espionage in
June 1950 and quickly implicated theRosenbergs.He had explicitly
denied his sister Ethel Rosenberg's involvement in his Grand Jury
testimony in February of 1950, but in August 1950 he changed his
testimony to claim that Ethel had typed up his notes.
He testified against his sister and her husband in court in
1951 as part of an immunity agreement. In exchange for that
testimony, the government allowed Ruth to stay with their two
children. She was named a co-conspirator, but never was arrested,
indicted or prosecuted. David told the court, ―I had a kind of hero
worship there with Julius Rosenberg and I did not want my hero to
fail...‖ Also see at Fushs, at Gold & below.

Green Berets, the Army‘s Special Forces Unit/ {From
the green beretthat is part of the uniform.] See Commando.

Green Is My Valley—see at How Green etc.
Greenberg, Hank, 124(227) First of two Jewish
baseball players elected to the Hall of Fame. (Koufax was
the second.); -- hit 58 HR‘s in 1937—see at Home Run
Derby. Greemberg had to overcome the prevalent antiSemitism--see ―The Life and Times of Hank Greenberg,‖ a
1999 Documentary film about his struggles. Also see at
Gentleman‘s Agreement & at Anti-Semitism.

Greenburg, Dan, ―How To Be a Jewish Mother,‖
A,, xii, Footnoe.. See at Woodie Allen & at Philip Roth.

Greene, Catherine Littlefield "Caty," 1755-1814, was
the wife of American Revolutionary War general Nathanael
Greene, a mother of five, and noted for being a supporter of
inventor Eli Whitney. She also made an important
suggestion to improve his Cotton Gin--see at Cotton Gin &
at Eli Whitney.

Greene, (Henry) Graham, 1904-1991, prolific writer
of norvels, ―entertainments‖ & short stories many dealing
with Catholics who have lost their faith, e.g., in ‖The Burnt Out
Case‖ & ― The Power and The Glory.‖ His entainments include
The Stamboul Train‖ (1932) & the screen play for ―The Third
Man‖ (1950), starring Joseph Cotton & Orson Wells as Harry
Lime. One of the funniest novels I ever read was ―Our Man in
Havana‖ (1958), about a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana who
is gratuitously assigned a lucrative job as a spy for his native
Britain, while keeping on eye on his 16 year old daughter! He
foists off plans for a vacuum sweeper for a top-secret device. A
must-read! A hilarious film starred Alec Guiness as ―Our Man.‖
This novel made Greene‘s reputation. Also see at Shirley Temple.
Greene was best known as a novelist, but who also produced
short stories, plays, screenplays, travel writing and criticism. His
works explore the ambivalent moral and political issues of the
modern world. Greene combined serious literary acclaim with
wide popularity.
Although Greene objected strongly to being described as a
Catholic novelist rather than as a novelist who happened to be
Catholic, Catholic religious themes are at the root of much of his
writing, especially the four major Catholic novels: Brighton Rock,
The Heart of the Matter, The End of
the Affair and The Power
and the Glory.
Later works such as The Quiet American, Our Man in
Havana and The Comedians also show an avid interest in the
workings of international politics and espionage--see, e.g., at
(The) Third Man.
Greene suffered from bipolar disorder,[ which profoundly
effected his writing, and drove him to excess in his personal life. In
a letter to his wife Vivien he told her that he had ―a character
profoundly antagonistic to ordinary domestic life,‖ and that
―unfortunately, the disease is also one's material.‖
His cinematic visual sense led to a number of his novels
being made into films, e.g., Brighton Rock in 1947, The End of the
Affair in 1955 and 1999, and The Quiet American in 1958 and
2002. He wrote several original screenplays, including The Third
Man in 1949.

Greenglass, Ruth (née Ruth Leah Printz),1924-2008.
Her damning testimony in the Rosenberg atomic-bomb spy
case of the early 1950s helped lead to the execution of her sisterin-law Ethel Rosenberg. Mrs. Greenglass‘s testimony was later
called into question. Growing up on the Lower East Side, she and
her husband-to-be, David Greenglass, were neighbors and
childhood sweethearts. After graduating with honors from Seward
Park High School at 16, she was ready to go to college. But her
mother insisted that she learn how to type.
After serving 10 years of a 15-year sentence, Mr.
Greenglass was released from federal prison in 1960. In return for
her and her husband‘s cooperation in the Rosenberg case, Mrs.
Greenglass was not indicted--edited excerpt from the July 8, 2008
NY Times obituary by Dennis Hevesi.. See at Rosenberg.

Green Goes to War, Lucky Strike‖ WWII adv., see
at Rationing,

Greenlaw, Lavinaia, writer--see at ―The Artic.‖
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―Green Line, The, 20 (30), 111(207) The old Car

Against their families' wishes Edvard married his cousin,
Nina Naderup who was a singer, and they settled initially in Oslo
(then called Christiania). Tragedy struck again when their only
daughter died from meningitis at the age of 13 months. His wife
was a major inspiration to Grieg and he composed many songs for
her. Franz Liszt heard Grieg's music, gave him encouragement and
invited him to visit him in Rome. There the story is that Grieg
presented the older composer with a handwritten copy of his new
Piano Concerto which Liszt performed fluently from sight.
Grieg returned to Norway with a new confidence, founded
the Norwegian Academy of Music and gave the first official
performance of the Piano Concerto. Another major turning point in
his career was that the poet Henrik Ibsen contacted him and asked
him to provide incidental music for ―Peer Gynt‖ which was to
become very popular. Grieg became celebrated across Europe and
was given an annuity by the government which allowed him to
give up teaching and concentrate on composing and promoting his
music through concert tours. Grieg's music was much admired by
other composers, including Brahms and Tchaikovsky. He toured
many European cities including several visits to England where he
received honorary degrees from both Oxford and Cambridge.
Grieg's marriage went through a rocky period, perhaps resulting
from his performing career conflicting with his wife's singing
engagements, but the couple patched thing up and remained
together until his death in 1907. It is thought that his weakened
health and the demands of his tours as a pianist contributed to his
final collapse.
The couple are now buried in a tomb in the mountainside
near Troldhaugen, their main summer home a few miles South of
Bergen.
The Music of Edvard Grieg: Edvard Grieg's music had
synergies with Chopin's since he concentrated mainly on the piano.
His Lyric Pieces for piano are all fairly short and reminiscent of
Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words, and he has been labelled a
―miniaturist‖ due to his affinity for short pieces rather than largescale works. Indeed Grieg attempted to write a Symphony at one
stage but did not complete it. The Piano Concerto is one of his
largest works and is often compared to and recorded with
Schumann's Piano Concerto which is in the same key of A minor.
Like Schumann, Grieg's music sets out to be attractive and
balanced rather than powerful with big dramatic statements in the
German tradition, and his songs show his essentially romantic
nature. His style was firmly traditional being rooted in melody and
structure, while some of his contemporaries were moving towards
the Late Romantic and Modernist periods, though this may be due
in part to the fact that he wrote his most famous music as a young
man.
Nevertheless Grieg's music is full of unusual harmonic
inventions so he did help to push classical music in new directions.
The other main factor within Grieg's music is his use of Norwegian
Folk Song, occasionally existing melodies but usually original
themes strongly based on the style of his local folk traditions. In
this respect his music mirrored Dvorak's use of Czech folk styles
and other ―nationalistic‖ composers from various countries, and
paved the way for the later Scandanavian composers Carl Nielsen
from Denmark and Jean Sibelius from Finland. The lyrical and
programmatic nature of Grieg's music was also to influence some
of the French impressionist composers such as Debussy and Ravel.
Key Works: Piano Concerto in A minor, Op. 16 Cello
Concerto (Op. 64); Peer Gynt - incidental music for the play by
Ibsen, and converted into the following two orchestral suites; Peer
Gynt Suite No.1 - Morning Mood, The Death of Aase, Anitra's
Dance and In the Hall of the Mountain King (Op. 46) - "Morning
Mood" and "In the Hall of the Mountain King" in particular have
been borrowed and parodied many times on film and television;
Peer Gynt Suite No.2 - The Abduction of the Bride, Arabian
Dance, Peer Gynt's Return Home and Solveig's Song (Op. 55)
Holberg Suite ("From Holberg's Time") Op. 40 - the original

Barns of Green Line became a jobbers outlet for a variety
of maerchandise, including clothing, household goods, hardware &
what not. Mama worked there. Greenline, The,‖ a book (see
Bibliography):It was
so-named to distinguish it from the
much larger Cincinnati Street Railway (colored yellow? orange?),
it comprised only 58 route miles and 200 streetcars in it‘s heyday.
It was the last two-man, single-track, hand-braked car in the US,
inaugurated the first interstate trolley-coach service, and held the
exlusive franchise to serve the Greater Cincinntati-Covington
Airport for 25 years, p. 7, op. cit.

Green Revolution—see at Norman Borlaug.
Greenstreet, Sidney, actor--see at ―Casablanca.‖
Greenup Street, 18(27), where Dick Macke lived.
Gregory, Bill, Princeton friend & photographer,
who died in 2002. He told me the Mike Nichols and Elaine
May skit, A, xii, footnote 2.

Greer, Germaine, ―The Femal Eunuch,‖ 42(67),
67(110); also see at Beauvoir.

Greif, Mark, reviewer of ―Walt Disney: The
Biography‖—about which see.

Greta Garbo—see at Garbo.
Grever, María Méndez (aka María Grever), a
Mexican composer—see at ―What a Difference a Day
Makes.‖

Grey, Zane,1872 (75?)–1939: born Pearl Zane Gray
in Zanesville, OH, 1872 (75?)—1939, gave up dental
practice when his books, e.g., ―The Spirit of the Border‖
(1905), based on a pioneering relative‘s diary, became a best
seller. His 54 ―mediocre‖ novels sold over 50 million
copies; the most popular was ―Riders of the Purple Sage,‖
which Dad read & I read as a boy; he also wrote ―The light
of Western Stars‖ & ―The Code of West.‖ Grey was a
womanizer--see at ―Sue, A Boy Named,‖ at Zane Grey &
also the Bibliography.

Griddle Cakes are like pancakes except made on a
griddle instead of in a pan? Hmm. Maybe not! See at
Mystery Cakes.

Grieg,Edvard, 1843-1947, will forever be associated
with Norway and Norwegian Folk Music. He is in fact of
Scottish descent, his great grandfather having left Scotland after
the Battle of Culloden to settle in Norway.
Although the family tradition was the post of British Consul
in Bergen passed down through three generations, other careers
seemed more suitable to the young Edvard. His mother taught him
to play the piano, and his skill on that instrument was quickly
recognised by the violinist Ole Bull (a relative by marriage) who
encouraged his musical talents. On Bull's recommendation, Greig
was sent to study at the Leipzig Conservatory which had been
founded by Mendelssohn.
Although he didn't like his time there, and developed
pleurisy which irreversibly weakened his lungs, the experience
certainly influenced his future musical development. At Leipzig he
was a contemporary of Arthur Sullivan and he attended
performances given by Wagner and heard Clara Schumann play
her late husband's (Robert Schumann's) Piano Concerto.
On leaving Leipzig he returned to Copenhagen in Denmark
where he met Niels Gade and made friends with Rikard Nordraak
who wrote the Norwegian National Anthem. Although Bull was
also a champion of Norwegian music, it was largely Gade's
influence that was to persuade Grieg to look to the folk music of
his native land, and perhaps the fact that Norway was ruled by
Sweden for much of Grieg's life was also to bring out the
nationalist in him. (Prior to that Norway had been subject to
Danish rule.)
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version for piano, and transcribed by Grieg into a version for
string orchestra; Lyric Pieces - 66 short pieces for piano; Lyric
Suite - orchestrated versions of some of the Lyric Pieces; Ballade
in G minor (Op. 24) - a set of variations based on a Norwegian
folk song : Songs - 140 songs, many written to be sung by his wife
including ―Ich Liebe Dich‖ (I Love You) with words by Hans
Christian Andersen; Symphonic Dances (Op. 64) : Norwegian
Dances (Op. 35); 2 Elegiac Melodies (Op. 34); Norwegian Folk
Songs (Op. 66) - for piano--plus a large variety of other works for
solo piano; Chamber music - including a Cello Sonata in Am (Op.
36), 3 Violin Sonatas (Op. 8, 13, 45), a String Quartet in Gm (Op.
27) and an incomplete one in F –from www.mfiles.co.uk

of American Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Cheekwood Botanical Garden & Museum of Art in
Nashville, the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, the
Cleveland Museum of Art, and the Carnegie Museum of
Art.In 2003, Grooms was awarded the Lifetime
Achievement Award by the National Academy of Design.
Grooms currently lives and works in New York City. He
has one daughter, Saskia Grooms. Also see at ―de Kooning:
An American Master.

Grossman, Vasily Semyonovich, 1905-1964, wrote
―Writer at War‖: Grossman was a Jewish reporter with
the Red Army from 1941 to 1945; ―he left his mother
behind in his hometown in Ukraine, where she and
30,000 other Jews were executed by the Nazis‖-- from
Jan.11, ‗06 NY Times Book Rev. by Wm. Grimes \
Grossman's documentary descriptions of ethnically
cleansed Ukraine and Poland, the opening of Treblinka and
Majdanek extermination camps were some of the first
eyewitness accounts -- as early as 1943 -- of what
later
became known as the Holocaust. His article The
Treblinka Hell, (1944) was disseminated at the Nuremberg
Trials as a document for the prosecution.

Griffith, D. W.—see at Movies from Poems.
Grigg, John Lord Altricham, (née John Edward
Poynder Grigg) (1924-2001), was a British writer, historian
and politician. He was the 2nd Baron Altrincham from 1955 until
he disclaimed that title under the Peerage Act on the day it
received the Royal Assent in 1963. "Autobiography is now as
common as adultery—and hardly less reprehensible--Lord
Altricham

Grimes, William, wrote: New York Times reviews
on: Feb. 15, 2006 of ―Ivan‘s War, 180((314); Jan. 11,
2006 of ―Writer at War‖ by Vasily Grossman & Aug. 4,
2007 of ―An Ocean of Air, Why the Wind Blow and Other
Mysteries of the Atmosphere‖ by Gabrielle Walker. Also
see at Nuala O‘Faolain, at Theodore Solotaroff & at Stop
Me If You‘ve Heard This.‖ Also see at James Lord & at Ed
McMahon.

Trials as a document for the prosecution.

Grosz, George, 1893-1959 ,born in Berlin, Germany,
he studied art in Dresden and Berlin & began contributing
cartoons to German journals such as Ulk and Lustige Blatter. On
the outbreak of the WW I, Grosz was conscripted into the German
Army. A strong opponent of the war, he was eventually released as
unfit for duty. However, the following year, desperate for soldiers,
Grosz was called up again. Kept from frontline action, Grosz was
used to transport and guard prisoners of war. After trying to
commit suicide in 1917, Grosz was placed in an army hospital. It
was decided to execute Grosz but he was saved by the intervention
of one of his patrons, Count Kessler. Grosz was now diagnosed as
suffering
from shell-shock and was discharged from the
German Army.
In 1917, Grosz joined with John Heartfield in protesting
about the German wartime propaganda campaign against the allies.
This included anti-war drawings such as Fit for Active Service
(1918), in which a well-fed doctor pronounces a skeleton fit for
duty. After the Armistice Grosz was active in left-wing politics
and contributed to communist journals published by MalikVerlag. He also joined with artists such as John Hearrtfield, Otto
Dix, Max Ernst, Kurt Schwitters to form the German Dada
group. Grosz's drawings often attacked members of the
government and important business leaders.
Grosz was taken to court several times but although
heavily fined, managed to escape imprisonment. Grosz's collected
drawings, The Face of the Ruling Class (1921) and Ecce Homo
(1927), earned him an international reputation as a politically
committed artist. In the late 1920s and early 1930s Grosz directed
his attacks against Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party. In 1932 Grosz
was forced to flee from Nazi Germany, and after settling in the
US, became a naturalized citizen in 1938.
His memoirs, The Autobiography of George Grosz was
published in 1955. George Grosz returned to Germany in 1959,
saying, ―My American dream turned out to be a soap bubble‖. He
died shortly after his arrival following a fall down a flight of
stairs—from the Web. Also see at Dada.

Grimm‘s Fairy Tales, 95(180)
―Grimm‘s Fairy Tales, The Complete,‖ Introd. by
Padsaic Colum, Folkloric Commentary
Campbell, Pantheon Books, NY, 1944, 1972.

by

Joseph

Grin: When I was a Holmes High School, an
obscene expression was used to desribe a type of grin: ―a
shit-eating grin.‖ In particular, I had one & still do!

―Grin and Bear It‖ syndicated cartoon, created by
sports cartoonist George Lichtenstein in 1932. In the more
than 60 years since its debut, Grin and Bear It has successfully
satirized all aspects of "the establishment" with targets such as
military intelligence, the greed of big business, and the neverending stream of political red tape. When it's not going after bigger
fish, Grin and Bear It also deflates the ordinary inconsistencies
and absurdities of American morals and everyday life. Recent
cartoons have been drawn by Fred Wagner and written by Ralph
Dunagin.

Gringo, a pejorative for Americans used in Latin
America. See at Euthanesia.

Grisham, John, novelist—see at Pakula & at ―The
Pelican Brief.‖.

Grooms, Charles Rogers ―Red,‖ was born 1937 in
Nashville, TN—he‘ss is a multimdiea artist known for his
colorful pop-art constructions depicting frenetic urban
--often NY—scenes. He moved to NYC in 1956 to study
at he New School for Social Research, and in 1957 he
attended a summer session at the Hans Hoffman School of
Fine Arts in Provincetown, M—editied from Wikipedia,
where there is lots more. Besides painting and sculpture,
Besides painting & sculpture, Grooms is also known
for his prolific printmaking. He has experimented with
numerous techniques, creating woodblock prints, spraypainted stencils, soft-ground etchings, and elaborate threedimensional lithograph constructions. Grooms' work has
been exhibited in galleries across the United States, Europe,
and Japan. His art is included in the collections of thirtynine museums, including the Art Institute of Chicago, the
Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Whitney Museum

Grosz, Will (aka Hugh Williams)—see t Red Sails
Grothendieck, Alexander, b. 1928 in Berlin, Germany,
he is one the te most influential mathematicians in the
20th century. He is also one of its most extreme
personalities, with achievements over a short span of years
which are still astounding in their broad scope and sheer
bulk, and a lifestyle later in his career which alienated
even close followers. He made major contributions to
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algebraic geometry, homological algebra, and functional
analysis. He was awarded the Fields Medal in 1966, and coawarded the Crafoord Prize with Pierre Deligne in 1988.
(He declined the latter prize on ethical grounds in a letter
to the media.) Also see at Atiyah & at Gorenstein.

Richard Tregaskis about the battle that marked the start of
the kind of ferocious island warfare that eventually brought
victory in the Pacific. He was just 26 at that time.

Guam, 159(282): Guam was ceded to USA following
the Spanish American War in 1898 and formally purchased
from Spain in 1899. Placed under the administrative
jurisdiction of the US Navy, theNavy continued to use
Guam as a refueling and communication station until 1941,
when it fell to invading Japanese forces shortly after the
attack on Pearl Harbor. Guam remained under Japanese
control until reclaimed by American forces in July of 1944.
In 1949, U.S. President Harry S. Truman signed the Organic
Act, making Guaman unincorporated territory of the
United States with limited self-governing authority, which
it remains to this day—Wikipedia. However, the last of
Japanese resistance on Guam wasn‘t overcome until Aug.
10, 1944

Groucho (Julius) Marx, 1891-1977: ―If you write
about yourself , the slightest deviation makes you realize
instantly that…you are just a dirty liar,‖ T1; ―I‘ve had a
perfectly wonderful evening but his wasn‘t it;‖ ―I
was
married by a judge. I should have asked for a jury;‖ ―My
mother loved children---she would have given anything if I
had been one,‖ 4(6); ―From the moment I picked up your
book, I was convulsed with laughter—someday I intend to
read it,‖ about a book sent to him unsolicited, Ch.30—see
at Mose Hadas in this connection! ―I drink to your charm,
your beauty & your health—which gives an idea of how
hard up I am for a drink‖—220(401); see at
Face,
at Marx. Bros.& at Principles. ―I've had a perfectly
wonderful evening But this wasn't it‖--Groucho Marx

Guesstimate, an estimate based on a conjecture. Also
see at ball park figure.

―Gound Hog Day‖ is a 1993 film starring Bill

Guernica, is the Spanish spelling of the Basque city

Murray.amd Andie McDowell. In the film, Murray plays
Phil Connors, an egocentric Pittsburgh TV weatherman who,
during a hated assignment covering the annual Groundhog Day
event (February 2) in Punxsutawney, finds himself repeating the
same day over and over again. After indulging in all manner of
hedonistic pursuits, he begins to reexamine his life and priorities.
Drected by Harold Ramis, it was written by Ramis and Danny
Rubin, and based on a story by Rubin.

of Gernicka. See at Gernika.

―Guernica,‖ painting by Picasso. See at Spanish
Civil War.

Guerrati, Dr. Albert, Thoractic Surgeon,

head of the
team who saved my life in Jan. 2003 & who told me that it
was not just the skill of his team that saved me, but ―a
higher power.‖ He asked me if I was ―a believer.‖ I
replied, ―Yes, but even if I hadn‘t been before, I
would
be now! P, iii-iv. Also see at Carl‘s Pacemakers.

Grovel is to behave in a servile or demeaning way.
To cringe in front of somebody is defined as groveling. It
also means to lie or to creep in a prostrate position in front
of another person, who is usually in a higher position than
the one who is groveling. It is also defined as to give oneself
over (or to succumb) to base pleasures such as food, drink,
sex, etc.The word groveling is derived from a back
formation of the obsolete Middle English groveling, which
meant prone, face downward.

Guest, Edgar A(lbert), 1881-1959, poet—see at
Home, and Bartlett.

Guevarra, Che (or El Che, né Ernesto Guevara [de lat
Serna]), 1928-1967, born in Rosrio, Argentina, trained
as a doctor, he played an important part in theCuban
revolution (1956- 1959)—see at Cuba—after which he
help gov‘t. posts under Castro. He left Cuba in 1965 to
become a guerrilla leader in S. American & was captured &
executed in Bolivia. See Wikipedia for an informative
article on his colorful but tragic life.

―Groveling the way you do, ―I really hate you‖-- line
from a forgotten movie, 155(276)

―Grow Up, Why Dontcha? 92(174)
―Growing Up‖ a memoir in which Russell Baker he

Guildenstern, a character in ―Hamlet‖—see Shadow
of a Dream.

recounted his childhood after his father died when Baker
was 5. He grew up in rural, Depression-era Virginia,
without plumbing or electricity, and later in Baltimore.

Guinness, Sir Alec, 1914- 2000: ―Acting is happy
agony,‖167(293); he starred as a tragic officer in the
―Bridge On the River Kwai,‖ 197(360)—also see at ―Bridge On
the River Kwai.‖ He played in a number of TV films based on Le
Carre‘s spy thrillers, e.g., Smiley‘s people (1982), among others.
He played an Indian professor, Godbole, in ―Passage to India.‖
Guinness first worked writing copy for advertising before
making his debut at the Albery Theatre in 1936 at the age of 22,
playing the role of Osric in John Gielgud's wildly successful
production of Hamlet. During this time he worked with many
actors and actresses who would become his friends and frequent
co-stars in the future, including John Gielgud, Peggy Ashcroft,
Anthony Quayle, and Jack Hawkins. An early influence from afar
was Stan Laurel, whom Guinness admired. Guinness continued
playing Shakespearean roles throughout his career. In 1937 he
played the role of Aumerle in Richard II and Lorenzo in The
Merchant of Venice under the direction of John Gielgud. He
starred in a 1938 production of Hamlet which won him acclaim on
both sides of the Atlantic. He also appeared as Romeo in a
production of Romeo and Juliet (1939), Andrew Aguecheek in
Twelfth Night and as Exeter in Henry V in 1937, both opposite
Laurence Olivier, and Ferdinand in The Tempest, opposite Gielgud
as Prospero. In 1939, he adapted Charles Dicken' novel Great
Expectations for the stage, playing the part of Herbert Pocket. The
play was a success. One of its viewers was a young British film

Grownups, see at Saint-Exupéry, and at Childhood.
Growing Old? ―I grow old…I grow old I shall wear
the bottoms of my trousers rolled.….Shall I part my hair
behind? Do I dare to eat a peach? I shall wear white flannel
trousers, and walk along the beach‖—excerpt from ―The
Love Song of J. Arthur Prufrock,‖ by T. S. Eliot, 1917.

Grub Street originally the name of a street in
Moorfields in London much inhavited by writers of small
histories, dictionaries, and temporary
poems—Johnson‘s
Dictionary; also see at Moorfields.

Grünwald, Lisa—see at ―Women‘s Letters, etc.‖
G-String Murders, 1941 murder mystery by Gypsy
Rose Lee, an authority on G-strings. See at ―Lady of
Burlesque.‖

Guadalcanal:159(282):In August 1942. US & allied
forces landed at Guadacanal,
markingthe start of the firt
major allied offensive in the Pacific in WW II 159(282)—
see at Solomon Islands.

―Guadalcanal Diary,‖ 1943 book by correspondent
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editor named David Lean, who had Guinness reprise his role in the
former's 1946 film adaptation of the play.
He returned to the Old Vic in 1946 and stayed until 1948,
playing Abel Drugger in Ben Jonson's The Alchemist, the Fool in
King Lear opposite Laurence Olivier in the title role, DeGuiche in
Cyrano de Bergerac opposite Ralph Richardson in the title role,
and finally starring in an Old Vic production himself as
Shakespeare's Richard II. After leaving the Old Vic, he had a
success as the Uninvited Guest in the Broadway production of T.
S. Eliot's The Cocktail Party (1950, revived at the Edinburgh
Festival in 1968), but his second attempt at the title role of Hamlet,
this time under his own direction at the New Theatre (1951),
proved a major theatrical disaster. He was initially mainly
associated with the Ealing comedies, and particularly for playing
eight different characters in Kind Hearts and Coronets. Other films
from this period included The Lavender Hill Mob, The Ladykillers,
and The Man in the White Suit. In 1952, director Ronald Neame
cast Guinness in his first romantic lead role, opposite Petula Clark
in The Card
Guinness served in the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve in
WW II, serving first as a seaman in 1941 and being commissioned
the following year. He commanded a landing craft taking part in
the invasion of Sicily and Elba and later ferried supplies to the
Yugoslav partisans. During the war, he appeared in Terence
Rattigan's West End Play for Bomber Command, Flare Path —
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

seems, the minds of thoses people are taken up with intense
speculations, that they neither can speak, or attend to the discourse
of others, without being roused by some external taction upon the
organs of speech and hearing… the flapper is likewise employed
diligently to attend his master in his walks, and on accasion to
give thim a soft flap on his eyes; because he is in danger of falling
down…‖ (Ibid. Part 3, anthologized in ―The Oxford Book of
Humorous Prose.‖ Also see at Brobdingnag.

Gun, see ―I Didn‘t Know the Gun Was Loaded! (And
I am so sorry my friends…) Also see at Dorothy Parker
(Resumé)

―Gunfight at the O. K. Corral‖is a 1957 movie with
Burt Lancaster as Wyatt Earp and Kirk Douglas as ―Doc
Holliday‖ about the famous Gunfight at the O.K. Corral in Tombstone,
Arizona Territory, which took place on Oct.6, 1881. Directed by John
Sturges & a screenplay written by novelist Leon Uris, the movie has an
outstanding supporting cast including Rhonda Fleming, John Ireland,
Jo Van Fleet, Martin Milner, Dennis Hopper, Jack Elam, Lee Van
Cleef, DeForest Kelley, Earl Holliman and Charles Herbert.
Eee at O. K. Corral etc,

―Guns are unlawful;/ Nooses all give; / Gas smells
awful; / You might as well live—Dorothy Parker‘s Resumé
in "Enough Rope" (1927)
―Guns of Navarone‖ 1957 novel set in WW II by
Alistair MacLean, a 1961 film directed by J. Lee
Thompson, Carl Foreman script based on the novel, starring
Gregory Peck, David Niven & Anthony Quinn, Richard Harris,
Irene Pappas, Gia Scalea & large castt of others

Guilt: ―But I am not guilty, said K.; it‘s a
misunderstanding. And if it comes to that, how can any
man be called guilty?‖ Franz Kafka, Ch. 15; ―If I hadn‘t
already paid the hotel room, I wouldn‘t go through with
this,‖— in a Nichols & May skit on adultery. In another
skit: Son: ―Mom, how are you?‖ Mom, ―Hungry!‖ S:
―Why don‘t you eat?‖ M: I‘m been waiting three days for
you to call?‖ S: ―Three days without food—Mom, this
makes me feel terrible, really bad! M: Son, if you knew
how happy that makes me feel. I only hope it‘s true!‖
— told to me by Bill Gregory on Dec. 2, 1997 &
shortened here, A, xii, footnote 2; ―— is God‘s way of
letting you know you‘re having too good a time‖--Dennis Miller; ―---is the mother of invention‖---Carolyn
Wells ―Guilt is what you sprinkle over your naughty deeds
to increase the flavor--please pass the guilt!‖ –the author.
Gulag Archipelago, 141(254), 176(306-307): ―a
monumental account of the Soviet labor camp system, a
chain of prisons that by Solzhenitsyn‘s calculation some
60 million people had entered during the 20-th century. The
book led to his expulsion from his native land. George F.
Kennan, the American diplomat, described it as ―the
greatest and most powerful single indictment of a political
regime ever to be leveled in modern times‖—excerpt from
the Aug. 4, 2008 NY Times Obituary of Solzhenitsyn
witten by Michael T. Kaufman --also see at Solzhenitsyn
―Gulag, A History,‖ by Anne Applebaum, 176(306-307)

The Greek island of Navarone does not exist and the plot is
fictitious; however, the story takes place within the real historical
context of Dodecanese Campaign - the Allies' campaign to capture the
German-held Greek islands in the Aegean in 1943. The story concerns
the efforts of an Allied commando team to destroy a seemingly
impregnable German fortress that threatens Allied naval ships in the
Aegean Sea. and prevents over 1,200 isolated British troops from
being rescued. The story is based on the real events surrounding the
Battle of Leros in WW II. The Guns of Navarone brought together
elements that would characterize much of MacLean's subsequent
works: tough, competent, worldly men as main characters; frequent but
non-graphic violence; betrayal of the hero(es) by a trusted associate;
and extensive use of the sea and other dangerous environments as
settings. Its three principal characters—New Zealand mountaineerturned-commando Keith Mallory, American demolitions expert
"Dusty" Miller, and Greek resistance fighter Andrea Stavros, are
among the most fully drawn in all of MacLean's work.

―Gunga Din,‖ Ch. 19; Rudyard Kipling poem &
1939 film: ―Three veteran British sergeants in India try to
suppress a native uprising, but it‘s their water boy, Gunga Din,
who saves the day. Friendship, loyalty, and some the best action
scenes ever filmed‖—Video Hound;
―Though Rudyard Kipling's poem Gunga Din makes a
swell recital piece, it cannot be said to have much of a plot. It's
simply a crude cockney soldier's tribute to a native Indian water
boy who remains at his job even after being mortally wounded.
Hardly the sort of material upon which to build 118 minutes'
worth of screen time-at least, it wasn't until RKO producer Pandro
S. Berman decided to convert Gunga Din into an A-budgeted
feature film.
ow it became the tale of three eternally brawling British
sergeants sttioned in colonial India: Cutter (Cary Grant), Chesney
(Victor McLaglen) and Ballantine (Douglas Fairbanks Jr.).
Ballantine intends to break up the threesome by marrying lovely
Emmy Stebbins (Joan Fontaine), while Cutter and McChesney
begin hatching diabolical schemes to keep Ballantine in the army
(if this plot element sounds a lot like something from the Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur lay The Front Page, bear in mind
that Hecht and McArthur shared writing credit on Gunga Din with
Joel Sayre and Fred Guiol; also contributing to the screenplay,

Gulag, USSR prison & torture system, 141(254),
176(306-307)

Gulf of Mexico, see Mexico
―Gulliver‘s Travels,‖117(216); Jonathon Swift‘s
Masterpiece. Gulliver meets a man.who carries all the
implements needed for ordinary discourse, 117(216); Thus, instead
of saying a word, he pointed to it! This is a delicious satire on
literal-minded people, & those unable to deal with abstractions
such as words or numbers!
Gulliver on getting the master‘s attention: ―I observed here
and there many of the habit of servants, with a blown bladder
attached to a stick...in each bladder was a small quantity of dried
pease [sic!] or little pebbl.es… With these bladders, they now &
then flapped the mouth & ears of those who stood near them…It
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uncredited, was William Faulkner.)‖—Moviefone Synopsis from
the Web.Also see at Movies from Poems.

While waiting for her to play, I identified her sister, who
looked a lot like Dorothy, 216(393).

Gurewitsch, Matthew--e at Daniel Hope.
Guston, Philip (née Phillip Goldstein), 1913-1980,

Guadalupe Hidalgo. The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo ncreased the area of US by 525,000 sq mi,

or approx. 1/7-th the present day area of 3,794,101 sq mi of
USA. This did not include Texas whose area is 268, 820 sq
mi. See at James Knox Polk who negioated the treaty that
ended the war with Mexico.

Born in Montreal, Canada, Guston's Russian-Jewish parents
escaped persecution when they moved from Odessa, Russia. While
still a child, Guston moved with his family to LA. Guston and
his family were aware of the regular Klan activities against Jews,
Blacks and others, which took place across California during
Guston's childhood—see below about his Scottsboro Boys mural.
When Guston was 10 or 11, his father hanged himself
in the shed where the young Guston found the body. Guston
began painting at the age of 14, and in 1927 he enrolled in the LA
Manual Arts High School, where both he & Jackson Pollock
studied under Frederick John de St. Vrain Schwankovsky, and
were introduced to Modern European art, oriental philosophy,
theosophy & mystic literature. This early work was figurative &
representational, and because his parents did support his artistic
inclinations, he often made drawings in his closet, lit by a hanging
bulb.
Apart from his high school education and a one-year
scholarship at the Otis Art Institute in Los Angeles, Guston
remained a largely self-taught artist.
During high school, Guston and Jackson Pollock
published a paper opposing the high school's emphasis on
sports over art. Their criticism led to both being expelled, but
Guston returned and graduated. As an 18 year old, politicallyaware painter, Guston made an indoor mural in L.A. depicting
the Scottsboro Boys. This
mural was defaced by local
police officers, which
impacted Guston's political and social
outlook.
Guston, as Philip Goldstein, along with Reuben Kadish,
completed a significant mural in 1935 at City of Hope, a
tuberculosis hospital located in Duarte, California, that remains to
this day. In 1936, Guston moved to New York, and worked as an
artist under the
WPA program—from the Wikipedia.

Guyot, Arnold Henry (Sept. 28, 1807–Feb. 8, 1884),
Swiss-American geologist & geographer born near Neuchâtel,
Switzerland He studied at the college of Neuchâtel and in Berlin,
Germany, where he began a lifelong friendship with Louis Agassiz. He
was professor of history and physical geography at the short-lived
Neuchâtel Academy from 1839 to 1848, when he removed, at Agassiz's
instance, to the United States, settling in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
For several years he was a lecturer for the Massachusetts State Board of
Education, and he was professor of geology and physical geography at
Princeton from 1854 until death. Today, the building housing the
Department of Geosciences at Princeton is named Guyot Hall in his
honor.
He ranked high as a geologist and meteorologist. As early as
1838, he undertook, at Agassiz's suggestion, the study of glaciers, and
was the first to announce, in a paper submitted to the Geological
Society of France, certain important observations relating to glacial
motion and structure. Among other things he noted the more rapid flow
of the center than of the sides, and the more rapid flow of the top than
of the bottom of glaciers; described the laminated or ribboned structure
of the glacial ice, and ascribed the movement of glaciers to a gradual
molecular displacement rather than to a sliding of the ice mass as held
by de Saussure. He subsequently collected important data concerning
erratic boulders. His extensive meteorological observations in America
led to the establishment of the United States Weather Bureau, and his
Meteorological and Physical Tables (1852, revised ed. 1884) were long
standard. His graded series of text-books and wall-maps were important
aids in the extension &popularization of geological study in America-excerpt from Wikipedia.

―Guys and Dolls‖ is a 1950 musical, with music &
lyrics written by Frank Loesser, book by Jo Swerling &
Abe Burrows. The musical was first produced on Broadway at the
46th Street Theatre, opening on November 24, 1950 and directed
by George S. Kaufman. It starred Robert Alda, Sam Levene, Isabel
Bigley, and Vivian Blaine. The play enjoyed an initial run of 1,201
performances, winning five 1951 Tony Awards, including the
award for Best Musical. It is based on ―The Idyll of Miss Sarah
Brown‖ and ―Blood Pressure,‖ two short stories by Damon
Runyon. It also borrows characters & plot elements from other
Runyon stories, most notably ―Pick the Winner‖—edited from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Luck be a Lady Tonight.‖

Gut, the alimentary canal, or a portion thereof,
esp.the entestine or stomach. Also see at ―Bust a Gut.‖

Guts. Slang Courage, or bravery.
Guts Joke: Why did the moron jump off the Empire
State Building? To show the world he had guts.

Gutenberg and his Bible, 77(126)
Guthrie, Tyrone—see at ‗The Matchmaker.‖
Guthrie, Woodie (né Woodrow Wilson Guthrie) folk
singer and composer, father of Arlo. In the Great
Depression, he took to the road, singing for his meals, and
wrote hundreds of songs in praise of migrant workers,
pacifists, and underdogs. His best known songs are ―So
Long, It‘s Been Good to Know You‖ & ―This Land is
Your Land,‖ A little known stanza of the latter was written
in protest of Irving Berlin‘s,― God Bless America‖ 7(11) He
was hospitalized in 1952 with Huntington‘s chorea, and wen
he died fiftenn years later, a new generations of singercomposers, including Joan Baez, and Bob Dylan, had
learned his songs and adopted his causesAlso see
at
―Lead Belly: A Life in Pictures.‖

―Guys and Dolls‖ is a 1955 movie starring Marlon
Brando, Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra and Vivian
Blaine, Ch. 13. Directed by Joseph Leo Mankiewicz

Gwenn, Edmund (né Edmund Kellaway), 1875-1959,
was an Academy Award-winning English theatre and film
actor. Born in Wandsworth, London, and educated at St. Olav's
School and later at King's College London, Gwenn began his
acting career in theatre in 1895. Playwright George Bernard Shaw
was impressed with his acting, and cast him in the first production
of Man and Superman, and subsequently in five more of his plays.
Gwenn's career was interrupted by his military service
during WW I; however, after the war ended, he started appearing
in films in London. He appeared in more than eighty films during
his career, including the 1940 version of Pride and Prejudice,
Cheers for Miss Bishop, Of Human Bondage, and The Keys of the
Kingdom.
He is perhaps best remembered for his role as Kris Kringle
in Miracle on 34th Street, for which he won an Academy Award
for Best Supporting Actor. Upon receiving his Oscar, he said
"Now I know there is a Santa Claus!" He received a second
nomination for his role in Mister 880 (1950).

Guy, Arthur, Purdue U. friend, and RT at Dearborn
& Purdue U., 215-216(392-393); Dorothy & Jennifer,
violinist & cellist, 216(393); Art was instructor in Aircraft
ID--he would flick on the projector, showing enemy or
friendly aircraft & we had just one-hundredth of a second to
ID which! 216(392-393); At Purdue U., I identified him by
his nasal voice & his New England accent—I had never
actually seen him before!, 215(392); Jennifer invited me to
hear a Conerto for Nine Cellos in Bristol Chapel at
Westminster Choir College in Princeton in June 1998.
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Near the end of his career he played one of the main roles in
Alfred Hitchcock's The Trouble with Harry (1955). He has a small
but hugely memorable role as a Cockney assassin in another
Hitchcock film, Foreign Correspondent (1940) In 1954, Gwenn
played Dr. Harold Medford in the classic scifi film Them! with
James Arness and James Whitmore.

Note: Haake is a German name. (A German or Dutch
brewer named one of their beers Haake, circa 2000). The
Oxford Dict. of Surnames lists these names as cognates:
Hake, Haak, Haack, Hacker & gives these derivations: 1.
English from Old Norse Hook, someone with a hooked
nose or hunched figure. 2. Low German for pedlar or trader
from höken, to carry things about (on one‘s back). On the
other hand, Hacken, German noun,a hoe, Hacke, pick,
hacken, to chop. ―You can look it up.‖

Gynophobia is an abnormal fear of women. In the
past, the Latin term was used, horror feminae, meaning "fear
of women‖—also see at Misogyny etc.

Haberman, Clyde, NYTimes sports writer—see at

Gypsy Music, 214(389)—see at Lorca
―Gypsy: A Musical Fable‖—see below.
Gypsy Rose Lee (née Rose Louise Hovick), 1911-70,

David Halberstam, and at ―Schadenfreude‘s opposite.‖

Habits: ―Funny thing, habits—criminals never know
they have them!—Agatha Christie in one of her
mystery stories, probably a Miss Marple mystery.

born in Seatlle, WA, was an actress, burlesque entertainer
(aka a a striptease artist) & writer. In 1941, she authored a mystery
thriller called ―The G-String Murders,‖ which was made into the
1943 film Lady of Burlesque starring Barbara Stanwyck. Lee's
second murder mystery, ―Mother Finds a Body,‖ was published in
1942.
After her domineering mother died, Lee was free to write
her memoirs, ―Gypsy,‖ which included a scathing portrait of
Momma Rose, published in 1957. These were taken as
nspirational material for the 1959 Jule Styne, Stephen Sondheim,
and Arthur Laurents musical Gypsy: A Musical Fable/ June
Havoc, an actress, didn't like the way she was portrayed in the
piece, but she was eventually persuaded not to oppose it for her
sister's sake. The play and the subsequent movie deal assured
Gypsy a steady income.
The sisters became estranged. June, in turn, wrote Early
Havoc and More Havoc, telling her side of the story—edited
excerpt from Widipedia.In an ironical turn, a 2008 revival of
―Gypsy‖ starring Patti Lupone, it is Momma Rose who is the
star of the show! (The original Mamma Rose was played by Ethel
Merman.) This was given a rave review by John Lahr in the April
7, 2008 New Yorker.
Lee was diagnosed in 1969 with metastatic lung cancer,
which prompted her to reconcile with June before her death. ―This
is my present, you know,‖ she reportedly told June, ―My present
from Mother.‖
The walls of her LA home were adorned with pictures by
Joan Miro, Pablo Picasso, Marc Chagall, Max Ernst, and
Dorothea Tanning, all of which were reportedly gifts to her by the
artists themselves. Like Picasso, she was a supporter of the Popular
front movement in the Spanish Civil War and raised money for
charity to alleviate the suffering of Spanish children during the
conflict—exderpted & edited from Wikipedia. Also see at June
Havoc.

Hack, Damon—see at Tiger Wood, last paragraph.
Hackman, Gene (né Eugene Allen Hackman), born
1930 in San Bernadino, CA, is a two-time Academy Award
winner: Best Actor for his role of Popeye Doyle in ―The French
Connection‖ (1971) & Best Supporting Actor in "Unforgiven"
(1992). He was nominated for Academy Awards for best
supporting actor in ―Bonnie and Clyde‖ (1967) and in ―I Never
Sang For My Father‖ (1970) He appeared in major roles in
including Harry Caul in The Conversation, Norman Dale in
Hoosiers, Agent Rupert Anderson in Mississippi Burning, Little
Bill Daggett in Unforgiven, Lex Luthor in Superman (plus its two
sequels), Captain Frank Ramsey in Crimson Tide. Joe Moore in
Heist and Admiral Leslie McMahon Reigart in Behind Enemy
Lines--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at "The French
Connection."

Hadas, Moses, 1900–1966, was one of the leading
classical scholars of the twentieth century, and a translator
of numerous works. Raised in Atlanta, GA, in a Yiddish-speaking
Orthodox Jewish household, his early studies included rabbinical
training; he graduated from Jewish Theological Seminary of
America (1926) and took his doctorate in classics in 1930. He was
fluent in Yiddish, German, ancient Hebrew, ancient Greek, Latin,
French, and Italian, and well-versed in other languages.
His most productive years were spent at Columbia U.,
where he was a colleague of Jacques Barzun and Lionel Trilling.
There, he took his talent for languages, combined it with a
popularizing impulse, to buck the prevailing classical methods of
the day—textual criticism and grammar—presenting classics, even
in translation, as worthy of study as literary works in their own
right. His popularizing impulse led him to embrace TV as a tool
for education, becoming a telelecturer and a pundit on broadcast
TV. He also recorded classical works on phonograph and tape.-edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
―Thank you for sending me a copy of your book; I'll
waste no time reading it.‖
―This book fills a much needed gap;‖
―I have read your book and much like it‖—all three from
Hadas‘ Website.

Gypsy Rose Lee Encore: Trying to describe what
Gypsy was (a ―high-class‖ stripper), H. L. Mencken coined
the term ecdysiast. Her style of intellectual recitation while
stripping was spoofed in the number ―Zip!‖ from Rodgers and
Hart's Pal Joey, a play in which her sister June appeared. Gypsy
can be seen performing an abbreviated version of her act
(intellectual recitation and all) in the 1943 film, Stage Door
Canteen—Wikipedia.

Hadas, Rachel, the duaghter of Moses Hadess, is a
poet, teacher, essayist, and translator—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Haake, Herman St. neighbors:

―Hades. The Fires of‖ 56(91): the abode of the dead

Bruce, an older brother of Frankie, who had some emotional
problems—see at Fred for his remembrance of Bruce.
Frankie: Frankie‘s drowning in the Licking River: he
was a red-head, freckles & all, slight of build, with a
pleasant boyish grin & the bluest eyes, 30(46), esp. 47(7576), 66(108), -- blue eyes, 244(439); -- face & flaming red
hair, 59(96), 243-244(438-439); in ―Ghosts of Yesteryear,
242-243(438-440)
Paul (―Duke‖), Frankie‘s older brother, served overseas in
WW II, 29-30(45-46);

in Greek Mythology; also the ancient Greek God of the
underworld. Cf. Pluto

Hadamard, Jacques, influential mathematician. See at
Butterfly Effect.

Hadassah, the Jewish name for Esther; also the org.,
founded in 1912 by Henrietta Szold: Its mission is to raise
standards of health, hygene, and public medicine
in
Palestine, and to deepen the bonds among Jews in America
by furthering Jewish ideals and traditions. It has over
300,000 members & 1,200 chapters See ―Joys of Yiddish‖
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for further details. Joy took me to
meeting in Cincinnati, 162(286)

a

Haddassah

One would think that the same lessons learned in Vienam
would advise us to leave Iraq to the Iraqis.) Halberstam was killed
in an automobile accident on April 23, 2007, ―enroute to interview
Y. A. Tittle, the former Giant‘s quarterbook, for a book about the
1958 championship gamed between the Giants and The Baltimore
Colts, considered by many as the greatest football game ever
played‖—April 24, 2007 Obituary by Clyde Haberman. Also see at
―The Best and Brightest.‖

Hadju, David—see at W. C. Handy.
―Hagar the Horrible‖ a syndicated cartoon drawn by
Chris Browne—see at Baseball Jokes.
Hagen, Walter, 1892-1969; great golfer, and subject
of the Bio, ―The Walter Hagen Story, 1956; also see at Golf
Majors, at Life & at Flowers.

Haldane, J. B. S. (né John Burdon Sanderson

Haggard, Merle—see at Willie Nelson (next to last

Haldane), FRS,1892-1964, son of the physiologist John
Scott Haldane, 1860-1936, was known as Jack but used 'J.B.S.' in
his printed works. He was a Oxford-born AND educated geneticist
and evolutionary biologist, and one of the founders (along with
Ronald Fisher and Sewall Wright) of population genetics.
Haldane studied at Oxford (Ph. D., 1919), became reader in
biochem at Cambridge (1922-32), and prof. of genetis (1933-37)
and of biometry(1933-57) at London. He had been editor of the
Daily Worker (1940-46) , but left The British Communist party in
1956 He then emigrated to India, adopting Indian Nationality,
partly in protest to the British invasion when Suez Canal was
nationalized by Egypt. In India he worked at the Indian Statistical
Institute (ISI) Unable to get along with the director, P.C.
Mahalanobis, Haldane resigned in February 1961 and moved to a
newly established biometry unit in Orissa.
Haldane is also known for an observation from his essay,
On Being the Right Size, which Jane Jacobs and others have since
referred to as Haldane's principle. This is that sheer size very often
defines what bodily equipment an animal must have: "Insects,
being so small, do not have oxygen-carrying bloodstreams. What
little oxygen their cells require can be absorbed by simple diffusion
of air through their bodies. But being larger means an animal must
take on complicated oxygen pumping and distributing systems to
reach all the cells.
Awards: In 1952, he received the Darwin Medal from the
Royal Society. In 1956, he was awarded the Huxley Memorial
Medal of the Royal Anthropological Institute. Among other
awards, he received the Feltrinelli Prize/, an Honorary Doctorate
of Science, an Honorary Fellowship at New College, and the
Kimber Award of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. He was
awarded the Linnean Society of London's prestigious DarwinWallace Medal in 1958--edited excerpts from Wikipedia, and
Cambridge Biographical Encyclopedia—see below.

paragraph.)

Hagman, Larry, actor—see at Harry and Tonto.
Ha-ha, The, A, ix: a moat or walled ditch sunk into
the ground to serve as a fence without impairing the view
or scenic appeal; also see at Haw-Haw, at Minnehaha
(Laughing Water) & at Song of Hiawatha. My own Ha-Has,
sprinkled in the text, compare with Vonnegut‘s Hi-Hos, A,
xi,footnote.
Hahn is the German word for chicken, and is a
homophone of Hawn.

Haiku is a Japanes lyric verse (or form) that has 3
lines of five, seven & five syllables, resp., traditionally
invoking an aspect of nature or the seasons—see at God or
No God.

Hair Cut: See the Editorial Review by Richard Farr at
―Sampson and Delilah.

―Hairy Ape, The‖ is a 1922 Eugene O‘Neill play., and a
1944 film directed by Alfred Santell, starring William
Bendix, Susan Hayward & John Loder.
―I was born, see? Sure, dat‘s de charge. Write it in
de blotter.‖ I was born, get me! Ch.s. 2 & 18, 55(89)n

Hajj, The, is a pilgrimage to Mecca or Makkah. It is
the largest annual pilgrimage in the world and the fifth
pillar of Islam--an obligation that must be carried out at
least once in a lifetime by every able-bodied Muslim who
can afford to do so. It is a demonstration of the solidarity of
the Muslim people, and their submission to God. The
pilgrimage occurs rom the 6th to the 12th day of Dhu alHijjah, the 12th month of the Islamic calendar. Because the
Islamic calendar is a lunar calendar, the event cannot be
pegged to the Gregorian calendar, whose (solar) year is
eleven days longer. In 2007, Hajj took place from December
17 to 21 The next one will begin in the first week of
December, 2008--Wikipedia

Haldane, J. B. S. (continued)… was one of the great
rascals of science—independent, nasty, brilliant, funny and
totally one of a kind. Son of an Oxford professor of physiology, he
began in science as his father's assistant. Eventually he taught
genetics and biometry at University College, London, where he
helped create the modern Synthetic Theory of evolution. He
learned Mendelian genetics while still a boy by breeding guinea
pigs and often served as one himself when he helped his father. In
one childhood episode, the elder Haldane made him recite a long
Shakespearean speech in the depths of a mine shaft to demonstrate
the effects of rising gases. When the gasping boy finally fell to the
floor, he found he could breathe the air there, a lesson that served
him well in the trenches of World War I.
A physically courageous 200-pounder, Haldane continued
the family tradition of using his own body for dangerous tests. In
one experiment, he drank quantities of hydrochloric acid to
observe its effects on muscle action; another time he exercised to
exhaustion while measuring carbon dioxide pressures in his
lungs.Haldane was immensely cultivated; he had mastered Latin,
Greek, French and German while still a student. Later, he wrote
extensively on history and politics, and made important research
contributions to chemistry, biology, mathematics and genetics. He
is best remembered (along with E. B. Ford and R. A. Fisher) as an
innovative pioneer in population genetics.
Haldane's brilliance helped define the field, which reshaped
modern evolutionary biology.During WW I, Haldane volunteered

HAL 9000 (Heuristically programmed ALgorithmic
Computer) is a fictional computer in Arthur C. Clarke's
Space Odyssey saga. See at 2001 Space Oddysey.

Halberstam, David, 1934-2007, b. in NY City, the
son of a Hasidic Jew, he was a Pulitzer Prize-Winning
journalist & author known for his early work on the Vietnam
War, his work on politics, history, business, media, American
culture, and his later sports journalism.
Halberstam put an enormous effort into his book The Best
and the Brighest about President John F. Kennedy‘s foreign policy
decisions about the Vietnam War.Synthesizing material from
dozens of books & many dozens of interviews, Halberstam focused
on the odd paradox that those who crafted the U.S. war effort in
Vietnam were some of the most intelligent, well-connected & selfconfident men in America—"the best and the brightest"—and yet
those same men were unable to imagine and promote any but a
bloody & disasterrous course in the Vietnam War.
Many readers began The Best and the Brightest feeling
that the U.S. must pursue the war in Vietnam until ―victory‖ was
achieved, but ended up convinced that the U.S. could not win &
therefore should withdraw from Vitenam—edited from the
Wikipedia.
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for the Scottish Black Watch and was sent to the front. There he
found, to his shock and dismay, that he liked killing the enemy.
Twice wounded, he personally delivered bombs and engaged in
sabotage behind enemy lines, prompting his commander to call
him ―the bravest and dirtiest officer in my Army.‖
In 1924, Haldane published a remarkable work of fiction,
Dædalus. It was the first book about the scientific feasibility of
―test-tube babies,‖ brought to life without sexual intercourse or
pregnancy. At the time, it was regarded as shocking science
fiction. Haldane wrote it as a student might a century and a half
into the future, looking back on how the production of "ectogenic"
babies had transformed the world: The effect on human
psychology and social life of the separation of sexual love and
reproduction…is by no means wholly satisfactory. The old family
life had certainly a good deal to commend it…On the other
hand…the small proportion of men and women who are selected as
ancestors for the next generation are so undoubtedly superior to the
average that the advance in each generation…from the increased
output of first-class music to the decreased convictions for theft, is
very startling.
Dædalus was a popular and influential book, the original
dose of ―future-shock‖ for the 20th century. It inspired Aldous
Huxley's novel Brave New World (1932), in which a society based
on test-tube babies turns out to be not such a wonderful place after
all.
Huxley also put Haldane in another of his novels, Antic
Hay (1923), as Shearwater, ―the biologist too absorbed in his
experiments to notice his friends bedding his wife.‖
By the mid-1930s, leading geneticists such as Hermann
Muller announced that in vitro (―in glass‖) fertilizations would
soon be possible, and 40 years later they were a reality. Yet,
though he predicted its feasibility, Haldane became an outspoken
critic of eugenics.. Genetic theory was being used for distorted
political ends, he complained, by "ferocious enemies of human
liberty."
Shortly before his death in 1964, the irrespressible Haldane
wrote an outrageous comic poem while in the hospital, mocking
his own incurable disease: ―Cancer's a Funny Thing:/ I wish I had
the voice of Homer / To sing of rectal carcinoma, / Which kills a
lot more chaps, in fact, / Than were bumped off when Troy was
sacked…‖
It was circulated among his friends, who savored the
consistently witty irreverence with which Haldane had lived his
courageous and productive life--Richard Milner, The Encyclopedia
of Evolution, NY: Facts on File, 1990, pp.
207-08.

Haman, the Persian minister, whose plan to have the
Jews massacred was thwarted by the Jewish Queen Esther;
he was hanged. Also see Esther & at Purim.
Hamantasch, a kind of folded 3-cornered cookie named after
Haman; They are eaten by Jewish children at Purim; in
Israel these are called Haman‘s ears because the cookie
resembles ears. The traditional filling is made with poppy
seeds, but
they are also made with many different
flavors, including
prunes, nuts, dates, apricot, fruit
preserves, chocolate, or
even caramel or cheese. Sound
delicious!

Hamburg, a city of northern Germany on the Elbe,
heavily bombed in WW II & virtually destroyed. See
Readers Digest Illustrated History of WW II.

―Hamburg 1943, The End:‖ Hans Erick Nossack,
See Bibliography & see at Freeman Dyson.

Hamburgers in the Thirties cost a nickel, 245(442);
see at Smother-Burgers.

Hamill, Pete, in a memoir, A Drinking Life (1995),
told

how he overcame alcoholism. Also see at Writing.

Hamilton, Alexander, 1757-1804: US statesman born in

the West Indian Island of Nevis. He stude\ied at King" (now
Columbia) College, NY City, and fought in the American
Revolution, becoming Washington's aide-de-camp (1777-81). He
was elected to the Continental Congress, but resigned to practice
law and to found the Bank of New York. . In 1882 was returned to
Congress.
He served in the New York Legislature, and was the only
New Yorker who signed the Constitution. As Washington's
Treasury Secretary (1789-95), he influenced formative government
policy widely. An admirer of British political systems, Hamilton
emphasized strong central government and implied powers, under
which the new U.S. Congress funded the national debt, assumed
state debts, created a national bank, and established an import tariff
and whiskey tax As seen above, he was instrumental in the
movement to establish the USA in its present form, and was leader
of the Federalist Party until his death.
In 1801, Hamilton founded the New York Post as the
Federalist broadsheet New-York Evening Post. His intense rivalry
with Vice President Burr eventually resulted in a duel, in which
Hamilton was mortally wounded, dying the following day--edited
excerpts from the Cambridge Biog. Encyclopedia and Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. The latter depicts a $10 bill on which
Hamiton's portrait by John Turmbull appear--to this day.

Hale, Sarah Josepha, 1798-1879, see ―Mary‘s Lamb.‖
Haley,Jack, actor—see, e.g., at ―The Wizard of Oz.‖

Hamilton—see at Lady Hamilton Joke.

Hamilton, Edith, 1867-1963, was an American

Half-Jewish Book, The: A Celebration‖ by Daniel

classicist born in Germany to American Parents. She was
the first woman admitted to study at Munich U. After being the
headmistress at a Baltimore School for girls, 1896-1922, she
retired to wrote readable interpretive books became classics; The
Greek Way (1930), The Roman Way (1932), and Mythology
(1942). Her translations of Greek plays restored simplicity after the
florid Victoria era translations--from the Penguin Inter'l Dict. of
Contemporary Biography—also see at ―The Roman Way.‖
Edith Hamilton won the National Achievement Award in
1950, received honorary degrees of Doctor of Letters from Yale
University, the University of Rochester, and the University of
Pennsylvania, and was a member of the American Academy of
Arts and Letters. In 1957 she was made an honorary citizen of
Athens and was decorated with the Golden Cross of the Order of
Benefaction by King Paul of Greece--from the Web. Also se at
―The Roman Way.‖

Klein, Freke Vuijst (2000): humorous essays, interviews,
illustrations, holiday menus & song lyrics--all gathered in
service of the idea that a half-Jew is Jew enough.

Hall, Donald, born 1928 in New Haven, CT, has
published 15 books of poetry, incl. The Painted Bed (2002)
and Without: Poems (1998)—the latter was published on the
third anniversary of his wife‘s (Jane Kenyon's) death. Most
of the poems in Without deal with Kenyon's illness & death
& many are epistolary poems. He also has written several
collections of essays, among them Life Work & String Too
Short to Be Saved. In 2008, he published ―Unpacking the
Boxes: A Memoir of a Life in Poetry‖ reviewed in the Nov.
9, 2008 Sun. NY Times Book Review
Also see at Doggerel.

Hallelujah, Hebrew for ―praise Ye Jehovah‖
Halperin, Daniel, ―The Autobiographical Eye,‖

Hamilton, George, film and TV actor born 1939 in

78(127).

born in Blytheville, Arkansas, where he lived until the age
of 12. After moving to California, he was put under contract by
MGM, which showcased him in films such as Home from the Hill,
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Falcon‖ (1930), ―The Glass Key‖ (1931) and ―The Thin Man‖
(1934). He created tough guys Sam Spade and the Continental Op
as well as debonaire sleuths Nick and Nora Charles. He wrote a
comic strip (―Secret Agent X-9‖), an original radio series (―The
Fat Man‖) and worked on numerous scripts, often simply to polish
dialogue. Hammett's crisp, colorful language brought gangster
slang into everyday speech.
Born in Maryland on May 27, 1894, Sam Hammett was
raised in Baltimore and Philadelphia. He never finished high
school. At 14, he went to work at a series of jobs to help support
his family. At 21, he was hired by the Pinkerton National Detective
Agency as an ―operative.‖ He traveled across the country on
assignment from 1915 to 1921 with time off to serve stateside in
the Motor Ambulance Corps. in World War I. A bout with TB in
the service kept him in fragile health for the rest of his life.
Nevertheless, he managed to join the Army in WWII at age 48 and
served in the Aleutian Islands for three years.
The work of a Pinkerton investigator captured his
imagination, but his assignments as a union strike-breaker did not.
In Butte, Montana, the vicious murder of Frank Little, organizer of
Industrial Workers of the World (―the Wobblies‖), soured him on
the agency. Pinkerton men were thought responsible for the killing,
which was never solved. Hammett recreated the violent
atmosphere of Butte in Red Harvest's fictional city ―Poisonville.‖
Hammett married a nurse he met during his TB treatment.
They settled in San Francisco and had two daughters. In 1922 he
began writing for Black Mask Magazine first using the pen name
―Peter Collinson‖ then taking Dashiell Hammett as his byline. [At
this time, he had discarded his first name and was called Slim or
Dash by his friends.]
The magazine stories, featuring detective Sam Spade or the
Continental Op, drew from his wealth of on-the-job experience.
His hard-boiled heroes are men free of family ties, loners, who live
by a rigid code of personal honor. Hammett's marriage faltered,
and he drifted down to Hollywood looking for writing
opportunities in the movies.
In 1930 he met Lillian Hellman, then a 24-year-old aspiring
playwright married to a screenwriter. A short while later she
moved in with him. Though both eventually divorced their
spouses, Hammett and Hellman never married. Their relationship
lasted until his death in 1961—31 years later. She was pleased
when he told her she was the inspiration for Nora, wife and
sleuthing partner of Nick Charles in The Thin Man; however
―Hammett said I was also the silly girl in the book and the
villainess.‖
Success in films eluded Hammett. The Thin Man became a
popular movie series starring William Powell and Myrna Loy, but
MGM hired other writers to script the sequels. The Maltese Falcon
failed twice on screen--as Dangerous Female (1931) and as Satan
Met a Lady (1936)--before the inspired casting of Humphrey
Bogart combined with John Huston's script and direction to hit a
bullseye in 1941. The adaptation succeeded in capturing the lean
story-telling style of the novel as well as effectively bringing its
popular hero to life on screen.
In 1942, after Pearl Harbor, Hammett enlisted in the US
Army. Though he was a disabled veteran of WWI, and a victim of
TB, he pulled strings in order to be admitted to the service. He
spent most of WW II as an Army Sergeant in the Aleutian Islands
where he edited an Army newspaper. He came out of the war
suffering from emphysema. As a corporal in 1943, he co-authored
The Battle of the Aleutians with Cpl. Robert Colodny under the
direction of Infantry Intelligence Officer Major Henry W. Hall.
In the late '40s, Dashiell Hammett became an active
supporter of the Civil Rights Congress of New York. In 1951 he
refused to give information about four members of the group who
were Communists and was sentenced to jail for six months. Further
troubles were to follow. The IRS garnisheed all income from new
publications or productions of his work for back taxes. In 1953 he

All the Fine Young Cannibals, Light in the Piazza and Two Weeks
in Another Town.
He staged a spectacular comeback as star and executive
producer of Love at First Bite (1979), a screamingly funny
"Dracula" take-off that won the actor a Golden Globe nomination.
Hamilton showed an unforeseen flair for comedy. In this story of
vampire Count Dracula's pursuit of a young Manhattan socialite,
played by Susan Saint James. It included such funny scenes as
Dracula and his conquest dancing to "I Love the Night Life" at a
disco.
Even better was Zorro the Gay Blade (1980), which failed
to match the excellent box-office performance of First Bite but
which still provided a much-needed shot in the arm to Hamilton's
career—edited excerpts from MovieFone and Wikipedia.

Hamilton, Lady—see at Lady Hamilton Joke.

Hammarskjöld, Dag ( Dag Hjalmar Agne Carl
Hammarskjöld), 1905-1961, was a Swedish diplomat
and the second Secretary-General of the United Nations
from April 1953 until his death in a plane crash in
September 1961. Hammarskjöld received the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1961, having been nominated before his death. Also
see at Self vs. Ohers.
Hammarskjöld‘s Journal, ―Markings,‖ Foreword by
W. H. Auden, and trans. by Auden & Leif Sjöberg. This
book is his private journal, in which he struggles with a deeply
personal and private faith in the context of a vocation that called
him to one of the most visible and influential offices in
international politics.
That struggle, which emerges in bits and pieces in entries
that span nearly four decades, both celebrates life and indulges
deep feelings of doubt and isolation. ―Markings‖ is far more a
work of philosophy than autobiography.
Hammarskjold's frend W.H. Auden contributes a moving
foreword that supplies a context for Hammarskjold's writing. But
as the foreword notes, Hammarskjold does not ―make a single
direct reference to his career as an international civil servant, to
the persons he met, or the historical events of his time.

Hammarskjöld Quote:―The more faithfully you listen
to the voices within you, the better you will hear what is
sounding outside‖—Dag Hammarskjold. Also see at
Hammarskjöld‘s Spiritual Journey: this is an often-used
subtitle to ―Markings‖—check the web.
Hammer, Dorothy & Jack, 5th Dist.School: see 1936
Art Exhib. & 1938 Blue Ribbon Students Photos in Part I.

Hammerstein, II, Oscar, 1895-1960, wrote the book
lyric of many operettas & musicals. With Jerome Kern he
wrote ―Showboat ― (1927), including the songs: ―Ol‘ Man
River,‖ ―Can‘t Help Lovin‘ Dat Man‖ & ―Only MakeBelieve.‖
With Richard Rodgers, he wrote some of the greatest
musicals, including, ―Oklahoma‖ (1943), ―Carousel‖ (1945),
―South Pacific‖ (1949), ―The King and I (1951) & ―The Sound
of Music‖ (Nov. 1959).
Hammerstein died of cancer 9 mos. after the Broadway
premier of the latter. Also see at Dying , at―Getting to Know
You‖ & at ―Hello, Young Lovers‖ (both from ―The King
and
I‖), ―If I Loved You‖ (from Carousel), ―My FavoriteThings
(―The Sound of Music‖ ) & at Jewish Musicians. Also see at
Edna Ferber (last paragraph.)

Hammett, (Samuel) Dashiell, 1894-1961, author of
detective mysteries , the most famous of which was ―The
Matltese Falcon, made into a 194 1 movie, starring Humphrey
Bogart as Sam Spade & Mary Astor as the evil woman who had
her husband, Spade‘s partner, killed; also Sidney Greenstreet &
Petter Lorre as the bad ‗uns—rated 4 bones by Video Hound,
(There also was a 1931 movie worth 3 bones.)
Hammett wrote more than 80 short stories and five novels:
―Red Harvest‖ (1929), ―The Dain Curse‖(1929), ―The Maltese
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again faced media scrutiny testifying as an unfriendly witness in
the McCarthy hearings. His later years were plagued by failing
health and financial problems. He was unable to finish ―Tulip,‖ the
most autobiographical of all his books. [Hellman published it as a
novella in ―The Big Knockover,‖ a collection of tales she edited in
1966.]
After a decade of silence, Dashiell Hammett had been
nearly forgotten when he died of lung cancer in 1961 at the age of
67. History has gone on to celebrate his achievements as one of the
most influential American writers of the twentieth century. Also
see at ―The Simple Art of Murder,‖ at ―Tobacco Warnings‖ & at
Tuberculosis

Happenstance. By happenstance, means by luck, or

Hammett,

―Happiness comes from the journey…and is

Dashiell

and

Lillian

Hellman,

chance—see at Bruce Weber.

―Happy Days Are Here Again!‖ copyrighted in 1929
by Milton Ager (music) and Jack Yellen (lyrics):
―Happy days are here again / The skies above are clear again /
So, Let's sing a song of cheer again / Happy times / Happy nights/
Happy days/ Are here again! ―—there‘s more! Played by: Jack
Hylton and his Orchestra at this link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SESr9D5Gd7A
Also try this link for all the lyrics:
http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/lyrics/happydays.htm

Happiness and Beauty--see at Beauty and Happiness.

238(431),

238(431)n—also see above.

Hampl,

fleeting—see at ―The Bluebird of Happiness.‖

Patricia,a memoirist and poet who grew

―Happiness is a like a butterfly, / the more you chase

up in St. Paul and teaches at the U. of Minnesota—see at
Art & Artists-the Creative Urge.

it, / the more it will elude you, / but if you turn your
attention to other things, it will / come and sit softly / on
your shoulder‖—from ―Happiness,‖ a poem by Thoreau,
16(24)
―The search for happiness is one of the chief sources of
unhappiness‖—see at Eric Hoffer
―Happiness is a simple frugal heart,‖Kazantakis, Ch. 4
--also see at Zazantakis.
―Happiness is a warm puppy‖--Charles Schultz, Ch. 17

Hampton, Lionel (―Hambone‖), ―King of the
Vibes,‖ i.e., a jazz virtuoso on the Vibraphone & one-time
member of the Benny Goodman quartet & band, 151(268)

Hanby, Benjamin Russell, 1833 -1867, American
composer, wrote approximately 80 songs, the most
famous of which are "Darling Nelly Gray," Chapter 24, and
the Christmas song "Up on the Housetop."

Hand, navy lingo for sailor, especially a ―deck hand,‖

―Happiness is nothing more than health and a poor

a sailor who works on the deck of a ship—see at metonym.
―Hand, I Want to Hold Your (1963), 209(383), Lennon
& McCartney.

memory,‖ Albert Schweitzer, p. 154 in Wit.

―Happiness isn‘t everything. It can‘t buy money—
saying.

―Handkerchiefs, Get Out Your,‖film, 137(249-250)
Handy, W. C., adapted ―Careless Love,‖ 202(369).

Happiness: Family happiness at our house, Ch. 4;
Also see at Cary Grant, at Eric Hoffer & at George
Santayana.

He is a subject of several bios, e.g., :W.C. Handy, The life
and Times of the Man Who Made the Blues, by David
Robertson, 2009. ―The Blues existed before W.C. Handy,
but not as we know it‖—David Hajdu in his May 10, 2009
NY Times Sun. Book Rev. of Robertson book.

Happiness: One of the first conditions of happiness is
the the link between Man and Nature shall not be broken-Tolstoy, quoted in the Audobon 2006 Special Calendar.

Happy? The world of the happy is quite different

Hangdog adj. Shamedface or guilty; downcast or

from the world of the unhappy—Tracitus Logico –
Philosophus (1922), Wittgenstein; also in Oxford Dict. of
Quotations. See at Unhappy.
Happy as kings? ―The world is full of a number of things, I'm
sure we should all be as happy as kings‖--R. L. Stevenson.

intimidated; n. a sneaky, despicable person--from certain
dogs‘ behavior or mannerisms.

Hanks, Thomas ―Tom‖ Jeffrey, (né Thomas Cody
Hanks), born 1956 in Concord, CA, is an actor, director,
voice-over artist, writer and film producer. He worked in TV and
family-friendly comedies before achieving success as a dramatic
actor portraying several notable roles, including Andrew Becket in
Philadelphia, for which he won a Best Actor Oscar in 1993, the
title role in Forrest Gump, for which he won Best Actor Oscar in
1994, Commander James A. Lovell in Apollo 13, Captain John H.
Miller in Saving Private Ryan, Michael Sullivan in Road to
Perdition and Sheriff Woody in Disney/Pixar's Toy Story. He was
only the second actor to win back-to-back Best Actor Oscars-Spencer Tracy was the first, winning in 1937-1938.—see at
―Saving Private Ryan.‖

―Happy Birthday!, Oh, hell‖—see at ―Two for the
Seesaw‖ (last paragraph.)

―Happy Journey from Trenton to Camden, The,‖ is a
1931 one-act play by Thornton Wilder.

Happy life? Very little is needed to make one--see at
Marcus Aurelius. ―We are never as happy, or as unhappy as
we imagine—see at La Rochefoucauld.

Happy medium is midway between two extremes, a
satisfactory compromise, e.g., you have to strike a happy
medium between looking like royalty and looking like a
housewife.

―Hannah and Her Sisters‖ is a 1986 comedy film
which tells the intertwined stories of an extended family,
told mostly during a year that begins and ends with a family
Thanksgiving dinner. The movie was written and directed by
Woody Allen and stars Mia Farrow as Hannah, with Barbara
Hershey and Dianne Wiest as her sisters. The film's ensemble cast
also includes Allen, Michael Caine, Carrie Fisher, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Lloyd Nolan, Max von Sydow, and Julie Kavner. Also
see at Woody Allen & at ―Crimes of the Heart.‖

Happy Medium? Have you ever seen one, e.g.?-- see
at Medium pun.

Harback, Otto, see at ―Smoke Gets In Your Eyes‖
Harbor n. 1. A sheltered part of a body of water deep
enough to provide anchorage for ships. 2. A place of shelter;
a refuge.

Harbor v. 1. To give shelter to. 2. To provide a place,

―Hans and Fritz,‖ Ch. 25, 96(182)
Hansberry, Lorraine, T1: ―How much of the truth to

home, or habitat for. See at Honolulu which in the Hawaii
languge means ―sheltered harbor‖, i.e., a redundancy.

Harburg, ―Yip‖ (Edgar Y.) 1898-1981, On March 5,

tell? How much, how much, how much! T1

1981, E. Y. "Yip" Harburg died in a California car crash,
days before he was to receive a lifetime award from the

Hanukkah, also Hannukah & Chanukah--see at
Jewish Observances.
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the whole story,‖ she said. ―I feel lucky to have had the time;
everything I know I learned from him.‖ Sheadded, ―I very much
feel it was the best thing that ever happened to me‖--quoted in the
Dec. 5, 2007 NY Times Obituary by Christopher LehmannHaupt.
―The greatest gift is the passion for reading. It is cheap, it
consoles, it distracts, it excites, it gives you knowledge of the
world and experience of a wide kind.‖

Songwriters Hall of Fame. Born and raised in Manhattan's Lower
East Side, he met George Gershwin while attending CCNY, and
the two became friends. Harburg became one of America's most
famous lyricists and librettists—from Mardy Grothe‘s Quotations.
Harburg was commemorated by a 37 cent stamp in 2005/
He wrote: ―Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?‖ 1932, 23(35),
lyrics to ―The Wizard of Oz,‖ 1939, e.g., ―Over the Rainbow‖
(on the stamp), 228(416)—also see at Arlen;
―If I‘m not near I love the girl / I love the girl I‘m near,‖
1947 song; ―She had eyes that folks adore so, / And a torso even
moreso,‖ line of a song. Also see at ―Cupid‖ & at ―Stormy
Weather,‖(1942)

Hardwicke,

Sir

Cedric

(1893-1964), 145(260),

221(403- 404); ―God felt sorry for actors, so he gave them a
place in the sun & a swimming pool. The price they had to
pay was to surrender their talent‖ -- in Movie Quotatons;
also see at ―Antigone,‖ at Katherine Cornell & at ―Rope.‖

―Hard Day‘s Night, A‖ (1964), the Beatles' first
movie, including many of their most famous songs.
―If anyone wants to witness the phenomenon that was
―Beatlemania‖ in the 1960s, all they have to do is view ―A Hard
Day's Night.‖ Although it's a fictional account of two days in the
life of the rock group on tour, it captures the essence of what their
life on the road was actually like. It also served to enhance their
―personalities‖ as individuals, as well as show their spirit of funloving lads as a group. And as a bonus... the music throughout is
superb! Sprinkled with Beatles' hits, Richard Lester's film almost
serves as a blueprint for the music video form that took over the
airwaves in the 1980s. Filmed with humor, great tunes and fastpaced editing, ―A Hard Day's Night: usually never fails in
delivering smiles and pleasure. If you're a music fan, and a rock
and roll buff, the film is a must.‖--Video Hound Quote

Hardy Family, The, Ch. 25; a series starring Lewis
Stone as father, Andy Rooney as the son, Ann
Rutherford as Andy‘s girl, with such titles as Love finds
Andy Hardy (1938), Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (1939),
Andy Hardy Meets a Debutante (1941)—ed. from Video
Hound. Also see at Andy Hardy.

Hardy, Oliver (ne Norvell Hardy) 1892-1957, born
near in Harlem GA, across the river and west of Augusta,
he teamed up with Stan Laurel in 1926, as ―Fatty (Hardy) &
Skinny‖ (Laurel). Ch. 25. They were the first Hollywood film
comedy team. They made many full length feature films, but their
best efforts are generally their early shorts, 1927-1931.
Their constrasting personalities, clumsiness & disasterpacked predicaments made their films a hilarious relief from the
Great Depression anxieties of millions—edited excerpt from
Cambridge Biographical Encyclopedia. Also see at Laurel &
check out the Laurel and Hardy Museum on the web.

―Hard Knock Life, It‘s a‖—song from ―Annie.‖
Hardon, slang for male erection; also bone-on.
Hard Times, see at ―Great American Dust Bowl‖.
―Hard work never killed anybody, but why take a

Hardy, Thomas, 158(280); wrote ―Tess of the
D‘Urbervilles‖ (1891). It was made into a film. Also see at
Longevity anecdote:

chance?‖—Edgar Bergen Bergen.

Harden, Clarence (―Lefty‖), HHS ‘45 Classmate

Harlem is a neighborhood in the New York City

& friend—I was proud to be best man at his wedding. See
at Arsenic & Old Lace; -- regaled us at the 60-th anniv.
Reunion in 2005; -- in the Student, Physics, & Bowling
photos, see 165(291)

borough of Manhattan, long known as a major Black
cultural & business center. After being associated for much of the
twentieth century with black culture, but also crime and poverty, it
is now experiencing a social and economic renaissance. Harlem
stretches from the East River to the Hudson River between 155th
Street — where it meets Washington Heights — to a ragged border
along the south. Central Harlem begins at 110th Street, at the
northern boundary of Central Park/
Spanish Harlem extends east Harlem's boundaries south to
96th Street, while in the west it begins north of Morningside
Heights, which gives an irregular border west of Morningside
Avenue. Harlem's boundaries have changed over the years; as
Ralph Ellison observed: ―Wherever Negroes live uptown is
considered Harlem‖—Wikipedia.

Harding, Warren, 29-th US Pres., 1921-1923. He
died in office under ―somewhat mysterious
circumstances‖—from the Cambridge Biographical
Dictionary. See at Teapot Scandal & at Coolidge, his
successor. The first White House radio was installed during
the Harding Administration. Coolidge gave the first
presidential radio broadcast on Dec. 6, 1926.

Hardwick, Elizabeth. 1916-2007, critic, essayist,
writer of fiction, born in Lexington & reared in Kentucky,
graduating from U. of KY there in 1938 & moving to NYC in
1939, where she lived on her earnings as a writer; she co-founded
The New York Review of Books when the NY Times was closed
by a labor dispute in the early 1970‘s. She has written novels &
essays. Her essays were collected over the years in four volumes: ―A

Harlem Renaissance artists—see at Jacob Lawrence.
―Harlem, White‖ so-called by George Carlin
―because that sounded a lot tougher than its real name of
Morningside Heights.‖

View of My Own: Essays in Literature and Society‖ (1962);
―Seduction and Betrayal: Women and Literature‖ (1974); ‖Bartleby in
Manhattan and Other Essays‖ (1983); and ―Sight Readings: American
Fiction‖ (1998). She also wrote ―Sleepless Nights,‖ 1979, a novel

Harlow, Jean (née Jean Harlean Carpenter), 1911-37,
born in KC, MO, was a film actress and sex symbol of the
1930s. Known as ―Platinum Blonde‖ & ―Blonde ―Bombshell‖—
she was ranked as one of the greatest movie stars of all time by the
American Film Institute.
Harlow starred in several films, mainly designed to
showcase her magnetic sex appeal & strong screen presence,
before transitioning to more developed roles and achieving
massive fame under contract to MGM. Harlow's enormous
popularity and ―laughing vamp‖ image were in contrast to her
personal life‘s disappointments—she was married three times-tragedy, and, ultimately, her sudden death from renal failure at age
26—edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where there is a filmography.
Also see at ―Secret Six.‖

& a biography of Melville—see at Melville, last parargraph. Also
see below:

Hardwick Quotes: ―Even when I was in college,
‗down home,‘ I‘m afraid my aim was — if it doesn‘t sound
too ridiculous — my aim was to be a New York Jewish
intellectual,‖ she told an interviewer in 1979. ―I say ‗Jewish‘
because of their
tradition of rational skepticism; and also a
certain deracination appeals to me — and their openness to
European culture"
About her marriage to Robert Lowell, Ms. Hardwick said
she had no regrets about the marriage. ―The breakdowns were not
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Commander, 196(360). Being Texan, he had us sing
―Yellow Rose of Texas‖ & ―Deep in the Heart of Texas, 197(360361);. On 6-29-05, Jack Seibert, aka ―JR,‖ e-mailed me this
anecdote ―There was a roly-poly guy named Hubbell with two left
feet. Before our drill competition with the other companies,
Harrison shrewdly pulled Hubbell aside handed him his coat &
told him to stand on the sideline & hold his coat. When we won the
competition, Harrison nonchalantly strolled over to Hubble
retrieved his coat & marched to the reviewing stand to retrieve his
prize.‖ 197(361); According Harrison, these raucous records that
shocked us awake at 5 A.M. every weekeday had been selected by
the observed scientific principle: Nobody ever had managed to
sleep through them. Then, and only then, did the bugler blow
reveille. (Who wants to play to an empty hall or sleeping
barracks?) 210(383)

Harmetz, Jean, writer for NY Times—see at Loraine
Day.

―Harmony,‖ ditty we sang atop of cables, 114(212)
Harris, John, F.-- see at Bill Clinton.
Harris, Ed (né Edward Allen Harris), born 1950 in
Tenafly, NJ, is a four-time Academy Award-nominated and
GoldenGlobe-winning actor, writer and director,
known for his performances in The Rock, The Right Stuff,
The Abyss, Glengarry Glen Ross, Apollo 13, Pollock, A
Beautiful Mind, National Treasure: Book of Secrets, and
The Truman Show, Empire Falls, among many others—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Harris, Jean, born Jean Struven 1923, was the
headmistress of The Madeira School for girls in McLean,
VA, who made national news in 1980 as the defendant in a highprofile murder case of her ex-lover Dr. Herman Tarnower, the
well-known cardiologist and author of the best-selling book The
Scarsdale Diet. She was arrested and booked for second-degree
murder.
She pled not guilty, insisting that the shooting was an
accident and that the gun had gone off accidentally while he
tried to wrestle it away from her.The jury was ultimately unable to
believe her testimony and convicted her of second-degree murder.
Governor Mario Cuomo pardoned her on December 29,
1992, as she was being prepped for quadruple bypass heart
surgery, and thus became one of a very few people to serve less
than 12 years in prison for a murder conviction.
She might have got off with a lesser sentence for
manslaughter had she pled the shooting occurred under extreme
emotional distress, but she insisted it was indeed an accident &
that she didn‘t intend to shoot him, and that the gun was meant
to be used for her suicide.

Harrison, Jim, see at Bukowski.
Harrison, George: although he shied from the
spotlight, and was known as ―The Quiet Beatle,‖ his
songwriting skills proved he was more than just The
Beatles‘ lead guitarist.

Harrison, Rex—played Prof. Henry Higgins in the
film ―My Fair Lady.‖ Also see at ―The Professor and the
Madman.‖

―Harry and Tonto‖ is a 1974 film directed by Paul
Mazursky and starring Art Carney as Harry Combes, an
elderly widower who is forced from his condemned NY City
apartment against his will. He initially stays with his son's family
on Long Island, but eventually chooses to travel cross country with
his pet cat Tonto in tow. During his episodic journey, he befriends
a hitchhiker, visits his daughter in Chicago and finally meets his
youngest son in LA. The screenplay was written by Josh Greenfeld
and Paul Mazursky. Art Carney won the Academy Award for Best
Actor, and the Golden Globe for Best Actor Musical/Comedy
The supporting cast includes Ellen Burstyn, Geraldine
Fitzgerald, Larry Hagman, Chief Dan George, Melanie Mayron (in
her debut role), Josh Mostel, Arthur Hunnicutt and Cliff De
Young. Also appearing toward the end of the film is Sally Marr,
mother of Lenny Bruce—edited excerpt from Wiki.
Hart, Lorenz "Larry,‖ 1895-1943, wrote many, many songs
with Richard Rodgers—

Harris, Joel Chandler, published Uncle Remus Tales
in 1881—see at Uncle Remus.

Harris, Julie (née Julie Ann Harris), born 1925 in
Gross Pointe, MI, she received more Tony Award
nominations (10) and wins (5) than any other performer. She made
her screen debut was in 1952 in The Member of the Wedding, for
which she was nominated for the Academy Award for Best
Actress. That same year, she won her first Best Actress Tony for
originating the role of Sally Bowles in I Am a Camera, the stage
version of Christopher Isherwood's Goodbye to Berlin (the basis
for the musical Cabaret). She repeated that role in the 1955 film
version of I Am a Camera.
She also appeared in the films East of Eden, Reflections in
a Golden Eye, and Requiem for a Heavyweight. See at East of
Eden. Also see below.
Harris, Julie in ―The Belle of Amherst‖ portrayed fifteen
different characters in the play, won the Tony Award for
Best Actress in a Play and earned a Drama Desk Award
nomination for Unique Theatrical Experience. She appeared in a
televised PBS production (available on DVD) and extensively
toured the country with the play for a number of years.

Hart,Lorenz ―Harry,‖1895-1943, born in Harlem, NY
to Jewish Immigrant parents, was the lyricist half of the famed
Broadway songwriting team Rodgers and Hart. Some of his more
famous lyrics include, "Blue Moon", "Isn't It Romantic?", "Mountain
Greenery", "The Lady Is a Tramp", "Manhattan", "Where or When",
"Bewitched, Bothered, and Bewildered", "Falling in Love with Love",
"I'll Tell The Man In The Street" and "My Funny Valentine".
Hart attended Columbia U. where a friend introduced him to
Richard Rodgers, and the two joined forces to write songs for a series
of amateur and student productions. In 1919, the team's song "Any Old
Place With You" was included in the Broadway musical comedy A
Lonely Romeo. The great success of their score for the 1925 Theatre
Guild production, The Garrick Gaieties, brought them great
acclaim. They continued working together until Hart's death in 1943,
along the way producing scores for a series of hit shows and making a
substantial contribution to the Great American Songbook. Hart also
translated plays for the Shubert brothers while continuing to collaborate
with Rodgers (who later collaborated with Oscar Hammerstein). As a
lyricist, Hart was an advocate of internal rhyme and multisyllabic
rhyming, and his lyrics have often been praised for their wit and
technical sophistication.
He struggled with alcoholism, which contributed to his death.
Hart also suffered great emotional turmoil towards the end of his life.
His personal problems, including his struggle with being homosexual,
were often the cause of friction between him and Rodgers; in fact this
led to a brief breakup in 1943, at which time Rodgers started working
with Oscar Hammerstein II, a school friend of Hart.
Hart's life was heavily sanitized and romanticized for the 1948
MGM biopic Words and Music. Rodgers and Hart teamed a final time

Harris, Martha (―Martie‖), HHS ‘45 friend:
informal photos, 166(291-292); my very first (& disastrous)
date, 155-156(276-277); Marty‘s brother‘s advice cut me::
―You have a lot to learn about girls,‖ 156(277);. Marty
wrote in my ―Lest We Forget:‖ ―Carl, a very sweet boy.
Lots of luck, Martie.‖ ―Everybody loved Martie‖ 155(276)

Harris, Richard, actor, see at ―A Man Called Horse.‖
Harris Tweed is made on the Isle of Harris. See at
Hebrides. I wore a Harris Tweed coat for many, many years,
but it proved too warm for most indoor wear.

Harrison, IN and OH, 100(187)
Harrison, Chief T. R.,Ch. 55; Great Lakes Co. 1038
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in the fall of 1943 for a revival of A Connecticut Yankee. Five days
after this show opened, Hart died in New York City of pneumonia from
exposure. He is believed to have died alone. He is buried in Mount
Zion Cemetery in Queens County, New York—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Blue Moon‖ , at ―Isn‘t it Romantic?‖ & at
Rodgers and Hart.

KVOO in Tulsa (about her, see below.) He proposed on their first
date (she said no) and always called her ―Angel..‖
They were married in 1940, and had one son, Paul Aurandt,
Jr., who goes by the name Paul Harvey, Jr. He assisted his father at
News and Comment and The Rest of the Story. Paul, Jr., whose
voice announces the bumpers into and out of each News and
Comment episode, filled in for his father during broadcasts and
duplicated his father's speaking style to some extent. Paul, Jr. has
ended his News and Comment broadcasts with the words, "Now
THAT'S NEWS," and he has been broadcasting the morning
editions ever since the passing of his mother. These broadcasts no
longer include the day's headlines, but offer developments in
different areas of science, a change of which listeners have
approved--edited excerpts from the Associated Press Obituary and
Wikipedia.

Hartley, L(eslie) P(oles), 1895-1972, was a novelist
& short story writer. The Complete Short Stories of L. P.
Hartley was published in 1973. Also see at ―The Go
Between.‖

Hartog, Jan de—see at ―The Fourposter.‖
Harvard (―The Great --Rat Experiment‖), Ch. 41
Harvest—see at ―Red Harvest‖
Harvester ant The main food source for red harvester
ants usually consists of seeds, which they hoard in great
numbers, hence their name. They can be aggressive and have a
painful sting that spreads through the lymph nodes, sometimes
causing reactions, especially in animals allergic to their
venom. They can also bite ferociously.

Harvey, Lynne (née Lynne Cooper), 1915 or 19162008, was born in St. Louis, MO, and Harvey was born in
St. Louis, MO, and graduated from Washington U. in St. Louis
with a BA and MA in English, and made Phi Beta Kappa there. at
Washington In 1939, she went to work for KXOK. There she met
her future husband Paul Harvey. Pursuant tot he story above bout
Paul Harvey and their son Paul, Jr.: On May 17, 2007, Harvey told
his radio audience that Angel had contracted leukemia. Her death,
at the age of 92, was announced by ABC radio on May 3, 2008.
When she died at their River Forest home, the Chicago Sun-Times
described her as, "More than his astute business partner and
producer, she also was a pioneer for women in radio and an
influential figure in her own right for decades." According to the
founder of the Museum of Broadcast Communications, Bruce
DuMont, "She was to Paul Harvey what Colonel Parker was to
Elvis Presley. She really put him on track to have the phenomenal
career that his career has been." Lynne Harvey was the first
producer ever inducted into the Radio Hall of Fame, and had
developed some of her husband's best-known features, such as
"The Rest of the Story." While working on her husband's radio
show, she established 10 p.m. as the hour in which news is
broadcast. She was the first woman to receive a lifetime
achievement award from the Chicago chapter of American Women
in Radio and Television/ She worked in television also, and created
a television show called Dilemma which is acknowledged as the
prototype of the modern talk show genre. While working at CBS,
she was among the first women to produce an entire newscast. [ In
later years, she was best known as a philanthropist--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

―Harvey‖ is a 1950 film based on Mary Chase's 1946
Pulitzer Prize-winning eponymous drama, directed by
Henry Koster, and starring James Stewart and Josephine Hull. The
story is about a man whose best friend is a ―pooka‖ named
Harvey—in the form of a six-foot, eight-and-one-half-inch tall
rabbit. Hull's performance earned her an Academy Award as Best
Supporting Actress playing Jimmy Stewart's sister; Stewart's
portrayal won him a Best Actor Oscar nomination playing Elwood
P. Dowd. Frank Fay and James Stewart were the most famous
actors to portray Elwood P. Dowd.
―Harvey‖ (Cont‘d): This whimsical fantasy about a local drunk's
6' 3 1/2" imaginary rabbit pal was a smash hit (and a Pulitzer Prize
winner) on Broadway and was then adapted into this likeable farce
that's also an allegory about tolerance. James Stewart stars as Elwood
P. Dowd, a wealthy tippler whose sunny philosophy and inebriated
antics are tolerated by most of the citizenry. That is, until Elwood
begins claiming that he sees a "pooka" (a mischievous Irish spirit),
which has taken the form of a man-sized bunny named Harvey.
Although everyone is certain that Elwood has finally lost his mind,
Harvey's presence begins to have magically positive effects on the
townsfolk, with the exception of Elwood's own sister Veta (Josephine
Hull), who, ironically, can also occasionally see Harvey. A snooty
socialite, Veta is determined to marry off her daughter, Myrtle
(Victoria Horne), to somebody equally respectable, and Elwood's
lunacy is interfering. When Veta attempts to have Elwood committed to
an insane asylum, however, the result is that she is accidentally
admitted instead of her brother. Then the institution's director, Dr.
Chumley (Cecil Kellaway), begins seeing Harvey, too. Hull, who
reprised her part from the stage production, won an Oscar and a Golden
Globe. - Karl Williams, All Movie Guide

Hastings, The Battle of, in 1066, see at William the
Conqueror.

―Haste makes waste,‖ proverb cited by John
Heywood, 1546: Haste maketh waste.

―Haste

Harvey, Laurence, British actor—see at ―Room at the
Top‖ (1959) & ―A Walk on the Wild Side.‖ (1962)

slowly,

Make‖

(Festina

ente!)--esar

Augustus

Hass, nickname of Hassler Whitney.
Hassle 1. An argument or a figtht. 2. Trouble or

Harvey, Paul (né Paul Harvey Aurandt), 1918—2009,
popular radio commentator starting in 1944--30 years later
he was on 600 radio stations with an audience of over 4 million.
His thrice-weekly column appeared in 300 newspap ers. His
signature line: ―And now for the rest of the story…‖ P, iv.
Paul Harvey Aurandt was born in Tulsa, Okla. His father, a
police officer, was killed when he was 3 years old. A high school
teacher took note of his distinctive voice and started him on a
broadcast career. He started working at KVOO in Tulsa. His first
job was to help clean up, and eventually he was allowed to fill in
on the air, reading commercials and news.
At the peak of his career, Mr. Harvey reached more than 24
million listeners on more than 1,200 radio stations and charged
$30,000 to give a speech. His syndicated column was carried by
300 newspapers.
While working at KXOK radio in St. Louis, he met Lynne
Cooper, a graduate student at Washington U he started working at

bother. As a verb it means to pester, bother, trouble or
argume. World History: It didn‘t come into American
English until 1945 according
to
Amer.
Heritage
Dictionary, which is odd because (1) Hass in German means
hate, or hatred; & (2) also because Hassler was a forename
long before 1945.

Hass, Robert, see at ―Life has it limits.‖
Hastings, The Battle of, in 1066, see at William the
Conqueror.

―Haste makes waste,‖ proverb cited by John
Heywood, 1546: Haste maketh waste.

Haste slowly, Make (Festina lente!), Caesar Augustus
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— but saw her accomplishments overshadowed by the fictionalzed portrayal of her in the 1959 musical ―Gypsy.‖
The little girl who had earned as much as $1,500 a week on
the vaudeville stage—when the average American worker earned
roughly that much annually — pent her teenage years on the edge
of destitution. In New York, Ms. Havoc slept on bus-station
benches and survived on food-stand meals while trying to break
into legitimate stage work, although her mother and her sister were
living in luxury just a subway ride away. Her mother did take her
in (albeit as a paying tenant) when June turned up pregnant by a
married marathon promoter and determined to bring up the child
alone.
By the time her daughter was in school, Ms. Havoc was
working on Broadway. Her star-making Broadway role was as the
scheming chorus girl Gladys Bumps in the original 1940
production of ―Pal Joey.‖ Her best-received film performance was
in ―Gentleman‘s Agreement‖ (1947), in which she played Gregory
Peck‘s self-hating Jewish secretary, who passes for
gentile.
Most of Ms. Havoc‘s film work was in supporting roles,
often as the heroine‘s wisecracking pal or a major male character‘s
wife. Her movies included the original ―My Sister Eileen‖ (1942)
and ―When My Baby Smiles at Me‖ (1948). But occasionally she
was the leading lady, as in the crime drama ―Intrigue‖ (1947), with
George Raft, and ―Lady Possessed‖ (1952), a romantic thriller with
James Mason.
Onstage she often had her name in lights. In addition to
being in ―Pal Joey,‖ she had the title role in the melodrama ―That
Ryan Girl‖ (1945), replaced Ethel Merman in ―Sadie Thompson‖
(1944) and played the society hostess in a revival of ―Dinner at
Eight‖ (1966).
She received a Drama Desk Award nomination for her role
as a housekeeper in the 1975 farce ―Habeas Corpus‖ and a Tony
Award nomination for directing ―Marathon 33‖ (1963), a play
based on her memoir about the marathon dance era.
In 1982 she took over the role of the evil Miss Hannigan in
the original Broadway production of ―Annie.‖ It was her final
Broadway appearance.
In ―Gypsy‖— whose book, by Arthur Laurents, was based
on a memoir by her sister, the strip-tease artist Gypsy Rose Lee—
the adorable, pampered June (by then known as Dainty June,
having outgrown the baby billing) quits show business to elope
with one of the boys in her act and is never heard from again. In
real life, not long after her sister gained burlesque fame in the
1930s, Ms. Havoc established a solid career on Broadway and in
Hollywood films--excert from the March 30,
2010 NY Times obituary " June Havoc, Actress Who Outgrew
Tyranny of Her ‗Momma Rose,‘ Dies by ANITA GATES at this
link:http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/30/theater/30havoc.html?ref
=obituaries

Hat and Tie Joke: What did the tie say to the hat?
―You go on a head, I‘ll hang around.‖
Hatchet Lake, hatchet-shaped lake in environs of
Covington, KY, where Herb Kelly drowned. See at Kelly.

Hate is intense hostility and aversion usually deriving
from fear, anger, or sense of injury; b: extreme
dislike
or antipathy : LOATHING He had a great hatred of hard work-Merriam Webster Online Dictionary. Hate is not listed as one of
the Seven Deadly Sins, but it could be included as a form of
intense anger. Also see at Misanthrope.

Hate and Envy, see at Mencken.
Hatfields and McCoys, see at Kentucky Feuds; also
see at Belle Starr.

Hathaway shirts, these were the shirt, worn by
the elegeant man with a black patch on his eye. 237(431)—
see at Arrow Shirts.

Hatikvah, the Jewish National Anthem since 1897;
Hatvikah is Hebrew for hope, 162(286).

Hau, Dr. Lene Vestergaard, a Danish physicist at
Harvard & her colleagues slowed the speed of light to 35
mph—from the Web. Also see at Light.

Haver, June (née Beverly Jane Stovenour), 1926
2005, was film actress, who was born in Rock Island, IL
"June" was her nickname and her surname became "Haver" when
her mother divorced and remarried. Haver began singing on stage
at the age of six. Working regularly as a band singer by her teens,
she performed with the Ted Fio Rito Orchestra. In 1943 20th
Century Fox had hired her, with her first starring role as Cri-Cri in
Home In Indiana (1944). Later that year she co-starred with future
husband, Fred MacMurray, in Where Do We Go From Here?,
which was the only time the pair appeared together in a film.
Although Haver was originally groomed to be the next Betty
Grable (she was known as "Pocket Grable"), her acting career was
to be brief. In 1952, following a divorce and the death of her
fiancé, she converted to Roman Catholicism and announced that
she would become a nun. At the urging of friends, Ann Miller and
Ann Rutherford, Haver finally joined the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences at the age of 75. For her contribution to
the motion picture industry, June Haver has a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame at 1777 Vine Street--Wikipedia excerpt.
Also see at "Look for the Silver Lining (1949)

Havilland—see at De Havilland.
―Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters' First 100 Years,
a book by Sadie and Bessie Delaney with Anne Heath,
dealt with the trials and tribulations the sisters had faced during
their century of life. The book was highly successful on the
bestseller charts, and even spawned a Broadway play. In 1999 the
movie Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters' First 100 Years aired
on TV. It was directed by Lynne Littman with Diahann Carroll as
Sadie and Ruby Dee as
Bessie—see at Delaney.

―Have and To Have Not, To,‖ see ―To Have…Not.‖
Hawaii is the 50-th state of the USA--see at Mu Mu.
Haw-Haw, another form of Ha-Ha.
―Haw-Haw, Lord‖ a US citizen, Wm Joyce, 1906-

Havoc June (née Ellen Evangeline-or June?-Hovick)
Hovick), 1913-2010, born in in Vancouver, BC, she was a
child vaudeville performer under the tutelage of her domineering
mother--see at her sister, Gypsy Rose lee, who became an actress,
dancer, writer & theater director. Havoc got her first acting break
on Broadway in Rodgers and Hart's Pal Joey and moved on to
Hollywood roles in such movies as Gentleman's Agreement
(1957)--about which see. Excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
Gypsy Rose Lee.
The sisters became estranged. After her sister wrote
―Gypsy,‖ June, in turn, wrote Early Havoc and More Havoc,
telling her side of the story—also see below:

1946, sentenced to death by hanging in Britain on Sept. 19,
1945, as a war criminal as Germany‘s chief English
propagandist in WW II. He was ridiculed by the British
press and public, hence the derisive name Haw-Haw.

―Hawk and the Dove, The‖ by Nicholas Thompson,
reviewed By Patricia Cohen in the New York Times. Sept.12,
2009 The "Hawk" is Thompson's Grandfather, Paul Nitze (1907-2004),
and the "Dove" is George F. Kennan. The book is about their dual roles
in the 50 years that they advised presidents, congressmen and cabinet
members on issues of war and peace—usually from opposing
sides—see at Kennan.

Havoc appeared on vaudeville stages when she

Hawkins, Coleman, trumpeter, see at Bebop.

as 2 as Baby June and went on to a successful acting career
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Daughter, The Great Stone Face, and Ethan Brand—Columbia
Encyclopedia Online.
―There is one thing that men so rarely do, whatever the
provocation or inducement, as to bequeath patrimonial property
away from their own blood‖—from House of the Seven Gables,
quoted on p. 57 in an article, ―Strangers in Paradise,‖ by Janet
Malcolm about Gertruee Stein & Alice B. Toklas in the Nov. 23,
2006 New Yorker. See at ―The House of the Seven Gables.

Hawks, Howard, 1896-1977, film director, producer
& writer, e.g., ―Scarface‖ (1932),‖Come and Get It‖ (1936),
―To Have and To Have Not,‖―The Big Sleep‖ (1946), ―I
Was a Male War Bride‖ (1949), ―The Big Sky‖ (1952),
―Monkey Business‖ (1952)—see his Website for more.

Hawn, Goldie, actress—see at ―Everyone Says etc.‖
Hawse. 1. the part of a ship where the hawseholes
are located. 2. A hawsehole. 3. The space between the bow
& the anschor of an anchored ship. 4. The arrangement of a
ships anchor cables when both starboard and port anchors
are stored. See at Starboard.

Hay 1. Grass or other plants, such as clover or
alfalfa, cut & dried & used for fodder. 2. Slang. A
trifling amount of money. They want $100 an hour and
that ain‘t hay. Tr. verb: 1. to make (grass) into hay. 2. To
feed with hay.

Hawsehole is the open in the bow of a ship through
which a cable or hawser is passed.

―Hay while the sunshine, Make‖--saying.

Hawser, nautical. A cable or rope used in mooring

Hayek, Salma (né Salma Valgarma Hayek Jiménez)

or towing a ship..

born 1966 in Mexico is a Mexican and American actress,
director, and TV and film producer. Hayek's charitable work
includes increasing awareness on violence against women and
discrimination against immigrants. Hayek is the first Mexican
national to be nominated for an Academy Award for Best Actress.
She is one of the most prominent Mexican figures in Hollywood
since silent film actress Dolores del Rio. She is also, after
Fernanda Montenegro, the second of three Latin American
actresses (the other being Catalina Sandino Moreno) to achieve a
Best Actress Oscar--excerpted from Wikipedia. Also see at
―Frida.‖

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864, American novelist
and short-story writer, b. Salem, Mass., one of the great masters of
American fiction. His novels and tales are penetrating explorations
of moral and spiritual conflicts.Early Life and Works Descended
from a prominent Puritan family, Hawthorne was the son of a sea
captain who died when Nathaniel was 4 years old. When he was 14
he and his mother moved to a lonely farm in Maine. After
attending Bowdoin College (1821–25), he devoted himself to
writing. His first novel, Fanshawe (1829), published anonymously,
was unsuccessful. His short stories won notice and were collected
in Twice-Told Tales (1837; second series, 1842).
Unable to support himself by writing and editing, he took a
job at the Boston customhouse. Later, Hawthorne lived at the
experimental community Brook Farm for about six months, but he
did not share the optimism and idealism of the transcendentalist
participants, and he did not feel himself suited to communal life.
In 1842 he married Sophia Peabody, a friend and follower of
Emerson, Thoreau, and Margaret Fuller, and they settled in
Concord. There he wrote the tales and sketches in the collection
Mosses from an Old Manse (1846).
Later Life and Mature Work: In order to earn a livelihood
Hawthorne served as surveyor of the port at Salem (1846–49),
where he began writing his masterpiece, The Scarlet Letter (1850).
Set in 17th-century Puritan New England, the novel delves deeply
into the human heart, presenting the problems of moral evil and
guilt through allegory and symbolism. It is often considered the
first American psychological novel.
Hawthorne's next novel, The House of the Seven Gables
(1851), takes place in the New England of his own period but
nevertheless also deals with the effects of Puritanism. For a time
the Hawthornes lived at Tanglewood, near Lenox, Mass., where he
wrote A Wonder Book (1852), based on Greek mythology, which
became a juvenile classic, and Tanglewood Tales (1853), also for
children.
At this time he befriended his neighbor Herman Melville,
who was one of the first to appreciate Hawthorne's genius.
Returning to Concord, Hawthorne completed The Blithedale
Romance (1852), a novel based on his Brook Farm experience. A
campaign biography of his college friend Franklin Pierce earned
Hawthorne the post of consul at Liverpool (1853–57) after Pierce
became President. Hawthorne's stay in England is reflected in the
travel sketches of Our Old Home (1863), and a visit to Italy
resulted in the novel The Marble Faun (1860). After returning to
the United States, he worked on several novels that were never
finished. He died during a trip to the White Mts. with Franklin
Pierce.
Aside from his importance as a novelist, Hawthorne is justly
celebrated as a short-story writer. He helped to establish the
American short story as a significant art form with his haunting
tales of human loneliness, frustration, hypocrisy, eccentricity, and
frailty. Among his most brilliant stories are The Minister's Black
Veil, Roger Malvin's Burial, Young Goodman Brown,Rappaccini's

Haymaker. Literally, to make hay.
―Haymakers, The,‖ The English painter George Stubbs
titled at least two paintings ―The Haymakers,‖ one in 1784,
and the other in 1785.--it portrayed groups reaping hay.
Google at George Stubb‘s Haymakers to see one. I saw
a photograph of another in an April TLS.

Hayden, Deborah, see at Syphilitics in History.
Hayden, Sterling—―see at Dr. Strangelove.‖
Haydn, Joseph (Franz), 1732-1809, born in Austria
he was one of the most important, prolific and prominent
composers of the classical period. He is often called the "Father of
the Symphony" and "Father of the String Quartet" because of his
important contributions to these genres. He was also instrumental
in the development of the piano trio and in the evolution of sonata
form.
A life-long resident of Austria, Haydn spent much of his
career as a court musician for the wealthy Hungarian aristocratic
Esterházy family on their remote estate. Isolated from other
composers and trends in music until the later part of his long life,
he was, as he put it, ―forced to become original‖. At the time of his
death, he was one of the most celebrated composers across Europe.
Joseph Haydn was the brother of Michael Haydn, himself a
highly regarded composer, and Johann Evangelist Haydn, a tenor.
He was also a close friend of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and a
teacher of Ludwig van Beethoven—Wikiperdia excerpt. Also see
at ―Last Seven Words of our Saviour on the Cross.‖

Hayes, George ―Gabby,‖ actor—see at ―Red River
Valley‖ film (1949)

Hayes, Helen (née Helen Hayes Brown), stage &
film actress: ―The hardest years are between 10 and 70,.‖
240(434)

Hayman, Joe, b. 1993: he wasn‘t the first to record
Jewish monologues—that was probably Will N. Steele who
recorded ―Einstein on Fire‖ for Edison in 1900 (obviously not
Albert Einstein!)—but Haymans‘s success with ―Cohen on the
Telephone‖ launched a subgenre, one of the most extensive in the
history of recording—from p. 415 of The Da Capo Companion,
except for my parenthetical addition.
Hayman celebrated his 100th birthday in the year 2003, but
the anti-musician lifestyle crowd might suggest that the secret was
271

giving up performing, since Hayman was employed as a
pharmacist since the mid '40s, his (saxophone) horn is apparently
collecting dust somewhere. He is not the most famous saxophonist
from Little Rock--that would have to be Pharoah Sanders. But
Hayman contributed solidlly to several groups led by superb
pianist Claude Hopkins as well as working with singer Josephine
Baker & in a big band assembled by Louis Armstrong—from the
Website at: answers.com/topic/joe-hayman.

throttle-- almost before they could walk. Hollywood extravaganzas
for birthday parties
Hayward's father, Leland Hayward, was the most colorful,
dynamic and successful of theatrical agents. He ―repped‖ such
stars and celebrities as Greta Garbo, Ernest Hemingway, Judy
Garland, Billy Wilder, Gregory Peck,Boris
Karloff,
Lillian
Hellman, Fred Astaire and Dashiell Hammett. He was elegant,
flamboyant, high-powered. After Sullavan, he would go on to
marry the famously beautiful Pamela Digby Churchill, who clearly
didn't care for his kids—from reviews at Amazon.com, where
there‘s lots more…

Haymes, Dick (né Richard Benjamin Haymes), 19131980, born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, he was an actor and
one of the most popular male vocalists of the 1940s and early
1950s. His Irish-born mother, Marguerite Haymes (1894-1987),
was a well-known vocal coach and instructor. He became the
vocalist in a number of big bands, worked in Hollywood on radio
and in many films throughout the 1940s and 1950s.
He starred in Du Barry Was a Lady (1943), Four Jills in a
Jeep (1944), Irish Eyes Are Smiling (1944), State Fair (1945),
Diamond Horseshoe (1945), Do You Love Me (1946), Up in
Central Park (1948) & One Touch of Venus (1948)--edited excerpt
from 'Wikipedia. Also see at ―The More I See You.‖

Hayworth, Rita, 156(277); red-headed actress, also,
see ―Betrayed by Rita Hayworth.‖

Hazard, KY, in located in the heart of the Appalchian
Mountains in Perry Co. The settlement was founded in 1790
by Elizah Combs and his severn brothers. Coal is believed to have
been discovered here years earlier by Christopher Gist, a land scout for
the Ohio Land Company of Virginia. The settlement was made up of
some half-dozen small dwellings and was a popular stopping place for
mail carriers and other travelers in route from Manchester in Clay
County to Prestonsburg in Floyd.
On June 20, 1854, the name of the settlement was changed to
Hazard, the village being named for a heroic leader in the U. S. Navy,
Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry (1785-1819), who helped defeat the
British fleet in the Battle of Lake Erie during the War of
1812. Although Perry, who also is known for his victory report during
the War of 1812 stating, "We have met the enemy and they are
ours," died long before learning of the town and county named in his
honor, but the Eastern Kentucky mountaineers who made their way
north to fight with the forces of the admiral never forgot his name.
Long isolated by the surrounding mountains, Hazard met the
outside world with the arrival of the railroad in 1912. Previously, the
only ways in or out of the valley were 45 miles down the North Fork of
the Kentucky River, or a 2-week trip over the surrounding mountains.
The railroad and coal mining brought boom times to the town, but the
Great Depression saw prosperity end as quickly as it had started The
town's population increased seven-fold by 1920 to 4,348 and then to
more than 7,000 by 1930. In these heydays hundreds of coal mines
were opened and work was abundant. Men were paid salaries never
heard of in the mountains prior to the arrival of the railroad. Also for
the first time people in the mountains were being exposed to other
cultures as foreign nationals came into this prosperous area to work and
start businesses.
Prior to this time virtually the entire population was made up of
descendents of pioneers who came over the mountains from Virginia,
Tennessee and North Carolina to scratch out a lonely existence in the
wilderness. After the stock market crashed and the depression set in,
however, the glory days ended. Some coal miners were paid as low as
$2.00 a day for 14 hours of work. The local economy was at its lowest
level since before the railroad came. Coal was being sold in some cases
for as little as 73 cents a ton. During this grim period mine and business
failures were at an all-time high.begun—from various sources, e.g., the
Official history of Hazard.

Hayward, Louis, see ―And Then There Were None.‖
Hayward, Susan, 1917-1975, (née Edythe Marrenner)
was in Brooklyn, NY, to Walter Marrenner and Ellen
Pearson. Her maternal grandparents were from Sweden. She began
her career as a photographer's model, going to Hollywood in 1937,
aiming to secure the role of Scarlett O'Hara in Gone with the Wind.
Her screen name was chosen by her management because it was
―as close to Rita Hayworth as we can get away with.‖
Although she did not win the role of Scarlett O'Hara,
Hayward found employment playing bit parts until she was cast in
Beau Geste (1939) opposite Gary Cooper. During the war years,
she played leading lady to John Wayne twice, in Reap the Wild
Wind (1942) and The Fighting Seabees (1944). She also starred in
the film version of The Hairy Ape (1944).
Later in 1955, she was cast by Howard Hughes to play
Bortai in the historical epic The Conqueror, again opposite John
Wayne. During the 1950s she won acclaim for her dramatic
performances as President Andrew Jackson's melancholic wife in
The President's Lady (1953); the alcoholic actress Lillian Roth in
I'll Cry Tomorrow (1955), based on Roth's best-selling memoir of
the same name, for which she received a Cannes award; and the
real-life California murderer Barbara Graham in I Want to Live!
(1958). Hayward's portrayal of Graham won her the Academy
Award for Best Actress. She replaced the fired Judy Garland as
Helen Lawson in the 1968 film adaptation of Jacqueline Susann's
Valley of the Dolls.
Haywire 1. wire used to bale hay. 2. informal. Mentally
confused, erratic; crazy. Also see at Crazy & at Loco.
―Haywire,‖a 1977 Autobiography by Brooke Hayward,
At the reception after her sister Bridget's funeral, Brooke
Hayward said to Tom Mankiewicz, ―I'm the daughter of a father
who's been married five times. Mother killed herself. My sister
killed herself. My brother has been in a mental institution. I'm 23
and divorced with two kids.‖ Mankiewicz replied, ―Brooke, either
you've got to open the window right now‖--they were on the 10th
floor, overlooking Park Avenue in her father's apartment—―either
you've got to open the window right now and jump out, or say,
'I'm going to live,' because you're right, it's the worst family history
that anybody ever had, and either you jump out the window or you
live.‖
Hayward decided to live, and to write about her family
history. Hayward's mother, Margaret Sullavan, was a beautiful and
beloved star of stage and screen. She'd been married to Henry
Fonda: the Fonda and Hayward children were always close. They
had everything. Jimmy Stewart as a babysitter. A house of their
own, separate from their parents'. Nannies and tutors. Going up in
daddy's private plane, with daddy, who just loved to fly, at the

Hazelhoff Roelfzeman, Erik, see at Roelfzeman.
Hazlitt, William, 1778-1830, see at Man is the only…
H-Bomb, a bomb uitilizing the principle of fusion
(uniting) as opposed to fission (splitting). See at A-Bomb &
at Atomic Fission. Also see at Teller. H stands for
Hydrogen.

H. D., pen name for Hilda Doolittle.
―He can run but he can‘t hide‖—see at Louis Quips.
Head is Navy lingo for latrine, or urinal, 212(386);
―Cart is Captain of the Head,‖ 211-212(386)

Head is used in a number of pejoratives—see at
bonehead.

Heard, John, actor—see at ―The Trip to Bountiful,‖
1985 film.
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they acted as though it didn't exist. He felt at ease there.
Sincerely, Alston Ahern Horrock—from the Web at Hearn‘s
Glass Eye.

Hearn, Lafcadio (né Patrick Lafcadio Hearn), 18501904, also known as Koizumi Yakumo after gaining
Japanese citizenship, was an author, best known for his
books
about Japan. He is especially well-known for his collections of
Japanese legends and ghost stories, such as Kwaidan: Stories and
Studies of Strange Things.
Hearn was born in Lefkada (the origin of Lafcadio), one of
the Greek Ionian Islands & his family moved to Dublin, Ireland,
when he was two. Through the strength of his talent as a writer,
Hearn quickly advanced through the newspaper ranks and became
a reporter for the Cincinnati Daily Enquirer, working for the paper
from 1872 to 1875. With creative freedom in one of Cincinnati's
largest circulating newspapers, he developed a reputation as the
paper's premier sensational journalist, as well as the author of
sensitive, dark, and fascinating accounts of Cincinnati's
disadvantaged.
He continued to occupy himself with journalism and with
out-of-the-way observation and reading, and meanwhile his erratic,
romantic, and rather morbid idiosyncrasies developed. While in
Cincinnati, he married Alethea (―Mattie‖) Foley, a black woman,
an illegal act at the time. When the scandal was discovered and
publicized, he was fired from the Enquirer and went to work for
the rival Cincinnati Commercial.
In the autumn of 1877, Hearn left Cincinnati for New
Orleans, Louisiana, where he initially wrote dispatches on his
discoveries in the "Gateway to the Tropics‖ for the Cincinnati
Commercial. He lived in New Orleans for nearly a decade, writing
first for the Daily City Item and later for the Times Democrat. The
vast number of his writings about New Orleans and its environs,
many of which have not been collected, include the city's Creole
population and distinctive cuisine, the French Opera, and Vodou
(Voodoo?).
His writings for national publications, such as Harper's
Weekly and Scribner's Magazine, helped mold the popular image
of New Orleans as a colorful place with a distinct culture more
akin to Europe and the Caribbean than to the rest of North
America. His best-known Louisiana works are Gombo Zhèbes,
Little Dictionary of Creole Proverbs in Six Dialects (1885); La
Cuisine Créole (1885), a collection of culinary recipes from
leading chefs and noted Creole housewives, helped make New
Orleans famous for its cuisine; and Chita: A Memory of Last
Island, a novella based on the hurricane of 1856 first published in
Harper's Monthly in 1888.
Little known then, even today he is relatively unknown
outside the circle of New Orleans cultural devotees. However,
more books have been written about him than any former resident
of New Orleans other than Louis Armstrong. His footprint in the
history of Creole cooking is visible even today. In 1890, Hearn
went to Japan with a commission as a newspaper correspondent,
which was quickly broken off. It was in Japan, however, that he
found his home and his greatest inspiration. In the late 19th
century Japan was still largely unknown and exotic to the Western
world. With the introduction of Japanese aesthetics, however,
particularly at the Paris World's Fair in 1900, the West had an
insatiable appetite for exotic Japan, and Hearn became known to
the world through the depth, originality, sincerity, and charm of his
writings. In later years, some critics would accuse Hearn of
exoticizing Japan, but as the man who offered the West some of its
first glimpses into pre-industrial and Meiji Era Japan, his work still
offers valuable insight today.

Hearst, Patty (née Patricia Campbell Hearst) born
1954, now known as Patricia Hearst Shaw, is a newspaper
heiress, socialite, actress, kidnap victim, and convicted bank robber.
The granddaughter of publishing magnate William Randolph Hearst
and great-granddaughter of self-made millionaire George Hearst, she
gained notoriety in 1974 when, following her kidnapping by the
Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA), she ultimately joined her captors
in furthering their cause.
Apprehended after having taken part in a bank robbery with
other SLA members, Hearst was imprisoned for almost two years
before her sentence was commuted by President Jimmy Carter/ She
was later granted a presidential pardon by President Bill Clinton in his
last official act before leaving office. Born in San Francisco, California,
the third of five daughters of Randolph Apperson Hearst and Catherine
Wood Campbell.
She grew up primarily in the wealthy San Francisco suburb of
Hillsborough. She attended Crystal Springs School for Girls in
Hillsborough and the Santa Catalina School for Girls in Monterey.
Among her few close friends she counted Patricia Tobin, whose family
founded the Hibernia Bank, a branch of which Hearst later aided in
robbing. On April 15, 1974, she was photographed wielding an M1
carbine while robbing the Sunset District branch of the Hibernia Bank
at 1450 Noriega Street in San Francisco. Later communications from
her were issued under the pseudonym Tania and asserted that she was
committed to the goals of the SLA. A warrant was issued for her arrest
and in September 1975, she was arrested in a San Francisco apartment
with other SLA members--edited excerpt from Wiki. Also see at ―Patty
Hearst,‖ the 1988 movie.

Hearst, William Randolph,18633-1951, a newspaper
magnate who at onetime owned a coast-to-coast chain of
―Hearst‖ newspapers, in which sensationalized journalizsm
by the introduction of banner headlines and lavish
illustrations. Many of these features were adopted by the
tabloids. His life inspired the 1941 film ―Citzen Kane.‖
See at Orson Welles. Also see at Marion Davies, who
shared life with him at Hearst Casttle (below.)

Hearst Castle is the palatial estate built by newspaper
magnate William Randolph Hearst. It is located near San
Simeon, CA, on a hill overlooking the Pacific Ocean, halfway between
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Donated by the Hearst Corporation to
the state of California in 1957, it is now a State Historical Monument
and a National Historic Landmark, open for public tours. Hearst
formally named the estate ―La Cuesta Encantada‖ (―The Enchanted
Hill‖), but he usually just called it ―the ranch.‖
The castle and grounds are also sometimes referred to as "San
Simeon" without distinguishing between the Hearst property and the
unincorporated town of the same name. Hearst Castle featured 56
bedrooms, 61 bathrooms, 19 sitting rooms, 127 acres (0.51 km2) of
gardens, indoor and outdoor swimming pools, tennis courts, a movie
theater, an airfield, and the world's largest private zoo. Zebras and other
exotic animals still roam the grounds. Morgan, an accomplished civil
engineer, devised a gravity-based water delivery system from a nearby
mountain. One highlight of the estate is the Neptune Pool, which
features an expansive vista of the mountains, ocean and the main house
Invitations to Hearst Castle were highly coveted during its heyday in
the 1920s and '30s.
The Hollywood and political elite often visited, usually flying
into the estate's airfield or taking a private Hearst-owned train car from
Los Angeles. Charlie Chaplin, Cary Grant, the Marx Brothers, Charles
Lindbergh, Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Jimmy Stewart, Bob Hope,
Calvin Coolidge, Franklin Roosevelt, and Winston Churchill were
among Hearst's A-list guests. While guests were expected to attend the
formal dinners each evening, they were normally left to their own
devices during the day while Hearst directed his business affairs. Since
―the Ranch‖ had so many facilities, guests were rarely at a loss for
things to do. The estate's theater usually screened films from Hearst's
own movie studio, Cosmopolitan Productions. Hearst Castle became so

Hearn's glass eye: In Donna Tartt's appreciation in A
William Maxwell Portrait: Memories and Appreciations, a
reference is made to Lofcadio Hearn's glass eye. Below is a
nother reference is made to his eyes.

Hearn's shyness: August 16, 2004: My father,Albert
M. Ahern, met Hearn in Japan, and Hearn told my father
that his (Hearn's) blind eye was so disturbing to others that
it made him shy. He said the Japanese people were so polite
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―Heart of the Matter, The‖ a 1953 film based on the

famous that it was caricatured in the 1941 Orson Welles film Citizen
Kane as Charles Foster Kane's "Xanadu". The

Graham Greene story of the same title. Also see at Howard
Trevor.

―Heartaches" (1931),words & music by John Klenner
& Al Hoffman, Popularized by Ted Weems Orchestra,
1947 (They had recorded the song more than 10 years
earlier) ―Heart - aches, heart - aches, / My loving you
meant only heart – aches‖—from the We-.

Heart pump—see at Peer Portner
Heart pumping—see at Heart ejection rate.
―Heat Of the Night, In the ‖ 1967 film, see at Rod

Heart and Mind—see at America‘s Heart and Mind.
―Heart and Soul‖ (1938) is a song, with music by

Steiger.

Heath, Anne—see at ―Having Our Say.‖
Heavyweight boxers—see at Boxing etc.
―Heavy Words Lightly Thrown: The Reason Behind

Hoagy Carmichael and lyrics by Frank Loesser. It is also the
tiltle of a documentary on ―The Life and Mucid of Frank
Loesser—see at Loesser, Frank, ―Heart and Soul.‖

the Rhyme,‖ by Chris Roberts, Gotham Books, NY, 2005

―Heart Belongs to Daddy, My‖ by Cole Porter, from

Heavenly body, any natural objectvisible in the sky,
Hebrides comprise a widespread & diverse archipelago

the 1938 Show: ―Leave It To Me‖ –―Yes my heart belongs
to daddy / So I simply couldn't be bad / Yes I'm gonna
marry daddy / Da-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-ad
If you feel romantic laddy / Let me warn you right from the
start / That my heart belongs to daddy / And my daddy
belongs to my heart.

off the west coast of Scotland, compose of the oldest rocks
in the British Isles. They are in two main groups: Inner
Hebrides, including Skye, Mull, Islay, Jura, Staffa & the
Small Isle; Outer Hebrides, including Lewish, Harrish,
Berneray, North & South Uist, Barr & St. Kilda. See at
Harris Tweed & at Skye.

Heart block is a medical condition that occurs when
one, two of all three of the electrical conduits (or fasicules)
from the brain to the heart are blocked. The first one of mine
occurred in 1979; If two are blocked,it is called bifasicular heart
block, which is what I had in 1987, P, i-ii; If all three are block it
is called total heart block; without treatment death occurs. I have
had total heart block since 1994, but with an underlying protective
pulse that I lost around 2003. Treatment called for the a pacemaker
implant, which I received in 1987. See at Pacemaker

Hecht, Benm 1894-1964, newspaperman, novelist &
playwright, born in NY City. He worked as a reporter for
the Chicago Journal 1910-1914), then the Chicago Daily News
where he was expelled for writing Fantarius Mallare which was
attacked on the grounds of obscensity (1922). He cowrote with
Charles Mac Arthur a number of plays & film scripts including
Front Page (1928 & Century (1933), The Scoundrel (1935),
Gunga Din (1935), and Notorius (1946). In all he wrote some 25
novels, 250 short stories, 20 plays. Notorius was a Hitchcock
thriller. Also see at ―Gunga Din.‖
Hedren, Tippi, star of ―The Birds‖—see at Du Maurier.
―Hee-ing & She-ing,‖comic description of homosexual
acts. See at Kentucky Definitions.

Heart: The heart has its reasons, which reason knows
nothing of,‖ A, see at Pascal; ―Deep in the Heart of Texas,‖
song, 197(360); ―Heartache,‖ song; ―If I broke your heart,
beg
your pardon‖—see at ―Beg Your Pardon‖; ―I Left My Heart at the
Stage Door Canteen,‖ Ch.56;
―It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is
essential is invisible to the eye—Saint Exupéry, The Little Prince
(1943); ―I tell my heart‖—Horace Pippin.; ―It is wisdom to
believe the heart—see at Santayana;
No one has measured, even poets, how much a heart can
hold,‖ Zelda Fitzgerald, Borealis Press, # 7. ―Songs are the pulse
of a nations‘s heart, a fever chart of its health‖--Yip Harburg;
―Squatter‘s rights to the heart‖--see at James Hilton;
―The most important things cannot be seen or even
touched. They must be felt in the heart―—Helen Keller, A;
―There are so many windings and recesses in the heart of man
that is is often unknown to the man himself—Pierre Niclole--also
see above at Saint Exupéry.)
All that is required to feel that here and now is happiness is
a simple frugal heart----see at Kazantakis. Also see at Marcus
Aurelius & at Seneca.
―You Gotta Have Heart‖--show-stopper song in the musical
& in the 1964 film, ―My Fair Lady,‖ with music by Frank
Loesser & Alan Jay Lerner.
―My Heart Will Go On,‖ Academy (―Titanic‖) and Grammy
Award-winning song music by James Horner and lyrics by Will
Jennings. You can hear it sung by Dion at YouTube.

Hegel, see at History.
Heggen, Thomas wrote the novel, ―Mr. Roberts.‖
Heidegger, Martin, 1889-1976, philosopher born in
Menskirch, Germany, he studied philosophy in Tübingen.
He became professor of philosophy at Marburg,(1923-28) and
Freiburg (1929-45) when he was retired bor his connections with
the Nazi regime (N.B.) In his incomplete work, Sein und Zeit
(1927, Being and Time), he presented an exhaustive ontologicial
classificiation of ‗being‘ through the synthesis of the modes of
human existence. Though he denied being an Existentialist, he
was a key influence in Sartre‘s Existialism, especially, Sartre‘s
―L‘Etre et le Neant‖ (1943, Being and Nothingness.)—edited
excerpt from The Cambridge Biographical Encyclopedia.
―A soon-to-be published book in English has revived the longrunning debate about whether the man can be separated from his
philosophy. Drawing on new evidence, the author, Emmanuel Faye,
argues fascist and racist ideas are so woven into the fabric of
Heidegger‘s theories that they no longer deserve to be called
philosophy. As a result Mr. Faye declares, Heidegger‘s works and the
many fields built on them need to be re-examined lest they spread
sinister ideas as dangerous to modern thought as ‗the Nazi movement
was to the physical existence of the exterminated peoples.‘
First published in France in 2005, the book, ‗Heidegger: The
Introduction of Nazism Into Philosophy,‘calls on philosophy professors
to treat Heidegger‘s writings like hate speech. Libraries, too, should
stop classifying Heidegger‘s collected works (which have been
sanitized and abridged by his family) as philosophy and instead include
them under the history of Nazism. These measures would function as a
warning label, like a skull-and-crossbones on a bottle of poison, to
prevent the careless spread of his most odious ideas, which Mr. Faye
lists as the exaltation of the state over the individual, the impossibility
of morality, anti-humanism and racial purity.
Ron Rosenbaum, the author of ―Explaining Hitler,‖ even
extended the argument to the German Jewish philosopher Hannah
Arendt, a former student and lover of Heidegger‘s. Citing a recent

―Heartbreak Hil,‖ a perennial Boston Marathon
weeder-outer, 61(100)

Heart-broken? Advice to the lovelorn: ―Get over it!‖
Or, better yet, write a song about it, as so many people have
—see at ―Heart Aches.‖

Heart disease caused 37% of all US deaths in 2005.
Heart ejection rate is the percentage of blood that the
heart ejects at each beat. A strong healthy heart has an
ejection rate of 50-70%, while one suffering from various
heart diseases has an ejection rate of less than 25%—see at
J. Ward Kennedy
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chomp away--just like Bugs Bunny! Naturally, ―Bugs‖
was one my pet names for her.

essay by the historian Bernard Wasserstein, Mr. Rosenbaum wrote in
Slate.com that Arendt‘s thinking about the Holocaust and her famous
formulation, ‗the banality of evil,‘were contaminated by Heidegger and
other anti-Semitic writing--sdited excerpt from an article, "An Ethical
Question: Does a Nazi Deserve a Place Among Philosophers?" by
Patricia Cohen, published: November 9, 2009 in the NY Times. Also
see at Arendt.

Heidi‘s Activities & Honors in Sports: She was
Rutgers U. (RU) Lacrosse Captain in 1974 & 1977, Voted
Most valuable Player (MVP) in 1977; RU Field Hockey, Cocaptain & MVP in 1976; She was inducted RU Sports Hall of
Fame, Feb. 6, 2003, in both sports--Lacrosse (LAX) &
field
hockey. In 1980, Heidi made the USA Field Hockey team. She
began her coaching career at RU, 1977- 1980 & was head coach at
Stanford U., 1986-1992, with a 72--12 record.
On Jan. 21, 2007, she was inducted into The NJ Lacrosse
Foundation Hall of Fame at their Tenth Annual Induction
Ceremony; In Oct. 2007, Heidi was inducted into the Princeton
High School Sports Hall of Fame—making it a clean sweep of
honors in sports where she played. ―That‘s my girl!‖
Heidi was famous even when she was little. Very soon after
we moved to Longivew Drive in Princeton, when I walked around
the block, little children sitting on a curb would nudge each other
and say, ―That‘s Heidi‘s Dad.‖ It pays to know who you are.

Heidelberg, Philosopher=s Walk (Philosophenweg),
62(101), 115(214); Spires of --, 62(101); see at Neckar.

Heidel‘s Hall, a beer Garten, i.e., German-style, in
Peaselburg, 15(22), 17(25)n

―Heidi,‖ by Johanna Spyri, 1881, the story of the
Swiss girl who inspired the name below:
―Heidi's Years of Wandering and Learning‖ (German:
Heidis Lehr- und Wanderjahre), usually abbreviated ―Heidi,‖ is a
novel about the events in the life of a young girl in her
grandfather's care, in the Swiss Alps. It was written as a book ―for
children and those who love children‖ as quoted from its subtitle in
1880 by Swiss author Johanna Spyri. Two sequels, Heidi Grows
Up and Heidi's Children, were not written by Spyri, but by her
English translator, Charles Tritten.
The ―Heidi‖ books are among the best-known works of
Swiss literature. The heroine, Adelheid (final letter pronounced as
a ―t‖ sound), called Heidi for short, is an orphaned girl initially
raised by her aunt Dete in Maienfeld, Switzerland. In order to get
a job in Frankfurt, Dete brings 5-year-old Heidi to her grandfather,
who has been at odds with the villagers for years and lives in
seclusion on the alm. This has earned him the nickname Alm-Öhi
(―Alp-grandfather‖ in the Graubünden dialect). He at first resents
Heidi's arrival, but the girl manages to penetrate his harsh exterior
and subsequently has a delightful stay with him and her best friend,
young Peter the goat-herd—excerpt from Wikipedia.

Heidi‘s cars: American Rambler convertible that I
gave her in her soph year at Rutgers in lieu of the horse I
couldn‘t afford to keep up; Ford Torino she tore around in in her
Sr. year at Rutgers U.—once while I was eating at Blimpy‘s on
Albany St., she ran a street light in a clever but scary maneuver!
Ah, the joys of fatherhood! 236-7(430); For some years, living in
Mt. View, CA, she has driven a Classic BMW.
In 2006, I gave her $10,000 to buy a used Camry (in order
to have side bags, etc.) but she spent the money fixing up the
BMW, and paying for her med insurance! Ah, daughters!

Heidi & Cindy Faith were born almost 17 months
apart in Sparrow Hospital in Lansing, and as a result I
called them ―my little sparrows.‖
Sibling rivalry: in one episode on Christmas Heidi hit
(two?)-year-old Cindy on the head with a Playskool mallet; the
favor was returned exactly one year later, 201(368)--also see at
Malachi, at Sibling Rivalry & Ch. 31 (―Siblings‖)
In Kindergarten in Heidleberg Germany H &C wereharshly
punished for minor lapses, esp. Cindy, the younger. Also see at
Friedrich Froebel & at Marcel Marceau.
I used to take Heidi & Cindy, ages 4 & 5, across the fields
to ―Grandfather‘s (i.e., Hass Whitney‘s) house.‖ He was
taken
aback at first, but, as his wife confided to me, he
came to look
orward to our visits. Ah, children!

Heidi Lee Faith, daughter numero uno, T, A, xiiixiv, D; also see at Faith. Her first worlds were ―Coca
Cola!‖
Heidi is an animal-lover who lives is in a menagerie,
54(87). I gave her an Argus C3 camera when we went to India in
1968--when the film was developed there were no humans in any
of the photos, only animals: elephants, cows, chickens, dogs &
cats!
-- and the Senior Slump, Ch.47;
Peter Pan adorer :―I won‘t grow up!‖ — ―Petra Pansy?‖
54(87)
At age 15, Heidi saved two Princeton U. students from
drowning in Lake Carnegie at our house, for which she received a
Red Cross Certificate for Heroism, A, xiii-xiv
Also about thiis age, I asked Heidi if she knew I oved her,
and she replied, ―Oh, Dad. Isn‘t that obvious?‖ Curiou, because at
the moment I was vexed with her and some of her attitudes, I asked
her how she knew. ―Well,‖ she reasoned, ―You and Mom had the
hemangioma (a bright red spot on her calf) removed, and my teeth
straightened.‖ Well, I would never have guessed. And no mention
of all those years of TLC we gave her. Years later when Heidi was
awarded Sports Hall of Fame honors at Rutgers U., and at
Princeton Hall School, she never acknowledge us her at all! Even
Steven, right?
In an e-mail spring 2003, Heidi wrote that my ―love for
Molly…is bottomless.‖ (Children are so perceptive!)
Heidi is an expert on computer designs and websites—she
constructed one for my 80-th birthday (carlfaith.com/80/), and then
signed an e-mail ―Your Geeky daughter.‖
Also see at Bugs Bunn y & at Jack McNeil regarding
Jack‘s daughter, Karen, who played field hockey with
Heidi.

Heidt, Heidi, see at Hut-Sut Song.
Heil Hitler (Hail Hitler), the Nazi greeting. See at
Hitler Salute & at Amon Goeth , esp. the last sentence.
Hein, Piet—see at Nature‘s Laws.
Heine, Heinrich (né Christian Johann Heinrich Heine,
1797-1856, born Düsseldorf, Germany, which was then
occupied by France (becoming part of Prussia in 1815). He was
called "Harry" as a child, but after his baptism in 1825 he became
"Heinrich."
Heine was a journalist, essayist, and one of the most
significant German romantic poet. He is remembered chiefly for
selections of his lyric poetry, many of which were set to music in
the form of lieder (art songs) by German composers.The same
year, he converted to Lutheranism.Jews were subject to severe
restrictions in many of the German states at that time. They were
forbidden to enter certain professions, including an academic
career in the universities, a particular ambition for Heine. As Heine
said in self-justification, his conversion was "the ticket of
admission into European culture". He wrote, "As Henry IV said,
'Paris is worth a mass'; I say, 'Berlin is worth the sermon.'" For
much of the rest of his life Heine wrestled over the incompatible
elements of his German and his Jewish identities. He wrote ―Die
Lorelei‖ (1838)—see below.

Heidi Reads! Heidi was fond of reading. But, before
curling up with a new book, she‘d peel a bunch of carrots to
take on the journey, lie flat on her stomach in her room and
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―Heiny on that field. All I ask is that you bust your‖

Heine, Heinrich, was of Jewish origin, whose lyrics
inspired such composers as Mendelssohn, Schubert, and
Schumann. He lived at a time of major social and political changes: the
French Revolution (1789-99) and the Napoleonic wars deeply
influenced thinking. Heine died in Paris, where he had lived from 1831
as one of the central figures of the literary scene. One of Heine's most
famous poems is 'Die Lorelei', set to music by Silcher in 1837. It has
become one of the most popular of German songs: I do not know what
haunts me, / What saddened my mind all day; / An age-old tale
confounds me, / A spell I cannot allay--from 'The Lorelei‘
Heinrich Heine was born in Düsseldorf. His father was a
tradesman, who during the French occupation found new prospects
opening up for Jews. When his father's business failed, Heine was sent
to Hamburg, where his rich banker uncle Salomon tried to encourage
him into a commercial career, without success.
Heine studied at the universities of Bonn, Berlin and Göttingen,
but was more interested in literature than law, although he eventually
took a degree in 1825. Heine's teacher in Berlin was G.W.F. Hegel;
they both admired Napoleon. In order to make possible a civil service
career, closed to Jews at that time, Heine converted to Protestantism.
He also changed his first name from Harry to the more Germanic
Heinrich. However, he never practised or held a position in government
service.
"You're so lovely as a flower, / So pure and fair to see; /
I look at you, and sadness / Comes stealing over me‖
(from 'Du Bist Wie eine Blume', written for his cousin,Therese Heine):
―Du bist wie eine Blume / so hold und schön und rein; /
ich schau' dich an, und Wehmut / schleicht mir ins Herz hinein.
Mir ist, als ob ich die Hände / aufs Haupt dir legen sollt', /
betend, dass Grott dich erhalte / so rein und schön und hold.‖
GEDICHTE (1821), with which Heine made his debut as a poet,
includes one of his most popular poems, 'Zwei Grenadiere', which
reflected Heine's passion for Napoleon. Heine's one-sided infatuation
with his cousins Amalie and Therese inspired him to write some of his
loveliest lyrics. BUCH DER LIEDER (1827) was Heine's first
comprehensive collection of verse; some two-thirds of its poems had
appeared in periodicals and his 1822, 1823 and 1826 anthologies.
These early works show the influence of folk poetry, but the ironic
touch separates the poet from the Romantic mainstream. Heine's
summer trips produced the basis for his four volumes of
REISEBILDER (1826-31), a combination of autobiography, social
criticism, and literary debate. Though his writing is easy-going, his
obvervations are meticulously formulated and ordered, Heine‘s efforts
as a novelist mostly failed. DER RABBI VON BACHERACH, which
he began in 1824, was published in part in 1840. FLORENTINISCHE
NÄCHTE was rejected by his publisher--excerpted from this link:
http://www.kirjasto.sci.fi/hheine.htm

--Casey Stengel quote. See his Website.

Heisenberg, Werner Karl, 1901-1976, a physicistleader in Germany‘s failed attempt to build the A-bomb,
178(311), received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1932, after
formulating the Uncertainty Principle in 1927—see below.

―Heisenberg‘s Uncertainty Principle (HUP)‖: One
cannot with certainty quantify all of these properties of a
particle‘s position in space: location, direction, velocity,
and time. One only can state them with a certain probability,
because the very instruments used to determine these affect
them. A humorous description of HUP as it applies to
weather:
―The closer the weather person comes to
predicting the weather, the less certain the day!‖
Einstein‘s answer to HUP: ―God Does Not Play Dice With
the Universe.‖ Unfortunately, modern physics can not be
understood without HUP. See at Antimatter, at Bohr, at
Quantum Theory & at
Electron.

Helium, a colorless, odorless inert gas occurring in
natural gas, used as a refridgerant, and as a lifting gas for
balloons, e.g., dirigibles,. At. No. 2, At. Wt. 4.0026.

Hell, i.e., the Inferno. What we know of it mostly
came from Dante‘s ―Inferno‖— Virgil guides Dante
through the nine circles of Hell. The circles are concentric,
representing a gradual increase in wickedness, and
culminating at the center of the earth, where Satan is held in
bondage. Each circle's sinners are punished in a fashion
fitting their crimes: each sinner is afflicted for all of eternity
by the chief sin he committed. People who sinned but
prayed for forgiveness before their deaths are found in
Purgatory -- where they labor to be free of their sins -- not in
Hell. Those in Hell are people who tried to justify their sins
and are unrepentant. Furthermore, those in hell have
knowledge of the past and future, but not of the present.
This is a joke on them in Dante's mind because after the
Final Judgment, time ends; those in Hell would then know
nothing. Also see at ―Divine Comedy‖ & at ―First Cirle‖

―Hell, Happy Birthday, Oh‖—see ―Two for the
Seasaw‖ (last paragraph.)

―Hell is oneself …one is always alone‖—T. S. Eliot
from ―The Cocktail Party,‖ 1950; in ―Famous Lines.‖

―Hell is other people.‖ the moral of Sartre‘s one-act
play ―No Exit.‖

Heinlein, Robert A(nson), 1907-1988, born in Butler,

―Hellraisers, The Life and Inebriated Times of Richard

MO, was an novelist and science fiction (scifi) writer. His
childhood was spent in Kansas City, MO, where the outlook and
values of this time and place (in his own words, ―The Bible Belt‖)
had a definite influence on his fiction, especially his later works, as
experiences from his childhood were heavily drawn upon both for
setting and for cultural atmosphere in Time Enough for Love and
To Sail Beyond the Sunset, among others.. Often called ―the dean
of scifi writers,‖ he is one of the most popular, influential, and
controversial authors of ―hard science fiction.‖. He set a high
standard for science and engineering plausibility and helped to
raise the genre's standards of literary quality. He was the first
writer to break into mainstream, general magazines such as The
Saturday Evening Post, in the late 1940s, with unvarnished science
fiction. He was among the first authors of best-selling, novellength science fiction in the modern, mass-market era. For many
years, Heinlein, Isaac Asimov, and Arthur C. Clarke were known
as the ―Big Three‖ of science fiction.
―Stupidity, if left untreated, is self-correcting‖—Robert
Heinlein; also see at Dog Philosophy.

Burton, Richard Harris, Peter O‘Toole and Oliver Reed‖ by
Robert Seller, reviewed by Janet Maslin in the Nov. 26,2009
NY Times.

Hell to Sherman: War!—see ―War is at best barbarism...‖

―Hell‘s Angels‖ is a 1930 American epic war film,
directed & produced by Howard Hughes and starring Jean
Harlow, Ben Lyon, James Hall and a large cast of others "No one was
surprised in 1929 that aviation mogul Howard R. Hughes would
produce a paean to WW I flying aces like Hell's Angels. Given Hughes'
comparative inexperience as a moviemaker, however, everyone was
taken slightly aback that the finished film was as good as it was. The
very American Ben Lyon and James Hall play (respectively) Monte
and Roy Rutledge, a couple of British brothers who drop out of Oxford
to join the British Royal Flying Corps. Several early scenes establish
Lyon and Hall's romantic rivalry over two-timing socialite Helen (Jean
Harlow). While flying a dangerous bombing mission over Germany,
the brothers are shot down--excepted from Hal Erickson, All Movie
Guide.

Hell‘s Angel‘s Motorcycle Cub. Despite the group's

Heinie, or Heiny, Slang for ―buttock;‖ pun on Sonja

notoriety there is much about the Angels that remains
shrouded in mystery. The history of the gang and its current
membership are murky topics, and what goes on inside its

Henie, i.e., ―Sewin‘ your Heinie.‖ Also see at Fanny & at
Keister.
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secretive clubhouses tends to stays there—just as the bikers want
it. The Club began in Fontana, Calif., in 1948, at a time when
military surplus made motorcycles affordable and the placid
postwar years left many veterans bored and itching for adventure.
A vet named Otto Friedli is credited with starting the club after
breaking from one of the earliest postwar motorcycle clubs, the
Pissed Off Bastards, in the wake of a bitter feud with a rival gang.
"Hell's Angels" was a popular moniker for bomber squadrons in
World Wars I and II, as well as the title of a 1930 Howard Hughes
film about the Royal Flying Corps--excerpted from TIME, Aug. 3,

There are many zany lyrics. Attributed to Allan
Sherman on p. 415 of The Da Capo Companion—also
check at the web.

―Hello Young Lovers‖ (wherever you are, I have a
love of my own), a song by Rodgers & Hammerstein in
―The King and I,‖ 1951; recorded by Rosemary Clooney,
also in 1951.
Hellman, Lillian, 1905-1984, was born in New Orleans
into a Jewish family. During most of her childhood she
spent half of each year in New Orleans and half New York.
She was romantically involved with mystery & crime writer
Dashiell Hammet—she was the inspiration for his character
Nora Charles-and was also a long-time friend and the
literary executor of author Dorothy Parker. One of
America‘s foremost playwrights, Hellman's most faous
plays include The Children's Hour (1934), The Little Foxes
(1939) & Toys in the Attic (1959), in which she displayed a
witty and passionate style--also see at Hammett & a
scathing assessment of Hellman at Mary McCarthy (last
paragraph.)

2009

Hell‘s Angel, e.g., is an oxymoron—NY Times
Xword puzzle of 10/25/09.

Hell‘s consolutions? ‖Now if there is any consolation
in Hell, it is the demonstrable certainty that you are going to
have a lot of company, and judging by G.B. Shaw's ―Don
Juan in Hell,‖ much of it of excellent quality! 102(191)

Heller, Joseph, was born in 1923 in Coney Island ,
Brooklyn, NY, the son of poor Jewish parents. His Russianborn father was a bakery-truck drver who died in 1927. Even as a
child, he loved to write; at the age of eleven, he wrote a story about
the Russian invasion of Finland. The New York Daily News
promptly rejected it.
After graduating from Abraham Lincoln High School in
1941, Heller joined the Twelfth Air Force. Stationed in Corsica,
he flew 60 combat missions as a B-25 bombardier. (The
Bombardier dies in his classic novel, ―Catch 22.‖)
In 1949 Heller received his M.A. from Columbia U. He
was Fulbright scholar at Oxford in 1949-50. Heller taught at Penn
State U. (1950-52), was copywriter for the magazines Time (195256), Look (1956-58), and promotion manager for McCall´s. He left
McCall's in 1961 to teach fiction and dramatic writing at Yale U.
& at the U. of Pennsylvania.
Heller, gained world fame with his 1961 satirical, anti-war
novel ―Catch 22‖ (1961), set in the World War II Italy. (Originally
titled ―Catch 18), it was changed for various reasons.) The book
was partly based on Heller's own experiences The phrase ―catch22‖ has entered the English language to signify a no-win situation,
particularly one created by a law, regulation or circumstance.
"All over the world, boys on every side of the bomb line
were laying down their lives for what they had been told was
their country, and no one seemed to mind, least of all the boys
who were laying down their young lives. There was no end in
sight‖--from Catch-22; also see at Catch 22

―Hellzapoppin‘‖ was a Broadway musical review,
1938-41, with 1,404 perfs. It‘s opening scene was Hitler
speaking with a Yiddish accent! A movie version
was
made in 1941—see at Wikipedia. It was performed at
Holmes High School in 1944. See at Fred Bremenkamp.

Helmick, Russell E., 33(52), Principal Fifth Dist.
School, 1936-1937; Exec.Principal HHS , 1942-49 & 195254; -- banned HHS students from VE Day celebration in
Fountain
Square but some went & were pardoned, 177178(310)

Helmsley, Leona, who died in August 2007, willed
her beloved white Maltese, named Trouble, $12
million in a trust fund. See at ―Dog not a dog? When is a‖

Heloise, 43(68); see at Abelard.
―Help the weak, the ones that cry for help, help the
prosecuted & the victim…see at Sacco‘s Letter.

Hemings, David, 1941-2003, English actor—see at
―Blow-Up.‖

Hemingway, Ernest, 1899-1961, P, R, one of the
world‘s most admired & read authors, was a novelist, shortstory writer, and journalist. He was part of the 1920s expatriate
community in Paris, and one of the veterans of WW I later known
as "the Lost Generation."
Hemingway received the Pulitzer Prize in 1953 for The Old
Man and the Sea, and the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1954.
Hemingway's distinctive writing style is characterized by economy
and understatement, and had a significant influence on the
development of twentieth-century fiction writing. (He developed
some of this economy from his work on a newspaper--N. B.) His
protagonists are typically stoical men who exhibit an ideal
described as "grace under pressure."
Many of his works are now considered classics of American
literature. Hemingway was born on July 21, 1899 in Oak Park,
Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. Hemingway was the first son and the
second child born to Clarence Edmonds "Doc Ed" Hemingway - a
country doctor, and Grace Hall Hemingway. Hemingway's father
attended the birth of Ernest and blew a horn on his front porch to
announce to the neighbors that his wife had given birth to a boy.
Hemingway's mother once aspired to an opera career and earned
money giving voice and music lessons. She was domineering and
narrowly religious, mirroring the strict Protestant ethic of Oak
Park, which Hemingway later said had ―wide lawns and narrow
minds.‖
While his mother hoped that her son would develop an
interest in music, Hemingway adopted his father's outdoorsman
hobbies of hunting, fishing and camping in the woods and lakes of

―Hello, Dolly!‖ is a musical with lyrics and music by
Jerry Herman and a book by Michael Stewart, based on
Thornton Wilder's 1938 farce The Merchant of Yonkers, which
Wilder revised and retitled The Matchmaker in 1955. Hello,
Dolly! was first produced on Broadway by David Merrick in 1964,
winning the Tony Award for Best Musical and nine other Tonys.
he show album Hello, Dolly! An Original Cast Recording
was inducted into the Grammy Hall of Fame in 2002. The show
has become one of the most enduring musical theater hits, enjoying
three Broadway revivals and international success. It was also
made into a 1969 film. Also see at "The Matchmaker."

―Hello, Frisco, Hello‖: 1943 film, starring Alice Faye
-- see at ―You‘ll Never Know‖

―Hello Mother, Hello Father‖ (―Hello Muddah, Hello
Fadduh‖), Music from Ponchielli's "Dance of the
Hours" from La Gioconda: Hello Muddah, hello Faddah /
Here I am at camp Grenada / Camp is very entertaining
/And they say we'll have some fun if it stops raining / / G I went hiking with Joe Spivey / He developed poison
ivy / You remember Leonard Skinner / He got ptomaine
poisoning last night after dinner.
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Northern Michigan. The family owned a summer home called
Windemere on Walloon Lake, near Petoskey, Michigan and often
spent summers vacationing there. These early experiences in close
contact with nature instilled in Hemingway a lifelong passion for
outdoor adventure and for living in remote or isolated areas.
Hemingway attended Oak Park and River Forest High
School from September 1913 until graduation in June 1917. He
excelled both academically and athletically; he boxed, played
American football, and displayed particular talent in English
classes. His first writing experience was writing for ―Trapeze‖ and
―Tabula‖ (the school's newspaper and yearbook, respectively) in
his junior year, then serving as editor in his senior year.
He sometimes wrote under the pen name Ring Lardner, Jr.,
a nod to his literary hero Ring Lardner.After high school,
Hemingway did not want to go to college. Instead, at age
eighteen, he began his writing career as a cub reporter for The
Kansas City Star. Although he worked at the newspaper for only
six months (October 17, 1917-April 30, 1918), throughout his
lifetime he used the guidance of the Star's style guide as a
foundation for his writing style: ―Use short sentences. Use short
first paragraphs. Use vigorous English. Be positive, not negative.‖
In honor of the centennial year of Hemingway's birth
(1899), The Star named Hemingway its top reporter of the last
hundred years. Hemingway left his reporting job after only a few
months and, against his father's wishes, tried to join the US Army
to see action in WW I. He failed the medical examination due to
poor vision, and instead joined the Red Cross Ambulance Corps.
On his route to the Italian front, he stopped in Paris, which was
under constant bombardment from German artillery. Instead of
staying in the relative safety of the Hotel Florida, Hemingway tried
to get as close to combat as possible.Soon after arriving on the
Italian Front, Hemingway witnessed the brutalities of war.
On his first day on duty an ammunition factory near Milan
blew up. Hemingway had to pick up the human—primarily
female—remains. Hemingway wrote about this experience in his
short story "A Natural History of the Dead". This first encounter
with death left him shaken.The soldiers he met later did not lighten
the horror. One of them, Eric Dorman-Smith, entertained
Hemingway with a line from Part Two of Shakespeare's Henry IV,
Act III, Scene II: ―By my troth, I care not; a man can die but once;
we owe God a death...and let it go which way it will, he that dies
this year is quit for the next.‖ (Hemingway, for his part, would
quote this line in "‖he Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber,‖
one of his famous short stories set in Africa.)
To another soldier, Hemingway once said, ―You are troppo
vecchio (Italian for too old) for this war, pop.‖ The 50-year old
soldier replied, ―I can die as well as any man.‖ On July 8, 1918,
Hemingway was wounded delivering supplies to soldiers,
which ended his career as an ambulance driver. He was hit by an
Austrian trench mortar shell that left fragments in his legs, and was
also hit by a burst of machine-gun fire. He was later awarded the
Silver Medal of Military Valor (medaglia d'argento) from the
Italian government for dragging a wounded Italian soldier to safety
in spite of his own injuries.
He was credited as the first American wounded in Italy
during WWI by newspapers at the time but there is debate
surrounding the veracity of this claim. Hemingway received
treatment in a Milan hospital run by the American Red Cross. With
very little in the way of entertainment, he often drank heavily and
read newspapers to pass the time. Here he met Agnes von
Kurowsky of Washington, D.C., one of eighteen nurses attending
groups of four patients each, who was more than six years his
senior. Hemingway fell in love with her, but their relationship did
not survive his return to the United States; instead of following
Hemingway to America, as originally planned, she became
romantically involved with an Italian officer.
This left an indelible mark on his psyche and provided
inspiration for, and was fictionalized in, one of his early novels, A

Farewell to Arms. Hemingway's first story based on this
relationship, ―A Very Short Story,‖ appeared in 1925.
For a short time from late 1920 through most of 1921,
Hemingway lived on the near north side of Chicago, while still
filing stories for The Toronto Star. He also worked as associate
editor of the Co-operative Commonwealth, a monthly journal.
On September 3, 1921, Hemingway married his first wife,
Hadley Richardson. After the honeymoon they moved to a
cramped top floor apartment on the 1300 block of Clark Street. In
September, they moved to a cramped fourth floor apartment (3rd
floor by Chicago building standard) at 1239 North Dearborn in a
then run-down section of Chicago's near north side. The building
still stands with a plaque on the front of it calling it ―The
Hemingway Apartment.‖ Hadley found it dark and depressing, but
in December, 1921, the Hemingways left Chicago and Oak Park,
never to live there again, and moved abroad.
On the advice of Sherwood Anderson, they settled in Paris,
France, where Hemingway covered the Greco-Turkish War for the
Toronto Star. Anderson gave him a letter of introduction to
Gertrude Stein. She became his mentor and introduced him to the
"Parisian Modern Movement" then ongoing in the Montparnasse
Quarter; this was the beginning of the American expatriate circle
that became known as the ―Lost Generation,‖ a term popularized
by Hemingway in the epigraph to his novel, The Sun Also Rise, and
his memoir, A Moveable Feast.
The epithet, ―Lost Generation‖ was reportedly
appropriated by Miss Stein from her French garage mechanic when
he made the offhand comment that hers was ―une génération
perdue.‖ (‗That's what you are. That's what you all are,' Miss Stein
said. 'All of you young people who served in the war. You are a
lost generation' -- from Hemingway's posthumous memoir, A
Moveable Feast.)
His other influential mentor was Ezra Pound, the founder of
imagism. Hemingway later said of this eclectic group, "Ezra was
right half the time, and when he was wrong, he was so wrong you
were never in any doubt about it. Gertrude was always right." The
group often frequented Sylvia Beach's bookshop, Shakespeare &
Co., at 12 Rue de l'Odéon.
After the 1922 publication & America‘s banning of
colleague James Joyce's Ulysses, Hemingway used Toronto-based
friends to smuggle copies of the novel into the United States
(Hemingway writes of meeting and talking with Joyce in Paris in A
Movable Feast). His own first book, called Three Stories and Ten
Poems (1923), was published in Paris by Robert McAlmo—
excerpt from Wikipedia, where there is lots more!
-- on the Spanish Civil War: ―If we win here, we win
everywhere. The world is a fine place and worth the fighting for
and I hate very much to leave it‖ –- from ―For Whom the Bell
Tolls,‖ his1940 novel about the Spanish Civil War, P (Also see at
For Whom the Bell Tolls for a plot outline. The title is from John
Donne‘s ―No man is an is an island unto himself, etc.)
‗If you are lucky enough tohave lived in Paris as a young
man, then wherever you go for the rest of yourlife, it stays with you,
forParisis a moveable feast‖ --Epigraph to Ernest Hemingway‘s ―A
Moveable Feast,‘ 1964, R, lxviii—also see at Absinthe, at Paris, at

Maxwell Perkins & at Ezra Pound. Heminway suicided by blowing
his head off with a shotgun. His father also suicided. Also see at
Martha Gellhorn, his 3-red wife.

Hemingway‘s Drinking: ―[He] drank himself into
suicide‖—Jim Harrison in his review in the Nov,. 25, 2007
Sun. NY Times of Bukowski‘s ―The Pleasures of the
Damned, Poems, 1951-1993.‖ See at Bukowski.

Hemingway‘s Repartee: Poor Faulkner. Does he
really think big emotions come from big words?‖-- Ernest
Hemingway (about William Faulkner)—see at Faulkner.

Henderson, Ray (né Raymond Brost), born 1896 in
Buffalo, NY, songwriter whose first hits were ―That Old
Gang of Mine‖ (1923) with lyrics by Billy Rose and Mort
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Dixon, a ―Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue‖ and ―I‘m Sitting on
Top of the World‖ (both 1925) with Sam Lewis and Joe
Young—see p.245 in Da Capo‘s Companion. Also see at
the songwriting trio of De Sylva, Brown & Henderson—
together they wrote ―Together,‖ etc.

Henry‘s wife, by Uma Thurman, Nin‘s husband, Hugo
Guiler, by Richard E. Grant & Richard Osborne by Kevin
Spacey

Henry Higgins—see at ―Pygmalion‖ & at ―My Fair
Lady.‖ The Cockney Eliza Doolittle et al pronounced
it ‗enry ‗iggins.‖

Hendrix, Jimi, ―Purple Haze,‖228(416)
Henie, Sonja, 1912-1969,champion ice-skater born
in Oslo; She won the Olympic Gold Medal for Figrue

Henry, Patrick, 1736-1799:
―Give me liberty, or give me death,‖ 141-142(254-255);
-- versus Gandhi‘s non-violence, 142(255)

Skating in ‘28, ‘32, & ‘36. In ‘32 & ‘36 she won the Grand Slam,
winning the European, the American & the Olympic titles in the
same year. She then turned professional in touring ice shows &
starred in a number of successful movies, e.g., ―One in a Million,‖
with Adolphe Menjou, 1937; a musical, ―Thin Ice,‖ 1937; musical
comedy, ―Second Fiddle,‖ 1939, the latter two with Tyrone Power;
―My Lucky Star,‖ 1938, with Richard Greene; ―Sun Valley
Serenade, with John Payne & Glenn Miller; also see at
Chesterfields & at Heinie.

Henson, Jim (né James Maury Henson) 1936-1990,
born in Greenville, Mississippi, was one of the most widely
known puppeteers in American history.He was the creator of The
Muppets. He was the leading force behind their long run in the
television series Sesame Street and The Muppet Show and films
such as The Muppet Movie (1979) and creator of advanced puppets
for projects like Fraggle Rock, The Dark Crystal, Labyrinth and
Return of the Jedi.
He was also an Oscar-nominated film director, Emmy
Award-winning TV producer, and the founder of The Jim Henson
Company, the Jim Henson Foundation, and Jim Henson's Creature
Shop. Henson's sudden death on May 16, 1990, of Streptococcal
Toxic Shock Syndrome (STSS, not to be confused with TSS),
resulted in an outpouring of public and professional affection.
There have since been numerous tributes and dedications in
his memory. Henson‘s companies, which are now run by his
children, continue to produce films and television shows. On
September 26, 1992, Henson was posthumously awarded the
Courage of Conscience Award for being a "Humanitarian,
muppeteer, producer and director of films for children that
encourage tolerance, interracial values, equality and fair play‖—
excerpted from Wikipedia. Also see at Sesame Street.

Henig, Robin Marantz, is a freelance science writer
and a contributing writer for the New York Times Magazine.
Her articles have also appeared in Scientific America, Seed,
Discover and assorted women's magazines. In addition, she
writes book reviews and occasional essays for the
Washington Post, as well as articles for The New York
Times science section, op-ed page, and Book Review. Also
see at Play.

Henley, Beth (née Elizabeth Becker Henley), born
1952 in Jackson, Miss., is a screenwriter, actress &
playwright. Her most famous play, Crimes of the Heart, was her
first produced professionally. It opened at the Actors Theatre of
Louisville and then moved to New York. Crimes of the Heart won
the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, as well as the award for Best
American Play of 1981 from the New York Drama Critics' Circle.
The play also earned Henley a Tony Award nomination, and her
screenplay for the film version of Crimes of the Heart (1989),
starring Diane Keaton, Jessica Lange, Sissy Spacek &
Sam Sheppard, was nominated for an Oscar as Best Adapted
Screenplay. Henley adapted her play, The Miss Firecracker
Contest, into a 1989 film starring Holly Hunter entitled Miss
Firecracker.

Hepburn, Audrey, (née Eda von Heemstra in
Cambridge Biog. Encyc & Audrey Kathleen van Heemstra
Ruston in Wikipedia),1929-1993: Bborn in Ixelles, Brussels,
Belgium, she was an award-winning actress of film & theatre,
Broadway stage performer, ballerina, fashion model &
humanitarian.
Raised under Nazi rule in Arnheim, Netherlands, during
World War II, Hepburn trained to becomea ballerina, before
deciding to pursue acting. She first gained notice for her role on
Broadway in Gigi (1951),and was then cast in Roman Holiday
(1953) as Princess Ann, a role for which she won an Academy
Award——it was her debut in an American film-- see at ―Roman
Holiday‖
She was one of the leading Hollywood actresses during the
1950s & 1960s & received four more Academy Award
nominations, including one for her iconic performance as Holly
Golightly in Breakfast at Tiffany's (1961). In 1964, she played
Eliza Doolittle in My Fair Lady, he film adaptation of the play.
Audrey Hepburn to this day is a beauty and fashion icon …
[but] she never considered herself to be very attractive. She said in
a 1959 interview, ―you can even say that I hated myself at certain
periods. I was too fat, or maybe too tall, or maybe just plain too
ugly... you can say my definiteness stems from underlying
feelings of insecurity and inferiority. I couldn't conquer these
feelings by acting indecisive. I found the only way to get the better
of them was by adopting a forceful, concentrated drive‖—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.) She died of colon cancer at age 63.
Also see at ―Wait Until Dark.‖

―Henny‖ (Hedwig) Dekker, Jim Dekker‘s wife. See
at Hessy and at Hetty.
Henri, Robert, 1865-1929, the son of a riverboat
gambler, Robert Henri was born Robert Henry Cozad in
1865 and grew up in the small town of Cozad, Nebraska, which his
father had founded. After his father killed a man and fled to avoid
arrest for murder, the various members of the family took different
names to avoid identification. Robert assumed the name of Robert
Henri.
The family resettled in Atlantic City, NJ, and shortly
afterwards, in 1886, having decided to become a painter, Henri
enrolled in the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. From 1886
to 1900, Henri alternated his time between Paris and Philadelphia,
making three trips to Paris and working in Philadelphia in the
intervening periods. In 1900, Henri moved to New York, where he
became an extremely popular teacher of such artists as Edward
Hopper, Rockwell Kent, George Bellows, Stuart Davis, and
Yasuo Kuniyoshi. He also became a strong advocate of
adventurous styles in painting, particularly boldly splashed scenes
of urban life and portraits of the urban poor—see at Ash Can
School.

Hepburn, Katharine ―Kate‖, 1909-2003, born in
Hartford, CT, won four Oscars, more than any other actor
or actress. 223(408), ―If you obey all the rules, you‘ll lose all the
fun‖--Borealis Press # RS 226; also see at Actors & Acting, at
―Adam‘s Rib, at ―African Queen,‖ at ―Pat & Mike,‖ at Garson
Kanin, at Shirley Temple & at ―Summertime‖ (1955),

Henried, Paul, actor--see at ―Casablanca.‖
―Henry and June,‖ a 1990 film directed by Philip
Kaufman, based on Nin's novel Henry and June from The
Journal of Love–The Unexpurgated Diary of Anaïs Nin,
1931-1932. She was portrayed in the film by Maria de
Medeiros, Henry Miller by Fred Ward, June Miller,
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Much has been written about her love for Spencer Trcy –see
at Tracy—and about her lesbian loves --this is easily accessed
on the web.
Acclaimed throughout her 73-year career, Hepburn holds
the record for the most Best Actress Oscar wins with four, from 12
nominations. Hepburn won an Emmy Award in 1976 for her lead
role in Love Among the Ruins, and was nominated for four other
Emmys and two Tony Awards during the course of her near 75year acting career. In 1999, the American Film Institute ranked
Hepburn as the greatest female star in the history of American
cinema.
Hepburn was the daughter of suffragist Katharine
Houghton Hepburn, an heiress to the Corning Glass fortune, and
Dr. Thomas Horval Hepburn, who was a successful urologist
from Virginia with Maryland roots. She is of English ancestry
from both sides of her family. Hepburn's father insisted the girls do
swimming, riding, golf and tennis. Hepburn, eager to please her
father, won a bronze medal for figure skating from the Madison
Square Garden skating club, shot golf in the low eighties and
reached the semifinal of the Connecticut Young Women's Golf
Championship.
Hepburn especially enjoyed swimming, and regularly took
dips in the frigid waters that fronted her bayfront
Connecticut
home, generally believing that ―the bitterer the medicine, the better
it was for you.‖ She continued her brisk swims well into her 80s.
Hepburn would ome to be recognized for her athletic physicality—
she fearlessly performed her own pratfalls in films, e.g., Bringing
Up Baby (1938), which is now held up as an exemplar of screwball
comedy.
On April 1921, while visiting friends in Greenwich Village,
Hepburn found her older brother Tom whom she idolized, hanging
from the rafters of the attic by a rope, dead of an apparent suicide.
Her family denied it was self-inflicted, arguing he had been a
happy boy. They insisted it must have been an experimentation
gone awry. It has been speculated he was trying to carry out a trick
he saw in a play with Katharine. Hepburn was devastated and sank
into a a depression and was home-schooled. For many years she
used Tom's birthday (November 8) as her own. It was not until she
wrote her autobiography, Me: Stories of my Life that Hepburn
revealed her true birth date.

Carl Banner from the Barcelona Algebra Seninar--a copy
of this is also on my website above.

Herbert, Victor,1859-1924, composer of light opera,
an accomplished cellist, conductor, a founder of ASCAP
(American Society of Composers, Authors & Producerss;
―I‘m Falling in Love with Someone—― 186(323)

Hercule, see at Poirot.
―Here it is!‖shrieked some girls when they found the
paperback copy of ―Lady Chatterley‘s Lover,‖ on a book
rack n State in College, PA, circa 1956-1957, R, lxiv

―Here to Enternity‖—see ―From Here to Eternity.‖
―Here to Eternity island—Oahu, a NY Times Xword
―no brainer.‖.

Herman Eldridge Faith, see at Faith & at Eldridge.
Herman, Jerry, see at ―Hello Dolly.‖
Herman Street, Chs. 5, 8,14,17,18,19,23,26,34 &
pp. 148(263), 152(269)n; ―— crime, Ch. 18, p.191(351); -deaths, Ch. 5; --Gang, Chs. 8, 13, 14, & 19; -- Jungle,
Ch.19, p.191(351); Lower Depths, Ch. 7, p.191(351); -mothers vs. crime, 18; slum houses & wrong side of the
tracks, Ch. 5.
Herman Street, Number 2439, Ch. 5; also,see above:
-- bully, see at Dotson; friends, see ―Sonny‖ Borcher, the
Edmondsons, Duke and Frank Haake, The Kellys, Bob and
Jack Kaiser, ―Squirrelly‖ Kidwell, Elaine Seligman, Jimmy
Townes; the Baileys & Presslers; also see at Fifth District
School friends;
-- death of friends affect you all your
life; frozen pipes,--furmiture, ice in the sinks; iceman;
milkman; bare-boned existence: no baths or showers; no
central heating; no hot water, no telephone, & TV had not
been invented; six people in two rooms—privacy was
unheard of ; rags-coal-iron; rats; the veggie
wagon; the
wrong side of the tracks—all in Ch. 5.

Herman Street Gang, Ch. 8
Herman, Woodie, 156(277), band leader, alto and
Clarinetist—I‘ve heard him play.

Hermaphrodite is an animal, or plant that normally

―Hepburn‘s acting runs the gamut of emotions from

possesses both male and female reproductive systems,
producing both eggs and sperm—go to the Web for more
details. Also see at ―Middlesex‖
Herodotus of Halicarnassus wrote the first work of
history in Western literature, The Histories..Written aobut
440 BC, it tells the story of the Greco-Persian Wars in the
Ionic dialect of classical Greek. Herodutus traveel
extesively around the ancient world, conducting interviews
and collectin stories for his book. At the beginning of The
Hisrories, he sets out his reasons for writing it: so that
human achievements may not become forgotten in time, and
great and marvelous deeds--some displayed by Greeks,
some by barbarians–may not be without their glory; and
especially to show why the two peoples fought with each
other.

A to B‖—this was written by Dorothy Parker about Kate, in
Parker‘s 1933 review of the play, ―The Lake, according to a NY
Times article by Paticia Cohen on Oct. 30, 2007, entitled ―The
Theatrical Hepburn in Journals & Letters.‖
However, Bartlett, which gives the quote is mum about
which Hepburn Parker meant! In the meanwhile I had thought she
was referring to Audrey—it seemed to me that Kate, with her
record 4 Best Actress Oscars, had a far greater range than Audrey.
But, then, what is the range of a perfect cup of coffee?

Hepcat Slang. A performer or devotee of swing and
Jazz, esp. in the 1940s. See at Hip, at Jazz, at Jazz man & at
Swing.

Heraclitus, c. 575-641 BC: ―Everything is in a state
of flux;‖ ―You can‘t step into the same river twice!‖ 16(24)

Herold, Jack, 5th District friend, , 32(51).
Herrick, Robert, 1591-1674, ―Gather Ye Rosebuds

Herb and Vila Belle, Ch. 3; also see at Dad, Mama,
& at Dad & Mama.

while Ye May,‖ from ―To the Virgins to Make Much of
Time,‖ T2

Herbera, Dr. Dolors, AA, math.friend in Barcelona
with whom I wrote a paper & who visited us at Rutgers on
a Fulbright Post Doctoral Fellowhip. While there, she
collaborated with another visitor, Ahmad Shamsuddin, to
solve a problem that I posed (& couldn‘t solve!)
I have written about Dolors, Pere Menal, who was her Ph.
D. adviser, and about Ahmad in ―Rings and Things‖, and in
other places, e.g., on my website carlfaith.com/80/ Also,
go to the websites for Dolors Herbera, Pere Menal &
Ahmad Shamsuddin. Dolors e-mailed me a Happy Birthday

Herriman, George, 1881-1944, creator of Krazy
Kat, Ignatz Mouse, Offissa Bull Pupp, and other
cartoon characters. A fall prevent him from working as a
house painter, and he turned to drawing cartoons.. See at
Krazy Kat. Although Herriman did things to hide his black
heritage (e.g., by wearing a ―hat indoors & out‖ to hide his
―kinky hair all slicked down.‖ This is discussed in some
details in Sarah Boxer‘s article on him quoted at Krazy Kat.
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Hershberger, Willlard ―Willy‖ McKee, 1910-1940,

himself almost exclusively to journalism and literature, working as
a correspondent for the Neue Freie Presse in Paris, occasionally
making special trips to London and Istanbul. Later, he became
literary editor of Neue Freie Presse, and wrote several comedies &
dramas for the Viennese stage. Also see at Stefan Zweig

Cincinnati Reds 2d-string catcher, spelling Lombardi; -suicided 124-125(229)—see at Cincinnati Reds 1940 World Series
Champs & see below:
―Hershberger was a catcher for Cincinnati Reds from 1937 to

Hess, Rudolf, 1894-1987; naïve and reckless Nazi

1940. He has the distinction of being the only major league player to
date to commit suicide during the season. Born in Lemon Cove, CA,,
Hershberger did not get to the majors until age 27. He played in the
New York Yankees farm system and was a member of the 1937
Newark Bears team which posted a 109-43 record. On December 3,
1937, Hershberger was traded to the Reds for shortstop Eddie Miller
and $40,000.During his tenure with the Reds, Willard Hershberger was
a backup to regular catcher Ernie Lombardi.
In his rookie season, Hershberger played in 49 games and batted
.276. The following year, he raised his average to .345 while playing 63
games. He was also part of a Reds team that won the National League
championship for the first time in twenty years. However, they were
swept by Hershberger's former team, the New York Yankees, in the
World Series. In that series, Hershberger batted only twice in limited
action and had one hit. In 1940, the Cincinnati Reds were once again a
contender for the National League pennant and would ultimately defeat
the Detroit Tigers four games to three in that year's World Series.
In July, Ernie Lombardi suffered a finger and Willard
Hershberger filled in for him well, batting .309 and playing solid
defense. However, in a game against the New York Giants at the Polo
Grounds on July 31, the visiting Reds blew a big lead and lost the game
5-4. Hershberger perceived that some of his teammates blamed him for
the loss.
Stories later claimed that some players whispered that had Ernie
Lombardi been catching, they would have not lost to the Giants, who
would finish the season in sixth place. On August 2, with Willard
Hershberger again catching, the Reds lost to the Boston Bees, a team
who would eventually finish in seventh place.
After the game, a distraught Hershberger opened up to Reds
manager Bill McKneckie in private, personally took the blame for the
losses, and tearfully recalled that his father, Claude Hershberger, had
committed suicide over a decade earlier. Hershberger threatened to do
the same. However, after some time, Hershberger had calmed down
significantly and McKechnie believed that he would be fine. However,
the following afternoon, when Hershberger failed to show for pre-game
activities, the hotel manager unlocked the door to Hershberger's room
at the behest of concerned team officials. The catcher was discovered in
the bathtub in a pool of blood with a slashed throat. Bill McKechnie
never revealed what Hershberger said during their meeting. He told
reporters, "It had nothing to do with anybody on the team. He told it to
me in confidence, and I will not utter it to anyone‖—Wikipedia. Also
see at Ernie Lombardi, 2-nd paragraph.

leader who became a confidant and friend of Hitler while
they were serving prison sentence for the 1923 ―Munich Beerhall
Putsch.‖ Hitler dictated& dedicated the text of Mein Kampf to
Hess., who became his secretary. On May 10, 1941, the same day
Hess safely reached Scotland in an unauthorized flight, evidentally
to negotiate peace. After the war, he was convicted of war crimes
& sentenced to life in prison, but he committed suicide in Spandau
prison where he was the only prisoner. Many considered him a
lunatic. (Then what was Hitler & his ilk?)

Hesse, Hermann, 1877-1962: German poet & novel
writer who depicted the duality of spirit & nature, body
&mind & the individual's spiritual search outside the restrictions
of society. Hesse was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in
1946. His Nobel Prize autobiography/biography was written at the time
of the award and first published in the book series Les Prix Nobel. It
was later edited and republished in Nobel Lectures. His

―Autobiographical Writings‖ (ed. by Theodore Ziolkowski)
apeared translated into English posthumously in 1972.
―Strange to wander in the mist, each is alone. No tree
knows its neighbor. Each is alone,‖ T
Also see at Humorists, at John Le Carré & at Pierre
Nicole.

Hesse, Hermann (cont‘d) German novelist and poet.
A pacifist, he went to Switzerland at the outbreak of World War
I and became (1923) a Swiss citizen. The spiritual loneliness of the
artist and his estrangement from the modern world are recurring themes
in Hesse's works. His novels, increasingly psychoanalytic and
symbolic, include Peter Camenzind (1904, tr. 1961), Unterm Rad
(1906, tr. Beneath the Wheel, 1968), Rosshalde (1914, tr. 1970), and
Demian (1919, tr. 1923, 1958).
One of his most famous and most complex novels, Steppenwolf
(1927, tr. 1929, 1963), treats the dual nature of humanity. This theme is
also pursued in Narziss und Goldmund (1930, tr. Death and the Lover,
1932; Narcissus and Goldmund, 1968).
Among his other works are Das Glasperlenspiel (1943, tr. The
Glass Bead Game, 1970) and Siddhartha (1922, tr. 1951), a novella
reflecting Hesse's interest in Asian mysticism.
The gentle, lyric quality of Hesse's prose is shared by the
wistful, lamenting verse of his Gedichte (1922, tr. Poems, 1970) and
Trost der Nacht (1929). His essays are collected in Betrachtungen
(1928) and Krieg und Frieden (1946, tr. If the War Goes on… , 1970).
Hesse was awarded the 1946 Nobel Prize in Literature—from Colmbia
Encyclopedia Online.

Hershey, Barbara (née Barbara Lynn Herzstein), born
1948 in Hollywood, CA, the daughter of Arnold Nathan
Herzstein, a horse racing columnist and occasional actor.
Her father was Jewish and her mother was an Arkansas-born
Presbyterian of Irish descent. She has acted in many films,
e.g., The Right Stuff (1983), The Natural (1984) & Hannah
and Her Sisters (1986)—edited except form Wikipedia.

Hessy Taft, worked for ETS in Princeton, and is
married to Earl Taft. I wrote about these two friends in
―Rings and Things.‖ Also see at Henny Dekker and at Hetty
Selberg.

―Hershey candy bars, go to war,‖ 153(271)
Hershey, Milton Snavely, 1857-1945, apprenticed

Hetero Informal. A heterosexual person.
Heterosexual 1. Sexually oriented to persons of the

as a young man to a Lancaster, PA confectioner, Hershey
began to make chocolate bars in 1903, a venture that
became the Hershey Chococate Co.—the world‘s largest
maker of chocolate products. See at Mr. Goodbar.

opposite sex. 2. Of or relating to different sexes.

Hetty Selberg, was a computer programmer who
worked at the von Neumann Computer Lab in Princeton,
NJ. I wote about her and her husband, Atle, in ―Rings and
Things.‖ Also see at Hessy Tatt & at Henny Dekker.

Herstein, Dr. Israel Nathan (―Yitz‖), late Chicago
U. mathematician & friend. I wrote about him & his work
in my math books, e.g., ―Rings & Things.‖

Hevesi, Dennis, writer, e.g., he wrote obituaries for

Herzl, Theodor (né Binyamin Ze'ev Herzl), 1860--

for Alvin Colt, Hugo Claus, Ruth Greenglass, Miles
Lerman, Erik Roelfzema, Levine Robbins & Robert Anton
Wilson. These & oth er NY Times articles are accessible at
his Website. Also see at France (Unfree France paragraph.)

1904, was an Austro-Hungarian journalist and the father of
modern political Zionism. Born in Pest, the Kingdom of Hungar
(today the eastern half of Budapest, then a separate city) to a
Jewish family originally from Zemun, the Kingdom of Hungary
(today in Serbia). When Theodor was 18, his family moved to
Vienna, Austria-Hungary. There, he studied Law, but he devoted
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―Hey There‖ words & Music by Richard Adler &

MA, sent a letter to Higginson, enclosing four poems and asking,
―re you too deeply occupied to say if my Verse is alive?‖(Letter
261) He was not — his reply included gentle ―surgery‖ (that is,
criticism) of Dickinson's raw, odd verse, questions about
Dickinson's personal and literary background, and a request for
more poems.
Higginson's next reply contained high praise, causing
Dickinson to reply that it ―gave no drunkenness‖ only because she
had ―tasted rum befor‖; she still, though, had ―few pleasures so
deep as your opinion, and if I tried to thank you, my tears would
block my tongue‖ (Letter 265). But in the same letter, Higginson
warned her against publishing her poetry because of its defiant
form and unconventional style.
Gradually, Higginson became Dickinson's mentor and
―preceptor,‖ though he himself almost felt out of Dickinson's
league. ―The bee himself did not evade the schoolboy more than
she evaded me,‖ he wrote, ―and even at this day I still stand
somewhat bewildered, like the boy.‖ (―Emily Dickinson's Letters,‖
Atlantic Monthly October 1891) \
After Dickinson died, Higginson collaborated with Mabel
Loomis Todd in publishing volumes of her poetry — heavily
edited in favor of conventional punctuation, diction, and rhyme.
But Higginson's intellectual prominence helped Dickinson's altered
but still startling and strange poetry gain favor, becoming quick
bestsellers and lasting classic--excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see
at ―White Heat.‖

Jerry Ross--from the Broadway musical "Pajama Game"
& recorded by Rosemary Clooney, 1954 (#1)

Heyerdahl, Thor,1914-2002, Norwegian explorer,
geologist, author, and filmmaker--see at Kon Tiki.

Heyman, Edward, 1907-1981, born in NY City, he was a
musician and lyricist, who studied at the U. of Michigan
where he had an early start on his career writing college musicals.
After graduating from college Heyman moved back to NY where
he started working with a number of experienced musicians like
Victor Young ("When I Fall in Love"), Dana Suesse ("You Ought
to Be in Pictures") and Johnny Green ("Body and Soul", "Out of
Nowhere", "I Cover the Waterfront", and "Easy Come, Easy Go.")
Heyman's biggest hit is his composition "Body and Soul",
written in 1930, often recorded (in 1939 by Coleman Hawkins and
since by many others), which frequently crops up in films, most
recently in the 2002 film Catch Me If You Can.
Heyman also wrote "Through the Years", "For Sentimental
Reasons", "Blame It on My Youth" (with Oscar Levant), "Love
Letters", "Blue Star" (Theme from the TV Series Medic), "The
Wonder of You", "Boo-Hoo", "Bluebird of Happiness" and
"You're Mine, You".

Heyward, DuBose, see at ―Porgy and Bess.‖
HHS, see Holmes High School
Hiawatha, Song of,‖ 62(101), Longfellow‘s--see at

High C—see at C & also see at Pavarotti, who is

Minnehaha & at Song of Hiawatha.

known as the King of the High C.

Hick, Sue K., prosecutor at the Scopes Trial. See at

High Lights--see at Highlights.
―High Noon‖ is a 1952 Western about a Hadleyville

―Sue, A Boy Named.‖

Hickok, ―Wild Bill‖ née James Butler Hickok) 18371876, was born in Homer, IL (later called Troy Grove) was
a legendary figure in the American Old West. His skills as a
gunfighter and scout, along with his reputation as a lawman,
provided the basis for his fame,although some of his
exploits are fictionalized. However, he is known as among
the first to fight & to win a quick-draw pistol duel. See at
Wikipedia for more. Wildbill was shot & killed while
playing poker in Deadwood, S.D.
Hickson, Joan, 1906-1998, OBE actress who achieved
fame in old age portraying Miss Marple. She made her stage
debut in 1927—see at Babe Ruth & Charles Lindbergh—
and achieved success at playing comedic, often eccentric
characters in London West End. Her first film appearance
was in 1934 & she had numerous support roles in her career.
In the 1940s, she appeared on-stage in a Christie play,
Appointment with Death, which was seen by Christie who
wrote her a note: ―I hope one ay you might play my dear
Miss Marple.‖ (Hickson has said this surprised her since
she was so young at the time.)
Hickson also played the housekeeper in the Marple
film, ―Murder, She Said‖ (1961), starring Margaret
Rutherford as Miss Marple based on the original novel
4.50 From Paddington & known in USA as What Mrs.
McGillicuddy Saw! Also see at Christie & at Poirot.

town marshall (Gary Cooper) who faces four killers all by
himself. Well, the school marm Grace Kelly does help by
shooting a bushwhacker in the back.
Cooper won an Academy award for Best Actor.
Other Oscars were for Best Film Editing, Best Music
Scoring of a Drama or Comedy, and Best Music by Dimitri
Tiomikin for ―Do Not Forsake Me, Oh My Darling,‖ sung
by Tex Ritter, lyrics by Ned Washington—edited from
Video Hound. For Wikipedia‘s take on this film, see at Fred
Zinnemann, who directed it.
High School as family: HS is like a family in that you do
not fully realize how important it is until you have left it,
and usually only when you have left for some time. I
remember one political columnist (or was it a comedian?)
saying that the way to understand Richard M. Nixon's
Presidency was to remember what high school was like!
167(294-295)

Hide: ―He can run but he can‘t hide‖—Joe Louis

Highsmith, Patricia, (née Mary Patricia Plangman),

about a return bout with Billy Conn. See at Billy Conn
and at Louis Quips.

1921-1995, born just outside Fort Worth, Texas, was an
author known for her psychological thrillers, which have led to
more than two dozen film adaptations.
Her 1950 novel, Strangers on a Train, has been adapted for
the screen three times, notably by Alfred Hitchcock in 1951 (about
which see.) In addition to her acclaimed series about murderer
Tom Ripley, she wrote many short stories, often macabre, satirical
or tinged with black humor.
She was raised first by her maternal grandmother in New
York City (a time she later described as her own 'little hell'), and
later by her mother and stepfather, who were both commercial

―High Sierra‖ (1941), an early heist film & film noir,
starring Ida Lupino & Humphrey Bogart and directed by
Raoul Walsh on location at Whitney Portal, halfway up
Mt. Whitney The screenplay written by Bogart's friend and
drinking partner, John Huston, adapted from the novel by
William R. Burnett (also known for among others Little
Caesar and Scarface).

―Hiding Man: A Biography of Donald Barthelme,‖
by Tracy Daugherty, appeared in February 2009 & reviewed by
Colm Toibin in the NY Times Sunday Book Review, March
22, 2009—see at Barthelme.

Higginson, Thomas Wentworth, 1823-1911, born in
Cambridge,MA, was a minister, prolific author,
abolitionist, soldier who befriended Emily Dickinson. In April
1862, Higginson published an article in the Atlantic Monthly, titled
―etter to a Young Contributor,‖ n which he advised budding young
writers. Emily Dickinson, a 32-year-old woman from Amherst,
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Hill made his film debut in 1950 in Lady Without a Passport.
He then re-enlisted in the Navy in 1952 for two years and when he
completed his service resumed his acting in earnest. Strasberg later
said, "Steven Hill is considered one of the finest actors America has
ever produced".
Hill was particularly busy in the so-called "Golden Age" of live
TV drama, appearing in such prestigious video offerings as The Trial of
Sacco and Vanzetti in 1960 earning him an Emmy nomination for his
portrayal of Bartolomeo Vanzetti. "When I first became an actor, there
were two young actors in New York: Marlon Brando and Steven Hill,"
said Martin Landau.] "A lot of people said that Steven would have been
the one, not Marlon. He was legendary. Nuts, volatile, mad and his
work was exciting"—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

artists. Highsmith's mother Mary divorced her father five months
before her birth.
The young Highsmith had an intense, complicated
relationship with her mother and resented her stepfather, although
in later years she sometimes tried to win him over to her side of the
argument in her confrontations with her mother. According to
Highsmith, her mother once told her that she had tried to abort her
by drinking turpentine. Highsmith never resolved this love-hate
relationship, which haunted her for the rest of her life, and which
she fictionalized in her short story, The Terrapin, about a young
boy who stabs his mother to death.
Highsmith's grandmother taught her to read at an early age.
Highsmith made good use of the extensive library of her mother
and stepfather. At the age of eight, she discovered Karl
Menninger's The Human Mind and was fascinated by the case
studies of patients afflicted with mental disorders such as
pyromania and schizophrenia-edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Her hatreds show through her work, and there is little
or no love in it. But, Flanner O‘Connor‘s statement about why she
writes (―BecauseI I‘m good at it‖) could just as well apply to
Highscmith.

Hillary, Edmund—see at Everest.
Hilleman, Maurice, 1923-2005, micropbiologist
who developed vaccines for mumps, measles,
chickenpox, pneumonia, meningitis and other diseases,
saving tens of millions of lives. Much of modern
preventive medicine is bases on his work, though he never
received the public recognition of Salk, Sabine, or Pastuer.
Dr. Hilleman probbaly saved more lives than any other
scientist in the 20th century—from the NY
Times Obit.
of May 12, 2005 by Lawrence Altman, M.D.

High tops (shoes) & Clodhoppers, Ch. 10
―Higher power,‖ another way of saying God. See at
Dr. Albert Guerrati & at Sweet Jesus.

Hiller, Wendy, actress—see at ―Separate Tables.‖

Highlights in History are published daily in the

Hillerman, Tony (né Anthony Grove Hillerman),

Times of Trenton, NJ newspaper—see at (The) Times.

1925-2008, born in Sacred Heart, OK, hewas a decorated
combat veteran from WW II, serving as a mortarman in the 103rd
Infantry Division and earning the Silver Star, the Bronze Star, and
a Purple Heart. Later, he worked as a journalist from 1948 to 1962.
Then he earned a Masters degree and taught journalism from 1966
to 1987 at the U. of New Mexico in Albuquerque, where he resided
with his wife until his death in 2008. Hillerman, a consistently
bestselling author, was ranked as New Mexico's 22nd wealthiest
man in 1996.
Hillerman's writing is noted for the cultural details he
provides for the people he writes about: Hopi, Zuni, EuropeanAmerican, federal agents, and especially Navajo Tribal Police. His
works in non-fiction and in fiction reflect his appreciation of the
natural wonders of the American Southwest and his appreciation of
its people, particularly the Navajo. His mystery novels are set in
the Four Corners area of New Mexico and Arizona. The
protagonists are Joe Leaphorn and Jim Chee of the Navajo tribal
police. Lt. Leaphorn was introduced in Hillerman's first novel, The
Blessing Way (1970). The second book in the series, Dance Hall of
the Dead (1973), won a 1974 Edgar Award from the Mystery
Writers of America for Best Novel. In 1991, Hillerman received
the MWA's Grand Master Award. Hillerman has also received the
Nero Award (for Coyote Waits) and the Navajo Tribe's Special
Friends of the Diné Award--excerpt from Wikipedia.
―Hillerman was the first popular author to consitently write
about the Navajo as fully rounded characters. Over 18
novels...portrayed the Navajo with good traits and bad, as heroic
and villainouss, just as novelist had written about people of other
races and cultures. He understood the Navajo are not the primitives
depticed tin old Westerns, and he wanted his readers to recognize
that they were as complex and sophisticated as the people of any
other heritage‖--excerpted from an appreciation in Time
Magazine, Nov. 10, 2008 by Otto Penzler. Also see below.
Hillerman, Tony, mystery writer and editor, 238(431)n.
Tony Hillerman illustrates how myths are made—and
kept—by people who need to believe in them—Marilyn
Stasio in her rev. in the Sun. NTimes Book Rev.Nov. 28,
2004, of Hillermans‘s mystery, ―Skeleton Man.‖
Hills, 2(3), Ch. 20, Covington‘s, Cincinnati‘s & others.

Hilbert, David, 1862-1943, German mathematician,
born in K önigsberg, he studied and became a professor
there in 1893; then moved to Göttingen in 1895. He made
important contributions to number theory, invariant theory,
algebraic geometry, and mathematical physics. At the
Intern‘l Congress of Mathematicians in 1900, he listed 23
problems—while a few are still unsolved, the solutions of
most led to important advances. Also see at Herman
Weyl, and check out Hilbert on the web..

Hill, Fred, 5th Dist. Sch. classmate, see at 1938 Blue
Ribbon Students in Part I photographs.

Hill Lape, Mary Lou, HHS ‘45 Classmate & friend,
who worked on the Student Magazine & corresponded
with many classmates, organizing many class reunions; see
informal class photos, 166(291)—wrote in my Lest We
Forget: ―The best of everything. Now‘s the time to tell
you that I had a crush on you in the 9 th grade, Love
Lou.‖ Ah, sweet mystery of life!

Hill, Steven (né Solomon Krakovsky), born 1922 in
Seattle, WA, he a film and TV actor. His two best known roles
were DA Adam Schiff on the NBC TV drama series Law & Order,
whom he portrayed for ten seasons (1990–2000), and Dan Briggs, the
original team leader of the Impossible Missions Force on CBS's
television series Mission Impossible, whom he portrayed only in the
initial season of the show (1966–1967).
After a four-year hitch with the Naval Reserve, Hill made his
first New York stage appearance in Ben Hecht's A Flag is Born (1946),
which also featured a young Marlon Brando.
Hill says his big break came when he landed a small part in the
hit Broadway show Mr. Roberts. "The director, Joshua Logan, thought
I had some ability and he let me create one of the scenes," says Hill.
"So I improvised dialog and it went in the show. That was my first
endorsement. It gave me tremendous encouragement to stay in the
business." Hill said this was a thrilling time in his life when fresh out of
the service he played the hapless sailor Stefanowski. "You could almost
smell it from the very first reading that took place--this is going to be
an overwhelming hit," said Hill. "We all felt it, and experienced it and
were convinced of it, and we were riding the crest of a wave from the
very first day of rehearsals."
In 1947, Hill became a founding member of Lee Strasberg's
Actors Studio alongside such other actors as Marlon Brando,
Montgomery Clift and Julie Harris.

Hilton, James, 1900-1954, was an Oscar-winning
English novelist, and author of several best-sellers including
Lost Horizon (which popularized the mythical Shangri-La) and
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Goodbye Mr. Chips. Born in Leigh, James Hilton was the son of John
Hilton, the headmaster of Chapel End School in Walthamstow. His
father was one of the inspirations for the character of Mr. Chipping in
Goodbye, Mr. Chips. (Hilton was born on Wilkinson Street in Leigh —
there is a teacher in Goodbye, Mr. Chips called Mr Wilkinson.) The
setting for Goodbye, Mr. Chips is believed to have been based on the
Leys School, Cambridge, where James Hilton was a pupil. Chipping is
also likely to have been based on W. H. Balgarnie, one of the masters
of the school who was in charge of the Leys Fortnightly, where Hilton's
first short stories and essays were published--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at "Goodbye, Mr. Chips,‖ the novel Hilton wrote
in 4 days, believe or not.

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 160-161(283-284); Chs. 60 &
68: A-Bombing & deaths: Hiroshima on August 6, 1945 &
Nagasaki 3 days later--see at A-Bombs & A-Bomb
Deaths:also see at Fire bombs. at Alistair Cooke, at ―A
World Destroyed: Hiroshima and its Legacies‖ by Martin
Sherwin.
Birth defects began to appear in their children soon
afterwards and continue to this day, caused by the
release of radioactive radiation (gamma rays) over a large
area, 179(313) Also see at Maki Belluce.

Hiss, Alger, 1904-1996, born in Baltimore, MD,

Hilton Quotes: ―If you forgive people enough, you belong
to them, and they to you whether either person likes it or not—
squatter‘s rights of the heart,‖ Ch. 28; ―I will remember you
exactly as you are today,‖ from ―Goodbye Mr. Chips,‖ novel &
film, 158(280).
Himmler, Heinrich, Head of the SS (Schutzstaffe) &
the Gestapo, 175(304) initiated the systematic executions of
Jews, the very secret Nazi ―Final Solution,‖ 176(306);-opened peace negotiations with Russia,176(306); -committed suicide in prison in Germany, May 23,‘45. Also
see at Ravensbrueck.

was

an lawyer, civil servant, businessman, author, and lecturer.
He was involved in the establishment of the United Nations both as
a U.S. State Department and UN official. Hiss was accused of
being a Soviet spy in 1948 and, despite an impressive list of
character witnesses, and admitted instances of perjury by his
accuser, Whittaker Chambers, was convicted of perjury in
connection with this charge in 1950--see at Whittaker Chambers
for more details.

History is a narration of events;

a story. Also a

chronological record of events--from the Latin Historia,
and the Greek, Historein, a word that Herodotus choose for
his Histories –see at Herodotus.

―Himmler of the Lower Fifth,‖ see at ―The

History. ―History repeats itself‖—saying; ―What

Browning Version.‖

experience & history teach is this—that people &
governments never have learned anything from history, or
acted or principles deduced from it—George Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel. 1770-1831, T

Hindenburg, Paul von, 1847-1934, in 1925
became the second president of the German, or Weimar; reelected in 1932; appointed Hitler Chancellor in 1933, his
death on 8/02/34 paved the way for Hitler to take over.

―History does not move in a straight line, but

Hindenburg, The, German hydrogen-filled dirigible,

zigzags," attributed to Lenin on, p. 363 of Quotationary.

crashed & burned in Lakehurst, NJ on May 6, 1937, killing
35 of 97 people on board & a navy crewman on the ground.

―History has no plateaus‖—anonymous.
―History is breaking bread with the dead‖—W. H.

Hinduism, 89(169)—see at Bhagavad-Gita.
Hip, also Hep, Slang. 1. Keenly aware of, and
knowledgeable about, or interested in the latest trends

Auden, quoted in ―Booknotes‖ by Brian Lamb, p. 38

History vs. Poetry, see at Poetry vs. History.
Hit: see at Fit.
Hit songs, see at Beatles.
Hitchcock, Sir Alfred Joseph, KBE (13 August

or developements. 2. Conizant: I am hip to wht‘s going on.
3. Very fashionable or stylish—Amer. Heritage Dict. Also,
see at Cat, at Hepcat & at Coolcat.
Some people I would say were hip are: Albert
Einstein, Richard Feynman & most other Nobel Laureattes.
It‘s pleasurable to read about the amzaxingly broad
interests these two people had, despite their laurels!

1899 – 29 April 1980), was a British filmmaker and
producer who pioneered many techniques in the suspense and
psychological thriller genres. After a successful career in his native
United Kingdom in both silent films and early talkies, Hitchcock
moved to Hollywood. In 1956 he became an American citizen
while retaining his British citizenship. Hitchcock directed more
than fifty feature films in a career spanning six decades. He
remains one of the most popular and most recognised filmmakers,
and his works are still popular today. Often regarded as the greatest
British filmmaker of all time, in 2007 Hitchcock was ranked #1 by
film critics in The Telegraph's list of 21 greatest British directors,
which writes: "Unquestionably the greatest filmmaker to emerge
from these islands, Hitchcock did more than any director to shape
modern cinema, which would be utterly different without him. His
flair was for narrative, cruelly withholding crucial information
(from his characters and from us) and engaging the emotions of the
audience like no one else—Widipedia excerpt.
When a ―Method Actress‖ (Kim Novak?) said she couldn‘t
feel the required emotion, Hitchcock snapped, ―Then, fake it!‖ See
at Fake it! Ch. 48 He directed a number of scary movies,
including, threebased on stories by Du Maurier: The Birds,
Jamaica Inn & Rebecca. Also see at ―Dial M for Murder,‖ Du
Maurier, at Lorraine Day, at ―Rear Window,‖ at ―Rope,‖ at
―Strangers On a Train,‖ at ―The Man Who Knew Too Much‖ & at
―To Catch a Thief.‖

Hipster, one who is hip, especially about jazz.
Hipocrisy, see at Virtue.
Hippocrates, called ―The Father of medicine,
460?-377? BC. The Hippocratic oath, the ethical basis of
medicine, e.g.,―Do no harm,‖ is ascribed to him. See at
Cambridge Biographical Encyclopedia.

Hirohito, 188(327), 209(381); Japanese Emperor
in WW II; the dropping of the A-bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki gave him ―the excuse he needed to force his
military to surrender on Aug. 15, 1945, to save the imperial
house, but the war newly joined between the Soviet Union
and Japan continued fiercely until Sept. 1…Even with the
Emperor‘s backing the surrender of Japanese forces was not
guaranteed; the Japanese military was no more impressed by
the death toll of civilians at Hiroshima and Nagasake than
they had been from the firebombing of Tokyo…‖—from the
May 15, 2005 book review by Richard Rhodes, entitled
―Nuclear Options.‖ See Bibliography & see at
Richard Rhodes.

Hirohito‘s ―hash‖, 188(327); flippant remark I made
as I readied himself for service in the US Navy.

Hitler, Adolf, ―Der Führer,‖ 1889-1945, R, xlvi, li,
Ch. 42, 142(255), 161(282), Ch. 47, 175-176(304-306),

Hiroshima, Japan—see at Enola Gay, the B-29
Flying Fortress bomber that carried the A-bomb ―Little
Boy.‖

76(306); 186(322), 222(405), 224(409); Hitler was born
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April 20, 1889 in Braunau, a village in Upper Austria, bordering
Germany, the third son and fourth child of six.As a boy, Hitler said
he was whipped almost daily by his father. Years later he told his
secretary, "I then resolved never again to cry when my father
whipped me. A few days later I had the opportunity of putting my
will to the test. My mother, frightened, took refuge in the front of
the door. As for me, I counted silently the blows of he stick which
lashed my rear end.‖
Hitler‘s father, Alois Hitler (born Schicklgruber), (1837–
1903), was a customs official in Austria-Hungary on the German
border; his mother, Klara Pölzl, (1860–1907), Alois' second cousin
(presumably), was his father's third wife. Because of the close
kinship of the two, a papal dispensation had to be obtained for the
marriage, both being Roman Catholic. Of Alois and Klara's six
children, only Adolf and his sister Paula reached adulthood.
Alois Hitler was born illegitimate. For the first 39 years of
his life he bore his mother's surname, Schicklgruber. In 1876, he
began using the surname of his stepfather, Johann Georg Hiedler,
after visiting a priest who was responsible for birth registries [he]
had Johann Hiedler declared to be his father..
The name was variously spelled Hiedler, Huetler, Huettler
and Hitler and probably changed to "Hitler" by a clerk. The origin
of the name from the German word Hittler or Hüttler, "one who
lives in a hut," "shepherd," or from the Slavic word Hidlar and
Hidlarcek.
On Nov. 8, 1923, Hitler failed to sieze power in German in
the ―Munich Beer Hall Putsch—see at Munich;
-- & the Myth of Aryan superiority--see at Aryan.;
-- & Syphillis: by 1942, Hitler was in the late stages of
Syphilis, having contacted it in the 1930‘s. Not only that,
but he wrote a long tirade against Syphilis as a Jewish plot
ot exterminate the Aryan race!—from the History Channel‘s
―High Hitler,‖ a documentary that appears periodically,
mostly recently May 12, 2006. Also see at Syphilitics in
History.
-- appointed Chancellor of Germany in 1933 by
Hindenburg & assumed full powers upon Hindenburg‘s
death in 1934 when a plebiscite on Aug. 19, 1934 vested
him with sole executive powers;
―The great mass of people will more easily fall
victim
to a big lie than to a small one;‖ ―The bigger the lie the
more believable,‖ a paraphrase of
what Hitler wrote in
―Mein Kampf‖, 224(409), 224(409)n;
-- ordered Nazi troops to enter the Rhineland on Mar. 7,
1936, de facto abrogating the Treaty of Versailes and the
Locarno Pact.
-- officially scraps the 1918 Treaty of Versailles, Mar. 10,
1935;
-- opened the 1936 Olympics in Berlin with high hopes for
―Aryan superiority,‖ which were dashed on May 22, 1939—
see at Jesse Owens; however Hitler did score a
propaganda victory in being able to not only host the
1939 Olympics but also by Germany‘s winning more
medals than any other country included USA.
-- & Mussolini signed a ―Pact of Steel‖ binding Gerrmany
and Italy to a military alliance, called the Axis by
theAllies
―Every man has his price, and you would be surprised
how cheap it is,‖ 26(40); also see Henry Ford and Charles
Lindbergh.
On Dec. 18, ‘40, Hitler signed a directive known as
Operation Barbarossa for preparations to attack USSR.
The attack was lauched in June ‘41.On Oct. 3, ‘41,
Hitler declared that Russia was ―broken‖ and would
―never rise again.‖
On July 20, 1944, a group of German officials
attempted to assinate Hitler by planting a bomb under heavy
(Oak?) table at Rastenburg Headquarters; a partition under

the table shielded Hitler from the main blast, although he
was badly wounded. The participants in
the plot paid
with their lives, and so did some of their friends, e.g.,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer and his friends.On April 28, 1945,
Hitler married his mistress Eva Braun; they committed
suicide two days later as the Russians approached their
Berlin bunker, 176(306); See at Doenitz.
―Pairs burning?, Is,‖ see at Paris.
Also see at Rudolf Hess, Muncih beerhall putsch and
Hitler‘s autobiography ―Mein Kampf.‖ Also see at British
Anti-German Hostility, at Nazi Arch Criminarls, at Nazi
Gemany, at Sea Biscuit & at Richard Sonnenfeldt.

Hitler, Alois, Adolf Hitler‘s father--For the first 39
years of his life, Alois bore his mother's surname,
Schicklgruber. See first paragraph above.

Hitler and Yiddish—see at Hellzapoppin‘.
―Hitler, The Germans, and the Final Solution,‖ by Ian
Kershaw

―Hitler: The Last Days of,‖ see at Trevor-Roper & at
Loringhoven

Hitler Salute, The right arm & hand is extended
straight out & the saluter says, Heil Hitler!

Hitler‘s autobiography, see at ―Mein Kampf.‖
Hitler‘s Bunker, see at Loringhoven.
―Hitler‘s Exiles,‖ Personal Stories of the Flight from
Nazi Germany to America,‖ Mark M. Anderson, ed., New
Press, 1998; ―Of a half-million German-speaking refugees
who fled Nazi Germany, 130,000 settled in USA. In this
book, 49 personal accounts are taken forgotten archives or
little known publications‖—from the blurb in Daedalus
Books, Winter catalog, 2007.

Hitler‘s private secretary, see at Bormann.
Hitler‘s ―Thousand Year Reich,‖ lasted 1934-1945. See
Shelley‘s Ozymandias. Also see at ―America‘s Greatest
Invention?‖

―Hitler's Traitor: Martin Bormann and the Defeat of
Reich,‖ by Louis Kilzer (2000) makes the case that
Martin Bormann was the elusive Soviet spy ―Werther.‖

HIV virus, see at AIDS
H. M. S., or HMS, abbreviates ―His or Her Majesty‘s
Ship‖ and precedes the name of a British battleship,
cruiser or destroyer. See at HMS Oak under Britain, a
battleship that as torpedoed and sank by a Nazi U-boat 6
weeks after Britain declared war on Germany. U. S. S. or
USS abbreviates United States Ship. Also see at Hood,
HMS.

―Hy Yo Silver, Away‖ Lone Rangers cry.
Hobbyhorse is a children‘s toy consisting of a long
stick with an imitation horsehead at one end. Below, Sterne
makes a riding hobbyhorse a symbol of man‘s obsessions,
as is Poe‘s ―Diddling,‖ about which see at Diddling.
Hobby-Horse:―Have not the wisest of men in all ages,
not exepting Solomon himself--have they not had their
Hobby-Horse…and so long as a man rides his Hobby-Horse
peasefully & quietly along the King‘s highway and neither
compels yu or me to get up behin him,--pray, Sir, what have
either you or I to do with it?‖ 1759-1767—from Laurence
Sterne‘s ―Tristam Shandy:‖ See Bartlett.

Hobo, 49(79)n, a homeless or a poor person looking
for work and a better life for himself and his family. There
were many in the Great Depression ―riding the rails‖ in
search of work, but the term dates back to 1848. Also see
see Hoovervilles. Derivation uncertain, maybe from ―Ho
Boy!‖, or ―Haut boy.‖ See ―Writing the Rails‖ in Biblio.
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―US Highball--A Musical Account of a
Transcontinental HoboTrip" (1943)—see at Henry Partch.

a successful writer for most of his remaining years. See at
―True Believer.‖
―The search for happiness is one of the chief sources
of unhappiness‖—Eric Hoffer in The Passionate State of
Mind‖ & quoted in the Penguin Dict. of Humorous
Quotations.

Hobo coffee, 49(80)n
Hobo King:: Steam Train Maury (né Maurice W.
Graham), 1917-2006, was born in Atchison, KS, was 5Hobo King, 1973, 19745, 1976, 1978 & 1981 & in2004
he was anointed grand partiaarch. (No one else was ever
given this honor.) He wrote a book about his life on ―the
iron road,‖ was a founding member of the Hobo
Foundation & helped establish the Hobo Museum in Britt,
Iowa—from th.e Nov. 23, 2006 NY Times Obituary by
Douglas Martin

Hoffman, Al--see at ―Heartaches.‖
Hoffman, Al, Leo Corday & Leon Carr, see at
―There‘s No Tomorrow.‖

Hoffman, Abbie (né Abbott Hoffman)),1936-1989);
US radical activist, one of the Chicago 7. (Jerry Rubin was
another.) See at Youth International Party. Also see the
Penguin International Dictionary of Contemporary
Biography for a sketch of Hoffman‘s life, or check him out
on the web.
Hoffman, Dustin Lee, was born 1937 in LA, the son
of Lillian (née Gold), a jazz pianist, and Harry Hoffman,
who worked as a prop supervisor/set decorator at Columbia
Pictures before becoming a furniture salesman. Hoffman's
family was Jewish, although he did not have a religious
upbringing. He‘s won two Best Actor Oscars (Kramer vs.
Kramer (1979) & Tootsie (1982) , six-time Golden
Globe-, three-time BAFTA- and Emmy Award-winning
actor—edited excerpt from Wikipedia where other awards,
e.g., nominations, are listed—also see at Alan Pakula.

―Hobo‘s Train,‖ by W. H. Davies, 49(80)n.
Hoboken, NJ, 126; see at Baseball‘s Origins.
According to American Places, the name is either derived
from a Delaware Indian territory Hobocan or from Hoboken,
Belgium Hoboken was originally an island, surrounded by the
Hudson River on the east and tidal lands at the foot of the New
Jersey Palisades on the west
Some notable natives of Hoboken: Alfred Kinsey (18941956), famous psychologist who studied sexual behavior; Dorothea
Lange (1895-1965), prominent portrait photographer; & Frank
Sinatra (1915-1998), singer and actor—from Wikipedia, where
there are lots more, including notable residents not born t
here.

Hoboken, Belgium, a suburb of Antwerp—see at ―A

Hoffman, Jascha—see at Adrian Kantorowitz, MD.
Hoffman, Philip Seymour, born 1967 in Fairport

Dog of Flanders.‖

Hobson, Laura Z. (née Laura Zametkin), 1900-1986,

NY, is a actor. High school aside, his first role was as a
defendant in a 1991 episode of the TV series Law & Order. He
made his
film breakthrough in 1992 when he appeared in four
feature films, with the most successful film being Scent of a
Woman, in which he played a backstabbing classmate of Chris
O'Donnell's character. He had been stocking shelves at a city
grocery before landing the role and credits the film to kick-starting
his career. In 2005, Hoffman won widespread acclaim for his
portrayal of writer Truman Capote in the film Capote. His
performance received numerous high-profile accolades and
awards, including the Academy Award for Best Actor, the Golden
Globe Award for Best Actor - Motion Picture Drama, the Screen
Acts Guild Award for Best Actor - Motion Picture, and the
BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role. In addition, he
was also awarded Best Actor by at least ten film critic associations,
including the National Board of Review, Toronto Film Critics, and
Los Angeles Film Critics.

was the daughter of Jewish immigrant radicals. Her father
Michael was tortured in a Czarist
prison for his
revolutionary politics. After writing nine novels and dozens
of short stories, Hobson capped off her career at age 83 with
an autobiography, Laura Z.: A Life (1983). Following her
death by cancer, a second volume appeared. Also see at
―Gentelmen‘s Agreement,‖ which
over 1. 6 million
copies & translated into 13 languages.

Hockey, Street, 67((110)
Hoess (also Höss), Rudolf, 1900-1947, was history‘s
greatest mass murderer, the SS Kommandant of the Death
Camp Ausschwitz. He was respondible for killing 2.5
million people in WW II, even though he was mildmannered, happily-married Catholic who enjoyed a norml
family life with his five children despite his view of the
crematoria stacks form his bedroom window—see at
RichardSonnenfeldt.

Hokey Pokey: ―I put my right hand in,/ I put my
right hand out, I give my right hand a shake, shake shake
/And I turn myself about. As the song continues, the "left hand"
is put in, then the "right foot," then the "left foot," then "my whole
head." As the song continues, the "left hand" is put in, then the
"right foot," then the "left foot," then "my whole head‘--A song
rendered ("with appropriate gestures") by two Canterbury sisters
while on a visit to Bridgewater, N.H. in 1857. Other versions
replace I with You, and start with the right foot if it is a dance. The
origin of The Hokey Pokey is disputed

Hoffa, ―Jimmy‖(né James Riddle Hoffa), 1913-1975,
Labor leader born in Brazil, IN, who became vice-pres. in
1952, then pres. in 1957, of the Teamster‘s Union.. He was
improsioned in 1967 for attempted bribery of a federal court
jury. His sentence was commted by Pres. Nixon , and given
parole in 1971 on the condition that he resign as Teamsters‘
leader. He disappeared in 1975—from Cambridge Biog.
Encyclopedia. There was much speculation whether his
body was dumped in New Jersey, or weighted and pushed
off some NY pier.

Hokey Pokey. Prison for corny humorists? NY Times
Xword pun of 3/03/09.

Hoffa, Portland—see at Fred Allen.

Holden, William, screem heavyweight-see at Jennifer

Hoffenstein, Samuel, 1890-1947, ―I burn my candle

Jones, at ―Born Yeserday,‖ ―at Country Girl,‖ at ―Love Is a
Many Splednored Things,‖ at ―Picnic‖ & at ―Sunset
Boulevard.‖

at both ends,and not have neither foes nor frends,‖—Song
of Fairly Utter Despair; see at Millay.

Hoffer, Eric, 1898-1993, an Amerivan social writer.

Holier than Thou? ―The moment you think you are

He wrote ten books and was awarded the Presidential
Medal of Freedom in February 1983 by Ronald Reagan. His
first book, The True Believer, published in 1951, was
widely recognized as a classic, receiving critical acclaim
from both scholars and laymen. This book, which he
considered his best, established his reputation. He remained

better than anyone else you become like anyone else‖ who?

Holiday, Billie (Eleanora Fagan), 1905-1980, Jazz &
Blues singer, 228(416)
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Roosevelt, and Winston Churchill were among Hearst's A-list
guests—also see at Celebrities.

Holliday, Judy (nee Judith Tuvim), 1921-1965. Note:
Tuvim is Hebrew for Holiday, but her name is spelled witha
double ell!) Born in NY City, she was the only child of Abe &
Helen Tuvim, Jewish immigrants from Russia.
She attended elementary school at PS 150 in Sunnyside,
Queens, NY City. Holliday made her Broadway debut on March
20, 1945 at the Belasco Theatre in Kiss Them for Me and was one
of the recipients that year of the Clarence Derwent Award. In
1946, she was back on Broadway, as the scatterbrained Billie
Dawn in Born Yesterday.
Garson Kanin had written the play specifically for his
friend, the brilliant but difficult Jean Arthur. Arthur played the
role of Billie out-of-town, but after many complaints and illnesses,
she resigned. Kanin chose Holliday as her replacement.
Kanin's book on Tracy and Hepburn mentions that when
Columbia bought the rights to film Born Yesterday, studio boss
Harry Cohn wouldn't consider a cast with the unknown (outside of
Broadway) Holliday. Kanin, together with George Cukor, Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn, conspired to promote Holliday by
offering her a key part in the 1949 film Adam's Rib. She got rave
reviews and Cohn offered her the chance to repeat her role for the
film version of Born Yesterday (1950-- but only after she did a
screen test (which at first was used only as a ―benchmark against
which to evaluate‖ other actresses being considered for the role).
She won the Golden Globe and Academy Awards for Best Actress
beating out such formidable competitors as Gloria Swanson who
was nominated for Sunset Boulevard and Bette Davis for All About
Eve.
Judy Holliday also won a 1957 Tony Award for Best
Actress in a Musical—see at ―Bells Are Ringing.‖ She died from
breast cancer in 1965 at the age of 43---edited excerpt from
Wikipedia where there is lots more.

Holm, Celeste, born 1917 in NY City is a stage, film
& TV actress, known for her Academy Award-winning
performance in Gentleman's Agreement (1947), as well as for her
Oscar-nominated performance in All About Eve (1950). She is the
mother of Internet pioneer Ted Nelson. Holm grew up in Long
Valley, NJ, as an only child of her mother, Jean Parke, an
American portrait artist and author, and father, Theodor Holm, a
Norwegian insurance adjuster for Lloyd's of London. Holm studied
acting at the University of Chicago before becoming a stage actress
in the late 1930s following a brief first marriage, which produced
her first child, son Ted Nelson. She had 5 husbands in all. Holm's
first professional theatrical role was in a production of Hamlet
starring Leslie Howard.
Holm's first major Broadway part was as Mary L. in
William Saroyan's 1940 revival of The Time of Your Life
costarring fellow newcomer Gene Kelly (her first role on
Broadway was a small part in 1938 comedy Gloriana, which lasted
five performances). The role which got her the most recognition
from critics and audiences was as Ado Annie in the flagship
production of Rodgers & Hammerstein's Oklahoma! in 1943. After
she starred in the Broadway production of Bloomer Girl, 20th
Century Fox signed Holm to a movie contract in 1946, and in 1947
she won both an Oscar and Golden Globe for Best Supporting
Actress in Gentleman's Agreement.
After her performance in All About Eve, however, Holm
realized she preferred live theater to movie work, and took on few
film roles over the following decade. The most successful of these
were the comedy The Tender Trap (1955) and the musical High
Society (1956), both co-starring Holm with Frank Sinatra. Holm
starred in the TV series Honestly, Celeste! (1954-1955) and was a
panelist on Who Pays? (1959). She starred as a reporter in an
unsold TV show pilot called The Celeste Holm Show in 1958,
based on the book No Facilities for Women--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, where there is stage and filmography.

―Holiday Inn‖ is a 1942 film, with Bing Crosby,
Fred Astaire & Marjorie Reynolds and featuring the music
of Irving Berlin. The film features twelve new songs, one brief use
of "Oh How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning," written in 1917 for
the World War I musical "Yip Yip Yaphank" which was reprised
on Broadway in 1942 under the title "This Is the Army" and a
complete reuse of "Easter Parade," written for the 1933 Broadway
review ―As Thousands Cheer.‖ An original song from this movie
is the classic ―White Christmas‖ sung by Crosby. Directed and
produced by Mark Sandrich, written by Irving Berlin (idea), Elmer
Rice (adaptation) & Clude Binyon (screenplay.

Holman Street, 20(30), 32(50), 188(327)
Holman Streetcar #5, 20(30),188(327); ‖ It traveled
from Cincinnati over to Holman, W. on 19-th St. , up to
Howell to 21-st St. & back around to Holman, returning to
the Greenline terminal in Cincinnati, 20(30).. (On
―Frontipieces Maps‖ it is labeled Holman Ave.) I took it
when I worked in Cincinnati (see at Carl worked in
Cincinnati) & when I left in July 1945 for
the
Navy,
188(327).. Also see at Streetcar & at Greenline.‖

―Holland‖ is often used in English & other languages
to mean the whole of the Netherlands. Holland is a region
in the central-western part of the Netherlands.

Holmes High School, ―The Jewel in the Crown‖
(of Kentucky High Schools), 154(272)
Holmes High School Alma Mater, Ch. 43:

Holland Tunnel is a highway tunnel under the
Hudson River connecting lower Manhattan borough in NY
City with Jersey City, NJ. Begun in 1920 and completed in 1927,
the tunnel is named after Clifford Milburn Holland (1883 - 1924),
Chief Engineer on the project, who died before it was completed.
Famed tunnel designer Ole Singstad finished Holland's work. The
tunnel is one of the earliest examples of a ventilated design, having
80 ft (24 m) diameter fans blowing air in one series of ducts and
out another series. Ventilation was required by the advent of the
automobile and associated exhaust. The tunnel consists of a pair of
tubes, each providing two lanes in a 20 feet (6 m) roadway width
and 12.5 feet (3.8 m) of headroom. The north tube is 1.62 mi. 2.61
km) from end to end, while the south tube is slightly shorter at 1.59
mi (2.56 km)--excerpt from Wikipedia in which converted the
length from in feet (meters) to miles (kilometers.) Also see at
Lincoln Tunnel, which was designed by Singstad.

―True blue, as the blue / Of Kentucky skies, / And strong
with the strength / Of her ancient hills. / We are bound / To
old Holmes / In loyal ties, / And deep in our hearts / Her
dear name thrills.‖—Lyrics by Dorothy Stephans (as both
Betty Lee Nordheim & I recall) and Music by Oscar
Schmidt (put forth by Betty Lee as a strong possibility.)

Holmes High School, Alumni Directory 2006, Pub.
by Harris Connect, Chesapeake,VA, 2006 (e-mail:
customerservice@Harrisconnect.com).

Holmes High School Class of 1945, abbreviated
HHS: P,v, A, x-xi, xv-xvi 33(52), Chs. 42-48, 162(287),165166(290-292), 177(310), 206-207(377-378) Class size: 254
graduates, but see below at HHS Sixtieth Anniv. Reunion.
Academic superiority of girls in HHS Class of 1945:
Class Valedictorian, Joy Kinsburg, Salutatorian, Joy McCarty;
rounding out the top 5 are Cecil Craig, Walter Waymeyer & Cecil
Walden; so three boys ranked in the top five, but six girls ranked
in the top 10, ten in the top 15, thirteen in the top 20 & seventeen

Hollywood and political elite often visited Hearst
Castle, usually flying into the estate's airfield or taking a
private Hearst-owned train car from Los Angeles. Charlie Chaplin,
Cary Grant, the Marx Brothers, Charles Lindbergh, Joan Crawford,
Clark Gable, Jimmy Stewart, Bob Hope, Calvin Coolidge, Franklin
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in the top 25—(Source: 77-th Annual Commencement [1945]
Program.), Ch. 44;
The differences in class rank from 1 through 14 are .9, .6,
.6, .01, .06, .3, .3, .04, .07, .01, .33, .33, .05 & .02; the top 5 are
separated by 2.5 % points, the next five, 6 through 10, by .72 %
pts., the next 4, 11 through 14, by .72 % pts., the next 8, ranking 15
through 22 by .35 % pts., from 23 to 27 by .9 % pts., between 15
& 27 by 1. 4 % pts. This shows the small differences in ranks-are they all that significant? Not really. What‘s important is what
one does after high school. (I think most would agree.)
Alma Mater, Ch. 43, 166(192); Basketball & Football
Teams both had championship years; Class Photo Ensemble—see
Photo & Blowups in Part II.
Class Pres., Cecil ―Benny: Craig--also see at Benny; Class
Vice Pres., Frank Duff, Class Sec‘y, Dorothy Blank;,Class
Treas. Phil Gardner. Class Prophecies, 166(292); Class Song:
lyrics by Roberta Anderson & music by Walter Waymeyer,
166(292)
Songs ascribed to classmates by the Annual Committee,
166(292); Class Plays--see below.
HHS Hall of Distinction, A, x., AA
Holmes HS: ―A Jewel in the Crown,‖ 154(272); Latin Club,
Inter Nos; Pep song, Ch. 39; Reunion of Oct.20, 2002, 152(269)n,
158(280); Slam books, 157(278); See Betty Lee Nordheim, who
has written a history of Covington Schools, incl. HHS; also,
see at Covington Schools & at Racism in USA.

presumably a resident of Happy Farms. Clarence Harden
& Dick Jolson were the arresting officers Brophy & Klein;
Doris Rudy was the stage manager & I was her assistant,
150(266-267); Stan Brennan, Frank Duff, Don Jones,
George Ries, Phil Riley & I were among the 13 corpses
who made a curtain call! 137(262), 150(268-270);
The
locale is Brooklyn & Joseph Kesselring was the playwright.
See at ―Arsenic and Old Lace‖ for the film. Also see at ―
Hellzapoppin‖!‖

Holmes High School:Sesquicentennial celebrated :
in 2004: 150 years old!;

Holmes High School Sixtieth Anniv. Reunion:
June 4, 2005 on the Mark Twain side paddler up & down
the Ohio River. Frank Duff & Jim Cobb were Committee
Co-chairs; Frank also emceed the program, introduced each
attendee & invited each to give a little talk; with the help of
many, I wrote a memoir on our reunion & the brunch the
next day at the Radisson Hotel—for a copy e-mail either
fduff@aol.com, or carlfaith@aol.com, or Mary Ann Pingel
Unkraut (munkraut@aol.com). Mary Ann compiled a
Reunion Booklet, listing all 254 members of our class, 44
attendees. Most of these, and some others (e.g. Joy
McCarty, Dick and Joyce Macke), attended a brunch the
next day at the Radisson Hotel. She also compiled a
Deceased Classmates Booklet with their class photographs
& obituaries when available.
For the 60th Anniv. Reunion on June 4, 2005, there
were127 addresses of presumably surviving classmates, 105
deceased classmates, 51 died after 1995, and 21 without
addresses, for a total of 253
On April 15, 2008, Mary Ann reported there were
120 addresses for presumed surviving classmates, 113
deceased & 21 without addresses—254 in all. There were
only 2 addresses for our teachers & 11 teachers known
deceased.
In the recent class list, arriving here on Nov. 13,
2008, there were 113 addresses of presumably surviving
classmates, 121 deceased classmate, 20 without addresses,
and 65 of these died after 1995.
Mary Ann offers to send a copy upon request.
Telephone numbers & addresses of most surviving
classmates & many of the surviving spouses are in any of
the reunion booklets.

Holmes High School Class of 1945 Yearbook:
―Lest We Forget‖ (LWF),. Ch. 44ff., 158(280), 165166(182-183); Informal photos, 165-166(290-292); What a
wonderful memory aid! 165(290)--see Class Ensemble
Photo & Blowups in Part II.
additional to the individual photographs in LWF, there are
informal photographs of the Class Officers, Clubs, Teams,
Activities & classmates relaxing snapped by other
classmates. I have cited some of these on pages 165166(290-292), e.g., LWF Committee: Lou Elva Oldham,
chair; MaryCarpenter; Lorraine Gooch; Bill Emmons,
Ann Leers; Grace Fisher, & Nedra Hope Cummins, in
left to right order in the LWF photographs. There is also
a Class Ensemble photograph in Part II photographs & some
Blowups and IDs. Judging by the warm notes written in
my Holmes High School 1945 Year Book, I had a lot more
friends than I ever realized. Not that I had any enemies that
I recall, but but when we wrote in the Year Book, we
thought we might never see each other again. And for
most of us, that was indeed the case. However, see HHS
60-th Reunion, below & also see at ―Goodbye, Mr.
Chips.‖
HHS Class of 1944 was the first class to use ―Lest
We Forget‖ as the title of their yearbook. See at ―Lest
We Forget.‖

Holmes High School Teachers, My: Chs 44-48; see
at Messrs. Allen, Baulch, Coker, Crosby, Evans, Mitchell,
Summers; and at Mesdames: Rasch, Stephans & Moore;
Also see at Russel E. Helmick.

Holmes Junior High School, Ch. 39, 37(59)
Holmes, Odetta—see at Odetta.
Holmes, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., see at Word.
Holmes, Sherlock, the master detective, 93(177). See

Holmes High School Class of 1945 Plays:Two plays
were performed. The first was ―A Murder Has Been
Arranged‖ by Emlyn Williams (A Ghost Story in Three
Acts.), with Joy Kinsburg playing Mrs. Arthur, and Walter
Waymeyer the trombone in the orchestra along with Frank
Duff, the class Veep, on the piano, and his brother Cline on
the trumpet, 150(266) The second play, ―Arsenic and
Old Lace,‖ by Joseph Kesselring also starred Joy as Martha
Steward, one of the two dotty sisters who out of kindness do
away with thirteen of their complaining & aged lodgers, and
bury them in the basement! Grace Fisher played Abby, the
other sister; Jim Cobb was the Rev. Dr. Harper; Walter
Ferguson, the screwball brother who thought he was Teddy
Roosevelt; and Walter Waymeyer was the Head of Happy
Farms, the loony bin that took in the Brewster sisters when
Mortimer Brewster (Don Busick) found out what was
happening. Forest Williams played Dr. Einstein,

at Arthur Canon Doyle & at Moriarty.

―Holmespun, The,‖ Holmes High School student
newspaper, A, 149-150(266)

Holocaust, The Armenian—see at Armenia
Holocaust, The, R, liii, 42(66), 141(252), 161(283),
Ch.49, esp 174-175(304-305); British radio says ―Jews are
being gassed, I guess that is the easiest way to die,‖Anne
Frank, R, 175(305) -- deaths estimated at 6 million, R, liii, 174175(304-305), 178(310); Before the Holocaust Jews in Europe
numbered about 8.75 million—see pp.174-175(304- 305), for the
geographic distribution taken from Scheindlin‘s book; Also see at
Holocaust Images below. ‖ Many people risked or payed for their
lives to help Jews escape—see e.g., at Schindler‘s List & at
Wallenberg--also see ―The Lost: Search for Six of Six Million‖ by
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Daniel Mendelsohn, Photographs by Matt Mendelsohn,
HarperCollins, 2006
Also see Anne Frank, Primo Levi, Martin Niemoeller &
Joseph Roth; ―Who Knew?‖ R,lvii-lviii, 175(305);‖ ―Why No
One Spoke Up,‖ R, lviii; also see ―Judgment at Nuremburg,‖ a
moving account of the Holocaust and WW II; also, see at Améry
on the utter incomprehensibility of the Holocaust. Holocaust
Museum, see at ―The World Must Know;‖ also see at Auschwitz,
at Concentration Camps, at Grossman, at ―Nazi Terror,‖ at
Nurremberg Trials & at Richard Sonnenfieldt.
Holocaust Album: ―Deep in Shari Klages' memory is an
image of herself as a girl in New Jersey, going into her
parents' bedroom, pulling a thick leather-bound album from the
top shelf of a closet and sitting down on the bed to leaf through it.
It begins with an image of four prisoners in winter coats carrying
suitcases and marching toward Dachau's watchtower under the
rifles of SS guards. It is followed by a scene of two inmates being
stripped for a humiliating examination by a kapo, a prisoner
working for the Nazis. One image portrays two prisoners pausing
in their work to doff their caps to a soldier escorting a prostitute-intimated by the seam on her stocking. Another shows a leashed
dog lunging at a terrified inmate.
The drawings grow more and more debasing. Three
prisoners hang by their arms tied behind their backs; a captured
escapee is paraded wearing a sign, ―Hurray, I am back again;‖ an
inmate is hanged from a scaffold; and, in the final image, a man
lies on the ground, shot dead next to the barbed-wire fence under
the looming watchtower. The album also has 258 photographs.
Some are copies of well-known, haunting images of piles of
victims' bodies taken by the US army that liberated the camp.
Others are photographs, apparentlytaken for Nazi propaganda,
portraying Dachau as an idyllic summer camp. Still others are
personal snapshots of Klages‘s father Arnold Unger with Polish
refugees or with American soldiers who befriended him.
This is Shari Klages' mysteryHow did Arnold Unger,her
Polish Jewish father, a 15-year-old newcomer to Dachau, end up in
possession of the artwork of a Polish Catholic more than twice his
age, who had been in the concentration camps through most of
World War II? But who drew the pictures? Only Klages' father
could know. It was he who brought the album back from Dachau
when he immigrated to America on a ship with more than 60
Holocaust orphans--and he had committed suicide in 1972 in his
garage in Parsippany, N.J. The sole clue was a signature at the
bottom of several drawings: Porulski Klages, who was 12 when
her father died, 47, has begun a quest to discover who Porulski
was, and how her family came to be the custodian of his
remarkable artistic legacy.
Research by Klages' group and the AP has begun to pull
together the scattered threads of Porulski's life from long forgotten
records at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts, a tiny museum in
Warsaw, Auschwitz and Dachau, the International Tracing Service
of the Red Cross, the Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial archives in
Jerusalem, Australian immigration records and data from England;
Porulski enrolled in the Warsaw arts academy in 1934 after
completing two years of army service. Attached to his neatly
written application is a photograph of a good looking young man
with light hair and dreamy eyes. In June 1940, he was arrested in a
Nazi roundup "without any reason," he wrote many years later in
an appeal for help from the U.N. High
Commissioner
for
Refugee—excerted from AOL News, 9-17-09 (many details
omitted, e.g., the Unger hid his Jewish, and that, along with his
engaging youthfulness, is how he escaped the gas chambers.)
Associated Press investigative researcher Randy Herschaft
in New York contributed to this report. Arthur Max reported from
Bad Arolsen, Germany, and Monika Scislowska from Warsaw.
Mystery Behind Holocaust Album Solved By Arthur Max and
Monika Scislowska, AP, Posted: 9-17-07.

Holocaust and Eisenhower: It was not until Spring
1945 when the Alllied armies liberated Auschwitz and
Dachau photographs of piles of human sletetons, and the stares of
the gaunt freed prisoners, were published, that the American
public awoke to the horrors of the Holocaust. Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower led an inspection of the concentration camp Ohrdruf,
near Gotha, where ―recently slain inmates, executed by bullets
fired at point-blank range in the base of their skulls, lay all
about...and the camp reeked with rotting flesh.‖ ―I want every
American unit not actually in the front line to see this place‖-Eisenhower quoted in ―World War II Remembered,‖ Vol. 5,
1945: Victory at Last.‖

Holocaust Images: ―Images from the Holocaust, A
Literary Anthology,‖ Jean C. Brown, Haine C. Stephen, &
Janet L. Rubin (eds.), National Textbook Co., a div. of
NTC/
Contemporary Pub. Group, Lincolnwood (Chicago), 1996; with
contributions by Tadeusz Borowski, Berthold Elinor Brecher,
Berthold Brecht, Debórah Dwork, Primo Levi, Czelaw Milosz,
Cynthia Ozick, Adrienne Rich, Harold Rosenfield, Elie Wiesel,
Simon Wiesenthal, Yevgeny Yevtushenko. Surprising, Anne
Frank is not represented here--but Harold Rosenfield wrote
―Raoul Wallenberg, Angel of Rescue,‖ Elinor Brecher wrote
―Schindler‘s Legacy,‖ Barbara Lebow wrote ―Shayna Maidel.‖
In addition, there is a map showing the estimated number of
Holocaust deaths in each European country, e.g., Poland--3,000k
(i.e., 3 million!); USSR-1000k; Czechosslovaki--217k; Hungary200k; Besarabia (a region of Moldavia & western Ukraine, shown
as a part of Rumania)--200k; Northern Transylvania (shown as a
eastern part of Hungary)-165k; Germany-160k Lithunania-135k,
Bukovina (historic region of eastern Europe in western Ukraine &
northeast Romania), Holland-106k; France-83k; Latvia-80k,
Austria-65k; Greece-6k, Yugoslavia-60k; Romania-40k,
Belgium-24.4k; Italy-8k; Macedonia-7.7k,Thrace-4.2k, Estonia-1k;
Free City of Danzig-1k. All the rest are less than 1k, with
Finnland‘s 11 people being the least. Before the Holocaust. Jews
in Europe numbered about 8.75 million. See pp. 174-175(304-306)
for the those from each country--from Scheindlin‘s book.
Holocaust in the New York Times. ―The New York
Times largely failed to cover the Holcaust as it unfolded,‖
reads the heading of the May 15, 2005 NY Times Book
Rev. of ―Buried by the Times. There were considerable
anti-Zionist biases by the owners and some editors of the
Times & indeed, in other high places in the government and
business, as stated by Robert Leiter, who wrote the
review & largely pans the book.

Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington DC:
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum is a
national institution situated in a prominent location next to The
National Mall in Washington, D.C. (in between 14th and 15th
streets SW); however, it is not a constituent institution of the
Smithsonian Institution.
The museum is dedicated to documenting, studying, and
interpreting the history of the Holocaust. It also serves as the
United States'official memorial to the millions of European Jews
and others killed during the Holocaust under directives of Nazi
Germany. While the United States government provided some
funding for both the building and continued operations of the
museum, a majority of the funding comes from private sources,
Jewish movie director Steven Spielberg being amongst the most
notable donors.
The street that the museum is located on is named Raoul
Wallenberg Place, after the Swedish diplomat who is believed to
have saved 100,000 Jews in Hungary during WW II. The museum
building sits on land that previously belonged to the United States
Department of Agriculture. Two of the three annex buildings that
sat on this property were demolished to build a museum whose
design would be wholly about the Holocaust.

Holocaust and Auschwitz, see at Auschwitz.
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Home, Chs. 1 & 4: ―Home is the place where, when

The impetus for the creation and the building of the musum,
evidently, came from Miles Lerman, beginning in 1979—the year
that Pres. Jimmy Carter named Mr. Lerman to the advisory board
of the President‘s Commissin on the Holocaust, with the mission
of building the museum. Lerman was chair of the museum‘s
governing council from the time it opened on April 22, 1993, until
2000. Although Congress passed legislation donating the land, all
the consturction money had to be raised from prvate sources.Mr.
Lerman was chair of the Campaign to Remember that raised$190
million to build, equip & endow the museum.
At the same time, Lerman was chairman of the museum‘s
International Relations Committee, which negotiated with Eastern
European countries for the artifacts that became the museum‘s
permanent exhibition. Among them were a railroad boxcar of
the type used to transport Jews from Warsaw to the Treblinka
extermination camp; barracks from the Birkenau camp;
suitcases,combs, shaving kits and toothbrushes from
Auschwitz, 5,000 shoes from Majdanek. and canisters that had
held Zyklon B, the gas used to kill Jews

you go there, they have to take you in,‖ Ch. 4, 70(115); see
at Robe rt Frost.
―Mr. Foote's abiding theme of the elusiveness of the ideal
of a fixed and enduring home‖—see at Horton Foote.

―Home, It takes a heap of living to make a,‖ a saying.
that Edgar Guest put in a poem.

―Home Fires Burning, Keep the,‖ WW I song by
Ivor Novello.

Homeless: ―Helping and Hating the Homeless. The
struggle at the margins of America,‖ by Peter Marin, in
Harper‘s Magazine in 1987—available on the Web &
reprinted in ―A Writers Reader,‖by Donald Hall & D.. L.
Emblen. Also see at Peter Marin.

Homesickness—see at Philosophy.
Homer: ―The Iliad & The Oddysey,‖ 76(124); ―We
dom‘t know if Homer existed… but the Greeks imagined
him blind,‖—Borges who was blind himself; also see at
Milton & at Shelby Foote
Homer‘s pugilistic nose: ―How I came to look like
Homer,‖ 98(184), ―No one know if Homer existed yet the
Greeks portray him blind and with a broken nose,‖ an
amplification of Borges‘ comment above,. 102(191)

Holocaust Survivors in May 1945? According to an
AMCHA office report dated August 13, 1997, there were at
that time about 900,000 "Holocaust survivors--within an
uncertainty range of 7 per cent plus or minus. A "Holocaust
survivor" is defined as a ―Jew‖ (person born of a Jewish mother?)
who lived in a country under National Socialist (―Nazi‖) regime
(such as Germany from February 1933),or in a district that was
under Nazi occupation (such as some parts of the Soviet Union,
1941 to 1944), or in a country under regime of Nazi collaborators
(such as Finland, 1941-1944), and who did not die before May,
1945.
If there are still as many as 900,000 living, there must of
course have been many more in 1945. But how many? It is
impossible to answer that question with precision. Another range
of uncertainty--let us say 8 per cent--must be added to the one that
we have to start with. The final figure will therefore have an
uncertainty range of plus or minus 15 per cent--reported by Carl O.
Nordling in Sept. 1997 & available on the Web.

Homer, Winslow, 1836-1910, a foremost American
artist noted for his sea paintings. A 2006 exhibition &
book on him was entitled ―Poet of the Sea.‖ ―Sharks are
common in the Gulf, as a Winslow Homer paintin attests
to, yet years later, a friend hooted at this & said we (that is,
GL, JR, & I in GL‘s boat in Corpus Chisti Bay) probably
encountered porpoises,‖ 223-224(408)

Home Run Derby: Hank Greenberg hit 58 home
runs in 1937, two short of the Yankee‘s Babe Ruth‘s record
60 HRs set in 1927. He also held the season record for mosts
strikeouts for a while!at
Ted ―Stringbean‖ Williams, a left-handed hitter with the
Red Sox, bashed 58 homers one season; The Yankees' Roger Maris
hit 61 homers in 1961, but only after the baseball season extended
by 8 games from 154 to 162. Mark McGwire of the St. Louis
Cardinals hit 70 HRs in ‘98 & 65 in ‘99, while Sammy Sosa of the
Chicago Cubs hit 66 in ‘98, 64 in ‘01, & 63 in ‘99. These were
topped in 2001 by Barry Bonds‘ 73 HRs, 123(227); Bonds
admitted to taking steroid sunwittingly—see at Greenberg,at
Steroids & at Excuses.
Update: On Dec. 13, 2007, former senator Mitchell released
a report that showed that almost every team was lax about steroids,
and that a very large number of players indulged in the drug,
including Roger Clements!
―You can‘t be breaking records hitting 200 home runs
inthree or four seasons. The greatest hitters in the history of the
game didn‘t do that‖—Reggie Jackson, 123(227).
As Herman Weyl said: ―All Begginnings are obscure‖—
see at Steroids.
Home Run, At Bats Per: Bonds 6.5 in ‘01; McGwire
7.3 in ‘98 & 8.0 in ‗99; Sosa 9.0 in ‘01 & 9.7 in ‘98 & ‘99;
Maris 9.7 in ‘61; Babe Ruth 9.0 in ‘27. Also, see ―HRs per
100 at Bats,‖ 123(237).
Home Runs, Career: 1. Hank Aaron 755; 2. Babe
Ruth 714; 3. Barry Bonds surpsssed Ruth in 2006 & Aaron
in 2007—see at Steroid Use in the Major Leagues; 4. Willie
Mays 660; 5. Sammy Sosa 708; 10. Reggie Jackson 563;
15. Ted Williams 521; 19. Mel Ott 511; Babe Ruth hit 136
career triples, vs. 77 for Bonds, according to an article by
Alan Schwartz in the the NY Times sports pages on Sept.
18, 2005. (Because the parks were bigger when Ruth
played, he would have had more HRs but fewer triples in
today‘s shortened distances to the right field wall,
ibid.)

Holocaust studies were a little studied field until
Franklin Littell pioneered it—see at Littell. Also see at
David Bankier.

Holocaust, Understanding the: see at ―Paper Clips.‖
Holocaust Victims Supplied by Unoccupied
Countries: Vichy France, 10,000, Bulgaria 11,343,
Slovakia (when it was Yugoslavia & ruled by Josep Tito),
54,000, Hunrarian forces
working
alongside
Nazi
German soldiers expelled some 20,000 Jewish refugees
without Hunarian nationality to ester Galicia where they
were murdered by the Nazi Einsatsgruppen—from letters
to New York Rev. of Books, Jan. 11, 2007

Holroyd, Michael, quoted: ―Writing is a form of
Disappearance‖—Simon Armitage, 241(436)

Holt, Jim, a frequent contributor to The New Yorker,
a contributing writer for The New York Times Magazine, he
wrote an article ―It‘s the Oil ― for the London Rev. of
Book--which can be accessed at his Website.Also see at
―Stop Me If You‘ve Heard This.‖

Holy Cow! or Holy Moses! Mild expletives—see at
Geez Louise. (These would be consideredoffenseive to
Hindu‘s who worship cows & to those who vernerative
Moses.) It became an epithet of Phil Ruzzuto, a
shortstop who played for the Yankees 13 years, and who
broadcast their games for 40years.

―Holy of holies,‖ see at Chekhov.
Holy Roman Empire went out of existence on Aug. 6,
1806 when Francis II abdicated.
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drops his air of innocence, sweetness & light mnner, and becomes
openly unpleasant, even malevolent. Caroline Graham follows the
same formula in her MidSomer Murder stories.
A lesson for the naïve among us not to trust appearances.
Erving Goffman explored this in depth in his 1959 book—see at
―Presentation of Self in Everyday Life.‖ And better yet, read it!
Goffman explains the serial killer phenomenom: how a killer can
repeatedly lure his victims into his web & kill them--think of
―Jack-the- Ripper,‖ Jeffrey Dahmer, Ted Bundy (The Poster Boy
of Serial Killers), BTK (Bind, Torture & Kill) murderer & Dennis
Rader—also see at Serial Killers.

Homma, Lt. Gen. Masharu, see at Bataan.
Homo is a Latin noun meaning human being, man,
or a mortal,. Also see at Homo Faber.

Homo Offensive. Used disparaging to denote a gay or
homosexual person. Also see at Homsexual, and at
Homosexual Pejoratives.

Homo faber Latin for "Man the Smith" or "Man

the

Maker"; in reference to the biological name for man, "homo
sapiens" meaning "man the wise") is a concept articulated by
Hannah Arendt and Max Scheler. It refers to humans as controlling
the environment through tools. Henri Bergson also referred to it in
The Creative Evolution (1907), defining intelligence, in its original
sense, as the "faculty to create artificial objects, in particular tools
to make tools, and to indefinitely variate its makings." In
anthropology, Homo faber (as "the working man") is confronted
with "Homo ludens" (the "playing man," who is concerned with
amusements, humor and leisure). It can be also used in opposition
or juxtaposition to "deus faber" (god the creator, the making god),
an archetype of which are the various gods of the forge. Homo
Faber is the title of an inovel by the Swiss author Max Frisch,
published in 1957. The book was made into the film Voyager
starring Sam Shepard.

Honesty in-everyday-life: My mother-in-law says, ―I
don‘t want to hurt anybody‘s feelimgs, but I just have
to say what I think.‖ With that attitude, I don‘t know how
she lived to be 95 years old (on Nov. 15, 2007)! She told
one of her best friends, ―I am smarter than you, I have
always been smarter than you, and I always will be smarter
than you!‖ I think such ―honesty‖ is never warranted, and
that such judgments are best kept to oneself. Think of it this
way: how much is one‘s own personal feelings worth to
anyone except oneself? (As a mathematician, I have made
as much as $200 an hour, but not a penny for any of my
other fine opinions!)—the author.

―Honeymoon Express‖, opened on Broadway Feb. 5,

Homophile 1. a gay or homosexual. 2. being
actively concerned with the rights and welfare of gay or
homosexual people.

1913 & closes in June. see at "You Made Me Love You (I
Didn't Want to Do It)" A film based on the play opened in
1926.

Homorphobia an aversion to gay or homosexual

―Honeymooners,The‖

people, or their lifestyle or culture.

1933

radio

show

The

Honeymooners--Grace and Eddie Show,cohosted by Eddie
Albert

Homo Sapiens, the modern species of human beings,
the only extant species of the primate family Hominidae.
Sapiens, New Latin past part. of sapere, to be wise. See at
Homo faber & at Mind-Body Problem

―Honeymooners, The,‖ debuted as a half-hour TV
series on Oct. 1, 1955. Although initially a ratings

Homosexual: a man whose sexual orientation is

success—it was the #2 show in the United States—it faced stiff
competition from the popular Perry Como Show. The show
eventually dropped to #19, and production ended after 39 episodes
(now referred to as the "Classic 39"). The final episode of The
Honeymooners aired on Sept. 22, 1956. Despite its relatively brief
run, The Honeymooners is considered one of the premier examples
of American television
comedy.The cast was the same as the
1955 film. See below.
―Honeymooners, The,‖ 1955 film, with Jackie Gleason,
Audrey Meadows, Art Carney, and Joyce Randolph. Ralph
Kramden (Gleason) is a New York bus driver who dreams of a
better life. With his eccentric good friend, Ed Norton (Carney),the
sewer worker, he constantly tries crackpot schemes to strike it rich.
All the while, their exasperated wives, Alice(Meadows) & Trixie
(Randolph), and is always there to bring him down to earth or to
pick him up if he beats her to it. For as much as they fight, even
dunderhead Ralph knows she is the greatest & vice versa.

other men; see at Heterosexual, Lesbianism, at Kentucky
Definitions, at Swish & bellow.

Homosexual Jokes: How can you tell if a man is a
homosexual? Answer: ―His dick tastes like shit.‖
―It doubles your chances for a date on Saturday night‖ -Woodie Allen; also Rodney Dangerfield.

Homosexual perjoratives: anal-cunt, bitch, butt-pirate,
douche, douchebag, fag, faggot,fairie, fairy, fairy-troll,
flamer, gay, homo, metrosexual, pussy-queen, queer,
swish …

Homosexual signs: wetting ones index finger and
rubbing it across the eyebrow, or by lisping, or both.

―Honest Abe,‖ an epithet for Abraham Lincon.
It is believed he was given this nickname as a young man.
Abraham Lincoln worked in a small store as a clerk. Once a person
came to buy an item and Abraham Lincoln did not give him the
correct amount in change. Abraham Lincoln walked a long
distance to give this person the correct amount of change. After
this incident, it is believed that Abraham Lincoln was called
―Honest Abe.‖ My brother Eldridge once did the same thing
returning a nickel or a dime to a merchant who gave us back too
much change—I reported this in ―The Sun Shines Bright.‖

―Hong Kong Blues, The,‖ written and sung by Hoagy
Carmichael (in ―To Have and To Have Not‖), 200(365)

Honolulu is the capital & most populous censusdesignated place (CDP) in the U.S. state of Hawaii.
Although Honolulu refers to the urban area on the southeastern
shore of the island, the city and the county are consolidated, known
as the City and County of Honolulu, and the city and county is
designated as the entire island of Oahu. The City and County of
Honolulu is the only incorporated city in Hawaii, as all other local
government entities are administered at the county level. The
population of the census designated place was 371,657 at the 2000
census, while the population of the City and County was 909,863.
In the Hawaiian language, Honolulu means "sheltered bay" or
"place of shelter." It lies along the southeast coast of the island of
Oahu and of the City and County of Honolulu. Also see at
Harbor.

Honesty: ―I get no respect. The way my luck is
running, if I was a politician I would be honest‖—Roger
Dangerfield. See at Acting & at Politicians.

Honesty in Acting: ―The most important thing in
acting is honesty; once you learn to fake that, you‘re in!‖
Ch. 48—Anonymous, but see at Hitchcock.
If you watch the many movies based on Agatha Chritie‘s
creations, e.g., the detectives Miss Jane Marple & Hercule Poirot,
you will find that Christie brings everyone into suspicion, and the
identity of the real culprit is revealed only at the end. At this time
there is a marked difference in the demeanor of the actor, who

―Honeymooners, The‖, see at Artt Carney.
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Hope: ―When a person needs an electric toothbrush

Hood, H.M.S, Brit. cruiser sunk by the Bismarck
with a crew of 1300 on May 24, 1941, 229(418)

what hope is there? 235(427)

Hope, Bob (né Leslie Townes), 1903-2003, made

Hook, Captain James, a fictional character and the

―Road‖ movies, e.g., ―The Road to Rio,‖ ―The Road To
Utopia,‖ etc., often opposite Bing Crosby., Dorothy Lamour or
Delores Del Rio. A wise-cracking master of the one-liner, he spent
many years visiting US overseas troops at Christmas, often
accompanied with Frances Langford, who sang, e.g., ―I‘m in the
Mood for Love‖ & ‖You Are My Lucky Star‖ & with Jerry
Colonna, who liked to sing ―On the Road to Mandalay,‖ and
guitarist Tony Romano.
―Hope, ever mindful of the mood of men deprived of
female company, always brought some cheesecake with him: Rita
Hayworth and Betty Grable during World War II; Jayne Mansfield
in Korea; Joey Heatherton, Ann-Margret and Raquel Welch in
Vietnam‖—Alessandra Stanley, June 12, 2009 in the NY Times's
The TV Watch in an article "Bob Hope‘s Spirit, but No
Cheesecake" about Stephen Colbert's four-day ―Operation Iraqi
Stephen: Going Commando,‖ sponsored by the U.S.O.
―I walked up to Irene Dunne on a train, and said, ―Honey,
Remember me, Bob Hope….She looked at me, and said,‗I don‘t
remember the name, but I remember the drool,‘― Ch. 40.
―The two and only Jane Russell‖--Bob Hope
―People who throw kisses are mighty hopelessly lazy‖—
Bob Hope. Also see at Kiss, at ―The Lemon Drop Kid, and
at Jane Russell.

fantagonist of J. M. Barrie's play Peter Pan, or the Boy Who
Wouldn't Grow Up and its various adaptations. The character is a
villainous pirate captain of the Jolly Roger galleon, and lord of the
pirate village/harbour in Neverland, where he is widely feared. Most
importantly, he is the nemesis of Peter Pan.
It is said that Hook was Blackbeard's boatswain, and that he was
the only man Long John Silver ever feared. Hook wears an iron hook in
place of his hand, which was cut off by Peter Pan and eaten by a
saltwater crocodile. The crocodile liked the taste so much that he
follows Hook around constantly, hoping for more.
Luckily for Hook, the crocodile also swallowed a clock, so
Hook can tell from the ticking when he is near. Hook hates Peter
obsessively and lives for the day he can make Peter and all his Lost
Boys walk the plank. Smee is Captain Hook's boatswain and right-hand
man, so to speak. Contrary to popular belief, however, Smee was not
First Mate; Starkey was—see at Peter Pan.

―Hooligan, The Confessions of a,‖T1, T2,
Esenin.poem, ―I only play the hooligan to burn with an
intenser flame,‖ Ch. 8

Hoosier is a nickname for a citizen of Indiana,
derived from a Hindu word for mountaineer, and for dirt.

―Hoosier Folk-Child, The‖--see at J. W. Riley.
Hoosier Poet is an epithet for James Whitcomb Riley.
Hoover, Herbert, Economic distasters of --, R, xliii,

Hope, Bob, joked about his ski-jump nose: ―I missed
being handsome by a nose.‖

6(9);―Prosperity is just around the corner; a chicken in
every pot;‖ Unemployment peaked at 25% in 1933.6(8);
also see at Television.

Hope Chest, a chest used by a youngwoman to store
clothing, linens, and other household goods in anticipation
of marriage; frequently made of cedar, and also called a
cedar chest. My sister, Louise, had one.

administration, R, xliii, 6(9). In addition to the ones I listed,
there was one in the Central Park Reservoir & another in Riverside
Park at 72n St.)—see p. 414 in New
York,
An
Illustrated
History.
These villages, which appeared from 1929 throughout the
‗30s & 40s & often located in unpleasant neighborhood or desolate
areas, consisted of dozens or hundreds of shacks & tents that were
temporary residences of people left unemployed & homeless in
the Great Depression.
People slept in anything from open piano crates to the
ground. The government did not officially recognize these
Hoovervilles and occasionally removed the occupants for
technically trespassing on prrivate land. Some of the men
who
were forced to live in these conditions possessed building skills
and were able to build their houses out of stone. Most people,
however, resorted to building their residences out of box wood,
cardboard, and any scraps of metal they could find & some even
lived in water mains. Even today there are lots such places in the
big cities around the world.
Update after the market crash of 2008, and the rising
unemployment, the NY Times reported new ―Hoovervelles‖ in the
US, notably in California. In Berkeley, for example, there are
always lots of homeless people sleeping on the sidewalks.

Hope, and Love, Faith‖ see at Schiller.
Hope: While there‘s life, there‘s hope.‖ Cicero, 239(434)
Jews have two words for hope: see at Hadassah and
Hatikvah; also see at ―Great White Hope;‖

―Hopie,‖ see at Nedra Hope Cummins.
Hopkins, Anthony, was born in Wales, the son of
Muriel Anne (née Yeats) and Richard Arthur Hopkins, a
baker. (His mother is a distant relative of the Irish poet William
Butler Yeats.)) His schooldays were unproductive. A loner with
dyslexia, he found that he would rather immerse himself in art,
such as painting and drawing or playing the piano, than attend to
his studies. In 1949, to instill some discipline, his parents insisted
he attend Jones' West Monmouth Boys' School in Pontypool,
Wales. He remained there for five terms and was then educated at
Grammar School in Cowbridge, Wales.
Hopkins was influenced and encouraged to become an actor
by compatriot Richard Burton, whom he met briefly at the age of
15. To that end, he enrolled at the Royal Welsh College of Music
& Drama in Cardiff, Wales from which he graduated in 1957.
After a two-year spell in the Army for National Service, he moved
to London where he trained at Royal Academy of Dramatic Artis.
(RADA).
In 1965, after several years in repertory, he was spotted by
Sir Laurence Olivier, who invited him to join the Royal National
Theatre. Hopkins became Olivier's understudy, and filled in when
Olivier was struck with appendicitis during a production of August
Strindberg's The Dance of Death. Olivier later noted in his
memoir, Confessions of an Actor, that, ―A new young actor in the
company of exceptional promise named Anthony Hopkins was
understudying me and walked away with the part of Edgar like a
cat with a mouse between its teeth.‖
Despite his success at the National, Hopkins tired of
repeating the same roles nightly and yearned to be in movies. In
1968, he got his break in The Lion in Winter playing Richard I,

Hop-scotch, 66(110)
―Hope,‖16(24); a poem--see at Emily Dickinson
Hope, Daniel, violinist, who wrote a book ―Family
Album: Following the Trail‖ with Susanne Shädlich that
was reviewed by Matthew Gurewitsch in an article about
Mr. Hope in Sun. NY Times Arts & Leisure, Jan. 13,
2008—see at ―Music itself is the most real thing…‖
Mr. Gurewitsch writes: ―Mr. Hope soon recognized that the
narrative he most wanted to read—the history of his
family—was one he would have to write himself.‖ This
echoes what Disraeli said,‖ When I want to read a book, I
write one.‖
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along with Peter O'Toole, Katharine Hepburn, and future James
Bond star Timothy Dalton, who played Philip II of France.
Hopkins' most famous role is the cannibalistic serial killer
Hannibal Lecter in The Silence of the Lambs for which he won the
Academy Award for Best Actor in 1992. He was opposite to Jodie
Foster as Clarice Starling, who also won for Best Actress. In
addition, the film won Best Picture, Best Director and Best
Adapted Screenplay. It is the shortest lead performance to win an
Oscar, as Hopkins only appears for approximately sixteen minutes.
Hopkins went on to reprise his role as Lecter two times (Hannibal
in 2001, Red Dragon in 2002). His original portrayal of the
character in The Silence of the Lambs has been labeled by the
American Film Institute as the number-one film villain. Also see at
―Howards End,‖ where played opposite Emma Thompson.

Horse around 1. to engage in horseplay, or to fool
around: ―Enough horsing around, let‘s get back to work!‖
2. To behave in a rowdy, improper, or unruly fashion: act up, carry
on, misbehave . Informal cut up ... Thesaurus: horse around ...
Indulge in frivolous activity or play. For example, The boys were
horsing around all afternoon. This term presumably alludes to
horseplay, which has meant ―rough or boisterous... —from Ask.
Reference.com
―Horse. A horse. My kingdom for a horse!, A‖
Richard The Third, Act 5, scene 4, line 7—see at Nixon.

Horse Operas, also called Oaters, i.e., Westerns.
Horse who loved artichokes, and Joe Goldstein: In
the spring of 1959,story came out of France about a star
trotter named Jamin who was said to love artichokes. Jamin was
invited to take part in the first International Trot at Roosevelt
Raceway on Long Island, where Joe. Goldstein was the publicrelations director. But the trotter‘s prospects were dire, or so Mr.
Goldstein suggested, after 154 pounds of artichokes flown to
Idlewild Airport from France were briefly confiscated by the
Department of Agriculture, then went astray.Mr. Goldstein took
out advertisements in The New York Times and The New York
Herald Tribune that said, ―French Trotter Needs Artichokes. Can
You Help?‖ He gave the telephone number of Roosevelt Raceway.
―Papers put reporters on the artichoke beat,‖ Mr. Goldstein
told George Vecsey of The Times in 1988. ―People from the Bronx
who grew artichokes in their backyard brought them to the track.
United Arilines had just put on jets to California, and they said
they would bring in artichokes from Watsonville, the artichoke
capital of America, Steinbeck country.‖
―Jamin started chomping ‘em,‖ Mr. Goldstein continued. ―He felt
invigorated. Jamin won the International Trot before more than
45,000 people in an era when Roosevelt and Yonkers Raceways
drew large nighttime crowds, New York harness racing having
enjoyed a postwar boom before the arrival of East Coast casinos
and lotteries--from the NY Times Feb. 16, 2009 Obituary of Joe
Goldstein by Richard Goldstein. Joe Goldstein died Friday,
February 13--a bad luck day for him. He had a heart attack his son
Adam said. See at Joe Goldstein and below.
Horse who loved a goat (or sheep). By 1961, Jamin had come
and gone, but Mr. Goldstein was still promoting the
International Trot. A French mare named Kracovie arrived for the
race without her stablemate, Brigitte, either a mountain sheep or a
goat—accounts were vague. Brigitte was not allowed in the United
States out of fear that she could have hoof-and-mouth disease, so
Mr. Goldstein sprang back into action. As told by Mr. Vecsey in
The Times: ―The entertainer Tina Louise just happened to have a
goat in her Manhattan apartment. Wearing a low-cut dress, she and
her agent and the goat paid a mission of mercy to Roosevelt.‖ But
Kracovie needed more than Brigitte, or a facsimile thereof, for
inspiration. She was beaten by the great trotter Su Mac Lad—see
above.

Hopkins, Mary, singer—see ―Those Were the Days.‖
Hopper, Edward, see at Ash Can School.
Hoque, Dr. Momin, was born in Dakha, Bangladesh,
(when it was part of East Pakistan), received a Ph.D.in
geology at the U. of Pittsburgh, and has worked as a
geologist for Standard Oil Co. in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Lybia,
Nigeria & USA. See Dr. Simi Hoque at Simi.

Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus), 65 BC to 8 BC,
was a the leading Roman lyric poet during the reign of
Augustus. Two Horace quotes: ―Life grants nothing to us
mortals without hard work; ― Carpe diem (Seize the day.)
―Hornblower, Capt. Horatio, C. S. Forrester‘s captain,
94(130), 163(288)

―Horner, Little Jack,‖ 95(180)
Hornsby, Roger, 122(226), batted .424 in 1924—the
second highest after Lajoie‘s .426 in 190; see at Ty Cobb.

Horowitz, Joseph—see at ―Artists in Exile.‖
Horowitz, Vladmir, 1904-1989, pianist born inKev,
Ukraine, made his concert debut at age 17, troured widely in
the USA, and becoming an American citizen.
―For more than half a century, Vladimir Horowitz has been
recognized by pianists as a force of nature, a phenomenon not to be
explained in ordinary musical terms. The general musical public,
too, long ago accepted him, as a tourist's visit to Niagara Falls is
accepted, as an experience that should not be missed in the course
of any richly lived lifetime‖—from a review by Donal Henahan
in the Dec. 16, 1985 NY Times of a concert by Horwitz—the full
review can be accessed on the Web at Vladmir Horowitz.79(312313); See at Auschwitz, at Primo Levy & at Robert
Schumann.

―Horowitz, The Black‖—see at Fats Waller.
Horrors of Auschwitz and Hiroshima, 160(283);
Horrors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 179(312-313)
Horrors of War, see at Civil War, e.g. at Sherman;
Also see at Bloodiest War in History, at Korean War,
at WW I & WW II (Casualties, 180-184(314-317)); also
see at Holocaust, at Holocaust Images.
Total Allied and Axis Deaths: Adding up 1,291,000 dead
in the Western Alliance, and 9,313,000 Axis dead, Allied
and Axis dead totals 10,604,000. Adding 27,900,000 dead
in USSR and Poland (many of the Poles were killed by the
USSR when the latter joined Germany invading in Poland in
1939), this comes to approximately 38,504,000 dead on
both sides. Counting China's 21.500,000 dead, the total
is 60,004,000, or more than 60 million Allied and Axis
men, women, and children died, not counting casualties in
Norway, Denmark, Finland, and other countries that were
occupied.
According
to
Solzhenitsyn‘s
―Gulag
Archepelago,‖ Stalin killed over 20,000,000 Russians over a
30 year period.

Horsehide, leather made of horsehide, and formerly
used to cover a bsseball, hence a baseball (colloq.), dating
back to 1895—Random House Hist. Dict. of Amer. Slang

―Horseless Carriage,‖ the first cars, 8(12).
Horses (Part I): Bay, Chestnut, Pinto, Roan, etc.,
94(179); A pinto comes from Spanish, pintado, which
means, painted, from the verb, pintar, to paint.)
Race horses- -see at Kentucky Derby. Also see at Palamino
& at Mustang.

Horses (Part II): A bay is reddish-brown,
especially with a black mane and tail; a chestnut is
moderate to deep reddish-brown; a sorrel has a brownish-orange
to a light brown color (not related to the salad green of the same
name); a roan has a chestnut, bay, or sorrel coat thickly sprinkled
with white or gray; and a pinto has patchy markings of white and
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another color, and is also called a Paint, after the Latin pinctus past
participle of the Latin word for paint (Spanish, pintar)

orphaned animals, investigator for animal abuse\neglect and years
of owning,training, breeding many types of animals

Horses (Part III); Gray or grey is a horse coat color

Horses (Part V): Lipizzan or Lipizzaner, is a breed

characterized by progressive silvering of the colored hairs of
the coat. Most gray horses have black skin and dark eyes; unlike
many depigmentation genes, gray does not affect skin or eye color
Dapple gray is an intermediate stage not seen on all grays, but
often considered highly attractive. It consists of a dark hair coat
with "dapples," which are dark rings with lighter hairs on the
inside of the ring, scattered over the entire body of the animal. It is
another possible intermediate step in the graying process of the
horse.
Dappled grays should not be confused with the slight
dappling "bloom" seen on horses that are very healthy or slightly
overweight, as ―bloom‖ dapples disappear should the horse lose
condition Some grays in intermediate stages of graying may be
confused with a blue roan, strawberry roan or red roan. Some
heavily flea-bitten grays may also be confused with a red roan.
However, roans are easily distinguishable from grays: roan
consists of individual white hairs on a dark base coat, usually with
the head and legs of the horse darker than the rest of the body.
With gray horses, the head is often the first area to lighten,
especially around the eyes and muzzle. Also, roans do not lighten
with age, while grays always do. The varnish roan is another
unusual coloration, sometimes seen in Appaloosa horses, that, like
gray, can change with age, but unlike gray, the horse does not
become progressively lighter until it is pure white. Varnish roans
are thought to be linked to a gene complex within the Appaloosa
breed and are seldom seen elsewhere—edited from Wikpedia at
Gray Horses.
Horses (Part IV): Overo is a dark mostly solid base with large
or smaller white patches distributed over the body. You can have
Framed Overo, Splashed Overo, and Sabino Overo. Depending on
the amount of white spotting, the distinction between colors, and
the placements.
Sabino is a Overo or Tobiano with Roaning at the edges of
the white and solid base border.
Tobiano is a spotted color pattern commonly seen in Pinto
horses, produced by a dominant gene. The tobiano gene produces
white-haired, pink-skinned patches on a base coat color. The
coloration is present from birth and does not change throughout the
horse's lifetime, unless the horse also carries the gray gene.
Tovero - Is a mix of Tobiano and Overo Markings and will
cause these characteristics.: * Dark pigmentation around the ears,
sometimes called a ―Medicine Hat‖ or a ―War bonnet;‖ * Dark
pigmentation around the ears, expanding to cover the forehead
and/or eyes; * Isolated ―shield‖ dark markings completely
surrounded by white, particularly on the face or chest; One or both
eyes blue; * Dark pigmentation around the mouth, which may
extend up the sides of the face and form spots; * Chest spot(s) in
varying sizes. These may also extend up the neck; * Flank spot(s)
ranging in size. These are often accompanied by smaller spots that
extend forward across the barrel, and up over the loin; * Spots,
varying in size, at the base of the tail.
It can be difficult for first time paint owners to tell or be
able to say with certainty which type your horse is, since not all
the patterns follow exact rules and guidelines. Alot of paints fall
between the types. Sabino isnt really a pattern its just a way to
include the Roaned Paints. Piedbald and Skewbald are old terms,
or British terms. They are the same as Overo and Tobiano. It was
when Paints and Pintos were considered different but they are the
same horse. When someone termed a horse a Pinto they used
Piedbald and Skewbald to tell the difference of pattern. If they
termed the horse a paint then they used Overo, Tobiano, and
Tovero... its all one and the same now. The correct term is
Tobiano, Overo, or Tovero—Part IV from a Yahoo correspondent
with 9 years as Shelter manager, wildlife rehaber, raising

closely associated with the Spanish Riding School of
Vienna, Austria where the finest representatives demonstrate the
haute ecole or "high school" movements of classical dressage,
including the highly controlled, stylized jumps and other
movements known as the "airs above the ground." The Lipizzan
breed dates back to the 16th century, when it was developed with
the support of the Habsburg nobility. The breed takes its name
from one of the earliest stud farms established, located near the
Kras village of Lipica (spelled "Lipizza" in Italian), in modern-day
Slovenia.Nearly all Lipizzaner horses have gray coats. They are
typically born bay or black, and their hair coat will be pure white
before they are 10 years old. The Andalusian horse has a
completely white hair coat, but the underlying black skin still
confirms that the horse is a gray and neither white nor sabino.
The Appaloosa is a horse breed known for its preferred leopardspotted coat pattern and other distinctive physical characteristics.
While there is evidence of leopard-spotted horses dating back to
the Paleolithic era in Europe, the Nez Perce people of the
American Pacific Northwest developed the American breed. They
were once referred to by white settlers as the ―Palouse horse,‖
possibly after the Palouse River, which ran through the heart of
Nez Perce country. Gradually, the name evolved into ―Appaloosa.‖
The Nez Perce people lost most of their horses following the
end of the Nez Perce War in 1877 and the breed fell into decline
for several decades. However, a small number of dedicated
breeders kept the Appaloosa alive for several decades until a
registry was formed in 1938. Today the Appaloosa is one of the
most popular breeds in USA, and it was named the official state
horse of Idaho in 1975.
Palomino is a coat color in horses, consisting of a gold coat and
white mane and tail, e.g., Roy Roger‘s horse ―Trigger‖ was a
palomino.

―Horseshit, It smells so nice and clean),‖ a parody of
the "Colonel Bogey March,‖ 197(360)

Horsehoe is a sign of good luck dating back to the
ancients--the ends must point up to keep the good luck
in!

Horseshoe Joke: Niels Bohr, the phycisist & Nobel
laureate, nailed a horseshoe above his office door. A
colleague asked him, ―You don‘t believe in this stuff, do
you?‖ Bohr replied, ―No, but I heard it works even for
people who don‘t believe‖—quoted in Jim Holt‘s review in
the Sun. Jan 13, 2008 NY Times Book Review of a book by
John Allen Paulos (Short Title: ―Religion‖) Bohr‘s
reasoning is also one given to believe in God! Like
Pasteur‘s Wager.

Horticulture: You can lead a horticulture but you
can‘t make her think—Humorou Quotes Attributed to
Dorothy Parker—on the Web.

Horton,

Edward

Everett,

1886-1970,

born

in

Brooklyn, NY, of Cuban-Scots ancestry, he was a character
actor with a long career including motion pictures, theater, radio, TV
and voice for animated cartoons. Horton attended the Baltimore City
College high school in Baltimore, MD, where he was inducted into that
school's Hall of Fame. He then attended college at Brooklyn
Polytechnic U. and Columbia U. He started his stage career in 1906,
singing and dancing and playing small parts in Vaudeville and in
Broadway productions. In 1919, he moved to Los Angeles, California,
and started getting roles in Hollywood films.
His first starring role was in the 1922 comedy film Too Much
Business, and he portrayed the lead role of an idealistic young classical
composer in Beggar on Horseback in 1925. In the late 1920s he starred
in two-reel silent comedies for Educational Pictures, and made the
transition to talking pictures with Educational in 1929. As a stagetrained performer, he found more movie work easily, and appeared in
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some of Warner Brothers' early talkies, including The Hottentot and
Sonny Boy.
Horton starred in many unpretentious comedy features in the
1930s, usually playing a mousy fellow who put up with domestic or
professional problems up to a certain point, and then finally asserted
himself for a happy ending. The actor is best known, however, for his
work as a character actor in supporting roles. Some of his noteworthy
films include The Front Page, Trouble in Paradise, Top Hat (one of
several Astaire–Rogers movies Horton was in—―Shall We Dance‖ was
another), Holiday, Lost Horizon, Here Comes Mr. Jordan, Arsenic and
Old Lace (1944), and Pocketful of Miracles--edited
excerpt from
Wikipedia. Note: Horton played Mr. Witherspoon in ―Arsenic and Old
Lace‖—about which see.

London. In 1953, troubled LA housewife Laura Brown tries to find
escape from her dreary existence by reading the same book.
In 2001, New Yorker Clarissa Vaughn is the embodiment of
the title character of Woolf's work as she spends the day preparing
for a party she is hosting in honor of her AIDS-afflicted friend
Richard, a poet and author who is being awarded for career
achievement.
Virginia, who has experienced several nervous breakdowns
and suffers from recurring bouts of severe depression, feels trapped
in her home. Intimidated by her servants Nelly and Lottie and
constantly monitored by her husband Leonard (Stephen Dillane),
who operates the Hogarth Press at home in order to be in close
proximity to her at all times, Woolf both welcomes and dreads an
afternoon visit from her sister Vanessa (Miranda Richardson) and
her children. After their departure, Virginia flees to the railway
station where she is awaiting a train to central London when
Leonard arrives to bring her home.
Pregnant with her second child, Laura (Julianne Moore)
spends her days in her tract home with her timid, clinging young
son Richie. She married Dan (John C. Reilly), soon after WW II
and on the surface they are living the American Dream, but she
feels conflicted about her life and is suffering from malaise. She
and Richie prepare a birthday cake for Dan's birthday, but the end
result is a disaster. Her neighbor Kitty (Toni Collette)
unexpectedly drops in to ask her if she can feed her dog while she's
in the hospital undergoing a medical procedure. Kitty is trying to
remain upbeat, but Laura senses her fear and boldly kisses her on
the lips, a gesture Kitty appreciates, although she ignores any
hidden meaning it may have had.
With renewed determination, Laura bakes another cake, this
time successfully, cleans the kitchen, and then takes Richie (Jack
Rovello) to stay with Mrs. Latch (Margo Martindale) while she
supposedly runs some errands before dinner. Instead she checks
into a luxury hotel, where she intends to commit suicide. Before
taking the pills she has brought with her, she begins to read Mrs
Dalloway and drifts off to sleep. Awakening from a dream in
which the hotel room was flooded, she has a change of heart, picks
up Richie, and returns home, where the family celebrates Dan's
birthday.
Clarissa, stressed in particular about the celebration dinner
she's planning for her close friend Richard Brown (Ed Harris), who
lovingly refers to her as Mrs. Dalloway, and in particular by
Richard's increasingly debilitating illness, which has left his body
weak and his mind confused, is a bundle of nerves as she tries to
accomplish all she needs to do before Richard's award ceremony.
The two were romantic during their college days, but he has spent
the better part of his life engaging in gay relationships, including
one with Louis Waters, who left him years ago but is returning to
Manhattan from his home in San Francisco for the festivities.
Clarissa herself is a lesbian who has been living with Sally
Lester (Allison Janney) for ten years, and the mother of university
student Julia, both of whom are trying to help her prepare.
Eventually we discover Richard is in fact young Richie Brown,
Laura's son. When Clarissa arrives at his apartment to help him
dress for the ceremony, she finds him in a manic state. Perched on
the window ledge, he confesses he has struggled to stay alive for
Clarissa's sake but, no longer willing to live with his illness, he
intentionally plunges to his death.
Later that night Laura, having been notified of her son's
suicide by Clarissa, arrives at her apartment. Laura reveals her
decision to abandon her family after the birth of her daughter was a
difficult decision but one she needed to make in order to maintain
her sanity, although what it ultimately cost her proved to be a price
higher than she expected to pay—excerpt from Wikipedia,.
Principal Cast recap: (1923) Nicole Kidman--Virginia
Woolf, Stephen Dillane--Leonard Woolf, Miranda Richardson-Vanessa Bell, Linda Basset--Nelly Boxall, Lyndsey Marsha--Lottie
Hope; (1951) Julianne Moore--Laura Brown, John C. Reilly--Dan

Hot dogs, hamburgers, & roast beef sandwiches cost
a nickel in the Thirties, 245(441-442); see at Coney Island.

―'Hot Lips' O'Houlihan‖—see at M*A*S*H*
―Hot Lips‖ Page, trumpeter—see at Ralph Ellison,
last sentences.

―‘Hot time in the old hay-loft tonight, There‘ll be a,‖
saying—an innuendo. Also see at ―Some Like It Hot.‖

Houdini, Harry (né Ehrich Weisz), 1874-1926, was
born in Budapest, Hungary, of Jewish descent--he changed
his name to Erich Weiss when he immigrated to America.
Houdini was a magician, escapologist (some say the greatest
ever), stunt performer, as well as an investigator of spiritualists,
and an amateur aviator. Houdini was influenced by French
magician Jean Eugènee Robert- Houdin & told him that in French
adding an "i" to Houdin would mean ―like Houdin‖ the great
magician. He immigrated with his family to USA in 1878 at the
age of 4.
Friends called him ―Ehrie‖ or ―Harry.‖ At first, they lived
in Appleton, where his father served as rabbi of the Zion Reform
Jewish Congregation. In 1882, Rabbi Weiss became an American
citizen. After losing his tenure, he moved to New York City with
Ehrich in 1887—from the Wikepedia--more details of his life can
be found there & elsewhere on the Web.

Houdini‘s sad & ironic death on Oct 31, 1926, of
gangrene & peritonitis after his appendix ruptured—
Highlights in History (in The Times [of Trenton, NJ].)

―Hours, The,‖ is a 1998 novel written by Michael
Cunningham & a 2002 movie directed by Stephen Daldry
with a screenplay by David Hare. The novel won the 1999 Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction, the 1999 PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction, and
was the movie of the same name won a Best Actress Award for
Nicole Kidman for her portrayal of Virginia Woolf, and
nominations for Best Picture, Best Director, Best Supporting Actor
(Ed Harris), Best Supporting Actress (Julianne Moore), Best
Adapted Screenplay, Best Original Music Score (Philip Glass),
Bast Costume Design (Ann Roth), and Best Film Editing (Peter
Boyle>)
The plot focuses on three women of different generations
whose lives are interconnected by the novella Mrs Dalloway by
Virginia Woolf. The first is Woolf herself writing Mrs. Dalloway
in 1923 and struggling with her own mental illness. The second is
Mrs. Brown (Julian Moore), wife of a WW II veteran who is
reading Mrs. Dalloway in 1949 as she plans her husband's birthday
party. The third is Clarissa Vaughan (Meryl Streep), a lesbian, who
plans a party in 1998 to celebrate a major literary award received
by her good friend and former lover, the poet Richard Brown (Ed
Harris) who is dying of AIDS.
With the exception of the opening and final scenes, which
depict Virginia Woolf's 1941 suicide by drowning in the River
Ouse, the action takes place within the span of a single day in three
different years, and alternates among them throughout the film. In
1923, renowned author Woolf has begun writing the book Mrs
Dalloway in her home in the town of Richmond in suburban
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Brown, Jack Rovello--Richie Brown, Toni Collette--Kitty, Margo
Martindale--Mrs. Latch; (2001) Meryl Streep--Clarissa
Vaughan, Ed Harris--Richard Brown, Allison Janney--Sally
Lester, Claire Danes—Julia Vaughan

the trials and tribulations of a close-knit Welsh family
through half a century of strife in their small mining town,
told from the perspective of its youngest son (Roddy
McDowall), with Walter Pidgeon, Maureen O'Hara,
Donald Crisp, Roddy McDowall, Barry Fitzgerald &
others—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Crisp
& at Llewellyn.

House of Fun, House of Laffs, Coney Island, Ch. 21
―House of Intellect, The,‖ (1959), by Jacques
Barzun in which he explored the influences that distract
people from clear, direct & critical thinking. He pointed out
that intellectuals themselves have been the major agents in
the erosion of the life of the mind along with the influence
of distorted views of Science & the unhelpful contribution
of business, inspired by misplaced Philanthropy—from an
essay by Rafe Champion on the Web at Barzun.

―How Much Land Does a Man Need?‖ Toystoy
Fable--the answer is six ft. (deep)! 77(126)

How the Other Half Lives: Studies Among the
Tenements of New York (1891) was a pioneering work of
photojournalism by Jacob Riis, documenting the squalid living
conditions in NU slums in the 1880s. It served as a basis for future
muckraking journalism by exposing the slums to New York City‘s
upper and middle class.
During the 1880s upper- and middle-class society were
unaware of the dangerous conditions in the slums among the poor
immigrants. Jacob Riis, an immigrant himself who could not
originally find work, hoped to expose the squalor of the 19th
century Lower East Side neighborhood in Manhattan. After a
successful career as a police reporter he decided to publish a
photojournal documenting these conditions using graphic
descriptions, sketches, photographs, and statistics. Riis blamed the
apathy of the monied for the condition of the New York slums, and
assumed that as people were made more aware of these conditions
they would be more apt to help eradicate them.
How The Other Half Lives, along with other works of Riis,
were greatly influenced by the reporting of Charles Dickens, whom
Riis greatly admired for his stories of London‘s poor. Much of
Riis‘s writing style is similar to Dicken‘s, who used first-person
encounters to expose the ―other half.‖ Riis, however, often wrote
with a sense of righteousness that is lacking in his British
counterpart --from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia,

―House of Seven Gables, The,‖ 1941 film based on
Nathaniel Hawthorne‘s 1851 novel. It stars George Sanders,
Margaret Lindsay, Vincent Price & a large cast of others.
Univeral built a replica of the original house in Salem that
inspired Hawthorne.

―House that George Built, The,‖ by Wilfred Sheed,
reviewed by Robert Gottlieb in the April 16, 2007 NY Rev.
of Books & also reviewed by Garrison Keillor in the July
22, 2007 Sunday Book Review. Also see at Irving Berlin,
George Gershwin & at Cole Porter.

Houses, see at Herman St., at Jerry-built, and at
Levitttown USA; Secret of Ownership of Houses, 25(38)

Houston, Jeanne Watatsuki, ―Farewell to Manzanar,‖
R, xlviii

Houston, Sam, 224(408)
Houston, Texas, 224(408-409)
Hove is the past tense & past participle of ―heave.‖
―Hove to‖ is a nautical term. "a vessel that has come up into

―How To Be a Jewish Mother,‖ A, (xii)n
―How To Live Longer Joke‖—see at ―Six-Months-

the wind and stopped"--from "Nautical Dictionary, Glossary and
Terms Directory." "Bringing both of his vessels into the wind,
he hove to during the storm and in the morning set a westnorthwesterly course for La Paz"--from "Journal of San Diego
History."

To-Live.‖

―How To Succeed In Business Without Really
Trying.‖ Musical—see at Frank Loesser & at Robert Morse.

Hovel is small crude shelter used as a dwelling, or a

Howard, Leslie (ne Leslie Howard Steiner), 1893-

house that has fallen into disrepair, and is an eyesore.

―How Are Things in Glocca Morra?‖ is a pop song

1943, leading film actor, best known for for his performance
as Ashley Wilkes, the faded southern aristocrat who lost Scarlett
O‘hara to Clark Gable‘s Rhett Butler in Gone With the Wind.
Other film roles were Professor Higgins in Shaw‘s
Pymalion (1938), The Petrified Forest (1939), and Intermezzo
(1939)--see at Oberon.
He was born in London to a Hungarian Jewish father,
Ferdinand Steiner, and to English Jewish mother, Lillian
Blumberg. He was killed on June 1, 1943 when the civilian flight
he flew on was shot down by a German warplane, killing all on
board.

about a fictional village in Ireland. The music was
composed by Burton Lane and the lyrics written by E. Y. Harburg,
and published in 1946 and introduced in the 1947 musical Finian's
Rainbow. There is no actual Glocca Morra in Ireland (though there
is a Glockamara, pronounced the same way).
In a TV interview late in his life, Harburg revealed that the
name ―Glocca Morra‖ was made up by composer Lane, who had
devised a dummy lyric beginning with the line ―There's a glen in
Glocca Morra.‖ Harburg liked the name but insisted on changing
the line to ―How are things in Glocca Morra? as this is more
personal.

Howard, Ron, film director, directed ―Angels and
Demons‖, ―Beautiful Mind‖ , ―Cocoon, ――Da Vinci

―How Many Miles to Babylon?‖ Mother Goose

Code‖ &―Frost/Nixon‖--see at ―Cocoon.‖

Nursery Rhyme: How many miles to Babylon? ? Threescore miles and ten. / Can I get there by candle-light? / Yes,
there and back again. / If your heels are nimble and light, /
You will get there by candle-light.
―How Many Miles to Babylon‖ is a 1967 illustrated
children‘s fiction book by Paula Fox. It is also a 1974 novel
by Irish writer Jennifer Johnston: "The story is the complex
and compelling tale of a friendship
between two boys
in Wicklow, Ireland prior to and during WW I.

Howard, Trevor (né Trevor Wallace Howard-Smith),
1913-1988, CBE, born was an English film, stage & TV
actor. A short part in one of the best British war films, The Way
Ahead (1944), provided a springboard into cinema. This was
followed by The Way to the Stars (1945), which led to the role for
which Howard became best known, the doctor in the 1945 film
Brief Encounter in which he co-starred with Celia Johnson.
Directed by David Lean, the film won an award at the
Cannes Film Festival and considerable critical acclaim for
Howard.
Howard's film reputation was secured in The Third Man
(1949). He played the character type with which he became most
associated, the slightly dry, slightly crusty but capable British

―How Green Was My Valley,‖ is 1939 novel by
Richard Llewellyn. It was made into a 1941 film directed by
John Ford, which won 5 Academy Awards, including Best
B&W Cinematograph;y, Best Director & Best Supporting
Actor (Crisp). The film, cowritten by Llewellyn, follows
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―The Poem That Changed America, Howl—fifty years later,
Ed. by Jason Shinder, Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 2007.

military officer. He also starred in The Key, (1958; based on a Jan
de Hartog novel), for which he received the best actor award from
the British Academy of Film and TV Arts, and in Sons and Lovers
(1960), for which he was nominated for an Academy Award for
Best Actor.
Another film was The Heart of the Matter (1953), and
another Graham Greene story, in which he produced probably his
best screen performance--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see
at Graham Greene & at David Lean

Hoyler, Dr. Karl, is an avid Broolyn Dodgers fan
who collected thousands of memorabia before they moved
to LA. He practives medicine in Princeton, NJ. See at
Blumenthal & at Hoyler.

Hu, Winnie—see at Double Dutch.
Hubbell, James, Co. 1038, R.T., from Cleveland
―roly-pol with two left feet,‖ 197(361); in Co. 1038 in Part
III photos, he is 6-th from the left in Row 1. See at Harrison.

Howard, Roy Wilson, 1883-1964, journalist &editor
who was codirector of the Scripps-Howard newspaper
chain from 1925, when the Scripps-Howard name replaced the
original designation, Scripps-McRae. Howard directed ScrippsHoward as the surviving partner after the death in 1938 of Robert
Scripps. By that time, partly owing to the Great Depression, the
number of Scripps-Howard newspapers had been reduced from 25
to 20--Britannica Encyclopedia Online ―No date on the calendar is
as important as tomorrow‖—Ron Howard.

―Huckleberry, A,‖ a lazy boy, or adult, after
Huckleberry Finn.

―Huckleberry Finn,‖ Mark Twain‘s masterpiece;
considered by many to be the first great American novel;
certainly all subsequent novels owe to it. ―Hain‘t we got all the
fools in town on our side? And ain‘t that a big enough majority in
any town?‖--see at Ross Thomas.
―Well I reckon I got to light out for the territory ahead of
the rest because Aunt Sally she‘s going to adopt me and civilize
me and I can‘t stand it. I been there before,‖ an epigraph to the
Territory Ahead Catalog, a California mail-order clothier.
There was an ice cream flavor named after Huckleberry
Finn—see at Baskins-Robbins.

―Howards End‖ 1992 film, starring Emma Thompson
Anthony Hopkins, Vanessa Redgrave, Helena Bonham
Carter ,Joseph Bennett (III), Prunella Scales, Adrian Ross
Magenty, Jo Kendall, based on E. M. Forster‘s 1910 novel with
the same title. (Note-- no apostrophe in Howards.)
―It is virtually impossible to imagine a finer film adaptation
of a literary classic than the Merchant-Ivory production of E. M.
Forster's "Howards End.". A darker & more substantial novel than
Forster's ―A Room With a View‖ (charmingly filmed by the same
Ivory-Jhabvala team in 1985), ―Howards End‖ depicts the cultural
collision of two very different middle class families in Edwardian
England: the idealistic, bookish Schlegels
and the stolid,
conservative Wilcoxes.
―Ruth Prawer Jhabvala has written a masterful screenplay,
maintaining the essence of Forster but in the main adding an extra
degree of warmth to many of the characters so that they seem less
frosty than they sometimes do in the novel.
Characterization is further enhanced by perfect casting.
Some of Britain's finest actors excel themselves here. Never has a
Best Actress Oscar been more deserved than Emma Thompson's.
She is vibrant and beautiful in this film and brings the spirited,
pragmatic Margaret of Forster's story to brilliant life. One feels
that she and her fellow cast members have understood their
material absolutely, and all inhabit their characters so naturally and
completely that one forgets one is watching an acting masterclass.
Indeed everything, down to the locations that are used and the
'casting' of the beautiful house that 'plays' Howards End itself, is
perfectly judged.
James Ivory deserves immense credit for drawing such
universally strong et unshowy performances from his cast, and for
allowing the story to breath by never allowing his camera to dwell
unnecessarily on the admittedly impeccable period trappings‖—
a rave review from Wikipedia

―Hud,‖ 1963 film based on McMurtry‘s novel,
―Horseman Pass By,‖ starring Paul Newman, and Patricia
Neal, who won an Oscard for Best Actress for her portrayal
of the family housekeeper.

Hudson Bay—see at Henry Hudson.
Hudson Bay Company was founded in 1670—see at
Pierre-Esprit Raddison.

Hudson, Henry, 1565–1611, was born in London,
England, but little is known of his early life. He is thought
to have spent many years at sea, beginning as a cabin boy at 16 and
gradually working his way up to ship's captain.
After several voyages on behalf of English merchants to
explore a prospective Northeast Passage to China, Hudson
explored the region around modern New York City while looking
for a western route to the Orient under the auspices of the Dutch
East India Company.
He discovered the Hudson River and laid the foundation for
Dutch colonization of the region. Hudson's next expedition ranged
further north in search of the Northwest Passage, again under
English auspices, leading to his discovery of the Hudson Strait and
Hudson Bay.
After wintering in the Canadian Arctic, Hudson tried to
press on with his voyage in the spring of 1611, but his crew
mutinied and cast him adrift. His specific fate is unknown—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.
In 2009, Amsterdam, Netherlands, celebrated the 400-th
anniversary of Hudson's voyage from that city, New York City,
and itself, according to an April 8, 2009 NY Times news story by
Sam Roberts. Also see at Manhanttan Island in Sept. 1609.

Howe, Elias, 1819-1847, invented a sewing
machine (patented Sept. 10, 1846.) See at Singer.

Howe, Irving, 1920-1993,US social and literary

Hudson Motor Company:

Critic; --best known for his 1976 book World of Our
Fathers, a social history of East European Jewish life in
NY‘s Lower East Side. For a bit of his introd. To Primo
Levi‘s ―If Not Now, When?‖ Also see at Levi.

The first sedan–type

automobile, a Hudson, went on display at the 13-th National
Automobile Show in NY on Jan. 11, 1913.
The Hudson Motor Car Company made Hudson and other
brand automobiles in Detroit, MI, from 1909 to 1954. In 1954,
Hudson merged with Nash-Kelvinator Corporation to form
American Motors. The Hudson name was continued through the
1957 model year, after which it was dropped.
The name "Hudson" came from Joseph L. Hudson, a Detroit
department store entrepreneur and founder of Hudson's department
store, who provided the necessary capital and gave permission for
the company to be named after him. A total of eight Detroit
businessmen formed the company on February 24, 1909, to
produce an automobile which would sell for less than US$1,000.

Howe, Julia Ward, 1819-1910, leading suffragette &
abolitionist; --wrote ―The Battle Hymn of the Republic,‖
90(171)

Howell Street, Covington, KY, 15(22),20(30),31(49)
Howitt, Mary (1799-1888) wrote ―A New Version of
an Old Story‖—see at ―Spider and the Fly.‖ She titled it
―An Apologue‖

Howl and Other Poems,‖ by Allen Ginsberg, 1956
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One of the chief ―car men‖ and organizer of the
company‖was Roy D. Chapin, Sr., a young executive who had
worked with Ransom E. Olds. (Chapin's son, Roy Jr., would later
be president of Hudson-Nash descendant American Motors Corp.
in the 1960s). The company quickly started production, with first
car driven out of a small factory in Detroit on July 3, 1909. The
new Hudson ―Twenty‖ was one of the first low-priced cars on the
American market and very successful with more than 4,000 were
sold the first year. This was the best first year's production in the
history of the automobile industry up to that time.
The company had a number of firsts for the auto industry;
these included the sedam body type, dual brakes, the use of
dashboard oil-pressure and generator warning lights, and the first
balanced crankshaft, which allowed the Hudson straight-6 engine,
dubbed the ―Super Six"‖ (1916), to work at a higher rotational
speed while remaining smooth, developing more power for its size
than lower-speed engines. Most Hudsons until 1957 had straight-6
engines.
The dual brake system used a secondary mechanical parking
brake system, which activated the rear brakes when the pedal
traveled beyond the normal reach of the primary system; a
mechanical emergency brake was also used. Hudsons
transmissions also used an oil bath and cork clutch mechanism that
proved to be as durable as it was smooth.
At its peak in 1929, 300,000 cars were produced in one
year, Hudson and Essex combined, including contributions from
Hudson's other factories in Belgium and England; a factory had
been built in 1925 in Brentford in London. [ Hudson was the third
largest U.S. car maker that year, after Ford Motor Company and
Chevrolet

Medal), built the Hughes H-1 Racer and H-4 ―Spruce Goose‖
aircraft--made mostly of spruce lumber--land acquired and
expanded Trans World Airlines (TWA, now defunct.)
Despite his contributions to aeronautics and his other
professional achievements, Hughes is perhaps most widely
remembered for his highly-publicized descent into mental illness in
later life (paranoia)--see at ―The Outlaw‖—edited excert from
Wikipedia (my parrnthetical notes.)

Hugo, Victor (-Marie), 1802-1885; poet & novelist
wrote ―The Hunchback of Notre Dame‖ (1831), and the
panoramic social novel, ―Les Miserables‖ (1862)—for the Musical
based on the novel, see at ―Les Mis,‖ short for the title.
Hugo began planning a major novel about social misery and
injustice as early as the 1830s, but it would take a full 17 years for
Les Misérables to be realized and finally published in 1862. When
Louis Napoleon (Napoleon III) seized complete power in 1851,
establishing an anti-parliamentary constitution, Hugo openly
declared him a traitor to France. He relocated to Brussels, then
Jersey, and finally settled with his family on the channel island of
Guernsey at Hauteville House, where he would live in exile until
1870. Thus, Hugo finished Les Misérables in exile!
André Gide in answer to the question ―Who was the 19-th
century‘s greatest poet: responded‖: ―Hugo-Élas!‖
(HugoAlas!)—quoted in The Oxford Dict. of Literary
Quotations.
―A Man is not idle because he is lost in thought. There is
visible labor and invisiblelabor‖—Les Miserables;, see Bartlett.
―Melancholy is the enjoyment of sadness,‖ quoted by
Corrine Maier in ―The French Disconnection,‖ NY Times OpEd article of Sun. Jan. 8, 2006;
―…the party of revolution, civilization. There will issue
from it the first United States of Europe, then the United States of
the World,‖—on the wall of the room in which Hugo died, Place de
Vosges, Paris--in Bartlett. ―Four Goblets, a parable on drinking,‖
220(401).

Hudson River School was a mid-19th century
American art movement by a group of landscape painters,
whose aesthetic vision was influenced by romanticism. Their
paintings depict the Hudson River Valley and the surrounding area,
as well as the Catskill Mountains, Adirondack Mountains, and
White Mountains of New Hampshire. ―School,‖ in this sense,
refers to a group of people whose outlook, inspiration, output, or
style demonstrates a common thread, rather than a learning
institution.
The artist Thomas Cole is generally acknowledged as the
founder of the Hudson River School. Cole's close friend, Asher
Durand, became a prominent figure in the school as wel. The
second generation of Hudson River school artists emerged to
prominence after Cole's premature death in 1848, including Cole's
prize pupil Frederic Edwin Church, John Frederick Kensett, and
Sanford Robinson Gifford.
Most of the finest works of the Hudson River school were
painted between 1855 and 1875. During that time, artists like
Frederic Edwin Church and Albert Bierstadt were treated like
major celebrities. When Church exhibited paintings like Niagara,
or Icebergs of the North, thousands of people lined up & around
the block and payed fifty cents a head to view the solitary work.
The epic size of the landscapes in these paintings qreminded
Americans of the vast, untamed, but magnificent wilderness areas
in their country, and their works helped build upon movements to
settle the American West, preserve national parks, and create city
parks. Also see at Bierstadt.
Hudon River School Summary: Thomas Cole, Frederic
EdwinChurch, John Frederick Kensett, Sanford Robinsson Gifford
& Albert Bierstadt.

Hull, Cordell, Sec‘y State under F. D. Roosevelt,
longest-serving Sec‘y of State, 1933-44; ―neither FDR nor
Hull purged the Dept. of State of Anti-Semitism, yet Hull
was given the Nobel Peace Prize in 1944,‖ R, liii; also see at
SS. St. Louis.

Hull, Edith Maude wrote the novel ―The Sheik,‖
which was the basis of the 1921 eponymous movie starring
Rudolph Valentino.

Hull, Josephine (née Josephine Sherwood), 18971957, was an Academy Award and Golden Globe-winning
actress, born in Newtonville, MA. She had a successful 50-year
career on stage while taking some of her better nown roles to film.
Hull made her stage debut in stock in 1905, and after some years as
a chorus girl & touring stock player, she married actor Shelley Hull
(older brother of the more well-known actor Henry Hull) in 1910.
When her husband died, quite a young man, in 1919, she
retired until 1923, then returned under the name Josephine Hull,
and was a stage success in Craig's Wife (1926), and in Daisy
Mayme (1926), a role written for her.
Through the 1920s, she continued working in the theater,
and in the 1930s had three Broadway hits in You Can't Take It
With You (1936), Arsenic and Old Lace (1941),
and
Harvey
(1944). In the 30s, Hull appeared in three Broadway hits, as a batty
matriarch in You Can't Take It With You (1936), as a dotty,
charming but homicidal little old lady in Arsenic and Old Lace
(1941), and in ―Harvey‖ (1944). The plays all had long runs, and
took up ten years of Hull's career—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
--see at ―Arsenic and Old Lace‖ and at ―Harvey.‖

Hughes Jr., Howard Robard, 1905-1976, was an
American aviator, industrialist, film producer & director, &
philanthropist. One of the wealthiest people in the world, he gained
fame in the late 1920s as a maverick film producer, making big
budget and often controversial films such as Hell's Angels,
Scarface, and The Outlaw.
As an aviator, Hughes set multiple world air-speed records
(for which he won many awards, including the Congressional Gold

―Hulot‘s Holiday, Mr.‖—see at Jacques Tati.
―Human, don‘t I? I have to show that I am‖—
Dorothy Stephans, an English Teacher at
School.
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Holmes High

nevertheless be so beautiful and precious‖—from ―Journey
to Nuremberg,‖ in ―Autobiographical
Writings‖
by
Herman Hesse.
Humorists & Wits, Some, but not all: see at Chas
Addams, Woodie Allen, Jack Benny, Irving Brecher,
George Burns & Gracie Allen, Russell Baker, Dave Barry, Robert
Benchley, Yogi Berra, Roy Blount, Jr, Irving Brecher, Bertold
Brecht, Lenny Bruce, George Burns, Al Capp, George Carlin,
Miguel de Cervantes, Agatha Christie (see at Poirot), Winston
Churchill, Colette;
Charles de Gaulle, Albert Einstein, Nora Ephron, W. C.
Fields, Rodney Dangerfield, BrendanFrancis (see at Prostitution),
Benjamin Franklin, Bruce Jay Friedman, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Mohatma
Gandhi, Dan Greenburg, Graham (―Our Man in Havana‖) Greene;
La Rochefoucauld, Bob Hope, Glenda Jackson, Garrison
Keiller, Ring Lardner, Jr., Doug Larson, Tom Lehrer, Jay Leno,
Oscar Levant, Garrison Keillor, Jean Kerr, Ermie Kovacs, Marcel
Marceau, Don Marquis, Groucho & Harpo Marx (see the Marx
Brothers), Dennis Miller, Mike Nichols & Elaine May, Gerald
Nachman;
Laurence J. Peter, S J. Perelman, Richard Pryor, Mordecai
R.ichter, Gilda Radnor, Joan Rivers, Will Rogers, Constance
Rourke, Leo Rosten, Philip Roth, Rita Rudner, Damon
Runyan,
Bertand Russell, George Sanders, David Sedaris, William Steig,
Dorothy Sullivan, Molly Sullivan, James Thurber, Mark Twain,
Mae West, Gene Wilder, Zeno Wood, Steven Wright, Chic Young
(creator of Blondie & Dagwood) & Henny Youngman; also see at
Comedy, at Jokes, at Limericks, at ―Pundits, Poets, and Wits,‖ at
Puns & at Wit. Jokes by your favorite humorist at this link:
http://www.basicjokes.com/dquotes.php?aid=1003

―Human being is a book of surprises, even to intimates,
and one that is destined to be left unfinished, Each‖— one
that is destined to be left unfinished‖—Charles Isherwood in
his Mar. 5, 2009 review of the play ―Dead Man‘s Cell Phone.
Hume, David, (ne David Home--he changed his name
to Hume in 1734 because the English had difficulty in
pronouncing Home in the Scottish manner.). 1711-1776, was a
Scottish philosopher, economist, and historian. He is considered
one of the most important figures in the history of Western
philosophy & the Scottish Enlightenment. Although in recent
years interest in Hume's work has centered on his
philosophical
writing, it was as a historian that he first gained notoriety. His The
History of England was the standard work on English
istory
for sixty or seventy years until Macaulay‘s.
Hume claimed that most people believe that when one event
continually follows after another, a connection between the two
events makes the second event follow from the first (post hoc ergo
propter hoc - after this, therefore, because of this.) Hume
challenged this belief in the first book of his Treatise on Human
Nature and later in his Enquiry concerning Human Understanding.
He noted that although we do perceive the one event following the
other, we do not observe any necessary connection between the
two. And according to his skeptical epistemology, we can trust
only the knowledge that we acquire from our perceptions.
Philosophical Essays concerning Human Understanding
was later published as An Enquiry concerning Human
Understanding. The Enquiry proved little more successful than the
Treatise—Wikipedia.

Human:

―I am a man, I consider nothing that is

human alien to me‖—a line in a Roman play—see at
Terence. Also see see at Dubos, at Seattle & at
Mumford.

Humorous music: See e.g., at ―Doin‘ What Comes
Naturally‖, I‘m My Own Grandma,‖ and at Johnny Cash
(last paragraph.) Victor Borge was a note comic pianist.

―Human beings have this perennial, ancient fault of

Humorous Music Quotes: here is the link:

not understanding each other, of not communicating with
each other,‖ 39-40(62), 210(384)—see at ―Umbertto D.‖

http://www.musicsimplymusic.com/musichumor.htm

Humorous poetry--see at Nonsense Verse.
Humorous Titles & Names of Authors of Novels: (1)

―Human Comedy, The‖—see at William Saroyan.
Human Misery: 24(36); also see at Poor vs.Rich.
―Human Sexual Response‖ and ―Human Sesual

Ruptured China by One Hung Low; (2) Open Kimono by
Terry Titsoff; (3) The Yellow Stream by I. P. Daley; (4)
The Three Boogers by Harry Nose--you have to be sick to
appreciate these.

Inadequacy‖—see at Masters and Johnson.

Humanism 1. A system of though tht centers on human
beings and their values, capacities, and worth. 2. Conceern
with the interests, needs, and welfare of human beings.

―Humpty-Dumpty,‖ a fall-guy? Lewis Carroll‘s
immortal creation in ―Through The Looking Glass‖ (1872)
―When I use a word,‖ HD said, in a rather scornful tone, ―it
means just what I choose it to mean—neither more nor
less.‖ ―The question is,‖ said Alice, ―whether ou can make
words mean so many different things.‖ ―The question is,‖
said HD, ―which is to be master—that‘s all‖--Through the
Looking Glass, 6—also see at Lewis Carroll.

Humannism, Secular. 1. An outlook or philosophy
that advocates human rather than religious values. 2.
Secularism. Also see at ―God or No God.‖

Humble Marked by meekness or modest in behavior,
attitude or spirit; not arrogant or prideful.

Humility, the quality or condition of being humble.
Humility Joke: ―I am the most humble man in the

―Humorous Quotations, The Penguin Dicionary of
Modern,‖ ed. by Fred Metcalfe, with an intro by Mike
Scully., 2-nd Ed., Penguin, 2001

world.‖ Also see at Ego Joke & at Simone Weil.

―Humpty-Dumpty‖—fall guy?
Humor, see at Ha-ha, & at Haw-haw.
Humor Books: ―The Best of Modern Humor,‖

Humphrey, Hubert H(oratio),1911-1978: Veep under

Humorists give pleasure but may not be happy

LBJ, 1964-1968; as a residential candidate, he eschewed
surgery on his bladder, which was recommended after a test
discovered a defective gene associated with bladder cancer.
He thought that carrying an artificial bladder would hurt his
chances to win the election against Nixon, and that cost him
his life. It did, but not right away. He died of bladder
cancer in 1978, 236(429)

themselves, judging by the stories of their lives—see,

―Hunchback of Notre Dame‖ is an 1831 French novel

Mordecai Richter, Ed., Knopf, 1983; ―The Oxford Book of
Humorous Prose,‖ Frank Muir, Ed., Oxford & NY, 1990;
also see at Ameican Humor, ―The Russell Baker Book of
American Humor,‖ Russell Baker, Ed., Norton, NY, 1993

e.g, at Don Marquis. (It‘s the same phenomenon observed
about the very rich!)
―…humorists…all have only a single theme: the
extraordinary sadness and … shittiness of human life, and
amazement at the fact that this wretched life can

written by Victor Hugo. It is set in 1482 in Paris, in and
around the cathedral of Notre Dame de Paris. The book tells the
story of a poor Gypsy girl (La Esmeralda) and a misshapen bellringer (Quasimodo) who was raised by the archdeacon (Claude
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Frollo)—see at Wikipedia for more. A silent film was made. See at
Lon Chaney.
One of the effects of the novel was to shame the City of
Paris to undertake a restoration of the much-neglected Cathedral of
Notre Dame, which was attracting thousands of tourists who had
read the popular novel. The book also inspired a renewed
appreciation for pre-renaissance buildings, which thereafter began
to be actively preserved—about which, see at Notre Dame of Paris.
Also see below.

of a Soviet submarine commander to the US, the novel captured
the spirit of the Reagan-era Cold War politics that called attention
to Soviet military capability and the United States' capacity to meet
and surpass the Soviet challenge. The Hunt for Red October was
noticed by President and Mrs. Reagan, who praised the book
publicly and helped boost the novel to bestseller lists. Casper
Weinberger, Reagan's Secretary of Defense, reviewed the book for
The Times Literary Supplement, calling it "a splendid and riveting
story" and praising the technical descriptions as ―vast and
accurate‖—excerpt from Tom Clancy: Biography from
Answers.Com.

―Hunchback of Notre Dame, 1939 film, directed by
William Dieterlem, starring Charles Laughton, Cedric
Hardwicke, Thomas Mitchell—based on Victor Hugo‘s
1831 novel of the same title.

―Hunt for the Red October, The‖is a 1990 film based
on the novel. It was directed by John McTiernan and stars
Sean Connery as Captain Marko Ramius and Alec Baldwin
as Jack Ryan--

―Hundred and Nine East Palace‖—see below.
―109 East Palace: Robert Oppenheimer and the

Hunt, Leigh, 1784-1859, English poet. See at Jenny.
Hunt, Helen, noted actress; AAs Good as it Gets@
,a

Secret City of Los Alamos‖ 2005 book by Jennet Conant
―Despite its grand name, 109 East Palace was the
nondescript office in Santa Fe that served as a gateway to
the Los Alamos complex.‖ Jennet Conant is the
granddaughter of James B. Conant, the project manager at
Los Alamos. Also see at Los Alamos, and at Robert
Opperneimer.

film, 158(280), 169(283)--also see at Kiss.

Hunter, Gail Parsell Hunter, June's McCoy Parsell‘s
daughter—see at June Parsell (last paragraphs.)

Hunter, Kim (nee Janet Cole), 1922-2002, actress
who originated the role of Stella Kowalski in the 1947
Broadway play A Streetcar Named Desire & who won best
an Oscar for Best supporting actress in the 1951 movie
version of -- see at Elia Kazan.

Hungary; Casualities of WW II, 180-181(314)
―Hunger Artist, The‖ (1922) by Franz Kafka: The story
opens with a description of an old-fashioned hunger or
fasting-artist, who spends his time on public display, a caged
spectacle starving for a cause or for art. He lives his life there, with
ribs protruding, allowing young children to look, poke, and fear his
awe, strength, and courage. ... One day an overseer noticed the
hunger artist's cage with its dirty straw. He wondered why the
cage was unused; when he and the attendants inspected it,
however, they found the hunger artist near death. Before he died he
asked forgiveness and confessed that he should not be admired,
since the reason he fasted was simply that he could not find food
to his liking--edited Excerpt from Wikipedia. Nowadays, we would
call him a Performance Artist, e.g,, like mimes who stand and do
nothing. Also see at Mime Joke.
―Hungry: ―We (Fred & I) were always hungry,‖ 27(41)

Hupfeld, Herman, 1894-1951, wrote ―As Time Goes
By,‖ from the 1942 film ―Casablanca,‖ Ch. 66. This song
was writtern for the Broadway show, ―Everybody‘s Welcome,‖
(1931), which ran 139 performances. In the original show it was
sung by Frances Williams.
Hupfeld never married and with few exceptions stayed in
his hometown of Monclair, NJ, for his entire life, and was buried
there too. He never wrote an entire Broadway score, but wrote
songs to fit in one--edited excerpt from Wikipedia where one may
find other Hupfeld songs. Also see at ―A Kiss is Just a Kiss.‖

Hupmobile was an automobile built from 1909 to
1940 by the Hupp Motor Company of Detroit,MI, Their
first car was introduced to the public at the Detroit Auto
Show in February 1909.

―Hungry Years, The: A Narrative History of the
Great Depression in America,‖ by T. H. Watkins (1999),
with some convincing photographs. This book is about us!
27(41)

Hupp, Craig, a former employee of Oldsmobile and

Hunley, (Paul) Elwood, 206-207(377-378);close

―Hurry Sundown‖ is a 1967 film starring Michael

Ford founded the Hupmobile company with his brother
Louis in 1908.

friend & classmate of Holmes High School Class of 1945,
was drafted in the Navy in 1943 & served most of his two years
on Guam Atoll as a Radio Transmitter. When he came home from
leave in 1945, his mother surprised him, presenting him with his
HHS diploma!—from a telephone conversation on November 18,
2005. I am puzzled why he is not listed in ―Lest We Forget‖ as
―Serving Our Country,‖ while 16 others who served are. He is
listed in ―LWF‖ for Latin Club, 3, 4, & Law Club 4, although he
didn‘t complete his junior year.
While at UK, we were roommates for a semester circa 1949
in a house on Limestone Street, one of the main streets of
Lexington., 206(377) We became frat brothers soon afterwards.
(I had pledged in ‘46.) Purdue U. We both graduated in 1956—he

Caine, Faye Dunaway, Jane Fonda, and Diahann Carroll. It
is based on the novel "Hurry Sundown", by K. B. Gilden,
Doubleday, 1967, is actually the husband and wife team named
Katya and Bert Gilden. They sold the movie rights for this first
novel to Hollywood in a sliding-scale deal that could bring them
more than $250,000. The film was directed by Otto Preminger.
―Henry Warren (Michael Caine) is a land owner obsessed
with buying up all available land in rural Georgia in the days just
after World War II. However, two parcels of land have escaped his
reach, and he's determined to get them.‖ (While set in Georgia, the
film was shot on location in Baton Rouge, LA.)

Hurston, Nora Zeale,1903-1960, Black-American
Novelist, folklorist, and anthropologist. See ―What White
PublishersWon‘t Print‖ in ―I Like Myself
When
Laughing…‖ by Nora Zeale Hurston; see Bibliograph

went on to get his law degree at UK in ‘56, while I went to Purdeu U.
in West Lafayette, IN, to get a Ph. D. in math in ‘56.

-- & Rosemary ―Rosie‖ Cook, a girlfriend of Elwood‘s in
HHS ‘44 attended Southside Baptist Church with Elwood & me,
206(377) & we sang in the choir there. Afterwards, we would go to
an ice cream parlor on Madison Avenue & eat Sundaes with a
thick walnut-syrup topping, 207(378)--see Rosemary Cook.

Hussey, Ruth, actress—see at ―The Uninvited.‖
―Hustler, The‖ is an adaptation of the 1959 novel of
the same name by Walter Tevis. Sidney Carroll and Robert
Rossen adapted the novel for the screen. Rossen directed the
film, shot on location in New York City. It stars Paul
Newman as Eddie Felson, Jackie Gleason as ―Minnesota

―Hunt for the Red October, The‖ Tom Clancy‘s first
novel was published in 1984 by The Naval Institute Press, a
noncommercial publisher in Annapolis. The story of the defection
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Hutton, Betty, actress, see ―Annie Oakley.‖
Huxley, Aldous Leonard, 1894-1964, English

Fats,‖ Piper Laurie as Sarah and George C. Scott as
Bert—also see at ―Minnesota Fats.‖

Huston, Anjelica, born 1951 in Santa Monica, CA,

novelist and essayist, who studied at Oxford, lived mainly in
Italy in the 1920s (where he met and befriended D. H. Lawrence.)
His best known work in Brave New World (1932), a novel. in
which he warnes of the dangers of dehumanization in a scientific
age, but his reputation was made witht his satirical novels,
―Chrome Yellow‖ (1921) and ―Antic Hay‖ (1923).
He was a teacher of George Orwell at Eton (NY Times
Xword clue and solution of 11/08/09.

the daughter of the director John Huston & his 4-th
wife, is an Academy Award- and Golden Globe Award-winning
actress and former fashion model. Huston won an Oscar for her
performance in Prizzi's Honor (1965). She later was nominated in
1990 and 1991 for her acting in Enemies, a Love Story and The
Grifters respectively. Among her roles, she starred as Morticia
Addams in The Addams Family (1991) and Addams Family Values
(1993), receiving Golden Globe nominations for both. She acted in
―The Dead,‘ based on a story by James Joyce and directed by her
father.
Her grandfather, Walter Huston, a stage and screen star,
won an Oscar for The Treasure of the Sierra Madre, a 1948 film
directed by her father who won the Oscar for Best Director,
making the Huston‘s a 3- generation Oscar winning family—see
at John Huston below.
She has Scots-Irish, Scottish English and Welsh ancestry on
her father's side, and Italian on her mother's side. One of four
siblings, she was raised mainly in Ireland & England.

Huxley, Aldous ( Con‘d). He was one of the most
prominent members of the famous Huxley family. He spent the
later part of his life in the United States, living in Los Angeles from
1937 until his death in 1963. Best known for his novels including
Brave New World and wide-ranging output of essays, Huxley also
published short stories, poetry, travel writing, and film stories and
scripts. Aldous Huxley was a humanist and pacifist, and he was latterly
interested in spiritual subjects such as parapsychology and
philosophical mysticism. He is also well known for advocating and
taking psychedelics. By the end of his life Huxley was considered, in
some academic circles, a leader of modern thought and an intellectual
of the highest rank
Early years: Aldous Huxley was born in Godalming, Surrey,
UK in 1894. He was the third son of the writer and school-master
Leonard Huxley and first wife, Julia Arnold who founded Prior's Field
School. Julia was the niece of Matthew Arnold and the sister of Mrs.
Humphrey Ward. Aldous was the grandson of Thomas Henry Huxley,
the zoologist, agnostic and controversialist ("Darwin's Bulldog"). His
brother Julian Huxley and half-brother Andrew Huxley also became
outstanding biologists. Huxley had another brother Noel Trevenen
(1891–1914) who committed suicide after a period of clinical
depression.
Huxley began his learning in his father's well-equipped
botanical laboratory, then continued in a school named Hillside. His
teacher was his mother who supervised him for several years until she
became terminally ill. After Hillside, he was educated at Eton College.
Huxley's mother died in 1908, when he was fourteen. In 1911, he
suffered an illness (keratitis pun ctata) which "left [him] practically
blind for two to three years". Aldous's near-blindness disqualified him
from service in the First World War. Once his eyesight recovered
sufficiently, he was able to study English literature at Balliol College,
Oxford. He graduated in 1916 with first class honours.
"I believe his blindness was a blessing in disguise. For one
thing, it put paid to his idea of taking up medicine as a career...His
uniqueness lay in his universalism. He was able to take all knowledge
for his province"--Julian Huxley 1965. Aldous Huxley 1894–1963: a
memorial volume. Chatto & Windus, London. p22.
Following his education at Balliol, Huxley was financially
indebted to his father and had to earn a living. He taught French for a
year at Eton, where Eric Blair (later known by the pen name
George Orwell) and Stephen Runciman were among his pupils, but
was remembered as an incompetent and hopeless teacher who
couldn‘t keep discipline.
Nevertheless, Blair and others were impressed by his use of
words. For a short while in 1918, he was employed acquiring
provisions at the Air Ministry--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Huston, John Marcellus, 1906--1987, was an film
director and actor. He was known for directing several
classic films, The Maltese Falcon (1941), The Asphalt Jungle
(1950), The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (1948), Key Largo
(1948), The African Queen (1951), The Misfits (1960), and The
Man Who Would Be King (1975).
He was the son of actor Walter Huston and the father of
actress Anjelica Huston and director Danny Huston.
In 1941, Huston was nominated for an Academy Award for
Best Adapted Screenplay for The Maltese Falcon/ He won in 1948
for the Best Director Oscar for The Treasure of the Sierra Madre.
Huston received 15 Oscar nominations in the course of his
career. In fact, he is the oldest person ever to be nominated for the
Best Director Oscar when, at 79 years old, he was nominated for
Prizzi's Honor (1985).
He also has the unique distinction of directing both his
father Walter and his daughter Anjelica in Oscar-winning
performances (in The Treasure of the Sierra Madre and Prizzi's
Honor, respectively), making the Hustons the first family to have
three generations of Academy Award winners.

Huston, Walter, 1884-1950, Canadian-American,
born in Toronto, to an Irish-Anglican father, and a Scottish
mother. He began his Broadway career in 1924, he achieved fame
in character roles once talkies began in Hollywood. His first major
role was in 1929's The Virginian, opposite Gary Cooper. He was
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Actor in 1936 for
Dodsworth, which he had also performed on Broadway & won the
1938 Oscar for Best Supporting Actor in The Treasure of the
Sierra Madre. Also see at ―And Then There Were None‖ & at
―Swamp River.‖

Hutsa-Putsa, Cement Mixer, song.
Hutsa-Putsa, Ice Cream Vender, my job age 13, Ch.35
Hut-Sut Song: (1939) Words and music by Leo V.

Hydrogen, colorless, highly inflammable gas, the
lightest of all gass, the most abundant element in the
universe, At. No. 1, At. Wt. 1.0097. See at Atomic fission.

Killion, Ted McMichael & Jack Owens: #3 Single in 1941
by the Horace Heidt Orchestra. New Lyrics by Heidi
Heidt: ―Hut-Sut Rawlson on the rillerah and a brawla,
brawla sooit (repeat 3 more times)./ Now the Rawlson is a
Swedish town, the rillerah is a stream. / The brawla is the
boy and girl, / The Hut-Sut is their dream. / Hut-Sut
Rawlson on the rillerah and a brawla, brawla sooit. / HutSut Rawlson on the rillerah and a brawla sooit‖-- from
the Web.

Hydrogen Bomb, see H-Bomb
Hypatia, 76(125), (one of the world‘s first women
mathematicians of note, and who suffered a cruel death, see
Chapter 40, p. 133(244))

Hypnosis, see Mesmer, at Spiegel & at self-hypnosis,
89(170)

Hypochondria, imaginary fear of fatal illness(es)

Hutson, Dr. Homes Leroy ―Roy,‖ Prof. at the US

See at ―Carl‘s fears‖ & at Phobias;

Merchant Marine Acad., Kingspoint, NY. Another denizen
of PJ‘s, a Pancake House and coffee shop in Princetron,
became a co-Ph.D. student—Holmes Leroy Hutson.
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you although we are oceans apart? / I can't make you open
your heart, / But I can dream Can't I?‖ Yeah!

Hypochondriac Jokes:Doctor to patient: ―I have good
newsand bad news. The good news is that you are not
hypochondriac.‖
I went to a doctor and he said, ‗You‘ve got hypochondria.‘ I
said, ‗Not that as well!‘—Tim Vine, quoted in the Penguin Dict. of
Humorous Quotations, 2-nd Ed. 2001.

―I can see where you‘re not a blonde‖--see at Marilyn
Monroe Jokes (2)

―I can see where you‘re not a gentleman!‖--ditto
above.

―I Cain't Say No‖—see at ―Oklahoma!‖
―I Celebrate Myself, The somewhat private life of

I, first person singular
.Puns: ―In the blink of an I,‖ ―Here‘s mud in your I,‖ ―The
apple of one‘s I, NY Times Crossword Puzzle solutions for May
23 in the 2007 Book of Crosswords; ‖ There‘s no ―I‖ in ―team‖—
also see at Ego, Egoist & Egotist.

Allen Ginsberg;‖ by Bill Morgan—see at Ginsberg.

―I could‘ve beem a contender‖--Marlon Brando
playing the longshoreman Terry Malloy in the 1954 film On
the Waterfront. Malloy had lost a shot at a prizefighting title by
taking a fall for easy money. ‗I coulda been a contender,‘ Malloy
tells his brother, Charley (Rod Steiger). ‗I coulda been somebody.
Instead of a bum, which is what I am‘—see at Budd Schulberg, the
author of this gem, and at ―On the Waterfront.

Iacocca Lee (né Lido Anthony Iacocca), born 1924
in Allentown, PA, is known for his revival of the Chrysler
Corporation in the 1980s, serving as President and CEO from 1978 and
additionally as chairman from 1979, until his retirement at the end of
1992.
One of the most famous business people in the world, he was a
passionate advocate of U.S. business exports during the 1980s. He is
the author (or co-author) of several books, including Iacocca: An
Autobiography(with William Novak), and Where have all the Leaders
Gone? Iacocca was born to Nicola Iacocca and Antonietta Perrotta,
Italian immigrants (from San Marco dei Cavoti, Benevento) who had
settled in Pennsylvania's steel making belt and operated the restaurant,
Yocco's Hot Dogs. It was reported that he was christened with the
unusual name "Lido" because he was conceived during his parents'
honeymoon at the Lido Island district in Venice. Iacocca graduated
from Allentown High School (now known as William Allen High
School) in 1942, and Lehigh University in neighboring Bethlehem, PA,
with a degree in industrial engineering. After graduating from Lehigh,
he won the Wallace Memorial Fellowship and went to Princeton U.,
where he took his electives in politics and plastics. He then began a
career at the Ford Motor Company as an engineer. Eventually
dissatisfied with that job, he switched career paths at Ford, entering the
company's sales force. He was very successful in sales, and he moved
up through the ranks of Ford, moving ultimately to product
development--continued at Wikipedia.

―I Could Have Danced All Night‖ is a song from the
musical My Fair Lady, with music written by Frederick
Loewe and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner, published in 1956. The song
is sung by the play's heroine, Eliza Doolittle, expressing her
exhilaration and excitement after an impromptu dance with her
tutor Henry Higgins. It was first performed by Julie Andrews, in
the original Broadway production of My Fair Lady. In the 1964
film adaptation of the musical, the song was sung by Marni Nixon,
dubbing the singing voice of Eliza Doolittle (who was played by
Audrey Hepburn). And Rex Harrison played Professor Henry
Higgins.
―I couldn‘t find anything appetizing—a paraphrase of the
Hunger Artist—see at Hunger Artist.

―I cried all the way to the bank,‖ see at Liberace.
―I did not have sex with that (Monical Lewinsky)
woman,‖ Bill Clinton‘s declaration. The definition of
masturbation given by Amer. Heritage Dict. could justify
Clinton‘s statement if by sex you meant sexual intercourse.
See at Masturbation & at Bill Clinton.

―My father always used to say that when you die, and
you‘ve got five real friends, you‘ve had a
great life‖, A ---Lee
Iacocca, in ―The Quotable Dad

―I Didn‘t Know the Gun Was Loaded, And I‘m so
sorry my friends. I didn‘t know the gun was
loaded, / And I‘ll never ever do it again!‖

―I am a book I neither wrote nor read‖—Delmore
Scwartz.

―I do‖—if this is the longest sentence in the English

―I Am a Camera‖ (1955) with Julie Harris &

languare, and said to be ia life sentence, what about ―I do, I
do‖? Two life sentences? See below.

Laurence Harvey, with screenplay by John Collier and
music by Malcolm Arnold, based on the Novel, ―Goodbye To
Berlin.‖ The title is a quote taken from the novel‘s first page: I
am a camera with its shutter open, quite passive, recording, not
thinking.(*) The book was then adapted into the musical Cabaret
(1966) and film Cabaret (1972). See at ―Goodbye to Berlin‖ & at
―Gerline Stories.‖ (*) This describes the limitiations of purely
retinal images-without interpretation, they are beyond
stupid.

"I Do! I Do!" is a 1956 Broadway musical with a
book and lyrics by Tom Jones and music by Harvey
Schmidt. Based on the Jan de Hartog play The Fourposter, the
two-character story spans fifty years, from 1895 to 1945, as it
focuses on the trials and tribulations, laughters and sorrows, and
hopes and disappointments experienced by Agnes and Michael
Snow throughout their marriage.
The set consists solely of their bedroom, dominated by the
large fourposter bed in the center of the room. For producer David
Merrick, it was the ideal investment in that it had neither expensive
sets and costumes nor ensemble salaries to be paid. After four
previews, the Broadway production, directed and choreographed
by Gower Champion, opened on December 5, 1966 at the 46th
Street Theatre, where it ran for 560 performances. Mary Martin
and Robert Preston comprised the original cast; Carol Lawrence
and Gordon MacRae replaced them later in the run, while Carol
Burnett and Rock Hudson starred in a national tour.

―I Am Not Stiller,‖ a Max Frisch novel,about a young
man who tries to lose his identity,--without success!
238(432)—; also see at Identity & at Driver‘s License.

―I Ain't Got Nobody‖ (1915), words by Roger
Graham and music by Spencer Williams, 1915—see at ―Just
a Gigolo.‖ ―I ain't got nobody, and nobody cares for me!/
That's whyI'm sad and lonely, / Won't somebody come and
take a chance with me?‖ Sung by the Mills Bros., Bessie
Smith, and Cab Calloway.

―I Ain‘t Got Nobody‖ 1932 film starring the Mills

―I Don‘t Know Why‖ (I love you like I do…), music

Bro—available on DVD at Amazon.com.

by Fred Ahlert, lyrics by Roy Turk, 1930, p. 195 of Da
Capo & also in Ewen‘ ―All, the Years…‖. Also see at Ahlert & at
Turk.
―I don't know why I love you like I do, / I don't know why, I
just do./ I don't know why you thrill me like you do./ I don't know
why, you just do./ You never seem to want my romancing./ The

―I been there before‖—see at ―Huckleberry Finn.‖
―I Can Dream, Can't I?‖--song by Sammy Fain
(music) & Irving Kahal (lyrics), was published in 1938,
included in a flop musical, Right This Way. ―Can't I adore
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only time you hold me is when we're dancing./ I don't know
why I love you like I do./ I don't know why, I just do.‖

"I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a

―I Don't Want to Walk Without You‖—by Frank

―I‘m My Own Grandpa‖: Zany song.

Letter" by Fred Ahlert (music) & Joe Young (lyrics.)

Loesser & Jules Syne—see at ―Sweater Girl‖ 1942 film.

―Many, many years ago when I was twenty-three / I was
married to a widow who was pretty as could be / This widow had a
grownup daughter who had hair of red / My father fell in love with
her, and soon they too were wed / This made my Dad my son-inlaw and really changed my life / For now my daughter was my
mother, 'cause she was my father's wife / And to complicate the
matter, even though it brought me joy, / I soon became the father
of a bouncing baby boy / My little baby then became a brother-inlaw to Dad / And so became my uncle, though it made me very sad
/ For if he were my uncle, then that also made him brother / Of the
widow's grownup daughter, who was of course my stepmother /
Father's wife then had a son who kept them on the run / And he
became my grandchild, for he was my daughter's son / My wife is
now my mother's mother, and it makes me blue / Because although
she is my wife, she's my grandmother too / Now if my wife is my
grandmother, then I'm her grandchild / And every time I think of it,
it nearly drives me wild / 'Cause now I have become the strangest
case you ever saw / As husband of my grandmother, I am my own
grandpa / I'm my own grandpa, / I'm my own grandpa, / It sounds
funny, I know / But it really is so / I'm my own grandpa.‖
John Lupton, folk music DJ, provided the lyrics and says:
"It was written 1947 or so by Moe Jaffe and Dwight Latham, a
pair of Tin Pan Alley tunesmiths. The earliest recording of it I
know of was by Lonzo & Oscar, but Homer & Jethro probably had
the most widely known version. Ray Stevens has done it, I think
Dave Grisman has as well. The all-female bluegrass band
Sidesaddle turned it into ‗I'm My Own Grandma‘ on their album
‗Girl From The Red Rose Saloon‘.‖—from the Intenet.

―If you knew Suzie, like I know Suzie /
Oh, Oh, Oh, what a gal / There's none so classy as this fair
lassie / Oh, Oh, holy Moses, what a chassis‖

―I find I keep improving‖—Rostropovich at age 80,
when asked why he still practices 3 or 4 hours a day.

I. F. Stone, see at Stone.
―I Got Plenty O' Nuttin:‖ I got plenty of nothing /
And nothing's plenty for me / I got no car - got no mule / I
got no misery / Folks with plenty of plenty / They've got a
lock on the door / Afraid somebody's gonna rob 'em / While
they‘re out making more--what for?—introduced in
Gershwin‘s Porgy and Bess.

―I Gotta a Name‖—see at Jim Croce.
―I Got Rhythm,‖ by the Gershwins—see at
―American in Paris.‖

III, or iii, pun on eyes?
―I knew her before she was a virgin‖—Oscar Levant
(about Doris Day.)

―I'll Get By (as Long as I Have You),‖ 1931 song by
Fred Ahlert & RoyTurk—see at Ahlert.
―I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a
Letter‖—see at Ahlert.

"I Just Called to Say I Love You" is a song written,
produced & performed by Stevie Wonder as part of the
soundtrack to the 1984 film The Woman in Red. The midtempo ballad expresses how simply calling someone to tell
them you love them can make even the most unremarkable
day of your life magical. It is one of Wonder's most
simplistic, jingly and sentimental songs—edited Wikipedia.

―I‘m Not Stiller,‖ Max Frisch‘s novel about identity,
& how society forces it against one‘s will; This has become
quite an issue in USA after the 9/11/01 bombing of the
World Trade Center., 238(432). Also see at Identity, at
Patriot Act, at Stiller & at World Trade Center.

―I‘ll Be Seeing You‖ (in all those old familiar

―I‘m Still Here‖ song from the 1971 Sondheim

places)—1938 song by Irving Kahal & Sammy Fain. It
became a big hit in 1943 with the nearest & dearest of
servicemen going overseas.

musical ―Follies‖
―I‘m

―I‘ll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time‖—see at
Apple Blossom Time.

―I'm Walking the Floor over You‖ see at ―Walking...‖
―I don‘t choose to run [for President]…no matter

―I‘ll Get By‖ (As long as I have you…), 1928, music

―I‘ll

Sitting on Top of the World‖ (1925), Ray
Henderson (music) with Sam Lewis and Joe Young
(lyrics)—see at Henderson.

by Fred Ahlert & lyrics by Roy Turk—see p. 195 in ―The
Da Capo Companion…‖ & p. 592 in Ewen‘s ―All the
Years…‖ Also, see at Ahlert & at Turk.―
See You in my Dreams‖/ hold you in my arms /
Someone took you out of my arms, / still I feel the thrill of
your charms. / Lips that once were mine, / tender eyes that
shine, / they will light my way tonight, / I'll see you in my
dreams--Gus Kahn song, 186(323) ―One of the most
beloved and popular songs of its day, "I'll See You in My
Dreams" was written by Isham Jones, with lyrics by Gus
Kahn (1924)

how bad the country will need a comedian…‖—Will
Rogers.

―I Love Paris‖—song from ―Cam Cam.‖
―I LoveYou‖(Ich Liebe Dich), words by Hans
Christian Andersen, music by Evard Grieg.

―I Love You‖ (Ich Liebe Dich) is short song from the
1790s is one of Beethoven's classic love songs. Also
known as Zärtliche Liebe, it sets music to a poem by Karl
Friedrich Herrosee.

―I may be poor but I am somebody,‖ see at Jesse

―I‘ll try anything once, twice to make sure, and three

Jackson; also at O‘Faolain & at Rich Man, Poor Man.

times if I like it.‖—anonymous?

―I only want a buddy not a sweetheart. / Buddys

―I‘m A Big Girl Now‖—see at Big Girl Now etc.
―I'm Confessin' that I Love You (And I hope you

never make you blue, / Sweethearts make vows that are
broken / Broken like my heart was broken, too‖—pop song
of the 1930s, lyrics by Eddie Jones--recorded in 1934 by
Walkers Corbin Ramblers—from the web.

love me too‖), also known as "Confessin'," "I'm
Confessin'," and "Confessin' that I Love You") was written
by Doc Daugherty, Al J. Neiberg, and Ellis Reynolds and
published in 1930.
―I‘m Falling in Love,‖ two songs, 186(323), 228(415)

I problem?—see at Ego?
―I regret nothing‖—see at Piaf.
―I Told You I Love You, Now Get Out!‖ Johnny Frigo co-wrote
this with his Soft Winds jazz trio, two Dorsey colleagues,
guitarist Herb Ellis and pianist Lou Carter—see at Frigo.

―I‘m Forever Blowing Bubbles, ― see at Bubbles.
―I'm Just a Prisoner of Love,‖ see ―Prisoner of Love.‖
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―I was born, see? Sure, dat‘s de charge. Write it in

reviewed by Richard Lingeman, May 18, 008, NY
Sunday Book Review.

de blotter.‖ I was born, get me!‖—from Eugene O‘Neill‘s
―The Hairy Ape,‖ Ch.s. 2 & 18, 55(89)n

Identification Friend or Foe, see at ―IFF.‖
Identity.What is the basis of one‘s idenity? Is it

―I want to be alone‖—see at Garbo.
―I wish I was a lesbian, and not a hetero. / I wouldn't

merely one‘s self–image, or is it imposed on one externally
against one‘s will? Max Frisch wrote a book ―I Am Not
Stiller‖ about a draft-dodger who tried but failed to change
his identity. (Society wouldn‘t allow this!) See at ―Popeye,‖
at World Trade Center & at Patriot Act. Erik Erikson in his
book ―Youth, Anxiety, and Crisis‖ dealt with the anxiety of
youth coming of age, 238(432); also see at George F.
Kennan.

have to deal with men and all their come and go, / And all
their yucky yucky facial hair and all their machismo!‖—
(Wainwright) Loudon Wainwright III (1995). There‘s
more!—check out the Web at I Wish I Was a Lesbian.

Iacocca, Lee, A: ―My father always used to say that
IAS,

Times

when you die, and you‘ve got five real friends, you‘ve had a
great life‖---Lee Iacocca, in ―The Quotable Dad.‖
abbreivation for Institute for Advanced Study—
see at Advanced Study, Institute.

Ideogram is a character or symbol representing an idea or

Irvine

a thing without espressiing the pronunciation of a particular
word or words for it. Examples: the common sign for ―no
parking,‖ or ―parking prohibited, or signs for men‘s
(women‘s) restrooms. See at Abstraction.

Ice cream in the Thirties: a nickel a scoop, three for

Idiot: ―Any idiot can face a crisis. It‘s this day-to-

Ice

cream--see

at

Baskin-Robbins,

at

Robbins & below:
a dime! 245(442)

day living that wears you out,‖ Chekhov, quoted in a 2006
NY Times crossword puzzle. Also see Nazi Breeding
Program

Ice cream flavors. Baskin-Robbins advertised 31
flavors, but over the years they offered many more than
1000—see at Baskins-Robbins.. One that they noever
offered was ―Pink Sock‖ that came up in the cartoon strip
―Mutts‖ on 6/19/08. Also see at Robbins for his ―32-nd
flavor.‖

―Idiot Village,‖ Woodie Allen‘s chiasmus; -- appears
in his 1975 movie ―Love and Death,‖ 58(95)

Idle, Eric, one of the Monty Pythons.
―Idle hands are the devil's workshop‖—saying.
―Idle hands are the devil's tools‖—see at Idleness
―Idle, How to be,‖ Essays, Tom Hodkinson, Ed.
―Idle Thoughts of an Idle Person,‖ Jerome K.

Ice cream parlors in Princeton, NJ circa 2008:
Thomas Sweet & Halo Pub, 245(442)

―Ice-Cream, The Emperor of,‖ Wallace Stevens‘s
poem, 245(442)

Jerome‘s thoughts on the subject. See at Idling.

Ice house: igloo.
ID, see at Driver‘s License & at Identity. Also see at

―Idleness and Other Essays, In Praise of,‖ 1986 book
by Bertrand Russell. Also see at Work.

Patriot Act.

―Idleness. is the root of mischief.‖ This maxim has

Id: The id is the source of our drives and Freud

been traced back to Chaucer's 'Tale of Melibee' (c. 1386). First
attested in the United States in 'Collections' (1808). The proverb is
found in varying forms: Satan has some mischief for idle hands to do;
The devil finds work (or mischief) for idle hands to do." From
"Random House Dictionary of Popular Proverbs and Sayings" by
Gregory Y. Titelman (Random House, New York, 1996). Also see at
Idle Hands.

considered it to be the reservoir of libido. 'The libido' or
simply 'libido', is the form of energy cathected upon objects
or an effect received from objects, predominantly sexual,
which underlies all mental processes. Our drives (Freud had
very theoretically specific "-drives" such as the death-drive,
but drives can often be equated to 'instincts') surge forth
from the id and apply libidinal energy to objects, which may
result in aggressive or erotic attachments/actions upon
chosen objects. The drives of the id are considered to be
inborn, operating within the primary psychical processes
(those of the unconscious) and are absolutely determined
according to the pleasure principle—Wikipedia. Also see at
Pleasure Principle.

―Idlers, An Apology for,‖ Essays, Robert Louis
Stevenson.

Idling. ―It‘s impossible to enjoy idling unless one has
plenty of work to do‖--Jerome K. Jerome, Idle Thought of
an Idle Fellow, ―On Being Idle,‖ 1888.

IFF (ID, Friend or Foe): You had just 1/20-th of a

Id, Ego & Super-Ego are the divisions of the

second to ID an airplane as ―friend or foe,‖ ―229(417);
visually identifying enemy aircraft, 216(392)

psyche according to psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud's
"structural theory." In 1923, Freud introduced new terms to
describe the division between the conscious and
unconscious: 'id,' 'ego,' and 'super-ego.' He thought these
terms offered a more compelling description of the dynamic
relations between the conscious and the unconscious. The
―id‖ (fully unconscious) contains the drives and those things
repressed by consciousness; the ―ego‖ (mostly conscious)
deals with external reality; and the ―super ego‖ (partly
conscious) is the conscience or the internal moral judge

―If I Could Tell You I Would Let You Know,‖ W.
H. Auden poem, Ch.51
―If

―If I didn't care more than words can say / If I didn't care
would I feel this way? / If this isn't love then why do I
thrill?/ And what makes my head go 'round and 'round /
While my heart stands still‖—There are several verses,
including a monologue version of the above--check the Web
at this title & also see at Ink Spots.

―Id in Yid.‖ ―Doctor, my doctor, what do you say:
LET‘S PUT ID BACK IN YID!—Philip Roth, in
―Portnoy‘s Complaint,‖ p. 124.

―If I Loved You‖ is a from the 1945 Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical Carouel . The song was introduced
by John Raitt and Jan Clayton. It was performed in the film
version by Gordon MacRae and Shirley Jones. In the show,
the characters of Billy Bigelow and Julie Jordan sing this
song as they hesitantly declare their love for one another,
but yet they are too shy to express their true feelings.

―Ida, sweet as apple cider, / Sweeter than all I know.
…Ida, I idolize ya, I love you, Ida, deed I do.‖

―Ida: A Sword Among Lions: Ida B. Wells and the
Campaign Against Lynching‖ by

I Didn‘t Care,‖ by Jack lawrence, 1939.

Paula J. Gidding,
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―If I‘m Not With the Girl I Love, I Love the Girl I‘m

didn't expect me to live." Mike replied, "Ike, the suspense is killing
me! Did you?" Ike: "Did I live? Shay, you should shee me now!"
On the way home from the tavern, Mike was walking along
a street with one foot in the gutter, one on the curb, and weeping.
Ike says, "Mike, why are you crying? Mike: "Shay, you'd cry too if
one of your legs was shorter than the other!"

With:‖ Oh my heart is beating wildly, / And it's all because
you're here, / When I'm not near the girl I love, / I love the
girl I'm near." ―Yip‖ Harburg, 1947.

―If-She-Dies, She-Dies!‖ Joke: When an 80-year-old
man marries a nubile 18-yeearold, his doctor warned him
that excessive sex could cause a fatal heart attack.‖ The man
retorted, ―Well, Doc, if she dies, she dies!

―Ike, They Like,‖ song in ―Call Me Madam‖ (1950)
―I‘ll Be Seeing You‖ (in all those old familiar

―If This Is a Man,‖ see at Primo Levi & Bibiography.
―If They Could Only See Me Now,‖ song, 82(157)
―I gave them a sword!‖—see at Nixon.
―I Have a Dream that My my four children will one

places)—1938 song by Irving Kahal & Sammy Fain. It
became a big hit in 1943 with the nearest & dearest of
servicemen going overseas.

―I‘ll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time‖—see at
Apple Blossom Time.

day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin but bythe content of their character''
-- From a Speech delivered at the March on Washington,
Aug. 28, 1963

―I‘ll Get By‖ (As long as I have you…), 1928, music

―Ignoramus is one who knows the price of everything
but the value of nothing‖—saying: see at ―Seward‘s Folly.‖
Ignorance: ―The world is becoming increasingly more
complicated and each of us needs an ever more refined and
up-to-date competence‖– Primo Levi, p. 142, in ―Other
People‘s Trades.‖
―Art has an enemy called ignorance,‖ Ben Jonson, 1599.

―I‘ll

―Ignorance is bliss,‖ or ―What you don‘t know can‘t
hurt you.‖ It figures in a passage from ―On a Distant
Prospect of Eton College,‖ by the eighteenth-century
English poet Thomas Gray: ―Where ignorance is bliss,
‗Tis folly to be wise.‖

by Fred Ahlert & lyrics by Ro Turk—see p. 195 in ―The
Da Capo Companion…‖ & p. 592 in Ewen‘s ―All the
Years…‖ Also, see at Ahlert & at Turk.―
See You in my Dreams‖/ hold you in my arms /
Someone took you out of my arms, / still I feel the thrill of
your charms. / Lips that once were mine, / tender eyes that
shine, / they will light my way tonight, / I'll see you in my
dreams--Gus Kahn song, 186(323) ―One of the most
beloved and popular songs of its day, "I'll See You in My
Dreams" was written by Isham Jones, with lyrics by Gus
Kahn (1924)

―I‘ll Surive‖—see at Gloria Gaynor.
―Illustrious Immigrants: The Intellectual Migration,‖
by Laura Fermi, R, lv, 42(67)n. See at ―The Intellectual
Migration,‖ another book on the subject.

―Ignorance, Evil almost always comes of‖—see at

―Imagine,‖ see at American Heroes.
Imagination and Life, see Life and the Imagination.
Imagination is a ―definite something beyond myself

Camus

―Ignorance is exploited—always,‖ 11(17), 39-40(61-62),
in ―Umberto D,‖ a film by Vittorio de Sica.

… knowledge that I couldn‘t possibly have gained through
normal channels‖--Muriel Spark in Curriculum Vitae,
1992, quoted by Susan Eilenberg in her review in 12/15/05
TLS of Spark‘s new novel. See at Consistency; ―God gave
us memory so we might have roses in December,‖ J. M.
Barrie; ―Heard Melodies are sweet, but those unheard are
sweeter,‖ Keats; ―Imagination is man‘s power over nature,‖
Wallace Stevens; ―We are never as happy, or as unhappy as
we imagine,‖ La Rochefoucauld; ―When imagination
sleeps, words are emptied of their meaning,‖ Albert Camus;
also see at Einstein on Art and the Imagination, at
Consistency & at Life and the Imagination.

―Ignorance never settles a question,‖ Disraeli, Ch.12
―Ignorant, only on different subjects Everybody is‖-Will Rogers, in the NY Times 8/22/24, cited in the Oxford Dict.
of Phrase, Saying and Quotation.

Ignorant innocents: ―Art is never chaste, we forbid it
to the ignorant innocents, never allow a contact with it to
those not sufficiently prepared. Yes, art is dangerous. And
if it‘s chaste, it isn‘t art‖-- Pablo Picasso, cited in ―Picasso‖
by A. Vallentin, 1957

―Ike,‖ nickname for Eisenhower; ―I like Ike,‖
slogan in the 1952 pres. Election, which Ike handily won
against Adlai Steveson. See at McCarthyism.

―Imagination is more important than knowledge.
Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world.‖

―Ike, An American Hero,‖ by Michael Korda,

I‘m abbreviates I am, of course, and therefore ought

Harper/ HarperCollins, 2007. Denison, TX (where Ike was
born), and Abilen, KS (where Ike grew up) were ―in the late
19-th century, brutal, menacing town where murderous
outlaws were celbrated and the smell of cattle dung hung in
the air‖—from the Rev. by Doublass Brinkley, see at
Eisenhower & at ―D-Day, Ike at.‖

ought to listed at ―I am.‖ And some are (i.e., double-listed.)

―I'm Alive‖ is the tenth album by American
singer/songwriter Jackson Browne, released in 1993. You
an access Celine Dion singing this in Las Vegas at the link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCOSWkrmb1E

Ike and Mike Jokes: Ike and Mike are walking along

Ima Hogg—see at Al Capp.
―I'm Confessin' that I Love You (And I hope you

a road. Ike says, ―Mike, remember the time months ago
when we stayed at that widow's farm house?‖ Mike: ―How could I
forget it! She cooked us delicious chicken dinner with all the
trimmin's and then, since there was only one bed, invited us to
sleep with her.‖ "Yeah, that's the one!‖ chortled Ike, ―Do you care
if she has a baby?‖ ―Why no,‖ said Mike, ―Do you?‖ Ike retorted,
Ike retorted, ―No! So why not take these damn condoms off --mine
is killing me!‖
Ike and Mike had a few brews too many at the tavern and
were recounting all the close calls they had in life. Mike says,
"When he was a boy, I almost got run over by a car.‖ Not to be
outdone, Ike says,"Why, when I was a baby I was so sick they

love me too‖)--also known as "Confessin'," "I'm
Confessin'," and "Confessin' that I Love You‖--was
written by Doc Daugherty, Al J. Neiberg, and Ellis
Reynolds and published in 1930.
―I‘m Falling in Love,‖ two songs, 186(323), 228(415)

―I‘m Forever Blowing Bubbles, ― see at Bubbles.
―I'm Just a Prisoner of Love,‖ see ―Prisoner of Love.‖
―I'm Just Wild About Harry‖ by Eubie Black and
Noble Sissle (1921) & used by Harry Truman in his
campaign in 1948 for the Presidency‖—see at Eubie.
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―I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a

Indianapolis, USS, was torpedoed on July 30, 1945

Letter‖ by Fred Ahlert (music) & Joe Young (lyrics.)

just after it had delivered components of the A-Bomb that
would be dropped on Hiroshima on August 6. Only 316 out
of 1200 men survived the sinking & shark-infested waters.

―I‘m Not Stiller,‖ Max Frisch‘s novel about identity,

―I‘m

& how society forces it against one‘s will; This has become
quite an issue in USA after the 9/11/01 bombing of the
World Trade Center., 238(432). Also see at Identity, at
Patriot Act, at Stiller & at World Trade Center.
Sitting on Top of the World‖ (1925), Ray Henderson
(music) with Sam Lewis and Joe Young (lyrics)—see at
Henderson.

Indicate the direction to my abode, Parody of ―Show
Me theWay to Go Home,‖ 219(398)

Induction motor, see at Tesla & at Faraday
―Inferior without your permission, Nobody makes
you,‖ see at Eleanor Roosevelt & at Better Than You.

Influenza, see at Flu; the name was derived from the

―I'm

Walking the Floor over You‖ see at ―Walking...‖
Ima Hogg—see at Al Capp.
―I wish I was a lesbian, and not a hetero. / I wouldn't

―influence‖ of the heavenly bodies! However that might
be, the Italians called it influenza di freddo, or influenza of
the cold. As reported in the NY Times Dec. 5, 2007, a
study showed that the flue virus grows best in cold, dry
weather.

have to deal with men and all their come and go, / And all
their yucky yucky facial hair and all their machismo!‖—
(Wainwright) Loudon Wainwright III (1995). There‘s
more!—check out the Web at I Wish I Was a Lesbian.

Inge, Dean William R.,1860-1954, see at Plaguiarism
Inge, William (Motter), 1913-1973, playwright and

―Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery,‖ a much

novelist born in Independence, KS. He is best remembered
for his play, Come Back, Little Sheba (1950, made into a 1952
movie, starring Burt Lancaster & Shirley Booth, winning an Oscar
for Booth (who reprised her role on Broadway where she won a
Tony), the Pulitzer Prize-winning Picnic (1953, a 1955 film,
starring William Holden, Kim Novak, Rosalind Russell & Susan
Strasberg), Bus Stop (1955, 1956 film, starring Marilyn Monroe &
Arthur O‘Connell—considered one of MM‘s best films—in it she
sings ―The Old Black Magic‖) & The Dark at the Top of the Stairs
(first produced as Farther Off from Heaven in 1947, his first play
written with Tennessee Williams‘ encouragement & revised in
1974).
He won a 1961 Academy Award for Splendor in the Grass
(Best Writing, Story & Screenplay, written directly for the screen),
starring Natalie Wood & Warren Beatty—from Cambridge Biog.
Encyc., Video Hound & the Web.
―At this time ( circa 1961), critics were hailing Inge as
another Tennessee Williams. Unfortunately, his later works did not
fulfill that promise. The Dark at the Top of the Stairs was followed
by a string of box office failures including A Loss of Roses (1960),
Natural Affection (1963), Where's Daddy? (1966), and The Last
Pad (1970). Inge's only real sucess during this period was his
screenplay for Splendor in the Grass (1961) for which he won an
Acadamy Award. Convinced that he could no longer write, the
small town Inge fell into a deep depression, and on June 10, 1973,
at his home in the Hollywood Hills, Inge took his own
life‖—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

quoted phrase of Charles Caleb Colton, 151(268)

Imperial Presidency of George W. Bush: see at
―Takeover.‖

Immigrants, see at ―American‘s Immigrant Past,
Present and Future.‖ Also see at ―Illustrrous Immigrants‖,
and at ―Intellectual Migration.‖

Immortality according to Woody Allen, 240(435)
Immunology, see at Vaccines; also see at AIDS.
Impossible? ―It always seems impossible until it‘s
done‖--Nelson Mandela
―Why, sometimes I've believed as many as six impossible
things before breakfast‖--The White Queen, from Through
the Looking Glass by Lewis Carroll.

―In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening,‖ Hoagie
―In

Carmichael and Johnny Mercer song, 1939, which won an
Oscar in 1951. See at Jane Wyman.
Cold Blood‖ by Truman Capote about two Kansas
murderers he befriended & betrayed in order to get the
motivation for their heinous, unspeakable acts. (They were
told, wrongly it turned out, that the murdered family had a l
arge sum of money in their farm house-alledgedly the first
non-fiction novel! Also see at Capote.

―In Like Flynn? Flynn was famous for his drinking,
womanizing, and brawling. His freewheeling, hedonistic
lifestyle caught up with him in November 1942 when two
underage chorus girls, Betty Hansen and Peggy Satterlee,
accused him of statutory rape. The trial took place in
January & February, 1943, and while Flynn was cleared of
the charges, the incident served to increase his reputation as
a ladies' man, which led to the popular belief that the term
―in like Flynn‖ was based on Flynn's romantic exploits—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
A couplet I remember: ―Error Flynn / At it again!

―Inge Plays, Out of Kansas into the World, A
Treasure-trove of‖ an article about a large number of oneact plays recently discovered, and one being produced now,
by David Belcher in 8/06/09 NY Times.

―Inherit the Wind‖ (1955) a play by Lawrence and
Lee, later adapted into a film in 1960 by Stanley Kramer,
was based on the Scopes trial, starring Spencer Tracy as
Henry Drummond/Darrow, Fredric March as Matthew
Harrison Brady/Bryan & Gene Kelly as E. K.
Hornbeck/Mencken.

―In the Heat of the Nigth‖ 1967 film—see at Steiger.
Indemnity—see ―Double Indemnity
Independence Day is the fourth of July, 1776, and

Inheritance: ―There is one thing that men so rarely \
do, whatever the provocation or inducement, is to
bequeath patrimonial property away from their own
blood‖—from House of the Seven Gables & quoted on p. 57
in an article, ―Strangers in Paradise,‖ by Janet Malcolm
about Gertruee Stein & Alice B. Toklas in the Nov. 23,
2006 New Yorker—see at Hawthorne & at Patrimony.

celebrated every year on that day, usually with a display of
fireworks at night, and firecrackers during the day.
India, Punjab --, 36(56), 89(169), 92(175): Casualties
of WW II, 180-181(314)

Indian Creek, Texas—see at Katherine Anne Porter.
Indiana, the Hoosier State: The origins of Indiana‘s

―Injustice of things‖—see at Hugo Claus.
―Inkspots, The,‖were a popular black vocal group of

Nickname is unkown, but dates to 1828. See the Amer.
Heritage Dict. for some speculation.

four in the 30s & 40s. Their trademarks were Bill Kenny‘s
velvety high tenor and Orville ―Hoppy‖ Jones‘ deep-voiced
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―Invasion of the Body Snatchers‖ (1978 sci-fi horror

readings of the lyrics as mid-song recitations. They sang
without effort in any temo, in am manner that owed
something to the jubilee sylle of Gospel-quartet singing & ,
in turn, broadened it. The quartet, rounded out wth Charlie
Fuqua & Ivory ―Deek‖Watson, was founded in 1934—from
p. 453 of Da Capo‘s Companion (see Biblio.) Also, on the
Web, Jerry Daniels is listed as a member of the Inkspots,
and you can download a sample of ―If I Didn‘t Care.‖ Also
see at ―If I Didn‘t Care,‖ ―Into Each Life Some Rain Must
Fall‖ & at ―Why the Roses Grow.‖

film in which Donald Sutherland plays a too optimistic
health inspector, with Brook Adams, and Jeff Goldblum.

Invisible: ―What is essential is invisible to the eye‖—
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, from ―The Little Prince (1943);
A woman who Charles Schulz at the height of his early
fame described him as a ''genius at becoming invisible.''
―Writing is a form of disappearance‖—Simon Armitage,
242(436) ―

―Invisible threads are the strongest‖--quoted by

―In Memoriam,‖ Tennyson‘s Elegy, 120(220)
―Innocents in Paris,‖ 1929 movie, 22(33)n (The song

Borealis Press # 186 & attributed to Nietzche;
―We cannot live for ourselves alone. Our lives are
connected by a thousand invisible threads‖--Herman
Melville. ―The most important things cannot be seen but
felt in the heart—Helen Keller. Also see at
Schaddenfreude‘s opposite.

―Louise‖ was introduced in this movie.)

Innuendo, an indirect or subtle, usually derogatory,
implication in expression & insinuation.
Innuendoes. Also at double-entendres.

See at Sexual

―Invisible World, The‖ in ―Other People‘s Trades,‖

Insane, i.e., not sane. See at Crazy.
Insane asylums—some slang names: booby-hatch,

by Primo Levi. Also see at Flies.

Ion is an atom or molecule which has lost or gained

funny-farm, nut-house. "Society is an insane asylum run by
the inmates‖—Ervin Goffman, from his Website. Also see
at Dutch Proverb.

one or more valence electrons, giving it a positive or
negative electrical charge. A negatively charged ion, which
has more electrons in its electron shells than it has protons
in its nuclei, is known as an anion (pronounced‖: an-eyeon). Conversely, a positively-charged ion, which has fewer
electrons than protons, is known as a cation (pronounced:
cat-eye-on). An ion consisting of a single atom is called a
monatomic ion, but if it consists of two or more atoms, it is
a polyatomic ion. Polyatomic ions containing oxygen, such
as carbonate and sulfate, are called oxyanions. Michael
Faraday coined the term ion—see at Faraday.

Inskeep, Lyle ―Red,‖ Co. 1038 leader, Ch. 53.
Instinct, see at Intelligence is Instinctual too.
Institute for Advanced Study, see at Advanced Study.
Insulin, a hormone naturally produced by the body to
control sugar levels. Diabetes is the disease of insulin I
nsufficiency, and can be controlled by insulin injections,and
a careful diet that controls sugar levels. See at Banting.

Italian Joke: What doe you can an armless Italian?

Ionesco Eugène (né Eugen Ionescu), 1909-1994, was

Mute.

a Romanian and French playwright and dramatist, one of the
foremost playwrights of the Theatre of the Absurd. Beyond
ridiculing the most banal situations, Ionesco's plays depict in a
tangible way the solitude and insignificance of human existence.
He spent most of his childhood in France, and, while there,
had an experience he claimed affected his perception of the world
more significantly than any other. As Deborah B. Gaensbauer
describes in Eugene Ionesco Revisited, "Walking in summer
sunshine in a white-washed provincial village under an intense
blue sky, [Ionesco] was profoundly altered by the light" He was
struck very suddenly with a feeling of intense luminosity, the
feeling of floating off the ground and an overwhelming feeling of
well-being. When he "floated" back to the ground and the "light"
left him, he saw that the real world in comparison was full of
decay, corruption and meaningless repetitive action. This also
coincided with the revelation that death takes everyone in the end.
Much of his later work, reflecting this new perception,
demonstrates a disgust for the tangible world, a distrust of
communication, and the subtle sense that a better world lies just
beyond our reach. Echoes of this experience can also be seen in
references and themes in many of his important works: characters
pining for an unattainable "city of lights" (The Killer, The Chairs)
or perceiving a world beyond (A Stroll in the Air); characters
granted the ability to fly (A Stroll in the Air, Amédée); the banality
of the world which often leads to depression (the Bérenger
character); ecstatic revelations of beauty within a pessimistic
framework (Amédée, The Chairs, the Bérenger character); and the
inevitability.
Like Samuel Beckett, Ionesco came to the theatre late: he
did not write his first play until 1948 (La Cantatrice chauve,first
performed in 1950 with the English title The Bald Soprano.
Bérenger is a semi-autobiographical figure expressing
Ionesco's wonderment and anguish at the strangeness of reality. He
is comically naïve, engaging the audience's sympathy. In The
Killer he encounters death in the figure of a serial killer.

Intellect: Intellect is also instinctual,‖ 157(278)
―A Man is not idle because he is lost in thought. There is
visible labor and invisible labor,‖—Victor Hugo, 107(200)n
Also see at ―Egghead.‖

Intellect more than anything else is man: ―The life of
the intellect is the best and pleasanest for man, because --,‖
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ehtics—in Quotationary.

―Intellectual blood bank‖ is what JFK called his
‖alter ego‖—see at Ted Sorensen.

―Intellectual Hotel‖ is what J. R. Oppenheimer called
the Inst. for Advance Study—see at Abraham Flexner.

―Intellectual Migration, The,‖ a 1960 book by Bernard
Bailyn & Donald Fleming, about the immigrants, e.g.,
Einstein & Szilard, who helped us win WW II by
conceiveing & building the A-Bomb, R, lv, 42(67)n,
178(311); also see at Laura Fermi, ―Illustrious Immigrants‖
& intellectual migration, 141(254)

―Intellectual Tradition,‖ see at ―The Western
Intellectual Tradition.‖

Intelligence is instinctual too, 157(278); also see at
Knowledge

―Intense speculation‖ can distract you from reality—
see at Gulliver‘s Travels‖ (last paragraph.)
―Intermezzo‖ Ingrid Bergman was signed by
Hollywood producer David O. Selznick to star in the 1939
English language remake of her 1936 Swedish language
film, Intermezzo—see at Ingrid Bergman.

Internment Camps--see at Japanese-American
―Into Each Life Some Rain Must Fall,‖—1944 song
by Alan Roberts & Doris Fisher--recorded by the Ink Spots:
―Into each life some rain must fall / But too much has fallen
in mine / Into each heart some tears must fall / But someday
the sun will shine‖—from the Web.
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younger than Einstein. The real life Louis Bamberger died in 1944,
before the movie's time period.

In Rhinocéros he watches his friends turning into
rhinoceroses one by one until he alone stands unchanged against
this tide of conformism. It is in this play that Ionesco most
forcefully expresses his horror of ideological conformism, inspired
by the rise of the fascist Iron Guard in Romania in the 1930s.
Le Roi se meurt translated as Exit the King (1962) shows
him as King Bérenger 1st, an everyman figure who struggles to
come to terms with his own death. A revival of Exit the King is
showing on Broadway March 2009, starring Geoffrey Rush as the
King, Susan Sarandon, as an older, and Lauren Ambrose as a
younger, Queen.

Iqbal, Dr. Jhilam--see at Jhilam Iqbal.
―I raised my hand in school one day, / the teacher
answerered ―No!‖ / But the joke was on her, / I really didn‘t
have to go!‖ Ch. 9

―I Tell My Heart‖—see at Horace Pippin.

―I Told You I Loved You, Now Get Out‖—see at
Johnny Frigo.

"I Want a Girl": ―I want a girl / Just like the girl / that
married dear old Dad. / She was a pear / and the only girl /
that Daddy ever had. / A Good old fashioned girl with heart
so true / One who loves nobody else but you / I want a girl. /
Just like the girl that married dear old dad‖--Words by
William Dillon & Music by Harry Von Tilzer, 1911. Also
see at Beer Parody.

Ipana toothpaste was popular in the 40s & 50s. With
a wintergreen flavor, the active ingredient was sodium
fluoride (0.243%). Demand declined by the late 1960s
and early 1970s, and the brand was discontinued. However,
tubes can be purchased from specialty outlets, and the Ipana
brand is a leading toothpaste in Turkey. In 2005, River West
Brands, a Chicago-based brand revitalization company, reintroduced Ipana into the US marketplace--from the Web.

―Ipana

Smile,‖104(195).

an

slogan

for

Iraq, oil, US & Allies invasion & war, 90(171),
139(252)--see at ―Weapons of Mass Destruction‖
The Iraqi War has cost US well over $500 billion since
it began on Mar. 20, 2003, and over 3000 military personnel
& countless more maimed & wounded, not to mention the
havoc wreaked on the Iraqi civilian population. See at
Marchall Plan, and at ―Oil, It‘s the.‖

Ipana

toothpaste. How did movie stars all have perfect teeth? See
at Celebrity Teeth.

iPod is a brand of portable media players designed
and marketed by Apple &launched on Oct. 23, 2001 See at
Jukebox. Apple's iTunes software is used to transfer music
to the iPod & related devices. As a jukebox application,
iTunes stores a music library on the user's computer and can
play, burn, and rip music from a CD. It also transfers
photos, videos, games, and calendars to those iPod models
that support them.

Iran, formerly Persia, the Big Neighbor east of Iraq:
a theocracy of Shiites. Shiite is a branch of Islam that
regards Ali & his descendants as the legitimate successors
of Mohammed & jejects the first three caliphs.

Ireland (Éire) is a country occupying five-sixths of
the island of Ireland, which was partitioned in 1921. It
isbordered by Northern Ireland (part of UK) to the north, by the
Atlantic Ocean to the west and by the Irish Sea to the east.
The
term Republic of Ireland is the description of the State but not its
name.
Ireland is among the richest, most developed and peaceful
countries on earth, having the fifth highest Gross Domestic Product
per capita, second highest Gross Domestic Product (Purchasing
Power Parity) per capita and having the fifth highest Human
Development Index rank. The country also boasts the highest
quality of life in the world, ranking first in the Economist
Intelligence Unit‘s Quality-of-life index.
Ireland was ranked fourth on the Global Peace Index. The
state also has high rankings for its education system, political
freedom and civil rights, press freedom and economic freedom—
Wikipedia, where there lots more. Also see at Freedom of the
Press World-wide—8 countries, including Ireland, are tied
for # 1.

IQ., or IQ, = Intelligence Quotent. The Binet IQ
Scale was developed in the early 1900's by Alfred Binet, a
French psychologist and inventor of the first usable intelligence
test, the basis of today's IQ test. The Binet Scale is approximately
as follows:Normal IQ, 85-115; Deficient IQ, 71-84 Moron IQ, 5170; Imbecile IQ 26-50, Idiot, IQ 0-25. Also see at Genius. I‘m glad
I was above normal!  (In Garrison Keillor‘s Lake Woe Begone
skits, all the children are above normal).

―I. Q.‖ is a 1994 romantic comedy film directed by
Fred Schepisi, starring Tim Robbins, Meg Ryan, and Walter
Matthau. Plot Outline; Tim Robbins is an amiable garage mechanic
named Ed Walters who finds Meg Ryan's character, Catherine Boyd, a
beautiful and intelligent Princeton U. mathematics doctoral candidate,
as she comes into the garage (accompanied by her stiff and fussy
English fiancé, an experimental psychology professor, played by
Stephen Fry).
There is an immediate connection, but she refuses to
acknowledge it. Finding a watch she left at the garage, Ed travels to her
address and finds himself face to face with Albert Einstein (played by
Walter Matthau), who is Catherine's uncle. Albert, portrayed as a fun
loving genius along with his mischievous friends Nathan, Kurt, and
Boris, sees in Ed someone who would be better suited for Catherine,
and the four of them attempt to help Ed look and sound more like a
scientist (i.e., a wunderkind in physics), while at the same time trying to
convince Catherine that life is not all about the mind but about the heart
as well.
This is intended to be Einstein's most enduring legacy to his
niece as he realizes that he'll not be available for her for very much
longer. Catherine eventually sees through the ruse but ends up falling
for Ed anyway. The very last image in the movie is of a smiling Albert
Einstein using a small telescope to spy on the two young moonstruck
lovers as they take delight in each other's company.
For dramatic reasons, I.Q.. fictionalizes several real people.
Albert Einstein did not have a niece by the name of Catherine Boyd,
nor had he any interest in young lovers' struggles. Kurt Gödel was
famously shy and introverted, unlike his fictional counterpart in this
film. And Boris Podolsky was not AT ALL like the character depicted.
The movie gives the impression that Einstein and his friends were all
around the same age, when in fact, they were between 17 and 30 years

Ireland, Jill Dorothy, 1936-1990, born in London,
England. She began acting in the mid-1950s with bit parts in
films including Simon and Laura (1955) and Three Men in a Boat
(1956).In 1957, Ireland married Scottish actor David McCallum.
The couple starred opposite each other in The Man From
U.N.C.L.E. episode "The Quadripartite Affair" (season 1, episode
3, 1964) and again four weeks later in episode 7, "The Giuoco
Piano Affair". She came back a third time in "The Tigers Are
Coming Affair" (episode 37 in 1965) and a fourth in the two-part
episode The Five Daughters Affair (season 3, episodes 28 & 29,
1967). They had three sons, Paul, Valentine, and their adopted son,
Jason McCallum, who died of a drug overdose in 1989, six months
before Ireland's own death.McCallum and Ireland divorced in
1967.
In 1968, Ireland married Charles Bronson after meeting
him while he and McCallum starred in The Great Escape some
years earlier. Together they had a daughter, Zuleika, and adopted a
daughter, Katrina. They remained married until Ireland's death in
1990. Ireland was diagnosed with breast cancer in 1984. After her
diagnosis, Ireland wrote two books chronicling her battle with the
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disease (at the time of her death, she was writing a third book) and
became a spokesperson for the American Cancer Society. In 1988,
she testified before Congress about medical costs and was awarded
the Medal of Courage from then-President Ronald Reagan.

warn me that in all things passion can be the decisive
attribute,‖ 34(53)
―Iron bars a cage, nor‖—line from Richard Lovelace‘s
poem, ―Lucasta‖ (1649)—also see at Stone Walls,

Ireland, John, actor, see at ―Gunfight at the O. K.

Iron Curtain Speech: ―From Stetin in the Baltic to

Corral.

Trieste in the Adriatic, and ‗iron curtain‘ has descended
across the continent. Behind that line…the populations lie
in what I must call the Soviet sphere ... ruled by a police
state,‖ Churchill‘s Speech at Westminster College in Fulton,
MO, Mar. 5, 1953, 141(254)

Irish Bar Joke: An Irish man walked out of a bar.
Irish Potato Famine aka Great Famine (Irish: An
Gorta Mór[ or An Drochshaol, lit: The Bad Life) was a
period of starvation, disease and mass emigration between 1845
and 1852[2] during which the population of Ireland was reduced by
20 to 25 percent. Approximately one million of the population died
and a million more emigrated from Ireland's shores. The proximate
cause of famine was a potato disease commonly known as late
blight. Although blight ravaged potato crops throughout Europe
during the 1840s, the impact and human cost in Ireland—where a
third of the population was entirely dependent on the potato for
food—was exacerbated by a host of political, social and economic
factors which remain the subject of historical debate—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Anne Sullivan.

―Iron Horse,‖ nickname for Lou Gehrig for the then
record number of consecutive games played.
Iron Horse was an epithet for the locomotive and
automormibe which supplied the horse as a principle mode
of transportation.

Irons, Jeremy John born 1948 in Cowes on the Isle of
Wight, is actor of film, TV & stage who has won a
Academy & Golden Globe Awards for his 1990
portrayal of
Claus von Büow in ―Reversal of Fortunre‖; in 2005 he won an
Emmy a Golden Globe Awards for his supporting role in the TV
mini-series, ―Elizabeth I‖; he also won a Tony Award, a Screen
Actors Guild Award & another Emmy. Irons‘ film debut came
with Nijinsky in 1980.
The role which brought Jeremy Irons fame was that of
Charles Ryder in the 1981 TV adaptation of Brideshead Revisited
. It reunited him with Anthony Andrews, with whom
he
had
appeared in The Pallisers seven years earlier. In the same year he
starred in the film The French Lieutenant's Woman opposite Meryl
Streep.
He appeared sporadically in films during the 1980s,
including the Cannes Palme d'Or winner The Mission in
1986,
and in the dual role of twin physicians in David
Cronenberg's
Dead Ringers in 1988.
Over the years, Irons became known for playing somber,
often mentally tortured characters. Other films include Danny the
Championof the World (1989), Reversal of Fortune (mentioned
above), Kafka (1991), Damage (1993), The House of the Spirits
(1993) appearing again with Glenn Close and Meryl Streep, Die
Hard With a Vengeance (1995), Bernardo Bertolucci's Stealing
Beauty (1996), the 1997 remake of Lolita and as the musketeer
Aramis opposite Leonardo DiCaprio in the 1998 film versionof
The Man in the Iron Mask (1998).

Irish, the people of Ireland. Also see at Gaels. Irish is
a slang word for ire—see at Irish Temper. Also see at Irish
Quips.

Irish Eyes Are Smiling, 1944 film—see at Dick
Haymes.

Irish Jewish Comedy, see at Abie‘s Irish Rose.‖
Irish Prostitute Joke: An Irishman's daughter had not been
home for over 6 years. Upon her return, her father shoutat
her; shouted at her, "Where have you been all this time, you
ungrateful girl! Why didn't you write us, not even a line to let us
know how you were doing? Why didn't you call? Don't you know
what you put your Mum through??!! The girl, crying, replied,
―Sniff, sniff... Dad... I became a prostitute...‖ "WHAT!!? Out of
here, you shameless whore! Sinner! You're a disgrace to this
family! I don't ever want to see you again!‖ ―OK, Dad, as you
wish. I just came back to give Mom this fur coat, the keys to a ten
bedroom mansion, plus a savings account certificate for $2 million.
for my little brother, this gold Rolex and for you, Daddy, the brand
new Mercedes limited edition convertible that's parked outside
plus a lifetime membership to the Golf Club...(takes abreath)...plus
an invitation for you all to spend New Years' Eve on board my
new yacht in the Riviera, and....‖
―Now what was it you said you had become?" asked her
Dad. The girl, crying again, said, ―A prostitute, Dad!‖ ―Oh! Sweet
Jesus!,‖ he exclaimed, ―You scared me half to death, girl! I hought
you said ‗a Protestant!‘ Come here and give your old man a
hug!‖

Irony, a. the use of of words to express something
different from and often opposite to their litteral meaning;
b. an expression or utterance marked by a deliberate contrast
between apparent and intended meaning, as in ―Hyde noted
the irony of Irelands‘s copying the nation she most hated.,‖
from The American Heritage Dictionary.
Irony: ―She scared the boys to death with her irony‖—a
teacher about Flannery O‘Connor at a Writers‘ workshop at
the U. of Iowa, and quoted by Joy Williams in her review of
―Flannery: A Life of Flannery O‘Connor‖ by Brad Gooch in
the Sunday Mar. 1, 2009 NY Times Book Review—see at
―O‘Connor, Flannery Mary, Age 6‖
Irving, Washington, (1783-1859, born in NY City, he
was an author, essayist, biographer, magazine editor and
historian of the early 19th century. He was best known for his short
stories ―The Legend of Sleepy Hollow‖ and ―Rip Van Winkle,‖
both of which appear in his book The Sketch Book of Geoffrey
Crayon, Gent.
His historical works include biographies of George
Washington, Oliver Goldsmith and Muhammad, and several
histories of 15th-century Spain dealing with subjects such as
Christopher Columbus, the Moors, and the Alhambra. Irving also
served as the U.S. minister to Spain from 1842 to 1846.
Along with James Fenimore Cooper, he was the first
American writer to earn acclaim in Europe. And he encouraged

Irish Quips: When asked by a reporter why he went
for the knockout in the 13-th round of his fight with Joe
Louis when he was way ahead on points, Conn replied
famously, "What's the use of being Irish if you can't be
thick?‖–see at Billy Conn & at Joe Louis.
―All Irish people are related‖—Denis Leary on Late
Night withConanO'Brien, to whom he is related by
marriage—see at Leary.

Irish whiskey (Irish: Fuisce or Uisce beatha) is a
whiskey made in Ireland. There are several types of whiskey
common to Ireland: Single Malt, Single Grain, Pure Pot Still
and Blended Whiskey—also see at Whiskey.

Irish writers, see, e.g., Joyce, O‘Faolain, O‘Neill,
at Jonathan Swift, and Yeats

Irish Temper, 33-34(53); also see at Barry ―Rosie‖
O‘Grady, at Mrs. Kelly & at Ms. Mary Ellen Moore (who
was Irish to her core), at Mrs. Alma Murphy & at Denny,
Dorothy & Molly Sullivan. ―Ms. Moore‘s temper served to
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film about the liberation of Paris, with ―a star-studded cast‖
—see Video Hound for details.

such authors such as Nathaniel Hawthorne, Herman Melville,
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and Edgar Allan Poe.
Irving was also admired by some European writers,
including Sir Walter Scott, Lord Byron, Thomas Campbell, Francis
Jeffrey, and Charles Dickens. As America's first genuine
internationally best-selling author, Irving advocated for writing as
a legitimate profession, and argued for stronger laws to protect
American writers from copyright infringement.
Irving created the literary magazine Salmagundi in January
1807. Writing under various pseudonyms, such as William Wizard
and Launcelot Langstaff, Irving lampooned New York culture and
politics in a manner similar to today's Mad magazine. Salmagundi
was a moderate success, spreading Irving's name and reputation
beyond New York. In its seventeenth issue, dated November 11,
1807, Irving affixed the nickname ‗Gotham‖—an Anglo-Saxon
word meaning ―Goat's Town‖—to New York City.
In late 1809, while mourning the death of his seventeen year
old fiancée Matilda Hoffman, Irving completed work on his first
major book, A History of New-York from the Beginning of the
World to the End of the Dutch Dynasty, by Diedrich Knickerbocker
(1809), a satire on self-important local history and contemporary
politics.
Prior to its publication, Irving started a hoax akin to today's
viral marketing campaigns; he placed a series of missing person
adverts in New York newspapers seeking information on Diedrich
Knickerbocker, a crusty Dutch historian who had allegedly gone
missing from his hotel in New York City. As part of the ruse,
Irving placed a notice—allegedly from the hotel's proprietor—
informing readers that if Mr. Knickerbocker failed to return to the
hotel to pay his bill, he would publish a manuscript Knickerbocker
had left behind.
Unsuspecting readers followed the story of Knickerbocker
and his manuscript with interest, and some New York city officials
were concerned enough about the missing historian that they
considered offering a reward for his safe return. Riding the wave of
public interest he had created with his hoax, Irving—adopting the
pseudonym of his Dutch historian—published A History of New
York on December 6, 1809, to immediate critical and popular
success. ―It took with the public,‖ Irving remarked, ―and gave me
celebrity, as an original work was something remarkable and
uncommon in America.‖
Today, the surname of Diedrich Knickerbocker , the
fictional narrator of this and other Irving works, has become a
nickname for Manhattan residents in general, e.g., thename of the
basketball team NY Knicks is short for Knickerbockers.
After the success of A History of New York, Irving searched
for a job and eventually became an editor of Analectic magazine,
where he wrote biographies of naval heroes like James Lawrence
and Oliver Perry. He was also among the first magazine editors to
reprint Francis Scott Key's poem ―Defense of Fort McHenry",
which would later be immortalized as ―The Star-Spangled
Banner.‖ the national anthem of the United States—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.
According to a story, George Washington met Irving,
named after him, and gave his blessing. In the years to come Irving
would write one of his greatest works, THE LIFE OF GEORGE
WASHINGTON in 5 volumes.

―Is there anybody I haven‘t offended?—see at Mort
Sahl. Lenny Bruce would never have asked such a questonhe knew the answer.

―Is You Is Or Is You Ain‘t, My Baby?, another
winner for bad grammar, a 1944 song by Louis Jourdan &
Billy Austin, Ch. 2.—it reached # 1 on both the Billboard
pop & R & B charts.
"Is you is or is you ain't" is dialect, apparently first
recorded in a 1921 story by Octavus Roy Cohen, a Jewish
writer from South Carolina who wrote humorous black
dialect fiction. Also see at Louis Jourdan.
―Is You Is Or Is You Ain‘t, My Baby?, Ch. 2.

Isaacson, Walter, see at ―Einstein: His Life etc. ―
Isachhenkov, Vladmir—see at Sputnik launch.
Ish ka bibble, also Ishkabibble, is a slang catch
phrase for ―I should worry?‖ or ―I should care?‖—see at
Catch Phrase. The origin of Ish Kabibble, can be traced back to the
1913 novelty song ―Isch ga-bibble‖ and this 1915 cartoon postcard,
which displays a spelling (Ish Ka Bibble)—also see at Merwyn
Boque who adapted it for his state‘s name.

Isherwood, Charlesm, NY Times Theater Critic who
replaced Margo Jefferson (who took over for Bruce Weber
only six months earlier) as the paper's second-string theater critic.
Isherwood began writing for Variety in 1993, working out of the
Los Angeles office and reviewing productions on the West Coast.
He became chief theater critic in 1998 and currently serves as
president of the New York Drama Critics' Circle. Prior to Variety,
Isherwood worked at L.A. Style magazine. He also known for
writing the book Wonder Bread and Ecstasy: The Life and Death
of Joey Stefano, which tells the story of the rise and tragic death of
porn actor Joey Stefano. According to a Variety report, Isherwood
will began work at The Times on September 8, while Ben Brantley
remains the chief theater critic at The Times.
―Each human being is a book of surprises, even to intimates,
and one that is destined to be left unfinished—Charles Isherwood
in his Mar. 5, 2009 NY Times review of the play ―Dead Man‘s
Cell Phone.‖

Isherwood, Christopher, 1904-1986, novelist born in
Cheshire England, best known for his novels, ―Mr. Norris
Changes Trains‖ (1935) & ―Goodbye to Berlin‖ (1939). His later
novels include Prater Voilet (1945) & The World in the Evening
(1954). See at ―Berlin Stories,‖ ―I Am a Carmera,‖ and at ―Sally
Bowles.
Rejecting his upper-class background and attracted to males,
he remained in Berlin, the capital of the young Weimar Republic,
drawn by its deserved reputation for sexual freedom. There, he
"fully indulged his taste for pretty youths. He went to Berlin in
search of boys and found one called Heinz, who became his first
great love.‖
Isherwood commented on the Berlin sex underground &
his own participation in it, in a note to the American publisher of
John Henry Mackay's Der Puppenjung (The Hustler), ―a classic
boy-love novel set in the contemporary milieu of boy prostitutes in
Berlin.‖ ―It gives a picture of the Berlin sexual underworld early
in this century," wrote Isherwood, "which I know, from my own
experience, to be authentic.‖
In 1931 he met Jean Ross, the inspiration of his fictional
character Sally Bowles; he also met Gerald Hamilton the
inspiration for the fictional Mr. Norris. In September 1931 the poet
William Plomer introduced him to E.M. Forster; they became close
and Forster served as a mentor to the young writer. His second
novel, The Memorial (1932), was another of his stories of
intergenerational conflict between mother and son, based closely
on his own family history. Also see at Nonsense Verse (next-tolast paragraph.)

―Is,‖ ―is,‖ ―is‖--the idiocy of the word haunts me. If
it were abolished, human thought might begin to make
sense. I don't know what anything ―is‖; I only know how it
seems to me at this moment—Robert Anton Wilson.
Remark: Maybe he should‘ve used ―was‖ instead?

Is: ―It depends on the what the meaning of ‗is‘ is,‖ a
winner from Bill Clinton—see at Clinton. It would seem
that Robert Anton Wilson agreed with Clinton. See above.

―Is Paris Burning?‖ Hitler‘s obsessive question of
his Generals upon the fall of Paris was made into a 1966
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Isinglass, used as ―window glass‖ in coal-stove

personal account of her struggle with ovarian cancer and her
inspiring attempt to keep an upbeat attitude during her
illness—Amazon.com. ―This book is not just written in a
flowing, captivating way, it is also quite funny, despite its
subject. While reading, you go through a journey with
Radner, who takes you along with her for the good and the
bad times. You cheer for her when she finally gets the man
she loves, and you cry when you both lose the battle with
cancer‖—Lee Kanne review at Amazon.com—also seee at
Radner & at Gene Wilder.

doors, 81(156)

Islam, a monotheistic religion based on the submission
to God & Mohammed as the chief & last prophet of God,
Allah. See at Jerusalem, at Moslem & at Mecca.
Allah. See at Jerusalem, at Moslem & at Mecca.

Island Queen, The, 64(105), carried fun-seekers on
the Ohio River between Cincinnati and Coney Island
Park for more than 20 years. Built in 1925, with two sidepaddle wheels thirty feet in diameter that enabled her ―to
turn on a dime & with a capacity of 4100 passengers, she
was one of the largest passenger steamers on the inland
rivers ystem.‖ Constructed of steel & meticulously
maintained, the Island Queen seemed destined for a long
service life, but in 1947 a freak welding accident at the
dock in Pittsburgh torched the Queen & left her a twisted
hulk—from Walt Waymeyer, Mary Ann Unkraut & the
Web.

―It‘s a Jungle Out There,‖ song--see at Jungle.
"It's a Long Way to Tipperary" is a music hall and
marching song written by Jack Judge & Harry Williams
(Henry James Williams) that, allegedly, was written for a 5 shilling
bet in Stalybridge, on the 30 January 1912 and performed the next
night at the local music hall. The well known chorus is:
"It's a long way to Tipperary, / It's a long way to go. / It's a
long way to Tipperary / To the sweetest girl I know!?/
Goodbye Piccadilly, / Farewell Leicester Square! / It's a
long, long way to Tipperary, / But my heart's right
there"-- alternative last line: "But my heart lies there."
After leaving a club on Jan. 30, 1912, Jack Judge heard a
fragment of a conversation between two men, one of whom said to
the other "It's a long way to.........." in the course of giving someone
directions. He seized upon that phrase as a song-title, and then
added the word "Tipperary" to it—edited excerpt from Wikipedia,
where there is lots more.
The town of Tipperary is situated in the south west of
County Tipperary, which occupies the northeast corner of Ireland.
Some may ask why an English Army song is about an Irish town.
Is this just a case of ―poetic license‖?

―Isn't It Romantic?‖ was written by Lorenz ―Larry‖
Hart (1895-1943, lyrics) and Richard Charles Rodgers
(1902-1979, music), for the musical ―Love Me Tonight‖
(1932) It is first sung by the male lead, Maurice Chevalier,
taken up by others as it travels from the city to the country,
and is finally sung by the female lead, Jeanette MacDonald.
The words used in the film are not the same as those in the
published version—Wikipedia

―Isn‘t that something?‖—my comment on the cast of
star-studded cast of ―Battle of Britain.‖

Isolation in society: ―The central law of all organic
life is that each organism is intrinsically isolate and single
in itself,‖ D. H. Lawrence‘s observation in ―Edgar Allan
Poe,‖ p.71 of ―Studies in Classic American iterature,‖
Penguin Twentieth Century Classics (1971, 1977). On
the next page, he calls this ―The first law of life.‖ ―Strange
to wander in the mist, each is alone. No tree knows its
neighbor. Each is alone,‖ Herman Hesse, T

―It's Now or Never‖—see ―There‘s No Tomorrow.‖
―It's Not About the Bike: My Journey Back to Life,‖
by Lance Armstrong & Sally Jenkins, 2000.

―Ivan‘s War, Life and Death in the Red Army, 19391945,‖ by Catherine Merridale, Henry Holt (Metropolitan
Books in USA, 2005), 180(314); see Bibiography--Ivan is a
generic name or the average Soviet citizen or soldier. See at
Joe Average, John Doe, etc.

Israel, sovereign state since 1948. See at Balfour
Agreement & at Zionism.

Issei (Americans born in Japan), see at Nisei & at

Ives, Burl, folk singer—see at ―Riddle Song.‖
Ives, Charles Edward, 1874-1954, born in Danbury,

Japanese-Americans.

―It‖ is what you are when tagged in a game of tag. It

CT, he was a composer of modernist classical music. He is
widely regarded as one of the first American classical composers
of international significance. Ives' music was largely ignored
during his life, and many of his works went unperformed for many
years. Over time, Ives would come to be regarded as an ―American
Original‖; Ives combined the American popular and church-music
traditions of his youth with European art music, and was among
the first composers to engage in a systematic program of
experimental music, with musical techniques including
polytonality, polyrhythm, tone clusters, aleatoric elements, and
quartertones, thus foreshadowing virtually every major musical
innovation of the 20-th century.
Sources of Charles Ives‘ tonal imagery are hymn tunes and
traditional songs, were the town band at holiday parade,the fiddlers
at Saturday night dances, patriotic songs, sentimental parlor
ballads, and the melodies of Stephen Foster. Charles Ives was the
son of George Ives, a U.S. Army bandleader in the Civil War.
A strong influence of Charles's may have been sitting in the
Danbury town square, listening to his father's marching band and
other bands on other sides of the square simultaneously.
George Ives' unique music lessons were also a strong
influence on Charles; George Ives took an open-minded approach
to musical theory, encouraging his son to experiment in bitonal and
polytonal harmonizations. Charles would often sing a song in one
key, while his father accompanied in another key. It was from his
father that Charles Ives also learned the music of Stephen Foster.

also means something big, as in ―This is it!‖

Italian Genius —see at Thomas Jeffereson
―Italian Genius Shaped the World, 50 Ways‖ –see at
―Sprezzatura.

Italy: Allies captured Naples, Oct.1, 1943 & Allies
entered Rome, June 4, 1944 two days before D-Day,
142(256); Allies invaded Sicily, July 9-10, 1943, 142(256);
-- dismissed Mussolini, July 25, 1943, who, together with
12 cabinet members, was shot by partisans on April 1945,
142(256); -- invaded Albania April 7, 1939 & annexed it
within a month; -- signed a secret armistice with the allies
on Sept. 3, 1943 & surrendered to Allies, September 29,
1943, 142(256), declared war on Nazi Germany,
Oct.13,1943, but the Nazi fought on in north Italy; ―Two
Women‖ is a film about a ravished & raped Italy,
starring Sophia Loren, who won an Oscar.
Postcards from Italy, see at Postcards.

―It Had To Be You,‖Gus Kahn & Isham Jones,
1924 song (p.286 in Da Capo.)

―It‘s a Hard Knock Life‖—from 1977 Broadway
musical ―Annie.‖

―It‘s Aways Something‖‖ (2000) by Gilda Radner:
Completed before Radner's death last month, this is her
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Ives became a church organist at the age of 14 and wrote various
hymns and songs for church services, including his 1891
Variations on America for organ.
Selected Works: Because Ives often made several versions
of the same piece, and because his work was generally ignored
during his lifetime, it is often difficult to put exact dates on his
compositions. The dates given here are sometimes best guesses.
There have even been speculations that Ives purposely misdated
his own pieces earlier or later than actually written, but these have
been largely debunked by Ives scholars such as Jan Swafford:
Variations on America for organ (1891), The Circus Band (a march
describing the Circus coming to town), Central Park in the Dark
for chamber orchestra (1906, 1909), The Unanswered Question
for chamber group (1906; rev. 1934), and several string quartets,
symphonies, sonatas, a ―Robert Browning‖ Overture (1911-14), a
piano trio (1909-10, rev 1914-15)--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Iwo Jima, vital Pacific Island in WWII, 159(282)

―I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm‖ is a pop song.

Iwo Jima: ―Letters from Iwo Jima,‖ 2006 movie
directed by Clint Eastwood, see above & see at Eastwood.

Οn Feb. 19, 1945, US Marines landed on Iwo Jimo, where
they began a month-long battle against the Japanese for the
island. It wasn‘t secured until March 16; ―In the month of
fighting nearly 7,000 Amerivan soldier died & there were
26,000 casualities. Most of the 22,000 Japanese …fought to
their deaths. More than a quarter of the Medals of Honor
from WW II were awarded to men who fought there. We
don‘t realize wht these soldiers did—these skinny kids our
of the Depression who joined the service. Their average
age was 19 & some as young as 14 lied about their age to
get in. Of the 6 men who raised that flag, only three
survived‖—Clint Eastwood in Parade Magazine of Sun.
Oct. 15, 2006 in response to why he made not only one
film about Iwo Jima but two— one each from the
American & the Japanese viewpoint; also see at Okinawa
& below.

written in 1937 by Irving Berlin. It was introduced in the
film, On the Avenue (1937), by Dick Powell & Alice
Faye. It was one of nine songs he wrote for the musical, On
the Avenue—see Video Hound, and also see p.393 of
Ewen‘s All the Years…

J, short for Jay.
Jablonski, Edward—see at ―One More for the Road.‖
Jack Armstrong ,the All-American Boy was a radio

―I‘ve Got Sixpence‖—Marching or Campfire Song:

adventure series which maintained its popularity from 1933
to 1951. The program originated at WBBM in Chicago on
July 31, 1933., and was later carried on CBS, then NBC and
finally ABC. The storylines centered around the globetrotting adventures of Armstrong (played by Jim Ameche
until 1938), a popular athlete at Hudson High Schoo;l and
his friends—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
Radio Heroes.
Jack ass: Jack ass: 1. A male ass or donkey. 2, A

I‘ve got sixpence, jolly, jolly sixpence, / I‘ve got sixpence,
to last me all my life./ I‘ve got twopence to spend, and
twopence to lend, / And twopence to send home to my wife.
Poor wife! / Chorus: No cares have I to grieve me, no pretty
little girls to deceive me./ I‘m as happy as a lark, believe
me. / As we go rolling, rolling home./ Rolling home, rolling
home. [Repeat] / Rolling home to my home by the sea,
boom, boom, boom. / Happy as the day when our leaders
(sailors? Soldiers?) get their pay. / As we go rolling, rolling
home./ I‘ve got fourpence, jolly, jolly fourpence, / etc. with
nuppence to send home to my wife. Poor wife!

foolish or stupid person; a blockhead: "You've
acted like an irrational jackass and it's time you
stopped" (Margaret Truman)-- A jennie is a
female ass.

Ivens, Joris, filmed ―The Spanish Earth.‖
Ivory, James Francis, was born 1928 in Berkeley, CA
to Edward Patrick Ivory (Irish) and Hallie Millicent
DeLoney (French-American), and grew up in Klamath Falls,
Oregon. He is an award-winning film director, best known for the
results of his long collaboration with Merchant Ivory Productions,
which included both Indian-born producer Ismail Merchant, with
whom he was a long-time romantic and professional partner, and
screenwriter Ruth Prawer Jhabvala. Their films won six Academy
Awards. He was educated at the U. of Oregon, majoring in
Architecture and Fine Arts and then at the University of Southern
California School of Cinematic Arts, where he directed the short
film "Four in the Morning" (1953).Then he wrote, photographed,
and produced "Venice: Theme and Variations" a half-hour
documentary submitted as a thesis film for his degree in cinema at
USC. The film was named by The New York Times in 1957 as one
of the ten best non-theatrical films of the year--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, where is a filmography. According to Wikipedia, Ivory
and Merchant were long-time romantic partners. See at Merchant,
at Merchant Ivory Productions, at ―Howards End‖ & at ―Room
With a View.‖

―Jack and the Beanstalk‖ --parents are like the giant
in this fairy tale, 46(73). Also see at ―Fee! Fie! Foe! Fum!
Jacobi, Lou (né Louis Harold Jacobovitch), 19132009, born in Toronto, began acting as a boy, making his
stage debut in 1924 at a Toronto theater, playing a violin prodigy
in ―The Rabbi and the Priest.‖ (He did play the violin, then and for
most of his life.)
Lou Jacobi, a mustachioed, scene-stealing actor and
comedian, made a film and stage career playing comic ethnic
characters but was lauded for serious dramatic roles as well.
He made his Broadway debut in 1955 in ―The Diary of
Anne Frank,‖ playing a less-than-noble occupant of the
Amsterdam attic where the Franks were hiding, and reprised the
role in the 1959 film version. When Bosley Crowther, reviewing
the movie in The New York Times, described Mr. Jacobi as
―irksomely sluggish and pathetically lax as the weakling Hans Van
Daan,‖ it was high praise, and he was nominated for Best Support
Actor Oscar, while Shelley Winters won the Oscar for Best
Supporting Actress for her role of Petronella Van Danan—see at
―The Diary of Anne Frank,‖ 1956 film.
Then he starred in the short-lived Broadway comedy
―Norman, Is That You?‖ in 1970, Clive Barnes of The Times did
not care for the play, but took time to wax rhapsodic about Mr.
Jacobi and his character. ―Mr. Jacobi is a very funny actor who
hardly needs lines to make his point,‖ Mr. Barnes wrote. He added:
―He has a face of sublime weariness and the manner of a man who

Ivory Soap—―It‘s so pure it floats‖--see at Soap.
―I Want To Hold Your Hand,‖ see at Lennon.
―I was born, see?‖ Ch. 18
I was born, see! Sure, dat‘s de charge./ Write it in de
blotter. I was born, get me!--Eugene O‘Neill, 1888-1953,
from ―The Hairy Ape, 1922.

―I wish I had a nickel‖ (―I‘ll tell you what I‘d
do. I‘d spend it all on candy, and give it all to you.‖)

―I would do anything for you, anything you‘d
Want me to!‖ --see at Nickelodeon.
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has seen everything, done nothing and is now only worried about
his heartburn."
The 10 Broadway plays Mr. Jacobi appeared in also
included Paddy Chayefsky‘s ―Tenth Man‖ (1959); Woody Allen‘s
―Don‘t Drink the Water‖ (1966); and Neil Simon‘s ―Come Blow
Your Horn‖ (1961), in which he portrayed the playboy
protagonist‘s disappointed father. His reading of the line ―Aha!‖
stuck with the Times columnist William Safire so vividly that he
cited it when writing about the meaning of the word 36 years later.
Mr. Jacobi also made two dozen feature films. His
supporting roles included the philosophical bartender in ―Irma la
Douce‖ (1963), the young hero‘s unsophisticated uncle in ―My
Favorite Year‖ (1982), a lucky florist in the Dudley Moore comedy
―Arthur‖ (1981) and a middle-aged transvestite who gets caught
with his hostess‘s clothes on in ―Everything You Always Wanted
to Know About Sex‖ (1972). In Barry Levinson's ―Avalon‖ (1990),
he played a dramatic role, one of four Russian brothers trying to
build a future in Baltimore in the early 20th century.

Jackson, George, 1941-1971: At age sixteen was

Mr. Jacobi made successful comedy recordings with titles like
―Al Tijuana and His Jewish Brass‖ and ―The Yiddish Are Coming! The
Yiddish Are Coming!‖ In his last film, ―I.Q.‖ (1994), he played the
logician Kurt Gödel, one of Albert Einstein‘s professor friends at
Princeton. His last Broadway play was ―Cheaters,‖ a 1978 comedy
about two adulterous middle-aged couples—edited excrpt from

Jackson, Jesse (Reverend), ―I may be poor but I am

sentenced one year to life for stealing $71 from a gas
station! After being radicalized by his harsh sentence and
harsh prison life, he became a leader of a political struggle
both in and outside prison.. His letters from prison,
published in ―Soledad Brother,‖ reached millions of
readers. He was murdered in prison,‖ R, lxii-lxiii—see
pp.491-492 in ―Voices of A People‘s History of the
United States;― ―Racism…made me less than I might
have been,‖R, lxvii, 56(91), quoted by Eve Pell; See ―
The Quotationary.‖ Also see at Bob Dylan.

Jackson, Glenda, born 1936 in England, near
Liverpool, won an Oscar for Best Actress in ―Women in
Love‖ & the first actress to win an Oscar in a film in which
she appears nude—see at ―Women in Love.‖ She also won
an Oscar for best actress in ―A Touch of Class‖ (1973).
―If I have to cry, I think of my sex life. If I have to
laugh, I thijnk of my sex life‖—Ch. 48, 198(362)
somebody!‖ 97(183), 112(209); see at O‘Faolain, at Poor
vs. Rich, ―Rich Man, Poor Man‖ &
at Poverty Level

Jackson, Mahalia, 1911–72, American gospel singer.
Born in New Orleans, LA, she sang in church choirs during
her childhood. Moving (1927) to Chicago, she worked at various
menial jobs and sang in churches and at revival meetings,
attracting attention for her vigorous, joyful gospel style. As her
reputation grew she made numerous recordings, and she gained
national recognition with her Carnegie Hall debut in 1950. Jackson
toured abroad and appeared on radio and at jazz festivals, refusing
to sing the blues in favor of more hopeful devotional songs. At
Newport, R.I., in 1958 she sang in Duke Ellington's Black, Brown
and Beige. Deeply committed to the civil-rights movement, she
was closely associated with the work of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.—also see at Blues.

Jacobi‘s Oct. 25, 2009 Obituary by Anita Gates.

Jack Seibert, navy pal--see at J. R. (or JR), at Seibert
Jack Snyder, post WW II Cincinnati pal—see at
Snyder. He drove a Reo! See at REO.

Jacob‘s ladder Nautical. A rope or chain ladder with
rigid rung—from the ladder ascending to heaven seen by the
Biblical Jacob Patriarch in a dream, Genesis 28:12.

Jackie Robinson Story,The," is a 1950 biographical
film starring baseball legend Jackie Robinson as himself.
Even during its release in the era of segregation, the film did
remarkably at the box office. Robinson became the first African
American Major League Baseball player of the modern era in
1947. Robinson's achievement has been recognized
by
the
retirement by each Major League team of his uniform number, 42.
Ruby Dee also appeared in the film.
―Jacking-off,‖slang for masturbation, 59(91), 169(296);
also whacking off, fucking off, etc. See at Woodie Allen.

Jackson, Mississippi, see at Racism.
Jackson, Reggie, 123(227)—see at Home Run Derby
& at Steroids

Jackson, Robert H[oughwout], 1892-1954; served
FDR as general counsel of the Bureau of Int. Revenue, ‘34‘36; then as ass‘t att. Gen, ‘36-‘38; US solicitor generl, ‘38‘40; US Att. Gen., ‘40-‘41, & the Supreme Ct., ‘41-‘45,
when he went on leave to served as the US chief prosecutor
at the Nuremberg war-crimes trials, about which he wrote a
1947 book, ―The Nuremberg Case.‖ An excerpt of his open
address at Nuremberg is in Bartlett—& also this: ―It is not
the function of the gov‘t to be keep the ciizen from falling
into error, it is the function of the citizen to keep the
government from falling into error‖ (1952)—& this: ―The
day this country ceases to be free for irreligion, it will
cease to be free for religion, ― (Zorach v. Clausor, 1952).
Jackson, ―Shoeless Joe,‖ expelled with several others
in a point-fixing betting scandal in 1919, had the 3rd highest
career batting average at .356; see at Ty Cobb. ―Say it ain‘t
so, Joe,‖ was the plaintive cry of one of his young fans.‖
Jackson, Thomas ―Stonewall,‖ 1824-1863, I like
liquor—its taste and its effects—and that is what I never
drink it,‖ Ch. 63

Jacks, a game; also Pickup Jacks, Ch. 22
Jackson, Alan Eugene,born 1958 in Newnan, GA, is
an American country artist who has sold over 50 million
records. He was influenced by the new traditional country of the
1980s, and he was one of the most popular country singers of the
1990s, blending honky tonk and mainstream country sounds and
penning many of his own hits. In his career, he has recorded twelve
studio albums and several compilations, all on the Arista Nashville
label. More than fifty of his singles have reached Top 30 on the
Billboard country charts, including twenty-five Number Ones. He
is the recipient and nominee of multiple awards. He was inducted
into the Georgia Music Hall of Fame in 2001—excerpt
from
Wikipedia.

Jackson, Andrew, 1767-1845, twp-term 7-th Pres.
of USA (1829-1837). He was a military governor of Florida
(1821), led US forces at the Battle of New Orleans (1815), and
the eponym of the era of Jacksonian democracy.
He was a polarizing figure who dominated US politics
in
the 1820s & 1830s. His political ambition combined with the
masses of people shaped the modern—also called the JeffersonJackson-- Decomocrat Party—see at Jefferson- Jacson
Dinner.
Nicknamed Old Hickory" for his renowned toughness, Jackson
was the first President primarily associated with the frontier as he
based his career in Tennessee—edited from Wikipedia, Amer.
Heritage Dict. & Cambridge Dict. of Biography. See at Citiess
& Counties.

―Jack Sprat could eat no fat!‖ 95(180)
Jacobi, Lou (né Louis Harold Jacobovitch),1913-2009,
born in Toronto, began acting as a boy, making his stage debut
in 1924 at a Toronto theater, playing a violin prodigy in ―The Rabbi
and the Priest.‖ (He did play the violin, then and for most of his life.)
A mustachioed, scene-stealing actor and comedian, he made a
film and stage career playing comic ethnic characters but was lauded
for serious dramatic roles as well.
He made his Broadway debut in 1955 in ―The Diary of Anne
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Frank,‖ playing a less-than-noble occupant of the Amsterdam attic
where the Franks were hiding, and reprised the role in the 1959 film
version. When Bosley Crowther, reviewing the movie in The New
York Times, described Mr. Jacobi as ―irksomely sluggish and
pathetically lax as the weakling Van Daan,‖ it was high praise.
Then he starred in the short-lived Broadway comedy ―Norman,
Is That You?‖ in 1970, Clive Barnes of The Times did not care for the
play, but took time to wax rhapsodic about Mr. Jacobi and his
character. ―Mr. Jacobi is a very funny actor who hardly needs lines to
make his point,‖ Mr. Barnes wrote. He added: ―He has a face of
sublime weariness and the manner of a man who has seen everything,
done nothing and is now only worried about his heartburn."
The 10 Broadway plays Mr. Jacobi appeared in also included
Paddy Chayefsky‘s ―Tenth Man‖ (1959); Woody Allen‘s ―Don‘t Drink
the Water‖ (1966); and Neil Simon‘s ―Come Blow Your Horn‖ (1961),
in which he portrayed the playboy protagonist‘s disappointed father.
His reading of the line ―Aha!‖ stuck with the Times columnist William
Safire so vividly that he cited it when writing about the meaning of the
word 36 years later.
Mr. Jacobi also made two dozen feature films. His supporting
roles included the philosophical bartender in ―Irma la Douce‖ (1963),
the young hero‘s unsophisticated uncle in ―My Favorite Year‖ (1982), a
lucky florist in the Dudley Moore comedy ―Arthur‖ (1981) and a
middle-aged transvestite who gets caught with his hostess‘s clothes on
in ―Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex‖ (1972).
In Barry Levinson's ―Avalon‖ (1990), he played a dramatic role,
one of four Russian brothers trying to build a future in Baltimore in the
early 20th century.
Mr. Jacobi made successful comedy recordings with titles like
―Al Tijuana and His Jewish Brass‖ and ―The Yiddish Are Coming! The
Yiddish Are Coming!‖
In his last film, ―I.Q.‖ (1994), he played the logician Kurt
Gödel, one of Albert Einstein‘s professor friends at Princeton.
His last Broadway play was ―Cheaters,‖ a 1978 comedy about
two adulterous middle-aged couples--edited excerpts from his Oct. 26,
2009 obituary by Anita Gates.

Srinivasan of Madras U., and many of Jain‘s students, Ram
Gupta, Saroj Jain, Ranga Rao, Ahmad Shamsuddin &
Surjeet Singh & Kamlesh Wasan. Saroj & Ranga came to
Rutgers to obtain their Ph. D. degrees working with me.
Check out S. K. Jain on the Web for more about his work
& students (see my site at the Mathematics Genealogy
Prjocect.)
While at Delhi, Surender kindly organized a
memorable class day-trip to Agra, where we saw the Taj
Mahal, and other Moslem buildings in nearby Fatehpur
Sikri (also reported in ―Rings and Things.‖)

Jain, Dr. Saroj, a friend & mathematician, was a
student of S. K. Jain whom I met the conference in New
Delhi in 1968. She enrolled in graduate school at Rutgers
soon after , working with me . He 1973 Ph. D. thesis, Flat
Injective Modules and FP-Injectivity, was published in the
Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. (The first page & an abstract is at
her Website.) She earlier had coathored Restricted
regular rings.with S. K. Jain.)

―Jake,‖ moonshine, or denatured alcohol.
Jake leg. In the 1930s, during Prohibition, a specific affliction
struck moonshine drinkers in a number of Southern states. It
is estimated that some 50,000 people were crippled with
partial paralysis, mostly in their legs, as a result of drinking
"jake". In some cases the paralysis proved to be temporary,
but nearly all victims were forced to walk with in a highstepping, foot-slapping style that was known asthe "jake
walk" or the "jake leg".

Jam: ―The rule is, jam tomorrow, and jam yesterday,
but never jam today.‖ / ―It must come sometime to ‗jam
today;‘‖ Alice objected./ ―No, it can‘t :‖ said the Queen.
―It‘s jam eery other day. / Today isn‘t every other day, you
know‖—from ―Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice
Found There,‖ (1872)—see at Lewis Carroll.

Jacob‘s ladder Nautical. A rope or chain ladder—from

James, Clive--see at ―Artists in Exile.‖
James‘ Confectionery on Warren St., Peaselburg in

the ladder ascending to heaven seen by the biblical
patriarch Jacob in a dream—Genesis 28:12
Jacobson, Joshua, see at Jewish Musicians (American.)

Covington, KY and cited my bio: ―The Sun Shines Bright.‖

Jacobson, Dr. Nathan, ―Jake,‖ 1910-1999, Yale

James, Henry, 1843-1916, born in NY City of a

world-renown mathematician, former member of the Inst.
Adv. Study, former Pres. of Amer. Math. Soc. & frequent
visitor-lecturer at Rutgres U.., whose works I wrote a lot
about him in my books. See at Utumi. & at his
Jacobson‘s Website.. Jake received the Steele Prize for
Distinguished Lifetime Achievement at the
Annual
Meeting of the Society in Baltimore in January 1988.
Jake was born in Warsaw , raised in Birmingham,
Alabama, was a 1930 graduate of the State U. (home of
The Crimson Tide), received his Princeton Ph. D. under
the Scottish mathematician J. H. M. Wederburn.

weatlthy and intellectually inclined family—his father was
the theologian, Henry James, Sr., a bother, William, was a
philosopher & psychologist, and his sister Alice was a sharp-eyed
diarist. He spent mostof his life Europe & became a British subject
shortly before his death. He is primary known for his novels,
novellas & shrot stories. A number of his movies, e.g., Portrait of
a Lady (1881), The Bostonians (1886 & The Wings of the Dove
(1902) have been based on his novels. His novellas & tales, Daisy
Miller (1878), The Turn of the Screw (1898) also have been the
subject of films. See, e.g., Video Hound & also see Wikipedia
for more of his writings & life. Also see at George Eliot (last
paragraph) for his loving comment on her.
James, Susan Saint (née Susan Jane Miller) born 1946
in LA, is an actress and activist, most widely known for her
work in TV during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. She landed a role
in the series The Name of the Game, winning an Emmy Award for
her role in 1969. She appeared in the pilot episode of Alias Smith
and Jones 1971. From 1971 until 1976, she played Sally McMillan
opposite Rock Hudson in the series McMillan and Wife and
received four Emmy Award nominations.She left the show to
further her career as an actress in feature films and achieved a
significant success in the vampire comedy Love At First Bite
(1979). Between films, she made a guest appearance in a 1980
episode of M*A*S*H.

Jaffe, Moe—see at ―Bell Bottom Trousers‖ & at
Louis Prima.

Jaffe, Sam, actor—see at ―Lost Horizon.‖
Jain, Dr. Surender (or S. K.), mathematician &
friend whom I met in New Delhi, India, at a Conference,
April-June, 1968, sponsored by the NSF, USAID & Govt.
of India, he organized to study ―Injective Modules &
Quotient Rings,‖ on which I had written a Springer
Lecture Notes # 49 (1967).
I. N. Herstein & I both wrote
letters
in
support of his application for a position at Ohio U.
(Athens), where he is a Distinguished Professorship. I
wrote about him his work in ―Rings & Thingss—he
has
written, co-athored, or edited over 125 papers, books &
conference proceedings.
I met many new friends at the 1968 conference,
including, Prof. Battacharia of Delhi U, Prof. Bhama

Jannings, Emil, 1884-1950, won the very first Oscar
ever given, for ―Last Command‖ (1928), beating out
Charlie Chaplin in ―The Circus,‖ & starred in ―Blue
Angel‖(1930). He also starred in F. W. Murnau‘s The
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Last Laugh, a film notable in silent cinema for its lack
of title cards, and in the 1922 film version of Shakespeare's
Othello. See at Academy Awards.

California & other states, up to WW II did not permit Issei
& Nissei to marry out of their race! Not a shred of evidence has
ever been found to impugn the loyalty of these hard-working
people. Besides that, 33,000 other Nisei served in the US armed
forces, including the much-decorated 100-th battalion/ 442-nd
Regimental Combat team, which fought in Europe. (The average
height was about 5‘4", average weight about 125 pounds, they had
almond eyes and brown skin, and liked rice. They had funny
sounding names like Kazumura, Hirata, and Inouye. But they
played baseball, listened to big band music, and were
Americans……almost—from the Web.
To add Injury to insult, the property that the Nisei left was
looted & expropriated, while they languished in what can only be
called ―Concentration Camps,‖ since they were living in barracks,
surrounded by barbed wired & guarded by watchtowers, R, xlvii;
Some of the Internment (also called ―relocation‖) camps:
Gila River (Arizona), Jerome (Idaho), Tula Lake, Heart
Mountain, Manzanar (at Independence, CA) at the foot of the
Sierra Nevada, R, xlviii-xlix.
Added in proof. There were ten camps in all: Topaz
(Central Utah), Poston (Colorado River), Gila River (Arizona),
Granada(Colorado), Heart Mountain (Wyoming), Jerome and
Rohwer (Arkansas), Manzanar & Tule Lake(California),
Minidoka (Hunt, Idaho.)
On Aug. 10, 1988, Pres. Reagan signed into law ameasure
for $20,000 payments to Japanese-Americans interned in WW II.
―Just Americans: How Japanese-Americans Won a War
at Home and Abroad: The story of the 100-th Battalion & 442d
Regimental Combat Team in World War II,‖ by Robert Asahima,
Gothan Books, NY Times Sun. Book Rev. June 18, 2006;
Also see at ―Rabbit in the Moon,‖ a documentary
film
aboutNisei in WW II, R, xlix.
―Tokyo Rose,‖ an American traitor, with an O. Henry
trwist, R, lxii; ―Farewell to Manzanar, a book about the travails of
a familiar in the Manzanar Iternment Camp, R, xlviii & ―The
Atom Bowl‖ in Nagasaki on New Years Day 1945, R, lxiii

Jane Doe, generic name for a woman, most often
the name given to an unidentified corpse in a morgue; also
see at John Doe & Joe Blow.

Jane Pittman, see at ―Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.‖

Jansenism, a branch of Catholic thought that
emphasized original sin, human depravity, the necessity of
divine grace, and predestination. Originating in the writings
of the Dutch theologian Cornelius Otto Jansen, it formed a
distinct movement withing the Roman Catholic Church
from the 16- th ro 19-th centuries, but was condemned as
heretical—see at Pierre Nicole.

Japan (also see at Hiroshima & at Nagasaki):
sneak-attacked Pearl Harbor, early Sunday morning, Dec. 7,
1941, sending much of the US Fleet station there to the
bottom of the Harbor, causing the entry of USA into WW
II. Fortunately, four aircraft carriers that were instrumental
in the defeat of--see at Pearl Harbor, at USA & at World
War II.
Batann Death March, see at Batann & at Philippines.
Casualty estimates for invasion of Japan, 180(313);
Firebombing of Japan in 1944-1945 destroyed more than 64
citres and 200 square miles in area, according to a report on
―Modern Marvels, July 2005. The USA refused to join
other nations in banning ―carpet-bombing‖ of cities.‖
-- formal surrender on Sept. 2 1945, 179-180(313), Ch.
60—see at Nimitz.
--neglect, starvation &massacres, & brutality by the
Japanese led to the deaths of 27% of their prisoners of
war, compared to only 4% of German prisoners of war.
See ―Surviving the Sword,‖ elsewhere in the Index &
also see at Bataan Death March.
-- Unconditional Surrender on Aug. 8, 1945, 179-180(313),
Csh. 60 & 68; Occupation by USA began on Aug. 27, 1945,
Ch. 60; WW II against Japan not officially ended until April
28, 1952 in a treaty of signed by USA and 47 other nations.
-- WW II Casualties, 2.6 million killed, 326,000 military
wounded, & 953,000 civilians died: 3,553.000 total dead,
180-181(313-315)

―Japanese-American Internment‖ an essay by James
Kazato and Roy Yano, pp. 113-122 in Richard Lidz‘s
―Many Kinds of Courage‖—see at Lidz.

Japanese occupied Burma, 1942-45—see at Burma.
Japanese War Crimes and War Criminals—see the
web at Tokyo War Crimes Trials. Also see at Tojo,
Yamamoto & at Yamashita.

Japan surrenders, Sept. 2, 1945, aboard the USS
Missouri in Tokyo Bay, 179-180(313). In the newsreels,
Gen. Douglas MacArthur dwarfed Emperor Hirohito-also see at Pacific Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz &
at Tony Curtis, the actor, who was a sailor in Tokyo Bay at
the surrender.

Japanese warplanes: Zeroes, etc, R, lxi-lxii, 216(392);
also see at IFF.

Japheth Wood, Dr.,T, A,xi,xiii, D, AA;

2nd of

Molly‘s four sons, all of whom I adopted. He was born
Dec. 18, 1968 in Manhattan, NY, spent the first 6 mos. of
his life in Brooklyn & grew up in Princeton, NJ, graduateing
from Princeton High School in 1986.
He won a 4-year-full-tuition-and-expenses
to
Washington U. in St. Louis, where he graduated in 1990,
including a semester at the ―Budapest Semesters‖founded
by Paul Erdos. He held another full-expense ―National
Need‖ scholarship for two years to U. of Cal., Berkeley,
where he earned his Ph. D. in 1997 in Universal Algebra
under Prof. Ralph McKenzie, A, xiii;
Japheth has taught at Berkeley, at Vanderbilt U.
in Nashville, TN, at the U. of Louisville, KY, and, since
2005, has taught in the Bard College Graduate Program in
Math. at Annandale-on-Hudson, NY. He is an expert
jugglers, keeping up to 5 balls in theair at the same time—
see at Ron Graham in this connection.
Japhthe gave me valuable assistance in the Second
Edition (2004) of my Book, ―Rings and Things,‖ with my
poems & with this book, ―The Sun Shines Bright.‖ Also see

Japan opened up—see at Lofcadio Hearn, last
paragraph.

Japan‘s Death Camps, see above at Bataam. at
Philippines & at ―Surviving the Sword.‖

Japan Pre-War: ―Made in Japan‖--before WW II, this
commonly meant cheap or shoddy goods.

Japan‘s War Crimes—see the web at The Tokyo
War Crimes Trials—also see at Tojo, Yamamoto & at
Yamashita.

xlvii-xlvix,
143-144(257): Mistreatment: On Feb. 19, 1942, Pres.
Roosevelt signed an Executive ordering the internment of Japanese
Nationals as well as Japanese-Americans, see at Issei and Nisei. In
1947, President Truman pardoned all Nisei draft-dodgers, and
restored full citizenship. More than 110,00 from the West Coast,
including 75,000 Nissei, were interred in ―Internment Camps‖ (10
in all, 1942-1945) and their property seized, looted and never
eturned, 143-144(257);
Japanese-Americans (Nisei & Issei), R,
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at Molly, Zeno, Malachi, Ezra, at Wood, and
Lemmings.

―Jazz Singer, The‖ 1927musical, the first feature-

at

length motion picture with synchronized dialogue
sequences. Its release heralded the commercial ascendance
of the ―talkie‖ and the decline of the silent film era.
Produced by Warner Bros. with its Vitaphone sound-on-disc
system, the movie starred Al Jolson, who sang six songs.
Directed by Alan Crosland, it is based on a play by Samson
Raphaelson—see at Al Jolson

Jargon is a strongly pejorative label applied to
language you can‘t understand; it refers to those needlessly
specialized words that other people use to impress or baffle
the outsider with their erudition and distinction. And cant,
which began by meaning ―a whining beggars‘ or thieves‘
speech‖ or ―the argot peculiar to a religious sect or other
group,‖ came also to mean ―hypocritical, insincere, pious
talk,‖ as well as ―the speech, the special words of a
particular group or trade.‖ And cant too is almost always
pejorative--also see at Double Talk

Jazz Singers, Some Women: Mildren Bailey, Betty
Carter Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Abbey Lincoln,
Carmen McRae, Sarah Vaughan & Dinah Washington.

Jazz with a broad grin‖—see at Louis Jourdan.
Jazzy, resembling Jazz in nature or form; rhythmical;

Jarvik, Dr. Robert, co-inventor with Dr. W. J. Kolff,
of the Jarvik artificial heart that was implanted into Dr. Braney
Clark in 1982, extending his life by several months. See at
Kolff.

Also showy, flashy, like a Jazzy car—Amer. Herit. Dict.

―Jeepers, Creepers,‖ See at Eyes.
Jefferson, Margo,is a cultural critic for The New York

Jategoanker, Arun, math friend, Fordham U. prof, &
former colleague of mine at Rutgers U., who previously
taught at Cornell U. A leader in rings theory—I wrote about
him & his work in Rings and Things.
Java,

Times. Since joining the staff of The Times in 1993 she has
been a book reviewer and theater critic. In 1995 she
received a Pulitzer Prize for her criticism. She has been a
staff writer for Newsweek and a contributing editor to
―Vogue‖ and ―7 Days.‖ Her reviews & essays have also
appeared in The Nation, Grand Street, The Village Voice,
American Theater, Dance Ink, and Harper's. She has been a
professor of Journalism at NYU & a lecturer in literature &
pop culture at Columbia U. She received B.A. degree from
Brandeis University and M.S. degree from Columbia. See
at Arthur Ashe.
Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1836, principal writer of
the Declaration. of Independence, 3-rd US Pres. (1801-09);
Okayed the Louisian Purchase in 1803 (Seward‘s Folly!), 76(125);
architect of Montecello & the U. of VA—see below.
―When you reach the end your rope, tie a knot & hang on,‖
Ch. 51, 240(434); There are 22 cities in USA named after
Jefferson. See at Cities in USA & at Democrat Party, which he,
Madison & others founded.

informal, brewed coffee, after Java, a coffeegrowiing island of Indonesia separated from Borneo by the
Java Sea. Java was nvaded by the Japanese on Jan. 10, 1942
fter their successes in Malaya & Philippines; it took
them only two months to capture this important
island—see at Java Sea, pp. 150-153, in Readers Digest
Illustrated History of WW II.

Jaw Harp, see at Blue Grass Music & at Jew‘s Harp.
―Jaws‖ is a 1975 thriller-horror film directed by Steven
Spielberg & based on Peter Benchley's best-selling novel
that was inspired by the Jersey Shore shark attacks of 1916. The
police chief of Amity Island, a fictional summer resort town, tries
to protect beachgoers from a great white shark by closing the
beach, only to be overruled by the town council, which wants the
beach to remain open to draw a profit from tourists.
After several attacks, the police chief enlists the
help
of a marine biologist and a professional shark hunter. Roy
Scheider stars as police chief Martin Brody, Richard Dreyfuss as
marine biologist Matt Hooper, Robert Shaw as shark hunter Quint,
Lorraine Gary as Brody's wife Ellen and Murray Hamilton as
Mayor Vaughn. Jaws is regarded as a watershed film in motion
picture history, the father of the summer blockbuster movie and
one of the first ―high concept‖ films.Due to the film's success in
advance screenings, studio executives decided to distribute it in a
much wider release than ever before. Also see at Benchley.

―Jefferson was our first secretary of state, our
second vice president and our third president. He served as
governor of Virginia, was founder of the University of Virginia
and represented America in France. He drafted the Declaration of
Independence, and died on the 50-th anniversary of its signing.
Could a person be any more American than Thomas Jefferson?
Yet, if you visit Jefferson country, it quickly becomes apparent that
among his many traits were a curiosity unbounded by national
borders and the ability to learn things from other cultures and
apply them at home.
"My Essay in Architecture: Jefferson, who also could have
claimed the title of America's first native-born architect, was
influenced by what he had seen in France and Italy. In particular,
he studied the works of Andrea Palladio, a 16--th century Italian
architect whose essays in stone placed particular value on classic
design and the relationship of a building to its natural setting.
Approach Jefferson's home at Monticello, the University of
Virginia's Rotunda, or Poplar Forest, his remote getaway, and be
enveloped by spirits that speak Italian with a decidedly American
accent. It's just one facet of a life so complex that we're still
discovering new ones. And a good place to begin that discovery is
in Virginia. Imagine the reaction of an early 19th century visitor to
Thomas Jefferson's house near Charlottesville, VA. Not only is he
a gracious host, sharing what he has learned and acquired in
America and Europe, the man is obsessed with futuristic gadgets: a
machine that makes copies of his letters; doors that close by
themselves, as if by magic; dumbwaiters that whisk bottles of wine
from the cellar to dining room; and a clock whose face is visible
both indoors and out and which loudly announces the hour by the
ringing of a Chinese gong. There is nothing else like it on the
American continent. Come to think of it, there is no one else like

―Jay and the Peacock, The.‖—Aesop fable witht the
moral ―It is not only fine feathers that make fine birds.‖. Did
Lance Armstrong borrow from this for the title of his book,
―It‘s Not the Bike: My Journey Back to Life‖?
Jazz, Ch. 2, 6(8)n; a style of music native to America,
having a strong but flexible rhythmic understructure with
solo and ensemble improvisations, or riffs, on bsic tunes
and chord patterns. In Slang, it signifies liveliness, and
enthusiasm—also nonsense, or miscellaneous, unspecified things.
Slang—to exaggerated or lie to: ―Don‘t Jazz me!paraphrased from
fthe A.merican Heritage Dicitonary. See at Louis Armstrong,
Count Basie, Cab Calloway, Eddie Condon, Jimmy Dorsey, Benny
Goodman, and Artie Shaw--also see at Jive & at Musicians.

―Jazz Age, The‖ Ch. 2, 6(8)n
Jazz: A Film by Ken Burns, 999 min on 10 DVDs
―Jazz, All That‖—see at ―All That Jazz.‖
Jazz man, a Jazz musician or composer. Slang.a cat.
or hepcat..

Jazz-rock, Music that blends jazz elements and the
heavy repetitive rhythms of rock—Amer. Herit. Dict.
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him on the American continent. Today's visitors to Monticello can
still see the gadgets, elegant rooms and art objects that dazzled
Jefferson's guests during his life on his "little mountain." About 95
percent of the makeup of the house (i.e., plaster, doors, windows)
is original, as are about 65 percent of the artifacts. But there is
something else, less tangible, here. You come away from the tour
feeling not merely that you have visited the home of a great man,
but that you have met him, learned from him.
―The hobby of my old age: Jefferson had tried several times
to retire from public life, but his country kept thinking of things for
him to do. But when he actually did get to retire, in 1809, he filled
his days with customary intensity, reading books in several
languages, obsessing over his gardens, carrying on extensive
correspondence. And in his spare time he created a university for
the State of Virginia. He went into such detail and left his mark
there in so many ways that today it is still referred to as ―Mr.
Jefferson's University.‖
―His tombstone: at his direction, identifies him as "father of
the University of Virginia‖--but doesn't mention that he also had
been President of the United States‖--edited excerpt from an article
―An American Genius, An Italian Inspiration‖ in Nov. 23, 2008,
Times (of Trenton, NJ) by Jerry
V.
Haines
(previously
published elsewhere.)

first, but within five years after his first innooculatons in
1796, it was applied throughout the world. (Voltaire had
counted that 60% if the population in France contacted
small pox & 20% died. After Jenner, almost nobody died
from it after being inoculated.)--from he Wikipedia.

―Jenny,Don't Change Your Number;You Might Want
to Sell It on eBay,‖ is the title of an article by Peter
Applebome in the Feb. 1, 2009 NY Times about the phone
number, (201) 867-5301), and the song ―867-5309/Jenny‖ written
by Alex McAll. You can hear it sung and played by Tommy
Tutone's band--mentioned in the article as cowriting the song. See
YouTube for singing & other credits. Two other phone number
songs were mentioned in the article, one the very famous Glenn
Miller song: ―PEnnsylvainia 6-5000.‖ Your hear them both on You
Tube.

―Jenny kissed me when we met,/ Jumping from the
chair she sat in; / Time, you thief, who love to get /
Sweets into your list, put that in: / Say I‘m weary, say I‘m
sad, saythat health and wealth have missed me, / say I‘m
growing hold but add / Jenny kissed me.—Leigh Hunt,
1844.

Jergen‘s Lotion, I used to hate it because Mama used
applied it liberally on her skin, and I disliked the almond
smell. See at Winchell

Jefferson--the Y-Chromosome: Dr. Eugen A. Foster,
a pathologist, resumed a project to test whether Jefferson
was the father of his slave mistress‘, Sally Hemings‘, children,
after hearing of a new genetic technique of tracing ancestry
through the Y chromosome, which descends through the male line.
Jefferson had no male descendants, but blood samples from five
descendants of his uncle, Field Jefferson, provided Foster with the
real Jefferson Y-chromosome. He also tested descendants of the
Carrs and of Hemings‘s son Eston, and found in 1998 that the
Jefferson Y-chromosome differed from that of the Carr family, but
was identical to that of Eston Hemings‘s lineage.

Jerome Fred, see at ―Einstein on Race and Racism.‖
Jerome, Ariz., The area around what is now Jerome

Jeffrey, Francis, Lord Jeffrey, see Name.
Jehad, see at Jihad.
Jehovah, 89(169) in Hebrew, Lord; specifically the

was mined for silver and copper since the Spanish colonial
era when Arizona was part of New Spain.A mining camp named
Jerome was established on the side of Cleopatra Hill in 1883. It
was named for Eugene Murray Jerome, a New York investor who
owned the mineral rights and financed mining there. Eugene
Jerome never visited his namesake town. Jerome was incorporated
as a town on 8 March 1889. Local merchant and rancher William
Munds was the first mayor. The town housed the workers in the
nearby United Verde Mine, which was to produce over 1 billion
dollars in copper, gold and silver over the next 70 years—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia, which also reported on the Jerome
Deportation, when miners and union organizers were run out of
town and told never to come back on fear of death!

covenant God of the Jewish people; see at Hallelujah.

Jerome K(lapka) Jerome, 1859--1927, brought up in

Jefferson-Jackson Dinner, is a Democrat fund-raising
dinner—see at Jeffereson & at Jackson.

―Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Dr.‖ 1932 film: Frederick

poverty in London, was a writer and humorist, best known
for the humorous travelogue Three Men in a Boat. Jerome was
born in Caldmore, Walsall, England, where he is honored in a
display at Walsall Museum and was Other works include the essay
collections Idle Thoughts of an Idle Fellow and Second Thoughts
of an Idle Fellow; Three Men on the Bummel, a sequel to Three
Men in a Boat; and several other novels—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, where there is lots more about his influence, e.g., on
the popularity of boating on the Thames.

March won an Academy Award for his portrayal of a good
doctor (Jekyll), who becomes addicted to the chemical that
turns him into a sadistic beast. Based on the 1886 R. L.
Stevenson novel, ―The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde,‖ it is a metaphor for the struggle between good and
evil that dwells in everyone. But, maybe his brain was
split!--See at Brain.

―Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Dr.‖ 1941 film with Spenser

Jerome, Penna., is coal mining town of yore--see

Tracey, Ingrid Bergman & Lana Turner. In Video Hound
there are 5 other movies before & after 1941 with the same
title, and one with the title ―The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll
and Mr Hyde‖ of the classic by R. L. Stevenson (1886),
except that the periods are put in after Dr & Mr in the
movie.

at Steve Freytag, who was born there. Also see at Coal
Mining Towns.

Jerusalem, Joy‘s (& Ariela‘s) beloved city,162(285),
the holiest city of Judaism (since the 10th century BCE) &
some denominations of Christianity (since the 5th century
CE). Jewish law holds that the more important Jewish
prayers should be conducted facing the direction of the city,
specifically in the direction of the Temple Mount. Jerusalem
is generally regarded by Muslims as the location of the third
holiest of Islam & the city was the original Qibla (direction
of prayer) for Muslims prior to Mecca. Jerusalem appears in
the Hebrew Bible 669 times while Zion (which usually
means Jerusalem, sometimes the Land of Israel) appears 154
times. The New Testament mentions Jerusalem 154 times &
Zion 7 times—from the Wikipedia.

Jekyll & Hyde, see at Brain.
Jelly Roll, a thin rolled up.sheet of sponge cake interlayered with Jelly.

―Jelly Roll Blues,‖ see at ―Saturday Night…‖
―Jemima, Aunt,‖ on pancake ads, 13(19)
Jenner, Edward, 1749-1823. British physician and
pioneer in vaccines--he found that smallpox could be
preventd by inoculation froma substance cowpox lesions.
The idea came from the observation that cowmaids seemed
immune against smallpox. His idea was violently opposed at

―Jerry-built‖ houses, i.e., shoddy, substandard, 24(37)
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Jesse (Jessie), see at Barnes, Ch. 23; Jesse‘s smoking,

My interest in Jews initially came from reading the Old
Testament—about ―the People of the Bible‖--along with the New
Testament--at South Side Baptist Sunday School in Covington,
KY, where I grew up.
Then, too,one of my earliest childhood friends, JoyDeborah
Kinsburg, was Jewish, and we were even closer friends at Holmes
High School, whereJoy alerted me to the Holocaust in WW II.
And, since she was a Zionist, I became interested in the history
and fate of Jewish people.
Joy was my most faithful correspondent when I served in
the US Navy, 1945-19460—no pun intended! In addition to Joy‘s
brilliance in high school (see at Joy) I was impressed by the many
contributions to winning WW II made by Jews, many of whom,
but not all, came to USA as Exiles from Hitler‖ & in the
―Intellectual Migration,‖ e.g., Albert Einstein (a German Jew) and
Leo Szilard (Hungarian Jew) who persuaded FDR to make the
Atomic Bomb before the Germans did! (Richard Feynman gives a
marvelous description of the frenetic work of not only making the
A-bomb at Las Alamos and his being one of the few people who
actually saw it explode at Alamogordo—its in his book, ―The
Pleasures of Finding Things Out,‖ esp. his Ch. 3
(―Los
Alamos from Below.‖)
Then, at the U. of Kentucky, at Purdue U. and at the
Institute for Advanced Study, I met many Jewish mathematicians-some were my profs, e.g., my Ph. D. adviser, Dr. Sam Perlis, and
Dr. Arthur Rosenthal who was on my Ph. D. committee--many of
whom I have listed in this Index & Glossary, at ―Jewish
Mathematicians‖ and at ―Mathematical Friends.‖
As you will see from the following list, I have enjoyed the
work of Jews in many diverse fields, e.g., art, comedy, drama,
film, humor, literature, mathematcs, music, science, song, wit, etc.
In case you think that I am an isolated case of a goy
admiring Jewish achievements, see at Elizabeth Hardwick Quotes.
Jews, Jewish, or Partly Jewish people (continued):
Yehuda Amichai, Madeleine Korbel Albright (née Maria
Jana Korbelová), Sholem Aleichem (the pen name of Solomon
Rabinowitz), Woodie Allen, Hannah Arendt, Alan Arkin, Harold
Arlen (né Chaim Arluck), Barbara Asch-Camillo, Isaac Asimov,
Maurice Auslander;
Isaac Babel, Lauren Bacall (née Betty Persky), Louis
Bamberger, Abraham ―Abe‖ David Beame, Bernard Baruch,
Nora Bayes (née Leonora Goldberg), Burton Baskins, Abraham
―Abe‖ David Beame, Sarah Bernhardt, Bernie Baum, Jack Benny
(né Benjamin Kubelsky), Saul Bellow, Milton Berle (né Mendel
Berlinger), Irving Berlin, Anne Benays, Carl Bernstein,
Jeremy Bernstein, Leonard Bernstein, Theodore Bikel, Michael
Bloomberg, Lyman & Joseph Bloomingdale, Peter Bogdanovitch
(half), Niels Bohr (half), Victor Borge (né Borge Rosenbaum),
Tadeusz Borowski, Margaret Bourke-White (part), Jane Bowles
(née Jane Auer), Louis Brandeis, llan M. Brandt, Max Brod,
Joseph Brodsky, Lenny Bruce (né Leonard Alfred Schneider),
David A.Buchsbaum, George George Burns (né Nathan
Birnbaum), Ian Buruma;
Sammy Cahn, Eddie Cantor (né Isadore Itzkwitz), Robert
Capa, Al Capp (né Alfred Gerald Caplin), Daniel Carrasso, Marc
Chagall (né Moishe Shagal), Charlie Chaplin, Paddy Chayefsky
(né Simon Aaron Chayefksy), Octavus Roy Cohen, Paul J. Cohen,
Roger Cohen, P.M. (―Paul‖) Cohn, R. M. (―Dick‖) Cohn, Aaron
Copland (né Aaron Kaplan), Betty Comden (née Elizabeth Cohen),
Tony Curtis (né Bernard Scwartz);
Rodney Dangerfield (né Jacob Cohen), King David (King
of the Jews), Benjamin Disraeli, Deborah Dwork, Bob Dylan (né
Zimmerman), Anita Ekberg, Samuel Eilenberg, Albert Einstein,
Alfred Eisenstadt, Sergei Mikhailovitch, Eisenstein, Esther (aka
Hadassah), Ray Evans;
Max Factor, Sr. (ne Faktorowicz), Sammy Fain (né Samuel
Feinberg), Peter Falk, Richard Falk, Edna Ferber, Laura Capón
Fermi, Richard Feynman, Robert ―Bobby‖ Fischer, Abraham

bad health,death, dentist & other phobias; -- & Dad
―smoking like smoke stacks,‖ 71(116)

Jester, Marvin & Howard, Covington friends who
worked with Frank, Jack Fightmaster , George Ries & me
at United Cigar Store, Cincinnati, 152(270); & friends at
theYoung People‘sLounge at the Cincinnati YWCA,
214(388).
Jesus, also Jesus Christ, 24(37), Chs. 13 & 28, also
see at Ewer, at Jewish & at Nietzsche;
-- and non-violence, 77(126);-- also see at Tolstoy & at
Gandhi, who followed Christ‘s example; -- baptized late in
life by John-the-Baptist, 76(125), 86(165); Billy Graham
on Jesus, 44(68); also see at Graham; ―Did Jesus all the
suffering for us? 43(69), 89(169);
―Go and sin no more,‖ 43(69)
―Let he who has not sinned throw the first stone,‖
88(169);
―— loves me, this I know, because the Bible tells me
so,‖ 88(168);
―Love thy neighbor as thyself,‖ Matthew 5:43, 44(70),
88(168) (Thou
shalt not hate thy brother in thine
heart: thou shalt in any way rebuke [reason with] thy
neighbor, and not suffer sin upon him. Thou shalt not
avenge, nor bear any grudge against the children of thy
people, but thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself: I am
the Lord.-- Leviticus 19:17-18 (KJV) You may think that
Jesus invented the phrase "Love thy neighbor as thyself"
(Matthew 5: 43, etc.), but Jesus quoted Leviticus in the Old
Testament—from Web.)
―Love thy enemies, bless them that curse you, do good
to them who hate you, and pray for them which
despitefully use you, or persecute you‖—Matthew 5:44,
88(168);
―My God, why hast thou forsaken me?‖ Psalms, 22:1,
Matthew, 27:46, 88(168)
―Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar‘s, and
unto God the things that are God‘s,‖ Matthew 22:21,
8(168);
―Turn the other cheek also,‖— Matthew 4:39, 44(70)n,
88(168)
Jesus was a Jew & certainly not a so-called white person!-ee at ―Red and Yellow, Black and White.‖ Also see at ―The
Lilies of the Field.‖

―Jesus, Jesus, Jesus, Sweetest Name I know!‖Ch. 13
Jesus--see at Sweet Jesus!
Jew, Jewish, or Partly Jewish people, also called
―The People of the Bible.‖ Many in this list may have been
born to a non-religious Jewish family, some are not at all religious,
some are agnostic, atheistists, anarchists, deists, Christian & show
all the variety of the many of the denominations, sects, offshoots,
and complexities of people of any other background, religious or
not. Not every Jew embraces their Jewish heritage, which oten is
forced upon them. See, e.g., at Maurice Auslander, Jonathan
Miller, at I. F. Stone, at ―Two Lives: Gertrude & Alice.
One traditional criterion: if your mother is Jewish, so are
you!‖ (Thus, by this formula, Jewish is matrilineal. In
mathematics, such aformula is said to be recursive. See, e.g., at
Holocaust Survivors in May 1945.)
The Jewish Historical Society and other Jewish
organizations maintain lists of Jewish people. I Googled ―Jewish
Actors‖ and found that Wikipedia had a list of 762 of them.
However, I haven‘t listed all of them! As said in another context:
―I would have died of exhaustion.‖ (Said by Carrie Nation
speaking about closing all the saloons in Cincinnati‘s downtown!)
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Flexner, Anne Frank, Felix Frankfurter, Saul Friedländer, Anna &
Sigmund Freud, Bruce Jay Friedman, Klaus Fuchs, Mrs.Felix Fuld
(née Caroline Bamberger, sister of Louis Bamberger);
Larry Gelbart, I. M. Gelfand, Gabor, Dennis (né Gábor
Dénes), John Garfield (né Jacob Julius Garfinkle), Art Garfunkel,
Romain Gary, Ira & George Gershwin, Allen Ginsberg, Paulette
Goddard (née Marion Pauline Levy), Harry Gold, Charles
Goldberg, Johann Gottlieb Goldberg (see), Rube Goldberg (né
Reuben Lucius Goldberg), Albert Goldman, Emma Goldman,
―Ruby‖ Goldstein (né Reuven Goldstein), Barry Goldwater (half),
Benny Goodman,Vera Goodwin, Nadine Gordimer, Robert
Gottlieb, Elliott Gould (né Elliott Goldstein), Adolph Green, Dan
Greenberg, Hank Greenberg, David Greemglas, Ruth Greenglass
(née Ruth Leah Printz), David Vassily Grossman, Vasily
Semyonovich Grossman, Philip Guston (né Phillip Goldstein),
Vasily Semyonovich Grossman;
Clyde Haberman, Moses Hadas, Rachel Hadas, David
Halberstam, Oscar Hammerstein, Joe Hayman, Heinrich Heine,
Joseph Heller, Lillian Hellman, Israel (―Yitz‖) Nathan Herstein,
Theodor Herzl, Steven Hill (né Solomon Krakovsky), Adolf
Hitler (see at Self-hatred), Laura Z. Hobson (née Laura Zametkin,
hence the initial), Abbie (né Abbot) Hoffman, Dustin Hoffman,
Judy Holiday (née Judith Tuvin), Joseph Horowitz, Vladmir
Horowitz, Harry Houdini (né Erik Weisz), Leslie Howard (né
Leslie Howard Steiner), Irving Howe; Lou Jacobi (né Louis
Harold Jacobovitch), Joshua Jacobson, Nathan Jacobson, Ruth
Prawer Jhabvala, Billy Joel, Al Jolson (né Asa Yoelson), Erica
Jong (née Mann), Jesus, John-the-Baptist, Joseph (father of
Jesus), Judas Iscariot, Tony Judt;
Franz Kafka, Gus Kahn, Frida Kalhlo, Justin Kaplan,
Irving Kaplansky, Garry Kasparov (né Vajnshtejn) (half), George
S. Kaufman, Walter Kaufmann (converted to Judaism), Danny
Kaye (né David Daniel Kominski), Carl Kaysen, Susanna Kaysen,
Harvey Keitel, Jerome Kern, Carole King (née Klein), Ben
Kingsley (half), Solomon, Henrietta & Joy Kinsburg, Henry
Kissinger, Shari Klages, Daniel Klein, Robert Klein, Arthur
Koestler (né Kösztler Artúr), Kevin Kostner (half), Joseph J.
Kohn, Sandy Koufax, Charles Krauthammer, Irving Kriesberg,
Stanley Jasspon Kuntiz;
Fiorella La Guardia (half), Hedi Lamarr (née Hedwig Eva
Maria Kiesler), Joachim Lambek, Bert Lahr (Irving Lahrheim),
Emma Lazarus, Herbert Lehman, Tom Lehrer, Joseph Lelyveld,
Ralph Lemkin, Miles Lerman (né Shmuel Milek Lerman), Primo
Levi, Shawn Anthony Levy, Jerry Lewis (né Joseph, or Jerome,
Levitch), Liberace (né Wladziu Valentino Liberace aka Walter
Busterkeys), Roy Lichtenstein, Richard Lidz, Frank Litsky,
Frank Loesser, Ernest Lubitsch;
R. H. Macy, Bill Maher (part), Norman Mailer (né Nachem
Malek), Bernard Malamud, Osip Mandelstam, Joseph Leo
Mankiewicz, Abby Mann (né Abraham Goodman), Marcel
Marceau (né Marcel Mangel), Ariela, Bernie, Joseph & Shoshana
Marks, Karl Marx, The Marx Brothers (e.g., ―Groucho,‖ Harpo,‖
―Chico‖ , ―Gummo‖, ―Zeppo‖ Marx), Mary (mother of Jesus),
Abraham Maslow, Jackie Mason ((né Yacov Moshe
Maza), Walter Matthau, Elaine May (né Elaine Berlin), Lise
Meitner, Daniel & Mat Mendelsohn, Bess Meyerson, Harvey Milk,
Arthur Miller, Jonathan Miller, Henry Morgenthau, Moses, Zero
Mostel (né Samuel Joel Mostel), Gerald Nachman, Elie
Nadelman, Charles, Joan & Susy Neider, Bebe Neuwith, Mike
Nichols (né Michael Igor Peschowsky);
Joyce Carol Oates, Philip David Ochs, Max Ophüls (né
Maximillian Oppenheimer), J. Robert Oppenheimer, Jerry Orbach
(half), Barbara L. Osofsky, Cynthia Ozick, Abraham Pais, Alan
Jay Pakula, Dorothy Parker (half), Dan Pedoe (né Daniel Cohen),
Shimon Peres, Sam & Esther Perlis, S. J. Perelman, Sidney
Pollack, Otto Preminger, Marcel Proust (half);
Iadore Isaac Rabi, Gilda Radner (née Gilda Dworkin),
Man Ray (né Emmanuel Ranitzsky), Lou Reed, Carl Reiner,

Estelle Reiner,Bob Reiner, Rosetta Reitz (née Goldman), Mordecai
Richler, Joan Rivers (née Joan Alexandra Molinsky), Irvine
Robbins, Edward G. Robinson, Sr. (né Emanuel Goldenberg),
Richard Rodgers, Isaac Rosenberg, Julius & Ethel Rosenberg, Leo
Rosten, Joseph Roth, Philip Roth, the Rothschilds, Jane Russell;
Albert Sabin, Nellie Sachs, Carl Sagan, J. D. Salinger
(half), Jonas Salk, Raymond P. Scheindlin, Joseph Schildkraut,
Budd Schulberg (né Wilson Seymour Shulberg), Jerry Seinfeld
(né Jerome Seinfeld), Elaine Seligman, Anthony Shaffer, Peter
Shaffer, Ben Shahn, William J. Shapiro, Artie Shaw (né Arthur
Shawarsky), John Shillito, Allan Sherman (né Copelon), Ron
Silver, Phil Silvers (né Philip Silversmith),;
Carly Simon, Isaac Bashevis Singer (né Herz Synger), the
Biblical Solomon (King of the Jews), Stephen Joshua Sondheim,
Richard Sonnenfeldt, Susan Sontag, Theodore Chaikin Sorensen
(part), Muiel Sparks, Arlen Spector, Steven Spielberg, Jill St. John
(née Jill Arlyn Oppenheim), Ben Stein, Gertrude Stein, Gloria
Steinem (part), George Steiner, Jon Stewart, I.F. Stone (né Idadore
Feinstein), Susan Strasberg, Jules Styne (né Julius Kerwyn Stein),
David Suchet, Italo Svevo (né Aron Ettore Schmitz)
Edward Teller, StudsTerkel (part). Irving Thalberg, Alice
B. Toklas, Chaim Topoi, Richard Topus, Mel Tormé, Diana
Trilling ((née Diana Rubin), Lionel Trilling (né Lionel
Mordecai),Barbara Tuchman (née Barbara Wertheim),
Leo
Szilard, Johnny von Neumann, Harold Unger, Arturo Vivante;
Eli Wallach, Andre Weill (whose sister, Simone, became a
devout Christian), Kurt Weill, Norbert Wiener, Stephen Weiss,
Nathaniel West (né Nathan Wallenstein Weinstein), Elie Wiesel,
Simon Wiesenthal, Billy Wilder,
Gene Wilder (né Jrome
Silberman), Shelley Winters (née Shirley Schrift),
Ludwig
Wittgenstein (see), the Wood brothers, Molly‘s & my four sons:
Zeno, Japheth, Malachi & Ezra Wood (all half-Jewish), Leonard
Woolf, Herman Wouk, William Wyler (né Wilhelm Weiller),
Howard Zinn, Fred Zinnemann, Zino Zinoman, Sidney Zion,
Rabbi Zusya, and Stefan Zweig.
Also see at ―The Half-Jewish Book,‖ at Hannah Arendt, at
Jewish, at Jewish Mathematicians, at Jewish Musicians, at Jewish
Smarts, at Jews, at Hitler‘s Exiles, at Holocaust Images, at Leonard
Woolf & Virginia & check out the web at Jewish Artists. Also see
the Note at Kaplan.
As a joke, I used to tell my assimulated & non-practicing
Jewish friends, ―You‘re no more Jewish than I am (pause), except
when there‘s a pogrom!‖--imaginehow funny they thought I was!
But it is true that my Jewish friends in following their
religion based on the Old Testament, the Talmud, the Torah &
other Jewish documents, were almost as Christian as my Christian
acquaintances & I were, since much as our Bible lessonswere
about the Old Testament. To plaguiarize Gertrude Stein: ―A good
person is a good person, is a good person, is a good person‖ (Aalso
see at Plagiarize!)

―Jew, Memoirs of a Fortunate: An Italian Story,‖ by
Dan Vittorio Segre, 2008.

―Jew, Ultimate, The‖—see at Jackie Mason.
―Jewel of the Ghetto‖—see at Ruby Goldstein.
―Jewel of the Nile,‖ 1985 sequel: see at ―Romancing
the

Stone.‖

Jewish Baseball Players: The most famous are: Hank
Greenbert & Sany Koufax. Google Jewish Baseball
Players for a list. Lou Boudreau, Aaron Rifkin, Al Rosen
& Al Schlact are among those.

Jewish Boys, see at Broyard.
Jewish Brass—see at ―Al Tijuana and His Jewish
Brass‖

Jewish Calendar: the lunisolar year is used to mark
the events of the Jewish year: beginning at 3760 years and
three months, B.C. Thus, Rosh Hashahana 2008 A. D.
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Jewish Jokes: A goy asks a rabbi, ―Why do Jews

starts the Jewish year 5769 For this reason & others,
Jewish history is the oldest of written cultures. The 12
Jewish months, alternating between 29 & 30 days, are
Tishri, Heshwan, Kislew, Tebet, Shebat, Adar, Nisan,
Iyyar, Siwan, Tammuz, Ab & Elul; Heshwan & Kislev
may add or lose a day, resp., as needed. The Jewish new
year, Rosh Hoshana smarts on Tishri 1, but long
ago it
started with Nissan; also see at Jewish Observances.

always answer a question with a question?‖ Rabbi: ―And
where is it written that one cannot answer a question with a
question?‖ A, xii, footnote; see at Jewish Mothers below. I used
tojokingly tell my assimulated, non-practicing Jewish friends,
―You‘re no more Jewish than I am.‖ Pause—―Except when there‘s
a pogrom‖--Imagine how popular this made me!
A quintessential Chinese-Jewish Joke: A European Jew is
visiting Shanghai on the Sabbath and is looking for a
synagogue. His Chinese is poor, but he finds a synagogue & is
greeting by a Chinaman, who asks what he wants The Jew replied,
―I want to visit your synagogue.‖ The surprised Chinaman asked,
―Why do you want do that?―Because,‖ the Jew said, ―I‘m
Jewish!‖ And the Chinaman laughed, ―It‘s funny—you don‘t look
Jewish! (My friend Earl J. Taft told me this.)
Jewish Conversion Joke: Woody Allen wanted to convert to
Catholicism, so he asked is friend, Father John,a Catholic
Priest, how to go about it. Father John said, are you sure? So many
people identify you as Jewish, and with your Jewish angst, which
you will lose in believing in Jesus Christ. but Woody persisted,
"It's a beautiful religion, the cathedrals, the icons, especially of
weeping Mary, and the other things I read and heard about it. Well,
said Father John, ―It‘s really quite easy. Come to the Cathedral
and I will conduct the conversion ceremony.‖ Then, in the
cathedral, Father John sprinkled Holy Water on Woody, and said
―First you were Jew, now you are Catholic.‖ He said it three times.
After this, Wood said, ―Is that all there is to it?‖ ― Why, yes,‖ said
Father John, ―But the important thing is what you feel in your
heart.‖ So Woody left, not entirely convinced.
Several weeks passed. Father John went to Woody's
home on a Friday evening to see how he was doing. When he came
into the house, he could smell steak cooking, and was shocked,
because back then, there was a Catholic prohibition on eating meat
on Fridays, so he scolded, ―Woody, I'm disappointed in your
cooking meat on Friday!‖ Woody said, "No, Father, first it was
steak, now it is fish.!" He said it three times.
Also see at Jokes, at Jokes, Anyone? & at Jokes as
Rebellion.
Jewish Language is Hebrew. Jesus spoke Aramaic.
Also see at Yiddish.

Jewish children, 699 of them, in late 1938escaped the
Nazis—see at Nicholas Winton who organized the
from what was then Czechoslavakia to London.

escape

Jewish? Cole Porter ―boasted how he painstakingly
taught himself to sound Jewish‖—Robert Gottlieb in his
review of ―The House the George Built‖ by Wilfred Sheed
in the April 16, 2007 NY Rev. of Books. See at Cole Porter.

Jewish Comedians (Some): see at Woodie Allen,
Jack Benny, Victor Borge, Lenny Bruce, Geo. Burns,
Eddie Camtor, Charley Chaplin, Lou Jacobi, Danny Kaye,
Elaine May, Mike Nichols,the Marx Brothers, Gilda Radner,
Joan ivers, Mort Sahl, Gene Wilder, Shelley Henny Youngman,
among others

Jewish (continued): Jewish cows, 164(289); Jewish
laws & practices, e. g., Eruv, 164(289); In 2009, there
were 5,769 years of continuous recorded Jewish history—see at
Jewish Calendar & at Jewish Observances; Jehovah, or Lord, is
the covenant God of the Jewish people, sometimes written Jahweh
or JHWH;
―I wasn‘t a Jew when I went to war. I was an American
Soldier‖—William J. Shapiro,‖ see at ―Soldiers and Slaves.‖
Also see at Joan Rivers.
―I think I speak for all Jews when I say I can‘t wait to
see what happens to us next‖—Jon Stewart‘s quip while
Emceeing the 2006 Academy Awards, referring to the two
movies: ―Schindler‘s List‖ (1993) & ―Munich‖ (2005).
―Jewishness in the twentieth century is a club from
which there can be no resignations,‖ George Steiner, 171(300),
quoted in the Feb. 4, 2000 TLS book review Quotations by F.
Raphael of the then new ed. of the Oxford Dictonary of
Quotations. Raphael pointed out that this quote isn‘t in it!

―Jewish Fathers, Husbands, and Sons,‖ A, 171-

Jewish Lore and Myth--see at Dybbuk & at Lilith.
Jewish Mathematicians, Some: Many of the world-

172(300); James Joyce wrote of Leopold Bloom in
―Ulysses‖: ―They are better husbands than we are, better fathers,
and better sons.‖ When I told Molly Sullivan, my wife, about this,
she chortled, ―He obviously never married a Jew!‖ Molly‘s two
previous husbands had been Jewish, 171(300)--and tben she ended
up with me, a Kentucky Baptist! See at Molly.
According to John McCourt on p. 53 of his book ―James
Joyce,‖ Joyce might have been thinking of Italo Svevo, ―who
served as an initially unwitting prototype for Leopold Bloom in
―Ulysses.‖ Also see at Broyard on smart Jewish boys.

famous mathematicians are Jewish—way beyond what you
one might expect considering relatively speaking how few Jews
there are percentage-wise in the population (see at Jewish Smarts
about this phenomenon.) Out of curiosity I asked two whom I
knew very well for their opinion as to why this is so: ―They
wouldn‘t let you be anything else (but a Jew),‖ said by a worldfamous mathematician, Dr. Maurice ―Moe‖ Auslander & reported
by me in Part II of my ―Rings & Things.‖ ―It (math) was all
they would let you do,‖ said by another world-famous
mathematician, Samuel ―Sammy‖ Eilenberg, ibid.
I have known many Jewish mathematicians over the years—some,
but not means all, are: Maurice (―Moe‖) Auslander (Brandeis),
Hyman (―Hy‖) Bass (Columbia), David A. Buchsbaum (Brandeis
U.), Richard Moses Cohn (Rutgers U, abbrev. RU below), Paul J.
Cohen (Inst. Adv. Study, abbrev. IAS below & Stanford);
Also Samuel Eilenberg (Columbia), Richard Falk (RU), Walter
Feit (Yale), I. M. Gelfand, Daniel (―Danny‖) Gorenstein (IAS &
RU), Israel (―Yitz‖) Nathan Herstein (Chicago), Nathan ―Jake‖
Jacobson (IAS & Yale);
Also Irving ―Kap‖ Kaplansky (Chicago & Math.
Sci.
Inst., Berkeley), Joseph J. Kohn (IAS & Princeton U), Richard
Lyons (RU), Barbara Osofsky (RU & IAS.), Dan Pedoe, Sam
Perlis (Purdue), Earl Jay Taft (RU & IAS), Andre Weill (IAS) &
others, including many of the above, who are cited in my math
books, most recently in ―Rings & Things.‖

Jewish vs. Jew: ―I‘m not a Jew. I‘m Jewish. I don‘t
go the whole hog,‖ Jonathan Miller, Ch. 49; -- Pride—see
―Yes, I am a Jew‖ at Disraeli; ―I have never in my life
‗loved‘ any people or collective‖ – Hannah Arendt,
including by implication her own people—Jews!

Jewish-Irish Comedy--see at ―Abie‘s Irish Rose.‖.
―Jewish Ireland in the age of Joyce,‖ by Cormac Ó
Gráda, Princeton U, rev. in the TLS, Feb. 23, 2007, who
quotes Ó Gráda: ―Had Bloom stepped from the written page
into real life Little Jerusalem of Joyce‘s day, his mixed
parentage, his non-East European backfround, and his
atheism would have insured him a rather cold welcom in
that quarter.‖ The reviewer, George Borstein, adds: ―His
Jewish stature had several problems including his Christian
mother, lack of cicumscision & baptism.‖
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Jewish Monologues, a subgenre of recordings started

Jewish Name Changing: In 1808 Napoleon sent out a

in 1900 by Will N. Steele‘s recording of ―Einstein on Fire‖
for Edison--see at Joe Hayman.

decree commanding all Jews to adopt family names. In
Austria a list of surnames was assigned to the Jews, and if a Jew
was unable to choose, the state chose for him. The names were
devised from precious stones, as Rubenstein; precious metals, such
as Goldstein, Silberberg; plants, trees, and animals, such as
Mandelbaum, Lilienthal, Ochs, Wolf, and Loewe.
German Jews created surnames by the simple method of
affixing the syllable ―son‖ to the father‘s name, thus making
Jacobson, Isaacson; while others adopted the names of the
localities in which they lived, the Jew resident in Berlin becoming
Berliner, and the Jew resident in Oppenheim becoming
Oppenheimer. Now, in the region of Schoenberg, in the German
Rhine country, a settlement of Jews had lived for several
generations.
When the order to adopt surnames went forth, Isaac Simon,
the head of the settlement, chose the name of Schoenberg. It
signifies in German, ―beautiful hill,‖ became either Berg or Hill.
and is easily Frenchified into Belmont, which also means beautiful
hill or mountain. (Schönholz meaning ―beautiful wood‖ was
simplied to Wood.‖)
A Columbia University professor once tried to make it
appear that the Belmonts originated in the Belmontes family of
Portugal, but found it impossible to harmonize this theory with the
Schoenberg facts. It is noteworthy that a Belmont became
American agent of the Rothschilds, and that the name of
Rothschild is derived from the red shield on a house in the Jewish
quarter of Frankfort-on-the-Main.
What the original family name is has never been divulged.
The Jewish habit of changing names is responsible for the
immense camouflage that has concealed the true character of
Russian events. When Leon Bronstein becomes Leo Trotsky, and
when the Jewish Apfelbaum becomes the ―Russian‖ Zinoviev; and
when the Jewish Cohen becomes the ―Russian‖ Volodarsky, and so
on down through the list of the controllers of Russia—Goldman
becoming Izgoev, and Feldman becoming Vladimirov—it is a little
difficult for people who think that names do not lie, to see just
what is transpiring.
Indeed, there is any amount of evidence that in numberless
cases this change of names—or adoption of ―cover names,‖ as the
Jewish description is—is for purposes of concealment. There is an
immense difference in the state of mind in which a customer enters
the store of Isadore Levy and the state of mind in which he enters
the store of Alex May. And what would be his feeling to learn that
Isadore Levy painted up the name of Alex May with that state of
mind in view?
When Rosenbluth and Schlesinger becomes ―The American
Mercantile Company,‖ there is justification for the feeling that the
name ―American‖ is being used to conceal the Jewish character of
the firm. The tendency of Jews to change their names dates back
very far. There was and is a superstition that to give a sick person
another name is to ―change his luck,‖ and save him from the
misfortune destined upon his old name. There was also the Biblical
example of a change of nature being followed by a change of
name, as when Abram became Abraham and Jacob became
Israel—excerpted from The Dearbearn Independent, 1921, a
newspaper that published many Anti-Semitic tracts, and probably
considered this one too.

―Jewish Mother Joke: A Jewish man dreams that his
shrink is his mother, wakes up in a sweat, late for his
appointment He apologizes to his shrink, telling him that he
grabbed a coke and donut for breakfast and came as fast as he
could. The shrink says, "And you call that breakfast?"

―Jewish Mothers,‖ A, xii-xiii, R, lxvi-lxvii: ―My
son, the Doctor,‖A, xii, 60(96); Telegram to her son:
―Start worrying, details to follow,‖ A, xii (footnote);―Let your son
hear you sigh every day; if you don‘t know what he has done
wrong to make you suffer, he will!‖ (my emphasis)—from Dan
Greenburg‘s book, ―How To Be a Jewish Mother,‖ R, xii
(footnote); also see at Guilt & at Philip Roth on --- ; see at
―Portnoy‘s Complaint‖ & inter alia Shteyngart‘s quotations &
remarks on what Roth‘s book did to the Jewish ―mother-lode‖, R,
lxvi; also see at
Eat!,
―Mother‘s
Kisses;‖
―Oedipus,
Schmoedipus, what does it matter if a boy loves his mother?‖A,
(xii)n, 12(18)n.
Jewish Musicians: in 1933, Jews were just 4% of the US
population, but 36% of the musicians in pop orchestras.
American Jewish Musicians wrote:
―Home Sweet Home‖ by John Payne, 1923; ―After the Ball Is
Over‖ by Charles K. Harris, 1892; ―Take Me Out to the Ball
Game‖ by Harry von Tiltzer, 1908; ―Shine On Harvest Moon‖ by
Nora Bayes, 1908; ―By the Light of the Silvery Moon‖ by Gus
Edwards, 1909; ―Alexander‘s Ragtime Band‖ by Irving Berlin,
1911; ―Swanee‖ by George Gershwin, 1919;
―Yes, Sir, She‘s My Baby‖ by Gus Kahn, 1922; ―The
Man I Love, ‖ and ―Strike Up the Band,‖ 1927 by Geo.Gershwin,
1924 1927; ―Old Man River‖ by Jerome Kern, 1927; ―Summer
Time‖ by Geo. Gershwin, 1935; ―Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen ―by
Saul Chaplin & Sammy Cahn, 1937; ―Over the Rainbow‖ by
HaroldArlen & Yip and Harburg, 1938;
―Billy the Kid,‖ 1938, ―Rodeo,‖ 1942, ―Appalachian
Spring,‖ 1944, three ballets, ―The Red Pony,‖ 1948, ―Old
Amerivan Songs,‖ 1952--all by Aaron Copland.
―Easter Parade‖& ―God Bless America‖, 1938; ―White
Christmas‖—all by Irving Berlin, 1942; ―Oh What A Beautiful
Morning‖ by Richard Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein, 1942;
―Saturday Night is the Loneliest Night in the Week,‖ Sammy Cahn
& Jules Styne, 1944; ―Luck Be a Lady‖ by Frank Loesser, 1950;
―Getting to Know You‖ by Rodgers and Hammerstein,
1951; ―Hound Dog‖ by Jerry Lieber and Mike Stoller, 1953;
―Three Coins in a Fountain‖ by Gus Kahn, 1954; ―I Could Have
Danced All Night‖ by Frederick Loewe (in ―My Fair Lady,‖
written by Alan Jay Lerner and Loewe, 1956); ―The Sound of
Music‖ by Rodgers and Hammerstein,1959, ―Will You Love Me
Tomorrow‖ by Carole King, 1960; ―Blowing in the Wind,‖ by
Bob Dylan, 1963.
Most of the above, but not all, was extracted from Fall
2004/Winter 2005 American Jewish Historical Society article
compiled by Joshua Jacobson. (I added, e.g. the Copland pieces).
I am at a loss why this lists ends in 1967. What about later music,
e.g., by Leonard Bernstein, Billy Joel, Stephen Sondheim, Bob
Dylan & others? Mary Ann Unkraut pointed out ―A Fellow Needs
a Girl‖ by Rodgers and Hammerstein in the 1947 Musical
―Allegro.‖ One concludes that this list is incomplete, e.g., Bernie
Baum & Stephen Weiss wrote ―Nickelodeon,‖ which peaked in
1950. See at Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw & a book, ―Reading
Lyrics‖ lists many Jewish musicians.
Christmas Songs by American Jewish Composers: White
Christmas by Irving Berlin; Rudolph, the Red Nosed Reindeer by
Johnny Marks; Let It Snow by Sammy Kahn and Julie Styne;
Silver Bells by Evans & Livingston; Chestnuts Roasting Over
an Open Fire by Mel Tormé.

Jewish Observances:
Hanukkah, also Hanukah, the chief post-Biblical
festival, an eight day commemoration the 165 B.C. victor of
the Maccabees over the Epiphanes, and the rededication of
the Temple at Jerusalem, also called the Festival of Lights,
or Feast of Dedication—see at Menorah;
Mitzvah, a command of God, hence the fulfillment
of such a command, esp. a function of a synagogue
ceremonial or an act promoting the welfare of Jews;
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a truly divine love to choose this people. That is, to be ‗God‘s
Chosen,‘‖ 172(300-301)

mazeltov, or mazaltov, an espression of congratulations, or
best wishes;
Passover, the eight-day holiday celebrating Exodus,
i.e. of the Jews from Egypt; Purim, the 14th day of Ada,
observed in celebration of the deliverance of the Jews from
massacre by Haman, see at Esther 9:24-26; Seder, the
feast commemorating the exodus, celebrated on the second
night of Passover.
Rosh Hashana, Jewish New Year, literally, ―the
head of the year.‖ Sunset Sept. 12, 2007 began the 5768-th
year of Jewish history. See at Eruv, at Jewish Calender, at
Jewish Subterfuges. at Rosh Hashana & at Scheindlin.
Also see Mikvah, Shiva, Kaddish, Talmud, and Torah.
Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement on the 10-th
day of Tishri (October); also see at Abraham, at
Covenant, at challah, at kosher, at synagogue & at
Treyf.

Are Jews superior? Thorstein Veblen gave a succinct
argument in favor of the intellectual superiority of Jews, 171(300301); also see at Jewish Smarts.
-- and Roosevelt, see at Roosevelt.
Auschwitz and the Holocaust, R, liii-liv, Ch. 49--also see at
Auschwitz and the Holocaust & at Holocaust Images;
-- deprived of citizenship in 1935 in Nazi Germany--see at
Nuremberg Laws, R, lxii, 175(305) ;
-- Diaspora: geographic distribution of European Jews
before the Holocaust, some 8.75 million, R, liii-liv, 174(304305;
-- dislike of Christianity: Did Christ do all the suffering for
Cristians? 89(169); (Also many Jews don‘t believe that
Christ
is the Son of God, or that he is the Messiah.)
FDR worries already in 1933 on the fate of Jews, 176(306);
-- are forced to wear the yellow Stars of David on Sept. 6,
1941 in Nazi-occupied countries, 175(305); also see Anne Frank,
R, lvii, 175(305) & at Himmler;
-- have two words for hope: Hadassah & Hatikvah.
Holocaust victims, est. 6,000,000 Jews, R, 174-175(304-5)
―Intellectual superiority?‖--see Joseph Roth, 172(300-301);
also see at Intellectual Superiority of the Kinsburg Family,
172(301);
-- killed in Germany, Austria, Hungary, USSR, France,
Italy, etc. 174-176(304-306)
Kristallnacht, Nov. 9, 1938: Nazi looting, pillaging of
Jewish synagogues, homes, businesses, R, liii;
Sacrifice of the Jews--Why should the relatively small
European Jewish community have to sacrifice in human lives
twenty-times what the USA, the biggest of the Western Allies lost
in the war? This violated every reasonable scale of comparison &
cannot be explained anymore than other genocides in Europe can
be explained, e.g. the Albanians& the Armenians, 174(303)--see at
Anti-Semitism. Saving the lives of Jews: see at Schlindler &
at Wallenberg.

Jewish Plot? (to exterminate the Aryan race)--see
at Hitler & at Syphilis.

Jewish prayer (for an orthodox Jewish man): "Thank
God for not making me a woman." The prayer is said each
morning. Note: All prayers have been developed outside
the Torah.
Jewish Pride: ―Yes, I am a Jew, and when the ancestors of the
right honorable gentleman (Daniel O‘Connell) were brutal
savages in an unknown island, mine were priests in the
temple of Solomon—Disraeli, see Bartlett.

Jewish Smarts: "There are 13 million Jews in the
world, one-fifth of one percent of the world's population.
Yet 20 percent of Nobel Prize winners are Jewish, a staggering
hundred-fold surplus of renown and genius. This is similarly true
for myriad household names in music, literature, math., physics,
finance, industry, design, comedy, film & even politics," edited
from ―Everyone‘s Jewish‖ by Charles Krauthammer in
the(Trenton) Times, Oct. 3, 2006 & on his Website (lightly edited.)
Krauthammer himself is Jewish, but he didn't
mention
that in his article!
Although I was a good student, I knew I could never be
smart as the Jewish boys who were strangled by their smartness.
They were bred to it—their minds had the quickness of
racehorses‖--Anatole Broyard in Kafka Was the Rage.
Soon after Princeton U. began admitting women (around
1970), there was a protest by Jewish women on campus that PU
was restricting the number of qualified Jewish women. I remember
the argument: Although a quarter of the women were Jewish, their
leaders protested that PU ought to have allowed 50% or more of
the women to be Jewish based on their SAT (Scholastic Aptitude
Test) scores & high school records!
―Jewish, Some of my best friends are,‖ a defensive,
disclaiming, condescending declaration made to alleviate
guilt felt by the exlusions of Jews in their everyday lives.
Would you say the same about Christians? Women?
Baptists? Catholics? Oops! I did myself—about Joy
Kinsburg, who was Jewish, and Jack Seibert, who is
Catholic! Mea Culpa! However, they both were part of
my everyday life, so I exonerate myself! (―Doesn‘t
everybody? It‘s hard , in fact, impossible, to live up
to one‘s precepts!), 198(362)

Jews in US ballet include choreographers Jerome
Robbin & Eliot Feld, and dancers Nora Kaye, Melissa Hayden,
and Allegra Kent—from the Web.

―Jews, A Short History of the:‖ How could it be
since
Sept. 23, ‗06 starts Jewish Year 5767?--see at Scheindlin.

―Jews, Three Opinions, Two,‖ 164(289); also see
Bibliography.

Jews Who Escaped Nazis as Kids in 1938 Recreate
Train Trip Sept. 1, 2009—see at Nicholas Winton.

Jew‘s Harp, or Jew‘s-harp, also Jews‘-harp, Music. A
small instrument consisting of a lyre-shaped metal frame
that is held between the teeth and a projecting steel tongue that is
plucked to produce a suof, twangin sound—Amer. Herit. Dict.
―It is also called a Jaw harp, marrranzano, mouth harp
or juice harp, and is thought to be one of the oldest musical
instruments in the world—a musician apparently playing it can be
seen in a Chinese drawing from the 3rd century BC. It has no
particular connection with Judasism‖—the quoted part is edited
from Wikipedia.

―Jewish Subterfuges,‖ see at Shabbes Goy & Eruv;

―Jew, The Ultimate‖—see at Jackie Mason.
Jew vs. Goyim, see Leo Rosten, Ch. 49 & also

Also, see ―For the Relief of Unbearable Urges,‖ 164(289)

Jewish superiority? Ch. 49, esp. 171-172(300-301)
Jewish Tricks? See Bertrand Russell on Einstein.
―Jewish, You don‘t look‖—see at Jewish Jokes.
Jews, R, Chs. 13 & 49; see at Baptists, and at

at Jews, Jewish, or Partly Jewish people above.)

Jew vs. Jewish: see at Jewish (continued);
―JFK,‖see at John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
JFK‘s Inauguration on TV, 211(384); JFK‘s chiasmus:

―Catholics, Jews & Baptists,‖ Are Jews ―God‘s Chosen?‖
Ch. 49: Joseph Roth ―speculates comically‖: ―It takes, I thought,

―Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you
can do for your country.‖ Also, see at ―The Gift Outright.‖
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JFK‘s Heroism: As Lt.(j. g.) & commander of PT

Jill Ellen Dowling, D: daughter-in-law; has a BA

109, a torpedo boat that was rammed by the Japanese
destroyer Amagiri on August 2, 1943 off the Solomon
Islands in World War II, he was able to save himself by
swimming miles to an Island, while dragging a wounded
crew member to safety with him. He was awarded the Navy
& Marine Corps Medal for Heroism & a Purple Heart for
back injuries, which plagued him all his life.
A 1963 movie ―PT 109" starred Cliff Robertson as
JFK documents exploits & uses a book (by JFK‘s doctor?)
in the late 90s, whichdocuments the enormous amounts of
barbiturates and pain-killers JFK took in order to live a
normal life & to appear ―presidential,‖ much the way FDR
disguised the degree to which he was crippled by polio.
Also ssee at Hubert Humphrey.

from Tufts U. In spring 2008, she earned a MA TESOL
(Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages)from Hunter
College
Jill married Zeno Wood Sept 28, 2002 at the Greek Temple
in Prospect Park, Brooklyn on a beautiful sunny day after a day of
stormy weather. (This could only be
considered as a good
omen!)
Jill is the mother of Clio Lily Dowling Wood, born Jan.10,
2005.
As is Zeno, Jill is fluent in Spanish, and she, Zeno, Jill‘s
parents & spouses support CISPES, the San Salvador relief
organization. She has spent much time there helping poor people.
Jill‘smother, Kathleen Sweeney Dowling (née Kearney),
was a researcher for Time, Inc., and now is a free-lance
researcher; Jill‘s step-father, John Osborn, Kathleen‘s husband, is a
Media & Creativity Consultant.
Jill‘s father, Joseph (―Joe‖) Dowling is a professor at
Nassau Community College; and her step-mother, Anne Delaney
Dowling, .teaches in NY City Schools.
Thus: Clio thus has 3 grandmoms & 3 granddads!
Jill has a married sister, Clare Dowling Dogherty, and two
half-brothers: Kevin, at Syracuse U. & Sean at Brooklyn College.
Clare and her husband, David Doghtery have a son, Brendhan,
born 2006.

JFK & Physical Fitness: during his administration
(1960-1963), JFK advocated a physical fitness program for
Americans, including swimming (―50 miles a year,‖ i.e., a
mile-a-week), jogging or running & walking,. Did he
follow his own program? Well, he did swim—see at
Kennedy‘s Heroism.
Jhabvala,. Ruth Prawer , CBE (born 1927) is a Booker
prize-winning novelist, short story writer, and two-time
Academy Award-winning screenwriter. She is perhaps best
known for her long collaboration with Merchant Ivory
Productions, made up of director James Ivory and the late
producer Ismail Merchant. Their films won six Academy
Awards—see at ―Howards End‖, at ―A Room With a
View,‖ and at Ivory Merchant Productions, where she is
described of German-Jewish origin.

Jill Ellen Dowling‘s Uniqueness. No account of Jill
should leave out the beautiful way she is with people.
Before we met Jill, curious about Zeno‘s girl friend, we
asked Malachi--rather than Zeno!--what she was like.
Malachi : ―She lights up the room when she comes in.‖ We
found that to be true, but more than that, she warms up
people! And that, dear friends, makes her unique. Hmm.
She does remind me of my sister, Louise—see at Sister.

Jhilam Zebunnessa Iqbal, Dr., T, A, xi,xiii, D, is a
2002 Fordham U. Ph. D.n Development & Intern‘l
Econ., where she taught 2002-2005 & after a year at Columbia
U., again in 2007-2008. Her speciality is the economy of small
nations, e.g., Bangledesh.
Her father, Sam, died on Sept. 26, 2002; Jhilam‘s widowed
mother, ―Shelley‖ (Naseem), lives in Dhaka, Bangladesh, where
Jhilam & her siblings, sisters Rupsha & Shanka, and brothers
Chisti and Chaikat, were born.
Jhilam, her two sisters, and brother Chisti, all graeduated
from Angelo State U. in San Angelo, TX, where both Molly &
Malachi took their freshman years. Chaikat studied at Dhaka U.
Chisti took a law degree at U. of London, and now is a barrister ,
Shankha 2007is a social worker, and Chaikat is a musicican, all
three in London, UK. Rupsha studiedat the Fashion Inst.(FIT) in
NYC, and is a
designer & producer of clothes in Dhaka.. In
Jan. 2007, Rupsha married Rezwan Sharif in Dhaka, and they
reside in Brooklyn, not far from Zeno & Jill

Jim Crow laws, often referred to as a system or legal
state as the Jim Crow or mainly Jim Crow, were state and
local laws enacted primarily but not exclusively in the
Southern and border states of USA between 1876 and 1965.
They mandated de jure segregation in all public facilities,
with a supposedly "separate but equal" status for black
Americans and members of other non-white racial groups.
In reality, this led to treatment and accommodations that
were usually inferior to those provided for white
Americans, systematizing a number of economic,
educational and social disadvantages. Some examples of
Jim Crow laws are the segregation of public schools, public
places and public transportation, and the segregation of
restrooms and restaurants for whites and blacks—see at
Apartheid, at Klux Klux Klan, at Racism & at Segregation
the truck farmer, Ch. 17: Mama gave Rex to him.

Jim,
Jitterbug: 30‘s and 40‘s lively dance, 168(295)
Jive is swing or jazz music; in slang. it is deceptive,

Jhilam & Malachi met at Angelo State U. (ASU ) in
San Angelo, TX, during Malachi‘s freshman year there
(1988-1989). Jhilam went on to graduate there, while Malachi
graduated from Rutgers
On July 24, 2007, Jhilam give birth to their first child, a son,
Tarquin, \and in Sept. 2007 she returned to her position as
Adjunct Prof.at Fordham, while her mother watched over Tarquin.
See at Malachi & at Tarquin.
Tarquin‘s middle name—Iskander--is a form of
Alexander. However, they call him ―Tormie,‖ a short form ot the
Bangla name, Tormuge, or Watermelon, that they called him in his
pre-natal state! Another nickname is T-Rex, short for either
Tarquinius Rex or Tyrannus Rex.
On August 7, 2009, Jhilam gave birth to their daughter,
Maya Iris Iqbal Wood. Also see at Malachi,

nonsensical, or glib talk & used like this: Don‘t give me that
jive! In this sense, jazz is also used: ―Don‘t‘ jazz me!

JJ, or JJJ, short for Jays.

Joan of Arc, 76(125)
Job, Steven, see at Sex While Reading.
Joe Average, see Joe Schmoe & below.
Joe Blow, Joe Average, John Doe, Joe Schmoe, Mac,
GI Joe, etc., are generic names for unnamed men & soldiers.

Joe, informal and military, brewed coffee,from
Foster‘s ―Old Black Joe‖—Amer. Herit. Dict.; ―Cuppa Joe,‖
slang for a cup of coffee. See at Coffee & at Java

Jihad, or jehad, a ―holy‖ war waged by some

Joe: ―Say it ain‘t so, Joe.‖ Also see at Joe Jackson.
Joe Friday is a character created and played by actor,

Moslems against infidels, 90(171); also a crusade or
struggle. Also see at Fawa.

TV producer, and writer Jack Webb (1920–1982) on
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Dragnet. The series ran on radio (1949–1956) and television
(1951–1959 and 1967–1970), and there was also a film (1954) and
a TV-movie (1969). His final partner (on the late 1960s TV series)
was Officer Bill Gannon, played by actor Harry Morgan.
Over the earlier run of the series, Friday was partnered with
Sgt. Ben Romero (played by Barton Yarborough), Sgt. Ed Jacobs
(played by Barney Phillips), Officer Frank Smith (played first by
Herbert Ellis and then by Ben Alexander), and ultimately Gannon.
During the 1958–1959season Friday was promoted to
lieutenant. However, when the show returned in 1967 he was back
to the sergeant rank without any on-screen explanation. (Webb
later explained that in reality the lieutenant rank was more of a
supervisory position, and involved less time in the field
9nvestigations,, which would change the structure of the show.)
Friday made famous the line "My name is Friday—I'm a
cop.‖ The latter part later was changed to "I carry a badge") & said
in the introductory of every TV episode.
Supposedly, he also made the line, ―Just the facts, ma'am,‖
famous. In fact, what Friday actually said in an early episode is
"All we want are the facts." Friday, as portrayed by Webb, never
actually said the oft-repeated phrase.
Dragnet used Joe Friday's police badge as its title logo.
When Webb died in 1982, Chief Darryl Gates of the Los Angeles
Police Department officially retired Joe Friday's shield number,
which was 714, which actually was carried by a real member of the
LAPD—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

overslept on the day of an important exam, owing to his late-night
musician's lifestyle. Faced with a summer at school to complete
this requirement, he decided not to continue. He left high school
without a diploma to begin a career in music, later telling an
interviewer he'd told the Hicksville Board of Education, ―I'm not
going to Columbia University, I'm going to Columbia Records.‖
Columbia did, in fact, become the label that eventually signed
him—xcerpted from Wikipedia where there is lots more on his
performances, his music & recordings.

Joe Schmo(e), the average Joe.
John Doe, see above & at Jane Doe..
Joe Schmo(e), the average Joe.
Johansson, Scarlett, see at Girl with a Pearl Earring.
John-the-Baptist baptized Jesus late in Jesus‘ life,
76(125), 86(165), and taught Jesus many things. Also see at
Saint John-the-Baptist.

John, Elton--see at ―Sorry Seems To Be …‖
―Johnnie get your gun, get your gun, get your gun‖
--first line of Verse 1 of ―Over There.‖ See at ―Johnny Got
His Gun.‖

Johnny Cake, also Johnnycake, Cornmeal bread
usually shaped into a flat cake & baked in or fried on a
griddle. Also called ashcake, buttercake, corncake,
cornpone, or Shawnee cake—see Amer. Heritage Dict. for a
further historical note. Also see at pone.

Joel, Billy, (né William Martin Joel) was born 1949

―Johnny Got His Gun‖ is Datlton Trumbo‘s 1939

in the Bronx and raised in Hicksville, NY. He is a rock
musician, singer-songwriter, and classical composer who
released his first hit song, ―Piano Man,‖ in 1973. According to the
RIAA, Billy Joel is the sixth best-selling recording artist in the US.
Joel had Top 10 hits in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s and has 33
Top 40 hits in the US overall. He is also a five-time Grammy
Award winner, a 23-time Grammy nominee and has sold in excess
of 150 million albums worldwide. He was inducted into the
Songwriter's Hall of Fame (1992), the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
(1999), and the Long Island Music Hall of Fame (2006). Joel
"retired" from recording pop music in 1993 but continued to tour
(sometimes with Elton John).
Joel's father. Howard (born Helmut), was born in Germany
as the son of Jewish merchant and manufacturer Karl Amson Joel
who emigrated to Switzerland and later to the United States,
because of Nazi antisemitism. Billy Joel's mother, Rosalind
Nyman, was born in England to a Jewish family (Philip and
Rebecca Nyman). His parents divorced in 1960, and his father
moved to Vienna, Austria. Billy has a sister, Judith Joel, and a
half-brother, Alexander Joel, who is an acclaimed classical
conductor in Europe, currently chief musical director of the
Staatstheater Braunschweig.
Joel's father was an accomplished classical pianist. Billy
reluctantly began piano lessons at an early age, at his mother's
insistence; his teachers included the noted American pianist
Morton Estrin and musician/songwriter Timothy Ford. His interest
in music, rather than sports, was a source of teasing and bullying in
his early years. (He has said in interviews that his piano instructor
also taught ballet. Her name was Frances Neiman and she was a
Juilliard trained musician. She gave both classic piano and ballet
lessons in the studio attached to the rear of her house, leading
neighborhood bullies to mistakenly think he was learning to
dance.)
As a teenager, Joel took up boxing so that he would be able
to defend himself. He boxed successfully on the amateur Golden
Gloves circuit for a short time, winning twenty-two bouts, but
abandoned the sport shortly after having his nose broken in his
twenty-fourth boxing match.
Joel attended Hicksville High School, and was expected to
graduate in 1967. However, due to playing at a piano bar, he was
one English credit short of the graduation requirement; he

anti-war novel. The inspiration for the novel came to
Trumbo when he read an article about a soldier who was
horribly disfigured during WW I. In 1947, Johnny Got
His Gun, won a National Book Award. In 1971,
Trumbo directed the film adaptation of Johnny Got His
Gun, which starred Timothy Bottoms, Diane Varsi and
Jason Robards, Jr.. Also see at Dalton Trumbo.

―Johnny Comes Marching Home, When,‖ 1863?,T,
From the Wikipedia: Some think ("When Johnny Comes
Marching Home Again") is a song of the American Civil War
that expressed people's longing for the return of their friends&
relatives who were fighting in the war. Some believe the tune is
that of the Irish antiwar song ―Johnny I Hardly Knew Ye,‖
presumed to be the original on the basis of oral & textualevidence,
although no published version it known to pre-date ―When Johnny
Comes Marching Home Again.‖ However, expert James Fuld,
author of the text on popular music, ―The Book of World Famous
Music,‖ states on page 640 of that volume that Donal O'Sullivan,
the Irish authority, has written the Library of Congress that he does
not consider the melody of ―When Johnny Comes Marching
Home‖ as Irish in origin.
As stated, no printed music of Irish origin has been
discovered that predates American publication in September of
1863 by Henry Tolman in Boston under the above mentioned
title. Library of Congress records do show a title ―Johnny Fill Up
The Bowl‖ that was published in July of 1863 by John J. Daly that
appears to contain the song's melody.
The same tune is used for the children's songs "The Ants Go
Marching One By One‖ and also ―The Animals Went in Two by
Two." The lyrics, written by Irish-American bandleader Patrick
Gilmore, and published under the name LouisLambert', effectively
reverse those of the original.

Johnson, Celia Elizabeth,1908-1982, DBE, born in
London, England, she famous for her role in the 1945 film,
Brief Encounter, opposite Trevor Howard, for which she received
her only Best Actress Oscar nomination.
Her stage début was in Major Barbara in 1928. By 1931,
she was starring as Ophelia in a NY production of Hamlet. She
made relatively few films, of which Brief Encounter is by far the
best known. Other notable films include In Which We Serve
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(1942), The Captain's Paradise (1953),This Happy Breed (1944),
I Believe in You (1952) and The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1969).
For her role as Miss McKay in The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie, she received BAFTA Award as Best Supporting Actress.
She generally played a genteel and/or repressed
Englishwoman, though she proved in many stage productions to be
a talented comedian—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
―Brief Encounter‖ & at David Lean.

Besides being a jazz piano pioneer, and a most
spontaneously inventive performer, Johnson composed many hit
tunes: "Charleston" (which debuted in his Broadway show Runnin'
Wild in 1923, although by some accounts Johnson had written it
years earlier) became one of the most popular songs and arguably
the definitive dance number/theme tune of the Roaring Twenties.
Others are "If I Could Be With You (One Hour Tonight)", "You've
Got to Be Modernistic", "Baby Don't Cry", "Keep off the Grass",
"Old Fashioned Love", "A Porter's Love Song to a Chambermaid",
"Carolina Shout", and "Snowy Morning Blues.‖
Johnson wrote music in many styles, including waltzes,
ballet, symphonic pieces, and light opera; many other of these
ambitious, long-form pieces are presumed lost. His success as a
popular composer qualified Johnson as a member of ASCAP in
1926.
James Weldon Johnson, a pioneer of the African-American
musical theater and renowned choral director, had this to say about
Johnson's style of playing: "It was music of a kind I had never
heard before... The barbaric harmonies, the audacious resolutions,
often consisting of an abrupt jump from one key to another, the
intricate rhythms in which the accents fell in the most unexpected
places, but in which the beat was never lost, produced a most
curious effect--the dexterity of his left hand in making rapid octave
runs and jumps was little short of marvelous; and with his right he
frequently swept half the keyboard with clean cut chromatics
which he fitted in so nicely as never to fail to arouse in his listeners
a sort of pleasant surprise at the accomplishment of the featl"
Jimmy Johnson taught Fats Waller and got him his first
piano roll and recording assignments. Along with Fats Waller and
Willie 'The Lion' Smith, 'The Big Three' defined the Harlem Stride
piano style. "Carolina Shout" was their "Maple Leaf Rag"-the test
piece that put every pianist on notice. Even Duke Ellington
recorded it; ragtime infused with blues had become jazz. Johnson
recorded dozens of superb player piano roll recordings for the QRS
Piano Roll Company in the 1920s and the Aeolian Company in the
teens.
It was during this period that he met and influenced George
Gershwin, who was also a young piano-roll artist at Aeolian. He
was also a strong influence on Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Art
Tatum, and Thelonious Monk. His influence continues to this day
in the work of Cyrus Chestnut, Harry Connick Jr., Mark Birnbaum
and Reginald Robinson. In addition to being a lyrical pianist with a
warm, hearty sound, Johnson was also a sensitive and facile
accompanist; Johnson was the favorite accompanist of Ethel
Waters ( who advised a young Fletcher Henderson, with whom she
recorded frequently, to study the recordings of James P. in order to
get a better feeling for the blues ) and Bessie Smith, and was
reportedly also the latter's favorite pianist. Ethel Waters wrote in
her autobiography that working with musicians such as Johnson "
...made you want to sing until your tonsils fell out." This was
indeed mutual admiration, as the surviving 4 sides, done at their
only joint recording session, demonstrate. They are duets,
performed by 2 artists who represented the pinnacles of their
respective crafts.
Even guitarist Chet Atkins credited Johnson and "stride
piano" as a major influence on his early style; Atkins covered
Johnson's compositions on an early solo album of his, as well as
his 1979 collaboration The First Nashville Guitar Quartet
.In the late 1930s, Johnson was intermittently incapacitated
by several strokes. When he returned to active performing in the
early 1940s, he demonstrated his adaptability by leading several
small live as well as studio groups and performing regularly, now
often with racially integrated bands led by musicians such as the
guitarist Eddie Condon, trumpeters Yank Lawson and Sidney De
Paris, clarinetists Sidney Bechet, Rod Cless, and Edmond Hall, for
the most respected and important jazz labels of the day, including
Asch, Blue Note, Commodore, Circle, and Decca. By then, a much
respected and beloved elder statesman of jazz, he was a regular

Johnson, Dorothy M., see at ―A Man Called Horse.‖
Johnson, Greg, see at Joyce Carol Oates (last
paragraph.)

Johnson, Hiram Waren, 1866-1945, ―The first
casualty when war comes is truth,‖ 180(313). This was
said by Johnson in a senate speech in 1918. He was
California Governor when this speech was made in the
senate—see p. 914 in Quotationary. Also see at Philp
Knightly
Johnson, Jack, The First Black heavy-weight Champion
in 1908; admitted ―throwing‖ the fight in 1915 to Jess
Williard in 1915; was a victim of a race law ―The Mann
Act,‖ for transporting a white woman across statee line for
immoral purposes‖; see at Joe Louis, at Great White Hope
& ―Unforgiveable Blackness.‖

Johnson, ―Jimmy‖ (né James Price Johnson( 18941955, was born in New Brunswick, NJ. His family moved
to NY City in 1908. His first professional engagement was at
Coney Island in 1912, at age 18. In 1911, while he was "still going
to school in short pants", he attended Jelly Roll Morton's
performance in Harlem and was inspired by the blues. Johnson and
Morton represented different branches in the subsequent evolution
of the ragtime of Scott Joplin, into the jazz piano of the teens and
1920's. Subsequent generations of jazz pianists, whether they be in
the stride, swing, or bebop tradition, can trace their lineage back to
James P. Johnson.
Scott Joplin, the pioneering ragtime pianist and composer,
who had penned the first great hit of the genre ("Maple Leaf Rag"),
and the first piece of popular sheet music to sell a million copies,
had moved to New York in 1908. It was here that he died, broken,
and nearly penniless, in 1917, frustrated by his unsuccessful
attempts to have his last great compositional effort, the opera
Treemonisha, performed
James P. Johnson grew up listening to, and playing the
music of Scott Joplin, and was to become the man most
responsible for the evolution of the ragtime piano of Joplin, into
the earliest, and still most swinging form of piano jazz, which has
become known today as Harlem Stride Piano.
Joplin, in death, remained a significant influence on
Johnson, who retained links to the ragtime era, by playing Joplin's
rags, most notably "Maple Leaf", as well as the more modern
(according to Johnson) and demanding, ―Euphonic Sounds/‖
Johnson had also been aware of Joplin's operatic efforts, as in his
collection was found a copy of ―A Real Slow Drag‖ from
Treemonisha.
This is of no small significance, as, in the 1930s, when
Johnson was financially secure through the royalties from his
compositions, he was able to pursue a lifelong ambition of writing
orchestral works. In this endeavor, he was inspired by, and
followed in the footsteps of other pioneers from the world of
popular music and jazz, such as George Gershwin, and William
Grant Still. 1928 saw the premier of Johnson's rhapsody,
Yamekraw, named after a black community in Savannah Georgia.
William Grant Still served as the orchestrator, and Fats
Waller held down the piano chair, as Johnson could not get out of
the contractual obligation to conduct the orchestra for his then
running hit Broadway Show, Keep Shufflin' ( written jointly with
Fats).
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After this incident, MGM built up his image as the ―all-American
boy‖ by co-starring him in films with June Allyson and Esther
Williams, among others. (His scar from the car crash is very
visible in this film.) He had a leading roles in the 1954 musical
Brigadoon, with Gene Kelly—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
―Van Johnson was a film actor whose affable charm and
boyish good looks helped turn him into a major Hollywood star
during World War II (however, see the last paragraph below.) He
won praise in his first dramatic role, as the pilot whose story is told
in ―Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo‖ (1944). He drew good notices for
his work in ―The Caine Mutiny,‖ Edward Dmytryk's 1954
adaptation of the Herman Wouk novel, in which he played the
naval lieutenant who is compelled to relieve the erratic Captain
Queeg (Humphrey Bogart) of command while at sea. And critics
liked him as well the following year in Dmytryk‘s adaptation of
Graham Greene‘s novel ―The End of the Affair‖ in which Mr.
Johnson played an illicit lover opposite Sarah Miles.
But it was his wartime film career that catapulted Mr.
Johnson to fame, and it gave him a boy-next-door image that he
could never live down. He was the red-haired, freckle-faced
soldier, sailor or B-25 bomber pilot who used to live down the
street in a dozen MGM movies between 1942 and 1946. He
attracted hordes of bobby-soxers during the war years. Indeed, the
numbers of screaming teen-aged girls who swooned for Mr.
Johnson were second only to those who threw themselves at Frank
Sinatra.
Mr. Johnson got his big break in ―A Guy Named Joe‖
(1943), playing a young fighter pilot who acquires an older pilot
(Spencer Tracy) as his guardian angel after the older man is killed
in a crash. In real life, it was Mr. Johnson who was almost killed
in an automobile accident that occurred midway through the
movie‘s production (this is different from the way Wikipedia wrote
about this!) It was obvious by then that his charming, likable
screen presence would make him a star. During the months Mr.
Johnson was hospitalized, both Tracy and his co-star, Irene Dunne,
refused to allow the studio to recast the part.
Mr. Johnson had supporting roles in movies ―The War
Against Mrs. Hadley" 42) and ―Madame Curie‖ (1943), but ―A
Guy Named Joe‖ gave him two things: a lot of publicity and a steel
plate in his head that kept him from being drafted at a time when
major MGM stars like Robert Taylor, Jimmy Stewart and Clark
Gable were joining the armed services. The film was a huge boxoffice success.
In 1944, a time when actors worked under contract in a
studio caste system, Mr. Johnson was promoted from featured
player to MGM‘s official star list. He was paired with Esther
Williams in ―Thrill of a Romance‖ (1945) and with Lana Turner in
―Weekend at the Waldorf" (1945).
Long after World War II was over, Mr. Johnson was still
fighting it: in ―Command Decision‖ (1948) as a staff sergeant; as a
happy-go-lucky private in William Wellman‘s excellent recreation
of the Battle of the Bulge, ―Battleground‖ (1949); and as a
prejudiced army lieutenant in charge of a group of JapaneseAmerican soldiers in ―Go For Broke‖ (1951).
The actor‘s screen image was all laughter and sunshine.
―Cheery Van,‖ he later defined himself ironically. Actually, the
deprivations of his childhood cast long shadows, and he was, by
nature, moody and morose. ―His tolerance of unpleasantness was
minuscule,‖ his stepson wrote. ―If there was the slightest hint of
trouble with one of the children, or with the house, the car, the
servants, the delivery of the newspaper, the lack of ice in the silver
ice bucket, the color of the candles on the dining room table, Van
immediately left the couch, the dinner table, the pool, the tennis
court, the party, the restaurant, the vacation, and strode off to his
bedroom--edited excerpts from AlJean Harmetz's NY Times
Obituary of Van Johnson, Dec. 13, 2008. My parenthetical
insertions.

guest star and featured soloist on Rudi Blesh's This is Jazz
broadcasts, as well as at Eddie Condon's Town Hall concerts.
Always seeking to extend the range of his compositional interests,
he also did some independent study with the noted teacher of
composition, Maury Deutsch, who could also count Django
Reinhardt and Charlie Parker among his pupils—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia—it‘s a bit long to fit in here, but Johnson had so
many connections with so many other artists, it seemed a shame to
cut it too short, although I did cut out large parts.

Johnson, Joyce, b. 1935, was a girlfriend of Jack
Kerouac between 1956--1958 is an author—see at (Bliss)
Broyard.
―It began at a restaurant counter on Eighth Avenue, on a
blind date arranged by Allen Ginsberg . The day in September
1957 that ―On the Road‖ was published. Kerouac was staying with
Johnson in her narrow-windowed apartment off 68th Street. At
midnight, they headed to a newsstand at 66th Street and Broadway,
to collect the first copy of the New York Times review, in which
the critic Gilbert Millstein would proclaim it ‗the most beautifully
executed, the clearest and most important utterance yet made by
the generation Kerouac himself named years ago as beat‘ whose
principal character he is.‘‖ from an interview with Joyce Johnson,
on the web.

Johnson, Lyndon Baines (LBJ ), 1908-1973, born in
Stonewall, TX, US senator from Texas from 1948-1960
when he became Vice Pres. under JFK, and becae President when
JFK was assassinated on Nov. 22, 1963. He was elected to a full
term in 1964--also see at Kennedy.
―All of Johnson‘s major initiatives remain a part of the
national life: civil rights and voting rights; Medicare and Medicaid;
federal aid to elementary, secondary and higher education; the
Departments of Transportation and Housing and Urban
Development; environmental protections; consumer rights;
medical research; and support for the arts and humanities‖—from a
NY Times Sunday April 26, 2009 Op-Ed article in the The Week
in Review by Robert Dallek, one in a series of articles in the
Opinion section comparting Barack Obama‘s first 100 days in
office with those of some his his moder predecessors. The full
series, along with an interactive timeline of presidential history can
be accessed at: nytimes.com/opinion.
There are a number of biographies about LBJ, including
―Lyndon Johnson & the American Dream. A Character Study,‖ by
Doris Kearns Goodwin. The term character in the title is subject to
interpretation. Here‘s a quote at Goodwin‘s Website: ―I got to
know this crazy character [Lyndon B. Johnson] when I was only
23 years old. He's still the most formidable, fascinating, frustrating,
irritating individual I think I've ever known in my entire life.‖ This
is a understatement considering the facts that she worked for him
for years & that they were lovers. Also see at Character & at
Stonewall.

Johnson, Randy, 5-time Cy Young-winner--see at
Randy Johnson.

Johnson, Dr. Samuel, 1789-1784, ―Christianity is the
hightest perfection of humanity,‖ 44(70); ―Patriotism is the
last refuge of scoundrels,‖ 1728--from Boswell‘s ―Life of
Johnson.‖ From 1747 he worked for 8 years on his
Dictionary of the English Language,.which greatly
improved literacy in English-speaking countries. In it
he cited, often at length, almost every writer of note in the
history of England. He produced an edition of Shakespeare
(1765 ) & Lives of the Poets (1779-81)

Johnson, Van (Charles), 1916-2008 in Newport, RI,
of a father, a dour Swedish immigrant, and an alcoholic
mother of German-American Pennsylvania Dutch ethnicity. In
1942, while en route to a preview screening for Keeper of the
Flame, he was involved in a car crash that left him with a metal
plate in his forehead. This exempted him from service in WW II.
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Fuck Uppa Joke, Obsessions Joke, ―One for the Road‖ Joke, OneLiner Jokes & Jerry Orbach‘s Joke;
Also: Paranoid Jokes, Penguin Joke, Perfect Marriage Jokes,
Perfect Man, Pessimist Jokes, Pissing-in-the-Snow (Ozark) Joke),
Poet Joke, Priest & Rabbi Joke, Priests on a Hawaii Vacaton Joke,
Rabbi Joke, Radio Joke, Rape Joke, Retail Joke, Salvation Army
Joke, Savoir FaireJoke, Schmuck Joke, Sentences, Sex Jokes, SexWhile-Reading Joke, Shaw Joke, Six-Months-to Live Joke, Shrink
Joke—see at Jewish Mother Joke, Skeleton Joke, Specialist Joke,
Stringbean Joke, Sugar Joke, Surprise Joke, Swiveled Up Joke,
Teaching Joke, Television Jokes, Testicles Joke, Texas Joke, at
Tight, Isn‘t It?, Tonto, Transactional Analysis Joke, Truman and
Manure Joke & Two-Liner Jokes.
Also: Untouched by human hands, U-Turn, Vagina Joke,
Van Gogh Joke (containing Degas & Monet puns),Vegetable Joke,
Ventriloquist‘s Joke, Virgin Joke, Waiter Jokes, Wee Joke,
Wholesale Joke, Wife Joke, Work Joke & Yodeling Joke. Also
see at Adultery, at Myron Cohen, at Democracy, at Henny
Youngman, at Humor, at Humorists, at Puns, at Quips, at Wit, and
see below.

Johnstown , PA flood of Mary 31 1889: more than
2,200 people died when a dam break sent wter rushing
throught the town. Located in a river valley in the Allegheny
Mountains approximately 65 miles east of Pittsburg, Johnstown
was founded in 1794. It is located on a flood plain at the junction
of the Little Conemaugh and Stonycreek rivers which form the
Conemaugh River. On 3:10pm May 31st 1889, the South Fork
Dam gave way and 20 million tons of water spilled over the dam
and headed to the valley. With no warning, Johnstown was hit with
a rushing wall of water and debris traveling at 40 miles per hour. In
some places the water was as deep as 60 feet. Over 2,200 people
lost their lives and the damage was estimated to be $17 million
USD. Four square miles of downtown Johnstown were destroyed
and clean-up didn‘t finish until five years later. In the aftermath,
there were masses of fallen trees, railway cars, wires from the steel
factory and houses reduced to pieces of timber. It was the deadliest
flood in US history.

―Joke is a a serious thing, A‖—Churchill (attributed.)
Joke Life: ―A joke has a life of its own that you must
allow it to live. You can‘t live life worrying about
humorless and literal-minded people—they have enough
worries of their own‖—the author.

Jokes and Philosophy—see at Plato and a Platybus…
& at ―Stop Me If You‘ve Heard This.‖

Jokes as Rebellion, 191(351): ―Whatever is funny is

―Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious‖ (Der

subversive, every joke is ultimately a custard pie, and the
reason why so large proportion of jokes centre [sic] round
obscenity is simply that all societies, as the price of survival, have
to insist on a fairly high standard of sexual morality. A dirty joke is
not, of course, a serious attack on morality, but is a sort of mental
rebellion, a momentary wish that things were otherwise‖—from
George Orwell‘s ―Art of Donald McGill‖ in Horizon, September
1941, and in Orwell‘s Collected Essays, 1961; also see the ―New
Penguin Dictionary of Modern Quotations.‖

Witz und
seine Beziehung zum Unbewußten, 1905) This
book by Sigmund Freud is also entitled : ―Wit and it's
relation to the unconscious." Der Witz in German means
wit, while Joke can be translated as Der Witz. Witzig in
German means witty, also funny.
Jokes anyone? ―Forgive me, Lord, my litttle jokes on
Thee…‖--see at Robert Frost.
―For every ten jokes thou has got a hundred enemies‖ -Laurence
Sterne (1713-1768) in ―Tristam Shandy.‖
Jokes by your favorite humorist at this link:
http://www.basicjokes.com/dquotes.php?aid=1003
Also see at Actor‘s Joke, Adam & Eve Joke, Adultery
according to Dorthy Parker, Always Joke, Amerikanski, Amos &
Andy Joke, Bald quip, Baptists, Baptist Date Joke, Baseball Jokes,
Beer Joke, Beer Parody, Bereaved Bitch Joke—see Expense
Account Joke―Big, Red, and Flies? (a big red garbage truck?),
Bigamy Joke, Blonde Joke, Body Beautiful Joke, Brain Joke,
British Reticence Joke & ―But Good!‖
Camouflage Joke, Cancer Joke, Cannibal Jokes, Cartoon
Captions, Catholic Coffee, Cary Grant , Chew the Fat, Computer
Joke, Constitution Jokes, Churchill‘s Wit, da Vinci Cartoon,
Descartes Joke, at Degas pun (see at Monet pun), Doctor Joke--see
at Six-Months-to-Live Joke, Dog Joke, Drink and Drinking
(epigrams & jokes), Drink Joke, Durante‘s Joke, Dying Joke
(Woody Allen‘s) & Dyslexia Joke.
Also: Easy-Come Easy-Go Joke, Earth Girls Are Easy,
Egotist Joke, Ethnic Joke, Expense Account Joke, Faust Joke,
God‘s Big Joke, Greek Jokes, Green Bean Joke, Guts Joke, IfShe-Dies-She-Dies Joke, Golf joke, Granddaddy‘s heart attack
Joke , German Language, Greek Joke;
Hat & Tie Joke, Homosexual Jokes, Horseshoe Joke, at
Horticulture Joke, Humility Joke, Humorous Titles & Names of
Authors, Hypochondriac Jokes, Ike & Mike Jokes, I-Raised-MyHand-In-School Joke, Irish Jokes, Irish Quip, Irish Prostitute
Joke, Italian Joke, Jesus—see at Golf, Jewish Conversion Joke
(Woody Allen‘s), Jewish Jokes & Jewish Mother Jokes;
Also: Joke Convention Jokes, Joke Jokes, Lady Hamilton
Joke (see at Lady), Lawyer Joke, Lecture Joke, Life Sentence,
Limericks, Lipstick on the shirt collar, Lone Ranger, Longest
Sentence, Longevity Anecdote, Longevity Joke, Lower Classes
Joke, Lower--Lower Joke, Lord‘s Big Joke, Mad Cow Joke,
Marilyn Monroe‘s Wit, Marriage Jokes, Marriage & Children
Joke, Monks‘ Joke, ―More,‖ Moses—see at Golf, Music Joke, No

Joke Convention Joke: Eddie, a joke-loving man,
went to a jokes convention, and was puzzled to find that,
instead of jokes, numbers were being told. He asked a man named John
seated next to him, why. John said, "We know the jokes so well that we
numbered them--it saves time so we can tell more jokes that way.‖
After a bit, Ed decided to stand up and tell a joke. He noticed that
No. 69 get a big laff, so he said ―69‖ but no one laughed. Reddening,
he sat down and asked John, "How come No. 69 got a big laugh before
but nobody laughed when I told it. John smiled, "Ed, it's not the joke
that's important, but how you tell it!‖

Jokes Joke: ―I don't make jokes. I just watch the
government and report the facts‖—Will Rogers.

Joliot-Curie, Irène, 1897-1956, & Frédéric,19001958; they won the 1935 Nobel for Chemistry for
discovering artificial radioactivity, a major step toward
nuclear energy. Irène died of leukemia, the same as
her mother, Marie Curie, possibly for the same reason—
prolonged exposure to radioactive material.

Jolson, Al (né Asa Yoelson), 1886-1950, famed
singer, e.g., ―Mammy!‖ Ch. 38; son of a rabbi, he fled
Russa with his family & settled in Wasington, D. C.
(1894). He hellped introduce ―Waiting for the Robert E.
Lee‖-- see at Louis Wolfe Gilbert Also see at ―The Jazz
Snger‖ (1927)

Jolson, Richard (―Dick‘) Alan, HHS ‘45 classmate
& friend who wrote in Lest We Forget: ―Best of luck, Carl.
You‘re really one swell guy. You are going to do
something good for this world, Dick.‖ Also see at
―Arsenic & Old Lace.‖

Jones, Don, HHS ‘45 Classmate, versatile athlete
in three sports; in informal photos, 166(191); one of the 13
corpses in ―Arsenic & Old Lace; wrote in Lest We Forget:
―To Carl, a swell fellow and a great guy, Don.‖
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envy and hate. Otherwise, there wouldn‘t be seven deadly sins,
would there?

Jones, Ernest B., 1879–1958, Brit.Psychoanalysist
born in Wales, who became a disciple of Freud & who
wrote a highly readable 3-volume biography of him.

Jongh, Andée de, 1916-2007, a courageous Belgian
woman who saved the lives of more than 100 Allied airmen
shot down over Belgium in WW II, enabling them to reach
safety . She received the Medal of Freedom With Golden
Palm, the highest honor awarded by USA to foreigners
who helped Americans in WW II. When the Germans
captured her in 1943, she was saved by her youth, since
nobody believed her when she truthfully confessed to the
entire rescue scheme! Honesty pays!

Jones, Isham, see at Kahn.
Jones, James (1921-1977) wrote ―From Here to
Eternity,‖ his 1951 novel made into a 1953 film—see at
―From Here to Eternity.‖

Jones, Jennifer (née Phylis Lee Isley), born 1919 in
Tulsa, OK. was an actress. In 1944, Jones won the Academy
Award for Best Actress for her performance as St. Bernadette. That
year, Jones' friend, Ingrid Bergman, was also nominated for For
Whom the Bell Tolls. When Jones apologized, Ingrid replied, ―No,
Jennifer, your Bernadette was better than my Maria.‖ Jones
presented the Best Actress Oscar the following year to Bergman
for Gaslight.
Over the next two decades, Jones appeared in a wide ange
of roles selected by her husband Selznick. Her dark beauty
&
sensitive nature appealed to audiences and she projected variable
range. Her initial saintly image--as hown in her first starring role -was a stark contrast three years later when she was cast as a
provocative biracial oman n Selznick‘s controversial film Duel in
the Sun.
Other notable films included Since You Went Away , Love
Letters, Cluny Brown, Portrait of Jennie, Madame Bovary, Carrie,
Ruby Gentry, Indiscretion of an American Wife, Beat the Devil,
Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing, Good Morning Miss Dove, The
Man in the Gray Flannel Suit and A Farewell to Arms.
Her leading men during this period included Charles Boyer,
Joseph Cotten, Gregory Peck, John Garfield, Charlton Heston,
Laurence Olivier, Montgomery Clift, Humphrey Bogart, William
Holden, Robert Stack, John Gielgud, Rock Hudson and Jason
Robards, Jr..

Jonson, Ben(jamin), c. 1573-1637, Playwright born
in London; his four chief plays areVolpone (1606), Silent
Woman (1609), The Alchemist (1610) & Bartholemew Fair
(1614); His Every Man his Humour was perforemed in
1598 with Shakespeare in the cast. Also see at Art &
Ignorance.

Jollen, Nicholas, see at Pierre Nichole.
Joplin, Scott, (between June 1867 & Jan. 1868-1917)
was an musician and composer of ragtime music. He
remains the best-known ragtime figure and is regarded as one of
the three most important composers of classic ragtime, along with
James Scott and Joseph Lamb--and also a precursor to Stride Jazz.
By 1898 Joplin had sold six pieces for the piano. Of the
six, only ―Original Rags,‖ a compilation of existing melodies that
he wrote collaboratively, is a ragtime piece. The other five were
"Please Say You Will", "A Picture of Her Face", two marches, and
a waltz. In 1899, Joplin sold what would become one of his most
famous pieces, ―Maple Leaf Rag,‖ to John Stark & Son, a Sedalia
music publisher. Joplin received a one-cent royalty for each copy
and ten free copies for his own use, as well as an advance. It has
been estimated that Joplin made $360 per year on this piece in his
lifetime.
Becoming the first instrumental to sell over one million
copies. ―Maple Leaf Rag‖ boosted Joplin to the top of the list of
ragtime performers and moved ragtime into prominence as a
musical form. Joplin wanted to experiment further with
compositions like Treemonisha, but by 1916 he was suffering from
the effects of terminal syphilis. He suffered later from dementia,
paranoia, paralysis and other symptoms—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia; also see at ―Ragtime.‖

Jones, Jr., Robert ―Bobby‖ Tyre , 1902-1972: born in
Atlanta, he was one of the greatest golfers to compete on a
national and international level. He participated only as an
amateur, primarily on a part-time basis, and chose to retire
from competition at age 28. Jones remains the only person
to have made a Grand Slam.—see at Golf Majors

Jones, Sarah--see at

America‘s Immigrant Past,

Present and Future...

Jones, Sarah, playwright, actress, and poet, see at

Jordan, Michael, 148(264); all-time great baclet ball

America‘s Immigrant Past, Present, and Future.

player,.

Jones, Tom, See at ―Tom Jones.‖
Jones, Tommy Lee, born 1946 in San Saba, Texas, is

Jordan, Neil, director and screenwriter—see at ―The

eighth-generation Texan, an actor and director. His film

Jordan, Louis, 1908-1975: ―An entertainer par

Hours‖ (2002)

roles include federal marshal Samuel Gerard in The Fugitive and U.S.
Marshals, the villain "Two-Face" in Batman Forever,[ the mysterious
Agent K in the Men in Black films, and Western peace officers
Woodrow F. Call in Lonesome Dove and Ed Tom Bell in No Country
for Old Men.
Jones has also portrayed real-life figures such as the executed
murderer (to whom he had an uncanny resemblance) of the billionaire
Howard Hughes, An eighth-generation Texan, actor Tommy Lee Jones
attended Harvard University, where he roomed with future U.S. Vice
President Al Gore. Also see at ―The Coal Miner‘s
Daughter‖

excellence,Jordan‘s joyous, seing-inflected jump blues,
described by one critic as ‗jazz with a broad grin,‘ was
immensely popular with both black & white audiences in
the immediate post-war years. Cited by numerous black
performers of the early 50s as the man who made blues
jump, he was the single most important catalyst in the
development of R & B in the 1940s—from Da Capo‘s
Companion.
―Is You Is Or Is You Ain‘t, My Baby?), 1944, Ch. 2
is a Louis Jordan song corwritten by Billy Austin, wich
reached #1 on both the Billboard pop & R & B charts.
―Choo Choo Ch‘Boogie.― (1956) & ―Caldonia‖
(1959)—see p. 348 Da Capo‘s Companion at Milt Gabler

& ―The River Rat‖

Jong, Erica (née Erica Mann), born 1942 in NY City,
she‘s best known for her 1973 novel ―Fear of Flying‖ thatby
2008 has sold 18 million copies worldwide, and that introduced
the ―zipless fuck‖—this, she fears, will appear on her tombstone!
(New Yorker article by Rebecca Mead of April 14. 2008) She
has written many volumes of poems.
―I never stopped writing poetry, the poets stopped writing
me. Because you have a best-selling novel, or two, or three,
everybody hates you‖—ibid. Personally, I distinguish between

Joule, James Prescott, FRS, 1818-1889, was an
English physicist (and brewer), studied the nature of heat,
& discovered its relationship to mechanical work. This led
to the theory of conservation of energy, which led to the
development of the first law of thermodynamics—about
which see. The SI derived unit of energy, the joule, is
named after him. He worked with Lord Kelvin to develop
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the absolute scale of temperature, made observations on
magnetostriction, and found the relationship between the
flow of current through a resistance,
and
the
heat
dissipated, now called Joule's law. Also see at ―Power
Brokers,‖ at Kirkhoff‘s laws of electricity & at Ohm.

-- my most faithful correspondent while I was in the Navy-at the time, we were the best of friends, 210(384);.—
-- ―Numero Uno‖ at HHS, acadiccally, Ch. 44, 167(294);
―a riddle wrapped in an enigma?‖ 210-211(383), 226(412);
-- at sixteen, Ch. 46; seventeen & statuesque, 226(412);
-- student at U. of Cincinnati, 171(301), 211(384), 247;
Graduated & then earned a Ph. D. in Biochemistry in 1957
at Ohio State U. in Columbus in 1957, 171(301); -- about
her changed relationship with HHS friends at UC, 211(384;
-- teases Carl about ―being 93% stronger,‖ 203(372);
-- unable to check out ―Forever Amber,‖ 221-222(404);
-- Valedictorian HHS Class of 1945, Chs. 44 & 48;
-- wept at HHS about the Holocaust, 160-161(283-284);
Also see at Frosty William, Marks, June McCoy Parsell,
& at ―Carl & Joy;‖

Jove is another name for Jupiter. ―By Jove‖ is
an oath equivalent to ―By Zeus‖ for Greeks or ―By God‖
for man in the modern Western world. Also see at Sweet
Jesus!‖
―Journalism: Who, What, When,
How‖ by James G. Stavall, 2004

Where, Why and

―Journey, The‖ by H. G. Adler, a novel based on his
experiences as a prisoner in Theresienstadt, a Nazi
―Showcase camp,‖ reviewed by Richard Lourie in Dec. 11,
2008, NYTimes Book Review, accessible at this link;
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/11/arts/11iht-idbriefs
10A.19219948.html?_r=1
Also see at Therienstadt.

Joy‘s: ―Aïda,‖ Ch. 1 (also see at Aida);
-- ―beautiful soul,‖ 161(284);
-- ―bipolar‖ disorder, 168(294-295)--also see at Oliver
Sacks;
-- beauty & intelligence, Ch. 44 & 48; 149(256);
161(284), 167-168(294)—but never acted as if she knew she
had them!;
-- catatonia (bipolar), 168(294-295); -- children, see at
Ariela & Soshana Marks;
-- cocoon, -- daffiness,‖ 168(294-295) ; -- depresseion,
160-161(283-284), 161284), 168(294-295);
173(301-302);-- declarations of strong feelings in her last two letters to
me, postmarked May 7. May 17, 1946 (Ch. 70), 211(384)),
-- dramatic persona: ―her love for drama spilled over
into her everyday life & persona,‖ -- Joy liked to act
offstage as well as on & no doubt her ―put-ons‖ alienated
some of her classmates but her beauty & intelligence no
doubt were the major barriers to the wider popularity that
Dorothy Blank, Benny Craig, Frank Duff or Lou Alva
Oldham, among others, enjoyed, 146(261)—however, in
retropect, her Zionist zeal may have alienated some of her
classmates;
-- electroconvulsive shock therapy, 161-162(284-285)),
173(302)—see at ‖Snake Pit;‖
-- eyes sparkled with intelligence and amusement, 168(284)
-- friendship since 1934 in Fifth District School;
-- ―goodbye,‖ Ch. 51, 225-226(412)—that contradicted her
strong feelings for me, 225(412); -- goodbye at night
in Eden Park, her long, lustrous dark hair shining in t
he moonlight , 226(413)

Joy—see at Gratitude.
Joy of masochism?—see Masochism & ―Story of O‖
Joy of Music, see at Music & at Pablo Casals.
Joy Kinsburg, P, A, xi,xiv,xvi, D, 44(69), Ch. 44, 157,
Ch.46, 160-162(282-286),164-166(288-289): Chs. 48-51,
Chs. 57 & 66;
Curriculum Vitae: born on Dec. 29, 1928, graduated
from Holmes High School in 1945 at age 16.; married
Joseph Mark--a WW II veteran on Aug. 28, 1947--at age
18, graduated from U. of Cincinnati, in 1949, age 20; gave
birth to Shoshana Marks, Oct. 18, 1952, at age 23,
received her Ph.D. in Biochemistry at Ohio State U.,
Columbus, 1957, at age 28; gave birth to Ariela Marks on
April 5, 1961, at age 32; died Aug. 16, 2003, age 74.
-- longtime friend starting 1933 in the first grade at
Fifth District School, A,xi, 32(51); see at Fifth District;
―My Aïda,‖ a third grade play that Joy starred in, Ch. 11;
―Arsenic and Old Lace,‖ class play, 150(267);
-- and other friends celebtrated my 16-th birthday at a party
Sister gave at her house on Howell Street. They gave me an
engraved silver ID bracelet that was the rage back then, and
I wore it in addition to my ―dog tag‖ in the navy two years
later, 151(268);
-- an ―enigma,‖ see ―riddle‖ below & at
―Women‘s Unpredictability.‖
-- bereft at the death of her husband in 1979, 162(285);
-- ―Belle Dame Sans Merci?‖ 226(412-413); Belle of the
Ball, 168(295); Blue Ribbon Student, see Part I
Photographs;
-- ―bright star,‖ P, v, ; She was the most brilliant of my
many bright friends, 149(256);
-- died Aug. 16, 2003, of cancer, 163(285)—see at Ariela;
-- daffy at times, 168(294)
-- difficulty with her medications, 172(302);
-- dynamo of our class (one of the several), 149(267) ;
-- an ―enigma,‖ see ―riddle‖ below, & at
―Women‘s Unpredictability.‖
-- gave the first edition of Carl‘s Bio to Carl‘s Sister,
with disasterous results, 27(41)n;
-- ―graceful warbler‖, 150(267); and Hadassh, 162(285);
-- in ―A Murder Has Been Arranged,‖ 150(267);
-- In many informal Class Photos, 165-166(290-292)—see
some in Part II Photographs;
-- in La-la Land, 168(294-295);
―Love, Luck, and God Bless You, Carl,‖ Joy‘s benediction
written in Carl‘s ―Lest We Forget
-- my first Jewish friend, 32(51), 198(362);; also see at
Elaine Seligman, who was part Jewish;

-- hospital stays, 173(302); -- husband, see at
below & atJoseph Marks;
-- influence on Dick Macke‘s career, 149(266); intellectual
superiority, Ch. 44, 168(294)); also see at the
intellectual superiority of the Kinsburgs, 172(301);
-- letters to me in the Navy, A,xi, 201(368-369), 211-212
211-212(384-385), Ch.70; letters addresses,
212(385);
-- love for drama, which spilled out into her everyday life &
persona, 146(260); also see at ―Carl‘s love of
ama, at Drama Queen & at Put-on (Noun).
-- love for me, 173(302), 211(384), 225-226, Ch. 70;
-- love of mystification á la Kierkegaard, 227(414);
-- marriage to Joseph Marks, Feb. 1948, 161(285);
173(302);
-- metamorphosis into a bathing queen, 168(295);
-- medication difficulties, 173(301);
-- midnight swim with Carl, 168(294);
-- pain at the sufferings of her people and fellow human
beings oceans away, 160-161(283);
-- Ph.D. in Biochemistry at Ohio State U., 1957, 172(301)
-- rare and beautiful soul, 161(284);
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Joy

-- renunciation of us, 226(412), 225-227(412); see at ―Joy‘s
wish;‖ Joy expected me to understand this the way
that Kiierkegaard expected Regina Olsen to
understand his renunciation of her, 227(414); in
retrospect I understand that ―Joy did what she had to
do & that the renunciation was a liberation for me,
170(297);
-- riddle, 210-211(383-384), 227(412);
-- telephone calls, 162(285), 173(301-302);
-- trust in me—Hadassah Meeting, 162(286);
-- trusting nature (naivete), 27(41)n--& see Frosty Williams;
-- visit to Joseph‘s grave, 161-162(285), 173(301-302);
-- Uncle Richard (‗Dick‖) Schlater, see at Schlater.
-- Uncle Bernie Marks, 162(285)
-- wish for us to live in our hearts and minds---this proved
prophetic! 226(412);
-- Zionism, 150(266), 172(301), 227(414);
-- Zionism & Hadassah, 162(286),
& Carl: see at Carl, at Joy, at Carl &Joy, at
Elaine Seligman, at Dick Macke & at Forest Williams.

ethical principles embodied chiefly in the Bible & in the
Talmud. Also see at Tamud & at Torah.

Judas (Iscariot), 88(168)
Judas Kiss, see at Kiss of death.
Judd, Ashley, actress—see at ―De-Lovely.‖
Judge, Jack, see at ―Tipperary.‖
―Judgment at Nuremberg,‖ R, lxii, 1961 film
starring Spencer Tracy, as the Chief Justice. ―Excellent
performances throughout…especially by Marlene
Dietrich and Judy Garland…Consuming account of the
holocaust and WW II, deeply moving and powerful‖—
Video Hound. Maximillia Schell won an Oscar for Best
Actor. Montomeny Clift was nominated for an Oscar for
Best Actor in a Supporting Role. Stanley Kramer directed
the movie. Also see at Abby Mann, who wrote the script &
see at Nuremberg.

Jug band is a music band employing a jug player and
a mix of traditional & home-made instruments, i.e., objects
adapted to or modified for making of sound, like the washtub
bass, washboard, spoons, stovepipe and comb & tissue paper
(kazoo). The term jug band is loosely used in referring to
ensembles that also incorporate home-made instruments but that
are more accurately called skiffle bands, spasm bands or juke (or
jook) bands (see juke) because they are missing the required jug
player.
In the early days of jug band music, guitar and mandolins
were sometimes made from the necks of discarded guitars fastened
to large gourds. The gourds were flattened on one side, with a
sound-hole cut into the flat side, before drying. Banjos were
sometimes made from a discarded guitar neck and a metal pie
plate.
The eponymous jug is made by taking a jug (usually made
of glass or stoneware) and buzzing the lips of the player into its
mouth from about an inch away. As with brass instruments
changes in pitch are controlled by altering lip tension, and an
accomplished jug player could have a two octave range.

Joyce Carol, see at Oates.
Joyce, James(Augustine Aloysius), 1882-1941 P, v:
Joyce spent 7 to 10 years in 3 cities writing Ulysses, and 17
years on ―Finnegan‘s Wake,‖ P, v & R, xliv-xlv; -- & Dublin, P;
-- & Jews, P, v, 171(300)
―Joyce was born in Dublin, one of a large family described
by his father as ‗sixteen or seventeen children.‘ He was educated at
Clongowes Wood College and later at Belvedere College, Dublin.
He did well at school, being interested in Poetry, Latin, and
languages. In 1898 he went to the Dublin college of the Royal U.,
where he studied philosophy and languages. He was interested in
the theatre and in April 1900 wrote in the Fortnightly Review on
Ibsens‘s When We Dead Awaken. In October 1902 Joyce wetn to
Paris, but returned to Dublin in 1903, as his mother was dying. He
taught at a school in Dalkey until he married in 1904, when he and
his wife went to Züruch and later Trieste., where Joyce taught
languages in the Berlitz School‖—verbatim from short bio of
Joyce in the Penguin edition of Joyce‘s ―Dubliners,‖ the collection
of short stories ―a moral history of his community—a description
due to Joyce.
―Part of his work was executed in
darkness‖— see
Borges. James Joyce wrote of Leopold Bloom in ―Ulysses‖:
―They are better husbands than we are, better fathers, and better
sons.‖ When I told, my wife, Molly Sullivan, about this, she
chortled with glee, ―He obviously never married a Jew!‖ 171(300);
Molly‘s two previous husbands had been Jewish, and tben
she ended up with me, a Kentucky Baptist! 171(300). According to
John McCourt on p. 53 of his book ―JamesJoyce,‖ Joyce might
have been thinking of Italo Svevo, ―who served as an initially
unwitting prototype for Leopold Bloom in Ulysses,‖ 171(300)
Ulysses was a banned book, suffering the same fate as D. H.
Lawrence‘s ―Lady Chatterly‘s Lover, ― R, lxiv-lxv. Also see at
Ulysses & at Ezra Pound.
About Richard Ellmann's biography James Joyce, see at
―Finnegan‘s Wake.‖ Also see at Stream of Consciousness.
―J. R.,‖also ―JR‖ (Jack R. Seibert), T, A, xv, xvii D,
Ch. 55,Ch. 59; navy pal & first close Catholic friend,
198(362); also see at Seibert; JR agrees with CC‘s estimate
of GL‘s family wealth in an e-mail of July 2005, 205(376);
also see :at ―CC, GL & JR‖; and at ―GL & JR;‖ Sent me an
e-mail on June 29, 2005 about our Co. Commander, T. R.
Harrison, and a recruit with ―two left feet,‖ 297(361); GL
remembers that JR felt safer around ―Catholic Girls‖—see
GL‘s letter in Photographs, Maps & Documents to Part III.

Juke, or Juke Joint, a roadside bar for inexpensive
drinks, food, &music for dancing, from Gullah,the Englishbased language spoken by African Americans off the coast of
Georgia and S. Carolina, meaning rowdy or disorderly. A juke joint
may also be called a ―barrelhouse. ‖
Plantations workers and sharecroppers needed a place to
relax and socialize following a hard work week, particularly since
they were barred from most white establishments by Jim Crow
laws. Set up on the outskirts of town, often in ramshackle buildings
or private houses, juke joints offered food, drink, dancing and
gambling for weary workers. Owners made extra money selling
groceries or moonshine to patrons, or providing cheap room and
board.
—see above & at Jim Crow Laws.

Jukebox, a coin-operated push-button record-player,
is cased in brightly colored red, yellows& blue boxes.
―Coin-operated music boxes and player pianos carved out a
place for automatic pay-per-tune music in fairgrounds, amusement
parks and other public places (such as train stations in Switzerland)
a few decades before the introduction of reliable coin-operated
phonographs.
The first jukebox was an automatic phonograph produced in
1927 by Rowe International, then known as AMI. Some of these
automatic musical instruments were extremely well built and have
survived to this day in the hands of collectors and museums. But
commercially they could not compete with the jukebox in the long
run since they were limited to the instrument (or instruments) used
in their construction, and could not reproduce the human voice.
―The immediate ancestor of the jukebox, called the ―Coinslot phonograph,‖ was the first medium of sound recording

Judaism, the mono-theistic religion of the Jews,
tracing its origns to Abraham & having its spiritual &
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encountered by the general public, before mass produced home
audio equipment became common. Such machines began to be
mass produced in 1889, using phonograph cylinders for records.
The earliest machines played but a single record (of about 2
minutes of music or entertainment), but soon devices were
developed that allowed customers to choose between multiple
records. In the 1910s the cylinder gradually was superseded by the
gramophone record..
―The term ―juke box‖ came into use in the United States in
the 1930s, derived either from African-American slang "jook"
meaning "dance" or from a name given to it by critics who said it
would encourage criminal behavior, this came from the fake family
name Juke. The shellac 78 rpm record dominated jukeboxes until
the Seeburg Corporation introduced an all 45 rpm vinyl record
jukebox in 1950‖--—excerpt from Wikipedia
―By 1939, 275,000 jukeboxes were in use--Wurlitzer made
750,000 over a 40 year period & discontinued them in 1974 in
favor of electric organs!—from ―All the Years of American
Popular Music,‖ by David Ewen.
Also called a Nickelodeon. ―It is believed that it was argely
the jukebox that was responsible for the record successes of ―The
Music Goes 'Round and Around,‖ ―A-Tisket, A-Tasket‖ and ―The
three Little Fishes‖—quote on p. 286, ibid. But why stop there? No
doubt the Jokebox was then like the iPod & other portable today
in popularizing music. Also see at iPod.

Junkie talk? See at Drug diction.
June McCoy, see at Parsell.
―June is Burstin‘ Out All Over‖—see at Carousel.
Jung, Carl Gustav, 1875-1961,56(81); a psychiatrist
who broke with Freud: held that children are parents‘ worst
enemies in that they outlive & supplant them , 56(81);
Jungian Archetypes: While he was a prepubescent child,
Jung dreamed of a throne with a lighted ruby-colored stone
at the tip of the throne‘s back. He later recognized that he
had dreamed up a phallus, without knowing what a phallus
was. This led him to his theory of archetypes, the theory
that we see people & things as types. See at Archetype
for other examples. Also see at Art & Artists.

―Jungle Out There. It‘s a: ―It‘s a jungle out there!
People don‘t know what‘s in the very air we breathe, or
what‘s in the water that we drink—but I do! It could kill
you!… You better pay attention because the world you love
so much just might kill you. I may be wrong. But I don‘t
think so‖—Introductory Theme Song by Randy Newman
for the TV series ―Monk,‖ about an obsessive- compulsive
detective who notices little things, especially clues!

Jungle: The Herman Street Jungle, Ch. 19;
―Bongo-Bongo-Bongo, I no wanna leave the Jungle,‖
58(94); ―It‘s like a jungle out there—sometimes, I wander
how I keep from going under‖ –Grandmaster Flash, Ch. 19;
also another version by Andy Newman is the main theme
song of the USA cable series entitled ―Monk,‖ circa 2004—
2005 TV show. Also see at Newman; Jungle rule, Ch. 19,‖
by the most brutal and most powerful,‖ 60(97); ―The Law of
the Jungle,‖ Ch. 19, 135(248)

―Jukebox Saturday Night!‖--pop song.
―Jukebox Serenade‖--pop song.
Julia, Raul, actor—see at ―Addams Family.‖
―Julius Caesar‖ is a Shakepearean tragedy, believed
to have been written in 1599. It portrays the conspiracy
against the Roman dictator of the same name, his assassination and
its aftermath. It is one of several Roman plays that he wrote, based
on true events from Roman history, which also include Coriolanus
and Antony and Cleopatra.
Although the title of the play is Julius Caesar, Caesar is not
the main character in its action; he appears in only three scenes,
and is killed at the beginning of the third act. The protagonist of
the play is Marcus Brutus, and the central psychological drama is
his struggle between the conflicting demands of honor, patriotism,
and friendship.The play reflected the general anxiety of England
over succession of leadership. At the time of its creation and first
performance, Queen Elizabeth, a strong ruler, was elderly and had
refused to name a successor, leading to worries that a civil war
similar to that of Rome might break out after her death.

Junior High School, see at Holmes.
Juno Beach, See at D-Day.
Jupiter, the 5-th planet from the sun & the largest &
most massive planet with a mass approx. 318 times that of
Earth. Its sidereal rev. around the Sun averages 11.86 years
at a mean distance of 778 million km. (483 million miles),
and a diameter of approx. 142,000 km. (188,000 miles).
Jupiter is the Roman equivalent of Zeus. Jupiter is also
called Jove.

―Just One More Thing,‖ Peter Falk‘s autobiography.
The title derives from the phrase Lt. Columbo uses when he
catches a crook or murder, just when the latter thinks he‘s
fooled Columbo—see at Peter Falk.

―Julius Caesar‖ is an MGM 1953 film adaptation of

―Just the Way Your Are‖is a love song from Billy

the Shakespeare‘s play, directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
who also wrote the uncredited screenplay, and produced by John
Houseman. The original music score is by Miklós Rózsa. The film
stars Marlon Brando as Mark Antony, James Mason as Brutus,
John Gielgud as Cassius.

Joel's 1977 pop rock album, The Stranger. It was written by
Joel as a birthday gift to Joel's first wife Elizabeth Weber. After
they divorced, Joel said that when performing the song, he would
imagine what he would eat for dinner or what he would do after
the show, or even accidentally sing alternate lyrics written by
Liberty DeVitto ("She took the dog, the house, the car"). This was
his first US Top 10 (reaching #3) and UK Top 20 single, and it was
also Joel's first Gold single in the US. "Just the Way You Are" won
the 1978 Grammy Awards for Record of the Year and Song of the
Year. Diana Krall plays & sings it on YouTube at this link
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-a_cCBzXRg

Julius Caesar--see at Jesus‘ ―Render unto --...‖
―Jumbo Lit‖ an essay by Joe Queenan is about the
Queenan's love of reading big books, e.g., the Big Three
of the 20th century— ―Ulysses‖, ―Remembrance of Things Past‖
and ―The Man Without Qualities." Others mentioned are ―Iliad‖
(663 pages in my edition), ―All the King‘s Men‖ (661 pages) and
―Anna Karenina‖ (851 pages), but I looked in vain for ―Moby
Dick.‖ However, there are ―War and Peace,‖ the unabridged
―Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire‖ and ―Remembrance of
Things Past.‖ You got the picture?—excerpted from the June 1,
2008, New York Times Sunday Book Review Essay by Queenan
(end piece). It can be accessed at
www.nytimes.com/2008/06/01/books/review/Queenant.html?ex

Jürgens, Kurt (né Curd Gustav Andreas Gottlieb
Franz Jürgens), 1915-1982, was a German-Austrian stage
and motion-picture actor. H
e was usually billed in Englishspeaking films as Curt Jurgens. He was born inthe Munich
neighborhood of Solln, Bavaria, Germany. His father was trader
from Hamburg and his mother a French teacher. He began his
working career as a journalist before becoming an actor at the
urging of his actress wife, Louise Basler. He spent much of his
early acting career on the stage in Vienna. Critical of the Nazisin
his native Germany, in 1944 he was shipped to a concentration

Junck, Robert, see at ―Brighter Than …‖
Junkie Slang. drug user.
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camp as a ―political unreliable.‖ Jürgens survived and after the
war, became an Austrian citizen.
Like many multilingual German-speaking actors, Jürgens
went on to play soldiers I n nnumerable war movies. Notable
performances in this vein include a meditative officer in the epic
The Longest Day. His breakthrough screen role came in Des
Teufels General (1955, The Devil's General) and he came to
Hollywood following his appearance in the sensational 1956
directed French film Et Dieu... créa la femme (And God Created
Woman) starring Brigitte Bardot & directed by Roger Vadim.
In 1957, Jürgens made his first Hollywood film, The Enemy
Below. Jürgens became an international film star. He eventually
gained the role of the villain in Roger Moore's favorite James
Bond film in The Spy Who Loved Me as Karl Stromberg, a
sociopathic industrialist seeking to transform the world into an
ocean paradise.
His last film appearance was as Maître Legrain, beside
Alain Delon and Claude Jade in the Sovie spy-thriller Teheran 43
in 1981. He appeared as General Vladimir in the BBC TV series
Smiley's People (starring Alec Guiness) in 1982—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia. (my parenentheticl insertion.)

Juvenal, c, 50-c.130, Roman satirist translated by
Dryden—he wrote ―The Vanity of Human Wishes,‖ 16(23)

Kabbalah

(also Cabalah, Kabalah) literally means

"receiving,"is the mystical aspect of Judaism. It refers to a
set of esoteric teachings meant to define the inner meaning
of both the Hebrew Bible & traditional Rabbinic literature,
as well as to explain the significance of Jewish religious
observances. It is an Ancient esoteric Jewish mystical
tradition of philosophy containing strong elements of
pantheism, yet akin to neo-Platonism. Kabbalistic writing
reached its peak between the 13th and 16th centuries. It
is largely rejected by modern Judaic thought as medieval
superstition, but has influenced the ultra-Orthodox Hasidic
and Lubavitch sects.

Kaddidlehopper, Clem--see at Red Skelton.
Kaddish, in Judaism, a prayer recited in the daily
synogue services & after the death of a close relative.

Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924; T, Ch. 15; ―The Castle,
211(384); ―A book must be the axe to break the frozen sea
within us,‖ T, Ch. 30; like many famous writters, Kafka died of
TB, 101(189)—see at Tuberculosis
Kafka posthumously lost in the Holocaust his three sisters,
his correspondent Grete Bloch, and two women he loved, Julie
Wohryzek and Milena Jesenká; most of Kafka‘s books
were
published posthumously—see at Books, at Guilt & at Max Brod.
―You are free and that is why you are lost‖—NY Times
Xword quote of 8/08/09 attributed to Kafka.

―Just a Gigolo‖is a song, adapted by Irving
Caesar in 1929 from the Austrian song ―Schöner Gigolo‖
(Pretty Gigolo) by Leonello Casucci (music) and Julius Brammer
(lyrics). ―Just a Gigolo‖ appeared in a 1931 film, a 1932 Betty
Boop cartoon and a 1993 TV-series, all titled after the song. The
film Schöner Gigolo, armer Gigolo (Pretty Gigolo, poor Gigolo),
directed by David Hemmings in 1979, was titled after the first
verse of the original lyrics, but the "Just a Gigolo" title was used
for US distribution--the song was performed by Marlene
Dietrich in this her last film appearance."Just a Gigolo" is best
known in a form first recorded by Louis Prima in 1956, where it
was paired in a medley with another old standard, ―I Ain't Got
Nobody‖ (words by Roger Graham and music by Spencer
Williams, 1915--the two songs have nothing in common
otherwise)--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Kafka and Books: ―If the book we are reading does
not wake us, as with a fist hammering on our skull, why
then do we read it? . . .A book must be like an ice-axe to break
the frozen sea within us‖—Letter to Oskar Pollak, Jan. 27, 1904.
Also see Bartlett for a slightly different quotation.
―Many a book is like a key to unknown chambers within
the castle of own‘s own self—quoted in ―The Reader‘s Quotation
Book‖—Steven Gilbar Ed., Intro. By Doris Grumbach

―Kafka, Conversations with,‖ by G. Janouch. Books

―Justine‖ 1969 film directed by George Cukor—see

are narcotic‖—Kafka to Janouch., 23(36)n

at Anouk Aimee.

―Kafka is a kvetch‖-- see at Kvetch.
Kahal, Irving 1903- 1942 born in NY City. he was a

Jutras, Philippe, 1920 or 1921-2008, was an Army
veteran of the Normandy campaign who paid tribute to the
American paratroopers of D-Day for the past three decades as
curator of the Airborne Museum in Ste.-Mère-Église, the first
French town liberated in WW II.
Mr. Jutras arrived in Normandy with his Army supply unit
six weeks later and was based in Ste.-Mère-Église. One day, he
found pieces of a parachute in a field, and a woman in the town
made a silk dress from it for his daughter Phyllis, who was 10
months old at the time. It was the beginning of his affinity with the
13,000 American paratroopers of the Normandy invasion.
In 1972, Mr. Jutras returned to Ste.-Mère-Église to visit the
Castel family, owners of a dry goods store, with whom he had
lived briefly during the war. He was reacquainted with Antoinette
Castel, who was married with a 4-year-old son the last time he had
seen her. Mr. Jutras had since been divorced and she had been
widowed. They corresponded over the next two years, and then
Mr. Jutras returned to Ste.-Mère-Église to marry her.
A small D-Day museum had been built in the town during
the early 1960's. Mr. Jutras became its unpaid curator, and
he
expanded its collection into a major historical site visited by WW
II veterans and tourists. For his work at the museum, the French
government made Mr. Jutras a member of the Legion of Honor on
the 50-th anniversary of the Normandy invasion.
Mr. Jutras appears in the opening scene of the movie
'‖Saving Private Ryan,‖ portraying an elderly veteran visiting the
cemetery overlooking Omaha Beach when Mr. Ryan comes there
with his family as an old man—edited excerpt from the April 12,
2004 NY Times obituary written by Richard Goldstein.

lyricist best remembered for his collaborations with
composer Sammy Fain which started in 1926 & lasted 17 years
until Kahal died. Among many songs, was "You Brought a New
Kind of Love to Me" on which Pierre Norman lent a hand, which
was sung by Maurice Chevalier in the film ―The Big Pond
―effectively becoming his signature tune, and featured by Frank
Sinatra on his album Songs For Swingin' Lovers.
The Fain/Kahal catalogue included: "Let a
Smile Be
Your Umbrella" (1928) with Francis Wheeler, "Wedding Bells Are
Breaking Up That Old Gang of Mine" (1929) with Willie Raskin,
"By a Waterfall" (1930), "When I Take My Sugar to Tea" (1931)
with Pierre Norman, "The Night Is Young and You're So
Beautiful" (1936), "I Can Dream, Can't I?" (1938) and "I'll Be
Seeing You", which was written in 1938, and became a big hit in
1943 among the nearest and dearest of the servicemen going
overseas. in WW II-- edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Kahlo, Frida (née Magdalena Carmen Frida Kahlo y
Calderón), 1907-1954, was a Mexican painter who has
achieved great international popularity. She painted using vibrant
colors in a style that was influenced by indigenous cultures of
Mexico as well as by European influences that include Realism,
Symbolism, and Surrealism. Many of her works are self-portraits
that symbolically express her own pain and sexuality. In 1929
Kahlo married the Mexican muralist Diego Rivera. They
shared political views, and he encouraged her artistic endeavors.
Although she has long been recognized as an important painter,
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public awareness of her work has become more widespread since
the 1970s. Her ―Blue‖ house in Coyoacán, Mexico City is a
museum, donated by Diego Rivera upon his death in 1957.
Kahlo contracted polio at age six. It left her right leg thinner
than the left, which Kahlo disguised by wearing long skirts. It has
been conjectured that she also suffered from spina bifida, a
congenital disease that could have affected both spinal and leg
development.
As a girl, she participated in boxing and other sports. In
1922, Kahlo was enrolled in the Preparatoria, one of Mexico's
premier schools, where she was one of only thirty-five girls.
Kahlo joined a gang at the school and fell in love with the
leader, Alejandro Gomez Arias. During this period, Kahlo also
witnessed violent armed struggles in the streets of Mexio City as
the Mexican Revolution continued. On September 17, 1925, Kahlo
was riding in a bus when the vehicle collided with a trolley car.
She suffered serious injuries in the accident, including a broken
spinal column, a broken collarbone, broken ribs, a broken pelvis,
eleven fractures in her right leg, a crushed and dislocated right
foot, and a dislocated shoulder. An iron handrail
pierced
her
abdomen and her uterus, which seriously
damaged
her
reproductive ability—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

worked for 33 years, and where he died. His death was announced
by by his daughter, Michiko Kakutani—excepted from the
qobituary by Sara Robinson in the August 18, 2004 NY Times.
Also see at Mathematical People & at Michiko Kakutani.

Kalamazoo,is the biggest city in SW Michigan-named after the Kalamazoo River, there is debate as to
where the name Kalamazoo comes from-- Algonquian, Kekala-maza of doubtful meaning‘‘according to American
Place Names.
The common phrase "from Timbuktu to Kalamazoo‖
resulted from their strange names, and has served to enter it
into pop culture— see at Edna Ferber &at Timbuktu.

―Kalamazoo, I‘ve Got a Gal in:, Written for the film
‖Orchestra Wives‖ (1942) by Mack Gordon (lyrics), Harry
Warren (music)—see at ―Orchestra Wives.‖ ―A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H
I got a gal in Kalamazoo, /Don't wanna boast, / But I know
she's the toast / Of Kalamazoo-zoo-zoo-zoo-zoo-zoo. / Years
have gone by, my, my, how she grew, / I liked her looks /
When I carried her books / In Kalamazoo-zoo-zoo-zoo-zoo”
You can hear it played on the piano and read other lyrics at
this link: http://www.harrywarren.org/songs/0247.htm

―Kaleidoscope eyes, The girl with the,‖ Chap. 45.

Kahn, Gus, 1886-1941, Kahn & Isham Jones wrote

Picture yourself in a boat on a river / With tangerine trees
and marmalade skies./ Somebody calls you, you answer quite
slowly, / A girl with kaleidoscope eyes--ohn Lennon (1940-1980),
―Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,‖In a 1967 Beatle‘s Album, ―Sgt.
Pepper‘s Lonely Hearts Club Band.‖ See ―Yesterdays,‖ pp.443445

―It Had To Be You,‖ and ―I‘ll See You in My Dreams—
about which see. Also see at Walter Donaldson.

Kai -Shek, see at Chiang Kai-Shek.
Kaiser is the German rendering of Caesar, and is
how the latter is pronounced both in Latin & German. It
was used for any of the leaders of the Holy Roman Empire
(962-1806), or of Germany (1871-1918). Kaiser Wilhelm
renounced his title in 1918 at the close of WW I & fled to
the Netherlands—also see at Caesar.

Kallisto means "most beautiful" in Greek. ―Callista‖
is an Anglicization. See at Callista Flockhart.

Kamikazi, Japanese suiide pilots flew their planes into
targets, e.g., warships, in WW II. This decimated Japan‘s
.163(288): also used to indicate a crazy, foolhardy action.

Kaiser, Henry J(ohn), 1882-1967, As manager. of
seven shipyards on the West Coast in WW II, he
revolutionized shipbuilding by using pre-fab & assembly,
launching a ―Liberty ship‖ in six days from start to finish.
(In 1942, a Liberty cargo ship of British design required 200
days to launch—from Harold Evan‘s Foreward to ―The
American Home Front.‖) Also, see at Work.

―Kamoko,‖ 22(32)-- see at Shimamura.
Kandinsky, Wassily 1866-1944. was a Russian
painter, printmaker and art theorist. One of the most famous
20th-century artists, he is credited with painting the first
modern abstract work (in 1913). Born in Moscow, he spent
his childhood in Odessa. As a young man he enrolled at the
University of Moscow & chose to study law & economics.
Successful in his profession—he was offered the chair of
Roman Law at the U. of Dorpat—he started painting
studies (life-drawing, sketching and anatomy) at the age of
30—from Wikipedia where there is much more—also see at
Klee.

Kaiser, Jack, Peaselburg friend & athlete, 68(111)
Kaiser, Robert (―Bob‖), Peaselburg friend &
HHS ‘45 classmate--younger brother of Jack, 68(111)

Kakutani, Michiko, book reviewer for the NY Times
Early in her tenure there, I wrote to her and asked if she was
related to the world-famous mathematician Kakutani (see below),
but he deigned not to answer. Like a lot of children of famous
people, she evidently wanted to stand (or fall) on her own.
Recently, however, her paternity was mentioned in the headlines
under her name at her Website. See below & also see at John
O‘Hara & at Sherman‘s March.

Kane, Dr. Jasper Herbert,1903-2004, developed the
―Deep Tank fermentation process‖ to mass-produce
penicillin and other antibiotics in 1942, producing 45 million units
in 1943 —one of the greatest boons in the history of humanity, R,
xliii, 214 (389)—also see at Penicillin, last paragraph.
Jasper Kane was born in Brooklyn, and went to work for the
Charles Pfizer Co. there in 1919, and bought a Pfizer ice-making
plant there, which opened in March 1043 with 14 7,5000 gallon
takks for the deep fermentation process—from the Nov. 20, 2004
NY Times obituary by Wolfgang Pfzer.

Kakutani, Michiko, has panned a lot of books, and
has received criticism from a number of authors, including
Susan Sontag, Salmon Rusdie--and Norman Mailer, who called her
a one-woman Kamakazi " and a "token" minority hire
Ben Yagoda, who knew her briefly at Yale U. has
undertaken a stout defiense of her and her criticism in Slate
Magazine, posted April 10, 2006. He starts out with this fine line:
―Michiko Kakutani recently embarked on her 25-th year as a New
York Times book critic, and it's gotten to the point that when her
name is mentioned in print, you can see the smoke rising from the
page.‖

Kangarroo—see at ―Red, white and blue, My father
is a Jew,‖ etc.

Kanin, Garson 1912-1999, born in Rochester, NY,
was a writer and director of plays and films. Iin
collaboration with his wife, actress Ruth Gordon (whom he
married in 1942, the wrote the classic Spencer Tracy- Katharine
Hepburn film comedies, the 1949 Adam's Rib and
the 1952 Pat
and Mike, both directed by George Cukor; Kanin wrote & staged
the 1946 play Born Yesterday, which ran for 1642 performances;
and with George Cukor helped work out the screenplay of the 1950
film adaptation.

Kakutani, Shizuo, 1911-2004, born in Osaka, Japan,
he studied at Tohoku. His work caught the attention Herman
Weyl, a professor at the Inst. for Adv. Study, who invited him for a
two-year visit there, participating in seminars run by Weyl and von
Neumann. He was a prof. at Yale U. in New Haven, where he
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Kanin directed the 1955 play The Diary of Anne Frank,
which ran for 717 performances, and directed the 1964 musical
Funny Girl, which ran for 1348 performances. He was a colleague
of Thornton Wilder, who mentored him.
Kanin wrote Tracy and Hepburn: An Intimate Memoir
(1971), and other books about Hollywood.
Kanin was an admirer of the work of Frank Capra, and
said: "I'd rather be Capra than God, if there is a Capra,"
―When your work speaks for itself, don‘t interrupt‖—
Garson Kanin.

Although Dr. Kantrowitz had the dedication and
perseverance to accomplish this remarkable surgical tour de force,
it was the notion that, for the first time, science could view the
heart as yet another organ that could be fixed that was a
revolutionary concept,‖ Dr. Stephen J. Lahey, director of
cardiothoracic surgery at Maimonides Medical Center, said in a
statement on the 40th anniversary of Dr. Kantrowitz‘s transplant.
While many doctors have worked to replace failing hearts
altogether with artificial ones, Dr. Kantrowitz concentrated on
finding ways to supplement the work of the natural heart with an
impressive array of circulatory devices of his own invention. The
most influential was the ―left ventricular assist device,‖ or LVAD,
which, for the first time in 1972, allowed a patient with severe
chronic heart failure to leave the hospital with a permanent
implant.
Another of his inventions was the intra-aortic balloon pump,
described in The New York Times in 1967 as ―a long, narrow gas
line‖ inserted through the patient‘s thigh that inflated ―a six-inchlong sausage-shaped balloon‖ in the aorta. The device deflated
when the heart pumped blood and inflated when it relaxed, thereby
reducing strain on the heart, according to Dr. Kantrowitz‘s theory
of ―counterpulsation.‖ The device has been used to treat about
three million patients since it went into general use in the 1980s.
He also invented an early implantable pacemaker, designed
with General Electric in 1962, and captured the first film of the
mitral valve opening and closing inside a beating heart in 1951.
His inventiveness extended beyond cardiology. In 1961, inspired
by the way the muscles in the heart were stimulated, he was the
first doctor to enable paraplegic patients to move their limbs by
electronically triggering their muscles. Adrian Kantrowitz was
born on Oct. 4, 1918, in New York City, to a mother who designed
costumes for the Ziegfeld Follies and a father who ran a clinic in
the Bronx that charged its patients 10 cents a week. ―My mother
told me from the age of 3 that I wanted to be a doctor,‖ he told The
New York Post in 1966.
As a boy he worked with his older brother Arthur to
construct an electrocardiograph from old radio parts. The brothers
later collaborated on the left ventricular assist device. After
graduating from NYU with a degree in mathematics in 1940, Dr.
Kantrowitz enrolled in the Long Island College of Medicine (now
a part of SUNY Downstate Medical Center) and completed an
internship at Brooklyn Jewish Hospital. He earned his medical
degree early, in 1943, as part of an accelerated program to supply
doctors for the war effort. After serving two years as a battalion
surgeon in the Army Medical Corps, Dr. Kantrowitz began a career
in cardiac research and became a major figure in the first
generation of cardiac surgeons. From 1948 to 1955, he practiced
From 1948 to 1955, he practice surgery at Montefiore
Hospital in the Bronx. From 1955 to 1970, he held surgical posts at
Maimonides Medical Center in Brooklyn, where he led a team that
devised many influential devices with support from the National
Institutes of Health, including an electronic heart-lung machine
and a radio transmitter that allowed paralyzed patients to empty
their bladders.
In 1970, he left Maimonides when it became apparent that a
small community hospital in Brooklyn was not the proper
environment for the development of innovative cardiac surgical
techniques,‖ according to a recent profile in the journal Clinical
Cardiology. Remarkably, he was able to move his entire team of
25 surgeons, engineers and nurses — and with them a nearly $3
million research grant — to Detroit, where he taught at Wayne
State University School of Medicine and held surgical posts at
Sinai Hospital for the rest of his career. Dr. Kantrowitz received a
He received a lifetime achievement award from the
American Society for Artificial Internal Organs in 2001. He did
not rest on his laurels. This year the Food and Drug Administration
approved a clinical trial of his latest cardiac assistance device,
which promises to allow seriously ill patients to move Hoffman.

Kanovitz Howard Earl, 1929-2009, was born in Fall
River, MA, where his father was a clothing manufacturer.
He graduated from Providence College and later spent two years at
the Rhode Island School of Design; he also studied art history at
NYU.
As a painter, he was a student of Franz Kline, and his early
work, in the 1950s, was in the Abstract Expressionist mode, the
non-geometric, emotion-infused style favored by Kline, Jackson
Pollock and others, which he came to see as a stifling trend. He
broke away from it in the early 1960s.
Rather than entirely deconstructing or obliterating the
recognizable in their painted imagery, the Photo Realists sought
nearly, but not quite, to recreate the real and thus suggest an
ambiguity between that and what is imagined. They drew on actual
photographs as research for their paintings, sometimes as virtual
blueprints, and presented their images with photographic detail.
Kanovitz‘s technique was to project photographic images
onto a canvas and paint over them, allowing them to guide the
work in composition and scale. Works presented in his first solo
show as a Photo Realist, at the Jewish Museum in Manhattan in
1966, put him at the forefront of a movement that gathered
momentum in the next several years and included Chuck Close,
Ralph Goings and Richard Estes--edited excerpt from the Feb. 9,
2009, Obituary by Bruce Weber in the NY Times. At nytimes.com,
there appeared a color reproduction of his painting, ―The Opening‖
depicting artists and critics whom he had photographed at various
times (The color did not appear in the newspaper copy.)

Kansas—see at William Inge & at Out of Kansas.
Kantorowitz, Adrian, MD., 1918-2008, performed
the first human heart transplant in the United States in
1967 and pioneered the development of mechanical devices to
prolong the life of patients with heart failure himself died of
complications of heart failure, according to Jean Kantrowitz, his
wife of nearly 60 years and a longtime colleague in developing the
devices. He died Friday, Nov. 14, 2008 in Ann Arbor, MI, age 90.
On Dec. 6, 1967, when he removed the heart of a brain-dead
baby and implanted it into the chest of a baby with a fatal heart
defect, Dr. Kantrowitz became the first doctor to perform a human
heart transplant in the United States. The patient lived for only six
and a half hours, but the operation was a milestone on the way to
the routine transplants of today.
Along with Dr. Michael E. DeBakey of Texas and a few
others, Dr. Kantrowitz helped open the new era in care for
seemingly terminally ill heart patients, using both surgery and
artificial devices. His work at Maimonides Medical Center in
Brooklyn and Sinai Hospital in Detroit had a lasting impact,
starting with his first headlines in 1959, when he gave a healthy
dog a booster heart muscle.
Although his 1967 transplant was the first in the United
States, it was not the first in the world, following by three days Dr.
Christiaan Barnard‘s in Cape Town. But Dr. Kantrowitz had been
methodical in laying the groundwork for the procedure. He
practiced hundreds of heart transplants in puppies over the
previous four years, and had planned a human operation the
previous year, but was prevented at the last minute because the
donor infant had not been declared brain-dead.
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math books, most recently in ―Rings & Things.‖ He is
presently Emeritus Professor at U. of Munich. Also see at
Christian Morgenstern, last paragraph.

around and even exercise--edited from the Nov. 19, 2008 NY
Times Obituary by Jascha Hoffman,

Kaltenborn, H. V., famed WW II correspondent &

Karma, the doctrine that one‘s fate is determined by

radio commentaror, R, l

one‘sdeeds, hence fate, or destiny, 90(170); .-- &
Christianity, 90(171); How Karma helped me in Aug. 1946,
231(419); also see at Kismet. Karma is like a lot things in
life--inconsistent to the n-th degree! So many bad things
happen to good people—see. e.g., at Suffering. In this it us
a lot like prayer—entirely random consequences are
attributed to it. And the reverse is true as well. See at
Heisenberg Uncetainty Principle.

Kaplan, Justin, AA, 237-238(430-431). Born 1925 in
New York & Harvard-educated, he left publishing for
writing in 1959 & began work on his first biography, Mr.
Clemens and Mark Twain, published in 1966. The book
won both the Pulitzer Prize for biography & a National
Book Award in 1967. He followed this with two more
biographies, Lincoln Steffens, A Biography (1974) & Walt
Whitman, A Life (1980), winning an American Book Award.
He has edited several anthologies & the 16-th & 17-th
editions of Bartlett's Familiar Quotation—lightly edited
from the Wikipedia

Kasparov, Garry (né Garry Vaynshteyn (the given
name is analogous to English "Harry,‖ due to the way G is
pronounced in Russian, his surname analogous to
German "Weinstein" or "Feinstein." Moreover the ―y‖ in
his name is sometimes replaced by ―j.‖) in Baku,
Azerbaijan (a former Soviet Socialist Republic) to an
Armenian mother and a Jewish father.. He
was ranked
#1 in Chess from 1984 until retirement on Mar. 11,
2005; see at Deep Blue.
Katrina: a hurricane in late August 2005 that breeched
the levees around New Orleans, causing extensive flooding,
damages & loss of life in the region. Katrina rapidly intensified,
attaining Category 5 status on the morning of August 28, 2005
and reached its peak strength at 1:00 p.m. CDT that day, with
maximum sustained winds of 175 mph (280 km/h)
and
a
minimum central pressure of 902 millibar.
The pressure measurement made Katrina the fourth most
intense Atlantic hurricane on record at the time, only to be
surpassed by Hurricanes Rita and Wilma later in the season; As of

Kaplan, the Name: Kaplan, Kaplansky & Caplan or
Caplin, Chaplin, Cohen & Copland are related names-from German,Kaplan or Polish, Kaplan, chaplain, curate.
See Oxford Dict. of Surnames & see at Leo Rosen (e.g.,
―O Kaplan! My Kaplan!") Curiously, Kaplan does not
appear in ―The Language of Names,‘ by Kaplan & Bernays.
See at Copland & below.
Kaplan, Justin & Anne Bernays: Both Justin Kaplan
& his wife, Anne Benays, overcame the disadvantages of
wealth! (Kaplan‘s parents owned the Arrow Shirt Co.),
237(431); See their Dual Bio: Back Then: Two Lives in
1950s; the Kaplans live in Cambridge & Truro (Cape
Cod), MA. See Bernays‘s novel, ―Growing Up Rich‖);
they may be compared to Hammett & Hellman, 238(431).
They also wrote: ―The Language of Names,‖ Simon &
Shuster, NY, 1997. Also see at Anne Bernays & at
―Sunshine, You Are My.‖

May 19, 2006, the confirmed death toll (total of direct and indirect
deaths) stood at 1,836, mainly from Louisiana (1,577) and Mississippi
(238). However, 705 people remain categorized as missing in
Louisiana, and many of the deaths are indirect, but it is almost
impossible to determine the exact cause of some of the fatalities-excerpted from Wikipedia

Kaplansky, Dr. Irving, AA, mentor of legions of
mathematicians, former President of the Amer. Math. Soc.,
& founding Director & Director Emeritus of the Math. Sci.
Res. Inst. (MISERI) of the University of California,
Berkeley; ―It pays to know more than one fields,‖-- said in
a lecture while he was a professor at the University of
Chicago visiting us at Rutgers Universit (& advice to two
grad students Vic Camillo & John Cozzens in the (early
1970‘s.) He died June 25, 2006. His obituary appeared in
the NY Times on July 13, 2006; also see at Jewish
Mathemticians, at Kaplan & at Kaplansky.
According to the Math. Genealogy Project, Irving
Kaplansky has 55 Ph. D. students and 637 descendants.

Katzenjammer means a loud discordant noise, or a
hangover, or a depression or bewilderment. It derives from
the German Katz, for cat, and jamar , misery, or sad-- from
the Amer. Heritage Dict.
―Katzenjammer Kids‖ (―Hans & Fritz), 75(123),
96(182); created by Rudolph Dirks, the comic strip made its
debut in 1987 in the NY Journal; also see at Comic Strip.

Kaufman, George S(imon), 1889-1961, a playwright,
theatre director and producer, humorist, and drama critic,
was born to a Jewish family in Pittsburgh, PA, Kaufman
added the middle initial to his name to lend it balance and
rhythm. He graduated from high school in 1907 and pursued
legal studies, but grew disenchanted and took on a series of
odd jobs. Kaufman then began his career as a journalist and
drama critic. He was the drama editor for The New York
Times--edited from Wikpedia- Also see at Guys and Dolls.

Kapok, a cottony or silky fiber, from a tropical tree,
used for mattresses, flotation, material, insulation, and in
plastic centers for baseballs in WW II, 67(111)

―Kaptain, Der,‖ 95(182); the comic strip, see at
Katzenjammer Kids.

―Karl the Great,‖ see at Charlemagne
Karloff, Boris (né Wm. Henry Pratt), 1887-1969,
known as ―the with 1000 faces;‖ famous for his portrayal of
the monster in ―Frankestein‖ (1931)—transcended the
―crudity of the genre: by ―bringing depth & pathos‖ to the
role—Cambridge Bio. Encycl.; also see at ―The Man Who
Wouldn‘t Die‖ & at ―Secret Life ofWalter Mitty.‖

Kaufman, Millard, 1918(?)-2009, who wrote Oscarnominated screenplays for ―Take the High Ground!‖ and
―Bad Day at Black Rock,‖ helped create the cartoon character Mr.
Magoo and made a belated debut as a novelist at 90, died in Los
Angeles, age 92.
Mr. Kaufman grew up in Baltimore and, after graduating
from Johns Hopkins, moved to New York and worked as a
copyboy for The Daily News and a reporter for Newsday, where,
for one article, he and a fellow reporter tested a city ordinance by
strolling through Great Neck Plaza wearing shorts. They were
arrested, found guilty of disorderly conduct and fined.
He enlisted in the Marines in 1942 and fought at Iwo Jima,
Guadalcanal and Okinawa, earning a Bronze Star for bravery.

Kasch, Dr. Friedrich ―Fritz,‖ AA, math. prof. at
Heidelberg U. whom I met at the International Congress of
Mathematicians at Edinburgh in July 1958. He kindly
suggested that I visit his University. I was a Fulbright
NATO Postdoctoral there in 1959-1960, under his auspices.
He his wife, Ursula, were very helpful to my family & me
while we were there, and we reciprocated when Fritz & his
family visited us at the Pennsylvania State U. in State
College in 1960. I wrote about him & his work in my
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While in uniform, he married Lorraine Paley, who survives him, as
do two daughters, a son, and 7 grandchildren.
After the war Mr. Kaufman moved to California and took up
screenwriting. He wrote the screenplay for ―Ragtime Bear‖ (1949),
the animated film that introduced Mr. Magoo, a character he said
was based on one of his uncles. He followed up with another Mr.
Magoo cartoon, ―Punchy de Leon‖ (1950). In an interview with
National Public Radio in 2007, Mr. Kaufman said that he and John
Hubley, the director of the Magoo films, made a mistake in giving
the character eyeglasses, because his misinterpretation of the world
around him was supposed to be eccentric and metaphorical, not
physical. (Mr. Hubley maintained that the inspiration for Mr.
Magoo was one of his uncles.)
The taut, punchy screenplay for ―Take the High Ground!‖
(1953), in which Karl Malden and Richard Widmark play drill
sergeants whipping raw recruits into shape during the Korean War,
earned Mr. Kaufman the first of two Oscar nominations. The
second came with ―Bad Day at Black Rock‖ (1955), a racially
charged drama, part western and part film noir, about a desert town
whose residents have murdered a Japanese immigrant. Spencer
Tracy, as the one-armed World War II veteran who comes to give
the Japanese man his dead son‘s war medal, encounters duplicity,
hatred and moral cowardice in a film credited with helping to
change the depiction of Asians in Hollywood films.
Decades later, almost on a whim, Mr. Kaufman turned his
hand to novel writing, producing a wildly comic coming-of-age
story. Through multiple twists of fate, its hero, 76 years younger
than the author, winds up in the fictional Iraqi town of
Coproliabad, whose main industry is turning human excrement
into concrete.
Mr. Kaufman‘s other screenwriting credits include
―Raintree County‖ (1957), for which he was an associate producer,
and ―Never So Few‖ (1959), with Frank Sinatra. He wrote and
directed ―Convicts 4‖ (1962), with Ben Gazzara as a convict who
becomes a professional artist, and wrote the screenplays for ―The
War Lord‖ (1965) and ―The Klansman‖ (1974)--edited excerpts
from the March 19,2009 obituary

She is the daughter of the economist Carl Kaysen, a
professor at MIT and former advisor to President John F. Kennedy.
Her mother was sister of architect Richard Neutra. Kaysen also has
a sister, and has been divorced at least once. She lived for a time
in the Faroe Islands, upon which experience her novel Far Afield
is based—see at ―Girl Interrupted‖
Kazan, Alfred, ―Starting Out in the Thirties,‖ Ch. 14;
also see at Eat! Also see at Dalton Trumbo.

Kazan, Elia, 1909-2003,was born Elias Kazanjoglou
in Constantinople (present-day Istanbul, Turkey), then
capital of the Ottoman Empire, to a Greek family. Suffering
prejudice of being Greek from the newly formed government of
the Young Turks, his family emigrated to USA in 1913 and settled
in NY City, where his father, George Kazanjoglou, became a rug
merchant. Kazan's father expected that his son would go into the
family business, but his mother, Athena, encouraged Kazan to
make his own decisions. Kazan attended public schools in NY &
New Rochelle, NY.
After graduating from Williams Colege, Kazan studied at
Yale U.‘s School of Drama. In the 1930s, Kazan acted with NY‘s
Group Theatre, alongside (among others) Lee Strasberg, Clifford
Odets, and Stella & Luther Adler. During this period, Kazan
earned his nickname 'Gadg,' short for Gadget--he never learned to
love the name.
For about 19 months in 1934-36, Kazan was a member of a
secret Communist cell. Later, called to testify by the House
Unamerican Activitites Committee, he named names of others in
his cell & earned the lasting approbaton of the Hollywood
community. He became one of the most visible members of the
Hollywood elite.
Kazan's theater credits included acting in Men in
White,
Waiting for Lefty, Johnny Johnson & Golden Boy, and directing
A Streetcar Named Desire (1951) and Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
(1955), two of the plays that made Tennessee Williams a theatrical
and literary force, and All My Sons (1947) and Death of a
Salesman, (1949), plays which did much the same for Arthur
Miller. He also directed ―Baby Doll‖ (1956), with screemplay by
Tennessee Williams, based on his one-act play 27 Wagons Full of
Cotton
He received three Tony Awards, winning for All My Sons,
Death of a Salesman & J. B. Kazan's history as a film director is
scarcely less noteworthy.
The first film he directed was ―A Tree Grows in Brooklyn.‖
He won two Academy Awards for Best Director, for Gentleman's
Agreement (1947) & On the Waterfront (1954).
He elicited remarkable performances from actors such as
Marlon Brando & Oscar winners Vivien Leigh, Karl Malden
&
Kim Hunter in A Streetcar Named Desire (1951) (the film version
of Tennessee Williams' play), James Dean and Oscar winner Jo
Van Fleet in East of Eden (adapted from the Steinbeck novel), and
Andy Griffith in A Face in theCrowd—Wikipedia (slightly
edited.) Also see at ―A Tree Grows in Brooklyn.‖

by William Grimes.

Kaufman, Walter T., writes for the NY Times--he
wrote Solzhenitsyn‘s obituary among others.

Kaufmann, Walter Arnold, 1921-1980, an American
philosopher, translator & poet, born in Freiburg, Germany,
he wrote about existentialism & other philosophical tracts,
including ―Faith of a Hereitic‖ (on the Web) about his
conversion to Judaism from Protestantism. See at (Rabbi)
Zusya. I audited a course in Existentialism that he taught
at Princeton U. His sudden death shocked the Princeton
Community. ―He lived his life with a truly dazzling
expenditure of energy, giving tirelessly of himself. The life
he wanted, he said, was one ‗of love and intensity, suffering
and creation.‘ That is exactly the kind of life he had‖—
excerpt from the Princeton U. Dept. of Philosophy Website
for Kaufmann.

Kazantakis, Nikos, author of ―Zorba The Greek;‖
―How a simple and frugal thing is happiness: a glass of
wine, a roast chestnut, a wretched little brazier, the sound of
the sea…All that is required to feel that here and now is
happiness is a simple frugal heart,‖ Ch. 4 epigraph--also see
at Marcus Aurelius & at Seneca.

Kawabata, 22(32); Japanese nobelist novelist; wrote
―Snow Country‖-- see at Shimamura

Kaye, Danny (David Daniel Kominski), 1913-1987,
comic actor--see at ―The Secret Life of Walter Mitty.‖

Kaye, Sammy, patented ―Swing and Sway with
Sammy Kaye.‖ Wrote ―Remember Pearl
―I‘m a Big Girl Now.‖

Keaton, Buster (né Joseph Francis Keaton), 1895-

Harbor,‖ and

1966, was a master comedian of the silent-film era,
75(123). ―Starting age 3, Keaton worked with his parents in
acrobatic comedy in vaudeville for 20 years. He made his first
film debut in 1917 with Roscoe ‗Fatty‘ Arbuckle that established
his deadpan impassvitiy., no matter how extreme the hazards he
faced were‖—edited excerpt from Penguin International Dict. of
Biography.‖

Kaysen, Susanna, born 1948 in Cambridge, MA, and
raised there. She attended high school at the Commonwealth
School in Boston and the Cambridge School before being sent to
McLean Hospital in 1967 to undergo psychiatric treatment for
depression. He memoir, ―Girl Interrupted‖ was about her stay
there.
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Keaton died of lung cancer on February 1, 1966 in
Woodland Hills, California, age of 70. He was never told that he
was terminally ill, thinking that he had bronchitis—this from
Wikipedia.
Also see at Charlie Chaplin, ―Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum‖ (1966 film), at Laurel & Hardy & at Marx
Bros. & at Max Factor.

Keepers Maxwell--see at William Keepers Maxwell.
Keepnews, Peter, see at Clyde Otis, last part.
Keester, see at Keister.
Kefauver, Carey Estes, 1903-1963, televised his
committee‘s investigation hearings on crime in Cincinnati
and Covinton, 2(2). He was Adlai Stevenson‘s running mate in his
losing race against Eisenhower in the 1956 Presidential Election,
2(2)n. On Feb. 28, 1951, his committee issued an interim report
saying that at least two major crime syndicates were operating in
the US.
―I May Be a Pet Coon But I‘m Not Boss Crump‘s Pet
Coon‖—Estes Kevauver (see below)
―In the House, he (Kefauver) became an ardent supporter of
such New Deal programs as the Tennessee Valley Authority and
an advocate of congressional and electoral reform. His progressive
inclinations, perhaps predictably, led to frequent clashes with the
dean of the Tennessee congressional delegation, Sen. Kenneth D.
McKellar (the Senate's powerful president pro tempore and
Appropriations Committee chairman), and were never popular with
the conservative political machine led by former Memphis mayor
Ed Crump that had dominated Tennessee politics for decades.
Kefauver successfully challenged the powerful Crump
organization by winning election to his first term in the US Senate
in 1948. It was during the Democratic primary campaign in 1948
that Crump attempted to identify Kefauver in the minds of
Tennessee voters as a fellow-traveler with communists and liberals
by characterizing him as an instrument of unsavory ―pinkos and
communists‖ who worked on their behalf like the stealthy,
nocturnal raccoon.
Kefauver responded in a speech delivered in Crump's
stronghold of Memphis. Pulling on a coonskin cap, Kefauver
retorted, ―I may be a pet coon, but I'm not Boss Crump's pet
coon.‖
Kefauver won, and the trademark of the coonskin cap stuck
with ―The Keef‖ for the remainder of his political career as a
symbol of the independent, progressive, nonconformist type of
political leadership that he represented--Remembering Estes
Kefauver by Theodore Brown, Jr. and Robert B. Allen at this
link: http://www.populist.com/96.10.kefauver.html

Kearny, Patrick, wrote the play, ―A Place in the Sun,‖
made into a 1951 movie of the same title, winning 6
academy awards.

Keaton, Diane, actress in ―Looking For Mr.
Goodbar,‖ 64(104)n; she also starred in ―The Little
Drummer Girl‖—see at John Le Carre.

Keaton, Michael, played Batman, 96(182)
Keats, John, 1795-1821, 145(260) : ―La Belle Dame
sans merci hath thee in thrall!‖ 226(412-413); also see at
―Ode on a Grecian Urn,‖ at ―Love in a hut…‖ & at ―Truth
is beauty…‖ He died of TB at age 26.

Keegan, John, military historian—wrote ―The Second
World War‖--see Bibliography; also see at ―Great War and
Modern Memory.‖

Keel, Howard, actor-singer, see at ―Annie Oakley.‖
Keel of a boat or ship is the principal structural
member of a ship, running lengthwise along the center
line from bot to stern, ot which the frames are attached. In
other words, it is the back bone of the ship.

Keel, Howard, (née Harold Clifford Keel), 19192004, born in Gillespie, IL, was a actor singer who starred
in many of the classic film musicals of the 1950s. At the age of
twenty, he was overheard singing by his landlady, Mom Rider, and
was encouraged to take vocal lessons. One of his musical heroes
was the great baritone Lawrence Tibbett and Howard would later
say that finding out that his own voice was a basso cantante was
one of the greatest disappointments of his life. Nevertheless, his
first public performance came in the summer of 1941 when he
played the role of Samuel the Prophet in Handel's oratorio Saul
and David (singing a duet with bass-baritone George London). n
1945.
Keel briefly understudied for John Raitt in the Broadway
hit Carousel, before being assigned to Oklahoma! by Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II. It was during this time, he
accomplished a feat that has never been duplicated: he performed
the leads in both shows on the same day. In 1947 Oklahoma!
became the first American musical, post-war, to travel to London,
England, and Keel went with it. Opening night , 30th April, at the
Drury Lane Theatre, the capacity audience (which included the
future Queen, Elizabeth II) demanded fourteen encores.
Harold Keel was hailed as the next great star and was the
toast of the West End. From London's West End, Howard ended up
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer making his film musical debut as Frank
Butler in the movie version of Irving Berlin's Annie Get Your Gun
(1950).
Howard's MGM career was to be a frustrating business.
MGM never seemed to know quite what to do with him and,
outside of plum roles in the films Show Boat (1951), Kiss Me, Kate
(1953), Seven Brides for Seven Brothers (1954), and Kismet
(1955), he was forced into a stream of unremarkable musicals and
B-films. On loan-out at Warner Brothers, he played Wild Bill
Hickok in Calamity Jane (1953), a highly popular, Oscar-winning
musical filmed in 1953, starring Doris Day in one of her most
famous screen roles. This film was Warner Brother's answer to
Annie Get Your Gun, also including the smash hit song: ―Secret
Love.‖
Keelhaul 1. To discipline by dragging under the keel of a ship;
2. To rebuike harshly.

Keillor, Garrison (pseudonym) (né Gary Edward
Keillor), born 1942 in Anoka, MN, is an author, storyteller,
humorist, columnist, musician, satirist, and radio personality.
He the host of the Minnesota Public Radio show A Prairie Home
Companion (also known as Garrison Keillor's Radio Show on
Britain's BBC 7, as well as on Australia's ABC and in Ireland).
Keillor has a wide range of speaking modes. One of themost
effective of these is a deep, mournful voice which belies the
underlying humor of what he‘s saying—you might call it dead-pan
if you were seeing instead of hearing. In the frequent skits on the
radio show, he assumes various personalities,and often it‘s not
possible to recognize him—much the way Edgar Bergen threw off
his personality when Charley McCarthy, or Mortimer Snerd, took
over! (Or, Red Skeleton when he became Klem Kaddlehopper!).
Molly & I enjoy listening to his radio shows!
In Garrison Keillor‘s Lake Woe Begone skits, ―All the
children are above normal.‖  Also see at Hank Williams about
what Keillor wrote of ―Lovsick Blues.‖

Keitel, Harvey, actor born 1939 in Brooklyn, NY,
the son of Miriam & Harry Keitel, Jewish immigrants from
Romania and Poland. His parents owned and ran a luncheonette
and his father also worked as a hatmaker. Keitel grew up in the
Brighton Beach section of Brooklyn with his sister, Renee, and
brother, Jerry, and attended Abraham Lincoln High School in
Brooklyn.
At the age of 16, he decided to join the US Marines, a
decision that took him to Lebanon. After his return to the United
States, he was a court reporter and was able to support himself

―Keep on Smiling, Have No Regrets,‖ 228(416)
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before beginning his acting career. He is an Academy Awardnominated actor He is widely known for the "tough-guy"
characters he portrays and for his memorable roles from Quentin
Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs (1992) and Pulp Fiction (1994), Martin
Scorsese's Mean Streets (1973) and Taxi Driver (1976), Ridley
Scott's The Duellists and Thelma and Louise (1991), Jane
Campion's The Piano (1993)and Abel Ferrara's Bad Lieutenant
(1991). His latest work is that of Detective Lieutenant Gene Hunt
on ABC's crime drama ―Life on Mars‖--except from Wikipedia.
He also appears as J.R. in Whose That Knocking at my Door
(1967), as Ben in Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore (1974), as a
sax player in Lulu on the Bridge (1998) and as Uncle Pio in the
2004/5 remake of ―The Bridge of San Luis Rey‖--also from
Wikipedia. See at ―The Bridge of San Luis Rey‖ (2004/2005)
& at ―Lulu on the Bridge.‖

Kelly and Chanute Air Force Bases. Kelly Field, the
Air Force's oldest, continuously active air field, continues
serving both the Air Force flying mission and begins serving the
city of San Antonio. Air Force Secretary Whit Peters signed the
Record of Decision 14 December 2000 authorizing Kelly Field
Annex to continue supporting Air Force flying operations. Kelly
AFB became Kelly Annex 31 July 2001, when it realigned under
Lackland AFB. The Kelly Field Annex supports flying operations
for the Air National Guard's 149th Fighter Wing and the Air Force
Reserve's 433rd Airlift Wing---from Wikipedia.
On July 4, 2009, in an email, Pete Belluce writes: "I didn't know
that Kelly AFB had become a National Guard base. When I was
there it was only an AFB (as far as I knew). I was also at Lackland
AFBwhich is where I took my basic training. After that I was sent
to an aviation school on the Oakland Calif. airport, then after that
to an AFB in Illinois, near the U of Illinois- -I forget the name of
that place.. " (In May 1917, Rantoul was chosen to be the site of
Rantoul Aviation Field, however on 6 June 1917 the name was
changed to Chanute Field. Rantoul was selected due to its
proximity to the Illinois Central Railroad and the War
Department‘s ground school housed at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--from Wikipedia) "It was after
that that I was sent to Kelly - from Kelly I went to Japan for 2.5
years. Then I got stationed near Reno Nevada for a few months
before my discharge. It was a good time but I was glad to get out.
That's my history for today; nothing else new."
Chanute Air Force Base (1917-1993) is a former United States
Air Force base located south of and adjacent to Rantoul, Illinois,
about 130 miles (210 km) south of Chicago. Its primary mission
throughout its existence was Air Force technical training. Chanute
AFB was named in honor of Octave Chanute (1832-1910), a
pioneer aeronautical engineer and experimenter, and friend and
adviser to the Wright Brothers. Chanute's biplane glider (1896)
with "two arched wings held rigidly together by vertical struts and
diagonal wire bracing" (the principle of the Pratt truss used in the
railroad bridges which Chanute constructed) served as a prototype
design for airplanes.World War II and ties to Tuskegee Airmen.
In May 1917, Rantoul was chosen to be the site of Rantoul
Aviation Field, however on 6 June 1917 the name was changed to
Chanute Field. Rantoul was selected due to its proximity to the
Illinois Central Railroad and the War Department‘s ground
school housed at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. On March 19, 1941, the 99th Pursuit United
States Army Air Service Technical Training Command was
established at Chanute in 1941, and during WW II, thousands
of airmen were stationed there to train new recruits who cycled
in and out. Squadron ("Pursuit" being an early World War II
synonym for "Fighter") was activated at Chanute Field in Rantoul,
Illinois. Over 250 enlisted men were trained at Chanute in aircraft
ground support trades. This small number of enlisted men was to
become the core of other black squadrons forming at Tuskegee and
Maxwell Fields in Alabama — the famed Tuskegee Airmen. Base
operating units: 10th Aero Sq, 7 Jul 1917 - 18 Apr 1921; Army
Air Corps Technical School, 18 Apr 1921 - 1 Aug 1933 ; 98th
School Sq, 1 Aug 1933 - 1 Sep 1936; 10th Air Base Sq (Special), 1
Sep 1936 - 17 Feb 1941; 9th Air Base Sq (Special), 17 Feb 1941 1 May 1944; 3502d AAF Base Unit (Technical School), 1 May
1944 - 26 Aug 1948; 3345th Air Base Gp, 26 Aug 1948 - 1993;
3496th Air Training Command Headquarters 1950 - 1958; Naval
Technical Training Unit Chanute UNK - 01 Dec 1992

Keitel, Wilhelm, 18882-1946, Hitler appointed him
second-in-command of German armed forces in 1938. He
dictated the surrender of France in 1940 & ratified Nazi
surrender to ther Allies in 1945. He was convicted at
Nuremburg for war crimes & hanged—see at Nazi Arch
Criminals, at Nuremberg & at Robert Rosentthal.

Keister, also keester, Slang. Buttocks. Once used by
Ronald Reagan—―Somebody ought to kick him in the
Keister.‖ About John G. Roberts, Jr. "found plenty of
amusing things in the papers, including Roberts's views of
…the propriety of President Ronald Reagan's use of the
word 'keister.' But there wasn‘t the definitive document
that revealed Roberts's views on such charged topics as Roe.
v. Wade or affirmative action‖--Washington Post, Aug. 19,
2005 & quoted on the Web by Romenesko. Also, see at
Heinie & at Fanny.

Keller, Helen, 1880-1968, born in Tuscumbia, AL,
she was left both deaf and blind by an acute illness at 19
months of age. Her parents contacted the Perkins School for the
Blind & Annie Sullivan was sent to tutor her. She graduated
Cum Laude from Radcliffe College in 1904 & wrote 11 books.
―The most important things cannot be seen but
are
felt in the heart.‖ Also see at Lincoln & at Nietzsche on this
theme, and at Friendship. ―The world is full of suffering. It is also
full of overcoming it‖— ,‖ p.101 in ―Zen Soup.‖
Her autobiography, ―The Story of My Life‖ (1902), was
dramatized by Wm. Gibson in The Miracle Worker (1959), then
filmed in 1962 starring Anne Bancroft as Helen‘s‘ teacher Annie
Sullivan, and Patty Duke as the young Helen.
In Tuscumbia, Annie Sullivan achieved a breakthrough in
April 5, 1887, when Helen learned the meaning of the word
―water‖ as spelled out in the manual alphabet on her hand—from
Highlights in History.
See at William Gibson, and see Keller in ―Imagine‖--see
Bibliography.)

Kellerman, Sally—see at MASH.
Kellogg, John Harvey, 1852—1943, A, ix, was an
M. D. in Battle Creek, MI, who ran a sanitarium using
holistic methods, with a particular focus on nutrition, enemas, and
exercise. Kellogg was an advocate of vegetarianism and is best
known for the invention of the Corn flakes breakfast cereal with
his brother, Will Keith Kellogg.
C. W. Post visited his sanitarioum and was inspired to
develop Postum beverage, a non-caffeine coffee substitute, Post
Toasties and Grape Nuts cereals—see at C. W. Post.
T. C. Boyle lampooned Kellogg in a hilarious and sad novel
—see at ―The Road to Wellville.‖
When I arrived at Ward Island, Corpus Christi, TX, I was
greeted by a fire in a warehouse, and the smell of burning
cornflakes— the Island‘s entire supply went up in toast!
(231(420)

Kelly, Gene (né Eugene Curran Kelly), 1912-1996:
Born in the Highland Park neighborhood of Pittsburgh, PA,
to Roman Catholic children of Irish immigrants, he was an Oscarwinning dancer, actor, singer, director, producer & choreographer.
Kelly was an exponent of 20th century filmed dance, known
for his energetic and athletic dancing style, his good looks and the
likeable characters that he played on screen. Although he is
probably best known today for his performance in Singin' in the
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of Glasgow stands. They also related that he started attending his
father's lectures at Glasgow U., when he was only 8, and became a fully
enrolled student there two years later, age 10. In addition to other
important work, they report that he did work in laying the first
transatlantic cable, and in improving the compass used by mariners.
(Both are reported also in Wikipedia.)

Rain, he dominated the Hollywood musical film from the mid
1940 suntil it faded out in the late 1950s. In 1999, the American
Film Institute gave him a Lifetime Achievement Award & ranked
him No. 15 among the Greatest Male Stars of All Time--excerpted
from Wikipedia, where there is lots more. Also see at Betty
Comden & at ―American in Paris) & aso see at Nina Foch, esp. the
next-to-last Paragraph about seducing Gene Kelly in the film.
In a letter to the NY Times, Mar. 19, 2008, Kelly‘s widow,
Francis Ward Kelly, wrote an eulogy refuting a gross analogy
that Maureen Down had made comparing George W. Bush with
Gene, and she added that Kelly could do the Sun. NY Times
Crossword. And in ink! (along with certain other attributes)—she
left off one: Gene could sing! And in the rain!
Also see at Betsy Blair, who married him at age 17, about
her reason for divorcing ―This perfect husband, father, friend,
protector, provider, hard worker. I loved and admired him as a
brilliant actor and dancer as well as a good, good man! To this day,
I can‘t explain it. It had nothing to do with sex.‖

Kelvin scale is an absolute scale of temperature in
which water freezes at 273.15 K and boils at 373.15 K. This
makes minus 273.15º C the lowest possible temperature.

Kelinator is a commercial brand of refrridgerators
and

other applicances.

Kennan, George F(rost), (1904-2005): a former
ambassador to USSR & longtime professor at the Institute
for Advanced Study, he lived to the ripe age of 101. Most often he
ate alone in the Institute cafeteria & I often took my tray to his
table in order to listen to him talk about international affairs, e.g.,
the Berlin Wall, JFK, USSR, etc; He was one of the first to enter
the then new Foreign Service & had this to say: ―My decision to
try for entry [in the Foreign Service] was dictated mainly...by
the feeling that I did not know what else to do.‖
As a Mr. X,‖ in ―Foreign Affairs‖ he wrote the Policy of
Containment, which USA adopted, 238-239(431-432)
―Princeton was for me not the sort of place reflected in [F.
Scott Fitzgerald‘s] This side of Paradise‖—238(431)
George Kennan was not a happy fellow. ―His mother died
when he wan an infant, and the stepmorther who raised him was
‗nervous and cold.‘ His own disposition, from the outset, was
solitary and melancholy. The great Protestant virtues--duty,
discipline, self-denial—ran deep in him. And his penetrating and
lucid intellect operated as a kind of acid bath for received
wisdom—from the review of ―George Kennan, A Study in
Character,‖ by John Lukacs, reviewed in the NY Times Sunday
Book Review, April 29, 2007 by James Traub.Also see at
Alliluyeva, at Gulag Archipelago & at Whatnot.

Kelly,Grace (Patricia),1929-1982,born in Philly, PA,
she was an Academy Award-winning film and stage
actress. Marrying Rainier III, Prince of Monaco in 1956, she
became Her Serene Highness The Princess of Monaco, but was
generally known as Princess Grace of Monaco & maintained dual
citizenship after her marriage. The principality's current Sovereign
Prince, Albert II, is the son of Prince Rainier and Princess Grace.
On Sept. 13, 1982, while driving with her daughter
Stéphanie to Monaco from their country home, Princess Grace
suffered a stroke, which caused her to drive her Rover P6 off the
serpentine road down a mountainside. She was pulled alive but
unconscious from the wreckage but died the following day at The
Princess Grace Hospital Centre, never having regained
consciousness. It was initially reported that Princess Stéphanie
suffered only minor bruising, although it later emerged that she
had suffered a serious cervical fracture.
It was rumored that Princess Grace had been driving on the
same stretch of highway that had been featured in her 1955 movie
To Catch a Thief; but, her son denied it—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
Kellywon an Oscar for acting--see at ―The Country Girl.‖
Also see at ―True Love,‖ a song she sang in duet with Bing Crosby
in ―The Country Girl,‖ at ―Rear Window,‖ and at ―To Catch a
Thief.‖

Kennedy, Jimmy, see at ―Red Sails in the Sunset.‖
Kennedy, John Fitzgerald (JFK), 1917-1963:
JFK was just 43 when he was elected President, and was the
youngest ever voted into office. (Theodore Roosevelt was
the youngest president, at age 42, when he ascended to
office after McKinley was assassinated.)
Assassinated Nov. 22, 1963 by Lee Harvey Oswald, who
was assassinated Nov. 24 by Jack Ruby;
Chiasmus in JFK‘s Inaugural Speech
(1960):
―Ask not what the country can do for you, but what you can
do for the country‖-- this was not original with JFK—see at
―Ask Not etc.‖
JFK was elected President in 1960 by defeating
Nixon in a sqeaker (Illinois was the deciding State); Rob‘t.
Frost read his poem, ―The Gift Outright‖ at his
Inauguration, 211(384);
Heroism and Medals, 236(429); ―I do not speak for
the Church… and the Church does not speak for me,‖
171(300); First Catholicm U.S. President, 171(299- 300);
Injuries and steroids; Lieutenant (j.g.); Physical
fitness advocate, PT Boat Commander, 236(429);
JFK was of our wealthy politician (thanks to his
father‘s, Joe Kennedy‘s, wealth, 208(380);
A book by his doctor documented the enormous
amounts of barbiturates and pain-killers, JfK took in order
to live a noramkl life, and to appear ―pesidential,‖
236(429). Also see at Arlington National Cemetery. & at
Enemies.
Also see at Ted Sorensen, his speech wrter, and at
―Profiles in Courage.‖

Kellys, The, 25(38), 28(42-43), 30(47);
Charles, my best friend for years, 28(43) ; Patrol Leader,
Troop 13, 117(217); --told me how babies are made (& I got
mad at him for doing so—―Not my mother and father!‖),
136(249);
Christine, 28(43); Herb(ert) (the son), 28(42), 30(47),
167n; drowning of, 28(42), 30(47);
Mr. Herbert Kelly, 28(42-43), 165; Scout Master of Troop
# 13, 28(42),117; was a Veteran of WW I & suffered from
the effects of a gas attack—see at Gas (Mustard Gas);
Mrs. Kelly, 28(42-43), 55-56(90);-- had a sharp Irish
tongue, 28(42); Rebecca (―Becky‖), 28(42); Herman Street
belle; also see Boy Troop # 13 photographs in Part II.

Kelman, Ari—see at Civil War.
Kelvin aka William Thomson, 1st Baron Kelvin

(or
Lord Kelvin), 1824–1907, was an Irish-born (in Belfast),
British mathematical physicist & engineer. At Glasgow University he
did important work in the mathematical analysis of electricity and
thermodynamics, and did much to unify the emerging discipline of
physics in its modern form. He is widely known for developing the
Kelvin scale of absolute temperature measurement. He also had a later
career as an electric telegraph engineer and inventor, a career that
propelled him into the public eye and ensured his wealth, fame and
honor. According to Betsey Devine and Joel Cohen in their book "Zero
Gravity," when Queen Victoria made Thomson a peer, she passed over
several in favor of Kelvin, the name of the river on whose banks the U.

Kennedy on putting a man on the moon.—see at
Moon Walk.

―Kennedy‖ (1965), by Ted Sorenson.
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―Kennedy Legacy, The‖ (1969), by Ted Sorensen

Kentucky became the 15-th state on June 1, 1792 &
Tennessee became the 16-th on the same day. Vermont
became the 14-th state on March 4, 1791.

Kennedy, J. Ward, At the U. of Washington in the
1960s, Dr. Kennedy began an important study of the left
ventricle, the heart‘s main pumping chamber. Working with Dr. Harold
T. Dodge and others, he tried to determine the ventricle‘s volume and
power and to quantify its pumping efficiency in a healthy body. The
researchers measured the volume of chambers in hearts obtained from
autopsies and used a catheter in living patients to measure the blood
expelled from both normal and diseased ventricles. Their studies,
published in the American Journal of Cardiology and the journal
Circulation from 1966 to 1970, helped identify the left ventricle‘s
―ejection fraction,‖ which they found to be a critical measure of cardiac
vitality. Healthy ventricles, they found, pump out from 55 percent to 70
percent of their capacity with every heartbeat. The ejection fraction is
still widely used in the diagnosis of heart disease and to rate damage
from heart attacks, which can reduce the ejection fraction to 25 percent
or less--excerpt from his June 20, 2008 NY Times Obituary by Jeremy
Pierce. Dr. Ward died at 74 of lung cancer, his family said.

Kentucky, ―The Blue Grass State,‖ figures in most
of Parts I & II; -- means ―dark and bloody ground,‖ 3(5),
62(100); ―My Old Kentucky Home,‖ Stephen Foster song, T1; -speech patterns ostracized, 146(261); The University
of —
(UK), A, x, 147(262), 150(262)), 154(272), 161(285)n, 207(377),
231(420), AA/
Kentucky vis-á-vis Michigan weather- wise, 215(392)/
Kentucky was a border state in the Civil War--halfwas for
the South & half were Unionists.
"My Old Kentucky Home‖ written by Stephen Foster,is the
official state song of Kentucky, adopted by the General Assembly
on March 19, 1928.
Also see at Blacks, at Kentuckians & at Loretta Lynn.

Kentucky B.S.: when s.o. is bullshitting you, you roll

Kenner, John, see at ―Heartaches.‖
Kennedy Onassis, Jacqueline "Jackie" Lee Bouvier,

up your trouser legs to indicate that you are onto him or
her, and say ―And the farmer hauled another load away!‖

Kentucky Definitions: ―Heterosexuality, ―He-in‘ &

1929-1994, was the wife of the 35th president of the US,
John F. Kennedy, and served as First Lady during his presidency
from 1961 until his assassination in 1963. (She cradled his head
after he had been shot there by Oswald, and her pink coat was
blood splattered.) She was later married to Greek shipping magnate
Aristotle Onassis from 1968 until his death in 1975. In later years
she had a successful career as a book editor—Wikipedia,
except for my parenthetic insertion

She-in‘; Homosexuality:―He-in‘-and-He-in‘;‖ Lesbianism:
―She-in‘-and-She-in‘;‖ Self-abuse: ―Me-in‘-and-Me-in‘.‖

Kentucky Derby is a Grade I stakes race for three-yearold thoroughbred horses, held annually in Louisville, KY,on
the first Saturday in May, capping the two-week-long Kentucky
Derby Festival. The race is 1.25 miles (2 km) at Churchill
Downs.(The distance of the Kentucky Derby was 1.5 miles from
1875 through 1895 & the present distance eversince. Colts and
geldings carry 126 pounds (57.2 kg) and fillies 121 pounds (54.9
kg).
The race is known in USA as ―The Most Exciting Two
Minutesin Sports"for its approximate duration. The fastest the
Derby was 1:59.4 by Secretariat in 1973 with jockey R.Turcotte;
second fastest was 1:59.97 run by Manarchos in 2001 with J.
Chavez up. Right before the race the band plays "My Old
Kentucky Home."
The Kentucky Derby was first run on May 17, 1875 --the
winner: Aristides. (See at Greek Joke.)
The 2008 Derby, the 134-th, was won by the odds-on
favorite Big Brown in 2: 1. 82 mins., with jockey Kent
Desormeaux up, by almost 5 lengths over a filly named Eight
Bells. The latter broke two front ankles in the cool-down, a quarter
of a mile after the finish line & had to be euthanized on the spot.-the first horse in Derby history that ever died in the race or
immeidated aftermath. (The nation mourned for her, as they would
have for any national figure.)
The 2009 Derby was won by Mine That Bird. It one of the
several entries at 50-1 odds, and it won in a very fast time of
2:ow.66 and paid $103.20 to win (on a $2 bet) Mine That Bird
was an obviously unheralded colt from New Mexico, whose owner
unpretentiously drive it up to Kentucky from New Mexico. The
favorite, Fresan Fire was 18-th.
Also see at ―Run for the Roses‖ & at Triple Crown
Racing Winners
―It would seem that the influence of horse breeding permeated
Kentucky—and Bill Moorfield‘s humor!‖ 214(388)

Kendall, Kay, (née Justine Kay McCarthy) 19261959, was a comic actress known as "Kate" to her family),
born in Yorkshire, England, her maternal grandmother was Marie
Kendall, a musical-comedy star known for her vivacious
personality and diction while singing, and her father was Terry
McCarthy, a vaudevillian.
She starred opposite Rex Harrison in the comedy The
Constant Husband (1955), and an affair soon followed. Harrison
was married to actress Lilli Palmer at the time. However, when he
learned from Kendall's doctor that Kendall had been diagnosed
with myeloid leukemia, he and Palmer agreed to divorce so he
could marry Kendall and provide for her care.
Kendall was never told of her illness and ended up believing
she merely had an iron deficiency. As for the divorce, Palmer said
she was not upset because she had a lover, too. She and Harrison
planned to remarry after Kendall's death, but Palmer ended up
falling in love with her companion, Carlos Thompson, and married
him instead.
Kendall appeared in the first film in the Doctor series,
Doctor in the House (1954) with Dirk Bogarde, Simon And Laura
(1955) with Peter Finch, In 1958, Kendall won a Golden Globe
Award for her performance as Lady Sybil Wren in Les Girls,
probably one of the best-known films of her career, the story of
three showgirls in postwar Paris (the other actresses were Mitzi
Gaynor and Taina Elg).
The following year, she starred opposite Rex Harrison in
The Reluctant Debutante. She succumbed to her illness on Sept. 6.
1959, at the age of 33, soon after completing her last movie, Once
More, with Feeling!, starring opposite Yul Brynne--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

Kentucky Derby Jockeys. Eddie Arcaro won his

―Kent, The Man From‖--a naughty limerick,

first Kentucky Derby in 1938 aboard Lawrin. He is tied
with Bill Hartack for most Derby wins at five, and has
the most wins in the Preakness Stakes and the Belmont
Stakes with six. Arcaro won the U.S. Triple Crown in
1941 on Whirlaway, again in 1948 on Citation & is the
only rider to have won the U.S. Triple Crown twice.
See at Arcaro & at Man O‘ War.

110(205)

Kenton, Simon, 1755-1836, Frontier explorer, soldier,
scout for Daniel Boone and George Rogers Clark, 2(3),
4(5), 62(101)

Kenton, Stan, 156(277)—I‘ve heard him & his band
play, e.g., at Purdue U. --of all places!

Kentucky Derby, The Preakness, and the Belmont

―Kentucky Babe,‖ song, Ch. 1

Stakes—see at ―Triple Crown Winners.
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ambassador to India and East Germany, member of
the Warren Commission
Rosemary Clooney (1928-2002) singer, Maysville
Irvin S. Cobb humorist, Paducah
Jefferson Davis president of the Confederacy, Fairview
Irene Dunne actress, Louisville
Elizabeth Hardwicke, writer, editor & critic, Lexington
David W. Griffith film producer, Oldham Cty
Casey Jones locomotive engineer, Cayce
Abraham Lincoln U.S. president, Hodgenville, LaRueCo.
Loretta Lynn singer, Butcher Hollow
Victor Mature, actor, Louisville.
Carry Amelia Nation temperance leader, Garrard Cty
Patricia Neal actress, Packard
―Pee Wee‖ Reese, Brooklyn Dodger shortstop,Elkon
Diane Sawyer broadcast journalist, Glasgow
Allen Tate poet and critic, Winchester
Hunter Thompson writer, Louisville
Frederick M. Vinson (1890-1953) served in all three
branches of the federal gov‘t: he was US Rep. from
Louisa for 12 years; Sec. of Treasury under Truman;
was appointed by Truman to be the 13-th Chief
Justice of the US Supreme Ct., born in in the front
of the jail where his father was Sheriff! Lawrence Co.
Robert Penn Warren author, Guthrie

Kentucky Dialects & Regional English: Parts of the
South still speak a dialect of Shakesperian English. My
HHS speech teacher (Crosby) tried without success to get us to
distinguish between ―pen‖ and ―pin.‖
Also, we did not always pronounce a ―t‖ correctly, saying
―d‖ instead, making ―Plato‖ into ―Play Dough,‖ & committing
other barbarisms. Nevertheless, Crosby was all wrong about our
Covington dialect & ought to have codified & encouraged
it. We were not all made out to be radio & TV announcers &
talk-show emcees, 146(261); Mr. Crosby also taught dramatics &
was adviser to the school drama productions.
Another noticeable feature of much Kentucky speech is the
southern drawl. See, e.g., at American English & at ―Do You
Speak American?‖ by Robert MacNeil & William Cran.

Kentucky Feuds: The infamous feud between the
Hatfields of West Virginia and the McCoys of Kentucky
erupted into full-scale violence on Aug. 7, 1882, as a member of
the Hatfield brothers who ended up being slain in turn. The
Hatfields lived on the West Virginia side of the Tug Fork (a
tributary of the Big Sandy River), and the McCoys lived on the
Kentucky side. Both families werepart of the first wave of pioneers
to settle the Tug Valley. Both were involved in the manufacture
and sale of moonshine. Both apparently were involved in guerrilla
activity during the American Civil War. Fighting for the The
Confederacy, the Hatfields were led by William Anderson "Devil
Anse" Hatfield (1839–1921). Fighting for the Union, the McCoys
were led by Randolph "Ole Ran‘l" McCoy (1825–1914). Also see
at Belle Starr.

Kepler, Johannes, 1571-1630, born in Weil der Stadt,
Germany, discovered that the planets made elliptical
orbits around the sun, 76(125), and not just circular orbits
as Copernicus thought See at ―On the Shoulder of Giants,‖
below.

―Kentucky Home, My Old‖—see at ―My Old …‖
Kentucky Post, now Kentucky Post & Times-Star,

Kern, Jerome,―All the Things You Are,‖ 114(212);

family newspaper, for North. KY, 29(46), 165(290)

Also see at ―The Girl from Utah,‖ at ―Show Boat‖ & at
―Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.‖

Kentuckians according to Al Capp: ―If you are from
Kentucky, why are you wearing shoes?‖ Kentuckians owe
Al Capp a lot for this conception of Kentucky barbarsism in
his comic strip
―Li‘l Abner‖ & I hope they give it to
him someday! 146(260)

Kerouac,

Jack

(ne

Jean-Louis

Lebris

de

Kerouac),1922-1969, was born in Lowell, MA to FrenchCanadian parents. He was an novelist, writer, poet,
and
artist. Along with William S. Boroughs and d Allen
Ginsberg, he is among the best known writers of the ―Beat‖
generaton. He didn‘t start learning Enlish until he was 6years-old, and at home the family spoke Quebec French.
Some of his poetry & two unpublished novels were written
in French. In fact, he first started writing ―On the Road‖
in French—edited from Wikipedia. Check out the web for
reviews of ―On the Road‖ and the impact it had on writing
in USA. Also see at Joyce Johnson.

Kentuckians who made names for themselves:
(* denotes those who lived in KY but not born there. Many
of these are listed elsewhere in the Index & Glossary)
Muhammad Ali (ne Cassius Clay) boxer, ―the Greatest,‖
Louisville
Eddie Arcaro* (1916-1997), horse racing hall of fame, 5time Kentucky De rby Winner, two-time triplecrown-winning jockey, most Preakness & Belmont
wins
Alben W. Barkley vice president, Graves City
Louis D. Brandeis jurist, Louisville
John Mason Brown critic, Louisville
Judge Roy Bean (1825-1903) Infamous "hanging judge" of
Langtry, Texas.
Daniel Boone* (1734-1820) Hunted and explored
Kentucky, 1767-74; cleared the Wilderness Road and
founded Fort Boonesborough, 1775.
James Bowie (1796-1836) Texas Ranger, died at the
Alamo, designed Bowie knife, Logan County
John G. Carlisle (1835-1910) lawyer, Speaker of the US
House of Representatives, 1883 -1889 US Secretary
of Treasury, 1893 –1897. Kenton Co.,
Kit Carson (1809-1868) Indian agent, trapper scout,
Madison Co.
Henry Clay* (1777-1852) The Great Compromiser, U.S.
senator, speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives
& U.S. Secretary of State
Martha Layne Collins ( 1936- ) First woman Kentucky
governor, 1983-87, Baghdad
John Sherman Copper (1901-1991) U.S. senator,

Kerr, Deborah (née Deborah Kerr Trimmer), 19212007, born in Scotland with a had of gorgeous red hair.
riginally trained as a classical dancer, but turned to acting while
still in her teens, starting with bit parts in productions of
Shakespeare in London.
She got her first movie contract in 1939 after Gabriel Pascal,
the producer and director, spotted her in a restaurant. Her first film
role was the 1940 screen adaptation of Shaw's ―Major Barbara.‖
By 1945, she was much sought after by British filmmakers and
was cast opposite Robert Donat in ―Perfect Strangers.‖ Her career
was further enhanced when she appeared as a nun in ―Black
Narcissus‖ in 1947.
She became one of Hollywood's greatest actresses: She
could be virginal, ethereal,, gossamer and fragile, or earthy, spicy
and suggestive, and sometimes she managed to display all her
skills at the same time.
She starred in the 1953 film ―From Here to Eternity‖ with
the famed love scene on the beach with Burt Lancaster, and in the
1956 film,―Tea and Sympathy,‖ in which she reprised her
Broadway role in the Robert Anderson play of the same title, in
which she offers sex to a frustrated young man (played by John
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Kerr—see below) & expresses the hope that ―Years from now
when you talk of this, and you will, be kind.‖
She also appeared in ―Julius Caesar‖ in 1953, along with a
distinguished cast: Marlon Brando, James Mason, John Gielgud,
Louis Calhern, Edmond O'Brien & Greer Garson.
Other films: ―Separate Tables‖ (1958) is based on the
Terrence Rattigan play in which the secrets & loves of characters
played by Deborah Kerr, Burt Lancaster, David Niven, Rita
Hayworth, Wendy Hiller & Rod Taylor are examined in grand
style; ―An Affair to Remember‖ (1957), opposite Cary Grant; and
―The King and I‖ (1956) in which she dances a vigorous, sweeping
dance with Yul Brynner. She was nominated for six academy
awards (winning none).
She retired in 1969, age 48, and was honored with a
special Academy Award in 1994 (25 years later!) Known for her
feistiness and independence of spirit, she once observed:
―Personally I think if a woman hasn't met the right man by the time
she's twenty-four, she may be lucky‖—edited from the NY Times
obiturary and some of Mardy Grothe‘s Quotes. Also see at ―Tea
and Sympathy.‖

Bogart notes that the other guests, e.g., Johnny Rocco
(Edward G. Robinson) & ilk, (e.g., Thomas Gomez, are decidedly
―criminal intent‖--to borrow the title of one of the Law & Order
TV serials--but because of an approaching hurricane, no one can
leave & the telephone wires are out or have been cut, right? In any
case, radio reports that they are wanted for armed robbery & are
armed & dangerous. One time mob-king, Robinson, lords it over
the others while Bogart keeps his customariy kool. Claire Trevor,
who plays Robinson‘s alcoholic ex-singer, and who is forced to
sing despite a whiskey-soaked voice, deservedly wins an Oscar for
her role—slightly revised from the Video Hound review. Also see
at More! and at Maxwell Anderson.

Keynes, (Baron )John Maynard, (Baron),1883-1946,
An Economist who has influenced both Europe and USA:
―In the long run, we are all dead,‖ 157(279)

Keys to the city, Doug Larson quip, Ch.5:
―Instead of giving politicians the keys to the city, it might be
better to change the locks.‖

Keysey, Kenneth "Ken" Elton 1935--2001, was an
author, best known for his debut novel, One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest and as a counter-cultural figure who,
some consider, was a link between the Beat Generation
of the 1950s and the hippies of the 1960s. "I was too young
to be a beatnik, and too old to be a hippie," Kesey said in
a 1999 interview with Robert K. Elder—see at ―One Flew
Over the Cuckoo Nest‖
Keystone Kops, Ch. 25; A silent film slapstick comedy
series from 1912-1917, directed by Mack Senneth.

Kerr, Jean, ―Although a number of people have tried,
no one has yet found a way to drink for a living,‖ Ch. 63

Kerr, John, born 1931 in New York City, NY, is an
actor and lawyer, whose parents, Geoffrey Kerr & June Walker,
were both stage and film actors, and he developed an early interest in
following their footsteps.
He made his Broadway debut in 1953 in Mary Coyle Chase's
Bernardine, a high-school comedy. In 1955, he received considerable
critical acclaim as a troubled college student in Robert Anderson's play
Tea and Sympathy. He won a Tony Award for his performance, and he
starred in the film version opposite Deborah Kerr (no relation), the
following year. Kerr co-starred with Leslie Caron in Gaby (1956), and
had a major role as Lt. Joseph Cable, USMC, in the film version of
Rodgers and Hammerstein's South Pacific (1958). His only other
notable film appearance was in Roger Corman's The Pit and the
Pendulum (1961), co-starring with Vincent Price and Barbara Steele.
His television work includes an appearance in 1965 on The Alfred
Hitchcock Hour. Kerr was a regular on the ABC-TV primetime TV
series, Peyton Place, playing district attorney John Fowler during the
1965-66 season. In the late 1960s, Kerr pursued a full-time career as a
Beverly Hillslawyer,[but still accepted occasional small roles in a large
variety of television productions throughout the years. His last
appearance as an actor was in 1986, in a minor role in The Park Is
Mine, a made-for-TV movie starring Tommy Lee Jones. A filmography
is available at this link:
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0449734

Kharkov, Ukraine, 181(315)
Khatchaturian, Aram , 1903-1978, a composer born in
Tiflis
(aka Tbilis), Georgia, Imperial Russia (to a poor Armenian
family) was a student of folk song & an authority on oriental
music. An excerpt from Spartacus topped the pop music charts
when it was used as the theme music for th TV series, The Onedin
Line in the 1970s—edited excerpt from Cambridge Biog.
Encyclopedia.
Khachaturian‘s works include concertos for violin (also
transcribed for flute), cello, and piano (the latter originally
included an early part for the flexatone), choral works, concertorhapsodies for the same instruments, three symphonies—the third
containing parts for fifteen additional trumpets and organ, and the
ballets Spartak (AKA Spartacus) and Gayane (the adagio was used
in Stanley Kubrick‘s film 2001: A Space Odyssey). The latter
ballet features in its final act what is probably his most famous
movement, the ―Sabre Dance.‖ He also wrote some piano music
such as the song "Two Ladies Gossiping," a quick and lively
song—edited excerpt from Wikipedia where there‘s an extensive
list of his Works. Also see at ―Sabre Dance.‖

Kershaw, Ian, is a historian and prof. of modern
history at the U. of Sheffield He is well known for his
writings on Nazi Germany, especially his definitive twovolume biography of Adolf Hitler, Hitler, 1889–
1936:Hubris and Hitler, 1936–1945: Nemesis. He lives in
Manchester, England. Also see at his 2008 book, ―Hitler, the
Germans, and the Final Solution.‖
Kervokian, Jack, an MD who aided terminally ill
people to
die—see at ―Dr. Death.‖

Khayyám, Omar, ―A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of
Bread, and Thou,‖ from the Rubaiyat of
Omar Khayyám, tr. By Edw. Fitzgerald, Ch. 63

Khrushchev, Nicholas (―Nikita‖) Sergeyevitch, 18741971, was the chief director of the Soviet Union after the
death of Stalin. He was First Secretary of the Communist
Party of USSR from 1953 to 1964 and Chairman of the
Council of Ministers from 1958 to 1964. He was removed
from power by his party colleagues in 1964 and replaced by
Leonid Brezhnev. He spent the last seven years of his life
under close supervision by the KGB (Soviet Secret
Police.)—see at USSR, at Lenin, at Staline, and at ShoePounding Incident at the UN.

Kesselring, Joseph, see at ―Arsenic and Old Lace.‖
Kesselring, General in the Nazi army, see at Anzio.
Kevle, D. J. reviewed 3 books about Einstein:
―Einstein 1905,‖ ―The Collected papers of Albert
Einstein‖ & ―The Born-Einstein Correspondence‖ in TLS.
May 23, 2005—see at ―Einstein 1905.‖

―Key Largo,‖ is a 1948 film based on Maxwell
Anderson‘s 1939 play, but almost completely rewritten for
the screen by John Huston and Richard Brooks.
Plot Outline: Humphrey Bogart travels to a run-down hotel
on Key Largo (the largest of the Florida Keys), owned by Lionel
Barrymore and Lauren Bacall who are, resp., father & widow of a
war buddy.

Kibbitz, also kibitz, 1. To look on, e.g.a card game.
& make unwanted, usually meddlesome, remarks about the
players or the plays. 2. To chat; converse, from Yiddish
kibitsen, German kiebitzen

Kibbutz, a collective farm or settlement in Israel;
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from Hebrew qibbus, gathering. Also see at Bettelheim

she moved to California, and then to Louisville, where she
is buried. See at Bruce Ferguson.

Kibosh: to put the kibosh on, is to say ―nix‖ to. The

Kilimanjaro, with its three volcanic cones, Kibo,

experts are undecided if it is of Yiddish origin but most
put the kibosh on the idea.

Mawenzi, and Shira, is an inactive stratovolcano in northeastern Tanzania, rising 4,600 m (15,092 ft) from its base (and
approximately 5,100 m/16,732 ft from the plains near Moshi),
and is additionally the highest peak in Africa at 5,895 metres
(19,341 ft), providing a dramatic view of the surrounding plains.

―Kick,‖ Mama‘s nickname, 9(14)
Kickapoo Joy Juice is a liquor of such stupefying potency that
even the hardiest citizens of Al Capp‘s Dogpatch, after a
first burning sip, rise into the air, stiff as frozen codfish. Concocted
in a large wooden vat by the inseparable cave-dwelling buddies
Lonesome Polecat and Hairless Joe, the ingredients are both
mysterious and all-encompassing. When the brew needs a little
more body, the pair throws one in—Wikipedia. See at Al Capp &
below.

Kilgannon, Corey, see at Levittown.
Kill a fly in May, keep a thousand away—Old
Saying.

Kill a Mockingbird, see at ―To Kill a Mockingbird.‖
Killer bees.are Africanized bees in the western

Kickapoo Indians: Kickapoos (Kickapoo: Kiikaapoa

hemisphere descended from 22 Tanzanian queen bees
accidentally released by a replacement bee-keeper in 1957 in the
southeast of Brazil from hives operated by biologist Warwick E.
Kerr, who had interbred honey bees from Europe and southern
Africa. Hives containing these particular queens were noted to be
especially defensive.
Kerr was attempting to breed a strain of bees that would be
better adapted to tropical conditions (i.e., more productive) than
theEuropean bees used in N. America and southern S. America.
The hives from which the bees were released had special excluder
grates which were in place to prevent the larger queen bees from
getting out but to allow the drones free access to mate with the
queen. Unfortunately, following the accidental release, the African
queens eventually mated with local drones, and their descendants
have since spread throughout the Americas. See at BBB.

or Kiikaapoi) are one of the Algonquian speaking Native A
merica tribes. According to the Anishinaabeg, the name
"Kickapoo" (Giiwigaabaw in the Anishinaabe language and its
Kickapoo cognate Kiwikapawa) means "Stands Here and there"
and refers to the tribes migratory patterns.The name can also mean
"wanderer". This interpretation is contested and generally believed
to be a folk etymology--excerpt from Wikipedia.
There are three recognized Kickapoo tribes remaining in the
United States: Kickapoo Tribe of Indians of the Kickapoo
Reservation in Kansas, the Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma, and the
Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas. There is another band in the
Mexican state of Coahuila. There is also a large group in Arizona.
Thus far the former two groups have been politically lumped with
the Texas band. Additionally, Kickapoos live in small groups
throughout the western United States. Around 3,000 people claim
to be tribal members.

Kilmer, Joyce, 1886-1918, NJ poet most famous for
his poem Trees: ―I think that I shall never see / Apoem as
lovely as a tree.‖ —st. 1; ―For poems are made by fools like
me, / But only God can make a tree.‖—st. 6, see Bartlett; or
p. 157 in ―Nightstand‖ (see Biblio.) for the entire poem.
A parody runs like this: ―I think I shall never see, / A dog
who does not love a tree. / A dog that lifts its leg on high, /
And lets a stream of pee go fly…‖ See at Parody.
Kilmer, a seegeamt in the 165-th US Infantry
Regiment, was killed during the 2-nd Battle of the Marne in
WW I.

Kick-the-can, street game, 67(111)
Kid 1a. A young goat. 1b. The leather made of a
similar young animal, say an antelope. 2 a. The flesh of a
young goat. 2 b. Leather made from the skin of a young
goat; kidskin. 3. Informal. a. A child. b. A young person.
Slang. Pal. Used as a term of familiar address, esp. for a
young person: Hey kid, What‘s up? c. A Person younger
than yourself: My kid brother. As a verb. Tr. To mock
playfully; tease, to joke. Are you kidding?

Kid gloves. Gloves made from kid, appreciated for

―Kilroy was here,‖ Ch. 58, 202(373); WW II graffito.

their softness and strength. Informal. To handle s.o. with kid
gloves means to be tactful and gentle with s.o.
―Kidnapped,‖ R. L. Stevenson‘s immortal tale, Ch.
30—based on an island in the Hebrides that RLS visited.

Kilzer, Louis, see at Hitler‘s Traitor.
Kimono, a loose fitting Japanese robe fastened with a

It‘s a kind of Ecce homo, or as Faulkner put it, a scratch on
the wall. About the latter, see at Writer:

sash, and imitated in the West as a negligee; see at
Houmorous Titles and Names of Authors.

Kidman, Nicole, Autralian actress who won an Oscar
for Best Actress in her portrayal of Virginia Woolf
―The Hours‖ (2002). Also see at ―Eyes Wide Shut.‖

in

Kindness may be expressed in many ways, e.g., he
(she) doesn‘t have a mean bone in his (her) body.

Kidwell, Vernon (―Squirrelly‖),Peaselburg & HHS

Kindergarten, Ch. 9; Kindergarten was originated by

‗45 Classmate & friend, in the HHS Band & in Boy Scout
Troop # 13, 117(217); He played in the HHS Marching
Band, and one game he shared my very first date- it was
with Marty Harris, 155(276)

a German educational reformer Friedrich Froebel in 1836.
see at Froebel.
―Kindergarten,Inventing,‖ by by Norman Brosterman,
examines the influence of Friedrich Froebel on Frank Lloyd
Wright and modern art.

Kierkegaard, Søren (Aabye), 1813-1855: His love of
mystification,); his renunciation of Regina Olsen--―I never
understood this except as an example of the anxiety that
some males experience when their carefree life is about to
be lost!; Joy‘slove of mystification á la Kierkegaard--all at
227(414); also see at Truth (for Kierkegaard).

―Kindness, no matter how small, is never wasted, An
act of,‖ see at Aesop.

King: ―Whoever is more kingly is King‖—saying.
―To be a Naturalist is better than to be a King‖—Will Beebe
Journal, 31 December, 1893

Kiev, the capital of Ukraine, R, lx,181(315)
Kiev, Kharkov & the Ukraine in WW II, 181(315)
Kiger, Joan, ―The – Case:‖ In Covington, in summer

―King and I, The,‖ 1951 musical by Rodgers &
Hammerstein, including songs ―Getting to Know You‖ &
―Hello Young Lovers.‖
King, Billie Jean, born 1943, (née Moffitt; born Nov
22, 1943 in Long Beach, California, won 12 Grand Slam
singles tennis titles, 16 Grand Slam women's doubles titles, and 11

1943, Joan Kiger shot & killed her father and young brother
with her father‘s gun. She was tried, and acquitted but
sentenced to a mental institution. When she was released,
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Grand Slam mixed doubles titles. King has been an advocate
against sexism in sports and society. She was the first female
athlete to win over $100,000 prize money in a single season. Billie
Jean King spoke out for women and their right to earn comparable
money in tennis and other sports. Her constant lobbying and
commitments have broken many barriers. She is known for the
"The Battle of the Sexes" in 1973, in which she defeated Bobby
Riggs, a former Wimbledon men's singles champion. King beat
Riggs in three straight sets after he challenged her to a match
where he boasted of his superior male attributes. King is the
founder of the Women's Tennis Association, the Women's Sports
Foundation, and World Team Tennis, which she founded with
her former husband, Lawrence King

A brillian orator, on Aug. 28, 1963 he electrified a crowd of
250,000 during a march in Washington with his ―I Have a Dream‖
speech. His dream: that his children would live in an open society
free of racial prejudice. Millions of whites shared this dream—see
at ―I have a dream.‖
He won both the Kennedy & the Nobel Peace Prizes in
1964, the youngest man to every receive the latter--at age 35--King
was only the second American, Ralph Bunche was the first. and the
third black man to receive the award; Albert Luthuli (1960) was the
second.

He was assassinated on the balcony of a Memphis
Motel
by James Earl Ray, who fled the country, but was captured in
London, returned to the USA & sentenced in Memphis to 99
years. A national holiday in MLK‘s honor
is recognized in
many, but not all, States of the US, on the
3-rd Monday of
each January.
I wrote a short poem, ―Memphis Murder Mall,‖ in sorrow,
mourning his death & it appears in my book ―The Seduction of
Hummingbirds‖--published by Xlibris—see Biblio & also see at
Free (At Last).

King Boo-Boo, 53(86); our Peaselburg dog, Ch. 17
King (née Klein), Carole, born 1942 in Brooklyn to a
Jewish household, is a singer & songwriter who won four
Grammy Awards & inducted into both the Songwriter's
Hall of Fame & the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame for her
songwriting, along with her long-time partner Gerry
Goffin—from Wikipedia.

―King of the One Man Show‖—see Jemes Whitmore.
―King of Pain, The,‖ by Jim Harrison a review of:

King of Comedy—see at Mach Sennett.
King Cotton was a phrase used in the Southern USA,

Bukowski‘s ―The Pleasures of the Damned, Poems, 19511993‖ in the Nov. 25, 2007 Sun. NY Times Book Review-see at Bukowski

mainly by Southern politicians and authors who wanted to
illustrate the importance of the cotton crop to the Confederate
economy during the American Civil War. However, the attempt to
use this trade as a diplomatic weapon to force Europe's hand in the
American Civil War proved a serious strategic blunder.
Southern plantations generated three-fourths of the world's
cotton supply. After the invention of the cotton gin the production
of cotton surpassed that of tobacco in the South and became the
dominant cash crop. The rapid growth of cotton production was an
international phenomenon, prompted by events occurring far from
the American South. The insatiable demand for cotton was a result
of the technological and social changes that are today known as the
Industrial Revolution.
Beginning early in the eighteenth century, a series of
inventions resulted in the mechanized spinning and weaving of
cloth in the world‘s first factories in the north of England. The
ability of these factories to produce unprecedented amounts of
cotton cloth revolutionized the world economy. The invention of
the cotton gin came just at the right time. British textile
manufacturers were eager to buy all the cotton that the South could
produce.
The figures for cotton production support this conclusion:
from 720,000 bales in 1830, to 2.85 million bales in 1850, to
nearly 5 million in 1860. By the time of the Civil War, cotton
accounted for almost 60% of American exports, representing a
total value of nearly $300 million a year--excerpt from Wikipedia,
where there is lots more. Also see at Cotton Gin & at
Corduroy.

King of the Vibes, see at Hampton.
King Solomon, father of David, 96(124); considered
the greatest king of the Jews. See at Solomon & at Western
Wall.

―King, Who is more kingly is,‖ 156(277), but there‘s
a caveat: ―Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown,‖
Shakespeare, Henry IV, Part II, III, I, 31—see Bartlett.
King‘s Ranch, 224(408); huge Texas ranch, stretching
from south of Corpus Christi towards Brownsville.

―King Rat‖ is a 1962 novel by James Clavell. Set
in World War II, Clavell's literary debut describes the
struggle for survival of British, Australian and American prisoners
of war in a Japanese camp in Singapore—a description informed
by Clavell's own three-year experience as a prisoner in the
notorious Changi Prison camp. One of the major characters, Peter
Marlowe, is based upon Clavell's younger self. Despite its
fearsome reputation, Changi was historically among the better-run
Japanese camps, with only 850 deaths among the 87,000 prisoners
who passed through. King Rat retroactively became the first book
published of Clavell's sweeping series, the Asian Saga, and the
fourth chronologically—also see at Clavell.

Kingly, see above
Kingsley, Ben --Of English, East Indian, and South
African descent, Kingsley was born Krishna Pandit Bhanji
on Dec.31, 1943 in Snaiton, Yorkshire, England, the son of a
general practitioner who was born in Kenya of Khoja Gujarati
descent who moved to England from Zanzibar at age 14.
Kingsley started out in amateur theatricals in Manchester
before making his professional debut at age 23. In 1967 he made
his first London appearance at the Aldwych theater and then joined
the Royal Shakespeare Company, devoting himself almost
exclusively to stage work for the next 15 years (with the exception
of two obscure films, Fear Is the Key [1972] and Hard Labour
[1973]).
A chameleon-like British actor, Ben Kingsley has proven he
can play just about anyone, from Nazi war criminals to Jewish
Holocaust survivors to quiet British bookshop owners. For many
viewers, however, he will always be inextricably linked with his
title role in Gandhi, a film that won him an Oscar and the undying
respect of critics and filmgoers alike—from the Web. Also see at
Gandhi & at ―Schindler‘s List.‖

King David, 96(124), a king of the Jews.
King, Martin Luther, Jr., 1929-1968; Martin Luther King
was born Michael King Jr., Jan. 15, 1929, in Atlanta, Ga. Five
years later, King's father changed both their first names to Martin
Luther, after the Reformation leader.

King was a US civil-rights leader & an ordained Baptist
minister (1947). Known for his advocacy of passive- resistance,
following Jesus & Gandhi), he led a successful year-long bus
boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, 1955-1956, after Rosa Parks
refused to give up her seat on Dec. 1, 1955 to a white person—see
at Bus Boycott.
King authored six books. The titles include ―Stride Toward
Freedom,‖ a story of the Montgomery Bus Boycott; ―The Measure of a
Man‖ and ―Strength to Love,‖ selected sermons; ―Why We Can't
Wait,‖ the story of the Birmingham campaign; ―Where Do We Go
From Here: Chaos or Community?‖ and reflections on the nuclear arms
race and other contemporary world issues.
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―Them that asks no questions isn‘t told a lie,‖ Ch. 15; ―On
the Road to Mandalay‖--see at Bob Hope & at Mandalay;
also see at ―East is East,‖ at ―Lest We Forget,‖ and at the
last paragraph at Joyce Carol Oates. Kipling was
awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1907

Kingsley, Charles, 1819-1875: ―Be good, sweet
Maid, and let who will be clever; / … And make Life
and Death, and that For Ever / One grand sweet
song‖— in ―A Farewell‖ (1856); see Bartlett.
Kinsburg & family, Ch. 49: intellectual superiority,
172(301), also see ―Joy‘s brilliance;‖ — observance of
Jewish Law, 164(289); urbanity of --, 170(297)--( I was of
quite a bit more rawhide from my family‘s countrified
origins,‖ 170(297); Kinsburg related to Königsberg?
Ginsburg?169(296)n; see at Woodie Allen.
Henrietta--, Mrs.: 161(284), 164(288), 168(295),
173(302); At HHS Honors Day: ―Carl, I had no idea you
wereso smart!‖ Did Joy keep my talent hidden under the
proverbial basket, or did Mrs. Kinsburg think that I was one
of Peaselburg‘s thugs? William Steig‘s rendering of thugs
in his cartoon in the June 5, 2000 New Yorker Magazine
with the punning title ―Neighbor Hoods‖ depicts what Mrs.
Kinsburg might have thought of us! 149(265-266); -- told
Carl that Joy called out his name after her convulseive
shock treatments in Cincinnati in 1948, 161(284);
Joy Deborah --: P, see at Joy, also at Marks;
Solomon --, Mr.: 161(284), 164-165(289-290),
168(295),
170(297); also see at
Solomon -- , 165(290),
Vivien — (Dinitz), Joy‘s younger sister, 164(288),
168(294);

Kirby, David—see at Country Music and ―Sing Me
Back Home‖

Kirkhoff, Gustave Robert, 1824-1887, German
Physicist.

Kirkhoff‘s laws of electricity, the first states: the sum
of the voltages around any closed circuit is zero; the second:
in an electrical network the sum of the currents arriving at
any instant at a junction of paths, or
node, is equal to the
sum of those flowing away, 163(288);

Kishkovsky, Sophia, reporter for the NY Times. See
at Butovo, Russia. Also check out her website.

Kismet (fate), 90(170)n—also see at Karma.
―Kiss, A,‖ compiled by Rosemarie Jarski, Simon and
Shuster, 1994—see at Rain Beau? ―Hollywood is a place
where they pay you a thousand dollars for a kiss and fifty-cents for
your soul!‖—Marilyn Monroe, quoted on the back cover.

Kiss and Kisses:
―A kiss is a man's signature‖--Mae West.
―Any man who can drive safely while kissing a pretty girl is
simply not giving the kiss the attention it deserves‖-- Albert
Einstein
―Happiness is like a kiss--it feels best when you give it to
someone else‖--Anonymous
―How did it happen that their lips came together? How does
it happen that birds sing, that snow melts, that the rose unfolds,
that the dawn whitens behind the stark shapes of trees on the
quivering summit of the hill? A kiss, and all was said‖--Victor
Hugo
―Give me a kisse, and to that kisse a score; / Then to that
wenty, adde a hundred more; A thousand to that hundred; so kisse
on, / To make that thousand up a million; Treble that million, and
when that is done, / Let's kisse afresh, as when we first begun‖-Robert Herrick, ―To Anthea ‖
―A kiss that speaks volumes is seldom a first edition‖--Clare
Whiting
― I am in favor of preserving the French habit of kissing
ladies' hands--after all, one must start somewhere‖--Sacha Guitry
―I kissed my first girl and smoked my first cigarette on the
same day. I haven't had time for tobacco since‖--Arturo Toscanini
―In trying to get our own way, we should remember that
kisses are sweeter than whine‖—Anonymous
―Is not a kiss the very autograph of love?‖--Henry Finck
―Stolen kisses require an accomplice‖--Just One Fool Thing
After Another: A Cowfolks' Guide to Romance
―Always kiss your children goodnight, even if they're
already asleep‖--H. Jackson Brown, Jr.
―A kiss is a lovely trick designed by nature to stop speech
when words become superfluous‖--Ingrid Bergman
―A kiss can be a comma, a question mark or an exclamation
point. That's basic spelling that every woman ought to know‖-Mistinguett (Jeanne Bourgeois), Theatre Arts, December 1955
―A kiss, when all is said, what is it? / A rosy dot placed on
the "i" in loving; / 'Tis a secret told to the mouth nstead of to the
ear‖--Edmond Rostand
―Hollywood is a place where they pay you a thousand
dollars for a kiss and fifty-cents for your soul!‖—Marilyn Monroe,
quoted on the back cover of ―A Kiss‖ compiled by Rosemarie
Jarski.
―Kissing is a means of getting two people so close together
that they can't see anything wrong with each other‖--Rene Yasene

Kinsey, Dr. Alfed Charles, 1894-1956, born in
Hoboken, NJ, he is considered the father of sexology, the
systematic, scientific study of human sexuality. He became
interested in the different forms of sexual around 1933, after
discussing the topic extensively with a olleague, Robert Kroc. It
is likely that his sudy of the vriation of mating practices among
gall wasps led him to wonder how widely varied sexual practices
among humans were.
In 1935, Kinsey delivered a lecture to a faculty discussion
group at Indiana University, his first public discussion of the topic,
wherein he attacked the "widespread ignorance of sexual structure
and physiology" and promoted his view that "delayed marriage"
(that is, delayed sexual experience) was psychologically harmful.
Kinsey obtained research funding from the Rockefeller
Foundation, which enabled him to inquire into human sexual
behavior through interviews of thousands of subjects.
His Kinsey Reports - starting with the publication of Sexual
Behavior in the Human Male in 1948 followed in 1953 by Sexual
Behavior in the Human Female--reached the top of bestseller lists
& turned Kinsey into an instant celebrity.Articles about him
appeared in Time, Life, Look & McCall's.
Kinsey's reports led to a storm of controversy, and are
regarded by many as a trigger for the sexual revolution of the
1960s. Indiana University's president Herman B. Wells defended
Kinsey's research in what became a well-known test of academic
freedom—from the Web. Also see at Masters and Johnson.
I was an avid reader, and as with millions of Americans, I
was relieved to find that my own attitudes & practices were
―normal,‖ i.e., shared by millions of others. That was a relief-see at Dutch Proverb.

―Kinsey‖ (2004), a well-acted biopic starred Liam
Neeson as Kinsey & Laura Linsey as his wife, who endured
his often shocking sexual experiments, including homosexual love
& self-mutilation. Not for the squeamish, but you will learn much
about the primitive sexual mores of those times, and, maybe,
about yourself and these times!

Kinship and the origins of racism, 92(175)
Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936‖: ―You‘re a better man
than I am, Gunga Din!‖; ―Law of the Jungle: The head
and the hoof of the Law is--Obey!‖ Ch. 19; ―We‘re poor
little lambs, who‘ve gone astray, Baa! Baa! Baa!‖Ch. 63;
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―Kisses are a better fate / than wisdom‖--e.e. cummings
―If you are ever in doubt as to whether to kiss a pretty girl, always
give her the benefit of the doubt‖--Thomas Carlyle
― A kiss without a hug is like a flower without the
fragrance‖--Proverb
―A kiss is just a pleasant reminder that two heads are better
than one‖—Anonymous
―Love's first snow-drop, virgin kiss‖--Robert Burns
―A man snatches the first kiss, pleads for the second,
demands the third, takes the fourth, accepts the fifth - and endures
all the rest‖--Helen Rowland
―Once he drew / With one long kiss my whole soul thro' /
My lips, as sunlight drinketh dew‖--Tennyson
―People who throw kisses are mighty hopelessly lazy‖--Bob
Hope
―Soul meets soul on lovers' lips‖--Percy Bysshe Shelley,
Prometheus Unbound
―The soul that can speak through the eyes can also kiss with
a gaze‖--Gustavo Adolfo Becquer
Surely one fearless kiss would cure the million fevers‖—W.
H. Auden, see at Michael Redgrave (last sentence.)
―'Twas not my lips you kissed / But my soul‖--Judy Garland
―What of soul was left, I wonder, when the kissing had to
stop?‖--Robert Browning, A Toccata of Galuppi's
―Were kisses all the joys in bed, / One woman would
another wed‖--William Shakespeare, Sonnets to Sundry Notes of
Music, IV
―What lies lurk in kisses‖--Heinrich Heine
―You must remember this, / A kiss is just a kiss / A sigh is
just a sigh / The fundamental things apply / As time goes by‖—As
Time Goes By,‖ a song written by Herman Hupfeld for the 1931
Broadway musical, Everybody's Welcome. In the original show it
was sung by Frances Williams.

―Kiss of Death‖ 1947 film starring Richard Widmark.
Widmark‘s maniacle laugh as he pushed an old women
in a wheel chair down the stairs became his tradmark!

―Kiss of Fire,‖ music was written by Angel Villoldo
& the English language lyrics by Lester Allen & Robert
Hill. It was based on the Argentine tango, El Choclo. A
number of versions were recorded in 1952, but the most
popular was the one by Georgia Gibbs, #1 on the 1952
Billboard chart. ―I know I must surrender to your kiss of fire
Just like a torch you set my soul within me burning ... My
whole world crashes…without your kiss of fire ...‖—
consult the Web & at Wikipedia.

―Kiss fool you is worse, To let a‖--see at Cupid
―Kiss is just a kiss, A,‖ Ch. 66
―You must remember this, / A kiss is just a kiss / A sigh is
just a sigh / The fundamental things apply / As time goes
by--"As Time Goes By," a song written by Herman
Hupfeld for the 1931 Broadway musical, Everybody's
Welcome.—see at Herman Upfeld.

―Kiss, Kiss, Kiss, Kiss Me My Love,‖ Yoko Ono‘s
Poem to John Lennon, 210(382)

―Kiss Me Kate‖ is a musical with music & lyrics by
Cole Porter. The original Broadway production opened on
December 30, 1948 at the New Century Theatre, where it
ran for nineteen months before transferring to the Shubert
for a total run of 1,077 performances. It is structured as a
play within a play, where the interior play is a musical
version of The Taming of the Shrew.
film version of the same name was released in
1953, starring Howard Keel as Fred Graham "Petruchio,"
Kathryn Grayson as Lili Vanessi "Katherine", i.e., Kate, and
Ann Miller as Lois Lane "Bianca."

―Kiss Before Dying, A‖ (1991) is a British-American

―Kiss Me Once, And Kiss Me Twice,‖song, Ch. 66.
―Kissing: Lord, I wonder what fool it was that

neo-noir film. It was directed by James Dearden, and based on
the novel of the same name by Ira Levin, whose book won the 1954
Edgar Award for "Best First Novel." It has been adapted for the cinema
twice. The drama features Matt Dillon, Sean Young, and others-excerpted from Wikipedia, where there is a plot outline.

Invented kissing‖—Jonathan Swift, quoted in Sex: Portraits
of Passion by John Williams, NY, 1990
―Kiss‖ Rodin‘s -- ; D.H. Lawrence‘s -- , 226(413)

―Kiss, The‖--D.H. Lawrence‘s & Rodin‘s, 226(413)
―Kiss at the Window‖ is the title of an 1882 oil
painting by Edvard Munch at the Art Inst. of

―Kisses: ―People who throw kisses are hopelessly
lazy‖--Bob Hope. ―You know you have the brand of kisss t
hat I‘d die for! You know made me, love you, it‘s tree. You
know you made me, love you‖—lines from ―You Made Me
Love You‖

Chicgo.

―Kiss by the Hôtel de Ville,‖ photograph. See at
Robert Doisneau.

―Kiss, The‖ 1929 film starring Lew Aryres & Greta

Kissing—see at Rubbing noses
Kissing cousin. 1. A distant relative known well

Garbo.

Kiss (continued) In the 1997 film, ―As Good As it

enough to be kissed when greeted. 2. One of two or more
things are that are closely related.

Gets,‖ there‘s a scene in which Jack Nicholson kisses
Helen Hunt, steps back, says, ―I know I can do better than
that!‖ & then does! 158(280), 169(283); Ah movies!
158(280); Both he and Helen Hunt got Academy Awards in
1999--for this! 169(283)

―Kissing Cousins,‖ Chs. 23 & 24
―Kissing disease‖ is infectious

mononucleosis,

familiarly called ―mono.‖
Kissing & tobacco: ―I kissed my first girl and smoked
my first cigarette on the same day. I haven't had time for
tobacco since‖--Arturo Toscanini. I never found that a
problem, I am sorry to say!

―Kiss and Make Up, Let‘s‖—Geo. & Ira Gershwin—
see at Funny Face (1957)

Kiss-and-tell Informal. To reveal private or
confidential information, e.g., by a president‘s aide who
writes a memoir about his administration. Originally, kiss
and tell referred to a young man or woman who bragged
about their romantic explots in order to bolster their
masculine or femine image or popularity.

―Kissing Flowers:‖ I told her that I had been in the
Navy almost year & never been kissed., whereupon she
reached up and kissed me on the lips, and said, ―There, you
can‘t say that now!‖ This inspired the poem with the quoted
title, 224(409)

Kiss of death. Something that is ultimately ruinous,

Kissing while driving? ―Any man who can drive

destructive or fatal: divorce was once a political kiss of
death (Ellen Goodman, columnist)--from the kiss by which
Judas betrayed Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane (Mark
14:44-46).

safely while kissing a pretty girl is simply not giving
kiss theattention it deserves.‖

the

Kissinger, Henry, ―was born in 1923 in Germany, 10
years old when Hitler came to power, 15 when his family
emigrated to USA in 1938‖—from the review of Niall
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Ferguson in the May 30, 2008 TLS of Jeremi Suri‘s ―Henry
Kissinger and the American Century,‖ Harvard, 2008.
―Ninety percent of politicians give the other
ten
percent a bad reputation‖—Kissinger. ―Power is the great
aphrodisiac—Kissinger, 112(208)n, Ch.48-- also see at
Bellow.

of the Vienna Art Nouveau (Vienna Secession) movement. His
major works include paintings, murals, sketches, and other art
objects, many of which are on display in the Vienna Secession
gallery. Klimt's primary subject was the female body, and his
works are marked by a frank eroticism—nowhere is this more
apparent than in his numerous drawings in pencil—Excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Kissy-face refers to a person who likes to kiss a

Kline, Kevin, was born in Saint Louis, MO, Oct. 24,

woman upon greeting, maybe in the French tradition More
generally, it referes to a smoocher, i.e., one who enjoys
kissing.

1947. He became active in theater while growing up in the
Saint Louis suburbs, performing in a number of school
productions. He continued to act while a student at Indiana
U. at Bloomington, and following graduation, moved to
New York, where he was accepted at the Juilliard School.
One of the most versatile & espected actors, he has made
a name for himself on the stage & screen—from his
website, where you can find his filmography & further
biographical details. Also see at ―Cry Freedom‖, ―DeLovely‖ & at ―Sophie‘s Choice.
Klugman, Jack— (née Jacob Joachim Klugman), born
1922 in Philadelphia, PA, is an Emmy and Tony Award
winning TV & film actor, known primarily for his roles in
sitcoms, movies & TV. He is best-known for his role as
Tony Randall' sloppy roommate, Oscar Madison, in The
Odd Couple in the 1970s, and for his starring role in
Quincy, M.F., in the 1970s and 1980s. Also see at ―Days of
Wine and Roses.‖

Kit bag—see at Duffel, and at ―Pack Up Your
Troubles…‖

Kitt, Eartha Mae, 1927-2008, was born in segregated
South Caroline, to an Afro-Cherokee woman who'd be
raped by her white plantation owner. From this rough rural seed
grew one of the wittiest , most sophisticated, actress, singer, and
cabaret star. Her birth surname Keith was changed to Kitt, a name
of inspired felinity, It heralded the sex kitten who purred the lyrics
to her lightly naughty hit singles of the 50's, whose seductive
presence inf ilms and on Broadway barely concealed her claws and
who would achieve camp renown as the prowling, growling
Catwoman of the 60's Batman TV series--edited excerpt from
Richard Corliss's short piece on her in Jan 12, 2008 Time. She also
wrote the 1953 Christmas song ―Santa Baby.‖ Orson Welles once
called her the ―most exciting woman in the world.‖

KKK, acronym for Klu Klux Klan
Klages, Shari, see at Holocaust Album.
Klee, Paul, 1879 –1940, an artist, was of German

Klu Klux Klan (KKK) was a white-supremacy group
that bullied & lynched blacks & whites, but mostly blacks,
while wearing hoods and burning crosses at night. They
were everyone in the South, including border cities & often
socalled leading citizens. See Racism in Covington, KY,
130(240). Also see at Philip Guston about the KKK in CA.
―Klute,‖ a 1971 film: a small-town policman Klute
(Donald Sutherland) comes to New York in serch of a missing
friend and gets involved with a prostitute would-be actress (Jane
Fonda) being stalked by a killer. Intelligent, gripping drama. With
Roy Scheider, Rita Gam & Jean Stapleton—slightly edited excerpt
from Video Hound which gave it 3 ½ bones. Fonda won the Best
Actress Oscar for her performance.

nationality, his father‘s, although his mother was Swiss
& he born in Switzerland,near Bern, into a musical family—
his father, Hans, was a German music teacher at a school near
Bern. Klee started young at both art and music. At age seven, he
started playing the violin, and at age eight, he was given a box of
chalk from his grandmother and was encouraged to draw
frequently with it.
Klee could have done either art or music as an adult; in his
early years, he had wanted to be a musician, but he later decided
on the visual arts during his teen years. He was influenced by
many different art styles in his work, including expressionism,
cubism, and surrealism. He was a student of orientalism. He and
his friend, the Russian painter Wassily Kandinsky, were also
famous for teaching at the Bauhaus school of art and architecture.
Composer Gunther Schuller wrote music Seven Studies on
Themes of Paul Klee. The studies are based on a range of works,
includiTerzett [Abstract Trio], Little Blue Devil, Twittering
Machine, Arab Village, Ein unheimlicher Moment [An Eerie
Moment], and Pastorale.
A museum dedicated to Paul Klee was built in Bern by the
Italian architect Renzo Piano. Zentrum Paul Klee opened in June
2005 and houses a collection of about 4000 works by Paul Klee.
Another substantial collection of Klee's works is owned by
chemist and playwright Carl Djerassi and displayed at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Klee died without ever having
obtained Swiss citizenship.
Klein, Daniel, see at Half-Jewish Book. & at Plato and
a Platybus Walk into a Bar

Knickerbockers, 35(56)n
Knickers, short for Knickerbockers;

Knightly, Phillip, wrote the 1975 book,―The First
Casualty,‖ 180(313)--see at Hiram Johnson.

Knot-hole League, 122(225)
Knott, Frederick, 1916-2002, playwright & screen
writer—see at ―Dial M for Murder.‖

―Knock up (a girl),‖132(242), since c.1920 the most
common term for ―impregnate‖—Wentworth & Flexner.

Knowledge and intelligence: ―Never over estimate
a person‘s knowledge, nor underestimate his intelligence,‖
saying.

Klein, Robert grew up in the Bronx had this to say

Knowledge, see at Gnat.
Knox, Henry, 1750–1806, American Revolutionary

about his childhood: ―Our home was rent controlled; it was
sacrosanct. We were secure even though we owned
nothing‖--from his autobiography, ―Amorous Busboy of
Decatur Avenue: A Child of the Fifties,‖ reviewed July 19,
2005 in the New York Times by Sam Roberts, 69(113)n.
Roberts quoted Charlie Chaplin‖ as saying, ― Life is a
tragedy when viewed close but a comedy in a long shot.‖

Klimt,

Gustav,

1862-1918,

was

an

35-36(56),

190(349); ―-- are Dopey long pants‖–Jos. Epstein, Ch. 10,
92(174); Plus Fours are used by golfers, so-called because
they hang down 4 inches below the knees, 92(175). Also see
at Marbles.

officer, born in . Boston. He volunteered for service and went, in
1775, to Ticonderoga to retrieve the captured cannon and mortar there
for use in the siege of Boston. Fortification of Dorchester Heights with
this artillery compelled the evacuation of Boston by the British. From
that time he was a trusted companion of George Washington. The
artillery, under his charge, took a conspicuous part in the battles of
Princeton, Brandywine, Germantown, Monmouth, and Yorktown. He
commanded at West Point (1782–84) and was a founder (1783) of the
Society of the Cincinnati. Knox was Secretary of War both under the

Austrian

Symbolist painter and one of the most prominent members
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Articles of Confederation and under the Constitution (1785–94). (Thus,
the first Secretary of War.) A conservative, he attempted to raise a
force to oppose Shays's Rebellion, and he favored a strong federal
government--Online Columbia Encyclopedia, except for the
parenthetical. Knoxville, Tennessee was named after him.

the Nazis, Kokoschka fled Austria in 1934 for Prague. There, his
name was adopted by the Oskar-Kokoschka-Bund, founded by
other expatriate artists, although he declined to otherwise
participate (K. Holz, Modern German Art for Thirties Paris,
Prague, and London: Resistance and Acquiescence in a
Democratic Public Sphere). In 1938, when the Czechs began to
mobilize for the expected invasion of the Wehrmacht, he fled to
the United Kingdom and remained there during the war. With the
help of the British Committee for Refugees from Czechoslovakia
(later the Czech Refugee Trust Fund), all members of the OKB
were able to escape through Poland and Sweden. okoschka became
a British citizen in 1946 and only in 1978 would regain Austrian
citizenship. He traveled briefly to the US in 1947 before settling in
Switzerland, where he lived the rest of his life. okoschka had much
in common with his contemporary Max Beckmann. Both
maintained their independence from German Expressionism, yet
they are now regarded as its supreme masters, who delved deeply
into the art of past masters to develop unique individual styles.
Their individualism left them both orphaned from the main
movements of Twentieth Century modernism. Both wrote
eloquently of the need to develop the art of "seeing" (Kokoschka
emphasized depth perception while Beckmann was concerned with
mystical insight into the invisible realm), and both were masters of
innovative oil painting techniques of earlier traditions.)
Kolata, Gina, is a science reporter for the NY Times.
studied molecular biology as a graduate student at MIT &
received an MS in math. from the U. Maryland. She started
working for The Times in the 1980s, is a "self-proclaimed exercise
addict (who thinks nothing of a 100-mile bike ride as a reward)"
according to a Times advertisement for itself.)
Kolata wrote a Nov. 20, 2005 NY Times article on higher
death rates for overweight & underweight people--see at Body
Mass Index. On Oct. 29, 2006, she wrote another article on the cost
of transporting overweight people: it amounts to 1 billion gallons
of gasoline extra a year; and for airlines, it comes to an extra 350
million gallons of gasoline, equivalent to 3.8 million tons of
carbon dioxide per year!
She wrote ―Rethinking thin : the new science of weight lossand the myths and realities of dieting,‖ FSG, 2007

Knox, James, Presbyterian religious leader—see at
James Knox Polk.

Knoxville, Tennessee, the home of the state
university, is the 3-red largest city in the state, behind
Memphis & Nashville . It was named in honor of the named
after Revolutionary War general and first Secretary of War,
Henry Knox. Also see at ―A Death in the Family.‖

Koch, Robert, German scientist who discovered the
tuberculosis bacillus, Mar. 24, 1882.

Kodak, a tradename. See at Eastman Kodak.
Koestler, Arthur (né Kösztler Artúr), CBE, 1905-83,
was a Jewish-Hungarian polymath author who was born in
Budapest & became a naturalized British subject. In 1931, he
joined the Communist Party, but left the party seven years later,
after emigrating to UK. By the late 1940s, he was one of the most
recognized and outspoken British anti-communists. He wrote
numerous books, of which the most famous is the novel Darkness
at Noon about the Great Purge in the Soviet Union, an indictment
of Stalinism.
Koestler‘s father, Henrik, was a prosperous start-up
industrialist & inventor. His great business success was a "health"
soap, which substituted conventional soaps based on animal fats
(scarce during the WWI). Henrik's mineral soaps were thought to
have health qualities thanks to their weak radioactivity, which in
those times was considered curative! (No pun on Curie intended!)
Although a lifelong atheist, Koestler's ancestry was Jewish. His
biographer David Cesarani claimed that Koestler deliberately
disowned his Jewish ancestry. Koestler's autobiography appeared
in two volumes in 1952 & 1954, and he wrote several other
autobiographical volumes. See at "The God That Failed"

Kohn, Joseph J. ―Joe,‖ math friend & neighbor born
in Prague, Czechoslavakia. His daughter, Emma, attended
the same schools as our son Japheth (namely, Princeton High
School & Washington U. at St. Louis. His wife, Anna Rosa, is
from Ecuador, and their son wrote his Ph. D. thesis on that country.
Joe has a M. S. degree from MIT, and a Ph. D. at
Princeton U., where he has been a professor since 1968. He has
been a frequent member of the Inst. for Adv. Study, starting in
1956-57, then 1961-62 (the 2-nd year of my membership there &
where I first met him), 1976-1977 & 1988-1989.
He was a Guggenhieim Fellow in 1976-1977, elected to the
Nat‘l Acad. of Sciences in 1988 & won the Amer. Math. Sci.
Steele Prize in 1988.See his Home Page for additional positions
nd hornors.

Kolff, Dr. Willem J(ohan), 1911-2009, was born in
Leyden, the Netherlands.. He received his M.D. at Leiden
University in 1938 and a Ph.D. at the University of Groningen in
1946. A resourceful physician who invented the first artificial
kidney in a rural hospital during WW II, using sausage casings and
even orange juice cans, and went on to build the first artificial
heart, a kidney machine, and work tht has been credited with
saving millions of lives.
In 1950, Dr. Kolff joined the Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
where he first had to improve his English, retake his medical
exams and undergo naturalization to become an American citizen,
which he accomplished in six years. Shortly thereafter, he
developed a membrane oxygenator for bypass surgery and the first
artificial heart, which, in 1957, kept a dog alive for 90 minutes. He
was widely regarded as the father of artificial organs, having
proved that biomedical engineers could build all sorts of artificial
organs for keeping patients alive.
His artificial kidney evolved into modern dialysis machines
for cleansing the blood of people whose kidneys have failed,
preserving countless lives. His membrane oxygenator, which
provided a way to add oxygen to blood as it passed through a
machine, is still used in heart-lung machines during open-heart
surgery. His artificial heart—though it carried the name of a
colleague, Dr. Robert Jarvik—is still in use, in subsequent designs,
as a bridge to transplantation in patients with heart failure.
The artificial heart was first implanted into a person, a 61year-old retired dentist named Dr. Barney Clark, in 1982. It carried
Dr. Jarvik‘s name because it was Dr. Kolff‘s policy to attach the
name of the co-worker who was currently working on any

Kokoschka, Oskar1886 in Pöchlarn, Austria--1980 in
Montreux, Switzerland, was an artist, poet and playwright
best known for his intense expressionistic portraits and landscapes.
Kokoschka's early career was marked by portraits of Viennese
celebrities, painted in a nervously animated style. He served in the
Austrian army in WW I and was wounded. At the hospital, the
doctors decided that he was mentally unstable. Nevertheless, he
continued to develop his career as an artist, traveling across Europe
and painting the landscape. Kokoschka had a passionate, often
stormy affair with Alma Mahler, shortly after the death of her fouryear-old daughter Maria Mahler and her affair with Walter
Gropius. After several years together, Alma rejected him,
explaining that she was afraid of being too overcome with passion.
He continued to love her his entire life, and one of his greatest
works The Tempest (Bride of the Wind) (below in Gallery), is a
tribute to her. His poem Allos Markar[1] was inspired by this
relationship. The poet Georg Trakl visited the studio while
Kokoschka was painting this masterpiece. Deemed a degenerate by
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particular model of artificial heart, according to Dr. Kolff‘s
biographer, Herman Broers, in the book ―Inventor for Life‖ (B &
V Media Publishers, 2007). When it came time to implant a heart
into a patient, Mr. Broers said, the Jarvik-7 was chosen because it
had a multilayer diaphragm, designed by Dr. Jarvik, that proved
crucial to the device‘s success. But credit for the artificial heart
belongs to Dr. Kolff.
As a young physician at the University of Groningen in the
Netherlands in 1938, Dr. Kolff watched a young man die a slow,
agonizing death from temporary kidney failure. He reasoned that if
he could find a way to remove the toxic waste products that build
up in the blood of such patients, he could keep them alive until
their kidneys rebounded. For his first experiment, Dr. Kolff filled
sausage casings with blood, expelled the air, added a kidney waste
product called urea and agitated the contraption in a bath of salt
water. The casings were semipermeable. Small molecules of urea
could pass through the membrane, while larger blood molecules
might not. In five minutes, all the urea had moved into the salt
water. The concept for building an artificial kidney was born.
But it soon went underground. In May 1940, Germany
invaded the Netherlands. Rather than cooperate with Nazi
sympathizers put in charge at Groningen, Dr. Kolff moved to a
small hospital in Kampen, on the Zuider Zee (now called the
Ijsselmeer), to wait out the war. While there, he set up Europe‘s
first blood bank and saved more than 800 people from Nazi labor
camps by hiding them in his hospital.
And he continued to work on the artificial kidney. The
device was an exemplar of Rube Goldberg ingenuity. It consisted
of 50 yards of sausage casing wrapped around a wooden drum set
into a salt solution. The patient‘s blood was drawn from a wrist
artery and fed into the casings. The drum was rotated, removing
impurities. To get the blood safely back into the patient, Dr. Kolff
copied the design of a water-pump coupling used in Ford motor
engines.
Later he used orange juice cans and a clothes washing
machine to build his apparatuses. The first 15 people placed on the
machine died. Dr. Kolff made refinements, including the optimum
use of blood thinners to prevent coagulation. In 1945, a 67-yearold woman—who had fallen into a coma from kidney failure while
in jail after the liberation—was put on the machine for a far longer
period than earlier patients and lived. Her first words on coming
out of the coma were, ―I‘m going to divorce my husband.‖ She
did—he was against the Nazis, and she was a collaborator — and
lived seven more years—from the Feb. 13, 2009 NY Times
obituary by Sandra Blakeslee

equipment they had was a radio and watches. The book Kon-Tiki
was a best-seller, and a documentary motion picture of the
expedition won an Academy Award in 1951. The original KonTiki is now on display in the Kon-Tiki Museum in Oslo. (I have
seen it‘!)

Koop, Everett Charles., born 1916 in Brooklyn.
is an American physician who gained recognition as a
pediatric surgeon at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia.
He was a pioneer in modern pediatric surgery then served as
the Surgeon General of the United States from 1982 to
1989, under President Reagan and was, in a sense, the first
―celebrity Surgeon General‖ Today he is probably still the
best-known holder of that public office. Opposed to
abortions, he disassociated himself from the so-called Koop
Report issued while he was surgeon general that stated that
induced abortions were safe—excerpt from Wikipedia
where is much more about him, the death of a son, David,
in a mountain climbing accident, and a book, ―Sometimes
Mountains Move" his wife wrote about David's story
and how the Koop family members each dealt with the
grieving process.

Kooning--see at De Kooning.
Kooten--see at Adri
Korean War: between North & South Korea started
June 25, 1950 when forces from the communist North
invaded the South. During the war, the North was aided by the
Chinese, and the South (the Rep. of Korea) was aided by USA,
lasting from 1950 to 1953, 184(319), 212(386)n; Pres. Truman
ordered US troops into the conflict on June
27, 1950, 184(319320).
On Nov. 26, 1950, Red China entered the Korean
War
in order to aid North Korean against the advancing forces of
USA and S. Korea. Brainwashing of American soldiers by the
Chinese, 192 (351-352);

Korean War Casualties: US, 37,000 dead, 90,000
wounded; 1 million Republic of Korea (ROK) soldiers, 3
million Korean civilians & 900,000 Chinese soldiers dead,
184(321); see at N.Korea.

Kornblum, William, see at Sea in the City.
Kosher, in Judaism, conforming to dietary laws, e.g.,
ritually pure, as kosher meat, or chicken; in slang it means
―legit,‖ that is, legitimate, permissible, or clean, 134; also
see Jewish observances at Jewish. Treyf means not Kosher.
Koufax, (Sanford) ―Sandy,‖Greenberg was the first of
two Jewish players ever elected to baseball‘s Hall of Fame.
Brooklyn Dodger‘s southpaw, ―Sandy‖ Koufax was the
second. He also held the strikeout record for a while, at 19
KO‘s & was elected to Hall of Fame, 123(227)

Königsberg, a variant of Kinsburg, 169(296)n, a
German word meaning King‘s Mt.or Hill.

Kon Tiki, a balsamic raft that carried a six-man crew
4,300 miles across the Pacific Ocean, and crashed on Aug.
7, 1947 on a reef in a Polynesian archipelago.This proved Thor
Heyerdahl‘s thesis that Polynesian nught have been inhabited by
migrants from the west. It was named after the Incan sun god,
Viracocha, for whom "Kon-Tiki" was said to be an old name.
Kon-Tiki is also the name of the popular book that
Heyerdahl wrote about his adventures. Heyerdahl believed that
people from South America could have settled Polynesia in the
south Pacific in Pre-Columbian times. His aim in mounting the
Kon-Tiki expedition was to show, by using only the materials and
technologies available to them at the time, that there were no
technical reasons to prevent them from having done so. Heyerdahl
and a small team went to Peru, where they constructed a balsa
wood raft out of balsa logs and other native materials in an
indigenous style as recorded in illustrations by Spanish
conquistadores.
This trip began on April 28, 1947. Accompanied by five
companions, Heyerdahl sailed it for 101 days over 4,300 miles
across the Pacific Ocean before smashing into the reef at Raroia in
the Tuamotu Islands on August 7, 1947. The only
modern

Koussevitzky, Serge, condctor of orchestras—see,
e.g., at Leonard Bernstein.

Kovacs, Ernie (1919-1962, born in Trenton, NJ to
Hungarian parents, Kovacs was a big name in early TV, a
comedian whose uninhibited, often ad-libbed, and visually
experimental comic style came to influence numerous TV comedy
programs for years after his early death in an utomobile accident.
Such iconoclastic shows as Rowan and Martin's Laugh-In, Monty
Python's Flying Circus, The Uncle Floyd Show, Saturday Night
Live and even Captain Kangaroo and Sesame Street, and TV hosts
like David Letterman were influenced by him. He was killed in LA
after a heavy rain cause him to lose control of his car as he was
turning fast--edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where there is lots
more.
A Kovacs quote that appeared in a NY Times cross word
puzzle: ―TV is a medium so called because it is neither rare nor
well-done.‖ He was married to Edie
Adams at the time of his
death.
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5th & Walnut, Cincinnati--see at United (Whelan)Cigar
Store, 152-153(270) ―Since we kiss your ass, we ask you to
bathe daily‖—card he had printed for employees.

Kowaleski, Sonia, 77(125), 133(244), outstanding
mathematician, an icon of Womens Lib.

Kozinn, Allan—see at Carlos Montoya.
Kramer, Larry, born 1935, in Bridgeport, CT, is an

Kriesberg, Irving,1919-2009, born in Chicago,
studied at the Chicago Art Institute School, where he
optained a BFA, and later at NYU where he obtained a MFA. A
much-admired American painter, his work combined the intense
colors of Abstract Expressionism with haunting images of human
and animal forms--edited excerpt from the Nov. 18, 2009 obituary
by Margalit Fox, accessible at this link:
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/11/18/arts/18kriesberg1.html?_r=1&ref=obituaries

playwright, author, public health advocate and gay rights
activist. He was twice a recipient of an Obie Award. In response to
the AIDS crisis he founded Gay Men's Health Crisis,which
became the largest organization of its kind in the world. He wrote
The Normal Heart, a play, the first serious artistic examination of
the AIDS crisis. (Calvin Trilling, a friend of both Larry & his
brother Arthur, said that ―the play was about building Arthur‘s
house.‖) He later founded ACT UP, a protest organization
widely credited with having changed public health policy and the
public's awareness of HIV and AIDS. For more about the tensions
between Larry and his brother Arthur, who could not accept
Larry‘s homosexuality, see Wikipedia at Larry Kramer, from
which this an edited excerpt. Also see at ―Women in
Love.‖

Kristallnact: in a violent response orchestrated by
Herman Goebbels to the assignation by a Jewish refugee of
a diplomat in the German embassy in Paris, ―90 Jews were
murdered, over 200 synagogues set ablaze, at least 7,500
Jewish homes and business ransacked, 30,000 Jewish men
sent to condentration camp‖—Richard Bessel‘s review in
the May 12, 2006 TLS of Martin Gilbert‘s ―Kristallmacht:
Prelude to disaster,‖ HarperCollins.

Kramer, Stanley, film director, e.g., ―Judgment at
Nuremberg‖ & ―Ship of Fools.‖

Krishna, Lord, 89(169), Ch. 60—The eigth &

―Krapp‘s Last Tape‖ by Samuel Beckett. premiered

principal avatar of Vishnu, often depicted as a handsonme
young man playing a flute.

in London in 1958.In it, an old man reviews his life and
assesses his predicament. We learn about him not from the 69year-old man on stage, but from his 39-year-old self on the tape he
chooses to listen to. On the 'awful occasion' of his birthday, Krapp
was then and is now in the habit of reviewing the past year and
'separating the grain from the husks'. He isolates memories of
value, fertility and nourishment to set against creeping death
―when all my dust has settled.‖ ―Perhaps my best years are gone.
When there was a chance of happiness. But I wouldn't want them
back. Not with the fire in me now. No, I wouldn't want them
back‖'– Krapp's Last Tape

Kroc, Ray, 1902—1984: ―I was 52 years old. I had
diabetes and incipient arthritis. I had lost my gall bladder
and most of my thyroid gland in earlier campaigns, but I
was convinced that the best was ahead of me‖—Ray Kroc
quote. Also see at MacDonald‘s & at Salvation Army.

Kroc, Robert--see at Kinsey.
Kroger, 13(20); Bakery 11(16), 82(157); Grocery,
(16), 111(208)--see at ―Dad worked in Cincinnati;‖
Kroger is the largest grocery chain in USA—New York
Times ‗s Business Day of Oct. 22, 2005

Kraut, an offensive epithet for a German, prevalent in
in wartimes. Sauer Kraut was a staple of German diets, esp.
among the poor, the way potatoes were in other countries.

Krutch, Joseph Wood, 1893-1970, critic, naturalist
& writer, born in Knoxville, TN. He studied at Tennessee
& Columbia, then taught at Columbia (1937-1952), published
critical studies of Samuel Johnson, Edgar Allen Poe & Henry
David Thoreau, and was drama critic for The Nation (1924-1952).
His study The Measure of Man won the Nat‘l Book Award in
1954.
Krutch moved to Tucson, AZ, for his health in 1952,
published a number of lyrical works about life of the desert, and
wrote and narrated several TV specials about the area—from
Cambridge Biog. Dict. Also see at Cat Qotes.
Krupa, Gene (né Eugene Bertram Krupa), 1909-1973,
was jazz and big band drummer, known for his highly
energetic and flamboyant style.
Born to Polish-Amerian parents in Chicago, IL, he began
playing professionally in the mid-1920s in Wisconsin, and went to
Chicago in 1927, when he was picked by MCA to become a
member of Thelma Terry, the first notable American jazz band
(outside of all-girl bands) to be led by a female musician.
Many consider Krupa to be one of the most influential
drummers of the 20th century, particularly with regard to the
development of the drum kit. Krupa's main influence began in
1935 when he emerged a star with Benny Goodman's Orchestra,
prominently featuring Slingerland drums. But he had already made
history in 1927 as the first kit drummer ever to record using a bass
drum pedal. His drum method was published in 1938 and
immediately became the standard text—Wikipedia. Sal Mineo
played Krupa in the film, ―The Gene Krupa Story‖ (1959). Krupa
supplied the music on the sound track, which Mineo mimed. He
was too young to play Krupa convincinly—thisparagraph
paraphrased from Video Hound.

Krauthammer, Charles, Washington Post columnist,
See at Jewish Smarts.

Krazy Kat, George Herriman cartoon character that
ran in Hearst papers from 1913 until his death in 1944. ―We
call him ―Cat‖ / We call him ―Crazy‖ / Yet he is neither‖—
Herriman, cited Sarah Boxer‘s June 14, 2007, article ―His Inner
Cat‖ in reviewing four books about George Herriman and his
creation, whom he identified with to this extent: ―Herriman‘s selfeffacement means that his characters, especially his title character,
must often stand in for him. That seems to be how he wanted it,
and they don‘t seem to mind. Over one photograph of himself,
Herriman sketched in his characters. They look toward their
creator and say, Him, just a nobody. In other words, ―Look at us,
not him.‖
Boxer also quotes Adam Gopnik: ―Choosing to write a [bio]
of George Herriman is a bit like choosing to write a [bio] of Fra
Angelico: once your hero takes his vow and enters the monastery,
there‘s not a lot to say‖—from Adam Gopnik, The Genius of
George Herriman, the NY Rev.of Books, Dec. 18, 1986.
Krazy Kat‘s pals: ―Ignatz Mouse, sadist supreme, aims
to bean the beribboned Krazy Kat, soulful innocent, with a
brick, and usually succeeds. Krazy Kat takes the brick, even
seeks it out,m a s missile of love. And Krazy‘s secret
admirer, the police dog, Offissa Bull Pupp, throws the errant
mouse in jail. All‘s well.

Krebs, Alvin—Writer for the NY Times---see at
Eudora Welty (3-rd paragraph on.)

Kreisler, Kirsten, wrote ―Compassion of Animals.‖
Kreyenhagen, L. H., mgr. of United Cigar Store at

Kruschev, see at Khruschev.
―Krypton,‖ birthplace of Superman, 96(182)
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Kunitz's poetry has won praise from all circles as being
profound and well written. He continued to write and publish as late as
2005, at the age of 100. Many believe his poetry's symbolism is
influenced significantly by the work of Carl Jung. Kunitz was an
influence on many 20th century poets, including James Wright, Mark
Doty, Louise Glück, and Carolyn Kizer.
His marriages to poet Helen Pearce and actress Eleanor Evans
ended in divorce. His third wife, artist Elise Asher, died in 2004.
Kunitz divided his time between New York City and
Provincetown, Massachusetts, for most of his life. He enjoyed
gardening and maintained one of the most impressive seaside gardens
in Provincetown. He was a founder of the Fine Arts Work Center in
Provincetown, where he was a mainstay of the literary community, and
of Poets House in Manhattan. He died in 2006 at his home in
Manhattan. He had previously come close to death, and reflected on the
experience in his last book, a collection of essays, The Wild Braid: A
Poet Reflects on a Century in the Garden--edited excerpt from
Wikpedia.
He was awarded the Peace Abbey Courage of Conscience award
in Sherborn, MA in October 1998 was an American poet. He was
appointed Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry to the Library of
Congress twice, first in 1974 and then again in 2000. More biographical
details available at Poets Org at this link:
http://www.poets.org/poet.php/prmPID/2
Some of his poems are accessible at this link:
http://www.poemhunter.com/stanley-kunitz/

Kubrick, Stanley, 1928-1999, born in NY City, NY
in the Lying In Hospital, NY, of parents of Jewish
Austrian origin living in the Bronx. At the age of 12, his father,
Jacques, an MD, taught him chess which remained a life-long
obsession. The next year, his father bought him a Graflex camera,
triggering Kubrick's fascination with still photography.
Some of the films he directed: ―The Paths of Glory‖ 1957
gory anti-war movie, ―Spartacus,‖" 1960 film about the Roman
slave who rebelled, ―Lolita,‖ baxed on Nabokov‘s novel, the 1962
filming of Nabokov's ―Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and Love the Bomb,‖ 1964 farce on, e.g., Edward
Teller, and others who advocated buiding and using the A-bomb,
―2001: A Space Odyssey‖ 1968 film based on Author C. Clarke's
Space Odyssey Saga (see at 2001 etc), ―A Clockwork Orange,‖ a
1971 film based on Anthony Burgess' terrifying novel about
mindless urban violence, ―Eyes Wide Shut,‖ a 1999 voyeuristic
peek at Tom Cruise making love to Nicole Kidman etc.. Kubrick
died within weeks of making the final edit of the film. Also see at
―Eye's Wide Shut.‖
Kuhn, Maggie (née Margaret Kuhn, 1905-1995, born
in Buffalo, NY, her childhood was spent in Cleveland, Ohio
and Memphis, Tennessee. Alifelong activist., she is most famous
for founding the Gray Panthers movement in 1971 after being
forced into retirement by the Presbyterian Church. The Gray
Panthers became known for advocating nursing home reform and
fighting ageism, claiming that "old people and women constitute
America's biggest untapped and undervalued human energy
source."
She also dedicated her life to fighting for human rights,
social and economic justice, global peace, integration, and an
understanding of mental health issues. For decades she combined
her activism with caring for her disabled mother and a brother who
suffered from mental illness. In fact, it wasn't until after her
brother's death that she was able elevate her activism to its later
prominence and national influence.
She wrote her autobiography, No Stone Unturned, in 1991.
Four years later, she died of cardiac arrest in Philadelphia at
the age of 89.

Kurosawa, Akira, see at ―The Lower Depths.‖
Kvetch is a Yiddish verb meaning to complain, fret,
or whine, but has many other shades of meaning found on p.
99 ofNew Joys of Yiddish. E.g., a sad sack who magnifies
minor aches & pains. ―There is a prized lapel button that
reads: Franz Kafka is a kvetch‖—loc. cit.

―Kwai, The Bridge Over the River,‖144(258)
197(360)—also

see at Bridge over the River Kwai.

Kyoto, Japan: Toward the end WW II, when Secretary of
War Henry L. Stimson and Lt. Gen. Leslie Groves, head of
the Manhattan Project that developed the atomic bomb, were trying
to decide which Japanese cities to bomb, a chance visit by Henry
Loomis helped persuade the two men to spare the ancient city of
Kyoto. Mr. Loomis had studied Japanese history at Harvard and
was passionate about the ancient city's art treasures. ―I said 'No,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, I don't want that,‘'‖
Loomis told the Florida Times-Union in 2002. Also see at Henry
Loomis.

Kuiper, Prof. U. KY philosopher, 120(221)
Kulich, Kelly: became the first woman to qualify for
the Prof. Bowling Ass. Season in June 2006— see at Men-Athletic Superiority.

Kuniz, Stanley Jasspon (29 July 1905-14 May 2006),

L A., abbreviation for Los Angeles.

born in Worcester, Massachusetts, was a poet, editor, essayist,
translator, whose career spanned nearly 80 years. Kunitz became 10th
poet laureate at the age of 95, succeeding Robert Pinsky. Kunitz's first
collection of verse appeared in 1930. Kunitz was born in to dressmaker,
Solomon Z. Kunitz and Lithuanian-Jewish mother, Yetta Helen
Jasspon. His father committed suicide six weeks before he was born,
and Kunitz was raised by his mother and stepfather, Mark Dine, who
died when Kunitz was fourteen.
Kunitz graduated summa cum laude in 1926 from Harvard
College and earned a master's degree in English from Harvard the
following year. After Harvard, he worked as a reporter for The
Worcester Telegram, and as editor for the H.W. Wilson Company in
New York City until he was drafted in 1943.
As a conscientious objector, Kunitz served as a noncombatant in
the US Army during WW II, and was discharged with the rank of staff
sergeant.
After the war, he began a teaching career at Bennington
College, New York State Teachers College in Potsdam, New York.
New School for Social Research, U. of Washington, Queens College,
Vassar, Brandeis, Yale, Rutgers, and a 22-year stint at Columbia.
At Wilson Company, Kunitz served as editor of the Wilson
Library Bulletin and as co-editor for Twentieth Century Authors,
among other reference works. In 1931, as Dilly Tante, he edited Living
Authors, a Book of Biographies. His poems began to appear in Poetry,
Commonweal, The New Republic, The Nation, and The Dial.

LaBianca, Leo, an LA supermarket executive, and
his wife, were murdered on Aug. 10, 1969 by the Charles
Manson crew—see at Tate-LaBianca Murders.

La Boheme—see at La Boheme.
―La Guerre est finie" (1966, The War is Over),
directed by Alain Resnais, starring Yves Montand,
Michel Piccoli, Igrid Thulin, Genevieve Bujold et al..

Labor vs.Capital, 28(42—see at Capital, at Work &
at Writing.

―Labors of Hercules‖ (1947) by Agatha Christie is
a mixture of mystery, adventure, and an unexpected
literary conceit: Christie transforms the ancient Greek
mythology of the twelve labors of Hercules into a modern
mythology of the twelve labors of Hercule Poirot. And
the resulting work is quite charming—edited excerpt from
Amazon.com

La Bruyère, Jean de, 1645-1696: ―There are three
events in a man‘s life: birth, life, and death. He is not
conscious of being born, he dies in pain, and he forgets to
live.‖ Also see at Music.

Labouisse, Eve Curie, see at Curie Labouisse
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don‘t care, it‘s a disgrace! Duke: Lady H, .suppose I were to give
you a million pounds to s sleep with me?‖ Would you?‖ She
hemmed and hawed, but he cut in, saying, ―Well, would you or
wouldn‘t you?‖ She reluctantly agreed, ―Well, Dukie, seeing it‘s
you, I suppose I would.‖ Then, the Duke countered, ―Well, what
if I offered you two quid?‖ Lady H. stamped her foot and
said,
―Duke! Just what do you think I am?‖ And the duke replied, ―Lady
Hamilton, we already have determined what you are, we are just
haggling over the price!‖

Labyrinth: ―No one realized that he book and the
lahyrinth were one and the same‖—Borges.

La Cambe, Normandy, 184(319); German cemetery.
(Soldatenhof), containing the bodies of 21,222 soldiers.)
Ladd, Alan,1913-1964, was an film actor, famous for
his emotionless demeanor and small stature. Reports of his
height vary from 5'5" to 5'6" (1.65 to 1.68 m), with 5'5" (1.65 m)
being the most generally accepted today. Ladd was born in Hot
Springs, Arkansas to an American father (Alan Ladd, Sr.) and an
English-American mother (Ina Raleigh Ladd)—see at Veronica
Lake about this aspect of their working together.
Ladd married his agent-manager and former movie actress
Sue Carol in 1942. It was at this point that Carol found a vehicle
which made Ladd's career, This Gun for Hire. His performance as
a hitman with a conscience made him a sensation. Ladd went on to
become one of Paramount Pictures' most popular stars. A brief
timeout for military service with the United States Army Air
Force's First Motion Picture Unit did not diminish his popularity.
None of his subsequent films of the 1940s were as notable
as This Gun for Hire, but he did appear to good effect in Raymond
Chandler's storyThe Blue Dahlia beside the similarly diminutive
Veronica Lake {5'2" (1.57 m)--or was just 4' 11.5" (1.51 m)?} with
whom he had been paired in This Gun for Hire (1964). Ladd
died in Palm Springs, CA, of an acute overdose of alcohol and
sedatives at the age of 50, a probable suicide—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Saigon‖

Lady in Red: According to legend, John Dillinger
was betrayed to the FBI by a woman in red. In actuality, she
(Anna Sage, a Romanian immigrant who was trying to get a visa by
handing over Dillinger) was wearing orange, which she did to signal
the FBI she was with Dillinger, but the light made it look red. One
could say that this is the original Lady In Red and Trope Namer—from
the Web.

―Lady Killers. The‖ is a 1955 spoof starring Alec
Guinness & other English would-be bank roobers whose
plans get botched by their observant landlady. Very much like
―Big Deal on Easy Street,‖ or ―The Gang Who Couldn‘t Shoot
Straight.‖
Ladykillers" is one of a series of classic post-war Ealing
comedies. Directed by Alexander Mackendrick, it stars Alec
Guinness, Cecil Parker, Herbert Lom, Peter Sellers, Danny Green,
Jack Warner and Katie Johnson. A comically sinister riminal,
―Professor‖ Marcus (Guinness), rents rooms in the radually
subsiding "lopsided" King's Cross house of an innocent
&
eccentric old lady, Mrs Louisa Wilberforce
(Johnson), a widow
who lives alone with her parrots. The Professor has put together
a gang for a sophisticated armored car robbery: the gentlemanly
con-man ―Major‖ Courtney (Parker), the Cockney spiv Harry
Robinson Sellers), the slow-witted ex-boxer "One-Round" Lawson
(Green) & the vicious continental gangster Louis Harvey (Lom).
However, the Professor convinces Mrs Wilberforce that
they are an amateur string quintet using the room for rehearsal
space. To maintain the deception, the gang members carry musical
instruments and play a recording of Boccherini's Minuet (3rd
movement) from String Quintet in E, Op. 13 No. 5 during their
planning sessions.
After the successful heist, in which Mrs Wilberforce plays
an unwitting but crucial role by escorting the loot through the
police cordon, the real conflict of the film begins. As the gang
leaves her house, One-Round accidentally drops his cello case full
of banknotes. As they spill out in front of Mrs Wilberforce, she
realises the truth and informs Marcus that she is going to report
them to the police. The gang, it seems, has no choice but to do
away with her. No one wants to do the job, so they draw straws.
The Major loses, but tries to make a run for it with the cash in
hand. In quick succession, the criminals double-cross and kill one
another, with the bodies ending up dumped into railway wagons
passing behind the house.
Throughout all this, the oblivious Mrs Wilberforce remains
asleep. In the end, the gang members are all dead, and Mrs
Wilberforce is left with the money. The police, familiar with her
strange stories, pretend to believe her account of the robbery but
jokingly tell her to keep the money. Ironically, Professor Marcus
had earlier assured her that, because the money was insured, any
effort on her part to return it would only confuse things. She is
therefore finally persuaded that keep it she must—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia, except for the first paragraph.

Ladd, Mr., HHS Latin teacher, 150(267)
―Ladies and Gentlemen: Our National Hysterian‖,
Ch. 37.

―Ladies and Gentlemen—Lenny Bruce!!‖(1974) by
Albert Goldman, with Lawrence Schiller,

―Lady Chatterley‘s Lover‖ and the Liberation of
Literature, R, lxiv-- see at ―Here it is!‖ Lady Chatterly‘s
Lover had been a banned book and now it was out in
paperback in a small store in State College, PA, and a group
of college or highschool stueents had discovered it there,
R, lxiv

―Lady Be Good.‖
Lady from Bright Limerick, 152(269):
`
There was a young lady from Bright,
Whose speed was faster than light;
She went out one day
In a relative way,
And returned the previous night.

―Lady of Burlesque,‖1943 film, starring Barbara
Stanwyck, based in Gypsy Rose Lee‘s mystery thriller
―The G-String Murders‖ (1941)

―Lady for a Day‖ "Lady for a Day" (1933)—Adapted
by Robert Riskin, who suggested the name change from
Runyon's story "Madame La Gimp," about Apple Annie, who
gets help from gangsters to pose as a rich woman, for the sake
of her daughter. The film garnered Academy Award nominations
for Best Picture, Best Director (Frank Capra), Best Actress (May
Robson), and Best Adaptation for the Screen (Riskin). The film
was remade as Pocketful of Miracles in 1961, with Bette Davis in
the Apple Annie role; Frank Sinatra recorded the upbeat title song
(his rendition is not used in the film). The film received Oscar
nominations for composers Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen
and for co-star Peter Falk (Best Supporting Actor.) See at Damon
Runyan and at ―Pocketful of Miracles.‖

Lady

Luck–noun

(sometimes

lady

luck)

the

personification of luck as a lady bringing good or bad
fortune: Lady Luck was against us and we lost the game.
Origin: 1930–1935 --from Dictionary.com Unabridged
based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary.

Lady Hamilton Joke: Lady H. was railing to the Duke
of-something-or-other about ―the ladies of the night‖ on
Picadilly Circus, when the Duke brought her up short with, ―Well
now, Lady H., you mustn‘t be to hard on the poof creatures—they
do have to make a living, after all! But Lady H. continued with, I

Lady Macbeth Complex, see at Macbeth.
―Lady Tonight, Luck be a‖—see at ―Luck be a …‖&
at Lady Luck.
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―Lady Vanishes, The,‖ is a 1938 British thriller film,

remembered today for his role as the Cowardly Lion and the
Kansas farmworker Zeke in the classic 1939 movie The
Wizard of Oz, but known during his life for a career in
burlesque, vaudeville & Broadway--also see at Betty
Comden.

directed by Alfred Hitchcock and adapted by Sidney Gilliat
and Frank Launder from the 1936 novel The Wheel Spins by Ethel Lina
White. It stars Margaret Lockwood, Michael Redgrave, Paul Lukas and
Dame May Whitty, and features Cecil Parker, Linden Travers, Naunto
Wayne, Basil Radford, Mary Clare, Googie Withers, Catherine Lacey
and Sally Stewart.
Plot: In Bandrika, a fictional country in an "uncivilised" region
of immediately pre-WW II Central Europe, a motley group of travelers
eager to return to England is delayed by an avalanche that has blocked
the railway tracks. Among the train's passengers are Gilbert
(Redgrave), a young musicologist who has been studying the folk
songs of the region, Iris (Lockwood), a young woman of independent
means who has spent a holiday with some friends, but is now returning
home to get married, and Miss Froy (Whitty), an elderly lady who has
worked some years abroad as a governess. When the train resumes its
journey, Iris and Miss Froy become acquainted, while the remaining
passengers in the compartment appear not to understand a word of
English.
Iris lapses into unconsciousness, the result of an earlier
encounter with a falling flowerpot meant for Miss Froy. When Iris
reawakens, the governess has vanished, and she is shocked to learn that
the other passengers claim Miss Froy never existed. The other English
travelers deny ever seeing her, for their own reasons. (The reason for
two Cricket Fanatics is fear that a delay will mean missing the AllBritish, or International?. Cricket Playoffs.) Fellow passenger Doctor
Egon Hartz (Lukas) convinces everyone that she must be hallucinating
due to her accident (but he has rendered Miss Froy unconsciousl, and
wrapped her like a mummy, the way he had wrapped a ―patient‖ he
alledgedly transporting.)
Undaunted, Iris starts to investigate, joined only by a skeptical
Gilbert, with whom she eventually falls in love. They discover that
Miss Froy is being held prisoner in a sealed-off compartment
supposedly occupied by a seriously ill patient being transported to an
operation. They manage to free her, but the train is diverted to a side
track, where a shootout ensues.
Miss Froy intimates to Gilbert and Iris that she is in fact a
British spy assigned to deliver some vital information (the famous
Hitchcock MacGuffin) to the Foreign Office in London; after entrusting
her message, encoded in a folk song--sung earlier by a balladeer, who
is strangled in the first violence of the film–-to Gilbert, she flees under
cover of the shootout.
After managing to restart the train and escape, Gilbert and Iris
return to London. At the Foreign Office, Gilbert, driven to joyful
distraction when Iris accepts his marriage proposal, forgets the tune.
Just as it appears the message has been lost, the coded folk song is
heard in the background. Fortunately, Miss Froy has also made good
her escape and is seen playing the song on a piano—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia (my perentheticals.)

Lahr, Jon, ―Come Rain or Shine, Sept. 19, 2005 New
Yorker article about Harold Arlen-- see Biblio.

Laine, Cleo, DBE (née Clementina Dinah Campbell)
born 1927 in Southall, Middlesex, England) is a jazz
singer and an actor, noted for her scat singing. She is theonly
female performer to have received Grammy nominations in all
three categories: jazz, popular and classical music—also see at
―Cavatina.‖.

Laing, R. D., 58(95), psychologist, see at Rebel.
Lajoie, Napoleon "Nap" 1874 – 1959, 122(226), an American
professional athlete of French Canadian descent, he started
his career in the National League with the Philadelphia
Phillies in 1896 In 1901, he jumped to the crosstown
Philadelphia Athletics--owned by Connie Mack-- batting
.422, still a league record. As a second baseman in Major
League Baseball, he is one of the greatest players of the
fledgling American League in the early 20th century & the
most serious of Ty Cobb's challengers--Lajoie won three
batting crowns; also see at Ty Cobb.

Lake or Lakes- see at Freshwater Lakes & at Great
Lakes.

Lake, Veronica (née Constance Frances Marie
Ockelman), 1922-1973, was born in Brooklyn, NY, in
1922. Her father, Harry E. Ockelman, of Danish-Irish descent,
worked for an oil company onboard a ship. When she was about
one year old, the family moved to Florida but returned to Brooklyn
before she was five. Her father died in an industrial explosion in
Philadelphia in 1932 when she was 9.
While posing for publicity pictures, Lake‘s long blonde hair
accidently fell over one eye, thereby creating her movie persona
as ―the girl with the peek-a-boo bang.‖ She was cast on the basis
of her beauty and popularity, with acting hardly an afterthought.
In This Gun for Hire (1942), Lake was teamed with upand-coming Alan Ladd, thereby launching one of Paramount's
most successful screen duos At first, the couple was teamed
together merely out of physical necessity: Ladd was just 5 feet 5
inches (1.65 m) tall and the only actress then on the Paramount lot
short enough to pair with him was Lake, who stood just 4 feet 11½
inches (1.51 m). They made four films together. In The Blue
Dahlia (1946), she again co-starred with Alan Ladd (reportedly
who was less than fond of her). During filming, author Raymond
Chandler referred to her as "Moronica Lake.Veronica Lake quotes:
―I wasn't a sex symbol, I was a sex zombie.‖ ―You could put all
the talent I had into your left eye and still not suffer from impaired
vision.‖—excerpted from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Saigon.‖
Lam, Dr. Tsit-Yuen, U. of Cal., Berkeley, math friend
& author of a number of notable books & articles. I
wroteabout him and his work in Rings & Things—he
returned the favor in his books, and by giving one of the
main lectures at the June 2007 Zanesville Conference on
Rings and Things. Visit his Website for a more detailed
report on his work & students. Also see at Zanesville
Confernce.

Lofaro, Michael, U. of Tennessee professor who
published what he claimed was a more authentic version of
Agee‘s novel—see at A Death in the Family.‖ Lofaro is also the
author of Agee Agonistes: Essays on the Life, Legend, and Works
of James Agee (2007).

LaGuardia, Fiorello Henry (Enrico),1882-1947,
Three-term mayor (from 1933-1945) of NY City, known as
―the little flower‖ (from fiore, the Italian word for flower & his
height at just barely 5 ft.), R, lii; also see at N. Sacco. He was of
Jewish ancestry on his mother's side, but he was Episcopalian.
Thus, Abe Beame, who practiced Judaism, was the first Jewish
mayor of NY.
―Uncouth, self-seekng politicians primarily interested in
patronage, privilege and pap‖—LaGuardia, quoted in the
Amer. Heritage Dict. under Pap.

―Lama, The one-, two- & three-L,‖51(83)--see at
Odgen Nash.

La Fontaine, Jean de, 1621-1695, noted for his

Lamarr, Hedi, (née Hedwig Eva Maria Kiesler), 1913-

Fables—see at Aesop & see Bibliography.

2000, was an Austrian-born American actress.Though part
Jewish, she was raised as Catholic, and studied ballet and piano.
When working with Max Reinhardt in Berlin, he called her the
‗most beautiful woman in Europe.‖ Soon, the teenage girl played
major roles in German movies.

LaFleur, ―Fifi,‖ worked at United Cigar, 152(270)
Laguna Madre, at Corpus Christi, Ch. 67
Lahr, Bert.(née Irving Lahrheim), 1895-1967, a Tony
Award-winning actor born in NY City, he is best
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Though known primarily for her great beauty and her
successful film career, she also co-invented an early form of spread
spectrum encoding, a key to modern wireless communication.
In early 1933, she starred in Symphonie der Liebe or
Ecstasy, a Czechoslovak film made in Prague, in which she played
a love-hungry young wife of an indifferent old husband. Closeups
of her face in orgasm, and long shots of her running nude through
the woods, gave the film notoriety.
First she went to Paris, then met Louis B. Mayer in London.
After he hired her, at his insistence she changed her name to Hedy
Lamarr, choosing the surname in homage to a famously beautiful
film star of the silent era, Barbara LaMarr[ who had died of
tuberculosis and nephritis in 1926. Hedi, or Hedy is a familiar
shortening of Hedwig.)
In Hollywood, she was usually cast as glamorous and
seductive. Her American debut was in Algiers (1938). Her many
films include Boom Town (1940), White Cargo (1942), and
Tortilla Flat (1942), based on the novel by John Steinbeck. White
Cargo, one of Lamarr's biggest hits at MGM, contains arguably
her most famous film quote, ―I am Tondelayo.‖
In 1941, she was cast alongside Lana Turner andJudy
Garland in the musical extravaganza Ziegfeld Girl. She made 18
films in 1940-1949 even though she had two children during that
time—in 1945 & in 1947.
She left MGM in 1945; Lamarr enjoyed her biggest success
as Delilah in Cecil B. DeMille's Samson and Delilah, the highestgrossing film of 1949, with Victor Mature as the Biblical
strongman. However, following her comedic turn opposite Bob
Hope in My Favorite Spy (1951), her career went into decline. She
appeared only sporadically in films after 1950, one of her last roles
being that of Joan of Arc in Irwin Allen's critically panned epic
The Story of Mankind (1957).
The publication of her autobiography Ecstasy and Me
(1967) took place about a year after accusations of shoplifting, and
a year after Andy Warhol's short film Hedy (1966), also known as
The Shoplifter. She was married 6 times, starting in 1933 when she
was 20; many were short-- the last one lasted just two years,
ending in 1965—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
Charles Boyer, at at John Steinbeck, and especially at
―Sampson and Delilah.‖

England as a refugee. There I was interned & deported
to Canada.‖ (He had a rough time in internment in
Canada too, but met a fine mathematician there, Fritz
Rothberger, who taught him mathematics to while away
the hours. Fritz did a good job!
Jim has a phlegmatic side: once when I was exulting
about his rise from internment as a WW II refugee to
professor of mathematics, he shrugged, ―It‘s a living.‖

Lambda Chi Alpha frat: My frat at UK & UC, A,
100(187); Frat Bros. included Bob Cox, Dick Macke,Bob
Mills & Larry Metler at UK, and Frank Duff & Jack
Snyder at UC

Lambert, Joan, 5th Dist. Sch. & HHS Class of 1945.
friend.

Lamont Cranton, the ID of The Shadwo on radio.—
see at ―The Shadow.‖

L‘Amour (French for love), see at Gilbert & below.
Lamour, Dorothy (née Mary Leta Dorothy Slaton)
1914-1996, Lamour came from a variation of the name
ofher step-father, Carlo Lambour. After winning the title of Miss
NewOrleans in a beauty pageant, she moved to Chicago in 1931,
hoping to become a professional singer.
In 1935, she had her own fifteen-minute weekly musical
program on NBC Radio. She also sang on the popular Rudy Vallee
radio show. In 1936 she moved to Hollywood & began appearing
regularly in films for Paramount Pictures She was among the most
popular actresses in motion pictures from 1936 to 1952.
She appeared, often in a sarong, in the classic series of
―Road to…" movies, such as Road to Morocco, starring Bing
Crosby & Bob Hope in the 1940s and 1950s--see at Bing Crosby
and at Bob Hope.

Lamsters, Mark--his writings on baseball, history,
design, and architecture have appeared in numerous
publications, including the New York Times, Metropolis,
I.D., and Architecture--see at Baseball‘s Origins.

Lancaster,Burt,1913-1994, actor in ―Elmer Gantry,‖
86(167), in ―Come Back Little Sheba‖--see at Inge. Also
see at ―From Here to Eternity‖ & at ―Separate Tables.‖

Lanchester, Elsa (née Elsa Sullivan),1902--1986, was

LaMotta, Jake (né Giacobbe LaMotta), nicknamed

an Oscar nominated English character actress who became a
naturalized American citizen in 1950 along with her husband, actor
Charles Laughton. She is best remembered for her role as the title
character in Bride of Frankenstein (1935).
Following Laughton's death in 1962, she wrote a book
alleging that they never had children because Laughton was
actually homosexual. Actress Maureen O'Hara, a friend and costar of Laughton, firmly denied this. She claimed that Laughton
had told her that his biggest regret was never having had children
of his own. Laughton also told O'Hara that the reason he and his
wife never had children was because of a botched abortion
Lanchester had early in her career while performing burlesque.
Elsa Lanchester mentioned in her own biography Elsa
Lanchester Herself having had two abortions in her youth (one
of them, a child from Laughton) but doesn't mention whether this
left her incapable of becoming pregnant again or not—also see at
Charles Laughton about his homosexuality and their lives together.
Lanchester once said of Maureen O'Hara, ―She looks as
though butter wouldn't melt in her mouth, or anywhere
else.‖

―The Bronx Bull" and "The Raging Bull", is a former boxing
world middleweight champion who was famously portrayed by Robert
De Niro, who won a Best Actor Oscar, in the film Raging Bull
(1980).[LaMotta was born in New York City, specifically the Toodles
McGee section of The Bronx, near the Pelham Parkway and Morris
Park area. He was forced by his father into fighting other children to
entertain neighborhood adults, who threw pocket change into the ring.
Jake's father collected the money and used it to help pay rent. In 1941,
at the age of 19, LaMotta turned professional. He was also the first man
to knock down and beat Sugar Ray Robinson in his career.
LaMotta, who compiled a record of 83 wins, 19 losses and four
draws with 30 wins by way of knockout, was the first man to beat
Sugar Ray Robinson, knocking him down in the first round and out
pointing him over the course of 10 rounds during the second fight of
their legendary six-bout rivalry--edited excerpt from Wikipedia

Lamb, Brian, see at ―Booknotes.‖
―Lamb, Mary had a little‖ (&The Doctor fainted!), 53(86);
―Lambs to slaughter, just like leading,‖ he is brought
as a lamb to slaughter, Isaiah, 53:7: This is a common
feeling among men about to marry! 227(414)

―Land Does a Man Need?, How Much,‖77(126),

Lambek, Dr. Joachim (―Jim‖), Redpath Emeritus

84(161)n: Answer—six feet!—see at Tolstoy.

―Land,

Math. Prof..at McGill U., Montreal, logician, grammarian ,
former ring theoritst & longtime friend who frequently
lectured at Rutgers. I wrote about him & his work in my
books, most recently in ―Rings & Things,‖ including this
from an e-mail from him on July 23, 1997: ―I was sent to

This

Land

is Your,‖

7(11); Woodie

Guthrie song (1940).

―Land was ours before we were the land‘s, The.‖
from the ―Gift Outright‖ by Robet Frost.
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Lane, George Martin, wrote ―One Fish Ball!‖ An
autobiographical poem that appeared in Harper‘s Magazine
in July 1985, 192(352), 210(383)

Larkin, Philip, 1922-1985, Ch. 3: ―They fuck you up,
your mum and dad do, / They may not mean to, but they
do,‖ from ―High Windows‖ in ―This is Verse,‖ 1974

Lane, Priscilla,actress, see at ―Arsenic and Old Lace‖
& at ―Saboteur‖

La Rochefoucauld, François, Duc de, 1613-1680;

Lang, Fritz, 1890-1976, a director of the futuristic

noted for his ―Reflections; or Sentences and Moral
Maxims,‖ 1665; ―We are never as happy, or as unhappy as
we imagine,‖ ibid. 49--see Bartlett; also see at Virtue.

―Metropolis‖ & other masterpieces—also see at ―Artists in
Exile‖ & at ―The Big Heat.‖

Langer, Suzanne K., 1895-1985. see at Art.
Langford, Frances, see at ―Easy to Love.‖
Langmuir, Irving, 1881-1957, born in Brooklyn, NY,

Larsen, Don, (né Donald James Larsen), born 1929 in
Michigan City, IN was a Major League Baseball pitcher for
14 seasons, best known for pitching a perfect game for the
Yankees vs. the Brooklyn Dodgers in the 1956 World
Series, winning the MVP award for that series & the 1956
Babe Ruth Award. His carreer record was 81-91

he was a chemist & physicist (physical chemist?) whose
most famous publication was 1919 article ―The Arrangement of
Electrons in Atoms and Molecules‖ in which, building on Gilbert
N. Lewis's cubical atom theory & Walther Kossel's chemical
bonding theory, he outlined his ―concentric theory of atomic
structure.‖ While at G. E., from 1909-1950, Langmuir advanced
several basic fields of physics & chemistry, invented the gas-filled
incandescent lamp, the hydrogen welding technique & was
awarded the 1932 Nobel Prize for Chemistry for his work in
surface chemistry. He was the first industrial chemist to become a
Nobel laureate. I came across his name for the first time in reading
the Paris Review Interview of Kurt Vonnegut, who knew him.
See at Vonnegut. (My parenthetical remark!)

Larson, Doug, quips: ―Instead of giving politicians
the keys to the city, it might be better to change the locks,‖
Ch. 5;
―In a century films have gone from silent to
unspeakable,‖ 78(126)

Lasser, Louise, actress—see at ―Bananas‖
Lasorda, Tommy (né Thomas Charles Lasorda), born
1927 in Norristown, Pennsylvania, he was a former Major
League baseball pitcher (0-4 win-loss record, 6.48 career Earned Run
Average) and manager (1,599-1,439 record as manager, 2× World
Series champion (1981, 1988), 2× NL Manager of the Year (1983,
1988) The year 2009 marked his sixth decade in one capacity or
another with the Brooklyn/Los Angeles Dodgers organization, the
longest non-continuous (he played one season with the Kansas City
Athletics) tenure anyone has had with the team, edging Dodger
broadcaster Vin Scully by a single season. He was inducted into the
National Baseball Hall of Fame as a manager in 1997.

―Language of Names, The,‖ by Justin Kaplan &
Anne Bernays, Simon & Shuster, 1997—also see at
―Names, The Language of.‖
Languages & Mathematics- the confluence & impact

Lansbury, Angela, actress—see at ―National Velvet.‖

―When we lose, I eat. When we win, I eat. And when
we are rained out, Ieat‖—Tommy Lasorda. (Italians love
their pasta!!  ) Also see at Ron Cey.

on my cranium,‖ 147(262)--see at Latin & at Mathematics

Lanza, Mario, tenor—see at ―Arrivederci Roma.‖
Lao-tzu, 604-531BC, ―the father of Taoism.‖

Lassaw, Ibram, 1913-2003, born in Egypt, he grew

According to legend Lao Tzu was keeper of the archives at
the imperial court. When he was eighty years old he set out for the
western border of China, toward what is now Tibet, saddened and
disillusioned that men were unwilling to follow the path to natural
goodness. At the border (Hank Pass), a guard, Yin Xi (Yin Hsi),
asked Lao Tsu to record his teachings before he left. He then
composed in 5,000 charac ters the Tao Te Ching (The Way and Its
Power).
―The Tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao. The Name
that can be told is not the eternal name‖-- from the Way of Laotzu, 1, quoted in Bartlett.―To know that you do not know is best‖—
ibid,

up in Brooklyn, and moved to Greenwich Village at age 17.
He was a pivotal force in defining the very essence of American
Abstract Expressionism; in fact, his steadfast opposition to
representational art anticipated the Abstract Expressionist
movement that would come following World War II. Lassaw did
not sell any major pieces until 1951, when Nelson Rockefeller
purchased one of his sculptures & 10 pendants. His sculpture has
since become part of many important collections including the
Museum of Modern Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art,
The Guggenheim, the Brooklyn Museum,Harvard University's
Fogg Museum, Jerusalem‘s Israel Museum, Rio de Janeiro's
Museum of Modern Art, The Albright Knox Gallery &other
museums & galleries.
We became friends at the U. of Cal., Berkeley, in 1965-66.
One day I stopped by his studio for a lunch appt. When he opened
the door, I saw a naked redheaded model on a platform A radio
was playing music. I mentioned how this contrasted with the
austerity of mathematics! At lunch, he explained, ―Well,
somebody has to enjoy life!‖ He made a convert out of me--I wrote
about this in Part II of my ―Rings & Things, 129(238)

―Lark Ascending, The‖ is a popular piece for violin
and orchestra, written in 1914 by the British composer
Ralph Vaughan Williams. It was inspired by George Meredith's
122-line poem of the same name about the skylark. It was
dedicated to Marie Hall who gave the first performance with piano
accompaniment. The composition is intended to convey the lyrical
and almost eternally English beauty of the scene in which a skylark
rises into the heavens above some sunny down and attains such
height that it becomes barely visible to those on the ground below.
WW I halted composition, but the work was revised in 1920
and it was premiered under conductor Adrian Boult on 14 June
1921, again with Marie Hall as soloist.‖
The critic from The Times (of London) said of the first
performance, "It showed supreme disregard for the ways of today
or yesterday. It dreamed itself along/‖ .
The use of five-note scale patterns frees the violin from a
strong tonal centre. This liberty also extends to the metre. The
cadenzas for solo violin are written without bar lines, lending them
a sense of meditational release. The piece became particularly
associated with the English violinist Hugh Bean—excerpt from
Wikipedia

―Lassie,‖ 94(179)
―Last Cigarette, The‖ (Ultima Sigaretta) at Italo
Svevo (last paragraphs.)

―Last Detail, The,‖ a book & film on harsh Navy
discipline, chickenshit & brutality, 116-117(215-216), 190191(350); also see at Nicholson, at Quaid, & at Young.The
movie was based on the 1970 book by Daryl Ponicsan, who
served in the US Navy, and knew first-hand what he was
writing about.
For example, the Quaid character
semaphores his intention to escape the ―detail‖ (Nicholson
& Young.) bringing him to the brig. Detail in this sense is
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the selection of one or more sailors for a specific
116(215)n

Latin: ―You know, the language that gave us penis &

duty,

vagina!‖ quip of Molly Sullivan to a student. It also gave us
copulate, e.g., to fuck, (from copulo,-are, to join) & fellatio
(from fellare, to suck.) It also gave us ignoramus, form
Latin ignorare,to be ignorant! Most people are ignoramuses
about the value of Latin: they say that Latin is a dead
language even though the origins of over half of EnglishAmerican comes from Latin & most of the rest–at least
25%--from Greek!

―Last Hurrah, The‖ is a 1956 novel written by Edwin
O'Connor.The plot on a mayoral election in an unnamed city
in which veteran Irish Democratic Party politician, Frank
Skeffington, is running for yet another term as Mayor; a former
governor, he is usually called by the honorific title "Governor."
While the city is never named, it is frequently associated with
Boston, Skeffington with former Boston mayor & Massachusetts
governor James Michael Curley. It is considered the most popular
of O‘Connor's works, partly because of a significant 1958 movie
adaptation directed by John Ford, himself an Irish-American,
and the well-performing, cast which includes Spencer Tracy, Pat
O'Brien, Jimmy Gleason, Frank McHugh, Wallace Ford and Willis
Bouchey.

Latin & foreign languages, 147(262)
Latin-America and NAFTA, 28(42)
Latin-American music, rumba (also rhumba), salsa,
samba; e.g., La Cucaracha, i.e., the Dance of the Cockroach
& Malagueña, 214(389); also see at Mambo, at Meringue &
at Tejano.

Last Refuge: ―Patriotism is the last refuge of

Latin poets (some): see at Catullus, at Horace, at

scoundrels‖—Samuel Johnson.
Consistency is the last refuge of the unimaginative—Oscar‘
Wilde.

Martial, at Ovid & at Virgil.

Latex, see at Rubber.
Latonia, KY, a suburb south of Covington.
―Laugh at myself, The burden of self is lightened
when I,‖—Tagore, T
―Laugh at myself, and I am succeeding. "I am writing

Last Seven Words of Christ: ―My God, why hast
thou forsaken me?‖ Psalms, 2 2:1, Matthew, 27:46,
88(168) Often quoted in French: Les derniere sept paroles
de Christ.‖ Also see below.

―Seven Last Words of Our Saviour on the Cross,

My Life to‖—Casanova.

The‖ (French: "Les Sept dernières Paroles de notre Rédempteur
sur la Croix--German: Die sieben letzten Worte unseres Erlösers am
Kreuze, "The Seven Last Words of Our Saviour on the Cross") is a
composition by Joseph Haydn, featuring seven meditations on the last
words of Jesus Christ, commissioned in 1787 for the Good Friday
service at the Grotto Santa Cueva near Cádiz in southern Spain

―Laugh, I think of my sex life if I have to‖—see at
Glenda Jackson.

―Laugh for an hour and

then go home, I‖-- Mr.

McMahon who once said. ―I‘ve got the world‘s greatest
job‖--Ed McMahon, Johnny Carson sideman's on "The Tonight
Show." The work paid handsomely— some reports said $5 million
a year— and it made Mr. McMahon a familiar face and voice in
millions of households—from the June 24, 2009 NY Times
Obituary by Richard Severo et al.

is a 1954 romantic
drama made by MGM, loosely based on F. Scott
Fitzgerald‘s short story Babylon Revisited. The film starred
Elizabeth Taylor and Van Johnson, with Walter Pidgeon, Donna
Ree, Eva Gabor, and others, including Roger Moore. It was
directed by Richard Brooks and produced by Jack Cummings. The
screenplay was by Julius J. Epstein, Philip G. Epstein and Richard
Brooks.
The film's title song was composed by Oscar Hammerstein
II and Jerome Kern and, although the song was not written
explicitly for the movie (used in Lady Be Good), it was featured
prominently throughout the film and can be heard in many scenes,
either being sung or being played as an instrumental.
Last Time I Saw Paris, The"

―Laughed in the sun…‖ see at Elinor Wylie
―Laughed to keep from crying‖--see at P. Barr.
―Laughing, I Like Myself When,‖ see at Hurston.
―Laughing, I love,‖ William Blake in ―Zen Soup.‖
Laughing Water, see at Minnehaha.
―Laughs best whose laugh lasts, He‖ Laurence J.
Peter, in Peter‘s Almanac, 1982. Also in Quotionary.
―Laughs, Garbo‖—see at ―Ninotchka.‖

La strada (The Road,1954) is a film directed by

―Laughs, lasts, He who‖-- Mary Pettibone Poole
―Laughs last, laughs best, He who‖—John Vanbrugh,

Federic Fellini. Plot outline: A carefree girl Gelsomina
(Guilietta Masina, Fellini's wife) is sold to a brutish traveling
circus performer Zampano (Anthony Quinn) as his assistant.
Traveling from town to town to perform, a strange bond develops
between the two as Gelsomina learns her purpose in life and
Zampano realizes too late his attachment to her. Richard Baseharet
plays an acrobat tin the circus.La strada won an Academy Award
for Best Foreign Language Film in 1957, one of four won by
Fellini. See at Fellini & at Quinn.

1706; take-off on a Proverb—see Bartlett

―Laughs or weeps, Man is the only animal who,‖ see
at Man is the only animal…

Laughter: ―Against the assault of laughter nothing
can withstand‖—in Mark Twain‘s ―TheMysterious
Stranger,‖ T ; ―Laughter is the best medicine‖—saying.
Also see at Nonsense, at Comedys & at Humor

Late Talkers (as babies)—see at Einstein, Feynman,

―Laughter-Lover‖ Greek Joke book (―Pholgelos‖)
compiled in the 4-th or 5-th century AD. ―Its 264 entries

& see at Gracie Allen for her quip about this. (In common
with two other famous physicists, Edward Teller & Albert
Einstein, as a child Richard Feyman was a late talker--by his third
birthday he had yet to utter a single word ) Also see at Molly
Sullivan about her children‘s walking, talking, etc.

amount to an index of classical humor,‖ cited by
Wm.
Grimes in book review—see at ―Stop Me If You‘ve Heard
This.‖

Laughton, Charles,1899–1962,

Lateen, adj, is a being, relating to, or rigged with a

was an English

Academy Award-winning stage & film actor, screenwriter,
producer and one-time director. He became an American citizen in
1950. While best known for his historical roles in films, he started
his career as a remarkable stage actor. His association with film
director Alexander Korda began in 1933 with The Private Life of
Henry VIII (loosely based on the life of King Henry VIII of
England), for which Laughton won an Academy Award.

triangular sail hung on a long yard that is attached st an
angle to the top of a shor t mast.

Lateen, n. 1. A rigged boat. 2. A lateen sail.
Latin: ―Ad Infinitum: A Biography of Latin‖
by Nicholas Ostler, Walker & Walker, 2007.
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―Laura‖ theme music & song: by Johnny Mercer

However, he continued to act occasionally in the theatre,
and his American production of Galileo by (and with) Bertolt
Brecht is legendary—see at ―Galileo, The Life of.‖
Laughton soon gave up the stage in preference for a movie
career and returned to Hollywood where his next film was White
Woman (1933) in which he co-starred with Carole Lombard as a
cockney river trader in the Malaysian jungle. Then came The
Barretts of Wimpole Street (1934) as Norma Shearer's malevolent
father; Les Misérables (1935) as Javert, the police inspector;
Mutiny on the Bounty (1935) as Captain Bligh, one of his most
famous screen roles, co-starring with Clark Gable as Fletcher
Christian; and Ruggles of Red Gap (1935) as the very English
butler transported to early 1900s America. Back in England, and
again with Alexander Korda, he played the title role in Rembrandt
(1936). In 1937, also for Korda, he was to have starred in the illfated film version of the classic novel, I, Claudius, by Robert
Graves, which was abandoned part-way into filming due to the
injuries suffered by co-star Merle Oberon in a car crash. He
played the tiltle role in ―The Hunback of Notre Dame‖ (1939)
He had a long and resilient marriage to actress Elsa
Lanchester, although, in her autobiography, Lanchester revealed
that Laughton was gay. According to her own account, she was
shocked to learn about this, but eventually decided to remain
married to him. However, she claims as a result of this, she
decided not to have children with him. The decision caused him
great grief, as he longed to become a father, as many friends of
Laughton, among them Maureen O'Hara[and Stanley Cortez, have
stated.
In her autobiographical book, Lanchester relates a story
regarding the police approaching Laughton at the door of their
London flat, with a hustler whom Laughton had approached (and
who apparently wanted to blackmail Charles asking for more
money). When Laughton confessed, Lanchester told him not to
worry about it, that it didn't matter. "That's why he cried . . . when I
told him it didn't matter.‖
Elsa Lanchester appeared opposite him in several films,
including Rembrandt (1936) and The Big Clock (1948). They both
received Academy Award nominations for their performances in
Witness for the Prosecution (1957)--Laughton for Best Actor, and
Lanchester for Best Supporting Actress--but neither won. In 1950,
the couple became American citizens--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Advise and Consent,‖ ―The Blue Veil‖
(1951), at Merle Oberon & at Jane Wyman.. Also see at Du
Maurier (Jamaica Inn).

(Lyric) & David Raksin (music), written in 1944 for the
20th Century Fox film. ―Laura is the face in the misty light, /
Footsteps that you hear down the hall, / The laugh that floats on a
summer night / That you can never quite recall. / And you see
Laura on the train / that is passing through, / Those eyes, how
familiar they seem; / She gave your very first kiss to you, / That
was Laura but she's only a dream‖—On You Tube

Laurel, Stan, 1890-1965) (born Arthur Stanley
Jefferson in Lancashire, England) the ―skinny‖ of the
comedy team ―Fatty and Skinny,‖ co-starring Oliver Hardy,
Ch. 25. They were the first Hollywood comedy film team.
He began in a Britissh touring company, went to the USJA
in 1910 & worked in silent films from 1917. Laurel &
Hardy came together in 1926—edited excerpt from
Cambridge Biographical Dictionary. Also see at Hardy.

Laurel and Hardy, the team referred to above.
―Great Guns‖ was a Laurel and Hardy flick [1949], and
also the title of a song that Johnny Mercer wrote the Lyrics
far—see at Mercer.

Laurie, Piper, actress—see at ―The Hustler.‖

Lautrec, Henri Toulouse-, see at Toulouse-Lautrec.
Laval, Pierre, 1883-1945, French statesman & prime
minister, 1931-2, 1935-6, 1942-4. From the political left he
moved right during the late 1930s, and became Petain‘s
deputy (1940) in the Vichy government, then as a rival. As
prine minister he openly collaborated with Nazi Germany.
Fleering after the liberaton to Germany, he surrender to the
US authorities in austrie on July 31, 1945, turned over to
France, which later tried & executed him. He & Petain were
France‘s Quislings.

―Law and Order,‖ TV police procedural series
created by Dick Wolf, now in it‘s 18-thseason, 47(76)n,
191(350); it began in Fall 1990. the record is 20
seasons, held by Dragnet (?); also see at D. A. Oath, at
Jerry Orbach & at Dragnet.

Law of Balances, i.e., people have the virtures of
their faults & conversely, the faults of their virtues, 59(96)

Law and Disorder, 1974 film with Ernest Borgnine,
Carroll O‘Connor, and Karen Black.

Law of the Jungle, Kipling‘s, Chs. 19 & p. 135(248)
―Now this is the Law of the Jungle--as old and true as the
sky; / And the Wolf that shall keep it may prosper; but the wolf
that shall break it must die ……….Now these are the Laws of the
Jungle and many and mighty are they; / But the head and the hoof
of the Law and the haunch and the hump is--Obey!‖--Rudyard
Kipling, 1865-1936, The Second Jungle Book (1895), sts. 1
& 19.

―Laura‖ is a 1944 film based on the novel by Vera
Caspary. Detective Mark McPherson (Dana Andrews), hired
to investigate the murder of the late Laura Hurt (Jean
Tierney), finds himself falling in love with her painted portrait, and
discovering some surprising facts. Preminger finished the film
started by Rouben Mamoulian.--excerpt from Video Hound, which
gave it it's highest accolade: 4 Bones.

Law of Life, The First (Lawrence‘s)--see at

―Laura‖ another review: "Laura is one of the most

Isolation in Society.

Law vs. Tyranny. ―Whenever Law ends, Tyranny

stylish, elegant, moody, and witty classic film noirs ever
made with an ensemble cast of characters. Producer Otto
Preminger's film falls under the category of romantic,
melodramatic mystery/detective thriller. It might also be called a
psychological study of deviant, kinky obsession, because almost
everyone in the cast loves...Laura. One lobby poster dramatically
declared: ―The story of a love that became the most fearful thing
that ever happened to a woman.‖ Laura is characterized by
shadowy, dream-like, high-contrast black and white
cinematography, and taut and smart dialogue in a quick succession
of scenes. It presents the recognizably poignant and haunting
'Laura' signature theme music, and a decadent and morally-corrupt
group of upper-class society types. Almost all of the main
protagonists in the entertaining who-dun-it are treated as suspects
for a down-to-earth detective--edited excerpt of a review by Tom
Dirks on the Internet.

begins‖—Locke

Law: ―Without enforcement there is no law ‖—the
author. See at Scofflaw.

Law, John Phillip, actor who died in 2008, age 70—
see at Barbarella & at ―The Russians are Coming!

Lawless, Jill, AP reporter—see at Nicholas Winton.
Laws of Nature?—see at Nature‘s Laws?
Lawford, Peter, see at Betty Comden & at ―White
Cliffs of Dover,‖ film.

Lawrence, D(avid). H(ilbet), 1885-1930,

British

novelist, poem & critic, son of a coal miner & a teacher, -described his early life in the semi-autobiographical Sons
and Lovers (1913); lived & traveled in various parts of the
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the growing recognition that it expressed the statue‘s true
intention. Also see at Grover Cleveland & at Statue of
Liberty.
―Lazy Bones,‖ La - zy - bones, sleeping in the sun, / How
you‘re going to get work day's work done? / You'll never
get your day's work done / Sleeping in the noonday sun, Ch.
26—I though this was a tradition song—I sang it all my life,
but it‘s attributed to Johnny Mercer & Hoagie Carmichael,
1933--see Da Capo‘s Campanion, e.g., p. 147 & elsewhere
there; ―Lazy‖ was a big pop hit by Irving Berlin in 1924,
both cited in American Popular Song. Also see at Ben
Franklin.

world—Australia, Italy, Mexico & (Taos in) the USA; he
died of TB, see at Tuberculosois; noted also for The
Rainbow (1915), Women in Love (1920) & Lady
Chatterly‘s Lover (1928), a banned book, R, lxiv; -- & the
power of literature, 226(413); also see at ―Isolation in
Society,‖ at ―Here it is!‖ & at Love.

Lawrence‘s ―Kiss‖ from ―The Rainbow,‖ 226(413)
Lawrence, Jack, wrote lyrics for "Foolin' Myself" for
Billie Holiday, "What Will I Tell My Heart?" for Bing
Crosby, and "If I Didn't Care" for The Ink Spots. Also, see
at ―All, or Nothing at All.‖

Lawrence, Jacob, 1917--2000. Born in Atlantic City,

Lazzeri, Tony--see at Murderers‘ Row.
LBJ--see Lyndon Baines Johnson
L‘chaim! a Hebrew toast meaning ―to life.‖
L-Dopa, 121(224); a drug used by Dr.Oliver Sacks.
Lead Belly, also Leadbelly, nickname of Huddie

NJ. . Lawrence is among the best- known 20-th century
African American painters, a distinction shared with Romare
Bearden. Lawrence was only in his twenties when his ―Migration
Series‖ made him nationally famous. The series of paintings was
featured in a 1941 issue of Fortune Magazine. The series depicted
the epic ―Great Migration of African Americans‖ from the rural
South to the urban North.
Lawrence was thirteen when he moved with his mother,
sister and brother to NY City. His mother enrolled him in classes at
an arts and crafts settlement house in Harlem, in an effort to keep
him busy. The young Lawrence often drew patterns with crayons.
Although much of his work copied his mother'scarpets, an art
teacher there noted great potential in Lawrence.
After dropping out of high school at sixteen, Lawrence
worked in a laundry and a printing plant. More importantly, he
attended classes at the Harlem Art Workshop, taught by his
mentor, the African American artist Charles Alston. Alston urged
him to also attend the Harlem Community Art Center, led by the
sculptor Augusta Savage. Savage was able to secure a paid
position for Lawrence with the WPA.
In addition to getting paid, he was able to study and work
with such notable Harlem Renaissance artists as Alston and Henry
Bannarm in the Alston-Bannarn workshop. Lawrence referred to
his style as ―dynamic cubism,‖ though by his own account the
primary influence was not so much French art as the shapes and
colors of Harlem. He was married to fellow artist Gwendolyn
Knight.
In November of 1943, he enlisted in the US Coast Guard,
then part of the US Navy. .He was able to paint and sketch while in
the Coast Guard, and travelled to Egypt, Italy, and India—excerpt
from Wikipedia.

Ledbetter, c.1885--1949, Classic blues & Folk blues
musician, born in Morringsport, IA, served 6 years for
murder (1918-1924), then imprisoned again for attempted
murder (1930). The folklorists John and Alan Lomax
secured his release in 1934. They arranged concert tours
and recordings, but he died penniless, although one of his
songs, ―Good Night, Irene,‖ is a classic—see below.

―Lead Belly: A Life in Pictures,‖ Edited by Tiny
Robinson and John Reynolds. Introduction by Tom Waits.
Poems by Tyehimba Jess. Foreword by Glenn O'Brien, Steidl,
2007. The influential Louisiana bluesman, Lead Belly, wrote and
performed some of the best-loved songs of the twentieth century,
including ―The Midnight Special,‖ ―Rock Island Line‖ and his
signature song, ―Goodnight, Irene,‖which became an international
hit in 1950, eight months after his death. J
ohn A. Lomax, the esteemed Library of Congress folk music
anthropologist, discovered Lead Belly serving time (for assault and
murder) at the infamous Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola in
1934. He immediately saw that Lead Belly was a walking
anthology of African-American music, and arranged for him to
come to New York, where he created a sensation. Reporters
followed Lead Belly everywhere, theaters clamored to book him
and celebrities thronged to his concerts.
His influence on a later generation of popular musicians was
massive: Keith Richards, Jimi Hendrix, Jerry Garcia, Van
Morrison, Robert Plant and Beck have all paid their respects. Lead
Belly:
A Life in Pictures is a reasure trove of rare, unpublished
photographs, news clippings, concert programs, personal
correspondence (including letters from Woody Guthrie), record
albums, awards and other memorabilia retrieved only recently
from a basement trunk in New York.

Lawrence, Gertrude, 1898-1952, starred in ―Stage
Door Canteen‖ (1943). Also see at ―The Glass Menagerie,‖
1950 version. She was primarily a comic singer, and can be
viewed & heard on YouTube.

Lawrencian Combat: Fred & I engaged in it! 98(184185).

Lawyer Joke: Four men were on a sinking boat in

―League of Their Own, A,‖ a 1992 movie about

shark-infested waters. They drew straws to determine who
would swim for help. The first was an Englishman who
said, "God Save the King," jumped in and was eaten by the
sharks. The second was a Frenchman, who said, "Vive la
France!" jumped in and met the same fate. The third was a
lawyer who jumped in, swam to shore, and came back with
help. When asks why the sharks didn't eat him, he said,
"Professional courtesy!‖

women‘s baseball necessitated in WW II by the dearth of
men, starring Tom Hanks, Geena Davis & Madonna. The
death & injuries to their boy friends & husbands brought the
war close to home. See at ―Belles of the Game.‖

Leakey, Louis, 1903-1972, was born in in Kenya,
his
English parents were missionaries. He learned the
Kikuyu language & customs & while searching for birds
as a young man & often found prehistoric stone tools in the
riverbeds. These early influences shaped his career.
After WW I, he went to school & university in England, but
took a year off to recover from a sports injury, during which
he joined a fossil-finding espedition in what is now
Tanzania. This opened his eyes to the the field and to the
questions of human origins. He graduated in 1926 not long
after Raymond Dart first found very early human
remains in South Africa—Wikipeda (where there‘s more.)

Lazarus, Emma, 8(11-12): Give me your tired, your
poor, / Your huddled masses yearning to be free—from the new
Colussus, a poem praised by Browning & Whittier, 8(11), and
appearing at the base of the Statue of Liberty, 8(11); In 1903,
following a two-year campaign by a friend, Georgina Schuyler,
―The New Colossus‖ plaque was placed on an interior wall, where
it remained virtually ignored for more than a generation. It was
not until the 1930‘s, when Europeans…began seeking asylum
from …persecution, that the poem was rediscovered and with it
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Years later, le Carré carefully depicted and analysed Philby's
weakness and deceit in the guise of ―Gerald,‖ the mole hunted by
George Smiley in the central novel of le Carré's work, Tinker,
Tailor, Soldier, Spy. Then followed the revelation that fictional
spymaster George Smiley was modelled on former Lincoln
College, Oxford rector Vivian H. H. Green
His first two novels, A Call for the Dead and A Murder of
Quality, closely follow the mystery fiction approach, where the
emphasis is on a complex riddle that hero George Smiley must
solve. In later, longer works, such as The Honourable Schoolboy
and The Night Manager, le Carré approaches his material more as
novelist and less as a mystery writer, focusing on the in-depth
development of his characters.
In 1965, Martin Ritt directed the first film adaptation of a
le Carré novel, The Spy Who Came in From the Cold. Richard
Burton was cast as the novel's protagonist, Alec Leamas. The
following year, Sidney Lumet directed The Deadly Affair, a film
adaptation of le Carré's novel Call for the Dead; Frank Pierson
directed a film adaptation of The Looking Glass War.
1984, Diane Keaton appeared in an adaptation of The Little
Drummer Girl. Three years later, A Perfect Spy was adapted into a
television miniseries. In 1990, Sean Connery was cast as the
protagonist in Fred Schepisi's film adaptation of The Russia
House, costarring Michelle Pfeiffer. The following year, A Murder
of Quality was adapted by Gavin Millar for television. In 2001,
Pierce Brosnan, the contemporary Bond. was cast as the lead spy
in The Tailor of Panama.
In 2005, the film The Constant Gardener was released,
based on his novel. The story is set in slums in Kibera and
Loiyangalani, Kenya. The situation affected the crew to the extent
that they set up the Constant Gardener Trust in order to provide
basic education around these villages. Le Carré is a patron of the
charity—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
―What did Hesse write? Strange to wander in the mist, each
is alone. No tree knows ts neighbor. Each is alone.‖We know
nothing of one another, nothing‖ ---John Le Carré (1931- ), ―Call
for the Dead,‖ p.37, 1961

Leakey, Mary (nee Mary Douglas Nicols), 1913- 1996,
was born to a family of artists & archeologists. Early
influences encouraged her to study geology & archeology,
and to pland a career in it, an unusual step for a woman at
that time. He specialty was in the early Stone Age & she
was expert at drawing early tools & other artifacts. She
met her husband Louis on a dig in England & both worked
briefly in Olduvai Gorge before being married in
England. It was his second marriage. They
returned to
Kenya in 1937 & had three sons. Their son Richard, born in
Kenya in 1944, made his first fossil find at age six—a part
of an extinct giant pig.
Leakey, Richard, an imminent archeologoy. see at Mary Leakey
& at Wikipedia for further details.

Lean, David, KBE, 1908-1991, was an English film
director & producer, best remembered for big-screen epics
such as Lawrence of Arabia, The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957,
about which see), Doctor Zhivago and A Passage to India (1984,
his final film). Lean was voted 9th greatest film director of all time
in the Brit. Film Inst. ―Top Directors‖poll 2002
His first work as a director was in partnership with Noel
Coward on In Which We Serve (1942), and he went on to adapt
several of Coward's plays into successful films. These included
This Happy Breed (1944), Blithe Spirit (1945) and Brief
Encounter (1945). These were followed by two celebrated Charles
Dickens adaptations: Great Expectations (1946) & Oliver Twist
(1948)---excerpt from
Wikipedia.
In the July 3, 2008 London Rev. of Books appears an article
by Michael Wood on David Lean‘s films, explaining why ―Brief
Encounter,‖ is such a great film, and why Celia Johnson and
Trevor Howard helped make it that way.
Wood also discussed ―Summertime‖ (1955), an elegant and
slow movie about the Italian romance of a no longer young
American (Katharine Hepburn). It was shot entirely on location in
Venice, and Rossano Brazzi is the love interest comes a distinctly
poor second to the city. A great scene not mentioned by Wood:
Kate fails into a canal & Brazzi pulls her out!Also see at ―Three
Coins in the Fountain‖ (last paragraph.)

Lecture Joke: ―A lecture is a process in which the
notes of the professor become the notes of the students
without passing through the minds of either.‖

Leap-Frogging (ovr the backs of friends), 65(108)
Lear, Edward, 1812-1888—wrote Nonsense verse.
Leary, Denis
Learning: ―To learn is a natural pleasure, not

Ledbetter, Lilly, see at Lilly Ledbetter.
Lederer, William Julius, born 1912, was an US Naval
Academy graduate in 1936, and Cold warrior. His first
appointment was as the junior officer of a river gunboat on the
Yangtze River. The best selling novel The Ugly
American)(1958) was one of several co-written with Eugene
Burdick. Disillusioned with the style and substance of America's
diplomatic efforts in Southeast Asia, Lederer and Burdick openly
sought to demonstrate their belief that American officials and
civilians could make a substantial difference in Southeast Asian
politics if they were willing to learn local languages, follow local
customs and employ regional military tactics. However, if
American policy makers continued to ignore the logic behind these
lessons, Southeast Asia would fall under Soviet or Chinese
Communist influence. In A Nation of Sheep, Lederer identified
intelligence failures in Asia. In ―Government by Misinformation‖
he investigates the sources he believes lead to American foreign
policy:

confined to philosophers, but common to all men‖-Aristotle, Ch. 39

Leary, Timothy Francis, 1920-1996, was a writer,
sychologist, futurist, and advocate of psychedelic drug
research and one of the first people whose remains have been sent
into space. An icon of 1960s counterculture, Leary is most famous
as a proponent of the therapeutic and spiritual benefits of LSD. He
coined and popularized the catch phrase ―urn on, tune in, drop
ut‘—slso see at LSD.

Leave-taking: "Who Turned us around like this so
that we always, do what we may, retain the attitude of
someone who‘s departing? Just as he on the last hill that
show him all his valley for the last time, will turn and stop
and linger, we live our lives forever taking leave"—Rilke, in
Duino Elegies.‖ Also see at Death for a quote of Proust.
Ariela Marks asked what Rilke meant. I anwered:

Lederman, Dr. Leon M—see at Particle Physics.
Lee, Harper, b.1923, American writer, famous for the

Lebowitz, Fran, humorist, see at Frank O‘Hara.
Le Carré, John (née David John Moore Cornwell),

novel ―To Kill a Mockingbird," which was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize in 1961. The book became an international
bestseller & was adapted into a Oscar-winning movie in
1962; Lee was 34 when the work was published & it is her
only novel. See at at
Truman Capote, Horton Foote &
at Mockingbirds

born 1931 in Poole, Dorset, England & has resided in St
Buryan, Cornwall, England for more than forty years. Le Carr é is
his nom de plume, i.e., pen name.
Le Carré's career as a secret agent was destroyed by Kim
Philby, a British double agent who blew the cover of dozens of
British agents to the KGB, David Cornwell being among them.

Lee, Lila, actress--see at ―Blood and Sand‖ (1922)
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Lee, Peggy—see at Lee.
Leers, Anna Catherine, HHS ‘45 classmate &

Lehrer is a German word for a male teacher, and an
appropriate mame for Tom Lehrer. (Lehren in German
means: to teach.)

friend; Academic class rank 18, Ch. 44; Lest We Forget
committee, 166(291); ―Why, John!--Don‘t you recognize
me? I‘m Anna Leers—in your class at Holmes‖—see at
John Deering, Anna‘s husband.

Leigh, Janet (née Jeanette Henlen Morrison), actress,
see at ―Psycho.‖

Leigh,Vivien (néeVivian Hartley),1913-1967,

―Left Foot, My‖—see at Christy Brown.
Left side of the brain is used to decipher mathematics

actress who won Best Actress Acad. Awards for her roles
as Scarlett O‘Hara in ―Gone With the Wind‖ & Blanche
Dubois in ―A Streetcar Named Desire‖—also see at Elia
Kazin & at ―Ship of Fools.‖

and musical symbols, 147(262); also see at Brain Joke.

―Left-hand screwdriver,‖ 119(219); Practical joke.
―Lefty,‖ refers to a left-handed person.—also see at

Lelouch, Claude Lelouch, director, e.g., A Man and a
Woman (1966)—see at Anouk Aimee.

Southpaw.

Lelyveld, Joseph, born 1937, a NY Times Reporter &

Leg makeup: In WW II, women painted their legs an
ecru color in lieu of silk stockings.
Leg makeup on the back of a shirt was said to be

Editor for over 40 years. See at the Web. Also see at
Family Romance.

Lemkin, Ralph, 1900-1959, a Polish-Jewish legal

worse than lipstick on the collar . (WW II Joke.)

scholar who coined the word Genocide, and who was
responsible for the UN resolution on the definiteion of, and
punishiment for, genocide—see at Genocide

―Legend of Lenny, The ‖ by Alex Ross in the Dec.
15, 2008 New Yorker Magazine—see at Bernstein, Leonard
(Cont‘d.)

―Lemon Drop Kid,‖ a Damon Runyon story made

Legends: ―The Hulapai, the Supai, and some Mahave

into a 1951 film starring Bob Hope, and written by
Edmund Hartman, Frank Tashlin, and Robert O'Brien.

(Mojave) branches, and even the Piautes—even the Utes
and the Piautes--are borrowing bits of pieces of legends
from each other‖—an anthropologist in ―Skeleton Man‖—
quoted by Marilyn Stasio—see at Hillerman.
Leghorn chickens are one of the best known breeds of
chicken. They produce the majority of the world's crop of
white eggs.
The breed originated in Italy, but most of the color varieties
were developed in Great Britain, USA and Denmark. The birds are
found in both single comb and rose comb forms and in many
colors, including White, Buff, Silver, Red, Cuckoo, Mottled and
Brown among others. The Brown Leghorns are further divided into
Dark and Light.
When you see a rooster in a painting or an advertisement it
is usually a slim-bodied bird with long sickle (tail) feathers and a
large single comb: the typical male Leghorn.
Leghorns, especially the White ones, are prodigious egglayers and broodiness (the desire to hatch eggs) has almost
completely been bred out of them. Leghorns are usually hatched
out in incubators. A good hen will lay in the vicinity of 300 eggs a
year.
The light weight of this Mediterranean breed (males reach 6
pounds and females 4 1/2) makes it a poor choice if you are
seeking a bird to provide meat for the table, although excess males
can be used as fryers.

Lemmon, Jack, starred in the 1955 movie ―Mister
Roberts‖ in the title role, with James Cagney as the wacky
& self-destructive Captain of a destroyer in WW II,
191(350); also see at Navy Degradation of Recruits, at
Marilyn Monroe, at ―Some Like It Hot‖ & at Billy Wilder.
Lemmings. When Japheth was quite young, after watching a
nature-film of lemmings going over a cliff to their deaths, he
stood up in the theatre and shouted, ―I want to die!‖ I
want
to die!‖ However, the film was a hoax—a flimflam.
Lemmings are small rodents, usually found in or near the
Arctic, in tundra biomes. Together with the voles and muskrats,
they make up the subfamily Arvicolinae (also known
as
Microtinae), which forms part of the largest mammal radiation by
far, the superfamily Muroidea, which also includes rats, mice,
hamsters and gerbils. While many people believe that lemmings
commit mass suicide when they migrate, this is not the case.
Drivn by strong biological urges, they will migrate in large groups
when population density becomes too great. Lemmings can and do
swim and may choose to cross a body of water in search of a new
habitat. On occasion, and particularly in the case of the Norway
lemmings in Scandinavia, large migrating groups will reach a cliff
overlooking the ocean. They will stop until the urge to press on
causes them to jump off the cliff and start swimming, sometimes
to exhaustion and death. Lemmings are also often pushed into the
sea as more and more lemmings arrive at the shore.
The myth of lemming mass suicides is long- standing and
has been popularized by a number of factors. In 1955, Carl
Barks drew an Uncle Scrooge adventure comic with the title: The
Lemming with the Locket. This comic, which was inspired by a
1954 National Geographic article, showed massive numbers of
lemmings jumping over Norwegian cliffs. The suicide myth was
further propagated by Walt Disney documentary White Wilderness
in 1958 which includes footage of lemmings migrating and
running head-long over a ledge. An investigation in 1983 by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's Brian Vallee, showed that
the Disney film makers faked the entire sequence using imported
lemmings (bought from Inuit children), a snow covered turntable
on which a few dozen lemmings were forced to run, and literally
throwing lemmings into the sea to show the alleged suicides.
This myth is also witnessed in a German film – The Little Polar
Bear (Lars, the polar bear)--in which a group of despondent
lemmings are frequently jumping off various ledges.
Lenape (later Delaware) Indians are native Americans
living in what is now New Jersey and along the Delaware

Lehár, Franz, 1870-1948, known in Hungarian as
Lehár Feren, was an Austrian composer of Hungarian
descent, mainly known for his operettas, especially the
internationally acclaimed ―The Merry Widow‖ (1905

Lehman, Herbert, 1878-1963, Banker and
Philanthropist, NY Lt. Gov., 1929-33, then Gov. of NY,
1933-1942, outspoken critic of Joe McCarthy, i.e.,
McCarthyism & supporter of Civil Rights, R, lii

Lehmann-Haupt,

Christopher,

longtime

book

reviewer for the NY Times. See at Hardwick Quotes.

Lehrer, Tom, singer, songwriter, mathematician
(Harvard) & pianist: ―Plaguiarize, let no one else‘s work
evade your eyes!‖ ―Lobachewski,‖ a song, 1953;
―Remember why the good Lord made your eyes,‖ ibid; ―The
Masochistic Tango‖;‘ ―Ave Maria, Gee it good to seeya‖
He wrote & performed many satirical songs like these—see
at Wernher von Braun & search the Web at Tom Lehrer.
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River, Pennsylvania, the northern shore of Delaware and the lower
Hudson River and New York Harbor, NY. See at Manhattan Island
in Septembr 1609.

209(382)--see at Borderline Personality, at Nonsense Verse & at J.
D. Salinger.
On John Lennon: On December 9, 2005, I saw a tribute to
the love of Yoko Ono and John Lennon in a TV documentary
shown on the Biography Channel. It showed the grief stricken
widow, Yoko, at the hospital unable to comprehend Lennon‘s
death. Many of the hospital personnel were in tears, and there were
world-wide vigils by people who loved Lennon and the Beatles.
The documentary explored the sick personality of his assassin, who
in his own words wanted to be famous like Lennon, and who
justified the killing by quoting the ―hero,‖ Holden Caulfield, in
J.D. Salinger‘s 1951 novel Catcher in the Rye. The docudrama
also explained the meaning to Holden of the title Catcher in the
Rye—see at ―Catcher in the Rye‖
Lennon quote: ―Life is what happens to you when
you
are making other plans,‖ P, i, 209(382)—also see at Allen
Saunders, who said something similar.
In the year preceding Oct. 31, 2007, the lennon Estate
earned $44 million!—see at ―Celebritties--Dead But not
Forgotten. ―
Also see at Beatles‘ Movies.

―Lender nor borrower be, Neither,‖see at Sakespeare.
―Lend-Lease‖ began March 1941 nine months before the
US officially entered the war in Dec. 1941& came on the
heels of Cash and Carry, following correspondence between
Winston Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt on the economic status
of Britain and their inability to pay for and transport materials as
they once did: The Brit. Commonwealth received $31 billion, and
USSR $11 billion, R, xlv-- more than $50 billion ($500 billion in
2000 dollars) when it ended on Aug. 21, 1945.
This program was the first large step away from America
isolationism & towards international involvement since the end of
WWI—from the Web & Highlights in History;
Dried eggs & powdered milk from Wisconsin, 600,000
cases, were sent to Great Britain within 6 mos. of the start of
Lend-Lease; also see at ―Arsenal of Democracy,‖ at Allied War
Output & at Liberty Ships.

Lenin, an alias, was born Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov,

Lennon & Paul McCartney: ―The Girl With The

& lived 1870-1924. He was a Russian revolutionary, a
communist politician, the first head of the Sovie Union, and
the primary theorist of Lenisms, an extension of Marxism.
e survived three assassination attempts, the last left him
everal wounded & probably shortened his life considerably.
e founded the hated Russian secret police, Cheka. Stalin
ontinued his repressive policies & genocide.

Kaleidoscope Eyes,‖ 155(275); ―I Want To Hold Your
Hand,‖ 209-210(382); ―The Long Winding Road,‖ Ch. 5—
see at Paul McCartney; ―Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,‖
155(273); ―Yesterday,‖ Ch. 69; also see at Yoko Ono, at
―The Fool on the Hill & at ―Carl on John Lennon.‖

Lenny Bernstein—see at Bernstein & Bernstein
(Cont‘d.)

Leningrad was the name of St. Petersburg from

Lenny Bruce—see at Bruce.
Lenny Orbach—see at Orbach.
Lenya, Lotte (née Karoline Wilhelmine Charlotte

1941-1945. See at St. Peterrberg.

Leningrad, the Siege of: it was one of the most lethal
battles in world history, lasting 872 days--from Sept. 8,
1941 until Jan. 27, 1944. The ultimated number of casualties
may never be known. The Soviets reported 670,000 deaths
mostly from starvation & exposure, but independentsources
place the figure between 750,000 to 1.5 million deaths.

Blamauer), 1898-1981, born in Vienna. of working-class
Roman Catholic parents, Lenya wanted to be a dancer. She moved
to study in Zurich, Switzerland in 1914, taking up her first job at
the Schauspielhaus using the stage name Lotte Lenja. She moved
to Berlin, in 1921 to seek work & married Kurt Weill in 1926.
After she accepted the part of Jenny in the first performance
of Threepenny Opera (DieDreigroschenoper) in 1928, the part
became her breakthrough role. During the last years of the Weimar
Republic, she was busy in film & theatre, especially in BrechtWeill plays.
After the rise of Hitler, she left Germany after having
become estranged from Weill. In March 1933, she fled to Paris,
where she sang the leading part in the Brecht–Weill ―sung ballet‖
The Several Deadly Sins. She divorced Weill in 1933 but reunited
with him in September 1935, when they both emigrated to the
USA. They remarried in 1937.
In 1941, the couple moved to a house of their own in
Rockland County, NY, roughly 20 miles (32.6 km) north of NY
City. Their second marriage lasted until Weill's death in 1950--he
left her everything he owned, including the rights to all his operas
and musicals. (Ah, True Love!) See at K. Weill & also at
Berthold Brecht, 227(415)n

Leno, Jay (né James Douglass Muir Leno), born
1954 in New Rochelle, NY, began his career in night clubs,
here he worked 300 nights a year before hitting it big in 1992 with
his own late-night talk show, "The Tonight Show with Jay Leno"
(1992). By that time he had appeared on TV, he acted in a few
films but hit paydirt with his late-night TV ppearances (he made a
record number of visits to "Late ight with David Letterman"
(1982)); for several years, he served as Johnny Carson's permanent
guest host on "The onight Show Starring Johnny Carson" (1962).
A big (5' 11‖) guy with a very good comedy routine, he vied with
David Letterman to inherit Carson's seat when Johnny retired in
1992. His victory was well-publicized, but empty, though he did
gain a measure of revenge when his show beat Letterman's for the
Emmy in 1995. At first he consistently lost in the ratings to
Letterman except on special occasions, like Hugh Grant's first TV
appearance after his encounter with Divine Brown, he surged
ahead in 1996, as CBS
plunged further into oblivion—from his
webite.
During the strike by a writers union in 2007, Leno was able
to survive by writing his own jokes! Also see at Fame? Others,
e.g, Letterman, Jon Steward, Steve Colbert, had to close their
shows.

Lenya on Brecht: ―What is Brecht without Kurt?‖
Quoted by Clive James—see at Artists in Exile (last
paragraph..)

Leonardo da Vinci, 1452-1519,was born on 15 April

Lennon, John, 1940-1989, Ch 5, 97(183), 155(275),

1452, in a farmhouse about 3 kilometres (1.9 mi) from the
town, Vinci, Italy, between Anchiano and Faltognano, and a few
miles from Pisa. His full name was ―Leonardo di ser Piero da
Vinci‖ which means ―Leonardo, son of Piero, from Vinci.‖ Half a
million visitors a year come to visit the Museum of Leonardo and
his birthplace.
Leonardo was a polymath: scientist, mathematician,
engineer, inventor, anatomist, painter, sculptor, architect, musician
& writer. Leonardo has often been described as the archetypal

209(382);: ―Pop star, composer, songwriter & recording
artist, born in Liverpool, Merseyside. The Beatle‘s rhythm
guitarist, key board player, vocalist & a partner of the LennonMcCartney song-writing team. He married Yoko Ono‖—edited
excerpt from Cambridge Bio. Encycl.; Lennon was only 5 years
old when A-Bombs were dropped, World War II ended & sadly
only 40 years old when he was killed by a deranged fan, 97(183),
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―Renaissance man,‖ a man whose seemingly infinite curiosity was
equaled only by his powers of invention.
He is widely considered to be one of the greatest painters of
all time and perhaps the most diversely talented person ever to
have lived.
As an engineer, Leonardo conceived ideas vastly ahead of
his own time, conceptually inventing a helicopter, a tank, the use
of concentrated solar power, a calculator, a rudimentary theory of
plate tectonics, the double hull, and many others.
Relatively few of his designs were constructed or were
feasible during his lifetime. Some of his smaller inventions such as
an automated bobbin winder and a machine for testing the tensile
strength of wire entered the world of manufacturing unheralded.
He greatly advanced the state of knowledge in the fields of
anatomy, civil engineering, optics &
the study of water
(hydrodynamics).
Of his works, perhaps 15 paintings survive—most famously
―Mona Lisa--together with his notebooks, which contain drawings,
scientific diagrams, and notes. (Many of these have been
published & are available.)
A curiosity: da Vinci wrote his dairy in mirror image, so
that other could not easily read them, although obviously he could.
Also see at da Vinci.

his family who were among approximately 500,000 Jews killed at
the Belzec extermaination camp. Working in partnership with the
Polish Gov‘t. & the older museum which had fallen into disrepair,
and laterr with the American Jewish Committee, Lerman raised
$5 million to build a new memorial.—from the Jan. 24, 2008 NY
Times obituary of Miles Lerman by Dennis Hevesi. Also see at
the Holocaust Memorial Museum.

Lerner, Alan Jay, lyricist—see at ―Gigi‖ & at ―My
Fair Lady.‖ Also see at Lowe.

‗Les Girls,‖ 1957 film directed by George Cukor with
Gene Kelly, Mitzi Gaynor & Kay Kendall.

Les Mare des Mares, France, see at Charles Durning.
―Lesbia‖ was a pseudonym for a Roman woman who
the poet Catullus loved & wrote love poems to. He called
her that because she wanted to be a poet like Sappho—see
below.

Lesbian One who practices lesbianism. See at
―butch,‖ at Lipstick Lesbian & see below.

Lesbianism: The sexual orientation of women to
women—from the Greek Island of Lesbos, where the
practice was allegedly rampant. Essentially, a Lesbian is a
native of Lesbos, e.g., Sappho. Also see at Quentin Crisp
& at Kentucky Definitions.

Leonardo da Vinci Cartoon: a man servant is
hovering over Leonardo who is busy with many of his
inventions on the table before him: The caption: ―Leonardo,
don‘t you think you are stretching yourself a bit too thin.‖
(This gem appeared in the New Yorker.)

Lesbo, term applied to a lesbian, or a woman from
Lesbos.

―Les Enfants Terrible,‖ 56(91); also see at Cocteau.
―Les Mis‖: Les Misérables, colloquially known as Les

Leone, Sergio, Italian who directed many Westerns,

Mis or Les Miz, is a musical composed in 1980 by the
French composer Claude-Michel Schönberg with a libretto by
Alain Boublil based on Hugo‘s novel, Les Misérables,
Sung
through, it is perhaps the most famous of all French musicals and
one of the most performed musicals worldwide. On October 8,
2006, the show celebrated its 21st anniversary on London's West
End and became the longest-running West End musical in history
the following performance. It is still running (though it has
changed venues).

See at Spaghetti Westerns and at ―The Good, the Bad and
the Ugly.‖

Leopold-Loeb, Nathan Leopold & Richard Loeb
kidnapped & murdered a 14-year-old boy, Bobby Franks, on
May 21, 1924. They were defended by Clarence Darrow who was
handicapped by the fact that they had confressed to the crime, but
he mangaged to get them life instead of death sentences by
testimony that they both, esp. Leopold, had been severely
chastized by his parents as a child. But Richard Loeb never got out
of jail. Twelve years after his conviction, as manipulative and
narcissistic as ever, he was murdered in Stateville Prison in Illinois
after he propositioned the wrong fellow inmate for sex.
Nathan Leopold, a model prisoner, was paroled in 1958, after 34
years. His remorse for the grotesque act that had ended one life and
ruined his own seemed genuine.—see the article in the Aug. 2008
Smithsonian Magazine by Simon Baatz. Also see at Baatz & at
―(For the) Thrill of It‖ & at ―Rope.‖

―Les Mis‖ on Broadway, 1987--2003, won Tony
Awards for Best Musical, Best Featured Actor (Michael
Maguire as Enjolras), Best Featured Actress (Frances Ruffelle as
Eponine), Best Director (Trevor Nunn and John Caird), Best Book
(Boublil and Schoenberg), Best Score (music by Schoenberg,
lyrics by Boublil and Herbert Kretzmer), Best Scenic Design (John
Napier), Best Lighting Design (David Hersey). Nominees that year
included Colm Wilkinson (as Jean Valjean) and Terrence Mann (as
Javert) for Best Actor, Judy Kuhn as Cosette for Featured Actress
and Andreane Neofitou (Best Costume Designer). Randy Graff
played Fantine in the first Broadway company.
At the end of the day May 18, 2003, after 16 years and
6,680 performances, the French written, British-refined pop
musical version of Victor Hugo's 1832 novel of human rights and
human love shut down after the 6 PM milestone performance at the
Imperial Theatre. The show leaves with much fanfare: An audience
filled with special guests invited by producer Cameron
Mackintosh, a performance of the three-hour show and then a
special mega-finale that includes its current troupe, 300 alumni of
the Broadway run and 40 New York area kids who have appeared
in the newly minted ―school edition‖ of the show in recent months.
Also see below.

Lepore, Jill--see at ―The Power Brokers. Also see at
Einsteins‘s Sartorial Indifference.

Lerman, Miles (né Shmuel Milek Lerman), 1920-2008,
was born in Poland, was a Jewish resistance fighter in Naziocuupied Poland, and a major figure in the creation of the
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC. After the
Germans invaded Poland, his family fled to Lvov. Then in his 20s,
he was arrested & sent to a forced-labor camp, which he managed
to escape from & fight with the resistance in the forest
surrounding Lvov.
Mr. Lerman worked to created the museum starting in
1979, the year that Pres. Jimmy Carter named him to the advisory
board of the President‘s Commission on the Holocaust, with the
mission of building the museum. He was chair of the museum‘s
governing council from the time it opened on April 22, 1993, until
2000. Although Congress passed legislation donating the land, all
the consturction money had to be raised from prvate sources. Mr.
Lerman was chair of the Campaign to Remember thatraised $190
million to build, equip & endow the museum.
After resigning as chair of the museum, Mr. Lerman
returned to Poland to lobby for a proper memorialfor members of

―Les Mis‖ songs and story line: Among the most
famous songs of this Tony Award-winning musical are
"Castle On A Cloud", "I Dreamed a Dream", "One Day More", "A
Heart Full of Love", "Stars", "Bring Him Home", "Do You Hear
the People Sing?", "Empty Chairs and Empty Tables", "Master of
the House‖, "Little People", "A Little Fall of Rain", and "On My
Own".
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the verse 2 couplet "Penguins in flocks, on the rocks, do it, Even little
cuckoos, in their clocks, do it."--excerpt from Wikipedia. Lyrics at this
link:http://www.lyricskeeper.com/cole_porter-lyrics/120386-lets_do_itlyrics.htm

The musical is based on the 1862 novel Les Misérables by
Victor Hugo. Set in early 19th-century France, it follows the
intertwining stories of a cast of characters as they struggle for
redemption and revolution. The characters include a paroled
convict named Jean Valjean who, failing attempts to find work as
an honest man with his yellow ticket of leave, breaks his parole
and conceals his identity; the police inspector Javert who becomes
obsessed with finding Valjean; Fantine, the single mother who is
forced to become a prostitute to support her daughter Cosette;
Cosette, who, after her mother's death, becomes Jean Valjean's
adopted daughter and who eventually falls in love with a
revolutionary student named Marius Pontmercy; the Thénardiers,
the unscrupulous innkeepers who initially foster Cosette, and who
thrive on cheating and stealing; Éponine, their young daughter who
is hopelessly in love with Marius; Gavroche, a young beggar boy
and the young son of the Thénardiers; and a student leader Enjolras
who plans the revolt to free the oppressed lower classes of France.
The main characters are joined by an ensemble that includes
prostitutes, student revolutionaries, factory workers, and others—
also see below.

―Letter of Duplicity‖ is a 1927 play by W. Somerset
Maugham, based on Maugham‘s decidedly subtle and
atmospheric 1924 short story about a British woman in Malaya
who murders her unfaithful lover and persuades her husband and a
jury that she was acting in self-defense when he turned up
uninvited at her home and tried to rape her. But he was invited: a
letter in which she says she is desperate to see him turns up on the
eve of the trial. Maugham made structural changes (and added the
padding) necessary to put the tale on the stage.
The play has also been the basis of several films, most
notably William Wyler‘s classic 1940 version with Bette Davis as
Leslie Crosbie, the story‘s antiheroine, and a robust, otherworldly
score by Max Steiner that verges on the operatic in its own way. Its
latest commission, ―The Letter,‖ premiered as an Opera by the
Santa Fe Opera Co.in late July and runs through Aug. 18 in an
attractively straightforward production by Jonathan Kent. In
prospect, ―The Letter‖ looked promising: its composer, Paul
Moravec, who writes likable instrumental and choral works (but
has not, until now, tackled an opera), won a Pulitzer Prize in 2004.
His librettist, Terry Teachout, is a drama critic for The Wall Street
Journal and the author of several books--edited excerpt from the
Aug. 5, 2009 NY Times.review by Allan Kozinn.

―Les Misérables‖ Victor Hugo‘s 1862 novel and
1935 film. For the Musical based on the novel, see at ―Les
Mis,‖ short for the title. Also see at Victor Hugo.

―Les Miz,‖ see at ― Les Mis.‖
Leslie, Edgar, see ―Among My Souvenirs.‖
Less is more is a phrase that has been used to sum up

Levant, Oscar, 1906-1972, pianist,author, hypochondriac-humorist: ―If I had known that I would live this
long, I would have taken better care of myself,‖ P, i;
―I knew her before she was a virgin,‖ Ch. 40
―When the late president Kennedy was revealed as a speed
reader, it took me three hours to read the article about it‖—
see Dirty Little Secrets in ―True Confessions.‖
Levant was a close friend of the Gershwins & became a
foremost Gerscwin interpretor. He also wrote a memoir: The
Unimportance of Being Oscar, 1969; also see at ―Stop the
World—I Want To Get Off‖

minimalism in art & other endeavors, e.g., architecture &
music. A NY Times Crossword puzzle for the year 2008
for July 10 (not the daily puzzle!) made up some puns
for this: Lionel Barryless (actor), Millard Fillless (US
president) & the Baltiless Orioles (baseball team.)
Lesseps, Ferdinand de, 1859-1869, see at Suez. A
suburb of Barlcelona is named after him.

―Lest We Forget‖--see at Holmes High School
Class of 1945 Yearbook. According to Barttlett, the phrase
is from Kipling‘s ―Recessional‖: ―…Lord God of Host, be
with us yet, / Lest we forget—lest we forget!‖ st. 1.
The first time this title was used for the yearbook was
1944, according to Trisha Brundage, a HHS official.

Lever Brothers, see at Lifebuoy.
Levi, Primo (1919-1987), P, R, lix-lxi: ―…the
Twentieth Century will be known as the century of
Auschwitz and Hiroshima, R, lix, Chs. 49 & 50; also see
at Auschwitz and Hiroshima. About the Holocaust: Who
Knew? ―In Hitler‘s Germany, a particular code was
widespread: those who knew did not talk; those who did
not know did not ask questions; those who did ask
questions received no answers. In this way, the typical
German citizen won and defended his ignorance,‖ R,
lvii; 175(305-306); Possible consequences: ―If Levi‘s
Views Were True,‖ 176(306); also, see at Nazi Terror.
―The conviction that life has a purpose is rooted in
every fiber of man,‖ T, R, lix; Cf. the quote at Arthur
Ashe. Saul Bellow on Levi: ―In Levi‘s writing, nothing is
superfluous and every thing is essential.‖ ―One of the
century‘s most necessary books,‖ –Philip Roth. Also see at
Philip Roth. Levi on Gernany: By July 1941, Germany
overran
Poland,
Norway,
Holland,
France
&
Yugoslavia—from p. 66 of
―The Periodic Table;‖
Levi joined the Italian Partisan Resistance in the
Piemont mountains in Sept. 1943. They were betrayed by an
informer in Dec., and in Feb. 1944 were handed over to the
Nazi‘s for deportation to Auschwitz— p. 6 in―If Not Now
When‖ (See the introduction by Irving Howe, R, lix)
―The railroad convoy that took us to to the Lager
{orconcentration camp (cf. Stalag)} contained 650 persons;
of these 525 were immediately put to death; 29 women were
interned in Birkenau; 96 men, myself among them, were
sent to Monowitz-Auschwitz...Of these about 20 men and

―Let It Snow‖ was created by lyricist Sammy Cahn
& the composer Jule Styne in 1945. ―Oh, the weather outside if
frightful, / But the fire is so delightful,/ And since we've no
place to go, / Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow!—
popularized by Vaughn Monroe—also see at Jewish Musicians.

―Let's Call the Whole Thing Off‖ (1937) by the
Gershwins—see at Shall We Dance.

―Let‘s Do It, Let‘s Fall in Love‖(1928) by Cole Porter,
was introduced in Porter's first Broadway success, the musical
Paris (1928) by French chanteuse Irène Bordoni for whom Porter had
written the musical as a starring vehicle. Bordoni's husband and Paris
producer Ray Goetz who convinced Porter to give Broadway another
try with this show.
The first of Porter's famous "list songs", it features a string of
suggestive and droll comparisons and examples, preposterous pairings
and double-entendres, dropping famous names and events, drawing
unexpectedly from highbrow and popular culture. The first refrain
covers human ethnic groups, the second refrain birds, the third refrain
marine life, the fourth refrain insects (plus centipedes) and the fifth
refrain non-human mammals. The phrase "Let's fall in love" is actually
a euphemistic reference to a proposition for sex. Several of the more
suggestive lines in this regard include a couplet from verse 4: "Moths in
your rugs do it, What's the use of moth-balls?" and "Folks in Siam do
it, Think of Siamese twins" (verse 1) and "Why ask if shad do it?
Waiter, bring me shad roe" (verse 3) and "Sweet guinea-pigs do it, Buy
a couple and wait" (verse 5). There's also a report that Porter's original
version included the even more risqué line, "Roosters with a doodle and
a cock do it." If true, this was probably replaced by one of the lines in
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women returned to their homes.‖ Only 5 of the women
survived Birkenau,Loc. Cit.,R, lx;
Levy contacted scarlet fever Jan. 11, 1945, in Buna, a
Lager near the main camp at Auschwitz, and was being
treated with sulfa drugs when the Russians liberated them—
in ―If This Is a Man‖ (also published as ―Survial in
Auschwitz‖), R, lix, 214(389); Ironically, the ―healthy ones‖
at Buna, i.e., almost all the ones deemed well enough to go
with the retreating Nazis, died in the first week. (Loc.
Cit.) So his scarlet fever saved him!
―Whoever waits for his neighbor to die in order to
take his piece of bread is, albeit guiltless, further from the
model of the thinking man than the most primitive
pigmy or the most vicious sadist,‖ R, lix;
Levi‘s ―Truce‖--also pub. as ―The Reawakening‖-ought to be read by everyone, as an act of piety and in
sympathy for those who suffered in World War II at the
hands of the brutal Nazi Germany and its fascist allies. As
Philip Roth wrote of the dual volume: ―It is one of the
Century‘s necessary books.‖
―In the sick bay of Buna-Monowitz, 800 of us
remained. Of these, about 500 died of illness, cold, and
hunger before the Russians arrived [Jan27, 1945], and
another 200 succumbed in the following days despite
Russian aid—see the first page of ―The Truce,‖ or ―The
Reawakening,‖ R, lx
A movie ―The Truce,‖ starring John Turturro, came
out in 1996 based on Levi‘s memoir about his eight (?)
months‘ journey from Auschwitz to his home in Turin in
1945. It took so long not only because the train tracks and
bridges had been bombed by the Allies, so that many
detours were necessary, but also because of long layovers
at various camps enroute. For Levi‘s itinary, see: R, lx-lxi;
Levi worked in the same Turinese paint factory for
nearly thirty years, both as a research chemist, and for
thirteen years as the plant's general manager. He retired in
1977 to write full time.
Levi suffered from depression in the last year of his
life & reportedly committed suicide in 1987 in his 68-th
year, although no suicide note was found. Others thought
he may have slipped over the low banister of his 2-nd floor
apartment, R. lxi
In his last book, ―The Drowned and the Saved,‖ a
NY Book Review reviewer wrote ―(it is)a dark meditation
on the meaning of the Nazi extermination after the passing
of forty years.‖ In his Preface, p. 25, Levi quotes the
Austrian philosopher, Jean Améry: ―Anyone who has
been tortured remains tortured…Anyone who has
suffered torture never again will be able to be at ease in
the world, the abomination of the annihilation is never
extinguished. Faith in humanity, already cracked by the
first slap in the face, then demolished by torture, is never
acquired again.‖ Then, Levi goes on to say, ―Torture for
him was an interminable death,‖ R, lxi. Améry killed
himself in 1978. This was just nine years before Levi died,
R, lxi. Also see at Primo, at Ignorance, at Periodic Table, at
Améry, at Ariela, at Borowski & at Yiddish Proverbs.

column first appeared in 1961; it concluded in 1977 under the
name New & Novel.
It is not possible to say precisely how many books Mr.
Levin reviewed in his 27-year association with The Times: the
labor needed to tally them defies the length of the workweek. But
by any conservative estimate, counting his column and his
hundreds of free-standing reviews, Mr. Levin read and reported
on more than 3,000 books in his tenure with the paper.
His column had a purpose. Every
week Mr. Levin
was handed a stack of fiction...but amid the
flotsam Mr. Levin
spied glimmers that had escaped his
editors‘ notice. In 1962 he
rhapsodized over ―Stern‖ (Simon
& Schuster), Bruce Jay
Friedman‘s first novel. The same year, he praised Ken Kesey‘s
debut novel, ―One Flew Over
the Cuckoo‘s Nest‖ (Viking.)
When The Times Book Review returned to print after a 114day newspaper strike. Mr. Levin marked the occasion be reviewing
38 books all at once.
Mr. Levin‘s own books include ―Whatever
Happened to
Lady Chatterley‘s Lover?‖ (Andrews, McMeel & Parker, 1985), in
which he speculated satirically on the fates of various fictional
characters. He edited several anthologies, among them ―The
Phoenix Nest‖ (Doubleday, 1960) and ―The Bedside Phoenix
Nest‖ (Washburn, 1965)-- edited excerpt from the May 30, 2008
NY Times Obituary by Margalit Fox.

Levine, Philip, born 1928 in Detroit & grew up there
--see at ―Dearborn. Suite‖

Levis, a trade name for the heavy denim trousers first
made by the Company founded in 1850 by Levi
Strauss, 1864-1949

Levittown, 25(37), affordable post-WW II housing.
―The first families moved into Levittown in Oct. 1947, and
soon there were 17, 4777 houses that, as the song Little
Boxes noted derisively, ‗all moade out of ticky-tacky, and t
hey all looked the same.‘
―The first Cape Codes that became available in
1947–with four rooms, one bathroom & among other
modern amenities a hHotpoint electric range in every
kitchen—were offered for $6,990, and 800-sq.ft. ranch
homes went for $7,990‖—from an Oct. 13, 2007 NY Times
article by Corey Kilgannon.

Levy, Shawn Anthony, born 1961, is a film critic,
author and blogger. His work has appeared in major
newspapers and magazines in USA & UK, including NY
Times, LA Times San Francisco Chronicle. The Guardian,
The Independent, Film Comment, Movieline, Premiere, and
Sight and Sound. He is the author of King of Comedy: The
Life and Art of Jerry Lewis (1996), Rat Pack Confidential:
Frank, Dean, Sammy, Peter, Joey, and the Last Great Show
Biz Party (1998)—excerpted from Wikipedia.

Levy‘s Jewish Bread has the slogan ―You don‘t have
to be Jewish to love Levy‘s Real Jewish Rye.‖

Lewinsky, Monica, noted for her erotomania for Pres.
Bill Clinton in his second term--see at Clinton

Lewis and Clark expedition, 1803–6, explored the
territory of the Louisiana Purchase and the country beyond
as far as the Pacific Ocean. Thomas Jefferson had long considered
the project of a western expedition, having encouraged John
Ledyard when he proposed such an expedition in the 1780s, and as
president he contemplated the matter in earnest and discussed it
with his private secretary, Capt. Meriwether Lewis.
When Congress approved the plan in 1803 and appropriated
money for it, Jefferson named Lewis to head it, and Lewis selected
William Clark as his associate in command. The purpose was to
search out a land route to the Pacific, to strengthen American
claims to Oregon territory, and to gather information about the
indigenous inhabitants and the country of the Far West. Before the

Levin, Martin, 1919-2008, was a Manhattan, NYborn writer, humorist & prolific book critic for whom
reading and reviewing five books a week for The New York Times
for decades on end was as reasonable, natural and
essential as
breathing, died on May 21 in Manhattan. He was 89 and lived in
Manhattan. A freelance writer, Mr. Levin had regular bylines in
The Times Book Review from 1958 to 1985. To readers of that
section he was known in particular as the author of a longrunning weekly column in which he reviewed as many as a halfdozen books in a sitting. Originally titled Reader‘s Report, the
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long march was begun, the Louisiana Purchase was made,
increasing the need for a survey of the West—also see at
Louisian Purchase.

Lewis, Richard Philip, was born 1947 in Brooklyn,
NYC, to an Ashkenazi Jewish family and was raised in
Englewood, NJ, the son of Blanche, an actress, and William Lewis,
a caterer. He went to Dwight Morrow High School (where John
Travolta went a few years later). He graduated from Ohio State U.
in 1969 iin marketing and communications. He wrote ad copy in
New Jersey while also writing jokes for comedians such as Morty
Gunty. He finally got the nerve to perform his own jokes in 1971 at
New York's Improvisation and Pips. After appearing on "The
Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson" (1962) in 1974, he
continued to tour and hone his act with help from David Brenner
and Robert Klein.
His film Diary of a Young Comic (1977) (TV) aired in the
"Saturday Night Live" (1975) time-slot. His work on cable ―I'm in
Pain‖ for Showtime in 1988, ―I'm Exhausted‖ earned a nomination
from American Comedy Awards for Funniest Male Performer in a
Television Special (for HBO); "I'm Doomed" (HBO) won him a
second Ace Nomination for Best Stand-Up Comedy Special. His
―Magical Misery Tour‖ was filmed at NY's ―Bottom Line‖ in
December, 1996. In December 1989, he performed to an SRO
crowd at Carnegie Hall--IMDb Mini Biography by Janet
Hoffmann, except for the first sentence from Wikipedia. Several
short videos of his work appear on YouTube. Also see at
Problem?

Lewis, Anthony, born 1927 in NY City,attended the
Horace Mann School in New York and Harvard College,
where he earned a B.A. in 1948. While at Harvard, he was an
editor of the Harvard Crimson. He writes for NY Times op-ed
page and the NY Rev. of Books, among other publications. He
was previously a columnist for the NY Times (1969-2001).
Before that he was London bureau chief (1965-1972), Washington,
D.C. bureau (1955-64) & deskman (1948-1952) for the Times.
His first Pulitzer Prize was in 1955 for reporting on the U.S.
Government's loyalty program, and specifically on the dismissal of
Abraham Chasanow, a Navy employee who was not informed of
the nature of the accusations against him, nor of his accusers.
Lewis's articles led to the employee's reinstatement. He won
a second Pulitzer Prize in 1963 for his coverage of the US Supreme
Court. He has frequently written on the Court and mattersof
constitutional law, e.g., (1) Gideon'sTrumpet (Random House,
1964), the story behind Gideon v.Wainwright, for which he
received the 1965 Edgar Award for Best Fact Crime book & was
made into a film of the same name; (2) Make No Law: The
Sullivan Case and the First Amendment ( Random House, 1991),
the story behind NY Times v. Sullivan (PB ed. by Vintage)
Lewis has taught at Columbia University's Graduate School
of Journalism since the mid-'70s,and has held the school's James
Madison chair in First Amendment Issues since 1982. He lectured
at Harvard from 1974 to 1989 and has been a visiting lecturer at
several other colleges & universities, including the universities of
Arizona, California, Illinois, and Oregon.

Lewis, Sam, lyricist, see at Ray Henderson.
Lewis, Shari (née Shari Phyllis Hurwitz), 1933-1998,
born in NY City, NY, was an ventriloquist, puppeteer, and
children's television show host, most popular during the 1960s and
1990s. She is best known as the original puppeteer of Lamb Chop,
first appearing on Hi Mom, a local morning show that aired on
WNBC in New York. She won 12 Emmys. Diagnosed with uterine
cancer in June 1998, and while undergoing treatment at CedarsSinai Medical Center in LA, she died August 2, 1998 at the age of
65 after developing viral pneumonia.

Lewis, Jerry, (ne Joseph (or Jerome?) Levitch), was
born 1926 in Newark, NJ, the son of Jewish parents Rachel
―Rae‖ who played the piano for the radio station WOR
and
Danny Levitch, an MC and vaudeville performer.
Lewis is an Emmy-winning actor, film producer, writer and
film director known for his slapstick humor and his charity fundraising telethons for the Muscular Dystrophy Association. Lewis
has won many prestigious Lifetime Achievement Awards from
The American Comedy Awards, The Golden Camera, Los Angeles
Film Critics Association, The Venice Film Festival and he has
two stars on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
Lewis was originally paired up in 1946 with Dean Martin,
and formed the comedy team of Martin and Lewis. In addition to
the team's popular nightclub work, they starred in a successful
series of comedy films for Paramount. The act broke up ten years
later. Shawn Levy's biography, ―King of Comedy,‖ claims Lewis'
name at birth was Jerome Levitch. Also see at ―The Caddy‖, at
Dean Martin & at ―That‘s Amore.‖

Lewis, Sinclair (Harry), 1855-1951, wrote ―Elmer
Gantry‖, 86(168); wrote ―Main Street‖ (1920) about smalltown life, refused the Nobel prize for ―Arrowsmith‖ (1925)
but accepted the prize in 1930, the first American to win it.
Lexington, KY, 94(179), Home of the U.of KY (UK);
Limestone Street, 206-207(377); also see at Elwood Hunley;
-- was named in 1775 after the Battle of --, the first battle
of the American Revolution, April 19, 1775; Lexington,
MA, the battle site, is a suburb of Boston. There are 22
cities in USA named Lexington—see at Cities in the USA

Lexophile—see at philologist..
Liar—see at Fellini: I‘m Born Liar.‖ Also see at
―Billy Liar.‖

Lewis, Jerry Lee, born 1935 to a poor family in

―Libel,‖

Ferriday, LA, he started playing piano as a youth, and his
father mortgaged his farm to buy his a piano., is a rock and
roll and country music singer, songwriter and pianist.. An
early pioneer of rock and roll music, Lewis was inducted
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1986 and his
pioneering contribution to the genre has been recognized by
the Rockabilly Hall of Fame in 2004.

1959), starring Dirk Bogarde in

three

separate roles and co-starring Olivia de Havilland

Liberace (né Aladziu Valentino Liberace aka Walter
Busterkeys), 1915-1987. An entertainer, born in Milwaukee,
he soloed with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra at age 14.
Over the years he developed an act of pop piano classics
performed with a lavish sense of showmanship. His
Liberace TV show (1957-1972) won an Emmy as Best Male
Personality & broke all box-office records at Radio City
Music Hall in New York City during 1983. Once, when
asked about being panned by a noted music critic, he
quipped ―I cried all the way to the bank!‖ He was fond of
lamé suits, which can only be described as dazzling, laced
as they were with gold & silver threads.

Lewis, John L(lewellyn), 1880-1969, President of
United Mine Workers (UMW, 1920-1960)) who, on Nov. 9,
1935, together with other labor leaders fomed the
Committee (later changed to Congress) of Industrial
Organization (CIO), a combination of unions, of which he
was president until 1940. A skillful negotiator, he was a
thorn in the side of numberous American Presidents with his
demands for UMW and CIO wages and benefits, and calling
strikes to force the concessions he wanted. Also see at
Madame Chiang Kai-shek, r.e. what she would do to him!

Liberted women before the advent of Womens‘s Lib,
see at Women Liberated Before Women‘s Lib.

―Liberty, Eternal vigilance is the price of,‖ 106(199):

Lewis, Randay—see at Odetta.
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―The

Life magazine, the brainstorm of Henry Luce, began

price of freedom is eternal vigilance‖
& ―The price of liberty is eternal vigilance‖
These three have often been attributed to Thomas Jefferson,
Thomas Paine, Abraham Lincoln, and many others;
Alfred Denning in The Road to Justice(1988)states that
the phrase originated in a statement of an Irish orator John
Philpot Curran in 1790: "It is the common fate of the
indolent to see their rights become a prey to the active. The
condition upon which God hath given liberty to man is
eternal vigilance‖—Wikipedia.

publication on Nov. 23, 1936.

―Liebe Eingestellt, Auf,‖ 228(415)
Lie: ―Every word she [Lillian Hellman] writes is a lie, including
‗and‘ and ‗the‘—Mary McCarthy. See the New Penguin
Dict. of Modern Quotations for the background, legal actions, and
illness to McCarthy this provoked. ―The bigger the lie, the more
believable‖ 224(409)--see at Goebbels & at Sin (It‘s a sin to tell a
lie.‖)

Lies: There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies

―Liberty is the right of doing whatever the laws

and statistics,‖ Ch. 15--Disraeli said it first; also attributed
to Mark Twain--see the Quotationary.

permit‖—Montesquieue. See at Bill of Rights.

―Liberty or Death, Give me‖—see at Patrick Henry.
Liberty ship -- in WW II a standardized cargo ship of

―Life and love and art and all the other wonderful
things in the world, Learning about‖—see at Arthur
Rubinstein. and the Power of Love.

11,000 tons deadweight built by Henry J. Kaiser‘s West
Coast shipyards, using revolutionary methods. See at
Kaiser

Lies and Lying—see above, and at Hansberry,
Kipling, Maxwell & Stevenson. also see at Corpus Christi
for my white lie, or fairy tale! And see at Fairy Tale.

―Liberty, Statue of,‖see at Statue of -- & at Bartholdi.
Libido, 1.The psychic & emotional energy associated

Life, Ch. 69, Envoi to Writing, 239-246(433-442);

with instinctual biological drives. 2.a. Sexual desire. 2b,.
Manifestation of the sexual drive; Latin libido, desire. See
at Pleasure Principle, at Id, at Ego, and at Super Ego.

see at Einstein, Bombeck, R. W. Emerson, García Márquez,
Keller, La Bruyère, Lennon, Joni Mitchell, Santayana,
Socrates, & Shaw; The hardest years, --at fifty, -- at sixty,-at seventy, -- at eighty, at ninety, 240(434-435); see at Geo.
Burns; the first 100 years are the hardest—Mizner, 240241(435); Immortality?—see at Woodie Allen; also see at
Age and Aging, Youth vs. Old Age & at Live.

Lichtenstein, Roy, 1923-1997, prominent pop artist,
whose work borrowed heavily from popular advertising and
comic book styles, which he himself described as being "as
artificial as possible.‖ He was born in NY City into an upper-class
Jewish family. During 1939, in his final year at the Franklin
School, he enrolled in summer art classes at the Art Students
League of NY under the tutelage of
Reginald
Marsh.
On
graduating in 1940, Lichtenstein left New York to study at the
Ohio State University which offered studio courses and a degree in
fine arts.[1] His studies were interrupted by a three year stint in the
army during World War II between 1943 and 1946.
He returned to his studies in Ohio after the war and one of
his teachers at the time, Hoyt L. Sherman, is widely regarded to
have had a significant impact on his future work (Lichtenstein later
named & funded at OSU a new studio, the Hoyt L. Sherman
Studio Art Center.)
Lichtenstein entered the graduate program at Ohio State and
was hired as an art instructor, a post he held on and off for the next
ten years. In 1951 he had his first one-man exhibition at a gallery
in New York—from Wikipedia where there is more, e.g., his rise
to fame.

Life: ―Although human life is priceless, we always
act as if something had even a greater price than life…What
is that something?—Saint-Exupéry.

―Life, and no more chances after that, Just one‖—
in ―The Chatham School Affair‖ by Thomas Cook

―Life are already three parts dead, …those that fear,‖
Bertrand Russell in ―Marriage and Morals,‖ (1929)
quoted in ―The Oxford Dict. of Quotations. See Bertrand
Russell on Love at Love.

―Life are free, The best things in,‖ saying; also the
title of a 1956 film—about which see.

―Life a terrible thing, thank God? Oh, isn‘t‖—Dylan
Thomas, 241(435) (Ch. 69, Envoi to Writing.)

Life and Brains: ―He lost his parents and everything
except his life and his brains‖—what I wrote about Paul M.
Cohn and the Holocaust. See at Cohn, last sentences.

Lick, a deposit of salt visited by animals who lick it.

Life and Death--see at Nature‘s Paradox.
Life and the Imagination: The reason why it is easy

Banklick Creek, 2(3); Big Bone Lick State Park (Kentucky),
2(3); Blue Lick, 2(3). There is a Salt Lick & a Mays Lick
listed on the map of Kentucky & in the Index of the Life
Pictorial Atlas.

to kill another person must be that one‘s imagination is too
sluggish to conceive what life means to him‖—Virgina
Woolf in her diary, quoted by Curtis Sittenfield in his Nov.
20, 2005 NY Times Sunday Book Review of ―Virginia
Woolf, An Inner Life.‖

Lick Creek, cities by that name in Indiana, Kentucky
& Tennesee.

Licking., a city in in Texas county, Missouri.
Licking, a county in Ohio.
Licking Creek is in Maryland..
Licking River, KY, gave Cincinnati its former French

Life and Love: ―Life is a sharing, and life is love,
and a love of sharing. Nothing is more beautiful than the
love one has for one another, for God, or the Supreme
Being, and the reverence for life‖---from an e-mail to my
brother, Fred, New Year‘s Eve 2005, 241(436)

name, Losantiville, 2(3); -- where Frankie drowned,
30(45), 47(75-76), 66(108); -- in a ―Ghosts of Yesteryear‖,
243(438); Banklick Creek is a tributary, 47(75); -- separates
Covington & Newport, 62(101)

―Life that are not fair, There are many things in‖-―This wassaid by Carter on July 12, 1977 in defense of the
Supreme Court limiting the obligation of the government to
pay for abortions for poor women—see at ―Victims and
Agents.‖

Licking Rivers in USA—there is another one at
through ZanesvilleOhio—it flows into the Muskingum
River that flows into the Ohio River.
Lidz, Richard, wrote ―Many Kinds of Courage, An Oral
History of World War II,‖ published by G. P. Putnams Sons,
NY, 1980.

―Life

at all, I really don‘t know. ( It‘s life‘s illusions I

recall)‖—Joni Mitchell., Ch. 20, 62(100)n
―Life came at the beginning and the worst part at the end,
―The best part of‖—Mark Twain, TI
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―Life, Easy‖—see at Dino Risi.
―Life end and theatre begin? Where does‖—see at

―Life means to him,What‖--see at Life and the
Imagination.

―Life, The Meaning of,‖ Reflections in Words &

Jean Renoir.

―Life, First Law of,‖ see at Isolation in Society.
―Life has a purpose is rooted in every fiber of man,

Pictures Why We Are Here, David Friend & the Editors of
Life, Ltttle Brown & Co., 1991—see at Frank Donofrio,
Paul Erdos, Wilma Mankiller & at Raymond Smullyan.

The conviction that—Primo Levi, T, R, lix

Life: ―Nothing is better than an industrious life: in
Latin, nihil est melius quam vita deligentisssmima--quoted

―Life has its limits,...people die young, fail at love,
fail of their ambitions—Robert Hass, 240(434)

by James Murray, founding editor of The Oxford English
Dictionary, and who spent a half-century bring it to fruition.

―Life has no meaning the moment you lose the
illusion of being eternal:--J. P. Sartre

―Life of the Spider, The‖—see at J. H. Fabre, and at

Life: If people do not believe that mathematics is

Gnat.

simple, it is only because they do not realize how
complicated life is‖ --Johnny von Neumann

Life: One word / Frees us of all the weight and pain
of life: / That word is love‖--Sophocles, Oedipus at
Colonus

―Life in Physics, A‖—see at John A. Wheeler.
Life in Pictures, see ―Leadbelly: A Life in Pictures.‖
―Life is a bowl of cherries, what am I doing in the

―Life, Reverence for‖—see at Albert Schweitzer.
Life sentence? ―I do.‖
Life, simple and frugal—see at Kazantakis & at

pits? If‖ --Erma Bombeck, Ch. 5.

―Life is a dream for the wise, a game for the fool, a

―Walden.‖

comedy for the rich, a tragedy for the poor‖—S. Aleichem.

―Life Some Rain Must Fall, Into Each‖—1944 song

―Life is but a dream‖—see ―Row, Row, Row Your

by Alan Roberts & Doris Fisher--recorded by the Ink Spots.

Boat.‖

―Life, The Sweet‖—see at ―Dolce Vita.‖
―Life there‘s hope, Where there‘s, Cicero, 240(434);

―Life is a flash of a firefly…‖ Ch. 69, 241(436); also
see at Crowfoot.

Terence said much the same thing.

―Life is no more absurd than anything else‖—the

―Life, Tragic Sense of life‖—see at Unamuno.
―Life? What is. A frenzy. What is life? An illusion, a

author after reading about the absurdity and emptiness
of life once too often.

―Life is an experiment, All. The more experiments

shadow, a fiction. And all the greatest good is of slight
worth, as all life is a dream, and dreams are dreams—
Pedoro Calderon de las Barca,

the better—Ralph Waldo Emerson.

―Life is an illusion, a shadow, a ficton‖—see at What

―Life? What is your: You are a mist which appears

is Life?

for a little time and then disappears, James 4:14, 241(436)

―Life is a question of mind over matter. If you don‘t

―Life, which is unexamined, is not worth living,

mind it doesn‘t matter‖—author? Also see at Matter.

The‖—Socrates, Ch. 27; see the chiasmus at Malachi.

―Life is full of surprises,‖ Emerson, 239(434);
―Life is full of misery, loneliness, and suffering—

―Life with coffee spoons, I have measured my out,‖
T. S. Eliot, ―The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,‖ 1917.

and it‘s all over far too soon,‖ Woodie Allen, 236(429)
―Life is hardly more than a fraction of a second. Such
a little time to prepare oneself for eternity!!!‖ -- Gaughin.

―Life is not a spectacle or a feast.

―Life would be a mistake, Without music, R, lxix,
footnote 8, 241(435)

Life: ―You‘re here for a short visit. Don‘t hurry.

It is a a

Don‘t worry. And be sure to smell the flowers along the
way‖—from ―Golfer: The Walter Hagen Story,‖ 1956-quoted in Quotionary & lightly differently in Bartlett,
e.g.: ―Don‘t hurry. Don‘t worry. You are only here for a
short visit. So be sure to stop and smell the flowers‖—
quoted in the May 22, 1977 NY Times & in Bartlett.

predicament‖—George Santayana

―Life is not supposed to be easy, my child; but take
courage: it can be delightful,‖—G. B. Shaw, T1

―Life is not what one lived, but what one remembers,‖
Epigraph to vol. 1 of García Márquez‘s memoirs ―Living to
Tell The Tale,‖ T, 241(436)

―Life, You Light Up My‖—see at You Light Up…
Life 101 Quote Book, selected by Peter McWilliams

―Life is short, art is long‖ Vita Brevis, ars longa—
Seneca, De Brevitate Vitae, in Bartlett.

& arranged by Jean Sedillos.

―Life is six to five against, All,‖ Damon Runyon‖ p.

Lifebuoy soap—―It floats,‖14(20-21); Lever Bros.

68 in ―Eat These Words.‖

an English company, created Lifebuoy soap in 1895 & sold
it as an antiseptic soap. They later changed its name to
Lifebuoy Health Soap. Lever Brothers first coined the term
"B.O." for bad odor as part of their marketing company for
the soap, 14(20)n; also see at Soap.

―Life is short and it up to you to make it sweet‖—
Sadie Delaney (1890-1999) who lived 109 years.

―Life is a tragedy when seen close up but a
comedy in a longshot,‖ Charlie Chaplin, 69(113)n

―Life Pictorial Atlas of the World‖ by the Editors of

―Life is what happens to you while you are busy

Life & Rand McNally, pub. by Time Inc., NY, 1961

making other plans‖—John Lennon, ―Beautiful Boy‖ (song),
209(382); also see at Allen Saunders.
―Life: It‘s a Hard Knock Life‖—from 1977 Broadway
musical ―Annie.‖

Life‘s essence according to Agatha Christie: ―I‘ve
learned …that one can never go back, that one should not
ever try to go back—that the essence of life is going
forward. Life is really a One-Way Street.—in her Miss
Marple novel, ―At Bertram‘s Hotel‖ (1965).

―Life, Liberty & Pursuit of Happiness guaranteees
in the Constitituion,‖ 26(39)

Light, Alan—see at Willie Nelson.

―Life‖magazine, first pub. by Henry Luce, Nov. 23,
1936—see at Henry Luce,
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comedies, frequently paired with Gertrude Lawrence, Bert Lahr
and Jack Haley.
Beatrice (or Bea) Lillie, as she would be known
professionally, took advantage of her gift for witty satire that made
her a stage success for more than 50 years. In her revues, she
utilized sketches, songs, and parody that in her 1924 New York
debut won her lavish praise from the New York Times. In some of
her best known ―bits,‖ she would solemnly parody the flowery
performing style of earlier decades, mining such songs as There
are Fairies at the Bottom of our Garden and Mother Told Me So
for every double entendre, while other numbers (Get Yourself a
Geisha and Snoops the Lawyer, for example) showcased her
exquisite sense of the absurd. Her performing in such comedy
routines as ―One Double Dozen Double Damask Dinner Napkins,‖
(in which an increasingly flummoxed matron attempts to purchase
said napkins) earned her the frequently used sobriquet of "Funniest
Woman in the World". Lillie never performed the ―Dinner
Napkins‖ routine in Britain, because British audiences had already
seen it performed by the Australian-born English revue performer
Cicely Courtneidge, for whom it was written.
In 1926 she returned to New York city to perform. While
there, she starred in her first film, Exit Smiling, opposite fellow
Canadian Jack Pickford, the scandal-scarred younger brother of
Mary Pickford From then until the approach of WW II, Lillie
repeatedly crisscrossed the Atlantic to perform on both continents.
Lillie is associated particularly with the works of Noel
Coward (giving, for instance, the first ever public performance of
"Mad Dogs and Englishmen"), though Cole Porter is among those
who also wrote songs for her. She made few appearances on film,
appearing in a cameo role as a revivalist in Around the World in
Eighty Days and as "Mrs. Meers" (a white slaver) in Thoroughly
Modern Millie. (Her 1944 film, On Approval, also starring Clive
Brook, who wrote the adapted screenplay, produced and directed,
is an excellent example of Lillie in her prime. It is currently
available on DVD.)
She won a Tony Award in 1953 for her revue An Evening
With Beatrice Lillie and made her final stage appearance as
Madame Arcati in High Spirits, the musical version of Coward's
Blithe Spirit. This was Lillie's only performance in a book musical:
that is, a musical with a plot; all her other stage appearances had
been in revues--edited excerpt from Wikipedia

Light: It travels at different speeds indifferent
mediums. We all have experienced this in different ways,
ee.g., looking at our feet while standing in a pool of water—they
aren‘t where they seem. Mirages are another manifiestation
of
this fact. The speed of light given at 186,000 mph is its speed in a
vacuum. Dr Lene Vestergaard Hau, a Danish physicist at Harvard.
& her colleagues slowed the speed of light to 35 mph! This was
commented on by Jeffery Robbin‘s Introduction to ―The
Pleasures of Finding Things Out, The Best Short Work of Richard
Feynman,‖ which Robbins edited & noted that founding out such
things is like that is like a ―Kick in the Stomach.‖

―Lights Come on Again, When the‖—see at ―When
the Lights…‖

―Lightning Man: The Accursed Life of Samel F. B.
Morse‖—by Kenneth Silverman, 2003. ―The invention
of the electromagnetic telegraph, earned Morse the name
Lightning Man and brought him the fame he sought.‖

Li‘l Abner & Daisy Mae, 96(182),--appeared for the
first time newspapers Nov. 13, 1934; in 1956 the Dogpatch
characters appeared in a 1956 Broadway musical that was
made into a movie in 1959 See at Al Capp, at ―Fearless
Fosdick‖ & at Sadie Hawkins, 157(278).

―Li‘l Abner‖is a 1956 Broadway musical with a book
by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank, music by Gene De
Paul, and lyrics by Johnny Mercer. Based on the comic strip
Li'l Abner by Al Capp, the show is, on the surface, a broad
spoof of hillbillies but is also a pointed satire taking on any
number of topics, ranging from an incompetent United
States federal government to standards of masculinity.The
Broadway production, directed and choreographed by
Michael Kidd, opened on Nov. 15, 1956 at the St. James
Theatre where it ran for 693 performances. The original
Broadway cast starred Peter Palmer in the title role and Edie
Adams as Daisy Mae. Adams won the 1957 Tony for Best
Supporting Actress in a Musical.

―Lili Marleen,‖ 1972 film, 228(416)n
―Lili (also Lille) Marlene,‖ 228(416), 228(416)n,
232(421); ―Underneath the lanterns,/ By the Barracks
Square, / I used to meet Marlene / And she was young and
fair,…‖ Another version from the Web. ―Underneath the
lantern / by the barrack gate, / Darling I remember / the
way you used to wait, / 'Twas there that you whispered
tenderly, / That you loved me, / You'd always be, / My Lili
of the lamplight, / My own Lili Marlene. (There are many
stanzas.) `Also, see at ―D-Day Dodgers.‖

Lilly Ledbetter and the Fair Wage Act; Ledbetter
worked for nearly two decades at a Goodyear Tire plant in
Gadsden, Alabama. She brought an Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) complaint against Goodyear
after she discovered that for years she had been paid less than male
co-workers with the same job. The justices ruled that employees
can only file a wage-discrimination complaint within 180 days of
when the payroll decision was made. Ledbetter did not set out to
be an activist; she did not even involve herself in politics much.
But after the Supreme Court ruled against her, she decided it was
time to start. The US Congress passed the "Lilly Ledbetter Fair
Wage Act" which helps ensure that workers discriminated on the
basis of gender have a fair chance to sue their employers It was
the first piece of real legislation Barack Obama signed as the 44th
President of the United States. He shook hands with Lilly
Ledbetter before signing the Act. "Over the course of her career
she lost over $200,000 in salary, and as a result, lost a lot of social
security benefits, which she still suffers the loss of"--basically
what President Obama says in the video that you can access at this
link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UtKAKlurRAY

Lili St. Cyr, see at St. Cyr.
―Lilies of the Field;‖ ―Consider the lilies of the field:
how they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin… and yet
say unto you, that Solomon in all his glory was not
arrayed like one of these.‖--Jesus in The Sermon on the
Mount, Luke 12:27

Lilith is a mythological female Mesopotamian storm
demon associated with wind and was thought to be a bearer
of disease, illness, and death. The figure of Lilith first appeared in
a class of wind and storm demons or spirits as Lilitu, in Sumer,
circa 3000 BC. Many scholars place the origin of the phonetic
name ―Lilith‖ at somewhere around 700 BC. Lilith appears as a
night demon in Jewish lore and as a screech owl in the King James
version of the Bible. She is also apocryphally the first wife of
Adam—Wikipedia.. Also see at Dybbuk.

―Lily, the Rose, the Rose, I lay, The,‖ from a poem,
entitled ―The Maidens Came‖133(244)

Lillie, Bea (née Beatrice Gladys Lillie), 1894-1984,

Lily-livered, another epithet for not being brave(r)—

born in Toronto, Canada She began performing in Toronto
and other Ontario towns as part of a family trio with her mother
and older sister, Muriel. Eventually, her mother took the two girls
to London, England where she made her West End debut in 1914.
She was noted primarily for her stage work in revues and light

see at Sissy.
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Helen Keller. About ― things cannot be seen but are felt in the
heart.‖
―My father taught me to work; he did not teach me to
like it,‖ Ch. 26. (Hmm.Could this be the reason he didn‘t attend
his father‘s funeral?)
-- first US Pres. born outside of the thirteen original
colonies; nicknamed Honest Abe; ); running and running for
public office, and finally succeeding, 76(125)n;
Lincoln suffered from depression & his life had no end o
tragic events: his infant brother died; when Abe was 9, his mother
died; his father was cold an violent; when Abe was in his 20s, Ann
Rutledge, said to be his first love, died of typhoid, after which he
threatened suicide, and neighbors went on a suicide-watch. He
married Ann Todd, said to be a manic-depressive, and by all
accounts, they were a miserably unhappy couple. Two of their
sons died in childhood —from the review by Anita Gates in Jan.
16, 2006 NY Times of the History Channel‘s ―Lincoln,‖ P, iii; The
History Channel ‗s ―Lincoln‖ was based somewhat on ―‖Lincoln‘s
Melancholy‖ by Joshua Wolf Shenk--see Bibliography. In addition
to the above, Lincoln was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth at
the prime of his life: Compare Lincoln‘s with Don Marquis‘
―utterly tragic life.‖
Lincoln: ―I am the loneliest man in the world‖ P, iii,
241(436); also see at Cities in the USA, at Courrage & at Fool.

Lily white 1. White as a lily. 2. Beyond reproach,
blameless, 3. Informal. Excluding or seeking to exclude
people--Amer. Heritage Dictionary.

Limburger cheese—a strong smelling cheese from
Limburg, Belgium, much loved by beer drinkers

Limelight. 1. A focus of public attention. 2. An early
type of stage light in which lime was heated to
incandescence producing a brilliant illumination. See below.

―Limelight,‖ 1952 film written, directed, and acted
in by Charlie Chaplin. ―A nearly washed up music hall
comedian is stimultate by a young ballerina (Claire Bloom)
to a final hour of glory. A subtle if self-indulgent portrait of
Chaplin;s own life, featuring a historic pairing of Chaplin
and Buster Keaton‖—from the Video Hound.

Limericks, ―Argentine Gaucho,‖ 52(84); ―A Gay
Young Man Named Bloom,‖ 134(247); The Lady from
Bright, 152(269); The man from Kent,‖ 110(205), ―The
Three- L Lllama,‖ 51(83); ―On the chest of a barmaid in
Vale / were tattoos of the prices of ale, / And on her behind,
/ For the sake of the blind, Was the same information in
Braille‖—Anonymous.
Limerick about God in the Quad: There was a young
man who said, "God, / Must think it exceedingly odd / If he
finds that this tree / Continues to be / When there's no one about in
the Quad."/ REPLY: "Dear Sir: Your astonishment's odd:/ I am
always about in the Quad. / And that's why the tree / Continues to
be, / Since observed by, Yours faithfully, God."
This was formulated as an answer to the riddles: (1) If no
one is in the forest to see it, can the tree continue to be? (12)
If a tree falls in the forest, and no one is in the forest to hear it ,
does it still make a sound?

When he met Stowe, it is claimed that he said, "So you're the
little woman who wrote the book that made this great war!"—see at
Harriet Beecher Stowe. Also see at ―Honest Abe‖ and at ―Rail
Splitter.‖

Lincoln, the party of--see at Republican Party.
Lincoln and Roosevelt: ―Both were very curious,
loved gossip & talking to reporters. They had an abilty to
intuit the mood of the country. And both had enough
confidence in themselves to bring strong personities into
their Cabinets‖—Doris Kearns Goodwin in ―Parade
Magazine,‖ Dec. 25, 2005

Limits: ―Life has its limits,...people die young, fail at
love, fail of their ambitions—Robert Hass, 240(434)

Lin, Maya Ting, see at Vietnam War Memorial.
Lincoln, Abraham, Feb. 12, 1809-April15, 1865, the

Lincoln, Elmo—see at ―Tarzan of the Apes.‖
Lincoln Theodore Monroe Perry--see at Fetchit.
Lincoln Tunnel is a 1.5 mile (2.4 km) long tunnel

16th President of USA was born in LaRue Co., KY. He
successfully led the country through its greatest internal crisis, the
American Civil War, preserving the Union and ending slavery. As
the war was drawing to a close, Lincoln became the first American
president to be assassinated. Before his election in 1860 as the first
Republican president, Lincoln had been a lawyer, an Illinois state
legislator, a member of the UA House of Representatives, and
twice an unsuccessful candidate for election to the Senate.
The Emancipation Proclamation, announced by Lincoln
on September 22, 1862 and put into effect on January 1, 1863,
freed slaves in territories not already under Union control. As
Union armies advanced south, more slaves were liberated until all
of them in Confederate territory (over three million) were freed.
Lincoln later said: "I never, in my life, felt more certain that I was
doing right, than I do in signing this paper." The proclamation
made the abolition of slavery in the rebel states an official war
goal. Lincoln then threw his energies into passage of the Thirteenth
Amendment to permanently abolish slavery throughout the
nation.‖
Abe was no clodhopper, 36(57):
―American Solomon‖ 77(126 ); ―Folks who have no vices
have few virtues‖—Lincoln, p. 59 in ―Eat These Words;‖
On Jan. 1, 1963, he issued the Emancipation Proclamation
that freed all slaves of the Confederacy & during his campanign
for re-election in 1964, he embraced abolition of slavery.
Abe‘s Gettysburg Addess is considered one of the greatest
speeches in US History. See at Gettsyburg Address.
―Love is a chain whereby to bind a child to his parent,‖
12(18)n, quoted in Bartlett. (Then why did he refused to attend his
father‘s funeral?) See at Nietzsche about ―invisible threads‖ & at

under the Hudson River, connecting Weehawken, NJ, and
the middle of the island borough of Manhattan Island in NY City.
The tunnel was designed by Ole Singstad, who completed the
Holland tunnel after its Chief Engineer Clifford Holland died. The
project was funded by the New Deal Public Works Administration
(WPA). Construction began on the first tube in 1934. It opened to
traffic in December 1937, charging $0.50 per passenger car. The
cost of construction was $75,000,000. The original design called
for two tubes. Work on the second was halted in 1938 but resumed
in 1941. Due to war material shortages of metal, completion was
delayed for two years. It opened on Feb.1, 1945 at a cost of $80
million. A third tube was proposed by the Port Authority due to
increased traffic demand, but initially opposed by the City of New
York, which was trying to get the Port Authority to help pay for
the road improvements that the City would need to handle the
additional traffic. Eventually, a compromise was worked out, and
the third tube opened in May 1957 to the south of the original two
tunnels.The tunnel carries almost 120,000 vehicles per day,
making it one of the busiest vehicular tunnels in the world. The
XBL is by far the busiest and most productive bus lane in the US.
Also see at Holland Tunnel

Lindbergh, Charles Augustus, 1902-1974, R, lii:
Nicknames ―Lindy‖ and ―Lucky Lindy.‖
-- flew solo across the Atlantic from New York to Paris the
first to ever do so. He flew in 1927 in a monoplane he called ―The
Spirit Of St. Louis.‖ His book with the same title and won the
Pulitzer Prize in 1954;
-- flew many bomber missions to Japan in WW II, R, liii;
— said ―Hitler is a great man,‖ R, li;
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-- fascist, but not a Nazi, R. li & liii; (see, e.g., his Des
Moines Speech of Sept. 11, 1941 excerptd below:
-- given a Medal with Swastikas by Goering by the
order of Hitler, R, liii;
In a speech at an America First rally on Sept. 11, 1941
in Des Moines entitled ―Who Are the War Agitators?‖ Lindbergh
claimed that the three groups who had been ―pressing this country
toward war [were] the British, the Jewish and the Roosevelt
Administration‖ and omplained about what he insisted was the
Jewish People's ―large ownership and influence in our motion
pictures, our press, our radio and our government.‖Although he
made clear his opposition to German anti-Semitism, stating that
"No person with a sense of the dignity of mankind can
condone the persecution of the Jewish race in Germany," other
comments seemed to suggest that he believed that
Jews should
expect trouble for supporting the war:―Instead of agitating for war,
the Jewish groups in this country should be opposing it in every
possible way for they will be among the first to feel its
consequences. Tolerance isa virtue that depends upon peace and
strength. History shows that it cannot survive war and
devastation‖—this speech is printed in Philip ‗Roth‘s novel,
―‖The Plot Agfainst American,‖ in the Postscript, p. 379 (as I
mentined on p. li.)
After his death, a Munich hat-maker, Brigitte Hesshaimer
claimed that Lindbergh fathered three of her children. In
2003
DNA tests confirmed that her children were indeed sired by
Lindbergh. His liaison with her lasted from 1957 until his death in
1974 at the age of 72. The three children also offered as evidence
a bundle of 112 letters Lindbergh wrote to their mother. In a book,
―The Double Life of Charles A. Lindbergh,‖ it is claimed that
Lindbergh fathered four additional illegimated children, two each
with Hessaimer‘s sister and Lindbergh‘s Ger secretary, R, l,
footnote.

did not for financial reasons. He later served for many years as a
trustee at Springfield College, and donated money to build the
swim center named in his honor. Also see at Henry Parke
(Parkyakarckus.)
Linney, Laura,born 1964 in NY City, was nominated
for an Academy Award for her role as Kinsey‘s wife in
―Kinsey‖ and for two other films ―The Savages‖ and ―You
Can Count On Me.‖ He aslo has 3 Emmy Awards‖ ―John
Adams‖, ―Frazier‖ and ―Wild Irish‖-

―Lips that touch wind Lwill never touch mine,
(218)396)n.

―Lips sink ships!, Loose,‖ WW II poster, Ch. 42
Lips is an anagram for lisp—see at Lisping.
Lipstick, see at Woman
Lipstick on a shirt collar (LOSC) used to be a sign of
―hanky-panky‖, but a headlines in the papers in Dec. 2009
said that email is the new LOSC. 
Vintage WW II Joke: What‘s worse than LOSC?
Answer: Leg makeup on the back of a shirt. 

Lipsyte, Robert, writer—see at Dick Gregory.
Lipstick lesbian is a slang term for a stereotypically
feminine lesbian who is attracted to other feminine women,
rather than a lesbian who is attracted to more masculine
women, such as in a "butch and femme"-type relationship. It
is also used to describe a homosexual (or bisexual) woman
who exhibits feminine gender attributes, such as wearing
make-up (thus, lipstick), wearing dresses or skirts, having a
love of shopping & perhaps having other characteristics
associated with feminine women—see at Chapstick Lesbian.

Lippmann, Walter, commentator & pundit, fell ill
from the Flu Pandemic of 1918, 184(320)

Linden Tea (―Lime decoction‖), 113(210),

Lisp and lisping is a speech impediment,

The Linden tree is also called basswood or lime; the tea is
made from the tree‘s fragrant yellow flowers, 113(210).
Wouldn‘t you just know Proust would like a fragrant tea?

historicallyalso known as sigmatism. Stereotypically,
people with a lisp are unable to pronounce sibilants and replace
them with interdentals (like the sound th, e.g. Beth instead of
Bess), though there are actually several kinds of lisps.
The result is that the speech is unclear. ―Interdental‖ lisping
is produced when the tip of the tongue protrudes between the front
teeth and ―dentalised‖ lisping is produced when the tip of the
tongue just touches the front teeth. The ―lateral" lisp, where the /s/
and /z/ sounds are produced with air escaping over the sides of the
tongue, is also called 'slushy ess' or a 'slushy lisp' due to the wet,
spitty sound. Notably the former mayor of New York, Rudolph
Giuliani, has this type of lisp. Finally, there is the ―palatal lisp,‖
where the speaker attempts to make the sounds with the tongue in
contact with the palate.
The cause of a lisp can vary. In some instances, the cause is
physiological, and the patient has some sort of deformity or
medical condition which causes a lisp. For example, a child with
swollen adenoids may tend to lisp, as will people who have
recurring stuffy noses. More commonly, a lisp appears to be
psychological in origin, and lisps often emerge as a reaction to
stress.
Children may start lisping, for example, to gain attention, or
someone may develop a lisp after a traumatic incident. My
daughter Cindy would say "poon" instead of ―spoon,‖ and ―pider"
instead of spider, and I found myself 50 years later mischieviously
playing ―copy cat.‖

Lindrer, Robert M., see at ―Rebel Without A Cause.‖
Lindy is what many called Lindbergh, and also
Lucky Lindy.

Lingua franca means a common language. Literally,
lingua is Latin for language, and franca means Franks,
or
the language of the Franks, who were the forefathers of the
French. Pre-WW II, French was the lingua franca but
afterwards English displaced it, much to the chagrin of the
French. This still gripes them, more than 60 years later.

Lingeman, Richard, NY Times writer. See at ―Ida: A
Sword Among Lions: Ida B. Wells and the
Against Lynching. ‖

Campaign

Leningrad, Soviet Russia town named after Lenin.
(Grad means city in Russian.) After WW II, it was renamed
St. Petersburg.

Linkletter, Art, (né Gordon Arthur Kelly), born 1912
in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, Canada, was the host of two
of the longest-running shows in US broadcast history: House
Party, which ran on CBS radio and TV for 25 years, and People
Are Funny, on NBC radio-TV for 19 years.
Linkletter was famous for interviewing children on House
Party and Kids Say the Darndest Things, which led to a successful
series of books quoting children.
In his autobiography, Confessions of a Happy Man (1960),
Linkletter revealed that he had had no contact with his natural
parents or his sister or two brothers since he was abandoned when
only a few weeks old. He was adopted by John Linkletter, an
evangelical preacher, and his wife, Mary.
Later moving to the US, he graduated from San Diego State
U. He had previously planned to attend Springfield College, but

Lissauer, Robert: ―On Songs,‖ R, lxviii ; his
Encyclopedia of Popular Music in listed in Bibliography.

Literal-Minded People lampooned--see Gulliver‘s Travels.

―Literary masturbation‖ is what Allen Ginsberg said
About his writings in his notebookds and journals, a habit
he relished in filling over 300 notebooks—quoted in Jules
Smith‘s review in May 25, 2007 NY Rev. of Books of ―I
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Celebrate Myself,‖ The Book of Martydom and
Artifice,‖ and ―The Poem That Changed America‖—about
th latter, see at Howl. Also see at Ginsberg.

Rico joins the gang of Sam Vettori (Stanley Fields) and
quickly gains control of the group. He then proceeds to push his
way to the top. Rico becomes worried that his friend, Joe Massara,
will betray him. He threatens Joe that he must forget about Olga
and tries to bring him back into a life of crime. Rico is then shaken
from his throne when Joe Massara betrays him to the cops. Hurt
though he may be, Rico cannot bring himself to kill his former best
friend.
Desperate and alone, he retreats to the gutters from which he
sprang. But when newspapers label him a coward, the defiant thug
comes out of hiding with guns blasting. Escaping from the police,
he is gunned down in a gutter by his archrival Sergeant Flaherty
(Thomas Jackson). The film ends with a shot of a billboard
showing Joe & Olga as famed dancers—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

―Literature, Remarks are not,‖ see at Gertrude Stein.
Lithgow, John, born 1945 in Rochester, NY, is an
actor, perhaps best-known for his starring role as Dr. Dick
Solomon in the NBC sitcom 3rd Rock from the Sun. He has also
achieved success on stage, film, and radio. He has multiple Emmy
and Tony Awards, as well as two Oscar nominations. He has also
recorded music for children. NJ. In 1979, Lithgow portrayed the
role of Lucas Sergeant in Bob Fosse's semi-autobiographical
movie All That Jazz. The character was loosely based on the reallife director/choreographer Michael Bennett, best known for his
work on Dreamgirls and A Chorus Line.
In 1983 and 1984, Lithgow was nominated for the Academy
Award for Best Supporting Actor for his performances as Roberta
Muldoon in The World According to Garp and as Sam Burns in
Terms of Endearment. Both films were screen adaptations of
popular novels.
In 2002, Lithgow won a Tony Award for Best Leading
Actor in a Musical for his portrayal of J.J. Hunsecker in the
Broadway adaptation of the 1957 film Sweet Smell of Success. In
2005, Lithgow was elected into the American Theatre Hall of
Fame for his work on Broadway. He was also nominated for a Best
Leading Actor in a Musical Tony for Dirty Rotten Scoundrels-edited excerpts from Wikpedia.
I remember seeing him in many productions at McCarter
Theatre in Princeton.

―Little Drummer Girl‖—see at John Le Carre.
―Little Egypt‖ was the stage name for two
popular exotic dancers. They had so many imitators, the
name became synonymous with exotic dancers generally:
Farida Mazar Spyropoulos (c. 1871, date of death
unknown), also performing under the stage name
Fatima, appeared at the ―Street in Cairo‖ exhibition on the
Midway at the World's Columbian Exposition, held in
Chicago in 1893. Ashea Wabe danced at the Seeley
banquet in New York in 1896, enjoying a fleeting succès de
scamda;e—from the Web.

―Little Egypt, Loving‖ a 1987 novel—see at Thomas
McMahon.

Litsky, Frank, NY Times sports reporter--see at Al

―Little Girls‖ (1977), introduced by Dorothy

Oerter & at Wille Whyte.

Louden in ―Annie,‖ music by Charles Strouse, lyrics by
Martin Charnin. Not to be confused with ―Thank Heavens,
for Little Girls‖—see at Chevalier.

Litttell, Franklin Hamlin, 1917--2009, a father of
Holocaust studies who traced his engagement with the
subject to the revulsion he felt as a young Methodist minister while
witnessing a big Nazi rally in Nuremberg in 1939. Another
Holocaust scholar, John K. Roth, emeritus professor of philosophy
at Claremont McKenna College, said Dr. Littell had ―helped to
turn the tide on the awareness of Christian complicity,
shortcoming, indifference in the face of what was happening to
Jews under Hitler....When Franklin Littell started his work, it was
almost the case that there was no such thing as Holocaust studies
as a field." Now hundreds of colleges offer courses on the
Holocaust, and many states require public schools to teach about it.
died last Saturday at his home in Merion Station, Pa., outside
Philadelphia. Littell was born in Syracuse, graduated from Cornell
College in Iowa and earned a divinity degree from Union
Theological Seminary. Afterward he visited Germany on the way
to a religion conference for young people in Amsterdam--edited
excerpt from the May 30, 2009 NY Times Obituary written by
Douglas Martin.

Little Italy: Once the sprawling home of much of
New York City's Italian population, Little Italy is now more
of a tourist destination than a residential neighborhood.
Previously, Little Italy spread from Canal Street north
to Houston, but now its borders are limited to about four
city blocks. (According to a story in the NY Times in 2008,
it has been eaten up by an ever-growing Chinatown.) Still,
Little Italy is worth visiting for delicious imported Italian
groceries and to see the Old St. Patrick's—from Wikipedia
(my parenthetical insert.)

Little League, 65-66(108)--see atYogi Berra
―Little Miss Marker,‖ a Damon Runyon short story
made into a 1934 film—see below.

―Little Miss Marker‖ (aka The Girl in Pawn) is a
1934 film directed by Alexander Hall, starring Shirley
Temple, Adolphe Menjou, and Dorothy Dell.
It is based on the short story of the same name by Damon
Runyon. he film tells the story of "Marky" (Temple), whose father
gives her to a gangster-run gambling operation as a "marker"
(collateral) for a bet. When the man loses his bet and commits
suicide, the gangsters are left with the girl on their hands. They
decide to keep her temporarily and use her to help pull off one of
their fixed races, naming her the owner of the horse to be used in
the race. Marky is sent to live with bookie Sorrowful Jones
(Menjou). Initially upset about being forced to look after the girl,
the gangster eventually begins to develop a father-daughter
relationship with her. His fellow gangsters become fond of her and
begin to fill the roles of her extended family. Bangles (Dell), the
girlfriend of gang kingpin Big Steve (Bickford) also begins to care
for Marky.
Being around the gang has a somewhat bad influence on the
child, and she begins to develop a cynical nature and a wide
vocabulary of gambling terminology and slang. Marky is sent to
live with bookie Sorrowful Jones (Menjou). Initially upset about

―Little All:‖ sexual innuendo: an oxymoron?
132(243) ―Though his little was small, of his little, she
had it all.,‖ Mother Goose Rhyme

―Little Caesar‖ is a 1931 Warner Bros. crime film
made during the Pre-Code era which tells the story of a man
who works his way up the ranks of the mob until he reaches its
upper heights. It stars Edward G. Robinson, Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,
Glenda Farrell, and Thomas Jackson. The movie was adapted by
Francis Edward Faragoh, Robert N. Lee, Robert Lord and Darryl
F. Zanuck (uncredited) from the 1929 novel by William R.
Burnett. It was directed by Mervyn LeRoy.
The story centers around small-time crook Caesar Enrico
Bandello (aka "Rico", played by Edward G. Robinson) and friend
Joe Massara (Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.). Both men head for Chicago
to find their fortune. Joe, who wants to be a dancer, is more
interested in fame and women and eventually meets Olga (Glenda
Farrell).
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being forced to look after the girl, the gangster eventually begins to
develop a father-daughter relationship with her. His fellow
gangsters become fond of her and begin to fill the roles of her
extended family. Bangles (Dell), the girlfriend of gang kingpin Big
Steve (Bickford) also begins to care for Marky. Being around the
gang has a somewhat bad influence on the child, and she begins to
develop a cynical nature and a wide vocabulary of gambling
terminology & slang—Wikpedia. See at ―Sorrowful Jones.‖

Llewellyn, Richard (né Richard David Vivian
Llewellyn), 1906-1983 was born of Welsh parents in
Hendon, north London in 1906. Only after his death was it
discovered that his claim that he was born in St. Davids, West
Wales was false, though of course he was of Welsh blood.\
Several of his novels were dealt with a Welsh theme, the
best-known being How Green Was My Valley (1939), which won
international acclaim and was made into a classic Hollywood
film—about which see. It immortalised the way of life of the
South Wales Valleys coal mining communities, where Llewellyn
spent a small amount of time with his grandfather. Three sequels
followed.
Llewellyn traveled widely throughout his life. Before
WW I, he spent periods working in hotels, wrote a play, worked as
a coal miner and produced his best known novel. During WW II,
he rose to the rank of Captain in the Welsh Guards; following the
war, he worked as a journalist, covering the Nuremberg Trials, and
then as a screenwriter for MGM. Late in his life, he lived in Eilat,
Israel—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

―Little Murders‖ is a 1971 film noir, starring Elliott
Gould &Marcia Rodd. It‘s about a girl (Rodd) who brings
home her boyfriend (Gould) to meet her parents amidst a
series of random shootings, garbage strikes and electrical
outages ravaging the neighborhood and the family's severe
dysfunction. It is based on the play by Jules Pfeiffer.

―Little Orphan Annie,‖ see at Orphan Annie & at
Comic Strip Heroes.

Little Richard, stage name of Rev. Richard Wayne
Penniman, who was born in 1932. He is a singer, songwriter
and pianist, who began performing in the 1940s and was a
ey figure in the transition from rhythm & blues to rock and
oll in the 1950s. He is noted fro his Flamboyant style which
influenced, e.g., Elvis Presley and the Beatles.

Lloyd, Harold (Clayton), 1893-1971, was a film actor
and producer, born in Nebraska, most famous for his silent
comedies.Harold Lloyd ranks alongside Charlie Chaplin and
Buster Keaton as one of the most popular and influential film
comedians of the silent film era. Lloyd made nearly 200 comedy
films, both silent and "talkies," between 1914 and 1947. He is best
known for his "Glasses Character", a resourceful, success-seeking
go-getter who was perfectly in tune with 1920s era America. His
films frequently contained "thrill sequences" of extended chase
scenes and daredevil physical feats, for which he is best
remembered today.
Lloyd hanging from the hands of a clock high above the
street in Safety Last! is one of the most enduring images in all of
cinema. Lloyd did many of these dangerous stunts himself, despite
having injured himself in 1919 during the filming of Haunted
Spooks when an accident with a prop bomb resulted in the loss of
the thumb and index finger of his right hand (the injury was
disguised on film with the use of a special prosthetic glove, though
the glove often did not go by unnoticed).
Although Lloyd's individual films were not as commercially
successful as Charlie Chaplin's on average, he was far more
prolific (releasing twelve feature films in the 1920s while Chaplin
released just three), and made more money overall ($15.7 million
to Chaplin's $10.5 million).
Lloyd was born in Burchard, Nebraska to James Darsie
Lloyd and Elizabeth Fraser; his paternal great-grandparents were
from Wales. When he was a child, his parents divorced and Harold
chose to stay with his father who was always dreaming up grand
get-rich-quick schemes that ended in disasters. They eventually
ended up in Omaha where Harold had his first acting experience in
a local stock company.
In 1912, his father J. Darsie "Foxy" Lloyd was awarded the
then-massive sum of $6000 in a personal injury judgment
(although this was split evenly between Lloyd and his lawyer) after
being run over by an Omaha beer truck. Reportedly, on the toss of
a coin ("Heads is New York or Nashville or where I decide!, tails
is San Diego"), he and Harold moved west.
Harold had acted in theatre since boyhood, and started
acting in one-reel film comedies shortly after moving to California.
Lloyd soon began working with Thomas Edison's motion picture
company, and eventually formed a partnership with fellow
struggling actor and director Hal Roach, who had formed his own
studio in 1913. The hard-working Lloyd became the most
successful of Roach's comic actors between 1915 and 1919—
slightly edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Little Towns mentioned by William Least Heat Moon
on p. 41 of―Blue Highways‖ as ―little towns on the map—if
they get on at all—only because a cartographer has a blank space
to fill: Remote, Oregon, Simplicity, Virginia, New Freedom,
Pennsylvania, New Hope, Tennessee, Why, Arizona, Why Not,
Mississippi, Igo, California, down the road from Ono, California.‖
Also see at Cities and Counties.

Little Women, see at scarlet fever.
Litvak, Anatole, The Journey (1959)—see Anouk Aimee.

Liv can be a short form of Livia, a popular ancient
Roman woman's name . However, for Norwegians, "it is
identical with the vocabulary word hlif, defense, protection.
Hlif was the name of a character in Nordic legend &
revived in the 19-th century—edited quote from the Oxford
Dictionary of First Names. See at Liv Ullman.

―Live and learn‖—old saying about the value of
experience.

―Live and let live‖—old saying advocating tolerance.
―Live if only to satisfy your curiosity‖—Jewish
Proverb, 239(434)

―Live, You might as well‖--see at Dorothy Parke
& at ―You might as well live.‖

―Living, Day-to-day‖—see at Idiot. ―No matter how bad
things get, you got to go on living, even if it kills you‖—
Sholem Aleichem.

―Living, It‘s a‖—Jim Lambek about his rise from
internment as a WW II refugee in Canada to professorship
in mathematics at McGill U.

―Living: No matter how bad things get, you got to go
on living, even if it kills you‖—a oxymoron from Sholem
Aleichem.

―Living to make a home, It takes a heap of—see at
Home.

―Living to Tell the Tale,‖ Volume 1 of the memoirs
of Gabriel Garcia Marquex

Livingston, Jay, lyricist & composer, see at Evans.
Livy (Titus Livius), 59 BC – 17 AD, Envy, like
lightening, stikes the highest place, Ch. 48

Liz Carpenter—see at Carpenter.
―Lizzie Borden took an axe…,‖ 46(73)
Llama, Lllama, see at Ogden Nash

Lloyd was a film comedian & one of Americans most
popular daredevils in films such a High and Dizzy (1920) &
Safety Last (1923), in which he dangles perilously form the hands
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Also see at ―Luck Be a Lady,.‖ at ―Guys and Dolls,‖ & at
―Where‘s Charley.‖ Loesser died of lung cancer at age 59. See
below.

of a clock in a skyscraper. He invented the stereotype of the wideeyed, bumbling bespectacled cliff-hanger.
His most successful silent film features were ―Grandma‘s
boy‖ (1922), ―The Freshman‖ (1925),and ―The Kid Brother‖
(1927).
Lloyd made the transition to the ―talkies‖ with ―Movie
Crazy‖ (1932) and ―Professor Beware‖ (1938), then retired to
produce films.
As shrewd business man, he retained the rights to his films,
which he reissued in ―Lloyd‘s World of Comedy‖ (1962) and hs
―Funny Side of Life‖ (1964). He lived to a wealthy old age in
California—slightly edited from
The Penguin International
Dictionary of Contemporary Biography.

Loesser, Frank, ―Heart & Soul: The Life and Music
of Frank Loesser‖ is a documentary film that debuted on
PBS TV stations nationwide in 2006 and ran throughout 2007.
The film details the triumphant musical career of Loesser, who
rose from his humble NY City beginnings as the son of German
Jewish immigrant parents to become the acclaimed composer &
lyricist of 5 Broadway musicals and several Hollywood movie
songs which became American pop standards, such as ―Heart
and Soul‖ (with Hoagy Carmichael), ―On a Slow Boat to China",
and ―Baby It's Cold Outside.‖
Inspired by daughter Susan Loesser's biography, ―A Most
Remarkable Fella,‖ the film traces the artistic arc of Loesser's
career from his early days on Tin Pan Alley, to his success in
Hollywood as a lyricist and (later) composer/lyricist, to his
triumphs as composer
& lyricist on Broadway.
One commentator in the film calls him, ―Cole Porter,
without the martini in his hand,‖ because of his ability to capture
everyday American speech and emotions in music and lyrics--a
songwriter whose common man's touch belied the sophistication of
his music. A significant amount of screen time is spent detailing
Loesser's work on Guys and Dolls, thought by many to be the best
Broadwaymusical ever. The Guys and Dolls segment focuses on
Loesser's collaboration with co-book writer Abe Burrows and his
use of diverse musical forms to craft what one interviewee
characterizes as the first ‗truly American musical‘‖—excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Locke, John,1632-1704, philosopher, 76(125): wrote
―An Essay Concerning Human Understanding‖ (1690)

Loco Slang. Mad; insane. From the Spanish word
loco, crazy. See at Crazy, haywire, loony, man ia, etc.

Loco Music. A direction meaning at the pitch written.
Loco, Latin for ―from that place‖--see at Locomotion.
Loco Familia, In, substitute family, 207(378) See
Locomotion

Locomobile was a company that produced automobiles
in USA from 1899 to 1929. In 1913 it introduced keys for
the ignition, a US—first. Locomobile soon became known for
well built and speedy luxury cars. A Locomobile was the first
United States-built auto to win an international motor race, taking
the Vanderbuilt cup in 1908. See at the Web for further
information. The Locomobile Company of America was founded
by Amzi L. Barber & John Brisben Walker and was based in
Bridgeport, Connecticut

Loewe Theaters, see at Shubert.
―Loft, The,‖Cincy Bar, 156(277)―upstairs at the
―Barn.‖

Locomotion. 1. The act of moving from one place to
another. 2. The ability to do that. Latin loco, from a place,
ablative of locus, place; motor from Latin, motere, to move.
Also see at Railroads.

LOL, Internetese for Laugh Out Loud.

―Lollo, La,‖ nickname for Lollobrigida See below.
Lollobrigida, Gina (née Luigina Lollobrigida), born

Locomotive, a self-poropelled vehicle, usually for

1927 in Subiaco, outside of Rome, Italy. WW II had been
hard. ―We lost everything,‖ she said. ―We lived in one room, six
people.‖ She had wanted to be a sculptor but while still in high
school was spotted by a film director and lured into movies.
During her career, she worked with some of the biggest
names in Hollywood. John Huston directed Ms. Lollobrigida in
―Beat the Devil‖ (1953), with Humphrey Bogart. Truman Capote
wrote the screenplay. ―He fell in love with me,‖ she said. ―He
wrote a lot of funny lines for me, but afterward they were cut.‖
Burt Lancaster was a producer of ―Trapeze‖ (1956), a highwire act set in Paris, and kept coaching his co-stars. ―I stopped
him,‖ Ms. Lollobrigida said. ―I said: ‗I‘m sorry. I‘m here to be
directed by Carol Reed. ‖
Although she appeared in dozens of films --including as the
Gypsy Esmeralda in ―The Hunchback of Notre Dame‖ (1956),
with Anthony Quinn, and as the queen of Sheba in ―Solomon and
Sheba‖ (1959), with Yul Brynner --Lollobrigida has always been
more a star than an actor--edited excerpt from an article by Rachel
Donadio in theOct. 26, 2008 NY Times—available on the Internet
at ―Lifetime Honors Arrive as Life Goes On.‖
Lolly, Lolly Pop, lollipop, pop, lolly, sucker, or stickypop is a type of confectionery consisting mainly of
hardened, flavored sucrose with corn syrup mounted on a stick and
intended for sucking or licking. They are available in many flavors
and shapes. Swirling patterns and layers that circle around it are
especially common in larger lollipops. From ―lolly‖ ror tongue,
and ―pop‖ for slap. Lolly is a shortening of lollypop, dating from
1765-75—also see at All day sucker.

pushing or pulling freight, e.g., a frieght train. ―The first
locomotive to haul a passenger train was operated by
George Stephenson in England on Sept. 27, 1825‖—
Highlight in History.

Loder, John, actor, see at ―The Hairy Ape.‖
Loeb, Richard--see at Leopold & Loeb.
Loewe, Frederick, composer--see at ―Gigi‖ & at ―My
Fair Lady.‖

Loesser, Frank, see at ―Luck Be a Lady‖ & at ―Guys
and Dolls.‖

Loesser, Frank Henry, 1910-1969, born in NY City,
he was a composer and lyricist who wrote ―Praise the Lord
and Pass the Ammunition‖ in 1942. Formerly a successful yricist
in collaboration with other composers, this was the first song for
which Loesser composed the melody in addition to the lyric.
Loesser was awarded a Grammy Award in 1961 for Best Original
Cast Show Album for How To Succeed In Business Without Really
Some of the other musicals he wrote (with the date & some
of the songs in parentheses) are: ―Where's Charley‖ (1948, ―Once
in Love with Amy‖ & ―My Darling, My Darling‖ ), ―Guys and
Dolls" (1950, ―A Bushel and a Peck‖ & ―Luck Be a Lady
Tonight‖).
A few of the songs he composed for movies and Tin Pan
Alley: ―Baby, It's Cold Outside,‖ in Neptune'sDaughter (1949).
(This was a song that Loesser & his wife Lynn , born Lynn
Blankenbaker, used to play at parties for friends); ―Heart and Soul‖
(from the Short Subject A Song is Born, Paramount)--lyrics ―I
Don‖t Want to Walk Without You‖ (from the Paramount Pictures
1942 film Sweater Girl), ― (I'd Like to Get You on a) Slow Boat to
China‖--edited excerpt from Wikipedia where there is lots more.

Lom, Herbert, actor—see at ―The Lady Killers.‖
He also played Peter Seller‘s pathological boss in the Pink
Panther series of movies.
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interred next to her when he died in 1960--he always felt
responsible for her death. Her mother was interred on the other
side—from Lombards‘s website.

Lomax, John and Alan--see at Lead Belly.
Lombard, Carole ( née Jane Alice Peters),1908-1942,
was born in Ft. Wayne, IN. After an injury to her father
changed his temperament, her mother divorced him, and moved
Carole & her two brothers to LA in 1914. Lombard made her film
debut at the age of twelve after she was seen playing baseball in
the street by director Allan Dwan; he cast her as a tomboy in A
Perfect Crime (1921). In the 1920s, she worked in several lowbudget productions credited as ‗Jane Peters,‘ and then later as
‗Carol Lombard.‘
In 1925, she was signed as a contract player with Fox Film
Corporation (which merged with Daryl Zanuck's Twentieth
Century Productions in 1935). She also worked for Mack Sennett
and Pathé Pictures. She became a well-known actress and made a
smooth transition to talk & sound films, starting with High
Voltage (1929). In 1930, she began working for Paramount
Pictures after having been dropped from both Twentieth Century
and Pathé.It was not until 1934 that her career began to take off in
its own right. It was in 1934 that director Howard Hawks noticed
that Lombard had something that perhaps had not been unleashed
on film. He hired her for his next film, Twentieth Century, with
living legend John Barrymore. Lombard was at first terrified to be
working alongside such a genius and it was not until Hawks took
her aside and threatened to fire her that she permitted her fiery
personality to show on the screen. The film brought Lombard to a
level of fame that she was entirely unaccustomed to.
That same year she also starred in Bolero (1934) with
George Raft and it was for this film that she turned down the role
of Ellie Andrews in It Happened One Night (1934). The following
year she starred in Mitchell Leisen's Hands Across the Table which
also helped to establish her reputation as a top comedy actress.
1936 also proved to be a big year for Lombard acting in the
unforgettable screwball comedy My Man Godfrey (1936), with her
ex-husband William Powell and others, including Alice Brady,
Gail Patrick, Eugene Pallette, and Mischa Auer. My Man Godfrey
also earned Lombard an Academy Award nomination for Best
Actress.
Godfrey was followed by Nothing Sacred in 1937, opposite
Fredric March and diredted by William A. Wellman. Produced by
David O. Selznick, it was Lombard's only film in Technicolor.
After Lombard suffered a flop in Fools for Scandal (1938), she
moved on to dramatic films for the next few years.
In 1939, Lombard was keen on being cast as Scarlett O'Hara
in the epic Gone With The Wind, but was not even tested for the
part whereas her new hubby, Clark Gable, was chosen to portray
Rhett Butler. Instead, she took roles opposite James Stewart in
Made for Each Other (1939) and Cary Grant in In Name Only
(1939). She also starred in the dramatic Vigil in the Night (1940)
before returning to her roots in comedy for a teaming with classic
horror director Alfred Hitchcock in Mr. & Mrs. Smith (1941),

Lombard, Marta Chatters, a fine artist living in
Bristol with her mathematician husband, Arthur Chatters.,
& summers in Le ourg, Avenas, France. I bought an oil
painting of hers, ―Still-life with Mangos.‖ Another that I
wanted ―Autour du Vin,‖ she found difficult to part with!
She sends us examples of her art at Christmas & certain
other occasions & I hang them up on the walls. I wrote
about her and Arthur, their work, & their visit wtih us at
Rutgers in Fall 1993 in ―Rings & Things. Marta has a
daughter from a previous marriage. Also see at Chatters..

Lombardi, Ernie (―Schnozz‖), 1908-1977, Cincinnati
Reds catcher, 121 (225), 124(229). Lombardi, Ernie
"Schnozz" (né Ernesto Natali "Ernie" Lombardi), 1908-1977.
Born in Oakland, CA, he was a Major League Baseball catcher for the
Brooklyn Robins, the Cincinnati Reds, the Boston Braves and the New
York Giants during a Hall of Fame career that spanned 17 years, from
1931 to 1947. He had several nicknames, including "Schnozz",
"Lumbago", "Bocci", "The Cyrano of the Iron Mask" and "Lom". Bill
James called him "the slowest man to ever play major league baseball
well." He is listed at 6'3" and 230 lbs, but he probably approached 300
lbs towards the end of his career. He was also known as a gentle giant
and this made him hugely popular among Cincinnati fans.
While Lombardi played for the Reds as the starting catcher,
teammate and backup catcher Willard Hershberger became the only
major league player to commit suicide during a season. Hershberger
oddly enough told manager Bill McKechnie that "my father killed
himself, and I'm going to do it, too!" After failing to appear at the
stadium the next day the Reds checked Hershberger's room at the hotel
only to find that he had slit his throat and wrist. A sad footnote to the
Hershberger suicide was Lombardi's eerily similar suicide attempt in
1953. Lombardi had been battling depression for some time and agreed
to go to a sanitorium at his wife's urging. While staying overnight at a
relative en route to the facility, Ernie slit his throat from ear to ear with
a razor and begged not to be saved. Papers described him as "clinging
to life" but he made a full recovery—Wikipedia.
Lombardi, Vince Thomas, 1913–70, football coach, b.
New York City. As a student at Fordham Univ., he was a
member of the famed Seven Blocks of Granite line. After great success
as a high school coach (1939–46), Lombardi coached at Fordham and
West Point. Entering professional football in 1954, he was a coach with
the New York Giants. In 1958 he became head coach of the Green Bay
Packers. In nine seasons with the Packers (1958–68), he led the team to
six conference titles and five championships, including victories in the
first two Super Bowls (1967–68). In 1968 he became general manager
of the club, but in 1969–70 he moved to coach the Washington
Redskins. He was elected to the Professional Football Hall of Fame in
1971. Vince Loimbardi Quote: ―Winning isn‘t everything, but making
the effort o win is.‖

Lombardi‘s Pizzeria, see at Pizza.
Lombardo, ―Guy‖(né Gaetano Alberto Lombardo),

costarring Robert Montgomery as Mr. Smith, with Gene Raymond &
Jack Carson.

1902-1907, born in London, Ontario, was a bandleader and
violinist. Forming The Royal Canadians in 1924 with his
brothers Carmen, Lebert, and Victor and other musicians
from his hometown, Lombardo led the group to
international success, billing themselves as creating ―The
Sweetest Music This Side of Heaven.‖
The Lombardos are believed to have sold more than
300 million phonograph albums during their lifetimes.
Lombardo's orchestra played at the Roosevelt Hotel in NY
City from 1929 to 1959, and their New Year's Eve
broadcasts (which continued with Lombardo until 1976 at
the Waldorf Astoria) were a major part of New Year's
celebrations across North America. Even after Lombardo's
death, the band's New Year's specials continued for air two
more years on CBS. In 1938, he became a US naturalized
citizen. The Royal Canadians were noted for playing the

Mr. & Mrs. Smith gave Lombard's career a much needed
boost and she followed her success with what proved to be her last
film and one of her most successful, To Be or Not to Be (1942).
On January 16, 1942, Lombard died in an airplane crash
with her mother, Elizabeth Peters. Two days later,Jack Benny did
not perform his usual program, both out of respect for Lombard
and grief at her death. Instead, he devoted his program to an allmusic format.
At the time of her death, Lombard had been scheduled to
star in the film They All Kissed The Bride; when production
started, her role was given to Joan Crawford. Aware that she had
received the role only because of Lombard's death, Crawford
donated all of her pay for this film to the Red Cross.
Lombard was interred at the Forest Lawn Memorial Park
Cemetery in Glendale, CA--the name on her crypt marker is
―Carole Lombard Gable.‖ Although Gable remarried, he was
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traditional song ―Auld Lang Syne‖ as part of the
celebrations. Their recording of the song still plays as the
first song of the new year in Times Square.
Also see at ―Boo Hoo.‖

―Hiyo Silver, Away!, ‖ Lone Ranger‘s cry.
Long Ranger Joke: Lone Ranger: "Tonto, there are Indians
on the North, on the South, on the East, and on the West.
Tonto, We are surrounded.‖ Tonto: "What you
mean
We, White Man?" 77(127-128)

London Blitz by Nazi airplanes: (theLuftwaffe)
Germany began dropping bombs, ncluding fire-bombs on
London on Dec. 29, 1940 in an ttempt to demoralize the
population. Later, the Allies returned the favor a
hundred-fold. See e.g., at Fire Bombs & at Battle of
Britain. Also see at Blackout & below.

―Long Ago and Far Away" ("
day...")—see at Fred Waring.

I dreamed a dream one

―Long and Winding Road, The,‖
―The long and winding road / That leads to your door
Will never disappear / I've seen that road before /
It always leads me here / Lead me to you door. /
But still they lead me back / To the long winding road /
You left me standing here / A long, long. time ago / Don‘t
leave me waiting here / Lead me to your door /
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,‖ Stanzas 1 & 5. Written by Paul
McCartney & originally appeared on The Beatles album Let
It Be, it became The Beatles' last number-one song in the
US on June 13 1970. However, by conctract all songs
were labeled ―by John Lennon & Paul McCartney‖- -see
Wikipedia at this title.

London blitz according to Leonard Woolf: In the 5-th
and last vol. of his autobiography, ―The Journal Not the
Arival That Matters (1939-1969),‖ Woof describes the
―grimmest London devastation of the blitz. I caught an
early train from Lewes to London Bridge. When I
walked of the staton, I found that half the city had been
destroyed during the night. There was no traffic, no busses
or taxis….as soon as I started to walk to Kings Cross and
ot to Cannon Street, thought I knew every street there, I
completely lost my way. Half the streets had disappeared
into smouldering heaps of rubble and wre unidentifiable.
What was most extraordinary and sinster was the silence…‖
ibid., p. 64.

Long arms? NY Times Xword pun for ―rifles.‖
―Longest Day, The‖ is a 3-hour-long 1962 war film

―London 1945,‖ by Maureen Waller--about WW II:

with a very large cast, based on the 1959 history The
Longest Day by Cornelius Ryan, about ―D-Day,‖ the invasion of
Normandy on June 6, 1944 in WW II.
One thing that sets the film apart from most films set in
WW II is that all characters speak in their own languages, with
subtitles in English wherever the characters speak either French or
German.The usual Nazi stereotypes are avoided, and most German
characters are portrayed as human beings. The words ―Sieg Heil‖,
for instance, are not uttered even once in The Longest Day,
although they are seen written on a bunker wall in Ouistreham.
The film, one of the very few 1960s epics made in black &
white, features a large ensemble cast including actors, such as
Kenneth More, Richard Todd (who took part in the actual
invasion), Richard Burton, Robert Mitchum, Sean Connery, Henry
Fonda, Red Buttons, Leo Genn, Peter Lawford, Gert Frobe, John
Wayne, Irina Demick, Curt Jurgens and Robert Wagner. Several of
these actors played roles that were virtually cameo appearances.
The film was directed by Ken Annakin (British exterior
episodes), Andrew Marton (Ameriical exterior epidsodes), Berhard
Wicki (German episodes) & Daryl F. Zanuck (the producer &
unaccredited director of some episodes.)
Writers credits: Cornelious Ryan, screenplay & book—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Ste-Mere-Eglise was the object had to be taken by the 82nd
Airborne Division. Some well known scenes from the motion
picture 'The Longest Day'take place in this small town--see at SteMere-Eglise—It follows Sainte.

―The V-1, or doodlebug, had already clamed thousands of
lives by 1944,‖ Op. Cit.

London, Jack (né John Griffith Chaney), 1876-1916,
born in San Francisoo, wrote ―Call of The Wild‖ & ―White
Fang,‖ 91(178)
Loneliness: adults, artists, writer, Presidents, 241(424);
See at: Alone, Isolation, Armitage, Lincoln, Rostand, and
Sandburg.

―Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner. The ‖ is
a story by the British writer Alan Sillitoe published in 1958,
and it is contained in a collection of short stories published under
the same title. In the 1962 film based on the book'stitle story, and
directed by Tony Richardson, an impoverished Nottingham
teenager, played by Tom Courtney, has few prospects in life and
enjoys few pursuits beyond committing petty crimes. His home
life is dismal as well. Caught for robbing a bakery, Colin is
confined in a borstal, or prison for delinquent youth. He seeks
solace in long distance running, attracting the notice of the school's
authorities, but, during an important cross-country meet which he
is winning, he stops running just short of the finish line to defy
his captors.

Lonely: ―City life: millions of people being lonely
together‖—H.D.
Thoreau. Thus, one can be lonely in a
crowded room or city & one can be alone, say curled
up with a good book, without feeling lonely. See at
―Saturday Night.‖ Is it a terrible thing to be?--see at
Sandburg;

Longest Sentence: ―I do.‖
Longevity 1 a. a long duration of individual life;

―Lonelyhearts, Miss,‖ Nathaniel West masterpiece.
72(117)
―Lonesome tonight? Are You,‖ by Lou Handelman (music)

b. length of life. 2 : long continuance : permanence,
durability. Etymology: Late Latin longaevitas, from Latin
longaevus long-lived, from longus long + aevum age.

& Roy Turk (lyrics), a song published in 1926.—
Wikipediaa
Are you lonesome tonight? / Do you miss me tonight? / Are
you sorry we drifted apart? / Does your memory stray to a
bright sunny day? / When I kissed you and called you
sweetheart? / Do the chairs in your parlor seem empty and
bare? / Do you gaze at your doorstep and picture me there? /
Is your heart filled with pain, shall I come back again?
/ Tell me dear, are you lonesome tonight? Ch. 57, 202(369)
--recorded by Elvis Presley in 1976—see at Da Capo, p. 714

Longevity anecdote: once when Thomas Hardy was
asked the secret of his success, he quipped: ―Longevity.‖
Longevity joke: if you don‘t drink, smoke, overeat, or play
around, you won‘t live longer—it just seems longer.

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth:
―There once was a girl, / who had a little curl, / right in the
middle of her forehead. / When she was good, / she was
very good, / but when she was bad,/ she was horrid,‖
169(296); also see at Hiawatha.

Long johns, the hated, Ch. 10, 36(60)

Lone Ranger and Tonto,), debuted Jan.30, 1933 on
radio WXYZ in Detroit, 77(127-128)
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Holley in the Nov. 8, 2008 Washington Post, and reprinted as the
paid obituary columns of the NY Times
During his tenure from 1958 to 1965, the VOA Charter was
written, and technical facilities and programming for every part of
the world were expanded. The VOA Charter, which protects the
independence and integrity of VOA programming, was signed into
law in 1976 by President Gerald Ford.
Loomis, a strong defender of independent journalism at the
Voice of America, resigned in protest as VOA director in 1965
after the Johnson White House demanded that VOA keep quiet
about American planes flying over Laos. He later served as
president of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting during the
Nixon administration.
As VOA director, Loomis was in firm control of the station‘s
strategic planning. In the 1990s, much of the authority of the VOA
director had been transferred to the bipartisan Broadcasting Board
of Governors (BBG), which eliminated the VOA Arabic
radio service and earlier this year shut down VOA radio
broadcasts to Russia shortly before the Russian military attack on
Georgia. The BBG also had plans to reduce or terminate VOA
radio broadcasts to Tibet, Uzbekistan, China, Georgia, Ukraine,
and other countries. Due to protests from Dalai Lama, Tibetan
monks, members of Congress, and press freedom organizations,
the BBG was forced to suspend some of these cuts, but VOA radio
broadcasts to Russia remain off the air.
Many Voice of America employees, who have been
marginalized and demoralized by the BBG‘s actions, remember
Henry Loomis as a relentless and effective defender of VOA‘s
independence and journalistic mission--edited excerpt from the
Internet--Posted on November 8th, 2008 by ted in All News,
China News, Country News Florida News, Government News,
History News, Russia News, State News, US Government News,
US News, Washington, DC News

Long pants, 92(174); also see at Corduroy & at
Knickers.

Lonigan, See at ―Studs Lonigan.‖
―Lonoff,‖ a Philip Roth character, 97(183)n
Loo, also w.c., is Englishe for water closet. As to the
derivation of 'loo,' the editor has been assured that it is a
corruption of 'l'eau' (French for 'the ... as a variant of the
letters 'w.c.'--from ―British English from A to Zed‖ by
Norman Schur . (I got this from the Web at Loo.)

―Look for the Silver Lining:--This 1949 musical
biopic chronicles the vaudeville-to-Broadway story of
1920s' star Marilyn Miller (June Haver). From her start on
the boards in Finley, Ohio, Marilyn sings and dances her
way to Broadway stardom, frequently in company with her
mentor, dancer Jack Donahue (Ray Bolger)

―Look What They Done To My Song, Ma,‖
104(195)—also see at Song & Songs.

―Looking Glass War‖—see at John le Carre.
―Looking for Mr. Goodbar,‖ 1977 film starring Diane
Keaton as a victim of a sexual predator who stalks lonely
women in bars, i.e., not for the squeamish, 64(104)n

Looks: ―Nothing looks like a dame,see at last stanza
of ―There is Nothing Like a Dame.‖

Loomis, Henry, 1919--2008, was born in Tuxedo
Park, a tiny village 40 miles northeast of Manhattan, in
Orange County, New York State, where he played an active role in
many of his father's scientific experiments. Loomis became
director of the Voice of America during the Eisenhower
administration, president of the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting during the Nixon administration and a physicist who
served as board chairman of the MIT-affiliated defense contractor.
Loomis was a brilliant son of one of the most extraordinary,
if now obscure, Americans of the 20th century: his father Alfred
Lee Loomis, was a fabulously wealthy Wall Street tycoon who
survived the Depression years in high style and then, at the height
of his influence, quit Wall Street and devoted himself to science. In
Tuxedo Park, he created a magnificent private laboratory in a
massive stone castle and hosted the great scientific minds of his
day. As World War II approached, Alfred personally bankrolled
pioneering research into radar detection systems and nuclear
physics. At his Tuxedo Park mansion, he conferred with the
leading scientists of his time, including Albert Einstein, Leo
Szilard, Enrico Fermi and Niels Bohr. He gave each of his three
sons $1 million with which to experiment as teenagers. He also
bequeathed his scientific brilliance.
In 1940, realizing that World War II was imminent, Henry
Loomis dropped out of Harvard during his senior year and enlisted
in the Navy. (Harvard awarded him his undergraduate degree in
physics in 1946, giving him credit for his Navy radar teaching.)
After the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, he became an instructor
at the Navy's Oahu radar training school, teaching senior officers
how to use an air-to-surface-vessel radar system that had been
developed at his father's laboratory.
Toward the end of the war, when Secretary of War Henry L.
Stimson and Lt. Gen. Leslie Groves, head of the Manhattan Project
that developed the atomic bomb, were trying to decide which
Japanese cities to bomb, a chance visit by Mr. Loomis helped
persuade the two men to spare the ancient city of Kyoto.
MrLoomis had studied Japanese history at Harvard and was
passionate about the ancient city's art treasures. "I said 'No, no, no,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, I don't want that,'" he told the
Florida Times-Union in 2002. Stimson, a former secretary of state
and war, was a Loomis family cousin and something of a surrogate
father to Mr. Loomis. He ―used to tell us that we'd been kind of
lucky in life and that we owed the country a duty,‖ Mr. Loomis
told his father's biographer--edited excerpt from an obituary by Joe

Loon, a web-footed fish-eating, diving-bird having
an unforgettable laughlike, loony cry. The name "loon" is
from the Scandinavian "lom," or "clumsy," referring to the bird's
awkwardness on shore. Loons are the state bird of Minnesota.
Called "divers" in Europe, there are five North American loon
species. They have black (or grey)-and-white heads, pale breasts, and
striped back feathers. They are specifically adapted for diving with
dense, solid bones (most birds' bones are hollow) and feet placed far
back for efficient underwater. propulsion. Loons slip phantom-like
beneath the water, resurfacing many yards away.
They are best known for their loud, startling trumpeting call,
alternately melodic, wailing, laughing, mournful, and eerie.

John Muir had this to say about the call of the loon: ―One of
the wildest, most striking of wilderness sounds, a strange, sad,
mournful, uneathy cry, half laughimg, half wail.‖

Loon, informal, one who is crazy or deranged, a nut;
―Loon Lake‖ is a 1980 novel by E. L. Doctorow,
mostly set in the Adirondacks during the Depression. The
novel is one of the more experimental works of Doctorow,
incorporating a great variety of different techniques, many of
which are used for preventing the reader from an easy
understanding of the narration: traditional narratives, stream of
consciousness, poetry, mixed up chronology.
Loon Lake of the title is also the name of a retreat for
millionaire industrialist F.W. Bennett where the drifter Joe
temporarily finds home, after being attacked by the wild dogs
surrounding the estate. In Loon Lake Joe finds the other main
characters of the novel, Clara who is a woman seen by Joe through
the windows of a private railway carriage, and the poet Warren
Penfield.

Loony, informal: 1. Extremely foolish or silly;
2. Crazy, or insane: derived from lunacy, or lunatic; also
written luny, or looney. Probably shortening of Lunatic,
which is derived from the latin name Luna for moon, i.e., a
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lunatic is moonstruck! Also, see at Crazy & see Grandma
Faith, 10(15)

the Zanesville Conference-to appear on my Website
carlfaith.com/80/

Loran, acronym for ―Long Range Navigational
System, Ch. 67; Cf. Radar, Sonar. Lorca,
Lorca, Federico García, 1898-1936, was a Spanish

Loony bin, mental health facility, or insane asylum.
―Loony Toons,‖ Disney movie cartoon; also an
epithet for a loony (person.)

―Looped‖is a 2010 Broadway play by Matthew

poet & dramatist, but also remembered as a painter, pianist,
& composer., Born into a family of minor, but wealthy,
landowners in the small village of Fuente Vaqueros, Granada,
García Lorca was a precocious child, although he did not excel at
school. In 1909, his father moved the family to the city of Granada
Andalusia, where in time he became deeply involved in local
artistic circles. His first collection of prose pieces, Impresiones y
paisajes, was published in 1918 to local acclaim but little
commercial success.
Lorca's family arranged for him to take a lengthy tour of
theUS in 1929-30. García Lorca's stay in America, particularly,
NY City, where he studied briefly at Columbia U. School of
General Studies. His collection of poems Poeta en Nueva York
explores his alienation and isolation through some graphically
experimental poetic techniques, and the two plays Así que pasen
cinco años and El público were far ahead of their time—indeed, El
público was not published until the late 1970s.
He returned to Spain in 1930 When war broke out in 1936,
García Lorca left Madrid for Granada, even though he was aware
that he was almost certainly heading toward his death in a city
reputed to have the most conservative oligarchy in Andalucía
García and his brother-in-law, who was also the socialist mayor of
Granada, were soon arrested. He was executed by Franco‘s
Falange militia on August 19, 1936. The executioner is reputed to
have said ―I fired two bullets into his arse for being a queer.‖
Lorca was thrown into an unmarked grave somewhere
between Víznar and Alfacar, near Granada—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia—Also see at Bunuel

Lombardo. It begins performances on Broadway Feb. 19th
and opens March 14th. The cast features Valerie Harper,
Brian
Hutchison, and Michael Mulheren. Based on a real event.
―Looped‖ takes place in the summer of 1965, when an
inebriated Tallulah Bankhead stumbles into a sound studio to
rerecord (or ‗loop‘) one line of dialogue for her last movie "Die!
Die! My Darling!" Ms. Bankhead was known for her wild partying
and convention-defying exploits that surpassed even today‘s
celebrity bad girls. Given her intoxicated state and inability to loop
the line properly, what ensues is an uproarious showdown between
an uptight film editor, Danny Miller,and the outrageous legend.
―Looped‖ played at the Pasadena Playhouse in 2008, also starring
Harper—edited from Wikipedia. Also see at Bankhead.

Loophole. Originally, loopholes were small openings
in the walls of forts during the 18th century through which
armed men took aim with their rifles and muskets. The wall
afforded the defenders inside substantial protection against an
attacking force firing arrows or rifles. ―Only an uncommonly
accurate or lucky shot from outside the fort could make its way
through the loophole and possibly injure someone inside. It did
happen from time to time. From this sense, I believe, developed the
modern use of the term as a narrow way through the restrictions of
a law. It has nothing to do with stitchery.‖—from the Web.
1. A way of escaping a difficulty, especially an omission or
ambiguity in the wording of a contract or law that provides a
means of evading compliance. 2. A small hole or slit in a wall,
especially one through which small arms may be fired—Free
Online Dictionary. Also see at W. C. Fields.

Lorca on Gypsy music et al, 214(389
Lord: ―Have Thine own way, Lord! Thou art the

Loopy—covered with loops; also an offbeat, or crazy

Potter; I am the clay. Mold me and make me after Thy
will, While I am waiting, yielded and still.‖ The hymn is
undoubtedly an allusion to Isaiah 64:8: ―But now, O
Lord, thou art our Father; we are the clay, and thou art our
potter; and we all are the work of thy hand.‖

person.

Loos, Anita, 1888--1981,born in Sisson, now Mt.
Shasta, CA, was a screenwriter, playwright and author. On
pronouncing her name, "The family has always used the
correct French pronunciation which is lohse. However, I
myself pronounce my name as if it were spelled luce, since
most people pronounce it that way and it was too much
trouble to correct them"--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Also see at "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
―Loose Lips Sink Ships,‖ WW II poster slogan, Ch. 42

Lord‘s Big Joke: ―Forgive, O

Lord, my little jokes

on Thee, And I will forgive Thy great big one on me‖—
Robert Frost.

Lord‘s Prayer, Matthew 6:9-13, 86(164-165)
Lord Invader, stage name of Rupert Grant, a calypso
musician from Trinidad —see at ―Rum and CocaColar‖
(2-nd paragraph) & at Andrews Sisters‘ ―Rum and CocaCola.‖

Lopate, Phillip, born 1943 in Brooklyn NY, is an
American film critic, essayist, fiction writer, poet, and
teacher. He is the younger brother of radio host Leonard Lopate. He

Lord, James, 1926?-2009, Biographer and memoirist,

edited the anthologies: "The Art of the Personal Essay" (Doubleday,
1994), "Writing New York" (The Library of America, 1998), "The
Anchor Essay Annual" (Anchor,1997-9), "The Phillip Lopate Reader"
(Basic Books, 2003), American Movie Critics (Library of America,
2006); and contributed to the anthologies: The Best American Short
Stories (1974), and "The Best American Essays (1987)." He has written
several novels and poetry collections and this: Waterfront: A Walk
Around Manhattan (Anchor, 2005)--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

who, ad an intimate of Picasso and Giacometti, wrote
biographies and memoirs that provide vivid pictures of the artistic
milieu of Montparnasse after WW II..
Mr. Lord had struck up a friendship with the artist
(Giacometti) in 1952, and his essay was a highly personal account of
the 18 sessions he spent sitting for a portrait by the artist, whom he
drew out with pointed questions. ―You look like a real thug,‖
Giacometti told him at their first sitting. ―If I could paint you as I see
you and a policeman saw the picture, he‘d arrest you immediately.‖
In three volumes of memoirs, he left sharp portraits of Gertrude
Stein,*) Jean Cocteau, Balthus, Peggy Guggenheim and other figures
encountered in studios, cafes and salons. ―A Giacometti Portrait,‖ a
slim volume published by the Museum of Modern Art in 1965 in
conjunction with a retrospective exhibition, established him as an
ingratiating, perceptive guide to the artist. He wrote several important
works on Giacometti, notably the definitive ―Giacometti: A
Biography,‖ and ―Picasso and Dora,‖ a memoir dealing with the artist
and his longtime mistress and muse Dora Maar.

López-Permóuth, Dr. Sergio Roberto, mathematician
& friend at Ohio U., Athens.
Sergio did his undergraduate work at U. del Valle de
Guatemala & at North Carolina State U. for the Ph.D. He
has at Ohio U. at Athens since 1986, where he is currently a
prof.. , & was dept. chair, 1996-1999. Besides rings &
modules he researches Coding & Information Theory. Also
see at Zanesville Conference & see my ―Memories of
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Mr. Lord added his own twist to the complex relationship
between artist and muse when, despite his homosexuality, he entered
into an affair with Maar. ―When with her, one feels at an extraordinary
altitude,‖ he recorded in his diary.
Mr. Lord returned to Giacometti with ―Alberto Giacometti:
Drawings‖ (1971), for which he wrote an introductory essay. In 1985
he published his full-length biography, 15 years in the writing, to nearuniversal praise for its subtle delineation of the artist‘s conflicted
personality and creative struggles--edited excerpt from the August 23,
2009 NY Times Obituary by William Grimes. Lord died at his home in
Paris, age 86. *) Gertrude Stein, he wrote, ―made me think of a burlap
bag filled with cement and left to harden.‖

Goebbels, the wife of the Nazi propganda chief, Joseph,leading
their six chidren into the bunker. The couple killed the children,
then killed themselves. He told of Martin Borman…skulking in the
shadows ―like a spider in its web.‖ He was never charged with
war crimes, and vehemently insisted that there was a clear
demarcation between the Nazi party and the military…he claimed
not to know about the masaacres of Jews and others until after the
war— excerpted from the April 1, 2007 NY Times obituary by
Douglas Martin. (the quotation marks are his, the dots are
my ellipses.)

―Lorelei, The ‖ (1938) a poem by Heinrich Heine.

(film) & at ―Casablanca.‖ He wrote, directed and produced
―The Lost One‖ (1951). A biography of him with this title was
wrotten by Stehphen Younkin (Kentucky, 2005, reviewed in
March 22, 2006 TLS by Bee Wilson. Also see at Bunuel (last
sentence.)

Lorre, Peter, actor—see at ―Arsenic and Old Lace‖

Loren, Sophia (née Sofia Villani Scicolone) was born
in 1934 Rome & grew up impoverished in wartime
Pozzuoli, near Naples. An illegimate child, she became a
tenenage beauty queen & model. Loren was discovered by her
future husband, Carlo Ponti--they married on September 17, 1957,
three days before her 23rd birthday . (It was said ―He‘s twice her
age & half her size!‖ He became a successful film producer, e.g,
produced ―Two Women‖ for which Sophia won an academy
award for her role as a woman with a 13 year old daughter having
to survive lack of food, bombings & brutal soldiers in war-ravished
Italy. Tragic and moving, it is based on a novel by Alberto
Moravia. Also see at ―Woman in Berlin.‖

Los Alamos, ―an improvised town on a barren mesa
35 miles from Santa Fe, thousands of men, women, and
even a few children spent the war years in strict isolaton, lying to
friends & family about where they wre goin and what they were
doing in order to wrok on the first atomic bomb‖—blurb written in
Daealus Book Early Fall 2008 Catalog for the book ―109 East
Palace etc.‖ by Jenner Conant, daughter of the Las Alamos Project
Manager,‖ James B. Conant. It was a secret city. See at: ‖Hundred
and Nine East Palace‖ and below.

Lorenz,Edward, 1917-2008, was a Meteorologist and

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), known at

a Father of Chaos Theory. He first noticed what was later
called the butterfly effect, that Ray Bradbury hit upon in a
1952 short story. Sensitive dependence on initial conditions
was first described in the literature by Jacques Hadamard in
1890, and popularized by Pierre Duhem's 1906 book--from
NY Times Obituary of April 17, 2008, and a bit from
Wikipedia on the Butterfly Effect—see at Butterfly Effect.

various times as Site Y, Los Alamos Laboratory, and
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, is a US Dept. of Energy
(DOE) national laboratory, managed and operated by Los Alamos
National Security, LLC (LANS), located in Los Alamos, NM.
The laboratory is one of the largest multidisciplinary
institutions in the world. It was started in 1943 to run, in secret, the
Manhattan Project, and is a designated National Historic Landmark
of the United States. Also see at at A-Bombs, At Alamogordo, at
Richard Feynmann & at David Greenglass & at Manhattan
Project.

Lorenz, Konrad Zacharias, 1903-1989,born inVienna,
Austria, was a zoologist, animal psychologist, ornithologist. He
shared the 1973 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine with Nikolaas
Tinbergen and Karl von Frisch. He is often regarded as one of the
founders of modern ethology, developing an approach that began with
an earlier generation, including his teacher Oskar Heinroth. Lorenz
studied instinctive behavior in animals, especially in greylag geese and
jackdaws. Working with geese, he rediscovered the principle of
imprinting (originally described by Douglas Spalding n the 19th
century) in the behavior of nidifugous birds. e wrote numerous books,
two of which, King Solomon's Ring and On Aggression, became
popular reading. In later life his interest shifted to the study of man in
society.

Los Alamos is 7, 300 ft. high* on a long mesa extending from
the Jemez Mts. The U.S. government chose the site in 1942 for atomic
research, and the first atomic bombs were produced there. In 1947 the
Atomic Energy Commission took over the town. In 1962 government
control ended and Los Alamos became a self-governing community;
the county was incorporated in 1969. The Los Alamos National
Laboratory, operated by Los Alamos National Security, LLC, is a
national historic landmark. Research there has broadened to include
work on environmental (oceanographic models, clean air and water),
energy, computer, laser, chaos theory, and biomedical (gene mapping)
issues. Los Alamos is home also to the Bradbury Science Museum and
a historical museum. Valles Caldera National Preserve, Santa Fe
National Forest, Bandelier National Monument, and Santa Clara pueblo
are nearby—lightly edited exerpt from Online Columbia Encyclopedia.
*According to Abraham Pais in his biography ―J. Robert
Oppenheimer, A Life,‖ the people living there had problems adjusting
to its high altitiude, which Pais stated was 7,300 ft., i.e., about a mileand-a-half high.

Lorillard Tobacco Company is the 18th oldest
company in the US and the oldest tobacco company. They
are the third largest American tobacco Co. and market cigarettes
under the brand names Newport (the number one selling menthol
cigarette in the US), Maverick, Old Gold, Kent, True, Satin, and
Max.
The company is named for its founder, Pierre Lorillard, who
founded the company in 1760. In 1899, the American Tobacco Co
organized a New Jersey corporation styled the Continental
Tobacco Co. that took a controlling interest in many small tobacco
companies. By 1910, Lorillard was controlled by James Buchanan
Duke and the American Tobacco Co. even as it kept its original
name.
In 1911, the U.S. Court of Appeals found the American

Losantiville, 2(2-3), early name of Cincinnati, from
the French, meaning the city opposite the ―Los‖ -- Los is
thehe French letter ―L,‖ and here it stands for Licking (River.)
―In 1788, Israel Ludlow, Matthias Denman, and Robert
Patterson purchased eight hundred acres from John Cleves
Symmes along the Ohio River at the Licking River's mouth.By
early January 1789, Ludlow had platted the town, dividing it into
two types of lots. Near the town's center, lots were one-half acre.
Outlying lots were four acres.
Ludlow, Denman, and Patterson provided the first thirty
settlers with two free lots, one of each type. The three men named
the town Losantiville. The name was a convoluted contraction of
the idea that this was a ‗city across from the mouth of the Licking
River‘‖--exerpt from Ohio History Central (on the Web at Israel
Ludlow.) Also see at Ludlow, KY.

Tobacco Company ―in restraint of trade,‖ and issued a Dissolution
Decree to the American Tobacco Company, which created the
opportunity for Lorillard to be an independent company again—edited
excerpt form Wikipedia. Also see at Cigarettes & at Old Gold
cigarettes.

Loringhoven, Baron Bernd Freytag von, 1914-2007,
―as a young German Army officer was one of the last to
flee Hitler‘s bunker as Soviet troops closed in…As Hitlerwished
me luck, I saw a glint of envy in his eye…‖ He told of Magda
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Various cultural treasures, ―books, instruments, sculpture‖ were
brought into the mountain retreat by porters, over a period of
centuries. In Shangri-La, there is no money in the traditional sense
(―We do not buy or sell or seek personal fortunes because, well,
there is no uncertain future here for which to accumulate it‖).
Conway suspects a ―shrewd, guiding intelligence somewhere‖ who
has somehow orchestrated the very ―simple and naïve‖ life of the
valley. The story was inspired by real-life mountaineer George
Leigh-Mallory, who was lost during a fatal climb of Mount Everest
in 1924--Tom Dirks in his review on the Web.

Losev-Lev, Lev, 23(36)n, writer: see Books as Vodka.
Losey, Joseph, film director—see at Dirk Bogarde
& at ―Go Between.‖

Loser 1. One who fails to win: the losers of the game.
2. One who fails consistently, esp. one with bad luck or
poor skills. Also something that is bad in quality: That car,
bike, house, etc. is a real loser—see at Sad Sack.

―Losers weepers,‖ see at ―Finders keepers.‖
―Losing America,‖ Robert C. Byrd, 224(409)
―Losing, Art of‖—see at ―Art of Losing.‖
Loss is inevitable in life, and not one lives without

Lottery, Casanova is credited with introducing the
state lottery in France in the 18-th century. See at Casanova.

Lou, see at ―Skip to My Lou.‖
Lou Elva--see Oldham.
Loudon, Dorothy, 1933-2003, born in Boston, she

the loss of someone or something one loves. See above and
below.

Lost a book? See at ―Book of Lost Books.‖
―Lost Time, The Search for ― is another translation

was an actress noted for her comedy and belting singing
voice, which she used to deliver a wide range of musical comedy
and songs of the Roaring Twenties. Her best-remembered role is as
evil orphanage administrator Miss Hannigan in Annie, for which
she won the Tony Award for Best Actress in 1977. In the show she
introduced the seminal showtunes "Little Girls" and "Easy Street".
Not long after her own husband died, she played a recently
widowed woman in Ballroom in 1979. Her performance of the
song ―Fifty Percent‖ from Ballroom during that year's Tony
Awards ceremony was one of a series of triumphant performances
on the yearly awards show.
At the 38th Tony Awards in 1984, Loudon "ripped" into
"Broadway Baby" from Follies. John O'Connor wrote about her
performance: ―Wearing blue stockings (‗I was up all night painting
these legs‘), Miss Loudon has developed the art of mugging into
something of a hyperactive disease/‖
Her version of George Gershwin's ―Vodka,‖ performed at
the 1993 Tony Award ceremony, sung as a Russian character, had
her throw off a luxurious fur, (telling it to "wait in the car") to
reveal a spectacular sleek blue sequined costume. She ad-libbed,
"I'm too good for this room...I'm too good for this song!" She took
over as Mrs. Lovett in Stephen Sondheim's Sweeney Todd from
Angela Lansbury (she was reviewed as being stellar enough to
have originated the role), and co-starred with Katharine Hepburn
and Julia Barr in the Broadway play The West Side Waltz in 1981.
In 1982 she won the Sarah Siddons Award for her work in Chicago
theatre. She had another hit with the Jerry Herman revue, Jerry's
Girls--edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where there's more, e.g., her
TV performances.
Louis, XIV, 1655-1715, King of France: ―L‘Êtât c‘est
moi,‖--the State ( i.e., the Government) it‘s me!

for Prousts 6 volume ―Recherche dans les temps perdues‖—
see at Proust.

―Lost Generaton‖—see at Hemingway, last parts.
―Lost Horizon‖ is a 1933 novel by English writer
James Hilton. It is best remembered as the origin of
Shangri-La, a fictional utopian lamasery high in the mountains of
Tibet. The book, published in 1933, caught the notice of the public
only after Hilton's Goodbye, Mr. Chips was published in 1934.
Lost Horizon subsequently became a huge success and in 1939 was
published in paperback form, as Pocket Book #1. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt named the Presidential hideaway in
Maryland after Shangri-La. (It has since been renamed Camp
David.) The book has been made into two films:Lost Horizon
(1937), directed by Frank Capra--see below; Lost Horizon (1973),
directed by Charles Jarrott (musical version)—Wikipedia.
―Lost Horizon‖ is a 1937 film directed by Frank Capra
starring Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt, Sam Jaffe, & Edward
Horton. A plane crash delivers a group of people to the secluded
land of Shangri-La, a utopian society in the Himalaya mountains.
The film is based upon the James Hilton novel of the same name
and was adapted by Sidney Buchman (uncredited) and Robert
Riskin. The Streamline Moderne sets were designed by Stephen
Goosson. Locations: According to film historian Kendall Miller in
the documentary bonus feature on the Lost Horizon DVD, the
exterior of the lamasery was built on the Columbia Ranch in
Burbank, CA, and took a month and a half to construct. The
outdoor scenes showing the daily lives of villagers and Conway
and Sondra's horseback ride were filmed in Sherwood Forest
(WestlakeVillage), north of LA, except for the waterfall scene,
which was shot in Palm Springs, California. An aerial shot of Ojai
Valley taken from an outlook on Highway 150 was used in the
scene where Chang points out Shangri-la to Conway. The Tibetan
high plateau where the hijacked plane lands for refueling was a dry
lake bed on the southern edge of the Mojave Desert in Victorville,
CA, a location also used for John Ford's Stagecoach.. The Sierra
Nevada mountains served as the Himalayas during the shots of the
plane's flight Scenes of the avalanche and the vast frozen
landscape of the Himalayas came from a black and white
documentary stock. According to Frank Capra Jr., the director's
son, Lost Horizon would have been filmed in color, but because
the only suitable stock footage was in black and white, his father
decided to shoot his movie that way.--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. —edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
In the spiritual refuge, there are no soldiers or police,
because there is no war, and there are no criminals because there is
no crime or greed (―There can be no crime where there is a
sufficiency of everything.‖). Only very rarely are there disputes
over women ("It would not be considered good manners to take a
woman that another man wanted"). In sum, ―a little courtesy all
around helps to smooth out the most complicated problems.‖

Louis, Joe, the ―Brown Bomber,‖ fought so often
his opponents were labeled, ―Bums-of-the-month;‖ he was
condescendingly called ―a credit to his race,‖ 222(405)—see at
Ruby Goldstein.
Louis was called the ―Brown Bomber,‖ the title of a
1972 Bio by Barney Nagler, and was the second Black Boxing
Champion—Jack Johnson was the first back in 1910, 222(405);
Both did much to further Black hopes of acceptance in the
world of sports, and at-large.In 1936 Joe lost to the German Max
Schmeling --to the joy of Hitler--but Joe knocked him out in two
mins.of the first round of the 1938 rematch, 222(405); see
―Beyond Glory: Joe Louis and Max Schmeling, and a World
on the Brink,‖ by David Margolick, and the Jan. 12, 2006 NY
Times Book Sunday Book Review by Ian Buruma:―The Great
Black Hope.‖ Louis lost a decision to Ezzard Charles in 1951,
and was knocked out by Rodky Marciano a year later. 222(405);
When Joe Louis beat Schmeling, Tullulah
Bankhead
―jumped up and turned around to the Schmeling fans and
screamed, ―Take that, you sons of bitches!,‖quotedby
Buruma—Also see at ―Great White
Hope.‖
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―Love and Marriage,‖ lyrics by Sammy Cahn, music

As I recall, after many of Joe Louis title bouts, the radio
reporter would say that Louis ―was a credit to his race‖—a racist
slur.
Louis Quips: Later, after their fight, Bill Conn asked Jouis,
"Why couldn't you let me hold the title for a year? The
Brown Bomber quipped: ―You had the title for twelve rounds
and you couldn't hold on to it.‖
On June 19, 1946, Conn returned to the ring for a world
Heavyweight championship bout. Before that fight, it was
suggested to Louis that Conn might outpoint him because of his
hand and foot speed. In a line that would be long-remembered,
Louis quipped. ―He can run, but he can't hide‖ Wikipedia—
see at Billy Conn.

by Jimmy Van Heusen, introduced in 1955 by Sinatra in the
TV production of ―Our Town.‖

―Love and war, All‘s fair in,‖ Francis Eward
Smeeley, 1850. See Bartlett.

Love bonds: see at Heart, at Helen Keller, at
Lincoln & at Nietzsche

Love, see at Jesus, at La Bruyère, and at Cary Grant.
―Love (Baby), ‖ I can‘t give you anything but,‖
Dorothy Fields and Jimmy McHugh (1927).

―Love a Cherry, I Gave My,‖ Riddle in song, 133(245)
―Love all the many things about you, I / Above all

―Louise,‖ 1929 song, 22(33): ―Every little breeze

I love my arms about you. / Don‘t be a baby, Baby …

seems to whisper Louise‘-- see at ―Innocents in Paris.‖
Geez Louise! An expletive, such as Holy Cow!

―Love and Death,‖ a Woodie Allen film, 58(95)
―Love at First Bite‖—see at Geo. Hamilton.
―Love conquers all things: let us surrender to love‖--

Louise, see Faith, Sister & at Mama & Sister
Louise, Tina, actress—seeat ―Gods‘ Little Acre.‖
Louisiana, 198(361): the Red River flows through it.
―Louisiana 1927‖ The lyics, by singer/songwriter Randy

Virgil, 187(325)n

―Love, Each man kills the thing he loves, /…the
coward does it with a kiss, / the brave mean with a
sword.‖—Oscar Wilde, Ballad of Reading Gaol, 1898.

Newman, tell the story of the Louisiana flood of 1927,
which killed hundreds and displaced hundreds of thousands across
six states. The disaster is credited with sparking one of the great
voting movements of the 20th century -- the shift in Southern
black allegiance from the Republican to the Democratic Party -and with spurring the New Deal politics of big government—
from the Web. The song is on:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91Eb3FiebTs
Louisiana Purchase (1903): When Thomas Jefferson made
the purchase with Napoleon of France, the 828,000 squaremile purchase included all of what would later become South
Dakota. In 1803, Jefferson sent his personal secretary Meriwether
Lewis and Lewis‘s friend William Clark to explore the new
territory. The 31-member party met little resistance from the
Indians as they passed through South Dakota. Along the Missouri
River, the expedition was joined by French trader Toussaint
Charbonneau and his 15-year-old wife Sacagewea, whom the
Frenchman had won in a gambling match. The young Shoshone
woman helped to guide Lewis and Clark all the way to the Pacific
Ocean--from the Internet at ―South Dakota Legends: Rough &
Tumble Deadwood‖—see at Deadwood, S. Dakota & at
Sacagewea.

―Love except to love more, There is no remedy for,‖
H. D. Thoreau, Borealis Press # RS 338.
―Love flies out the window, whe poverty comes in
the door, Anonymous 17th Century saying. Ch. 7

―Love the girl I‘m near, If I‘m not near the girl I
Love, I,‖ Yip Harburg song, 1947.

―Love, having no geography, knows no boundaries,‖
Truman Capote, Borealis Press # 311.

Love, ―I am head over heels in --‖ (That is my life—
without it I am nothing), 228 (415)

Love, I always need an object to love—Freud, see at
―The Gods of Freud.‖

―Love, I‘m a prisoner of‖—see ―Prisoner of Love.‖
―Love, I‘m Falling in,‖ 186(323), 228(415)
―Love, I‘m in the Mood for,‖Dorothy Fields, and
Jimmy McHugh (1941); also see at Bob Hope.

―Love in a hut, with water and a crust, / is—Love-Love, forgive us!—cinders, ashes, dust‖—Keats, Poems,
1820, Lamia—see Bartlett.

Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola—see at ―Lead
Belly: A Life in Pictures.‖

―Love is, above all, the gift of self‖—Jean Anouilh.
―Love is All Around‖-- from the soundtrack of

Louisville Male High School, the only competitor to
Holmes High School‘s claim to be # 1 in KY.

―Four Weddings and a Funderal,‖ composed by Richard
Rodney Bennett--see at Video Hound; also see pp. 442 &
492 of ―Da Capo‘s Companion etc.

Louish, Simon--see at ―Cecil B. DeMille, A Life…‖
Lourie, Richard, is the author of both fiction and

―Love is blind, and lovers cannot see the petty follies

nonfiction, including The Autobiography of Joseph Stalin and
Sakharov: A Biography. He has translated forty books and has served
as Mikhail Gorbachev‘s translator for The New York Times. His
articles and reviews have appeared in many influential publications,
including The New York Times, The Washington Post, the New
Republic, and The Nation. He is currently a correspondent for The
Moscow Times.

that themselves commit, Shakeppeare, Merchant of ‗Venice.

―Love is blynd,‖ Chaucer (and can‘t spell?)
―Love is a chain whereby to bind a child to his
parents‖—Abraham Lincoln, T1, 12(18)n, quoted in
Bartlett.

―Love is the desire to love, Next to‖—see at Wallace

Love—see below The alphabetizing is a bit shaky.
―Love and art and all the other wonderful things in

Stevens.

―Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing,‖ a 1955 film.

the world, Learning about life and‖—see at Arthur
Rubinstein. and the Power of Love.

set in 1949-50 Hong Kong, it tells the story of a married but
separated American reporter (William Holden), who falls in
love with a Eurasian doctor originally from Mainland China
(Jennifer Jones), only to encounter prejudice from her
family and from Hong Kong society. The movie was
adapted by John Patrick from the 1952novel
A
ManySplendoured Thing by Han Suyin, anddirected by Henry
King. It won Academy Awards for Best Costume Design

―Love At First Bite‖ (1979), ―a screamingly funny
―Dracula‖ take-off that won the actor a Golden Globe
nomination—Moviefone quote. It included such funny
scenes as Dracula and his conquest dancing to "I Love the
Night Life" at a disco--see at George Hamilton

Love Bawdy Tales of—see at Decameron.
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―Love of the Game, The‖ by Cynthia J. Wilber—see

Color, Best Music, Scoring of a Dramatic or Comedy
Picture and Best Music, Song (for Sammy Fain and Paul
Francis Webster for "Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing")

at (Preacher) Roe.

―Love, O love, O careless love, / Love O love O

―Lover is a soldier, A‖ Ovid. ―…and has the scars to
prove it?
Love is in loving. The pleasure of--We are happier in

careless love, / Look what love has done to me!
Careless Love,‖ 201-202(369)

Love: ―One word / Frees us of all the weight and pain
of life: / That word is love‖----Sophocles, Oedipus at
Colonus

the passion than in that we arouse, Rocheefoucauld.

Love is like the silver dollar the miner (or the gold

―Love of Marth Ivers, The Strange,‖ see at Strange.
―Love of sharing, see at ―Life is a sharing, and a love

nugget) works all day to earn but throws away with a single
cut of the cards at the saloon, saying, ―Easy come, easy go!‖

―Love is like war: easy to begin, but hard to stop,‖

of sharing.

―Love often: Many of the jewels have been stolen—

H.L. Mencken

―Love is noght oold as whan that is newe,‖—

like love often,‖ see at Taj Mahal.

―Love One, Darling You Can‘t,‖132(243): ―And have

Chaucer (Like an old wine in a new bottle, or vice versa?)

―Love‖ isn‘t Easy‖—recorded by ABBA in a park in

any fun, Darling you can‘t love one, etc.‖

―Love or madness? Is it, see at Gerschwin‖
―Love overcame morality,‖ 157(278)--line from a

Copenhagen, 1973

―Love is, than a stalled ox and hatred therewith.
Better a dinner of herbs where‖—Proverbs.

novel in which ―amor vincit omnia,‖

―Love, It can be a curse to‖—J. P. Shanley, Ch. 51
―Love knows no boundaries, True,‖ see at Weill.
―Love lasts but a moment, The pleasure of: The regret

Love: Out upon it, I have loved / Three whole days
together; / And am like to love three more, / If it prove
fair weather--Sir John Suckling , ―The Constant Lover.‖

―Love Paris, I‖—Cole Porter in ―Can-Can‖ (1953)
―Love, People Will Say We‘re In‖--see ―Oklahoma!‖
―Love, Secret‖— by Fain & Webster for Calamity

of love lasts a lifetime,‖ from Chagrin d‘Amour in ―Stories
of Five Decades‖ by Hermann Hesse.

―Love life!‖ O how I laugh when I think of my—
Glenda Jackson.

Jane in 1954—see at Fain. Lorraine Day sang it in
film ―Calamity Jane.‖

―Love, Let‘s Fall in‖--see at Cole Porter.
Love: Life has its limit…people die young, fail at

―Love Song of J. Alfred Prufock, ― T. S. Eliot, 1917:
―I grow old…I grow old I shall wear the bottoms of my
trousers rolled.….Shall I part my hair behind? Do I dare to
eat a peach? I shall wear white flannel trousers, and walk
along the beach‖—excerpt.

love…, Robert Hass, 239(434)

―Love, The loves are not the,‖Henry Miller, Ch.45
―Love makes the world go round--from an
anonymous French saying: Lamour, Lamour, fait tourner
le monde; also see at Gilbert.

―Love, The need to,‖ 208(379)
―Love, There Are Twenty-Four Hours of Sunshine,

―Love Me As I love You? Do You‖ (Will you always

Every Day That You‘re in,‖

be, my dream come true?)—sung with intense feeling sung
at weddings. (I couln‘t locate the composer._

―Love that makes the world go round, It‘s‖; see at

―Love Me Do‖ Beattles song.
Love me, like nobody loved me, Come Rain or Shine,
You‘re Going to—see at ―Come Rain or Shine.‖
―Love Me or Leave Me‖—1928 song by
Donaldson & Gus Kahn--see at ―Whoopee!‖

in the

Gilbert.

―Love, That‘s‖—see at ―That‘s Amore.‖
―Love the Girl I‘m with. If I‘m not near the girl I
love, I‖—saying that sounds like something from Gilbert
and Sullivan but is actually from a song by Yip Harburg—
see a Cupid.

Walter

―Love Me or Leave Me‖ is a 1955 film in which

―Love, The sweetest music is the sound of the voice

Doris Day portrays singing great Ruth Etting, costarring
James Cagney and Cameron Mitchell. The film tells the story,
somewhat fictionalized, of Etting's rise to fame in the 1920s and
her association and marriage to Marty ―The Gimp‖ Snyder, a
Chicago gangster. In the story, Etting is highly ambitious, and
Marty helps her career after picking her up in a dance hall and
realizing he's not going to get anywhere. He's hoping for the big
prize, i.e., Ruth, at the end of the rainbow, but though she's
grateful, she's never going to be THAT grateful. Finally, he
becomes so angry that he rapes her (this is suggested in the film
but the scene was cut by the censors). She marries him, although
she's in love with a pianist, Marty Alderman—Amazon.com

of the woman , La Bruyère—see Quotionary.

―Love, there is a limit to,‖ D. H. Lawrence on p. 71
of ―Edgar Allen Poe.‖ See reference at Isolation.

―Love thy neighbor as thyself‖ 88(168) (Thou shalt
not hate thy brother in thine heart: thou shalt in any way
rebuke [reason with] thy neighbor, and not suffer sin upon
him. Thou shalt not avenge, nor bear any grudge against the
children of thy people, but thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself: I am the Lord.-- Leviticus 19:17-18 (KJV) You may
think that Jesus invented the phrase "Love thy neighbor as
thyself" (Matthew 5: 43, etc.), but Jesus quoted the Old
Testament—from Web.)
―Love thy enemies, bless them that curse you, do good
to them who hate you, and pray for them which despitefully
use you, or persecute you—Matthew 5:44, 88(168);

―Love Me Tender,‖popularized by Elvis Presley.
―Love Me Tonight,‖ 1932 musical, Lorenz Hart,lyrics
& Richard Rodgers, music). See at ―Isn‘t It Romantic?‖
―Love? Nothing lasts forever, so why should,‖ 16(23);

―Love to keep me Warm, I‘ve Got My,‖ was written

also aee at ―Easy come, easy go.‖

―Love not war, Make‖—see at ―Make Love Not...‖
Love of dogs, see at Dogs, Epitaph to a Dog, and at
―Tiny Boo-Boo.‖

and composed in 1937 by Irving Berlin

―Love to me, Make‖—see at Jo Stafford.
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―Love to me, You Brought a New Kind of,‖ song by

the day and long, / Still to us at twilight comes love's old
song, / Comes love's old sweet song.

Fain, Kahal & Norman sung by Maurice Chaevallier in the
film‖The Big Pond (1930)

Loves me, loves me not, flower‖ is the daisy, whose

Love: To fear love is to fear life, and threw that fear,

petals are counted or plucked—an odd number of petals
means ―She love me!‖ An even number: ―She love me not!‖

life is already three parts dead, Betrand Russell in
―Marriage and Morals‖ (1929), cited in ―The Oxford Dict.
of Quotations.‖

―Loves me this I know, because the Bible tells me

―Love With Someone, I‘m Falling in,‖ song,

―Loves, Yet each man kills the thing he …‖—see at

so, Jesus‖—Hymn by Ann Bartlett Warner, 88(168)

186(323)—Victor Herbert, 1920.

Oscar Wilde.

―Love, We are born for love. It is the principal of

―Lovesick Blues‖: 1922 song written by Cliff Friend

existence and it‘s only end‖—Benjamin Disraeli, in ―Zen
Soup.‖

&

Irving Mills. Published through Tin Pan Alley, the song was
first recorded by Emmett Miller. Four years later, the song was a
minor hit for blues singer Bertha "Chippie" Hill. The song's most
recognizable version arrived in 1948, with Hank Williams' hit
rendition.
Though Williams had scored several hits prior to "Lovesick
Blues," the song was the first of many number one hits at Country
radio for the singer. It also marked one of the songwriter's few
cover songs. The song's monumental success led to Williams'
tenure at the Grand Ole Opry and remains one of his most
remembered songs. In 2004, it was one of 50 recordings chosen
that year by the Library of Congress to be added to the
National Recording Registry.

―Love, With Lotions of‖--see W. Winchell
―Love You, I‖ (Ich Liebe Dich), words by Hans
Christian Andersen, music by Evard Grieg.

―Love You I‖ (Ich Liebe Dich) is short song from
the 1790s is one of Beethoven's classic love songs. Also
known as Zärtliche Liebe, it sets music to a poem by Karl
Friedrich Herrosee.

―Love, You Always Hurt the One You,‖ by Allan
Roberts and Doris Fisher, circa 1941.

―Love! You are still you, and it‘s you I‖—Dana

―Lovesick Blues, The Life of Hank Williams‖—see

Reeve—see at Chris & Dana Reeve

―Love, You‘d Be So Easy to ‖—see at ――You‘d Be..‖
―Love, You don‘t need no second opinions when it

at Hank Williams.

―Loveth best…He prayeth best who‖—see at
Coleridge.

comes to ‖—Lorna, back in 1979--see at Carl & Molly.

―Love you, Everyone says I‖—see―Everyone says..‖
―Love you, The more I‖--see ―The More I See You.‖
―Love You,You Made Me‖ (I Didn‘t Want to Do It‖)

Loveth not, loveth not God; for God is love—The
First Epistle General of John, 4:18 (in Bartlett)

Loving You, and Music! Music! Music! All I Want
is—see at Nickelodeon.
―Loving Little Egypt‖ (1987) novel by Thomas

--see at ―You Made Me Love You.‖

―Love You, I Just Called to Say I‖—Stevie Wonder

McMahon.

--see at ―I Just Called to Say I Love You.‖

―Loving your neighbor, it ceases to be a virtue when

―Love You ―I'm Confessin' that I‖—see at ―I‘m

you enjoy‖—Kahlil Gibran (a Stoic: see at Zeno)

Confessin‘ etc.

Lovelace, Richard, 1618-1658,―Stone walls do not a

―Love You in a Song. I'll Have to Say--Jim Croce.
―Love You Like I Don‘t Know Why I‖—see at ―I

prison make, nor iron bars a cage‖ -- ―To Althea from
Prison,‖ 46(73); ―Lovelace was an English poet and
nobleman, born in Lovelace Plac, Bethersden , Kent. He
was one of the Cavalier poets, and a noted royalist. The
"Lucasta" to whom he dedicated much of his verse was
Lucy Sacheverell, whom he often called Lux Casta.
Unfortunately, she mistakenly believed that he died at the
Battle of Dunkirk in 1646 & married another. He was
imprisoned briefly in 1648 for supporting the Royalists
during the time of Oliver Cromwell. During this period he
spent his fortune to help supply Royalist forces & died in
penury shortly thereafter. His brother then published his
poetry posthumously‖-Wikipedia

Don‘t know why.‖

‖Love You, Now Get Out! "I Told You I
―Love Will Find A Way‖ Eubie Blake and Nobel
Sissle (1921)—see at Eubie.

―Loved her—Although he felt deeply for her, he
could not bring himself to say that he‖—see at Edwin
Arlington Robinson.

―Loved Mickey Mouse more than any woman I‘ve
ever known, I ‖—Walt Disney.

―Loved You, If I‘—1945 song from ―Carousel,‖ by
Rodgers and Hammerstein—see at ―If I Loved You.‖

Low, Juliette, see at Girl Scouts.
Low, Juliette, 1860-1927 (nee Juliette Magill Kinzie
Gordon in Savannah, Georgia, was a youth leader

―Loved you once, I loved you twice, I really loved
your beans and rice,‖ 76(124); ditty in ―Pretty Baby.‖

―Lovely,‖ Sondheim song from ―A Funny Thing

and the founder of the Girl Scouts of the USA in 1912. in
Savannah, Georgia, she became known as "Daisy" because her
friends and family called her that. Her mother's family came from
Chicago and her father was a Confederate Captain in the Civil
War. Daisy was always jumping into new games, hobbies and
ideas. Another one of her nicknames was "Little Ship". She
acquired this nickname while living with her maternal
grandparents John H. Kinzie and Juliette Augusta Magill Kinzie in
Chicago during the Civil War. At the age of 26, she married
William Mackay "Willy" Low, the son of a wealthy cotton
merchant in Savannah and England. His mother was a native of
Savannah, Georgia. Their wedding took place on December 21,
1886, which happened to be her parents' 29th wedding anniversary.

Happened on the Way to the Forum:‖ ―Lovely, Absolutely
lovely, You wouldn‘t believe / The loveliness in me…‖

―Lovely…But Deadly‖ (1982) film starring Lucinda
Dooling and John Randolph. A girl wages a war
against drug deals after her brother dies an overdose. One
and a half bones from Video Hound.

―Lovers, Hello Young,‖see at ―Hello,…‖
―Love's Old Sweet Song,‖ melody by James L.
Molly, (1884), Lyrics by J. Clifton Bingham: Chorus: Just a
song at twilight, when the lights are low; /And the flick'ring
shadows softly come and go. / Tho' the heart be weary, sad
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A grain of rice thrown at the wedding became lodged in Juliette's
good ear. When it was removed, her ear drum was punctured and
became infected, causing her to become completely deaf in that
ear. Her hearing was limited for the rest of her life. Her marriage to
Mr. Low proved to be childless. Although the couple moved to
England, Juliette continued her travels and divided her time
between the British Isles and America.
During the Spanish-American War, Juliette came back to
America to aid in the war effort. She helped her mother organize a
convalescent hospital for wounded soldiers returning from Cuba.
Her father was commissioned as a general in the U.S. Army and
served on the Puerto Rican Peace Commission. As early as 1901,
due to her husband's drinking and philandering Juliette intended to
get a divorce. However, her husband died from stroke in 1905
before the divorce proceedings could be finalized. When his will
was read Juliette discovered that her husband had left his money
to his mistress! She was left with a small widow's pension.
It was in 1911 that Juliette met Second Boer War hero (and
founder of the Scouting movement) Robert Baden-Powell, his wife
Olave, and his sister Agnes. She and Sir Robert (later Lord) Baden
Powell shared a passion for sculpture and art. She also enjoyed
working with iron. While in the UK, Juliette worked as a Girl
Guide leader for troops she organized in Scotland and London.
On returning to America in 1912, Juliette placed her historic
telephone call to a cousin: "Come right over! I've got something
for the girls of Savannah, and all of America, and all the world,
and we're going to start it tonight!" On March 12, 1912, Juliette
gathered 18 girls to register the first troop of American Girl
Guides. Margaret "Daisy Doots" Gordon, her niece and namesake,
was the first registered member, but did not attend the first
meeting. The name of the organization was changed to Girl Scouts
the following year. The organization was incorporated in 1915,
with Juliette serving as president until 1920 when she was granted
the title of founder—excerpt from Wikipedia.

Los Alamos—see at Alamos.
―LS/MFT: Lucky Strikes Means Fine Tobacco,‖
―So Round, so firm, so fully packed, so slow
easy on the draw.‖—Lucky Strikes cigarette slogans.

LSD (d-lysergic acid diethylamide) is one of the most
potent mood-changing chemicals. It was discovered in 1938
and is manufactured from lysergic acid, which is found in ergot, a
fungus that grows on rye and other grains.
Timothy Leary, and early experimental and advocate of
LSD, and Richard Alpert considered the chemical to be of
potentially beneficial application in psychotherapy. If the user is in
a hostile or otherwise unsettling environment, or is not mentally
prepared for the powerful distortions in perception and thought that
the drug causes, effects are more likely to be unpleasant than if he
or she is in a comfortable environment and has a relaxed, balanced
and open mindset.

LSD pun: ―It‘s taken for a trip!‖
Lubbock, TX, is in the northwestern part of the state,
a region called "the panhandle. It is the home of Texas
Tech U.. According to an estimate by the U.S. Census in
2006, the city population was 212,169, making it the 90th
largest city in the United States and the 12th largest in
Texas.

Lubitsch, Ernest, 1892-1947, film director born in
Berlin. He was invited to USA to direct the film, ―Rosita‖
(1923) starring mary Pickford, and stayed on to become a
―master of light & sophisticated sex comedies with the
Lubitsch touch‖—edited excerpt from Cambridge Biog.
Dict.—also see at ―Artists in Exile‖ & at ―Ninotchka.‖

Luce, Clare Boothe, 1902-1987, Writer & public
official (e.g., Ambassador to Italy, 1953-1956) She wrote
several plays, e.g., The Women (1936). Her marriage to
Henry Luce had much to do with her political clout. Also
see at Stilwell.
―Sex is messy,‖ she said, but added, ―I like it!‖

Lowell, Amy, 1874-1925, poet; see at Poem.
―A pattern called a war. Christ, What are patterns for?‖
from ―Patterns.‖

Luce, Henry Robinson, 1898-1963, publisher and

Lowell, James Russell, 1819-1891: Let us be of good

cofounder of of Time (1923) & founder of Fortune (1930) ,
Life (1936) and Sports Illustrated (1954). Also see at
Stilwell (last paragraph.)

cheer, however, remembering that the misfortunes hardest to
bear are those which never come.‖ See at Disraeli.

Lowells, The, see at John Collins Bossidy.
―Lower Class‖-- see at Debs
Lower Classes Joke: ―If the lower orders don‘t set a

Luciano, see at Rossi.
Luciano, Charles "Lucky" (né (born Salvatore
Lucania), 1897-1962, was a Sicilian-born American mobster.
Luciano is considered the father of modern organized crime and the
mastermind of the massive postwar expansion of the international
heroin trade. He was the first official boss of the modern Genovese
crime family, and, along with his associate Meyer Lansky, instrumental
in the development of the "National Crime Syndicate" in the US.
Time magazine named Luciano among the top 20 most
influential builders and titans of the 20th century, but this didn't stop
Thos. Dewey, then governor of New York, formerly NY‘s Special
Prosecutor to investigate Luciano, from deporting him to Italy in
1946—about this, see at this link:
http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/USACluciano.htm
Salvatore Lucania, and four siblings, were born to Antonio and
Rosalia (Cafarella) Lucania in Lercara Friddi, Sicily, a town primarily
known for its sulfur mines. The promise of a better life led his family to
emigrate to USA in 1907. Upon arriving at Ellis Island, young
Salvatore was diagnosed with smallpox, an affliction that pockmarked
his face for life—edited excerts from Wikipedia.

good example, what on earth is the use of them?--Oscar
Wilde in ―The Improtance of Being Ernest (1895) & in
Oxford Dict. of Quotations.

―Lower Depths, The,‖ Ch. 7, 191(352); A Play by
Maxim Gorky about the hopes & fears of denizens of a lowrent hovel. Two excellent movies, one in 1936 directed by
Jean Renoir, stars Jean Gabin--the other in 1957, directed
by Akira Kurosawa, stars Toshiro Mifume--transplant the
scene from Russia to France & Japan, resp.; they are
translated into the languages of those countries
(subtitled.)—see 24(37)n; ―Youth died young in the lower
depths,‖ 30(47)

Lower-Lower! A shy young man mustered up
courage to rub his girlfriend‘s shoulders, saying: ―I love
you! I love you! She replied, ―Lower--Lower!‖ Whereupon
he deepened his voice: ―I love you! I love you!

―Luck Be a Lady Tonight‖ is a Frank Loesser song

Lowery, Robert, 1826-1899, poet and gospel music

and sung by Robert Alda. in the musical ―Guys and
Dolls.‖ The song revolves around a gambler (Sky
Masterson) hoping that
he will win a bet, the
outcome of which will decide whether or not he is able to
save his relationship with the girl of his dreams. Marlon
Brando sang the song in the 1955 film version. Later, it

composer—see at ―Shall We Gather By the River?‖

Low-rent, epithet for poor people—see above.
Loy, Jim—see at Minnesota Fats & at Rudolph
Wanderone.

Loy, Myrna, 1905-1993, versatile comedienne--see at
William Powell, at ―Great Zeigfeld‖ & at ―Red Pony.‖
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helming hundreds of episodes of ―Danger‖ (CBS, 1950-55), ―I
Remember Mama‖ (CBS, 1948-1957) and ―You Are There‖ (CBS,
1953-57). In 1953, Lumet began directing original plays for
"Playhouse 90,‖ "Kraft Television Theatre" and "Studio One,‖
filming around 200 and establishing himself as one of the most
prolific and respected directors in the business. Because of the high
turnover inherent in television, Lumet quickly developed a
lightning quick method for shooting that later carried over to his
film career)--from Hollywood.com/SidneyLumet.
Lumet prefers to work in NY City, notes Lumet biographer
Joanna Rapf, ―shunning the dominance of Hollywood. By refusing
to ‗go Hollywood,‘‖ he soon became strongly identified with New
York and filmed the majority of his films there.
―As a child of the Depression,‖ writes Rapf, ―growing up
poor in New York City with poverty and corruption all around
him, Lumet became concerned with the importance of justice to a
democracy. He says he likes questioning things, people,
institutions, what is considered by society as 'right' and 'wrong.‘‖
He admits, however, that he does not believe that art itself has the
power to change anything. ―There is, as he says, a lot of 'shit' to
deal with in the entertainment industry, but the secret of good work
is to maintain your honesty and your passion.‖
Like Woody Allen, he defines himself as a New Yorker. ―I
always like being in Woody Allen's world,‖ he said. He claims "the
diversity of the City, its many ethnic neighborhoods, its art and its
crime, its sophistication and its corruption, its beauty and its
ugliness, all feed into what inspires him.‖ He feels that in order to
create it's important to confront reality on a daily basis.
For Lumet, New York is filled with reality; Hollywood is a
fantasyland. Lumet's memoir about his life in film, Making Movies
(1996), is ―extremely lighthearted and infectious in its enthusiasm
for the craft of moviemaking itself," writes movie historian
Bowles, ―and is in marked contrast to the tone and style of most of
his films. Perhaps Lumet's signature as a director is his work with
actors—and his exceptional ability to draw high-quality,
sometimes extraordinary performances from even the most
unexpected quarters‖
Jack Coyle,Associated Press writer, agrees: "While Lumet
has for years gone relatively underappreciated, actors have
consistently turned in some of their most memorable performances
under his stewardship. From Katharine Hepburn to Faye Dunaway,
Henry Fonda to Paul Newman, Lumet was known as an actor's
director.
Film historian David Thomson writes "He has steady
themes: the fragility of justice, and the police and their
corruption.". He adds, "Lumet quickly became esteemed…[and he]
got a habit for big issues – Fail-Safe, The Pawnbroker, The Hill, –
and seemed torn between dullness and pathos. … Network …was
the closest he had come to a successful comedy. He was that rarity
of the 1970s, a director happy to serve his material—yet seemingly
not touched or changed by it." Lumet, discussing one of his
primary film subjects, police corruption, described his feelings for
film magazine, Cinema Nation: "I have just finished a movie called
Prince of the City. It‘s a long, complex film and one of the most
difficult and satisfying movies I‘ve ever made. It‘s about a cop
informing on other cops. . . [It‘s] not only about informing,
however. It is also about cops and the complexity of their lives.
I‘ve known a lot of cops, most of whom join the force with a good
deal of idealism. They wind up with the highest suicide and
alcoholism ratesof any profession‖—except for the parentthetal
part, this conists of edited excerpts from Wikipedia where there is
a filmography.
In 1966, Lumet directed The Deadly Affair, a film
adaptation of le Carré's novel Call for the Dead.

became a signature song for Frank Sinatra--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

―Luckiest Man, The,‖ see below & at Lou Gehrig..
―Luckiest Man, The, The Life and Death of Lou
Gehrig,‖ by Jonathan Eig, reviewed by Kevin Baker in
the New York Times Sunday Book

Lucky Strike Cigarette endorsement, circa 1930‘s:
Light a Lucky and you‘ll never miss sweets that make you
fat—Constance Talmadge, actress; adv. reproduced in the
NY Times ―Week in Review‖, Dec. 19, 2004; also see at
Unlucky Strikes.
―Lucky Strike Green Goes to War‖--see at Rationing.

―Lucky Lindy‖ a nickname for Charles A. Lindbergh.
―Lucky Luciano‖—see at Charles ―Lucky‖ Luciano.
―Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,‖ song by John
Lennon and Paul McCartney, Ch. 45 Back Story: The song
was inspired by the title of a drawing by Lennon's 4 year old son Julian
who said it was "Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds." Lucy O'Donnell
was a school mates and friend of Julian. I never knew the song was
considered psychedelic or drug related until I read this story, but I like
the title. It was no more psychedelic than St. Exupéry's aviation flights
of fantasy in The Little Prince" or other fantasy tales....Lucy Vodden
(née O‘Donnell died at age 46 as reported in the NY York Times,
9/29/09 based on an AP story with a London Dateline.

Ludlow, KY is a suburb of Covington. It was named
after Israel Ludlow who laid out the town in 1836. Also see
at Losantiville, which Ludlow & two partners named.

―Ludlow Kissel and the Dago Bomb that Struck
Back‖—see at Jean Shepherd.

Lugsail is a quadrilateral sail that lacks a boom, has
the foot larger than the head is bent to a yard hanging
obliquely to the mast.

Lukas, John, wrote ―George Kennan, A Study in
Character‖—see at Kennan

―Lulu on the Bridge‖ is a 1998 romantic mystery
drama film directed by author Paul Auster. In it a
saxophone player (Harvey Keitel) is shot and loses a lung, forcing
him to abandon his musical career. He begins an obsessive
romance with a young actress (Mira Sorvino), which somehow
involves a blue stone with magical properties. The cast also
includes Kevin Corrigan, Gina Gershon, Mandy Patinkin, Willem
Dafoe, Sophie Auster and Vanessa Redgrave.

Lum and Abner was a radio comediy team.
―Lum and Abner‖ was a radio comedy team that
engaged in low-keyed, arch rural wit. It aired as a network
program from 1932 to 1954, and was the creation of its costars Chester Lauck (Columbus "Lum" Edwards) and Norris
Goff (Abner Peabody)--edited excerpt from Wiki.

Lumet, Sidney, born 1924 in Philly, PA, is an
Academy Award-winning film director of over 50 films,
including the critically acclaimed 12 Angry Men (1957), Serpico
(1973), Dog Day Afternoon (1975), Network (1976) and The
Verdict (1982), all of which, except for Serpico (1973), earned him
Academy Award nominations for Best Director.
(As World War II raged across the globe in 1942, Lumet
volunteered to join the Army at 17 and became a radar repairman
for the Signal Corps, serving in China, Burma and India. After his
service, Lumet – whose skills with radar and fascination with
physics led to a brief stint teaching at the Philco Corp. radar labs in
Philadelphia – returned to his true passion: the stage. He became
involved in the Actors Studio, then formed his own theater
workshop, eventually stepping off the stage to direct. At CBS,
Lumet landed a job as the assistant to friend and then-director, Yul
Brynner, later getting a promotion to staff director, which led to

Lumière, Auguste Marie Louis Nicholas, and Louis
Jean, inventors of cinematography (motion pictures),
77(126); also see at Edison.
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in the Times of Trenton, NJ, July 31, 2009—I sandwiched this
quote into the Wikipedia article—see at Aquino.

Lunacy of bureaucracy, G. Steiner quip as applied to
the Navy, 189(348), 212(386)n. See at Bureaucratic lunacy.

Lying Inn Hospital in Manhattan, NY, where many

Lunch Counter Protests: The sit-in protest movement

babies gave birth, e.g., Molly‘s first-born, Zeno Wook, and
also her second, Japheth Wood, both of whom I adopted.
Also see at Stanely Kubrick
A pun I coined at State College, PA: the local inn was the
Nittany Lion Inn (Lying In?)

began in Feb. 1960 at a Woolworth's lunch counter in
Greensboro, N.C. and spreads across the nation.

Lunt, Alfred, of the Fontaine & Lunt team, 145(260)
Lupino, Ida, 1918-1995, born in London (allegedly
under a table during a WW I zeppelin raid), the daughter of
actress Connie O'Shea (a.k.a. Connie Emerald) and music hall
entertainer, Stanley Lupino, she was a film actress, director &
pioneer among women filmmakers. Ida, a bleached blonde, came
to Hollywood in 1934 and played small and insignificant parts.
Peter Ibbetson (1935) was one of her few noteworthy movies and
it was not until The Light That Failed (1939) that her parts
improved during the 1940s and she began to describe herself as
―The poor man's Bette Davis.‖ While working for Warner
Bros., Lupino would refuse parts that Davis also had rejected, and
earned herself suspensions .
In most of her movies, she was cast as the hard, but
sympathetic woman from the wrong side of the tracks. In The Sea
Wolf (1941) and High Sierra (1941), she played the part
magnificently. It has been said that no one could do hard-luck
dames the way Lupino could do them. She played tough, knowing
characters who held their own against some of the biggest leading
men of the day--Humphrey Bogart, Ronald Colman, John Garfield
and Edward G. Robinson. She made a handful of films during the
forties playing different characters ranging from Pillow to Post
(1945), where she played a traveling saleswoman to the tough
nightclub singer in The Man I Love (1947).
In her 48 year career, she appeared in 59 films, and directed
nine others. She also appeared in episodic television 58 times and
directed 50 other episodes. In addition, she contributed as a writer
to five films and four TV episodes—edited excerpts from
Wikipedia & at her Biography website.

Lynch, Capt. Wm., who gave his name to lynching,
for trying to justify it, 182(316); Lynch Laws, ibid. Also
see at Ida B. Wells, a campaigner against lynching.

Lynch Claude A, Jr, A, xv, Navy pal & collector of
Company 1038 Roster & Addresses, A, xv, D, 195(359)
―When I called before sending him ―The Sun Shines
Bright‖ in Spring 19008, he was too ill to talk but his wife,
Gertrude, said many fine things about him--he was well
loved by her.
By writing down the home addresses of Co. 1038,
Claude did a lot to keep us close to each other--in
thoughts & in our case, in deed. Ah, friendship & memories,
where would we be without them?‖—from an e-mail on
Nov. 20, 2008 in response to Glenn Fitkin‘s e-mail telling
me aout Claude‘s death on Nov. 13. I quoted Iacocca‘s
father‘s statement about friendship—see at Iacocca.

Lynchng, The campaign against,‖ see Ida B. Wells.
Lynn, Loretta (nee Loretta Webb) b. in 1935 in
Butcher‘s Hollow, KY, a coal mining district & named after
Loretta Young. In the 1976 film ―The Coal Miner‘s
Daughter;‖ Sissy Spacek won an Oscar for her portrayial &
singig. Loretta Lynn has written over 160 songs. See at
"Don't Come Home A' Drinkin' (With Lovin‘ on Your Mind).‖
Released in 1966, it became her first # 1 Hit in 1967

Lynn, Vera (nèe Vera Margaret Welch), Ch. 39, b.
1917 in London: -- was ―The Forces Sweetheart of WW II‖
& noted for her rendition of ―The White Cliffs of Dover‖ and
―‖We‘ll Meet Again‖—see Dapo‘s Companion for more details on
the two Lynn‘s.
At age 92, Dame Vera Lynn beat the Arctic Monkeys and
even the Beatles to capture the No. 1 record in Britain. The singer
who 70 years ago recorded an evocative reminder of home for
British soldiers fighting far away on Monday became the oldest
living artist to have a No. 1 record in Britain when her album
"We'll Meet Again — The Very Best of Vera Lynn" took the top
spot--9/14/09 story by AP writer Jennifer Quinn. Also see at
―We‘ll Meet Again‖ (follows Lawrence Welk.)

Lust, one of the ―Seven Deadly Sins;‖ see at Jimmy
Carter & at Carnal Sin.

Luther, Claudia, Freelance Editor and Writer.
newspaper journalist, political and factual reporting and
editing, Los Angeles Times 1972--2007---see at Jane
Wyman.

Lupone, Patti, actress who starred in ―Evita‖ a
musical about Evita Peron, and recently as Momma Rose in
a 2008 Revival of ―Gypsy: a Musical Fable‖–see at Gypsy
Rose Lee. Lupo,-a is Italian for a male-female wolf, so
maybe Lupone means ―wolfish‖?

Lyons, Dr. Richard, Rutgers colleague & friend--

Lusitania, on May 17, 1915, nearly 1500 died wheh a
German torpedo sankthe British liner, Lusitania,
Irish Coast. Also see at The Titanic.

Luther,

Martin,

1483-1546,

one

of

one of the reigning experts on the classification of finite
groups, along with the late Danny Gorenstein, and many
others. I wrote about this in ―Rings & Things.‖

off the

the

first

Maar, Dora (née Henriette Theodora Markovitch),

Protestants—he had the Bible translated from the Latin
in German, 7 6(125); also see Alberto Manguel‘s ―A History
of Reading,‖ esp. p. 52, about Martin Luther. Luther was a
German monk, priest, professor, theologian & church
reformer. His teachings inspired the Reformation & deeply
influenced the doctrine & culture of the Lutheran &
Protestant traditions, as well as the course of Western
civilization. (See at Gandhi on Western Civilizaton.)

1907--1997) was a French photographer, poet and painter of
Croatian descent, best known for being a lover and muse of Pablo
Picasso. She was born in Tours, Western France to a Jewish
family, on November 22, 1907. Her father Josip Marković (famous
arhitect in south America) was Croatian, her mother Julie Voisin
was born in Tourraine, France.
Dora grew up in Argentina. Famous as a photographer, and
also was a painter herself, before she met Picasso, she made herself
better known in the world with her photographs of the successive
stages of the completion of Guernica that Picasso painted in his
workshop on the rue des Grands Augustins, and other photos of
Picasso. Together she and Picasso studied printing with Man Ray.
Picasso met her in January 1936 (when she was 29 years
old), at the terrace of the Café Les Deux Magots in Saint-Germaindes-Prés, Paris. The famous poet Paul Éluard, who accompanied
him, had to introduce him to this woman. He was attracted by her
beauty and self-mutilation (cutting her fingers and the table

Lvov, Poland—see at Miles Lerman.
Lyell, Sir Charles—see at Mind.
Lying, cheating, stealing and killing: Ridiculed by
Marcos, then the Dictator of the Philippines, for her lack of
experience, Corazon Aquino replied, "It is true, I have no
experience in lying, cheating, stealing and killing. I offer you
honesty and sincerity in leadership‖—quoted in the Los Angelos
Times Obituary by Bob Drogin and John M. Glionna, and printed
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playing The knife game--he got her bloody gloves and exhibited
them on a shelf in his apartment). She spoke Spanish fluently, so
Picasso was even more fascinated. Their relationship lasted nearly
nine years. Dora Maar became the rival of blonde Marie-Thérèse
Walter who had given a daughter named Maya to Picasso. Picasso
often painted beautiful sad Dora (she suffered because she was
sterile) and called her his ―private muse.‖
Dora Maar kept his paintings for herself until her death in
1997. They were souvenirs for their extraordinary love affair
which made her famous forever. For him she was the ―woman in
tears‖ in many aspects. She suffered from his moods during their
love affair. Also she hated the idea that in 1943 he had found a
new lover, Françoise Gilot.
Picasso and Paul Éluard sent Dora to their friend, the
psychiatrist Jacques Lacan, who treated her with psychoanalysis.
In Paris, still occupied by the Germans, Picasso left to her a
drawing of 1915 as a good-bye gift in April 1944; it represents
Max Jacob his close friend who had just died in the transit camp of
Drancy after his arrest by the Nazis. He also left to her some still
lifes and a house at Ménerbes in Provence.
After her long relationship with Picasso ended, Maar
struggled to regain her emotional footing. This was complicated by
the sudden death of her best friend, Nusch Eluard , wife of the poet
Paul, in 1946. Likewise, her mother had also died unexpectedly in
1941, leaving Maar without family or long-time close friends. But
eventually Maar returned to her previous social circle, which
included famous society hostesses and art patrons such as MarieLaure de Noailles and Lise Deharme. She also found solace in
Roman Catholicism.
The author Mary Caws quotes Maar as saying ―After
Picasso, God.‖ She spent her last years living between Paris and
Provence in the house Picasso had given her—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia

McArthur, Charles, cowrote the scenario for the
Movie, ―Gunga Din.‖ He also was c0-author with Ben
Hecht of a number of plays and screen plays—see at Hecht.

MacArthur, General Douglas, Ch. 59, After his
defeat in the Philippines at Corregidor in May 1942, he said
―I shall return,‖ but unable to so until April 1945. He tried to
engage USA in a war on China after Chinese soldiers entered the
Korean war in support of N. Korea & was relieved of command by
Pres. Truman. He addressed Congress on his return to the US,
saying, ―Old soldiers, never die, they just fade away,‖ a familiar
bromide. He signed the surrender documents of Japan on board of
the USS Missouri in behalf of the United States, Ch. 60;
MacArthur‘s relationship to God?--see at S. J. Perelman.

McAuliffe, U.S. Brig. Gen. Anthony C., rejected the
he Germans‘ demand for surrender on Dec. 22, 1944 during
the Battle of the Bulge.,writing ―Nuts!‖ in his official replay

Macaulay, Thomas Babington, 1800-1859:
―The more I read him (Socrates), the less I wonder that him
(Socrates), the less I wonder that hey poisoned him.‖
Actually, ―they‖ did not poison him! He choose death by
poison to exile—see at Socrates. ―The Life of Johnson is
assuredly a great, a very great book.‖ See the note on
Macaulay under Johnson in Bartlett‘s in praise of Boswell
as ―the first of Biographers.‖

Macbeth, Lady: complex, 21(32)
―Unsex me…, from ―Macbeth‖—see Famous Lines.
Also see at Pricking of my thumbs.

―Macbeth‖ was performed at Holmes High School
back in 1944, Ch. 43. See at ―Double, Double. / Toil and
Trouble.‖

MacDonald, James G., wrote about FDR:
―[MacDonald] believed that as early as 1933 that the Nazi;s
were consider the mass killing of European Jews. It was a
view apparently shared by Roosevelt‖-- from a newsstory
in the NY Times, April 22, 2004, 175-176(306)

Maas, Peter, 1929-2001, was a journalist and author
of Dutch and Irish heritage, born in NY City. He attended
Duke U. He was the biographer of Frank Serpico, a New York City
Police officer who testified against police corruption. He is also the
author of the number one New York Times bestseller, Underboss,
about the life and times of Sammy "The Bull" Gravano. His other
notable bestsellers include The Valachi Papers, Manhunt, and In a
Child's Name, recipient of the 1991 Edgar Award for Best Fact
Crime book. The Valachi Papers, which told the story of Mafia
turncoat Joseph Valachi, is widely considered to be a seminal
work, as it spawned an entire genre of books written by or about
former Mafios--see at Serpico.

MacDonald, Jeanette, actress who sang in films--see
at ―San Francisco.‖

―MacDonald, Old,‖ song,118(218)
MacDonald‘s Hamburger Chain: Ray Kroc changed the
way many people eat across the world by creating one of the
most successful fast food restaurants in history. Kroc began as a
humble salesman selling milkshake making machines, when at the
ripe old age of 52 he saw an opportunity to open his first store.
Two brothers (McDonald brothsers) in Californi, that Kroc sold
his milkshake makers to, had a small chain of stores that were
doing very well. Kroc decided to replicate their success in Illinois
by acquiring the franchise rights from the brothers. Kroc's Illinois
store was a great success& he eventually bought the brothers
out in 1961. McDonald's rapidly expanded and improved over the
years to become a giant fast food corporation of more than 30,000
stores in 117 countries serving 47 million customers daily.

Mac or Mc are the same word. Mc is Mac (or meic)
abbreviated and was usually written M'c (sometimes even
M') with the apostrophe indicating that the name has been
abbreviated (there are many other characters indicating
abbreviation including two dots under the c). There is
however one distinction--if it is an O' name it is always Irish
(those in Scotland are mostly nineteenth century
emigrations), but if it is a mac, mc, or other variation, it
can be both Scottish or Irish!

McCan, Thom (Shoes), 25(38-39), squeaked as you

Mac,‖ is generic name—see at Joe Blow; it means

walked in them, but we took our revenge, saying ―Cheap,
cheap, cheap‖ to rhyme with ―Squeak, squeak, squeak‖

―son of‖ in Gaelic names.

McArdle, Andrea,born 1963 in Philadelphia, PA, is a

McCarter Thearter, in Princeton, NJ, an adjunct of

singer and actress best known for being the original Annie
In the Broadway musical Annie. McArdle's big break came in early
1977 when she was pulled from the chorus of orphans to replace
Kristin Vigard, the original star in the Broadway musical Annie,
during rehearsals. The show was a critical and commercial smash,
and she became the youngest performer ever to be nominated for a
Tony Award as Best Lead Actress in a Musical. She lost to co-star
Dorothy Loudon--who played Miss Hannigan

Princeton U.—see at Hume Cronin & at Marcel Marceau.

McCatrhy, Joseph R., as a Replublican senator from
Wisconsin, McCarthy used a number of unprincipled tactics
that made his name synonymous with political deception
and dishonesty. See Below

McCarthy, Mary, 1912-1989, an Irish-American
writer, born in Seattle, WA, was orphaned at the age of six,
when both her parents died in the great flu epidemic of 1918, she
was brought up by two sets of rich but austere grandparents - in
both a strict Catholic environment and in a Protestant one.
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McCarthy lost her virginity at the age of 14 in the front seat
of a Marmon roadster to a man twice her age.
McCarthy was educated at the Annie Wright Seminary,
Tacoma, Washington and Vassar College, New York, where she
studied literature and met Elizabeth Bishop and Muriel Rukeyser.
After graduating with honors aged 21, she married the first of her
husbands and moved to New York. In 1938 McCarthy married her
second husband, the critic Edmund Wilson (1895-1972), with
whom she had her only child.
In ―Intellectual Memoirs (1992), she confessed, that she
never loved him, an "old" man who was ―fat, puffing‖ and had bad
breath. ―So finally I agreed to marry Wilson as my punishment for
having gone to bed with him...‖ she wrote. McCarthy was Wilson's
wife number three. (See Wood Allen's ―Whore of the Mensa.‖)
They were divorced in 1946.
McCarthy's first book, ―The Company She Keeps‖ (1942),
was a collection of loosely linked stories. The satire about New
York intellectuals depicted the failure of a marriage, and the search
for personal identity through psychoanalysis. ―The Oasis‖ (1949)
was a short novel about artists and intellectuals living in a utopian
society.
The Group (1963) was a sexually outspoken depiction of
eight Vassar graduates in the 1930s. It followed the group of
friends through their first sexual experiences, marriage, and
domestic duties. Intended to be a partial parody, it portrays women
as they embrace or oppose ideas of political and social progress
fashionable in the 1930s and 1940s. The book was made into a
movie in 1966. Comically titled, the book ―Birds of America‖
(1971) focused on a boy whose mother refuses to accept modern
conveniences; gradually the boy understands his mother's views of
―progress‖--edited from Amazon.com ―Everything she writes is a
lie, include ―and‖ and ―the‖—about Lillian Hellman in the NY
Times, Feb. 16, 1986.

sopranos of the 20th century, introducing grand opera to
movie-going audiences & inspiring a generation of
singers—Wikipedia. See at ―Isn‘t It Romantic‖

McCormick, Frank, Ch. 37, played first base for the
Cincinnati Reds championship teams.

McCourt, Frank, author of a best-sellkng memoir,
―Angela‘s Ashes,‖ & ―‘Tis,‖ T1.

McCoy, June, see at Parsell
McCrae, Joe, screen heavy, see at Lorraine Day.
McCrae, John, 1872-1918, Ch. 42 wrote ―In Flanders
Field,‖ Publ. anonymously in Punch in 1915.

McCullers, Carson (née Carson Smith), 1917-1967, a
novelist & playwright. Although she lived in New York
most of her adult life, she set her 5 Gothic novels in her
native
Georgia, exposing both poignant naiveté & terrifying brutality in
her small–town characters. Her best-known novel is probably The
Heart is a Lonely Hunter (1940), about a boarding-house cast of
characters in a Southern mill town who are drawn to confide in a
deaf-mute.
She won an O. Henry Award for her short story ― Tree, A
Rock, A Cloud‖ and the New York Times Book Review said her
novella, The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, was ―one of the finest novels
ever written by an American.‖ She is noted for her play ―A
Member of the Wedding‖ (1946, filmed in 1953—see at Ethel
Waters)—edited excerpts from the Penguin International Dict. of
Contemp.Biography & Georgia Writers Hall of Fame.

McDaniel, Hattie, see at ―Gone With the Wind.‖
MacDonald, Jeanette, 1903-1965) was an American
singer and actress best remembered for her musical films of
the 1930s with Maurice Chevalier (Love Me Tonight, The
Merry Widow) and Nelson Eddy (Naughty Marietta, Rose
Marie & Maytime). During the 1930s & 1940s she
starred in 29 feature films, two nominated for Best Picture
Oscars, and recorded extensively, earning three Gold
Records. She later appeared in grand opera, concerts, radio,
& TV.
MacDonald was one of most influential
sopranos of the 20th century, introducing grand opera to
movie-going audiences & inspiring a generation of
singers—Wikipedia. See at ―Isn‘t It Romantic‖

McCarthyism, a synomym for deception, dishonesty,
and character assassination without proof, using innuendoes
and boldface lies; -- named after Joseph R. McCarthy. See above
& at Edward R. Murrow.

McCartney, Paul, 209(382);also see at ―Fools on the
Hill,‖ ―The Long and Winding Road‖ & at Lennon &
McCartney.

MacDowell, Andie, actress—see ―Ground Hog Day.‖
McDowall, Roddy, actor—see at ―How Green Was

McCarty, Joy, HHS ‘45 Classmate & Salutarian:

McEwen, Geraldine, see at Agatha Christie & Miss

My Valley.‖

149(263).
See at Holmes High School Academic
Superiority of Girls.

Marple.

McGee, Fibber, see at Fibber McGee.
McGough, Roger, ―No Peas for the Wicked,‖ 1937:

Macavity--He's the only real villain in ―Cats‖. The
character is a literary allusion to the Sherlock Holmes
character Professor Moriarty—see at ―Cats,‖ the musical.

No peas for the wicked, no carrots for the damned
No parsnips for the naughty, O Lord we pray
No sprouts for the shameless, no cabbage for the shady
No lettuce for the lecherous, no way, no way.
No potatoes for the deviant, no radish for the riff-raff,
No spinach for the spineless: Lock them away!
No beetroot for the boasters, no mange-tous for the
molesters / No corn-on-the-cob etc. (Shall we call it a day?),

MacLeod, John James Richard shared a 1923 Nobel
Prize in Physiology with Frederick Grant Banting for the
discovery of insulin. Charles Best, an assistant, who also
contributed to the discovery was not given a Nobel prize,
but Richard shared his part with him.

McClintock, Harry ―Haywire Mac‖--see at ―Big

McGuire, Dorothy, see ―Gentleman‘s Agreement.‖

Rock Candy Mountain.

She also starred in 1945 film, ―The Enchanted Cottage,‖
with Robert Young, in ―Three Coins in a Fountains‖ & ―A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn‖—about which see elsewhere in
this Index.

McCrea, Joel, actor, see at Union Pacific.
MacDonald, Jeanette, 1903-1965) was an American
singer and actress best remembered for her musical films of
the 1930s with Maurice Chevalier (Love Me Tonight, The
Merry Widow) and Nelson Eddy (Naughty Marietta, Rose
Marie & Maytime). During the 1930s & 1940s she
starred in 29 feature films, two nominated for Best Picture
Oscars, and recorded extensively, earning three Gold
Records. She later appeared in grand opera, concerts, radio,
& TV.
MacDonald was one of most influential

McGwire, Mark: hit 70 HR‘s in ‘98, see at Home
Run Derby, 123(227).

McHugh, Jimmy, song writer--see at Dorothy Fields.
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brainy, lusty, bespectacled bookstore clerk in The Big Sleep, with
Humphrey Bogart, in 1946.
In 1956, Malone dyed her hair blonde to co-star with Rock
Hudson, Lauren Bacall, and Robert Stack in director Douglas
Sirk's melodrama, Written on the Wind. Her portrayal of the dipsonymphomaniac daughter of a Texas oil baron won her the
Academy Award as Best Supporting Actress.
As a result, she was offered meatier roles in better films,
including Man of a Thousand Faces (with James Cagney),
Tarnished Angels (again with Hudson and Stack, again directed by
Sirk), and The Last Voyage (with Stack). Malone became a
household name when she accepted the lead role of Constance
MacKenzie Carson on the ABC primetime serial Peyton Place, on
which she starred from 1964 through 1968. Her last notable screen
appearance was as a mother convicted of murdering her family in
Basic Instinct (1992), with Michael Douglas and Sharon Stone.
Malone was married and divorced three times and has two
daughters from her first marriage. Well known in Hollywood to be
a heavy drinker, she often came into conflict with film directors
and movie moguls alike. Famed actor, Richard Widmark walked
off a set while filming a picture with her because she showed up to
work drunk too many times than his patience would allow. During
the filming of Written on the Wind she supposedly shot her drunk
scene while actually inebriated. Apparently the director didn't
realize she was using real alcohol in the props that day. A drunken
Dorothy Malone slurred through her lines and staggered around the
set and everyone thought she was trying to stay in character, but in
reality it was reported she was falling down drunk during most of
that film‘s production.—edited excerpts from the Malone‘s Web
Biography.

Macintosh, Elizabeth, 1896–1952, born in Iveness,
Scotland, she wrote under various pseudonyms. See at
Josephine Tey.

―McKee‘s Bees‖ (1979), by Thomas McMahon.
McKenna, Sioban, 145(260); dramatic actress.
McKenney, Ruth—see at ―My Sister Eileen.‖
McKecknie, Bill, coach of the World Champion
1939 Cincinnati Red, Ch. 37

McLagen, Victor, acted in ―Gunga Din,‖ 57(94)
MacLaine, Shirley); starred in the 1969 movie,
―Sweet Charity,‖ 82(157), 156(269). Also in ―The
Matchmaker‖ (film.)

MacLeish, Archibale,1892-1992, poet born in
Glencoe, Illinois, on May 7, 1892. First educated at
Hotchkiss School, MacLeish later studied at Yale and Harvard
Law School, where he was first in his class. Although he focused
his studies on law, he also began writing poetry during this time. In
1916 he married Ada Hitchcock.At the onset of World War I,
MacLeish volunteered as an ambulance driver, and later became a
captain of field artillery. Upon returning home, he worked in
Boston as a lawyer but found that the position distracted him from
his poetry. He resigned in 1923, on the day that he was promoted
to partner in the firm. MacLeish then moved his family to France
and began to focus on writing. There he was to befriend fellow
writers such as Kay Boyle, Ernest Hemingway, and Ezra Pound.
During the next four years he published four books of poetry,
including The Happy Marriage (1924) and The Pot of Earth
(1925). In 1928 MacLeish returned to America, where he began
research for his epic poem Conquistador by travelling the steps
and mule-ride of Cortez's army through Mexico. MacLeish won
the Pulitzer Prize for his efforts in 1932.
From 1930 to 1938, MacLeish worked as an editor at
Fortune magazine. During that period, he wrote two radio dramas
to increase patriotism and warn Americans against fascism.
MacLeish also displayed increasing passion for this cause in his
poems and articles. In 1939, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
persuaded him to accept an appointment as Librarian of Congress,
a position he kept for five years. MacLeish thoroughly reorganized
the Library's administrative offices and established the Library's
series of poetry readings. At the same time, MacLeish served as
director of the War Department's Office of Facts and Figures and
assistant director of the Office of War Information, specializing in
propaganda. In 1944 he was appointed assistant Secretary of State
for cultural affairs. After World War II, MacLeish became the first
American member of the governing body of UNESCO, and
chaired the first UNESCO conference in Paris.
In 1949 Archibald Macleish retired from his political
activism to become Harvard's Boylston Professor of Rhetoric and
Oratory, a position he held until 1962. From 1963 to 1967 he was
Simpson Lecturer at Amherst College. Macleish continued to write
poetry, criticism, and stage- and screenplays, to great acclaim. His
Collected Poems (1952) won him a second Pulitzer Prize, as well
as the National Book Award and the Bollingen Prize. J.B. (1958), a
verse play based on the book of Job, earned him a third Pulitzer,
this time for drama. And in 1965 he received an Academy Award
for his work on the screenplay of The Eleanor Roosevelt Story.
Archibald MacLeish died in April 1982 in Boston.

McMahon, ―Ed‖ (né Edward Leo Peter McMahon, Jr.)
1923--2009, was an comedian, game show host.
announcer, and TV personality, born in Detroit to Eleanor (née
Russell) and Edward Leon McMahon, a fund-raiser and
entertainer.
He was raised in Lowell, Massachusetts, attended Catholic
U. of America, majoring in speech/drama, and graduated with a
BA degree in 1949. McMahon began his career as a bingo caller
in Maine when he was fifteen. Prior to this, he worked as a
carnival barker for three years in Mexico, Maine. He put himself
through college as a pitchman for vegetable slicers on the Atlantic
City boardwalk. His first broadcasting job was at WLLH-AM in
his native Lowell and he began his TV career in Philadelphia at
WCAU-TV. In the 1950s, he emceed the game shows Missing
Links, Snap Judgment, Concentration, and Who Dunnit?.
He was most famous for his work on as Johnny Carson's
TV announcer on The Tonight Show from 1962 to 1992--his
―Heeeeere‘s Johnny!‖ introduction became a national catchphrase.
He was the host of the talent show Star Search from 1983 to
1995, also co-hosting with Dick Clark on TV's Bloopers and
Practical Jokes from 1982 to 1986, he also became well-known as
the presenter of the now-defunct American Family Publishers
sweepstakes (not, as is commonly believed, its main rival
Publishers Clearing House.
During WW II, McMahon was a fighter pilot in the US
Marine Corps serving as a flight instructor and test pilot. He was a
decorated pilot (six Air Medals) and was discharged in 1946,
remaining in the reserves.
After college, McMahon returned to active duty. He was
sent to Korea in February 1952. He flew unarmed O-1E Bird Dogs
on 85 tactical air control and artillery spotting missions. He
remained in the Marine Corps Reserve, retiring with the rank of
Colonel in 1966 and was then commissioned as a Brigadier
General in the California Air National Guard—excerpts from
Wikipedia and McMahon‘s June 24, 2009 NY Times Obituary by
Richard Severo, Willliam Grimes contributing.

Macleod, John James Rickard shared the 1923 Nob el
Prize for discovering insulin—see at Banting.

Malone, Dorothy (née Dorothy Eloise Maloney),
Born 1925 in Chicago Illinoisn, her family moved to Dallas,
Texas, where she worked as a child model and began acting in
school plays at Ursuline Convent and Highland Park High
School. Much of her early career was spent in supporting roles in
Grade-B Westerns, although on occasion she had the opportunity
to play small but memorable roles, such as that of the young,

McMahon,Thomas, 1943-1999, StudiedAnimal
Locomotion & rote Novels Throughout his life, McMahon
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successfully united science and literature, using the imaginative
resources of one world to enrich his work in the other. As a scientist,
McMahon used principles of engineering and physics to unlock the
secrets of animal locomotion. He and his students explored, for
example, how springlike properties of muscles, tendons, and reflexes
govern important mechanical features of running and walking. With
Toby Hayes and Steve Robinovitch, McMahon co-invented a hippadding system for preventing osteoporotic fractures in the
elderly.
In 1977, McMahon and colleague Peter R. Greene designed the
famous "tuned" track at Harvard's Gordon Indoor Track and Tennis
Facility that has improved running times (on average) by 3 percent
while cutting injuries in half. McMahon also helped design tracks at
Yale, New York's Madison Square Garden, and New Jersey's
Meadowlands Arena.
Three years ago, McMahon and graduate student James
Glasheen gained wide notice for experiments demonstrating how the
basilisk lizard -- a Central and South American creature popularly
known as the "Jesus Christ lizard" -- scampers upright across rivers fast
enough to walk on water.
Over the years, McMahon's inspirational teaching drew many
young people into biomedical engineering and related fields. Students
praised him for his unfailing support, which extended to advisees and
non-advisees alike. His scientific books include On Size and Life (1983,
with John Tyler Bonner) and Muscles, Reflexes and Locomotion
(1984), which Science magazine declared an instant classic. He wrote
or collaborated on more than 100 scientific articles and papers.
As a fiction writer, McMahon produced three widely acclaimed
works: Principles of American Nuclear Chemistry: A Novel (1970);
McKay's Bees (1979; an imaginary tale about the benefactor of his
named chair), and Loving Little Egypt (1987), which won the 1988
Rosenthal Award (American Academy of Arts and Letters). The last
two novels also inspired stage productions.
Born in Dayton, Ohio on April 21, 1943, McMahon grew up in
Lexington, Mass. He earned a B.S. (1965), an S.M. (1967) from
Cornell, and Ph.D. (1970) from M.I.T. In 1969, he came to Harvard as
a postdoctoral research fellow. He was appointed to the McKay
Professorship in 1977. He died after an abdominal operation—edited
except his obit in the Harvard Gazette.

Thomas McNamara, and became famous for playing shows all
across Ireland. In the early 1900s Patrick and Thomas emigrated to
USA and formed the ―McNamara's Band‖ with Patrick ―Patsy‖
Salmon, another Limerick emigre. Recorded in early 1946 the song
became a top-ten hit for Bing Crosby. It's still one of Crosby's
most popular songs, and is oten sung loudly at St. Patrick's Day
celebrations in USA & Ireland.

MacNichol, Peter--see at ―Sophie‘s Choice.‖
McNeill, Dr. Thomas John (―Jack‖), Dentist friend
who told me about ―Hoovervilles,‖ e.g. Glouchester City,
NJ, R, xliii, 6(9); he served 11 years in the Army, after he
finished dentistry school & after he injured his wrist &
didn‘t know if he could go into private practice. He spent a
year in Korea, where the destruction of the forests &
villages deeply depressed him. To him the Iraq war is a
déjà vu. He began as a First Lieutenant, and then became
Captain, Major, and ended up a Lt. Colonel.
His daughter, Karen, played Lacrosse in Princeton
High School with Heidi. She swims in a lake in Vermont
where 5 people drowned in a rowboat accident. Once she
said to him, ―Sometimes I feel they are pulling me under.‖

McSorley‘s Bar painter—see at John Sloan.
McWhorter, Diane, author of ―Carry Me Back To
Birmingham Alabama‖ (2001), about the Civil Rights
& the murders in Birmingham of civil rights proponents &
her father‘s role in them—it took her more than 18 years
to complete, R, lxix.
Machismo, a strong exaggerated sense of masculinity
stressing attributes such as physical courage, virility,
domination of women, and aggressiveness—from the
Spanish, macho, male, machado, boy. I remember one critc
of Norman Mailer‘s machismer referred to him as ―Normal
Males.‖ teachers who do not spoonfeed them, 145(259)n.

Macho does not mean mucho‖—Zsa Zsa GaborMachlup, Fritz, wrote that students learn more from
teachers who did not spoonfeed them.

MacMurray, Fred, actor—see at Billy Wilder.
McMurtry, Larry Jeff born 1936 in Wichita Falls
TX, where his family busness was raising cattle, and its
slogan was :‖McMurty means beef.‖
McMurthry is an novelist, screenwriter, essayist and
bookseller. He is known for his Pulitzer Prize-winning 1985
novel Lonesome Dove, a sweeping historical epic that
follows ex-Texas Rangers as they drive their cattle from the
Rio Grande to a new home in the frontier of Montana. It
was adapted into a hit television miniseries.
Much of his other fiction is also set in the "old west"
or contemporary Texas. His "Horseman Pass By" was the
basis for the 1963 film "Hud." His most recent book is
"Book: A Memoir" (2008), reviewed in the Aug. 14, 2008
New York Review of Books.by Michael Dirda.

Mach, Ernest, 1838-1913, an Austrian physicist the
Mach number is named after. Mach 1 is the speed of
sound, approximately 740 miles per hour. An airplane flying less
than Mach 1 is traveling at subsonic speeds, faster than Mach 1
would be supersonic speeds and Mach 2 would betwice the speed
of sound—see at Sonic barrier & boom.

Macho, characterized or motivated by machismo;
a person exhibiting machismo.
Macke, Richard E. (―Dick‖), Longtime friend & HHS

McNamara, Maggie, actress—see at Moon is Blue.
Macnamara‘s Band: There are several verses and

1947 graduate: See at ―Dick;‖ also see at Baulch

several versions This the original first verse:
My name is Macnamara, I'm the Leader of the Band, /
And tho' we're small in number we're the best in all the land. /
Oh! I am the Conductor, and we often have to play /
With all the best musicianers you hear about to-day.
Refrain: When the drums go bang, the cymbals
clang, the horns will blaze away, / MacCarthy puffs the ould
bassoon while Doyle the pipes will play; / Oh! Hennessy Tennessy
tootles the flute, my word 'tis something grand, / Oh! a credit to
Ould Ireland, boys, is Macnamara's Band!--from Wikpedia, where
there is a history to this song that goes back to Limerick in 1865.
The tale is based on an actual band, the St. Mary's Fife and
Drum Band, formed in Limerick, Ireland in 1885. In the late 1800s
the band featured four brothers, Patrick, John, Michael and

Macke, Joyce, Dicks wife, A.
―Mack-the-Knife, The Ballad of,‖ in ―The Three
Penny Opera‖: ―Oh, the shark has pretty teeth, Dear-- / And
he shows them pretty white--/ Just a jackknife has
Macheath, dear--/ And he keeps it out of sight‖—Bertold
Brecht (1928) In the song, it‘s Macheath-Der-Messer, i.e.,
Macheath, the Knife.

Macon, GA, located in central Georgia, it is among
the largest metropolitan areas in Georgia, and the county
seat of Bibb County. A small portion of the city extends into Jones
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County. It lies near the geographic center of Georgia, about 85
miles (136 km) south of Atlanta, hence the city's nickname as the
Heart of Georgia.
The movie ―Wise Blood‖ was filmed in Macon.

third-most populous municipality in the European Union after
Greater London and Berlin, and its metropolitan area is the thirdmost populous in the European Union after Paris and London.The
city is located on the Manzanares river. (Nore: La manzana is
Spanish for apple, but the river‘s name comes from a different
source.)

MacLaine, Shirley); starred in the 1969 movie,
―Sweet Charity,‖ 82(157), 156(269). Also see at ―The
Matchmaker‖ (film) and ―The Trouble with Harry.‖

Madrid, On 3/11/2004, Spain suffered its worst terrorist

MacNichol,Peter, see
at
Sophie‘s
Choice.
McWhorter, Diane, author of ―Carry Me Back To

attack in history. Terrorists bombed four commuter lines into
Madrid, killing 190 people and wounding 1,800. Ten bombs were
detonated almost simultaneously, while another 3 devices failed to
explode and were recovered by the Spanish authorities, providing
crucial evidence about those responsible. The 3/11 plot was followed
on April 2 by an unsuccessful attempt to bomb the Madrid-Seville
high-speed train, and on the next day by a police raid on a
terrorist safe house during which the suspects carried out a
suicide bombing rather than be taken prisoner. The subsequent
police investigation revealed that the terrorists had been
planning the 3/11 attacks since August 2003. The terrorists had
conducted surveillance on additional targets; had rented a safe
house in Grenada (a city of tremendous symbolism for the
jihadists), and had 1.5 million euro in cash on hand. The 3/11
attacks cost only 105,000 euro. The conventional wisdom that
soon emerged about the 3/11 attacks was that it was a
prototypical example of a local terrorist cell at work: selfrecruited, leaderless jihad—a "bunch of guys," as one analyst
has put it.

Birmingham Alabama‖ (2001), about the Civil Rights
& the murders in Birmingham of civil rights proponents &
her father‘s role in them—it took her more than 18 years
to complete, R, lxix.

Mad Cow Disease: is a fatal disease in cattle, that
causes a spongy degeneration in the brain and spinal cord.
BSE has a long incubation period, about 4 years, usually
affecting adult cattle at a peak age onset of four to five
years, all breeds being equally susceptible. In the United
Kingdom, the country worst affected, 179,000 cattle were
infected and 4.4 million killed as a precaution--Wikipedia.

Mad Cow Joke: Two cows are in a meadow: one cow
says to the other, ―Aren‘t you worried about the mad cow
disease?‖ The other replies, ―Nah, I‘m not a cow, I‘m a
helicopter.‖—from ―Plato and a Platypus Walk into a Bar.‖
Second version: Two cows are standing in a field, and one
asks the other," Aren't you afraid of the Mad Cow
disease" The other says, "No, why should I be? I'm not a
cow."

.Mae

Wests, WW II life-vests, see below, 169(296)
Mae West (Mary Jane West), 1893-1980 Ch. 68,
169(296); actress b. in Brooklyn of an ambitious Bavarian
(German) mother who encourage her in acting & free spirit,
according to her Bio, ―Becoming Mae West‖ (see below.) She
spent some years in Vaudebille, before she first
film, Night
After Night (1932).
She exploited her voluptuous body in the 1930 in a series
of racy comedies, often with her own dialogue-script. She
subsequently turned to stage and night clubs; her name was given
to pneumatic WW II lifejackets! ―Between two evils, I aways pick
the one I haven‘t tried before, Ch. 48; ―Come up and see me
sometime,‖ 169(296).
One of her most famous lines; ―Is that a gun in your pocket,
or are y ou jus t just glad to see me?‖ ―Diamond Lil,‖ a 1928 play.
Goodness HasNothing To Do With It,‖ her 1959 autobiography,
and riposte to a compliment ―Goodness, what beautiful diamonds!‖
169(296);
To a man in a bar: ―Gosh, you‘re tall; how tall are
you:?
― ―Wah, I‘m 6 foot 6 inches, Ma‘am.‖ Well, you can forget about
the 6feet—it‘s the 6 inches that I care about!‖
―A hard man is good to find,‖ 169(296).
―It‘s not the men in my life, it‘s the life in my men,‖
169(296)
―I used to be Snow White but I drifted,‖from Dirty Little
Secrets in ―True Confessions,‖ 169(296); ―Klondike Anne,‖ 1936
film; ―Night After Night,‖ 1932 film; ―Too much of a good thing
is wonderful,‖remark;
A kiss is a man's signature.‖—also see at Kiss.
―She Done Him Wrong,‖ 1933 film with Cary Grant;
―When women go wrong, men go right after them‖--Mae
Wests are inflated life jackets, 169(296).
―She should get an Oscar for her performance in ―Titanic.‖
Anyone with those two floaters doesn‘t need a lifeboat,‖Camille
Paglia about Kate Winslet in that 1996 movie. Also see at
Censorship, at Every Day's A Holiday & at West.

Madness—see at Crazy & at Escape from Madness
―Madame Bovary, C‘est moi!‖(Madame Bovary,
she‘s me!)--see at Flaubert.

―Madame Bovary, C‘est Moi, The Great Characters
of Literature and Whery They Came From,‖ by André
Bernard, Norton, NY, 2004. ―Was Anna Karenina a real
person? Why was Poirot a Belgian? How die Nero Wolfe
end up with name of a Roman Emperor? Why was Long
John Silver missing a foot? (Or Captain Hook missing a
hand for that matter!)—from the Front Jacket Blurb, except
for the parenthetical interjection.

―Made in Japan‖--before WW II, this commonly
meant cheap or shoddy goods.

Madeleine cakes, see at Proust.
Madison, James, 1751-1836, Fourth US President, 1809-17,
succeeding Thomas Jefferson, who succeeded John Adams.
He had a major hand in writing the Constitution at the Convention
of 1787 & is known as the ―Father of the Constitution,‖ 76(125);
he and Jefferson & others of that ilk founded the Democratic party
(see.)
There are 25 cities in the US named Madison; 1 Madison
Parish (LA); 18 Madison Counties; 4 Madisonvilles-see at Cities
in the USA

Madison Avenue, the main drag of Covington, 18(27)
Madison Square Garden, ―It‘s not on Madison, it‘s not
square, and it‘s not a garden,‖ 64(105)n

Madness, see at Love and at Mania
.
Madonna, (nee Madonna Louise Ciccone) was born
in 1958. According to Wikipedia, she is the highest-earning
female singer of all time—see at Elvis Presley.

―Mae West, Becoming,‖ a bio by

Emily Wortis

Leider, Farrar, Stauss & Giroux, 1997; Da Capo, NY, 2000.

Maeterlinck, Maurice, 1862-1949, Belgian poet,

Madrid: the capital of Spain since 1562, is located on

playwright, and essayist born into a wealthy French
speaking family & he wrote in French. He was awarded the Nobel

the geographic center of the Iberian Peninsula. Because of
its central location and high altitude, the climate of Madrid is
characterized by warm dry summers and cool winters. It is the
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Prize in Literature in 1911. The main themes in his work are death
and the meaning of life—edited rom Wikipedia.
―— his mysterious, dreamlike & mystical works reflected
ennui & fatalism of the pre-WW I period.‖—from
the Pengun
Intern‘l Dict. of Contemp.Biography. His 1892play ―Pelléas et
Mélissande‖ was set to music by Debussy.
―She is born without reason...to die; and she dies without
reason‖--about Mélissande in ―Pelléas et Mélissande,‖ Ch.
69. Also see at Pelléas et Mélissande.

figurative style, his plan was to master these techniques before
breaking free of them. He would not see his beloved Georgette
again until 1920, when by chance he would meet her at an art
supply store.
While studying at the Academy of Fine Arts, Magritte met
many artists who would influence his style, amongst them were
E.L.T Mesens, Pierre Flouquet, and Piérre Bourgeois. He also
showed some interest in the Futurist movement, and Cubism, but it
was when he discovered Giorgio De Chirico's surrealist works that
he found true inspiration. It was from this inspiration that Magritte
decided to make each of his painting a visual poem; a quality he
found present in De Chirico's works. In the fall of 1923, René
Magritte married Georgette Berger, wallpaper artist. At that time,
he develops a profound dislike for the decorative arts. He later
would state: "I detest my past, and anyone else's. I detest
resignation, patience, professional heroism and obligatory
beautiful feelings. I also detest the decorative arts, folklore,
advertising, voices making announcements, aerodynamism, boy
scouts, the smell of moth balls, events of the moment, and drunken
people."
In 1927, Magritte joined André Breton, Paul Eluard,
Salvador Dali, and other artists and writers who were part of the
surrealist movement in Paris. Magritte held his first one-man
exhibit was in Brussels in 1927, and as it was with his
contemporaries, his art drew the ire of the critics and the
conservative art crowd. But what made Magritte's work so special
was his incredible skill at painting realistic objects and figures.
The critics could not deny his talent, nor could they dismiss his
work as an exercise in ―laisser-faire.‖ Like De Chirico, and Dali,
he was a true technician, and a technician with soul. What set him
apart from the other surrealists was his technique of juxtaposing
ordinary objects in an extraordinary way; while Dali would "melt"
a watch, playing with the consistency of an object (amongst other
things), Magritte would leave objects intact, but play with their
placement in reality, playing with logic. This technique is
sometimes called Magic Realism. Of course, what really upset the
critics was that Magritte's art did not provide answers, but only
confusion, and questions as to why...
In 1929, Magritte and poet Paul Eluard spent some time in
Cadaquès, at Salvador Dali's residence. Dali is perhaps the only
other surrealist who's work could be compared to Magritte's. Both
shared impeccable technique, and a great sense of humor. Another
thing which may have angered critics was Magritte's ―parodies‖ of
famous paintings; like other surrealists, his irreverence and
contempt for the norm was quite apparent in his work. It is evident
that the humor magazines such as Harvey Kurtzman's Mad, and
comedy troupes such as Monty Python owe much to the
surrealists—this (and more) at

Magellan, Ferdinand, 1480-1521, was born in Oporto,
Portugal, in 1480. His parents were members of the Portuguese
nobility, and the young Magellan found himself in the service of
royalty at an early age. He was only twelve when he began serving the
queen of Portugal as a page, a position of employment for youths in
royal courts. As a young member of Queen Leonora's School of Pages
in Lisbon (the Portuguese capital) Magellan was encouraged to learn
subjects that would aid him greatly later, such as cartography
(mapmaking), astronomy, and celestial navigation (learning how to
steer a ship based on the positions of the stars).
Starting in 1505, Magellan served in expeditions to the East
Indies and Africa. Having twice asked King Manuel I for a higher rank
and been refused, he went to Spain in 1517 and offered his services to
King Charles I (later Emperor Charles V), proposing to sail west to the
Moluccas (Spice Islands) to prove that they lay in Spanish rather than
Portuguese territory. I
In 1519 he left Sevilla with five ships and 270 men. He sailed
around South America, quelling a mutiny on the way, and discovered
the Strait of Magellan. With three ships left, Magellan crossed the "Sea
of the South," which he later called the Pacific Ocean because of their
calm crossing. He was killed by natives in the Philippines, but two of
his ships reached the Moluccas, and one, the Victoria, commanded by
Juan de Elcano (1476?–1526), continued west to Spain, accomplishing
the first circumnavigation of the world in 1522— Online Britannica
Concise Encyclopedia. Also see below:

Magellan, Strait of, is a navigable route due south of
mainland South America. Located between the continent and
Tierra del Fuego, and Cape Horn to the south, the strait is
arguably the most important natural passage between the Pacific
and the Atlantic oceans. On Nov. 28, 1540, Ferdinand
Magelland reached the Pacific Ocean after passing through this
strait that now bears his name.

Maggio means may in Italian. See at DiMaggio, and
below:

Maggio, Michael—see at ―Sex, Money and Sports.‖
Magic Words: ―Please‖ & ―Thank you.‖
Maginot Line, a heavily fortified system of bunkers &
pillboxes along the border of Germany, built facing the
German Siegried Line, 182(317) It was proposed by &
named for a French Politician, André Maginot. Supposedly
impregnable, it was easily pierced by the Germans in 1940.

―Mahagonny, The Rise and Fall of the State,‖ Opera
by Bertold Brecht (lyrics) and Kurt Weill (music). See at
―Alabama Song‖
Maher, Jr.,William ―Bill,‖ was born 1956 in NY City
of an Irish American father,a network news editor and
radio announcer and a Jewish mother. a nurse. He is an stand-up
comedian, TV host, social and political commentator, and author.
Before his present role as host of HBO's Real Time with Bill
Maher, Maher hosted a similar late-night talk show called
Politically Incorrect on Comedy Central and later on ABC.
Maher was raised in his father's Catholic religion, and did
not find out that his mother, Julie (née Berman), was Jewish until
his teenage years; Maher's family stopped attending church when
Maher was thirteen, because of Maher's father's disagreement with
the Pope's position on birth control. Maher grew up in River Vale,
New Jersey and graduated from Pascack Hills High School in
Montvale, NJ. He received a BA in English and History from
Cornell U. in 1978

Magnetism, see at Animal, at Benj. Franklin & at
Mesmer.

Magritte, René (né René François-Ghislain Magritte),
1898-1967, was born in Lessines, Belgium, the eldest of
three boys. Even at an early age, he liked to draw, and was
encouraged to do so by his father Léopold. He later started
painting at the age of 12. Régine Bertinchamp, Magritte's mother,
suffered from depression; one night, while the rest of the family
was asleep she fled to go to throw herself over a bridge, into the
river Sambre. A few days later, her body is found floating, her face
covered by her nightgown; René, who was then only 14, was
deeply scarred by the image, which was later going to reappear in
some of his works (The Heart of the Matter).
At the age of 16, Magritte met Georgette Berger, the girl
who would be his future wife and creative muse. A year later, in
1914, he left Georgette behind, and enrolled at the Academy of
Fine Arts in Brussels to learn how to paint with all the ―proper‖
techniques usually attributed to artists who worked in the
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and can be easily reached by trolley car. The location of the
Majdanek camp is in an area of rolling terrain and can be seen
from all sides; it could not be more public or accessible. It is
located in an entirely open area with no ten-foot wall around it to
hide the activities inside the camp, as at Dachau.
There was no security zone established around the
Majdanek camp, as at Birkenau, and there is no natural protection,
such as a river or a forest, as at Treblinka. Besides being bounded
on the north by a busy main road, the camp was bounded on the
south by two small villages named Abramowic and Dziesiata.
People driving past the camp, while it was in operation, had a
completely unobstructed view, being able to see the tall brick
chimney of the crematorium wafting smoke from the top of a slope
not far away, and the gas chamber building which is a few yards
from a busy street –from the Web. Also see at Vassily
Grossman.

Mahfouz, Naguib, Egyptian novelist and screenplay
writer, was the first Arabic writer to win the Nobel Prize
(1988). Also see at Camus, Gordimer & Soyinka

Mahler, Jonathan, on tardy authors: ―20 Years and 5
Editors later,‖ R, lxix

Mahler, Gustav, 1860-1911, composer, born in the
Czech republic. He studied in the Vienna Conservatory,
worked as a conductor & became the artistic director of theVienna
court Opera in 1897. He resigned 12 years later to devoted himself
to composing and to the concert platform. His mature wok consists
entirely of songs and nine large-scale symphonies & an unfinished
10-th. Also see at Thomas Mann & at ―Death in Venice.‖ Also see
the Web for an extract on Mahler from The Grove Concise
Dictionary of Music
A 4-volme biography of Mahler has been written by Henry
Louis de la Grange. Gustav Mahler, vol. 4: A New Life Cut Short,
Ohio U. press, came to 1777 pages in translation & is reviewed in
TLS, Aug. 1, 2008

―Major Barbara‖ 1905 anti-war play by Shaw.
―Make love not war‖ was a phrase/slogan commonly
associated with the American counterculture of the 1960s.
It was used primarily by those who
were opposed to
the Vietnam War. The slogan was featured
in
John
Lennon‘s 1973 song ―Mind Games‖—Wikipedia. Also see
at Flower Power.

Maidenform bra—a popular bra with catchy ads
beginning, ―I dreamed that I …in my Maidenform bra.
(Fill in the dots!) Check out the Maidenform website.

Maidens, ―The Song of the‖—or ―The Maidens
Came,‖) 133(244)

―Making Whoopee‖ (1928), song Walter Donaldson

Maier, Corrine—see at Victor Hugo.
Mail Pouch Chewing Tobacco, anAmerican tradition

(music) & Gus Kahn (lyriycs) that debuted a 1928
musical—see at ―Whoopeee!‖ It, and ‗My Baby Just Cares
for Me,‖ made Eddie Cantor a star.
Malachi (mal‘-a-chi‘): a Hebrew Prophet, 6th cent. BC

since 1897.

Mailer, Norman Kingsley (né Nachem Malek),1923-

Malachi Wood, T, A, xi,xiii, D, third of Molly‘s four

2007, born in Long Branch, NJ, He entered Harvard
University at age 16 and graduated with an aeronautical
engineering degree. He won a college fiction contest and wrote for
the literary magazine. He was drafted into the U.S. Army and
fought in the Philippines as a rifleman during World War II. That
experience inspired ―The Naked and the Dead,‖ about a 14member platoon's efforts to overtake a fictional Japanese-held
island. The book was praised for its realistic descriptions of war
and topped the New York Times bestseller list for 11 weeks. It was
one of the greatest novels about WW II according to the Penguin
International Dict. of Contemp. Biography. .

sons, all whom I adopted. (& who adopted me!) When
Malachi was about 9 years old, he asked ―‘Grannie‘ (i.e., Dorothy
Sullivan), ―Zeno is good at music & Japheth is good at math—
what am I good at?‖
Well, languages for one: he grew up in Princeton,.NJ,
graduated from Rutgers with a major in French & Spanish. After
spending 1988-1989 at Angelo State U. in San Angelo, Texas
(Molly‘s Alma Mater & home town), he spent a year 1989-1990 at
U. of Barcelona studying Spanish, then transferred to Rutgers. In
1993 he received a Batchelor‘s degree from Rutgers in French and
Spanish. He now has a has a 2007 Masters Degree in Education at
Rutgers U. (making straight A‘s), teaches French at Princeton High
School, is a qualified NJ Court Translator in Portuguese,
completed 4 years of Latin in a single summer at Rutgers
(with straight As!), knows some Arabic, Russian & Bengali (or
Bangla), the language of his wife, Jhilam Iqbal.
On of Malachi‘s hobbies is Capoiera, the African-Brazilian
martial arts form that he learned in Barcelona. He has a gray belt
in it, , 201(368). Another hobby is the cultivating flowers & other
plants—he kows a great deal about them.
On July 24, 2007, Jhilam give birth to their firstchild,
Tarquin, a son. His middle name—Iskander--is a form of
Alexander. However, they call him ―Tormie,‖ a short form ot the
Banglaname, Tormuge, or Watermelon, that they called him in his
pre-natal state! T-Rex, short for either Tarquinius Rex or
Tyrannus Rex.
On August 7, 2009, Jhilam gave birth to their daughter,
Maya Iris Iqbal Wood.
When I suggested to the brothers that they adopt Sullivan
for their surname, he quipped, ―I prefer Wood. It is short and
blunt,‖ A, xiii—Note: I refrained from the obvious quip!― (Ah, the
nuances of life!)
―The unlived life is not worth examining,‖ a chiasmus that
Malachi pointed out to me, 240(436); he married Jhilam Iqbal in
August 1999 in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Also see at ―Amnesia, Transient Global
(TGA)‖, at
Jhilam, at Jhilam & Malachi, at Tarquin, at Molly, at Zeno,

―His next two novels, Barbary Shore (1951) and The Deer
Park (1955), were generally considered failures. More successful was
An American Dream (1966), an exploration of sex, violence, and death
in America—themes that Mailer was to revisit throughout his career—
through the experiences of his semiautobiographical protagonist.
―Mailer's later novels tend to be long and intricate, and they met
with decidedly mixed reviews: Ancient Evenings (1983), which Mailer
considered his best book, is set in pharaonic Egypt; Harlot's Ghost
(1991) is a complex cold-war spy novel; and The Castle in the Forest
(2007) is a fictional exploration of the boyhood of Adolf Hitler.
―A shorter detective novel, Tough Guys Don't Dance (1984),
was made into a film in 1985. He also wrote, directed, and acted in
several movies, e.g., Maidstone (1970). Among his other works are the
nonfiction The White Negro (1958), Advertisements for Myself (1959),
and Marilyn (1973), a study of Marilyn Monroe‖—excerpted from:
http://www.referencecenter.com/ref/reference/MailerN/Norman_Mailer?invocationType=ar1clk&flv=1
He won the Pulitizer Prizes for his novels ―Armies of the
Night‖ (1969), & ―The Executioners Song‖ (1980).
Mailer was marrried 6 times, and paid 5 alimonies:
―Alimony is the curse of the working class—Norman Mailer,
according to Jimmy Breslin, quoted by Heather Burke in
Bloomberg News— ee at Mailer. . Also see at Macho
Maine, USS Battleship, blown up in Havana in 1898,
--see at Cuba.
Majdanek, a Polish extermination camp: In sharp
contrast to the extermination camp at Treblinka, which is in
a wooded area as remote as (Unabomber) Ted Kaczynkski's
Montana urban area, four kilometers from the city center of Lublin,
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at Japheth, at Ezra, at Mar Guiu, at Luciano Rossi, at Sullivan
& at Wood.
Malagueña, a type of Spanish Gypsy music, 214(389)—
see, e.g., at Percy Faith (last paragraphs.)

starred in the blockbuster movie, Patton, portraying Gen. Omar
Bradley opposite George C. Scott‘s eponymous role.—excerpt
from Wikipedia & the July 2, 2009NY Times Obituary by Robert
Berkvist. He won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor in A
Streetcar Named Desire (1951). He also played the frustrated
plantation owner husband opposite Caroll Baker in ―Baby Doll
(1956)--see at Elia Kazan.

Malamud, Bernard, 1914-1986, born in Brooklyn,
NY, to Russian Jewish immigrants, Max and Bertha
(Fidelman) Malamud, .he attended high school in there & during
those years he often visited the movie houses, afteward describing
the plots to his schoolhood friends. He was especially fond of
Charlie Chaplin's comedies (who wasn‘t?) From 1928 to 1932 he
attended Erasmus Hall High School in Brooklyn. He received his
Bachelor's degree from City College of NY (CCNY) in 1936. He
worked for a year at $4.50 a day as a teacher-in-training, before
attending college on a government loan. Malamud later earned his
Master's degree from Columbia U. n 1942. Malamud aspired
to
teach English, however, the scarcity of work in pre-World War II
NY led him to find work in Washingto, D.C. with the Bureau of
the Census.
In 1949 he began teaching at Oregon State U., an experience
that he would later fictionalize in his novel A New Life (1961). He
left this post in 1961 to teach creative writing at Bennington
College in Vermont. The Natural, a 1952 novel about baseball,
follows Roy Hobbs, a baseball prodigy whose career is sidetracked when he is shot by a crazed fan. Most of the story concerns
itself with his attempts to return to baseball later in life, when he
plays for the fictional New York Knights with his legendary bat
‗Wonderboy.‘ A film adaption of The Natural starring Robert
Redford as Roy Hobbs was released in 1984.
Most of the short stories in Malamud‘s first collection,
The Magic Barrel (1958), including The JewBird, depict the
search for hope and meaning within the bleak enclosures of poor
urban settings. He is best known for his short stories--The Jew
Bird was included in The Best Short Stories of the Century, ed. by
John Updike.
A biography by Philip Davis, ―Bernard Malamud, A Writers
Life‖ was reviewed by Joyc Carol Oates in the Dec. 21 & 28
issue of TLS, giving an insightful look at his work & life.

Malden, Karl, (né Mladen Sekulovich),1912-2009,
was an Oscar & Emmy Award-winner, known for his
expansive manner. In a career of over seven decades, he was
featured in classic films such as A Streetcar Named Desire, On the
Waterfront and One-Eyed Jacks, with Marlon Brando; he also
starred in the blockbuster movie, Patton, portraying Gen. Omar
Bradley opposite George C. Scott‘s eponymous role.
Malden's father, Petar Sekulovich, was a Serbian immigrant
who worked in a steel mill and later delivered milk; his mother, the
former Minnie Sebera, came from Bohemia, later to become part
of the Czech Republic. As a young man, Mladen helped his father
deliver milk in Gary, Ind., and spent three years working in a steel
mill.
Malden never forgot his beginnings as a son of immigrants,
nor did he lose his perspective. Not long after his Oscar-winning
work with Vivien Leigh in ―Streetcar,‖ he referred to himself as
probably ―the only ex-milkman Vivien ever kissed in a movie.‖ —
excerpts from Wikipedia & the July 2, 2009NY Times Obituary by
Robert Berkvist.
He won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor in A Streetcar
Named Desire (1951). He also played the frustrated plantation
owner husband opposite Carroll Baker in ―Baby Doll (1956)--see
at Elia Kazin and at Carroll Baker

―Male bonding,‖ see YMCA at Covington.
Male chauvinism, 11(16):-- is based on ignorance-arrogance that comes from ignorance about the women who
outstrip most men in most endeavors. See at ―Carl‘s hatred
of male chauvinism.‖ Certain terms, such as Blue Beard,
Casonova, Mickey Finn, are embedded in the folklore of
male Chauvinism. See at Sexism and Sexist Statements
Also see ―Male Chauvinism in American Folklore,‖ pp.
160ff. in ―Introduction to FolkLore‖ by Alan Dundes.
Also see at ―Mal,e Gaze‖ & at Women.

Malaria, a disease carried by mosquitoes—see at
Panama Canal where some 27,000 workers died of malaria
and yellow fever, nd the efforts to eradicate this disease
there.

―Male Gaze‖ a visual taking of possession of

Malarkey, also malarky Slang. exaggerated or follish

woman, or her atttibutes, by a steady stare by a man, e.g.. a
a woman‘s tits & ass, or her legs when she crosses them, or
as she walks by; or maybe gazing deeply into her eyes,
searching for an emotional response. Women get used to it,
and may hardly be aware of it, except when it‘s missing.
Female Gaze is the distaff side--see at Crotch Watching.

talk, usually intended to deceive; nonsense. See at Double
Speak, Double Talk, Doublethink, Newsspeak, etc.

Malcolm, Janet, b. 1934 in Czecholslovakia & came
to the USA in 1939; -- is an author, journalist & writer
on the staff of The New Yorker; also see at Hawthorne
& at ―Two Lives: Gerturde and Alice.‖

Male pubescence leads to actual deformity of what
euphemistically is called ―a you-know‖ in Texas, another
casuality of the demise of the codpiece, 132(243)

Malcolm X (born Malcolm Little), 1925- 1965), also
known as El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz, was an American Black
Muslim minister and a spokesman for the Nation of Islam. After
leaving the Nation of Islam in 1964, he made the pilgrimage, the
Hajj, to Mecca and became a Sunni Muslim. He also founded
the Muslim Mosque, Inc. and the Organization of AfroAmerican Unity. Less than a year later, he was assassinated in
Washington Heights on the first day of National Brotherhood
Week. Historian Robin D.G. Kelley wrote, "Malcolm X has
been called many things: Pan-Africanist, father of Black Power,
religious fanatic, closet conservative, incipient socialist, and a
menace to society. The meaning of his public life — his politic
and ideology — is contested in part because his entire body of
work consists of a few dozen speeches and a collaborative
autobiography whose veracity is challenged..."--Wikipedia

Malkowitz,

John,

actor—see

at

―The

Glass

Menagerie‖ film.

Mallarmé,Stéphane (né Étienne Mallarmé),1842-98,
was a French poet and critic born in Paris.Mallarmé's poetry
has been the inspiration for several musical pieces, notably Claude
Debussey's Prélude à l'après-midi d'un faune (1894), a free
interpretation of Mallarmé's poem L'après-midi d'un faune
(Afternoon of a faun, 1876), which creates powerful impressions
by the use of striking but isolated phrases.
Maurice Ravel set Mallarmé's poetry to music in Trois
poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé (1913). Other composers to use
his poetry in song include Darius Milhaud (Chansons bas de
Stéphane Mallarmé, 1917) and Pierre Boulez (Pli selon pli. 195762)—edited from Wikpedia

Malden, Karl, (né Mladen Sekulovich),1912-2009,
was an Oscar & Emmy Award-winner, known for his
expansive manner. In a career of over seven decades, he was
featured in classic films such as A Streetcar Named Desire, On the
Waterfront and One-Eyed Jacks, with Marlon Brando; he also

Malle, Louis, directed ―Pretty
76(124)—see at ―Pretty Baby.‖
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Baby‖(1978), 75-

Malmedy massacre refers to a war crime in which

Mambly pamply: weak, indecisive, easily deterred.
―Mamie O‘Rorke,‖ see ―Sidewalks of New York.‖
―Mammy!‖ (actually, ―My Mammy,‖ see at Walter

unarmed American POWs were executed by their German
captors. The massacre was committed on Dec. 17, 1944 by
Kampfgruppe Peiper (part of the 1st SS Panzer Division), a
German combat unit, during the Battle of the Bulge. The American
prisoners were taken to a field, where they were joined by others
captured by the SS earlier in the day. The majority of the
testimonies later collected from the survivors state that
approximately 120 men were gathered in the field. For reasons
which still remain unclear today, the Germans suddenly opened
fire on their prisoners with machine-guns.
A number of Germans later claimed that some prisoners had
tried to escape, others alleged that while left alone in the meadow
they had somehow recovered their previously discarded weapons
and fired on the German troops who continued their progress in the
direction of Ligneuville.
Of the 88 bodies recovered a month later, the majority
showed wounds to the head, evidence more consistent with mass
execution than with an act of self-defense or an attempt to prevent
escape. This massacre, as well as others committed by the same
unit the same day and on the following days, was the subject of a
trial during the Dachau Trials of 1946—Wikipedia. Also see at
Charles Durning.
Malmedy Massacre, another account:―the Malmedy
Massacre‖ happened at the Baugnez Crossroads in the
Ardennes Forest in Belgium on December 17, 1944, the second
day of fighting in the Battle of the Bulge, where American troops
suffered 81,000 casualties, including 19,000 deaths, in one of the
bloodiest battles of World War II. The German army suffered
70,000 casualties with 20,000 dead in the month-long battle, which
didn't stop even for Christmas Day. It was during this decisive
battle that a number of American soldiers were taken prisoner by
Waffen-SS soldiers who were fighting in the battle group named
Kampfgrüppe Peiper, which was spearheading the German attack.
These Casualies do no jibe with those given at the Battle
of the
Bulge Casualties.

Donaldson.) Mammy! Mammy! The sun shines east, the
suns shines west, I know where, the suns shines best,
Mammy, My Little Mammy,/ My heart strings are tangled
around Alabammy./ I‘m coming, / Sorry that I made you
wait./ I‘m coming/ Hope and trust I‘m not too late, / Oh, oh,
oh Mammy, my little Mammy, / I‘d walk a million miles /
For one of your smiles, / My Mammy! Oh, oh, oh! Ch. 38

Man, see at Men, at ―Rights of Man,‖ & at Woman &
Women, etc. Also at Y-Chromoseome & at Testosterone.

―Man and the Beasts,‖ Chief Seattle on, F, 120(220221)
―Man and a Woman, A,‖ 1966 film directed by
Claude Lelouch, starring Anouk Aimée & Jean-Louis
Trintignant,

―Man and a Woman: Twenty Years Later, A,‖ a 1986
reprise of the above.

Man and woman are two locked caskets, of which e
each contains the key to the other—Isak Dinesen in Winter
Tales, 1942—symbolism!
―Man, The average‖ goes by different names: Joe
Average, Joe Blow, Joe Doakes, Joe Shmoe, John Doe,
Tom, Dick &Harry; see at Steven Wright. The average
woman has imilar appellations, e.g., Jane Doe. See at ―GI
Joe.‖
―Man Called Horse, A,‖is a 1970 film starring Richard
Harris & directed by Elliot Silverstein, based on a short
story of the same title published in 1968 in Indian Country by
Dorothy M. Johnson. Partially spoken in Sioux, the film tells the
history of an English aristocrat who is captured by a Native
American tribe. Determining that his only chance of eventual
freedom is to gain the respect of the tribe and join its war parties,
he overcomes his repugnance and kills two warriors from another
tribe, which in turn allows him to claim warrior status. In the
aftermath of his victory, he proposes marriage to one of the tribal
daughters with the horses as dowry; undergoes painful initiation
rites; takes ―Horse‖ as his Sioux name; becomes a respected
member of the tribe; and ultimately following attack, becomes
their leader.

Mama (Vila Belle Foster Faith),A; this & Mama‘s
will appear in Part II. See at Faith.

Mama & Sister were as close a daughter & mother
could be, 104(195);-- teetotaler Puritans;crocheted,
embroidered & made their own dresses on the Singer
sewing machine, 65(107)—and yes, using Simplicity
Patterns!;
family ―saints,‖ 98(185); wept (or
worse) from laughing, 12(18); worked to make a better life
for us, 84; I had two domineering mothers—Mama and
Sis! 103(193-194)—also see at ―It‘s the mother,
stupid!‖-- ―Mama, don‘t talk me out of it!‖ a frequent plea
to Molly‘s persuasive mother, Dorothy, when Molly was
growing up.

―Man from Kent, The,‖ bawdy limerick, 110(205)
―Man, He‘s a Real Nowhere‖—Beattles song.
―He's a real nowhere man / Sitting in his nowhere land /
Making all his nowhere plans for nobody‖ –John Lennon &
Paul McCartney
―Man Has His Prince, Every,‖ saying--see at Hitler.

―Mama I‘m Off To…, Goodbye‖-- see at Yokohama.
―Mama‘s Little Baby Loves Shortnin‘ Bread‖:

―Man, a hopeless romantic, is locked in a perpetual
battle against a society that his hostile to his purity‖—
Jean Anouihl.

Put on the skillet, slip on the lid,/ Mama's gonna make a
little short'nin' bread. /That ain't all she's gonna do,
Mama's gonna make a little coffee, too. / Refrain: Mama's
little baby loves short'nin', short'nin', ‗ Mama's little baby
loves short'nin' bread, / Mama's little baby loves short'nin',
short'nin', /Mama's little baby loves
short'nin' bread.
Three little children, lyin' in bed / Two were sick and the
other 'most dead / Sent for the doctor and the doctor said, /
"Give those children some short'nin' bread‖ Refrain—
Anonymous. There are innmumerable verses—check the
Web.

Man: I am a man, I consider nothing that is human
alien to me‖—Terrence.

―Man in Black‖—see at Johnny Cash.
―Man, I‘m a Sixty-Minute‖—The Dominoes, 1951.
―Well, listen here, girls, I'm telling you now, /
They call me loving Dan, / I'll rock 'em, roll 'em all night
long / I'm a sixty-minute man.
Chorus: There'll be fifteen minutes of kissing, /
And then you'll holler, "Danny boy, please don't stop!" /
There'll be fifteen minutes of teasing, / fifteen minutes of
pleasing, / Fifteen minutes of blowing my top (mop! mop!
mop!) ―

Mambo, a fusion of Cuban & Swing music, started
circa 1943 in La Tropicana night club in Havaa. The
Mambo was originally played as any Rumba with a riff
ending. It may be described as a riff or a Rumba with a
break or emphasis on 2 and 4 in 4/4 time.

Man: ―If man had originally inhabited a world as
blankly uniform as a ‗high rise‘ housing development, as
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or time, doesn‘t exist,‖ Anaonymous paraphrase
(elaborated); also see at ―The most dangerous game.‖

featureless as a parking lot, as destitute as an automotive
factory, it is doubtful that he would have a sufficiently
varied experience to retain images, mold languages, or
acquire ideals‖—from Mumford‘s ―The Myth of the
Machine,‖ F, 120(221)

Man: ―What a man must be, he must be‖—Maslow.
―Man Who Came to Dinner, The,‖ a play by George
S. Kaufman and Moss Hart, and a 1941 film atarring
Monty Woolley, Bette Davis, Ann Sheridan, Jimmy Durante
& others. Also see at Alexander Woollcott.

―Man in the Black Suit‖—see at Johnny Cash.
―Man is an island, No,‖see at Donne.
―Man is the only animal that laughs and weeps; for

―Man Who Knew Too Much, The‖ is a 1956

he is the only animal that is struck with the difference
between what things are and what they ought to be—
William Hazlitt, 1778-1830; also an epigraph to Ch. 7 of
M. C. Beaton‘s ―Death of a Village,‖ Warner Books, NY,
NY, 2003

Hitchcock thriller remake of his 1934 film of the same title,
with James Stewart as ―The Man Who Knew Too Much.‖
and Doris Day as his singer-wife--see at ―Que Sera, Sera

―Man Who Lived Again‖ 1975 movie starring Boris
Karloff.

―Man is the only animal who blushes, or who needs

―The Man Who Loved Women,‖ 1983 film starring

to‖—Mark Twain.

Burt Reynolds.

―Man of the Century‖ (Time)—see at Einstein.
―Man of a Thousand Faces,‖ 1957 film on the life of

―Man who taught America to sing‖—see at Waring.
―Man Who Was Thursday, The: A Nightmare,‖ is a

silent movie actor Lon Chaney-- the title role is played by
James Cagney. Also see at Jeanne Cagney.

novel by G. K. Chesterton, first published in 1908. The
book has been referred to as a metaphysical thriller. Its importance
was recognized in its later revival in paperback by Ballantine
Books as the thirty-second volume of the celebrated Ballantine
Adult Fantasy series in July, 1971.
Martin Gardner edited The Annotated Thursday which
provides a great deal of biographical and contextual information in
the form of footnotes, along with the entire text of the book,
original reviews from the time of the book's first publication, and
comments made by Chesterton on the book at various times.
Originally published by Ignatius Press, the book has been
out of print. However, it was re-issued by Penguin in 2007 as part
of the ―Penguin Red‖ series.

Man O‘ War, born 1917, also called Big Red was
greatest race horse of all time—and voted the Horse of the
century by a six-member panel of experts assembled by The
Associated Press. He received four first-place votes to one for
Secretariat. He won 20 of 21 starts & placed second in the other,
ironically osing to a horse named Upset! Uupset lost by a head in
the Kentucky Derby in 1920.
Man O‘ War did not run in the 1920 Kentucky Derby -owner Sam Riddle did not like racing in Kentucky, nor did he
think 3-yr-olds were ready to go 10 furlongs as early as May. (He
would change his mind by the time War Admiral came around.)
Man o'War stayed in the east, and prepared for the Preakness,
which he won beating Upset by 1 1/2 lenths.
.Sea Biscuit was a descendent--see at Sea Biscuit & at
Horses. He also didn‘t try for the Kentucky Derby.

―Man Who Wasn‘t There,‖ is a 2001 neo-noir

film

written and directed by Joel and Ethan Coen. Billy Bob
Thornton stars in the title role. Also featured are James Gandolfini,
Tony Shalhoub, Scarlett Johansson, and Coen regulars
Frances
McDormand, Michael Badalucco and Jon Polito. Ed Crane (Billy
Bob Thornton) might just as well be an invisible man in the Coen
brothers' low-key, black-and-white follow-up to O Brother, Where
Art Thou? Ed's such a nobody that nobody seems to notice him:
not his wife (Frances McDormand), not the man she's sleeping
with (James Gandolfini), not…--edited excerpts from Wikipedia
& an Amazon.Com blurb.

―Man in the Moon‖ (1991), a coming-of-age story set
in 1950s Louisiana, directed by ―To Kill a Mockingbird‖)
Robert Mulligans. It centers around two teenage sisters, Dani
(Reese Witherspoon) and Maureen (age 14 and 17 respectively)
and their attraction and love for the same boy (Court Foster, played
nicely by Jason London). Set in the 1950s on a rural Louisiana
farm, this film richly depicts the setting and ambience of this era.
Much like ―Stand by Me.‖ it shows us the unfettered freedom that
children had in a small, rural community in those days... –edited
excerpt from DVD Film blurb.With Sam Waterston (the father) &
Tess Harper (the mother).

―Man Who Would Be King, The‖—1975 movie
starring Sean Connery.

―Man Who Wouldn‘t Die, The‖—1942 move starring
Lloyd Nolan.

Man in Space: On April 12, 1961, Soviet astronaut

―Man with the Hoe, The‖ is a famous poem written

Yuri Garagin became the first man to fly in space, orbiting
the earth once before making a safe landing. Also see at
Astronauts.

in 1899 by Edwin Markham inspired by the painting
L'homme à la houe by Jean-François Millet; it was first presented
as a public poetry reading at a New Year's Eve party in 1898. It
evokes the laboring of much of humanity using the symbolism of a
laborer leaning upon his hoe, burdened by his work, but receiving
little rest or reward—Wikipedia.
―Bowed by the weight of centuries he leans / Upon his
hoe and gazes on the ground, / The emptiness of ages in his face, /
And on his back the burden of the world‖—st. 1
O masters, lords and rulers in all lands, / Is this the
handiwork you give to God—st. 5 (mismarked as st. 3 in the
editions of Bartlett‘s Familiar Quotations, e.g., in the 17-th
Edition.

―Man on the Moon‖ (1999), ―Clunky bio of bizarre
comedian Andy Kaufman (Carrey) who died of cancer at
age 35 in 1994. The problem is that Kaufman is opaque—doesn‘t
seem to have a true personality, but assumes bizarre alter-egos…
excerpted from Video Hound which have it 2 bones. Directed by
Milos Forman, with Courntney Love, Danny DeVito, Paul
Giamatti & others. In regard to the phrase that I put in bold face,
see, e.g., at Zelig.

―Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds‖—see at ―The Effect
of Gamma Rays etc.‖

Man. ―Let us honor, if we can / the vertical man /

―Man Who Shot Liberty Vance, The,‖ 1962 film

Though we value none / but the horizontal one‖—W. H.
Auden, from ―To Christopher Isherwood‖ (1930).

directed by John Ford, starring James Stewart, John Wayne,
Vera Miles, Lee Marvin, Edmond O‘Brien & Andy Devine.

Man: ―The perfect man doesn‘t drink, doesn‘t smoke,

―Man Who Knew Too Much‖ a 1956 Hitchcock

doesn‘t gamble, doesn‘t play around with women or play
the ponies, doesn‘t swear, doesn‘t waste his money, talents,

thriller remake of his 1934 film of the same title with
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James Stewart as ―The Man Who Knew Too Much.‖ And
Doris Day as his wife.—See at ―Que Sera Sera.‖

Mandela, Nelson Rolihlahla, born 18 July 1918, is a
former President of S. Africa (1994-1999), the first to be
elected in fully representative democratic elections. Before his
presidency, Mandela was an anti-apartheid activist and leader of
the African National Congress (ANC) and its armed wing
Umkhonto We Sizwe.
He spent 27 years in prison, much of it on Robben Island,
on convictions for crimes that included sabotage committed while
he spearheaded the struggle against apartheid. Among opponents
of apartheid in South Africa and internationally, he became a
symbol of freedom and equality, while the apartheid government
and nations sympathetic to it condemned him and the ANC as
communists and terrorists.
Following his release from prison on 11 Feb. 1990, his
switch to a policy of reconciliation and negotiation helped lead the
transition to multi-racial democracy in South Africa. Since the end
of apartheid, he has been widely praised, even by former
opponents. Mandela has received more than one hundred awards
over four decades, most notably the Nobel Peace Prize in 1993—
also see at Apartheid.

―Man with the Muckrake‖ in Paul Bunyan‘s Pilgrim‘s
Progress—See at Muckraker.

―Man with the velvet voice‖—see at Ronald Colman
& at Barry White.

―Man Without a Country, A‖ (2005),

Kurt

Vonnegut‘s last book published while he was alive."Famed
author Kurt Vonnegut has a reputation for writing exceptionally
polarizing books; his readers are either deeply
pleased
or
completely angered with his literary output. True to form, his latest
book (his first since 1997), ―A Man Without a Country‖, proves to
be as volatile as the rest of his work. Compiled as a series of
essays, it touches on a variety of subjects that deal with Vonnegut's
views on humanity, politics and our country as it exists today.
Vonnegut's renowned wit and sharp humor are ever-present
throughout the 146 pages of his latest, and perhaps final, book.
In addition to his writing, he creatively places drawings
(one, a delightful self-caricature at age 82), diagrams,and
personal quotes (some poetical) in at relevant times to set up his
coming points and to keep things light. Although the first chapter
emphasizes the importance of humor in the direst of situations, it is
almost as if to set up the reader for the subsequent, more
depressing chapters. Not surprisingly, the dark side of the author
that most have come to expect emerges soon after. From lamenting
what he describes as the ―psychopathic personalities‖ that he
thinks have taken over our government, to berating our society
for no longer appreciating ―thinking people,‖ few are safe from
his tirades. And so, with the lighter elements of clever
humor
and original art, come Vonnegut's trademark cynicism
and
piercing critiques of society. As always, he
takes a substantial
risk of offending some of his readers --namely those with a
more conservative slant‖—lightly edited from EmilieEgger‘s
review posted on the Web, which doesn‘t do justice the illusive
and allusive Vonegut, or his genius. And I don‘t think Vonnegut
gave a hoot about whom he offended--he died less than 2 years
after this book was published--the parenthetical remarks are
mine & I changed one set of parentheses of hers to a dash.

Mandela Quote: ―It always seems impossible until
it‘s done‖--Nelson Mandela

―Mandelbaum Gate in Jerusalem is the crossing point
between Israel and Jordan--a place of tension where the
present-day pilgrim to the Holy Places meets modern political
division. In religious and in political terms, the Holy Land is, as it
always was, a land of schism; and this fact has interested a number
of novelists‖—from Ray Bradbury‘s 1965 review of ―The
Mandelbaum Gate‖ by Muriel Spark. Check the Web for more of
this excellent review.

Mankind, see at Work of Mankind.
Mandelstam, Osip Emileyevitch, 1891-1938; Russian
poet who died in the Gulag--his poem about Stalin‘s
―butcher‘s hands‖ sealed his fate, 176(307)—also see at
Gulag; --wrote ―poetry must be important since they kill you
for writing it‖—paraphrased from memory; see at
Poetry.

Manet, Édouard, 1832-1863, was born in Paris to an
affluent and well connected family. His father, Auguste Manet,
was a French judge who expected Édouard to pursue a career in law,
but his uncle, Charles Fournier, encouraged him to pursue painting and
often took young Manet to the Louvre. In 1845, following the advice of
his uncle, Manet enrolled in a special course of drawing where he met
Antonin Proust, future Minister of Fine Arts and a subsequent life-long
friend. At his father's suggestion, in 1848 he sailed on a training vessel
to Rio de Janeiro.
After Manet twice failed the examination to join the navy, the
elder Manet relented to his son's wishes to pursue an art education.
From 1850 to 1856, Manet studied under the academic painter Thomas
Couture, a painter of large historical paintings. In his spare time he
copied the old masters in the Louvre.
Manet began his career with The Absinthe Drinker (1858), a
painting depicting a debauched and solitary man amongst the shadows
of the back streets of Paris. Paintings like the Absinthe Drinker
(219(397)), and the Old Musician (1862), portray a darker aspect of
Parisian life which was quite removed from Manet's circle, but
nonetheless very real. La Musique aux Tuileries (1862) peopled with
Manet's friends and family celebrates fashionable society. His loose
handling of paint and lack of subject separated this painting from the
highly finished canvasses approved of by the academy, and accepted by
the Salon. In addition, the painting's ambience anticipates the
"snapshot" quality taken up so well by Degas, and developed further by
the Impressionists.
Spanish Guitar Player, also painted in 1862, reflected the
Parisian love of "all things Spanish" and was one of Manet's first works
to be accepted by the Salon.
A major early work is Le déjeuner sur l'herbe (The Luncheon
on the Grass ) 1863. The Paris Salon rejected it for exhibition in 1863
but he exhibited it at the Salon des Refusés (Salon of the rejected) later

Man‘s Best Friend?: ―Dogs have long aroused
contradictory feelings‖—Michael Ferber, author of ―A Dict.
of Literary Symbols.‖ ―A dog‘s life & Going to the dogs,‖
are common expressions—D.J. Enright in the Feb. 4, 2000
TLS rev. of the above. Also, ―I wouldn‘t treat a dog like
that, ――Not fit for a dog, ― A dog‘s life.‖ are two more
epithets unkind to dogs. See at Dog, Dog
Philsophy,
Doggerel, Dog Heaven et al. for anecdotes.

Man‘s Comedic Sense: ―…he concluded that it was
Western Man‘s comedic sensse—his penchant to jibe and
quip and pun and satifize and play humorous games with
words and images in order to provide laughter—that was his
greatest strength, his definiaing talent, his unique
contribution to the composite soul of the planet—Tom
Robbins in an excerpt from his novel, Fierce Invalids Home
from a Hot Climate that was anthologiceze in ―This is My
Best‖ (the 2004 Chronicle Books edition ed. b y Aretha
Powers & Kathy Kiernan—see at ―This Is My Best.‖

Manassa, Colorado where Jack Dempsey was born,
and which gave him his nickname: ―The Manassa
Mauler.‖ See at Dempsey.

Mancini, Henry, see at Moon River.
Mandalay, a city of what once was called Burma, on
the Irrawaddy River north of Rangoo

―Mandalay, On the Road to,‖ a Kipling poem & a
song--see at Bob Hope.
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in the year. Emperor Napoleon III had initiated The Salon des Refusés
after the Paris Salon rejected more than 4,000 paintings in 1863. The
painting's juxtaposition of fully-dressed men and a nude woman was
controversial, as was its abbreviated, sketch-like handling—an
innovation that distinguished Manet from Courbet. At the same time,
Manet's composition reveals his study of the old masters, as the
disposition of the main figures is derived from Marcantonio Raimondi's
engraving of the Judgement of Paris (c. 1515) based on a drawing by
Raphael.
As he had in Luncheon on the Grass, Manet again paraphrased a
respected work by a Renaissance artist in the painting Olympia (1863),
a nude portrayed in a style reminiscent of early studio photographs. but
whose pose was based on Titian's Venus of Urbino (1538). The painting
is also reminiscent of Goya's painting, The Nude Maja (1800). . In
1868, he painted a portrait of Émile Zola--see at Zola.
In 1875, a book-length French edition of Edgar Allan Poe's
"The Raven" included lithographs by Manet and translation by
Mallarmé. In 1876 he complete a portrait of Mallarmé, In 1881, with
pressure from his friend Antonin Proust, the French government
awarded Manet the Légion d'honneur
He completed painting his
last major work, A Bar at the Folies-Bergère (Le Bar aux FoliesBergère), in 1882 and it hung in the Salon that year. he died of syphilis
and rheumatism, age 51--edited excerpt fromWikipedia where there are
many more details of his life and work.

Henry Hudson, guided his small wooden ship into the
Muhheakantuck (later Hudson‘s) River, cleaving the waters with
the narrow prow of history that would one day create New York
City in its wake.
To the native Lenape people, whom Hudson met and traded
with, Mannahatta meant ―island of many hills.‖ Modern ecological
research has shown that Mannahatta was an island of remarkable
biological diversity. Its 55 ecosystems encompassed stately forests,
rich wetlands, sandy beaches and rocky shores, eel grass meadows
and deep marine waters.
This 25-square-mile island had 66 miles of streams and
more ecosystems per acre than Yellowstone; more plant species
than Yosemite; and more birds than the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park does today"--excerpted from a 9/11/09 NY Times
Op-Ed article by Eric Sanderson. Also see at New York, NY.
The Lenape (later named Delaware Indians by Europeans)
are organized bands of Native American. These are the people who
are living in what is now New Jersey and along the Delaware
River, Pennsylvania, the northern shore of Delaware & lower
Hudson River & New York Harbor, NY.

Manhattan, New York, USA, one of the five
boroughs of NY City, the largest of which is Brooklyn.
Manhattan has 65,000 people p.s.m., but the Gaza strip has
almost 3 times that density. See at Gaza & at New York.
Manhattan Project. Einstein signed a letter Aug.
2, 1939 to FDR advocating research on A-Bombs, R, lv,
178(311); also see at Einstein‘s Letter. Edward Teller worked with
Enrico Fermi (1901-1954), who was born in Rome, on a team
that produced the first nuclear chain reaction (1943 & he worked
under the Directorship of Oppenheimer at Las Alamos on the ABomb project (1943-1945)--also see at A-Bomb, Atom, Atomic
Fission, ―Brighter Than a Thousand Suns,‖ at Einstein, at
Morrison at F. D. Roosevelt & at Leo Szilard, who drafted the
letter that Einstein signed, and sent to FDR. Also see at Enrico
Fermi, at Klaus Fuchs, at Harry Gold & at David
Greenglass.

Mangiare, Italian verb meaning ―to eat.‖
Mangione, Chuck (né Charles Frank Mangione), born
1940 in Rochester, NY, where he was brought up, plays the
turmpet, flugelhorn & piano, both classic an electric, and
composes. He achieved international success in 1978 with his jazzpop single,"Feels So Good‖--you can see and hear him play it on
the flugelhorn at YouTube. Mangione has released more than 30
albums since 1960.

Mangione Band: Two members of jazz musician
Chuck Mangione's band were among those killed on the
plane that crashed into a Buffalo, New York, house on Thurs. Feb.
12, 2009. Publicist Sanford Brokaw identified the band members
as Gerry Niewood and Coleman Mellett. Niewood played
saxophone and flute and Mellett was a guitarist--On YouTube you
can see & hear them playing solos (Niewood on the sax) during the
performance of Chuck Mangione's ―So Good.‖
In a statement Mangione said: ―I'm in shocked over the
horrible, heartbreaking tragedy of the crash of Flight 3407, which
took the lives of my dear friends and band members. I am grieving
and praying with their families and friends.‖ Mangione and his
band were scheduled to perform Friday with the Buffalo
Philharmonic Orchestra at Kleinhans Music Hall The concert has
been postponed.

―Manhattan, Two Latins from‖ (1941), Directed by
Charles Barton. With Joan Davis, Jinx Falkenburg, Joan
Woodbury –see at ―Daddy‖

Mania, madness, or craze, specifically melancholy
alternating with an exaggerated sense of well-being or
power, and excessive activity & expenditure of energy, both
mental and physical. Various manias include: agrophobia (fear of
wide open spaces, e.g., the sea, or the prairies) , bibliomania
(amassing books), dipsomania (alcohol addiction), claustrophobia
(morbid fear of being enclosed, e.g., in an elevator, or any closed
space, but alsofear of beomg emotionally involved or confined, as
in a love relation—see at marriage), erotomania (excessive sexual
desire, but also the persistent feeling that a person, or persons,
who barely--or not at all—know you, or barely aware of your
existence, are in love with you); kleptomania (compulsive
stealing not out of need but for the excitement or the fear of being
caught, related to breaking taboos), megalomania (delusions of
greatness, fame —see at Mitty Complex), mythomania
(compulsive lying & given to gross exaggerations), narcissism
(excessive self- love--see at Narcissus), nyphomania (compulsive
desire for sex by women), pyromania, (compulsion & pleasure
setting & watching fires), satyriasis (excessive need for sex by
men.)
Also see at Fetish & Phobias. The key to understanding
mania is through noting its excess, just as each the Ten
Commandments prohibit greed, i.e., taking more than one‘s ―fair‖
share—see at More. Also see at Dutch Proverb.

Mangione, Italian slang for ―glutton.‖
―Mangoes and bananas‖—see at ―There is Nothing
Like a Dame.‖

Manguel, Alberto, born in is a writer, translator,
and editor who was born in 1948 in Buenos Aires. He grew
up in Israel, where his father was the Argentinian ambassador.
When Manguel was still a teenager, he met and befriended Jorge
Luis Borges, the renowned Argentine writer, poet, literary critic,
and translator.
When Manguel was sixteen years old and working during
his school holidays at the Pygmalion bookshop in Buenos Aires,
Borges (then 58 years old) was one of the shop's regular
customers. As Borges was almost blind, he asked Manguel up to
read books to him in Borges' apartment, something Manguel did
several times a week from 1964 to 1968 . This is recoundted
in Manguel‘s ―A Hiistory of Reading‖ (1996).

Manhattan Island in September 1609: the beach near

Manic-depressive illness, or disorder, is characterized

the tip of the island was surrounded by thickly wooded hills.
Passenger pigeons flew overhead; porpoises hunted in the harbor.
Around 600 Native Americans lived on the island. And they were
the ones who, on Sept. 12, must have watched as a European,

by alternating episodes of mania and depression—se at
Bipolar Disorder.

Manilla Massacre, Feb. 1945, refers to the atrocities
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conducted against Filipino civilians in Manila by retreating
Japanese troops during World War II.To avoid needless violence,
Japanese Imperial Army General Tomoyuki Yamashita had
ordered a withdrawal of Japanese troops from Manila. However,
19,000 soldiers under Vice Admiral Sanji Iwabuchi were encircled
within the city.
Various credible Western and Eastern
sources[1] agree that the death toll was at least 100,000 people. The
massacre was at its worst in the Battle of Manila. During the battle
for control of the city, Japanese troops took out their anger and
frustration on the civilians caught in the crossfire. Japanese troops
brutally looted, burned, executed, decapitated and abused women,
men and children alike, including priests, Red Cross personnel,
prisoners of war and hospital patients. Manilla was called the
"Warsaw of Asia,‖ being the most devastated city in Asia during
World War II.

The movie version won him an Academy Award for screen-writing
& Maximilian Schell won the Oscar for best actor. The plot
concerned the trial of four German judges accused of using their
offices to further Nazi policies. The case was complicated because
at the time of the trial, West Germany was emerging as an ally of
the United States against the Soviet Union. The crux of the drama
is the steely determination of the chief judge, played by Spencer
Tracy, to push ahead despite political pressures.
In an interview with The New York Post in 1961, Mr. Mann
said he sought to examine how patriotism like that motivating the
German judges can become an ―evil thing‖ that ―divides man from
humanity.‖
Writing in Commentary, Jason Epstein said the movie,
directed by Stanley Kramer, was ―astonishingly intelligent‖ and
raised ―some of the darkest questions of this dark age.‖
Mr. Mann followedhis ―Nuremberg‖ script with more than
four decadesof serious dramas, many for movies made for TV, a
genre he helped pioneer. He won three Emmys for TV movies. His
scripts, often derived from real cases, delivered withering critiques
of the criminal justice system, frequently examining the denial of
the rights of the accused—Mar. 28, 2007 NY Times Obituary by
Douglas Martin. Also see at ―Ship of Fools.‖

Mankiewicz, Joseph Leo, 1909-1993, born in WilkesBarre, PA, to Franz Mankiewicz (?-1941) and Johanna
Blumenau, immigrants from Poland, he was an Academy Awardwinning director, screenwriter, and producer. During his
long
career in Hollywood, Mankiewicz wrote forty-eight screenplays,
including All About Eve, for which he won an Academy Award,
not only for that but for Best Director.
He aproduced more than twenty films including The
Philadelphia Story which was nominated for the Academy Award
for Best Picture in 1941. However, he is best known for the films
he directed, twice winning consecutive Oscars for Screenplay and
Direction for A Letter to Three Wives (1949) and All About Eve
(1950). In 1944, he produced The Keys of the Kingdom which
starred his wife, Rose Stradner, and Gregory Peck
Mankiewicz directed Guys and Dolls (1955), Sleuth (1972),
The Quiet American (1958), an adaptation of GrahamGreene's
1955 novel about the seed of American militaryinvolvementin
what would become the Vietnam War—edited
excerpt
from
Wikipedia. Another version of The Quiet American was filmed in
2002, starring Michael Caine)—also see at ―All About Eve‖ & at
Thelma Ritter.

Mann, Anthony, director—see at ―God‘s Little Acre‖
1958 film.

Mann, Thomas, 1875-1955,German novelist. After
his early masterpiece ―Buddenbrooks,‖ he wrote
severalshort stories & novellas, e.g., the famous ―Death in
Venice‖ (Der Tod in Venedig, 1913), which was made
into a
memorable film (1971) about an aging homosexual, modeled
after his friend Mahler, the musician. (Mann himself was bisexual,
if not homosexual.) He was won a Nobel Prize in 1929 for ―The
Magic Mountain‖ (Der Zaüberberg,,1924.
Although he was Lurtheran--notJewish--Mann left Germany
to protest Hitler & Nazi Germany,emigratingfirst to Switzerland
near Zürich, in 1933, then, along with such other émigrés as
Albert Einstein in 1933, to the USA in 1939, where he taught at
Princeton U.
In 1942, the family moved to Pacific Palisades, California,
where they remained until after the end of WW II. On June 23,
1944 he became a naturalized US citizen. Mann returned to
Europe in 1952 to live in Kilchberg, near Zürich. Also seee at W.
H. Auden, at Albert Enstein & at Nichola Sacco.
Mansfield, Katherine,1888-1922, a leading writer,
who died of TB—see at Tuberculosis. ―Bliss and Other
Stories‖ (1920) was a recreation of her New Zealand
childhood. ―The Garden Party and other Stories‖ followed
in 1922 right before her death. Posthumous works include
―Poems‖ (1923), ―Soething Childish and Other Stories ―
(1924), and her revealing Journal (1927) and Letters
(1928)—from Cambridge Biog. Encyclopedia.

Mankiewicz, Tom, born 1942 is a screenwriter and
director. A graduate of Yale U., he is the son of Joseph L.
Mankiewicz and the nephew of Herman J. Mankiewicz. Tom
Mankiewicz wrote or co-wrote the screenplays for Mother, Jugs &
Speed, The Cassandra Crossing and The Eagle Has Landed. He
also wrote the book for the short- lived 1970 Broadway musical
Georgy.
He is best known for working on the screenplays for the
James Bond movies Diamonds Are Forever, Live and Let Die and
The Man with the Golden Gun. He received sole credit for Live
and Let Die and shared credit on the other two with Richard
Maibaum. He also did uncredited work on The Spy Who Loved Me
and Moonraker—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Susan
Hayward‘s ―Haywire.‖

Mankiller, Wilma Pearl, b. 1945, was the first female

Manson,

Chief of the Cherokee Nation & the first to lead a large
Indian tribe. ―We human beings are only one small part of
creation. Sometime we act as if we were the whole rather
than merely part of creation. There are other worlds besides
the human world. The plant world and the animal world are
equally important parts of this creation—from ―The
Meaning of Life, David Friend & Editors of Life, Little
Brown & Co., 1991--see at at Life

Charles,

convicted

murderer—see

at

Sharon Tate & at Vincent Bugliosi.

―Mansions, Stately‖—see at Chambered Nautilus.
Manzanar Internment Camp in California--See at
―Farewell to Manzanar‖ & at ―American Home Front.‖

Mao Tse-tung (also Zedong), 1893-1976, 159(311312): Communist leader of China who forced the famers
into ―collectives‖ based on the Soviet model of
―modernization.‖ An estimated 70 million Chinese were
killed by his party in this endeavor over the years dating
from when the new People‘s Republic of China was formed
in 1949 under his chairmanship—this figure is from an
article by Jim Holt in the Mar. 12, 2006, NY Magazine
with the punning title ―Math Murders.‖ This increases
the est. of 20,000,000 that I gave on p. 159(311-312)

Mann, Delbert, directed ―Marty‖ (1955) & ―Separate
Tables‖ (1958).

Mann, Abby (né Abraham Goodman) was born 1927,
in Philly, the son of a jeweler of German & Jewish
extraction, and he grew up in East Pittsburgh. Mr. Mann joined the
first rank of screenwriters with ―Judgment at Nuremberg,‖
released in 1961. It emerged from a script with the same title that
Mr. Mann had written for CBS‘s ―Playhouse 90‖ two years earlier.
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you culd see it practically knocking him over‖--Caroline Graham
in ―Death in Disguise‖ in the guise of Tom Barnaby, her fictional
detective.
―The best of all was the one he finished with. The Mask
Maker. He had this pile of masks, imaginary, of course--and he
tried them on one at a time. His own face is very handsome and
amazingly flexible, like rubber. All the masks were different. He
held them up quickly and each time his expression was totally
transformed. The last had a terrible tragic expression. And
heouldn't get it off. He tugged and pulled and finally tore at the
edges, getting more and more frantic. It simply wouldn't budge.
But--and this is what was so incredible--although the mask didn't
move you could still see what lay behind it. See his terror when
he realised that he was going to look like that for the rest of his
life‖--Caroline Graham in the guise of Barnaby's wife, Joyce.
Also see at Mask.

Maquis. 1. dense grow of small trees & shrubs; a
thicket. 2. a member of the Frech underground org. in WW
II, a member of the resistance; also maquisard, French
underground org., from Ital. macchie, pl. of macchia,
thicket.

Mar Guiu, friend of Malachi and the family, whom
Molly and I first met in Barcelona in 1989 when she came
to my office in Autónoma U. to introduce herself.
Subsequently she visited us in Princeton in 1992 when
Malachi took her around USA, e.g., to San Angelo, TX to
meet Dorothy. When she planned a solo trip she made to
Harlem, NY, Malachi told her: ―If anyone bothers you, tell
them: ‗Shut the fuck up!‘‖ a signature phrase of hers
thereafter!
For many years, she lived in Hove, England, with
her husband, Dr. Pablo Deste and their two children, but
late summer 2008, they moved back to Spain to El Puig,
Valencia.

―March,The,‖ by Edgar Doctorow—see at
Sherman‘s
March.
―March King, The‖—see at John Philip Sousa.
March, Frederic (né Frederick McIntyre Bickel), 1897-

Marbles: agates and taws, 66(109);-- and the knees of
pants; shooting--,66-67(109-110); ―Connie Thumb,‖ 6667(109);―Blue Goose,‖ 68(111)
―One downside of playing marbles is that you had to kneel
in the dirt in order to shoot, and that led to the usual complaints
from Mama about wearing out our knickers or pants, or dirty
knees if you had on shorts. We could have used kneepads but like
everything else we did without. You fight with the army you have
instead of the army you want —Donald Rumsfield,‖ 66(109-110).
Also see at Rumsfield.
A ―pee wee‖ is a very small marble—see at Pee Wee Reese.

1975, actor who starred in 69 films & numerous stage
productions. He won Academy awards for ―Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde‖ (1932) and ―The Best Years of Our Lives‖
(1946) and a Tony Award for ―Long Day‘s Journey Into
Night‖ (1956), the Eugene O‘Neill play written in 1940-41.
Also see at ―Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.‖

March-of-Dimes was organized in 1937 by FDR & a
former Law partner Basil O‘Connor to fund research to
overcome polio. It was fundamental to the success of the
Salk & Sabin vaccines in 1954 & 1957-58 resp., 66(109)n

Marceau, Marcel (né Marcel Mangel), 1923-2007,
was was one of the most popular mime artists in the world.
(He came to Princeton‘s McCarter Theater frequently when Heidi
and Cindy were children.)
Marcel Mangel was born in Strasbourg, France, the son of
Anne (née Werzberg) & Charles Mangel. At the age of 16, his
Jewish family was forced to flee their home when France entered
the WW II. He later joined Charles de Gaulle‘s Free French
Forces, and, due to his excellent English, worked as a liaison
officer with General Patton's army. His father, a kosher butcher,
was arrested by the Gestapo and died in the Auschwitz
concentration camp.
Marcel was married three times and had four children.
After having seen Charlie Chaplin, he became interested in
acting. After the war, he enrolled in 1946 as a student in Charles
Dullin's School of Dramatic Art in the Sarah Bernhardt Theatre in
Paris, where he studied with Charles Dullin and the great master,
Etienne Decroux, who had also taught Jean-Louis Barrault.
In 1947, Marceau created "Bip", the clown, who in his
striped pullover and battered, beflowered silk opera hat
(symbolizing the fragility of life) has become his alter-ego, even as
Chaplin's "Little Tramp" became that star's major personality. Bip's
misadventures with everything from butterflies to lions, on ships
and trains, in dance-halls or restaurants, were limitless.
As a stylist pantomime, Marceau was acknowledged
without peer. His silent exercises, which include such classic
works as The Cage, Walking Against the Wind, The Mask Maker
and In The Park, as well as satires on everything from sculptors
to matadors, were described as works of genius.
Of his summation of the ages of man in the famous Youth,
Maturity, Old Age and Death, one critic said, "He accomplishes in
less than two minutes what most novelists cannot do in
volumes‖—from Wikipedia (except for the parenthetical remark.)
Below is Caroline Graham‘s description of Marceau, the
mime.

Marciano, Rocky (né Rocco Francis Marchegiano),
1923- 1969, was the heavyweight champion of the world
from 1952 to 1956. He won the championship from Jersey Joe
Walcott in Philly on Sept. 23, 1952 Marciano, with forty-three
knockouts to his credit (an 87.75% knockout rate), remains the
only heavyweight champion in boxing history to retire having won
every fight in his professional career. He knocked out Joe Louis in
the 7-th round in non championship fight on Oct. 26, 1951in NY
City, 222(405).
On the eve of his 46th birthday, August 31, 1969, Marciano
and another passenger died, together with the pilot, who wasn't
certified to fly in the bad weather they were flying in. Besides
that, the plane had run out of gasoline—edited from Wikipedia.

Marconi, Guglielmo, 1974-1937, an Italian engineer
of mixed Italian & Scottish-Irish ethnicity—his mother was
Anni Jameson—granddaughter of the founder of the Jameson
Whiskey distillery.
Mar oni discovered radio, i.e., wireless telegraphy when he
was 22. The first long distance telegraph was semt by Marconi: in
Bologna in 1895; across the English Channel in 1899; and across
the Atlantic in 1901He shared the 1909 Nobel Prize in Physics
with Karl Ferdinand Braun, "in recognition of their contributions
to the development of wireless telegraphy.‖
Later, he became an active Italian fascist amd am aplogist
for fascist ideology—see Wikipedia for more details.; also see at
Radio & below.

―Marconi‘s Magic Box, Signor: The Most Remarkable
Inventor of the 19-th Century and the Amateur Inventor
Whose Genius Sparked a Revolution,‖ by Gavin
Weightman, DaCapo Press, 2003

Marcus Aurelius, 121-180 A. D., ―Nothing is more
beautiful than a word fitly spoken‖—quoted in Harold
Arlen‘s diary, 145(259); ―Very little is needed to make a
happy life‖ -- Meditations, VII, 9; also see at Kazantakis.

―Marceau filled the stage with people, talking to
them, dancing with them. You'd swear they were actually
present. There was one bit when he walked against he wind and

Mare des Mares: Les Mare des Mares, France—see
at Charles.Durning
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Marfa, Texas—see at Katherine Anne Porter.

Marijuana, a preparation made from the dried flowers

Margraten, Netherlands: an American Cemetery

and leaves of the cannabis plant, usually smoked or eaten,
e.g., in cookies or cake, to induce euphoria. It makes some
people laugh at nothing at all, and to onlookers, they appear
daft. Also called pot, stash, or weed.

that contains the bodies of 8,301 soldiers who died near
there in WW II; Pres. Geo. W. Bush placed a wreath there
on the 60-th anniversary of D-Day, June 6, 1944

Maritime disasters:

Maria is the Latin form of Mary, and also the form
Mary takes in the Romance Languages.
Maria.‖

See at ―Ave

The first great disaster of an Atlantic Ocean liner occurred
when the steamship Artic sand on Sept. 27, 1854 with a loss of 300
lives.
The Thielbek was sunk in Lubeck Bay on May 3rd, 1945 by
the RAF. Another ship filled with refugees was also sunk during
the same attack. it was the luxury liner Cap Arcona. The ships
carried some 15,000 prisoners and only 1,600 of them survived, a
loss of 13, 400.
Poland tops the list for the World‘s Worst Maritime
Disasters for all time, with the German liner Wilhelm Gustloff
laden with refugees was torpedoed by a Soviet submarine in 1945:
about 7,800 people were killed.
The top 5 worst maritime disasters of the past 20 years:1.
MV Doña Paz, Philippines, December 20, 1987: 4,375 (or 4341?)
casualties; 2. MV Joola, Senegal, September 26, 2002: 1,863
casualties; 3. MV al-Salam Boccaccio 98 (Red Sea, February 3,
2006):1,018 casualties; 4. MV Bukoba, Lake Victoria, Tanzania,
May 21, 1996: 894 casualties; 5. MS Estonia, Baltic Sea,
September 28, 1994: 852 casualties. The Philippines‘ MV Doña
Paz disaster ranks 10th overall on the All-time Worst list—from
the Web.
Also see at Titanic, at Lusitania & at World War II.

―Maria Elena‖ is a 1941 # 1 hit song whose music &
Spanish words were written by Lorenzo Barcelata, the
English words by Bob Russell. The song was a hit for the
Jimmy Dorsey orchestra. The recording was made on March
19, 1941 by Decca Records & the flip side was "Green
Eyes." The record first reached the Billboard magazine
charts on May 16, 1941 and lasted 17 weeks on the chart,
peaking at #1 on June 14, 1941. Since "Green Eyes" was
also a #1 hit, this was a double-sided hit recording.

Mariah Carey is a pop and R&B singer-songwriter,
record producer, and actress. She was born in 1969 in
Huntington, Long Island, NY, the third and youngest child
of Patricia Hickey, a former opera singer and vocal coach of
Irish descent, and Alfred Roy Carey, an aeronautical
engineer of Afro-Venezuelan descent. See at ―Without
You.‖
Over 160 million of her discs have been sold
worldwide, and as of April 2008. she has had 18 No. 1 hits,
just two behind the Beatles—from Parade of 4/20/08.

Marić, Mileva, 1875-1948, was a Serbian inventor,

Markham, Edwin, 1852-1940—wrote ―The Man

scientist, Albert Einstein‘s first wife (1903-1919), and
mother of three children with him. She was Einstein's
companion, colleague, and confidante. There are some
claims that she may have contributed to Einstein's early
research but the exact degree of her participation in his
discoveries is uncertain and is the subject of many
polemics—also see at Einstein in Love & at Einstien‘s
Love for His Elsa.

with the Hoe‖ (1899)—about which see—and ―Lincoln,
The man of the People‖ (1901). See Bartlett or check the
Web.

―Markings‖—see at Hammarskjold‘s Journal.
Mark Twain, see Twain.
Marks Family: Joy married Joseph Marks:
Ariela, A, D, daughter--see at Ariela;
Joy, A, D, see at Joy & at Kinsburg;
Joseph, a 4 year veteran of WW II, marriage to Joy, Feb.
1948, 161(285), 171(301); death, 161-162(285),
172-173(301-302);
Shoshana, daughter, 172(301)
Bernie, Joseph‘s, brother, Ariela‘s uncle, 161(285)

Mariemont, OH, 62(101)n; a model village endowed
by a woman named Mary.

Marilyn Monroe Joke: When asked if she had
―anything on‖ when she posed for that nude calendar photo
of her, she quipped, ―I had the radio on.‖ Also see at Blonde
Joke.

Marks, Johnny, 1903-1983, wrote ―Rudolph, The

Marin, John, 1870-1953, born in Rutherford, NJ, he

Rednosed Reindeer,‖ based on the story by Robert L. Mays
(p. 616 in Da Capo Companion). He also wrote ―I Heard the
Bells on Christmas Day‖ & several other million selling
hits, ibid.

was an early modernist artist, known for his abstract
landscapes and watercolors John Marin grew up in Weehawken,
NJ, and attended the Stevens Institute of Technology for a year—
his experience with architecture might have contributed to the
architectural themes in his paintings and watercolors. Marin is
often credited with influencing the Abstract Expressionists. His
treatment of paint, handling oils almost like watercolors, forays
into abstraction and evocative stretches of bare canvas caught the
eye of younger painters.

Marlene, see at Lili Marlene.
Marlene Dietrich--see at Dietrich.
Marley, Robert ―Bob‖ Nesta, OM, 1945-1981, was a
Jamaican singer-songwriter and musician. He was the lead
singer, songwriter and guitarist for the ska, rocksteady and reggae
bands The Wailers (1964 – 1974) and Bob Marley & the Wailers
(1974 – 1981). Marley remains the most widely known and
revered performer of reggae music, and is credited for helping
spread both Jamaican music and the Rastafari movement, (of
which he was a committed member), to a worldwide audience.
Marley's best known hits include "I Shot the Sheriff", "No
Woman, No Cry", "Exodus", "Could You Be Loved", "Stir It Up",
"Jamming", "Redemption Song", "One Love" and, together with
The Wailers, "Three Little Birds", as well as the posthumous
releases "Buffalo Soldier" and "Iron Lion Zion".
The compilation album, Legend, released in 1984, three
years after his death, is reggae's best-selling album, being 10 times
platinum in the US, and selling 20 million copies worldwide Bob
Marley was born in the small village of Nine Mile in Saint

Marin, Peter, born in 1936, teaches at the U. of Cal.
at Santa Barbara (UCSB) in the depts.. of sociology &
English. Hoboing across the county , for several years he
spent much of his time in shelters and on the streets of
American cities. See at Homeless.

Marinis, see at DeMarinis.
Maris, Roger hit 61 HR‘s in 1961, breaking Babe
Ruth‘s record of 60 set in 1927, but the season was eight
games longer.-consequently, he did not hitat the rate of 60
in a 154 game season, 1(2) However, he does lead with a
low 9.7 bats per HR. See at ―Home Run Derby‖, at ―HR‘s
per 100 at Bats, 123(237), and at Mike McGwire, Sammy
Sosa & Barry Bonds.
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Marriage according to Joseph Conrad:: ―I only know

Ann Parish, Jamaica as Nesta Robert Marley. A Jamaican passport
official would later swap his first and middle names. His father
Norval Sinclair Marley was a white English Jamaican. Norval was
a captain in the Royal Marines, as well as a plantation overseer,
when he married Cedella Booker, an Afro-Jamaican then eighteen
years old.Norval provided financial support for his wife and child,
but seldom saw them, as he was often away on trips. In 1955, when
Marley was 10 years old, his father died of a heart attack at age 60.
Marley suffered racial prejudice as a youth, because of his
mixed racial origins and faced questions about his own racial
identity throughout his life. He once reflected:
―I don't have prejudice against meself. My father was a
white and my mother was black. Them call me half-caste or
whatever. Me don't dip on nobody's side. Me don't dip on the black
man's side nor the white man's side. Me dip on God's side, the one
who create me and cause me to come from black and white.‖
Although Marley recognized his mixed ancestry,
throughout his life and because of his beliefs, he self-identified as a
black African In songs such as "Black Progress," "African
Herbsman," "Buffalo Soldier," "War," "Africa Unite" and others,
Marley sings about the struggles of blacks and Africans against
oppression from the West or "Babylon."
Marne Battles in WW I. The Marne River was the site
of two battles during WW I. The Marne region is west of
Reims in which the Germans made their greatest gains in WW
I. The First Battle of the Marne (also known as the Miracle of the
Marne) fought from Sept. 5 to 12, 1914, and resulted in a FrancoBritish victory against the German army. The Second Battle of the
Marne marked the turning of
the tide in WW I.
On 15 June 1918, fourteen German divisions forced the
Marne River against French and British armies. A French division
and two Italian divisions folded. Earlier, at Cantigny, the U.S. 1st
Division had halted the Germans, and the 2nd Division helped
recapture Belleau Wood and Vaux. The U.S. 3rd Division, hastily
committed against the point of the German drive, stopped the
advance, in bloody, hand- o-hand fighting, although the
Americans were beset on three sides. The German drive
continued around the Americans, establishing a sizable bridgehead
across the Marne. British divisions from the north arrived and
blunted the German offensive, as they and the French reconstituted
defenses on the river line, building on the 3rd Division's positions.
The American Expeditionary Force with over 250,000 men
fighting under overall French command played key roles both in
the initial defense and the later advances. In the Second Battle of
Marne with 30,000 killed and wounded, USAstarted suffering
casualties on the enormous scale usually associated with the battles
of WW I. The NJ poet Joyce Kilmer was killed on July 30 in this
battle, along with many, many young soldiers. Also see at Somme
Offensive in WW I, and at World War I.

that he who forms a tie is lost.‖ (Was he claustrophobic?)

―Marriages are made in heaven; so are thunder and
lightning‖--Proverb; see pp. 263-264 at Berman in the
Biblio. Also see at Socrates, at Wilde, at Gabor & at
Sanders.

Marriage Jokes: ―I have often wanted to drown my
troubles, but I can't get my wife to go swimming‖—Jimmy
Carter.
―I was married by a judge. I should have asked for a jury‖—
Groucho Marx.
―A hard man is good to find‖—Mae West.
―Marry in haste, repent at leisure‖-–in essence,
William Congreve, 1693—see Bartlett.
―Marriage is mutual misunderstanding‖--Oscar Wilde,
attributed.
―Marriage is not a word…it‘s a sentence‖—King Vidor in
the 1928 film, ―The Crowd.
―Marriage is the ruin of the working class‖—Norman mailer
who paid 5 alimonies.
‖The longest sentence in English is ―I do.‖
Also see at Perfect Marriage Jokes, at Socrates, at
Speech Impediment Joke, at Wilde, at Gabor & at Sanders.

Marriage and children joke: ―Before marriage I had
no children and three theories about them, whereas
afterwards, I had three children and no theories, Ch. 39

―Marry than to burn, It is better to,‖ Corinthians 7:9.
Martial [Marcus Valerius Martialis] circa 40-104,
AD; see at Doctor Fell

Mars 1. Roman Mythology: the god of war. 2. The
Fourth planet from the sun having a sidereal period of
revolution about the sun of 687 days at a mean distance of
141.5 million miles, and a mean diameter of 4,180 miles.

Mars: ―Have you heard, it‘s in the stars, / Next July
we collide with Mars‖—a line from a Cole Porter song
―Well, Did You Evah!‖ from his 1939 musical Du Barry
Was a Lady, where it was introduced by Betty Grable and
Charles Walters—see at ―Well, Did You Evah!‖

Mars bars,a treat since 1936, it is a chocolate bar
manufactured by Mars Inc.. It was first manufactured in
1932 in Slough, UK, as a sweeter version of the Milky Way
bar, which Mars produced in the USA. It is made of
chocolate-malt nougat topped with a layer of caramel &
covered with milk chocolate, and is still marketed outside
the USA. A completely different chocolate bar named Mars
Bar was sold in the USA until 2000. It contained plain
nougat, almonds, caramel, and milk chocolate. See at Milky
Way & at Hershey.

Marple, see at Miss Marple.
Márquez, see at García Márquez,
Marquis, Don(ald Robert Perry),1878-1937, P, 3(5);

Marsh, Dame Ngaio, 1895-1982, born Edith Ngaoi
Marsh iin NZ, was an author and theater director.
Internationally she is best known for her 32 detective
novels published between 1934 and 1982. Along with
Agatha Christie, Margery Allingham & Dorothy L. Sayers,
she was classed as one of the four original "Queens of
Crime"—female British crime writers who dominated the
crime fiction genre in the Golden Age of the 1920s and
1930s—excerpted from Wikipedia. See her Website for
details.

creator of ―mehitabel and archie,‖ 1927—a sample appears
in Ch. 1, 3-4(5); ―Publishing a volume of poems today is throwing
a feather down a cannoyn and waiting for the echo,‖ R, lxix,
239(433); see The Quotionary.
He had an ―utterly tragic life.‖ His brother died age 20 in
1892 when Marquis was 14; his father died 5 years later; he
married Reina in 1909, who bore hm two children, a son who died
age 6 in 1921, a daughter who died age 13 in 1931--and
Reina
herself died in 1931. Marquis suffered three dibilitating strokes &
a fourth stroke killed him. God ―zapped‖ Marquis really hard.
―One would be lucky
to escape life without every dear
person in one‘s life, brother, father, children & wife, dying
prematurely--they did in Marquis‘s life,‖ P, ii; see Wikipedia at
Don Marquis & also see at Doggerel.

Marshal, Alan, see ―White Cliffs of Dover,‖ film.
Marshall, Carolyn, see at Peet.
Marshall, Gen. George C, 1880-1959: career military
Officer; As chief of staff 1939-1945, he directed the US
army in WWII, close adviser to Roosevelt & Truman. As Sec‘y of
State, 1947-49, he gave a speech at Harvard on June 5, 1947
outlining an aid program for Europe that became known as the
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Marshll Plan. It was ―one of the greatest speeches in world
history,‖ according to Britain‘s foreign minister at the time, Ernest
Bevin.
But the French never quite got it. ―According to polls in
1950, only one French adult in three admitted to having heard of
the plan & almost two thirds who had thought it was bad for the
country‖—see the review of ―Postwar‖ in the Oct. 16, 2005 New
York Times Book Review by Anthony Gottleib for this & the
Bevin quote.The plan was launched by Pres. Truman & Marschall
receive a Nobel Peace Prize for it in 1953. See at Stilwell &
below.
Marshall Plan: On April 3, 1948, Pres. Truman signed
the plan for economic recovery of Europe with an intitial
investment of $5 billion for 16 countries . By Dec. 31, 1961, over
$10 billion had been distributed. This would amount to over $200
billion in 2005 dollars. By comparison, the Iraq War has cost USA
well over $500 billion since it began in 2003, with over 3000
military personnel dead & countless more maimed & wounded,
not to mention the havoc wreaked on the
Iraqi
civilian
population. Also see the paragraph directly above.

branched away from stand-up comedy, he became a successful
actor, playwright, and juggler, and eventually earned Emmy,
Grammy, and American Comedy awards.
Writing: Throughout the 1990s, after Tina Brown took over
The New Yorker, Martin wrote various pieces for the magazine.
They later appeared in the collection Pure Drivel. In 1993, Martin
wrote the play Picasso at the Lapin Agile, which had a successful
run in several American cities. In 2009, after the La Grande,
Oregon school board refused to allow the play to be performed
after several parents complained about the content, Martin offered
to pay to ensure that the students could put on the production offsite. In 2002, Martin adapted the Carl Sternheim play The
Underpants. which ran Off-Broadway at Classic Stage
Company.In 2008, he produced and wrote the story for the
dramatic thriller Traitor, starring Don Cheadle. Martin has also
written two novellas, Shopgirl and The Pleasure of My Company.
Shopgirl was later turned into a film (see above). In 2007, he
published a memoir, Born Standing Up. Time magazine's Lev
Grossman named it one of the Top 10 Nonfiction Books of 2007,
ranking it at #6, and praising it as "a funny, moving, surprisingly
frank memoir."

Marshalls, The, Herman Street neighbors, 25(38)--

Martin, Tony—see at Cyd Charisse.
―Marty,‖ a Paddy Chayevsky TV play made into a
1955 film, directed by Delbert Mann, starring Ernest

they had two popular daughters, Ruby & Ruth.

Martí (y Perez), José (Julian), 1853-1895, writer
& poet who had organized the Cuban war for ndependence
over a ten year period while in exile in the USA & proclaimed
Cuba an independent republic — Martí was killed at Dos Rios
shortly after landing in Cuba with the eastern expeditionary force.
His death immortalized him & he has become Cuba‘s undisputed
national hero—see at Cuba. Curiously, Martí is cited in neither the
Cambridge Biog. Encycl. nor the Penguin Intern‘l Biog. Dict., but
he is cited in Bartlett!

Borgnine as a warm-hearted butcher, for which Borgnine received
his only Oscar—seeat Chayevsky, at Borgnine & at Betsy Blair,
his co-star, who received an Oscar nomination for her role as
Marty‘s ―shy
love-interest.‖
Marvin, Lee, actor who won a Best Actor Oscar for
his dual roles in ―Cat Ballou.‖ (1985). Also--see ―The Man
Who Shot Liberty Vance‖ & at Paddy Chayefsky.

Martial (Marcus Valerius Martialis), 86-103 AD,

Marx Brothers,The,Ch.25:Groucho (Julius, 1895-

was a Latin poet from Hispania (the Iberian Peninsula) best
known for his twelve books of Epigrams, published in Rome
between AD 86 and 103, during the reigns of the emperors
Domitian, Nerva and Trajan. In these short, witty poems he
cheerfully satirizes city life and the scandalous activities of his
acquaintances, and romanticises his provincial upbringing. He
wrote a total of 1,561, 1,235 of which are in elegiac couplets. He
is considered the creator of the modern epigram

1977)—see at Groucho;. Chico (Leonard, 1891-1961);
Harpo (Arthur, 1893-1961) & Zeppo (Herbert, 1901-1979).. The
began in vaudeville in a tema called the Six Musuical mascots
tht included therir mother, Minnie (d. 1929) & another brother,
Gummo (Milton), who left the act early. Their rep was made in
the films, Animal Crackers and Monkey Business (1932). Herbert
retired from films in 1935, and the remaining three brothers made
the film A Day at the Races (1937)..
Groucho was the wise-cracker, Chico the pianist with his
own style, Harpo, the dumb clown & harp maestro, did sight gags,
e.g., cutting out a man‘s pocket with an oversized pair of scissors.
They boke up in 1949 & pursued individual careers—from
Cambridge Biog. Encyclopedia.
Some Books by Marx Bros. and/or Groucho's children:
Groucho and Me (1959) and Memoirs of a Mangy Lover (1963)
both by Groucho Marx. The Groucho Letters: Letters From and To
Groucho Marx (1967); Harpo Speaks by Harpo Max(1961); Son of
Groucho (1972) and My Life With Groucho, (1992) both by
Arthur Marx; Love, Groucho: Letters From Groucho Marx to His
daughter Miriam (1992) by Miriam Marx—Wikipedia.

Martin, Dean, (ne Dino Crocetti), 1917-1995, actor,
singer, comedian, After stints as a boxer, steelworker,
crooupier & dance-band singer, Mrtin teamed up with
comedian Jerry Lewis (1946) to form one of the most
successful partnerships in show biz history—see at Lewis..
Martin starred in nightclubs and on TV, and made 16
popular filems, including My Friend Irma (1949), That‘s My
Boy (1951), and Pardners (1956). His best known songs are
―That‘s Amore‖ (1953), ―Everybody Loves Somebody,‖
and ―Memories are Made of This.‖ See at Henry Parke (the
last paragraph) & at ―That‘s Amore.‖

Martin, Douglas, writer for the NY Times. See at

Marx, Chico, see at Johnny Frigo with whom he

Lucie Aubrac, at Belles of the Game, at Framlin Littell, at
Rosetta Reitz, at Nicola Rescigno, at Willaim Wharton
& consult his Website.

toured.

Marx, Karl (1818-83): ―Communist Manifesto,‖ Ch. 26

Martin, Steve (né Stephen Glenn Martin) born 1945

Mary, see at Maria

in Waco, TX, the son of Mary Lee Martin and Glenn
Vernon Martin, a real estate salesman and an aspiring actor, is an
actor, comedian, writer, playwright, producer, musician, and
composer. He was raised in Southern California in a Baptist
family, where his early influences were working at Disneyland and
Knott's Berry Farm and working magic and comedy acts at these
and other smaller venues in the area. His ascent to fame picked up
when he became a writer for the Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour,
and later became a frequent guest on the Tonight Show. In the
1970s, Martin performed his offbeat, absurdist comedy routines
before packed houses on national tours. In the 1980s, having

Mary Ann, also see at Unkraut.
―Mary, Don‘t You Weep, Oh‖—see at ―Oh, Mary…‖
―Mary Had a Little Lamb,‖53(86); actual title of this
1830 poem by Sarah Josepha Hale is ―Mary‘s Lamb‖—in
Bartlett. Pun: ―Mary had a little lamb & the Dr. fainted.‖

Mary, Mother of Jesus. Also see at Maria, and at
―Ave Maria‖ (Hail Mary.)

Mary Metler, see at Metler, also at Eldridge.
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Mason, Bobbie Ann, wrote ―The Girl Sleuth‖ (Nancy

MASH is a 1970 satirical dark comedy film directed
by Robert Altman and based on the novel MASH: A Novel
About Three Army Doctors by Richard Hooker. It is the only
feature film in the M*A*S*H franchise. The film depicts an outfit
of medical personnel stationed at a Mobile Army Surgical Hospital
during the Korean War and stars Donald Sutherland (Capt.
Benjamin Franklin 'Hawkeye' Pierce) , and Elliott Gould (Capt.
'Trapper John' McIntyre) with Robert Duvall (Maj. 'Frank' Burn),
Sally Kellerman (Maj. Margaret 'Hot Lips' O'Houlihan), Tom
Skerritt (Capt. Augustus 'Duke' Forrest), Roger Bowen (Lt. Col.
Henry Blake), Gary Burghoff (Cpl. Walter 'Radar' O'Reilly), Rene
Auberjonois (Father Mulcahy), Jo Ann Pflug (Lt. Maria 'Dish'
Schneider), David Arkin & Fred Williamson. The film went on to
inspire the TV series M*A*S*H.*--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
--see below.

Drew), 95(178)

Mason, Jackie (né Yacov Moshe Maza) born 1931 in
Sheboygan, WI) is a stand-up comedian. His ―politically
incorrect‖ routines and opinionated observations on Jewish and
American life have often provoked controversy.
On Mar. 22, 2008. Jason Zinoman , reviewing Mason's Off
Broadway show ―The Ultimate Jew,‖ writes in the NY Times:
―Hailing from a long line of rabbis, the cantankerous Mr. Mason
has pursued the Jewish Joke with a tenacity and single-mindedness
that exceed those of anyone else in show business. Woody Allen
and Mel Brooks are polo-playing gentiles compared with Mr.
Mason.‖
From Mason's tapes [Zinoman] listened to as a teenager, he
learned, ―‘Girls aren't interested in oral sex, though in 'oral
surgeons, maybe.' [You can see why my mother disapproved.] Bill
Clinton? Jews love him so much that if he shot a girl right here,
Jews would say, Who lives forever?‘‖ (This may be hard to know
who said what, so you can Google Zinoman, or Jackie Mason, etc.
and maybe see the original review.)

M*A*S*H*, the TV series premiere Sept., 17,1972,
and ended February 28 1983, with the finale becoming the
most-watched television episode in U.S. TV history with over 105
million viewers. Alan Alda ('Hawkeye"), Loretta Swit ('Hot Lips'
O'Houlihan), and Gary Gurhoff (Radar). See at Wikipedia for
other replacements--ome signed on just for the Pilot, and others
for several & yet others for every season See at Larry Gelbart
who wrote for it.

Mason, James, actor—see at ―Julius Caesar‖ (1953)
Massenet, Jules, see at at Aïda, Péleas and
Mélissande, and at Thaïs,

Masinia, Guilietta, (né Giulia Anna (Giulietta)

―Master Builder, The,‖ Ibsen play title that I applied

Masina, 1921-1994, was a Italian film actress who won the
Best Actress award at the Cannes Film Festival. She starred in La
strada and Nights of Cabiria, respectively the 1956 and 1957
winners of the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film.
She was the wife of the Italian film director Federico Fellini, in
whom she found an artistic equal and collaborator. Owing to her
intense performances of naive characters dealing with cruel
circumstances, Masina is often called the female Chaplin
.Several months after her marriage to Fellini, in 1943,
Masina fell down a flight of stairs and suffered a miscarriage. She
became pregnant again; Pierfederico (nicknamed Federichino) was
born on March 22, 1945 but he died just a month later owing to
respiratory insufficiency. Masina and Fellini did not attempt to
conceive another child.
Masina died from cancer on March 23, 1994 at the age of
seventy-three. Fellini had died just five months earlier on October
31, 1993. They are buried together at Rimini cemetery in a tomb
marked by a prow-shaped monument, the work of sculptor Arnaldo
Pomodoro— edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where there is a
filmography.

to Mama, 85(161)

Masters, William Howell, and Virginia

Eshelman

Johnson wrote ―Human Sexual Response‖ (1966), known
as the Masters and Johnson Report —see at ―Everything You
Always Wanted to Know About Sex (But Were Afraid
to
Ask)‖ (1969)
In their second book, Human Sexual Inadequacy (1970),
they discuss problems such as impotence.Masters divorced his first
wife, Elisabeth Ellis, not long after the publication of Human
Sexual Inadequacy and married Johnson on January 1, 1971, in
Fayetteville, Arkansas. In 1973 they became codirectors of the
Masters and Johnson Institute.
Mastrian, Barbara, fellow worker & friend at
Rutgers University, A, x, D

Masturbation, 56(91): Excitation of one‘s oow or
another‘s genital organ, usually to orgasm, by manual
contact or by means other than sexual intercourse—American
Heritage Dict.
Usually applied to self-sex, but by the above definition it
could justify Clinton‘s statement ―I did not have sex with that
(Monica Lewinsky) woman,‖ if by sex you meant sexual
intercourse.
―Pocket pool‖ is an euphemism for it, Also, ―fucking off‖
& ―whacking off;‖ Prohibiition against: ―Don‘t play with
yourself!‖ Is it harmful or evil? 169(296));
Two of Rodney Dangerfields one-linters: ―I went to a
massage parlor. It was self service.‖ ―If it weren't for pickpockets,
I'd have no sex life at all.‖
Also see at Woodie Allen, at Finger-fucking, at Meeingand-Meeing, at Mental masturbation, at Literary masturation, at
Onanism & at Peter
Beater.

―Mask becomes the man, The‖—saying. This was the
theme of a pantomime—see Marcel Marceau (2-nd entry.)
Another bromide on this theme: ―A mask worn long enough
is not longer a mask.‖

Maslin, Janet, b. 1948, is a book critc for the NY
York Times. See at (Bliss) Broyard & at Sachel Paige.

Maslow, Abraham (Harold), 1908-1970, born in
Brooklyn; prof at Brooklyn College (1937-51); regarded as
the founder of humanistic psychology; wrote the seminal
―Motivation and Personality (1954); :―What a man must
be, he must be‖—.Maslow.

Masochism, 1.a. The act or an instance of deriving

Masturbatory, having an aspect of masturbation, e.g.,

sexual gratification from being physically or emotionally
abused. B. A psychological disorder in which this occurs.. 2.
a. The act or an insteance of deriving pleasure from being
offended, dominated, or mistreated. B. the tencency to seek
such mistreatment. 3. The turning of destructive tendencies
upon oneself. [After Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, 18361895, Austrian novelist.] From the American Heritage
Dictionary. See at Sade.

―girl watching,‖ or peeping. See at Peeping Tom.

Mata Hari was the stage name of Margaretha
Geertruida―Grietje‖ Zelle (7 Aug. 1876, Leeuwarden–15
Oct. 1917,Vincennes), a Dutch-Frisian exotic dancer and courtesan
who was executed by firing squad for e espionage during WW I.
During World War I, the Netherlands remained neutral. As a
Dutch subject, Margaretha Zelle was thus able to cross national
borders freely. To avoid the battlefields, she travelled between
France and the Netherlands via Spain and Britain, and her
movements inevitably attracted attention. She may have been a

―Masochistic Tango, The‖ by Tom Leher—It can be
accessed on the Web.
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―Mathematics may be defined as the subject in which we
never know what we are talking about, nor whether what we are
sayig is true‖--Bertrand Russell, ―Mysticism nd Logic‖ (1948),
quoted in ―The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations.‖ Also see at
Jews, Jewish, or Partly Jewish, at Jewish Mathematcians, at
Jewish Smarts, at Mathematical Friends, at Rutgers U.
Mathematicians, at Generalization & at Specializtion.
Mathematics: ―the confluence of math. & languages on
my cranium,‖ 147(262); The number.of math. Ph.D.‘s by
ethnicity, 198(361); my HHS math. teacher--see at H. T.
Mitchell; I was able to solve math. problems, 154(272)

courtesan to many high-ranking allied military officers during this
time.
On one occasion, when interviewed by British intelligence
officers, she admitted to working as an agent for French military
intelligence, although the latter would not confirm her story. It is
unclear if she lied on this occasion, believing the story made her
sound more intriguing, or if French authorities were using her in
such a way, but would not acknowledge her due to the
embarrassment and international backlash it could cause.
In January 1917, the German military attaché in Madrid
transmitted radio messages to Berlin describing the helpful
activities of a German spy, code-named H-21. French intelligence
agents intercepted the messages and, from the information they
contained, identified H-21 as Mata Hari. Unusually, the messages
were in a code that German intelligence knew had already been
broken by the French, leaving some historians to suspect that the
messages were contrived. On 13 February, 1917, Mata Hari was
arrested in her room at the Hotel Plaza Athénée in Paris. She was
put on trial, accused of spying for Germany and consequently
causing the deaths of at least 50,000 soldiers. She was found guilty
and was executed by firing squad on 15 October, 1917, at the age
of 41.Pat Shipman's biography Femme Fatale argues that Mata
Hari was never a double agent, speculating that she was used as a
scapegoat by the head of French counter-espionage. Georges
Ladoux had been responsible for recruiting Mata Hari as a French
spy and later was arrested for being a double agent himself. The
facts of the case remain vague, because the official case documents
regarding the execution were sealed for 100 years.

―Mathematician, I became a,‖ 72(118)
Mathematicians, Some friends are: See at: Albu,
Auslander, Bass, Belluce, Bergman, Borel, Camillo,
Camps, Cedó, Chatters, P. M. Cohn (London,England), R. M.
Cohn, P. Cohen, Cozzens, Cedó (Barcelona, Spain);
Dauns, Dekker, Deskins, Eilenberg, Facchini (Padova,
Italy), Falk, Faticoni, Feit, Goodearl, Gomez-Pardo (U. of Santiag
de Compostela & Murcia, Spain), Gorenstein, Herbera
(Barcelona, Spain), Herstein, Hutson, Huyhn (Athens U., Ohio
& Hanoi, Vietnam);
Jacobson, S. K. Jain, Saroj Jain, Jategoanker (Fordham &
Bombay, India), Kaplansky, Kasch (Munich, Germany), Lam,
Lambek (Montreal, Canada), López--Permouth, Lyons, Menal
(Barcelona), Moncasi (Barcelona), Morse, Pappas, Parrshal,l
Perlis, Pillay (Durban, South Africa), Osofsky;
Ribenboim (Kingston, Canada & Paris, France), A.
Rosenthal, Shamsuddim (Beirut, Lebanon), Surjeet Singh
(Chandigahr, India & Riyadh, Saudi Arabia), P. F. Smith
(Glasgow, Scotland), Smoktunowicz (Warsaw Poland &
Edinburgh, Scotland), Srinivasan (India & Chicago);
E. J. Taft, Tominaga (Japan), Jan Trlifaj (Czech Republic),
Utumi (Japan), Vamos (England), Vasconcelos, Carol & Elbert
Walker, Weibel, Roger & Sylvia Wiegand, Whitney, Zaring, and,
of course, our son Japheth Wood.
No doubt other math. friends are found elsewhere in this
Index, and others whom I think might object if I listed them!
(Friendship is not always a symmetric relationship!)
Also see at Friends, at Lists, at Zanesville Ohio U.
Conference & below:

―Mata Hari‖ is an eponymous 1931 film--see at
Garbo.

Matamoros, Mexico, south of the border, 224(408)—
named after Mariano Matamoros, leader of Mexican
Independence.

―Matchmaker,The‖ (1955). Thornton Wilder adapted
a 19-th century play into his 1938 farcical play, The
Merchant of Yonkers, a flop on Broadway. Fifteen years later,
director Tyrone Guthrie expressed interest in a new production of
the play, which Wilder extensively rewrote &renamed The
Matchmaker. The most significant change was the expansion of a
previously minor character named Dolly Gallagher Levi, who
became the play's centerpiece. A widow who brokers marriages
and other transactions in Yonkers, NY at the turn of the 20th
Century, she sets her sights on local merchant Horace
Vandergelder, who has hired her to find him a wife.
After a series of slapstick situations involving mistaken
identities, secret rendezvous behind carefully- placed screens,
separated lovers, and a trip to night court, everyone finds
themselves paired with a perfect match.
The play was a success at the Edinburgh Festival, Scotland,
and at the Theatre Royal Drury Lane in London's West End before
finally opening on Broadway on Dec. 5, 1955 at the Royale
Theatre, later transferred to the Booth to complete its run of 486
performances.
Ruth Gordon's performance in the title role earned her a
Tony Award nomination as Best Actress; Guthrie won as Best
Director. Also see at ―Hello Dolly‖ & at Robert Morris who
created the role of Barnably in the play opposite Ruth
Gordon.

Mathematical Lineage: I am ―descended‖: from
Hubert Newton (without Ph.D.) at Yale, E.H. Moore (about
whom Karen Parshall wrote an article in 1984), L.E. Dickson,
A.A. Albert, and S. Perlis (all four at Chicago). As an amazing
coincidence, three of the ﬁve served as President of the American
Mathematical Society: E.H. Moore (1901–1903); L.E. Dickson
(1917–1919) and A.A. Albert (19645-1967). According to the
Mathematics Genealogy Project, Newton had just 2 students but
4261 descendants (!), Moore had 21 and 4259 (!), Dickson 53 and
473, Albert 29 and 152, Perlis 3 and 23, while I had 8 and 20
respectively--I have my son Japheth Wood to thank for this stat,
and Karen H. Parshall for my antecedents—of course I knew about
Perlis, Albert and Dickson.

Mathematical People, see at M. Atiyah, A. Church, F.
Dyson, P. Erdös, Euclid, I. M. Gelfand, R, Graham, A.
Grothendieck, D.Hilbert, S. Kakutani, D. Pedoe, H.
Poincaré,
B. Russell, A. Selberg, R. Smullyan, A.
Turing, J. von Neumann, O. Veblen, N. Wiener, A. Weil &
at HermannWeyl--also see above & below.

Mathematics: ―If people do not believe that
mathematics is simple, it is only because they do not realize
how complicated life is‖--Johnny von Neumann;
To those who do not know mathematics it is difficult to get
across a real feeling as to the beauty, the deepest beauty, of
nature... If you want to learn about nature, to appreciate nature, it is
necessary to understand the language that she speaks in—
Richard Feynman, quoted in Feynman Wikiquotes.

Mathematical proof: "A (mathemtical) proof is
important to check your understanding, that 's all. It's the
last stage of thte operation--but it isn't the primary thing
at all"—Michael Atiyah, quoted in Mathematical
Conversations, Selections from the Intelligencer, Springer,
2001(and also quoted on the title page of Part I of "Rings
& Things‖).
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Let me say, in my defense that l'm intuitive--you can
deduce that from some of my books & papers! "There's a
glimmer of truth in everything I say or write," and you
can quote me on this!

cartoons lampooned foolishness of both army brass, and GIs. He
created ―Upfront‖ featuring Willy & Joe two GI who immortalized
―GI Joe,‖ R, l, 74(121); The cartoons were collected in ―Up
Front‖—it was a longtime bestseller, and at age just 23 in 1945, he
won him Pulitzer prize. Also see at ―Upfront.‖
His book―Back Home‖ showed Willie and Joe adjusting to
civilian life.
In March 2010, the US Postal Service issued a Bill Mauldin
stamp using a combination of photography and an example of
Mauldin‘s art. The photo of Bill Mauldin is by John Phillips, a
photographer for Life magazine, taken in Italy on Dec. 31, 1943
and Mauldin‘cartoon, showing his characters Willie and Joe is
used
Maupassant, Guy de, 1850-1893: He studied at Rouen
and lived his entire life in Normandy. Encouraged by
Flaubert, a friend of his mother‘s who also lived near
Rouen, he wrote about 300 short stories, tales, and novels.
―A Ball of Fat‖ (Une boule de suif, 1880) was his first
success. His stories ―Hallucination‖ (Le Horla) and ―Fear‖
(La Peur) describe madness and fear with a horrifying
accuracy which foreshadows the insanity which beset him in
1992, when he was committed to an asylum in Paris. (His
insanity may have resulted from syphilis--see at ―Syphilitics
in History.‖ Also see at Joyce Carol Oates.

―Mathematics, Men of,‖ ―a witty history of the
discipline‖ published in 1937 by Eric Temple Bell.

Mathematics Teachers, Some of

my--see at Dr.

Sidney H. Gould, Harry T. Mitchell, Dr. Sam Perlis, Dr.
Arthur Rosenthal. Also see at Dan Pedoe.

―Math Murder,‖ pun on mass murder--see at Mao.
Matisse, Henri, 1860-1954, ―You‘ll never learn to
draw‖—said by an at teacher, 51(84)n; One of the first
Fauvists & Cubists, ―his most characteristic paintings
display a bold use of primary colors organized within
rhythmic, two-dimensional lines‖—from Cambridge Biog.
Encycl.; ―Work is paradise,‖ an epitaph to Chapter 26. Also
see at Alfred Stieglitz.

Matter? What is Matter?--Nevermind.
What is mind?--No matter. Anonymous in 1855 in Punch,
quoted on p. 509 in Quotationary. Also see at Mind?

Matthau, Walter, actor—see at Billy Wilder.
Matthew 7:7: Ask, and it shall be given you, seek,
and you shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto you,‖
154n, 211(384)

Mauriac, André, 1885-1967. See at Autobiography.
Maxie‘s, Cincinnati Clothier where I bought a Zoot

―Mature poets steal, Immature poets imitate‖—T. S.

Suiit, 155-156(276-277)

Eliot.

Maxwell, William Keepers, 1908-2000,was born in

Mature, Victor, 1913-1999. was born in Louisville,

Lincoln, IL, and attended Illinois & Harvard Universities.
He was best known as the fiction editor of The New Yorker
magazine for forty years (1936-1975), where he worked with
writers such as Vladimir Nabokov, John Updike, J.D. Salinger,
John Cheever, Mavis Gallant, Frank O'Connor, Larry Woiwode,
John O'Hara, Eudora Welty, and Isaac Bashevis Singer. As an
editor Welty wrote of him: ―For fiction writers, he was the
headquarters.‖
He also wrote six highly acclaimed novels, a number of
short stories and essays, children's stories, and a memoir,
Ancestors (1972). His award-winning fiction, which is increasingly
seen as some of the most important of the 20th Century, has
recurring themes of childhood, family, loss and lives changed
quietly and irreparably.
Much of his work is autobiographical, particularly
concerning the loss of his mother when he was 10 years old
growing up in the rural Midwest of America and the house where
he lived at the time, which he referred to as the "Wunderkammer"
or "Chamber of Wonders". He wrote of his loss ―It happened too
suddenly, with no warning, and we none of us could believe it or
bear it... the beautiful, imaginative, protected world of my
childhood swept away.‖
Since his death in 2000 several works of biography have
appeared, including A William Maxwell Portrait: Memories and
Appreciations, Edited & Introduced by Charles Baxter, Michael
Collier & Edward Hirsch. (W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), My
Mentor: A Young Man's Friendship with William Maxwell by Alec
Wilkinson (Houghton-Mifflin, 2002), and William Maxwell: A
Literary Life by Barbara Burkhardt (U. of Illinois Press, 2005). In
2008 the Library of America published the first of two collections
of William Maxwell, Early Novels and Stories, Christopher
Carduff editor. The Library's collected edition of William
Maxwell's fiction, published to mark the writer's centenary, was
completed by a second volume, Later Novels and Stories, 2008.
William Maxwell was married to the former Emily Gilman
Noyes of St. Paul, Minnesota. They had two daughters, Katherine
and Emily.

KY to a Tyrolean father, Marcellus George Mature, a cutler,
and a Swiss-American mother, Clara Mature. Discovered while
on stage at the Pasadena Community Playhouse, his first leading
role was as a fur-clad caveman in One Million B.C. (1940), after
which he joined 20th Century Fox to star opposite actresses such
as Betty Grable and Rita Hayworth.
However, with the US entry into WW II, Mature entered
military service. Rejected by the Navy for color blindness, he
enlisted in the Coast Guard, reaching the rank of chief boatswain's
mate by the war's end.
After the war, Mature was cast by John Ford in My Darling
Clementine, playing Doc Holliday opposite Henry Fonda's Wyatt
Earp. For the next decade, Mature settled into playing hard-boiled
characters in a range of genres such as Westerns and Biblical
films, such as The Robe (with Richard Burton and Jean Simmons)
and its popular sequel, Demetrius and the Gladiators (with Susan
Hayward). Both films deal with the fate of the robe worn by Jesus
before the crucifixion.
Mature also starred with Hedy Lamarr in Cecil B. DeMille's
Bible epic, Samson and Delilah (1949) and as Horemheb in The
Egyptian (1954) with Jean Simmons and Gene Tierney. He
reportedly stated he was successful in Biblical epics because he
could ―make with the holy look.‖ He died of leukemia at his
Rancho Santa Fe, CA--his body was brought back to his
hometown of Louisville and was buried in his family's burial plot
at St. Michael's Cemetery.

Mauch, Gene, Phillies‘ manager, Ch. 37: ―Streaks are
funny. If you lose at the beginning you are off to a bad
start. If you lose in the middle of the season, you
are in a slump. If you lose at the end, you are choking.‖

Mauchly, John, see at ENIAC
Maugham, W(illiam).Somerset Maugham, 1874-1965:
Brit. Playwright, novelist (Of Human Bondage, 1915; The
Razor‘s Edge, 1944), and short story writer—see at ―Rain‖
(1921),at ―The Razor‘s Edge‖ (especially the 2-nd
paragraph) & at ―Sadie Thompson,‖ 1928 silent film.

Mauldin,William (―Bill‖) Henry, 1921-2003: WW II
cartoonist for ―Stars and Stripes, a services newspaper. His
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They Came Like Swallows (1937). an autobiographical
novella, is about the cruel impact of the 1918 flu epidemic, as seen
through the eyes of an 8-year-old Midwestern child and his family.
So Long, See You Tomorrow (1980), Winner of the
American Book Award, is a novel in which an aging man
remembers a boyhood friendship he had in 1920s Illinois that
falters following a murder.
Ancestors, a Memoir, 1972.
―When we talk of the past, we lie with every breath we
take‖—William Maxwell, T1

Oscars, and recorded extensively, earning three Gold
Records. She later appeared in grand opera, concerts, radio,
& TV.
MacDonald was one of most influential
sopranos of the 20th century, introducing grand opera to
movie-going audiences & inspiring a generation of
singers—Wikipedia. See at ―Isn‘t It Romantic‖

McCormick, Frank, Ch. 37, played first base for the
Cincinnati Reds championship teams.

McCourt, Frank, author of a best-sellkng memoir,
―Angela‘s Ashes,‖ & ―‘Tis,‖ T1.

May Day, international SOS phrase, from the French
Also see at

McCoy, June, see at Parsell
McCrae, John, 1872-1918, Ch. 42 wrote ―In Flanders

May (née Berlin), Elaine, b.1932; see at Guilt, A, xii
Mayhew, Billy, see at ―It‘s a Sin to Tell a Lie.‖
Mays, Robert L, wrote ―Rudolph, the Rednose

McCrea, Joel, screen heavy, see at Lorraine Day.
McCullers, Carson (née Carson Smith), 1917-1967, a

―m‘aidez‖ meaning help, litterally ―aid me!‖
SOS (S. O. S.)

Field,‖ Publ. anonymously in Punch in 1915.

novelist & playwright. Although she lived in New York
most of her adult life, she set her 5 Gothic novels in her
native Georgia, exposing both poignant naiveté & terrifying
brutality in her small–town characters. She is noted for her
play ―A Member of the Wedding‖ (1946, filmed in 1953—
see at Ethel Waters) & for the title story of ―The Ballad of
the Sad Café‖-- from the Penguin International Dict. of
Contemp.Biography

Reindeer‖ on which the song was based, in 1939 as part of
his employment with Montgomery Ward—Wikipedia.

Mays, Willie, the ―Say Hey‖ baseball great.
Mayo, Virginia (née Virginia Clara Jones), 1920- 2005,
actress, see at Secret Life of Walter Mitty.

Mazursky, Paul, director—see at ―Harry and
Tonto.‖
MB, see at Megabyte.
McArthur, Charles, cowrote the scenario for the

McDaniel, Hattie, see at ―Gone With the Wind.‖
McEwen, Geraldine, see at Agatha Christie & Miss
Marple.

Movie, ―Gunga Din.‖ See at Gunga Din.

McFadden, Robert D., writer for the NY Times—see

MacArthur , General Douglas: After his defeat in

at Sidney Zion

the Philippines at Corregidor in May 1942, he said ―I shall
return,‖ but unable to so until April 1945. He signed the
surrender documents on board of the USS Missouri in
behalf of the United States, Ch. 60; MacArthur‘s
relationship to God?--see at S. J. Perelman.

McGee, Fibber, see at Fibber McGee.
McGough, Roger, ―No Peas for the Wicked,‖ 1937:
No peas for the wicked, no carrots for the damned
No parsnips for the naughty, O Lord we pray
No sprouts for the shameless, no cabbage for the shady
No lettuce for the lecherous, no way, no way.
No potatoes for the deviant, no radish for the riff-raff,
No spinach for the spineless: Lock them away!
No beetroot for the boasters, no mange-tous for the
molesters / No corn-on-the-cob etc. (Shall we call it a day?),

McAuliffe, U.S. Brig. Gen. Anthony C., rejected the
he Germans‘ demand for surrender on Dec. 22, 1944 during
the Battle of the Bulge.,writing ―Nuts!‖ in his official replay

McCan, Thom (Shoes), 25(38-39): -- squeaked when
you walked in them, but we took our revenge & said,
―Cheap, cheap, cheap‖ to rhyme with ―Squeak, squeak,
squeak.‖

McGuire, Dorothy, see ―Gentleman‘s Agreement.‖
She also starred in 1945 film, ―The Enchanted Cottage,‖
with Robert Young, and in ―Three Coins in a Fountains,‖
about which see elsewhere in this index.

McCarter Thearter, in Princeton, NJ, an adjunct of
Princeton U.—see at Marcel Marceau.

McCarthy, Joseph R., as a Replublican senator from

McGwire, Mark: hit 70 HR‘s in ‘98, see at Home

Wisconsin, McCarthy used a number of unprincipled tactics
that made his name synonymous with political deception
and dishonesty. See Below

Run Derby, 123(227).

McHugh, Jimmy, song writer--see at Dorothy Fields.
McKenna, Sioban, 145(260); dramatic actress.
McKenney, Ruth—see at ―My Sister Eileen.‖
McKecknie, Bill, coach of the World Champion
1939 Cincinnati Red, Ch. 37.
McLagen, Victor, actor in ―Gunga Din,‖ 57(94)
MacLaine, Shirley); starred in the 1969 movie,

McCarthyism, a synomym for deception, dishonesty,
and character assassination without proof, using innuendoes
and boldface lies; -- named after Joseph R. McCarthy. See
above & at Edward R. Murrow.

McCartney, Paul, 209(382);also see at ―Fools on the
Hill,‖ ―The Long and Winding Road‖ & at Lennon &
McCartney.

―Sweet Charity,‖ 82(157), 156(269) .

McCarty, Joy, HHS ‘45 Classmate & Salutarian:

Macleod, John James Rickard shared the 1923 Nobel

149(263).
See at Holmes High School Academic
Superiority of Girls.

Prize for discovering insulin—see at Banting.

MacMurray, Fred, actor—see at Billy Wilder.
McMurtry, Larry Jeff born 1936 in Wichita Falls,

McClintock, Harry "Haywire Mac,‖ see at ―Big Rock
Candy Mountain.

TX is an novelist, screenwriter, essayist and bookseller. He
is known for his Pulitzer Prize-winning 1985 novel
Lonesome Dove, a sweeping historical epic that follows exTexas Rangers as they drive their cattle from the Rio
Grande to a new home in the frontier of Montana. It was
adapted into a hit television miniseries. Much of his other
fiction is also set in the "old west" or contemporary Texas.

MacDonald, Jeanette, 1903-1965) was an American
singer and actress best remembered for her musical films of
the 1930s with Maurice Chevalier (Love Me Tonight, The
Merry Widow) and Nelson Eddy (Naughty Marietta, Rose
Marie & Maytime). During the 1930s & 1940s she
starred in 29 feature films, two nominated for Best Picture
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His "Horseman Pass By" was the basis for the
1963 film "Hud." His most recent book is "Book: A
Memoir" (2008), reviewed in the Aug. 14, 2008 New York
Review of Books.by Michael Dirda.

Medicare & Medicaid—see at L. B. Johnson.
Medium 1. An intervening substance through which
something else is transmitted or carried on. 2. An agency by
which something is accomplied, conveyed or transferred; 3. a person
thought to have power to communicate with the spirits of the dead or
with agents of another world or dimension. Also called a
psychic. See at Seer.

MacNichol, Peter--see at ―Sophie‘s Choice.‖
McNeill, Dr. Thomas John (―Jack‖), Dentist friend
who told me about ―Hoovervilles,‖ e.g. Glouchester City,
NJ, R, xliii, 6(9); he served 11 years in the Army, after he
finished dentistry school & after he injured his wrist &
didn‘t know if he could go into private practice. He spent a
year in Korea, where the destruction of the forests &
villages deeply depressed him. To him the Iraq war is a
déjà vu. He began as a First Lieutenant, and then became
Captain, Major, and ended up a Lt. Colonel.
His daughter, Karen, played Lacrosse in Princeton
High School with Heidi. She swims in a lake in Vermont
where 5 people drowned in a rowboat accident. Once she
said to him, ―Sometimes I feel they are pulling me under.‖

Medium pun: Have you ever seen a happy medium?
Medtronic recalled 80,000 defective pacemakers in
2005, including mine! P, iv; I have had five Medtronic
pacemakers starting with the first in 1987. With a battery
replacement in 1994, this lasted until the pacer wires wore out &
new pacemaker was implanted in 2001. Then, the week after my
bypasss operation (CABG) in 2003 a defrbrillator-pacemaker was
implanted. This was recalled in 2005 & another Medtronic
pacemaker was implanted. This was improperly implanted* & the
wires poked through my chest in Oct. 2006 & during the week of
Nov. 13-20, I had a temporary pacemaker implanted, the old
pacemaker was removed, & a new pacemaker-deffibrillator was
implanted 5 days later, after much testing & treatments of
antibiotic Vancomycyn twice daily around the clock for two weeks
to prevent sepsis.
To continue this litany would seem pointless, but on Mon.
Oct. 15, the NY Times published an article ―Heart Patients Warned
as Maker Halts Sale of Implant Component,‖ written by Barnaby
J. ‗Feder. In it, it is stated that ―Medtronic stated that about 2.3
percent of patiens with the Fidelis lead, or 4,000-5,000 patients
could expence a lead fracture within 30 months of implantation.
Those patients will require a delicate surgical proceure to replace
the lead, experts said.‖ It goes on to say, ―doctors said that patients
were better off leving the lead in place exept in those instances
where it has stopped functioning properly.‖
Well, it that case, I will be as dead as the 5 others who have
already died! Update on Mar. 14, NY Times reported that 9 more
died without extracting the fautly wire, and 5 have died during
extraction attempts.
*) Sequel: My present cardiologist, Lewis Horvitz, told
Molly & me in Feb. 2010 (or Oct. 2009?) that the surgeon had had
a nervous breakdown, went back to school to get an MBA is now
selling medical supplies! See at Supplies Joke!

McWhorter, Diane, author of ―Carry Me Back To
Birmingham Alabama‖ (2001), about the Civil Rights
& the murders in Birmingham of civil rights proponents &
her father‘s role in them—it took her more than 18 years
to complete, R, lxix.

M.D., abbreviation for Medical Doctor, a physician.
M.D. epithets: sawbones, G.P. or General
Practictioner), Dr. Kill‘em or Cur‘em—see at Dr. Jekyll a
and Mr. Hyde..

Mead, Margaret, 1901-1978, a cultural anthropologist
who wrote ―Coming of Age in Samoa.‖ Also see at Sui
Generis.

Meadow, Audrey, an accmplished actress who added
much to the success of the ―The Honeymooners.‖

Meals,. Ready to Eat—see at C Rations & at MRE.
"Mean to Me" (More than you mean to be)—by
Ahlert (music) and Turk (lyrics)—see at Ahlert.

Meaning—see at Double Meaning, at Double Talk &
at Words.

Meaning of Easter, see at Easter.
―Meaning of Everything,The, ‖ the story of the OED

Mee-ing-and-mee-ing, comical description of masturbation. See at Kentucky Definitions.

by S. Winchester. Also on this subject is ―The Professor and
the Madman‖ by the same author. Also see Oxford English
Dictionary.

―Meet Me in St. Louis‖ 1944 film starring Judy
Garland, based on the partly autobiographical short story by
Sally Benson.

Meaning of Life--see at Life.
―Meaning of Life, The: Reflections in Words and

Megabyte, abbreviated MB, is a unit of storage
campacity in a computer equal to 1,048,576 (i.e.,2 raised to
the exponent 20) bytes--a very big no.! Also see at Byte.

Pictures on Why We Are Here,‖ David Friend and the
Editors of LIFE, Little, Brown & Co., 1997
―I have been asking why I‘m here most of life. If there‘s a
purpose I don‘t care anymore. I‘m seventy-four. I‘m on my way
out. Let young people learn the hard way, like I did. No one ever
told me anything‖—Frank Donofrio, a barber, p. 39; My
comment: ―Hmm, Maybe he didn‘t listen to his mom!‖ See at Paul
Erdös, Wilma Mankiller & at Raymond Smullyan.

Megley Court, a steep Covington Street good for
soapbox races, 68(118); (& sledding int eh winter.)

―mehitabel,‖ 3(5), see at ―archy‖ & at Don Marquis
―Mein Kampf,‖ (‖My Struggle,‖ also ―My Battle,‖
or ―My Fight‖): Hitler‘s racist, bigoted, & hateful 1925
autobiography dictated while in Lundsberg prison after the
failed Munich beerhall putsch, or coup, in 1923. See at at
Rudolf Hess & at Munich Beerhall Putsch..

―Meatball!, One,‖ 192(352), 210(383); also see at
―One Fishball.‖

―Meat and potatoes man, I was a,‖ 197(360)
―Meatless Tuesdays‖ was a decree in WW II, when

Meitner, Lise, 1878-1968, Viennese-born Physciist.
In 1927 she shared with Otto Hahn the d
discovery of
the radioactive Protactinuium. She made the calculations
that led to the discovery of nuclear fission & reportedly
was nominated 13 times for a Nobel Prize, without winning.
Her collaborator, Otto Hahn, won a Nobel for that work and
he stayed on in Nazi Germany while Meitner, a Jewish
woman, fled to Sweden in 1938—from Discovery magazine
of October 2006.

meat wasn‘t sold on Tuesdays in order to conserve food
for the troops.
When I asked Molly's mom, Dorothy Sullivan, what she
thought of "Meatless Tuesdays" in WW II, she said, ―I
had no idea, we mostly ate beans and rice.‖
Mecca, the holiest city of Islam, and toward which the
faithful kneel & pray 8 times a day. See at Jerusalem.

Mecca, The Pilgrimage to: see The Hajj.
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of June 6, 2006, his name was misspelled (with two ―ems‖
in ―Lest We Forget‖ & he served in the US Armny for 10
months in Japan.

Méliès. (Marie-)Georges(-Jean) 1861-1938, was a
French filmmaker famous for leading many technical and
narrative developments in the earliest cinema. He was born in Paris,
where his family manufactured shoes. Innovative in the use of special
effects, he accidentally discovered the stop trick, or substitution, in
1896, and was one of the first filmmakers to use multiple exposures,
time-lapse photography, dissolves, and hand-painted color in his films.
Because of his ability to seemingly manipulate and transform reality
with the cinematography, Méliès is sometimes referred to as the
―Cinemagician.‖

Memoirs —When you put down the good things you
ought to have done, and leave out the bad things that you
did do—that‘s memoirs, T , Will Rogers, 1879-1935

―Memory‖ is a show tune from the 1981 Andrew
Lloyd Webber musical Cats sung by the character
Grizabella, a one-time glamour cat who is now a shell of her
former self. The song is a nostalgic remembrance of her glorious
past and a declaration of her wishes to start a new life. Sung briefly
in the first act and in full near the end of the show, ―Memory‖ is
the climax of the musical, and by far its most popular and wellknown song. The lyrics, written by Cats director Trevor Nunn,
were based on T. S. Eliot's poems ―Preludes‖ and ―Rhapsody on a
Windy Night‖

Mélissande, Ch. 69: ―She was born without reason…
and she dies without reason.‖ See at Péleas & Mélissande,
at Maeterlinck

Meller, Victoria—see at Fruit Flies.
―Melancholy is the enjoyment of sadness‖—see at
Victor Hugo.

―Memory is more indelible than ink‖—Dahlberg.
―Memory is a passion no less powerful or pervasive

―Melody, A Pretty Girl is Like a,‖ Irving Berlin song
for ― ―There‘s No Business Like Show Business‖

(1954)

Melodies: ―Heard Melodies are sweet, but those

than love—Elie Wiesel

―Memory of All That: Love and Politics in New

unheard are sweeter,‖ from ―Ode to a Brecian Urn ―

York, Hollywood , and Paris, The,‖ 2003 book by Betsey
Blair.

Melody, Tonyb, acror—see at ―Yanks.‖
Meltzer, Alan, economist—see at ―Captalism….‖
―Melville, Herman, 1819-1891, was a Novelist, short

―Memphis Murder Mall,‖ a poem. See at Martin
Luther King, Jr.

story writer, essayist, and poet, born in NY City. His
earliest novels were bestsellers, but his popularity declined
precipitously only a few years later. By the time of his death he
had been almost completely forgotten, but his longest novel,
―Moby-Dick‖ (1951), 94(179), was largely considered a failure
during his lifetime, and most responsible for Melville's fall from
favor with the reading public. It was rediscovered in the 20th
century as one of the chief literary masterpieces of both American
and world literature. Also see at Nathaniel Hawthorne, at Invisible
threads & at Moby Dick. (I didn‘t ralize that the title was
hyphenated--the name of the whale, Mocha Dick, or Moby Dick,
isn‘t.)
―Herman Melville harbored a deep bitttness when the
(same) public failed to embrace his masterwork, Moby-Dick‖—
blurb in Daedalus Early Fall 2008 Book catalog. Elizabeth
Hardwick wrote a short biography of Melville, published by
Penguin (2000).
Memento Mori, a Latin Phrase meaning ―Remember
to die,‖ but can be translated ―Remember you are mortal,"
―Remember you will die,‖ or ―Remember your death." A memento
mori painting or sculpture is one designed to remind the viewer of
their mortality and of the brevity and fragility of human life in the
face of God and nature.
A basic memento mori painting would be aportrait with a
skull but other symbols commonly found are hour glasses or
clocks, extinguished or glittering candles, fruit, and flowers.
Muriel Spark used it for a title of a 1959 mystery novel in
which group of London senior citizens began receiving anonymous
phone calls reminding them that death is coming. These seemingly
sweet old people, evidently, have some fairly dark pasts. Add in a
dash of blackmail and a pinch of adultery, and you have some
good, not-so-clean fun—also see at ―Cards on the Table.‖
Memering, Leroy (―Lee‖), Peaselburg friend & HHS
‘45 Classmate, who lived on Warren St., adjacent to
Herman St.. Lee & Fred were great Peaselburg pals &
both adored Lee‘s mother who lived to the ripe age of 99,
dispensing her wisdom & wise cracks. Lee holds a
Bachelor & an M. B. A. degree from Cincinnati ‗s Xavier
U. & worked for many years with polymers before retiring
at the age of 62. Lee worked for a while in Susex Co.in the
mountains of north NJ & often travel to NJ shore points
(Asbury Park & Wildwood) traveling through Princeton but
did not know I lived there! According to an e-mail from Lee

Menage á trois (GL, JR & CC), 206(377); most often
meaning two men & a woman, but litterally a household of
three persons, although we three lived a barracks life.

Ménage à quatre? Go figure. And if you get
stumped, see at ―Three Comrades.‖

Men are different! See at Women, and at Women‘s
chromosomes. ―Men have only 46 chromosomes to work
with plus the pathethic Y-chromosome which has few
genes.‖ Perhaps, Lady Mackbeth wanted a Y-Chromosome
when she said ―Unsex me…); also see at Men and Women
below:

―Men are pigs!‖—see at ―Rain.‖
Men and women, The difference between: The
French say that there is just a small difference between men
& women--then they stand erect, salute & shout ―Vive la
petite différence!‖ (Long live the small difference! )
―Most women set out to change men, and when they
have changed him, they do not like him‖—in Penguin Dict.
of Humorous Quoatations. Also see at God‘s Gift.
Men--athletic superiority: most men in track & field
events, such as running, jumping, pole-vaulting, etc., but
alsobaseball, football, swimming, wrestling & in generalactivities
that give men the advantage of their superior height and bigger
muscles. As I have remarked, the performances of the top women
in these events, while below that of the top men, will be superior
to, say, 90% or more of that of men. A Freud dictum comes to
mind here: ―Anatomy is Destiny.‖
No women has ever qualified for theUS (Golf) Open,
nevermind won it! Another hurdle as been the paucity of female
Nobelists in science. See at Nobel Statistics. However, Kelly
Kulich became the first women to qualify for the Prof.essinal
Bowling Association Season in June 2006. Furthermore, Billie
Jean King defeated Bobby Riggs in a televised winner-take-all
$100,000 singles game at the Houston Astrodome (1973) before a
crowd of 10,000. (Riggs was a bit over the hill, in his 50s, and
King was at the top of her game, having been rated #1 for 20
years, and having won 20 Wimbledon championships (6 singles,
10 doubles & 4 mixed.) Also, Willie Whyte became the first 5time US Track Olympian—see at Olympians, and at Women
Olympians.

―Men are saps!‖ Ch. 40; see at Molly.
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―Men of Mathematics,‖ ―a witty history, published in

Mendeleyev (also Mendeleev), Dimitri, 1834-1907,

1937 by Eric Temple Bell.

Russian chemist who devised (and revised) the
PeriodicTable by which he predicted the existence of a
number of elements that were subsequently discovered. See
at Periodic Table.

―Men be without women? What would.‖ ―Scarcer,
sir…mighty scarce‖-- Mark Twain, Ch. 4

Menal, Dr. Pere, AA, late math. friend who invited

Mendelsohn, Daniel & Matt, see at Holocaust.
―Mending Wall,‖ is a metaphorical poem by Robert

me to help organize a conference in Barcelona in 1986. He
had a number of outstanding students, among them were
Dolors Herbera, Jaume Moncase & Rosa Camps. Pere
& I wrote three papers together, several of which are either
abstracted on his website, or in one case, ―Polynomial rings
over Goldie-Kerr commutative rings,‖ Proc. Amer. Math.
Soc. 120 (1994), 989–993, a pdf of the entire paper
appears there on the 4-th page of his website. I have
writeen about him, his work, his students & our joint work
in ―Rings & Things. He & his wife, Maribel, were very
helpful to Molly & me on our visit there in 1986 & in
succeeding years.

Frost, written in blank verse, published in 1914The poem
appeared in Frost's second collection of poetry, North of
Boston. It is set in the countryside and is about one man
questioning why he and his neighbor must rebuild the stone
wall dividing their farms: ―Something there is that doesn‘t
love a wall.‖ .... He only says, ―Good fences makes good
neighbors.‖… And he likes having thought of it so well / He
says again, ―Good fences make good neighbors.‖

Menefee FaFT; see Parts I & II Photographs, See at
―Billy;‖ at Charley (Ch. 33); Karen Louise, 100(188);
Louise Faith, see Faith, at ―Sister‖, at Mama & Sister;
Menefee Farm, 105(198)—see at Williamtown.

Menard, Louis—see at Ezra Pound (last paragraph.)
―It Took a Village, How the Voice Changed Journalism.‖
Jan 5, 2008 New Yorker article by Louis Menard, who commented
on John Malaquais, Normal Mailer, Dan Wolf, Adele Morales,
Anatole Broyard, and Jule Feiffer. He called Mailer and Feiffer the
two stars of the Village Voice. Malaquais was an escapee from the
Nazi, with the help of the Emergency Rescue Committee, which
also got Sartre, Hannah Arendt, Marc Chagall, Adre Beton &
Marcel Duchapmps out (all of them ended up in NY City, except
Sartre who landed up in Venezuela, Mexico, and finally, even he
ended up in the USA!

―Menes, The Messenger,‖ in Grade 3, my first
starring role, playing opposite Joy Kinsburg, Ch. 11

Menjou, Adophe, movie star. See at ―Little Miss
Marker‖ & at Sonja Henie.‖

Menorah, in Judaism, a nine-branched candelabrum
used in celebration of Hanukkah.; also a ceremonial sevenbranched candelabrum used in symbolizing the seven days
of the Cre
ation—from the Hebrew menora.

Mencken, H(enry) L(ouis), 1880-1956: Editor, writer

Mental, short for crazy.
Mental masturbation, slang, for excessive mental

& critic. ―He was both historian & re-inventor of the
American Language‖—from p. 157 of ―Pundits, Poets, and Wits.‖
He wrote the still-in-print ―The American Language‖ (1919)
in 3 volumes.
―Peoplealways hate most what they envy most‖– quote of
his in NY Times Crossword of Jan. 17, 2007
―Love is like war: easy to begin, but very hard
to
stop.‖ See The Penguin International Dictionary of Contemporary
Biography. Also see at Adultery, at Drunkards, Gypsy Rose Lee
Encore, at Puritanism & at Nichola Sacco.
Mendonca, Alvarnan Furtado de, at age 86 remembered: ―You
could walk into a store downtown (Natal), find Madame
Chiang Kai-Shek buying Jewelry, or go into a bar and run
into Humphrey Bogar‖--See at ―Natal, Brazil.‖

activity, or pursuits, usually impractical or useless, just for
pleasure. A math friend of mine told me that for him
proving a theorem was like an orgasm, but this could apply
equally to other pursuits, such as crossworld puzzles, chess
games, the game of Go, or any other such mental pleasures.

Mentally retarded metaphors: ―not dealing from a full
deck;‖ ―the elevator doesn‘t go to the top!‖
Mensa International is the largest, oldest, and bestknown high-IQ society in the world. The organization
restricts its membership to people with high testable IQs.
Specifically, potential members must score within the top
2% (98th percentile) of any approved standardized
intelligence test Roland Berrill, an Australian barrister, and
Dr. Lancelot Ware, an English scientist & lawyer, founded
Mensa in England in 1946. No US president has ever
been a member. (Well, neither am I!)

Menjou, Adophe, 1890-1963, He was known as the
best-dressed man in Hollywood; yet for all his elegance,
Adolphe Menjou made his strongest impression when he
played against type.
A Cornell graduate and trained engineer, Menjou was
attracted to acting in 1916, first in vaudeville and later on the stage.
He made his film debut in The Blue Envelope Mystery (1916) and,
following service in World War 1 and a period of stage work, he
clicked on-screen as Rudolph Valentino's friend in The Sheik and
King Louis XIII in Douglas Fairbanks' The Three Musketeers
(both 1921).
In 1923 he was tapped by Charles Chaplin for the lead inA
Woman of Paris which solidified his image as an impeccably
dressed man of the world, and through the 1920s he made a string
of popular films including TheMarriage Circle (1924, for Ernst
Lubitsch), The Sorrows of Satan (1925, as a dapper Devil) for D.
W. Griffith, and A Gentleman of Paris (1927) for Chaplin's former
codirector Harry D'Arrast.
Menjou's starring career faltered with the arrival of sound,
but he score big as a world-weary army officer supporting Gary
Cooper in Morocco (1930),and even received an Oscar nomination
as roughand-tumble newspaper editor Walter Burns in The Front
Page (1931). Also see at Sonja Henie.

Mercer, John H. ―Johnny,‖ 1909-1970 ―America‘s
vernacular poet…and native of Savannah, Georgia, had a
sure ear for idiom, slang & regional imagery…Starting in 1930, he
wrote lyrics for most of America‘s best songwriters, including
Harold Arlen, Hoagy Carmicheal, Walter Donaldson, Duke
Ellington, Jerome Kern & Harry Warren (e.g., ―Jeeper Creepers,‖
―Love Me or Leave Me,‖ ―My Mammy‖ ―You Must Have Been
a Beautiful Baby,‖ etc.) Added to those classics are the many
songs for which Mercer wrote his own music, ―e.g., ―Dreamg―
(1944)—edited from p. 157 of ―Easy to Remember‖ by William
Zinsser.
For the 100-th anniversary of his birth on 11/18/09, the
June 15, 2009 NY Times Sunday Magazine (MAN OF MANY
WORDS, Puzzle by Elizabeth C. Gorski, edited by Will Shortz )
gave clues to 10 songs Mercer wrote the lyrics for: ONE FOR MY
BABY (21A. *Tony Parsons novel [1943 song]); TANGERINE (26A.
*Mandarin variety [1942]); MOON RIVER (67A. *It flows into
Ontario‘s Georgian Bay [1961]); GREAT GUNS (108A. *Laurel and
Hardy flick [1949]); JEEPERS CREEPERS (3D. *Omigosh!‖
[1938]); HAY RIDE (11D. *Rural jaunt [1945]); CHARADE (*Total
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sham [1963]); LAURA (48D. *Former first lady [1945]; EMILY
(59D. *One of the Brontes [1964]); MATADOR (90D. *Toro‘s target
[1956]).

travel & slavery. 4. The smallest of the planets Y the one
nearest the sun, having a sidereal period of revolution about
the sun of 88 days at a mean dist. of 36.2 million miles.

Also see at ―Autumn Leaves‖, at ―Come Rain or Shine‖ , at
―Laura‖ (theme song and lyrings), at ―Lazy Bones, ― at Savannah
(the city.)

Meredith, Burgess, actor—e.g. ―Advise & Consent.‖
Merengue: A ballroom dance of Domincan and Haiti
origin characterized by a sliding step; also music for this
dance, in rapid 2/4 time. (From Spanish & French)—from
American Heritage Dictionary, 104(194), 104(194)n—also
see at Meringue.

Merchant, Ismail (né Ismail Noormohamed Abdul
Rehman), 1936-2005, born in Mubai, formerly Bombay, he
grew up bilingual in Gujarati and Urdu, and learned Arabic and
English at school. When he was 11, he and his family were caught
up in the 1947 partitioning of India. His father was president of the
Muslim League, and refused to move to Pakistan. Merchant later
said that he carried memories of the "butchery and riots" into
adulthood He is best known for the results of his famously long
collaboration with Merchant-Ivory Productions, about which seee
below.
He studied at St. Xavier's College, Bombay, and it was here
that he developed his love of film. When he was 22, he traveled to
USA to study at New York U., where he earned an MBA. He
supported himself by working as a messenger for the UN and used
this opportunity to persuade Indian delegates to fund his film
projects. He said of this experience that ―I was not intimidated by
anyone or anything/‖ In 1961, he made a short film, The Creation
of Woman. It was shown at the Cannes Film Festivaland also
received an Academy Award nomination.
Merchant succeeded as an independent producer in
Hollywood for more than 40 years. His strength lay in funding his
projects, particularly in his ability to produce films for several
million dollars less than those of his contemporaries—edited excert
from Wikipedia. Also see below.

Meringue: A topping of egg whites and sugar beaten
until stiff, and often baked until brown; or a small pastry
shell or cake made the same way using baked egg whites
instead. (From French) My sister, Louise, was a meringue
pie specialist, 104(194), 104(194)n

Merkel, Angela, Geman Chancellor since 2005. See
at Berlin Wall Falls.

―Mermaid, The Million Dollar‖—see at Esther
Williams.

Merry, Robert, wrote about James Knox Polk‘s
presidency in an article ―Polk‘s Peace‖ in the 60-th Anniv.
Issue of American Heritage, Winter 2010 see the footnote
to the first entry on James Polk

Mesa is a broad, flat-topped elevation with one or
more steep clifflike sides, common in the Southwest USA. It
derives from the Old Spanish word for table, from the Latin
Mensa, table.

Mesa is a city in Maricopa Co., Arizona, a suburb of
Phoenix, i.e., within the Phoenix Metropolitan Statistical Area.
It is the third-largest city in Arizona, after Phoenix and Tucson. The
city proper has a larger population (463,000 in 2007) than better-known
U.S. cities such as St. Louis, Miami, Minneapolis, or Pittsburgh. Mesa
dates back at least two thousand years to the arrival of the Hohokam
people. The Hohokam, whose name means "All Used Up" or "The
Departed Ones", built the original canal system. The canals were the
largest and most sophisticated in the prehistoric New World. Some
were up to 90 feet (27 m) wide and ten feet deep at their head gates,
extending for as far as 16 miles (26 km) across the desert. By A.D.1100
water could be delivered to an area over 110,000 acres (450 km2),
transforming the Sonoran Desert into an agricultural oasis. By
A.D.1450, the Hohokam had constructed hundreds of miles of canals
many of which are still in use today

Merchant Ivory Productions (1961- ) is a film company
founded by director James Ivory and producer Ismail
Merchant. Their films were for the most part directed by the
former, produced by the latter and scripted by Ruth Prawer
Jhabvala (a noted exception of a few films).
The films were often based upon novels or short stories,
particularly the work of Henry James, E. M. Forster, and two
novels by Jhabvala herself. The initial goal of the company was "to
make English-language films in India aimed at the international
market," but the company ended up making many films set in
England and America. Some Hollywood actors and producers
associated with the tightly-knitted Merchant Ivory film family
include Uma Thurman, Madhur Jaffrey, Aparna Sen, Shashi
Kapoor, Jennifer Kendal, Hugh Grant, James Wilby, Rupert
Graves, Anthony Hopkins, Glenn Close, Emma Thompson,
Vanessa Redgrave and Helena Bonham Carter.
Of this collaboration, Merchant once commented: "It is a
strange marriage we have at Merchant Ivory... I am an Indian
Muslim, Ruth is a German Jew, and Jim is a Protestant American.
Someone once described us as a three-headed god. Maybe they
should have called us a three-headed monster!‖
The expression ―Merchant-Ivory film‖ has made its way
into common parlance, to denote a particular genre of film rather
than the actual production company. The heyday of this genre was
the 1980s and 1990s with such films as A Room with a View and
Howards End. A typical ―Merchant-Ivory film"‖would be a period
piece set in the early 20th century, usually in Edwardian England,
featuring lavish sets and top British actors portraying genteel
characters who suffer from disillusion and tragic entanglements.
Their films won six Academy Awards—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Meshuga, Slang. Crazy; senseless. Yiddish:
Meshuge, from Hebrew--see at Mishugas;
Mesugener (mishugene) is a crazy man (woman.)

Mesmer, Franz Anton, 1734-1815: ―Mesmerism‖

–

hypnosis & magnetism as a cure-all,--debunked by Ben
Franklin, 89(170); see at Hypnosis.

Mess, an amount of food., as in ―frying a mess of
fish,‖ or ―cooking up a mess of turnips.‖

Mess, a group of people, usually soldiers or sailors,
who regularly eat together; also the food served at such a
gathering.

Mess hall, a place where mess is served.
―Mess of Blues, A,‖written by Doc Pomus and Mort
Shuman for Elvis--Elvis recorded it March 21, 1960 at
RCA's Nashville studios.

Metal detectors, 30(51)—see at Covington Schools.
Metcalfe, Fred, see at ―Humorous Quotations…‖
Metonym. A figure of speech in which one word or

Mercury, At. No. 80 & At. Wt. 200.59 1. A silverywhite poisonous metallic element, liquid at room temp. &
formerly used in thermometers, barometers, vapor lamps, &
batteries & in the preparation of chemical pesticides. 2.
Temperature. The mercury had fallen this morning. Also
called quick-silver. 3. Roman Mythology A god ttat served,
as a messenger for other gods & was the god of commerce,

phrase is substituted for another closely associated word.
e. g., Washington for the US gov‘t, ears for listening as in
―lend me your ears,‖ ―bend an ear,‖ ―eyeball up,‖ slang for
ogling at, or examining closely, ―hand‖ for a sailor, ― e.g., a
deck hand, ―skirt‖ vulgar slang for a woman, ―uniform‖
for a policeman. In England the police were copper
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helmuts, so a policman was called a ―copper,‖ later
shortened to ―cop.‖ Also see at Shoes & at Synedoche.

will change their lives forever--IMBd review by Jonathan Broxton
{j.w.broxton@sheffield.ac.uk} Video Hound gave it 21/2 bones, and
stated that Nora Ephron, Delia Ephron,& Pete Dexter were the
writers.

Metler, Lawrence (―Larry‖), Dr., The Metlers had
performed in circuses & Mary‘s brother, Larry, was a stunt
rider & lariat artist, even though only about Fred‘s age. He
must have thought we were ―city slickers.‖ Well, he was
right about that, since we didn‘t know anything about
horses, farming, or circuses. Later, Larry & I both attended
the University of Kentucky & I persuaded h im to perform
his tricks for some of the parades that my fraternity, Lambda
Chi Alpha, participated in, by making floats
for
our
―Sweetheart,‖ 100(187)
Metler, Mary, sister-in-law; 73(121), Ch. 27, 99100(187);-- & Zella Mae, 99-100(167); -- and Eldridge,
see at Eldridge and -- ; -- born in Harrison, IN, May 4,
1919 &married Eldrige there, Christmas 1938, 100(187); -built on a largish scale with heart to match, 100(187);
children, 100(187);-- reverence for Eldridge (shared by
Mama & Zella Mae), 100(187); --warmhearted, generous,
folksy person, 100(187)— also see at Eldridge & Mary.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM), But it was not just
comedy that prospered in the Depression, the likes of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Twentieth-CenturyFox, Parmount,
and Columbia Pictures all made moola in the 30's, so much
so that the producers were called Moguls ! Ch. 25

Michaelis, David, wote ―Schulz and Peanuts‖—see at
Charles Schultz.

Michelangelo, 1475-1564, 76(125); Italian Renaissance
painter, sculptor, architect, poet and engineer. Despite
making few forays beyond the arts, his versatility in the disciplines
he took up was of such a high order that he is often considered a
contender for the title of the archetypal Renaissance man, along
with his rival and fellow Italian Leonardo da Vinci.
Michelangelo's output in every field during his long life was
prodigious; when the sheer volume of correspondence, sketches
and reminiscences that survive is also taken into account, he is the
best-documented artist of the 16th century.
Two of his best-known works, the Pietà and the David,
were sculpted before he turned thirty. Despite his low opinion of
painting, Michelangelo alsocreated two of the most influential
fresco paintings in the history of Western art: the scenes from
Genesis on the ceiling and The Last Judgementt on the altar wall of
the Sistine Chapel in Rome. Later in life he designed the dome of
St. Peter's Basilica in the same city--it revolutionized domemaking thereafter—Wikipedia (where there is lots more.) Also,
see at Leonardo

Michener, James Albert, 1907-1997, ―was probably

Meuse, See Verdun
Mexicali, a city of NW Mexico,near California and

born in NY City in 1907, [but] he was never able to pin this
down for sure. What he knew for certain was that he was
abandoned on Mabel Michener‘s doorstep in Doylestown, PA,
before he readed the age of 2. Three was no letter, no artifact—
nothing to identify him‖—from the introduction by Marie Arana to
Michener‘s essay in ―The Writing Life,‖ a book of essays edited
by Marie Arana.
Michener attemded Swarthmore College and later served as
a naval historian in the South Pacific, 1944-1946
Michener was the author of more than 40 books, the
majority of which are novels of sweeping sagas, covering the lives
of many generations in a particular geographic locale and
incorporating historical facts into the story as well. Michener was
known for the meticulous research behind his work.
Michener's major novels include Tales of the South Pacific
(for which he won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1948, and on
the a long-running 1947 Broadway musical South Pacific was
based , and latter a 1958), Hawaii, The Drifters, Centennal, The
Source, The Fires of Spring, Chesapeake, Caribbean, Caravans,
Alaska, Texas, and Poland/
His nonfiction works include his 1968 Iberia about his
travels in Spain and Portugal, his 1992 memoir The World is My
Home, and Sports in America.
His novel Sayonara is pseudo-autobiographical. It and the
1957 film tells the story of an American Air Force flier who was a
fighter ―Ace‖ during the Korean War. The film was directed by
Joshua Logan & unlike most 1950s romantic dramas, Sayonara
deals squarely with racism and prejudice—from Wikipedia.
After Michener died, it was revealed that he left $117
million to various universities and charities, more than 90% of his
lifetime earnings. Also see at Stuart Mitchener.

east of Tiajuana. See at Gem Autry.

―Mexicali Rose,‖ 1939 song—see at Gene Autry.
Mexico, 28(42), 223ff; -- and NAFTA, 28(42);
Gulf of Mexico, Chs. 59, 224(408)—see at Matamoros.

Meyers, John Edward, HHS ‘45 classmate & friend:
who played the championship football team of 1945—I
remember him, in French class struggling with the rest of
us to master the French vowels under Ms. Rasch‘s tutelage
As I wrote in an note after his fatal airplane crash out of
Lunken spring 2006, he was ―tall, dark, and handsome.‖

Meyerson, Bess, , Miss America, 1945, The first
Jewish Miss America—she ―became NY City‘s ―queen‖
of Consumer Affairs in 1969.

Micale, Mark S., see at Shock Therapy, A History…
Michael is an archangel in Jewish, Christian and I
Islamic tradition. He is viewed as the field commander of the
Army of God. He is mentioned by name in the Book of Daniel, the
Book of Jude and the Book of Revelation. In the book of Daniel,
Michael appears as "one of the chief princes" who in Daniel's vision
comes to the angel Gabriel's aid in his contest with the angel of Persia
(Dobiel), and is also described there as the advocate of Israel and "great
prince who stands up for the children of your [Daniel's] people" The
Talmudic tradition rendered Michael's name as meaning "Who is like
El?", As a question, it is understood as being rhetorical, implying the
answer, "No one is like God."
Michael is a popular name for many ethnic groups—see Mick.

"Michael" 1996 film directed by Nora Ephron, with
John Travolta, Andie MacDowell, William Hurt, Bob Hoskins,
Bob Pastorelli, Teri Garr, Jean Stapleton. Frank Quinlan (Hurt) and
Huey Driscoll (Pastorelli), two reporters from a Chicago-based tabloid,
along with Dorothy Winters (MacDowell), an 'angel expert', are asked
to travel to rural Iowa to investigate a claim from an old woman that
she shares her house with a real, live archangel named Michael
(Travolta).
Upon arrival, they see that her claims are true - but Michael is
not what they expected: he smokes, drinks beer, has a very active libido
and has a rather colourful vocabulary. In fact, they would never believe
it were it not for the two feathery wings protruding from his back.
Michael agrees to travel to Chicago with the threesome, but
what they don't realize is that the journey they are about to undertake

Michigan, Chs.53, 61, 62 & 64--from Michigama,
Agonquian Indian word for
lake.‖ See at Great Lakes.

―a great water,‖ or ―great

Michigan City, Indiana, 207(378), Ch. 61; Many in our
company came down with flu or scarlet fever, 214 (378);
Also see at Don Larsen, who was born there.
―God gives and God takes away,‖ saying. And more and
more of us are being taken away weekly…they washed out
about half the class at Michigan City because they (the RTs)
could not stand the strain‖ —Glenn Fitkin, 213(387)
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Gavin Troy, 1997 to 2003, 2008), John Hopkins (Det. Sgt. Dan
Scott (2003 to 2005),Jason Hughes (Det. Sgt. Ben Jones, from
2005), Jane Wymark (Joyce Barnaby), Laura Howard (Cully
Barnaby, the Barnaby daughter, 1997 to 1999; 2002 to 2008),
Barry Jackson (Dr George Bullard, the Medical Examiner or
ME, 1997 to 1998; from 2000. He also functions as a member of
the community.) Everybody speaks a dialect, i.e., not U, e.g.,
Culley sounds like Colley. A common ploy in British film is for
people to drop their h‘s to indicate low educational levels, whereas
that is a Cockney dialect. A Cockney is a person born within the
sound of Bow Bells in London‘s East End.

Michigan State University, East Lansing, 42(66)
Mick is a nickname for Michael, and also considered
a disparaging term for someone of Irish birth or descent.

―Mickey Finn,‖ an alcoholic beverage that has been
doctored with drugs or spiked in order to stupefy or render
the drinker unconscious. So called after a Chicago Bar that
was shut down in 1903 after allegedly serving spiked drinks.
Now used in ―date rapes.‖

―Mickey‖ Faith, mother of Heidi & Cindy, xliv,
44(70), 213(388); raven-haired beauty: ―Miss Shillto of
1948,‖ 161(285)n; -- coined ―Young Women‘s Craving
Assoc.‖ for YWCA, pronounced ―Yecka,‖ 213(388); while
a student at UK, she was an editor for ―The Blood Horse,‖
a magazine devoted to race horses, 94(179)n; We
graduated in the UK class of 1951 & married on Aug. 11
of that year at South Side Baptist Church, 44(70),161(285)n,
213(388)
About thirty years ago, as I recall, she became
upset at a Motherwell collage in the Princeton U. Art
Museum, saying, ―What a put-on!‖ I reparteed,―Precisely!―
That‘s exactly what it is!‖--I meant it in the literal sense:
it was an aaemblage of cut-outs pasted onto a board;
also see at Betty Frances Compton, at Moorfield. at
Shillitos & at Yo-Yo-ing.

Midway Island, 159(282)
Mifume, Toshiro, see at ―Lower Depths.‖
―Mighty Lak‘ a Rose,‖ ―Sweetest li‘l feller, /
Everybody Know; / Dunno what to call him, / But he‘s
might lak‘ a rose! 1901 song by Frank L. Stanton.

Mikvah, ritual purification bath taken by Jews on
certain occasions as before the Sabbath or after
menstruation or ejaculation—from the Hebrew wod for
reservoir.
Milan, a city of NE Italy, R, lx—on Primo Levi‘s home
trek to Turin.

Miles, Davis—see at Davis.
Miles, Jonathan, see at Zane Grey.
Miles, Sarah, born 1941 in Ingatestone,England, is a

―Mickey Mouse‖—see at Walt Disney.
Mickey Mouse has become a slang word for

theater & film actress. Shortly after her completion at the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, Miles debuted in 1962 as
Shirley Taylor in Term of Trial (1962), co-staring with Sir
Laurence Olivier. The following year, Miles became a wellreputed actress of British New Wave with her roles in
Joseph Losey's The Servant (1963) and in Michelangelo
Antonioni's Blowup (1966). After acting in a variety of
plays from 1966-1969, Miles was cast as Rosy Ryan, the
daughter of Tom Ryan in David Leans 1970 film, Ryan's
Daughter. Also see at ―The End of the Affair.‖

something that is easy, insignificant, small-time or
worthless—He has a Mickey Mouse job.

Michigan, from Alonquian: ―Michigama‖ meaning
Great Lake, hence the name Great Lakes.

Middy 1. Informal. Midshipman. 2. A blouse for a
woman or girl with a sailor‘s collar. Midshipman 1.
Formerly a naval cadet on British ships whose station was
amidst or abreast of the main mast; 2. A student training to
be an officer in Navy or Coast Guard.

Middle East suicide bombers! 90(171)
Middle-of-the road politician is ―to the right of the

Milk from a cow vs. from a store, 74(120); see Milk
at Carl & Fred; -- skin: before homogenized milk, the butter
fat in milk rose to the top & formed a ―skin;‖ skim milk was
obtained by skimming off this skin, but then a thinner skin would
form. Homogenized milk got rid of the skin by breaking the
particles into fine parts. Homogenization began in 1927 (according
to the Web) but was not generally available until the 1940s. After
this, milk began more popular as a food beverage.Human (cow)
milk contains, on average, 1.1% (3.4%) protein, 4.2% (3.6%) fat,
7.0% (4.6%) lactose (a sugar), and supplies 72 (66) kilocalories of
energy per 100 gms. A cup of skim milk (240 ml.) has 80 calories,
9 gm. protein & 11gm. sugars

left, and to the left of the right.‖ John P. Diggins‘ self
description quoted in his obiturary in Jan. 30, 2009 NY
Times. He was a historian who died Jan. 28, age 73.—Also
see at Brain Joke.

―Middlesex―—―Jeffrey Eugenides' epic and
wondrous new novel, ―Middlesex,‖ may contain a daunting
array of facts -- about the great Ford Motor Company plant
in Detroit called River Rouge, about the burning of Smyrna
by Turkish troops in 1922 (and the burning of Detroit by
angry African-Americans in 1967), about the Nation of
Islam, about genetic anomalies and, yes, about
hermaphroditism, the headline-grabbing topic that provides
the novel with its principal story line -- but there still aren't
enough of them--Andrew O'Hehir from the Web at
―Middlesex.‖ As his name suggests, Eugenides is from a
Greek immigrant family--this novel is about the adventures
and misadventures of a Greekfamily named Stephanides.

Milk, Harvey, 1930-1978, born in Woodmere, NY
on Long Island, was the younger of two boys in a family
descending on both sides from Lithuanian Jews. (The last name
originally was Milch, German for milk.)
In his third bid for election to the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors, he defeated 16 other candidates and became the first
openly gay man to be elected to public office in California (1977).
Politics and gay activism were not Milk's early interests; he
did not feel the need to be open about his homosexuality or
participate in civic matters until around age 40, after his
experiences in the counterculture of the 1960s. Milk moved from
New York City to settle in San Francisco in 1972 amid a migration
of gay men moving to the Castro District in the 1970s.
He took advantage of the growing political and economic
power of the neighborhood to promote his interests, and ran
unsuccessfully for political office three times. His theatrical
campaigns earned him increasing popularity and Milk won the seat
as a city supervisor in 1977 as a result of the broader social
changes the city was experiencing.

―MidSomers Murders‖is a British TV drama that has
aired on ITV1 since 1997. A detective drama,[it focuses on
the main character of Detective Chief Inspector Tom Barnaby,
played by John Nettles, and his efforts to solve the various crimes
that take place in the fictional English county of MidSomer. It is
based on a series of crime novels by the author Caroline Graham
and was originally adapted by Anthony Horowitz—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia, where there‘s lots more, including the English
locations (cities, villages,counties, etc.)

Midsomers Murders Cast: John Nettles (Detective
Chief Insp., or DCI, Tom Barnaby), Daniel Casey (Det. Sgt.
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Milk served 11 months in office and was responsible for
passing a stringent gay rights ordinance for the city, and helped to
defeat Proposition 6 that would have allowed school districts to
discharge homosexual teachers.
On November 27, 1978, Milk and Mayor George Moscone
were assassinated by Dan White, another city supervisor who had
recently resigned and wanted his job back. Conflicts between
liberal trends that were responsible for Milk's election and
conservative resistance to those changes were evident in events
following the assassinations.
Despite his short career in politics, Milk has become an icon
in San Francisco and ―a martyr for gay rights.‖ On the night he
died, 70,000 people gathered in front of San Francisco City Hall,
an event that was shown in a documentary ―The Times of Harvey
Milk‖ which won Robert Epstein and Richrd Schmiechen an Oscar
for Best Documentary of 1985. The same footage was used to wrap
up the 2008 film ―Milk‖ directed by Van Sant, with Sean Penn
playing Milk, for which he won the Academy Award for Best
Actor—See at Penn.
Milky Way candy bar is made of chocate-malt nougat
topped with carametl & covered with milk chocolate & is
similar to the European On March 10, 1925, the Milky Way
trademark was registered in USA, claiming a first-use date of
1922. In 1926, the Milky Way bar was introduced in US in two
flavors, chocolate & vanilla, each for a nickel. In June of 1932,
the Milky Way bar was sold as a two piece bar, but just four years
later, in 1936, the chocolate & vanilla flavors parted forever. Mars
bar, the European Milky Way bar, on the other hand, is not topped
with caramel & is there similar to the American 3 Musketeers
bar. Savvy? The Milky Way bar was created in 1920 by Frank C.
Mars & was the first filled candy bar. Its taste was inspired by the
chocolate Also see at Mars bars.

Miller, Arthur, 1915-2005, was born Oct. 17, 1915

Milksop is untoast bread in milk; inslang, a timid,shy

Wellville,‖ A, i,; a friend & fellow-worker at Rutgers, who
encouraged me to publish this Bio & my poems. She also
typed them up for me, along with a math book, ―Rings &
Thingsm‖ & many papers. Growing up not knowing her
parents & enduring the deaths of her husband & daughter,
took spunk. Spunk she has in abundance & ―Spunkie‖ was
her nickname growing up. (I
happened on to it by her
example before she ever told me!)
Miller, Dennis, b. 1933 in Pittsurgh, PA, comedian,
political commentator, TV personality & talk radio host. He
rose to fame as a cast member of Saturday Night Live
in the late 1980s & subsequently hosted a string of his own
talk shows on HBO, CNBC & in syndication. See at Guilt.

in a New York City Jewish lower-income family. One of
America‘s greatest playwrights, he wrote ―All My Sons‖ (1947),
won Pulitzer Prizes for ―Death of a Saleman‖ (1949) and for ―The
Crucible‖ (1953)
He was called by the HouseUn-American Activities
committee in 1956, the same year he married Marilyn Monroe. On
May 31, 1957, he was convicted of contempt of congress for
refusing to reveal the names of a literal circle suspected of
communist leanings, but this was overturned on Aug. 8, 1958 by
the US Court of Appeals. Others, e.g., Budd Sculberg named
names and destroyed careers.
Miller left MM in late 1959 for Inge Morath, a
photographer. MM divorced him in 1961, and he married Morath
a year later. MM committed suicide in 1962. In1964, Miller wrote
a play ―After the Fall‖ in which the heroine Maggie was thought
by many to modeled after MM, but Miller denied this. When
asked if he would attend MM‘s funeral, he was quoted as saying,
―Why should I. She won‘t be there.‖ Later he enlarged on this
remark in a moving statement about the immutability & finality of
death, and how he nevertheless expected to meet her once more.
This is quoted in full in ―Cassell‘s Movie Quotations‖ at Arthur
Miller.
This reminded me of how Joan Didion felt about
the
death of her husband John Gregory Dunne of a heart attack. She
wrote a best-selling book, ―The Year of Magical Thinking,‖
about her inability to accept his death, e.g., she kept his shoes, as
if expecting him to come back.
Miller wrote in an Op-Ed article to the NYTimes in the
summer of 1999 complaining about the lack of air-conditioning in
New York City in the 60s, 230(419); also see at Elia Kazan.

Miller, Barbara, T, A, D:‖—and the Road to

effeminate person, a moolly coddled.—see at Mollycoddle,
at Milquetoast & at Milktoast.

Milk toast, toasted bread in milk, an English dish;
See at ―Crumble-in.‖

Milkweeds, any of numerous plants, having a milky
juice (latex) and pods that split open to release seeds with
downy tufts that float in the air.

Milquetoast, a man who is a milksop, i.e., a very shy,
or timid boy or man; -- is an eponym, after a fictional
cartoon character (Caspar --) who was one. See at H.T.
Webster;

Milland, Ray, actor, suffered from sinusitis?‖

Miller, Glenn, 1904-44; US bandleader. After years

216(393)n. Also see at ―The Uninvited.

as a trombonist & arranger, he formed his own band,
featuring a distinctive sweet & smooth sound. It recorded such
hits as ―Moonlight Serenade,‖ ―Chatanooga Choo Choo‖, ―In the
Mood‖ & ―Tuxedo Junction‖—from The Penguin Internat‘l Dict.
of Contemp. Biog. Also see at ―Chattanooga Choo Choo,‖ at
Mood, at Moonlight, at Sonja Henie & at ―Sun Valley Serenade.‖
Glenn Miller‘s Orchestra played in just two movies: ―Sun
Valley Serenade in 1941 & ―Orchestra Wives‖ in 1942. Miller's
first million-selling recording, his own composition,was
―Moonlight Serenade.‖
―On Dec. 15, 1944 a single engined plane carryingMiller
across the English Channel disappeared, and never was heard of
again‖--AP Highlights in History. Also see at ―PEnnsylvania 65000‖ ( 1940).

Millay, Edna St. Vincent, 1892-1950.
was an American lyrical poet and playwright and the first
woman to receive the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. She was also
known for her unconventional, bohemian lifestyle and her many
love affairs. She used the pseudonym Nancy Boyd for her prose
work. Millay was born in Rockland, Maine to Cora Lounella, a
nurse, and Henry Tollman Millay, a schoolteacher who later
became superintendent of schools. Her middle name derives from
St. Vincent's Hospital in New York City,* where her uncle's life
had been saved just prior to her birth.
―I burn my candle burns at both ends; / it will not last the
night; / But, ah, my foes, and oh, my friends- / It gives a lovely
light!‖--First Fig, from A Few Figs from the Thistles, 1920; also
see at Death Devours All Lovely Things, at Hoffenstein & at
Nicola Sacco.
*) St. Vincent‘s Hospital is on the verge of closing,
February 2010, because of the high cost of treating the poor
people who come there without insurance, and other factors
reported in the NY Times and elsewhere.

Miller, Henry, ―The loves are not the love;
One gets used to loving just one person‖—Ch. 45;

Miller, Jonathan, 1934, British M.D., actor, author,
director & writer, a humorist, a polymath; co-authored&
costarred (with Peter Cook, Dudley Moore & Alan Bennett)
in ―Beyond the Fringe‖ (1960, a hit satirical revue in

Miller, Ann, dancer, actress.
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London (196-62) & NY (1962-63); ―I‘m not a Jew. I‘m
Jewish. I don‘t go the whole hog,‖ Ch. 49; also see at Alan
Bennett.

―Milligan, The Essential Spike,‖ by Spike Milligan
(Author), Alex Games (Editor), Eddie Izzard (Foreword),
2002.

Miller, Mrs, My Grade 1 Teacher, 37(49)n
Miller, Mrs, My Grade 1 Teacher, 37(49)n
Millet, Jean-François, 1814-1875,a French painter

―Million Dollar Mermaid‖—see Esther Williams.
Mills, Irving--see at ―Lovesick Blues.‖

Mills, The Newport Rolling, 62(101), 80(155):
Frank‘s Dad was a foreman there, 151(268)

and one of the founders of the Barbizon school in rural
France, h e is noted for his scenes of peasant farmers. He
can be categorized as part of the movement termed
"naturalism", but also as part of the movement of
"realism".One of the most well known of Millet's paintings
is The Gleaners (1857), depicting women stooping in the
fields to glean the leftovers from the harvest, is a powerful
and timeless statement about the working class. His ―Man
with the Hoe‖ ( L'homme à la houe, 1860-1862) inspired
Edwin Markham‘s 1899 poem by the same title—see at
―Man with a Hoe.‖

Milne, A(lan). A(expander), 1882-1953, was born
and brought up in London in Henly House, a school run by
his father. One of his teachers was H. G. Wells who taught there
(1889-1890).
He is known for his books about the teddy bear ―Winniethe-Pooh,‖ and his friends, Christopher Robin, Piglet & Roo (short
for Kangaroo), and for various children's poems. Milne was a
noted writer, primarily as a playwright, before the huge success of
Pooh overshadowed all his previous work.
After graduating from Cambridge in 1903, A. A. Milne
contributed humorous verse and whimsical essays to the British
humor magazine Punch, joining the staff in 1906 and becoming an
assistant editor. During this period he published 18 plays and 3
novels, including the murder mystery The Red House Mystery
(1922).
His son was born in August 1920 and in 1924 Milne
produced a collection of children poems When We Were Very
Young, which were illustrated by Punch staff cartoonist E. H.
Shepard.
A collection of short stories for children Gallery of
Children, and other stories that became part of the Winnie-thePooh books, were first published in 1925. Milne is most famous
for his two Pooh books about a boy named Christopher Robin,
after his son, and various characters inspired by his son's stuffed
animals, most notably the bear named Winnie-the-Pooh.
Christopher Robin's bear, originally named ―Edward,‖ was
renamed ―Winnie-the-Pooh‖ after a Canadian black bear named
Winnie (after Winnipeg), which was used as a military mascot in
WW I, and left to London Zoo during the war. ―The pooh‖ comes
from a swan called ―Pooh.‖
E. H. Shepard illustrated the original Pooh books, using his
own son's teddy, Growler (―a magnificent bear‖), as the model.
Christopher Robin Milne's own toys are now under glass in New
York. Winnie-the-Pooh was published in 1926, followed by The
House at Pooh Corner in 1928. A second collection of nursery
rhymes Now We Are Six was published in 1927. All three books
were illustrated by E. H. Shepard. Milne—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at E. H. Shepard, and at the last paragraph of
―The Wind in the Willow.‖

Millett. Kate (née Katharine Murray, 1934);US
writer whose book ―Sexual Politics‖ explored the pattern of
domination and subordination in male-female relationships,
and powerfully influenced Women‘s Lib. A Memoir (1995)
is a book about growing up gay durning the 1950‘s. She is a
graphic artist & sculptor.

Milligan, Spike (néTerence Alan Patrick Seán
Milligan),)KBE, 1918-2002, was an Anglo-Irish comedian,
writer, artist, musician, poet, playwright and humanitarian.
Milligan was the co-creator and the principal writer of The Goon
Show, in which he also performed.
Aside from comedy, Milligan played the trumpet,
saxophone, piano, guitar and bass drum. Milligan was born in
Ahmednagar, India, on 16 April 1918, the son of an Irish-born
father, Captain Leo Alphonso Milligan, MSM, RA, who was
serving in the British Indian Army. His mother, Florence Mary
Winifred Kettleband, was born in England. He spent his childhood
in Poona (India) and later in Rangoon (Yangon), capital of Burma
(now Myanmar). He was educated at the Convent of Jesus and
Mary, Poona, and St Paul's Christian Brothers, de la Salle,
Rangoon.
He lived most of his life in England and served in the
British Army in the Royal Artillery during WW II. After their
retirement, Milligan's parents and his younger brother Desmond
moved to Australia. His mother lived the rest of her long life in the
coastal village of Woy Woy on the New South Wales Central
Coast, just north of Sydney. As a result, Milligan became a regular
visitor to Australia and made a number of radio and TV
programmes there, including The Idiot Weekly with Bobby Limb.
He also wrote several books including Puckoon during a
visit to his mother's house in Woy Woy. In July 2007, it was
proposed that the suspension bridge on the cyclepath from Woy
Woy to Gosford be named after him.
He suffered from severe bipolar disorder for most of his life,
having at least ten major mental breakdowns, several lasting over a
year. He spoke candidly about his condition and its effect on his
life: ―I have got so low that I have asked to be hospitalised and for
deep narcosis (sleep). I cannot stand being awake. The pain is too
much.... Something has happened to me, this vital spark has
stopped burning --I go to a dinner table now and I don't say a word,
just sit there like a dodo. Normally I am the centre of attention,
keep the conversation going - so that is depressing in itself. It's like
another person taking over, very strange. The most important thing
I say is 'good evening' and then I go quiet‖—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. There are quotes by him at his website. Also see at
Doggerel.

Milosz, Czeslaw, 1911-2004: a 1980 Nobel Laureate
in Literature; ―Ancestors,‖ F. xxv; -- was; ―AN HONEST
DESCRIPTION OF MYSELF WITH GLASS
OF
WHISKEY IN A BAR, LET’S SAY IN MINNEAPOLIS,”
220(400), 240(435)

Milton, John,1608-1674, poet, wrote, ―Paradise
Lost‖(1670 & 1674) &‖ Paradise Regained.‖ (1671), to
which he added ―Simon Agonistees.‖
―Milton‘s blindness was voluntary. He then wrote Samson
Agonistes‖—Borges, who also was blind.
―When I consider how my light is spent, / E're half my
days, in this dark word and wide, / And that one Talent which is
death to hide / Lodge'd with me useless......They also serve who only
stand and waite--John Milton, On His Blindness

—also see at Borges & at Joyce.
―Hence, Loathed Melancholy…,― L‘Allegro‖ (1631), l. 1;
―Hence, vain deluding Joys…,‖ Il Pensoro (1631), l. 1.
― So mayest thou live,‘till like a ripe fruit Thou drop in thy
mother‘s lap‖—from ―Paradice Lost, ‖ D
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Mime Joke: ―If you shoot a mime, should you use a

self-expression, narrative, or any other allusion to history, politics,
or religion. It is based on creating objects of interest and beauty.
Minimalists reduced their work to the smallest number of colors,
values, shapes, lines, and textures. David Burlyuk first used the
term in an exhibition catalogue for John Graham‘s paintings at the
Dudensing Gallery in New York in 1929.
The term was later applied to the movement in the 1960‘s.
Other names for the movement include ABC art, minimal art,
reductivism, and rejective art. Minimalism was a reaction against
the formal overkill and pretentiousness of Abstract Expressionism.
It had roots in Pop art, Cubism, and Conceptual art and was also
inspired by Russian Suprematists such as Kasimir Malevich.
An American-born movement, Minimalism stemmed mostly
from the work of Frank Stella, whose Black Paintings were first
exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1959,
inspiring many artists to turn away from the expressive art of the
past.
Although it was never an organized, self-proclaimed
movement, Minimalist art became dominant in sculpture and
installation work, although there are multiple Minimalist painters.
The 1966 exhibition in New York entitled ―Primary
Structures‖ was a key event in the history of the movement.
Minimalist art was normally precise and hard-edged. It
incorporated geometric forms often in repetitive patterns and solid
planes of color, normally cool hues or unmixed colors straight
from the tube. Often based on a grid and mathematically
composed, the use of industrial materials was common in order to
eliminate the evidence of the artist‘s hand.
Minimalist art strived to create an object with presence,
something that can be seen at its basic physical appearance and
appreciated at face value--from the Web. Also see at Wikipedia for

silencer?‖ See at One-Liner Jokes & at ―The Hunger Artist.‖

―Mind the Gaffe!‖ by R. L. Trask is an instructive
and entertaining book on English usage & style. I received it
on my 80th birthday as a gift from Zeno & Jill—I wish I
had seen it earlier, alas—one is never too old to learn!

Minnie Mouse--see at Walt Disney.
―Mind over matter. Life is a question of. If you don‘t
mind, it doesn‘t matter‖—author? Also see at Matter.

Mind: ―Mind over matter‖—Charles Lyell, 1863, the
full quotation maybe found in Bartlett. Also
Empires:

see

at

Mind the Gaffe! A Troubleshooters Guide to English
Style and Usage, by R. L. Trask, Harper, previously pub. in
US in 2005 as ―Say What You Mean.‖

Mind-Body Problem: the body matures before the
mind. Not only that but it takes 27 years for the mind
to catch up, based on a study of geniuses, 51(84). The
mind characterizes humans--see at Homo Sapiens

Mineo, Sal, (né Salvatore Mineo, Jr.), 1939--1976,
born in Bronx, NY City, the son of Sicilian coffin makers,
he was enrolled by his mother in dancing and acting school at an
early age. He was a Golden Globe-winning film and theatre actor,
best known for his Academy Award-nominated performance
opposite James Dean in the film Rebel Without a Cause. He was
murdered in San Francisco by an assailant who didn't even know
who he was.
Mineo had his first stage appearance in The Rose Tattoo
(1951),[a play by Tennessee Williams. He also played the young
prince opposite Yul Brynner in the stage musical The King and I.
Brynner took the opportunity to help a young Mineo better himself
as an actor. After film and TV appearances, his breakthrough was
Rebel Without A Cause, in which he played John "Plato" Crawford,
the sensitive teenager smitten with Jim Stark (played by James
Dean). His performance resulted in an Academy Award
nomination for best supporting actor, and his popularity quickly
developed. Mineo's biographer, Paul Jeffers, recounted that Mineo
received thousands of fan letters from young female admirers, was
mobbed by them at public appearances and further wrote, ―He
dated the most beautiful women in Hollywood and New York‖
(even through he was gay—see the last paragraph..)
Mineo played a Mexican boy in Giant (1956), but many of
his subsequent roles were variations of his role in Rebel Without a
Cause, and he was typecast as a troubled teen. By 1976 Mineo's
career had begun to turn around. Playing the role of a gay burglar
in a San Francisco run of the stage comedy P.S. Your Cat Is Dead,
he received substantial publicity from many positive reviews and
moved on to LS with the play. Arriving home after a rehearsal on
February 12, 1976, Mineo was stabbed to death in the alley behind
a West Hollywood apartment building. He was 37 years old. He
was stabbed just once, not repeatedly as first reported, but the
blade struck his heart, leading to immediate and massive internal
bleeding. Mineo was interred at the Gate of Heaven Cemetery in
Hawthorne, New York According to Warren Johansson and
William A. Percy's Outing: Shattering the Conspiracy of Silence,
he was murdered under circumstances that suggested "a
homosexual motive". Mineo identified himself as bisexual in a
1972 interview, published after his death, but his biography notes
that he dated men exclusively in the last years of his life-Wikipedia excerpt, exept for my parenthetical. Insert for clarity.
Mineo played Krupa in ―The Gene Krupa Story‖ (1959), but
Krupa supplied the music on the sound track, which Mineo
mimed. He was too young to play Krupa convincinly—Lat
paragraph paraphrased from Video Video Hound.

Minimalism in art

another description.
Giacometti‘s elongated, emaciated human figures, represents
minimalism in scupture and in his drawings & paintings.

Miniskirts: If dresses become shorter, / And winds
grow more Brave, there will be two more cheeks to powder
/ And another place to shave!‖—humorous take on
miniskirts circa World War II. Bikini: Two bandaids & a
cork; also see at Bikini.
―Miniver Cheever,‖ E.A.Robinson poem (1910). 25(38);

Miniver-- See at ―Mrs. Miniver.‖
Minnehaha Falls (laughing waters) & Minnehaha
Creek flowing 26 miles from L. Minnetonka SE to the
Mississippi River. The name Minnehaha was immortalized
in Longfellow‘s ―Hiawatha.‖

Minnelli, Liza May, singer & actress, born 1946 in
Hollywood to Judy Garland and Vincente Minelli, is an
American singer and actress. Already established as a nightclub singer,
and a musical theatre actress, she first attracted critical acclaim for her
dramatic performances in the movies The Sterile Cuckoo (1969) and
Tell Me That You Love Me, Junie Moon (1970). Minnelli rose to
international stardom for her appearance as Sally Bowles in the 1972
film version of the Broadway musical Cabaret, a role that brought her
the Academy Award for Best Actress.
While film projects such as Lucky Lady, A Matter of Time and
New York, New York were poorly received, Minnelli found herself as
one of the most versatile, highly regarded, and best-selling entertainers
in television, beginning with Liza with a Z in 1972, and on stage in the
Broadway productions The Act and The Rink. From the late 1970s to
the mid-1980s, headlines focused on her health problems, alcoholism,
and drug abuse, but Minnelli found new prominence with international
concert tours and appearances such as Liza Minnelli: At Carnegie Hall,
Frank, Liza & Sammy: The Ultimate Event, and Liza Live from Radio
City Music Hall.
After years of continued health problems including a serious
bout with viral encephalitis, she returned with a new concert show
Liza's Back in 2002, well regarded guest appearances in the sitcom
Arrested Development, a small role in the movie The OH in Ohio, as
well as worldwide concert tours. Having finished the Broadway show

has been summed up by the

phrase: Less is More. It rejects the need for social comment,
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Liza's at The Palace...! in January 2009, which garnered her excellent
notices, Minnelli is set to tour.
Minnelli has a total of three Tony Awards, an Oscar, an Emmy
Award, two Golden Globes and a Grammy Legend Award for her
contributions and influence in the recording field (making her one of
only twelve people to have won an EGOT), along with many other
honors and awards. Also see below.

simultaneously with the film's release. In a Thanksgiving tradition,
NBC airs the film every year after the annual Macy's Thanksgiving
Day Parade.Upon receiving his Oscar for portraying Kris Kringle
Gwenn said ―Now I know there is a Santa Claus!‖

―Miracle Worker, The,‖ see at Helen Keller & at
William Gibson, the playwright, who wrote it.

―Miracles, Pocketful of‖—see at ―Pocketful etc.‖
Miracles, see at Cowper.
Miraculous trinity: see ―Carl on friendship and life‖
Miró, Joan, ,1893-1983 Catalan painter, born in

Minnelli, Vincente, 1903-1986 was an Academy
Award-winning Hollywood director and accomplished stage
director. His skilled integration of story, music, lighting, and
design elements in a film made him the most critically respected
crafter of American film musicals.
With first wife Judy Garland, he fathered Liza Minnelli.
Though widely known for directing musicals, including An
American in Paris (1951), Brigadoon (1954), Kismet (1955),and
Gigi (1958), he also directed comedies and melodramas, including
Madame Bovary (1949), Father of the Bride (1950), Tea and
Sympathy(1956),Designing Woman (1957), Bells Are Ringing
(1960), and The
Courtship of Eddie's Father (1963).
His last film was A Matter of Time (1976). He received an
Oscar nomination as Best Director for AnAmerican in Paris
(1951), and won the Best Director Oscar for Gigi (1958). He was
awarded France's highest civilian honor, the Commander Nationale
of the Legion of Honor, only weeks before his death in 1986—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia. See at ―American in Paris‖ & at
―Tea and Sympathy.‖ Also see above.

Barcelona, whose surrealist works, with their subject matter
drawn from the realm of memory and imaginative fantasy, are
some of the most original of the 20th century. His work before
1920 shows wide-ranging influences, including the bright colors of
the Fauves, the broken forms of cubism, and the powerful, flat
two-dimensionality of Catalan folk art and Romanesque church
frescoes of his native Spain. He moved to Paris in 1920, where,
under the influence of surrealist poets and writers, he evolved his
mature style. Miró drew on memory, fantasy, and the irrational to
create works of art that are visual analogues of surrealist poetry.
These dreamlike visions, such as Harlequin's Carnival or Dutch
Interior, often have a whimsical or humorous quality, containing
images of playfully distorted animal forms, twisted organic shapes,
and odd geometric constructions. The forms of his paintings are
organized against flat neutral backgrounds and are painted in a
limited range of bright colors, especially blue, red, yellow, green,
and black. Amorphous amoebic shapes alternate with sharply
drawn lines, spots, and curlicues, all positioned on the canvas with
seeming nonchalance. Miró later produced highly
generalized,
ethereal works in which his organic forms and figures are reduced
to abstract spots, lines, and bursts of colors.
Miró experimented in a wide array of other media, devoting
himself to etchings and lithographs for several years in the 1950s
and also working in watercolor, pastel, collage, and paint on
copper and masonite. His ceramic sculptures are especially
notable, in particular his two large ceramic murals for the
UNESCO building in Paris (Wall of the Moon and Wall of the
Sun, 1957-59)—from his Website. See at Gypsy Rose Lee.

―Minnesota Fats‖ was the pool hustler in Walter
Tevis's novel The Hustler. The actor Jackie Gleason played
this part in the 1961 film based upon the novel. Gleason was
nominated for an Academy Award and a Golden Globe Award for
Best Supporting Actor, and was honored as Best Supporting Actor
by the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures. Real-life
professional pool player and entertainer Rudolf Wanderone Jr. was
known as "New York Fats" (among other nicknames) when the
book was published. He initially wanted to sue but, realizing that
there was more money to be made from the success of the book
and subsequent movie, changed his nickname to match the fiction.
He claimed that the author had based the character upon himself
and that a financial settlement had been made to avoid a lawsuit
but Walter Tevis has consistently denied this.[Rudolf Wanderone
then went on to play himself under the name Minnesota Fats in the
1971 movie, The Player--also see at ―The Hustler‖ & at Rudolph
Wanderone for a corrective by Jim Loy.

Mirò ―Painting and Anti-Painting, 1927-1837,‖ an
exhibition at MOMA in Fall 2008. ―Miró was born in
Barcelona, in 1893. His father, a goldsmith and a watchmaker in
the era of Barcelona‘s prominence as a hub of Art Nouveau
architecture and design, insisted that his son pursue a practical
career. After two years as an accounts clerk, Miró had some sort of
nervous breakdown, which won him permission to go his own
way.
A rebellious student in Barcelona‘s art academies, he
emulated Cézanne, Fauvism, and Cubism, and thrilled to the dash
of the Futurist manifestos. In a letter he wrote while miserably
serving in the Spanish Army (having been conscripted in 1915),
Miró hymned modernity: ―Let‘s transplant the primitive soul to
ultramodern New York, inject his soul with the noise of the
subway, of the ‗el,‘ and may his brain become a long street of
buildings 224 stories high. . . . Down with Rome, down with
Venice and all that has been.‖ A key phrase there is ―the primitive
soul.‖
Miró identified with Catalan folk traditions, which became
the anchor of his first mature works, including ―The Farm‖ (192122), a phantasmagoria of boldly outlined rustic details, which was
bought and praised by Ernest Hemingway. (It‘s now a treasure of
the National Gallery in Washington.) In Paris, where Miró was
embraced by André Breton‘s Surrealist movement, he developed
the image repertoire of brightly colored blobs and squiggles,
overlaid with sharp linear glyphs, which became his trademark.
Among his closest colleagues were Max Ernst, Jean Arp,
and André Masson. With Ernst, in 1926, he collaborated on a
production of ―Romeo and Juliet‖ by Sergei Diaghilev‘s Ballets

Minorities in Great Lakes Co.1038 in 1945,
198(361), 198(361)n; there were very few.

Minorities in Law Firms in year 2006: from the NY
Times Week in Rev., Dec.3, 2006 Survey of law firms
nation-wide: Whites vs. Total Minorities (incl. Hispanic,
Black, Asian, Amer. Indian & multi-racial), Associates
83% vs. 17%; Partners 95% vs. 5%,

Minsk, the capital of White Russia, R, lx
Mint Julep is a traditional Kentucky bourbon drink
with a sprig of mint.

Miracle drug, see Penicillin
―Miracle of the Rose, The,‖ see at Genet.
―Miracle on 34th Street‖ (titled ―The Big Heart‖ in
the UK) is a 1947 film written by Valentine Davies, directed
by George Seaton, and starring Maureen O'Hara, John Payne,
Natalie Wood and Edmund Gwenn. It is the story of what takes
place in New York City following Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade, as people are left wondering whether or not a department
store Santa might be the real thing. The film won Academy
Awards for Best Actor in a Supporting Role (Edmund Gwenn),
Best Writing, Original Story (Valentine Davies) and Best Writing,
Screenplay. It was also nominated for Best Picture, losing to
Gentleman's Agreement. Davies also penned a short novella
version of the tale, which was published by Harcourt Brace
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―Missing link‖ in paleoan thropology is a bit of a

Russes—an accommodation to haut bourgeois taste that provoked
Breton and the poet Louis Aragon to denounce both artists, in a
handbill distributed at the première, for having ―abandoned their
class.‖ The attack wounded Miró, but he was unrepentant. The
event seems to have fuelled his anarchic fury at the onset of the
decade covered by the MOMA show--excerpted from ―Angry
Young Man‖ by Peter Schjeldahl's in the Nov. 10, 2008 New
Yorker Magazine. The entire article is available on line at Peter
Sshjeldahl. Also see at Gypy Rose Lee (last paragraph.)
Misandry is hatred of, or contempt for, men or boys.
Misandry comes from Greek misos (μῖζος, "hatred") and
anēr, andros (ἀνήρ, gen. ἀνδρός; "man"). It is parallel to
misogyny—the hatred of women or girls. Misandry is also
comparable with (but not the same as) misanthropy which is the
hatred of humanity in general. The prefix miso-, meaning 'Hatred'
or 'To hate' applies in many other words, such as misocapny,
misogamy, misarchy and misoxeny. Misandry is the antonym of
Philandry—the fondness towards men, love, or admiration of
them—see below & at Misogyny.

misnomer. The "missing link" idea refers to a popular belief
that there is just one piece of the puzzle that is missing between
modern humans and our closest relatives, apes. However, this is
not the case. The human family tree is rich and contains many
different species—from this link:
anthropology.si.edu/HumanOrigins/faq/missinglink.

Mississippians, their art, and their home towns:
Red Barber sportscaster, Columbus; Lance Bass singer,
Laurel; Theodore Bilbo public official, Poplarville;Jimmy Buffett
singer, songwriter, Pascagoula;Craig Claiborne columnist,
restaurant critic, Sunflower; Bo Diddley guitarist, McCombs;
Charles Evers civil rights leader, Decatur;Medgar
Evers civil rights leader, Decatur; Brett Farve football, Kiln;
William Cuthbert Faulkner author, New Albany;Shelby Foote
historian, Greenville;Richard Ford author, Jackson; Barry Hannah
author, Clinton; Elizabeth Lee Hazen inventor; Beth Henley;
playwright, actress, Jackson; Jim Henson puppeteer,
Greenville;Faith Hill singer,
Jackson;James Earl Jones entertainer, Arkabutla; Simbi
Khali actress, Jackson; B. B. King guitarist, Itta Bena; Willie
Morris writer, Jackson; Brandy Norwood singer, actress,
McComb;Walter Payton football player, Columbia;Elvis Presley
singer, actor, Tupelo;Charley Pride country singer,
Sledge;Leontyne Price soprano, Laurel;
William Raspberry columnist, Oklaona;
Jerry Rice football player, Starkville; LeAnn Rimes country music,
Jackson; Naomi Ruth Sims, first black supermodel, Oxford;
William Grant Still composer, Woodville; Conway Twitty country
music, Friars Point;
Sela Ward actress, Meridian; Muddy Waters singer,
guitarist, Rolling Fork;Eudora Welty author, Jackson;Tennessee
Williams playwright, Columbus;Oprah Winfrey talk-show host,
Kosciusko; Richard Wright author, Natchez;Tammy Wynette
country music star, Tupelo;
Mississippi River, 1(2), 198(361): 2,320 miles (3,733
km).long it is the second longest river in has the third largest
drainage basin ("catchment") in the world, exceeded in size only
by the watersheds of the Amazon River and Congo River. It drains
41% of the 48 contiguous states of USA—Missouri is the longest.
Mississippi is Indian for ―Father of Waters,‖ 1(2)n—also see at
Mississippi-Missouri, at Nile, and at Rivers. Also see at the River
Rat, a 1986 film set along the Mississippi.

Misanthrope, one who hates or mistrust mankind or
humankind. Greek miso hating, anthropos man or
mankind. Misein means to hate in Greek. Also see at
misogyny. Many people who express love of animals not
of the humankind are often misanthropes in disguise, as
General Charles de Gaulle, when he said, ―The more I know
of men, the more I love dogs.‖

Mischke, Gene, Herman Street friend, in Boy Scout
Troop # 13, 117(217); —see Scout Photos in Part II.

Mischke, Glenn --, Gene‘s brother, HHS‗46
Miserliness—see at W. H. Auden & at J. Paul Getty.
Mishegas, Yiddish for insanity, madness: ―Every
man has his own mishegas‖—it can be used either seriously
or playfully, e.g., as tomfoolery. Also see at Meshuga. See
The New Joy of Yiddish.

Misogyny is hatred (or contempt) of women or
girls. Misogyny comes from Greek misogunia (μιζογσνία)
from misos (μῖζος, hatred) and gynē (γσνή, woman). It is parallel
to misandry—the hatred of men or boys. Misogyny is also
comparable with (but not the same as) misanthropy which is the
hatred of humanity in general. The prefix miso-, meaning hatred or
to hate applies in many other words, such as misandry, misocapny,
misogamy (hatred of marriage), misarchy (hatred of authority or
government), and misoxeny

Mississippi basin: The basin of the Mississippi is the
body of the Nation…Exlcusive of the Lake basin, and
300,000 square miles of Texas and New Mexico, which in
many aspects form a part of it, this basin contains 1,250,000
square miles….In extent it is the second greatest valley
exceeded exceeded only by that of the Amazon… It
exeeds in extent the whole of Europe, exclusive of Russian,
Norway, and Sweden—from Life on the Mississippi by
Mark Twain, first pub. in Harpers Magazine, Feb., 1863.
Mississippi-Missouri River system drains one-third
(some say 40%) of the USA; 1(2)); at 4,913 mi., it is the
third largest River system in the world.. The Nile is the
longest river & the Amazon is the second longest.
However, it is the 4-th longest river, after the Nile, Amazon
& Yantgze—see at Rivers.

Marcus Tullius Cicero reports that Greek philosophers
considered misogyny to be caused by gynophobia. Gynophobia is an
abnormal fear of women. In the past, the Latin term was used, horror
feminae, meaning "fear of women".

In ―My Fair Lady‖ is a song with the lyric, ―Why can‘t a
women be more like a man‖ expressing losts of misandry, and by
implication, misogyny.

Miss Marple, Agatha Christies inquiry village sleuth.
―It was a BBC television series featuring the gentle, sure
acting style of Joan Hickson that finally captured the
essence of Miss Jane Marple. Hickson's portrayal was an
immediate and resounding success. From 1985 to 1992,
Hickson filmed all twelve of the Miss Marple novels in a
series that was seen in more than 40 countries around the
world‖—from the Web at Miss Marple on TV and Film
(www.agathachristie.com the official…) More recently the
venerable Geraldine McEwen assumed the Marple role
on TV. Also see at Agatha Christie.

Missouri River, 1(2), ―the wide --,‖ 61(100); at 2,341
mi (3,767 km) in length, it is the longest River in the USA
& it drains approximately one-sixth of the North American
continent.. The Missouri- Mississippi is the 3rd longest river
system in the world--see at Mississippi-Missouri.

Missing link a theoretical primate postulated to the
evolutionary gap between the apes and human beings—
Amer. Heritage Dict. Also applied demeaningly to a person
a bit deficient in Homo Sapiens.

Missouri, Pres.Truman‘s state, whose motto is ―Show
Me,‖ Ch. 60
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melding it with pop, folk and rock on experimental albums like
1976's Hejira.
She worked closely with jazz greats including Wayne
Shorter, Jaco Pastorius, Herbie Hancock, and on a 1979 record
released after his death, Charles Mingus. From the 1980s on,
Mitchell reduced her recording and touring schedule but turned
again toward pop, making greater use of synthesizers and direct
political protest in her lyrics, which often tackled social and
environmental themes alongside romantic and emotional ones-excerpt from Wikipedia—see at ―Both Sides.‖

Missouri, USS, Japan formally surrendered on board
this battleship in Tokyo Bay, Sept.2, 1945, 179(313), Ch.
60—see at Japan Surrenders.

―Mr. North‖ 1988 Capraesque film based on Thorton
Wilder's 1973 novel, "Theophilus North, directed by Danny
Huston (in his directorial debut) and starring Anthony Edwards, Robe
Mitchum, Lauren Bacall, Harry Dean Stanton, Anjelica Huston
(Danny‘s sister), Mary Stuart Masterson & Tammy Grimes.
Plot Outline : Theopholis North (Anthony Edwards) is an
aspiring adventurer making do as a tutor and reader to the upper-crust
in 1920s Newport, Rhode Island, in Danny Huston's enchanting if
rough-edged adaptation of Thornton Wilder's comic novel. Equally at
home with the rich (Robert Mitchum's blustery but big-hearted
philosopher millionaire) and the poor (butler and all-around-town
character Harry Dean Stanton), the young man with an electric
personality (literally) becomes a liberator, a matchmaker, a reluctant
faith healer, and a tonic for a community in the thrall of charlatans.
But as North gains a reputation as a savior, he simultaneously endures
the wrath of the local doctor, who labels him a charlatan. Suddenly this
gifted newcomer must defend his honor before his unique talent sparks
a backlash that lands him in jail!
At the trial, his "patients" testify that North accepted no money,
and as for the charge of prescription medicine, North reveals that the
pill s he gave the Mitchum character were peppermints! The judge
checked that out!
Huston, son of John Huston (who helped script the film), is not
a deft filmmaker, but he has a welcoming warmth and a contagious
affection for his colorful characters. If his cast tends to overplay their
parts, it's in the genial spirit of this lighthearted lark--edited excerpt
fromSean Axmaker's review fro Amazon.com

Mitchell, Sen. George J., was appointed in 1980 to
fill the unexpired term of US Senator from Maine of Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie who resigned to become Secretary of
State. Mitchell went on to win re-election in 1882 & serve
for 12 more years. In 2007, he was appointed by Bud
Selig, Commissionaer of the Major Leagues, to investigate
steroid use by major leaguers—see at Steroids Use in Major
League Baseball.

Mitchell, Harry T., Ch. 43, HHS math prof. & later
Exec.Principal, 1954-1960, succeeding Dave Evans; -wrote in ―Lest We Forget‖ ―I hope my prize math
student has much success—H.T. Mitchell.‖ 148(264); -taught math in the traditional way, 165(290)

Mitchell, Margaret, author of ―Gone With the
Wind,‖ 221-222(404). See at ‖Gone With the Wind.‖

Mitchum, Robert, actor, e.g., ―Angel Face‖, ―The
Night of the Hunter‖ (1955), ―Red Pony‖ (1949) & others.
He also played the detective Philip Marlowe in a version of
Chandler‘s ―The Big Sleep.‖
Miter joint. Prison for Bishops? NY Times Xword pun
of 3/03/09. Or, maybe, a hangout for Bishops?

―Mister Roberts‖ (1955), 191(350); starring Henry
Fonda in the title roed, Jack Lemmon as ―Ensign Pulver,‖
William Powell, James Cagney as the ―long suffering & slightly
crazy captain‖ of a navy cargo freighter in the South Pacific in
WW II, and Betsy Palmer—also see at Jack Lemmon & at Navy
Degradation of Recruits.
―Mr. Robetts‖ originated as a Broadway play, in which
David Wayne was Ensign Pulver, based on the novel by Thomas
Heggen.

Mitropoulos, Dimitri, international conductor of
orchestras—see, e.g., at Leonard Bernstein.

―Mitty Complex, The,‖ 95(180);self-aggrandizement
tpeople secretly indulge in, but when excessive, it is a
mania called megalomania. See at ―The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty,‖ at Thurber, at Phobias & at Mania.

―Mr. Five-By-Five,‖pop song--see at Coker,151(268)
Mitchener, Stuart, Princeton novelist, book, music,

Mitzvah, Ch. 29; see at Jewish Observances.
Mizener, Arthur, wrote a biography of F. Scott

CD & DVD reviewer for Princeton‘s Town Topics
newspaper, who writes knowledgable articles about
authors, book people, and manages the Book Sales for the
Friends of the Princeton Public Library, an important source
of unrestricted income for the PPL. H e is related to the
Michners who reared & gave the family name to James
Michener, a foundling,and attends family reunions—also
see at James A. Michener.

Fitzgerald, ―The Far Side of Paradise,‖ Scribners, NY,
1920

Mizner, Wilson, 1876 – 1933, 242(437); see at
Plaguiarism. More Mizner quotes at his Website.

Mobile was coined in 1931 by Marcel Duchamp for
Alexander Calder‘s hanging and moving sculptures—see at
Calder.

Mitchell, Christopher, see at Sunshine.
Mitchell, Joni (née Roberta Jean Anderson), b. Nov.

MO abbreviates Missouri.
―Mo' Better Blues‖ Spike Lee's 1990 directed this

7, 1943 in Ft. Macleod, Alberta, Canada, is a musician,
songwriter, and painter, who began singing in small nightclubs in
her native Western Canada and then busking (i.e., playing in public
places for gratuities) on the streets of Toronto. In the mid-1960s
she left for New York City and its rich folk music scene, recording
her debut album in 1968 and achieving fame first as a songwriter
(―Urge for Going‖, ―Chelsea Morning‖, ―Both Sides Now‖,
―Woodstock‖) and then as a singer in her own right. Finally
settling in Southern California, Mitchell played a key part in the
folk rock movement then sweeping the musical landscape. Blue,
her starkly personal 1971 album, is regarded as one of the strongest
and most influential records of the time.[
Mitchell also had pop hits such as ―Big Yellow Taxi‖, ―Free
Man in Paris‖, and ―Help Me‖, the last two from 1974's bestselling Court and Spark. Mitchell's soprano vocals, distinctive
harmonic guitar style, and piano arrangements all grew more
complex through the 1970s as she was deeply influenced by jazz,

Jazz film that follows a period in the life of a fictional jazz
trumpeter Bleek Gilliam (played by Denzel Washington) who
leads a quintet at the Beneath the Underground club with a flashy
saxophonist named Shadow Henderson (Wesley Snipes). A series
of bad decisions result in his jeopardizing both his relationships
and his playing career. The film focuses on themes of friendship,
loyalty, honesty, cause-and-effect and ultimately salvation. It
features the music of the Branford Marsalis quartet plus Terence
Blanchard on trumpet. The movie begins with a scene set in
Brooklyn, New York in 1969. A group of four boys walk up to
Bleek Gilliam‘s brownstone and ask him to come out and play
baseball with them. Bleek's mother insists that he continue his
trumpet lesson, to his chagrin. His father becomes concerned that
Bleek will grow up to be a sissy, and a family argument ensues. In
the end, Bleek continues playing his trumpet, and his friends go
away--Amazon.com and Wikpedia excerpts.
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Mobile Army Surgical Hospital is

the tyranny of machines over man has never been shown
with such devastating effect.

not in Mobile,

but in Korea! See at MASH.

Modest. 1. Having moderat or showing moderated

Mobile is a city in Alabama on the Gulf of Mexico.
Mobile mobile, punning solution to a NY Times

estimation of one‘s own abilities, talents & value. 2. Having
a disinclination to call attention to oneself, or one‘s
achievements. 3. fRee from showiness or ostentation;
unpretentious.
Modesty is the state or quality of being modest. I
asked a friend of the family which he signed his e-mails
with his initial in lowercase. His reply: out of modesty!
Later, he amended that to ―maybe out of false modesty.‖
Einstein was noted for his modesty. I used to joke, ―Yes,
And he had a lot to be modest about!‖

Crossword clue of 9/29/08: Alabama hanging sculpture?
Another easy one: Mobile home? (Alabama.)
―Moby Dick,‖ 94(179). Herman Melville‘s 1851
allegory, ―Moby-Dick‖ is based on an actual great white
whale, called Mocha Dick.
―The story tells the adventures of the wandering sailor
Ishmael and his voyage on the whaleship Pequod, commanded by
Captain Ahab. Ishmael soon learns that Ahab seeks one specific
whale, Moby Dick, a white sperm whale of tremendous size and
ferocity. Comparatively few whaleships know of Moby Dick, and
fewer yet have encountered him. In a previous encounter, the
whale destroyed Ahab's boat and bit off his leg. Ahab intends to
take revenge.
In Moby-Dick, Melville employs stylized language,
symbolism, and metaphor to explore numerous complex themes.
Through the main character's journey, the concepts of class and
social status, good and evil, and the existence of gods are all
examined as Ishmael speculates upon his personal beliefs and his
place in the universe. The narrator's reflections, along with his
descriptions of a sailor's life aboard a whaling ship, are woven into
the narrative along with Shakespearean literary devices such as
stage directions, extended soliloquies and asides.
Often considered the embodiment of American
Romanticism, Moby-Dick was first published by Richard Bentley
in London on October 18, 1851 in an expurgated three-volume
edition titled The Whale, and later as one massive volume, by New
York City publisher Harper and Brothers as Moby-Dick; or, The
Whale on November 14, 1851. The first line of Chapter One—
"Call me Ishmael."—is one of the most famous opening lines in
American literature. Although the book initially received mixed
reviews, Moby-Dick is now considered one of the greatest novels
in the English language and has secured Melville's place among
America's greatest writers‖—excerpt from Wikipedia.-Also see
Hawthorne, at Melville & below.
―Moby Dick, ―a 1956 film starring Gregory Peck as
Captain Ahab seeking revenge on the whale . Also starring
Richard Basehart as the Narrator, Ishmael. See above & at
―Cetacean Societies.‖
Mockingbirds: "Mockingbirds don't do one thing but
make music for us to enjoy. They don't eat up people's
gardens, don't nest in corncribs, they don't do one thing but
sing their hearts out for us. That's why it's a sin to kill a
mockingbird‖--Harper Lee.in ―To Kill a Mocking bird.‖

Modigliani, Amadeo (1884-1920), famous for his
African-inspired elongated faces, figures & frank nudes.In
1918 in Paris he opened his first exhibition but it was closed the
first day for ―indecency.‖ He was diagnosed with TB when he was
14 years old, and died of it. His greatest love and favorite model,
Jeanne Hébuterne, bore him two children, and killed herself the
day after he died. His funeral was attended by the Who‘s Who of
the Paris art world: Picasso, Léger, Derain, Brancusi & many
others.

Moe‘s (Moskowitz‘s) Bookstore,Berkeley,104(194)n
Moffo, Anna, soprano—see at Thaïs.
Mohammed, Mohammad or Muhammad, the prophet
of Islam, 24(37). The name is also transliteratd as
Mohammad, Mohamed, Muhammed, Mahomed, Mehmed,
Mehmet, Mahomet, etc.
Mohammed was born in the Arab trading and
pilgrimage city of Mecca, in the Arabian peninsula,
between 570 and 580 AD. When his preaching began to
grown in popularity, the Meccans begin to beat & even kill
his followers who were called Muslims. Mohammed fled to
the nearby town of Medina. The Muslim calendar begins on
the day of this flight, known as the Hijra, also spelled
Hejira—also see at Islam

Mohammed‘s Flight, see above.
―Mohammad, Messenger of God‖ 1977 film also
known as The Message, about the origin of Islam, and
the message of prophet Mohammad.

Mohawk, Indian haircut, 2(3)—see at Daniel Boone.
Mohs, Friedrich, 1773-1839,German mineralogist,
developed Mors Scale of hardness used to compare
minerals, e.g., diamonds vs. glass & rat‘s teeth, 19(28)
Mohs‘s Scale: tested ten minerals because theywere
common or readily available. The scale is not a linear scale,
but somewhat arbitrary. On Moh‘s scaled from the softest to
the hardest: Talc 1, Gypsum 2, Cacite 3,
Fluorite 4,
… Quartz 7, Topaz & Emerald 8, Corundum (e.g., ruby
and sapphire)
9, Diamond 10. Other substances:
fingernail 2.5, copper coin 3.5, steel blade 5.5, glass 5.75,
steel file 7. Rats‘ teeth are 5.5 times harder than steel, but I
do not know how this compares with diamonds. (I would
guess that diamonds are harder--at least to find!) The
Webster New World Encylopedia states that ―in absolute
hardness‖ diamonds are 90 times as hard as corundum,
but the Web states that it is only 4 times as hard.

Model A, Ford dating from 1927; 8(12). see at Ford;
-- Glenn Fitkin had a 1931 Model A, 208(379);.

Model T, a Ford dating from 1908, 8(12); also see at
Ford, Flivver and Tin Lizzie. E. B. White wrote a paeen to
the Model T entitled ―Farewell, My Lovely‖—orig. pub. in
a 1936 New Yorker & reprinted in ―The Second Tree From
the Corner‖ (1954) & on pp. 558-565 in ―Oxford Book of
Humorous Prose‖ (see at Humor Books)

―Moderation in all things‖—Terence. This maxim of
includes moderation, i.e., do not be excessively moderate!
Disraeli wrote in ―Vivian Grey‖: ―There is moderation even
in excess.‖ See at Seven Deadly Sins

Molecule Chemistry. A sufficiently stable electrically
neutral group of at least two atoms in a definite arrangement
held together by very strong chemical bonds. According to
Merriam-Webster and the Online Etymology Dictionary, the word
―molecule‖ derives from the Latin ―moles‖ or small unit of mass.
Molecule (1794), "an extremely minute particle," from Fr.
molécule (1678), from Modern Latin molecula, diminutive of
moles "mass, barrier". A vague meaning at first; the vogue for the

―Modern Times,‖ 1936, a mostly silent film finds
Chaplin playing a factory workder who goes crazy from t
he repetitious job on the assembly line and his boss‘
demands for greater speed & efficiency. Chaplin wrote
th musical score which incoroporates the tune, ―Smile.‖
--Video Hound. Costarring Paulette Goddard, the theme of
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had been Jewish), 171(300) -- ―Jewish Mother?‖
A,
xiii;
-- ―Men are saps,‖ a quip based on her experiences, Ch. 40;
-- ―My Daddy taught me how to drink when I was sixteen so
boys couldn‘t take advantage of me, ― 218(397); ―Nobody ever
gets enough,‖ quip in response to a pupil who told her ―Mrs. S.,
you don‘t get enough;‖ Molly taught me ―Darling,
- You Can‘t Love One (& have any fun!)‖ & what a ―You
Know‖ is, 132(243)
When a high-school friend said, ―Molly, you have a sallow
complexion—mine is like peaches,‖ Molly quipped, ―Yes, and I
can see the fuzz!‖ See at Sarcasm & Mordant wit.
―You know, the language where ‗penis‘ et ‗vagina,‘come
from,‖ quip about Latin.
―You know what a dildo really is, don‘t you?‖ question
of a girl high school student of Molly‘s in a Latin class. See at
Dildo.
Although she‘s a ―Jewish Mother,‖ she is of Irish descent on
both her mother‘s & her father‘s side, R, xlvii; Molly
did
not
―mollycoddle‖ her four sons! Also see at ―Jewish
Fathers‖
171(300) & at ―Chiquita Banana.‖
Molly‘s mother, Dorothy, confided to me that her
Dorothy‘s) intellectual development ceased when she ―discovered
boys.‖ in college & Molly herself had interesting experiences as
a 17-year-old college student at Angelo State College (now a
University) in San Angelo, Texas, 131(242)
Also see at Amnesia, Transient Global (TGA).

word (used until late 18th century only in Latin form) can be traced
to the philosophy of Descartes. ―The Arrangement of Electrons in
Atoms and Molecules‖—see at Irving Langmuir.

Molar (back biter?)
Molière (pseudonyme of Jean Baptiste Poquelin),
1622-1673, was a French playwright & actor who is considered
one of the greatest masters of comedy in Western literature.
Among Molière's best-known dramas are Le Misanthrope, (The
Misanthrope), L'Ecole des femmes (The School for Wives),
Tartuffe ou l'Imposteur, (Tartuffe or the Hypocrite), L'Avare ou
l'École du mensonge (The Miser), Le Malade imaginaire (The
Imaginary Invalid), and Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme (The
Bourgeois Gentleman).

―Good Heavens! For more than forty years I have
been speaking prose without knowing it‖—Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme, 1670—cited in Bartlett.

―Moll Flanders‖ is Defoe‘s 1722 picaresque novel of
the fall and eventual redemption of a lone woman in the 17th century—see at Defoe.

Molly Sullivan, T, A, vii ,xi, xiii, P, D; mother of
four sons, the Wood bros--see at Zeno, Japheth, Malachi &
Ezra. A, xiii; also see at Carl, at Molly, at Carl & Molly, at
Sullivan & at Wood; Latin teacher par excellence and corrects
Carl‘s Latin, 207(378)n;
-- about her name: in Texas Molly is the name of whores,
dogs, and cows! Molly is a form a Mary, and so is Moll, as in
gun moll, and Molly Flanders.
-- born April 27, 1939 in Abilene, TX, while her mother was
visiting her sister, Molly‘s Aunt Jo, but they stayed there just a
month, and then moved to Sanderson. She lived in a number of
places, including Junction & moved to San Angelo when she was
eight--staying there through San Angelo high school, Angelo
State College, (now Angelo State University.
Molly attended the U. of Texas at Austin, graduating Magna
Cum Laude in 1960, attended grad school there 1960-1961, then
taught Latin in Lubboch High School one-and-a-half years, 1961
thought fall 1962, returing to grad school at UT in 1963.
Molly was a thesis away from her Ph.D. in Classics at the
U. of Texas in 1962? when she had to leave because the Classics
Department fired five women Teaching Assistants. She never went
back to graduate school, A, xiiii; in 1964, she married Henry
Wood, an assistant professor there in Classics, and they moved to
Brooklyn.
-- her father, Denny, was 36 when he was drafted in 1943
into the US Army, and spent two years 1943 through 1945 in
Europe in WW II. When he returned, he was a stranger to her—see
at (Denny) Sullivan
-- widowed in Feb. 1979 & married me on Sept. 10, 1987;
-- right after her mother had a serious auto accident in late
April 1999, in early May Molly came down with arthritic knees
& sciatica pains (P, iii, footnote) from which she has never
recovered until she had bilateral knee implants on June 23, 2008.
The surgeon, Dr. Allfred ―Freddy‖ Tria, who grew up in Brooklyn,
told us in the initial interview that he had implanted knees in 7,000
patieints and 7 had died, ostensibly from blood clots.
-- was a very sick six-year with pneumonia in 1945 when
penicillin cured her after sulfa failed; I got a shot of penicillin
about the same time R, xliii, 101(189), 214 (389)
-- ―Mother, please don‘t talk me out of it!‖ a frequent plea to
Molly‘s persuasive mother, Dorothy, when Molly was growing up.
-- ―Absinthe makes the heart grow fonder,‖ 218(397);
-- ―Before the flowers of friendship faded, friendship
faded,‖ title of a Gertrude Stein work, frequently quoted
by
Molly, 207(378)n-- ―He obviously never married a Jew!‖ said in
merriment in response to James Joyce‘s statement (that I read
her) stating that Jews made better husbands and fathers, e.g.,
about Leopold Bloom, in ―Ulysses‖ (her two previous husbands

Molly Sullivan On Her Sons‘ Talking & Talking:
Zeno started talking about 1 year-old, then after 2 or
3 mos. stopped until he was 2-and-a-half years old. He
walked at 10-and-a-half months.
Japheth talked at 1 year & wlked at 1 yr. & 3mos.
When he was quite young, after watching a nature-film of
lemmings going over a cliff to their deaths, he stood up in the
theatre and shouted, ―I want to die!‖ I want to die!‖
Malachi both walked & talked at 1 year, but the joke
about Malachi is that he was born talking (gibberish--to
understand this, listen to one of the ―LaLinea‖ videos,
available on the Web.)
Ezra was a late talker, at least late in talking so
people could understand him.. Kanyakumari Pillay, a
neighboring child took Ezra under her wing and made
him speak distinctly, saying, ―No Ezra, say it this
way!‖
So, at 3-and-a-half he could speak clearly, although he still
speaks too fast for every to understand. He walked at 1 year.
(Told to me on Good Friday, Mar. 22, 2008--after much
prodding!)
According to her mother, Dorothy: Molly walked at
1 year, talked 3 months later and her first word was ―bacy‖
for bacon!—telephone conversations of May 15, 2008,
when Dorothy was 951/2 years old!

Molly and the Bible: Molly misconstrued ―Suffer
Little Children‖—see at the quote. She also misconstrued
the verse ―Sleep in heavenly pease (peas?)‖ As an adult
she read both testaments of the Bible several times.

Molly and Religion: Molly‘s father, Denny, was a
Baptist, but she grew up attending a Methodist Church, then
the Princeton Unitarian Church until I persuaded her to
accompany me to the Chapel in Princeton U.—we loved its choir
& the organ. She construes Christmas as celebrating the Winter
Solstice (see at Solstice), and Easter as celebrating the Spring
Equinox, etc. Her religious beliegs are a bit liked Gandhi‘s in that
she is a Christian, a Jew, a Moslem, a Hindu, and, maybe, a bit of
a pagan like the Greeks, the Romans--and most of us!
Molly on ―Housekeeping: ―When I was little, and my
mother asked me to clean up my room, or a mess I made in
the living room, I would put her off with ―Now Moother?‖ Then
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feel that there are plenty of unopened doors‖ --from the Feb. 18,
1982 NY Times Obituary by John S. Wilson.
―Although once called ‗the High Priest of Bebop,...his
angular, idiosyncratic melodies stood apart from the main currents
of the days...‖-- from Cambridge Dict. of Biography.

she would pick it up for me! This had this consequence: I never
learned housekeeping. I keep expecting someone to pick up for me,
and, sadly, nobody does!‖

Mollycoddle, to be over-inculgent or protective to
somebody; also applied to a boy who is pampered—from
the name Molly, nickname for Mary.

―Monk,‖ TV serial, about an obsessive-compulsive

―Mona Lisa,‖ a famous painting of a wom1950 song

detective, played by Tony Shalhoub who notices little
things, especially clues; see at Randy Newman.

with an with an inigmatic smile & flirty-flirty eyes. Also a
song by Ray Evans & Jay Livingston.

Monks‘ Joke: Two monks, John & Peter, were

―Moment of the rose and the moment of the yew tree

copying out the Bible, when John said, "Peter, say
something naughty!" Peter thought and thought, and finally
said, ―I can't think of anything. Can you/‖ John said, ―Yes!‖ &
Peter said ―What?‖ & John said ―Belly. Now it's your turn, Peter.‖
Peter, ―I can't--I already climaxed!"‘

are of the same duration, The,‖ T. S. Eliot. This line is
from a poem in T.S Elliot's Four Quartets, with the quote
coming from the fourth quartet, 'Little Gidding'.

Monaco, James, wrote the music for ―Stage Door

―Monkey-see, Monkey-do,‖ 52(85); see at Desmond

Canteen,‖ Ch. 56;

Morris,

Moncasi, Dr. Jaume, math. friend in Barcelona, AA
Monday is held to be the first day of the week in

―Monkey suits,‖ i.e., the Navy uniform for
sailors. 190(350), 204(373)n

USA, most of Europe, parts of Africa, South America and
Australia. In Asia–because the western calendarsystem
was
introduced only during the 20th century–many languages refer to
Monday as the "day of the beginning." It gets its name from the
Moon, which in turn gets its name from Mani (Old English
Mona), the Germanic Moon god.
Similarly, the names in Latin-based languages such as the
Italian name (Lunedi), the French name (lundi), the Spanish name
(Lunes), and the Roumanian name (Luni), come from the Latin
name for Moon, luna— Wikipedia, where one can find the origins
of the Russian and Japanese names for the moon..
Monet pun on the artist‘s name (Mon-ay‘): ―Two
French bank robbers were caught red-handed stealing
artworks from a museum when their van ran out of gas.
They explained: ―We didn‘t have the Monet to buy Degas
to make the Van Gogh!‖ (We didn‘t have the money to by
the gas to make the van go!) Malachi told me this joke—he
teaches French!

―Monkey Trial,‖ see at ―Scopes Trial.‖
Monogamy Joke—see at Bigamy Joke.
Monolith, a large block of stone, esp,. one used in
sculpture or architecture, e.g., a sculture made from
a single piece of stone. (Trivia: Einstein literally means
―one stone!)

Mononucleosis Infectious mononucleosis aka Pfeiffer's
disease, or mono (in North America) and more commonly
known as glandular fever in other English-speaking countries. It
occurs most commonly in adolescents and young adults, where it
is characterized by fever sore throat, muscle soreness, and
fatigue. Infectious mononucleosis typically produces a mild
illness in small children, and is often asymptomatic.

Monongahela River, 1(2)-one of the ―three rivers that
meet at Pittsburgh, PA.
Monstrosity, see at Montaigne.
Monroe, James Monroe, 1758–1831, 5th President of

Monet‘s garden (compared to a neighbor‘s), 22(33)n;
Money: ―Without the money of the rich, the chicken

the US (1817–25), born in Westmoreland co., VA. Leaving the
College of William and Mary in 1776 to fight in the American
Revolution, he served in several campaigns and was wounded (Dec.,
1776) at the battle of Trenton. He later studied law (1780–83) under
Thomas Jefferson, and the friendship that sprang up between them was
the foundation for Monroe's political career-brief excerpt from a
article by Columbia Encyclopedia Online.

farms & granaries would go out of business. Money is the
lubricant of commerce. Money is a lodestone, ever pointing
True North. Money is a lightning rod which attracts bolts of
lightning (power!)‖ 24(37); worship of --, 26(40); also see at
Aphrodisaiac.
―Your money or your Life?‖-- see at Jack Benny.

Monroe Doctrine: On Dec. 2, 1823, he outlined his

―Money is the root of all evil, The love of‖—

doctrine opposing European expanisin into the Western
Hemisphere.

―Some people, eager for money, have wandered from the
faith and pierced themselves with many griefs—Apostle
Paul, Timothy 6: 7-10. Also see at ―Rich? You Wanna be.‖

Monroe, Bill, see at Blue Grass Music
Monroe, Marilyn (MM), (née Norma Jean

Monk, Thelonious (Sphere), 1917-1982, the pianist &

Mortensen or Baker), 1926-1962, was born in the charity
ward of Los Angeles Co. Hospital(, 1926-1962. ―Sometimes I have
been to a party where nobody spoke to me the whole evening.
The men, frightened by their wives and sweeties, would give me a
wide berth. And the ladies would gang up in a corner to discuss my
dangerous character‖—from ―True Confessions.‖
MM was a liberated women far ahead of her time,
and as
a sexually provocative as Mae West. As one of the most famous
people in the world—see at Brigitte Bardot--and the most
photographed--many women in the post-WW II world adopted
her as a role model.
She proved to be a hilarious comedienne in the 1959 movie
―Some Like It Hot,‖ with Jane Russell, Tony Curtis, Jack
Lemmon, and Joe E. Brown.
She committed suicide.
See at ―Blonde,‖ at Arthur Miller, at ―Picnic,‖ and at ―The
Seven Year Itch,‖ which contains that iconic scene in which her
dress is blown over her head by a blast air from the sidewalk

composer born in Rocky Mt., NC, whose wry, angular
melodies and unusual harmonic progressions are among the most
striking contributions to the jazz repertory, died yesterday in
Englewood Hospital in New Jersey at the age of 64. He had
suffered a stroke on Feb. 5.
Although Mr. Monk's music was rooted in the stride-piano
tradition of Willie (The Lion) Smith, James P. Johnson and Duke
Ellington, it stood apart from the main flow of jazz. '‖He hasn't
invented a new scheme of things,''‖Paul Bacon wrote in the jazz
magazine,e, The Record Changer in 1948,―'but he has, for years,
looked with an unjaundiced (sic!) eye at music and seen a little
something else. He plays riffs that are older than Bunk Johnson
but they don't sound the same. His beat is familiar but he does
something strange there, too. He can make a rhythm almost
separate, so that what he does is inside or outside it. Monk is really
making use of all the unused space around jazz, and he makes you
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grating. David Wayne starred in 4 films with Monore, more than
any other actor—see at David Wayne (last paragraph.)

Monte Sainte-Victoire, near Cézanne's home in Aix-

Monroe‘s Wit: When asked about that famous nude

Monstand, Yves, actor, ―one of the most deceptively

en-Provence—see at Cézanne.

calendar photograph, ―Did you have
anything on,‖ she
quipped, ―I had the radio on.‖
―I have been on calendars, but I have never been on
time,‖ Borealis # 342. ( I wonder if she meant ―on Time,‖ i.e., the
magazine‘s cover! She made the cover of the first issue of Playboy,
December, 1953—see it on Wikipedia at Marilyn Monroe.)
―What do I wear in bed? Why, Chanel No. 5, of
course‖—Wikipedia.

effortless actors ever to appear on screen‖--Video Hound
on his acting in ―La Guerre Est Finie‖ Also see at ―Z‖

Montalbán, Richardo, (née Ricardo Gonzalo Pedro
Montalbán y Merino), 1920-2009, star of ‗Fantasy
Island,‘ was born in Mexico City on Nov. 25, 1920, and moved to
Los Angeles as a teenager to live with his older brother Carlos,
who was pursuing a career in show business. The brothers traveled
to New York in 1940, and Ricardo landed a bit part in ―Her
Cardboard Lover,‖ a play starring Tallulah Bankhead.
The next year Mr. Montalbán returned to Mexico, where his
mother was dying. He made a dozen Spanish-language films in
Mexico, becoming a star. In 1944 he married Georgiana Young,
the half-sister of the film actress Loretta Young. The couple went
on to raise four children in Los Angeles: Mark, Victor, Laura and
Anita. Georgiana Young died in 2007.
Montalbán made his Hollywood debut in 1947 in ―Fiesta,‖ a
musical in which he was cast as an aspiring toreador with a twin
sister, improbably played by the movie‘s star, Esther Williams.
They also starred together a year later in ―On an Island With You.‖
The next year he was signed as a contract player for MGM, and
specialized in Latin-lover roles, perfecting if not defining the
stereotype.
He played opposite Cyd Charisse (―Mark of the Renegade‖),
Shelley Winters (―My Man and I‖) and Pier Angeli (―Sombrero‖),
among others.
A 1953 film in which he starred with Lana Turner was
actually called ―Latin Lovers.‖
Like other minority actors of the time, Mr. Montalbán, with
his dark good looks and his Spanish accent, seemed to be a kind of
racial utility player. This was the era of the western, and he
repeatedly played American Indians, including a Blackfoot war
chief in ―Across the Wide Missouri.‖ He appeared as an ancient
Babylonian in ―The Queen of Babylon‖ and as a Japanese Kabuki
actor in ―Sayonara.‖ In the Broadway musical ―Jamaica,‖ set on a
mythical Caribbean island, he starred opposite Lena Horne in a
cast that was, aside from himself, entirely African-American. For
his performance he was nominated for a Tony in 1958.
In 1971, troubled by the way he was asked to portray
Mexicans, he helped to found Nosotros, an advocacy group for
Latinos working in the movie and television industry. As president
of the organization, he later said: ―I put my career aside and
dedicated my heart and soul for over a year and a half to this new
organization, going to radio and television to talk about it, talking
to directors, producers, writers. I received tremendous support, but
there were also some negative repercussions. I was accused of
being a militant and as a result I lost jobs.‖
―With his fierce profile, long white hair, manful décolletage
and Space Age jewelry, Mr. Montalbán looks like either the
world‘s oldest rock star or its hippest Indian chief,‖ Janet Maslin
wrote, reviewing the film in The New York Times. ―Either way, he
looks terrific.‖ --edited excerpt from the Jan. 15, 2009 NY Times
obituary writeen by Claire Dederer & Bruce Weber. Also see at
―Across the Wide Missouri‖

Monroe, Vaughn, 1911-1973, born in Akron, Ohio,
was a singer, trumpeter, bandleader. he grew up tall &
handsome, which helped career no end. He was called ‗the baritone
with muscles‘ & was most popular in the 1940s and 1950s.He
recorded extensively for RCA Victor until the 1950s
and
his
signature tune was ―Racing with the Moon‖ (1941).
Among his other hits were ―There I Go‖ (1941), ―There I've
Said It Again‖ (1945), "Let It Snow" (1946), "Ballerina" (1947),
―Ghost Riders in the Sky‖ (1949), ―Mule Train‖ (1949),―Someday
(You'll Want Me To Want You)‖ (1949), and ―Sound Off‖
(1951). One lost chance: he turned down the offer to record
"Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer!" And didn‘t he sing ―Prisoner
of Love‖ with conviction?
―Despite an early talent for the trumpet, Vaughn Monroe's
desire to become an opera singer eventually landed him almost ten
number one hits during the '40s as well as a host of nicknames for
his rich baritone, including 'The Voice with Hairs on Its Chest' and
'Old Leather Tonsils.' During 1945, There! I've Said It Again and
Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! both spent more than a
month at the top of the charts. And his two biggest hits, Ballerina
and Riders in the Sky, came in 1947 and 1949, respectively. The
latter, an old Western chestnut, presaged Monroe's attempt at
moving into Hollywood's singing-cowboy genre with a couple of
early-'50s B-movies including The Singing Guns and The Toughest
Man in Arizona"—from this link:
http://music.aol.com/artist/vaughnmonroe/biography/1002611
Montague, Ashley, 1905-1999, (also spelled Montagu
--see his Website), Anglo-American anthropologist who
wrote ―The Natural Superiority of Women‖ (1953)—see at
Womens‘s Superiority.

―Montaigne (La)‖ is French for (the)mountain.
Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de, 1533–1592, was one
of the most influential writers of the French Renaissance.
Montaigne is known for popularizing the essay as a literary genre.
He became famous for his effortless ability to merge serious
intellectual speculation with casual anecdotes and autobiography
— and his massive volume Essais (translated literally, ―Attempts‖)
contains, to this day, some of the most widely influential essays
ever written. ontaigne had a direct influence on writers the world
over, from William Stephan Zweig, from Friedrich Nietzsche to
Jean-Jacques Rousseau. He was a conservationist and an earnest
Catholic but, because of his anti-dogmatic opinion, he is the father,
with his contemporary Étienne de La Boétie of the ―anticonformist French spirit.‖
Que sais-je? (What do I know) appeared on a medal
Montaine had struck, which showed also his coat of armes and the
coller of the order of St. Michel, etc.—See Bartlett for more
details.

Montesquieue, Charles de Secondat, 1869-1755), see
at Liberty & at Reading.

Montgomery Bus Boycott—see at Bus Boycott.
Montgomery, Field Marshall Bernard Law, 160(283);

Montaigne, Essays, I, II, and III (1580);
―I want death to find me planting my cabbages,‖ I, ib. 20;
―I have seen no more ancient monstrosity and miracle in the
world than myself,‖ III, 11 ―He who would teach men to die
would teach them to live,‖ Ibid; ―No matter that we may
walk
on stilts, we still must walk on our legs. And on the highest
throne, we still sit only on our bottoms,‖ III, 13— \see Bartlett.

led the British to victory over Rommel in N. Africa—see at
El Alamein--& central in the D-Day landings & its
aftermath.
―In defeat unbeatable: in victory unbearable‖—
Winsston Churchill, 1956, quoted in Oxford Dict. of Phrase,
Saying, and Quotation, p. 320 (People.)
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She typically wore a white sailor suit having a pleated
knee-length skirt, white shoes, and a white visor. Wills wrote a
coaching manual, Tennis (1928), her autobiography, FifteenThirty: The Story of a Tennis Player (1937), and a mystery, Death
Serves an Ace (1939, with Robert Murphy). She also wrote articles
for the Saturday Evening Post and other magazines.

Montoya, Carlos, 1903-1993, a guitarist & composer
who helped internationalize & popularize flamenco music.
―He never learned to read music (see Irving Berlin in this
connection), but allowed others to notate & publish his
pieces so that aspiring players could learn his techniques‖—
from the Mar. 5, 1993 NY Times Obituary by Allan Kozinn
He was born in Madrid, Spain, married Sally MacLean, an
American dancer in 1940. The couple settled in NY & few
years later, Montoya became an American citizen. He died
in Wainscott, Long Island, NY.
―Monty Python‘s Flying Circus‖--some of the most
famous Python sketches, including ―The Dead Parrot,‖
―The Lumberjack Song‖, ―The Spanish Inquisition‖ and
―Spam‖ —see at John Cleese & at Michael Palin. Also see
at ―Dead Parrot.‖

Moon, the natural satellite of Earth, visible by
reflection of sunligt and having a slightly elliptical oribit
approx. 252,950 miles at apogee. Is mean diameter is
2,160 miles, and its mass is approx. one eigth that of Earth.
Its average periodof revolution about Earth is 29 days,
12hours & 44 minutes—also see at Radar.
Moon. ―Oh, Mr. Moon, Moon, Brigtht & Shiny Moon,
Shine Down on me. Moon, Moon, bright & shinymoon,
please come from behind that tree!‖.

―Mood, In the:‖ Glenn Miller‘s theme song written

Moon Slang, to bare one‘s buttocks at s.o. in a show

in 1939 by tenor saxophonist Joe Carland, and Andy Razaf,
who was Fats Waller‘s lyricist. It was also taken up by
British bandleader Joe Loss for his theme song.

of disrespect.

―Moon Is Blue,‖ The is a 1953 comedy film directed
by Otto Preminger which tells the story of a young girl who
meets an architect in the Empire State Building and quickly
turns his life upside down. It stars William Holden, David
Niven, Maggie McNamara with Dawn Addams in a
supporting role and Hardy Krüger in a cameo. The movie
was adapted by F. Hugh Herbert from his hit play of the
same name that opened on Mar 8, 1951 on Broadway and
starred Barbara Bel Geddes and Barry Nelson .

―Mood Indigo,‖ by Duke Elington, Irving Mills &
Albany Bigard, 1931: ―You ain‘t been blue, no, no, no /
You ain‘t been blue / ―Till you‘ve had that mood indigo.‖

―Moody and morose:‖--see at Van Johnson, last
paragraph.

Moody, Helen Wills (née Helen Newington Wills

Moon Orbit Dec. 1968: Apollo 8 was the first

Roark), 1905-1998, was an American Tennis player and
widely considered one of the greatest female tennis players of all
time. She has been described as "the first American born woman to
achieve international celebrity as an athlete" Wills won 31 Grand
Slam titles (singles, women's doubles, and mixed doubles) during
her career, including seven singles titles at the U.S.
Championships, eight singles titles at Wimbledon, and four singles
titles at the French Championships. Excluding her defaults at the
French Championships and Wimbledon in 1926, she reached at
least the final of each Grand Slam singles event she played during
her career.
Wills also won two Olympic gold medals in Paris in 1924
(singles and doubles), the last year that tennis was an Olympic
sport until 1988. Wills was the U.S. girls' singles champion in
1921 and 1922.
She won her first women's national title at the age of 17 in
1923, making her the youngest champion at that time. From 1919
through 1938, she amassed a 398–35 (0.919) match
record,including a winning streak of at least 158 matches, during
which she did not lose a set. She was a member of the U.S.
Wightman Cup team in 1923, 1924, 1925, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930,
1931, 1932, and 1938. Wills was reported to be an introverted and
detached woman.
On court, she rarely showed emotion, ignored her
opponents, and took no notice of the crowd. Kitty McKane
Godfree, who inflicted the only defeat Wills suffered at
Wimbledon during her career, said, ―Helen was a very private
person, and she didn't really make friends very much.‖ Hazel
Hotchkiss Wightman said, ―Helen was really an unconfident and
awkward girl — you have no idea how awkward.... I thought of
Helen as an honestly shy person who was bewildered by how
difficult it was to please most people.‖
Because of her unchanging expression, Grantland Rice, the
American sportswriter, bestowed on Wills the nickname ―Little
Miss Poker Face.‖ As her success and, ironically, unpopularity
with the public increased, she was called ―Queen Helen‖ and ―the
Imperial Helen.‖ In her own defense, Wills said in her
autobiography, ―I had one thought and that was to put the ball
across the net. I was simply myself, too deeply concentrated on the
game for any extraneous thought.‖

manned voyage to a celestial body. Its three-man crew of
Mission Cmdr Frank Borman, Command Module Pilot James
Lovell, and Lunar Module Pilot William Anders became the first
humans to see the far side of the Moon. The mission also involved
the first manned launch of a Saturn V rocket, and was the second
manned mission of the Apollo Program. After launching on
Dec.21, 1968, the crew took three days to travel to the Moon. They
orbited ten times over the course of 20 hours, during which the
crew made a Christmas Eve TV broadcast in which they read the
first 10 verses from the Book of Genesis. The broadcast was the
most watched TV program ever—Wikipedia (I saw it, but it would
have been hard to miss because of the conitnous replays.)

Moon Walk: July 20, 1969: Apollo 11 piloted by
Michael Collins with Neil Armstrong and Edwin ―Buzz‖
Aldrin onboard became the first manned Moon Orbiter to land
men to walk on the moon.
Then Armstrong and Aldrin descended to the moon in a
landing module. Then Commander Armstrong made his way
down the ladder first. Placing his left foot on the surface at 2:56
UTC July 21, 1969, he spoke the following words: ―That's one
small step for [a] man, one giant leap for mankind.‖ C
Apollo 11 mission thus was the first manned mission to land
on the Moon. It was the fifth human spaceflight of Project Apollo
and the third human voyage to the Moon. It was also the second
all-veteran crew in manned spaceflight history. Launched on July
16, 1969, it carried Commander Neil Alden Armstrong, Command
Module Pilot Michael Collins and Lunar Module Pilot Edwin
Eugene ‗Buzz‘ Aldrin, Jr. On July 20, Armstrong and Aldrin
became the first humans to land on the Moon, while Collins
orbited above.
The mission fulfilled President John F. Kennedy's goal of
reaching the moon by the end of the 1960s, which he expressed
during a speech given on September 12, 1962 at Rice University
Stadium in Houston, Texas: "I believe that this nation should
commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of
landing a man on the Moon and returning him safely to the
Earth‖—Wikipedia.

―Moonstruck, 1987 movie starring Cher, Nicholas
Cage, Olympia Dukakis and Vincent Gardenia. Also see at
―That‘s Amore‖ the theme song of the movie.
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Lightly Thrown.‖ ―Moorfields is one of the last pieces of
open land in the City of London, near the Moorgate. The
fields were divided into three areas, the Moorfields proper,
just north of Bethlem Hospital, and inside the City
boundaries, and Middle and Upper Moorfields to the north.
Today the name survives in the names of Moorfields Eye
Hospital (since moved to another site); St. Mary Moorfields;
Moorfields the short street parallel with Moorgate (and
containing some entrances to Moorgate station); and
Moorfields Highwalk, one of the pedestrian "streets" at high
level in the Barbican Estate. See at Grub Street.

―Moon River‖ (1961), lyrics by Johnny Mercer, music
by Henry Mancini: ―Moon River, wider than a mile, /
I‘m crossing you in style. / Some day. / Old dreammaker, / You heart–breaker, / Wherever you‘re goin‘, /
I‘m going your way…

Moon Walk following Moon Orbit
Moonlight Gardens, dance hall at Cincinnati‘s Coney
Island,‖ A , xi; ―But, then, a dance at Moonlight Gardens
with your beloved and then you had it all, all over again.
When does the thrill of dancing ever end? Never!‖
64(105; also, see at Trask & at Waymeyer;

Moorhead, Agnes Robertson, 1900-1974, born in

―Moonlight Serenade,‖ Glenn Miller‘s immortal

Clinton, MA, she later shaved six years off her age by
claiming to have been born in 1906. Moorehead recalled her first
public performance was at the age of three, reciting ―The Lord's
Prayer‖ in her father's church. The family moved to St. Louis, MO,
and Moorehead's ambition to become an actress grew ―very
strong.‖ Her mother indulged her active imagination often asking
―Who are you today, Agnes?‖, while Moorehead and her sister
would often engage in mimicry, often coming to the dinner table
and imitating parishioners. Moorehead noted and was encouraged
by her father's amused reactions.
She joined the chorus of the St. Louis Municipal Opera
Company, known as "The Muny". In addition to her interest in
acting, she developed a lifelong interest in religion; in later years
actors, e.g., Dick Sargent, recalled Moorehead arriving on the set
with "the Bible in one hand and the script in the other"
Although she appeared in more than 70 films beginning
with Citizen Kane (1941) and on dozens of TV shows during a
career that spanned more than 30 years, Moorehead is probably
most widely known to modern audiences for her role as the witch
Endora in the TV series Bewitched. While rarely playing leads in
films, Moorehead's skill at character development and range
earned her one Emmy Award and two Golden Globe awards in
addition to four Academy Award nominations and six Emmy
Award nominations.
Moorehead's transition to TV won acclaim for drama and
comedy. She could play many different types, but often portrayed
haughty, arrogant characters. She met Orson Welles and by 1937
was a member of his Mercury Theatre Group, along with Joseph
Cotten. She appeared in his radio production Julius Caesar, had a
regular role in the serial The Shadow as Margo and was one of the
players in his The War of the Worlds production. In 1939, Welles
moved the Mercury Theatre Group to Hollywood, where he started
working for RKO Studios. Several of his radio performers joined
him, and Moorehead made her film debut as his mother in Citizen
Kane (1941). She also appeared in his films Journey into Fear
(1943) and The Magnificent Ambersons (1942). She received a
New York Film Critics Award and an Academy Award nomination
for her performance in the latter film. Moorehead played another
strong role in The Big Street (1942) with Henry Fonda and Lucille
Ball, and then appeared in two films that failed to find an audience,
Government Girl, with Olivia de Havilland and The Youngest
Profession with Virginia Weidler, both in 1943—edited exerpt
from Wikipedia, where there is a Filmography of 64 films she
appeared in, including a voice in ―Charlotte‘s Web.

1940 melody, lyrics by Mitchell Parish, and arranged by
Jerry Gray. See both Da Capo‘s Companion & Ewen‘s All
the Years. Also see at Glenn Miller.

Moonshine. 1. Moonlight. 2. Informal. Foolish talk.
3. Illegally distilled whiskey, also called ―white
lightning‖—from the Amer. Heritage Dictionary. Also see
at ―Hatfields and McCoys, at ―Jake‖ & at ―War is at best
barbarism.‖

Moore, Julianne (née Julie Anne Smith), born 1960
in Ft. Bragg near Fayettesville, NC, is an Emmy- and
Golden Globe-winning and five time Academy Award –
nominated actress. See at ―The Hours‖ (2002) & at ―The
End of the Affair (1999)

Moore, Marianne, 1887-1972, born in Kirkwood,
MO, was a Modernist poet and writer. Like Robert Lowell,
Moore revised a great many of her early poems in later
life. These appeared in The Complete Poems of 1967,
after which critics tended to accept as canonical the
―elderly Moore's revisions of the exuberant texts of her
own poetic youth.‖ Facsimile editions of the theretofore
out-of-print 1924 Observations became available in 2002.
Since that time there has been no critical consensus about
which versions are authoritative. Not long after throwing the
first pitch for the 1968 season in Yankee Stadium, Moore
suffered a stroke.—edited from Wikipedia. Also see at Ezra
Pound.
.Moore, (Mary) Ellen, 33-34(52-53), My 8-th grade
teacher who slapped me for absent-mindedly drumming
on her desk—she was Irish to the core, 34(53); also see at
Mary Ann Unkraut for her take on Ms. Moore.

Moore‘s, The, our 22-nd Street Landlords, 15(22)
Moorfield, Bill, long-time friend, 213-214(388): WW II
Veteran, noted for his lusty humor, e.g., he lived in
Newport, KY & wrote his return-address ―Studville. KY‖
— lost his radio announcer job in Cincinnati while in the
service. (Because, as a Vet of WW II, he wouldn‘t kiss-sass
or brown-nose? 214(388); -- taught the 3-person game of
Skat to his friends at the Cincinnati ―Y,‖ including Ray
Dubin, ―Mickey‖ & me, 214(388);
Moorfield also
introduced us to the ―52-20 Club‖—see Fifty-Two
Twenty—entitled veterans of WW II to 52 weeks of
unemployment compensation of $20 a week with the
proviso that they actively seek work. Since his line of work
was that of a radio announcer, he qualified for the full 5220! Lying obviously appealed to many who wanted or
needed, a post-service vacation ( i.e, R & R), so we spent
endless hours inventing novel occupations, e.g., dogsitter,
novelist, poet, or pimp & other unneeded niches of life,
214(388). About this time, a book came out entitled, ―What
To Do Before Labor Comes,‖ ostensibly about
childbirth but this inspired us!

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, Canada, is where Art
Linkletter was born

Morality--see at ―Love overcame …,‖ at Gibran &
at ―Man.‖

Morals? When somebody asked either Caroline Lamb
or Claire Clairmont, what she thought of Byron‘s morals,
she retorted, ―It‘s the first I heard of them‖

Morath, Inge, see at Arthur Miller.
Moravia, Alberto (né Alberto Pincherle), 1907-1990,

Moorfields, an area of London that appears in a

novelist & shortstory writer born in Rome. His works
explored issues of modern sexuality, alienation &

Nonsense rhyme ―As I was walking over Moorfelds, I saw
St Paul‘s a-running on wheels, etc.‖ See at ―Heavy Words
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existentialism. Two of his best-known works are the
antifascist novel Il Conformista (The Conformist), which
was the basis for the 1971 film The Conformist & directed
by Bernardo Bertolucci, and La Ciociara (Two Women)
filmed by Vittorio de Sica in 1961—see at The Conformist.

"Der Gaul", and symbolism in "Der Wasseresel". In
"Scholastikerprobleme" he discussed how many angels could sit
on a needle. Still many Germans know some of his poems and
quotations by heart, e.g. the following line from "The Impossible
Fact" (―Die unmögliche Tatsache‖, 1910): For, he reasons
pointedly / That which must not, can not be. (German: "Weil, so
schließt er messerscharf / Nicht sein kann, was nicht sein darf‖)—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
I would translate the last German phrase like this: ―What
one can‘t be, one oughtn‘t be.‖ I said something like that to Fritz
Kasch in Germany in 1959: ―Mann muß tun vas Mann kann,‖ i.e.,
―One must do what one can,‖ or: ―One must not do what one
can not!‖

Mordant means sarcastic, or biting, as in ―mordant
wit;‖ e.g., the comments of G. B. Shaw & Oscar Wilde on
English socal manners, and of H. L. Mencken on the
Amercian character. See at Sarcasm, at Satire & at Wit.

―More I See You, The (The more I love you), 1945
song by Harry Warren (music) and Mack Gordon (lyric)
and sung by Dick Haymes in the 1945 film "Diamond
Horseshoe,‖ about which see.

Morgenstern, Oskar, is best known for his book,

―More:‖ There is a memorable exchange when

coauthored with physicist John von Neumann, titled Theory
of Games and Economic Behavior.

Humphrey Bogart in ―Key Largo‖ challenges Edgar G.
Robinson in the following way: B: ―I know what you
want?‖ R: ―Yeah, wise guy, what do I want?‖ B: ―You
want more‖ R: ―Yeah,‖ his magnificent eyebrows raised:
―I want more.‖ Frowns, and then asks: ―But more of what?‖
B: ―You want more of everything!‖ R: ―Yeah ―Yeah, that
what I want, more of everything!‖ Also see at ―Everything,
All We Ever Wanted Was‖ , at Greedy, ―Too Much Is
Never Enough‖ & at ―Sins, The Seven Deadly.‖

More,Thomas,1478-1935,

was

imprisoned

Morgenthau, Jr., Henry,1891-1967, Jewish Sec.of
Treasury under FDR, R, lii

Moriarty, the arch-enemy of Sherlock Holmes: ―Any
good sleuth needs a nemesis and Holmes' arch-enemy is
Professor James Moriarty. It is with Moriarty that Holmes plunges
(supposedly) to his death over the Reichenbach Falls. (Conan
Doyle wanted to end the series to concentrate on more scholarly
work, but revived the detective because of the outpouring of
popular demand.)‖—from the Web. Also see at Macavity.

and

beheaded for opposing Henry VIII‘s break with Rome &
refusing to recognize him as thehead of the Church of
England. See at Hypocrisy.
Moreno, Rita (née Rosita Dolores Alverío) Prto Rican
born in Humacao, P. R., the daughter of Rosa Maria, a
seamstress, and Paco Alveria, a farmer. She moved with her
mother to NY City at the age of five, and took on the surname of
her stepfather, Edward Moreno. When she was eleven years old,
she lent her voice to Spanish-language versions of American films.
She had her first Broadway role (Angelina in Skydrift) by the time
she was 13, which caught the attention of Hollywood talent scouts.
She played a small role in Singin' in the Rain as a silent screen
vamp but disliked most of her other work during this period.
In 1961, Moreno landed the role of Anita in Robert Wise's
film adaptation of Leonard Bernstein' and Stephen Sondheim's
groundbreaking Broadway musical, West Side Story. Moreno
gained fame and an Academy Award as the Best Supporting
Actress for that role. She went on to be the first actress, and the
first Hispanic, to win an Emmy (for an episode in The Rockford
Files, 1978), a Grammy (The Electric Company Album, 1972)., an
Oscar (as mentioned), and a Tony (Best Featured Actress, "The
Ritz," 1975). . In 1985, she won the Sarah Siddons Award for her
work in Chicago theatre.

Moriarty Frank Jane—see at Mory‘s
Moriarty, Michael, is an Irish American Tony &
Emmy-winning actor of stage and screen, born 1941 in
Detroit, MI, the son of Elinor (née Paul) and George Moriarty. a
police surgeon. His grandfather, George Moriarty, was a third
baseman, umpire and manager in the major leagues for nearly 40
years. Tony and Emmy-winning actor of stage and screen, as well
as a prominent jazz musician. He is best known for his role as Ben
Stone on the long-running TV series Law & Order. He portrayed
the ―Chicken-shit‖ officer in ―The Last Detail,‖ 191(215-216)In an
interview in 2007, he said he was a ―functional alcoholic.‖

Moriarty, Michael, writer--see at Pierre Nicole.
Morning Star is Venus, during parts of the year, and
at other times, Venus is the Evening Star. Also at
Morgenstern.

Morocco (1930, film starring Gary Cooper with
Adolph Menjou—see at Menjou.

Morse, Dr. Marston, AA, mathematican & late prof.
atthe Inst. for Adv. Study, Princeton, NJ, who befriended
me on his visit to Heidelberg U. in 1959 & invited me to
apply to the Inst. for Adv. Study. We became great friends
during my tenure there, 1960-1962, and in succeeding years
when I was a visiting member, including 20 summer
visitorships. We frequently lunched together at the
Instutute. He & his wife, Louise, were very kind to me
and my family. I wrote about him in ―Rings & Things.‖

―Morepork,‖ a short story thriller by New Zealander
author, Ngaio Marsh, about the murder of an ornithologist
studying a NZ owl whose call sounds like the title!. It first
appeared in an anthology—see at ―Verdict of 13.‖

Morgan, Frank, actor—see at ―The Great Ziegfeld,‖

Morse, Robert, born 1931 in Newton, MA, he is best

at ―Tortilla Flat‖ & at ―The Wizard of Oz.‖

known for his appearances in musicals and plays on

Morgan Beale, Jeanne, HHS ‘45 Classmate, who

Broadway, and has also acted in movies and TV shows. He served
in the US Navy during the Korean War. In 1995, he portrayed
Grandpa in the Fox telefilm ―Here Come the Munsters.‖
Morse created the role of Barnaby in The Matchmaker on
Broadway in 1955 opposite Ruth Gordon and reprised the role in
the 1958 film adaptation, this time opposite Shirley Booth. That
same year he won the Theatre World Award and was nominated
for the Tony Award for Best Featured Actor in a Play for Say,
Darling. His performance as J. Pierpont Finch in How to Succeed
in Business Without Really Trying won him the Tony. He also
starred in the 1967 movie version.

wrote in my ‗Lest We Forget,‖ ―Lots of luck to you, Carl.
You‘re the best, Love Jeanne‖

Morgan, Michèle, French actress—see at (La)
Symphonie Pastorale, 1946 film.

Morgenstern is German for Morning Star. See at
Morning Star. Also see at Shadow of a shadow.

Morgenstern, Christian, 1871-1914, was an author and
poet from Munich, Germany. Morgenstern's poetry, much of
which was inspired by English literary nonsense, is immensely
popular, even though he enjoyed very little success during his
lifetime. He made fun of scholasticism, e.g. literary criticism in
"Drei Hasen", grammar in "Der Werwolf", narrow-mindedness in

Moron was coined around 1912 by psychologist
Henry Goddard from a Greek word meaning "dull" or
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―foolish,‖ and used on the English version of the ―Binet
Scale‖ of human intelligence--at IQ.

bomb for fear that the Germans would build one first, he
was alarmed by the decision to drop it without warning
Japan—from the NY Times Obituary of April 26,2005.

Moron Joke, see at Guts Joke.
Morton Salt, see at ―When it rains, it pours.‖
―Mortuus est‖, Latin ―It is dead‖—see at ―Passer‖

Morrison, Toni (née Chloe Anthony Wofford), born
born in Lorain, OH, in 1931, is a 1993 Nobel Prize-winning
author, editor, and Princeton U. prof. Her novels are known
for their epic themes, vivid dialogue, and richly detailed
African American characters; among the best known are
her novels The Bluest Eyes, Song of Solomon, and Beloved,
which won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1988. In 2001
she was named one of the "30 Most Powerful Women in
America" by Ladies' Home Journal.

Mortuus Est,‖

Morris, Desmond, b.1928 in the village of Purton,
UK, is most famous for his work as a zoologist & ethologist
& ethnologist, and for his book ―The Naked Ape‖ (1957),
in which he focuses on humanity's animal-like qualities and
our similarity with apes. His ―The Human Zoo‖ (1969) is a
continuation.
See at the Scopes Trial, aka ―The
Monkey Trial,‖ & at Voyeurism.

Morris Cigarettes, Philip, see at Philip Morris.
Mory‘s: Even a short history of Mory‘s begins with

Morris, Edmund, in an article in the New Yorker on

Yale crew members in 1863 wandering into a friendly
saloon owned by Frank and Jane Moriarty. After various
moves and proprietors, Mory‘s became a private club in
1912 and then moved to its current clapboard house at 306
York Street. Along the way it gave birth to the famous Yale
a cappella group the Whiffenpoofs, who still sing at supper
on Mondays—edited excerpt from Peter Applebome‘s Sept.
11, 2003, NY Times article. See at Whiffenpoof.

June 28, 2004, came to the conclusion based on 43,000
index cards (8‖ x 5‖) covering Ronald Reagan‘s life that Reagan
had no really close friends, and that his many acquaintances say
the they never talked about anything personal with him.
Furthermore, that he seemed to love nobdy except his
second wife, Nancy, but even she said that he never discussed
personal things with her, e.g., his decision to run for a second term.
Also, that his own children were strangers to him, so much so
that they often introduced themselves to him when they visited, as
he did not seem to recognize them, at least did not greet them
warmly.
Morris goes on to say that Reagan lacked empathy with
people, and when told of some disaster or tragedy, failed to
express sorrow, but instead would tell an anecdote from his life
that obliquely related to the tragedy at hand—paraphrased.
Another take on Reagan by Morris: Reagan required a lot
of solitude at his desk during which he would not take calls or
allers. He wrote letters voluminously.

Morse, Robert, born 1931 in Newton, MA, is actor
best known for his appearances in musicals and plays on
Broadway, and has also acted in movies and TV shows. Morse
created the role of Barnaby in The Matchmaker on Broadway in
1955 opposite Ruth Gordon and reprised the role in the 1958 film
adaptation, this time opposite Shirley Booth. That same year he
won the Theatre World Award and was nominated for the Tony
Award for Best Featured Actor in a Play for Say, Darling.
His performance as J. Pierpont Finch in How to Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying won him the Tony. He also starred
in the 1967 movie version. He served in the US Navy during the
Korean War. In 1995, Robert portrayed Grandpa in the Fox
telefilm Here Come the Munsters--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Also see at The Matchmaker & at How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying

Morris, Dr. Kathryn Emily, P, iii (footnote 2): our
esteemed family doctor, who took over Dr. Blumenthal‘s
practice. Also see at Amnesia, Transient Global (TGA)

Morris, "Willie" (né William Weaks Morris), 1934-1999, was an American writer and editor born in Jackson,
MS, though his family later moved to Yazoo City, Miss., which he
immortalized in his works of prose. Morris' trademark was his
lyrical prose style and reflections on the American South,
particularly the Mississippi Delta.
In 1967 he became the youngest editor of Harper's
Magazine. He wrote several works of fiction and non-fiction,
including his seminal book North Toward Home. He also wrote of
his experience living in New York in New York Days.
In 1980, Morris returned to his native state to be writer-inresidence at Ole Miss in Oxford, Miss., where he encouraged a
new generation of Mississippi writers including John Grisham and
Donna Tartt.
One of his books, My Dog Skip, was made into a 2000
movie starring Frankie Muniz, Diane Lane, Luke Wilson and
Kevin Bacon. (Morris had previously written for Reader's Digest
a profile of his dog ‗Pete,‘ whom he had adopted while living in
Bridgehampton, NY. When Morris left there, he took Pete, who
had formerly belonged to the owner of a local service station (and
whom Willie referred to as 'the Mayor of Bridgehampton') back to
Mississippi with him.) Morris died of a heart attack just before the
movie debuted, after seeing an advance screening of the film and
praising it. Also see at Donna Tartt.

Morse, Marston, Professor at the Inst. For Adv. Study
in Princeton. We became friends at Heidelberg, and close
friends at the Institute, AA. I wrote about him and his wife,
Louise, and their hospitality & friendship at the Institute in
Part II of Rings and Things. Also see Part II of this Index
and Glossary.
Morse, Samuel F(inley) B(reese),116(215), 116(215)n:
an accomplished American portrait artist, photographer, as
well as the inventor of the telegraph & Morse code. (See
at SOS.) He conceived of & built the magnetic telegraph.
The first telegraphic message was sent on May 24, 1844:
―What Hath God Wrought?‖ By 1847, NY & were linked
by telegraph wires. Also see at Marconi & at Victory

Mortimer Snerd, see at Edgar Bergen.
Mosca in Spanish and in Italian means a fly, e.g., a
house fly. In Italian, mosca cieca, means blindman's bluff;
mosca al naso, means ―fly off the handle‖, literally ―has a
fly up his nose.‖ Or close to the obscenity, ―bug up his ass.‖
In colloquial Spanish (la) mosca means cash, or dough, also
a bore, or nuisance, and has several other meanings.

Moscow, Alvin, see at ―Every Secret Thing.‖
Moscow is the capital of Russia.
Moscow, USA?—There are eight cities mamed

Morrison, Dr. Philip (1915-2005): stricken with
polio at the age of 4, in 1945 he was among the scientists of
the Manhattan Project, a lieutenant of the leader of the
project, Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer. He was one of the
handful of physicists sent to the island of Tinian to
assemble the bomb tht ws dropped on Hiroshima. A week
later, he toured the city. While he approved of building the

Moscow in USA listed in the Life Pictorial Atlas, but Wiki
Answers listed 27! To quote: ―27 states have towns named
Moscow. AL AR FL ID IL IA KS KY ME MD MI MN MO NY
ND OH OK PA RI TN TX UT VT VA WA WV WI.‖ The catch is
that not all of them will be on a Rand-McNally map, e.g.,
Princeton Borough is listed, but Princeton Township, which is
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larger than the Borough, isn‘t listed by Rand-McNanlly.

―Mother, stupid, It‘s the,‖ classical

―Moscow on the Hudson‖ is a 1984 comedy drama

psychological

analysis of a weak man, 127(233); also see at Bill & Hillary
Clinton.

film starring Robin Williams, and directed by Paul
Mazursky. Williams plays a Russian circus musician who defects
from the Soviet Union while on a visit to the US. Williams co-stars
this film with Maria Conchita Alonso, Elya Baskin, Savely
Kramarov, Alejandro Rey and Cleavant Derricks. The movie's
poster was involved in a 1987 court case involving violation of
copyright. The court found that the poster violated Saul Steinberg's
copyright for a 1976 New Yorker cover--excerpt from Wikipedia,
where
the
disputed
cover
is
shown

―Mother, What I Owe,‖ humorous take (takeoff?) on
mothers, 245-246(440-441)

―Mother, may I go…?‖ Ch. 12
Mothers Against Crime, 55-56(90)
―Mother‘s Kisses,‖ by Bruce Jay Friedman, is the story
of Joseph, a tall, scattered-looking boy of 17 & his
indomitable mother, Meg, who starts arranging his life for
him, even going so far as to accompany him to college.

Moses, 24(37), ―Hebrew lawgiver, probably born in

Mother‘s Love: it is unconditional; mothers identify

Egypt. He led his people out of bondage in Egypt to the
edge of Canaan in the 15th cent. B.C. According to the
biblical account, Moses was divinely protected as an infant & as a
young man he received a special calling at the burning bush. He
kept in constant touch with God, who guided him in leading all
Israel out of Egypt.
Through him, God gave the Ten
Commandments, the criminal code & the whole liturgical law. In
his old age, when the Hebrews were at the
Jordan River ready
to cross, God gave Moses a view of the Promised Land from Mt.
Pisgah, but he did not enter it, for he died & was buried in Moab.
All this is recounted in the books of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers &
Deuteronomy‖--from the 6-th Edition of the Columbia
Encylopedia.
―Honor your mother and father‖ is the Fifth Commandment,
Ch. 3. See at Ten Commandments & at (Rabbi) Zusya.
―If Moses had been paid newspaper rates for the Ten
Commandments, he might have written the Two Thousand
Commandments‖--Isaac Bashevis Singer—from Singer Quotes
Website.

with the embryo and fetus they carry in their wombs, ideally
for nine months. Mama used to say she didn‘t do that in
order to have a lazy, good-for-nothing child.! See above.
The ―Jewish Mother‖ Jokes are based on what is considered
excessive, or overly protective, love. I also gave some
examples of overly protective fathers in Chapter 38.

Mother‘s womb:―The most significant period of an
individual‘s life is spent in his mother‘s womb‖—Chinese
Proverb, T1; ―Many types of stress leave their mark on the
unborn child by stimulating the secretion of hormoses that
migrate across the placental barrier‖—Renée Dubos, T1

Mother‘s work: ―From morning to setting sun; /
A mother‘s work is never done—saying, Ch. 14

Motherless Child: ―Sometimes I feel like a motherless
child / Sometimes I feel like a motherless child / Sometimes
I feel like a motherless child / A long ways from home / A
long ways from home / True believer / A long ways from
home / A long ways from home--from ―American Negro
Spirituals‖ by J. W. Johnson & J. R. Johnson, 1926. Also
titled ―Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child.‖

Moshe (also Moyshe, Moishe) is Hebrew for Moses.
Moslem, or Muslim, a believer in Islam--there are
1.3 billion self-declared Moslems--see at Christianity & at
Islam.

Motion pictures, invention of, 77(126); also see at
Film & at Movie(s).

―Most Dangerous Game, The‖—Man! 51(84)
Mostel, Zero—see at Zero.
Mot, A witty or incisive remark. Probaly from the

Motto 1. A brief statement to express a principle, a
goal. 2. A maxim to guide one‘s conduct. (Italia, word,
motto, probably from Vulgar Latain ?mottum‖ mottum,
word. See Mot. —American
Heritage Dictionary.

French Le mot, word, as in the phrase bon mot,
witticism, or apt word. Also see at Motto.

Motto (in Cassell‘s New Compact Latin Dictionary)
A way of thinking, opinion, thought, etc.; a dictum or

―Mother,‖ a painting—see at Basmanov.
Mother, a stringy slime composed of yeast cells and

precept.

Moulin Rouge

bacteria that form on the suface of fermented liquids, and is
added to wind or cider to start the production of vinegar.

(French for Red Windmill) is a

cabaret built in 1889 by Joseph Oller, who also owned the
Paris Olympia. Close to Montmartre in the Paris red-light district
of Pigalle on Boulevard de Clichy in the 18th arrondissement, it is
marked by the facsimile of a red windmill on its roof.
When the nearby Moulin Rouge cabaret opened its doors,
Toulouse-Lautrec was commissioned to produce a series of
posters. Thereafter, ―he cabaret reserved a seat for him, and
displayed his paintings. Among the well-known works that he
painted for the Moulin Rouge and other Parisian nightclubs are
depictions of the singer Yvette Guilbert; the dancer Louise Weber,
known as the outrageous La Goulue ("The Glutton"), who created
the ―French Can-Can‖; and the much more subtle Jane Avril.
The Moulin Rouge is best known as the spiritual birthplace
of the modern form of the can-can dance.

―Mother Courage and Her Children,‖play
by Bertolt Brecht. ―What we could do with round here is a
good war. What else can you expect with peace running
wild all over the place? You know the trouble with peace?
No organization--Mother Courage and Her Children, Act I.

Mother-lode: any joke, or story, about mothers, e.g.,
this book!

Mother Love, the inordinate love of a child for his
mother, is the converse of Mother‘s love. ―Love is a chain
whereby to bind a child to his parent‖ —Abe Lincoln,
12(18)n

Mother, may I go out to swim? /Yes, my darling
daughter:/ Hang your clothes on the hickory limb, but don‘t
go near the water.—Anonymous, Ch. 12
Mother Nature, 62(100), Ch. 36; ―So careful of the
type she seems, so careless of the single life‖ –Tennyson
from ―In Memoriam, 120(220); ―The goal of living is living
in …nature‖—Zeno, Ch. 36; also see at Rousseau.

Mount Mount Everest, see at Everest.
Kilamanjaro—see at Kilamanjaro.
―Moveable Feast,‖--see at Paris.
Movie refers to motion picture.
Movie cowboys, see at Gene Autry and at Tex Ritter.
Movie 1.a. A sequence of photographs projected onto

―Mother of Beauty, The‖ see at Death

a screen with sufficient rapidity as to create the illusion of
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―pep‖ in common usage, and is included in standard
dictionaries. Also see at the song, ―You Gotta Have Heart.‖

motion and continuity. b. A connected cinematic narrative
represented in this form. 2. A theater that shows movies, and in
"He went to a movie to (the movie) Gone With the Wind. 3. A
shortening and alteration of moving picture. (All this is an slight
alteration of what's in the Amer. Heritage Dict.) Also see at
Talkies and below.

MP, army term for Military Police, 204(372)—SP is
the navy term, i.e., Shore Patrol or Police.

MRE, Meals, Ready-to-Eat, each packet contains
about 1,200 calories and includes an entrée or starch;
crackers; a cheese, peanut butter or jelly spread; a dessert
or snack; beverages; an accessory packet of a plastic spoon
and a flameless ration heater (FRH). The FRH is a wateractivated exothermic chemical heater designed to heat the
entree of an MRE by raising the temperature of the 8-ounce
entree by 100 F in 12 minutes.

Movies, Ch. 25; the price of — in the Thirties,
245(442); ―Ah, Movies, 158(280); -- as freedom from
family repression, 78(127);
-- as wish-fulfillment,
―173(302); The Rise of Comedy &Escape Movies, Ch.
25; see at Larson.

Movies, All-Time Top Ten, in domestic gross

―Mrs. Dallowy‖: A 1997 film adaptation of the novel

revenues in millions, adjusted for inflation:
(1) Gone With the Wind (1939) $1,329;
(2) Star Wars (1977) $1, 172;
(3) The Sound of Music (1965) $937;
(4) E. T., the Extra Terrestrial (1982) $933;
(5) The Ten Commandments (1956) $862;
(6) Titanic (1997) $845; (7) Jaws (1975) $843;
(8) Dr. Zhivago (1965) $817; (9) The Exorcist (1973) $728;
(10) Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) $717;
Source: The Week in Revue, Sun. NY Times, May 27, 2007
Also see at ―Ah, Movies!‖ & at ―Everything is Cinema.‖

y Virginia Woolf stars Vanessa Redgrave as Clarissa
Dalloway, a woman in her mid-'50s living in London five years
after the end of WWI. As Mrs. Dalloway prepares an elaborate
dinner party at the home she shares with her husband, a prominent
politician, she finds herself looking back on her life 30 years
before, when as a young woman (played by (Natascha McElhone)
she was in love with two different men--the solid and safe Richard
Dalloway (John Standing) and the exciting, free-spirited Peter
Walsh (Michael Kitchen).
Clarissa also recalls her close friendship with Sally (Lena
Headey) as she wonders if she made the right choice in marrying
Richard-- especially when Peter makes an unexpected appearance
at her party. Mrs. Dalloway also finds herself moved in a way she
never anticipated by the plight of Septimus Smith (Rupert Graves),
a young man severely injured during the war whom she has never
met. Mrs. Dalloway was directed by Marleen Gorris, whose
previous credit was the international success Antonia's Line- -All
Movie Guide review by Mark Demming.

Movies from Poems: Edgar Allan Poe‘s ―The
Raven‖ was filmed in 1935 & starred Boris Karloff. A
screen; Jack Nicholson starred in a remake in 1963.
Kiplings‘ 1892 poem ―Gunga Din‖ was made into a
1939 film by the same title—about which see.
A film version of Tennyson‘s ―The Charge of the
Light Brigade‖ was made in the same period. This was not
Tennyson‘s first outing in Hollywood—that came in 1911,
when D. W. Griffith made a silent film, based on Poe‘s
poem ―Enoch Arden.‖ Most unlikely of all, perhaps,
Griffith‘s ―Enoch Arden‖ was remade as ―My Favorite
Wife‖ (1940)—about which see. (Most of this section was
taken verbatim from James Campbell‘s article ―Just
Words‖ in the Sept.. 5, 2008 TLS.

―Mrs. Miniver,‖ 1942 movie about a courageous Brit
family and its struggle to survive WW II. It won 6 Oscars,
including Best Actress (Greer Garson), Best Director (W. Wyler),
Best Supporting Actess (Teresa Wright).
It also starred Walter Pidgeon as Clem Miniver who pilots a
motor boat to assist in the Dunkirk evacuation. Left alone at home,
Mrs. Miniver finds a wounded German pilot in her garden., feeds
him, then calmly disarms him and calls the police. The film is
based on the fictional English housewife created by Jan Struther
in 1937 for a series of newspaper columns, Mrs. Miniver—also see
at Greer Garson & atTeresa Wright

Movie Serials: ―The Perils of Pauline, Ch. 25; The
First movie serial: ―The Adventures of Kathlyn,:premiered
in Chicago, Dec. 29, 1913

Movie Stars—see at Actors, Actresses & Directors.
How did movie stars have perfect teeth?—see at Ipana
Smile.

MS abbreviates Mississippi.
MT stantsd for empty?
Muckraker is an American English term for one

Movie Quotations, see at ―Cassell‘s --,‖ Biblio.
―Mouchoirs, Préparez-vous Les,‖ or ―Get Out
Your Handkerchiefs,‖ 137(249-250)

who investigates & exposes corruption in its infinite variety
political corruption (graft, vote-buying, selling out to corporate
interests), corporate crime, child labor, conditions in slums &
prisons, unsanitary conditions in food processing plants (such as
meat), fraudulent claims by manufacturer of patent medicines,
labor racketeering, selling inferior merchandise, unfair weights,
unsafte cars…
Ralph Nader. Who wrote ―Unsafe at Any Speed,‖ a book
about the inferior safety standards of most standard US
automobiles, was a muckraker par excellence.
Theodore Roosevelt coined the term. During a speech in
1906, he likened muckrakers to the Man with the Muckrake, a
character in John Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (1678). While he
apparently disliked the muckraker‘s lack of optimism, to wit:
―...the Man with the Muck-rake, the man who could look no way
but downward, with the muck-rake in his hand; who was offered a
celestial crown for his muck-rake, but who would neither look up
nor regard the crown he was offered, but continued to rake to
himself the filth of the floor.‖
Yet his speech strongly advocated in favor of the
muckrakers: ―There are, in the body politic, economic and social,

Mouse jokes:
How did the mouse rape the elephant? Someone put him
up to it!
What is the height of ambition? A mouse looking up at an
elephant with rape on its mind?

―Moxie‖ is a carbonated beverage that was one of the
first mass produced soft drinks in the US. Moxie was
created in 1876 by Dr. Augustin Thompson, formerly of Union,
Maine, while he was employed by the Ayer Drug Company in
Lowell, Massachusetts. Accordingly, Moxie stands today as
Maine's state beverage. Moxie was first marketed as a patent
medicine in Lowell, Massachusetts, under the product name
―Moxie Nerve Food. Although most often found in New England,
Moxie can also be found in Pennsylvania at local independent
stores and in other parts of the United States. The origin of the
name Moxie is unclear. (About ―beginnings,‖ see at Herman
Weyl.)
―Moxie‖ in common usage means ―guts‖ or ―courage,‖
that is to say ―ntestinal fortitude‖ and ―overtness‖ as in,
―He's got moxie!" "Moxie" has come to mean ―energy‖ or
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―A Passion for Nature, The Life of John Muir,‖ appearing Mar. 7,
2009 in TLS.
With his friend, Robert U. Johnson, Muir campaigned for a
national park in California. In 1890, Congress approved of a bill
creating Yosemite National Park—also see quotes of John Muir
at Loon & at Nature
Muir, Lewis F. (né Louis Meuer), 1883-1915, died at
age 32 of TB. By the time he appeared at the St. Louis
World's Fair in 1904, he had grown into a very accomplished
pianist, his beautiful hands equipped with extraordinarily long and
slender fingers that could span almost two octaves on the ivories.
The only key he played in was F sharp. Muir attracted a lot of
attention at the fair and returned to New York, where he gradually
developed into a composer. His very first song, ―Play That
Fandango Rag,‖ was thrust upon the public in 1909. Rehashed and
reconstituted, the piece became ―Play That Barbershop Chord‖ in
1910. Bert Williams made use of it in his stage act.
Also published in 1910, an instrumental called ―Chilly Billy
Bee Rag‖ sprouted lyrics and became ―When My Marie Sings
Chilly Billy Bee.‖ Muir continued to create ragtime-flavored
melodies during 1910-1911, cashing in on a fad with such titles as
―Oh, You Bear Cat Rag,‖ ―The Matrimony Rag,‖ and ―When
Ragtime Rosie Ragged the Rosary.‖
Success made others envious, and one day near the
beginning of 1912 a journalist by the name of L. Wolfe Gilbert
deliberately tried to stir up trouble in an article published by the
New York Clipper. Gilbert accused Muir (and his publisher) of
sacrilege for having dared to fit the rosary into a raggy-time song.
Muir and Gilbert met in person and squared off argumentatively,
almost resorting to fisticuffs until Muir challenged Gilbert to
come home and write a song with him if he was so savvy.
This they did, and what resulted was a piece of romantic
effervescence called ―Do You Feel It in the Air?‖ The other song
they partially composed that evening was ―Waiting for the Robert
E. Lee,‖ which would eventually become by far the most famous
tune associated with either of them.
Other Muir songs published in 1912 were ―Hitchy
Koo,‖
―Dancing Dan, the Ragtime Battling Man,‖ ―Ragtime Cowboy
Joe," ―Ragging the Baby to Sleep,‖ ―Buck Dance Bill,‖ ―Here
Comes My Daddy Now,‖ and ― Take Me to That Swanee Shore.‖
Also see at Louis Wolfe Gilbert.

many and grave evils, and there is urgent necessity for the sternest
war upon them. There should be relentless exposure of and attack
upon every evil man whether politician or business man, every evil
practice, whether in politics, in business, or in social life. I hail as
a benefactor every writer or speaker, every man who, on the
platform, or in book, magazine, or newspaper, with ….
While Roosevelt apparently disliked what he saw as a
certain lack of merciless severity makes such attack, provided
always that he in his turn remembers that the attack is of use only
if it is absolutely truthful—excerpted from Wikipedia. . Also
see at Paul Bunyan , at Ralph Nader & at Ida Tarbell.

Mudville—see at ―Casey at the Bat.‖
Muesel, Bob, see at Murderers‘ Row.
Muff diving is cunnilingus.
Muhlenberg, Peter (né John Peter Gabriel
Muhlenberg), 1746—1807, was a clergyman, a soldier and a
politician of the Colonial, Revolutionary, and Post-Revolutionary
eras in Pennsylvania. At the end of the war (1783), he was
breveted to major general and settled in Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania. He is the namesake of Muhlenberg Co. in Kentucky
--edited excerpt from Wikipedia

Muhlenberg County is a county located in Kentucky.
As of 2000, the population was 31,839. The county is
named for Peter Muhlenberg. Muhlenberg County is part of
the Western Coal Fields region of Kentucky--see at "Sixteen
Tons" a song by Merle Travis about his experiences in the
coal mines there.

Muir, John, 1838-1914, was a naturalist and
conservationalist, considered the father of the modern
environment movement. He was born in Dunbar, a seaport on the
east coast of Scotland. He had a dominieering ―Old Testament‖
father & an undemonstativie mother, and six siblings. As he
recorded in his 1913 autobiography, My Boyhood and Youth, the
strictness of his upbringing left its mark on him: he remembers the
Lowland Scots turning every pleasure into a duty and ―making
every duty dismal.‖
When Muir was eleven, his father took the family to USA
to join a Protestant sect in Wisconsin led by an Ulster-Scots
immigrant Alexander Campbell, named the Campbellites.
By 1860, aged 22, Muiir found his escape route when a
labor-saving inventions, among them , a miniature self-setting
sawmill, a litlting ―alarm-clock‖ bedstead, won praise in the
Wisconsin state farir and opened the prospect of a career in
engineering.
Hen enrolled in the U. of Wisconsin, whre he discovered his
passion for botany and geology, and met his first female mention,
Jeanne Carr, the wife of a professor of chemistry, and natural
history. She broadened his reading, introduced him to a liberal
theology emphasizing nature‘s spirituality, and helped him to
realize that he preferred the ―Universit of the Wilderness.‖
During the Civil War, he headed for Canada, became an
early draft-dodger, then worked his way across the American MidWest, through the South, to Florida and Cuba. His traveling moral
guides were a volume of poems of Robert Burns, Milton‘s
Paradise Lost, the New Testament, a botany textbook, and a
journal—posthumously published in revised form as A Thousand
Mile Walk to the Gulf in which he recorded an increasingly
unorthodox religion.
After adventures, injury and illness, he arrived in California,
which was to become his permanent home, especially the secluded
Yosemite Valley in the Sierra Nevada.
In 1880, Muir married JLouisa Strentzel, daughter of a
pioneering fruit ranchers in California‘s Alhambra Valley. She
was his soulmate, a supporter of women;s sufferage, antivivisectionist, and a believer in the spirituality of nature—most of
the above is from a review by Christine Bold of Donald Worster‘s

Mulligan, Robert, 1925-2008, a film director born in
Bronx, NY. His best known film was the 1962 classic
―To Kill a Mockingbird.‖ Other notable films he directed include
―Summer of ‘42‖ (1971), about an affair between a youth and an
older woman; ―Up the Down Staircase‖ (1967), from Bel
Kaufman‘s novel about a New York City schoolteacher; and
―Inside Daisy Clover‖ (1965), from Gavin Lambert‘s novel about
the out-of-control life of a young film star. His last film was ―The
Man in the Moon‖ (1991), a coming-of-age story set in 1950s
Louisiana.
―If some critics took Mr. Mulligan to task for lacking a
strong or consistent directorial vision, others praised his narrative
ability and his fealty to the source material of his films. He was
also known as a fine director of actors, including Natalie Wood in
―Inside Daisy Clover‖; Tony Curtis in ―The Great Impostor‖
(1961), based on the life of the pathological impostor Ferdinand
Waldo Demara Jr.; and Robert Duvall in his first film role as the
strange, reclusive neighbor Boo Radley in ―To Kill a
Mockingbird‖—edited excerpt from the Dec. 23, 2008 NY Times
obituary by Margalit Fox.

―Mule Train,‖ 1949 song—see at Vaughn Monroe.
Muller, Herman J., biologist. By the mid-1930s, leading
geneticists such as Hermann Muller announced that in vitro
(―in glass‖) fertilizations would soon be possible, and 40 years
later they were a reality. Also called ―Test Tube Babies‖—see at
Haldane, J. B. S. (Continued.)
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Mumbley-peg, 53(111)
Mumford, Lewis, F, 120(221), see at Man.
Mumu—see at Muumuu
Munch, Evard, 1863-1944, Norwegian painter on the

Munich Appeasement: On Sept. 29, 1938, Britain (i.e.,

themes of love and death, ―illustrated in Expressionist
Symbolic style, using bright colors and tortuously curved
designed, as The Scream‖—quote from the Cambridge
Biog. Dictionary. However his ―The Kiss at the Window‖
(1892) is in somber blue tones. Also see at Nature.

―Munich‖is a 2005 film directed by Steven Spielberg,

Neville Chamberlain), France, Germany & Italy signed the
Munich Agreement which aimed at appeasing Hitler by
allowing
Nazi
annexation
of
Czechoslavakia‘s
Sudentenland, 142(255); see at Chamberlain.
& written by Tony Kusner & Eric Roth. The movie is set
after the 1972 massacre of Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics,
& follows a Mossad (i.e., the Israel CIA counterpart) squad, led by
―Avner‖ (Eric Bana) tracking down & killing the Black September
terrorists thought to be responsible for the athletes‘ murders. The
extent to which the movie represents fact is a matter of debate.
Spielberg himself refers to it as ―historical fiction‖ saying it is
inspired by actual events. The film was shot in various places
around Malta (which stands in for Israel, Cyprus, Athens, and also
for Rome & Paris, insome scenes) & in Budapest (standing in for
London, Rome & for the German airport of Fürstenfeldbruck)—
from Wikipedia (there‘s more.)

Muni, Paul (né Meshilem MeierWeisenfreund), 1895
--1967), was an academy award-winning winningactor (for
protraying Louis Pasteur in 1936 ) & Tony award-winning actor for
playing the Clarence Darrow-like Henry Drummond in the 1955
Broadway production Inherit the Win),for was born to a Jewish family
in Lemberg, Galicia, a province of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, now
Lviv, Ukraine.
His family emigrated to the US in 1902. Both of Muni's parents
were actors with the Yiddish theatre and he made his own stage debut
at age 12. During his time in Yiddish theater, he was known as Moony
Weisenfreund (Moonie is a common Yiddish name, now applied to a
member of a religious sect!).
He was quickly recognized by Maurice Schwartz, who signed
him up with his Yiddish Art Theater. Edward G. Robinson and Paul
Muni were cousins to Charles M. Fritz who was a notable actor and
manager of The Little Red Theater in Northport, New York, during the
Great Depression. Muni specialized in playing very old men. He did
not perform in English until he was 29; his first Broadway appearance
was in 1926's "We Americans"--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
"Minus the character makeup which distinguished most of his
earlier stage appearances, Muni scored a hit as a gangster in the
Broadway production Four Walls. He was signed by Fox Studios in
1929, but he was so displeased by his first two films (The Valiant and
Seven Faces) that he hurried back to Broadway.
In 1931, Muni starred in the original stage production of
Counsellor at Law, and also resumed his film career, playing a sisterobsessed Al Capone-type in Scarface. With his still-powerful portrayal
of a hunted (and haunted) convict in I Am a Fugitive From a Chain
Gang (1932), Muni launched his long association with Warner Bros.
Insisting upon being permitted the broadest range of characterizations
possible, Muni alternated between "entertainments" like Dr. Socrates
and prestige pictures which allowed him to don makeup and
experiment with accents. He is most fondly remembered for his trio of
biographies: 1936's The Story of Louis Pasteur (which won Muni his
Oscar), 1937's The Life of Emile Zola, and 1939's Juarez.
On the set, Muni was almost completely reliant upon the advice
and counsel of his wife; if she didn't like a "take," the scene would have
to be reshot. Like many highly individual talents, Muni gained a
reputation as an eccentric, his character quirks ranging from relaxing
between takes by playing his violin to (reportedly) going into a panic
whenever he saw someone wearing the color red.
Extremely self-involved, Muni often came to the set with his
performance totally developed in advance, and did not alter his
interpretation no matter what nuances or surprises his fellow actors
might throw at him. After a long period of professional
disappointments, Muni made a triumphant comeback in the role of the
Clarence Darrow-like Henry Drummond in the 1955 Broadway
production Inherit the Wind, for which he won the Tony award.
After his final film, The Last Angry Man, Paul Muni was forced
to curtail his appearances due to encroaching physical infirmities; one
of his last performances was in the TV play The Last Clear Chance,
wherein Muni was seen sporting a hearing aid through which he was
"fed" his dialogue.
In addition to his Best Actor win for Pasteur and his four Best
Actor nominations for The Valiant, Chain Gang, Zola and The Last
Angry Man, Muni received an "unofficial" Best Supporting Actor
nomination, as a write-in candidate, for helmer Michael Curtiz's 1935
Black Fury; he came in second. Hampered by increasing blindness that
kept him out of work, Paul Muni died on August 25, 1967 of a heart
ailment, one month shy of his 72nd birthday"--lightly edited excerpt
from Hal Ericksons biography in All Movie Guide

―Munich Beer Hall Putsch,‖ a failed coup by Nazis in
Nov. 8, 1923, in which Goering was badly wounded & for
which Hitler was imprisoned for nine months in Lundberg.
See at Rudolf Hess & at ―Mein Kampf.‖
―Multitudes, The parable of feeding the:‖ (Matthew
14:13-21 (in part): (19) And ordering the multitudes to
recline on the grass, He took the five loaves and two fish,
and loking up towards Heaven, He blessed the food, and
breaking the loaves He gave them to the disciples, and
the disciples gave to the multitudes, (20) and they all ate,
and were satisfied. And they picked up what was left over
of the broken pieces, twelve baskets full. (21) And there
about five thousand men who ate, aside from women and
children" --Matthew 14:19-21

Multitudes, see at ―Song of Myself.‖
Murder, see consequences of at de Quincey.
Murder as an art-see at ―The Simple Art of Murder.‖
"Murder at 1900 Pennsylvania" 1997 film starring
Wesley Swipes and Diane Lane was based on Margaret
Truman's "Murder in the White House" (1980).

―Murder Considered as One of the Fine Art--see at
De Quincey.

―Murder Has Been Arranged, A‖, 150(266); HHS
‘45 Class play by Emlyn Williams; ―A Ghost Story in Three
Acts--see at Holmes High School Class of 1945 Plays.

Murder, Inc,‖ is a 1960 gangster film starring Stuart
Whitman, May Britt, Henry Morgan, Peter Falk, and Simon
Oakland. The Cinemascope movie was directed by Burt Balaban
and Stuart Rosenberg. The screenplay was based on the true story
of Murder Inc., a Brooklyn gang that operated in the 1930s. Falk
plays Abe Reles, a vicious thug who led the Murder Inc. gang and
was believed to have committed thirty murders, for which he was
never prosecuted. The film was the first major feature role for
Falk, who was nominated for a best supporting actor Academy
Award for his performance. In his 2006 autobiography, Just One
More Thing, Falk said that Murder Inc. launched his career.
―Murder, Insanity, and the making of the Oxford
English Dictionary‖—see at ―The Professor and the
Madman.‖

―Murder of Quality, A‖—see at John Le Carre.
―Murder on the Orient Express‖ (1974), Like many
Agatha Christie mysteries, it is predicated on an actual
event, in this case the Lindbergh kidnapping. In the movie,
everyone on board the Orient Express seems to have concluded
that hateful financier Ratchett (Richard Widmark) was behind the
abduction and murder of the infant daughter of a famed aviatrix.
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Murphy‘s Law: ―Anything that can go wrong will.:

Thus, when Ratchett is himself found murdered, everyone is
suspect.
Normally, the police would handle the investigation, but the
train has been stalled by a snowslide halfway between Istanbul and
Paris. Thus, it's up to the insufferable but brilliant Belgian
detective Hercule Poirot (an unrecognizable Albert Finney) to
activate his ―little grey cells‖ and determine who's guilty.
Among the suspects are colorful characters played by
Lauren Bacall. Martin Balsam, Jacqueline Bisset, Sean Connery,
Wendy Hiller, John Gielgud, Anthony Perkins, Vanessa Redgrave,
and Ingrid Bergman, whose performance won her a third Academy
Award as Best Supporting Actress. (In her acceptance speech,
Bergman apologized for her win, insisting that Day for Night's
Valentina Cortese deserved the prize.)
The first and best in a long line of contemporary Christie
adaptations, the film scores on atmosphere, period detail, and
richness of characterization--Hal Erickson, All Movie Guide.
Sidney Lumet was nominated for an Oscard for Best
Director.

Murphy's law is sometimes strengthened, as Finagle's law.
Or more so, as: "Whatever can go wrong will go wrong, and at the
worst possible time, in the worst possible way. Precursors to the
modern version of Murphy's law are not hard to find. For example,
a newspaper in Norwalk,OH, printed this verse in 1841:."I never
had a slice of bread, Particularly large and wide, That did not fall
upon the floor, And always on the buttered side.
According to the book A History of Murphy's Law by author
Nick T. Spark, differing recollections years later by various
participants make it impossible to pinpoint who first coined the
saying Murphy's law

Murray, ―Bill‖ William James, the fifth of nine
children, born and raised in Wilmette, IL (suburban
Chicago), is a comedian and actor. He first gained national
exposure on Saturday Night Live, following that with roles in
films such as Stripes, Caddyshack, The Razor's Edge,
Ghostbusters,Groundhog Day (1993), Space Jam, Rushmore and
What About Bob?
He has gained acclaim for recent dramatic roles, in films
such as Lost in Translation, The Lost City, The Life Aquatic with
Steve Zissou, Broken Flowers and The Royal Tenenbaums—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.
Murray, James (Augustus Henry), 1837-1912 founding
editor of the Oxford English Dictionary who spent a halfcentury bringing the project to fruition. He quoted this: nihil est
melius quam vita deligentissima, i.e., nothing is better than a
(most?) industrious life.
Born in Denholm, Borderss, Scotland, his Dialectd is of the
Southern Counties of Scotland (1873) established his reputation.
His great work, the editing of the Philological Society‘s
New
English Dictionary, later called the Oxford English
Dictionary, was begun in Mill Hill in 1879, and completed in 1928.
He edited about half the work, but he created the
organization and the inspiration for its completion. He was
knighted in 1908—from Cambridge Biogr‘l. Encyclopedia.

Murdered While Stealing Apples—see at Stealing
Apples.

―Murders in the Rue Morgue, The‖ is a short story
by Edgar Allan Poe first published in Graham's Magazine in
1841. Today, it is considered the first detective story. C. Auguste
Dupin is a man in Paris who decides to solve the mysterious brutal
murder of two women in that city after a suspect has been arrested.
Numerous witnesses are quoted in the newspaper as having heard a
suspect, though the witnesseseach think it was a different
language. At the murder scene, Dupin finds a suspicious hair that
does not appear to be human. He places an advertisement in the
newspaper asking if anyone has lost an ―Ourang-Outang.‖ When
he visits the sailor that answers the ad, he explains how he
determined that the animal is the actual murderer in the Rue
Morgue--Wikipedia. Note: (la) rue is French for street, so the title
could have been ―The Murders on Morgue Street.‖
"Murder in the White House" (1980) by Margaret
Truman,, see at ―Murder at 1900.‖

Murrow,

―Murderers‘ Row,‖ the fabled lineup of the 1926-

Edward

(Egbert)

R(oscoe),

1908-65,

legendary WW II radio commentator who compassionately
reported on the spirit of of the British from London during air
raids. He observed the failing bombs from roof tops! See
―Reporting America at War,‖ in Biblio. Also see the Cambridge
Biographical Encyclopedia.
In 2005, Russell Crowe, produced & portraryed Fred
Friendly, Murrow‘s partner at CBS, ―Good Night, and Good
Luck.‖ (The title was Murrow‘s signature sign-off at CBS.) The
movie documents Murrow‘s fight in 1953 against the evils
of
McCarthyism, showing film clips of Sen. Jos.R. McCarthy‘s
contempt for the First Ammendment Rights of Americans
to
Freedom of Speech & the rights of citizens to be able to stand up
for their beliefs. His unsubstantiated accusations & hectoring cross
-examinations of innocent & loyal citizens &officials, whom he
subpoenaed & then accused of Communist beliefs, led to loss of
jobs, reputations & at least one suicide. He finally overreached
himself when he took on the army, which was close to Pres.
Eisenhower‘s heart.
Led by Joseph Nye Welch in the televised Army-McCarthy
hearings, he was discredited & censored by the Senate in 1954. It
was a moment in merican history to be proud of. See at ―The
Crucible‖ & at Sen. McCarthy.
―The obscure we always see sooner or later; the obvious
always seems to take a little longer‖—Edward R Murrow,
34(54), Ch. 16

1928 World Champion New York Yankees that ―starts with
Babe Ruth, whose 1926-27-28 home-run output was 47, 60 and
54. He played right field at home, and in left field in many other
ballparks, avoiding the sun field. His batting averages were .372,
.356 and .323 and he batted in 452 runs. He hit third. Behind him
was the first baseman, Lou Gehring, nine years his junior, who hit
47 home runs in 1927 (behind Ruth‘s record-breaking 60!) with a
.373 average and 175 runs batted it. (Only Ruth had ever hit more
homers.)
Behind Gehrig were two right-handed sluggers, Bob
Meusel, the left or right fielder and Tony
Lazzeri, the second
baseman. Lazzeri‘s 18 homers ranked third in the whole league.
Meusel hit .337 & knocked in 103 runs, Lazzeri .309 with 102.
Meusel‘s 24 stolen bases left him second only to George Sisler‘s
27 in the American League, and Lazzeri stole 22.
Those four could do all that damage because Earle Combs,
the center fielder, led off, hit .356 & added 62 walks to his 231
hits (His on-base average was .414). Mark Koenig played
shortstop & Joe Dugan third base, while Pat Collins and Johnny
Grabowski shared the catching. The team batting average was
.307-- from the Web.

Murnau, F.W., 157(278); film director: codirector
with Flaherty of Tabu: a Story of the South Seas, 1931;
he directed Nosferatu (1922) & ―The Last Laugh (1924).
Also see at ―Artists in Exile.‖

Murvaul, Texas, birthplace of Tex Ritter.
―Music, All art aspires to the condition of‖– Walter

Murphy, Mrs. Alma, Grade 3 teacher, 32-33(52),
who had to quit when her pregnancy began to show—this
enfuriated Fred because she was his favorite.

Pater, R, lxix.
―The sweetest music is the sound of the voice of the
woman we love‖--La Bruyère, 1688 (in Quotationary.)

―Murphy‘s Chowder, Mrs.‖ 33(53), Ch. 10
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―Music doesn‘t argue, discuss, or quarrel. It just breathes
the air of freedom‖--Harold Arlen, R, lxix—see at Arlen.

Ludwig von Beethoven, Bix Beiderbecke, Beneke, Roy C.
Bennett, Tony Bennett, Irving Berlin, Leonard Bernstein, Chuck
Berry, Johnny S. Black, Eubie Blake, Debbie Boone, Paul Bowles,
Teresa Brewer, Jack Brooks, Jackson Browne, Dave Brubeck,
Billy Butterfield;
Sammy Cahn, Jose Carreras, Enrico Caruso, Johnny Cash,
Hoagy Carmichael, Richard & Karen Carpenter, Keith Carradine,
Casa Loma Orchestra, Pablo Casals, Johnny Cash, Martin Chamin,
Ray Charles, Maurice Chevalier, Fédéric Chopin, Patsy Cline
Eddie Condon, Aaron Copland, Sheryl Crowe, Miles Davis, Wild
Bill Davison, Blossom Dearie, Peter DeRose, Paul Desmond,
Dorcas, Claude Debussey, Fats Domino, Plácido Domingo, Jimmy
Dorsey, Tommy Dorsey;
Duke Ellington, Enya, Sammy Fain, Percy Faith, Jack
Fascinato, Arthur Fiedler, Ella Fitzgerald, Tennessee Ernie Ford,
Cliff Friend. Johnny Frigo, Judy Garland, Ira & George Gershwin,
Angela Gheorghiu, Dizzy Gillespie, Benny Goodman, Mack
Gordon, Steve Gorell, Jerry Gray, María Méndez Grever, Adolph
Green, Will Grosz (aka Hugh Williams), Arlo Guthrie, Woodie
Guthrie, Bobby Hackett, Charles Ives, Elton John;

Music, see at Andalucia, at Boogie-Woogie, at Blues,
at Country Music, at Gay Nineties and Tin Pan Alley, at
Jazz, at Jug band, at Juke Joint, at Latin-American Music,
at Musicians, at Rock, at R & B, at Swing, at Simic & at
Zydeco.

Music, Classical: see The International Cyclopedia of
Music and Musicians, Oscar Thompson, Ed.-in-Chief,
Nicaola Slonimsky, Robert Sabin & Bruce Bohle, Eds.,
Dodd, Mead & Co., 11-th Edition, 1985; also see The
New Harvard Biographical Dict. of Music, Don Michael
Randel, Ed., Belknap Prss of Harvard U., 1996.

Music Quotes, Humorous—at the link:
http://www.musicsimplymusic.com/musichumor.htm

Also see at Rostropovich & at Toscanni,

―Music should sound but you stand in the way, ―God
tells me how the‖—Arturo Toscanini to a trumpet player.

―Music, The Book of World-Famous,‖ James Fuld,

Edmond Hall, Oscar Hammerstein, Lionel Hampton, Otto
Harbach, Yip Harburg, Lorenz Hart,Joseph Haydn, Dick Haymes,
Jerry Herman, Woodie Herman, Edward Heyman, Daniel Hope,
Mary Hopkins, Vladmir Horowitz; Lorenz Hart, Herman Hupfeld,
Alan Jackson, Moe Jaffe, Jimmy Johnson, Jack Judge, Aram
Khatchaturian, Jimmy Kennedy, Jerome Kern, Carole King Eartha
Kitt, Serge Koussevitzky,Gene Krupa;
Jack Lawrence, Peggy Lee, Alan Jay Lerner, Edgar Leslie,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Robert Lissauer, Frank Loesser, Frederick
Loewe, Guy Lombardo, Dorothy Louden, Robert Lowery, Loretta
Lynn, Vera Lynn;
Ma--see at Yo Yo, Barbara Mandrell, Harry McClintock,
Jeanette MacDonald, Maurice Maeterlinck, Gustav Mahler, Chuck
Mangione, Bob Marley, Billy Mayhew,Yehudi Menuhin, Glenn
Miller, Irving Mills,Joni Mitchell, Dimitri Mitropoulos Thelonious
Monk, Vaughn Monroe, Lewis F. Muir, Willie Nelson, Lionel
Newman, Randy Newman, Jack Norworth, Yvor Novello;
Anita O‘Day, Yoko Ono, Clyde Otis, Hot Lips Page,
Michael Parish, Dolly Parton, Luciano Parvarotti, Cole Porter,
George Henry, Felix Powell, Leontyne Price, Louis Prima,
Giacomo Puccini, Eddy Raven, Don Ray, John ―Johnnie‖ Alvin
Raye, Nicola Rescigno, Tex Ritter, Leo Robin, Jimmie Rodgers,
Richard Rodgers, Jimmy Rushing;
Artie Shaw, Pete Seeger, Allan Sherman, Shel Silverstein,
Frank Sinatra, Noble Sissle, Bessie Smith, Bruce Springsteen, Jo
Stafford, Frank L. Stanton, Byron D. Stokes, Billy Strayhorn,
Charles Strouse, Jule Styne (né Juliius Kerwin Stein);
Bernie Taupin, Sid Tepper, Virgil Thompson, Arturo
Toscanini, Bobby Troup, Ernest Tubb, Ron Turk, Jimmy Van
Heusen, Harry van Tilszer, Merle Travis, Sarah Vaughn,
Giuseppe Verdi:
―Fats‖ Waller, Harry Warren, Dinah Washington, Ned
Washington, Ethel Waters, Walter Waymeyer, Andrew Lloyd
Webber , Paul Francis Webster, Lawrence Welk, Barry White,
Paul Whiteman, Hank Williams, Harry Williams, Ralph Vaughn
Williams, Stevie Wonder, Laurence Wright, Tammy Wynette, Yo
Yo Ma & Joe Young. Also see at Jewish Musicians, at ―Jimmy‖
Johnson, at R. Gottleib, at W. Zinsser & see the Bibliography at Da
Capo. Also see at the individual musicians, either in this Index, or
at Wikipedia.

a standard text on popular music.

Music Joke: His music is better than it sounds!—
originally said about Wagner.

―Music Goes 'Round and Around, The,‖ by ―Rod‖
Hodgson, Edward Farley & Michale Riley, 1935:
―I blow thru here / The music goes 'round and around /
Refrain: Whoa-ho-ho-ho-ho-ho / And it comes out here /
I push the first valve down / The music goes down and around /
Refrain. I push the middle valve down / The music goes down
around below / Below, below, deedle-dee-ho-ho-ho / Listen to
the jazz come out / I push the other valve down / Refrain.‖ Also
see at Jukebox & at Nickolodean.

―Music itself is the most real thing, the most direct
thing you can experience. You can‘t escape it. It finds a
way to perntrate one‘s mind and ears irrespective of history,
of religion, irrespective of anything else‖—Daniel Hope,
quoted by Matthew Gurewitsch in an article in the Sun. NY
Times Arts & Leisure, Jan. 13, 2008

―Music! Music! Music! (Put Another Nickel In)‖ is
the title of the song written by Stephan Weiss and Bernie
Baum—see at ―Nickelodeon.‖

―Music! Music! Music! ―All I want is loving you
and music! Music! Music‖--see at Nickelodeon.

Music, Popular: see ―All the Years‖ ―American
Popular Song,‖ ―Da Capo‘s Companion,‖ ―Lissauer‘s
Encyclopedia,‖ ―Reading Lyrics,‖ ―Yesterdays‖ & ―Easy
To Remember.‖

―Music, The Sound of,‖ see at ―Sound of Music.‖
―Music would be a mistake (unthinkable?), Life
without,‖ Anon. ? Nietzche? R, lxix, 241(435)

―Musician

must

make

music…,

A,‖Abraham

Maslow, Ch. 35

Musicians in Exile: 1500 musicians from Europe
came to USA between 1931 and 1945—quotd by Clive
Jaimes in his Aug. 22 & 29, 2008 review of ―Artists in
Exile‖ byJoseph Horowitz (author.)

Musicians in the Index, Some (but not all). In the list
below, I didn‘t distinguish between performing artists,
composers or lyricists. Some are known for a large ourvre &
others for a single work, or maybe a piece of pop music. Also,
there may be some inadvertent omissions.
See at Roy Acuff, Harold Adamson, Fred Ahlert, Arthur
Altman, Leroy Anderson, Marian Anderson, Andrew Sisters, Julie
Andrews, Louis Armstrong, Harold Arlen, Billy Austin, Gene
Autry, J. S. Bach, Joan Baez, Count Basie, The Beatles (John
Lennon, Paul McCarty, Ringo Starr, George Harrison), Tex

―Musqueteers, The Three,‖ Dumas‘ classic, Ch. 30
Mustang Island, Texas, Ch. 67
Mustang is a feral horse found in USA out West.
The name Mustang comes from the Spanish word mesteño
or monstenco meaning wild or stray. Originally these were Spanish
horses or their descendants but over the years they became a mix
of numerous breeds. These were the horses which changed the
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lives of the Native Americans living in or near the Great Plains. As
European settlers came farther west they brought their horses with
them.
Some were lost to Indian raids, others were freed as wild
stallions tore down fences to add the tame mares tn his herd or
tame horse escaped from settlers as the original horses had escaped
from the Spanish. Draft breeding was among the horses which
added to the Mustang herds. Also the Indians bartered and
captured horses between tribes, making the distribution more
complete.
Herds of wild horses from the eastern United States were
forced west by civilization and eventually crossed the Mississippi
River and joined the western herds. French blood was introduced
to the mix from herds pressured out of the Detroit area and from
French settlers in the South in the region around New Orleans.
Another breed that probably contributed to the blood of the
Mustang is the old-type East Friesian. For a period of over 10
years during the late 1800s and early 1900s about 150 stallions
each year were purchased by the U.S. government from Germany.
The old-style East Friesian of that time was a heavy warmblood or
coach horse and was purchased to pull artillery or heavy wagons.
So wherever the US calvary was found in battles in the west
these horses were found, and undoubtedly some escaped and added
their blood to that of the American Mustang—excerpt from
Wikipedia.
Muslim, another spelling of Moslem. See at Jerusalem.

and starring Judy Davis and Sam Neill. Sybylla is a young woman
with big dreams of becoming a well known writer. She lives in the
outback of Australia with her family struggling with the drought
and monetary problems. Her journey to finding her self and
making the hardest choices of her life begins when her mother says
she can‘t afford to keep her and sends Sybylla to her rich
grandmother's house where she learns to love.
But instead of pursuing love and becoming a rich housewife
as expected, Sybylla does not wish to give up her big dreams of
becoming a distinguished writer. She chooses a ‗brilliant‘ career
over love and getting married, getting a book published in 1901.
Franklin‘s carreer didn‘t follow her dreams, and she wrote a sequel
―My Career Goes Bungm‖ that remained unpublished until 1949.
--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

―‗My country right or wrong‘ is a thing no true
patriot would think of saying. It‘s like saying my mother
drunk or sober‖---attributed to C. K. Chesterton by Adam Gopnik
in his article on Chesterton in the New Yorker, July 7 & 14, 2008.
However, the original quote had a carveat: ―May she
always be right.‖ So if to drunk or sober, you add—―May she
always be sober‖—you get the true meaning of the truisms: ‗My
Country‖ & ―My mother,‖ i.e., the great majority have only one
of each!

―My Cousin Vinny,‖ 1992 film starring Joe Pesci as
Vinny, who took the bar exam 6 times before passing
(sound familiar?) & Marisa Tomei, who won an oscar for
best supporting actress. The cast included Ralph Macchio,
Mitchell Whitfield, Fred Gwynne & Lane Smith.

Muslin, a sturdy cotton fabric of plain weave used
esp. for sheets. See below.

Mussolini, Benito,1883-1945,186(322); Known as Il

―My Darling Clementine‖ directed by John Ford.

Duce (the Leader—and what a poor leader he turned out to
be!), Italian Fascist dictator, 1922-1943, conducted an expansionist
foreign policy, e.g., in Ethiopia, formalized a treaty with Nazi
Germany in 1939 & brought Italy into WW II with disastrous
results. He was deposed in 1943 & reinstated as a puppet leader in
N. Italy by Hitler.
In April 1945, Mussolini & 12 cabinet members were shot
by partisans. Then, he & his mistress, were hung by their heels for
all to see, 142(256): Note: Mussola in Italian (French mousseline)
means muslin, the cloth (so Mussolini means small or tiny cloth, or
rag?) Also see at ―The Great Dictator.‖

Victor Mature played Doc Holliday opposite Henry
Fonda's Wyatt Earp.

―My Darling, My Darling‖ (I wanted to call you my
Darling), 1948 song by Frank Loesser—see at ―Where‘s
Charley?‖

―My Fair Lady,‖ the 1956 Broadway musical &
1964 film with music by Frederick Loewe and Alan Jay
Lerner, based on Shaw‘s ―Pygmalion‖—see at ―Pymalion.‖
In the 1964 film adaptation of the musical, Audrey
Hepburn played the cockney Eliza Doolitttle, but her
singing voice was dubbed by Marni Nixon. Rex Harrison
played Professor Henry Higgins, even though he
couldn‘t sing a note--also see at ―Pygmalion.‖
Also see at Julie Andrews & at G. B. Shaw, at "I
Could Have Danced All Night" & at ―Street Where You
Live, On the‖

―Mutiny on the Bounty‖ 1935 movie starring Charles
Laughton as Captain Bligh, one of his most famous screen
roles, co-starring Clark Gable as Fletcher Christian

―Mutt and Jeff,‖ 107(201); comic characters—one
tall & thin & one short.

Muumuu, a long loose dress that hangs freeling from

―My Family and Other Animals,‖ see at Durrell
―My Favorite Things,‖ Hammerstein (lyrics) &

the shoulders. (Hawaian mu‘umu‘u, cut off, muumuu)—
from the American Heritage Dictionary.
The muumuu (muu muu) a was designed by wellintentioned missionaries as a covering for Hawaiian
women in the early days when a few flowers sufficed for a
garment—from Word Mysteries and Histories, where iit
is spelled mu mu.It basically consists of two long bathtowel-sized cloths sewn together, leaving room for the
neck & arms, with slits along the side for
ease
of
movement (and eye-catching?)

Rodgers (music), composed for ―The Sound of Music‖
1959), is a litany of things that Maria loves—―raindrops on roses
and whiskers on kittens, bright copper kettles and warm woolen
mittens—things that fill her mind when times are bad & sad‖—
Wikipedia.
―Cream-colored ponies and crisp apple strudels; /
Doorbells and sleigh bells and schnitzel with noodles; / Wild geese
that fly with the moon on their wings; / These are a few of my
favorite things. / Girls in white dresses with blue satin sashes; /
Snowflakes that stay on my nose and eyelashes; / Silver-white
winters that melt into springs; / These are a few of my favorite
things. / When the dog bites, / When the bee stings, / When I'm
feeling sad, / I simply remember my favorite things, / And then I
don't feel so bad.‖
This reminds me of ―Whistles While You Work.‖

Myanmar is the modern state of Burma. See Burma.
Myers, Billy, Cincinnati Reds shortstop, 121(224),
124(229)

―My Brilliant Career‖ (1901) is a novel by Miles
Franklin. It is the first of many novels by Stella Maria Sarah
Miles Franklin (1879-1954), one of the major Australian
writers of her time. It was written while she was still a
teenager, as a romance to entertain her friends.

―My Favorite Wife‖ (1940),directed by Garson
Kanin, starring Irene Dunne, Cary Grant & Randolph Scott.
A remake of D. W. Griffith‘s 1911 silent movie ―Enoch

―My Brilliant Career‖ (1979) is a film version,

―My Fight for Birth Control,‖ Margaret Sanger, 1931

produced by Margaret Fink, directedby Gillian Armstrong
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―My French Whore,‖ Gene Wilder, St. Martin‘s, NY,

even if mixed with fear—that engenered relion. A knowledge of
the existence of something we cannot penetrate, or perceptions of
the profeoundest reasons and the most radiant beauty, which
only their most primitive forms are accessible to our minds—it is
this knowledge and this emotion that constitutes true religiousity;
in this sense, and in this alone, I am a deeply religious man—
Albert Einstein in ―What I Believe,‖1930

2007. ―It's 1918, and Paul Peachy, an unassuming train
conductor and amateur actor in Milwaukee, finds his marriage has
run out of steam, and decides to enlist as a dough boy. At nearly
30, Paul has seen little of the world, as his naïve and candid
dispatches from the French trenches make clear. Paul, who speaks
German, is brought in to interrogate notorious German spy Harry
Stroller. Soon sent into the front line, Paul deserts and, in an
extraordinary sequence, passes himself off as Harry Stroller. Taken
to the local schloss (castle) and treated like royalty by the German
officials, Paul is given a French whore, Annie Breton, for comfort,
and he gradually comes to care for her once she reveals herself to
him more than physically. Despite some ensuing heroism, the
game's soon up for Peachy, and the novel takes the form of the
final, eloquent notebook of a man still finding out who he is‖—
Publishers Weekly (accessible at Amazon.Com)

Mystery without which the world would not exist,
Art evokes the-- Rene Magritte

Mysterious trinity, see ―Friendship, Life & Love.‖ at
Carl‘s Philosophy.

―Mysterious ways‖ see at Cowper.
―Mysterious, dreamlike & mystical works…‖—see at
Maeterlinck..

―Mystery of Life, Ah, Sweet‖ I‘ve found you;

―My Left Foot,‖ see at Christy Brown.
My Man Godfrey (1936), ―an unforgettable screwball

Ah, at last I know the mystery of it all.
All the longing, seeking, searching,…‖
Mystery of Quantum Physics: ―The quantum is the
greatest mystery we've got. Never in my life was I more up
a tree than today" --John Wheeler. See at Quantum Physics

comedy starring Carrole Lombard alongside ex-husband
William Powell and other film contemporaries such as Alice
Brady, Gail Patrick, Eugene Pallette, and Mischa Auer‖—
Wikipedia—see at Carole Lombard.

Mystificaton, Love of--see at Kierkegaard.
Myths: America‘s invincibility, see at Pearl Harbor,

"My Old Kentucky Home,‖ T1, written by Stephen
Foster (1951?) is is the official state song of Kentucky,
adopted by the General Assembly on March 19, 1928.

Ch. 42; Happy Childhood, 14-15(21); Mother Love, 12(18),
14(21); also see at Oedipus-Schmoedipus & Mother Love.

The sun shines bright on my old Kentucky home,/ Tis summerthe
Darkies1 are gay;/Bye and bye hard times comes a-knocking at
the door,/Of my old Kentucky home far away./ Weep no more
my lady, Oh! Weep no more today / We will sing one song for
the old Kentucky home / For the old Kentucky home far away

―Myths are made—and kept—by people who need to
believe in them‖—Marilyn Stasio; see at Tony Hillerman. &
also see at Legends.

―Myths of Rich and Poor‖ by W. Michael Cox &

―My Papa‘s Waltz,‖by T. Roethke, 36(57), 80(155)
―My Sister Eileen‖ is a collection of short stories by

Richard Alm--see at Poverty Level.

N, the N-word—see at Nigger.

Ruth McKenney—see at ―Wonderful Town.‖

Nachman, Gerald, wrote ―Seriously Funny‖—see at

―My Sister Eileen,‖ two films were made based on

Mort Sahl.

the short stories: (1) in 1942 is directed by Alexander Hall.
With Rosalind Russell, Brian Aherne, Janet Blair; One starred
Rosalind Russell, and (2) in 1955 is a Technicolor, musicalized
remake of the 1942 comedy of the same name. It is not, however,
the film version of the 1949 Broadway musical Wonderful Town,
which was also based on the 1942 film. –from the Web.

NAFTA (N.America Free Trade Agreement), 28(42)

Nacht und Nebel (German for ―Night and Fog‖) was
a directive (German: Erlass) of Adolf Hitler on Dec. 7, 1941
signed and implemented by Chief of Staff of the Armed
Forces Wilhelm Keitel, resulting in kidnapping and
disappearance of many political activists throughout Nazi
Germany‘s occupied territories—from Wikipedia where
there is much more on this—see at Germaine Trillion.

―My War,‖ see at Andy Rooney & Tracy Sugerman.
―My Way‖ is a song with lyrics written by Paul Anka
in the early 60‘s (1961 or 62?)and popularized by Frank
Sinatra. The melody is based on a French song ―Comme
d'habitude‖ (literally, ―By habit‖ or ―As Uaual‖) composed by
Claude François and Jacques Revaux. Anka's English lyrics are
unrelated to the original French by Claude François and Gilles
Thibaut; Anka is credited as a co-composer of ―My Way‖ because
he largely re-wrote the song.
The lyrics of ―My Way‖ tell the story of a man nearing
death. As he reflects on his life, he has no regrets for how he lived
his life, saying that, until the end, he did things his way—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. You can hear Frank Sinatra sing it on
YouTube.

Nadelman,

Elie,

1882-1946,

Poland-born

US

sculptor who spent 10 years in the Paris art scene at the
beginning of the century --an advocate of one of the formalist
theories current at that time. In 1914, he moved to USA, married a
wealthy heiress & assembled a large, museum-quality collection of
folk sculpture. At the same time, his own style was at times
Classical, at times decorative, and at times a new kind of
sophisticated urban folk art (see below.) He attempted to release
large, inexpensive editions of his simple, classical, Tanagra-like
small figures. Eventually, as his wealth vanished in the depression
and his work failed to interest the art world, he became more
peripheral to the collectors of Modernism, he did not take
commissions other than portraits, his folk-art collection was sold to
pay the bills, and he died in relative obscurity—Wikipedia.
―His drawings and
sculptures after 1906 reveal a
simplification of forms and stylization close to Cubism, but also
show an affinity with antique scuplture‖—Cambridge Biographical
Dictionary.

―My way or the highway,‖ catch phrase meaning ―do
it my way or get lost!‖

Mystery desserts: Riddle Cakes?
Mysterious, The: ―The most beautiful experience we
can have is the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion
which stands at the cradle of true arts and science. Whoever does
not know it and can no longer wonder, no longermarvel, is a good
as dead, and his eyes are dimmed. It is the experience of mystery—

Nader, Ralph, wrote ―Unsafe at Any Speed‖ exposing
dangerouls weaknessed in automobiles. This led to the start
of saftery provisions that are now generally required of
automobiles, e.g., anti-lock brakes, padded dash, recessed
steering wheel & collapsible steering column, seat belts,
over-th shoulder belts, air bags in front, and on the side
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doors (both front), anti-skid devises to keep the car in line.
Also see at Muckraker.
Nagasaki, 179(313), 160-161(283-284), Chs. 60 & 68:
A-Bombing & deaths: 38,000 died instantaneously & many
more later; also see at Hiroshima.

stage names. See, for example Jewish Name Changing & at
I. F. Stone,

―Names, a Dictionary of First‖ by Patrick Hanks &

Naidi, Nita, one of the vamps in silent film—see at

Names of unknown people, or generic names: see at

Flavia Hodges, Oxford, 1990, reprinted with
1995. Also see at Flavius.

―Bllod and Sand‖ (1922).

corrections,

Mac, Joe Blow, John or Jane Doe.

Naipaul,V(idiadhar) S(urajprasa), 1932--, Trinidad-

Nance, Ray, one of the 11out of 30 Bedford Boys

born novelist, the grandson of an indentured laborer from
India: ―I have all the shyness of the very vain‖—from ―True
Confessions‖—see Bibliography for publishing details.
―An autobiography can distort facts, facts can be realigned,
but fiction never lies. It reveals the writer totally‖—Naipaul.
Also see at Autobiography.

who survived D-Day, living to age 94—see at Bedford
Boys.

―Nancy Drew,‖ girl sleuth, 94(178): see Stratemeyer.
―Nancy Drew, girl sleuth, 94(178); a fictional young
amateur detective in various mystery series for children and
teens. Created by Edward Stratemeyer, founder of the Stratemeyer
Syndicate, a book packager, the character first appeared in 1930.
The books have been ghostwritten by a number of authors and are
published under the collective pseudonym Carolyn Keene.
Over the decades, the character has evolved in response to
changes in American culture and tastes. The books were
extensively revised beginning in 1959, largely to eliminate racist
stereotypes from the books; many claim that in the process the
original, outspoken heroine's character was toned down and made
more docile, conventional, and demure.
In the 1980s, a new series was created, the Nancy Drew
Files, which featured an older and more professional Nancy and
plots that focused on romance.
In 2004, the original Nancy Drew Mystery Stories series
begun in 1930 was ended and a new series, Girl Detective, was
launched, featuring an updated version of the character who drives
a hybrid vehicle and uses a cell phone. The character's visual
portrayal has likewise evolved over time, from a fearless, active
young woman to a fearful or passive one.
Through all these changes, the character has proved
continuously popular world-wide; at least 80 million copies of the
books have been sold altogether,[and the books have been
translated into over two dozen languages. In 2002, the first Nancy
Drew book published, The Secret of the Old Clock, alone sold
150,000 copies, good enough for top-50 ranking in children‘s
books,[4] and other Nancy Drew books sell over 100,000 copies
each. Nancy Drew has also been featured in five films, two
television shows, and a number of popular computer games, and
she appears in a variety of merchandise sold over the world--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia

―Naked Ape, The,‖ see at Desmond Morris.
―Naked and the Dead, The,‖ see at Mailer.
―Naked Came I‖ is a phrase from Job: And said,
Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and naked shall I
return thither: the LORD gave, and the LORD hath taken
away; blessed be the name of the LORD --Job 1:21. See at
Life, Birth, and Death.

―Naked Came I‖ is the title a 1963 historical novel by
David Weiss based on the life of the sculptor Auguste
Rodin.

Namath, Joe, (né Joseph William Namath), also
known as Broadway Joe or Joe Willie, born 1943 in Beaver
Falls, PA, is a former football quarterback. He played college
football for the University of Alabama under coach Paul "Bear"
Bryant and his assistant, Howard Schnellenberger, from 1962–
1964, and Professional Football in the American Football League
and National Footbal League during the 1960s and 1970s.
Namath was an American Football League icon and played
for the New York Jets for most of his professional career but
finished his career with the Los Angeles Rams. He was elected to
the Hall of Famein 1985. Namath retired after playing in 77 wins,
108 losses and 3 ties. In his career he threw 173 touchdowns, 220
interceptions, and completed 1,886 passes for 27,663 yards.
During his thirteen years in the AFL and NFL, he played for three
division champions (the 1968 and 1969 AFL East Champion Jets
and the 1977 NFC West Champion Rams), earned one league
championship (1968 AFL Championship), and one world
championship (Super Bowl III)--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
"Until I was 13, I thought my first name was "Shut up!"—Namath
on p. 85 in "Wit."

Naples, see at Italy
Napoleonic Code, Ch. 15—you‘re guilty until proven

―Name is more precious than gold, A good‖—see at

innocent.

Gold, at Lillian Rasch, at Reputation, and at Self. ―A
good name – like good will is got by many actions and lost
by one‖--Lord Jefrey, Francis Jeffrey, 1773-1850. See
Bartlett.

Narcissus: According to the Greek Myth Narcissus
(Narkissos) fell
in love with his reflection on water,
leaned over to kiss himself, fell in & drowned. See at
Mania.

"Name of the Rose, The" (original title, Der Name

Narcissism is excessive self-love.
Nasar, Sylvia, see at Beautiful Mind.
Nash, John Forbes Nash, see at Beautiful Mind.
Nash, Odgen, 1902-1971, humor poet. ―Candy / Is

der Rose) is a 1986 German-French-Italian film, directed by
Jean-Jacques Annaud, based on the book of the same name by Umberto
Eco. Sean Connery is the Franciscan friar William of Baskerville and
the young Christian Slater is his apprentice Adso of Melk, who are
called upon to solve a deadly mystery in a Medieval abbey.

dandy / But liquor / Is quicker,‖ Chs. 2 & 63; One-, Two,
and Three-L Lama: ―The one-L lama, / He‘s a beast; / The
two-L llama / He‘s a priest/ And I will bet a silk pajama /
There isn‘t any three-L lllama,‖ 51(83); (Well, there is
now!)
―Those authors I can never love / Who write, ‗It fit
like a glove.‘ / Though baseballs may be hit, not hitted, /
The past of fit is always fitted‖—quoted in the Nov. 4, 2005
TLS Rev. of ―Ogden Nash‖ by Douglass Parker. See
Bibliography & at ―Fleas.‖

Name: There is nothin' you can name / That is
anythin' like a dame!—see at ―There is Nothin‘ Like a
Dame.‖

Name? What‘s in a name,‖ Names and their
equivalents, e.g., Carl, Carol, Carla, Carlos, Charles,
Charlene, 108(201)

―Names, The Language of,‖ by Justin Kaplan &Anne
Bernays. In this book, the authors list lots of pseudonyms &
noms de plume (pen names), and the reasons for them. Also
see at Noms de plume, at pen names, at pseugonyms, and at
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―Nashville‖ (1975), a Robert Altman film which had

―Native Son,‖ Richard Wright‘s 1940 nove about

a strong political theme set against the world of country
music. The stars of the film wrote their own songs; Keith
Carradine won an Academy Award for the song ―I'm Easy.‖
The film features a large ensemble cast including David
Arkin, Barbara Baxley, Ned Beatty, Karen Black, Ronee
Blakley,Keith Carradine, Geraldine Chaplin, Robert DoQui,
Shelley Duvall, Allen Garfield, Henry Gibson, Scott Glenn,
Jeff Goldblum, Barbara Harris, David Hayward, Michael
Murphy, Cristina Raines, Bert Remsen, Lily Tomlin, Gwen
Welles & Keenan Wynn.

Bigger Thomas, a young Black living in the slums of
Chicago‘s South Side.

―Native Son, Notes of a‖—see at James Baldwin.
―Natural, The,‖ a 1952 novel by Bernard Malamud
about baseball follows Roy Hobbs, a baseball prodigy
whose career is side-tracked when he is shot by a crazed fan. Most
of the story concerns itself with his attempts to return to baseball
later in life, when he plays for the fictional New York Knights with
his legendary bat ‗Wonderboy.‘ A 1984 film adaption of The
Natural stars Robert Redford as Roy Hobbs, with Robert Duvall,
Clenn Close, Kim Basinger & others.

Natal is Spanish and Portugese for birth or native. .
Buen Natal! is Spanish means Happy Birthday!
Navidad is Spanish for birth, but also Christmas, i..e., the
birth of Christ.

Nature, Chs. 20 & 36; ―-- never deceives us, it is
always we who deceive—Rousseau,‖ Ch. 36;
―The goal of life is living in agreement with nature— Zeno
of Citrium,‖Ch. 36;
―Death is nature‘s way of telling you to slow down‖—
Anon., quoted on p. 187 of The Quotationary;
―Everything in nature is lyrical in its ideal, tragic in its
fate, and comic in its existence‖—George Santayana.
―Nature is not only all that is visible to the eye—it also
includes the inner pictures of the soul—Evard Munch, quoted in
the Audbon 2006 Special Calendar.
―When one tugs at a single thing in nature, [one]
finds
it attached to the rest of the world‖—John Muir,
quoted in the
Audbon 2006 Special Calendar.
―We lived close to nature‖—see at Faith Family Food;
also see at Annie Dillard, at George Sand, at Law of the Jungle, at
Michel Moriarity, at Mother Nature, at Charles Pierce & at
George Santayana.

Natal is a region of southeast Africa first sighted and
named by Vasco da Gama on Christman Day 1497. No
doubt Natal is Portugese for Christmas—see at Vasco da
Gama.

Natal, Brazil. Its importance in WW II stemmed from
its location as the point of the Western Hemisphere to
Africa, and the limited range of WW II planes. Thousands of
Americn troops and tons of equipment made the 1844 mile journey
to Freetown, Sierra Leone and on to Europe or Asia after flying
from Miami, Florida in transport planes.
Lenine Pinto wrote a booik about the era, entitled ―Natal,
USA.‖ In addition, 5,000 American troops were stationed there
permently, and Jack Benny, Bette Davis, Tommy Dorsey, duke
Ellington, Tyrone Power and others stopped theree to perform or to
rest to or from Africa.
―You could walk into a store downtown, find Madame
Chiang Kai-Shek buying Jewelry, or go into a bar and run into
Humphrey Bogart,‖ remembered Alvaman Furtado de Mendonca,
who was 86 years old at the time—from an article in the NY
Times, June 20, 2001 by Larry Rohter

Nature Films--The Law of the Jungle: Disney, Ch.41;
Nat‘l Geographic Channel: Alligators and Hippos, Ch.41;

Nature Lover: ―He loves nature in spite of what it did to him,‖
Forrest Tucker.

Nature‘s Laws? We gibly talk of nature‘s law‘s / But

Nathan, George Jean, ―On Churchill‘s Drinking,‖

do things have a natural cause? / Black eath turned into
yellow crocus / is undeluted hocus pocus—Piet Hein,
quoted in Martin Garnder‘s ―Surprise‖—see at Gardner.

220(400-401)

Nathan‘s-famous Coney Island eatery, 245(442)
Nation Carrie A., 1846-1911, Temperance crusader

Nature‘s Parodox. Nature, which gives everything

known as "the lady with a hatchet‖-- she used one for her
smashing of barrels of alcoholic beverages! On the plethora
of Cincinnati bars: ―I would have died of exhaustion,‖ 3(3)n

it‘s life, kills everything. Everybody dies. We know not
when nor where, nor why nor where, but we know for sure.

Naughton, James, actor—see at Glass Menagerie,

National Broadcasting System (NBC), see at Radio
―National Emergency, Unlimited,‖ declared by

film.

Nautical, see at Navy or Nautical Lingo & at Sea.
Navajo Code Talkers in WW II helped win the war
in the Pacific ―because the Japanese couldn‘t break the

Roosevelt, May 27, 1941, 230(418)

National Org. for Women (NOW), 103(194);
Founded Oct. 29, 1966; see Betty Friedan

Navajo code.‖

National League (NL) is baseball‘s older league,

Navy Academy at Annapolis brags that there is no

founded in 1876—see at American League.

wait in the line for mess—all 4,000 cadets sit down to eat
at the same time! 204(373)n

National Security Council was created by the National
Security Act, which was signed into law, July 26, 1947 by
Pres. Truman.

Navy Advisories: The very first advisory that I
received in the navy was at Great Lakes Training Center:
―Smoking is deleterious to your health! That was the first and only
time I ever heard the word ―deleterious,‖ but, as you see, I haven‘t
forgotten it! Other advisories:
(1) (After the very unpleasant symptoms of syphilis were
shown in Technicolor (Ch. 54)): ―wear a condom, maybe two,‖
193(354); (2) ―Never ever bend over in the shower!‖ (I was struck
dumb when a sailor at Great Lakes told me that my legs are ―like a
girl‘s‖–after that I became wary in the showers); (3) ―If it moves,
salute it!; if it doesn‘t move move it; if you can‘t move it,, paint
it!‖ 21(31); (4) ―Never piss upwind;‖ (5) Signs in urinals: (a)
―Don‘t throw your butts in the urinal—they get soggy & are hard
to light!‖; (b) ―We aim to please—you aim too please!‖
212(386)n; (6) ―Get your ticket punched by the Chaplain!‖--

National Science Foundation (NSF), was estab. by
the NSF act if 1950 Its stated mission: To promote the
progress of science, to advance the national health,
prosperity, and ti secure the national defense. See at
Sputnik.

"National Velvet" (1944) film directed by Clarence
Brown: Velvet Brown (Elizabeth Taylor) is an awkward
teenager living in a small coastal village of Sewels in
Sussex, England, who trains her horse ―Pie‖ (for Pirate)
to win the Grand National. National Velvet, costarring
American favorite Mickey Rooney and English newcomer
Angela Lansbury, who became a wordld-wide successes
upon its release in Dec. 1944.
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meaning, no matter what the gripe is--suck it up! (7) ―Bend over
& spread your cheeks‖ accompanied short-arms. See at
Veneral Disease.
Navy (continued):-- beans, 192(352); fish (One Fish Ball!),
192(352); ―brainwashing,‖ 192(353); -- brutality, see at
―The Last Detail;‖ – got caught with its plans down when
peace broke out 212(386), Ch. 68; -- chickenshit,191(350),
208(378);
-- clothes: whites, blues, pants, denims, blue-chambray
shirts & ―monkey suits,‖, i.e., pants with thirteen buttons,
one for each of the original colonies, 191(350), 200(364);
Two sizes: too large or too small. bell bottom pants,
Ch. 56; tight pants, 200(365); Pea coat or jacket,
200(365); 213(387); -- also see at Pea Coat; navy
bluewatch cap, 200(365); also see at GI clothes & at
degradation & brainwashing of recruits.
-- degrading women, 191(351,194(355); discipline, 116-117(215-216), 190-191(350-351); ―grab your cocks and
hold your socks,‖ or vice versa, 190(350); grab-ass &
horseplay, 189(351);
-- grafitti (―Kilroy Was Here!‖), 204(373); --‖liberty,‖
190(350);
-- limited vocabulary, 189-190(350-351);
-- lunacy (stupidity), 189(348), 212(386)); ―the lunatic
logic of bureaucracy‖—George Steiner, 189(348);
-- obscenity, 192(351); -- ―cusses like a sailor?‖ 189190(348);
-- mottoes: (1) ―Shape up or ship out!‖ 192(351), Ch.
55; Hurry up and wait!,‖ Ch. 55; also see at Navy
Advisories; swabs, swabbies, 199(364)
Navy Chaplain administers to the spirtitual needs of
navy personnel. A complainer in the navy is jokingly told
―to get your ticket punched by the chaplain.‖

& smoking lamp, 204(372); also see at Belay, Civvies,
Gaff, Hand, Hawse, Hawser, Jacob‘s ladder, Lateen,
Lugsail, Prow, Put to, Scupper (# 2), Scuttle, Scuttlebutt,
Sea Anchor, Sea Bag, Sea biscuit or Sea bread (hard tack),
Sea Ladder, Sea (or Nautical) Mile, Sick bay, Sick call,
Yard, Yardarm & Yare.
-- complaints—see at Navy Chaplain.
-- ―dogtag,‖ ID tag hung on a chain necklace; --- detail, see
at ―The Last Detail;‖
-- knot. a division on a long line used to measure the speed
of a ship. Also the speed of a ship, one knot per nautical
mile, equal to about 1.15 statute miles. See below.
-- log is the ship‘s record of events, especially it‘s
longitude, latitude, speed & direction. Also, a device
trailed from a ship to indicated its speed (in knots.)
-- motions of a ship: to yaw is to swerve off-course
momentarily or temporarily; in projectiles, to turn about the
vertical axis; to pitch is for the bow to rise & fall
forward, usually in heavy seas or high winds, 204(372).
-- PX (Post Exhange): cigarettes are a quarter-a-pack,
72(118);
-- Sailors boast: ―I tied more sea bags than you've tied
shoelaces.‖ Or, ―I've got more salt on my shoulder than
you've got dandruff‖—223(408);
-- PX (Post Exhange): cigarettes are a quarter-a-pack,
72(118);
-- Sailors like to say: ―I tied more sea bags than you've tied
shoelaces.‖ Or, ―Why, I've got more salt on my shoulder
than you've got dandruff‖—223(408);
-- ―short-arms‖ (inspections of the penis), 191(352);
194(355), accompanied by the order: ―bend over & spread
your cheeks!
-- time is measured by bells, one for each half hour, and
eight bells constitute a four-hour ―watch,‖ 191(350)—see
at Watch & at Watch Cap

Navy Degradation & Brainwashing of Recruits:
The degradation suffered by enlisted men was called
―chicken shit.‖ Anybody who saw the 1955 movie ―Mr.
Roberts,‖ starring Jack Lemmon in the title role, and James
Cagney as the wacky captain, or the 1954 movie,
―The
Caine Mutiny‖, starring Humphrey Bogart as the obsessivecompulsive captain; or Jack Nicholson & Randy Quaid in
―The Last Detail‖ will learn a lot about it, 189-191(350351); ―They take away your dignity‖ 189(350);

Navy Pals, A, xv,Chs.55 & 59; also see at Glenn L.
Fitkin & at ―GL,‖ Jack R. Seibert & at ―JR,‖ at Claude A.
Lynch, Jr. & at ―Whitey‖ Sweitzer.
Navy Physical Fitness Exercises: 100 Jumping Jacks,
50 deep-knee bends, 50 pushups, climbing a rope 20 ft. high
hand-over-hand, scaling a 6 ft. walling, etc.
Navy Seabee, a member of the construction battalion in the
US Navy that builds naval aviation bases and facilites.
[Alterration of cee bee, short for construction battalion.]

Navy Life is Better Than No Life at All. Anyone
who reflects on the emotions that some favorite food or
dinner can create, not to mention mood or mellowness, will
realize how depressed you can become when nothing you
eat tastes the way you like it.
When you add on the
surroundings and noise of a mess hall & the strange
companions that Captain Eddy picked to be your breakfast,
lunch, dinner, work, and bunk mates, then you don‘t wonder
at the depths of despondency that recruits fall to,
203(372)—the main consolation of much military life is t
hat it is better than death, 189(348). As far complaints, see
at Navy Chaplain.

Navy SEAL, acronym for ―Sea, Air, Land,‖ Navy‘s
counterpart to the Army‘s Green Berets—see at the latter/

Navy Songs, e.g.,―Anchors Aweigh,‖ ―Over the
Bounding Main,‖ ―Show Me the Way To Go Home;‖
& ―What Do Yo Do With a Drunken Sailor?‖

Navy, US, Chs. 42 & 49 & all of Part III: -- Airforce
Base (Main Base), see at Corpus Christi & at Ward Island;
-- R.T. program, see at Radio Technician & at Eddy Test;
Navy strength before Pearl Harbor: 7 Aircraft Carriers, 17
Battleships, 171 Destroyers & 37 Cruisers, R, xlvi
Nazi (Acronym for National Sozialist); the
Nazi
(Worker‘s) Party was founded in Germany on Feb. 24,
1920, under the Leadership of Adolf Hitler. According
to Ian Kershwa in a Sun. Opinion article in the NY
Times Feb. 03, 2008, the Nazi‘s obtained only 2.7% of
the vote in 1928, 18.3 % in 1930, & 37.4 % in 1932. Also
see at Germany (Nazi);
-- Concentration Camps: see at Auschwitz, Belsen,
Belzec, Berga, Bergen-Belsen; Berna, Birkenau,
Buchenwald,
Dachau,
Flossenbürg,
Madjanek,
Treblinka--also see at German Concentration Camps, Final
Solution, at Holocaust Memorial Museum, at JapaneseAmerican Internment Camps for Nisei & Issei

Navy or Nautical, Lingo, 116-117(215-216), 190191(349-352); 204(372-373)), 210(393): Aft, abaft, ashcan
(depth charge), ashore, astern, avast!, Ahoy!, belay
hawser, bells (time measures), Boots & Boot Camp,
bos‘un, brig, bulkheads, cabin, cathead, chow, deck, duffel,
fart sack (see), fore, gangways, gob, grabass, keel,
keelhaul, ladders, liberty, mess (see at Navy Academy), sea
bag, ―shortarms,‖ starboard, port, rigging, Salt, salty, Sea
Dog, Snafu, tar, topside, 190-191(349-352), 203-4(372),;
squawkbox (loudspeaker), 210(393), head (toilets & urinal-see cathead in Index), Swab, swabby, 212(386) ; Gob, Salt,
Tar, Seadog, 190-191(349); Bos‘un mate, chow, mess hall,
quartermaster, Shore Patrol (SP), 191(350), or 203-4(372);
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rule throughout the years of Nazi Germany‖— p. 484, ibid.

Americans.Also see at Anne Frank, at Primo Levi & at
Germany (Nazi)
-- Final Solution was the Nazi code word for the
extermination of all Jews—it was so secret that it was
never written down, 176(306); See at Gas chamber deaths
& mass executions, 175(305); Also see at Final Solution.
-- Germany, 77(126), 224((409).228(416)n, 229(417-418)-see at ―Germany (Nazi)‖ at Treblinka & atPoland. Also
see at Final Solution & at ―True Believer.‖

NBC, National Broadcasting Company, see at Radio.
NCAAP, Natiolion Association for the Advancement
of Colored People. See at W. E. B. Dubois.

Neal, Particia, actress who won an Oscard for Best
Actress—see at ―Hud.‖

―Nearness of You,The" is a 1938 song, written by
Hoagy Carmichael with lyrics by Ned Washington.

Nazi Arch War Criminals, see at Bach-Zelewski,

Neckar River, 62(101), 114(214); in West Germany

Barbie, Bormann, Goebbels, Goering, Goeth, Hess,
Himmler, Hitler, Hoess, Keitel & Ribbentrop. Also see at
Heidegger and at Nuremberg.
―Seeing those strutting conquerors after they were
sentenced—powerless, pathetic and prepariing for the
hangman, was the closure I needed. Justice had overtake
evil. ―My War was over‖—see at RobertRosenthal.

flows through Heidelberg & Mannheim into the Rhine..

Neeson, Liam, actor, see at ―Schindler‘s List.‖
Neffe, Jürgen, see at ―Einstein: A Biography.‖
Neider, Charles, A,T, D, friend, neighbor & a worldreknown Mark Twain scholar who compiled his Twain‘s
―Autobiography‖ from scattered sources. He exploredm
photographed & wrote about the Antarctica.
Charles died in July 4, 2002, age 86—I miss him—he was a
good friend-- see at Friendship—who dedicated the Da
Capo
Edition of ―The Complete Essays of Mark Twain in 2000 to me,
wistfully saying, ―I have never had a book dedicated to me.‖
Then, he said, ―Well, you can‘t say that, now!‖ And you know,
he‘s right, the ―Old Fox,‖ but I‘ve included him in my Dedications
in ―The Sun Shines Bright.‖ He gave me some good advice,
which I took, A, viii;
I first met Charles and Joan Neider at the YWCA-YMCA
swimming pool in 1962 or 1963—we were avid swimmers. I was
bowled over to find that the Charles was the editor of a collection
of Mark Twain stories that I had bought while I was at Penn State
U. in State College, PA, back in 1957-1959. (In this connection,
see at ―Lady Chatterley‘s Lover.‖)
After Molly andreturned from one of our frequent trips to
Spain and Mediterranean Europe, Charles said, ―That‘s the wine!‖
And he didn‘t mean just the wine! Also see at Postcards from
Italy , at Quick-draw & at Wine

Nazi Breeding Program. In a futile & gross attempt
to improve the genetic make-up & propogate mythical
Aryan traits, the SS established ―breeding stations,‖
i.e., brothels! The results were ―just ordinary people‖—see
the Nov. 7, 2006 NY Times. Any idiot could have predicted
that by just looking at the progeny of geniuses &
outstanding men & women

Nazi Einsatzgruppen (German for ―task or specialmission forces‖) were paramilitary groups operated by the
SS before & during World War II. Their principal task, in
the words of SS General Erich von dem Bach-Zelewski at
the Nuremberg Trial, "was the annihilation of the Jews,
Gypsies, and political commissars." Formed from police
forces of the Gestapo, Kripo, SD, and Waffen-SS officers,
these death squads followed the Wehrmacht as it advanced
eastwards into Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. On
occupied territories, the Einsatzgruppen also utilized local
populations to provide additional security and manpower
when needed. The activities of the Einsatzgruppen were
spread throughout a large pool of personnel from different
branches of the SS and German State. According to their
own records, the Einsatzgruppen operatives were
responsible for killing over one million people, almost
exclusively civilians, without judicial reviewand later
without semblance of legality (no reading of sentences of
martial or administrative law), starting with the Polish
intelligentsia and quickly progressing by 1941 to target
primarily the Jews of Eastern Europe. The historian Raul
Hilberg, however, estimates that between 1941 and 1945
the Einsatzgruppen murdered over 1.4 million Jews in open
air shootings—Wikipedia, except for the word ―special –
mission.

Neider, Joan, late friend & wife of Charles. She had
a Ph. D. from Columbia U. in German Literature, and
her specialty was Thomas Mann. She was very
supportive of Charles‘ writings and explorations.

Neider, Susy, daughter of Charles and Joan Neider.
Charles wrote a wonderful, if obsessive, book: ―Susy,
A Childhood.‖ Susy is also an author and photographer, that
is to say, ―a chip off the old blocks.‖

―Neighbor Hoods, ― Steig cartoon & pun, 149(266)
Neill, Sam, DCNZM, OBE, born 1947, is a New
Zealand film and TV actor.He has had a number of highprofile roles including: the lead in Reilly, Ace of Spies, the
adult Damien in Omen III: The Final Conflict, Merlin in the
miniseries Merlin the executive officer, Capt 2nd Class
Vasily Borodin in The Hunt for Red October and
paleontologist Dr. Alan Grant in Jurassic Park and Jurassic
Park III. He also played opposite Judy Davis in ―My
Brilliant Career‖--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Nellie Bly (pseudonym of Elizabeth Seaman, née
Elizabeth Cochrane) , 1864-1922, a pioneer of investigative
journalism. In 1889-90, she made a round-the-world trip
in 72 days, bettering the 80-day record of Jules Vern‘s
Phineas Fogg--she took her pseudonym from Stephen
Foster‘s song, ―Nellie Bly.‖

Nazi Germany, see at Germany, Nazi.
Nazi Germany and the Jews, The Years of
Extermination, by Saul Friedländer, in USA pub. by
HarperCollins, 2007

Nazis: ―Why No One Spoke Up Against Them,‖
see at Niemoeller, for his pitiable statement.

Nazi saboteurs in USA: see at Saboteurs.
―Nazi Terror,‖a book by Eric A.Johnson: ―…the
mass of the German population was guilty of making a
pact with the devil—in this case, Adolf Hitler. Millions of
Germans voted for him, and millions more followed him
avidly after he came to power. With the limited exceptions
of the Nazis‘ most strident political enemies on the left in
the beginning years of the Third Reich, a few isolated clergy
men, some devoted members of tiny religious sects, and a
few others, Hitler ruled without serious opposition, and
there was hardly any meaningful popular resistance to his

Nelligan, Kate (née Patricia Colleen Nelligan)
was born 1951 in London, Ontario, Canadais an awardwinning Canadian stage, film and TV actress. 1973 she made her
professional stage debut, in Bristol, England, while appearing in a
regular role on the British TV series The Onedin Line. In 1974 she
was invited to London to play the part of Jenny in David Hare's
play Knuckle at the Comedy Theatre, followed by a season with
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the National Theatre Company: Ellie in Heartbreak House and
Marianne, opposite Stephen Rea in Tales from the Vienna Woods.
She appeaed opposite Anthony Hopkins in the 1975 TV
play, The Arcata Promise, followed by the televised theatrical
version of The Count of Monte Cristo that featured an all-star cast
of British and American actors. That same year her first featurelength film The Romantic Englishwoman was released. In 1977 she
played the part of Rosalind in As You Like It, directed by Terry
Hands, opposite Charles Dance, in Stratford-upon-Avon and the
following year in London. This she followed with Plenty another
play from David Hare, at the National Theatre, for which she
received the 1978 Olivier Award nomination for Best Actress in a
New Play. (The winner was Joan Plowright in Filumena.) She was
cast in a similar role, with Bill Paterson, in Hare's BAFTA awardwinning companion play, Licking Hitler, for BBC television.
Again on screen, in 1978 she played the part of Isabella in
the BBC Television Shakespeare production of Measure for
Measure that led the New York Times to described her as "the
image of idealized faultlessnes.‖ n 1979 she was the female lead
with Frank Langella and Laurence Olivier in Dracula. In 1981, she
starred opposite fellow countryman Donald Sutherland in Eye of
the Needle, a wartime espionage thriller based on the Ken Follett
best-selling novel. Two years later, Nelligan moved to New York
City where she earned four Tony Award ―Best Actress"‖
nominations between 1983 and 1989 from the five Broadway plays
she appeared in. For her performance in the 1991 film, The Prince
of Tides, she was nominated for the Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actress. Between 1990 and 2004 she was nominated
for five Gemini Awards for her performances on Canadian TV
mini-series and films—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

possession, have made him the subject of renewed media attention.
His grandparents gave him mail-order music lessons
starting at age six. Willie played the guitar, while his sister Bobbie
played the piano--edited excerptfrom Wikipedia, where
there's
lots more.
"It was 1975, and Willie nelson was about to being a
national tour of hockey arenas and other massive concrete enues.
Country music had seldom been heard in space of that scale. His
first album for Columbia Records, "Red headed Stranger," was
about to be released; its sound was so spare and stark that the
label's president introduced to his xecutives by saying, ―It's
probably not commercial and might not be made for country radio.
Nelson wasn't concerned. "It is my time," he said.
Propelled bythe hit ―Blue eyes Crying in the Rain,‖ ―Red
Headed Stranger‖ became a huge, double -platinum success, and
in the 30-odd years since, it has remained Nelson's time. He has
sold more than 50 million albums, won countless awards and
honors, and become a genuine American hero--not bad for the guy
who's also known as a pot-smoking, tax-dodging supporter of
Dennis Kucinich--skightly eduted frin the first two paragraphs
of the Sunday, June 1, 2008 review by Alan Light of :‖Willie
Nelson, An Epic Life‖ by Joe Nick Patoski.
Alan Light has reservations about Patoski's book: ―The one
thing missing...is a healthier dose of skepticism.‖ And this:
―Nelson's story doesn't have the gothic edge of Johnny Cash , (who
was) haunted by the death in childhood of his older brother; nor
the quest for redemption that Merle Haggard nursed after his days
a as young criminal‖—ibid. Also see at Johnny Cash..

Neptune has been referred to as the Big

Blue Giant

because of its atmospheric hue.

―Nelly Gray, My Darling,‖ 73(119), 73(119)n
Nelson, Gene—see at ―Good News.‖
Nelson, Horatio,
Nelson, Horatio, Vice Admiral, 1st Viscount Nelson,

Neruda, Pablo, 1904-1973,

was the pen name

and, later, legal name of the Chilean writer and politician
Neftalí Ricardo Reyes Basoalto. With his works translated into
manifold languages, Pablo Neruda is considered one of the greatest
and most influential poets of the 20th century.
Neruda was accomplished in a variety of styles ranging
from erotically charged love poems like his collection Twenty
Poems of Love and a Song of Despair, surrealist poems, historical
epics, and overtly political manifestos.
In 1971 Neruda won the Nobel Prize for Literature, a
controversial award because of his political activism. Colombian
novelist Gabriel García Márquez once called him ―the greatest poet
of the 20th century in any language.‖ Also see at ―Ode to Broken
Things.‖

1st Duke of Bronté, KB, 1758-1805, was a British flag
officer famous for his service in the Royal Navy, particularly
during the Napoleonic Wars. He won several victories, including
the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805, during which he was killed. Nelson
was noted for his ability to inspire and bring out the best in his
men: the 'Nelson touch'. His grasp of strategy and unconventional
tactics produced a number of decisive victories. Some aspects of
his behaviour were controversial during his lifetime and after: he
began a notorious affair with Emma, Lady Hamilton while both
were married, which lasted until his death. Also, his actions during
the Neapolitan campaign resulted in allegations of excessive
brutality.
Nelson could at times be vain, insecure and overly anxious
for recognition, but he was also zealous, patriotic and dutiful, as
well as courageous. He was wounded several times in combat,
losing most of one arm and the sight in one eye.
His death at Trafalgar secured his position as one of
England's most heroic figures. Numerous monuments, including
Nelson's Column in Trafalgar Square, London, have been created
in his memory and his legacy remains highly influential--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see a Nelson Quote at "Turn a Blind
Eye‖--;there are many others on the Internet at Horatio Nelson
Quotes.

Ness, Eliot, the T-Man who put Capone away. See
at ―The Untouchables.‖

Netherland (Dutch: Nederland) is often referred to
as Holland. This is not precise, as the provinces of North
& South Holland in the western Netherlands are only two of
the country's twelve provinces. Nederland means
Lowland--much of the country, esp. North & South
Holland & Friesland, is beneath sea level & is kept dry by
an ingenious system of dykes & l ocks. Netherland is the
official name of Holland. Also see at Dutch, at Brooklyn
at New Netherland,& at Rikers Island.

Netherlands fell to the Nazis, May 14, 1940, R, xlvi;
Netherlands Resistance in WW II--see at Roelfzema

Nelson, Rick--see at Fool.
Nelson, Willie Hugh, born 1933 in Texas, is a colorful

at Vos, just two of the many in the resistance.

Nettuno, Italy, American Military Cemetery: The

entertainer (sings& strums guitar), songwriter. He is widely
viewed as one of the most beloved and notorious country music
singers in the world. He reached his greatest fame during the socalled ―outlaw country‖ movement of the 1970s, but remains
iconic, especially in American pop culture.
In recent years he has continued to tour, record, and
perform, and this, combined with activities in advocacy of
cannabis, as well as a well-publicized 2006 arrest for cannabis

remains of 7.862 Americans who died in combat in Italy in
WWII--on 80 acres maintained by Italy, 183(318)

Neutron, discovered in 1931, is a subatomic particle
with no net electric charge and a mass slightly larger than
that of a proton--also see at Nucleus (plural is Nuclei)

Neumann, John ―Johnny‖ von (né Johann
Neumann), R, 1903-1957, Ch. 18: Hungarian- American
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mathematician & polymath who helped devise the first electronic
computer & advanced quantum physics, functional analysis, game
theory, set theory, topology, economics, computer science,
numericalanalysis, hydrodynamics (of explosions), statistics &
many other scientific fields; he was one of the first members of
the Inst. for Adv. Study, R, liv-lv,116(214).
Growing up in a non-practising Jewish family, János, or
"Jancsi," was a prodigy--at the age of six, he could divide two 8digit numbers in his head & converse with his father in ancient
Greek. János was already very into math, the nature of numbers &
logic of the world around him. By age 8, he had mastered
calculus; by age 12 he was at the graduate level in mathematics
reading such books as Emile Borel‘s ―T héorie des Fonctions.‖
A heavy smoker, von Neumann died of cancer, age 56. A
corner in Princeton was (informally) named for him after his
frequent automobile accidents there, no doubt caused by his mental
calculations while driving, a common disorder of the trade; also
see at Mathematics & at Virtual Reality . He co-wrote ―Theory of
Games and Economic Behavior‖—see at Oskar Morgenstern, the
co-author.

the Constitutions of the United States, after Delaware &
Pennsylviania. Also see at Rutgers U.

New Netherlands: On Mar. 12, 1664, King Charles II
of England granted to his brother, the Duke of York,an
area of land in present-day New Englan., known as New
Netherlands. Also see at Netherland & at New York.

New Orleans, see at Louis Armstrong.
New Palestine, Indiana, Eldridge & family lived
there, 73(120)

Newcombe, Don ―Newk,‖ born 1926 in Madison, NJ,
is a former MLB right-handed starting pitcher and lefthanded batter who played for the Brooklyn/Los Angeles Dodgers
(1949-51 and 1954-58), Cincinnati Reds (1958-60) and Cleveland
Indians(1960).
Newcombe was the first outstanding black pitcher in major
league history. A 6'4", 225-pound fireball thrower, he is also the
only baseball player to have won the Rookie of the Year, Most
Valuable Player and Cy Young awards. In 1949, he became the
first African-American pitcher to start a World Series game. In
1955, Newcombe was the first black pitcher to win twenty games
in one season. In 1956, he was the first pitcher to win the National
League MVP & Cy Young Award in the same season. Newcombe
was also an excellent hitting pitcher. He was one of a few pitchers
in the Major Leagues used as a pinch hitter. His won-loss record:
149-90; and his career ERA: 3.56
Newhart, Bob, is a standup comedian & TV star, born
1929 in Oak Park, suburb bordering the west side of the
Chicago, IL. Newhart's success in stand-up led to his own NBC
variety show in 1961, The Bob Newhart Show. The show lasted
only a single season but earned Newhartan Emmy Award
nomination and a Peabody Award. Peabody Board cited him as: a
person whose gentle satire and wry and irreverent wit waft a breath
of fresh and bracing air through the stale and stuffy electronic
corridors.
A merry marauder, who looks less like St. George than a
choirboy, Newhart has wounded, if not slain, many of the dragons
that stalk our society. In a troubled and apprehensive world, ewhart
has proved once again that laughter is the best edicine. On July 12,
2008, the NY Times printed an article by Ned Martell titled; "Bob
Newhart, Dean of Deadpan, the Laughs Go On‖—accessible on
the Web at either the author or at the title. Newhart appeared in
―Catch 22.‖ Also see at Deadpan.

Neuwirth, Bebe, was born 1938 in Princeton, NJ, the
daughter of Sydney Anne, an artist, and Lee Paul Neuwirth,
a mathematician. Neuwirth is Jewish and attended the Chapin
School of Princeton, but graduated from Princeton High School (a
public school) in 1976. Sh made her Broadway debut in the role of
Sheila in A Chorus Line in 1980. She has been featured in revivals
of Little Me (1982) Sweet Charity (1986), for which she received a
Tony Award for Best Featured Actress in a Musical, and Damn
Yankees (1994).
It was with the 1996 revival of Chicago, in which she
starred as showgirl and killer Velma Kelly, that she gained her
greatest stage recognition. Her performance garnered her Tony and
Drama Desk Awards as Best Lead Actress in a Musical.
On December 31, 2006, her 48th birthday, Neuwirth
returned to the still-running Broadway production of Chicago, this
time in the role of Roxie Hart.Her screen credits include Green
Card, Bugsy, Say Anything, Jumanji, Summer of Sam, Liberty
Heights, Tadpole (for which the Seattle Film Critics named her
Best Supporting Actress), How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days, Malice,
The Big Bounce, The Faculty and Woody Allen's Celebrity—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia, where there is more.

Neville, Laverne (―Vernie‖), HHS Class of 1946 &
friend--a pretty blond with an impish face & roguish eyes
whom I dated, 156(278); she wrote to me at Boot Camp,
202(368)

Newman, Lionel--see at ―Again.‖
Newman, Paul, 1925-2008, born in Shaker Hts., OH,

New Amsterdam, former name of New York. See at

was an actor, film director, entrepreneur, humanitarian and
auto racing enthusiast. He won numerousawards, including an
Academy Award, two Golden Globe Awards, a Screen Actors
Guild Award, a Cannes Film Festival Award, and an Emmy
award, along with many honorary awards.
Newman personified cool as an activist, race car driver,
popcorn impresario and the anti-hero of such films as ―Hud,‖
'‖Cool Hand Luke,‖ both of which earned him Academy Award
nominations for Best Actor and ―The Color of Money‖ for which
he received an Academy Award for Best Actor. In all, he was
nominated for Academy Awards for Best Actor 8 times, and won
the one.
Newman sometimes teamed with his wife and fellow Oscar
winner, Joanne Woodward, with whom he had one of Hollywood's
rare long-term marriages. ―I have steak at home, why go out for
hamburger?‖ Newman told Playboy magazine when asked if he
was tempted to stray. They wed in 1958, around the same time
they both appeared in ―The Long Hot Summer;‖ Newman directed
her in several films, including ―Rachel, Rachel‖ and ―The Glass
Menagerie.‖
Military Service: New served in the navy in WW II in the
Pacific theater. Newman was sent to the Navy V-12 program at
Ohio U., with hope of being accepted for pilot training, but this

Dutch, at New York (2-nd paragraph), at New Netherlands,

New Brunswick, NJ—see at Rutgers U.
New Deal (Fair, SquareDeal), 7(10)n
New France (French: Nouvelle-France) was the area
colonized by France in North America during a period
extending from the exploration of the Saint Lawrence River, by
Jacques Cartier in 1534, to the cession of New France to Spain and
Britain in 1763.
At its peak in 1712 (before the Treaty of Utrecht), the
territory of New France extended from Newfoundland to the
Rocky Mountains and from Hudson Bay to the Gulf of Mexico.
The territory was then divided in five colonies, each with its own
administration: Canada, Acadia, Hudson Bay, Newfoundland
(Plaisance) and Louisiana. The Treaty of Utrecht resulted in the
relinquishing of French claims to mainland Acadia, the Hudson
Bay and Newfoundland colonies, and the establishment of the
colony of Île Royale (Cape Breton Island) as the successor to
Acadia

New Jersey, one of the thirteen colonies that formed
the United States of America in 1776. It is the third state
admitted to the United States, that is, the third state to ratify
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Newspeak, The Principles of: ―… to make all other modes

plan was foiled when a flight physical revealed him to be color blind. He was sent instead to boot camp and then on to further
training as a radioman and gunner. Qualifying as a rear-seat
radioman and gunner in torpedo bombers, in 1944, Aviation
Radioman Third Class Newman was sent to Barber's Point,
Hawaii, and subsequently assigned to Pacific-based replacement
torpedo squadrons (VT-98, VT-99, and VT-100).
These torpedo squadrons were responsible primarily for
training replacement pilots and combat air crewmen, placing
particular importance on carrier landings. He later flew from
aircraft carriers as a tail gunner in the Avenger. As a radioman gunner, he served aboard the USS Bunker Hill during the battle for
Okinawa in the spring of 1945. He was ordered to the ship as
radioman/gunner in an Avenger with a draft of replacements
shortly before the attack, but by a fluke of war was held back
because his pilot had an ear infection--the rest of his detail died—
editd excerpt from Wikipedia.
―The cerulean-eyed Paul Newman once wryly predicted that
his epitaph: ‗Here lies Paul Neman, who died a failure because his
eyes turned brown‘‖—quoted by Maureen Dowd; see at ―Blue
Eyed?‖
Newman‘s vanity about his height was such that he once
punched out a reporter he wrote that ―Newman was only 5 ft. 7 in.
tall.‖ Well, he was taller than Alan Ladd—see at Ladd.
―24 hours in a day, 24 beers in a case. Coincidence? I think
not!‖—attributed to the beer-drinking Paul Newman. (There‘ even
a Paul Newman Day –Wikipedia, where you can get the details-just Google the joke.)
Also see at ―The Effect of Gamma Rays etc.,‖ at―Hud‖ & at
―The Hustler.‖

of thought impossible. It was intended that when Newspeak
was adopted that Oldspeak [or Standard English] …should
be literally unthinkable, at least so long as thought is
dependent on words‖—in ―1984‖‘s Appendix, p.299 in the
Signet Classic Edition.

Newton, Sir Isaac, 1642-1727,co-inventor of caculus
with Descartes, 76-77(125); on p. 44 of an issue on
Einstein in Sept. 2004 Discovery magazine, it is stated
that Newton was a virgin—all his life! 154(272),
234(425). Cf. G. B. Shaw. Also see at Cities in the USA,
―On the Shoulders of Giants & at Fred‘s virginity
(oxymoron!)

New Yoricans are New York Porto Ricans
New York, the Empire State, see below:
New York City, The region was inhabited by Lenape
Native Americans at the time of its European discovery by
Italian Giovanni da Verrazzano, but it wasn‘t until the 1609
voyage of Englishman Henry Hudson that the area was mapped.
European settlement began with the founding of the Dutch fur
trading settlement, later called New Amsterdam, on the southern
tip of Manhattan in 1616. Later in 1626, Peter Minuit established
a long tradition of shrewd real estate investing when he
purchased Manhattan Island & Staten Island from native people in
exchange for trade goods. (Legend, now long disproved, has it that
Manhattan was purchased for $24 worth of glass beads.)
In 1664, the British conquered the city from the Dutch, then
named New Amsterdam & renamed it New York after the English
Duke of York & Albany--See at New Netherlands. The Dutch
briefly regained it in 1673, renaming the city "New Orange,"
before permanently ceding the colony. Under British rule New
York grew in importance as a trading port.

Newman, Randy, born Gary Newman in 1944 in
New Orleans—where his mother & her mother were born-is an Academy Award-winning songwriter, arranger, composer,
singer & pianist who is notable for his mordant, often satirical,
pop songs and for his many film scores. Since the 1980s, Newman
has worked mostly as a film composer. His film scores include
Ragtime, The Natural, Toy Story, Meet the Parents and Seabiscuit.
He has also been singled out for a number of awards, e.g.,
an Academy Award for Ragtime, two Emmy Awards, four
Grammy Awards, the Governor's Award of the Recording
Academy & was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame in
2002—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Charles Schulz,
at ―Jungle out there…‖ & at ―Louisiana Flood of 1927.‖
Recently he wrote ―A Few Words in Defense of Our
Country,‖ a satire on Bush that compares him tongue-in-cheek
favorably with Julius Caesar, Hitler, Stalin, King Leopold of
Belgium (―who took all the gold and silver from the Belgium
Congo and left Malaria!‖). I think he ran out of breath before he
got to our favorite bugaboos, but he does take on the socalled war
on terror, by reminding us what FDR said in his Inaugural Address
in 1934: ―All we have to fear is fear itself. Newman asks: ―Aren‘t
the slogans supporting the war on terror doing the opposite—
creating fear? This appeared as an Op-Ed column in the NY Times
and can be accessed at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OldToIF5ZGs

New Yor City consists of five Boroughs: The
Bronx, Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn & Staten Island. The
Wikipedia states that NY City had a 2006 population density of
26,720 per sq. mi.—Compare at Gaza; also see at ―Sea in the
City,‖ at ―The Sidewalks of New York,‖ at Brooklyn, at Harlem, at
Nathan‘s & at Coney Island.

New York became known a Gotham, or ―Goat‘s
Town‖--In the seventeenth issue, Salmagundi, dated
November 11, 1807, Washington Irving affixed the
nickname ―Gotham‖—an Anglo-Saxon word meaning
―Goat's Town‖—to New York City. And it has stuck!—see
at Iving, who was named after George Washington.

New Yorker citizens became known as
Knickerbockers, e.g., the NY Knicks, also because of the
work of Washington Irving—see at Washington Irving
about Dietrich Knickerbocker/

New York Metropolitan area has a population of 18
million, and a Gross Domenstic Product of $1trillion—from
―Diary‖ in the Aug. 16, 2007 TLS by Ingio Thomas, who
lives in New York. The Diary gives a cursory review of
Adam Gopnik‘s new book, ―Through the Children‘s Gate.‖

Newport, KY, 2(3): Rolling & Steel Mills, 62(101);

New York School of Painting include Willem de

-- pollution-emissions, 62(101), 80(154); ―Studville‖—
see at Moorfield. Frank Duff‘s father was a foreman there,
151(268); also see at Cities of the USA.

Kooning, Arshile Gorky, Philip Guston, Hans Hofmann,
Franz Kline, Robert Motherwell, Jackson Pollock, Mark
Rothko, and Clyfford Still, among others.
New York Yankees, 89-90(170), Ch. 37; See at Joe
DiMaggio, at Lou Gehrig & at Babe Ruth. Self-hypnosis
in the 2004 championship series against the Red Sox, 89(170);
also see at Don Larsen, at Murderers‘ Row & at Yankees
Stadium.
The Yankees won their 27-th World Series in Nov. 2009,
beating the Phillies, thedefending World Champions in 6 games.
(It was the first time ever that the season ended in November.
Hideki Matsu was elected the MVP of the series, and Andy Andy

Newspeak: ―The beauty of Newpeak, sir!…The only
Language whose vocabulary gets smaller…The more word
sdestroyed the narrower the thought….The opposite o f
good isn‘t bad but ungood, etc. from the libretto of Lorin
Maazel‘s Opera, ―1984‖—from New York Times article of
Feb. 2, 2005; Dozens of examples are given in Quotationary
under Newspeak, but some are Doubleapeak, e.g.,
Aristotle‘s ―There must be war for the sake of peace.‖
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how much I love you‖—from the Web Also see at ―I wish I
had a nickel.‖

Pettitte was the winning pitcher in Games 3 and 6. Matsui batted
in 6 runs in Game 6, hitting a single, a double & HR.

Nickel: ―What this country needs is a good five-cent

New York Times—see at (The)Times
New Yorker Magazine published ―The Complete

nickel‖—Franklin P. Adams, 1932.
Wooden nickel

Cartoons of The New Yorker,‖ Robert Mankoff, Ed.,
gigantic 656-page collection of 2,004 (get it?) of the best
cartoons published in the New Yorker over the last 80 years?

See at Cigar. & at

―Nickels and dimes roll away, I watched my,‖ see at
Bar.

―Nickel on the drum, Throw a, / save another

New Yorkers: ―100 New Yorkers‖ by Julia Holmes,

drunken bum,‖ Salvation Army Song, Ch. 13

pub. by `Little Bookrooms, NY, 2004.

―Nickel in, In the nickelodeon, Put another,‖see below:
Nickels and Dimes, see at Bar Song.
Nickelodeon: at the turn of the 19th century a movie

New Zealand, an island country in the southern Pacific
Ocean southeast of Australia. Dicovered by Abel Tasman in
1642, the islands were visited & explored 4 times by Capt.
James Cook between 1769 & 1777. Set off from Australia
in 1841, it rec‘d deominion status in 1907, and full
independence in 1931. Also see at Ernest Rutherford.

theater charging a nickel admission to see ―flickers‖ and
music; then a player piano; but now most often a jukebox--see
pp.155 & 274-5 in ―All the Years of Amer. Pop. Music;‖
―Put another nickel in, in the Nickelodeon, / All I want is
loving you and music! Music! Music! / I‘d do anything for you,
anything you‘d want me to, / All I want is kissing you, and
music!music!music! / Closer, my dear come closer! The nicest part
of any melody is when you‘re dancing close to me. / Put another
nickel in, in the Nickelodeon, / All I want is loving you and
Music! Music! Music!‖--Music & lyrics by Stephen Weiss &
Bernie Baum, R, lxix--this was Teresa Brewer‘s all-time greatest
hit & peaked in 1950. Google Nickelodeon & also Teresa
Brewer.

Nez Perce are a tribe of Native Americans who live
in the Pacific Northwest region (Columbia River Plateau) of
the US.. It is estimated that at the time of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition the native people had been in the area for over 10,000
years. The tribe currently governs and inhabits a reservation in
Idaho. The Nez Perce's name for themselves is Nimíipuu, which
means simply ―the people‖ or ―we the people.‖ The name ―Nez
Percé‖ means pierced nose in French, a name inspired by nose
pendants some of them wore, although this practice was more
common among tribes downriver. Also see at Horses (Part IV), and
at Appaloosa Horses there.

Nicole, Pierre, 1625-1695: ―There are so many

―Nice Work If You Can get it‖ (And you

windings and recesses in
unknown to the
many
Jollen in his reviews of
Nature, Falllen Selves: in

can get it if you try!), Ch. 26

Nichlaus, Jack, golfer, 116(216)—see at Golf.
Nichols, Mike (Michael Igor Peschkowsky), b.1931;

the heart of man that is is often
himself—quoted by Nicholas
Michael Moriarty‘s ―Fallen
TLS, Oct. 26, 2007

Nichols, Anne 1891-1966, born in Dales Mill, GA,

he co-founded (with Elaine May, Alan Arkin & others), the
legendary Chicago improv group "The Second City. Also
see at George C. Scott (famous anecdote) & at Guilt.

she wrote a number of Broadway plays, several of which
were made into motion pictures. Her first and most famous
production was Abie's Irish Rose, a farce depicting the
tumult that arises with the marriage of a young Jewish man
and an Irish girl. Anne Nichols died from a heart attack in
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, age 75. Also see at ―Abie‘s
Irish Rose.‖

Nichols and May, A, xii, see at Guilt & at May.
Nicholson, Jack, was born 1937 in Manhattan, NY City, the
son of a showgirl, June Frances Nicholson (stage name June
Nilson). He has been nominated for an Academy Award 12 times-winning three: twice for Best Actor (One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest (1975) & As Good As It Gets,,1997) and once for Best
Supporting Actor (Terms of Endearment, 1983).
He is tied with Walter Brennan & Gary Cooper for most
acting wins by a male actor (three), and second to Katharine
Hepburn for most acting wins overall (four). He is also one of only
three actors nominated for an Academy Award for acting (either
lead or supporting) in every decade since the 1960s; the other two
are Michael Caine & Paul Newman. He has won seven Golden
Globe Awards, and received a Kennedy Center Honor in 2001.
In 1994, he became one of the youngest actors to be
awarded the American Film Institute's Life Achievement Award.
Other films he starred in include Carnal Knowledge, E asy Rider,
Five Easy Pieces, Chinatown, The Passenger, The Shining,
Batman, A Few Good Men,The Departed & The Last Detail.
References in my bio ―The Sun Shine Bright‖: ―As Good
As It Gets,‖ 158(280), 169(283); ―The Last Detail,‖ 116117(215-216), 190-191(350)
He played theJoker in ―Batman,‖ 96(182) & a rotter in
Heartburn--see & atNora Ephron
Nicholson is addicted to cigarette smoking, but the habit
bothers him: he has been quoted (when he was approaching 70
years of age as I remember.)as saying he thinks about death every
day of his life--also see at Bitch & at Kiss.

Niebuhr, Reinhold, 1892-1971, 90(170); theologian
who wrote the Serenity Prayer. His biographer, Charles C.
Brown, said ―that Niebuhr did compose it in 1941 or ‘43.‖ Niebuhr
said that he was quite sure that he had written it, and his
wife,
Ursula, also a prominenttheologian, dates its composition to the
early 1940s. (In a memorandam,in the Library of Congress), she
wrote that ―[he] may have used it in his prayers‖ by 1934
An article by Fred R. Shapiro, assoc. library direcror &
lecturer of Yale Law School, wrote about the mystery of
the
provenance of the The Serenity Prayer used by AA (Alcoholics
Anonymous), stating that similar quotes
appeared in
newspapers and a book dating back to 1936. Niebuhr‘s dauthter,
Elisabeth Stilton, backing Niebuhr‘s pioority said in an
interview that her father traveled widedly
in the 1930s…and
could have used the prayer then. She
fixed the date of the
composition to 1943 in her book, ―The Serenity Prayer: Faith and
Politics in times of Peace and
War‖ (Norton, 2003)—excerpted
from a July 11, 2008 NY Times article by Laurie Goodstein
―Serenity Prayer Stirs Up Doubt: Who Wrote It?‖
In the Goodstein article it is mentioned that Shapiro
debunked the provenanceof other famous sayings, including
Murphy‘s Law (―Anything that can go wrong will‖) and P. T.
Barnum‘s ―There‘s a sucker born every minute.‖)

Niemöller, (Friedrich Gustav) Martin, 1892-1984,

Nick Name? NY Times Xword clue. Solution: Santa.
Nickel: ―If I had a nickel, /I know what I weould do./

German Lutheran pastor, and outspoken critic of Hitler:
On Why No One Spoke Up: ―In Germany they came first
for the Communists, and I didn‘t speak up because I wasn‘t
a Communist. Then they came for the Jews, and I didn‘t

I‘d spend it all for candy; and give it all to you.? / For hat‘s
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speak up because I wasn‘t a Jew. Then they came for the
trade unionists, and I didn‘t speak up because I wasn‘t a
trade unionist. Then they came for the Catholics, and I
didn‘t speak up because I was a Protestant. Then they came
for me, and by that time no one was left to speak up.‖
(Attributed by & quoted in Bartlett with a reference to
Lincoln.), R, xlviii

by veterans like John Saxon and Ronee Blakley. Director Wes
Craven creates moments of real dread by examining the line
between nightmares and reality, as well as the "sins of the parents"
theme, and although the film is quite gory, it never resorts to cheap
bloodletting for its effect. A unique and disturbing experience, this
film is highly recommended for horror buffs--Robert Firsching, All
Movie Guide

Nietzsche, Friedrich, 1844-1900; ―Invisible threads

―Night They Invented Champagne, The‖--see ―Gigi.‖

are the strongest,‖ quoted by Borealis Press # 186--also see
―The most important things cannot be seen but are felt in the
heart;‖at Helen Keller, ―Love is a chain‖ at Lincoln;
―There has been one Christian , and he died on the Cross‖ –
Neitzsche, 44(70);
―What does not kill us, makes us stronger‖—Friedrich
Nietzsche, Ch. 69
―Wihtout music, life would be a mistake‖—Nietzsche.

Nile River: The Nile has two major tributaries, the White Nile
& the Blue Nile, the latter being the source of most of the
Nile's water & fertile soil, but the former being the longer
of the two. The two rivers meet near the Sudanese capital
Khartoum. See at Missouri-Mississippi River

Nîmes, France; Where denim (de Nîmes)came from,
200(365)

Nimitz, Fleet Admiral Chester William, 1985-1966;

―Nigger,‖ offensive slang used as a dispaging term

led the Allied naval forces to victory in the Pacific in World
War II. He wasborn near a quaint hotel in Fredericksburg,
TX, built by his grandfather, Charles Nimitz, a retired
sea captain. The articles of Japanesed surrender were signed
by Gen McArthur aboard the flagship USS Missouri in
Tokyo Bay, Sept. 2, 1945, 178-179(313); Nimitz hanged
convicted Japanese war-criminal Adm. Yamamota from a
yardarm on his ship, 144(257-258)

applied to Blacks, T1; It is an alteration of dialectical
neger, from French nègre, black person, Spanish, negro.
―You can only be destroyed by believing you really are
what the white world calls a nigger‖—James Baldwin; also
see at Ethnic Slurs, at Slurs, at Pejoratives, at Race, at
Racism, at Eleanor Roosevelt & at ―Woman is the Nigger of
the World.‖

Nigger toes, offensive slang for Brazil nuts.
―Night and Day‖ is a song by Cole Porter. It was

Nin, Anaïs (née Angela Anaïs Juana Antolina Rosa
Edelmira Nin y Culmell), 1903-1977 was a Cuban-French
author who became famous for her published journals, which span
more than 60 years, beginning when she was 11 years old and
ending shortly before her death. Nin is also famous for her erotica,
e.g., ―Delta of Venus‖ & ―Little Birds.‖ (Before her, erotica
written by women was rare, with a few notable exceptions, e.g.,
the fiction of Kate Chopin.) According to Volume I of her diaries,
1931-1934, published in 1966 (Stuhlmann), Nin first came across
erotica when her mother and two brothers returned to Paris in her
late teens. They rented the apartment of an American man who was
going away for the summer, and Nin came across a number of
French paperbacks: ―One by one, I read these books, which were
completely new to me. I had never read erotic literature in
America… They overwhelmed me. I was innocent before I read
them, but by the time I had read them all, there was nothing I did
not know about sexual exploits… I had my degree in erotic lore.‖)
In 1923, in Havana, Cuba, she married her first husband, Hugh
Parker Guiler (1898-1985), a banker and artist, later known as ―Ian
Hugo‖ when he became a filmmaker of experimental films in the
late 1940s. The couple moved to Paris the following year, where
Guiler pursued his banking career and Nin began to pursue her
interest in writing. Her first published work was a critical
evaluation of D. H. Lawrence called D. H. Lawrence: An
Unprofessional Study. She also explored the field of
psychotherapy, studying under the likes of Otto Rank, a disciple of
Sigmund Freud. According to her diaries, Volume One, 1931 1934, Nin shared a bohemian lifestyle with Henry Miller during
her time in Paris. There is no mention of her husband in that edited
edition. In 1939, Nin and Hugh Parker Guiler moved back to New
York City. Nin appeared in the Kenneth Anger film Inauguration
of the Pleasure Dome (1954), as Astarte, the Maya Deren film
Ritual in Transfigured Time (1946), and in Bells of Atlantis (1952),
a film directed by Guiler under the name ―Ian Hugo‖ with a
soundtrack of electronic music by Louis and Bebe Barron.
In 1990 Philip Kaufman directed the film Henry & June
based on Nin's novel Henry and June from The Journal of Love –
The Unexpurgated Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1931-1932. She was
portrayed in the film by Maria de Medeiros--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

written for the 1932 musical play Gay Divorce, and is
perhaps Porter's most popular contribution to the Great American
Songbook and has been recorded by dozens of artists. Fred Astaire
introduced "Night and Day" on stage, and his recording of the song
was a #1 hit. He performed it again in the 1934 film version of the
show, renamed The Gay Divorcee, and it became one of his
signature pieces—excerpt from Wikipedia
First Stanza: ―Like the beat beat beat of the tom-tom / When
the jungle shadows fall / Like the tick tick tock of the stately clock
/ As it stands against the wall / Like the drip drip drip of the
raindrops / When the summer shower is through / So a voice
within me keeps repeating you, you, you.‖
Chorus: "Night and day / You are the one / Only you
beneath the moon and under the sun / Whether near to me or far /
It's no matter, darling, where you are / I think of you / Day and
night‖ Also see p. 88 in ―Easy to Remember.‖

Night and Fog decree, see at Nacht und Nebel.
―Night of the Hunter, The,‖ 1955 film directed by
Chas. Lauhgton, screenplay by Jame Agee, starring Robet
Mitchum, Shelley Winters & Lillian Gish.

―Nightmare on Elm Street, A‖ is a 1984 horror film
directed and written by Wes Craven, and the first film in the
Nightmare on Elm Street franchise. The film features John Saxon,
Heather Langenkamp, Ronee Blakley, Amanda Wyss, Jsu Garcia,
Robert Englund and Johnny Depp in his feature film debut. Set in
the fictional Midwestern town of Springwood, Ohio. the plot
revolves around several teenagers being terrorized in their
nightmares by the ghost of a serial child murderer named Freddy
Krueger (with scissor fingers!). See at Wes Craven.

―Nightmare on Elm Street‖ series. A decade

of

wisecracking sequels have not diminished the power of this
striking horror film from the director of Scream. Teenagers in a
small town are dropping like flies, apparently in the grip of mass
hysteria causing their suicides. A cop's daughter (Heather
Langenkamp) traces the cause to child molester Fred Krueger
(Robert Englund), who was burned alive by angry parents many
years before. Krueger has now come back in the dreams of his
killers' children, claiming their lives as his revenge. The teenaged
leads are sympathetic and intelligent, unlike the dumb victims
presented in most films of the period, and they are ably backed up

Nine-eleven (9/11), short for the Sept. 11, 2001, the
day the Twin Towers were bombed & destroyed. As of June
2004,of the official death count of 2,976 people; of these,2,740
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presidents, congressmen and cabinet members on issues of war and
peace—see at The Hawk and the Dove.

were Americans. There were 246 dead from foreign countries,
from at least 30 countries & N first languages, including those
that aided & abetted the terroists!‖ Also see at Twin Towers &
at World Trade Center.

Niven, David, actor—see at ―Around the World in
Eighty Days‖ (1956 film in which he played the main
character, Phileas Fogg), at ―Moon is Blue‖ & at
―Separate Tables.‖

Nine-eleven fund, The: The fund to compensate
families of those killed paid an average of $2 million for
each of 2,280 dead. (Presumably not every family applied for
compensation.) In a formula that accounted for lost income,
families of victims who made more money received larger awards,
on the average. Seventeen families with no income got an average
of $788,022.; the 163 making $24,9999 or less got an average of
$1,102,135. The biggest group was the 1,591 families earning
between $25,000 & $99,000 got an average of $1,520,155, while
the next biggest, 633 families with income between $100,000 &
$199,000, got an average of $2,302,235; 27 families making at
least $2 but not exceeding $4 million got an averageof $6,253,705,
while the 8 families making $4 million or over got an average of
$6,379,288.
By Sex: 692 families of females dead got an aver. of
$1,443,717; the 2,188 families of male dead got an aver. of
$2,283,916.
By Occupation: There were 97 food workers ($1,351,968);
342 firemen & women ($1,635,081); 139 in technology-computing
($1,814,290); 1,669 in Finance ($2,456,521)—from The Week in
Review of the Sunday NY Times, Sept. 9, 2007.

Nixon, Marne, was the voice that sang for Deborah
Kerr in ―The King and I,‖ fir Natalie Wood in ―Westside
Story‖ & for Audrey Hepburn in ―My Fair Lady.‖ And
she‘s still singing.

Nixon, Richard Milhous, received a gift,32(50);
--substituting for Pres. Eisenhower, throws out a baseball
ball to start the 1959 season, 126(230)
-- was a Quaker who swore like a sailor, 167(300)
Defeating Hubert Humphrey, the Democrat candidate, he
served as US President 1968 to Sept. 1974 when he resigned over
the Watergate scandals.
-- was given a full pardoned by Pres. Gerald Ford in Sept.
1974 a month after Nixon resigned, 144(258). He died at 81 on
April 22, 1994 at a NY hospital 4 days after he suffered a stroke.
In an interview with David Frost in 1977, Nixon said, ―I
gave them a sword!‖ This reminded me of the Shakespeare line:
―A horse. A horse. My kingdom for a horse!,‖ Richard The Third,
ct 5, scene 4, line 7. See at Frost/Nixon.

Noah, Ch. 41-- & his Ark.
Nobel, Alfred Berhard, 1833-1896, Swedish inventor

Nine-eleven-oh-one (9/11/01): the day the Twin
Towers disappeared& 3,000 people died-- after two widebodied airplanes piloted by Muslim jihad fanatics-- see
above, at World Trade Center, at Terrorism, at Patriot Act,
at Identity & at Driver‘s License.

of Dynamite in 1866;-- left his huge fortune to fund the
Nobel prizes in physics, chemistry physiology or medicine,
literature and peace. The first prize was in 1901. A sixth
prized in economics was added in his honor in 1969. He
excluded mathematics because he did not want MttagLefler, a Swede & a rival for the affections of Mme. Curie- was it?-- to win.

Nine-eleven-oh-one in speeches in the NY Metro
area 6 years later, see at: Schadenfreude‘s opposite:

―Nine Suitcases‖ by Bela Szötz, 175(304)
―Nineteen Eighty-Four,‖i.e., ―1984,‖ George

Nobel Prize, see above, below and at Feynman.
Nobel Laureates, an large percentage of them are

Orwell satire; ―Big Brother is Watching You‖, 1984
a character in ―Nineteen Eighty-Four‖ is tortured by rats
running rampant in his cell: rats are ―his greatest fear, his
worst nightmare,‖ ibid.

first-born children. Also see at Jewish smarts for the
unexpected large percentage of Jews.
Most, if not all, on the list below, culled from the Ready
Reference (RR) Section of The Cambrdige Biographical
Encyclopedia, pp. 1248-1252), are mentioned in the text or
elsewhere in the this Index & Glossary. Marie Curie had prizes in
both physics & chemeistry, while Linus Pauling won prizes in
Physics, Chemistry & Peace.

Ninotchka (1939) is a delightful romantic comedy
starring Greta Garbo & Melvyn Douglas, written by Billy
Wilder, and directed by Ernest Lubitsch. It was taglined,
―Garbo Laughs.‖ See Video Hound.

Niobe, in Greek mythology, queen of Thebes, wife of

Nobel Laureates Mentioned Elsewhere in the

Amphion, daughter of Tantalus, and the mother of six sons
and six daughters. she boasted of her fruitfulness, saying that Leto
had only two children. Apollo and Artemis, angry at this insult to
their mother, killed all Niobe's children. Crying inconsolably, she
fled to Mt. Sipylus. There Zeus turned her into a stone image that
wept perpetually.

Miscellany, Glossary & Index.
Physics: There are one to three nobel laureates each year,
starting with (the selections are mine):
Wilhelm Konrad von Röntgen (1901), Marie Curie, Pierre
Curie & Antoinee Henri Becquerel (1903), John Joseph Thompson
(1906), Albert Abraham Michelson (1907), Gugliemo, Marchese
Marconi (1909),
Albert Einstein (1921), Niels Bohr (1922), Arthur Holly
Compton (with Charles Thomson Rees Wilson, 1927), Louis
Victor, 7-th Duc de Broglie (or simply, Louis de Broglie, 1929),
Werner Heisenberg (1932), Paul Adrien Morris Dirac and Erwin
Schrödinger (1933), James Chadwick & Linus Pauling (1935),
Enrico Fermi (1938), Dennis Gabor (1971), Orlando Lawrence
(1939);
Isadore Isaac Rabi (1944), Linus Pauling (1945), Lev
Davidovitch Landau (1962), Richard Feynman (1965, shared with
two others), Hans Bethe (1967), Dennis Gabor (1971), Aage Niels
Bohr (1975, son of Niels Bohr, shared the prize with two others.).
Chemistry: Ernest 1-st Baron Rutherford (1908), Marie
Curie (1911), Irving Langmuir (1932), Jean Frédéric Joliot & Irène
Joliot-Curie (1935), Linus Pauling (1954).
Literature: Rudyard Kipling (1907), Maurice Maeterlinck
(1911), Rabindrathan Tagore (1913), William Butler Yeats (1923),

Niobium, Nb, is a metallic chemical with properties
similar to Tantalum, and having at. wt. 92.91, at. no. 41—
see at Tantalum..

Nisei (Americans whose parents emigrated from
Japan), After Pearl Harbor, Nisei were forbidden to marry
non-Nisei Americans; 75,000 West Coast Nisei interned,
33,000 other Nisei in the Armed Forces; 100-th Battalion,
most decorated & the 442-nd Regimental Combat Team,
R,xlvii-xlviii, 141(254), 143-144(257); A Nisei neighbor
speaks out against the abuse of American Citizens, ibid; also
see at Issei, at Japanese-Americans
& at ―Rabbit in the
Moon:‖

Nitrogen, an element, At. Wt. 14.0067, At. No. 7,
diatomic, colorless, odorless, almost inert gas—see at Air.

Nitze, Paul, 1907-2004, the Hawk in the book ―The
Hawk and the Dove;‖ the "Dove" is George F. Kennan. The
book is about their dual roles in the 50 years that they advised
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Geroge Bernard Shaw (1925), Thomas Mann (1929), (Harry)
Sinclair Lewis (1930), Eugene (Gladstone) O‘Neill (1936), Pearl
S. Buck (1938), Gabrella Mistral (1945), Hermann Hesse (1946),
André Gide (1947), Thomas Stearns Eliot (1948), William
Faulkner (1949);
Also: Bertrand Russell (1950), Winston Churchill (1953),
Ernest Hemingway (1954), Albert Camus (1957), Boris Pasternak
(1958), John Steinbeck (1962), Jean Paul Sartre (1964, declined),
Yasunari Kawabata (1968), Samuel Beckett (1969), Alexandr
Isayevich Solzhenitsyn (1970), Pablo Neruda (1971), Saul Bellow
(1976), Isaac Bashevis Singer (1978), Czeslaw Milosz (1980),
Elias Canetti, Gabriel García Márquez (1982), William Gerald
Golding (1983), Akinwande Oluwole ―Wole‖ Soyinka (1986),
Naguib Mahfouz (1988), Nadime Gordimer (1991), Toni Morrison
(1993), Dario Fo, (1997),Harold Pinter (2005), Doris Lessing
(2007)
Physiology or Medicine: Paul Ehrlich (1908), Frederick
Grant Banting & John James Richard Macleod, 1923, Alexander
Fleming, Ernest Boris Chain, & Howard Walker, Baron Florey
(1945), Selman Abraham Waksman (1952), Francis Harold
Compton Crick, James Dewey Watson & Maurice Hugh Frederick
Wilkins (1962); Konrad Lorenz, Nikolaas Tinbergen and Karl von
Frisch (1973).
Peace: Theodore Roosevelt (1906),Woodrow Wilson
(1919), Jane Addams & Nicholas Murray Butler (1931), Cordell
Hull (1945), Ralph Bunche (1950), Albert Schweitzer (1952), Geo.
C. Marshall (1953), Dag Hammarskjold(1961), Linus Pauling
(1962), Martin Luther King, Jr. (1964), Normal E. Borlaug (1970),
Le Duc Tho (1973, but declined), Henry Kissinger 1973); Andrei
Dimitrievich Sakharov (1975--he was not allowed by USSR to go
to Stockholm to accept in peson), Menachem Begin & Mohammed
Anwar el-Sadat (1978), Mother Theresa of Calcutta (1979), Lech
Walesa (1983), Elie Wiesel (1986), Mikhail Sergeevich
Gorbachev(1990), Nelson Mandela, Frederick Wilhelm de Klerk
(1993), Shimon Peres & Yitzhak Rabin (1994), Jody Williams
(1997), Jimmy Carter (2002), Al Gore (2007), Barack Obama
(2009).

1962 Nobel Peace Prize; when he proposed a triple helix for the
DNA structure, he thereby missed out on a fourth Nobel, and a
third in science, to Francis Crick, James Watson, & Maurice
Wilkins who shared 1962 Ph;ysiology & Medicien Nobel for their
double helix idea.
(3) Only 11 women have won Nobel Prizes in science out
of the 508 awarded in physics, chemistry & medicine or
physiology. Of these, Madame Curie won two: physics in 1903 &
chemictry in 1911; and her daughter, Irène Juliot-Curie shared
the 1935 chemistry prize with her husband Jean Frédéric Joliot.
(4) Physicist Lise Meitner, who made the calculations that
led to the discovery of nuclear fission was reportedly nominated 13
times without winning. Her collaborator, Otto Hahn, won a Nobel
for that work; he stayed on in Nazi Germany while Meitner, a
Jewish woman, fled to Sweden in 1938—from Discovery
magazine, October 2006. And to this, add:
(5) Albert Camus was the first African-born Nobelist.
(6) Stuyvesant High School in New York City produced 4
Nobel laurettes.
(7) Carter won Peace Prize in 2002 for his work for
Habitats for Humanity, building homes for the poor around
the globe.
―Nobody Does It Better‖ is a power ballad
composed by Marvin Hamlisch with lyrics by Carole Bayer
Sager. It was recorded by Carly Simon & is theme song
of the 1977 James Bond film—see at The Spy Who Loved
Me, especially the last paragraph.

―Nobody‘s perfect!‖—saying. See at ―Some Like It
Hot.‖

―Nobody knows a child like his mother‖—saying.
―No don‘t you understand?, What part of,‖ 227(414)
―No Exit‖(Huis-clos in French) by Jean-Paul Sartre,
directed by John Huston, won a Drama Critic's Award. This
was tramslated by Paul Bowles. See at Bowles (last
paragraphs, and at Sartre.

No Fucka Uppa Joke: An Italian immigrant couple

Nobel Losers: ―Some writers who never won,

were having problems, and the wife insisted that they see a
counselor. The husband objected but agreed in order to keep peace. The
counselor asked what seemed to be the problem. Wife: "Well, he geta
uppa, taka colda shower that maka hima cranky alla daya." The
counselor asked if that was all." "No! he keepa wipa his nosa alla daya
longa!‖ "Hmmm," said the counselor, "Anything else." "Yes, Whena
maka lova he wanna ona toppa!‖ The counselor turns to the husband,
and asks,"What do you say about this" The husband shrugs his
shoulders, ―When cama thisa country tha saya mea three-a thinga (1)
No geta ina hotta water; (2) Keepa nosa cleana; (3) No fucka
uppa!‖

Tolstoy, Proust, Borges, Joyce, Nabokov , Auden, Graham
& Greene.‖ Some contemporary Americans who may will never
win are ―John Updike, Philip Roth, Don DeLillo or Joyce Carol
Oates‖—edited from an article by Charles McGrath in the Sun.
Oct. 8, 2008 NY Times Week in Review, who adds: ―(Nobel)
duds include Henryk Sienkiewicz (1905), author of Quo Vadis and
Mikhail Sholokhov (1965), whose supposed masterpiece, And
Quiet Flows the Don,was probably plagiarized (at least according
to Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. who won five years later).
There are 18 Nobel judges…They‘re all Swedes, they serve
for life, and in the early years of the prize they tended to vote forsurprise!- otherScandinavians, writers like
Bjornstjeme
Bjornson, Selma Lagerlof and Henrik Pontoppidan, who were not
exactly household names even back then. There
used to be a
weakness for middlebrow writers like Pearl Buck & John
Steinbeck, who championed the downtrodden. But ever since the
last American to win, Toni Morrison, took the prize in 1993, there
has been a drift not just to the left but away from the conventions
of narrative realism‖—loc. cit.

―No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a
piece of a continent, a part of the main;…and therefore
never send to know for whom the bell tolls. It tolls for thee.1
John Donne (1572-1631), Devotions on Divergent
Occasions‘ 1624, No. 17. Hemingway took the title of his
novel ―For Whom the Bell Tolls‖ from this, P.

―No, No, Joe, don‘t shoot!‖--see at Billy.
―No-Nos‖, Mama‘s 45(71)
―Noctural emissions‖--see at ―Wet Dreams.‖
―Noise of Infinite Longing, The: A Memoir of a

Nobel Statistics: (1) In 1930 Sinclair Lewis was the
first American to win the Nobel Prize for Literature; In
1906) Theodore Roosevelt was the first American to win the
Peace Prize; In 1931 Jane Addams was the first American
Women to win (she shared) a Peace Prize; In 1938, Pearl Buck
became the first American woman to be awarded the Nobel Prize
in Literature, ―for her rich and truly epic descriptions of peasant
life in China and for her biographical masterpieces.‖
(2) When he won the 1954 Chemistry Nobel Prize, Linus
Pauling became the first person to win 2 full Nobel Prizes—his
first was the 1945 Physics Nobel Prize; then he won a third, the

Family and an Island,‖ Luisita Lopez Torregrosa, 60(97-98)

Nolan, Lloyd, 1902-1985, actor born in San
Francisco. Although many critics hailed his acting ability
and it was generally acknowledged that he never gave a bad
performance, Nolan was relegated to B movies for the most part.
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Yet even so, he costarred with Mae West, Dorothy McGuire, and
the former Metropolitan Operasoprano, Gladys Swarthout.
Under contract to Paramount & 20th Century Fox studios,
he had starring roles in the late 30s and early-to-mid 40s and
appeared as the lead character of the ―Michael Shayne‖ detective
series.
The majority of his films comprised light entertainment
with an emphasis on action. His most famous films include:
Atlantic Adventure, costarring Nancy Carroll; EbbTide; Wells
Fargo; Every Day's A Holiday, starring Mae West; Bataan; and A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn, with Dorothy McGuire and James Dunn.
He also gave a strong performance in the 1957 film Peyton Place
with Lana Turner.
Nolan subsequently contributed many solid and key
character parts in numerous other films. And later in his career, he
returned to the stage and appeared on TV to great acclaim in The
Caine Mutiny Court Martial, for which he received an Emmy
award for portraying Captain Queeg, the role made famous by
Humphrey Bogart. He also appeared in the pioneering TV series,
Julia, starring Diahann Carroll--edited excerpt from Wikipedia,
where there is a filmography. Also see at ―The Man Who Wouldn‘t
Die.‖

blind man to his deaf ad dumb daughter / as he picked up his
hammer and saw.
Other nonsense verse makes use of nonsense words-- words
without a clear meaning or any meaning at all. Lewis Carroll and
Edward Lear both made good use of this type of
nonsense in
some of their verse. In these poems, the grammar and syntax are
perfectly well-formed, and each nonsense word has a clear part of
speech. The first verse of Lewis Carroll's Jabberwocky ...Twas
brillig, and the slithy toves / Did gyre and gimble in the wabe: / All
mimsy were the borogoves, And the mome raths outgrabe. ...
illustrates this nonsense technique perfectly, despite Humpty
Dumpty's later explanation of some of the unclear words within it.
Still other nonsense verse uses muddled or ambiguous
grammar as well as invented words, as in John Lennon's The
Faulty Bagnose": The Mungle pilgriffs far awoy / Religeorge too
thee worled. / Sam fells on the waysock-side / And somforbe on a
gurled, / With all her faulty bagnose! Here, awoy fills the place of
―away‖ in the expression ―far away‖, but also suggests the
exclamation "ahoy", suitable to avoyage (or pilgriffage?).
Likewise, worled and gurled suggest ―world‖ and ―girl‖ but
have the -ed form of a past-tense verb. Somforbe resists
interpretation--possibly a noun; possibly a slurred verb phrase.
However not all nonsense verse relies on word play. Some
onjures up nonsensical situations, for instance Edward Lear's
poem, he Jumblies has a perfectly coprehensible chorus. Far and
few, far and few, / Are the ands where the Jumblies live; / Their
heads are green, and their hands are blue / And they went to sea in
a sieve. The ignificance of the color of their headsand hands is
not apparent and the verse appears to be nonsense.
Likewise Christopher Isherwood's poem ...The ommon
cormorant or shag / Lays eggs inside a paper bag The reason you
will see no doubt / It is to keep the lightning out / But what these
unobservant birds / Have never noticed is that herds / Of
wandering bears may come with buns / And steal the bags to hold
the crumbs--from 'Poems Past and Present', J.M. Dent and Sons
(Canada) Ltd. fourth printing, 1959...makes grammatical and
semantic sense and yet lies so earnestly and absurdly that it
qualifies as complete nonsense.
F.W. Bernstein's observation: ―the sharpest critics of elks /
usedto be ones themselves‖ has become practically a proverb
in
German. While strictly speaking nonsense (Elks have no critics), it
nonetheless expresses the truth that often the most strident
opponents of an ideology are its former adherents. On the cult
show ―Max Headroom,‖ Edison Carter once made a similar
observation: ―Converts are the worst bigots‖—edited excerpt fom
Wikipedia. Also see at Lewis Carroll, at Roger McGough & at
Christian Morgenstern.

Nolde, Emil, 1867-1956 a German painter. one of the
first Expressionists, a member of Die Brücke & considered
to be one of the great watercolor painters of the 20th century. He
is known for his vigorous brushwork & expressive choice of
colors. Golden yellows and deep reds appear frequently in his
work, giving a luminous quality to otherwise somber tones. His
watercolors include vivid, brooding storm-scapes & brilliant
florals. Many of these were painted surrepticiously after his art
was branded ―degenerate‖ by the Nazis. He kept the paper &
watercolors in a drawer that he could close when danger
approached. For that reason, he called them ―Unparinted Pictures‖
These were widely exhibited postwar & a 1959 book with that
title appeared, edited by Werner Haftmann, published by Harry N.
Abrams—some of this from the Web. Also see below for
another edition of ―Unpainted Pictures‖

Emil Nolde‘s Unpainted Pictures, by Jolanthe
Nolde (Author), Manfred Reuther (Author), Barnett Newman
(Author), Emil Nolde (Author), Thomas Knubben (Editor), Tilman
Osterwold (Editor), Hatje Cantz Publishers, 2001—from the book
description: All of the 104 watercolors in the series are presented
here, along with a kind of diary, consisting of dated notes,
thoughts, questions, and dreams, which together form a record of
the period in which the Unpainted Pictures were
being
created also see above & at Nolde‘s website.

―Nomad Hatter,‖ a pun for a wandering

―mad hatter,‖

Non sequitur 1. An inference or conclusion that does

suggested in a NY Times crossword puzzle.

not follows from the premises or evidence. 2. A statement
that does not follow logically fro what preceded it. [Latin
non sequitur, it does not follow.] Example from baseball:
―Although he was a poor fielder, he was a weak hitter.‖
Many jokes are non sequiturs. See, for example, at at
Double Speak, at Oxymoron, at Success & at Women..

Non-alignment, see at Tito‘s Yugoslavia.
Non-conformists—see at Anti-confomists.
Nonsense is what most of life seems to be, and
people who engage in nonsense as a comic form, either
verbally & visually, as standup comics do, or by humorous
writing, are teaching us to laugh at life, and at ourselves,
i.e., don‘t take things too seriously. ―Laughter is the best
medicine.‖ See at Nonsense verse.

Nonviolence: The leading exponents of -- : see at
Hippocrates (―Do no Harm‖), Jesus Christ, Thoreau,
Tolstoy &Gandhi; ―Nonviolence & truth (Satya) are
inseparable & presuppose each other—Gandhi; see at
Violence.

―Nonsense, In Defense of ― by C. K. Chesterton--see
at Art and Artistic.

―Nooses all give‖—Dorothy Parker; see at Guns.
―No Peas for the Wicked,‖ see at Roger McGough.

Nonsense verse is the poetic form of literary nonsense,
normally composed for humorous effect, which is
intentionally and overtly paradoxical, silly, witty, whimsical or
otherwise strange. It is particularly common in English,
due to
the typically absurdist streak in British humor (or humor in English
English). Some Dadaist writings could alsobe considered as being
nonsense verse. In some cases, the humor of nonsense verse is
based on the incompatibility of phrases which make grammatical
sense but semantic nonsense, as in the traditional: I see said the

(No Peace for the Wicked?)

Norden Bonb sight was used the US Air Force during
WW II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War to aid the
pilot of bomber aircraft in dropping bombs accurately. Its
existence was a closely guarded secret of World War II. The
Norden sight was originally designed for use on Navy
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Signoret‘s memoirs published in 1978.‖ The title is listed on
the Internet as a quote of Peter de Vries, but I don‘t know
which came first.

aircraft by Carl Norden, a Dutch engineer educated in
Switzerland who emigrated to the U.S. in 1904 and worked
on bombsights at the
Sperry Corporation

.Nordheim, Betty Lee, A, HHS ‘47; Holmes Jr. High

Nostradamus (né Michel de Nostredame, 14 or 21

School Art Teacher (ret.), Board of Trustees of the
Berhringer- Crawford Museum in Covington; on the Gala
Planning Committee in Holmes High School‘s
Sesquicentennial Year 2004; Developed the Fine Arts
Enrichment Program for Covington schools; founder of the
Nordheim Gallery at HHS; wrote ―Echoes of the Past, A
History of the Covington Public School System‖-see Biblio.

Dec. 1503–2 July 1566, usually Latinized to Nostradamus)
was a French apothecary and reputed seer who published
collections of prophecies that have since become famous
worldwide. He is best known for his book Les Propheties (The
Prophecies), the first edition of which appeared in 1555. Since the
publication of this book, which has rarely been out of print since
his death, Nostradamus has attracted an enthusiastic following
who, along with the popular press, credits him with predicting
many major world events. See at Prophets and Seers.

―Normal‖ A bank robber to the teller: ―Fill this bag
with money & act normal.‖ The Teller says, ―What‘s
normal?‖ A discussion ensures—Mort Sahl joke. I
embellisedd it with: While the bank robber is explaining, the
police arrive & tells him to put his hands up & act normal!
Also see at Dutch Proverb.

―Not ‗While I‘m Around‖—Sondheim song in
―Sweeney Todd‖ (1979)—you can hear & see it sung on
YouTube.

Notions: small light weight items for household use,

Normandie, French passenger liner set a recprd for

such as needles, thread & buttons, 65(107)

crossing the Atlantic in just 4 days on her maiden voyage, June 3,
1935, a record that held until broken by the USS United States
In 1941, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, Pres.
Roosevelt seized the ocean liner SS Normandie at Pier 88 in NY
City & in 1942 had her converted into a troopship--renamed SS
Lafayette, after the American Revolution War Hero. Luckily
most of her interior decoration, sculpture & furniture had been
removed before she burned & capsized at Pier 88. She was
refloated in 1943, laid up & scrapped in 1946—from a Photograph
caption in the Met. Mus. of Art Concerts & Lectures, Spring 2008
& from the Web.

―Nothing. I got Plenty of‖—see at ―I Got Plenty.‖
Nothing: We come into the world with nothing, and

Normandy: by D-Day the Nazis either flooded

Notre Dame, means Our Lady in French, i.e., the

we leave with nothing—see at Birth, Life and Death.

Notorius, 1946 Hitchcock thriller about a beautiful
playgirl (Ingrid Bergman) sent by the US gov‘t. to marry a
suspected spy (Claude Raines) living in Brazil. Cynical agent
(Cary Grant) is sent to watch her. Duplicity and guilt are important
factors in this always suspenseful, spy thriller. Acting is excellent
all around. Also starring Louis Calhern & others. Film script by
Ben Hecht.

their fields or filled with them pointed poles to thwart
paratroopers—they succeeded,143(256),159((281-182),
183(317); also see at D-Day

Virgin Mary.

Notre Dame de Paris) is a Gothic cathedral on the
eastern half of the Île de la Cité (in the Seine Rivers) in the
fourth arrondissement of Paris, France, with its main entrance to
the west. It is the cathedral of the Catholic archdiocese of Paris:
that is, it is the church that contains the ―cathedra,‖ or official
chair, of the Archbishop of Paris.
Notre Dame de Paris is widely considered one of the finest
examples of French Gothic architecture in the world. It was
restored and saved from destruction by Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, one
of France's most famous architects. One of the first Gothic
cathedrals, its construction spanned the Gothic period, and its
sculptures and stained glass show the heavy influence of
naturalism, unlike that of earlier Romanesque architecture.
Notre Dame de Paris was among the first buildings in the
world to use the flying buttress (arched exterior supports). The
building was not originally designed to include the flying
buttresses around the choir and nave. After the construction began
and the thinner walls (popularized in the Gothic style) grew ever
higher, stress fractures began to occur as the walls pushed outward.
In response, the cathedral's architects built supports around the
outside walls, and later additions continued as such. The cathedral
suffered desecration during the radical phase of the French
Revolution in the 1790s, when much of its religious imagery was
damaged or destroyed. During the 19th century, an extensive
restoration project was completed, returning the cathedral to its
previous state—about this see at ―The Hunchback of Notre Dame,‖
esp. the last paragraph.

Nordic gods, see at Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday.

Norton, Edward, actor—see at ―Everyone Says I
Love You.‖

Norway surrrended to the Nazis on June 9, 1940.
Nazis installed a puppet dictator Vidkun Quisling, who was
sentenced to death on Sept. 10, 1945 for collaborating with
the Nazis and executed the folliowing month.
Norworth, Jack, 1879-1959, wrote the
lyrics of the
first known baseball song: The Base Ball Polka! It was
not as famous as his 1908 classic, Take Me Out to the
Ball Game, which was written on some scrap paper on a
train ride to Manhattan, NY. Norworth then provided those
paper scrap lyrics to Albert Von Tilzer & before the year
was over, a hit song was born to Tilzer‘s music. In 1927,
he changed some lyrics & a second version
appeared.
Norworth wrote over 2,500 songs, including Shine On,
Harvest Moon—with his wife, Nora Bayes--andother
baseball songs, but none more famous than Take Me Out
Me Out to the Ball Game. See at Bayes & at Tilzer.

North Korea, a military dictatorship under Kim Il
Sung & later his son. Ranks last in Freedom of the Press—
see at Freedom of the Press.riginal music.

Nose and noses: Cyrano de Bergerac‘s nose is of a
legendary size!—see at Cyrano.
Pinocchio‘s nose grew every time he told a lie!

Novak, Kim, actess—see at Inge, at Hitchcock & at
―Picnic.‖

Novalis was the pseudonym of Georg Philipp

A horse winning a very close race is said to win by a nose. Of
course photo finishes indicated an even closer race.
Bob Hope‘s joke about his ski-jump nose: ―I missed being
handsome by a nose.‖

Friedrich Freiherr von Hardenberg, 1772--1801, an author
and philosopher of early German Romanticism.
His influence: Walter Pater includes Novalis's quote,
Philosophirn ist delphlegmatisiren, vivificiren (to philosophize is
to throw off apathy, to become revived) in his conclusion to
Studies in the History of the Renaissance. Novalis' poetry and

―Nostalgia Isn‘t What It Used To Be‖ Simone
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writings were also an influence on Herman Hesse; Hesse initially
published his novel Demian under the name Emil Sinclair, who
was a friend of Novalis. Novalis' works were originally issued in
two volumes by his friends Ludwig Tieck and Friedrich Schlegel
(2 vols. 1802; a third volume was added in 1846).
Editions of Novalis' collected works have since been
compiled by C. Meisner and Bruno Wille (1898), by E. Heilborn (3
vols., 1901), and by J. Minor (3 vols., 1907). Heinrich von
Ofterdingen was published separately by J. Schmidt in 1876-edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Alse see at Philosophy.

Nudnik, an obtuse, boring, or bothersome person—
from the Yiddish nudne, borig , nudyen, to bore.

Trevor Nunn, Trevor directed ―Cats‖ and wrote the
lyrics to the song ―Memory‖ in it, based on two of T. S.
Eliot‘s poems—see at ―Cats‖ and at ―Memory.)

Nuremberg, a city of SE Germany NW of Munich,
Largely destroyed in WW II, it was the venue for the Allied
trials of war criminals, 1945-1946, R, lxii

Nuremberg laws deprived Jews of citizenship on
Sept. 15, 1935, R, xlii, 175(305); see at Swastika.

Novello, Yvor (né David Ivor Davies), 1893-1951,

Nuremberg Trials of War Criminals, 1945-46: For

was a Welsh composer, singer and actor who became one of
the most popular British entertainers of the early 20th century,
who first became known as a result of the song ―Keep the Home
Fires Burning,‖ which he composed during WW I. His 1917 show,
Theodore & Co was a wartime hit. Novello wrote his musicals in
the style of operetta and was one of the last major composers in
this form. He generally composed his music to the librettos of
Christopher Hassall.
After WW I, Novello pursued a film career until the 1930s,
starring in two silent films directed by Alfred Hitchcock, The
Lodger and Downhill, both in 1927. A homosexual, well known
for some of his more glamorous gay affairs, he was the lover of the
British actor Bobbie Andrews for 35 years, and had an affair with
the British poet and writer Siegfried Sassoon.
During WW II, he was sentenced to eight weeks in prison
(he served four) for misuse of petrol coupons, a serious offence in
wartime Britain. After his release, he continued to appear on stage
and write shows until the day before his sudden death of a
coronary thrombosis at age 58.--edited excerpt from Wikipedia,
where there is a filmography, a list of some of his shows, and other
songs he wrote.

NOW, a feminist org.--see at Friedan.
―Now Generation,‖ i.e., right now! I may have used

the first time in history, war criminals were given a fair trial
instead of being summarily executed by a victorious nation. US
Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson was the chief US
prosecutor--see at Robert H. Jackson.. On Nov. 20, 1945, just 7
months after VE-Day, 24 Nazi leaders went on trial before an
international war crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, R, lxii;.see at
Grossman, at ―Judgment at Nuremberg,‖ at Nazi Arch War
Criminals, at War-Crimes & at Sonnenfeldt; also see ―The Trial,‖
A History, From Socrates to O. J.Simpson‖ (Bibliogarphy.)
―12 defendants were sentenced to be hanged, 3 were
acquitted and the rest served jail terms‖—from the book below.
I was surprised to find out recently that Richard Llewellyn (author
of ―How Green Was My Valley‖) not only covered the trials as a
journalist, but finished out his life in Eliat, Israel.

―Nuremberg, Letters from, My Father‘s Narrative of
a Quest for Justice,‖ by Christopher Dodd with Lary
Bloom—see at Thomas Dodd.

―Nuremberg, Witness to,‖ see at Richard W.
Sonnenfeldt. Also see at Robert Rosenthal.

―Nurse Ratchet‖—see at Louise Fletcher.
Nussbaum is German for Nut tree.
Nussbaum, Martha, (née Martha Craven) was

it

applied it incorrectly to Charley, 106(198)

born 1947 in New York City, the daughter of George
Craven, a Philadelphia lawyer, and Betty Warren, an interior
designer and homemaker. She is a philosopher with a particular
interest in ancient Greek and Roman philosophy, political
philosophy and ethics.Nussbaum, though not a lawyer, is currently
Ernst Freund Distinguished Service Professor of Law and Ethics at
the University of Chicago, a chair that includes appointments in
the Philosophy Department, the Law School, and the Divinity
School. She also holds Associate appointments in Classics and
Political Science, is a member of the Committee on Southern
Asian Studies, and a Board Member of the Human Rights
Program. She previously taught at Harvard and Brown where she
held the rank of university professor--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, where a list and a discussion of her major publications
appear. Also, she wrote ―Victims and Agents,‖ appearing in ―The
Art of the Essay: Best Essays of 1999‖ edited by Phillip
Lopate.

Noya, Charles, see at Dog Philophy.
NSF, National Science Foundation.
Nuclear chain reaction, first conceived by Leo
Szilard in 1933 & first accomplished in 1941 by
Oppenheimer‘s & Teller‘s ―Manhattan Project‖ team, R,
lv, 42(67)n, 178(311); also see at Atomic Fission & at
Einstein.

Nuclear energy is energy obtained from splitting the
atom by bombardment with high-speed particles. When this
happens the result if nuclear or atomic fission, and energy is
released from the atom as a by-product. The amount of
energy theoretically possible was predicted by Einstein‘s
famous formula equationg energy & mass.ee at Joliot & at
Atomic fission.

Nuclean fission, see at Atomic fission & at Enrico
Fermi.

―Nuts!‖ See at McAuliffe.
Nylon (developed by Dupont), 153(271); -- hosiery

―Nuclear Options,‖ Richard Rhodes. See at
Oppenheimer.
Oppenheimer.

was first marketed in Wilmington DE in 1939, 153(271);

―Nylons went to war,‖ i.e., were rationed, 153(271)
Nymph. Greejk & Rolman Mythology. Any of

Nucleus of an atom consists of protons & neutrons,
which are therefore collectively referred to as nucleons. The
number of protons in a nucleus is the atomic number and
defines the type of element the atom forms. The number of
neutrons determines the isotope of an element. For example,
the carbon-12 isotope has 6 protons and 6 neutrons, while
the carbon-14 isotope has 6 protons and 8 neutrons—also
see at Atom, at Neutron, at proton & at ―Fly in the
Cathedral.‖

numerous minor deities represented as beautiflul maidens
inhabiting and sometime personifiying features of nature
such as trees , waters & mountains. Also, a girl, especially a
beautiful one.

Nyphomania, excessive sesual desire in a female. The
male equivalent is satyriasis. See at Mania.

O 1. Used before the name of, or a pronoun referring

Nude Olympics are college antics, 10(29)n—also see

to a person or thing before formally being introduced, e.g.,
―O I wouldn‘t say that PB!‖ (When I was a boy, we used to bring

at Streaking.
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others out of their homes by calling out ―O (followed
by the
name.)
2. Used to express surprise or strong emotion. E.g., ― O say
can you see...?,‖ ―O ye of little faith!‖; ―O how I laugh when I
think of my love life!‖; ―O to be in Carolina in the morning!‖
(see at Carolina); ―O I wish I was in Dixie!‖—(see Ch. 1 epigraph
& at Dixie); ―O how I hate to get up in the morning! O how I love
to lie in bed!‖—see at Irving Berlin; ―O give me something to
remember you by (when you are far away from me‖--see at
―Something to Remember You By;‖ ―O my soul!‖—see at
―Chambered Nautilus.‖
3. Also Oh, as in: Oh, my darling Clementine, / You are
lost and gone forever. / Dreadful sorrow, Clementine.

boisterous dictator of Bacteria, in Charlie Chaplin's The Great Dictator
(1940), for which he received an Oscar nomination for the Best
Supporting Actor Award. This role was a broad parody of the fascist
dictator of Italy, Benito Mussolini—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Oaters, slang for ―Horse Opera,‖ i.e., Westerns.
Oates, Joyce Carol; b. in 1938, a prolific writer and
Primceton U. prof., where she has taught since 1978. She is
associate editor for the OntarioReview, a literary
magazine &
the Ontario Review Press, a literary book publisher, both of which
are edted by her husband, Raymond J. Smith. Oates has also
written under the pseudonyms "Rosamond Smith" and "Lauren
Kelly."
Oates was born in Lockport, NY & grew up in upstate New
York countryside, where she attended the same one-room school as
her mother. Oates often remarks about receiving a copy of Alice
in Wonderland when she was a little girl, and how it affected her
life very deeply, growing up on a farm with very few books. [Less
is more!]
Oates began to write stories with a typewriter she received
from her grandmother when she was fourteen years old—lightly
edited form Wikipedia., where there‘s a bibliography of her books,
e.g., her novels, novellas, short stories, dramas, essays & criticism,
etc.
She is a frequent reviewer & editor, e.g., she edited The
Best Essays of the Twentieth Century & the Best Mystery Stories
of 2004, copies of both of which I own.
An ―intense observer of American life, she discovered the
truth about her own ancestors in middle age after the death of her
gandmother: , they were German Jews who emigrated to
America to escape persecution.
The Grave Digger‘s Daughter,‖ is not Oates‘ first
exploration of Jewishness—which she notably broached in the
novel The Tatooed Girl—but it clearly is intended to be a heartfelt
homage to the struggle of her grandmother and those who came
before—excerpted from Heather Thompson‘s review in the Aug.
17, 2007 TLS
―Oates has written ovr 700 short stories—more than
Maupassant, Kipling, and Chekhov combined‖—from an article
by Michael Dirda on Oates entitled ―The Wand of the Enchanter‖
in the Dec. 20, 2007 NY Rev. of Books. He also comments on The
Journal of Joyce Carol Oates, 1973-1982, Joyce Carol Oates:
Converstations; 1971-2006—both edited by Greg Johnson--The
Gravediggers Daughter, and The Museum of Dr. Moses: Tales of
Mystery and Suspense
It is surprising and shocking to realize that Joyce Carol
Oates, one of the great writers living today, has never made The
New York Times bestseller list (at least not in recent memory). Far
less talented (and less famous) authors have made it while she, in
all likelihood not caring much, has been shut out. That could easily
change with her new novel, Blonde, which may be the masterpiece
of a staggeringly distinguished career--Otto Penzler. Also see at
―Blonde: A Novel.‖
Michael Dirda . Otto Penzler. Heather Thompson.

‗O sole mio is a Neapolitan song written in 1898. It
has been performed & recorded by many artists, including
Enrico Caruso, Mario Lanza, Andrea Bocelli, The Three Tenors,
as well Elvis Presley. The lyrics were written by Giovanni
Capurro, and the melody was composed by Eduardo di Capua.
Though there are versions in other languages, 'O sole mio is
usually sung in the original Neapolitan language. 'O sole mio is the
Neapolitan equivalent of Standard Italian Il sole mio and translates
literally as ―My Sun‖ [and not ―Oh My Sun"—where (Il) sole
means (The) sun]--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
―There‘s No Tomorrow‖ (1949), a song based on ‗O sole mio
The Three Tenors can be seen and heard singing O sole mio
on YouTube. Also see at ―That‘s Amore‖ at ―The Three Tenors‖
(last sentence or two.)

―O, Story of ‖ by Pauline Reage, a fictional
autobiography of a love-slave (or the joys of masochism?)
also at Selznick (next to last paragraph.)

O, Susannah—see at Oh! Susannah.
Oak is the symbol of might. However, see at
Aesop‘s Fables, e.g., ―The Oak and the Reed.‖. Also see at
Britain—the Battleship, HMS Royal Oak, was sunk by a
German U-boat in 1939 & more than 2/3ds of the crew of
1200 died.

Oakie, Jack (né Lewis Delaney Offield), 1903-1978,
Born in Sedalia, Missouri, he grew up in Muskogee,
Oklahoma, which is how he obtained his "Oakie" nickname. His
adopted first name, Jack, was the name of the first character he played
on stage.
Oakie worked as a runner on Wall Street, New York, and
narrowly escaped being killed in the Wall Street bombing of 16
September 1920. While in New York, he also started appearing in
amateur theatre as a mimic and a comedian, finally making his
professional debut on Broadway in 1923 as a chorus boy in a
production of Little Nellie Kelly by George M. Cohan.
Oakie worked in various musicals and comedies on Broadway
from 1923 to 1927, when he moved to Hollywood to work in movies at
the end of the silent film era. Oakie appeared in five silent films during
1927 and 1928.
As the age of the "talkies" began, he signed with Paramount
Pictures, making his first talking film, The Dummy, in 1929. When his
contract with Paramount ended in 1934, Oakie decided to freelance. He
was remarkably successful, appearing in 87 films, most made in the
1930s and 1940s.
In the film Too Much Harmony (1933), the part of Oakie's onscreen mother was played by his real mother Mary Evelyn Offield.
During the 1930s he was known as "The World's Oldest Freshman", as
a result of appearing in numerous films with a collegiate theme. He was
also known for refusing to wear screen make-up of any kind, and the
frequent use of double-take in his comedy.
Oakie was quoted[1] as saying of his studio career: "The pictures
I made were called the bread and butter pictures of the studio. They
cost nothing and made millions, and supported the prestige productions
that cost millions and made nothing"
Not being limited by a film studio contract, Oakie branched into
radio and had his own radio show between 1936 and 1938. Oakie is
probably most notable for his portrayal of Benzino Napaloni, the

Obama, Barrack, (né Barack Hussein Obama II),was
born Aug. 4, 1961 in Honolulu, Hawai, and formerly was
junior US Senator from Illinois. He is the first African American
to be elected President of the US.
On February 10, 2007, he announced his candidacy for
President of the US, and on June 3, 2008, he was named the
presumptive nominee of the Democratic Party after a 17-monthlong primary campaign in which he defeated Hillary Clinton. He
defeated Republican presidential candidate John McCain in the
general election on November 4, 2008, and was sworn in as
President of the United States on January 20, 2009.
He is a graduate of Columbia College of Columbia
University and Harvard Law School, where he was president of the
Harvard Law Review. Obama worked as a community organizer
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and practiced as a civil rights attorney before serving three terms in
the Illinois Senate from 1997 to 2004. He taught constitutional law
at the University of Chicago Law School from 1992 to 2004.
Following an unsuccessful bid for a seat in the U.S. House of
Representatives in 2000, he announced his campaign for the U.S.
Senate in January 2003, won a primary victory in March 2004, and
was elected to the Senate in November 2004. Obama delivered the
keynote address at the Democratic National Convention in July
2004.
Obama met his wife, Michelle Robinson, in June 1989 when
he was employed as a summer associate at the Chicago law firm of
Sidley Austin. Assigned for three months as Obama's adviser at the
firm, Robinson joined him at group social functions, but declined
his initial offers to date. They began dating later that summer,
became engaged in 1991, and were married on October 3,
1992.The couple's first daughter, Malia Ann, was born in 1998,
followed by a second daughter, Natasha (―Sasha‖), in 2000—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Baraka.

―Oblomov‖(1959) is a humorous Russian novel about

Obama: Family Diversity--In a 2006 interview,

1899-1983, born to an Irish American Catholic family in
Milwaukee, WI, he was a movie actor with over 100 screen credits.
O‘Brien served as an altar boy at Gesu Church while
growing up near 13th and Clybourn Sts,, attended Marquette
Academy with fellow actor Spencer Tracy, and later attended
Marquette University. Reportedly he also served with Jack Benny
at Great Lakes Naval Station during WW I.
O'Brien appeared with James Cagney in nine feature films
including Angels with Dirty Faces (1938) and Cagney's last film
Ragtime (1981). He began appearing in movies (many times
playing Irish cops or priests) in the 1930s, starting with the role of
ace reporter Hildy Johnson in the original version of The Front
Page in 1931. He memorably appeared in the highly successful
1946 suspense film, Crack-Up and played the lead in The
Personality Kid. O'Brien may be best remembered for his role as a
police detective opposite George Raft in Some Like It Hot and the
title role as a football coach in Knute Rockne, All American (1940)
where he gave the speech to "win just one for the Gipper,"
referring to recently deceased football player George Gipp,
portrayed in the film by a young Ronald Reagan (the origin of
countless later references to President Reagan as "the Gipper").
O'Brien's movie career more or less ended in the early 1950s when
he was apparently partially blacklisted for being a political
conservative. He still did manage to get work in television; O'Brien
later claimed to be completely flummoxed about this in his
autobiography The Wind At My Back. His close friend Spencer
Tracy had to fight the studio to get a small role for O'Brien in
Tracy's film The Last Hurrah in 1958.

a young, generous Russian nobleman, who is incapable of
action or decision making and rarely leaves his room or his bed.
Goncharov's novel "Oblomov" was considered a satirical
portrait of the Russian aristocracy, who no longer had a useful role
in society.*) "All his anxiety resolved itself into a sigh and
dissolved into apathy and drowsiness." (from Oblomov)
*) In fact, Oblomovism made it's into the Russian language. (My
remark.) I liked it so much that I gave it to Molly for one of our
30th anniversary presents. I think we all have lots of Oblomov in
us! :)

O‘Brien, Edmond, 1915-1980, actor who played in
―The Hunchback of Notre Dame‖ (1939), ―The Killers
(1946), ―Julius Caesar‖ (1953), ―D-Day, the 6-th of June‖
(1956), ―The Man Who Shot Liberty Vance‖ (1962) &
others. See Video Hound.

O‘Brien, Pat (né William Joseph Patrick O'Brien).

Obama highlighted the diversity of his extended family.
―Michelle will tell you that when we get together for Christmas or
Thanksgiving, it's like a little mini-United Nations," he said. "I've
got relatives who look like Bernie Mac, and I've got relatives who
look like Margaret Thatcher.‖ Obama has seven half-siblings from
his Kenyan father's family, six of them living, and a half-sister,
Maya Soetoro-Ng, the daughter of his mother and her Indonesian
second husband/ Obama's mother was survived by her Kansasborn mother, Madelyn Dunham[ until her death on November 2,
2008, just before the presidential election. In Dreams from My
Father, Obama ties his mother's family history to possible Native
American ancestors and distant relatives of Jefferson Davis
president of the southern Confederacy during the American Civil
War—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Obama, Japan,is a rustic fishing village on the Sea of
Japan. Obama means ―little beach‖ in Japanese.

Obedience—see at Fun.
Oberon, Merle (nee

Estelle

Merle

O‘Brien

Thompson),1911-1979, was born in Bombay (now
Mumbai), Inda. Her mother, Charlotte, was an Anglo-Singhalese
nurse; her father, Arthur, who died when she was 3, was a British
railway engineer.
Her film career received a major boost when the director
Alexander Korda took an interest and gave her a small but
prominent role, under the name Merle Oberon, as Anne Boleyn in
The Private Life of Henry VIII (1933) opposite Charles Laughton.
The film was a major success and she was then given leading roles,
such as the The Scarlet Pimperrnel (1934) with Leslie Howard,
who became her lover for a while.
During her time as a film star, Oberon went to great lengths
to disguise her mixed-race background and when her dark-skinned
mother moved in with her, she masqueraded as Oberon's maid—
excerpt from Wikipedia

Obsessions Joke; : A psychologist was conducting a
group therapy session with four young mothers and their
children."You all have obsessions," he observed. To the first
mother he said, ―You are obsessed with eating.. You've even
named your daughter Candy.‖ He turned to the second Mom,
―Your obsession is with money. Again, it manifests itself in your
child's name, Penny.‖ He turns to the third Mom. ―Your obsession
is alcohol. This too manifests itself in your child's name, Brandy.‖
At this point,the fourth mother gets up, takes her little boy by the
hand and whispers. ―Come on, Dick, we're leaving.‖
Then there were the following obsessions: Bathrooms
(John), Beauty (Belle), Breaking & Entering (Jimmy), Coffee
(Joe), Flowers (Daisy, Lily, Pansy, Rose), Hair (Harry), Gold
(Goldilocks), Money (Bill, Jack), Penis (Dick, Peter), Virginity
Virginia).

Obesity Anyone?235-236(428)—also see at Body
MassIndex & at Gina Kolata. By these standards, 55 % of
Americans were obese in 1998; in 2006, 66.3 % were! -Dec. 28, 2006 NY Times article by Abby Ellin.

―Obesity May Have Offered Edge over TB‖—see at
Tuberculosis.

Obi: is a sash, i.e. a band around the waist, for
traditional Japanese dress, keikogi
worn for Japanese
martial arts, and a part of kimono outfits.

Obscenity in the Navy : ―Cusses like a sailor,‖ 189190(348); ―Dirty Jokes as Rebellion,‖ 191-192(351); ―The
Slaughter of the Innocents:, 192(351): ―…the military brainwashes
their inductees…They take away your dignity. It‘s not right‖ –
quote of Gary Swanson on p. 384 in Michael Takiff‘s ―Brave Men,
Gentle Heroes‖ (in Biblio), 192(351).

Obituary is something written about a person when
he or she died. ―I have never killed a man, but I have read
many obituaries with great pleasure‖--Clarence Darrow;
about which see at ―Death a Good Career Move? ― & at
Schaddenfreude.
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The point of the obscenity was to demoralize you,to degrade
your humanity, and by implication, degrade you, in order to make
you more submissive. If humans act like monkeys, as these old
navy hands did, then they forfeit their human rights. In effect, they
are sneering at the veneer of human dignity and idealism. This
was a dirt-by-association accusation. But, if George Orwell is to be
believed (―Dirty Jokes as Rebellion,‖ see at Orwell), they had their
reasons for their profanity,‖ 192(351)

In 1950 O'Connor suffered her first attack from
disseminated lupus, a debilitating blood disease that had killed her
father. She returned to Milledgeville where she lived with her
mother on her dairy farm. In spite of the illness, O'Connor
continued to write and occasionally she lectured about creative
writing in colleges. "I write every day for at least two hours," she
said in an interview in 1952, "and I spend the rest of my time
largely in the society of ducks‖. ―I am making out fine in spite of
any conflicting stories," she wrote to Robert Lowell. ―I have
enough energy to write with and as that is all I have any business
doing anyhow, I can with one eye squinted take it all as a blessing.
What you have to measure out, you come to observe more closely,
or so I tell myself.‖
O'Connor read such thinkers as Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
(1881-195), George Santayana (1863-1952), and Hannah Arendt
(1906-1975). In New York she had befriended with Robert and
Sally Fitzgerald, two other literary Roman Catholics. She lived and
wrote in their house in Ridgefield, Connecticut until illness
redirected her life in 1951.
O'Connor named Robert Fitzgerald as her literary executor.
He selected and edited with his wife a volume of O'Connor's
occasional prose, which was published in 1969 under the title
Mystery and Manners. (He wrote the Introduction to her
posthumous collection of 9 short stories that she was working on at
her deat—see at ―Everything That Rises Must Converge.‖
From around 1955 O'Connor was forced to use (aluminum)
crutches. An abdominal operation reactivated the lupus and
O'Connor died on August 3, 1964, at the age of 39. Her second
collection of short stories, Everything That Rises Must Converge,
was published posthumously in 1965. The Complete Short Stories
(1971) contained several stories that had not previously appeared
in book form. O'Connor's letters, published as The Habit of Being
(1979), reveal her conscious craftsmanship in writing and the role
of Roman Catholicism in her life.
O'Connor's short stories have been considered her finest
work. With A Good Man Is Hard to Find, and Other Stories (1955)
she came to be regarded as a master of the form. The cover art of
the 1956 Signet paperback edition featured an encounter with a
man in a dark suit and voluptuous woman. In the title story a
grandmother, her son and daughter-in-law and their three children,
are on a car journey. They encounter an escaped criminal called the
Misfit and his two killers, Hiram and Bobby Lee. The family is
casually wiped out by them when the grandmother recognizes the
Misfit from his '‖Wanted'‖ poster. The hallucinating grandmother
murmurs: ―Why you're one of my babies. You're one of my own
children!‖ The Misfit shoots her and says: ―She would of been a
good woman if it had been somebody there to shoot her every
minute of her life.‖
―The Artificial Nigger‖ is a lesson about injustice. However,
O'Connor's short stories have not so strong theological basis as her
novels. They often focus on grotesque characters, have a crisp
humor, and are open to interpretation. Recurrent images include
the flaming suns, mutilated eyes, peacocks--she raised them in
Milledgeville--colorful shirts, and bright blue suits and stern black
hats of preachers--edited excerpt from ―Books and Writers,‖
Amazon.com (The parenthenticals are mine.) See below.

―Obscure and the obvious, The,‖ see at Murrow.
Obscure, see at Beginnings.
OCD abbreviates Obessive-Compulsive Disorder—
see Obsessive Joke.

O‘Connor, Donald David Dixon Ronald, 1925-2003,
was an dancer, singer, and actor who came to fame in a
series of movies in which he co-starred alternately with
Gloria
Jean, Peggy Ryan, and Francis the Talking Mule. Perhaps his most
famous performance was as Gene Kelly's sidekick in the musical
Singin‘ in the Rain (1952. Also see at Mitzi Gaynor.
Although he always considered Danville, Illinois his home
town, Donald O‘Connor was born in St. Elizabeth Hospital,
Chicago, Illinois, into an Irish family of vaudeville entertainers.
Tragedy struck his family when, as a toddler, he and his sister
Arlene were involved in an automobile accident
outside
the
theater the family was playing in Hartford, CT, which resulted in
her death. His father died of a heart attack only a few weeks later
in Brockton, MA

O‘Connor, Flannery Mary,

1925-1964, born in

Savannah, GA, the only child of a Catholic family. The
region was part of the 'Christ-haunted' Bible belt of the Southern
States. The spiritual heritage of the region shaped profoundly
O'Connor's writing as described in her essay "The Catholic
Novelist in the Protestant South" (1969). O'Connor's father,
Edward F. O'Connor, was a realtor owner. He worked later for a
construction company and died in 1941 of lupus. Her mother,
Regina L. (Cline) O'Connor, came from a prominent family in the
state--her father had been a mayor of Milledgeville for many years.
O'Connor was a writer, particularly acclaimed for her stories
which combined comic with tragic and brutal. Along with authors
like Carson McCullers and Eudora Welty, Flannery O'Connor
belonged to the Southern Gothic tradition that focused on the
decaying South and its damned people. O'Connor's body of work
was small, consisting of only thirty-one stories, two novels, and
some speeches and letters.
"Does one's integrity ever lie in what he is not able to do? I
think that usually it does, for free will does not mean one will, but
many wills conflicting in one man. Freedom cannot be conceived
simply‖--from Wise Blood (1952)
When O'Connor was 12, her family moved to Milledgeville,
her mother's birthplace. She attended the Peabody High School and
enrolled in the Georgia State College for Women. At school she
edited the college magazine and graduated in 1945 with an A.B.
O'Connor then continued her studies at the University of Iowa,
where she attended writer's workshops conducted by Paul Engle.
At the age of 21 she published her first short story, 'The Geranium',
in Accent. In the following year she received the degree of Master
of Fine Arts in Literature.
In 1947 she lived for seven months at Yaddo, Saratoga
Springs, N.Y., an estate left by the Trask family for writers,
painters and musicians. O'Connor published four chapters of Wise
Blood in Mademoiselle, Sewanee Review, and Partisan Review in
1948 and 1949. The complete novel appeared 1952. It dealt with a
young religious enthusiast, who attempts to establish a church
without Christ. The Signet paperback version of the book
advertised it as ―A Searching Novel of Sin and Redemption‖--see
at ―Wise Blood.‖ O'Connor's second novel, The Violent Bear It
Away (1960), had a related subject matter.

O‘Connor, Flannery Mary, Age 6: She described
herself as a ―pigeon-toed child with a receding chin and a
you-leave-me-alone-or-I'll-bite-you complex.‖ When O'Connor
was six she taught a chicken to walk backwards, and it was this
that led to her first experience of being a celebrity. The Pathé
News people filmed ―Little Mary O'Connor‖ with her trained
chicken, and showed the film around the country. She said, ―When
I was six I had a chicken that walked backward and was in the
Pathe News. I was in it too with the chicken. I was just there to
assist the chicken but it was the high point in my life. Everything
since has been anticlimax‖—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
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―She scared the boys to death with her irony‖—a teacher
about Flannery O‘Connor at a Writers‘ workshop at the U. of
Iowa, and quoted by Joy Williams in her review of ―Flannery: A
Life of Flannery O‘Connor‖ by Brad Gooch in the Sunday Mar.
1, 2009 NY Times Book Review.

hands and features him flying a nimble homebuilt Bede BD-5J
aircraft. When a fatally wounded British agent 009 (Andy
Bradford) stumbles into the British Embassy in East Berlin with a
fake Fabergé egg, MI6 immediately suspect Soviet involvement.
Fortunately, the real egg turns up at an auction in London. Bond
(Roger Moore) is sent to find out who the seller is and
subsequently why 009 was murdered. Bond switches the real egg
with a fake one at the auction. When an exiled Afghan prince,
Kamal Khan (Louis Jourdan), pays £500,000 to buy the egg
(following Bond's own bidding on the object to drive up the price),
Bond follows him to his palace in India to find out why.
―Octopussy‖ was preceded by ―For Your Eyes Only,‖ and
followed by "A View to Kill.‖ And where does the
Octopussy come it? Well, according to my reliable source, Molly
Sullivan, there‘s a tattoo of an octopus on the butt of Maud Adams,
I believe. Or who?

O‘Connor, John Carroll, 1924--2001, an IrishAmerican born in the Bronx, NY City & raised up in
Elmhurst and Forest Hills, Queens. was an actor, producer and
director whose TV career spanned four decades. Known at first for
playing the role of Major General Colt in the 1970 cult movie,
Kelly's Heroes, he later found fame as the bigoted workingman
Archie Bunker, the main character in the 1970s CBS TV sitcoms
All in the Family (1971 to 1979) and Archie Bunker's Place (1979
to 1983). O'Connor later starred in the 1980s NBC television crime
drama In the Heat of the Night, where he played the role of Sheriff
William (Bill) Gillespie in 1995 and Police Chief Bill Gillespie
from 1988 to 1994. At the end of his career in the late 1990s, he
played the father of Jamie Stemple Buchman (Helen Hunt) on Mad
About You--except from Wikipedia for TV Filmography and a list
of these he produced and directed. He costarred with Ernest
Borgnine, and Karen Black in 1974 film ―Law and
Disorder‖

O'Day, Anita (née Anita Belle Colton), 1919 – 2006,
Born in Chicago, O'Day left home at age 12 and began her
career two years later in 1934, touring Midwest USA as a marathon
dance contestant and singing "The Lady in Red" for tips. In 1936, she
left the endurance contests, determined to becomeaprofessional singer.
was an Jazz singer. She was admired for her sense of rhythm and
dynamics, and her early big band appearances shattered the traditional
image of the ―girl singer.‖ Refusing to pander to any female
stereotype, O'Day presented herself as a ―hip‖ jazz musician,
wearing a band jacket and skirt as opposed to an evening gown. She
changed her surname from Colton to O'Day, which pig Latin for
―dough‖!
Many place her among the greatest female jazz singers in a
group that includes Billie Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald, Carmen McRae,
Sarah Vaughan, Abbey Lincoln and Betty Carter--Wikipedia, where
there is much more. One thing not mentioned by Wiki was a bestselling song she recorded: ―I Told You I Love You, Now Get Out!‖
And another is: ―Is You Is Or Is You Ain‘t My Baby?‖

O'Connor, Sandra Day, born 1930 in Arizona, was
the first woman to serve as an Associate Justice of the US
Supreme Court. She served from 1981 to 2006. Although
she was considered a strict constructionist, her case-by-case
approach to jurisprudence and her relatively moderate
political views made her the crucial swing vote of the Court
for many of years. Also see at Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

―Ocean of Air, An: Why the Wind Blows and Other
Mysteries of the Atmosphere,‖ by Garbrelle Walker,
Harcourt, 2007--Rev. by William Grimes for the NY Times
Book Review of Aug. 4, 2007. Check the Web.

―O‘Day, Anita: The Life of a Jazz Singer.‖ 2008

Occupational slurs: big shot, blue-collar, or white-

documentary, reviewed by Sephen Holden in the Aug. 15,
2008, NY times—accessible online.

collar, worker, disk (or disc) jockey, drugstore cowboy,
flatfoot, grease monkey, hardhat, shrink, soda jerk. See at
Metonyms.

Odd, deviating from what is ordinary, usual, or
expected; trange or peculiar: an odd name. See at eccentric.

Ochs, Phil (ip David), 1940-1976, was a protest (he

Odd number is an integer not divisble by 2. The other

preferred ―topical‘) folk singer born in El Paso, TX, and
raised in Far Rockaway, NY, then Perrysburg in upstate NY,
where he studied the clarinet. Then his family moved
to
Columbur, OH. His was a non-political, non- religious
Jewish
family.
His father, Jacob (―Jack‖) Ochs, was a doctor; his mother,
Gertrude Phin Ochs, was from Scotland. His father, who had
treated soldiers at the Battle of the Bulge, suffered from manic
depression, and was not always available to his children. Ochs
was a songwriter, musician and recording artist who was known
for his sharp wit, sardonic humor, earnest humanism, political
activism, insightful and alliterative lyrics, and haunting voice. He
wrote hundreds of songs in the 1960s and released eight LP
records in his life--he commited suicide, age 36—edited from
Wikipedia. Also see his Lyric Index on the web & see at
Schadenfreude.

integers are even numbers.

―Odd Order Theorem‖ states that every finte group of
odd order is solvable; expressed otherwise, every simple
group of odd order is cyclic of prime order—see at Walter
Feit & at Daniel Gorenstein.

―Ode on a Grecian Urn‖by John Keats: ―Heard
Melodies ar e seeet, but those unheard / Are sweeter;
therefore , ye soft pipes, play on, / Not to the sensual ear,
but, more endear‘d, / Pipe to the spirit ditties of not tone—
st. 2, part of ―Endymion,‖1818‘; Also see a parody at
Grecian Urn.

Ode to Broken Things‖ by Pablo Neruda:
―Things get broken / at home / like they were pushed

by an invisible, deliberate smashed. / It's not my hands /
or yours / It wasn't the girls / with their hard fingernails /
or the motion of the planet. / It wasn't anything or anybody /
It wasn't the wind / It wasn't the orange-colored noontime /
Or night over the earth / It wasn't even the nose or the
elbow / Or the hips getting bigger / or the ankle / or the air‖
--―Created by Rebecca Smith 2006‖--from the Web where
onecan find the rest of the Ode.

―Octopussy‖(1983) is the thirteenth spy film in the
James Bond 007 series & the sixth to star Roger Moore as
the fictional MI6 agent James Bond, with Maud Adams, and Louis
Jourdan as the bad heavy.
The film's title is taken from Ian Fleming's 1966 short story
―Octopussy.‖ However, the film's story is original and the short
story is narrated as a flashback by the main Bond girl Octopussy.
In the film, Bond is assigned the task of following a general,
stealing jewels and relics from the Russian government. This leads
him to a wealthy Afghan prince, Kamal Khan, and his associate,
Octopussy. Bond uncovers a plot to force disarmament in Europe
with the use of a nuclear weapon. The pre-title sequence involves
Bond's mission to destroy technology which has fallen into enemy

Odessa, Russia—see at Kandinsky. In 1905 Odessa
was the site of a workers' uprising supported by the crew of
the Russian battleship Potemkin and Lenin's Iskra. Sergei
Eisenstein's famous motion picture The Battleship Potemkin
commemorated the uprising and included a scene where hundreds
of Odessan citizens were murdered on the great stone staircase
(now popularly known as the ―Potemkin Steps‖), in one of the
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most famous scenes in motion picture history. At the top of the
steps, which lead down to the port, stands a statue of the Duc de
Richelieu. The actual massacre took place in streets nearby, not on
the steps themselves, but the movie caused many to visit Odessa to
see the site of the ―slaughter.‖ For a corrective, see at ―Potemkin,
The Battleship.‖

Oedipus in Greek Mythology was abandoned at birth ,
unwittingly kills his father, then marries his mother. On
discovering his identity, he blinds himself in punishment.
See at ―Get Out Your Handkerchiefs‖ & at ―Love is blind.‖

Oedipus complex, in Freudian & in mythology, the
inordinate love of a son for his mother. Proust‘s &
Lawrence‘sattachments to their mothers are well
documented. As I commented about my own attachment
―Why do sons mean so much to their mothers?‖ And ―Why
do mothers mean so much to their sons?‖ 188( 324); also
see at ―Amerian as apple pie.‖

Odessa, Texas: The name supposedly came from
railroad workers who claimed it reminded them of the
Odessa region in the south of Russia. (Originally Odessa was
a city on the Black Sea and belonged to the UKRAINE.) The name
did spring up at the same time the Texas and Pacific tracks were
set down in July of 1881. Odessa got a post office in 1885--a year
before the town was platted. It was officially organized in 1891,
but they didn't get around to incorporating until 1927. The
population was only 750 in 1925, but after oil was discovered in
1926, the population shot up to 5,000 by 1929. During WW II the
increased need for oil swelled the population to 10,000. Odessa's
population was 90,943 at the 2000 census. It is the principal city of
the Odessa, Texas Metropolitan Statistical Area, which includes all
of Ector County.

Oedipus Schmoedipus joke: ―What does it matter as
long as a son loves his mother? 12(18)n

―Oedipus Tex and Other Choral Calamities‖—see at
P. D. Q. Bach.

Oelrich, Mrs., Grade 2 teacher:
―tall, slim, blond and lovable—simply divine!‖ 32(52)

Oertel, Thomas, Holmes H S. Art Teacher:
He gave me a big boost in life—I won a poster contest in
Grade 7 that he sponsored, 39(59), 116(214), 129(238)

Odetta (née Odetta Holmes), 1930-2008, was born
New Years Eve 1930 in Birmingham, Ala.. Her father died
when she was young and she moved to LA at age 6 with her
mother, sister and stepfather. She took the surname of her
stepfather Zadock Felious, but throughout her career she used just
her given name. She was a classically trained folk, blues and
gospel singer who used her powerfully rich and dusky voice to
champion African American music and civil rights issues for more
than half a century starting in the folk revival of the 1950s. With a
repertoire that included 19th century slave songs and spirituals as
well as the topical ballads of such 20th century folk icons as
Woody Guthrie and Pete Seeger, Odetta became one of the most
beloved figures in folk music.In 1999, she was awarded a National
Medal of Arts by President Clinton. In 2004, she was a Kennedy
Center honoree. A year later, the Library of Congress honored her
with its Living Legend Award—edited excerpt from the Dec. 3,
2008 LA Times obituary by Randy Lewis & Mike Boehm

Oerter, Al, 1936-2007, was a discus thrower who
became the first modern track and field athlete to win
four consecutive Olympic titles in one event. Oerter, a
sandy-haired bear of a man, weighed as much as 297
pounds and stood 6 feet 4 inches, and won Olympic gold
medals in 1956, 1960, 1964 and 1968. Only Carl Lewis
duplicated the feat, winning the long jump from 1984
through 1996—from the NY Times Obit. by Frank
Lipsky, Oct. 2, 2007

Office of Strategic Services. (OSS) was a US
intelligence agency formed during World War II. It was the
wartime intelligence agency and was the predecessor to the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
O‘Faolain, Nuala, wrote ―Are You Somebody?‖ R,
lxvii, T2, 97(183)n ―What I had thought was merely
personal turned out to have meaning for other people‖-Nuala O‘ Faola in on p. 190 in ―Are You Somebody?‖ T2
She died age 68 of lung cancer, accordeing the
obituary written by William Grimes for the May 11, 2008
NY Times

Odets, Clifford, playwright, 1906- 1963, Plywright
(Waiting for Lefty, Till the Day, both in 1935; Golden Boy,
1937) & actor.
Bessie [Mom] ―…with me it‘s one thing—a boy should
have respect for his own future‖—Awake and Sing
(1935), Ch. 14.
Also see at ―Country Girl‖
& at Dalton Trumbo.

Off-color stuff: ―There I sat broken-hearted, / Came
to blip & only farted!‖-- also see at Limericks & at Shake &
Dance.

Odin, In Norse mythology: supreme diety, god of art,

Office of Price Administration, see at OPA
Office of War Information (OWI), established by

culture, war & the dead. Identified with the Teutonic god,
Wodin, from whom Wednesday (Wodin‘s day) is derived.
Odin is considered the chief god in Norse paganism.
Homologous with the Anglo-Saxon Wōden and the Old High
German Wotan, it is descended from Proto-Germanic *Wōđinaz,
or *Wōđanaz. The name Odin is generally accepted as the modern
translation; although, in some cases, older translations of his name
may be used or preferred. His name is related to óðr, meaning
"fury, excitation", besides "mind", or "poetry". His role, like many
of the Norse gods, is complex. He is associated with wisdom, war,
battle, and death, and also magic, poetry, prophecy, victory, and
the hunt. Worship of Odin may date to Proto-Germanic paganism.
The Roman historian Tacitus may refer to Odin when he talks of
Mercury. The reason is that, like Mercury, Odin was regarded as
Psychopompos,"the leader of souls." As Odin is closely connected
with a horse and spear, and transformation/shape shifting into
animal shapes, an alternative theory of origin contends that Odin,
or at least some of his key characteristics, may have arisen just
prior to the sixth century as a nightmareish horse god (Echwaz),
later signified by the eight legged Sleipnir--excerpt from
Wikipedia.

FDR June 13, 1942. See at Progaganda.

―Og, Son of Fire,‖ 95(181): Irving Crump's Og tales
had been appearing in print since the '20s, it was on the
radio that those prehistoric adventures really made a splash.
Og, Son of Fire, which was sponsored by Libby, was only
broadcast for a year (1934-35), but in that year it provided
the perfect escape for children living in the midst of the
Depression. Alfred Brown, who was the voice of Og,
brought to life a world colored with natural wonder and
unlimited adventure. And of course, with the show's success
came radio premiums—from the Web. Dad was the fire
builder & I was ―Og, Son of Fire,‖ 81(156)
O‘Grady, Barry ―Rosie, 5-fth Dist. Sch., 1938; HHS
‘45 classmate, versatile athlete, and longtime pal—ever
since Fifth District School—he appears in the 1938 Blue
Ribbon Photograph at Fifth District School—see Part I
Photographs; in informal photographs, 166(291); -signed my Lest We Forget, ―To a Very Good Guy and
Great Pal, ―Rosie O‘Grady.‖ After HS, -- served in
occupied Germany, 1946-47;-- was flight instructor for B453

Web. Also titled: ―The Rainbow Sign. The way I
remember this was: ―On every link was Jesus‘s name.‖
―Oh! Susanna‖ (1848), by Stephen Foster: ―I come
from Alabama / With my banjo on my knee / I'm going to
Louisiana, / My true love for to see. ―Second st.:"It rained all
night / The day I left / The weather it was dry / The sun so hot, /
I froze to death / Susanna, don't you cry.‖ Refrain: ―Oh, Susanna, /
Oh don't you cry for me / For I come from Alabama / With my
banjo on my knee.‖
Stephen Foster wrote the original lyrics in 1847; it was set
with new lyrics and became known as the ―forty-niners‖ theme
song or anthem.. This version was sung by miners during the
California Gold Rush (1948/1849)—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
Stephen Foster received a cash payment of two crisp $50
bills that started his career. The song was first performed in
mintrel shows—from ―The Ethicist‖ column by Randy Cohen
in the Aug. 8, 2008 NY Times Magazine.

25 Bombers during the Korean war 1951-1953; flew 300
combat missions in Vietnam, 1968-69; retired from the
USAF in 1971; -- got his nickname ―Rosie‖ from
his
complexion and his propensity to blush!

O. G. U., or OGU (Out Going Unit), Ch. 60 ff.
O‘Hara, John Henry, 1905-1970, born in Pottsville,
PA, he initially made a name for himself with his short
stories and later became a best-selling novelist whose works
include Appointment in Samarra and Butterfield 8. He was
particularly known for an uncannily accurate ear for dialogue.
O'Hara was a keen observer of social status and class
differences, and wrote frequently about the socially ambitious. A
controversial figure, his reputation for cataloging social ephemera
and his personal irascibility frequently overshadowed his gifts as a
storyteller.
Writer Fran Lebowitz called him ―The real F. Scott
Fitzgerald.‖
John Updike, one of his consistent supporters, grouped him
with Chekhov in a C-Span interview;
and Michiko Kakutani of the NY Times dismissed him as
"a well-known lout‖--edited excerpt from Wikipedia

―Oh! What a Lovely War,‖ 1969 film starring Dirk
Bogarde, John Gielgud, Laurence Olivier and directed by
Richard Attenborough
―Oil, It‘s the‖—one reason for the Iraq War—see at
Jim Holt.

O‘Hara, Maureen (nee Maureen FitzSimons) was
born 1920 in Dublish Co. Ireland, was a film actress and
singer. The famously red-headed beauty is noted for
playing fiercely passionate heroines with a highly sensible
attitude. She was John Ford‘s favorite actress, and starred in
his films ―How Green Was My Valley‖ (1941) & ―The
Quiet Man‖ (1952)—also see at Du Maurier (Jamaic Inn) &
at ―The Red Pony‖ (1979 TV film.)
Elsa Lanchester once said of Maureen O'Hara, ―She
looks as though butter wouldn't melt in her mouth, or
anywhere else.‖—see at Lanchester for the backstory.

―Oklahoma!‖ (1943) is the first musical written by
composer Richard Rodgers and lyricist/librettist Oscar
Hammerstein II. Originally entitled Away We Go, the
musical is based on Lynn Riggs' 1931 play, Green Grow the
Lilacs.The original Broadway production opened on March
31, 1943. It was a box-office smash and ran for a then
unprecedented 2,212 performances, later enjoying awardwinning revivals, national tours and an Academy Awardwinning 1955 film adaptation. Some of the songs:
"Oklahoma!," "Oh What a Beautiful Mornin'," "The Surrey
With the Fringe On Top," "I Cain't Say No," "People Will
Say We're In Love," and others.

Ohio River, Ch. 1, 47(75), 188(327); flood, of 1937,
62(100); After the Missouri, the Ohio is the largest
tributary of the Mississippi. Ohio is derived from the
Shawnee, Oh-he-yo, meaning ―beautiful river,‖ Ch. 1,
2(2)n—also see at ―Carl & Whitey‖ & at Suspension
Bridge.

Oklahoma is the Indian word for ―The Red People.‖
See at ―Red and Yellow, Black or White‖ & at ―Okies.‖

―O. K. Corral, Gunfight at the‖ took place on Oct. 26,

Ohio State U. (OSU), Columbus, OH, 172(301)
Ohio U. at Athens, and at Zanesville. See at

1881, in Tomstone Ariz., as Watte EARp, this tow brothers
and ―Doc‖ Holiday confronted Ike Clanton‘s gang. Three
members of Cltanon‘s gang were killed; Earps brothers and
―Doc‖ Holliday were wounded.

Zanesville‘s Conference.

Ohio, The Buckeye State—see at Zane Grey.
O'Hehir, Andrew—see at ―Middlesex.‖
Ohm, George Simon, 1789-1854, German physicist

O‘Keeffe, Georgia Totoeanocomita, 1887-1986,
American painter, noted for her lyrical paintings of
flowers, New Mexico adobe houses and churches, deserts, New
York landscapes & cityscapes; she is in the collections of all the
major US museums.
About flowers: ―People don‘t see a flower, really—it is
small and hard to see– we haven‘t time, and to see takes time, like
to have a friend takes time.‖ (A reason for painting them larger
than life-size?) The quote is on the US Postal Service brochure
for the occeasion of one of O‘Keeffe‘s poppies chosen to adorn a
32 cent stamp.
O'Keeffe was born on November 15 1887 in a farmhouse
on a large dairy farm in Sun Prairie, Wisconsin Her parents,
Francis Calyxtus O'Keeffe and Ida Totto O'Keeffe, were dairy
farmers. Ida Totto O'Keeffe's father, George, for whom Georgia
was named, was a Hungarian immigrant. She was the first girl and
the second of seven O'Keeffe children.
―The days you work are the best days,‖ an epigaph to
Chapter 26.
Her name is often spelled O‘Keefe—see at Alfred Stieglitz,
whom she married & who greatly advanced her career.
One of her most famous paintings is ―Cow‘s Skull: Red,
White, and Blue,‖ 1931, in the Metropolitan Mus. of Art. This
can be accessed at this link:
http://www.metmuseum.org/works_of_art/collection_databa

noted for his contributions to mathematics, acoustics, and
electricity. Ohm‘s Law, 163(288); in electricity, an Ohm is
the amount of resistance equal to that of a conductor in
which one ampere of current is produced by one volt across
its termninals. An Ohmmeter measures the resistance in a
conductor in Ohms; also see at Kirkhoff‘s Law.

Ohshinsky, David, holds the Jack S. Blanton chair of
history at the U. of Texas at Austin. See at ―Piolio: An
American Story,‖ and also see the note following ―The
Diary of a Young Girl.‖

―Oh, Mary Don‘t You Weep‖ Traditional Gospel
Song: ―If I could, I surely would / Stand on the rock where
Moses stood / Pharaoh's army got drowned / Oh Mary, don't
you weep. Chorus: Oh Mary, don't you weep, don't you
moan, / Oh Mary, don't you weep, don't you moan. /
Pharaoh's army got drowned / Oh Mary, don't you weep.
2-nd verse: Mary wore three links of chain / On every link
was Freedom's name / Pharaoh's army got drowned / Oh
Mary, don't you weep; last verse God gave Noah the
rainbow sign: / No more water, fire next time / Pharaoh's
army got drowned / Oh Mary, don't you weep—from the
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―Older but no wiser,‖ in
the Days, My Friend.‖

se/modern_art/Cow_s_Skull_Red_White_and_Blue/viewOb
ject.aspx?&OID=210008920&PgSz=1

―Okies,‖ a pejorative for Oklahomans in the Great

the refrain of:―Those Were

Olds, Ransom Eli, 1864-1950, American automobile

Depression—also see at, ―Sooner,‖ at Steinbeck & at
―Grapes of Wrath.‖

inventor and manufacturer who founded the Olds Motor
Works in 1899, which made the Oldsmobile. Cf. Ford. He
also founded the Reo Motor Car Co., about which see.

Okinawa, 159(282) The Battle of Okinawa, fought
on the Japanese island of Okinawa, was the largest
amphibious assault during the Pacifi campaigns of World
War II. It lasted from late March through June 22, 1945.
Some 13,000 Americas & 90,000 Japanese military
personnel & 130,000 Okinawan citizens died. Neither side
expected Okinawa to be the last major battle of the war,
but it in fact was. Enie Pyle died on le Shima, an island off
Okinawa—see at Ernie Pyle & at Iwo Jima & below.

―O Sole Mio‖
―Olive Oyl‖—see at Al Capp, at ―Popeye‖ & at

Okinawa Recap: 13,000 Americans, 90,000 Japanese,

Olympic women: see at Leslie Bush, at Babe Didriken

Shelley Duvall.

Olivier, Laurence, actor, see at Du Maurier.
Olsen, Regina & Kierkegaard‘s renunciation, 227(414)
Olympic‘s First Woman Track Gold Medalist--see at
Betty Robinson.

and 130,000 civilians died.

Zaharias, at Gail Devers, at Peggy Fleming & at Rebecca
Soni.

―Okinawa, The Last Battle of World War II,‖ Robert

Olympic Golds were safe from me: The answer was

Leckie, 1995, noted in Booknotes.

always the same: ―No‖— Mama did not want to risk having
her children get their teeth knocked out (a fate worse than
death!) or a leg broken (―& remain a cripple limping around
al your life‖) or a concussion (―& live like a vegetable‖—
see at Vegetable Joke) & a long list of avoidable horrors.
Actually some athletes even died, but she never emphasized
this--some things are worse than death, e.g., we had no
money to pay doctor bills! 48(263)

―Oklahoma,‖ from Rodgers & Hammerstein.
Old age is like everything else.To make a success of

Old

it, you've got to start young‖—enigmatic quote attributed by
Dr. Mardy to Fred Astaire
"Old age isn't so bad when you consider the alternative."
Maurice Chevalier attributd by Dr. Mardy.
Age vs. Youth, see at Youth vs. Old Age, at
Growing Old, at Life & at Ripe Old Age.

Olympic Golds—see, e.g., at Johnny Weissmuller.
Olympics 1939--see at Jesse Owens & at Hitler.

―Old Dog Tray,‖ Stephen Foster song, 53(86)
Old Enough? Old enough to fight, old enough to

Also see at Willie B. Whyte.

vote‖—slogan that helped pass the 28 Amendment giving
18 year-olds the right to vote.
―Old enough to bleed, old enough to breed‖—sexist
pejorative about girl.s. Also see at Big Enough?

OmahaBeach,

Normandy--see

at

D-Day,

at

Bedford Boys, at Charles Durning, at ―Saving Private
Ryan‖ & at Philippe Jutras (last paragraph.)

Omigod, euphemism for ―Oh my God‖—see at

Old gold is a hard yellow, ranging from light olive or

Schmuck Joke.

olive brown to deep or strong yellow.

Omnia vincit amor--see at Virgil.
―On Golden Pond‖ (1981), the film adaptation of

Old Gold cigarettes are made by Lorillard Tobacco
Company, which introduced the first manufactured Old
Gold cigarette in 1926—also see at Lorillard.

Ernest Thompsons play, marked one final professional and
personal triumph for Fonda. Directed by Mark Rydell, the project
provided unprecedented collaborations between Fonda and
Katharine Hepburn, and between Fonda and Fonda's daughter,
Jane. The elder Fonda played an emotionally brittle and distant
father who becomes more accessible at the end of his life. Jane
Fonda has said that elements of the story mimicked their real-life
relationship, and helped them to resolve certain issues. She bought
the film rights in the hope that her father would play the role, and
later described it as ―a gift to my father that was so unbelievably
uccessful‖—edited excerpt from Wikipedia on Henry
Fonda.

Old Gold cigarette adv.: ―Old Gold treats your tastes
right all day long‖—from Old Gold Vintage Ad, 1955.

Old Enough? ―If she‘s big enough, she‘s old enough‖
--sexist saying. Another: ―If she‘s old enough to bleed,
then she‘s old enough to breed.‖

Oldham, Lou Elva, P, D, Ch.44, A class spark plug,
close friend & Chair of the Editorial Board
of ―Lest We
Forget,‖ D, 158(280), 165-166(290-292)‘;―Unfailingly
devoted & loving,‖ 158(280); Lou wrote in my ―Lest We
Forget:‖ ―Dearest Carl, May this bring back many
pleasant memories. Good wishesfor everything, Love Lou
Elva. Well, Lou, wherever you are, you did bring back
pleasant memories, as always. Lou, was a deeply loving &
evoted friend of many, and, as Joy told me later, had an
unhappy marriage that ended with her husband walking off
with a high school friend. She also suffered a series of
debilitating strokes that culminated in her death. She
deserved better of life than she got, ‖165(290)

―On the Shoulders of Giants, The Illustrated: The
Great Works of Physics and Astronomy‖ by Stephen
Hawking, 2004. Daedalus Books blurb: What natural laws rule the
heavens? How do the planets move? What keeps them in orbit? To
answer such complex questions, the author of A Brief History of Time
and God Created the Integers profiles Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler,
Newton, and Einstein, providing his own introduction to each scientist's
life and works, followed by extracts from their books. This edition of
Stephen Hawking's text boasts more than 100 color illustrations,
including diagrams, photographs, and paintings.
Newton explaning why he could see further—―it‘s because I
have stood on the shoulders of giants.‖ Hawking states that this is the
most famous statement in all of science.

―Old MacDonald,‖ E-I-E-I-O! 116(219)
―Old Man River,‖ song in ―Showboat:‖ See at Drunk.
―Old Time Religion,‖ or ―Give Me That Old Time
Religion.‖ Words & Music adapted from an AfricanAmerican spiritual by Charles D. Tillman, who first heard
it at an 1889 camp meeting in Lexington, SC. This song
was sung in the Oscar-winning movie ―Sergeant York‖
(1941).

―On the Street Where You Live‖—see at ―On the
Street…‖

―On the Waterfront‖ (1954) film about mob violence
and corruption among longshoremen. The film was directed
by Elia Kazan and written by Budd Schulberg. It stars Marlon

―Old timers disease‖—see at Alzheimer‘s.
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Brando, Eva Marie Saint, Rod Steiger, Karl Malden and Lee J.
Cobb. The soundtrack score was composed by Leonard Bernstein.
It was based on a series of articles written in the New York Sun by
Malcolm Johnson. The film received eight Academy Awards,
including Best Picture, Best Actor (Brando), and Best Director
(Kazan). It is Leonard Bernstein's only original film score not
adapted from a stage production with songs—edited excerpt from
Wikpededia.
―Marlon Brando, playing the longshoreman Terry Malloy,
had lost a shot at a prizefighting title by taking a fall for easy
money. ‗I coulda been a contender,‘ Malloy tells his brother,
Charley (Rod Steiger). ‗I coulda been somebody. Instead of a bum,
which is what I am.‘ It was Adam‘s fall in New York argot. Mr.
Schulberg won the 1954 Oscar for best story and screenplay‘—
edited excerpt from the 8/06/09 NY Times Obituary for Schulberg
by Tim Weiner.

to Acapulco. He turned the car around and the family returned
home so he could begin writing. He sold his car so his family
would have money to live off of while he wrote, but writing the
novel took far longer than he expected, and he wrote every day for
eighteen months. His wife had to ask for food on credit from their
butcher and their baker as well as nine months of rent on credit
from their landlord.
Fortunately, when the book was finally published in 1967 it
became his most commercially successful novel, One Hundred
Years of Solitude (Cien años de soledad) (1967; English translation
by Gregory Rabassa 1970).
The story chronicles several generations of the Buendía
family from the time they found the fictional South American
village Macondo through their trials and tribulations, instances of
incest, births and deaths. The history of Macondo is often
generalized by critics to represent rural towns throughout Latin
America or at least near García Márquez's native Aracataca.
The novel was widely popular and led to García Márquez's
Nobel Prize as well as the Rómulo Gallegos Prize in 1972. William
Kennedy has called it ―the first piece of literature since the Book of
Genesis that should be required reading for the entire human race,‖
and hundreds of articles and books of literary critique have been
published in response to it.
However, García Márquez himself does not completely
understand the success of this particular book: ―Most critics don't
realize that a novel like One Hundred Years of Solitude is a bit of a
joke, full of signals to close friends; and so, with some preordained right to pontificate they take on the responsibility of
decoding the book and risk making terrible fools of themselves‖—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Onanism is sex withdrawal before orgasm, or
masturbation. The latter was called ―whacking-off,‖ now
also ―fucking-off.‖ 56(91)

―Once in Love with Amy‖ (1948)—see at Loesser.
―Once Upon a Mattress,‖ 1959 musical starring Carol
Burnett, adapted from the Hans Christian Andersen's ―The
Princess and the Pea"

―Once Upon a Time in the West‖ (1968, Italian:
C'Era una Volta il West) is a 1968 epic spaghetti Western
film directed by Sergio Leone. The film stars Henry Fonda
unusually cast as the villain Frank, Charles Bronson as his
nemesis ―Harmonica,‖ Jason Robards as the generally
benign bandit Cheyenne and Claudia Cardinale as a newlywidowed homesteader with a past as a prostitute, Jill.

―One for My Baby (And One More for the Road)‖

―One,‖ 1969 song with a catchy rhythm, and is one of
the main songs of the very popular Broadway musical &
1985 film ―A Chorus Line.‖

written by Harold Arlen and Johnny Mercer for the musical
―The Sky‘s the Limit‖ (1943).―Harold Arlen described the song as
―another typical Arlen tapeworm‖--a ―tapeworm‖ being the trade
slang for any song which went over the conventional32 bar length.
He called it ―a wandering song. Johnny (lyricist Mercer) took it
and wrote it exactly the way it fell. Not only is it long - forty-eight
bars-- but it also changes key. Johnny made it work.‖ In the
opinion of Arlen's biographer, Edward Jablonski, the song is
―musically inevitable, rhythmically insistent, and in that mood of
'metropolitan melancholic beauty' that writer John O'Hara finds in
all of Arlen's music‖—excerpt from Wikipedia

―One-A,‖ see at Selective Service.
―One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch‖ is
Solzhenitsyn's first book published in Russia in 1962, is an
economical, relentless novel & one of the most forceful artistic
indictments of political oppression in the Stalin-era Soviet Union.
The simply told story of a typical, grueling day of the titular
character's life in a labor camp in Siberia, is a modern classic of
Russian literature and quickly cemented Solzhenitsyn's
international reputation upon publication in Russia 1962 &
foreshadowed his masterpiece, The Gulag Archipelago (1973-75).
Set in the forced-labor camp in which the author was
interned from 1950 to 1953, Ivan Denisovich describes a typical
day in the life of an inmate. (Solzhenitsyn was imprisoned for
nearly a decadeas punishment in the Gulag & eleswhere for
making derogatory statements about Stalin in a letter to a friend)-edited excerpt from Amazon.com reviews.

―One Drop: My Father‘s Hidden Life—A Story

―One for the Road Joke:‖ A worker walks into a bar
carrying a piece of asphalt & says: ―Whiskey for me &
one more for the road.‖

―One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest‖ is a 1975 film
directed by Miloń Forman. The film is an eponymous
adaptation of the 1962 novel by Ken Kesey. The movie was the
first to win all five major Academy Awards (Best:Picture, Actor in
Lead Role, Actress in Lead Role, Director, Screenplay) since It
Happened One Night in 1934, an accomplishment not repeated
until 1991, by The Silence of the Lambs—see at Jack Nicholson
(best actor) & Louise Fletcher (best actress)

of

Race and Family Secrets‖—see at Bliss Broyard.

―One Fish Ball!‖ 192(352):

Onehand a pitched ball or object: that is, catch it with

―The guest then says, quite ill at ease,
‗Piece of bread, sir, if you please.‘
The waiter roars it through the hall:
‗We don‘t give bread with one Fishball!‘‖
Also see at Josh White who sant this in the 1930s. I
heard this sung as ―One Meat Ball‖ in 1945 while I was in
the Navy at Great Lakes Boot Camp.

one hand—see at Butterfingers.

One-liners, not all of them jokes:
―Average woman would rather have beauty than brains
because the average man can see better than think‖ -Steven Wright
―A Bachelor is a man who comes to work each morning
from a different direction‖—Aleichem.
―Because I was good at it‖—Flannery O‘Connor when whe
was asked why she wrote.
―Blood-type of a pessimist is always B-negative!‖
―.The business of the American people is business‖ –Calvin
Coolidge (1925)

―One for all, and all for one‖—see at Three
Musketeers.

―One Hundred Years of Solitude,‖ (1970). Ever since
García Márquez was eighteen, he had wanted to write a
novel based on his grandparents' house where he grew up.
However, he struggled with finding an appropriate tone and put off
the idea until one day the answer hit him while driving his family
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―Don‘t you think you are spreading yourself too thin,
Leonardo?‖—caption on a cartoon showing a manservant hovering over da Vinci & models of some of
his inverntions.
A dyslexic walked into a bar.
―The first casualty when war comes is Truth‖--Hiram
Johnson, 180(313)
―Forgive, O Lord, my little jokes on Thee, And I will
forgive Thy great big one on me‖—Robert FrostIn
the Clearing,
1962;
―Great thinkers have always encountered opposition from
mediocre minds‖--- Albert Einstein.
―Guilt is God‘s way of letting you know you‘re
having too good a time‖---Dennis Miller
An Irishman walks out of a bar.
―Have you ever seen a happy medium?‖
―He (Robert Benchley) and I had an office so tiny that an
inch smaller and it would have been adultery‖—
Adultery according to Dorothy Parker.
―He was so bald, he had to carry his dandruff in his pocket.‖
―How Long is a Chinaman‖—Anonymous
―I am world-famous in Canada‖—Mordecai Richler.
―I do‖ is a life sentence, and the longest sentence in the
English language.
―I don‘t choose to run [for President]…no matter how bad
the country will need a comedian…‖—Will Rogers.
―I was snow white but I drifted‖—Mae West.
―I knew her before she was a virgin‖--- Oscar Levant (about
Doris Day), Ch. 40
―I wasn't a sex symbol, I was a sex zombie‖—Veronica
Lake.
"I know I'm paranoid, but am I paranoid enough?"---Tom
Clancy.
―If Ants are so busy, why so they attend so many
picnics?‖—W. C. Fields on a Radio Broadcast in
1942 with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.
―If I had known that I would live this long, I would have
taken better care of myself‖—Oscar Levant, P, i
―I have often wanted to drown my troubles, but I can't get
my wife to go swimming‖—Jimmy Carrter.
―I'd rather be Capra than God, if there is a Capra‖—
Garson Kanin.
―If I told you that you have a beautiful body, would you
hold it against me?‖—circa 1930‘s joke.
―If you obey all the rules, you‘ll lose all the fun‖--Katharine
Hepburn.
―Is there another word for synonym?—Geogge Carlin.
―It (bisexuality) doubles your chances for a date on Saturday
night‖—Woodie Allen.
―Kneeling is no problem--arising is!‖—Peter Ustinov about
the protocol of knighthood.
―Marriage is the ruin of the working class‖—Norman mailer
who paid 5 alimonies.
―Ninety percent of politicians give the other ten percent a
bad reputation‖—Kissinger.
―Never waste a lie when the truth will do‖—Anonymous
―Puritanism is the haunting thought that someone,
somewhere, may be happy‖—H. L. Mencken
―Put it into the toaster, burn it & scrape it off‖—Gracie
Allen‘s toast.
―Rock journalism is people who can‘t write interviewing
people who can‘t talk for people who can‘t read‖—
Frank Zappa. See at Rock journalism.
―Sex was the last thing a girl gave to a man, an
ultimate or ultimatum,‖ 194(355) —p. 135 of Anatole
Broyard‘s ―Kafka Was the Rage.‖
Sex—―If it hadn't been for books, we'd be completely at the
mercy of sex"—Anatole Broyard, op. cit.

―She scared the boys to death with her irony‖—a teacher
about Flannery O‘Connor. See at ―O‘Connor,
Flannery Mary, Age 6‖ for more details.
―Stupidity, if left untreated, is self-correcting‖--Robert
Heinlein.
―Television is device that permits people who haven‘t
anything to do to watch people who can‘t do
anything‖—Fred Allen, quoted in ―The Portaable
Curmudgeon.
―Television is a medium so called because it is neither rare
nor well-done‖—Ernie Kovacs.
―A teetotaler is one who takes inventory on a golf course‖—
anonymous in a NY Times Crossword.

I must find a truth that is true for me,‖ Søren
Kierkegaard.
―There is no God higher than truth‖—Gandhi
―There is a glimmer of truth in everything that I say
or write, and you may quote me!‖—the author.
―They should turn in their hate cards and find their better
selves‖—Sean Penn after winning the 2009 Academy
Award for best actor in ―Milk.‖ See at Penn.
―To be a Naturalist is better than to be a King‖—Will Beebe
Journal, 31 December, 1893
―Together they wrote ―Together‖—see at De Sylva et al.
―To love oneself is the beginning of a lifelong romance‖—
Oscar Wilde.
―Twenty four beers in a case, 24 hours in a day.
Coincidence? I think not!‖ –anonymous.
―The two and only Jane Russell‖—Bob Hope. See at Jane
Russell.
―War is Hell‖ –Tecumseh Sherman
When asked what he thought of Western Civilizatoin,
―Gandhi quipped, ―I think it would be a good idea.‖
When asked what she had on when she posed
for
that
famous nude calendar photo, Marilyn Monroe
quipped, ―I had the radio on!.‖
―When I die, I want to nod off like my Grandfather, not
kicking & screaming like those other guys in the
car.‖ Jerry Orbach told this joke on one of his last
episodes of ―Law and Order.‖ (He was dying
of cancer and it was affecting his speech.)
―When I married Mr. Right, I didn‘t know his first name
was Aways‖—Rita Rudner. Also see at Steven
Wright.
―When I was born, I was so surprised I didn‘t talk for a year
and a half‖—Gracie Allen
―When the late president Kennedy was revealed as a speed
reader, it took me three hours to read the article about
it‖—Oscar Levant.
When somebody asked either Caroline Lamb or Claire
Clairmont, what she thought of Byron‘s morals, she
retorted --―It‘s the first I heard of them.‖
―When you shoot a mime, should you use a silencer?‖--NY
Times Crossword Quip.
―When your work speaks for itself, don‘t interrupt‖—
Garson Kanin.
Why does a psychic have to ask you your name?—Steven
Wright.
―You could put all the talent I had into your left eye and still
not suffer from impaired vision‖—Veronica Lake.
―You could walk into a store downtown, find Madame
Chiang Kai-Shek buying Jewelry, or go into a bar
and run into Humphrey Bogart‖--Alvaman Furtado
de Mendonca. See at ―Natal, Brazil.‖
―You get no bread with one meatball‖—see One Meatball.
―You lose a billion dollars here, and a billion dollar there,
and pretty soon it adds up to big money‖—Abe
Beame
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―43% of all statistics is worthless‖—Anonymous.
―7/5-th of all people do not understand fractions‖—Anon.
Also see Damgerfield One- and Two-linerss, at Jokes, at
One for the Road Joke, at Oxymorons, at Steven Wright &
at Two-Liner Jokes.

O‘Neill, Eugene, 1888-1953, USA‘s ―first serious
playwright,‖ he won consecutive Pulitzer Prizes for
―Beyond the Horizon‖ (1920) and ―Anna Christie‖ (1921), and the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1936 for these and, e.g., ―‖The
Emperor Jones‖ (1920), ―The Hairy Ape‖ (1922), ―Desire Under
the Elms‖ (1924), ―Strnage Interlude‖ (1928), ―Morning Becomes
Electra‖ (1931) & others.
―Eugene O'Neill's life was connected to New London, CT.
His father was an Irish-born stage actor named James O'Neill, who
had grown up in impoverished circumstances and became famous
for playing the title role in a stage version of The Count of Monte
Cristo. His mother, Ella Quinlan O'Neill, was the emotionally
fragile daughter of a wealthy father, her father having died when
she was seventeen. O'Neill's mother never recovered from the
death of her second son, Edmund, who had died of measles at the
age of two. She later became addicted to morphine as a result of
Eugene O'Neill's difficult birth.
―Although his written instructions had stipulated that it not
be made public until 25 years after his death, in 1956 Carlotta
arranged for his autobiographical masterpiece Long Day's Journey
Into Night to be published, and produced on stage to tremendous
critical acclaim and won the Pulitzer Prize in 1957. This last play
is now considered to be his finest play. Other posthumouslypublished works include A Touch of the Poet (1958) and More
Stately Mansions (1967).
―In 1943. O'Neill disowned his daughter Oona for marrying
the English actor, director and producer Charlie Chaplin when she
was 18 and Chaplin was 54. He never saw Oona again.He also had
distant relationships with his sons, Eugene O'Neill Jr., a Yale
classicist who suffered from alcoholism, and committed suicide in
1950 at the age of 40, and Shane O'Neill, a heroin addict who also
committed suicide‖—excerpted from Wikipedia.
―I was born, see? Sure, dat‘s de charge, write it in de
blotter. I was born, get me!‖--from ―The Hairy Ape‖ (1922),
Chs. 2 & 18--also see at God & at Kathleen Dewhurst.

One-liners from Mae West:
―Between two evils, I aways pick the one I haven‘t tried
before,‖ Ch. 48
―Come up and see me sometime,‖ 169(296).
―Is that a gun in your pocket, or are y ou just just
glad to see me?‖
―Goodness Has Nothing To Do With It,‖ her 1959
autobiography, and riposte to a compliment ―Goodness,
what beautiful diamonds!‖ 169(296);
―A hard man is good to find,‖ 169(296).
―It‘s not the men in my life, it‘s the life in my men,‖
169(296)
―I used to be Snow White but I drifted,‖from Dirty
Little Secrets in ―True Confessions,‖ 169(296);
―When women go wrong, men go right after them.‖
See at Mae (West) for attributions.

One Liners from Sholem Aleichem: ―A bachelor is a
man who comes to work each morning froma
different
direction.‖
―Gossip is nature's telephone;‖
―Life is a dream for the wise, a game for the fool, a comedy for the
rich, a tragedy for the poor.‖
―No matter how bad things get, you got to go on living, even
if it kills you.‖ ―The rich swell up with pride, the poor from
hunger.‖

―One Love,‖ a Bob Marley classic
―One Meat Ball!‖ 192(352), 210(383). Josh White sang this
in the 1930s. See at ―One Fish Ball & at Josh White.

―One Man‘s Family,‖ 152(269)
―One must do what one can‖; ―One must not do

O‘Neill, Oona, see at Charlie Chaplin & Oona
O‘Neill, Molly--see at Eat!
―Only Yesterday,‖Frederick L. Allen‘s book, 5(8)n
Ono, Yoko, Artist, singer & Lennon‘s widow:

what one can not!‖—see at Christian Morgenstern, last
paragraph.

―One never knows, do one?‖ one of Fats Waller‘s
quips while playing the piano.

On December 9, 2005, I saw a moving tribute to their love
in a TV documentary shown on the Biography Channel,
showing the grief stricken Yoko at the hospital unable to
comprehend Lennon‘s death. 210(382): ―Kiss, Kiss, Kiss,
Kiss Me Love,‖ 210(382) See at ―Woman is a nigger of the
world.‖

One-room schools were common throughout rural
portions of various countries, including USA, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, UK & Ireland in the late 19-th & 20-th
centuries--all the students met in a single room, where asingle
teacher taught ―the three R‘s‖ (reading, ‗riting & ‗rithmetic.) to the
5 to 8 levels of elementary-age boys & girls. Mama & Dad were
taught in such a school, and suprisingly, so was a famous writer &
Princeton U. prof—see at Joyce Carol Oates who went to one in
the 1940s in the state of New York.

―On Top of Old Smokey,‖ 227-228(415)
―Oooo, I love to dance a little sidestep / Now they
see me now they don‘t / Oooo, I love to dance a little
sidestep / Now they see me now they don't / I've come and
gone and gone / Ooooo I love to sweep around the wide
step / Cut a little swath / And lead them on‖-- Gov. of
Texas, singing about the Chicken Ranch—see at Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas.

One word / Frees us of all the weight and pain of life:
/ That word is love‖--Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus

Oneal, Shaquille (―Shaq‖), 235(428); Obese he ain‘t!
See at Obese

Oo la la is international slang to denote enthusisam,

O'Neal. Tatum Beatrice, was born1963 in LA, CA,

usually for a pretty girl, or woman.

In 1974, she became the youngest person ever to win a
contended Academy Award a record that still stands as of 2008.
She won the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress and the
Golden Globe Award for New Star Of The Year_Actress for her
performance in Paper Moon. O'Neal played the role of Addie
Loggins, a child con artist being tutored by a Depression-era grifter
played by her father, Ryan. She was 10 years old at the time she
won the award. Other movies in which O'Neal appeared include
The Bad News Bear (with Walter Mathau, 1976),, Nickelodeon
(1976), International Velvet, and Little Darlings. She appeared as
the title character in the Faerie Tale Theatre episode Goldilocks
and the Three Bears..

OOO pun on owes.
Oop—see at Allez Oop & at Ooola.
Oops! Exclamation after a mishap.
Ooola is Allez Oop‘s girlfriend.
OOO, or ooo, at the close of a letter denotes Hugs.
Also see at XXX (kisses): Mama put lots in, 211(384)

OPA (Office of Price Administration), 141(253),
154(273): OPA was established by Roosevelt in 1941 to
prevent gauging, black market activities & to mete out
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scarce items on the basis of need. Rationing ended Dec. 12,
1945.

Late Ophuls: ―La Ronde‖ (1950), ―Le Plaisir‖ (1952),
―Caught‖ (1949), ―The Reckless Moment‖ (1949), "Lola Montes"
(1956), ―The Exile"‖ (1947), "The Earrings of Madame de..."
(1953), "Letter from an Unknown Woman" (1948) were shown at
a retrospective at the Gene Siskel Film Center in June 2009. A
June 5, 2009 review by Michael Phillips, June 5 at this link:
http://www.chicagotribune.com/entertainment/movies/chi-0605ophuls-reviewjun05,0,6472330.story
Also --see at ―(La) Ronde‖

local Chicago talk show to first place, she launched her own
production company & became internationally syndicated: the
multiple-Emmy Award winning The Oprah Winfrey Show is the
highest-rated talk show in the history of TV.
An influential book critic, she‘s an Academy Awardnominated actress & a magazine publisher. She has been ranked
the richest African-American of the 20th century, the most
philanthropic African American of all time, and the world's only
black billionaire for three straight years.
According to some assessments, she‘s the most influential
woman in the world. Credited with creating a more intimate
confessional form of media communication, she is thought to have
popularized and revolutionized the tabloid talk show genre
pioneered by Phil Donahue, which a Yale study claimed broke
20th century taboos and allowed gays, transsexuals, and
transgender people to enter the mainstream. By the mid 1990s she
had reinvented her show with a focus on literature, selfimprovement, and spirituality. Though criticized for unleashing
confession culture, and promoting controversial self-help fads, she
is generally admired for overcoming adversity to become a
benefactor to others—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
―The Color Purple‖ & at ―The Good Earth.‖

Oppenheimer, J(ulius) Robert, 42(67), 42(67)n,

―Oral contraceptives, A fast word about‖—I asked a

OPEC (Org. of Petrol. Exporting Countries), 20(30)
―Open the Door, Richard‖ (1947, lyrics by ―Dusty‖
Fletcher & John Mason , Music by Jack Mcvea & Dan
Howell):―Open the door, Richard, / Open the door and let
me in, / Open the door, Richard, / Richard why don't you
open the door?‖ Molly‘s father, Denny, used to sing it!‖

Opel, a German-made car since 1898.\
Ophüls, Max (né Max Oppenheimer),1902--1957, he

girl to go to bed with me, and she said ―No‖—Woodie
Allen.

―In some sort of crude sense, which no vulgarity, no
humor, no overstatement can quite extinguish, the
physicists have known sin, and this is a knowledge
which hey cannot lose,‖ Ch. 60
"If the radiance of a thousand suns burst forth at once in the
sky, That would be like the splendor of the Mighty One‖
from The Bhagavad-Gita (Sanskrit: The Lord Krishna‘s
Song)-- quoted by Oppenheimer when the first A-bomb
exploded July 16, 1945 in White Sands Proving Grounds,
near Alamogordo, New Mexico, Ch. 60.
Oppenheimer was Director of Los Alamos, New
Mexico, where the first A-bomb was set off (Code Name:
Trinity), and later the Director of The Inst.for Advanced
Study in Princeton, 42(67)n. Also see at Manhanttan
Project.
On the two superpowers, USA & USSR: Two scorpions in
a bottle, each capable of killing the other, but only at the
risk of his own life,‖ quoted in ―Nuclear Options‖
May 15, 2005, NY Times by Richard Rhodes.
-- doubted that the hydrogen bomb design [of] Edward
Teller..would work. (It didn‘t). Loc. Cit.
―Even Edward Teller, Oppenheimer‘s worst enemy, told
me more than once that the man was the best lab Director he
had even seen‖–Richard Rhodes, ibid.
―With first class work published in European journals,
he [Oppenheimer] returned to America to found the nation‘s
first great schools of theoretical physics at Berkeley and Cal
Tech in Pasadena‖—Richard Rhodes, ibid.
Also see at ―Hundred an Nine‖, i..e., ―109 East Palace:
Robert Oppenheimer and the Secret City of Los Alamos.‖

―Oral sex is sex stimulation by the moth or tongue—
see at Blow job, at cunnilingus & at muff diving.

Orbach, Jerry (né Jerome Bernard Orbach) , 19352004 was a Tony Award-winning actor, perhaps best known
for his starring role as Detective Lennie Briscoe in the Law &
Order (L & O) TV series and for being a noted musical theater
star; most notably El Gallo in The Fantasticks, Julian Marsh in
42nd Street, and Billy Flynn (danced and sang baritone) in the
original production of Chicago.
Orbach was born in the Bronx, the only child of Emily (née
Olexy), a greeting card manufacturer and radio singer, and Leon
Orbach, a restaurant manager and vaudeville performer. His father
was from Hamburg, Germany of Sephardic Jewish ancestry and his
mother a Pennsylvania-born Polish American Catholic--Orbach
was raised Catholic
Orbach was named a "Living Landmark", along with fellow
Law & Order castmate Sam Waterston, by the New York
Landmarks Conservancy in 2002. He quipped that the honor meant
―that they can't tear me down.‖
On February 5, 2005, he was posthumously awarded a
Screen Actors Guild Award for Outstanding Performance by a
Male Actor in a Drama Series. On September 18, 2007, a portion
of 53rd Street, near Eighth Avenue, in New York City, was
renamed Jerry Orbach Way.
In L & O, he played Lennie Briscoe as a tough guy with a
heart of gold, twice-divorced recovering alcoholic (47(76)n Also
see at ―Chicago,‖ at ―Fantastics,‖ at ―Try to Remember‖ &
below.

Orbach's joke told on one of the last episodes of
L&O: ―When I die, I want to nod off like my Grandfather,
not kicking and screaming like those other guys in the car.‖

―Orchestra Wives‖ film (1942) Soundtrack : Mercury
Performer(s): Glenn Miller And His Orchestra, The
Modernaires, Tex Beneke

Opponents and adherents—see at Adherents.
Oprah (Gail) Winfrey, talk-show host was born 1954

Organs of the body: There are many different organs

in Kosciusko in rural Mississippi,to a poor unwed teenage
mother, and later raised in a Milwaukee ghetto, Winfrey was raped
at the age of nine, and at fourteen, gave birth to a son who died in
infancy. Sent to live with the man she calls her father, a barber in
Tennessee, Winfrey landed a job in radio while still in high
school and began co-anchoring the local evening news at the age
of 19. Her emotional ad-lib delivery eventually got her transferred
to the daytime talk show arena, and after boosting a third rated

in the body: the brain, eyes, ears, liver, kidneys, heart, even
your skin is an organ. In fact, the skin is the largest organ in
the human body, but the brain is the most complex.

Original Sin in Catholic theology, 44(69)
Originality vs. Plagiarism, see at Plagiarism.
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O‘Rorke, see at Sidewalks of New York; also see at

At St. Cyprian's, Blair first met Cyril Connolly, who would
himself become a noted writer and who, as the editor of Horizon
magazine, would publish many of Orwell's essays. While at the
school Blair wrote two poems that were published in the Henley
and South Oxfordshire Standard, the local newspaper, came
second to Connolly in the Harrow History Prize, had his work
praised by the school's external examiner, and earned scholarships
to Wellington and Eton.
After a term at Wellington College, Blair transferred to Eton
College, where he was a King's Scholar (1917–1921). His tutor
was A. S. F. Gow, fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge who
remained a source of advice later in his career.
Blair was briefly taught French by Aldous Huxley who
spent a short interlude teaching at Eton, but outside the classroom
there was no contact between them. (However, Huxley lavishly
praised ―Animal Farm‖ and predicted it would be a classic of
English Literature—this is from the Wikipedia article on Huxley.
See at Huxley.)
Cyril Connolly followed Blair to Eton, but because they
were in separate years they did not associate with each other.
Blair's academic performance reports suggest that he neglected his
academic studies, but during his time he worked with Roger
Mynors to produce a college magazine and participated in the Eton
Wall Game. His parents could not afford to send him to university
without another scholarship, and they concluded from his poor
results that he would not be able to obtain one. However Stephen
Runciman who was a close contemporary, noted that he had a
romantic idea about the East[11] and, for whatever reason, it was
decided that Blair should join the Indian Imperial Police. To do
this, it was necessary to pass an entrance examination. His father
had retired to Southwold, Suffolk by this time and Blair was
enrolled at a "crammer" there called "Craighurst" where he
brushed up on his classics, English and History. Blair passed the
exam, coming seventh out of twenty-seven—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, where there is lots more on Orwell.
Orwell Quotes; ―At 50 everybody has the face they
deserve,‖ 239(434); ―Every generation considers itself more
intelligent than the one that went before it, and wiser than the one
that comes after‖-Owell quoted in the comic strip ―Pickles,‖ April
7, 2009. Orwell died of TB, age 46—so he never lived to have the
face he deserved!
Aldous Huxley was a teacher of Orwell at Eton (NY Times
Xword clue and solution of 11/08/09—see at Huzley, at ―Animal
Farm, ― at ―Nineteen Eighty-Four‖ (actually, ―1984‖), at
Happiness, at Jokes as Rebellion & at Saints.

O‘Rourke at Seligman & at Rourke.

Ortega y Gasset, José, 1883-1955, philosopher &
existential humanist, born in Mardrid his influential ―The
Revolt of the Mass es‖ (1930) forehadowed the Spanish
Civil War (1936-1939). He lived in voluntary exile in S.
America & Portugal from 1936 to 1948. See at Portrait.

Orton, Joe, playwright. ―All a child can expect is that
its father be present at the conception,‖ 10(15)

Orwell, George, 1903-1950 pen name of Eric Arthur
Blair, was an English novelist and journalist. His work is
marked by a profound awareness of social injustice, an intense,
revolutionary opposition to totalitarianism, his passion for clarity
in language and a belief in democratic socialism. Considered
perhaps the 20th century's best chronicler of English culture, he
wrote literary criticism and poetry, as well as fiction and polemical
journalism. He is best known for the dystopian novel Nineteen
Eighty-Four (written 1948, published 1949) and for the satirical
novella Animal Farm (1945). His Homage to Catalonia (1938), an
account of his experiences and observations in the Spanish Civil
War, and his numerous essays are widely acclaimed. Orwell's
influence on culture popular and political continues, several of his
coinages, as well as the term Orwellian, having entered the
vernacular.
Early life and education. Eric Arthur Blair was born on 25
June 1903 in Motihari, Bihar, Bengal Presidency, British India. His
great-grandfather Charles Blair had been a wealthy plantation
owner in Jamaica and his grandfather, Thomas Richard Arthur
Blair, a clergyman. Although the gentility was passed down the
generations, the prosperity was not; Eric Blair described his family
as "lower-upper-middle class‖
His father, Richard Walmesley Blair, worked in the Opium
Department of the Indian Civil Service His mother, Ida Mabel
Blair (née Limouzin), grew up in Burma where her French father
was involved in speculative ventures. Eric had two sisters;
Marjorie, five years older, and Avril, five years younger. When
Eric was one year old, Ida Blair took him to England. In 1905,
Blair's mother settled at Henley-on-Thames. Eric was brought up
in the company of his mother and sisters, and apart from a brief
visit he did not see his father again until 1912. His mother's diary
for 1905 indicates a lively round of social activity and artistic
interests.
The family moved to Shiplake before World War I, and Eric
became friendly with the Buddicom family, especially Jacintha
Buddicom. When they first met, he was standing on his head in a
field, and on being asked why he said, "You are noticed more if
you stand on your head than if you are right way up". Jacintha and
Eric read and wrote poetry and dreamed of becoming famous
writers. He told her that he might write a book in similar style to
that of H. G. Wells's A Modern Utopia. During this period, he
enjoyed shooting, fishing, and birdwatching with Jacintha‘s
brother and sister.
At the age of six, Eric Blair attended the Anglican parish
school in Henley-on-Thames, remaining until he was eight. His
mother wanted him to have a public school education, but his
family was not wealthy enough to afford the fees, making it
necessary for him to obtain a scholarship. Ida Blair's brother
Charles Limouzin, who lived on the South Coast, recommended St
Cyprian's School, Eastbourne, Sussex. The headmaster undertook
to help Blair to win the scholarship, and made a private financial
arrangement which allowed Blair's parents to pay only half the
normal fees. Later, and with publication delayed until after his
death, Orwell was to write Such, Such Were the Joys, an account of
his unhappy time at the school.

Osage Nation—see at Maria Tallchief.
Osborn, John, see at Jill Dowling.
Osofsky, Dr. Barbara Langer, Rutgers U. colleague &
friend, who studied with me for her Ph. D & whose work I
wrote about in ―Rings & Things.‖ One thing I mentioned there
was how I came to find out about Barbara in 1962, then was a full
time assistant professor at Douglass College, then, an all-girls
school.
On a boat tour around
Edinburgh
for
the
1958
International Congress of Mathematicians, Yitz Herstein told me
to nab Barbara for my seminar. She had studied at Cornell U. with
Yitz & several other noted mathematicians, and, as Yitz put it with
more than a touch of regret, ―She left to marry Abe!‖
I sent her a note about my seminar based on my yet to be
published, ―Lectures on Injective Modules and Quotient Rings,‖ &
she attended. In less than a year, she had solved several
outstanding problems that I had posed. She received the Ph. D.
degree in 1964 & went on to be a leader in the field of Rings and
Modules. (She‘s on the Web.) \
I wrote about her & her work in ―Rings & Things.‖ She
was honored by the Zanesville 2007 Conference. See at Herstein,
at S. K. Jain, at Zanesville Conference (in honor of her 70-th
Birthday and my 80-th.) & see below.
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Osofsky, Abraham, Barbara‘s husband: ―Abe was an

―Our Daily Bread,‖ 1934 film about a young couple

electrical enginee & at the end of his career, he was doing
systems engineering. He worked for Bell Labs when AT&T
was Ma Bell and stayed there after the splitup. Then he
retired for a year and went back to Bellcore and has been
retired for quite a few years now‖—e-mail from Barbara
of 3/27/06 (not quite verbatim.)

who after inheriting a farm in the Depression, succeed in
managing the land, 27(41); see at Vidor

―Our Gang:‖ the first episodes of Our Gang, or
The Little Rascals, or Hal Roach Little Rascales. were
filmed in 1922, and the last in 1944; after the advemt of TV, the
film had a new life, e.g., Molly Sullivan remembers her sons
watching them in the late 1970s and 1980s.
The Our Gang series is notable for being one of the first
times in movie history that blacks and whites were portrayed as
equals, though a number of people, including members of the
Black community, do not look favorably upon the characters of
the black children today.[Actors in Roach's talkies: Norman
"Chubby" Chaney (1929–1931), Jackie Cooper (1929–1931),
Dorothy DeBorba (1930– 1933), Matthew "Stymie" Beard(1930–
1935), George ―Spanky‖ McFarland (1932–1942), Tommy Bond
(1932–1934 as Tommy, 1937–1940 as ―Butch‖), Scotty Beckett
(1934–1935), Billie "Buckwheat" Thomas (1934–1944), Carl
―Alfalfa‖ Switzer (1935–1940), Darla Hood (1935– 1941),
Eugene ―Porky‖ Lee (1935–1939), Darwood ―Waldo‖ Kaye
(1937–1940): Actors in MGM movies: Mickey Gubitosi (Robert
Blake) (1939–1944), Billy ―Froggy‖ Laughlin (1940–1944), Janet
Burston (1940–1944)--from Wikipedia, where there's more, e.g.,
the actors in silent movies & how Hal Roach‘s watching kids
play out his window came to the idea of the series. e.g., he
sang (baritone) and danced in the role of Flynn in
the original
cast of Chicago. See at Chicago.

OSS—see Office of Strategic Services
Ostendorf, Jeanne (―Jeannie‖), HHS ‗47 friend, a
vivacious red-head I liked with the passion underlying
Puig‘s ―Betrayed by Rita Hayworth,‖ 156(277). She is
married to William Nordmark, also HHS ‘47—see Holmes
High School Alumni Directory, 2006

Ostroy, Andrew, movie producer—see at Adrienne
Shelly.

―Otello‖ is a Verdi Opera (1887) about ―Othello.‖
―Other People‘s Trades‖ by Primo Levi, Summit
Books, NY 1989

Otis, Clyde, c.1924-2008, songwriter & producer
know for his collaboration with singer Brook Benton, and
for being the first African- American A & R executive for a major
label—Wikipedia. Born in Prentice, MS, Otis' early exposure to
music was limited — his family didn't even own a radio — and he
only began composing songs after meeting ―Route 66‖ writer
Bobby Troup during a stint in the Marines—from the Web.
He produced more than a dozen hits for Benton, including
―It‘s Just a Matter of Time,‖ which he co-wrote. He also produced
& help write two Top 10 duets with Dinah Washington, ―Baby
(You‘ve Got What It Takes) and ―A Rockin‘ Good Way (to Mess
Around and Fall in Love.)‖ His other Mercury hits include
Washington‘s ―What A Difference A Day Makes‖ and Sarah
Vaughan‘s ―Broken Hearted Melody.
Otis is credited with writing or co-witing almost 800 songs,
according to Broadcast Music Inc.—from the Jan. 18, 2008 NY
Times obit. written by Peter Keepnews

Ourang-Outang, see at ―Murders in the Rue Morgue.‖
―Out of Africa‖ 1985 film based on Isak Dinesen‘s
1937 autobigraphical novel, starring Robert Redford and
Meryl Streep, captured seven Oscars in all, including best
direction by Sidney Pollack—also see at ―The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner.‖

―Out of Kansas into the World, A Treasure-trove of
Inge Plays,‖ an article about a large number of one- act
plays recently discovered, and one being produced now,
by David Belcher in 8/06/09 NY Times.

O‘Toole, Peter Seamus, born 1931 with some sources
giving his birthplace as Connemara, Ireland, and others as
Leeds, England, where he also grew up, he achieved instant
stardom in 1962 playing T.E. Lawrence in Lawrence of Arabia and
went on to become one of the most honoured film and stage actors
of his time.
He has been nominated for more Academy Awards without
winning than any other performer--eight of them. These were with
the winner, the movie, and the year in parenthesis: Lawrence of
Arabia (Gregory Peck, To Kill a Mockingbird, 1962), Becket (Rex
Harrison, My Fair Lady,1964),The Lion in Winter (Cliff
Robertson, , Charly, 1968), Goodbye, Mr. Chips (John Wayne,
True Grit, 1969), The Ruling Class (Marlon Brando, The
Godfather,1972), The Stunt Man (Robert De Niro, Raging Bull,
1980), My Favorite Year (Ben Kingsley,Gandhi,1982), Venus
(Forest Whitaker, The Last King of Scotland, 2006)
In 2003, the Academy honored him with an Academy
Honorary Award for his entire body of work and his lifelong
contribution to film. O'Toole initially balked about accepting, and
wrote the Academy a letter saying he was "still in the game" and
would like more time to "win the lovely bugger outright"
(attributed.) The Academy informed him that they would bestow
the award whether he wanted it or not. Further, as he related on
The Charlie Rose Show in January 2007, his children admonished
him, saying that it was the highest honor one could receive in the
filmmaking industry. And so, O'Toole agreed to appear at the
ceremony and receive his Honorary Oscar. It was presented to him
by Meryl Streep, who has the most Oscar nominations of any actor
(14)--edited from Wikipedia. See at ―Rules of the Game.‖

―Outlaw, The‖ is a 1943 Western, directed &

Ott, Mel, NY Giant Hall of Famer, notoriously a

―Overalls,‖ see at Overhauls.

produced by Howard Hughes and starring Jane Russell. The
supporting cast includes Jack Buetel, Thomas Mitchell, and
Walter Huston. Howard Hawks served as an uncredited codirector. The film is notable as Russell's breakthrough role,
turning the young actress into a sex symbol and a
Hollywood icon--see at Jane Russell.

―Over it. Get‖ and ―Move one, ― advice easy to give
but hard to take.

―Over the Rainbow,‖ 228(416), lyrics by Y. Harburg
& music by H. Arlen; -- sung by Judy Garland in ―The
Wizard of Oz,‖ 1938; see at Arlen, at Garland, at Harburg
& at ―Wizard of Oz.‖

―Over There‖--see at Cohan & at Nora Bayes, who
introduced the song in 1917 in accordance with Cohan‘s
wishes. Also see below.
―Over There‖ On April 11, 2006, under the terms of the
National Recording Preservation Act of 2000, Nora Bayes
was added to the National Recording Registry with the citation
citation: Nora Bayes (1917)--Innextricably associated in popular
imagination with WW I, Nora Bayes‘ recording introduced George
M. Cohan‘s song and became an international hit. Cohan had
specifically requested that Bayes be the first singer to release his
composition. A former member of the Ziegfeld Follies, an
extremely popular vaudevillian and a Broadway star, she recorded
a number of other songs to boost morale during the war and
performed extensively for the soldiers

good bad-ball hitter,‖ 123(226)
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Within a few days he was experiencing gas attacks and was
horrified by the stench of the rotting dead; his sentry was blinded,
his company then slept out in deep snow and intense frost till the
end of January. That month was a profound shock for him: he now
understood the meaning of war. "The people of England needn't
hope. They must agitate," he wrote home. (See his poems The
Sentry and Exposure.)
He escaped bullets until the last week of the war, but he
saw a good deal of front-line action: he was blown up, concussed
and suffered shell-shock. At Craiglockhart, the psychiatric hospital
in Edinburgh, he met Siegfried Sassoon who inspired him to
develop his war poetry. He was sent back to the trenches in
September, 1918 and in October won the Military Cross by seizing
a German machine-gun and using it to kill a number of Germans.
On 4th November he was shot and killed near the village of Ors.
The news of his death reached his parents home as the Armistice
bells were ringing on 11 November. There are 27 of his war
poems in Minds at War and 19 in Out in the Dark. Both
anthologies contain additional information, comment, and extracts
from his letters.
His Dulce et Decorum Est is the best known poem of WW I.
DULCE ET DECORUM EST--the first words of a Latin saying
(taken from an ode by Horace). The words were widely understood
and often quoted at the start of WW I. They mean ―It is sweet
and right‖—see at Dulce et Decorum
OWL, acronym for Older Women‘s Liberaton—cofounded by Rosetta Reitz.

Overbye, Dennis, born 1944 in Seattle, WA, he
received his B.S. in physics from MIT in 1966. Ascience
writer in physics and cosmology, he has published articles in Time,
Science, LA Times, and NY Times, among other publications.
He wrote two books: Lonely Hearts of the Cosmos
(1991) about scientists and their quest to understand the universe,
and Einstein in Love:A Scientific Romance (2000), dealing with
Albert Einstein's youth and the controversy surrounding the degree
to which Einstein's first wife, Mileva Marić, contributed to the
theory of relativity. He joined the staff of The New York imes in
1998 as deputy science editor, then switched to full- time writing.
Also see at Marić & at John A. Wheeler.

Overcoming Poverty and/or Wealth: Many People
have overcome abject poverty: see, e.g., at June Allyson,
at Russell Baker, Ray Bradbury, Irving Berlin, Anton Chekhov,
Benny Goodman, Oprah, Abe Lincoln, Sophia Loren, at Elvis
Presley, Wilma Randolph, Artie Shaw, Gloria Steinem, & Oprah
Winfrey, to mention just few of the many.
Most of these people were a lot poorer than the Herman Street
Faiths & our Peaselburg neighbors. In fact, we had a rich uncle, Ira
Faith, who benefited from my Dad's family farm in Paducah, i.e.,
―borrowed‖ money from it to pay for his way through colletge, but did
nothing for Dad or his family.

But how many overcome the disadvantages of wealth?—
see, e.g., at Kaplan & Bernays, at the Roosevelts & Rockefellers
at Dino Risi & at Stephen Sondheim. Also see at Poor vs. Rich &
vice versa, at Poverty & at Rich.

―Overhauls, Knickers, Closhppers, Bloomers and

Oxford English Dictionary: the first edition was in
1928; it was started by James Murray, Founding Editor, and
was 60 years in preparation despite early estimates of up to ten
years-- see at ―The Meaning of Everything,‖ the story of the OED
by Simon Winchester, and at ―The Professor and the Madman‖ by
the same author. Also see at ―Words Online.‖
When the editors of the Oxford English Dictionary put out a
call during the late 19th century pleading for ―men of letters‖ to
provide help with their mammoth undertaking, hundreds of
responses came forth. Some helpers, like Dr. W.C. Minor,
provided literally thousands of entries to the editors. But Minor, an
American expatriate in England and a Civil War veteran, was
actually a certified lunatic who turned in his dictionary entries
from the Broadmoor Criminal Lunatic Asylum. Simon Winchester
has produced a mesmerizing coda to the deeply troubled Minor's
life, a life that in one sense began with the senseless murder of an
innocent British brewery worker that the deluded Minor believed
was an assassin sent by one of his numerous ―enemies‖—from the
Amazon.com review of ―The Professor and the Madman.

Corsets,‖ Ch. 10: ―Overhauls (overalls) were work
clothes for some but not for us—everybody but Mama wore
themall wore them;‖ See at ―(Mrs.) Murphy‘s Chowder,‖

Ovid (Publius Ovidius Naso), 43BC-17AD, a Roman
poet who wrote on topics of love, abandoned women &
mythological transformations. Ranked alongside Virgil and
Harace of one of the three canonical poets of Latin
Literature. His poetry was much imitated during Late
Antiity and the Middle Ages, and had an influence on
European art and literature for centuries—edited from
Wikipedia. Also see at Horace & Virgil.

Owens, Jesse, 1913-1980; ―The Buckeye Bullet,‖won
four Gold Medals in the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, upsetting
Adolf Hitler and his mad belief in ―Aryan superiority.‖ The
events he won were the 100 & 200 meter dashes, broad
jump, and the 400-meter relay team medal. Returning to the
USA, he received no official recognition for his feat until 40
years later when he was awarded the Presidential Medal of
Freedom by President Gerald Ford in 1976; also see at
Aryan Superiority?, at Olympics 1936 & at Hitler.

Oxford Reference Books:
Oxford Book of Humorous Prose, From William Caxton to
P. G. Wodehouse, A Conducted Tour, Frank Muir, Ed..,
Oxford, New York, 1990;
Oxford Dictionary of Humorous Quotations, Ned Sherrin,
Ed., Oxford, New York, 1992
Oxford Dictionary of Modern Quotations, Tony Augarde,
Ed., Oxford, New York, etc., 1995
Oxford Dictionary of Phrase, Saying, & Quotation, Eliz.
Knowles, Ed., New York, Oxford, etc., 1997
Oxford Dictionary of Quotations., Fifth Edition, Eliz.
Knowles, ed.
Oxford Dictionary of Literary Quotations. Peter Kemp, Ed
Oxford, New York, 1997; paperback edition, 1998
Oxford Dictionary of Surnames, by Patrick Hanks &
Flavia Hodges, Oxford, New York, etc., reprinted
with corrections, 1998
Oxford Dictionary of 20-th Century Quotations,
Elizabeth Knowles, ed.

Owen, Wilfred (né Wilfred Edward Salter Owen),
1893 - 1918, born in Shropshire, England, from the age of
nineteen Owen wanted to be a poet and immersed himself in
poetry, being especially impressed by Keats and Shelley. He wrote
almost no poetry of importance until he saw action in France in
1917. He was deeply attached to his mother to whom most of his
664 letters are addressed. (She saved every one.) He was Christian
and became lay assistant to the vicar of Dunsden near Reading
1911-1913 – teaching Bible classes and leading prayer meetings –
as well as visiting parishioners and helping in other ways.
From 1913 to 1915 he worked as a language tutor in
France. Pressured by the propaganda, he became a soldier,
volunteering on Oct. 21, 1915. He spent the last day of 1916 in a
tent in France joining the Second Manchesters. He was full of
boyish high spirits at being a soldier. Within a week he had been
transported to the front line in a cattle wagon and was "sleeping"
70 or 80 yards from a heavy gun which fired every minute or so.
He was soon wading miles along trenches two feet deep in water.

Oxford University, 100(188)— Largely forgotten, it
(penicillin) came into its own when researchers at Oxford U
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rediscovered its value in a clinical test on February 12,
1941. Subsequently, it saved untold numbers of wounded
servicemen & civilians.

Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed.
And on the pedestal these words appear:
`My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings:
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!'
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare,
The lone and level sands stretch far away".
---Percy Bysshe Shelley, 1817

Oxygen, At. Wt. 15.9994, At. No. 8, occurs in
diatomic molecule in air—see at Air. It‘s prescence is
necessary for oxidation, e..g. rust & burning, of most elements.
Oxygen is the third most abundant chemical element in the
universe, after hydrogen and helium. About 0.87% of the Sun's
mass is in the form of oxygen. Oxygen constitutes 49.2% of the
Earth's crust by mass and is the most common component of the
world's oceans (88.81% by mass). It is also the second-mostcommon component of the Earth's atmosphere, taking up 20.947%
of its volume and 23.14% of its mass (some million billion
tonnes), Earth is unusual in having such a high concentration of
free oxygen in its atmosphere.
An experiment conducted by the British clergyman Joseph
Priestley on Aug. 1, 1774 focused sunlight on mercuric oxide
(HgO) inside a glass tube, which liberated a gas he named
'dephlogisticated air'. He noted that candles burned brighter in the
gas and that a mouse was more active and lived longer while
breathing it. After breathing the gas himself, he wrote: "The
feeling of it to my lungs was not sensibly different from that of
common air, but I fancied that my breast felt peculiarly light and
easy for some time afterwards.
Priestley published his findings in 1775 in a paper titled ―An
Account of Further Discoveries in Air" which was included in the
second volume of his book titled Experiments and Observations on
Different Kinds of Air. Because he published first, Priestley is
usually given priority in the discovery—from Wikipedia

Pablo Neruda--see at Neruda.
Pacemaker, P, ii & iv,; also see at ―Carl on
pacemakers,‖ and ―Carl‘s pacemakers‖ (both in Part II
this Index & Glossary) & at Medtronic.

of

Pacino, Al (né Alfredo James Pacino), born 1940 in
East Harlem, Manhattan. NY, was the son of Italian
American parents Rose (née Gerardi) and Salvatore Alfred Pacino,
who divorced when he was two years old. His mother
subsequently moved to the South Bronx, to live with herparents,
Kate and James Gerardi, who originated from Corleone, Sicily.
Pacino is an Academy Award winning film & stage actor
and director, known for his roles as Michael Corleone in the The
Godfather trilogy, Tony Montana in Scarface, Sonny Wortzik in
Dog Day Afternoon, Frank Serpico in Serpico, Lieutenant Colonel
Frank Slade in Scent of a Woman--about which see at Dino Risi-and Roy Cohn in Angels in America. He won the Academy Award
for Best Actor in 1992 for his role as a blind lover in Scent of a
Woman after previously being
nominated seven times for
various roles.

Oxymoron is a figure of speech combining
contradictory terms, as in a deafening silence, a mournful
optimism, or a perfect idiot. It is closely related to ―Double Speak,
Double Think & non sequiturs. One that I often apply to myself is
―a perfect idiot!‖
Some others are: ―The more things change, the more they
stay the same‖—Alphonse Karr, 81(155); ―Navy, Army or
Government Intelligence‖; ―Hell‘s Angels‖; ―Reality TV.‖
Also see at Living for one by Sholem Aleichem, at Perfect,
at ―Survival of the fittest‖& at Yogi Berra. Mardy Grothe‘s wrote
a book ―Oxymoronica‖ (Bibliography)
As noted above, some legitimate use of words leads to the
land of Oxymoronia: He broke out in a rash; Go off on a tangent;
Slow down up ahead.
Such phrases as ―he‘s all all thumbs‖ and ―he has two left
feet‖ are oxymoronical.

―Pack of Two,‖ 52(85)n, book about dogs, their
healing ability & companionship. Also see at dogs, at
Doggerrel, at Dog Philosophy, at Dogs & at Epitaph for a
Dog,

Pack Mentality? One who exhibits a—see at
Cigarette Smoker.

"Pack Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kit-Bag, and
Smile, Smile, Smile‖ is the full name of a WW I marching
song, published in 1915 in London. It was written by George
Henry Powell under the pseudonym of "George Asaf", and set to
music by his brother Felix Powell. A play presented by the
National Theatre recounts how these music hall stars rescued the
song from their rejects pile and re-scored it to win a wartime
competition for a marching song. It became very popular, boosting
British morale despite the horrors of that war. It was one of a large
number of music hall songs aimed at maintaining morale,
recruiting for the forces, or defending Britain's war aims. The song
is best remembered for its chorus:
Pack up your troubles in your old kit-bag, / And smile,
smile, smile, / While you‘ve a lucifer to light your fag, / Smile,
boys, that‘s the style. / What‘s the use of worrying? / It never was
worth while, so / Pack up your troubles in your old kit-bag, / And
smile, smile, smile--from Wikipedia.

Oysterville: Roads to Grandpa's Village, by Willard
R. Espy (Author), Earl Thollander (Illustrator) , U.
Washington Press, 1992

―Oy, Vey‖ means ―oh, pain!‖ It is short for ―oy veh iz
mir (pronounced oy vay iz meer). Oy is an expletive,
or an ejaculation, used when you have tsuris, i.e.,
troubles. Vey comes from the German Weh, meaning sore
or woe, e.g., Wehe mir! means ―Woe is me!‖ Oh weh,
means ―Oh, dear!‖

Paducah, KY., 9(13), 32(51),106(198);Chs.23-4;
Ozark Joke- see at Pissing in the Snow.
Ozick, Cynthia, AA, b. 1928 in the Bronx. Her first

-- Cousins, Ch. 24, Paducah cousins Bo, Carrie Mae,
Pauline, Marie & Eva were warm-hearted, generous &
folksy, 100(187); -- Faiths, Ch. 3, 36(57), -- Fosters, Ch. 3,
11(16), 36(57), Ch. 24; -- evacuated during the 1937 flood,
Ch. 24; -- named after a Chickasaw Indian chief named
Paduke, Ch. 24; ―Paducah on my parent‘s mind:
Covington vis-a-vis Paducah: Mama‘s and Dad‘s bodies
were in Covington but their hearts and minds were still
embedded in the rich soil of Paducah. I might add that their
humor was embedded there too,170(297)

collection of fiction was ―The Pagan Rabbi and Other
Stories‖ (1971); also see at Art & Ardor & at Leonare and
Virginia Woolf.

―Ozymandias‖ AA, satirincal poem on power & its
limits.
I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: "Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. Near them on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown
And wrinkled lip and sneer of cold command

Pagan core of humans & religions, The, 101(186)
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committee head, and Sid, the new factory superintendent.
The original Broadway production opened on May 13, 1954
and ran for 1,063 performances. Also see at ―Hey There.‖

Pago Pago, is actually a village area that is often
mistaken to be a city (as in a capital or port city) of the
island of Tutuila, a south Pacific territory of the US east of
Samoa. See at ―Rain‖ & at ―Sadie Thompson.‖
Paige, Sachel,1906-1982, legendary pitcher in the
Negro leagues, broke into the Majors in 1948 with the
Cleveland Indians, the year after Jackie Robinson broke in with
the Dodgers. He shutout the Chicago White Sox in his very first
game, 222(406); also see at Age.
An eyewitness account of one of the white reporters who
finally began paying attention to Paige in 1934: ―All you can see is
something like a thin line of pipe smoke.‖ When asked if he threw
that fast consistently, Paige, who would become famed for choice
aphorisms, replied: ―No, sir. I do it all the time‖ in Larry Tye‘s
―Sachel‖ and the June 15, 2009 NY Times review by Janet
Maslin‘s June 15, 2009 .

Pakula, Alan Jay,1928-1998, was born in NY City to
Polish Jewish parents He was educated at Yale U., where
he majored in drama. Pakula died in 1998 in a bizarre car accident
on the Long Island Expressway in Melville, NY at the age of 70. A
driver in front of him struck a metal pipe, which went through
Pakula's windshield, striking him in the head and causing him to
swerve off the road and into a fence. He was killed instantly. In
1962, he produced To Kill a Mockingbird.
In 1971, Pakula released the first nstallment of what would
informally come to be known as his ―paranoia trilogy.‖ Klute, the
story of a private eye's relationship with a call girl (played by Jane
Fonda, who won an Oscar for her performance), was a commercial
and critical success. This was followed in 1974 by The Parallax
View starring Warren Beatty, a similarly labyrinthine postWatergate thriller notable for its experimental use of hypnotic
imagery in a celebrated film-within-a-film sequence in which the
protagonist is inducted into the mysterious Parallax Corporation.
Finally, in 1976, Pakula rounded out the ―trilogy‖ with All
the President's Men, based on the bestselling account of the
Watergate scandal, written by Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein,
who were played in the movie by Robert Redford and Dustin
Hoffman. It was another commercial hit, considered by many
critics and fans to be one of the best thrillers of the 1970s.
Pakula scored another hit in 1982 with Sophie's Choice,
starring Meryl Streep. His screenplay, based on the novel by
William Styron, was nominated for an Academy Award. Later
commercial successes included Presumed Innocent, based on the
bestselling novel by Scott Turow & another political thriller,The
Pelican Brief, an adaptation of John Grisham's bestseller.

Paglia, Camille, noted feminist. See at ―Mae Wests‖
& at ―Teenage.‖

Pain, see at ―King of Pain.‖
Paine, Thomas, 1737-1809: These are the times that
try men‘s souls. The summer soldier and sunshine patriot
will…shrink from the service of therir country…147(262)-from The American Crisis, no. 1, Dec. 23, 1776

―Paint the Sky with Stars‖—see at Enya.
―Painter‘s Mind, The: A Study of the Relations

of

Structure and Space in Painting,‖ Romare Bearden, with
Carl Holty, 1969.

Painting. ―Everyone wants to understand painting.
Why is there no attempt to understand the song of birds?‖—
Picasso, quoted in the Audbon 2006 Special Calendar.
Comment on Picasso‘s remark. But, of course, ornithologist
have done that for years and years, and came
to
the
conclusion that while many of the bird songs are to stake
out their territory, and others are to attract females, a certain
amount seems to have no purpose at all ! (Except, perhaps,
Joi de vivre?)

Pais, Abraham ―Bram,‖ 1918—2000,

Pakula, Hannah, wrote ―The Last Empress, Madame Kaishek and the Birth of Modern China,‖ a cradle-to-grave
biography—see at Kai-shek, Madame.
I coldn‘t find much about the author except that she was
married to the late Alan Pakula.

Palin, Michael,Edward, born 1943 is an English

Dutch-born

comedian, actor, writer and TV presenter best known for
being one of the members of the comedy group Monty Python and
for his travel documentaries. Palin wrote most of his material with
Terry Jones. Before Monty Python, they had worked on other
shows such as The Ken Dodd Show, The Frost Report and Do Not
Adjust Your Set. Palin appeared in some of the most famous
Python sketches, including ―The Dead Parrot", "The Lumberjack
Song‖, ―The Spanish Inquisition‖ & "Spam"

American physicist and science historian. Pais earned his
Ph.D. from U. of Utrecht just prior to a Nazi ban on Jewish
participation in Dutch universities during WW II. When the Nazis
began the forced relocation of Dutch Jews, he went into hiding, but
was later arrested and saved only by the end of the war. He then
served as an assistant to Niels Bohr in Denmark and was later a
colleague of Albert Einstein at the Princeton Institute for
Advanced Study.
Pais wrote books documenting the lives of these two great
men, Bohr and Einstein, and the contributions they and others
made to modern physics. (He also wrote the posthumously
published ―J. Robert Oppenheimer, A Life, With Supplemental
Material by Robert P. Crease‖ concluding that while Oppenheimer
never achieved greatness, he nevertheless made important
contributions to his country, to science and to the lives of many,
mnay scientisits.) He was a physics professor at Rockefeller
University until his retirement—see Wikipedia for much more
about this complex, outstanding man. (My remark in parenthesis.)
―Subtle is the Lord….‖, the title of biography of the works
of life of Einstein, a from a partial quote of Einstein's "Subtle is the
Lord, but malicious he is not." (Alice Calaprice quoted this on
p.228 of her book, "The New Quotable Einstein" and gives the
provenance.)

Palomino is a coatcolor in horses, consisting of a
gold coat and white mane and tail, e.g., Roy Roger‘s horse
―Trigger‖ was a palamino.

Palestine: New --, Indiana, where Eldridge & family
lived before moving to Indianapolis.

Paley, Grace (nee Grace Goodside, her Ukrainian
Jewish Socialist parents changed their name from Gutseit*
on coming to USA), 1922- 2007, noted writer of short
fiction. Her ―Collected Stories,‖ was published by Farrar,
Strauss in 1994. ―To read Paley‘s fictions is to be awash in
the shouts and murmurs of secular Yiddishkeit, with its wild
joy and twilight melancholy‖—Margalit Fox, in her Aug.
24, 2007 NY Times obit. of Paley. * from German Gut,
good, and Seite, side. However, Seit, means since, so this may be a
Yiddishkeit!

―Pajama Game‖ is a musical based on the novel 7-

Palindrome 1. A word , phrase, verse, or sequence
reading the same backward or farward. For example, race car, a man a
plan panama. 2. A segment of double stranded DNA in which the
nucleotide sequence on one strand reads in reverse order to that off the
complementary strand. From Grr\eek palindromos, running back again,
recurring, palin, again, dromos, a running.

1/2 Cents by Richard Bissell. It features a score by Richard
Adler and Jerry Ross. The story deals with labor troubles in
a pajama factory, where worker demands for a seven and a
half cent raise are going unheeded. In the midst of this
ordeal, love blossoms between Babe, the complaint
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conflicts. In the face of severe criticism, much of it from the European
Union, the charges were later dropped--The Online Columbia
Encyclopedia. Copyright © 2001-09 Columbia University Press. All
rights reserved. Also see at Ataturk, last sentences,

Palindromic numbers are those which read the same
backward or forward. The first few palindromic numbers are
therefore are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 22, 33, 44, 55, 66, 77, 88, 99,
101, 111, 121, ... There is a neat formula given the exact number of
palindromic numbers less than a 10 to the n-th. In fact the formula p(n)
bifurcates: one for n even, and one for n odd. For n even, let f(n) = 10
to the n/2 power. Then p(n) = 2[f(n) – 1]. For example for n = 2, this
gives 2 x 9 =18 palindromic numbers less that 100, as we have seen.
Check out the web at palindromic numbers.

―Panama, The Tailor of‖—see at le Carre.
Panama Canal:
Panama Canal: The French, under Ferdinand de Lesseps (see
at Suez Canal) began construction on a sea-level canal (i.e., without
locks) through what was then Colombia's province of Panama, on
January 1, 1880. The French began work in a rush with insufficient
prior study of the geology and hydrology f the region. In addition,
disease, particularly malaria and yellow fever, sickened and killed vast
numbers of employees, ranging from laborers to top directors of the
French company. Public health measures were ineffective because the
role of the mosquito as a disease carrier was then unknown. These
conditions made it impossible to maintain an experienced work force as
fearful technical employees quickly returned to France. Even the
hospitals contributed to the problem, unwittingly providing breeding
places for mosquitoes inside the unscreened wards. Actual conditions
were hushed-up in France to avoid recruitment problems. In 1893, after
a great deal of work, the French scheme was abandoned due to disease
and the sheer difficulty of building a sea-level canal, as well as lack of
French field experience, such as downpours causing steel equipment to
rust.[7The high toll from disease was one of the major factors in the
failure; as many as 22,000 workers were estimated to have died during
the main period of French construction (1881–1889).
Panama Canal: The United States, under President Theodore
Roosevelt (with John Frank Stevens as Chief Engineer from 1905–
1907), bought out the French equipment and excavations for US$40
million and began work on May 4, 1904. The United States paid
Colombia $25,000,000 in 1921, seven years after completion of the
canal, for redress of President Roosevelt's role in the creation of
Panama, and Colombia recognized Panama under the terms of the
Thomson-Urrutia Treaty.
Chief Engineer (1905–1907), John Frank Stevens' primary
achievement in Panama was in building the infrastructure necessary to
complete the canal. He rebuilt the Panama Railway and devised a
system for disposing of soil from the excavations by rail. He also built
proper housing for canal workers and oversaw extensive sanitation and
mosquito-control programmes that eliminated yellow fever and other
diseases from the Isthmus. Stevens argued the case against a sea level
canal like the French had tried to build. He convinced Theodore
Roosevelt of the necessity of a canal built with dams and locks.
A significant investment was made in eliminating disease from
the area, particularly yellow fever and malaria, the causes of which had
originally been theorized by Cuban physician/scientist Dr. Carlos
Finlay in 1881 who had identified the mosquito as the carrier of the
diseases. Finlay's theory and investigative work had recently been
confirmed by Dr. Walter Reed while in Cuba with U.S Army
motivation during the Spanish-American War (see Health measures
during the construction of the Panama Canal).
With the diseases under control, and after significant work on
preparing the infrastructure, construction of an elevated canal with
locks began in earnest and was finally possible. The Americans also
gradually replaced the old French equipment with machinery designed
for a larger scale of work (such as the giant hydraulic crushers supplied
by the Joshua Hendy Iron Works), to quicken the pace of construction.
President Roosevelt had the former French machinery minted into
medals for all workers who spent at least two years on the construction
to commemorate their contribution to the building of the canal. These
medals featured Roosevelt's likeness on the front, the name of the
recipient on one side, and the worker's years of service, as well as a
picture of the Culebra Cut on the back.
In 1907 Roosevelt appointed George Washington Goethals as
Chief Engineer of the Panama Canal. The building of the canal was
completed in 1914, two years ahead of the target date of June 1, 1916.
The canal was formally opened on August 15, 1914 with the passage of
the cargo ship Ancon. Coincidentally, this was also the same month
that fighting in WW I (the Great War) began in Europe. The advances
in hygiene resulted in a relatively low death toll during the American
construction; still, 5,609 workers died during this period (1904–1914).

Palme D'Or (Golden Palm) best film award at the
annual Cannes film festival.

Palmer, Lilli, actress. See at Kay Kendall.
Palmer Method of Writing, 31(50)—see at Writing..
Pamela, Lucia, 1904-2002, was a musician,
bandleader & an eccentric. She only produced one abum
Into Outer Space with Lucia Pamela (1969?). She joined Flo
Ziegfeld‘s ―Broadway Follies,‖ and was voted Miss St. Louis in
1926. A tireless entertainer, she was cited by ―Ripley‘s Believe Itor
Not‖ for having memorized 10,000 songs--that‘s ten thousand
songs! Of her album, she said, ―I was the only one from Earth
there‖ and ―Some of the people there spoke Almond‖—from her
Aug. 18, 2002 NY Times Obituary by Neil Strauss.

Palomino is a coat color in horses, consisting of a
gold coat and white mane and tail, e.g., Roy Roger‘s horse
―Trigger‖ was a palomino.

Pampas, The, (from Quechua, meaning ―plain‖) are
the fertile South American lowlands that include the
Argentine provinces of Buenos Aires, La Pampa, Santa Fe,
and Córdoba, most of Uruguay, and the southernmost end of
Brazil, Rio Grande do Sul, covering more than 750,000 km2
(289,577 sq mi).

Pampas, The Wild Bull of the—nickname for Firpo.
Pampas grass is a large perennial grass native to
Brazil, Argentina and Chile. It grows in large clumps eight
to ten feet high, bearing in late summer silvery-white or
pinkish silken plumes which rise to a height of 12 feet.

Pamuk, Orhan Ferit, born 1952 in Istanbul, he is
Turkey‘s most celebrated ontemporary novelist, studied Robert
College (now Univ. of the Bosporus) and Istanbul Univ. Pamuk uses a
variety of formal techniques derived from Western fiction to portray
themes and settings from the Ottoman past and the Turkish present.
Written in Turkish and translated into dozens of languages, his novels
frequently explore the conflicts between European and Islamic aspects
of Turkish society and the crises of identity attendant upon that
conflict. Pamuk's lyrical style and vivid imagery are often compared to
those of Borges, García Márquez, and other innovative Western
writers. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in
2006.
Pamuk's first novel, Cevdet Bey and His Sons, appeared in 1982.
He achieved best-seller status at home and fame abroad with The White
Castle (1985, tr. 1990), a postmodern historical novel set in 17thcentury Constantinople (Istanbul) during the decline of the Ottoman
Empire. Pamuk subsequently wrote two intellectual mysteries, The New
Life (1994, tr. 1997), at once a thriller and a textual exploration set in
rural contemporary Turkey, and My Name Is Red (1998, tr. 2001), a
taut and magical story concerning a murdered 16th-century miniaturist.
In Snow (2002, tr. 2004), an elaborately plotted tale of love and
politics, he treats the current clash of values between theocratic
Islamists and secular Westernizers in Turkey. His other novels include
The Silent House (1983) and The Black Book (1990, tr. 1994). Istanbul:
Memories and the City, a memoir of his youth, was published in
2005.
Pamuk is also an essayist, e.g., Other Colors: Essays and a
Story (2007), and a human-rights activist with a particular interest in
the rights of Turkish women and Kurds. In 2005 he was charged with
denigrating Turkey's national character by publicly stating that 1
million Armenians and 30,000 Kurds had been killed in Turkey, a
reference to the 1915 Armenian genocide and more recent Kurdish
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―I‘m going

This brought the total death toll for the construction of the canal to
around 27,500.

to buy a paper doll that I can call my own, / A
doll that other fellows cannot steal /And then those flirty,
flirty guys with their flirt, flirty eyes,/ Will have to flirt with
dollies that are real. / When I come home at night she will
be waiting, / The truest doll in all this world./ I‘d rather have
a paper doll to call my own, / Than a fickle-minded real life
girl‖--Johnny S. Black, 1930

Pankhurst, Emmeline, (née Emmeline Goulden),
1858-1928, was a political activist and leader of the British
suffragette movement. Although she was widely criticized for her
militant & often violent tactics, her work is recognized as a crucial
element in achieving women's suffrage in Britain. However,
historians disagree about whether she did more to help or hinder
public support for the cause. In 1878, she married Richard
Pankhurst, a barrister known for supporting women's right to vote;
they had five children over the next ten years. He also supported
her activities outside the home, and she quickly became involved
with the Women's Franchise League, which advocated suffrage for
women. After her husband died in 1898, Pankhurst founded the
Women's Social and Political Union, an all-women suffrage
advocacy organisation dedicated to ―deeds, not words‖—excert
from Wikipedia.

Paper-like—see at Papyrus.
―Paper Moon,‖ 1976 movie won an Academy Award
for ten-year-old Tatum O‘Neal, the youngest winner of a
contested Oscar ever or since—see at Tatum O‘Neal.

Pappas, Dr. Peter, Vassar math. prof. & friend dating
back to Jacobson‘s retirement party at Yale in 1982, when
Peter was working on his 1982 Ph. D.thesis at Penn State.
He wrote
an evocative essay, ―Meeting Carl Fatih
Twice,‖ about that, and our second meeting at the
Zanesville Conference in 2007. (This appears in my
―Memories of the Zanesville Conference in 2007—check
out his Website for more on his work.

Pansy, offensive slang, a weak or effeminate boy or
man. See at Sexist statements.

Pantagruel, see at Gargantua.
Pantywaist, Slang, a weak or effeminate boy, see at

Papyrus is a thick paper-like material produced from the
pith of the papyrus plant, Cyperus papyrus, a wetland sedge
that was once abundant in the Nile Delta of Egypt. Papyrus usually
grow 2–3 meters (5–9 ft) tall. Papyrus is first known to have been
used in ancient Egypt (at least as far back as the First dynasty), but
it was also used throughout the Mediterranean region. Ancient
Egypt used this plant for boats, mattresses, mats, and paper—
escerpted from Wikipedia.

Sexist Statements

Pantheon, The Greek ruin—see at (redeeming)Flaw
―Panty waist,‖ Slang, a boy or man whi is considered
weak or effeminate. See at Sexist Statements.

Panzer, literally, ―panther,‖ used by the Germans in
WW II for tank divisions.

Parachute strap, see at Fred‘s ―Virginity.‖
Paradox 1. A seemingly contradictory statement

Pap, 1. Any soft food for babies; a traditional
porridge made from mielie-meal (ground maize or other
grain), is a staple food of the Bantu inhabitants of South Africa
(the Afrikaans word pap is taken from Dutch and simply means
―porridge‖ or ―gruel.‖) 2. The fees and privileges of office.
―Uncouth, self-seeking politicians primarily interested in
partronage, privilege and pap‖—Fiorello LaGuardia.

that may nonetheless be true: the paradox that standing is
more tiring than walking. 2. A statement contrary to
received opinion. (From Greek, para, beyond & doxa,
opinion.) Regarding 1. see at Annum Mirabilis. See, e.g.,
my remark about the paradox of the wave vs. quanta theory
of light.

Pap smear test, named for George Papanicolaou. It‘s

Paradox Joke: Paradoxes are two oxen.
Paradise: ―I have always imagined Paradise will be a

a test for cervical cancer and forms of cancer.

Papanicolaou, 1883-1962, Psyclologiest & micro—

kind of library,‖ Jorge Borges. And, as I recall, a library of
infinite extent and infinitely many rooms.

scopist brom in Kimi, Greece, who studied at Athens and
Munich Universities, and was associated with Cornell U. for
most of his career.see at Pap smear test.

―Paradise Lost‖ (quote from), Dedication page
―Paralax, View, The,‖ 1974 film starring Warren

Papas, Irene (née Irini Lelekou), born 1926 in

Beatty, see at Alan Pakula.

Chiliomodi outside Corinth, Greece,is an actress and
occasional singer, who has starred in over 70 films in a career
spanning more than fifty years. She began her early career in
Greece, achieving widespread fame there, before starring in
internationally renowned films such as The Guns of Navarone and
Zorba the Greek, and critically acclaimed films such as Z and
Electra. She appeared as Catherine of Aragon in the film Anne of
the thousand days, opposite Richard Burton and Geneviève Bujold
in 1969.
She is a leading figure in cinematic transcriptions of ancient
tragedy since she has portrayed Helen in The Trojan Women,
Clytemnestra in Iphigenia, and the eponymous arts in Electra and
Antigone. In 1977, she starred in the film Mohammad, Messenger
of God (also known as The Message) about the origin of Islam, and
the message of prophet Mohammad. She most recently appeared in
the film, CaptainC orelli's Mandolin, and is currently working in
theatre in Portugal.

Paranoia, psychotic mental disorder, or psychosis,
characterized by monomania, systematic delusions of
persecuation, & hallucinations; exaggerated, irrational
distrust of others; a daffy definition: a paranoid is one who
as real enemies! 226(415)—see at Mania.

Paranoia jokes: Doctor: ―I have good news and bad
news. The good news is that you have real enemies.‖
―I know I'm paranoid, but am I paranoid
enough?‖--- Tom Clancy.

Paranoid Statement: ―I wanted to be a better person,
but those bastards won‘t let me!‖—said by me after my
2003 CABG.
Parents & Children: ―They fuck you up, your mum
and dad do, / They may not mean to, but they do‖—see at
Philip larkin.
―How much entitlement is there? asked a well-known NY
Psychiatrist, whose daughter, an MD, wanted enough money to
move into his Park Ave. neighborhood, without first working for it
the way he & his wife, also a psychiatrist, did.
―The things you don‘t know (about your parents) are very
often the things you have (subconsciously) chosen not to know‖—
John Lancaster—the parenthetical insertions re mine—see at
―Family Romance.‖

―Paper Clips,‖ a prize winning documentary about
rural Tennesseemiddle-school stuents who collected six
million paper clips in order to understand the enormity
of the Holocaust and to honor the six million Jews who
died.

―Paper Doll,‖ (I want to buy a --), Ch. 51:
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Parker, Jr. Charlie ―Bird,‖ 1920-1955, was a jazz

In this connection, nobody in my family ever mentioned
Mama‘s glass eye. I was shocked when I discovered one of her
spare ones in a drawer when I was a teenager!—see at Children &
at ―Mama‘s Meningitis.‖

saxophonist and composer, considered one of the most
influential of jazz musicians, along with Louis Armstrong and
Duke Ellington. Born in Kansas City, KS, and raised in Kansas
City, MO, he was the only child of an alcoholic, absentee
father,Charles,Sr., and Addie Parker. Parker attended Lincoln High
School. He enrolled in September 1934 and withdrew in December
1935 about the time he joined the local Musicians Union.Parker
displayed no sign of musical talent as a child. His father
presumably provided some musical influence; he was a pianist,
dancer and singer on the T.O.B.A. circuit, although he later
became a Pullman waiter or chef on the railways. His mother
worked nights at the local Western Union. His biggest influence
however was a young trombone player who taught him the basics
of improvisation. Parker began playing the saxophone at age 11
and at age 14 joined his school's band using a rented school
instrument. One story holds that, without formal training, he was
terrible, and thrown out of the band. Experiencing periodic
setbacks of this sort, at one point he broke off from his constant
practicing.
Parker acquired the nickname ―Yardbird‖ early in his career,
from his love of chicken, and the shortened form ―Bird‖ for the
rest of his life, inspiring the titles of a number of Parker
compositions, such as "Yardbird Suite" and "Ornithology."
Parker was a leader in bebop, a form of jazz characterized by fast
tempos, virtuosic technique, and improvisation based on harmonic
structure--his innovative approaches to melody, rhythm, and
harmony exercised enormous influence on his contemporaries.
Several of Parker's songs have become standards, including
"Billie's Bounce", "Anthropology", "Ornithology", and
"Confirmation". He introduced revolutionary harmonic ideas
including a tonal vocabulary employing 9ths, 11ths and 13ths of
chords, rapidly implied passing chords, and new variants of altered
chords and chord substitutions. His tone was clean and penetrating,
but sweet and plaintive on ballads. Although many Parker
recordings demonstrate dazzling virtuosic technique and complex
melodic lines–such as ―Koko‖, ―Kim‖, and ―Leap Frog‖–he was
also one of the great blues players.
His themlesss blues improvisation ―Parker's Mood"‘
represents one of the most deeply affecting recordings in jazz. At
various times, Parker fused jazz with other musical styles, from
classical to Latin music, blazing paths followed later by others.
Parker also became an icon for the hipster subculture and later the
Beat generation, personifying the conception of the jazz musician
as an uncompromising artist and intellectual, rather than just a
popular entertainer. His style – from a rhythmic, harmonic and
soloing perspective – influenced countless peers on every
instrument. Like Louis Armstrong before him, Parker changed the
sound of jazz music forever.—eidted from Wikpedia.
Parker, Dorothy (née Dorothy Rothschild), 1893- 1967.
Known as Dot or Dottie, Parker was born to Jacob Henry
and Eliza Annie Rothschild (née Marston) in the West End village
of Long Branch, NJ, where her parents had a summer beach
cottage. Dorothy's mother was of English descent, and her father
was a German-Jew. Parker wrote in her essay ―My Hometown‖
that her parents got her back to their Manhattan apartment shortly
after Labor Day so she could be called a true New Yorker. Her
mother died in West End in July 1898, when Parker was a month
shy of turning five.
Her father remarried, in 1900, a woman named Eleanor
Francis Lewis. Parker detested her father and stepmother,
accusing her father of being physically abusive and refusing to call
Eleanor either ―mother‖ or ―stepmother,‖ instead referring to her as
―the housekeeper.‖
She grew up on the Upper West Side,
and attended Roman Catholic elementary school at the Convent of
the Blessed Sacrament, despite having a Jewish father and
Protestant stepmother. She was asked to leave following her
characterization of the Immaculate Conception as ―spontaneous

Parenthood: Dave Barry on its essence:: ―Lower your
standards.‖

Parents: Success-driven & over-protective, Ch. 38;
also see at Jack and the Bean stalk.

Parents: The Virtue of parents is a great endowment.
(Dos is magna parntivm virtvs.) Horace, Odes, iii, 24—
An Epigraph to ―Ad Infinitum: A Biography of Latin‖
by Nicholas Ostler.

Parenthood, Planned—see at Margaret Singer.
―Paris, I Love‖—Cole Porter in ―Can-Can‖ (1953)
―I love Paris in the springtime / I love Paris in the fall. /
I love Paris in the winter when it drizzles / I love Paris in the
summer when it sizzles. / I love Paris evry moment, ev'ry moment
of the year / I love Paris-why oh why do I love Paris?Because my
love is near! Scenes of Paris accompany the rendition by Sinatra
on YouTube.

Paris liberated in WW II, August 24,1944,143(256):
-- was occupied by Germany, June 14, 1940, when Nazi
troops goosestepped by the thousands down the broad
Champ Élysées through the Arc de Triomphe. On June 10,
1940, more than 2 million Parisians fled Paris, including
government officials, first to Tours & then to Bordeaux.
Two days later, more than 5 million Frenchmen were on the
road.

Paris: ―A Moveable Feast:‖ ―If you are lucky
enough to have lived in Paris as a young man, then
wherever you go for the rest of your life, it stays with you,
for Paris is a moveble feast‖--Epigraph to Hemingway‘s
―Moveable Feast,‖ R, lxiii. Note: ―Moveable feasts‖ is
in Bartlett & goes way back in history. Also see at ―The
Last Time I Saw Paris.‖
―Paris burning?, Is,‖ 143(256); Hitler‘s inquiry of the
Wehrmacht, Aug. 25, 1944, about the siege of Paris in WW
II—see Bartlett; also the title of a book and a 1966 ―starstudded‖ movie based it.

―Paris, The Mysteries of‖--see at Eugène.
Paris Review Interviews, Vol. 1, Picador, New
York, 2006. See, e.g., at Kurt Vonnegut.

Parisian Dept. Store, Covington‘s fashion store—
Mama was a seasonal salesperson there.

Parish, Michael—see at ―Star Dust.‖
Park your carcass, see at Henry Parke.
Parke, Henry, 1904 – 1958, born in Boston, was a
comedian usually known by his name but who was
variously credited as Harry Einstein, Harold Einstein, Harry
―Parkyakarkus.‖ Einstein,Parkyakarkus and Parkyerkarkus, for
which he became famous—park your carcass, that is, sit down!
He garbled Greek on Eddie Cantor's radio show and
appeared in eleven films using this name from 1936 to 1945.
Parke died from a heart attack at a Friar's Club Roast of
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz on November 24, 1958 in LA. When
Parke slumped onto Milton Berle's lap at the event, Berle asked
―Is there a doctor in the house?‖ This was met with laughter, as the
crowd was unaware that Berle was being serious.
Berle then directed crooner Tony Martin to sing a song to
divert the crowd's attention; Martin's unfortunate
choice was
―There's No Tomorrow.‖ Aaccording to Art Linkletter in his
autobiography Confessions of a Happy Man,just after Parke
expired, Desi Arnaz commented, ―a moment ago this award was
the most important thing in the world. Now it ain't worth a damn
thing.‖
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combustion.‖ Her stepmother died in 1903, when Parker was nine
Parker later went to Miss Dana's School, a finishing school in
Morristown, NJ. Her formal education ended when she was 13.
Her father died in 1913. Following his death, she played
piano at a dancing school to earn a living. while she worked on her
verse. She sold her first poem to Vanity Fair magazine in 1914 and
some months later, she was hired as an editorial assistant for
another Condé Nast magazine, Vogue. She moved to Vanity Fair
as a staff writer following two years at Vogue.
In 1919, her career took off while writing theatre criticism
for Vanity Fair, which she began in 1918 as a stand-in for the
vacationing P. G. Wodehouse. At the magazine she met Robert
Benchley, who became a close friend, and Robert E. Sherwood.
The trio began lunching at the Algonquin Hotel on a near-daily
basis and became founding members of the Algonquin Round
Table. The Round Table numbered among its members the
newspaper columnists Franklin Pierce Adams and Alexander
Woollcott.
Through their re-printing of her lunchtime remarks and
short verses, particularly in Adams' column ―The Conning Tower,‖
Dorothy began developing a national reputation as a wit. In 1917,
she met and married a Wall Street stock broker, Edwin Pond
Parker II, but they were separated by his army service in WW 1..
She had ambiguous feelings about her Jewish heritage given the
strong anti-Semitism of that era and joked that she married to
escape her name--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Many of her
witticism at the Algonquin Round Table were collected and
published by Alexander Wollcott.
One remark of hers that I read somewhere was: ―I was just a
Jewish girl trying to act smart.‖
Some Parker quotes: ―Ducking for apples. Change one letter
& it‘s the story of my life.‖
Once, upon hearing that a writer she knew was always kind
to her inferiors, Parker barked back: ―And where does she fnd
them?‖
―Guns aren‘t lawful; / Nooses give; / Gas smells awful; /
―You might as well live‖—―Résumé‖ in "Enough Rope"
(1927), Ch. 48.
Also see a longer 1925 poem (& list) at Résumé. Also see
at at Adultery according to Dorothy Parker, at Horticulture, at
Katharine Hepburn & at ―You Might as Well Live.‖

favorite pens of the signers) to sign important documents, e.g., the
World Wararmistices & commemorative editions were sometimes
offered. Also see at Bic & at Pens.

Parker, Ross, see―We‘ll Meet Again‖ (follows Welk).
Parks, Rosa: The Bus Boycott was launched in
Montgomery, AL, after Rosa Parks, refusing to give up her
seat to a white person, was arrested on Dec. 1, 1955.
Rosa Parks was physically tired, but nor more than you or I
after a long day's work. In fact, under other circumstances, she
would have probably given up her seat willingly to a child or
elderly person. But this time Parks was tired of the treatment she
and other African Americans received every day of their lives,
what with the racism, segregation, and Jim Crow laws of the time.
"Our mistreatment was just not right, and I was tired of it,"
Parks wrote in her book, Quiet Strength (Zondervan Pub. House,
1994). ―I kept thinking about my mother & my grand-parents, and
how strong they were. I knew there was a possibility of being
mistreated, but an opportunity was being given to me to do what I
had asked of others.‖
The rest of Parks' story is American history... her arrest and
trial, a 381-day Montgomery bus boycott, and, finally, the
Supreme Court's ruling in November 1956 that segregation on
transportation is unconstitutional-- Biographical article based on
1996 interview with Parks, ―The Woman Who Changed a
Nation‖—on the Web

Rosa Parks, Before: Nine months before Rosa Parks
there was 15-year-old Claudette Colvin—see at Colvin.

Parkyakarkus—se at Henry Parke.
Parody is a literary or artistic work that imitates the
style of a work or author for comic effect or ridicule.
Synonyms are: caricature, burlesque, travesty, satire & lampoon—
from American Herit. Dictionary See at Caricature, ibid,, for
distinctions between these words. Also, see at Joyce Kilmer for a
parody
of
―Trees.‖
Parodies, An Anthology from Chaucer to Beerbohm—
and After,‖ with notes & comments by the editor, Dwight
Macdonald, Ed., Random House, NY, 1960

―Parrot, Flaubert‘s‖--see at Flaubert‘s. Parrot
―Parrot,‖ The Dead‖—a Monty Python sketch. See
at Dead Parrot.

Parker, Dougles, see at Ogden Nash
Parker, Mary Louise, born 1964 in Ft. Jackson, SC, is

Parsell, June, (née Dora JuneMcCoy), HHS ‘45
Classmate, T, A, D; head-to-head photo with Hagan
Thompson, 166(292)--also see at Hagan Thompson; -- obtained
Joy‘s Jerusalem PO Box address from Joy‘s bro.-in-law, Bernie
Marks, A, xiv,162(285); She wrote in my Lest We Forget: ― To
the best looking guy in the class, June.‖ Hmm. It‘s a good thing I
didn‘t take these class finales seriously, June;
―Hi Carl, I am pretty certain that Joy never attended
Carlisle. I have a class picture & she was not in it, nor do I recall
ever seeing her there. Actually the school was an elementary one,
as well as junior high school. I transferred there for the sixth grade,
having moved nearby. Joy's family lived near Southside Baptist
Church at one time. I visited her home during high school when
the family lived on Madison Ave.--not far from Holmes. I have no
dates, but she probably attended Holmes for junior high school‖—
e-mail of May 23, 2007
In her 50‘s June took up nursing, and became an RN. June
was 80 years old & is survived by daughters, Diane Weinberger
of Salt Lake City, UT, Gail Hunter of CA.; 10 grandchildren & 6
great-grandchildren. June was born and raised in KY & moved to
CA after working at the Sixth Air Force Headquarters in Ohio
during WWII—from her obituary
Orange County Register
on 4/26/2008, which Mary Ann Pingel Unkraut.kindly sent to
classmates.
―My dad, Richard Parsell, did not attend Holmes High but
grew up in the state of Missouri. My mother met him when she

a Tony-, Emmy- , and Golden Globe-winning actress.
Some of her better known works include Fried Green Tomatoes,
Boys on the Side, Proof, The West Wing, Angels in America, and
her current lead role on Showtime's TVseries Weeds portraying
Nancy Botwin—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. In March 2009,
she starred in ―Dead Man's Cell Phone‖--about which see.

Parker Pen Co. is a manufactuer of pens since 1891.
and even today, ―a Parker‖ signifies a pen. The company
was founded in 1891 in Janesville, Wisconsin. George L Parker,
the founder, had previously been a sales agent for the John Holland
Gold Pen Company. He received his first fountain pen related
patent in 1889.
In 1894 Parker received a patent on his ―Lucky Curve‖ feed,
which was claimed to draw excess ink back into the pen body
when the pen was not in use. The Lucky Curve feed was used in
various forms until 1928. From the 1920s to the 1960s, before the
development of the ballpoint pen, Parker was either number one or
number two in worldwide writing instrument sales. In 1931 Parker
created Quink ―quick drying ink‖ which eliminated the need for
blotting and led to the development of the most widely used model
of fountain pen in history-- the Parker 51 (over $400 million worth
of sales in its 30 year history).
Besides USA, Manufacturing facilities were set up over the
years in Canada, United Kingdom, Denmark, France,Mexico, ndia
and Argentina. Parker pens were frequently selected (often as
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Past: ―Each has his past shut in him, like leaves of

was working at the military base in Ohio. I thought you might like
to know this‖--e-mail of May 1, 2008, from Gail Parsell Hunter,
June's daughter.

a book known to him by heart, and his friends could only
reead the title‖— Virginia Woolf in ―The Waves‖ (1922),
cited in Oxford Dict. of Quotations. Also see at Alone, at
Lonely, at Lonelinesss, at History & below.
―Past is prologue, What is‖--Shakespeare, T

Parshall, Dr.Karen Virginia Hunger, is a mathematics
historian at the U. of Virginia, Charlottesville, (She obtained
her Ph. D. at the U. of Chicago in 1982 under the direction of I.
N. Herstein. (Her Ph. D. thesis was "The Contributions of J. H.
M. Wedderburn to the Theory of Algebra: 1900-10"--from
the Mathematics Genealogy Project.)

Past is never dead. It‘s not even past, The‖ —
William Faulkner in ―Requiem for a Nun.‖ Act I.

―Past is a foreign country, The: they do things

Partch, Henry, 1901-1974, composer, inventor of new

differently there, The‖—first line of ―The Go Between‖ by
L. P. Hartley.

music instruments & experimenter in new music forms, was
born in Oakland, CA. During the darkest days of the Great
Depression, he wandered as a hobo over the USA, and his
experiences are reflected in hiscomposition,"US Highball--A
Musical Account of a Transcontinental HoboTrip" (1943)--from
the Harvard Dictionary of Music

Pasteur, Louis, 1822-1895. French chemist who
foundedmodern microbiology, invented the process of
pasteurization, and developed vaccines for anthrax, rabies, &
chicken cholera. On July 6, 1885, Pasteur successfully tested an
anti-rabies vaccine on a boy who had been bitten by an infected
dog. Also see at Jenner, at Vaccination & at Vaccines
Paul Muni won a Best Actor Oscar for eponymous role in
the 1936 film The Story of Louis Pasteur
Pasterurization, the process of heating liquids, e.g., .
milk, or water, and foods, to a sufficiently high temperature
to kill the microorganisms that could cause diseases,
spoilage, or undesireable fermentation

Parthenon, The, 102(191)—see at Flaw.
Partical Physics is a search for the most primitive,
primordial, unchanging and indestructible forms of matter
and the rules by which they combine to compose all the
things of the physical world. It deals with matter, energy, s
pace,andtime. The objectives of particle physics are to
identify the most simple objects out of which all matter is
composed and to understand the forces which cause them to
interact and combine to make more complex things—from
the website of Dr. Leon M. Lederman.

―Pat and Mike,‖1952 film comedy starring Katharine
Hepburn & Spencer Tracy—see at Garson Kanin.

Parton, Dolly, ―I do have big tits. Always had ‗em—

Pater, Walter Horatio, 1839-1894, ―All art aspires to

pushed ‗em up, whacked ‗em around. Why not make fun of
‗em. I‘ve made a fortune with ‗em, from ―True
Confessions.‖

the condition of music, R, lxix: He was an
essayist,
novelist & critic. His life and career is summarized in
Wikpedia, the free encyclopedia.

Partridge, Eric—see at Catch Phrases.
Partridge, John—see at Duffel Coat.
Pascal, Blaise,1623-1662: ―If all men knew what

Patoski, Joe—see at Willie Nelson.
Partrimony is an inheritance from a father or other
ancestor—see at Inheritance.

―Patriotism is the last refuge of scoundrels‖—see

others say of each other, there would not be four friends in
the world,‖ Ch. 45; The heart has its reasons which reason
knows nothing of (Le Coeur a ses raisons que la logique
ne connaît point), A, vii. Also see at Pensées

at Samuel Johnson.

Patriot Act, Passed by the House of Reps., Oct. 24,
2001, just 43 days after the destruction of the see the World
Trade Center giving Federal and State Agencies broad
powers to investigate terrorist suspects. The fact that two of
the Arabs who piloted the planes that rammed the Twin
Tower at the World Trade Center had learned how to fly the
wide-bodied planes, but not to land, has increased
widespread public apprehension & support for the Patriot
Act. See at World Trade Center & at Idenitity.

―Passage to India, A‖ (1924) is E. M. Forster‘s
complex novel set against the backdrop of the British Raj
and the Indian independence movement in the 1920s.
―Passage to India, A‖ is a 1984 film directed by David
Lean (his final film), starring Judy Davis, Victor Banerjee,
Peggy Ashcroft, James Fox & Alec Guinness. Cultural mistrust
and false accusations doom a friendship in British colonial India.
The drama centers on a young British woman (Adela Quested,
played by Judy Davis) and her accusation that an Indian doctor
(Aziz, played by Victor Banerjee) raped her while serving as a
guide in some rather ominous (Malabar?) caves. She later recants
in a courtroom, and Dr. Aziz is set free but bitter.
Ashcroft
won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actresd & Judy Davis was
nominated for Best Actress ( I think she deserved to win)—edited
excert from Video Hound, which awarded it 3 Bones & bravoed
Ashcroft, Davis & Fox. My parentheticals.

Patsy, a flower; in slang: a person easily taken
advantage of, blamed.cheated, duped, or ridiculed. See at
Sexist statements,

Patton, Gen. George S(mith), 1885-1945, R,xl,
143(256); 160(283); -- died in a car accident in Heidelberg
in 1945; in 1943, -- slapped a private at an army hospital in
Sicily, accusing him of cowardice—he was later ordered by
Eisenhower to apologize for this & a second similar
episode; also see at Marcel Marceau & at Andy Rooney.

―Passer Mortuus Est,‖ is a 1921 Millay poem. The

Patty-cake (Pat-a-cake): Nursery rhyme to rhythmic

title is Latin for ―My Sparrow Died, or is dead. See at
Death.

slapping of the palms of the hands of two players: ―Pat-acake, pat-a-cake, baker‘s man, / Bake me a cake as fast as
you can; / Pat it and prick it, and make it with B; / Put it in
the oven for baby and me.‖

Passion: ―I started out with nothing in the world but a
kind of passion‖—Katherine Anne Porter in 1946, quoted
by Hilton Als in his April 20, 2009 article on her,
―Enameled Lady.‖

―Patty Hearst,‖ 1988 film directed by Paul Schrader
with Natasha Richardson in the eponymous role, William
Forsythe & Ving Rhames, based on Hearst‘s memoir,
―Every Secret Thing,‖ co-authored by Alvin Moscow, and
re-titled ―Patty Hearst--Her Own Story‖.about the time the
film was released.

Passion: ―Poetry, like passion, is not for everybody‖
8(11); ―….in all contests, passion can be the decisive
attribute, ‖ 34(53); ―In all things, passion is the determining
factor,‖ 67(110)—see at Irish Temper.

Passive-aggressive: see at Gandhi.

Paul, Alice, 1885-1977, a leading suffragette, social
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Worker & feminist. After Women‘s Suffrage became law
in 1920, she obtained a law degree in 1923, and wrote the
Equal Rights Amendment--see at Equal Rights and at
Women‘s Suffrage.

Pawpaw is the only temperate member of the tropical
Annonaceae family & is the largest
tree fruit native to
the US. Pawpaws grow wild in the rich, mesic hardwood
forests of 25 states in the eastern United States ranging
from northern Florida to southern Ontario (Canada) and as
far west as eastern Nebraska. Its fruit is eaten in-hand as
fresh fruit or processed into desserts. Twigs are source of
annonaceous acetogenins which are being used in the
development of anti-cancer drugs & botanical pesticides—
Wikipedia.

Paul, wrote the Epistles, and was The Apostle of the
Corinthians. Called Saint Paul by Catholics. See at Faith,
Hope, and Charity. Also see at ―True Believer.‖
Pauli, Wolfgang, 1900-1958, Austrian physicist noted
for iis work on the spin of an atom, and his 1925 exclusion
principle, which stated that two electrons could exist in the
same quantum state, identified by 4 quantum numbers,
including his new two-valeud degree of freedom. The idea
of spin originated a year later by three other physicists who
identified Pauli‘s degree of freedom as electron spin. In
1945, after being nominated by Einstein, Pauli receved the
Nobel Prrize in Physices for his 1925 exclusion or Pauli
principle—edited from Wikipedia.

P. B., or ―peter beater,‖ which Frank Duff & I
found hilarious! 210(383)

P. D. Q. abbreviates Pretty Damn Quick.
P. D. Q. Bach is a fictional composer invented by
musical satirist ―Professor‖ Peter Schickele. In an extended
joke that Schickele has used in a four-decade-long career, he
performs ―discovered‖ works of this forgotten member of the
Bach family. He has recorded this music on the Vanguard and
Telarc labels. Schickele's music combines parodies of
musicological scholarship, the conventions of Baroque
and
classical music, and elements of slapstick comedy. The name
―P. D. Q.‖ is a parody of the three-part names given to many
members of the Bach family that are commonly reduced to initials,
such as C. P. E., for Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach. PDQ is an
acronym for ―pretty damn quick‖ (or the bowdlerized ―pretty darn
quick‖) in vernacular English—Wikipedia.
Three of their works: ―The Abduction of Figaro‖, ―Oedipus
Tex and Other Choral Calamities‖ & ―The Short Tempered Clavier
and other dysfunctional works for keyboard‖--see Wikipedia f or
others..

Pavarotti, Luciano, 1935-2007, born in Modena,
Italy, was a tenor, who crossed over into popular music,
e.g., he has sung duets with Mariah Carey, and once appeared
with Barry White, and became one of the world's most famous
vocal performers. He was one of The Three Tenors, Jose Carreras
& Placido Domingo being the other two, and was well known for
his televised concerts and media appearances—see at Tenors.
Pavarotti was also noted for his charity work benefiting
refugees, the Red Cross and other causes. While generally
successful, Pavarotti's early roles did not propel him to instant
stardom. An early coup involved his connection with Joan
Sutherland (and her conductor husband, Richard Bonynge), who in
1963 had sought a young tenor taller than herself to take along on
her touring to Australia. At well over 6 feet tall with a
commanding physical presence, Pavarotti proved ideal.The two
sang some forty performances over two months, and Pavarotti later
credited Sutherland for the breathing technique that would
sustain him over his career.
Pavarotti made his American début with the Greater Miami
Opera in February 1965 singing in Donizetti's Lucia di
Lammermoor opposite Joan Sutherland on the stage of the MiamiDade County Auditorium in Miami. The tenor scheduled to
perform that night was ill and had no understudy. As Sutherland
was traveling with him on tour, she recommended the young
Pavarotti as he was well acquainted with the role. Shortly after, on
April 28, Pavarotti made his La Scala debut in the revival of the
famous Franco Zeffirelli production of La bohème, with his
childhood friend Mirella Freni singing Mimi and Herbert von
Karajan conducting. Karajan had requested the singer's
engagement.
After an extended Australian tour he returned to La Scala
where he added Tebaldo from I Capuleti e i Montecchi to his
repertoire on March 26, 1966, with Giacomo Aragall as Romeo.
His first appearance as Tonio in Donizetti's La fille du
régimenttook place at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden on
June 2 of that year. It was his performances of this role that would
earn him the title of ―King of the High Cs.‖
His major breakthrough in the US came on February 17,
1972, in a production of La fille du régiment at New York's
Metropolitan Opera, in which he drove the crowd into a frenzy
with his nine effortless high Cs in the signature aria. He achieved a
record 17 curtain calls--edited excerpt from wikipeidi, where there
is lots more.

Pea Coat or jacket, 200(365); 213(387): snug, warm
Navy winter wear that was popular with the ladies post-war.
The name derived from the Dutch Pijjekker (from pij, a kind
of coarse cloth + jekker, jacket.), according to the Amer.
Heritage Dictionary.– also see at Peacocks.

Peace Prize—see at Nobel Prizes.
Peanut: George Washington Carver created 105
peannut recipes and 100s of other ways to use peanuts
to
help farmers diversitfy, in particular to move away from
cotton as the only ―money crop.‖

Peanut farmer: Jimmy Carter was one.
Peas is a homophone for peace—as in ―No Peas for
the Wicked‖—see at McGough‘s nonsense poem.

―Peace for our time,‖142(255): Neville Chamberlain‘s
fateful phrase in the face of Hitler‘s aggressions. It has
come to symbolize appeasement. See at Chamberlain.

―Peace for the wicked, No‖ is a catch phrase meaning
not enough time (off), or that s. o. is harried by s. th.

―Peace for the weary, No‖ says the same as abobve.
Peaches O‘Day—see at ―Every Day‘s a Holiday.‖
―Peacocks in Pea coats,‖ 200(365)
Peak, Dr. Carl: delivered baby Carl (that was me!) at
home on West Fifth Street, Covington, way back when.
According to my birth certificate, I was legitmate and
healthy.

Pearce, Jeremy, writer for the NY Times—see the
as J. Ward Kennedy & at Peer Portner

Payne, John, film heavy-weight, see at Sonja Henie.
Paw, 1. The nailed or clawed foot of an animal,

Pearl Harbor, Ch. 42, the Japanese sneak-attack on
Dec. 7, 1941 not only sent the bulk of the fleet stationed
there to the bottom of the harbor & thereby rendered USA
impotent in the Pacific for a long time, and destroyed the ―Myth
of America‘s Invincibility,‖ 139(252). (Still this prevemted neither
the Korean, the Vietnam, nor the Iraq wars.)

especially of a quadruped. 2. Informal. Humn hand,esp. a
large, clumsy one. As a verb: to handle someone or
something clumsily, rudely, or with too much familiarity.
Also see at Southpaw.
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An Englishman, Alistair Cooke, took several cross-country
car rides right after Pearl Harbor & had an upbeat view of
Americans coping with it. ―Factories are going full blast, everyone
has a job, and airplanes, tanks and Jeeps are rolling off the
assembly lines. Even amber waves of grain, ‗the American factory
of winter wheat,‘ seemsed to be part of the vast American war
machine. The moon, in many ways, is bright‖—quoted from the
reviewof Cooke‘s, ―The American Front: 1941-1942.‖ See at
―American Front, ― at ―Remember Pearl Harbor‖ & at Tora!
Tora! Tora!

the extraordinary way in the summer of 1941 that was invited by
Hodge to collaborate on their book. (End of material from the
memoir.) It is an insightful and exciting memoir. And sad too-Pedoe must have died about the time it was in press. I met Dan
when he was a visiting professor at Purdue U. while I was a
graduate student there—he was outgoing and communicative.
He was appointed a member ot the Math. Dept. at
University College, Southampton, England in 1936. In 1941, on
the request of Winchester College he was asked to assist with the
teaching of mathematics. By this time he had married Mary
Tunstall, an English geographer and besidesa young daughter
Naomi had identical twin sons, Dan and Hugh.
He taught a number of classes and in the top class
one of
the students was the twelve-year-old Freeman Dyson who showed
enormous early talent and was strongly encouraged by Dan Pedoe
with extra work and reading. Their friendship lasted more than
fifty more years until Dan Pedoe's death in 1998 and Freeman
Dyson's list of people who have most influenced him begins
"Hardy, Pedoe...‖—from Wikipedia.

Pearl of the Danube is a commercial epithet for
Budapest.

Pearson, Frank, directed ―The Looking Glass War‖—
see at John a le Carré

Pearson, Pauline, see at ―East of Eden,‖ a novel.
―Peas for the wicked, No‖--see at Roger McGough.
Peaselburg, 15(22), Ch. 5: unofficial name for a
suburb of Covington, KY, 42-43(69), 111(207); Catholics
& bigotry, 44(67); German population of Peaselburg,
15(22),17(25)n, 206(376-377); see Heidel Hall, 15(22),
17(25)n
Peaselburg Catholics, Peaselburg was densely populated
with Catholics & St. Augustine Church loomed at the
bottom of Howell Street, at 19th Street, a huge structure that
dominated the eye & all the streets leading to it. Anyway
you turned, you saw St. Augustine. No church in Covington
had such a spectacular situation & though made of red
bricks, it still had an imposing, dignified appearance with
its tall steeple & its colored glass windows. (I didn‖t know
what stained-glass windows were then & I hardly ever
entered this awe-inspiring structure, although I passed it 4
times daily to & from 5th District School), 44(69)
Peck, Gregory, actor, see at ―Gentleman‘s Agreement,‖
43((67), at ―Moby Dick‖ & at ―To Kill a Mockingbird.‖
He also played in the 1947 film ―The Yearling.‖ See at
at Jennifer Jones & at Jane Wyman.

Peeing on bonfires: peeing the farthest—As yet this
is not an Olympic sport, 68(112); Also see at Humorous
Titles & Authors. Puerile riddle: What has 4 eyes & pees?
(Mississippi!) Also see at Dogs (continued) & at Wee wee.

Pee, or pee-pee, or wee-wee, euphemisms for peeing,
which in turn are euphemisms for pissing (urination)

Peeping Tom, one who gets pleasure, esp. sexual
pleasure, from secretly watching others; a voyeur. The
original peeping Tom was the only person in the story
of ady Godiva to watch her ride by stark naked on her
horse—from Amer. Heritage Dict. Also see at Voyeur.

―Peeping Tom,‖ 1960 film--see at Moira Shearer.
Pee wee Inormal. One, such as a child or an object,
e.g., a marble, that is relatively or unsually small.
Probably a reduplication of wee, tiny. See at Pee Wee
Reese & at Pee Wee Pressler.

Peet, Alfred H., 1920-1987, founder of Peet‘s Coffee
in Berkeley in 1966. I met him at Café Mediterraneum,
where he told me that he was opening his own coffee shop, and
invited me to sample his wares. I went on opening day and found
that I was one of the his first, if not the first, patrons. Mr. Peet
became known as the ―grandfather of speciality coffee,‖ and Jerry
Baldwin, a co-founder of Starbucks, alleged his debt to Peet: ―He
generously shared with us how to cup, to roast and to blend, and
instilled his uncompromising standards.‖
Corby Kummer, author of ―The Joy of Coffee‖ also praised
Mr. Peet, saying that he ―would be remembered for introducing
Americans to high-quality dark roast coffee blends while teaching
them to appreciate varietals from every corner of the world‖—
rom the Sept. 3, 2007 NY Times Obit by Carolyn Marshall.

Peck, Samuel, 1854-1938, see at Rain Beau?
Pedoe, Dan (né Daniel Cohen), 1910– 1998, was an
English-born mathematician and geometer with a career
spanning more than 60 years. In the course of his life he wrote
approximately fifty research & expository papers in geometry.
He is also the author of various core books on mathematics &
geometry some of which have remained in print for decades &
have been translated into several languages. These books include
the three-volume Methods of Algebraic Geometry (in collaboration
with W. V. D. Hodge & referred to as ―Hodge & Pedoe‖), The
Gentle Art of Mathematics, Circles: A Mathematical View,
Geometry and the Visual Arts and most recently Japanese Temple
Geometry Problems: San Gaku (with Hidetoshi Fukagawa)--from
Wikipedia.
In the May 1998 issue of The College Math. Journal, pp.
170-188, Pedoe published an article entitled ―In Love with
Geometry.‖ (―This memoir was extracted by Harley Flanders
from a lengthier manuscript.‖)
His parents were immigrants from Poland, and they lived
in a three story house in East London with outdoor plumbing,
including the water tap. His mother did the laundry in a galvanized
tub--much the way my mother did. although we did have indoor
plumbing( but no hot water.) Pedoe remarks on p. 171: "All this
was accepted as normal, of course, though it was acutely
uncomfortable by modern standards."
On p.173, he explains that his older brother Arthur changed
his, his brother Joe's, and his own name from Cohen (which they
had acquired upon immigration as a contraction of their tribal
name of Kohanim) "to Pedoe, a contraction of our mother's name
Pedowicz, to which he felt we had a right." On p. 175, he explains

Peirce, Charles Sanders, 1839-1914:
Unless a man has a natural bend in accordance with
nature‘s, he has no understanding of nature at all, Ch. 36

Pejoration, the process or condtion of worsening,
or degenerating--from the Latin, pejor, worse.

Pejorative 1. Tending to make or become worse.
A disparaging, or belittling word or expression.

Pejoratives are meant to belittle, demean, or render
someone impotent, or to suggest this. Similar to slurs, a
pejorative, e.g., Aye-rab (for Arab), bastard, bitch, colored, Darkie,
Dago, Chink, cunt, Gringo, Guinie (Italian), Junkie, Heinie
(German), Honky (White), Hunkie (Hungarian),, Eye-talian
(Italian), Jap, Kraut (German), Nigger, Okie, Sheeny, slut, S.O.B.,
Sons of Abraham, Whitey, whore, Wop, or Yid, may not be
considered offensive when one is called that by a person in the
same group but is otherwise.
Like many epithets, e.g., ―asshole,‖ one cannot deny having
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one, but that doesn‘t mean that is all one is, as a pejorative
suggests.
Some pejoratives for men: airhead, oaf,ass, asshole,
blockhead, dick, dickhead, flake, fuck, fuckhead, lily-livered, oaf,
prick, prick-with–ears, sissy, space cadet, etc.
Some pejoratives of women, e.g., airhead, broad, crone cunt,
dame, old woman, organ grinder, sob sister, slut, whore, weak
sister, women‘s work, etc.
Also, see at Blacks, at Crazu. at Ethnic Slurs, at Girl‘s
Names, at Homosexual Pejoratives, at Missing Link, at Racial
Slurs, at Sex, at Sexist Statements,at Slurs, at Visual Insults, at
―Womanwords‖ & at Yiddish.

She is the current Speaker of the US House of
Representatives. Before being elected Speaker in the 110th
Congress, she was the House Minority Leader from 2003 to 2007,
holding the post during the 108th, and 109th Congresses. Since
1987, she has represented the 8th Congressional District of
California, which consists of four-fifths of the City and County of
San Francisco. The district was numbered as the 5th during Pelosi's
first three terms in the House.
With her election as Speaker, she is the first female Speaker
of the United States House of Representatives. She is also the first
Italian-American and first Californian to serve as Speaker. She is
the second Speaker from a state west of the Rocky Mountains, with
the first being Washington's Tom Foley, who was the last
Democrat to hold the post before Pelosi.
The speaker of the House ranks second in the line of
presidential succession, following the Vice President--that makes
Pelosi the highest-ranking woman in politics in American history.
Pelosi has five children: Nancy Corinne, Christine,
Jacqueline, Paul, and Alexandra, as well as seven grandchildren.
Alexandra, a journalist, covered the Republican presidential
campaigns in 2000 and made a film about the experience, Journeys
with George. In 2007, Christine published a book, "Campaign
Boot Camp: Basic Training for Future Leaders"--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia except for part in parentheses, which I got
elsewhere on the web.
Pen names: Writers, actors, recording, and other artists
often do their creating using fictitious names, i.e.,
pseudonyms. In the literary world these are called ―pen
names.‖ The French nom de plume means the same. Some
pen names are Colette, Moliere, Le Carré, O. Henry,
George Sands, Saki & Voltaire. Cf. ―The Language of
Names,‖ pp. 20-23. Also see at ―Names, The Language of,‖
at pseudonyms & at Stage names.

Pejoratives, The Secret Meaning of: To render s.o.
Impotent to resist,, i.e., to force s.o., or to accept, an
offensive term or description, in order to aggrandize one‘s
self, or one‘s own gang or group. See at at James Baldwin,
Eleanor Roosevelt, at Radar Screen , at Sexist Statements &
at Womanwords.

Peggy Lee, (née Norma Deloris Egstrom), 1920–
2002, the youngest of 7 children of Norwegioan & Swedish
ancestry, she was an jazz and pop singer, songwriter and Academy
Award-nominated actress born in Jamestown, ND. Widely
recognized as one of the most important musical influences of
the 20th century, Lee has been cited as a mentor to diverse artists:
Bobby Darin, Paul McCartney, Bette Midler, Madonna, k.d. lang,
Elvis Costello, Dusty Springfield, Dr. John, and numerous others.
As a songwriter, she collaborated with her late husband
Dave Barbour, Sonny Burke, Victor Young, Francis Lai, Dave
Grusin, John Chiodini, and Duke Ellington who stated, ―If I'm the
Duke, then Peggy's the Queen.‖
Lee also acted in several films, e.g., Stage Door Canteen (1943), In
1952, she played opposite Danny Thomas in a remake of the early
Al Jolson film, The Jazz Singer. In 1955, she played a despondent,
alcoholic blues singer in Pete Kelly's Blues (1955), for which she
was nominated for an Oscar.
In the early 1990s, she retained famed entertainment
attorney Neil Papiano, who, on her behalf, successfully sued
Disney for royalties on the songs she sang in the Lady and the
Tramp. Lee's lawsuit claimed that she was due royalties for video
tapes, a technology that did not exist when she agreed to write and
perform for Disney.
Peggy Lee had a contralto singing range. Frank Sinatra, Ella
Fitzgerald, Judy Garland, Dean Martin, Bing Crosby and Louis
Armstrong all cited Lee as one of their favorite singers. --excerpt
edited from Wikipedia were there is lots more, including an
impressively long list of songs she wrote.
Appearing in the year of her death was her autobiography:
Miss Peggy Lee: An Autobiography. I think her signature piece
was ―The Man I Love,‖ which she recorded in 1957
―I learned courage from Buddha, Jesus, Abraham Lincoln,
and Cary Grant‖--an epigraph to Joan Didion‘s ―Slouching
To Bethlehem‖.

Pencil, a narrow, cylindrical implement used for
writing, drawing , or makring, consisting of a thin rod of
graphite or colored wax, etc., encased in wood, from Vulgar
Latin word penicillus, diminutive of penis, tail, brush.
Pens: quill, long-pen, ballpoint, fountain pens, 31(50);
felt-tip, soft-point, refillable cartridges, Parker & Shaeffer
pens, 32(50). The quill & long-pen required frequent dipping into
an inkwell. Bic was one of the cheapest and best ballpoints. Also
see at Ballpoint pen, at Biro, at Fountain pen, at Cross Pen Co. &
at Parker Pen Co.

Pen wiper, an absorbent, about 2‖ inch square, cloth
used to wipe the pen point of quill & long pens.

Penguin, The—see at Ron Cey.
Penguin Dictionary of Modern Humorous Qotations,
Fred Metcalfe, Ed, Second Ed., New York, etc., 2001;
First Ed., Viking, 1986.

Penguin Dictionary of Modern Quotations, The New,
Robert Andrew, Ed., 2001

―Peléas et Mélissande,‖ opera, Ch. 69; Susan Sontag

Penguin International Dictionary of Contemporary

wrote about Maeterlinck‘s play and Debusseyh‘s opera ,
about Mélissande‘s illness, and its reputed cause. in a 1998 essay
―Peléas et Mélissande,‖ first published in the Three Penny Review,
and then in Philip Lopate‘s ―The Art of the Essay, The Best of
1999.‖ Anchor Books. Also see at Mélissande.
―Pelican Brief, The,‖ 1993 film, based on the John
Grisham novel, starring Julia Roberts and Dentzel
Washington—also see at Alan Pakula.

Biography: From 1900 to the Present, Edward Vernoff and
Rima Shore, Eds., Rev. and updated, London, 2001

Penguin Joke: A man walks into a bar and asks
the bartender.‖ How tall is a penguin.‖ The bartender says,
I've no idea. I never saw one. All sixes, I suppose--just like
people. The man persisted, "Do you think a penguin could be 5 ft.
tall? Bartender: "Look, Buddy, I have no idea how tall a penguin
could be, but no, I don't think a penguin could be 5 ft.
tall!‖ ―Cheez,‖ says the man, ―You don't suppose that was a nun
that I hit back on the road, do you?‖

Pelosi, Nancy (née Patricia D'Alesandro Pelosi), was
born 1940 in the Little Italy neighborhood of Baltimore.
(Her staunch Democratic father, Thomas D'Alesandro, was a threeterm mayor of Baltimore and served five terms in Congress. Her
mother was an Italian immigrant and early feminist who dropped
out of law school to raise their children).

Penicillin, R, xliii, 4(6): ―Miracle drug Molly & I
were treated with in 1945, R, xliii, 101(189), 214(389);
Cure for syphilis, and other infectious diseases, 101(189),
193(353)
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father, Admiral William Penn (the King's charter called the land
Pennsylvania, even though Penn preferredthe name Sylvania, fearing
that people would think that he had chosen to name the land after
himself).
Penn, who ultimately became known as "the founder of
Pennsylvania," wrote a 1682 constitution for the colony that included
many features that would later show up in the Constitution of the
United States: an amending clause (the first-ever in a constitution), a
separation of powers, trial by jury, and a degree of religious freedom
that would make the colony a refuge for Quakers, Jews, and other
oppressed religious groups—slightly edited exerpt from Dr. Mardy's
Quotes of Oct. 11-17, 2009.

-- was discovered by Fleming in 1928, R, 100(188)
First clinical test: at Oxford U., Feb. 12, 1941, 101(189)— see at
Oxford.
First mass production: 4.5 million units, in 1943 via
―deep-tank fermentation‖ idea of Jasper H. Kane, R, xliii,
214(389)
First American patent: Anne Sheafe Miller in 1942,
101(189);
In his book, ―In Search of Penicillin,‖ David Wilson wrote
that the single biggest failing of the myth of penicillin is that it
ignores [Dr. Kane‘s] technological break-through of deep
fermentation that was every bit as vital to the successful
development of penicillin as any of the more dramatic laboratory
work, R, xliii, (Paraphrase from the Nov. 20, 2004 New York
Times Obituary of Dr. Kane written by Wofgang Saxon. (My
brackets.) See at Streptomycin, which is a cure for TB. Also see at
Kane.

Penny, James Cash, opened his first store in
Kemmerer, WY, on April 14, 1902. It was called The
Golden Rule, and later, J. C. Penny.

Penny-dreadfuls: novels that were cheap and popular
but not considered good taste, or fit for children, 94(178)

‖Penny Lane,‖ 1967 Beatles 1967 song, written by

Penis. Vulgar slang terns: Dick, prick, dong., peter,

Paul McCarney. ―And all the people that come and go
Stop and say hello‖—one line from the song. Compare this with
one in the theme song for Cheers: ―Where everybody knows
your name, and things are always the same.‖

rod, schmuck or shmuck (Yiddish), wienie or weenie;
also see at Phallus & at ―You Know.‖ also see at Phallus

Penis: ―It seemed to me that a penis was a very
primitive instrument for dealing with life,‖ A. Broyard
about Penis Envy,‖ p. 18 in ―Kafka Was the Rage;‖
Excuse, me Mr. Broyard, but why ignore the brain?
(A penis doesn‘t even have the status of an organ—it‘s a
membrane! See at Organs of the body.) Also see at
Circumcision, at Latin, at Little All, at Pencil & at ―You
Know,‖ 132(243)

―PEnnsylvania 6-5000‖ ( 1940). , written by Glenn
Miller and Jerry Gray, Glenn Miller's band‘s arranger.

Pennsylvania, named after William Penn‘s father,
Admiral Penn. It dervives from the Latin silva, meaning
forest or woods, hence Pennsylvania is Penn‘s Woods.
One of the thirteen colonies, it was the second state in the
US, following Delaware & preceding New Jersey. See at
William Penn.

Penis-envy in Psychology is the wish of a girl or

Pennsylvania Dutch.
―Pennysylvanians, The,‖ see at Fred Waring.
Pennsylvania State U., in State College, PA, located

woman to have a penis, postulated by Sigmund Freud as a
cause of feelings of inferiority. The flip side of the coin has
been variously described as the desire for men to give birth,
i.e., womb-envy, or to nurse, that is, breast-envy. It is
generally supposed that everybody wants what they don‘t
have, something that is impossible to verify, but surely, no
matter what one has, one may want more, e.g., be greedy—
see e.g., at Seneca & at ―More‖ in this respect. Also see at
Dildo & at Phallus.

at the midpoint of the state, R, lxiv, 127(233); I taught
there 1957-1959 & spring 1962; see at ―Here It Is!‘

―Pensées‖ (literally, ―thoughts‖) represent a defense
of the Christian religion by Blaise Pascal, the renowned 17th century philosopher and mathematician. Pascal's religious
conversion (after a near-death experience) led him into a life of
asceticism, and the Pensées was in many ways his life's work.
―Pascal's Wager‖ is found here (namely, if God exists, then it pays
to believe; if God doesn't exist, then you haven‘t lost anything.).
Pensées is a name given posthumously to his fragments,
which he had been preparing for an Apology of Christian Religion
which was never completed. Although they appear to consist of
ideas and jottings, some of which are incomplete, it is believed that
Pascal had, prior to his untimely death in 1662, already planned
out the order of the book. Those responsible for his effects, failing
to recognize the basic structure of the work, handed them over to
be edited, and they were published in 1670.
The first English translation was made in 1803 by
Thomas Chevalier, a British surgeon of French Huguenot descent.
It was not until the beginning of the 20th century that scholars
began to understand Pascal's intention. In the 1990s, decisive
philological achievements were made, and the edition by Philippe
Sellier of the book contains his "‖houghts‖ in more or less the
order he left them--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. My parenthetic
remarks. Also see at Pascal.

Penn, Sean, won an Academy Award for Best Actor
playing Harvey Milk in ―Milk.‖ After receiving the award,
he said about the anti-gay demonstrators,―They should turn
in their hate cards and find their better selves‖—see at
―Milk‖

Penn, William, 1644-1718, Quaker reformer and
founder of Pennsylvania, born in London. Penn
received his charter for Pennsylvania from Charles II of
England in 1681, and in November 1682 divided
Pennsylvania into three counties. In the same year
Philadelphia was laid out and was made the county seat and
the capital of the Province of Pennsylvania. Penn wanted
Philadelphia, meaning "brotherly love," to be a place where
religious tolerance and the freedom to worship were
ensured. Also see at Pennsylvania.

Penn, William (cont‘d) Penn studied briefly at
at Oxford, but was expelled for rejecting Anglicanism and
becoming a Quaker (he actually served time in prison four separate
times for his religious beliefs). A prolific writer, he produced nearly
fifty books and pamphlets before age 30.
His 1669 book "No Cross, No Crown" was writtenwhile he was
imprisoned in the Tower of London, and is still considered
one of history's finest examples of prison literature.
He sailed to theAmerican colonies in 1681 in search of religious
freedom. Later that year, he received a vast province of newlyconquered land as repayment fora debt that King Charles II owed his

Penzance is a resort town on the English Channel in
Cornwall. It used to be raided by Pirates. Gilbert and
Sullivan wrote a comic opera about it—see at ―Priates
of Penzance.‖

Penzler, Otto—see at Joyce Carol Oates.
―People‖ by Alfred Eisenstaedt, Viking Press, 1973—
a book of photographs, where anybody-who-is-somebody
appears, e.g. Arthur Ashe, Truman Capote, Charlie Chaplin,
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Winston Churchill, Claudette Colbert, Noel Coward, Marlene
Dietrich, Albert Einstein, Mia Farrow, Ernest Hemingway, JFK,
Sophia Loren,Marilyn Monroe, J.Robert Oppenheimer, FDR,
Bertrand Russell, G. B. Shaw, to name a few--70 names are listed
on the back cover!)—see at Eisenstaedt.

Peres, Shimon,born 1923 in Poland, is a senior Israeli
statesman with a political career spanning more than 65
years. He joined the Knesset in 1959 and, except for a
three-month-long hiatus in early 2006, served continuously
until June 13, 2007, the day he was elected the 9-th
President of Israel—from Wikipedia--see at Books (Con‘d)
and below.

―People of Color‖—see at ―Colored People, or
People of Color:‖

―People Will Say We‘re in Love,‖ in the Richard

Pere,

Rodgers & Oscar Hammerstein 1943 Broadway musical,
―Oklahoma!‖

Shimon, (né

Szymon

Perski),

born

in

Wiszniewo, in Poland (now Belarus) in 1923, is the ninth
and current President of the State of Israel. Peres served twice as
Prime Minister of Israel and once as Interim Prime Minister, and
has been a member of 12 cabinets in a political career spanning
over 66 years.
Peres was elected to the Knesset in November 1959 and,
except for a three-month-long hiatus in early 2006, served
continuously until 2007, when he became President. In November
2008 he was presented with an honorary knighthood by Queen
Elizabeth II.Peres moved with his family to Mandatory Palestine in
1934. He held several diplomatic and military positions during and
directly after Israel's War of Independence. His first high level
government position was as Deputy Director-General of Defense
in 1952, and Director-General in 1953 through 1959. During his
career, he has represented five political parties in the Knesset:
Mapai, Rafi, the Alignment, Labor ans Kadima, and has led
Alignment and Labor. Peres won the 1994 Nobel Peace Prize
together with Yitzhak Rabin and Yasser Arafat for the peace talks
which he participated in as Israeli Foreign Minister, producing the
Oslo Accords. Peres was nominated in early 2007 by Kadima to
run in that year's presidential election, being elected by the Knesset
for the presidency on 13 June 2007 and sworn into office on 15
July 2007 for a seven-year term--excerpted from Wikipedia.
―At my age and in my position I do not need a suntan. I
can stay in the shadow, quietly. I do not need to compete‖--Shimon
Peres in JERUSALEM, age 85, quoted by Isabel Kershiner in a
Saturday Profile Article in the NY Times, June 28, 2009.
Peres is fond of reading: ―I know there are good books and
bad books. It can be philosophy. It can be history. Really, when it
comes to books, it is its value, its depth. You make an
acquaintance with a book as you do with a person. After ten or
fifteen pages, you know with whom you have to deal. When you
have a good book, you really have something of importance.
Books are important as friends and maybe more so. Because all of
us are living in very limited circles, books enable us to run away
from them"--Shimon Peres, frontispiece to ―Booknotes.‖

Pepé le Moko—see at Casbah,
Pepé le Pew—see at Casbah.
―Pepsi Cola hits the spot. Twelve full ounces, that‘s a
lot. Twice for your money, and a nicket too. Pepsi Cola is
the drin for you!‖ Pepsi Cola slogan that undercut Coca
Cola‘s small 6 oz. size.

Percy, Walker,1916-1990, R, philosophical novelist
who wrote ―The Message in the Bottle,‖ 182(317)

Perdew, D, PL: Irene, Simon, Eva, Marie, Audrey,
73-74(120); also see at Faith & at Elliott.

Perdu(e) is the past participation of the French verb
perdre, to lose. See at Search for Time Lost., and at ―Lost
Generation.‖
Perelman, S. J., 1904-1979, humorist. ―God, whom, as
you will remember, is that quaint old subordinate of Gen.
Douglas MacArthur‖---Oxford Dictionary of Humorous
Quotations.

Perfect: ―Mrs. P had only one fault. She was perfect.
Otherwise, she was perfect‖-- Truman Capote, quoted on p.
148 of ―Oxymoronica;‖ also see at Oxymoron & at Simone
Weil.

Perfect Man: The perfect man doesn‘t drink,
doesn‘t smoke, doesn‘t chase woman, doesn‘t exist.

Perfect: see at Man; also see at ―Nobody‘s Perfect,‖
and, e.g., at ―Some Like It Hot.‖

"Perfect Day" is a 1972 song written by Lou Reed. Its
fame was given a boost in the 1990s when it was featured in
the 1996 film Trainspotting, and after its release as a charity
single in 1997. ―You made me forget myself; I thought I
was someone else, someone good.‖--Lou Reed.

Perfect idiot—a phrase I use to describe myself! Also
see at Boy Scout Oath.

Perestroika, the restructuring of the Soviet economy

Perfect Marriage Jokes:

in the mid-1980s, 23(36)

―Perils of Pauline,‖ 1914 film. ―It was a serial shown

1. Two times a week we go to a nice restaurant, have a little

beverage good food and companionship. She goes on Tuesdays. I
go on Fridays. 2. We also sleep in separate beds. Hers is in
California, and mine is in Texas. 3. Itake my wife everywhere
....but she keeps finding her way back. 4. I asked my wife where
she wanted to go for our anniversary. 'Somewhere I haven't been in
a long time!' she said. So I suggested the kitchen. 5. We always
hold hands. If I let go, she shops.
6. She has an electric blender, electric toaster and electric
bread maker. She said ―There are too many gadgets, and no place
to sit down! ‖ So I bought her an electric chair.
7. My wife told me the car wasn't running well because there was
water in the carburetor. I asked where the car was. She told me, ―In
the lake.‖ 8. She got a mud pack, and looked great for two days.
Then the mud fell off. 8. I haven't spoken to my wife in 18
months. I don't like to interrupt her.

in weekly installments featuring Pearl White as the title
character. Pauline has often been cited as a famous example of a
damsel in distress, although some analyses hold that her character
was more resourceful and less helpless than the classic damsel
stereotype. She is menaced by assorted villains, including pirates
and Native Americans.
Contrary to popular belief, neither Pauline nor its successor,
The Exploits of Elaine, used the so-called ―cliffhanger‖ format in
which a serial episode ends with an unresolved danger that is
addressed at the beginning of the next installment. Although each
episode placed Pauline in a situation that looked sure to result in
her imminent death, the end of each installment showed how she
was rescued or otherwise escaped the danger. The serial had 20
episodes, the first being three reels and the rest two reels each.
After the original run, it was re-shown in theaters a number of
times, sometimes in edited, shortened versions, through the 1920s.
Today, The Perils of Pauline is known to exist only in a
shortened 9-reel version released in Europe in 1916‖—
Wikipedia.

These were attributed to Red Skelton. Also see at Marriage
Jokes & at Jimmy Durante‘s Joke.

―Pefection of the life or of the work, The intellect of
man is forced to choose‖—W. B. Yeats, 1933.
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―Pets in America, A History ‖ by Katherine C. Grier,

The Perils of Pauline was remade by Universal Studios in
1933 sound version and an updated 1967 comedy.

lists all known elements according to their atomic numbers
so that elements with similar properties are in the same
column. See at Atomic Number and Atomic Weight. Also
see at Mendeleyev.

2006: an encyclopedic history, Grier describes the changing
cultural sensibilities that have defined the experience of American
pet owners from colonial times to the present. Grier, an expert on
material culture at the Winterthur Museum (one of several
museums that will display a traveling exhibition of the same title),
draws on diaries, magazines, advice books, illustrations and
photographs for this serious book reflecting the author's interest in
the symbolic and metaphorical role pets play in our culture. Grier's
definition of ―pet: is broad and includes domestic animals like
urban horses as well as chickens and pigs, which were routinely
raised by children on farms as quasi-pets. … Scholarly, thorough,
informative and animal friendly as the book is, Grier would have
made many readers even happier had she occasionally eschewed
seriousness in favor of the rich satirical grounds the excesses of
pet-ownership provide--Publishers Weekly

Perkins, Anthony, 1932-1992, actor, best knownfor

Pétain, Henri Philippe,1856-1951: French Marshall,

―Periodic Table, The,‖ Primo Levi‘s highly readable
introduction to certain elements of the periodic table in a
series of chapters, one to each element, based on Levi‘s life
and experiences as a chemist with these elements. He
makes the elements, and himself, come alive.

Pericles: oration, in Thucydides, 237(431)
―Perils of Pauline, The,‖ (1931), Ch. 25; scary movie
serial--also see at Movie Serials.

Periodic table, first devised by Mendeleyev (1869),

his roles in Psycho (‘60), & sequels in ‘83, ‘88 & ‘90. He
also played ―Desire Under the Elms (‘58), Phaedra (‘61), The Trial
(‗63), ―Is Paris Burning? (‗66(, ―Pretty Poison‖ (‘68), ―Catch 22‖
(‘70), ―Murder on the Orient Express‖ (‘74), ―Les Miserables‖
(78), and others liste in Video Hound.

and hero of WW I, known for his defense of Verdun. He
was a strong advocate of the Maginot Line on the Eastern
border of France as a defense against Germany. He became
the dictator of unoccupied France, whose capital was Vichy,
July 1940 –Nov. 1942. (See at France.) He was arrested on
April 26, 1945, tried & convicted for treason, but his death
sentence was commuted to life imprisonment on the Ile
d‘Yeu, where he died. See Cambridge Biographical
Encyclopedia.

Perkins, Maxwell, 1884-1947, editor and publisher
born in NY City. He joined Scribner‘s in 1914, showing a
genious for recognizing and fostering talent, publishing
early workds by f. Scott Fitzgerald, Thos. Wolfe, Ernest
Hemingway, and others. See at Thos. Wolfe.
Perkins, Millie, actress born in 1938 who made her deubut as Anne
in ―The Diary of Anne Frank‖ (1938)

Pete Belluce, see at Belluce.
Peter, The Apostle, 88(169)
Peter, Vular Slang. The penis.
―Peter Beater‖ (―PB‖), a private joke between

Perkins, Melvin D., HHS ‘45 Classmate & Treas.,
Nat. Honor Society, Acad. Class rank 11 & the 5-th boy; ―I
did attend University of Cincinnati with Walt Waymeyer,
went into the service, came back to University of Ky. and
did graduate work at the University of New Mexico) but I
have enjoyed an interesting career as an electrical engineer
at Sandia National Labs working in the nuclear field‖—email of Jan 22, 2007. At the HHS 60-th Ann. Reunion, he
remarked on his size & youth back then—he graduated at
age 16 & was a small boy who grew to be 6 ft. tall! See at
Walter Waymeyer.
Perlis, Dr. Sam, My Ph.D. adviser at Purdue U.;
-- and Anti-Semitism, 42(66-67). He received his Ph. D.
under D. under A. A. Albert in the summer of 1938 Also,
see at Postcards from Italy.

Frank Duff & me that made us howl, 152(268)

Peter, Laurence J.,1919-1990, Humorist known for
his aphormisms & epigrams. He wrote, e.g, ―The Peter
Principle‖—see at Laughter.

―Peter Pan is a play written by Scottish novelist and
playwright J. M. Barrie (1860–1937), and first presented on
the stage as Peter Pan, The Boy Who Wouldn‘t Grow Up at the
Duke of York's Theatre on 27th December 1904.
In 1911, Barrie adapted the play into a book, Peter Pan and
Wendy. It is a story of a mischievous little boy who literally will
not grow up. Peter Pan, a fierce swordfighter, spends his neverending childhood adventuring on the island of Neverland as leader
of the Lost Boys. The story features some fantastical elements, one
of them being that Peter has the ability to fly, and his friends
include a fairy named Tinker Bell. In addition, a crocodile that has
swallowed a ticking clock stalks the pirate leader, Captain
Hook—Wikipedia. See at Hook & check the Web for additional
productions,
Peter Pan movies: the first was in 1924; also a Disney
1953 Classic ―stands head and shoulders above any recent [movie]
in providing family entertainment‖—Video
Hound; a 1960 TV
classic starring Mary Martin, a videotape of the 1954 Broadway
play, ibid.; a 2003 movie was ―a much more literal adaptation of
the J.M Barrie novel,‖ ibid.)

Perry, Co. KY—see at Oliver Harzard Perry.
Perry, Lincoln Theodore Monroe etc.--see at Fetchit.
Perry, Oliver Hazard: On 10 September 1813,
after defeating the British fleet in the Battle of Lake Erie,
Commander Oliver Hazard Perry addressed his fleet with these
words "We Have Met The Enemy, and they are Ours.‖ The
updated version "We have met the enemy and they are us" was
first used in the comic strip ―Pogo,‖ by Walt Kelly, in the 1960s
and referred to the turmoil caused by the Vietnam War. See at
Hazard, KY in Perry Co., which were was named after him

Persona , 1966 film—see at Ingmar Bergman.
―Pertubaton of the planet Mercury‖—see

Peter Pun? The Flying Pan? The latter from a NY

at

Times Crossword puzzle of 1/ 11(or 12)/06; see at Pun.

Einstein‘s Theory of Relativity Verified.

Peter Piper: Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled

Pesci, Joe, actor—see at ―My Cousin Vinny‖
Pessimist Jokes: ―If you keep on saying things are
going to be bad, you have a good chance of being a
prophet—from Quotes at I. B. Singer‘s Website.
―The blood-type of a pessimist is always B-negative!‖
(NY Times Crossword quip of 3/07/06.)

peppers,/ A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked./ If
Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers, / How many pickled
peppers did Peter Piper pick? / But if Peter Piper picked a peck of
pickled peppers, / Were they pickled when he picked them from
the vine? / Or was Peter Piper pickled when he picked the pickled
peppers. / Peppers picked from the pickled pepper vine?

Pet Coon? ―I may be a pet coon, but I'm not Boss

Peterson, Roger Tory 1908-1996, born in Jamestown,

Crump's pet coon‖—see at Estes Kefauver, last paragraph.

NY, the son of immigrants, he became a foremost
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international orthnithologist, naturalist, artist, and educator, and
one of the founding inspirations for the 20th century environmental
movement. After graduating from high school‚ Peterson moved to
NY City‚ where he attended the Art Students League (1927-1928)
and the National Academy of Design (1929-1931). He then taught
science and art at the Rivers School in Brookline, Massachusetts.
In 1934 he published his seminal Guide to the Birds, the first
modern field guide, which sold out its first printing of 2‚000 copies
in one week, and subsequently went through 5 editions. He cowrote Wild America with James Fisher, and edited or wrote many
of the volumes in the Peterson Field Guide series on topics ranging
from rocks and minerals to beetles to reptiles. He developed the
Peterson Identification System, and is known for the clarity of both
his illustrations of field guides and his delineation of relevant field
marks. Paul R. Ehrlich, in The Birder's Handbook, said this about
Peterson:In this century, no one has done more to promote an
interest in living creatures than Roger Tory Peterson, the inventor
of the modern field guide..Peterson received every major American
award for natural science, ornithology, and conservation, as well as
numerous honorary medals, diplomas, and citations from America
and elsewhere, including the US Presidential Medal of Freedom
and the Order of the Golden Ark of the Netherlands. He died in
1996 at his home in Old Lyme, CT. The Roger Tory Peterson
Institute of Natural History in Jamestown, New York is named in
his honor.
A posthumous book "All Things Considered: My Birding
Adventures" edited by Bill Thompson III appeared in 2006 under
the Houghton Miflin imprint. A biography, "Birdwatcher: The
Life of Roger Tory Peterson by Elizabeth J. Rosenthal, was based
on hundred plus interviews (with birdwatchers) ranging in age
from their forties to their nineties, demonstrates how Peteson's
influence and inspiration spanned generations"--paraphrase of the
Rosenthal's letter the NY Review of Books, Nov. 4, 2008 about the
review of her book by Robert O. Paxton that appeared there.

longest running Broadway show), and one of the most lucrative
entertainment enterprises of all time. Plot: Christine Daae was
brought up in the Paris Opera house when her famous musician
father suddenly dies, telling her he will send her an angel of music
to look after her. She grows up and discovers that she is hearing a
voice, telling her and teaching her to sing. She believes he is the
angel of music but in fact he is a disfigured genius, the phantom,
whose real name is Erik. He has been in love with her, so he
coaches her on how to sing. Even though she is deeply interested
in the phantom, she falls in love with her childhood sweetheart,
Raoul. Raoul's parents are the patrons of the opera so he is loved
by everyone except the phantom. The phantom gets jealous and
kidnaps Christine. He threatens to kill Raoul and blow up the opera
with gunpowder. To save Raoul, Christine agrees to marry the
phantom and kisses him. The phantom soon realizes what he's
done, and, guilty, lets Christine go with Raoul, disappearing
forever—see at ―Cats‖ & below.

Petroski, Henry, see at Bell-Gray Controversy.
Pfeiffer, Michelle, actress born 1958 in Santa Ana,

got to college & saw all the monuments. Of course, I have
never met one!‖ 18(26)

CA, is of Swiss, Swedish, Dutch and German descent. She
was raised in Midway City, Orange County, CA about thirty
miles southeast of LA. In a career spanning more than 25
years, she has starred in, e.g., Scarface, The Fabulous
Baker Boys, Batman Returns, What Lies Beneath,
Hairspray, Stardust, and Grease 2 — also see at ―Russia
House.‖

Philanthropy, literally, lover of mankind; see at Mis-

―Phantom of the Opera, The‖ (1925)--see at Lon
Chaney. It has been remade several times.

Phallus: the penis, or any elongated object that
represents one--see at Diddo & at Pencil. Freud has said,
―Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar!,‖ a defensive statement
about the cigar-as-phallus-he smoked them & died of cancer
of the jaw. It appears that many of the statures and
carvings collected by Freud were phalluses—see at ―Gods
of Freud.‖

Philadelphia, largest city in Pennsyvania, on the
Delaware River in southeast corner of the state. Its name
comes from two Greek words Philo—love & Delphosbrother, whence (city) of brother-love. See at Wm. Penn

Philandry—the fondness towards men, love, or
admiration of them. See at Philo- and below.

Philanthropist: ―I never knew what a philanthropist was until I

anthropy & at Philo-

Philco, an acronym for Philadelphia Battery Co., was
a pioneer in early radio & TV. A former employer, Philo
Farnworth, invented the cathode ray tube TV. In the 1930s,
Philco invented a sophisticated radio-phonograph in
conjunction with RCA Victrola brand—see at Farnsworth &
also see at Cathode Ray tube on the web—it was discovered
long before Farnsworth.

Pfeiffer's disease—see at Mononucleosis.
Pfeifer--note the single final f-- is German for

Phileas Fogg—see at ―Around the World in

whistle(r). Pfiff is another German word for whistle
which cognates with fife. On this subject, Pfeffer—note no
i --is German for pepper. (Just in case you like words—
ironically, not everyone does; especially not the biggest
talkers!)

Eighty Days,‖ 1873 Jules Verne novel and 1956 film.

Philip Morris (Cigarettes & Tobacco), founded by
a London tobacconist of the same name. He was one of the
first people to sell hand-rolled cigarettes in the 1860s, selling them
under the brand names Oxford and Cambridge Blues,following the
adoption of cigarette smoking by British soldiers returning from
the Crimean War. The company opened its New York office in
1902 and soon became part of James Duke's American Tobacco
Company monopoly.
Altria Group, Inc. (previously named Philip Morris
Companies Inc.), based in New York City, is the parent company
of Kraft Foods, Philip Morris International, Philip Morris USA and
Philip Morris Capital Corporation. Altria's tobacco subsidiary,
Philip Morris, is the world's largest commercial tobacco company
by sales. (The China National Tobacco Co.and Japan Tobacco sell
larger volumes.) Their flagship Marlboro is the world's most
popular tobacco brand. Other popular tobacco brands owned
by
Philip Morris are Parliament, Virginia Slims, and Benson &
Hedges—Wikipedia. See at ―Call for Philip Morris.‖

Pfizer and Co., Charles: the Brooklyn biochemical
company that mass- produced penicillin & gave us Viagra;
see at Penicillian, at Dr. J. H. Kane & at Brooklyn Polytech

―Phantom of the Opera‖ ( Fantôme de l'Opéra)
is a French novel by Gaston Leroux. It was first
published as a serialization in Le Gaulois from September
23, 1909 to January 8, 1910.
Initially, the novel sold very poorly and was even out of
print several times during the twentieth century. Today, it is
considered to be a classic of French literature, though it is
overshadowed by its many subsequent adaptations.
The novel was translated into English in 1911. It has since
been adapted many times into film and stage productions, the most
notable of which were the 1925 film depiction and Andrew Lloyd
Webber's 1986 musical. Since Jan. 9, 2006, The Phantom of the
Opera musical has been the longest running Broadway show in
history (displacing ―Cats,‖ also composed by Webber, as the

Philippines, 181(313), a country of eastern Asia
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consisting of the Philippine Islands, an archipelago in the
western Pacific Ocean southeast of China. First sighted by
Magellan‘s expedition in 1521, it was colonized by the Spanish
after 1565, and came under US control in 1598 after the SpanishAmerivan War. Pres. Roosevelt signed a bill granting future
indepence to the Philippnes on Mar. 24, 1934 & a commonwealth
was founded in 1935 & full independence came in 1946 Luzon is
the largest and most economically and politically important island
in the Philippinesand one of the three island groups in the country,
with Visayas and Mindanao being the other two.
Japanese forces landed on the Philippines. May 5, 1942—
see at Corregidor and at Bataan.
On December 15, 1944, Allied troops landed on Mindoro
Island (7-th largest island of the Philippines) & met little
resistance. After consolidating their position on Mindoro, the
island was used as a staging area for the invasion of Luzon. This
took place on January 9, 1945, nearly three years after the Bataan
Death March and the fall of Corregidor, when Allied forces
landed at Lingayen Gulf on the island's northwest coast for a drive
on Manila , about 100 miles to the south.
Within a few days over 175,000 men were put ashore, and
soon MacArthur was advancing on Manila. Moving quickly,
Clark Field, Bataan, and Corregidor were retaken and pincers
closed around Manila. After heavy fighting, the capital was
liberated on March 3. On April 17, the Eighth Army landed on
Mindanao, the second largest island in the Philippines. Fighting
continued on Luzon & Mindanao until the end of the war.

Philosophers, see at Améry, Aristotle, Cicero,
Emerson, Einstein, Feynman, Franklin, Kierkegaard, Levi,
Montaigne,
Plato,
Santayana,
Seneca-the-Younger,
Socrates, Tagore, Sophie Weil, Herman Weyl, Wittgenstein,
among others cited in the book.
Also see at ―Foolish
consistency…‖
Philosopher=s Walk (Philosophenweg), 62(101),
116(214)

Philosophy: ―No doubt the beginning of philosophy
had its origin in some frivolity. Everybody is a philosopher
or a dolt, or both—the author.
―There is nothing so absurd as not have been said by a
philosopher‖—Cicero, D
―What is the aim of philosophy? To show the fly the way
out of the bottle‖—Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophische
Untersuchen (1953), in Oxford Dict. of Quotations.
―Not for philosophy does this rrose give a damn‖—e. e.
Cummings.
There are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamed,
Horatio, / Than are dreamed in your philosophy-Shakespeare's Hamlet I, v. 166

Philosophy is really Homesickness; the wish to be
everywhere at home—Novalis.

―Philosophize is to throw off apathy, to become
revived, To‖—Novalis.

Phobias, a morbid, compulsive & persistent fears of

Philippine Sea Disasters—see at Sea Disasters.
Philo, prefix, meaning having a strong affinity for, or

any specific type of object, stimulus, or situation, derived
from the Greek word phobos & used in psychiatry; all phobias
stem from the fear of death, 110(205), but a phobia is that fear
intensified to an unwholesome degree. See at agoraphobia,
chronophobia, claustrophobia & homophobia
To a great degree phobias overlap, and there are too many to
count-- in which case one says that someone is phobic, e.g., has an
excessive fear of germs, the ―Lady Mac Beth Complex‖--trying
to wash the (non-existent) blood from her hands (after killing
Banquo), 21(32)
Also see at Mama (who had an excessive fear of dirt. called
Automysophobia & a compulsion to clean (Fear of being dirty?).
See at Fear, at the Mitty Complex, e.g., the aggrandisment of
oneself, at Mania, at Neurosis & see The Phobia List on the Web.
Some aeroplanes skip a row 13, going straight from 12 to
14. Some tall buildings have resorted to skipping the "thirteenth
floor", either by numbering it "14" or as "12a". Some streets do not
contain a house number 13. Triskaidekaphobia is fear of the
number 13—see at Thirteen.
Nikola Tesla, the inventor, was afraid of earrings, peaches,
touching people‘s hair, dropping tiny square slips of paper into
bowls of liquid, and eating food whose cubic footage he had not
been able to estimated at a glance. He also had to do everything in
multiples of three: 27 laps in the swimming pool, 1200 electric
lamps for the city of Strasbour.—from Jill Lepore‘s review of
‖The Power Brokers‖ in the May 12, 2008, New Yorker Magazine
Thomas Edison didn‘t wash, and was convicned that
cleaning his clothes would alter his body‘s chemistry, and not in a
good way—ibid.

love for—from the Greek philos, beloved, loving. See at
Philosophy--love of wisdom, Philology love of learning &
literature (literally love of of words), Philanthropy--love of
humankind in general, e.g, giving; Philo as a prefix or philia as a
suffice is the opposite of phobia—it means love of, as in
bibliophilia, coprophilia, homophilia, philology, philosopher,
theophilus (love of god—see at Mr. North.) See at Philandry
Also see at Arachnophobia, Homophobia, at Misanthrope, at
Phobias & at other philo words, e.g., Philandry, and others
following Philoctetes below.

Philoctetes in Greek mythology, son of Poias. He
acquired, by gift, the bow and arrow of Hercules by lighting
the pyre on which the hero was consumed alive. On his way to the
Trojan War, Philoctetes was bitten by a snake. Because the smell
of his wound and his cries made him offensive, his companions left
him on the desolate island of Lemnos. When an oracle declared
that Troy could not be taken without the weapons of Hercules,
Philoctetes was brought to Troy by Neoptolemus (or Diomedes)
and Odysseus. Sophocles' drama Philoctetes is based on the efforts
of Neoptolemus and Odysseus to bring Philoctetes to Troy.
Philoctetes was the subject of at least two plays by Sophocles, one
of which is named after him, and one each by both Aeschylus and
Euripides. However, only one Sophoclean play survives, the others
are lost. He is also mentioned in Homer's Iliad; Book 2 describes
his exile on the island of Lemnos, his wound by snake-bite, and his
eventual recall by the Greeks—see at ―Victims and Agents.‖

Philologist, one who loves learning, literature and

―Photographs and Memories‖—song by Jim Croce, D
PHOTO ID, see at Drivers Licence & at Identity.
Physical fitness vs. obesity, see at JFK & Physical

words.

Philology is the love of learning and literature,
literally the love of of words. See, e.g., at Willard Espy,
Samuel Johnson, Noah Webster, Lawrence Urdang.
(The American Journal of Philology publishes research in
Greek & Roman literature, classical linguistics, and Greek
& Roman history and culture.)

Fitness & at ―Obesity Anyone?‖

―Physicists have known sin‖—see at Oppenheimer.
Physicists: see, e.g,, at Bethe, Bohr, de Broglie,
Dyson, Marie & Pierre Curie, Einstein, Faraday, Dennis
Gabor, Gamow, Marie & Frederic Joliot-Curie, Dirac, Einstein,
Fermi, at Feynman, Gauss, Heisenberg, Pauli, Roentgen,
Rutherford, Schrödinger, Sommerfield, J. J. Thompson, Szilard,

Philosopher? By all means, marry. If you get a good
wife, you'll become happy; if you get a bad one, you'll
become a philosopher—Socrates
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Teller, Van der Graaf. Also see at A-Bomb, at Nuclear Fission, at
Nobel Laureates in Physics & at Physics
Physics is the science of matter, energy, and the
intereactions between the them. Physics is not as simple as
it used to be when I studied it in high school and college.
The famous Einstein equation equating mass and energy
by aformula changed all that. But then developments altered
Einstein‘s view of physics--see at Particle Physics, at
Electron, at Antimatter, and at Physicists.

he was up & about & threw his whole being into his work,
71(116).
―We all know that Art is not truth. Art is a lie that makes us
realize the truth, at least the truth that is given to us to
understand‖—Picasso.
Also see at Dora Maar, at Francoise Gilot & at Gypsy Rose
Lee (last paragraph.)
―It takes a long time to become young‖—Picasso

―Picasso and Lump: A Dachshund's Odyssey,‖ by

Piaf, Édith, (née Édith Giovanna Gassion (1915--

Pablo Picasso, 2007

―Picasso, Life With‖ (1964) by Francoise Gilot sold

1963), born in Paris, she was singer and cultural icon of
partly Algerian and Italian descent who ―is almost universally
regarded as France's greatest popular singer.‖ She was nicknamed
―The Little Sparrow.‖
Her singing reflected her life, with her specialty being
ballads.Perhaps her best known songs are "La vie en rose" (there is
no English equivalent--literally, a life in rose--but not a rosy
life! 1946), "Non, je ne regrette rie" (No, I regret nothing,1960)
"Hymne à L'Amour," "Les Trois Cloches" ."
In 1935 Piaf was discovered in the Pigalle area of Paris by
the nightclub owner Louis Leplée, whose club Le Gerny off the
Champs-Élysées was frequented by the upper and lower classes
alike. He persuaded her to sing despite her extreme nervousness,
which, combined with her height of only 1.42m (4'8"), [inspired
him to give her the nickname that would stay with her for the rest
of her life and serve as her stage name, La Môme Piaf (The Waif
Sparrow, The Little Sparrow or Kid Sparrow in Parigot slang)—
edited exerpt from Wikipedia. She died of cancer.

over one million copies in dozens of languages despite
an unsuccessful legal challenge from Picasso attempting to
stop its publication—see at Gilot.

Pickett, Eldon, HHS ‘45 classmate, friend, and
athlete, championship basketball team,166(280-282)

Picky Picket—hard to please labor protester?
―Picnic,‖ the Pulitzer Prize-winning Inge 1953 play
and 1955 film, starring William Holden, Kim Novak,
Rosalind Russell & Susan Strasberg—see at Inge.

Picnic ant: if ants are so busy, why do they attend so
any pcnics—W. C. Fields.

Picture: ―One picture is worth more than a thousand
words‖--Chinese proverb. This holds true in cyberrspace,
R, xl; As of November 20, 2005, the size of the file for this book
on my ―HP Pavilion m×75‖ computer was 16. 6 megabytes (MB).
By December 15, 2006, this had grown to 19. 8 MB—all the
growth was in the Index & Glossary. The Photographs file
accounts for 11. 6 MB of this, or about 58.6% of the computer
space needed for the entire book. The text alone, without
photographs & covers, was just 4.13 MB. Thus, the Chinese
proverb holds true in cyberspace & also applies to graffitti, e.g., ―
Kilroy was here,‖ 204(373); I made this point in Reader‘s
Introduction when the Photographs file was about 70% if the
computer space, R, xl. The Index & Glossary was 5.28 MB. in
Sept. 2007 & as reported at the top of the Index & Glossary, 6.43
MB on Jan. 1, 2008 & 9.1 on Jan. 1, 2009

Piano, Renzo, Internationally known Italian architect
who built a museum in Switzerland for Paul Klee in
2005—see at Klee.

Picabia, Francis-Marie Martinez, 1879 -1953) was a
painter and poet born in Paris of a French mother and a
Spanish-Cuban father, he studied at École des Beaux-Arts and
École des Arts Decoratifs. In the beginning of his career, from
1903 to 1908, he was influenced by the impressionist painting of
Alfred Sisley From 1909, he came under the influence of the
cubists and the Golden Section (Section d'Or) Around 1911 he
joined the Puteaux Group, which met at the studio of Jacques
Villon in the village of Puteaux. There he became friends with
artist Marcel Duchamp Some of the group's members were,
Apollinaire, Albert Gleizes Roger de La Fresnaye, Fernand Leger
and Jean Metzinger.
From 1913 to 1915 Picabia traveled to NY City several
times and took active part in the avant-garde movements,
introducing modern art to America. These years were Picabia's
main proto-Dada period, consisting mainly of his portraits
mécaniques (mechanized). Later, in 1916, while in Barcelona he
started his well-known Dada periodical 391 where he published his
first mechanical drawings. He continued the periodical with the
help of Duchamp in America.
Picabia continued his involvement in the Dada movement
through 1919 in Zürich and Paris, efore breaking away from it after
developing an interest in Surrealist art. (See Cannibale, 1921.)
Again he changed his style in 1925, when he returned to figurative
painting.

Pidgeon, Walter, actor. See at Mrs. Miniver & at Eve
Curie (Labousse.)

Pigeons, and Pigeoneering in WW II. During the DDay invasion of WW II, many soldiers were sent with a
pigeon beneath their coats. This was a period of radio silence, so
the use of pigeons for relaying messages was optimal. The pigeons
were able to send back information on German gun positions on
the Normandy beaches. Also see at Richard Topus

―Pied Piper of Hamlin, The,‖19(29), Ch. 41: Robert
Browning masterpiece.

Piece of cake Slang. Something easy and/or pleasant
to do.

―Pig in a poke, Never buy a‖—English proverb. Poke
is an old English word for a bag, or sack.

Pigtail, a plait of braided hair, often long hair
braided at the nape of the neck. (See at ponytail.) Also a
twisted roll of tobacco.

Picabia, Francis: ―I am a Beautiful Monster: Poetry,

Pigskin, colloquial for football. See at Horsehide.
―Pi in the Sky,‖ pun on ―Pie in the sky‖& the title of

Prose, and Provocation,‖ translated by Marc Lowenthal,
MIT Press, 2007

a book, 104(194)n

―Picabia,‖ by Maria Lluisa Borras, Rizzoli, 1985:

Pijjekker, 200(365); Dutch name for Pea Coat
Pilate, Pontius, 88(168)
―Pilgrim=s Creek,‖ by Annie Dillard, 62(110)n
Pillay, Poobhalin, Dr., AA mathematical friend &

reproductions and commentary on his life and work.

Picasso, Pablo Ruiz, 1881-1973, on the loneliness
of the artist, 240(436)--also see at Art.
Even Picasso hugged his bed & had to be coaxed out of it:
―Why should I paint anymore? Haven't I done enough already?
Who needs another Picasso?‖ But before long, his wife reported,

Rutgers U. colleague of mine, 1979-80 & 1987-88, from
Westville-Durban, S. Africa, who, with his wife Lalitha,
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unwittingly helped bring Molly & me together—they lived
next door to her & I drove him to Rutgers before he got a
car. Violà! I wrote about this & his work with me in Part II
of ―Rings & Things.‖

Dec. 25, 2008 NY Times Obituary by Mel Gussow (who died in
2005) and Ben Brantley.
His play, ―The Birthday Party‖ (1958) was badly received,
but revived after the success of ―The Caretaker‖(1960, film 1962),
and has been televised twide(1960, 1987) and filmed (1968).
Other plays include ―The Homecoming‖ (1963), ―Old
Times‖ (1971), and ―No Man‘s Land‖ (1975).
Early screenplays include ―The Servant‖ (1962), ―The
Pumpkin Eaters‖ (1963), ―The Accident‖ (1967), and ―The GoBetween‖, based on the L. P. Hartley novel (1969). He wrote a
number of filmscripts, including ―The French Lieutenant‘s
Woman‖ (1981) and ―Reunion‖ (1989) —edited excerpt from the
Cambrdige Biographical Encyclopedia.
His work is highly regarded for the way it uses unspoken
meaning behind inconsequential, veryday talk to induce a
menacing atmosphere. He won the 2005 Nobel Prize for
Litarature.

Pillay, Kanyakumari, was the Pillays only daughter.
She was a great favorite with Molly & her four sons, and
taught Ezra how to talk! She would say, ―No, Ezra, say it
this way!‖ It helped Ezra a lot. See at Molly Sullivan‘s on
Her Son‘s Taling &alking.

Pillay, Khandon, the Pillay‘s only son, a delightful
boy, committed suicide while a young adult.

Pinball machines: Pinball is a type of coin-operated
game where a player attempts to score points by
manipulating one or more metal balls on a playfield inside a glass
covered case called a pinball machine. The primary objective of
the game is to score as many points as possible. Secondary
objectives are to maximize the time spent playing (by earning extra
balls and keeping balls in play as long as possible) and to earn free
games (known as replays), and sometimes a payoff in coin. —
Wikipedia where there is lots of history to the game.
One thing they left out was the fact that if they mahine was
jiggled too hard, a big Tilt sign lit up, signifying that the game was
over! The art of the game was in jiggling the machine just enough
to keep the ball where you wanted it without Tilt!

Pinto, Lenine, wrote ‖Natal, USA‖—see at Natal.
Pin-up Girls—see at World War II Pin-up Girls.
Pippin Horace, 1888-1946, born in W. Chester, PA &
brought up in Goshen, NY, , where he attended segregated
schools until he was 15 & went to work to support his ailing
mother.
Pippin was a self-taught African American painter who
worked in a naive style. The injustice of slavery & segregation
figure prominently in many of his work .He was born in West
Chester, PA & grew up in Goshen, NY His activity as a painter
did not begin in earnest until 1930.
One of his best-known paintings, his Self-portrait of 1941,
shows him seated in front of an easel, cradling his brush in his
right hand (he used his left arm to guide his injured right arm when
painting—see Pippin on War below.). His painting of John Brown
Going to his Hanging (1942) is in the collection of the
Pennsylvania Acad. of the Fine Arts in Philly..
Among Pippin's works are many genre paintings, such as
the Domino Players (1943), in the Phillips Collection Washington
D.C., and several versions of Cabin in the Cotton. His portraits
include a depiction of the contralto Marian Anderson singing,
painted in 1941. He also painted landscapes & religious subjects.
―I Tell My Heart, The Art of Horace Pippin,‖ Judith E.
Stein, Ed.; Contributors: Judith E. Stein, Cornel West, Judith
Wilson, Lyday Roscoe Hartigan, Richard J. Powell, Mark F.
Bockwrath & Anne Monahan, Pennsylvania Acad. of Fine Arts,
Philly in Association with Universe Pub.,1993

Pinetop Smith was one of the earliest pianists to
recorded a boogie-woogie" piano solo. His 1928 tune ―Pine
Top's Boogie Woogie‖ was the first recording to be labeled as
such and had a great deal of influence on all future pieces in that
style. Pine Top toured the minstrel and TOBA vaudeville circuits
throughout the 1920s performing with Mamie Smith and Butter
Beans and Susie and other vaudeville acts. He was also a frequent
solo performer at rent parties, taverns and whorehouses. Smith was
shot to death at a dance in Chicago in 1929—from the Web; also
see at Boogie Woogie.

Pingel, Mary Ann, see at Unkraut.
Pink Floyd
Pink Floyd are an English rock band who initially
earned recognition for their psychedelic and space rock
music, and later, as they evolved, for their progressive rock music.
Pink Floyd are known for philosophical lyrics, experimentation in
sound, innovative album cover art, and elaborate live shows. Also
see at Anzio, last paragraph.

Pino Noir grape has more genes in its Genome than

Pippin on War: During WW I, Pippin served in the

humans1—see at Genome.

Pinter, Harold, 1930-2008, a playwright whose ―gifts

369th infantry in Europe where he lost the use of his right
arm. He said of his combat experience: ―I did not care what or
where I went at, I asked God to help me, and he did so. And that is
the way I came through that terrible and Hellish place. For the
whole entire battlefield was hell, so it was no place for any human
being to be‖—Wikipedia

for finding the ominous in the everyday and the noise within
silence made him the most influential and imitated dramatist of his
generation.‖
He was born in Hackney, the East End of London. His
parents, he has said, were ―very solid, very respectable Jewish
lower-middleclass people‖—from his NY Times Obituary Dec. 26,
2008.
With the outbreak of World War II in 1939, Harold, an only
child, was evacuated from London to a provincial town in
Cornwall. His feelings of loneliness and isolation from that time
were to surface later in his plays. When he was 13, he returned to
London and was there during the Blitz when his house was struck
by a bomb. He rushed inside to rescue a few valuable possessions:
his cricket bat and a poem — ―a paean of love‖ — he was writing
to a girlfriend.
Sports, poetry and his relationships with women were to
remain important to him. Vigorously athletic, he was a fierce
competitor in cricket and tennis. Ian Smith, an Oxford don and
cricket teammate, equated Mr. Pinter‘s art with his bold style of
playing cricket. ―Everything is focused,‖ he said. ―It‘s about
performance and economy of gesture.‖—edited excerpt from his

Pirate talk: ―Shiver my timbers.‖
―Pirates of Penzance, The; or, The Slave of Duty,"
is a comic opera in two acts, with music by Arthur Sullivan
and libretto by W. S. Gilbert. It is one of the Savoy Operas. The
opera's official premiere was at the Fifth Avenue Theatre in New
York City on 31 December 1879, where the show was a hit with
audiences and critics. The London premiere was on 3 April 1880,
at the Opera Comique, where it ran for 363 performances, having
already been playing successfully for over three months in New
York. Pirates remains popular today, taking its place along with
The Mikado and H.M.S. Pinafore as one of the most frequently
played Gilbert and Sullivan operas. Its 1981 Broadway revival by
Joseph Papp ran for 787 performances, winning the Tony Award
for Best Revivaland the Drama Desk Award for Outstanding
Musical, and spawned many imitations—Wikipedia. Also see at
Penzance.
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Pirates of Penzance tells the story of Frederic, who

PJ‘s

has been reared by his maid Ruth and apprenticed mistakenly to
a band of pirates (his parents had wished for him to be a pilot). In a
highly contrived plot, Frederic flees the pirate band and sets ashore on
the coast of Cornwall, where he falls in love with Mabel, the daughter
of Major-General Stanley. The pirates come ashore to seek him out, but
Ruth points out that as a leap-day child he is really only five and a half
and should never have been apprenticed to them at all. At the
dénouement, the police (guided by Major-General Stanley) attempt to
capture the pirates, but at the final moment Ruth steps in to reveal that
they are all in fact noblemen and Major-General Stanley offers them in
turn the hands of his daughters in marriage: ―I pray you pardon me, exPirate King; / Peers will be peers, and youth will have its fling. /
Resume your ranks and legislative duties; / And take m'daughters, all of
hom are beauties‖—exerpted from Wikipedia.

―Smother-Burgers, & Dad cooked them too, 13(20)
―Place in the Sun, A‖ is a phrase ascribed to Bernhard
von Bulow, a German chancellor in a speech to the
Reichstag—It also was the title of a play by Patrick
Kearney— see below &at at Von Bulow.

Restaurant:in

Princeton

served

―Place in the Sun, A‖ is a 1951 film based on the
novel An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser and the
play of the same name adapted from it by Patrick Kearney. It tells
the story of a working class young man who is entangled with two
women, one who works in his wealthy uncle's factory and the other
a beautiful socialite. The film was directed by George Stevens
from a screenplay by Harry Brown and Michael Wilson, and stars
Montgomery Clift, Elizabeth Taylor, Shelley Winters, Anne
Revere, and Raymond Burr. The film was a critical and popular
success, winning six Academy Awards

Pisa, famous for its leaning tower. It is also famous
because Galileo performed his famous experiment of
simultaneously dropping stones of various sizes from the
top, and finding they fell at the same rate, i.e., landing at the
same time.

―Plague, The Greatest--see at Flu
Plagiarism, ―If you steal from one author, that‘s

Pisa and Ezra Pound: During WW II, while Italy was

plagiarism; if you steal from many, that‘s research,‖ Wilson
Mizner, 242(437)
―What is originality? Undetected plagiarism‖—Dean
William R. Inge, 242(437)
Immature poets imitate. Mature poets steal—T. S. Eliot p.
54 in ―Wit.‖
―Originality usually amounts to plagiarizing something
unfamiliar‖—Katherine Fullerton Gerould, 242(437); also see at
Tom Lehrer & consult The Quotationary at Originality.

at war with the USA & the Allies, Pound worked for the
Italians, broaddcasting from Rome Radio. In May 1945, he
captured by Italian partisand then release, then surrendered to the
US Army, which put into an open-air cage at the Disciplinary
Training Center in Pisa.for 25 days, and then in a tent where he
wrote the Pisan Cantos—see at Ezra Pound, second paragraph, for
more details.

―Pisan Cantos,‖ see at Ezra Pound.
Pissarro, (Jacob-Abraham-) Camille, 1830-1903,

Planned Parenthood Federation was founded by

was born in St. Thomas to Abraham Gabriel Pissarro, a
Portuguese Sephardic Jew, and Rachel Manzana-Pomié, from the
Dominican Republic. A French painter, known as the "Father of
Impressionism", Pissarro painted rural and urban French life,
particularly landscapes in and around Pontoise (see below), as well
as scenes from Montmartre. His mature work displays an empathy
for peasants and laborers, and sometimes evidences his radical
political leanings. He was a mentor to Paul Cézanne and Paul
Gauguin, and his example inspired many younger artists, including
California Impressionist Lucy Bacon—excerpted from Wikipedia,
where there are some illustrations, e.g.. The garden of Pontoise
(1875) & Self-Poirtrait 1903)

Margaret Sanger—about whom see.

Plantet X, see at Pluto.
Plato: ―The Replublic,‖ 76(124); see at Kentucky Dialect.
Plato and a Platypus Walk into a Bar:
Understanding Philosophy Through Jokes, by Thomas
Cathcart & Daniel Klein, Abrahms, NY, 2007.
Philosophy probably started when people started
telling jokes! Haha. See at Philosophy.

―Platypus, The‖-- poem by Odgen Nash:
I like the duck-billed playybus / Because is is anomalous / I
like the way it raises it family / Partly birdly, partly
mammalous / I like it independent attitude: / Let no-one call
it a duck-billed platitude.

Pistachio, 1. A deciduous tree of central and western
Asia having dry nutlike fruit, with edible, oily kernels.
The flavor of these nuts—also see at Baskin-Robbins.

Pancake

2.

Play teaches children ―all those necessary arts of
trickery, deception, harassmenet, divination and
foul
play that their teachers won‘t teach…but which are
...important in successful human relations‖—quoted in a
Feb. 17, 2008 article by Robin Marantz Henig in the NY
Times Mag.

Pitts, Zasu, 1894-1963, film star who made us laugh
all through the depression—see at Zasu Pitts.

Pinsky, Robert, AA, a Princeton poet.
Pissing in the snow, an Ozark joke: Jones & Smith
were neighbors. Not only that but Jone‘s daughter dated
Smith‘s son.. One wintry day Jones stalked over to
Smith‘s house and complained that his son had written his
name in piss in the snow in front of his house. ―And how do
you know it was my son who wrote his name in the snow? ―
demanded Smith. ―Because it was in my daughter‘s
handwriting, you idiot!‖ stormed the indignant Jones. (I first
read this in an Ozark Joke Book, of which there are many
that have been published by folklorists—check Web at
Ozark Jokes (or Folktales.)

―Play It Again, Sam‖: This line was never uttered in
Casablanca but the line without ―Sam‖ was spoken by Rick
(Bogart); this is the title of a 1972 film-spoof of
Casablanca; of sex, and of Bogart‘s ―Rick,‖ screenplay by
Woodied Allen from his play. He also acted in it. Dir. By
Herbert Ross. See ―Movie Quotations,‖ and ―The Video
Hound.‖
Playboy Magazine: Jimmy Carter‘s article about his
lust appeared there, 43(68)—see at Carter.

Play-dough, Plato?
Playfields of Eton, The, Ch 22, 68(111)
Please elicitor: ―Say the Magic Word.‖
Pleasure—a cynical view by Bertrand Russel: Next

Pizzeria, where pizza is made & baked—see below.
Pizzerias. The first pizzeria was founded in 1905 by
Gennara Lombardi in New York‘s Lower Manhattan. It was called
Pizzeria Napoletana in honor of the Neapolitan roots of the
tomato pie—from ―American Pie‖ in the May 2006 American
Heritage magazine. Also see at ―Angelina., Waitress at the
Pizzeria‖

to enjoying ourselves the next greatest pleasure is
preventing others from enjoying themselves, or, more
generally, in the acquisition of power—Sectptical Essays
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(1928), ―The Recrudence of Puritanism.‖ See at Power as an
aphrodisiac. Also see at Pleasure Principle above.

fictional detectives, including Sherlock Holmes and Hercule
Poirot. Many later characters, for example, follow Poe's model of
the brilliant detective, his personal friend who serves as narrator,
and the final revelation being presented before the reasoning that
leads up to it. Dupin himself reappears in ―The Mystery of Marie
Roget‖ and ―The Purloined Letter.‖
Poe also wrote ―The Pit and the Pendulum,‖ ―The Gold
Bug‖ & ―The Cask of Amontillado,‖ Ch. 30
―A man‘s destiny is to fiddle,‖ 77(126), 193(354)n; also see
at Dream & at Isolation.
Poe probably died of ―his love of the bottle,‖ i.e.,
alcoholism, according to several biographers--see. e.g.. the
two below.

Pleasure in misfortune of others--see Schadenfreude.
Pleasure of Finding Things Out, The Best Short Work
of Richard Feynman, ed. & Introduced by Jeffery Robbins,
Foreword by Freeman Dyson, Basic Books (A member of
the Perseus Group), 1999.

Pleaure, natural—see at Learning.
Pleasure principle and the reality principle are two
psychoanalytical terms coined by Sigmund Freud.
Respectively, they are the desire for immediate gratification
versus the deferral of that gratification. Quite simply, the
pleasure principle drives one to seek pleasure and to avoid
pain. However, as one matures, one begins to learn the
need sometimes to endure pain and to defer gratification
because of the exigencies and obstacles of reality: "An ego
thus educated has become reasonable; it no longer lets itself
be governed by the pleasure principle, but obeys the reality
principle, which also at bottom seeks to obtain pleasure, but
pleasure which is assured through taking account of reality,
even though it is pleasure postponed and diminished"
--Sigmund Freud, ―Introductory Lectures‖–Wikipedia.
Also see at Space cadet & at Spacey.
Pleasures: Innocent --, 74(121); Stolen --, Ch. 25,78(127)

―Poe, Edgar A.: A Mournful and Never-Ending
Remembrance‖ by Kenneth Silverman, 1991

Poe: A Life Cut Short‖ by Peter Ackroyd, 2007.
Poem: ―It is absurd to think that the only way to see
if a poem is lasting is to wait and see if it lasts. The right
reader of a good poem can tell the moment it strikes him
that
has has taken an immortal wound‖—Robert Frost in ―The Poetry
of Amy Lowell.,‖ May 16, 1925 in the Christian Science
Monitor.
―The world is never the same after a good poem has been
added to it‖—Dylan Thomas in ―On Poetry.‖
―A poem is never finished, only abandoned‖—Valéry, see
Quotationary.
Poem Beginning With ―The‖—see at Louis Zukowsky.

Plus Fours, see at Knickers.
Pluto, the Roman god of the underworld. Cf. Hades.

Poet Joke: ―I‘m a poet, and didn‘t know‘t—my feet

After which Plutonium, the radioactive ingredient in Abombs is named; The ninth planet of the solar system, in
order of distance, invisible to the naked Eye, discovered
Feb. 8, 1930 by Clyde Tombaugh, who won a scholarship
for finding ―Planet X.‖ In summer 2006, it was demoted to
an asteroid! Pluto Platter—see at Frisbee.

are Longfellers‖—Joke from the 30s.

―Poet, The Supreme‖—see at Dante.
Poet: ―What good is a medal or an award to a true
poet?‖--see at Allen Ginsberg, who asked Pres.Clinton for
one.

Plutonium, a transuranium radioactive element,

Poet--see at Amichai, Angelou, Brooke, Barrett-

atomic number 90, wt. 244, used in A-bombs.

Browning, Robert Browning, Robert Burns, Byron,
Camillo, Coleridge, Hart Crane, Dante, Emily Dickinson, Eliot,
Frost, Alan Ginsberg, Jorie Graham; Horace, Homer;
Keats, Kunitz, Lazarus, Longfellow, Lovelace, Amy
Lowell, Robert Lowell, Robert Lowery , MacLeish,Mandelstam,
Milton, Mercer, Nash, Neruda, Ovid, Owen, Dorothy Parker,
Pinsky, Poe; Rilke, Roethke, Sandburg, Sappho, Shelley,
Shakespeare, Simic, Stevie Smith, Spenser, Suckling,
Tagore, Tennyson, Virgil, Whitman, Wilde, William Carlos
Williams, Wordsworth, Wylie, Yeats & others;
―Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world.‖–
Shelley. Composer Claude Debussey (―La Mer‖) & artist
Winslow Homer have been called ―Poets of the Sea.‖ There are
prose writers who wrote poetically about the land and sea:―The
best prose is that which is most full of poetry‖--Virginia Woolf, in
Montaign; see below & at ―Pundits, Poets, and Wits.‖

Pneumonia has been called the ―Old Man‘s friend,‖

PO,

but it almost killed me when I was 21 months old. This was
before Penicillin & there was little the doctor could do,
(6)—Dr. Robert Austrian changed all that with his
development of a vaccine to ward off pneumonia.—see at
Robert Austrian
or P.O., abbreviation for post office, but also used
in a slang phrase: POed for ―piss offed,‖ i.e., angry.

Pocahontas, daughter of the leader of the Powhattan
tribe, married English colonist John Rolfe in Virginai on
April. 5, 1614. A onvert to Chrisitanity, she went by the
name Lady Rebecca—Highlights in History.

Pocket pool--see at Masturbation.
―Pocketful of Miracles: is a 1961 remake of ―Lady
for a Day‖ (1933), starring Bette Davis as Apple Annie role;
Frank Sinatra recorded the upbeat title song (his rendition is not
used in the film). The film received Oscar nominations for
composers Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen and for co-star
Peter Falk (Best Supporting Actor). In 1989, Jackie Chan adapted
the story yet again for the Hong Kong action film Miracles, adding
several of his trademark stunt sequences. See at Damon Runyon &
at ―Lady for a Day.‖

Poet of Dublin--see at James Joyce.
Poet of the Land--see at John Muir.
Poet of the Sea—see at C. S. Forrester, Winslow
Homer, Jack London & Debussey (―La Mer‖)

Poetic justice is an outcome in which vice is punished
and virtue is rewarded, usually in a way that is peculiarly or
ironically appropriate to the situation. If an evil character
plans to trap a virtuous character and is caught in his own
trap, we have an example of poetic justice.

Podunk, a small isotated town, region or place,
regarded as unimportant—from the names of two New
England towns of southern New England Algonquian
origin; also see at Timbuktu.

Poetic license is the liberty taken by a writer or artist
to deviate from fact or form for the sake of the effect
gained. The effect may be to shock the public, or to preserve
the integrity of the work, or to make a poem scan, a scene
more believable, etc. It has been said that art lies in order

Poe, Edgar Allen, 1809-1849:145(260); Poet, and
the originator of the American detective story genre with
―The Murders in the Ro\ue Morgue‖ (1841)—about which see.
As the first true detective in fiction, the Dupin character
established many literary devices which would be used in future
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to tell a bigger truth. See, for example, ―It‘s a Long Way to
Tipperary.‖

―Poison, One man‘s meat is
Taste & at ―Shoe that fits…‖

―Poets on Painters: Essays on the Art of Painting by

another man‘s‖—see at

Poison ivy & poison oak, 60(98)
Poisonville. Hammett recreated the violent atmosphere of

Twentieth-Century Poets‖ (Paperback), J. D. McClatchy (Ed.),
U. Cal. Press, Berkeley, 1989—see, e.g., at Vain.

Butte, Montana a fictional city ―Poisonville‖ in his 1929
novel ―Red Harvest.—see at Hammett;

Poetry: ―Poetry is to prose as dancing is to walking,‖
John Wain, BBC, London, Jan. 13, 1976; ―If it ain‘t
pleasure, it ain‘t poetry‖—see at W. C. Williams.
―The best prose is that which is most full of poetry,‖
Virginia Woolf, in Montaigne.
―You campaign in poetry, but you govern in prose‖—Mario
Cuomo, former Governor of New York.
―Poetry is that which cannot be translated‖—Robert Frost
(attributed.)
―Prose = words in their best order; poetry = the best words
in the their best order,‖ Coleridge, 1837—see the comment
following the poem, ―The Maidens Came,‖ 133(244);
Contrast the above with ―Poetry is the spontaneous
overflow of powerful feeling. It takes its origins from
emotions recollected in tranquility‖--Wordsworth, 133(244245);
―Poetry, like passion, is not for everyone,‖ 8(12);
―Poetry must be important since they kill you for writing
it‖—Mandelstam. About Stalinist terror—see at
Mandelstam; ― ―A life is well-lived that has such poetry
such as this,‖ the author--see at Corpus Christi; ―What
cannot be explained is poetry,‖ Wordsworth in
Quotationary; also see at Simic.

Poitier, Sidney, actor &director b.1927 in Miami,
won an 1964 Oscar for Lilies in the Field (1993) & became
the first black Oscar winner for Best Actor.; he was
presented another medal at the 2001 Acad. Awards
Ceremony ―For Outstanding Career Achievement,‖ the
same year that Denzel Washington won his 2-nd Oscar &
Haile Berry, both African Americans, won her first. See a
t Black or African Americans

Poke Chiefly Southern USA. A sack, a bag.—dates
from 14-th century English. See at Pig in a poke.

Poland: Casualities of WW II, Poland lost 600,000
military, and 6,000,000 civilians for a total of 6,6000,000;
See at Auschwitz, which is the German spelling of a
Polish city.; Germany invades Poland, Sept.1, 1939, R,
xlv, 180-181(314-315); Nazi troops crushed the twomonth Warsaw uprising, during which 250,000 people
were killed, Oct. 2, 1944, 181; USSR invaded Poland,
Sept. 17, 1939, R, xlv, 180(314); also see at Eichmann
on [Poland‘s] ‖ancient and deeply-rooted anti- Semitism.‖

Polanski, Roman, directed ―Rosemary‘s Baby‖—see
at Mis Farrow.

Poetry vs. history: in Poetics, Aristotle argues that

Polio, 66(109): Short for poliomelitus,also called

poetry is superior to history in that it shows what should or
must occur, rather than merely what does occur--Wikipedia .
This applies only to true poetry, I should think But, one
could also give a nonsensical argument that poetry is
superior to mathematics, physics & other sciences, because
they, while requiring imagination to create, is the science of
drawing necessary conclusions. And, of course, this would
be pure nonsense, since we need to know necessary things,
such as the Pythagorean theorem, or Einstein‘s E = mc2 .
see at Truth vs. Fiction.

infantile paralysis, an acute viral infection, mainly of
children, but also infecting older people (e.g., FDR back in the
1920‘s--see Roosevelt at Campobello.) There are three
immunological types, so immunity to one does not confer
immunity to the others. The advent of the Salk vaccine (1955) of
killed polio virus & especially that of Sabin in 1957-1958--made
from living organisms & taken orally-- decimated Polio in USA
when it was released for general use in 1961. However, the Salk
vaccine is more in use USAtoday, 66(109)n; The great success of
polio vaccine has driven the research for a vaccine to prevent the
spread of the Acquired Immunity Dysfunction Syndrome, or AIDS
(about which see.)

―Poets steal. Immature poets imitate, Mature‖—T. S.
Eliot.

Pogo, a comic strip about a raccoon named Pogo.
Pogue‘s Dept. Store in Cincinnati: In 1928, Poque‘s

Polio: An American Story, by David Ohshinsky,
won the 2006 Pulitzer prize for history. See Bibliography.

Police States: Nazi Germany, USSR under Lenin &

built a special suite of rooms, a bedroom, living room and
dining room, in its downtownCincinnati store and
promoted it with a series of inventive ads that landed it on
the pages of Woman's Wear Daily.

Stalin, Italy under Mussolini, Japan under Hirohito, & S.
Africa under apartheid. Modern Ploice States are North
Koren, China, Iran, & formerly Iraq under Saddam Hussein
to name just a few of the many.

Poincaré, Henri (Jules),1954-1912, French

―Politics is too serious a matter to be left to

mathematician who was imminent in physics, mechanics,
astronomy, and many other fields—see at ―Einstein‘s
Clocks etc, ‖ at Herman Weyl, and Poincaré out on the
Web.

politicians‖--Charles de Gaulle, replying to Clement
Attlee‘s remark that ―de Gaulle is a very good soldier and a
very back politician,‖ in ―A Prime Minister Remembers‖
(1961) by Clement Attlee; alos in the Oxford Dict. of
Quotations.

Pointe du Hoc, D-Day attack point, 142(256), 183184(318)

Politics makes strange bedfellows‖--bserved by

Poirot, Hercule, Agatha Christie‘s eccentric Belgian

Charles Dudley Warner in his book "My Summer is a Garden"

detective. Upon his death, Poirot became the only fictional
character be honored with an obituary on the front page of the
NY Times. ―I freely admit and without hypocracy that I
am a
great man‖ Poirot--also see at Agatha Christie, ―Appointment with
Death‖, at ―The Labors of Hercules & at David Suchet.
Note, the H is not pronounced, so Hercule becomes Erkcuel‘—the u as oo in oo-la-la, and Poirot is pronounc Pwa‘-row.
(Beligans speak French and Flemish, but Poirot is a Frenchspeaking Belgian.
―Poirot Investigates,‖ 11 short mysteries featuring
Poirot.

(187)—in Bartlett.

Politicians: ―voters are attracted to rich politicians
from Geo. Washington, Thos. Jefferson, JFK, Jimmy
Carter, Ronald Reagan, the Bushes, Michael Bloomberg &
Jon Corzine, to name a few,‖ 208(380); ―Instead of
giving politicians the keys to the city, it might be better to
change the locks‖—Doug Larson, Ch. 5; ―Ninety percent
of the politicians give the other ten percent a bad
reputation‖ –Kissinger. "I get no respect. The way my
luck is running, if I was a politician I would be
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honest‖—Roger Dangerfield. ―Suppose you were an idiot,
and suppose you were a member of Congress, but I
repeat myself‖—Mark Twain. Also, see at Politics.

to church to be baptized , the father Samuel refused to declare his belief
in Christianity, and the minister refused to baptize the child. In 1803,
the majority of Polk's relatives moved to the Duck River area in what is
now Maury County, Middle Tennessee; Polk's family waited until 1806
to follow.The family grew prosperous, with Samuel Polk turning to
land speculation and becoming a county judge. During his childhood,
James suffered from poor health, which negatively affected his early
schooling.In 1812, just before he turned 17, his father tried to take him
to Philadelphia in the back of a covered wagon to see Dr. Philip Syng
Physick. However, his pain became so unbearable that he was taken
instead to the nearer Dr. Ephraim McDowell of Danville, Kentucky,
who conducted an operation to remove urinary stones. The operation
was conducted while Polk was awake, with nothing but brandy then
available for anesthetic, but it was successful. The surgery may have
left Polk sterile, as he did not sire any children--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see above.

Polish polish, punning solution to a NY Times
Crossword clue: Warsaw refinement? (I think that
―Warsaw finesse?‖ would be a good clue for this.)

Polk, James Knox
Polk, James Knox 1795–1849, 11th US President
(1845–49), Polk, the first of ten children, was born in a
farmhouse (possibly a "log" cabin) in what is now Pineville, NC in
Mecklenburg Co.just outside of Charlotte, His family moved (1806) to
the Duck River valley in Tennessee and there, after graduating from the
Univ. of North Carolina (1818) and studying law under Felix Grundy,
he began (1820) to practice law in Columbia. Polk served in the state
legislature (1823–25) and in the U.S. House of Representatives (1825–
39), where he was speaker for the years 1835–39.
He was a leading Jacksonian Democrat. In 1839 he was elected
governor of Tennessee, but he was defeated for reelection by the Whig
candidate in 1841 and 1843. Polk had vice presidential ambitions, but
Andrew Jackson, convinced that Martin Van Buren had committed
political suicide by announcing his opposition to the annexation of
Texas, urged Polk to consider the presidency.
With the Van Buren and Lewis Cass factions deadlocked at the
Democratic convention at Baltimore in 1844, George Bancroft
advanced Polk as a candidate behind whom both sections could unite,
and the dark horse won the nomination. Polk campaigned on an
expansionist platform and narrowly defeated Henry Clay by carrying
New York state, where the presidential candidacy of James G. Birney
of the Liberty party cut into Clay's vote.
Presidency To the surprise of many, the new President proved
to be his own man; he even ignored Jackson's wishes on several
matters. Renouncing a second term for himself, he required the
members of his cabinet, which included James Buchanan, Robert J.
Walker, William L. Marcy, and Bancroft, to devote all their energies to
their offices, not to campaigning to succeed him.
Polk announced that his administration would achieve four great
measures: reduction of the tariff; reestablishment of the independent
treasury; settlement of the Oregon boundary dispute; and the
acquisition of California. All were accomplished. The Walker Tariff,
one of the lowest in U.S. history, was enacted in 1846, as was the bill
restoring the Independent Treasury System. Despite the aggressive
Democratic slogan Fifty-four forty or fight, the dispute with Great
Britain over Oregon was peaceably resolved with the adoption of lat.
49°N (the 49th parallel) as Oregon's northern boundary.
Relations with Mexico, on the other hand, reached a breaking
point after the annexation of Texas. Polk had hoped to purchase
California and to settle other difficulties with Mexico by negotiation.
However, after the failure of the mission of John Slidell to Mexico, the
President ordered the American advance to the Rio Grande that
precipitated the Mexican War. As a result of the war, the United States
acquired not only California but the entire Southwest.* )
Few presidents have worked harder, and few have equaled
Polk's record of attaining specific, stated aims. He labored so
strenuously in fact that his health gave way, and he died a few months
after leaving office--Online Columbia Encyclopedia.
*) The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo increased the area of
US by 525,000 sq mi, or approx. 1/3 of the US then, and about 1/7-th
the present day area of 3,794,101 sq mi of USA. This did not include
Texas whose area is 268, 820 sq mi. For more about this, and Polk‘s
presidentcy see the article ―Polk‘s Peace‖ by Robert W. Merry in the
60-th Anniv. Issue of American Heritage, Winter 2010 (i..e. Dec. 2009,
Jan. & Feb. 2010.)

―Polk‘s Peace,‖ by Robert W. Merry, see the footnote
to the first entry on James Polk.

―Polka, The Freeway‖—see at Jean Shepherd.
Pollack, Sydney Irwin, 1934- 2008, was an Academy
Award-winning film director, producer & actor. Born in
Lafayette, IN to Russian Jewish immigrants,Pollack studied with
Sanford Meisner at the Neighborhood Playhouse in NY City,
where he later taught acting.
He began directing TV shows in the 1960s before moving to
films. Pollack directed more than 21 films and 10 television
shows, acted in over 30 films or shows, and produced over 44
films.
Some of his best known works include Jeremiah Johnson
(1972), The Way We Were (1973), Three Days of the Condor
(1975) and Absence of Malice (1981). His 1985 film Out of Africa
won him Academy Awards for directing and producing; he was
also nominated for Best Director Oscars for They Shoot Horses,
Don't They?, starring Jane Fonda and Tootsie, starring Jessica
Lange and Dustin Hoffman--the latter which he also starred in.
Later films included Havana(1990), The Firm (1993),based on
John Grisham's novel, Sabrina (1995) and The Interpreter
(2005).

Pollock, Jackson, 1912-1956, born in Cody, WY, he
was an influential painter and a major force in the abstract
expressionist movement. In Oct. 1945, he married another painter,
Lee Krasner, and they moved into what is now known as the
Pollock-Krasner House& Studio in Springs on Long Island, NY
City. Peggy Guggenheim loaned them the down payment for the
wood-frame house with a nearby barn that Pollock made into a
studio. It was there that he perfected the technique of working
spontaneously with liquid paint.
Pollock was introduced to the use of liquid paint in 1936, at
an experimental workshop operated in New York City by the
Mexican muralist David Alfaro Siqueiros. He later used paint
pouring as one of several techniques in canvases of the early
1940s. His first drip painting was in 1947, a method he continued
with increasing violence and huge canvasses, as in ―One,‖ which
is 17 ft. long.
He
died in a car accident in 1956, the year that Time
Magazine dubbed him ―Jack the Dripper‖—excerpted & edited
from Wikipedia.
Pollack became an alcoholic, and even urinated in the closet
of his biggest backer-- Peggy Guggenheim—while she was
showing a huge painting he had painted for her apartment.He died
behind the wheel his car, and with him his girlfriend at the time. A
friend of hers survived—see, e.g., p. 135 of ―100 New Yorkers,‖
by Julia Holmes, pub. by `Little Bookrooms, NY, 2004.

Polk, James (con‘d) was the first of ten children, His
father, Samuel Polk, was a slaveholder, successful farmer
and surveyor of Scots-Irish descent. His mother, Jane Polk (née Knox),
was a descendant of a brother of the Scottish religious reformer John
Knox. She named her firstborn after her father James Knox. Like most
early Scots-Irish settlers in the North Carolina mountains, the Knox and
Polk families were Presbyterian. While Jane remained a devout
Presbyterian her entire life, Samuel (whose father, Ezekial Polk, was a
deist) rejected dogmatic Presbyterianism. When the parents took James

Pollution—see at Newport Steel & Rolling Mills.
Pompadour, a hair style of women or men formed by
sweeping the hair up & back from the forehead, 104(195)

―Pompadour, Madame,‖ ―When Madame P. was on
the ballroom floor, For all the gentlemen, it was obvious
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―Life is a dream for the wise, a game for the fool, a comedy
for the rich, a tragedy for the poor‖-- Sholem Aleichem, Ch. 23,
Footnote 1.
―Terrorism is the war of the poor, and war is the terrorism
of the rich‖—see at Peter Ustinov.
―I‘ve been poor, and I‘ve been rich, and believe me, rich is
best‖—Sophie Tucker.
―The rich swell up with pride, the poor from hunger‖-Sholem Aleichem.
Also see at ―How the Other Half Lives,‖ at Overcoming
Poverty, at Poverty Level & at Rich Over Poor
.

to see / She had a well-developed, person-al-it-ee!‖--104(195)n;
lyrics by: Johnny Burke (Francis J. B.) & Music by Jimmy Van
Heusen; Originally made famous by Dorothy Lamour in the1946
film ―The Road To Utopia.‖ See at Bob Hope.
Madame Pompadour was a political figurein France, and the
lover of Louis XV, King of France from 1715-1774.
―Après nou la deluge‖—―After us the flood‖—attributed.

Ponce de León, c.1460–1521, Spanish explorer, first
Westerner to reach Florida, April 2, 1513.
He served against the Moors of Granada, and in 1493 he
accompanied Columbus on his second voyage to America. From 1502
to 1504 he assisted in the conquest of Higuey (the eastern part of
Hispaniola, now the Dominican Republic) and was made governor of
that province.
After finding gold on Boriquén (Puerto Rico) in 1508, he
conquered the island and, as governor (1509–12), made a fortune in
gold, slaves, and land. Hearing tales from the Carib of a wonderfully
rich island called Bimini, said to be N of Cuba, Ponce de León secured
a commission (1512) to conquer and colonize that land. There is a
legend that he was seeking a spring with waters having the power of
restoring youth.
From Puerto Rico on Mar. 3, 1513, with three vessels, he sailed
NE through the Bahamas, sighting the Florida peninsula (which he took
to be an island) late in March and landing near the site of St. Augustine
early in April—April 2. Because his arrival in Florida occurred at the
time of the Easter feast (Pascua Florida), Ponce de León named the
land (which he claimed for Spain) La Florida. He turned south,
exploring the coast to Key West, and proceeded up the west coast as far
as Cape Romano. Then, retracing his route, he sailed to Miami Bay via
Cuba and from there returned to Puerto Rico, arriving Sept. 21, 1513.
After partly pacifying Puerto Rico, which had been in revolt, he sailed
to Spain, where the king commissioned him (Sept., 1514) to subdue the
Carib of Guadeloupe and to conquer and colonize the isle of Florida.
In 1515 he led an unsuccessful expedition against the Carib and
returned to Puerto Rico, where he resided until 1521. With two vessels,
200 men, 50 horses and other domestic animals, and farm implements,
he sailed for Florida in 1521. Upon landing on the west coast, probably
in the vicinity of Charlotte Harbor or Tampa Bay, his party was fiercely
attacked by Native Americans, and he was severely wounded by an
arrow. The expedition sailed immediately for Cuba, where Ponce de
León soon died---The Columbia Encyclopedia. Copyright © 2001-09
Columbia University Press. All rights reserved.

Pop, abbreviaton for popular, as in pop music.
Pop Eye itself is not a disease, but a condition resulting
from one of several possible problems: a bacterial infection
(it can contract fungus as a secondary infection afterwards),
environmental problems (poor water quality, etc.) or trauma
to the eye via an accident or injury (from an aggressive
tankmate in case of fish.) The fish may appear to have a
large clear bubble over one or both eyes. The eye(s) will
protrude out from the fish's head and may also be cloudy—
Wikipedia. Popeye the Sailor was depicted with one squint
eye—see at ―Pop Eye, the Sailor‖ & see at Fish Eye.

―Pope, The,‖ see at Enrico Fermi.
Pope, Alexander, 1688-1744, 228, see at Fools.
Pope, The—see at John F. Kennedy.
―Popeye, the Sailor,‖Elzie Crisler Selgar (1894-1938)
this strip, which made its debut Jan. 17, 1929, based on
characters he knew from his home town of Chester, Illinois—from
Times (of Trenton) front page story on Popeye‘s 75-th birthday,
i.e., Jan.17, 2005.
―I eat my spinach out of a tin can,‖ said frequently in
cartoons;
Other characters are Popeye‘s hamburger-loving friend,
Wimpy & girlfriend Olive Oyl & their kid ―Swee‘ Pea.
―I yam what I yam and that is all I yam,‖ T, 96(182);
Sadly, Popeye‘s proud assertion has become: ―I yam what society
says I yam!‖ 239(432)--also see at Identity, and at ―I‘m Not
Stiller;‖ There is a stature of Popeye in Crystal City, Texas, which
claims to be the Spinach Captial of the World,‖ 96(182); also see
at Comic Strip Heroes & Villains.

Pone, Chieftly Southern US, see at Johnny cake. Hist.

―Popeye‖ (1980), a film featuriing Robin Williams

note: a staple of early Amer. colonies from New England
southward to Virgiini a, a bread made by Native Americans
from flat cakes of cornmeal dough baked in ashes. Drived
from an Algonquian word meaning ―to roast‖—Amer.
Heritage Dictionary.

and Shelley Duvall as Popeye and Olive Oyl. Also see at
Shelly Duvall.

―Porkchop‖ Jack, Ch. 35, esp. 112-113(209); and
―Lola,‖ the first woman-s,pler I ever knew, 112(209)

Ponytail, a hairstyle in which the harir is helb back so

―Porgy and Bess,‖ is an opera with music by George

as to hang down like a pony‘s tail. See at Pigtail.

lyrics by Ira Gershwin & libretto by DuBose Heyward. It‘s
based on Heyward's novel Porgy & the play of the same
name that he co-wrote with his wife Dorothy. All three
works deal with African American life in the fictitious
Catfish Row in Charleston, SC, in the early 1930s.
Orignially conceived by Gershwin as an "American folk
opera," the work was first performed in the fall of 1935, but
was not widely accepted in USA as a legitimate opera until
the late 1970s and '80s, it is now considered part of the
standard operatic repertory. Despite its success, the opera
has been controversial--some have considered it racist.
"Summertime" is by far the best-known piece from the
work. Also see at Gershwin.

Poole, Mary Pettibone, see at Laughs, Lasts & check
her out on the Web.

Poontang, or poon tang: taboo loan work from
African-American slang, meaning vagina, or coitus—from
Amer. Dict. of Slang. See at Cunt and at Pussy,

Poor: Genes are a -- man‘s will,‖saying, Chs. 3 & 31;
―She was poor but honest,‖40(63), Anon.Song. circ. 1915;
―It is not the man who has little, but the man who craves
more, who is poor;‖ Seneca, the Younge;
―You will always have the poor among you,‖ Jesus. Also
see at Poverty Level. Also, see at Homeless.

Poor No More—see at Poverty for some people who

Port. Nautical. The left side as one faced towards the

overcame it

bow, so-called because the ship docked on the side next to
the port, and starboard, that is, facing the stars, was to the
right, as they faced the bow, 190(349)

Poor vs. Rich: ―It is not the man who has little, but the man
who craves more, who is poor;‖ Seneca, Ch. 7;
―It's easy to have principles when you're rich. The important thing
is to have principles when you're poor‖—Ray Kroc, Founder of
MacDonald‘s.

Port Chicago, CA, explosion in 1944.

Located 35 miles
north of San Francisco, it proved an ideal place for the
Navy to expand its munitions facilities in WW II. On the
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evening of 17 July 1944, the empty merchant ship SS
Quinault Victory was prepared for loading on her maiden
voyage. The SS E.A. Bryan, another merchant ship, had
just returned from her first voyage and was loading across
the platform from Quinault Victory. The holds were packed
with high explosive and incendiary bombs, depth charges,
and ammunition - 4,606 tons of ammunition in all. There
were sixteen rail cars on the pier with another 429 tons.
320 cargo handlers, crewmen and sailors who were
killed—edited excerpt from the Web.

the Thomas School, a private Methodist school in San Antonio,
Texas. This was her only formal education beyond grammar
school.
In 1906, at age sixteen, Callie left home and married John
Henry Koontz, the son of a wealthy Texas ranching family, and
subsequently Callie converted to John Koontz's religion, Roman
Catholicism. John Henry Koontz was physically abusive to Callie;
once while drunk, he threw her down the stairs, breaking her ankle.
In 1914 she escaped to Chicago, where she worked briefly as an
extra in movies.
She then returned to Texas and worked the small town
circuit as an actress and singer, divorcing Koontz in 1915. As part
of her divorce decree, she asked that her name be changed to
Katherine Anne Porter. Also in 1915, she was diagnosed with
tuberculosis and spent the following two years in sanatoriums,
where she decided to become a writer. It was discovered during
that time, however, that she had bronchitis, not TB. In 1917, she
began writing for the Fort Worth Critic, critiquing dramas, and
writing society gossip. In 1918, she wrote for the Rocky Mountain
News in Denver Colorado.
In the same year, 1918, Porter almost died in Denver during
the influenza pandemic (the Spanish flu). When she was
discharged from the hospital months later, she was frail and
completely bald. When her hair finally grew back, it was white,
and remained that color for the rest of her life. Her experiences
during treatment provided the background for her short novel Pale
Horse, Pale Rider.
In 1919, she moved to Greenwich Village in New York City
and made her living ghost writing, writing children's stories and
doing publicity work for a motion picture company. The year in
New York City had a politically radicalizing effect on her, and in
1920, she went to work for a magazine publisher in Mexico, where
she became acquainted with members of the Mexican leftist
movement, including Diego Rivera. ventually, however, she
became disillusioned with the revolutionary movement and its
leaders.
During this period, she also became intensely critical of
religion and remained so until the last decade of her life when she
again embraced the Roman Catholic Church. Between 1920 and
1930, she traveled back and forth between Mexico and New York
City and began publishing short stories and essays. In 1930, she
published her first short story collection, Flowering Judas and
Other Stories. An expanded edition of this collection was
published in 1935 and received such critical acclaim that it alone
virtually assured her place in American literature.
In 1926, she married Ernest Stock and lived briefly in
Connecticut before divorcing him in 1927. Some] suggest that
Porter suffered several miscarriages, at least one stillbirth between
1910 and 1926, and an abortion, and after contracting gonorrhea
from Stock, that she had a hysterectomy in 1927, ending her hopes
of ever having a child. Yet Porter's letters to her lovers suggest that
she still intimated her menstruation after this supposed
hysterectomy in 1927. As she once confided to a friend, "I have
lost children in all the ways one can." During the 1930s, she spent
several years in Europe during which she continued to publish
short stories. In 1930, she married Eugene Pressley, a writer
thirteen years her junior.
In 1938, upon returning from Europe, she divorced Pressley
and married Albert Russel Erskine, Jr., a graduate student who was
twenty years younger. He reportedly divorced her (in 1942) after
discovering her real age. She never remarried. Between 1948 and
1958, Porter taught at Stanford U., the U. of Michigan and the U.
of Texas, where her unconventional manner of teaching made her
popular with students.
In 1962, after working on it for 18 years, she published her
only novel, Ship of Fools, which was the best-selling novel in
America for that year; its success finally gave her financial security
(she reportedly sold the film rights for $400,000). Despite Porter's

―Portable Curmurdgeon, The‖ by Jon Winokur, 1987
Porter, Cole, 1892-1964, born in Peru, Indiana,
where Peru is pronounced Pee‘ roo. A non-Jewish
composer at the time of Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Ira & George
Gershwin, Richard Rodgers, and other notable Jewish composers
& lyricists, ―he boasted how how he painstaskingly taught himself
to ‗sound‘ Jewish‖—Robert Gottlieb in his review of ―The House
the George Built‖ by Wilfred Sheed in the April 16, 2007 NY Rev.
of Books. Sheed‘s book is also reviewed by Garrison Keillor in
the July 22, 2007 Sunday Book Review.
A few of his hits: ―Let's Do It, Let's Fall in Love‖ (―Birds
do it / Bees do it / Even educated fleas do it / Let‘s do it! Let‘s fall
in love, etc.‖, 1928); ―Blow Gabriel, Blow‖ (1934), ―Begin the
Beguine‖ (1935); ―You‘d Be So Easy to Love‖ for the 1936 film
Born to Dance; ―True Love‖ in High Society (1956); ―Don‘t
Fence Me In‖ (parody of a cowboy song, 1944), Ch. 65
―I get no kick from champagne. / Mere alcohol doesn‘t thrill
me at all, / So tell me why should it be true, / That I get a kick
out of you?‖ (1934)
See at ―Anything Goes,‖ 1934 Broadway play and 1956
film‖, ―Kiss Me Kate,‖ 1948 Broadway musical based on ―The
Taming of the Shrew,‖ filmed in 1953, included ―Always True to
You in My Fashion‖ & ―Wunderbar!‖ Also, see at the 1953
musical ―Can-Can,‖ ―Down in the Depths‖ (1936), at Mars, at
―True Love,‖ at ―Well, Did You Evah!" & at ―Wunderbar!‖

Perter, Cole, For his ―List Songs,‖ see ―Let‘s Do It.‖
Porter, Fairfield, 1907-1975, was a painter & art
critic. He was the brother of photographer Eliot Porter and
the brother-in-law of federal Reclamation Commissioner Michael
W. Straus. Though educated at Harvard, he was largely self-taught,
and produced representational work in the midst of the Abstract
Expressionist movement. His subjects were primarily landscapes,
domestic interiors and portraits of family, friends and fellow
artists, many of them affiliated with the New York School of
writers, including John Ashbery, Frank O'Hara, and James
Schuyler. Many of his paintings were set in or around the family
summer house on Great Spruce Head Island, Maine—see at
Vain.

Porter, Katherine Anne (nee Callie Russell Porter)
1890-1980, was a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist,
essayist, short story writer, novelist, and political activist. She is
known for her penetrating insight; her work deals with dark themes
such as betrayal, death and the origin of human evil. She was born
in Indian Creek, Texas, the fourth of five children of Harrison
Boone Porter and Alice (Jones) Porter. Her family tree can be
traced back to American frontiersman Daniel Boone, a heritage she
was proud of.
In 1892, when she was two years old, her mother died two
months after giving birth to her last child. Porter's father took his
four surviving children (an older brother had died in infancy) to
live with his mother, Catherine Ann Scraggs, in Kyle, Texas. The
depth of her grandmother's influence can be inferred from Porter's
later adoption of her first and middle names.
Her grandmother died while taking eleven-year-old Callie to
visit relatives in Marfa, Texas. After her grandmother's death, the
family lived in several towns in Texas and Louisiana, staying with
relatives or living in rented rooms. She was enrolled in free schools
wherever the family was living, and for a year in 1904 she attended
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Caribbean, east of the Dominican Republic and west of the Virgin
Islands.
Puerto Rico, geographically, is composed of an archipelago hat
includes the main island of Puerto Rico and a number of smaller islands
and keys, the largest of which are Vieques, Culebra, and Mona. The
main island of Puerto Rico is the smallest by land area and second
smallest by population among the four Greater Antilles, which also
include Cuba, Hispaniola, and Jamaica.
Ethnically, the people of Puerto Rico "constitute a Latin
American and Caribbean nation that has its own unequivocal national
identity". When Christopher Columbus arrived in Puerto Rico during
his second voyage on November 19, 1493, the island was inhabited by
a group of Arawak Indians known as Taínos. They called the island
"Borikén" or, in Spanish, "Borinquen". Columbus named the island San
Juan Bautista, in honor of Saint John the Baptist. Later the island took
the name of Puerto Rico (Spanish for "Rich Port") while the capital was
named San Juan.
In 1508, Spanish conquistador Juan Ponce de León became the
island's first governor to take officeOn July 25, 1898, during the
Spanish-American War, Puerto Rico was invaded by the US with a
landing at Guánica. As an outcome of the war, Spain ceded Puerto
Rico, along with Cuba, the Philippines, and Guam to the US under the
Treaty of Paris.
The US and Puerto Rico thus began a long-standing
relationship. Puerto Rico began the 20th century under the military rule
of the U.S. with officials, including the governor, appointed by the US
President. The Foraker Act of 1900 gave Puerto Rico a certain amount
of popular government, including a popularly-elected House of
Representatives. In 1917, the Jones-Shafroth Act granted Puerto Ricans
US citizenship and provided for a popularly-elected Senate to complete
a bicameral Legislative Assembly. As a result of their new U.S.
citizenship, many Puerto Ricans were drafted into World War I and all
subsequent wars with U.S. participation.
Natural disasters, including a major earthquake, a tsunami and
several hurricanes, and the Great Depression impoverished the island
during the first few decades under U.S. rule. Some political leaders,
like Pedro Albiza Campos who led the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party,
demanded change. On March 21, 1937, a march was organized in the
southern city of Ponce by the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party which
turned into a bloody event when the local police opened fire upon the
cadets and bystanders. It has since then become known as the Ponce
massacre.
The internal governance changed during the latter years of the
Roosevelt–Truman administrations, as a form of compromise led by
Muñoz Marín and others. It culminated with the appointment by
President Truman in 1946 of the first Puerto Rican-born governor,
Jesús T. Piñero. On June 11, 1948, Piñero, signed the "Ley de la
Mordaza" (Gag Law) or Law 53 as it was officially known, passed by
the Puerto Rican legislature which made it illegal to display the Puerto
Rican Flag, sing patriotic songs, talk of independence and to fight for
the liberation of the island. It resembled the anti-communist Smith Law
passed in the United States

claim that after the publication of Ship of Fools she would not win
any more prizes in America, in 1966 she was awarded the Pulitzer
Prize and the National Book Award for The Collected Stories of
Katherine Anne Porter, and that year was also appointed to the
American Academy of Arts and Letters. In 1977, Porter published
The Never-Ending Wrong, an account of the notorious trial and
execution of Sacco and Vanzetti, which she had protested fifty
years earlier—edited excerpt form Wikpedia. Also see at ―Ship of
Fools.

Portman, Natalie, actress—see ―Everybody Says…‖
Portner, Peer, 1940-2008, who pioneered in the
development of a left ventrical assist device, was born in
Mombasa, Kenya. He attended McGill University in Montreal and
earned his doctorate in experimental nuclear physics there in 1968.
In the early 70s, he turned his hand to biomedical
engineering when he experimented with attaching a device to the
left ventricles of the hearts of laboratory cows. His object was to
temporarily restore a damaged heart‘s pumping power without
having to remove its chambers or cause a patient any deeper
trauma. In 1984 the mechanism — now commonly known as a left
ventricular assist device, or LVAD (pronounced EL-vad) — was
implanted in a human patient in a procedure that made a later
successful heart transplant possible. An electrical pump and
bladder were placed inside the patient‘s chest and wired to a
battery on the exterior of the patient‘s body.
Other scientists had tested similar pumping devices that
were powered by compressed air, requiring a cumbersome tube
into the patient‘s chest and increasing the risk of infection. The 51year-old patient, Robert St. Laurent, underwent the implant at
Stanford University Hospital in California and was kept alive by
the Novacor pump for eight days before it was replaced by a donor
heart. The procedure, called a ―bridge to transplant,‖ was shown to
be practical, and Mr. St. Laurent lived for two decades in relatively
stable health.
Dr. O. H. Frazier, director of cardiovascular surgery
research at the Texas Heart Institute in Houston, said the pump‘s
―main virtue was its durability, which showed that its engineering
was very effective in giving heart patients a meaningful extension
of life...Peer Portner was an original investigator of a lifesaving
technology who contributed to the literature and first generation of
these devices.‖
In the 1980s, Dr. Portner was president and chief executive
of the Novacor Medical Corporation, which he founded to
manufacture and market the pump. The concern was taken over by
the Baxter Healthcare Corporation in 1988, and Dr. Portner then
became chairman of Baxter‘s Novacor division. At Novacor, he
helped to refine the pump and make it more portable, producing a
version that enables patients to walk, bathe and even leave the
hospital for extended periods.
Dr. Philip E. Oyer, a professor of cardiothoracic surgery at
Stanford who was the lead surgeon on the landmark implant there
in 1984, said that about 1,800 of the Novacor devices had been
used as bridges to transplants and in other surgical circumstances.
In some cases, Dr. Oyer said, ventricular assist devices are used to
wean patients from a heart-lung machine and to recover for a
period of days or weeks, or to permit heart tissue to regenerate
before additional surgery—edited excerpts from the Feb. 20,
NY Times Obiturary by Jeremy Pearce.

Porto Rican-born actiress, Rita Moreno, won an
Oscar in ―West Side Story‖ in 1961. New York Porto
Ricans are called New Yoricans.

Portrait: The person portrayed and the portrait are
entirely different things—Ortega y Gasset, in Bartlett.

Portrait: ―Every time I paint a portrait, I lose a friend‖
John Singer Sargent, in Oxford Dict. of Quotations.

Porulski, an artist--see at Holocaust Album.
Post cards from Italy: I wrote several wordy pcs from

Port Neches, Texa, is where Tex Ritter is buried.
Portnoy wasn‘t a character for me, he was an

Italy, crowded with sentences in every available spot!
When I returned, a friend (who? Neider? Perlis?)
exclaimeded that it must have cost me a lot for postage,
explaining that the PO there charged by the word. I never
even noticed!

explosion—Philip Roth, quoted on p. 100 of Andre
Bernard‘s ―Madame Bovary, C‘et Moi.‖

―Portnoy‘s Complaint,‖ R, lxv-lxvii, 131(242)n; see

Post hoc, ergo propter hoc—see at Hume.
Post‘s Problem in logic was a problem about

at Philip Roth & at Banned Books. Also see at Id in Yid.

Porto Rico, officially the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico (Spanish: "Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico"), is
an unincorporated territory of the US located in the northeastern

recursive functions-you can Google it. Also see at Gifted
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Children etc.: A man named Friedman solved in in the
negative.

the plane Winnie Mae, after his daughter, and Post achieved his
first national prominence in it by winning the National Air Race
Derby, from Los Angeles to Chicago. The plane's fuselage was
inscribed, "Los Angeles to Chicago 9 hrs. 8 min. 2 sec. August 27,
1930." Adam Charles Williams finished second with a time of 9
hrs. 9 min. 4 sec.
Like many pilots at the time, Post disliked the fact that the
speed record for flying around the world was not held by a fixedwing aircraft, but by the Graf Zeppelin, piloted by Hugo Eckener
in 1929 with a time of 21 days. On June 23, 1931, Post and his
navigator, Harold Gatty, left Roosevelt Field on Long Island, New
York in the Winnie Mae with a flight plan that would take them
around the world, stopping at Harbour Grace, Flintshire, Hanover
twice, Berlin, Moscow, Novosibirsk, Irkutsk, Blagoveshchensk,
Khabarovsk, Nome where his airscrew had to be repaired,
Fairbanks where the airscrew was replaced, Edmonton, and
Cleveland before returning to Roosevelt Field. They arrived back
on July 1, after traveling 15,474 miles in the record time of 8 days
and 15 hours and 51 minutes. The reception they received rivaled
Lindbergh's everywhere they went. They had lunch at the White
House on July 6, rode in a ticker-tape parade the next day in New
York City, and were honored at a banquet given by the
Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America at the Hotel
Astor. After the flight, Post acquired the Winnie Mae from F.C.
Hall, and he and Gatty published an account of their journey titled,
Around the World in Eight Days, with an introduction by Will
Rogers.
First solo flight aound the world: After the record-setting
flight, Post wanted to open his own aeronautical school, but could
not raise enough financial support because of doubts many had
about his rural background and limited formal education.
Motivated by his detractors, Post decided to attempt a solo flight
around the world and to break his previous speed record. Over the
next year, Post improved his aircraft by installing an autopilot
device and a radio direction finder that were in their final stages of
development by the Sperry Gyroscope Company and the United
States Army.
In 1933, he repeated his flight around the world, this time
using the auto-pilot and compass in place of his navigator and
becoming the first to accomplish the feat alone. He departed from
Floyd Bennett Field and continued on to Berlin where repairs were
attempted to his autopilot, stopped at Königsberg to replace some
forgotten maps, Moscow for more repairs to his autopilot,
Novosibirsk, Irkutsk for final repairs to the autopilot, Rukhlovo,
Khabarovsk, Flat where his airscrew had to be replaced, Fairbanks,
Edmonton, and back to Floyd Bennett Field. Fifty thousand people
greeted him on his return on July 22 after 7 days, 19 hours - 21
hours less than his previous record, and he was given a second
ticker-tape parade in New York.
High Attitude Flight, the Pressurized Suit, and the Jet
Stream: In 1934, with financial support from Frank Phillips of the
Phillips Petroleum Company, Post began exploring the limits of
high-altitude long-distance flight. The Winnie Mae's cabin could
not be pressurized so he worked with Russell S. Colley of the B.F.
Goodrich Company to develop what became the world's first
practical pressure suit. The body of the suit had three layers: long
underwear, an inner black rubber air pressure bladder, and an outer
suit made of rubberized parachute fabric. The outer suit was glued
to a frame with arm and leg joints that allowed him to operate the
flight controls and to walk to and from the aircraft. Attached to the
frame were pigskin gloves, rubber boots, and an aluminium-andplastic diver's helmet. The helmet had a removable faceplate that
could be sealed at a height of 17,000 ft, and could accommodate
earphones and a throat microphone.
In the first flight using the suit on September 5, 1934, Post
reached an altitude of 40,000 ft above Chicago. Eventually flying
as high as 50,000 ft, Post discovered the jet stream and made the
first major practical advances in pressurized flight. The suit is

Positron is the electron's antiparticle. The existence
of positrons was first postulated in 1928 by Paul Dirac as a
consequence of the Dirac equation. In 1932, positrons were
discovered & named by Carl D. Anderson. The positron was
the first evidence of antimatter nd was discovered by
passing cosmic rays through a gas chamber and a lead plate
surrounded by a magnet to distinguish the particles by
bending differently charged particles in different directions.
Also see at Electron.

Post, C(harles) W(illiam), 1854-1914,

was a

breakfast cereal and foods manufacturer and a pioneer in the
prepared-food industry. He visited the Battle Creek Sanitarium
operated by John Harvey Kellogg for his failing health. He was
inspired to start his own cereal company based on the products
used there.
In 1895, he founded Postum Cereal Co., with his first
product, Postum cereal beverage. He was in the vanguard of print
advertising and is aid to have invented the cents-off coupon.
Post's first breakfast cereal premiered in 1897, and he
named the product Grape Nuts cereal because of the grape-like
aroma noticed during the manufacturing process and the nutty
crunch of the finished product. In 1908, he followed up the Grape
Nuts label with a brand of corn flakes first called Elijah's Manna
that was later renamed Post Toasties. C.W. Post's business
amassed one of the largest fortunes of the early 20th century. He
married Ella Letitia Merriweather & had one child Marjorie
Merriweather Post. Also see at Kellogg.

Post Partum, Latin, after parting, but usually applied
to the period immediately following birth-- see at
―Carl‘s post partum blues.‖

Post Toasties, see at C. W. Post.
Postum, a non-caffeine coffee substitute—see at Post.
Post, Wally, Cincinnati Reds outfielder. (1949, 195157, 1960-63), Philadelphia Phillies (1958-60), Minnesota
Twins (1963) & Cleveland Indians (1964)
Post, Wiley Hardeman, 1898-1935, was born in Grand
Saline, Texas, to a farmer couple William Francis and Mae Quinl
Who moved to Oklahoma when he was five.
Post completed the ffirst solo flight around the world,
returning to Floyd Bennet Field in New York on July 22, 1933
after traveling 7 days, 18 hours & 45 mins.
Also known for his work in high altitude flying, Post helped
develop one of the first pressure suits. His Lockheed Vega aircraft,
the Winnie Mae is on display at the National Air and Space
Museum's Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center adjacent to Dulles
International Airport in Chantilly, Virginia, and his pressure suit is
being prepared for display at the same location.
On August 15, 1935, Post and American humorist Will
Rogers were killed when Post's plane crashed on takeoff from a
lagoon near Point Barrow, in Alaska.display at the National Air
and Space Museum's Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center adjacent to
Dulles International Airport in Chantilly, Virginia and his pressure
suit is being prepared for display at the same location.
His aviation career began at age 26 as a parachutist for a
flying circus, Burrell Tibbs and His Texas Topnotch Fliers, and he
became well known on the barnstorming circuit. On October 1,
1926, an oil field accident cost him his left eye, but he used the
settlement money to buy his first aircraft.
Around this time, he met fellow Oklahoman Will Rogers
when he flew Rogers to a rodeo, and the two eventually became
close friends. Post was the personal pilot of wealthy Oklahoma
oilmen Powell Briscoe and F.C. Hall in 1930 when Hall bought a
high-wing, single-engine Lockheed Vega, one of the most famous
record-breaking aircraft of the early 1930s. The oilman nicknamed
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currently being prepared for display at the National Air and Space
Museum's Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
―Postwar;‖ by Tony Judt, see the review in the Oct.
16, 2005 NY York Times by Anthony Gottleib. Also see at
World War II, for some statistics on postwary refugees in
Europe cited the book.

(e.g., T. S. Eliot, James Joyce, William Butler Yeats, Robert Frost,
William Carlos Williams. H. D., Ernest Hemingway, Ford Madox
Ford & Marianne Moore), reviewedthem,got
them
published
…included them in anthologies he compiled; he introduced them
to editors, to publishers, and to patrons; he gave them the benefit
of his time, his learning, his money, and his old clothes. James
Joyce called him, ‗A miracle of ebulliency, gusto and help.‘
Gertrude Stein's description of him: ‗A Village explainer, excellent
if your were a village, but if your were not, not.‘ (Menard also
quotes a paean to Pound by Wyndham Lewis).

Pot, slang for marijuana,
Potato, see at Burbank & at Tater.
Potato Famine, see at Irish Potato Famine.
―Potemkin, The,‖ was a pre-dreadnought battleship of

Pound of Flesh occurs in Shakespeare‘s Merchant of
Venus, which n Shylock demands and justifies: ―The pound
of flesh which I demand of him Is deerely bought, 'tis mine,
and I will haue it.‖ The figurative use of the phrase to refer
to any lawful but nevertheless unreasonable recompense
dates to the late 18th century—from the Web.

the Russian Black Sea Fleet, built at the Nikolayev shipyard
from 1898 and commissioned in 1904. The name is in honour of
Grigori Aleksandrovich Potemkin, a military figure of the 18th
century. The ship was made famous by the Potemkin uprising, a
rebellion in Odessa of the crew against their oppressive officers in
June 1905 (during the Russian Revolution of 1905). It later came
to be viewed as an initial step towards the Russian Revolution of
1917, and was the basis of Sergei Eisenstein's silent film The
Battleship Potemkin (1905)—edited from Wikpedia. Also see
below.

―Potemkin, The Battleship,‖

Poverty: ―It is not the man who has little, but the
man who craves more, who is poor—Seneca, Ch. 7;
―The real tragedy of the poor is that they can afford nothing
but self-denial‖—Oscar Wilde, Ch. 7;
―I‘ve been poor and I‘ve been rich & believe me, rich is
best‖—Sophie Tucker, Ch. 7
―…poverty we think it no disgrace to acknowledge but a
real degradation to make no effort to overcome‖—Pericles,
237(411)
―The trouble with being poor is that it takes all your
time‖—Wilhelm de Kooning, Ch. 7
―When poverty cames in the door, love flies out the
window,‖ Anon., Ch. 7; also see at Debs, at ―Growing Up‖ & at
―Love in a hut…‖
Also see at Capitalism, at Overcoming Poverty and/or
Wealth & at Poor vs. Rich & vice versa.

1905 film by Sergei

Eisenstein & Grigor Alexandrov. Video Hound gives it its
highest ranking (4 bones), and calls it ―a masterpiece.‖ Below is a
different take on the film:
―Cinema-lovers and historians in the West have long known
that the film was shot in a highly emotive manipulative agitprop
style. Its aim after all was to glorify, to immortalise and to
convince. But what many have not realised is the extent to which
Eisenstein twisted the truth and fabricated key scenes and how
mendacious much of the technically brilliant film is. Knowing that
you are watching something whose presentation and context is
seriously skewed is one thing, but according to the Odessans ―The
Battleship Potemkin‖ is little more than a fairy tale for adults‖-The Independent World, June 14, 2005 (by Mary
Dejevsky?)

Poverty Level. The US government ―Poverty Level‖
in 2005 for a couple with two children was $19,806. (This,
& the following is taken from a April 3, 2006 New Yorker article
―Relatively Deprived‖ by John Cassidy.) ―This might be enough
to support a family of four in rural Arkansas or Tennessee, but not
in San Francisco, Boston, or New York. In 2001, 91% of poor
families owned color TVs; 74% owned microwave ovens; 55%
owned VCRs & 47% owned dishwashers. By the standards of
1971, many of today‘s poor families might be considered
members of the middle class‖--in the article quoted above as
coming from a book ―Myths of Rich and Poor‖ by W. Michael
Cox & Richard Alm.
According to the 2007 US Census Bureau, 37.3 million
families residents, about 12.5% b, were below the poverty level,
currently $21,200 for a family of four. Economists say the total is
sure to rise in 2008. (That's a no-brainer!) In the 1980s recession,
the number of poor climbed to 35 million up from 26 million in the
1970s—from ―Poverty Level to Rise‖ in the Nov. 25, 2008 NY
Times (my parenthetic remark.
Global poverty as one of the world‘s greatest unsolved
problems,according to Rich J. Evans, 5(8)n. ―Poverty is not
disgrace, which is the only good think you can say about it,‖—
saying, e.g,, p.155. in ―New Joys of Yiddish.‖ However, to
paraphrase Mark Twain: ―Your parents (may have ) made (you
poor)...but it is your fault if you stay that way.‖ Also see at
Captitalism.

Pound, Ezra Weston Loomis, 1885-1972, born in
Hailey, Idaho Territory, USA, he was an American expatriat
poet, critic, intellectual & a notorious fascist who was convicted of
treason in WWII & spent years in Federal prison—see at Pisa and
Ezra Pound.
A major figure of the Modernist movement in the first half
of the 20th century, Pound was the driving force behind several
Modernist movements, notably Imagism and Vorticism.
On May 2, 1945, he was arrested by Italian partisans, and
taken (according to Hugh Kenner in his book, ―The Pound
Era‖) to their HQ in Chiavari, where he
was soon released
as possessing no interest." The next day, he turned himself in to
U.S. forces. He was incarcerated in a United States Army detention
camp outside Pisa, spending 25 days in an open cage before being
given a tent. Here he appears to have suffered a nervous
breakdown. He also drafted the Pisan Cantos in the camp. This
section of the work in progress marks a shift in Pound's work,
being a meditation on his own and Europe's ruin and on his place
in the natural world. The Pisan Cantos won the first Bollingen
Prize from the Library of Congress in 1949.
After the war, Pound was brought back to the United States
to face charges of treason. He was found incompetent to face trial
by a special federal jury. and sent to St. Elizabeth's Hospital in
Washington, D.C., where he remained for 12 years from 1946 to
1958. His insanity plea is still a matter of controversy, since in
retrospect his activities and his writings during the war years do
appear to be those of a sane person—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia, starting with ―A major figure…‖ (Still, he did not
speak for the last 12 years of his life, i..e., from 1960 on.)
In an article in the June 9 & 16 Double-Issue of the New
Yorker Magazine, Louis Menard wrote: ―he (Pound) edited them

Powell, Colin Luther, KCB, MSC, 1937 in Harlem,
a neighborhood of NY City, to Jamaican-American Parents,
and was raised up in South Bronx,is an American statesman and a
retired four-star general in the US Army. He was the 65th US
Secretary of State (2001-2005), selected by President George W.
Bush on Dec. 15, 2008, the first African American appointed to
that position.
During his military career, Powell also served as National
Security Advisor (1987–1989), as Commander-in-Chief, U.S.
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―Preaching to the choir,‖ a catch phrase meaning

Army Forces Command (1989) and as Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (1989–1993), holding the latter position during the
Gulf War. He was the first, and so far the only, African American
to serve on the Joint Chiefs of Staff--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
The tem African American maybe a misnomer, as would
Black American, since his color is more of nice tan and his parents
were from Jamaica.
General Powell testified before congress about the existence
in Iraq of ―Weapons of Mass Destruction,‖ or WMD, replete with
photographs purporting to show where they had been, and since
moved. But, after all the search in Iraq, President Bush and others
had to admit that they never existed
Powell, George Henry & Felix—see at ―Pack Up
Your Troubles in the Old Kit-bag…‖

preaching to the converted, i.e., not necessary; redundant.

Preminger, Otto Ludwig,1906-1986, was a Viennnaborn film director who moved from the theatre to
Hollywood, directing over 35 feature films in a five-decade career.
He rose to prominence for stylish film noir mysteries such as
Laura (1944). In the 1950s and 1960s, he directed a number of
high-profile adaptations of popular novels and stage works.
Several of these pushed the boundaries of censorship by dealing
with topics which were then taboo in Hollywood, such as risqué
(Forever Amber, 1947), risqué& uncertified (The Moon is Blue,
1953), drug addiction (The Man with the Golden Arm, 1955), rape
(Anatomy of a Murder, 1959), and homosexuality (Advise and
Consent, 1962). He was twice nominated for the Best Director
Academy Award. He also had a few acting roles, e.g., Colonel von
Scherback in Billy Wilder's Stalag 17. He also broke Hollywood's
blacklist by crediting Dalton Trumbo for the screenplay of Exodus
(1960)—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Preminger was infamous for his tirades against ―jittery‖
actresses, e.g., ―Linda Darnell in Forever Amber, who collapsed on
the set and was ordered by a doctor to take ten days off to
convalesce; Maggie McNamara, a jittery newcomer with a fragile
ego, was a victim of Preminger's tantrums on the set of The Moon
is Blue. McNamara was to commit suicide in 1978, Preminger's
biographer, Foster Hirsch, ominously remarks. The list of jittery
actresses with fragile egos also includes Marilyn Monroe, Jean
Seberg, and Dorothy Dandridge--all suicides as well, it is perhaps
unfair to note‖--Nathaniel Rich in his review of Hirsch's
biography ―Otto Preminger: The Man Who Would Be King‖ in
Nov. 6, 2008, New York Review of Books, where Rich also
reviews: Preminger's 1977 Autobiography and "The World and Its
Double: The Life and Work of Otto Preminger‖ by Chris Fujiwara.
Rich comments that on the plus side are: Laura (1944) is
undeniably one of the great film noirs; Anatomy of a Murder
(1959) is a much-beloved contribution to the most hackneyed of
genres, the courtroom dramas; and Peter Bogdanovich's claim that
Advise and Consent (1962) is "by far the best political movie ever
made in this country.‖ He directed ―Angel Face‖ (1952)

Powell, Michael, dwriter for the NY Times—see at
Howard Zinn.

Powell, Richard P.—see at ―Bananas,‖ the film.
POW abbreviates Prisoner of War.
Powell, Eleanor Torrey, 1912-1982, film actress &
dancer of the 1930s and 1940s, known for her exuberant
solo tap dancing. When she was 17, her graceful athletic
style was brought to Broadway, where she starred in various
revues & musicals. During this time, she was dubbed ―the
world's greatest tap dancer‖ due to her machine-gun
footwork, and in the early 1930s appeared as a chorus girl in
a couple of early, inconsequential musical films. She danced
with Fred Astarie in "Begin the Benuin.:" and other movies.
Also see at "Born to Dance."

Powell, William.1892-1984, suave actor who played
the Dashell Hammett‘s ―The Thin Man‖ (1934)‖ & sequels
in ‘39 & ‘44, costarring Myrna Loy, as his attractive wife
who ―drinks him under the table.‖ Also see at ―Great
Ziegfeld, ― at ―Mister Roberts‖ & at ―My Man Godfrey.‖

―Power Brokers, The: Stea, Electricity,; and the Men
Who Invented Modrn America,‖ Maury Klein, Bloomsbury,
2008. Some of the men were James Prescott Joule, Joseph
Henry, Thomas Edison, Samuel F. B. Morse,Nikola Tesla,
James Watt, et a.l.; some of the inventions: steam engine,
electric motor, the light bulb, etc. Jill Lepore‘s review
of‖The Power Brokers‖ in the May 12, 2008, New Yorker
magazine. Also see at Phobias

―Power

is

the

great

Presidents of USA, see at USA Presidents.
―Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, The,‖ by
Erving Goffman, 1959 A study of human behavior in social
situations and the way we appear to others. Dr. Goffman has
employed as a framework the metaphor of theatrical
performance. Discussions of social techniques are based upon
detailed research and observation of social customs in many
regions. Also see at Honesty in Acting (last paragraph.)

aphrodisiac‖—Kissinger,

112(208)n, Ch. 48—also see at Bellow;

Pox 1. A disease such as chickenpox or smallpox

Presley, Elvis Aaron, 1935-1977, born into incredible

characterized by purulent skin eruptions that may leave
pock marks. 2. Syphilis.

poverty in Tupelo, Miss.--Although he couldn‘t read a
single note, he took to music, learning to play the
guitar-- see pp. 462-479 of ―The Fifties‖
by
David
Halberstam: ―Are You Lonesome Tonight?‖ By Lou
Handman (music) & Roy Turk (lyrics). The song was
published in 1926 (Wikipedia) & recorded by Elvis
Presley (1976)—see Da Capo, p. 714, Ch. 57,
by 20
(369); ―Love Me Tender;‖ Elvis leads all pop musicians
with 36 Top Ten singles, but Madonna tied him with her
36-th Top Ten Hit in 2005, including 20 No. 1 hits.
In the year preceding Oct. 31,2007,his aestate earned
$49 million—see at Celebritties--Dead But not Forgotten.
Also see at ―Hurry Sundown,‖ at Little Richard, at ―A Mess
of Blues‖ & at
Mariah.

―Pox,‖ a book by Deborah Hayden; see at Syphilitics.
PPP, pun on peas, or peace—about which see.
―Prairie Home Companion‖—see at Garrison Keillor.
Practice! Practice!Practice!—see at Rostropovitch.
Prawer, Ruth, see at Jhabvala.
Pratfall is fall on the buttocks; also a humiliating
error, failure or defeat—Amer. Heritage Dict.

Prayer: If the only prayer you said in you life is thank
you, that would suffice—Meister Eckhart. See at Karma.

Prayers and incantationd in our house, i.e, grace &
bedtime prayers, 14(21). Here‘s a parody of grace: ―Father,
Son, & Holy Ghost, Those that eat the fastest, eat the most!‖

Pressler, ―Beans‖ & ―Peewee,‖ 68(112), 111(207),

―Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition‖ (1942)—

Herman St. friends.

―Pretty Baby‖ 75-76(124); film, starring Keith

see at Frank Loesser.

Carradine as Belloq, the New Orleans Photograper, Brooke
Shields as ―Pretty Baby‖ and Susan
Sarandon as her
mother. See at Bellocq.

Preacher Roe—see at Roe.
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―Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody, A‖ song by Irving

For almost 40 years, she was one of America's most beloved
and widely recorded sopranos. Price was a leading interpreter of
the lirico spinto (Italian for ―pushed lyric,‖ or middleweight) roles
of Giuseppe Verdi and Giacomo Puccini, as well as of roles in
several operas by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Her voice ranged
from A flat below Middle C to the E above High C. (She said she
sang high Fs "in the shower.")
Her voice is noted for its brilliant upper register, the smoky
huskiness in the middle and lower registers (sounding almost like a
contralto), its smooth ―legato‖ phrasing, and wide dynamic range.
She herself called her singing ―soul in opera‖ --edited excerpt
from Wikipedia. Also see at Thaïs.

Berlin for ―There‘s No Business Like Show Business‖
(1954). Also see at ―The Great Ziegfield,‖ especially the
last paragraphs.

―Pretty please!‖ is how we would beg for favors back
in my childhood.
―Pretty Poison,‖ (1968): ―You won‘t need an antidote
for this one,‖ according to Video Hound which gave it 3 1/2
bones. ―Original, absorbing screenplay, top-notch actirng,
and on target direction combint to rais this lowe-budgetblac
comedy about the crowd.‖ With Anthony Perkins, Tuesday
Weld, John Randolph, Berverly Garland & Dick O‘Neill.
Directed by Don Black.

―Pretty Woman‖

Price, Vincent, actor, played in ―The House of the
Seven Gables‖ (1941), and other films.

1990 film directed by Garry

―Prices in the Thirties,‖ 245-246(444-442).
Pricking of my thumbs: "By the pricking of my

Marshall, with Richard Gere, Julia Roberts & Ralph
Bellamy. A man in a legal but hurtful business needs an
escort for some social events... but she needs clothers and
things.. (Shades of Joan Crawford's Flämmchen in ―Grand
Hotetl‖?)
Preventive medicine was unheard of--people could not
doctors, 30(47).

thumbs, / Something wicked this way comes./ Open, locks, /
Whoever knocks!"--Shakespeare, Macbeth, IV, i, 44. Also
see at ―Something Wick this Way Comes.‖

―Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty
spirit before a fall‖—Proverb 16:18 in the King James
version.

Prevert is a pun on ―pervert.‖
Prévert, Jacques, 1900-1977) was a French poet and

―Pride of St. Louis, The,‖ 1952 film about majorleague baseball pitcher Jerome "Dizzy" Dean, starring
Joanne Dru & Dan Daily.

screenwriter born at Neuilly-sur-Seine but grew up in Paris,
where he was bored by school. He often went to theatre with his father,
a drama critic, and acquired a love of reading from his mother. After
receiving his Certificat d'études attesting to his having completed his
primary education, he quit school and went to work in Le Bon Marché
department store in Paris. Then, he was called up for military service in
1918 and after the war was sent to the Near East. He was also a
cheesecake maker.
Prévert's poems were published in his books Paroles (Words)
(1946), Histoires (Stories) (1963), Spectacle (1951), La Pluie et le beau
temps (Rain and Good Weather) (1955), Fatras (1971) and Choses et
autres (Things and Others) (1973). His poems are often about life in
Paris and life after the WW II. They are widely taught in schools in
France and frequently appear in French language textbooks throughout
the world. Prévert participated actively in the surrealist movement and
was a member of the Rue du Château group along with Raymond
Queneau and Marcel Duchamp.
Some of Prévert's poems, such as "Les Feuilles mortes"
(Autumn Leaves), were set to music by Joseph Kosma, Germaine
Tailleferre of Les Six, Christiane Verger and Hanns Eisler, tand were
also sung by prominent 20th century French vocalists including Yves
Montand and Édith Piaf as well as by the American singer Joan Baez
(in an arrangement by Johnny Mercer).The British remix DJs Coldcut
released their own well-regarded 'chillout' version in 1993.)—excerpt

Priest & the Rabbi Joke:A priest and a rabbi were
sitting next to each other on an airplane. After a while, the
priest turned to the rabbi and asked, ―Is it still a requirement of
your faith that you not eat pork?‖ The rabbi responded, ―Yes, that
is still one of our beliefs.‖ The priestthen asked, ―Have you ever
eaten pork?‖ To which the rabbi replied, ―Yes, on one occasion I
did succumb to temptation and tasted a ham sandwich.‖ The priest
nodded in understanding and went on with his reading. A
whilelater, the rabbi spoke up & asked the priest, ―Is it still a tenet
of your faith that you remain celibate?‖ The priest replied, ―Yes,
that is still very much a part of our faith.‖ The rabbi then asked
him, ―Have you ever fallen to the temptations of the flesh?‖ The
priest replied, ―Yes, rabbi, on one occasion I was weak and broke
with my faith.‖ The rabbi nodded understandingly and remained
silent, thinking about five minutes. Finally, the rabbi said, ―Beats a
ham sandwich, doesn't it?‖

Priests on a Hawaii Vacation Joke:
Two priests decided to go to Hawaii on vacation.They were
determined to make this a real vacation by not wearing anything
that would identify them as clergy. As soon as the plane landed
they headed for a store and bought some really outrageous shorts,
shirts, sandals, sunglasses, etc.The next morning they went to the
beach Dressed in their 'tourist' garb.They were sitting on beach
chairs enjoying a drink, the sunshine and the scenery when a 'drop
dead gorgeous' blonde in a topless bikini came walking straight
towards them. They couldn't help but stare.As the blonde passed
them she smiled and said 'Good Morning, Father ~ Good Morning,
Father,' nodding and addressing each of them individually, then
she passed on by. They were both stunned. How in the world did
she know they were priests?? So the next day, they went back to
the store and bought even more outrageous outfits.These were so
loud you could hear them before you even saw them! Once again,
in their new attire, they settled down in their chairs to enjoy the
sunshine. After a little while, the same gorgeous blonde, wearing a
different coloured topless bikini, taking her sweet time, came
walking toward them. Again she nodded at each of them,
said'Good morning, Father ~ Good morning, Father,' and started to
walk away. One of the priests couldn't stand it any longer and said,
'Just a minute, young lady.' 'Yes, Father?' 'We are priests and
proud of it, but I have to know, how in the world do you know we
are priests, dressed as we are?' She replied,'Father, it's me,............
Sister Kathleen!'

from Wikipedia, except for the parenthetical reference to Johnny
Mercer, who translated the song from the French. His poem, ―The
Garden‖ was translated by Rosemarie Jarskyand anthologized in
―A Kiss‖ compliled by Jarski.
Prévert direct the film Lovers of Verona (1949)—see at
Anouk Aimée

―Price Above Rubies, A,‖ Evils of a patriarchal
society are exposed in this 1997 film starring Rene
Zellweger, who defied her frigid Hasidic husband.
―Price, Every Man Has His,‖ saying--see at Hitler.
―Price, Haggling over the‖—see at Lady Hamilton
Joke.

Price, Leontyne (née Mary Violet Leontyne Price), is
an African American soprano opera singer born 1927 in a
black neighborhood of Laurel, Miss., to a father, who worked in a
lumber mill, and a her mother, who was a midwife with a rich
singing voice. Best known for her Verdi roles, above all the title
role of Aida, she rose to international fame in the 1950s and 60s,
and became the first black "superstar" at the once-segregated
Metropolitan Opera.
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Priestley, Joseph, 1733-1804, Chemist & clergyman.

Princeton University, AA, 20(29)n, 238(431); a colonial

He is noted for the discovery of oxygen & his work on the
isolation of gases. Also see at Ozygen.

college chartered in 1746, the 4-th oldest college in US.
William & Mary is the oldest & next—Harvard.
PU cost of attending for 2005-2006 has been set for $40,
000, with tuition alone $31,450, room $4,610, & board $4,143.
However, PU has generous grants to families with incomes under
$50,00 & admission is not based on the financial resources of the
applicant.
The fact that salaries of PU full professor average
$175,000 (Yahoo puts this figure at $158,500 without giving the
year) & associate profs about $160,000 makes PU one of the bestpaid faculties in the USA, but trails Harvard‘s salaries—from a
May 2005 newsstory in the (Trenton) Times. Also see at George
F. Kennan, at Streaking & at Allen Turing.

Prima, Louis, , ―Bell Bottom Trousers,‖ Ch. 56
Prima, Louis, 1910-1978, was an Italian-American
entertainer, singer, actor, songwriter, and trumpeter. Prima rode
the musical trends of his time, starting with his seven-piece New
Orleans styl jazz band in the 1920s, then successively leading a swing
combo in the 1930s, a big band in the 1940s, a Vegas lounge act in the
1950s, and a pop-rock band in the 1960s. Louis Prima wrote the swing
classic "Sing Sing Sing" which was covered by Fletcher Henderson and
Benny Goodman.
In 1940, Glenn Miller and his Orchestra recorded "Be Happy", a
song Louis Prima co-wrote. "A Sunday Kind of Love" was another
Louis Prima composition that became a standard of the swing and big
band era. "Jump Jive an' Wail" was a Louis Prima composition that
became another standard, a song which was revived by Brian Setzer.
In each of his musical endeavors, he incorporated his exuberant
personality into his act. Prima was born into a musical family in New
Orleans. His family emigrated from Sicily, Italy, and after a brief stay
in Argentina settled in the United States.
Prima studied violin for several years as a child. His older
brother Leon was a well regarded local bandleader. Prima was proud of
his heritage, and made a point of letting the audience know at every
performance that he was Italian-American and from New Orleans. His
singing and playing showed that he absorbed many of the same
influences as his fellow Crescent City musician, Louis Armstrong,
particularly in his hoarse voice and scat singing--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Bell Bottom Trousers‖ & at ―The Benny
Goodman Story.‖

Princeton University‘s Butler Apartments:a multiracial housing complex that originally that were barracks
left over from World War II, but redesigned into duplex housihg
for veterans and their families at a low cost. Most of the streets
(called avenues!) are short, and bear thenames illustrious names
American World War II generals, e.g., Eisenhower, Bradley,
Marshall, etc. 148(264) & one street is named after Admiral
―Bull‖ Halsey. Of the two remaining streets, one is named Butler
& the other Devereux--neither are generals. There is a Patton St.
in Princeton., but it is not in the Butler tract

Princeton Assoc. for Human Rights (PAHR), 34(54)
Princeton University‘s Guyot Hall—see at Guyot.
Principles: ―These are my basic principles. If you
don‘t like them, I have others—Groucho Marx,
quoted in the dedication to Groucho in Plato and
the
Playbus.
Prinz Eugen, 229(418); in addition to the Bismarck, the new
Heavy German cruiser, Prinz Eugen with a speed of 32
knots, or about 32 mph, itself equipped with long-range
radar, escaped for a time, but was torpedoed, and put out of
action by a British submarine, The Trident, in 1942.

Primatology is the study of non-human primates. It is
a diverse discipline and primatologists can be found in
departments of biology, anthropology, psychology and
many others. It is closely related to physical anthropology,
which is the primatology of the genus Homo, especially
Homo sapiens. See at Jane Goodall & at Dian Fossey.

Primo, Italian meaning inter alia first, or first one.
Pimo is an uncommon name, meaning first born son. See at
Primo Levi.
―Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, The,‖ 1969, film, based on
the novel of Muriel Spark, won American and British Acad.
Awards for Best Actress for Maggie Smith, and a British
Acad. Award for Celia Johnson for Best Supporting
Actress.

Prison, also see at Debs, Folsom Prison Blues, at

―Princess and the Pea, The,‖is a fairy tale by Danish

Pritchett, Sir V(ictor S(awdon), 1900-1997, was a

George Jackson & at

Richard Lovelace.

Prisoner of Love, words & music by Leo Robin,
Glarence Gaskill & Russ Columbo, 1931;
―Alone from night to night you'll find me. / Too weak to
break the chains that bind me; / I need no shackles to
remind me / I'm just a prisoner of love‖—Wikipedia.

poet and author Hans Christian Andersen (1805–1875). It
was first published with three other tales by Andersen in an
inexpensive booklet in Copenhagen, Denmark on 8 May 1835.
The story is about a young woman whose royal identity is
established through a test of her physical sensitivity. Andersen
heard the story as a child and the tale likely has its source in folk
material, but such a tale is not known in the Danish oral tradition.
It is possible he heard a Swedish version.
The Princess and the Pea" and Andersen's six other tales of
1835 were not well received by the Danish critics who disliked the
casual, chatty style of the tales and their lack of morals. The tale
has since become a childhood favorite and one of Andersen's most
enduring tales. In 1959, ―he Princess and the Pea‖was adapted to
the musical stage in a production called Once Upon a Mattress
tarring Carol Burnett—Wikipedia.

British writer & crtic, know for his short stories, collected in
several volumes. His ―A Cab at the Door: (1968) and
―Midnight Oil‖ (1971) are memoirs. He wrote a short story
about a boy who wanted to be somebody else‘s son , Ch.
37, 113(210)

Problems? You think you have problems?
―I have problems flown in fresh every day—Richard Lewis.

Prodigal son is a character in a parable Jesus told to

I
llustrate how generous God is in forgiving sinners who repent.
The Prodigal Son was a young man who asked his father for his
inheritance and then left home for ―a far country, and there wasted his
substance with riotous living.‖ As his money ran out, a famine
occurred, and he went to work tending pigs, but even then he could not
get enough to eat. He returned home, knowing that he had given up his
right to be treated as his father's son, but hoping that his father would
accept him as a hired servant on the farm. Seeing the Prodigal Son
coming from a distance, the father rejoiced and ordered the fatted calf
to be slaughtered for a feast to celebrate the son's return. The Prodigal
Son's elder brother returned from the fields while the feast was going
on and was angry. He complained that he had never been treated to
such a feast, though he had remained and worked diligently for his
father while the Prodigal Son was away. The father reassured him,
saying that the elder son would still get his inheritance, but it was right
to celebrate the return of the Prodigal Son: ―For this thy brother was

Princess Diana, see at Diana, Princess of Wales.
Princeton: Art Association, AA;
Princeton —New Jersey, P, ii, R, 4(6), 20(29)n,
81(156), 92(175), 148(264), 216(393), AA; The site of
Princeton U. ―In order to have places like Princeton you
have to have Ashlands‖—Robert (‖Bobby‖) Compton to my
daughter, Cindy, on her visit there to his home in Ashland,
KY, 81(156)
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dead, and is alive again; and was lost, and is found"--from
Answers.com. Also see at ―Saving Grace.‖

A story went around about a woman who was astonished to find
she had been speaking prose all her life without knowing it.
―The best prose is that which is most full of poetry‖--Virginia
Woolf in Montaigne.

―Professsional Courtesy‖—see at Lawyer Joke.
―Professor and the Madman, A Tale of Murder,

Protagonistis the main character (the central or main

Insanity, and the making of the Oxford English
Dictionary,‖ by S. Winchester—also see at Oxford English
Dictionary (2-nd paragraph) about the ―Madman.‖

figure) of a drama or story. The word "protagonist" derives
from the Greek protagonistes "one who plays the first part, chief
actor." In the theatre of Ancient Greece, three actors played all of
the main dramatic roles in a tragedy; the leading role was played
by the protagonist, while the other roles were played by
deuteragonist and the tritagonist. The terms protagonist, main
character and hero are variously (and rarely well) defined and,
depending on the source, may denote different concepts. In fiction,
the story of the protagonist may be told from the perspective
of a different character (who may also, but not necessarily, be the
narrator).
An example would be a narrator who relates the fate of
several protagonists, perhaps as prominent figures recalled in a
biographical perspective. The principal opponent of the
protagonist is a character known as the antagonist, who represents
or creates obstacles that the protagonist(s) must overcome.
As with protagonists, there may be more than one antagonist
in a story. Sometimes, a work will offer a particular character as
the protagonist, only to dispose of that character unexpectedly, as
a dramatic device. Such a character is called a false protagonist.
Marion in Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho (1960) is a famous example
(which I could not bear to watch)—Wikipedia, excerpt for the
parenthetical. Also see at Agon & at Antagonist.

―Profiles in Courage,‖ a 1956 book written by Ted
Sorensen and for which JFK received the Pulitzer Prize—
see at Sorensen.

Prohibition was passed in the 19-th Amendment
(1919), and repealed by the 21-st (1933), 5(7- 8).

Prohibition Jokes: ―Prohibition is better than no
liquor at all‖—Will Rogers;
―People will stagger to the polls to vote against
prohibition‖--see at Constitution Jokes.

―Prop man in silent films‖ was the beginning of
Frank Capra‘s career.
Propaganda, the systematic propagation of a doctrine
or cause or of information reflecting the views or opinions
advocating such a cause or doctrine; derived fom the Latin
verb propagare. In wartime it consists of the distortion or
self-serving exaggerations aimed at demoralizing the
enemy. See at Tokyo Rose; also at Voice of America. In the
United States it was dispensed by the Office of War
Information (OWI) established in 1942 by FDR.

Prophet is a person claims to see the future, or to

Protestants--who is and who isn‘t--see at Baptists,

reveal the truth of the past. Nostradamus was such a man.
In religion, a prophet is a person who has claimed to have been
encountered by the supernatural or the divine, often one who
serves as an intermediary with humanity. Claims of prophets have
existed in many cultures through history, including Christianity,
Judaism, Islam, the Sybilline and Delphic Oracles practices in
Ancient Greece, Zoroaster, the Völuspá in Old Norse, and many
others.
Traditionally, prophets are regarded as having a role in
society that promotes change due to their messages and actions.
The label 'prophet' is subjective; a person considered an authentic
prophet by some will be considered a false prophet by others: In
modern times, some individuals suggest the visions or insights of
prophets or would-be prophets, are simply the result of
Schizophrenia.
In the late 20th century the appellation of a 'prophet' has
been used to refer to individuals particularly successful at analysis
in the field of economics, such as in the derogatory 'prophet of
greed'

at WASB, at WASP, and at SNAPFADDA

Proton, a stable, positively charged subatomic
particle with a mass 1.836 times that of an electron. It is a
fundament part of the neucleu of atoms.

―Prosperity is around the corner,‖ see at Hoover.
Prostitution; also see ―Pretty Baby,‖ and
Woman.―The big difference between sex for money and sex
for free is that sex for money usually costs less—Brendan
Francis;― ―Prostitution, the world‘s oldest profession?‖

―Proust Project, The‖: editor Andre Aciman asked
28 writers--— Shirley Hazzard, Lydia Davis, Richard
Howard, Alain de Botton, Diane Johnson, Edmund White, and
others — to choose a favorite passage from In Search of Lost Time
and introduce it in a brief essay. Gathered together, along with the
passages themselves (and a synopsis that guides the reader from
one passage to the next), these essays form the perfect
introduction to the greatest novel of the last century, and the
perfect gift for any Proustian. Published in 2004.

Prophet, seer, and revelator is an ecclesiastical title

Proust, Marcel, 1871-1922, his genius indulged by

used in The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
that is currently applied to the members of the First Presidency and
the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles. In the past, it has also been
applied to the Presiding Patriarch of the church and the Assistant
President of the Church.

his mother, 55(89); ―An exquisite pleasure had invaded my
senses..And at once the vississitudes of life has become indifferent
to me, its disasters innocuous, its brevity illusory…I had ceased to
feel mediocre, accidental, mortal. Whence came this joy?‖
It came, he (Proust) told us 600 words later, from his
(Madeleine) cookie, NY Times Editorial Comment, Feb. 1983--my
parentheses. ―Once I had recognized the taste of a crumb of a
Madeleine soaked in her decoction of lime flowers which my aunt
used to give me … immediately the old gray house up the street,
where her room was, rose up like the scenery of a theater.― This is
the essence of Madeleine cakes & Linden tea (a ―lime
decoction‖), 113(210)
―Remembrance of Things Past ― (―In Search of Lost
Time‖), P, iv, 113(210), 127(234). This is titled ―Recherche dans
les temps perdes‖ in the orgial. See at Search for Lost Time, and
at Perdu(e).
‖Proust and Me,― P, ii, 113(210). Wouldn‘t you know
Proust would like a fragrant tea? See at Linden Tea.

―Prologue, What‘s Past is‖-- Shakespeare, PL
―Promised you a rose garden, I never,‖ line from
―I Beg Your Pardon,‖ Ch. 66

―Promises impossible are left unkept, Mama, Your
Sly,‖ line from ―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ 242(438)ff.,
Cf. ―Mama, Your White, White Shroud,‖ in ―Seduction of
Hummingbirds,‖ by the author.

Prose = words in their best order, Coleridge; see
at Poetry--also see at Molière & at Purple Prose.

Prose vs. poetry: ―You campaign in poetry, but you
govern in prose‖—Mario Cuomo, 52-nd governor of NY
State, 1983-1994
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Ptolemy (Cluadius Ptolemaeus), c. 2nd-c. AD, Greek

Proustian trance (self-hypnosis?), 13(20)
Proust‘s minutiae vs. Durell‘s: 135(248)
Proust‘s sentences tended to be long, but one in ―Cities

astronomer and geoprapher, who worked in the great library
in Alexandria. Considered the greatest astronomer of late antiquity,
his book, known as Almagest (―the greatest‖) is the most important
compendium of astronomy produced until the 16-th century. His
geocentric (or Earth-centered) system held sway until dislodged by
Copernicus‘s simpler solar system.
He also compiled a Geographia, containing a catalogue of
places with latitude and longitude, wrote on the musical scaled and
chronology, and constructed several maps, including a map of the
world--edited from the Cambridge Biog. Enccyclopedia.

of the Plain‖ was 958 words long!—from the Web.

Proverbs, a book of the Old Testament between
Numbers and before Psalms. Check the Bible, or Bartlett..
Also see at English Proverbs.

Proverb: ―Better a dinner of herbs where love is than
a stalled ox and hatred wherewith.‖

Prow, forward part of a ship‘s hull—the bow.
―Prozac Nation,‖ 12(18)
Pryce, Jonathan, actor, 101(189): played Lytton

Ptolemy , an Egyptian dynasty of Macedonia kings
(323-30 BC), including Ptolemy I , 367?-263?, a favorite
general in Alexanders army who succeeded him as ruler of
Egypt (323-285), and Ptolemy XV (47-30), who ruled as a
coregent (44-30) with his mother, Cleopatra.
Puberty, 1. the stage of adolescence in which the male
becomes capable of reproduction. 2. The approach to
maturity. Mankind will not reach puberty for another
hundred thousand years—René Dubos. [From Latin,
pubertas, from pubes, puber, adult]

Strachey in ―Carrington,‖ the film.

Pryor, Richard, 1940-2005, born in Peoria, IL: about
his illness (MS): ―It‘s the stuff God hits ya with when he
doesn‘t want to kill ya, but slow ya down‖ P, ii—also see at
Nature.
On June 9, 1980, Pryor suffered from near fatal burns in San
Fernando Vallley, CA, when a misture of‖free base‖ cocaine
exploded. It made a lot of people think before using this method of
getting ―high.‖
Pryor wrote his autobiog.,―Pryor Convictions,‖ in 1995
with Todd Gold: ―I live in racist America and I‘m uneducated and
a lot of people love me, and like what I do, and I can make a
living from it. You can‘t do better than that‖—quoted in
Milestones, Time Magazine‘s annual tribute to celebs who died
that year, Dec. 26, 2005 / Jan. 2, 2006; also, see Richard Pryor‘s
obituary by Mel Watkins in the Dec. 11, 2005 NY Times.
Psalm, The Twenty-Second: ―My God, my God, why
hast thou forsaken me?‖ This is the first line of the Psalm
Christ recited on the cross.
Psalm, The Twenty-Third, 86(164-165): ―The Lord is
my shepherd; I shall not want…‖ (This is the Lord‘s
Prayer.)

Puberty: problems for boys, 14(21);
Puberty Rite, a ceremony, or ritual marking puberty
& sometimes when things are done to you without your
permission, e.g., circumcision, 91(173)n; & also when you
are given permission to do things, e.g., wear long pants,
91(173); ―the smell of puberty in the halls,‖ see at Hollis
Summers. Also see at Circumcision & at ―Testosterone
Poisoning;‖ Before Puberty—―the sweet pain of
remembered pleasures,‖ 74(121)

Pubescence, the attainment or onset of puberty:--see
at Male Pubescence.

Pubic Hair Joke: ―What is the function of pubic hair
on a woman? Answer: To hide the hook!

―Public Enemies, America‘s Greatest Crime Wave

Pseudolus—see at ―A Funny Thing Happened on

& the Birth of the FBI, 1933-1934‖—see Bibliography.

the Way to the Forum.‖

Puce is a color that is defined as ranging from

Pseudonym means false name; pseudo from the

reddish-brown to purplish-brown, with the latter being the
more widely-accepted definition found in reputable sources. Puce
is a shade of red. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) dates the
use of "puce" (in couleur puce) from 1787. The word comes from
French; puce literally means "flea", as the usual flea coloration is
either dark reddish-brown or dark purplish-brown. According to
available sources, the etymology of ―puce‖ is French from Old
French ―pulce,‖ from Latin "pūlic-", "pūlex"--from Wikipedia
Puccini, Giacomo, (née Giacomo Antonio Domenico
Michele Secondo Maria Puccini), 1858-1924, was born in
Lucca in Tuscany Italy, into a family with five generations of
musical history behind them, including composer Domenico
Puccini. He was acomposer whose operas, including La bohème,
Tosca, and Madama Butterfly, are among the most frequently
performed in the standard repertoire.Some of his arias, such as ―O
mio babbino caro‖ from Gianni Schicchi, ―Che gelida manina‖
from La bohème, and ―Nessun dorma‖ from Turandot, have
become part of popular culture. Also see at (La) Bohème, at
―(La) Rondine‖

Greek word for false, and nym from the Latin nomen,
name. It is a fictitous or pen name used by actors, authors or
other personalities, e.g,, Mother Teresa‘s real name was
Agnes
Gonxha Bojaxhiu. Some pen names are Colette, Moliere, O.Henry,
George Sands, Saki & Voltaire. Also Che , Lenin, Stalin, Trotsky
& Yasir Arafat are new names—consult pp. 22 & 23 of―The
Language of Names.‖ Also see at M. C. Beaton & at Novalis.
Many people changed their names to avoid discrimination—
see at Jew or Jewish People. But not just Jews; at one time or
another almost every ethnic or religious group found itself the
object of discriminaton and ridicule—see at Pejoratives.

―Pycho,‖ 76(124); 1980 Hitchcock movie starring
Janet Leigh & Anthony Perkins.

Psychic, one who can forsee the future; a seer. In
that case, ―Why does a psychic have to ask you for your
name?‖ --Steven Wright

Psychoanalysis, see at Freud & at Freudian Slip.
―Psycopathology of Everyday Life, The‖ (1901), translated by A.
A Brill (1914)—inter alia about Freudian slips and other
mistakes.

Puerto Rico—see at Porto Rico.
Puig, Manuel, ―Betrayed by Rita Hayworth,‖ 156(277)
―Pumpkin Papers‖ were papers allegedly belonging

―PT Boat 109,‖ 236(436); see at JFK‘s Heroism. PT
is an acronym for ―Patrol Torpedo Boat. ‖ It might seem to
make more sense to use the reverse, i.e. TP, until you
consider what a Teepee is! Also see at Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., who was awarded the Silver Star for valor displayed
while serving on PT boats, and a number of other medals
and awards

to Alger Hiss buried in a pumpkin on Whitalker Chambers‘
Pipe Creek Farm, and used in evidence the Hiss‘s perjury
trial. See at Whittaker Chambers.

Pun: a play on words, sometimes on different senses
of the same word, sometimes on the similar sense or sound
of different words. Also used as a verb: to pun. See below.
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Purim, celebration on the 14th day of Adar of the

Pun (continued): Absinthe pun, 218(389)--also see at Molly;
Triple pun: Holmespun, 150(267),195, Lowest form of
human wit? Should punsters be punished, e.g., in a
―punitentitiary‖? 218(389)
Pun : ―the lowest and most groveling kind of wit.‖—
Dryden; ―a form of wit to which wise men stoop and fools
aspire‖—Ambrose Pierce.
See at ―Absinthe,‖ at ―Age,‖ at ―Allez Oop,‖ at Anglo File,
at Archeologist, at ―Ascent of Man,‖ at Attic, at August August, at
Bad Hare Day?, Band from Japan?, BBB (bees?),Bed to Verse,
Bicycle Pun, at Beautiful Body,Bicycle, Book of the Moth Club,
―Born to Lose‖ (Toulouse?), Brain Joke, Cannibal Jokes, at CCC
(seize?), at Champagne Cooler, at Code Breakers (Code War?), at
Chew the Fat, Copy Cats?, Chapel, Cyclops, Drawer Drawer,
Drug Diction? & Get the Gold.
Also see at: EEE (ease?), Egotist Joke, Euripides, Ewe Love
Song, EZ (easy?), Fontain Pen Pun, Gambling , at Garden Party?,
GGG (Geez?),―Good Will Hunting,‖ Grammar, Happy Medium, at
Heinie & Henie, Hokey Pokey, at ―I,‖ at ―III‖ , or ―iii‖ (eyes?), at
―I can see where you‘re not a blonde,‖ at Humpty-Dumpty, at
Junkie Talk? at Less is More, at Mary Had a Little Lamb, at Math
Murders, at Medium, at Middle of the Road Pol, at Miter Joint, at
Mobile, at Mobile Army Surgical Hospital, at Monet, at ―Neighbor
Hoods, at Nick Name? & at ―Nomad Hatter.‖
Also see at OOO (owes?), at Poet Joke, at Polish Polish,
PPP (peas? peace?), at ―No Peas for the Wicked,‖ at Pack
Mentality, at Pessimism, at Joke, at Peter Pun (Flying Pan?), at Pi
in the Sky, at Play Dough (Plato), at Prevert, at Pun name, at Puton Pun, at QQQ (cues? queues?), at Queasy Rideer, at Rain beau,
at Rearrange, at Rein, at ―Right to Bare Arms,‖ at Rimes of
Country Music, at Room at the Top, at Tower Tower, TTT
(tease?), UUU (use?, XXX & at Y (why? & YYY(wise?)
Also see at Sentences, at Seymour, at Smelt pun, at
―Stressed Ewe,‖ at TTT (teas? tease? tees? at To Beat or Not to
Beat? 60(97), at Top Secret?, Tower Tower, at Turtle, at ―VD or
not VD‖ (Ch. 54), at at Talk Show Star? at Tennis Star?, at
Vegetarian film Critic? at Watering Can, at ―Wrought Irony‖,
YYY (wise?), at Zebra (Z-bra?) & at Zemo Wood for Sham Pain!
Also see at Double Entendres, at Jokes, at Humor, at Innuendoes,
at Wit & at Word Play.
Pun (cont‘d):―On Puns, The Foundation of Letters,‖
ed. by Jonathan Culler, Basil Blackwell Inc., 1988, with
essays by 10 scholars-writers incl. the editor. It seems that
Pun of is of Greek origin, according to a witty quote of
Jonathan Swift, p. 1, op. cit. Pun is not a very old word, ―as
the OED tells us,‖ it appears soon after 1660, and is ―of
undetermined origin.‖ It may have been an abbreviations
of the Italian puntiglio, ―small or fine point,‖ ibid.

deliverance of the Jews in Persia. See Jewish Observances,
at Esther, and at Haman.

Puritanism is the belief in scrupulous moral rectitude:
especially as applied to social pleasure and indulgences.
However, the movement that led the English Puritans to seek out
the New World, landing at Plymouth Rock, was a much broader
program for social and religious freedom, including health,
cleanliness in all things as well as the soul, food & freedom from
disease, from bad food, from cheating merchants and unfair
weights. (Cf. at Kosher.) To see the dangers of casual sex, see at
AIDS, at Siphylis, at Gonorrhea & at VD. Puritanism as a
denying of pleasure, see at Pleasure.
―Puritanism is the haunting thought that
someone,
somewhere, may be happy‖—H. L. Mencken, in ―A Book of
Burlesques‖ (1916); also on p. 525 in the
―Oxford
Book
of Humorous Prose‖ (see at Humor Books) & in
Quotationary--also see ―Puritanism and Revolution‖ in the
Bibliography.

Punxsutawney, PA—see at ―Ground Hog Day.‖
Puritanism and Sexual Freedom: my evolution from a
childhood of puritanism to my acceptance of puritanism in
the age of AIDS, R, lxiii

Purple, see Puce, at Deep Purple & at Indigo.Blue.
Purple prose is a term of literary criticism used

to

describe passages, or sometimes entire literary works,
written in prose so overly extravagant, ornate, or flowery as to
break the flow and draw attention to itself. Purple prose is
sensually evocative beyond the requirements of its context. It also
refers to writing that employs certain rhetorical effects such as
exaggerated sentiment or pathos in an attempt to manipulate a
reader's response; overly florid writing.

―Purple Rose of Cairo‖—Woody Allen film starring
Mia Farrow—see at Allen and at Farrow.

Pursuit of Genius: Flexner, Einstein, and the Early
Faculty at the Institute for Advanced Study,‖ Steve
Batterson, 2006.

―Pussy,‖ that much loved euphemism, 134(246):
{Taboo] The vagina, coitus; ―I got a womain / lives back of
jail, / she has a sign on her window—Pussy for Sale,‖ Alan Lomax,
p. 17 of Mr. Jelly Roll, 1947
―Papa‘s in jail! / Mama‘s on bail! Baby‘s on the corner/
shouting ‗pussy for sale!‘‖ --W. Saroyan‘s Jim Dandy, p. 9, 1947.
―Eye that poontang there,‖ he said. ‗I could eat it with a
knife and a fork. Where I come from we call that kind of stuff
table pussy‘‖-- quotes from the Dict. of American
Slang at
Pussy; also see at Poontang & at Cunt.―
―Now pussy‘s good, but pussy don‘t last—Shine‘s going to
save his own black ass,‖—an anonymous doggerel ―Shine and the
Titanic‖--see the 17-th Ed. of Bartlett, Justin Kaplan (ed.),
134(246): note--it‘s not in the 15-th or 16-th editions.
Also see at Octopussy.

Pun name? See at Nick name?
Pundit, 1. A source of opinion; a critic; 2. A learned
person. (From Hindi, pandit, a learned person, from
Sanskrit
, learned, scholar, perhaps of Dravidian
origin—from Answers.com

―Pundit, Poets, and Wits: An Omnibus of American

Put-on, Adj. Pretended; feigned. Slang. 1. A

Newspaper Columns,‖ Karl E. Meyer (ed.), Oxford U.
Press, 1990. An anthology: Ben Franklin, Thos. Paine,
Frederick Douglass, Walt Whitman, Ambrose Bierce, Ring
Lardner, Don Marquis, H. L. Mencken, Will Rogers, E. B.
White, Damon Runyon, Walter Winchell, Ernie Pyle,
Langston Hughes, Red Smith, Erma Brombeck, Molly
Ivins, Alistair Cooke & others.

deceptive outward appearance. 2. the act of tesing or
misleading s.o., esp. for amusement. 3. Something, such as a
prank, intended as a hoax or joke: a spoof.
Put-on. Noun. A composition that imitates
somebody
else‘s style in a humorous way. Synonyms: parody, lampoon,
spoof, sendup, mockery, takeoff, burlesque, travesty, charade,
pasquinade 2. [noun] something intended to deceive; deliberate
trickery intended to gain an advantage Synonyms: fraud,
fraudulence, dupery, hoax, humbug. 3. [noun] a ludicrous or
grotesque act done for fun and amusemen. Synonyms: antic, joke,
prank, trick, caper—from the web. This is often applied to

Punjabi costume, Ch.10--see at Bloomer.
Purdue University, 41(66), 146(261), 189(348, 215(392):
located in West Lafayette, it is one of the first two Indiana
State universities, with Purdue devoted to agriculture,
engineering , the mechanical arts & sciences & where I
was a TA (1951-55)) & received a Ph. D. in Math.
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overdramatic people, or to avant garde art, especially applied to
art that defines comprehension--see, e.g., at Andy Warhol, for one.
―Art has an enemy called ignorance,‖ Ben Jonson, 1599.

with discrete, indivisible units of energy called quanta as
described by the Quantum Theory. There are five main ideas
represented in Quantum Theory: 1. Energy is not continuous, but
comes in small but discrete units. 2. The elementary particles
behave both like particles and like waves. 3. The movement of
these particles is inherently random. 4. It is physically impossible
to know both the position and the momentum of a particle at the
same time. The more precisely one is known, the less precise the
measurement of the other is. 5. The atomic world is nothing like
the world we live in.
While at a glance this may seem like just another strange
theory, it contains many clues as to the fundamental nature of the
universe and is more important then even relativity in the grand
scheme of things (if any one thing at that level could be said to
be more important then anything else). Furthermore, it describes
the nature of the universe as being much different then the world
we see. As Niels Bohr said, ―Anyone who is not shocked by
quantum theory has not understood it.‖
―The quantum is the greatest mystery we've got. Never in
my life was I more up a tree than today‖ --John Wheeler. Also see
below.

Put-on Pun: I remember a viewer, my ―ex‖ to be
exact, incensed at a Motherwell collage at the Princeton Art
Museum, saying, ―What a put-on!‖ I reparteed, ―Exactly!
That‘s what it is!‖ —it was an aaemblage of cutouts
pasted onto a board!

Put to is a nautical phrase meaning ―to tie up a boat.‖
Putin, Vladmir, see at Russia
Putnam, Peter, noted Princeton author who tried to commit
suicide out of fear of going to war—he survived but was
blinded, 188(327)

Puthoff, Elmer, 5th Dist. Sch.: see 1938 Blue Ribbon
Photo in Part I.

Putty: Charley was putty in her hands!—see at
Charley & Sister
―Pygmalion,‖ 1912 play by G. B. Shaw on which the
musical ―My Fair Lady‖ is based. It featured w a
phonetician, Professor Henry Higgins, who has been described
this way by Simon Winchester in ―The Professor and the
Madman‖: ―… a notorious pigheaded, colossally rude
phonetician named Henry Sweet—on whom Bernard Shaw based
his character Professor Henry Higgins in ―Pymalion,‖ which was
transmuted later into the erternally popular My Fair Lady (in which
was played, in the film, by the similarly rude and pigheaded actor
Rex Harrison.‖ Also see at ―My Fair Lady‖ & at ―The Professor
and the Madman.‖

Quantum theory (mechanics)-- ―Anyone who is not
shocked by quantum theory has not understood it‖—Niels
Bohr, see above.

Quantum theory and General Relativity:
The modern world of physics is notably founded on two
tested and demonstrably sound theories of general relativity and
quantum mechanics —theories which appear to contradict one
another. The defining postulates of both Einstein's theory of
relativity and quantum theory are indisputably supported by
rigorous and repeated empirical evidence. However, while they do
not directly contradict each other theoretically (at least with regard
to primary claims), they are resistant to being incorporated within
one cohesive model (or theory.)
Einstein himself is well known for rejecting some of the
claims of quantum mechanics. While clearly inventive in this
field, he did not accept the more exotic corollaries of quantum
mechanics, such as the lack of deterministic causality and the
assertion that a single subatomic particle can occupy numerous
areas of space at one time.
He also noticed some of the more exotic consequences of
entanglement and used them to formulate the Einstein-PodolskyRosen paradox, in the hope of showing that quantum mechanics
has unacceptable implications. The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
paradox shows that measuring the state of one particle can
instantaneously change the state of its entangled partner, although
the two particles can be an arbitrary distance apart. However, this
effect does not violate causality, since no transfer of information
is possible—see at Einstein & at Wheeler.

Pyle, Ernest ―Ernie‖ Taylor, 1900-1945, 74(121),
born in Dana, Indiana, he enlisted in the US Navy in 1917
in WW I at the age of 16., but was discharged after 3 months for
being too young.
With the entry of the U.S. into WW II, Pyle became a war
correspondent, applying his intimate style of writing to the war.
Instead of the movements of armies or the activities of generals,
Pyle generally wrote from the perspective of the common soldier,
an approach that won him not only further popularity but also
the Pulitzer Prize in 1944.
I read his column regularly throughout WW II—and you
can still read them in three books, Brave Men, Here is Your War,
and Ernie Pyle in England.
In 1944 he wrote a column urging that soldiers in combat
get ―fight pay‖ just as airmen were paid ―flight pay.‖ Sure enough,
congress passed a law giving soldiers 50% extra pay for combat
service. The legislation was called "the Ernie Pyle bill‖; also see
at Rooney.
Ermie Pyle was killed by a Japanese machine gun bullet on
the island of Ie Shima off Okinawa.on April 18, 1945. Pyle, 44,
had just arrived in the Pacific after four years of writing his
popular column from European battlefronts

Queasy Rider—solution to Car Sick? (the NY Times
Xword of Tues. Jan. 13, 2010.)

―Que Sera, Sera‖ (What Will Be, Will Be), song by

Pyromania, uncontrollable impulse to start fires;

Ray Evasns & Jay Livingston, and winner of an Acad.
Award in Hitchcock‘s 1956 film ―The Man Who Knew Too
Much.‖ It was Doris Day‘s signature song & sold more
than a million disks. I thought it was a little overdone, i.e.,
tiresome, in the movie but it was the 1956 Academy Award
for Best Song, and reached #2 on the US Pop Charts, and #1
in the UK.

See at Phobias, at Manias & at ―The Road to Wellville.‖

Pythagoras, who gave is his great theorem, 76(125)

QQQ,

pun on cues or queues, or XQQQ (as in
excuse me.)
Quaid, Dennis, actor--see at ―D.O.A.‖
Quaid, Randy, actor in ―The Last Detail,‖116- 117(

―Quemo Sabe,‖ catch phrase of ―The Lone

215-216), 190-191(350); also see at ―The Last Detail.‖

Ranger.‖ to Tonto, 78(127)

―Queeg, Captain,‖197 (360)-see at ―Caine Mutiny.‖
Queen, see at Red Queen, and at Lewis Carroll.
Queenan, Joe, see at ―Jumbo Lit.‖
Question. A rhetorical question is a figure of speech

Quantum, the smallest physical quantity that can
exist independently, esp. a discrete quantiy of electromagnetic radiation. ―The quantum is the greatest mystery we've
got. Never in my life was I more up a tree than today" --John
Wheeler.

in the form of a question posed for its persuasive effect

Quantum physics is a branch of science that deals
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without the expectation of a reply, e.g., "Why me, Lord?", "Did I
ask to be born?" Rhetorical questions encourage the listener to
reflect on what the implied answer to the question must be. When a
speaker states, "How much longer must our people endure this
injustice?" or "How many times do I have to tell you to stop
walking into the house with mud on your shoes?"; no formal
answer is expected. Rather, it is a device used by the speaker to
assert or deny something. In the 1580s, English printer Henry
Denham invented a "rhetorical question mark" for use at the end of
a rhetorical question; however, it died out of use in the 1600s. It
was the reverse of an ordinary question mark, so that instead of the
main opening pointing back into the sentence, it opened away from
it. (The Spanish also precede a question with a question mark, as in
?Cómo está usted? (How are you?)
We used to sing ―Tell Me Why the Skies Are Blue>‖ at Boy
Scout Camp. Note the questions are rhetorical in that no answer is
expected. Tell me why the stars do shine, / Tell me why the ivy
twines,/ Tell me why the skies are blue, / And I will tell you just
why I love you.
Of course, there are answers given in the succedding stanzas
but they leave the mystery of love as it is and should be.

Self-Portrait by Anthony Quinn he denied being the son of an
―Irish adventurer‖andattributed that tale to Hollywood publicists.
Quinn grew up first in the streets of El Paso, TX, then later
the Boyle Heights and the Echo Park neighborhoods of LA.
Quinn's personal life was as volatile and passionate as the
characters he played in films. In 1937 he married hs first wife,
actress Katherin DeMille, the adopted daughter of Cecil B.
DeMille. The couple had five children, ane were divorced in 1965.
The next year, he married costume designer Iolanda Quinn
(Jolanda Addolori). They had three children: After Quinn fathered
a hild with his secretary, Kathy Benvin, their union ended in 1997.
He then married Benvin, with whom he had two children & thy
remained together until his death. Quinn had three known
mistresses and fathered a total of 13 children.—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at Union Pacific.

Quisling is a tratior who seves as a puppet of the
eneny occupying his own country—after Vidkun
Quisling, 1887-1945, who deaded the Norwary
government during the Nazi occupation 1940-1945—see at
Norway.

Quitman, Texas is a city in northeast Texas in Wood County,

Questions—see at Unanswered Questons & below.
Questions that journalists try to answer when they

The population was 2,030 at the 2000 census. It is the
county seat of Wood County. See at Sissy Spacek.

write a story for a newspaper: Who, what , when, where,
why and how? In fact, James G. Stovall wrote a book on
these questions—see at Journalism.

Quixote, pronounced Kee oh‘ tay, the ―hero‖ of the
novel ―Don Quixote de la Mancha‖ (full title: El
ingenioso hidalgo Don Quijote de la Mancha, ―The
Ingenious Hidalgo Don Quixote of La Mancha‖) is a novel written
by Spanish author Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra. Cervantes
created a fictional origin for the story based upon a manuscript by
the invented Moorish historian, Cide Hamete Benengeli. Published
in two volumes a decade apart, in 1605 & 1615, Don Quixote is
the most influential work of literature to emerge from the Spanish
Golden Age and the entire Spanish literary canon.
As a founding work of modern Western literature, it
regularly appears high on the lists of the world‘sgreatest works —
excerpt from Wikipedia

Queues?--see at QQQ.
Quick-draw in gunfights out West are the legends of
many Oaters but they happened in real life--ee at Wild Bill
Hickok.
Charles Neider was imbued with the West, and
spent many hours practicing the arrt of the quick-draw.

―Quiet American, The‖(1958), a film based on
Graham Greene's 1955 novel about the seeds of American
military involvement in what would become the Vietnam
War. Another version was filmed in 2002, starring Michael
Caine.

Quixotic, means foolishly impractical, unrealistic, or

―Quiet

Beatle, The‖--a sobriquet for George Harrison.
Quill pen is a writing pen made from the shaft of a

wild-eyed romantic, an adjective describing the hero of the
novel ―Don Quixote‖

―Quotationary,‖ cited often; see the Bibliography..
―Quotations, Anyone?‖ 242(437):

flight feather, of a large bird, most often a goose. Quills
were before the metal dip pen, the fountain pen &
eventually the ball point pen came into use. The hand-cut
goose quill is still a superior calligraphy tool, providing a
sharp stroke and flexibility unmatched in steel pens. The
shaft of the feather acts as an ink reservoir and ink flows to
the tip by capillary action.
Quink , Parkers ―quick drying ink.‖ See Parker Pen Co.

―One original thought is worth a thousand mindless
quotings--Diogenes, the Cynic, 4-th century BC.
I always have a quotation for every thing--it saves original
thinking--Dorothy Sayers. In that case, she should have quoted
Diogenes, above.

―When Shakespeare is charged with debts to his authors,
Landor replies, ―Yet he was more original than the originals. He
breathed upon dead bodies and brought them into life‖---Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Quotation and Originality, in Letters and Social
Aims, 1875. (See Bartlett‘s)
By necessity, by proclivity, and by delight, we all quote-Ibid.
If you steal from one author, that is plagiarism; if you steal
from many, that‘s research---Wilson Mizner, 1876-1933 in the
Penguin Dictionary of Humorous Quotations
What is originality? Undetected plagiarism—Dean
William R. Inge, 1860-1954

Quinn, Anthony (né Antonio Rodolfo Oaxaca
Quinn), 1915-2001, was a two-time Academy Awardwinning actor, as well as a painter and writer. He appeared as the
lead in a number of films both critically acclaimed and
commercially successful, the most notable being the title character
in Zorba the Greek and the cruel circus performer in Fellini's La
strada. However his Oscrs for Best Actor. were for his role of
Zapata in Viva Zapata! (1952) and Van Gogh in Lust for Life
(1956). Quinn also appeared in, e.g., Lawrence of Arabia,
Barabbas, Requiem for a Heavyweight, Mohammad, Messenger of
God, The Shoes of the Fisherman, and The Guns of Navarone.
Quinn was born in Chihuahua, Mexico in the middle of the
Mexican Revolution. His mother, Manuela ―Nellie‖ (née Oaxaca),
was a Mexican of Aztec ancestry. His father, Frank "Francisco"
Quinn, was born in Mexico to a Mexican mother and an Irish
father, Frank, who fought alongside Pancho Villa & years later
moved to LA and became an assistant cameraman at a movie
studio called Zelig's. In Quinn's autobiography The Original Sin: A

Originality usually amounts to plagiarizing something
unfamiliar—Katherine Fullerton Gerould, 1829-1944 . (See

Quotationary at Originality. )

Quotations: ―Bartlett‘s Familiar Quotations, ―The
Penguin Dict. of Mod.Humorious Quotations,‖ see
Biblio.; The Oxford Dictionary of 20-th Century
Quotations, Eliz. Knowles, ed.; ―The Oxford Dict.of
Quotations., Fifth Edition, E. Knowles, ed., reviewed in
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Feb. 4, 2000, TLS by Frederic Raphael; also see at
Oxford Reference Books. ―The Penguin Dictionary of
Modern Humorous Quotations‖, Fred Metcalfe, Ed, Second
Ed., New York, etc., 2001; First Ed., Viking, 1986.―The
New Penguin Dictionary of Modern Quotations,‖ Robert
Andrew, Ed., New York, London, etc., 2001

R

George Jackson, Jack Johnson, Joe Louis, Richard
Pryor & Jackie Robinson; see ―What White Publishers
Won‘t Print‖ in ―I Like Myself When Laughing…‖ by Nora
Zeale Hurston; also see at Bigotry, at ―Colored People, or
People of Color.‖ at Diane McWhorter, at Gunga Din,
at Japanese Americans (Nissei, and Issei), who were
rounded up & put in remote USA Concentration
Camps, at Racism, at Racial Pejoratives & at Slurs.
To Kill a Mockingbird is probably the most widely
read book dealing with race in America, and its protagonist,
Atticus Finch, the most enduring fictional image of racial
heroism—see at ―To Kill a Mockingbird.‖

& B, short for rhythm & blues—see at Louis
Jourdan & at Rhythm and Blues.

R & R, rest & recuperation by the armed services.
Rabbi, a person trained in Jewish law, ritual, and
tradition and ordeained for leadership of a Jewish
congregations, esp. as chief religious official of a
synagogue. 2. A scholar who is qualified to interpret Jewish
law. (A rabbi is more of a teacher–leader rather tha a priest
or a preacher, not that
they don‘t have saxcred rituals to
perform.)
Rabbi Jokes: ―Tell me, rabbi, why does a Jew
always answer a question with a question? Rabbi: ―And
where is it written that one cannot answer a question with a
question?‖ Also see at ―Prest & the Rabbi Joke.‖

Race car is a palindrome
Race Hatred--see at Self-hatred.
Race horses & others, 94(179), 94(179)n. Also see at
Horses.

Race Street (Cincinnati), 114(211)—don‘t expect the
various races of mankind to meet there. See at Western
Electric.

Racial Bias, see a Jim Crow Laws & below.
Racial Slurs: Chink, Dago, Eye-talian, Gringo,

―Rabbit in the Moon,‖ Documentary film on AZNTV

Guinea, Heinie, Hun, Hunky or Hunkie, Nigger, Jap, Kike,
Kraut, Nigger, Okie, Pollack or Pollock, Sheeny, Smoke,
Spic, Wetback, Wop, Yid--there‘s really no end to them as
new ones keep cropping up. See at ―A Credit to His Race.‖

on May 2, 2005 about the Nisei in WW II. They were
interred in remote concentration camps, e.g., Tula Lake,
and forced to renounce their American citizenship. It took
almost 20 years, and 10,000 affidavits to reclaim it. They
were used as hostages against Japanaese maltreatment of
American prisoners of Japan. Many were drafted into
special all-Nisei battalions, although 99% of the Nisei
opposed the draft. The only US newspaper that took up their
plight had a Nisei editor, James Omura, who was
imprisoned for aiding the resistance to the draft. In 1947,
President Truman pardoned all Nisei draft dodgers and
restored full citizenship, R, xlix; See at Nisei (and Issei.)

Racial Proverbs, see at Double Meaning.
―Racing with the Moon‖ (1941)—see at Vaughn
Monroe.

Racism in USA: The sad fact of racism permeated
my boyhood, so much so that I was unaware of the
segregation—whites had their‘s & black‘s had their‘s & never the
twain would meet: not on the playground, in parks, the swimming
pool, church, theater, neighborhood, armed service, work place-not anywhere! 34(54); 130(239); also see at Klu Klux Klan & at
Minorites in Law Firms.
Not until I read Richard Wright‘s 1945 autobiography Blac
Boy, while I was in the Navy, & Ralph Ellison‘s 1952 novel
―The Invisible Man‖ in Graduate School, did I become aware of
the terrible injustice of segregation, not only to our Black brothers,
but to ourselves: Whites were just as deprived as blacks of the
richness of the other‘s culture.
Thank goodness for the Civil Rights Movement in the 60s
which lead to the outlawing of segregations in schools, in the work
place, and in theaters & elsewhere, 34(54)
In Princeton, New Jersey, I worked in the Princeton
Association for Human Rights (PAHR) in 1965-1966 for open
neighborhoods and housing for Blacks. And I met and made
lasting friends in the Black community who had worked with me
and other whites for equal opportunity for all, 34(54)
Racism & Joe Louis, Jackie Robinson & others, 222(395),
Racism at Covington, KY Princeton, NJ, & elsewhere, 34(54);
130(239); ―Can the Various Races Live Together?‖ 130(239); Bill
Cosby on Blacks, 130(239). Also see at Einstein on Race &
Racism, at Nisei & at Issei, and at Watson‘s Racism.

Rabbit punch is a punch to the nape of the neck,
i.e., to the base of the skull. It is considered dangerous
because it can damage the cervical vertebrae and subsequently the
spinal cord, which may lead to serious spinal cord injury or even
death.
For this reason the punch is illegal in boxing and many
other combat sports that involve striking. The punch's name is
derived from the use of the technique by hunters to kill rabbits with
a quick, sharp strike to the back of the head, for instance using a
blunt object such as a steel pipe.
This type of punch was frequently used by 1940s Australian
boxer Aaron Mulheron, to subdue his opponents. The move was
eventually banned in 1941. This punch is now an illegal tactic in
all full contact fighting sports.
A rabbit punch is also considered in other cultures to be a
punch directly to the kidney region; this can often cause internal
bleeding and often leads to cardiac arrest.
I would imagine that landing on one‘s head after a fall from,
e.g., a horse, or a ladder, would have the same effect as a
rabbit punch. See at Chris Reeve.

Rabelais, François, ?1494-?1593--see at ―Garantua.‖
Rabi, Isadore Isaac, winner of 1944 Nobel for his

Racism: It origins lie in Kinship; in particular, in the
family: ―Apples fall close to the apple tree,‖ 92(175)
Yet, according to Frank M Snowden, 1911-12007, racial bias is a
relatively modern phenomenon. (I doubt this!). See at Snowden.
Bobby Troup was the first White officer to be given
command of an all-Black unit in Jackson, NC, where the men
were living in tents, with filthy latrines--this was in the bad old
days where, in Jackson, a black was expected to cross the street or
literally stand in the gutter while a white walked by. Troup took a
different attitude—see at Troup.

study of magnetic movement of atomic paticles.

Rabies, an acute, infectious, often fatal, viral disease
of most warm=blooded animals, especially, wolves, dogs,
and cats, and communicated by bites, or even droppings in
caves by bats. See at Pasteur.
Race & racism has its origins in kinship, 92(175);
see at ―Red and Yellow, Black, or White.‖ Can the various
races ive together peacefully? (my ―Town Hall Radio
Speech in the 7-th or 8-th grade), 130(239); see at
Apartheid, at Bob Dylan, Einstein on Race & Racism,

Racist America: ―I live in racist America and I‘m
uneducated and a lot of people love me, and like what I do,
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and I can make a living from it. You can‘t do better than that‖—
quoted in Milestones, Time Magazine‘s annual tribute to celebs
who died that year, Dec. 26, 2005 / Jan. 2, 2006

Mix, The Lone Ranger (& Tonto), The Shadow (Lamont
Cranston & Margo), Sherlock Holmes, The Thin Man (Nick
Charles), & others. Also, see at All American Boy & at
Radio Days.

Radar, 229-230(417-418); -- and the Hunt for the

Radio joke: When asked what she had on when she

Bismarck, 229(417-418); the history of its development,
229(418); -- is an acronym for ―radio detecting & ranging;‖
On Jan. 10, 1946, the first man-made contact with the
moon were radar signals sent by the US Signal Corp
bouncing off the moon and returning. Also see at Clarke.

posed for that famous nude calendar photo,
Marilyn
Monroe quipped, ―I had the radio on!‖--see at Marilyn
Monroe

Radio Plays, see at H. G. Wells.
Radio Technician (―R.T.‖ or ―RT‖), 163-165(288-

Radar screen, the oscilloscope viewing screen of a
radar receiver. ―He‘s just a blip on the radar screen,‖ a
perjorative.

290), Chs. 53 & 55, Chs. 61-65; Chs. 67-68; also see at
―R.T.‖ The value of RT training to me and to the country,
212(386)n, 231(420); ―RT Company 1038,‖ Chs. 55-59.
―They washed out half the class [at Michigan City] because
they couldn‘t stand the strain,‖ in an e-mail from Glenn
Fitkin about our RT class at Michgan City, Indiana. See
at ―GL‖Autobio, 213(387-388); ―Secondary School was
more competitive than ever!‖ 230(418)

Radio: The first long distance wireless telegraphy
was transmitted by Guglielmo Marconi, in Bologna in
1895, across the English Channel in 1898, and across the
Atlantic in 1901; The first White House radio was installed
during the Harding Administration, 1921-1923.
The first US radio station, KDKA, began
transmitting from Pittsburgh, PA, in 1920; NBC debuted
on Nov. 15, 1926 with 24 stations. NBC set up a coast-tocoast-to-coast permanent network on Dec. 23, 1928. Calvin
Coolidge gave the first presidential radio broadcast
on Dec. 6, 1926.
Also see at Jack Benny, Fibber McGee & Molly,
at Radio Days, at Radio Heroes & at Tesla--Teslas is
credited in 1943, the year of his death, by the US Supreme
Court for having invented the radio.

Radioactivity is emission of radiation from certain
atoms, e.g., radium, thorium, uranium as a consequence of a
nuclear reaction caused by innate instability, or high speed
bombardment by particles, e.g., by hydrogen; the radiation
consists of atomic and subatonuc particles, nucleons,
electons, and gamma rays, and is used in treating cancer.
See at Atomic fission, and at Radium. Discovered by
Becquerel, together with the Curies. See at Becqerel ,
at Curie & below.
Radioactivity, Artificial: Not all nuclear reactions
are spontaneous. Radioactivity can occur when stablee
isotopes are bombarded with particles such as neutrons. This
method of inducing a nuclear reaction to proceed is termed
artificialradioactivity.
Thusnuclear reactions, which wouldn't have been viewed
spontaneously, could now be observed. (This was discovered by
Irène & Frédéric Joliot-Curie,who received a Nobel Prize for
it. Since about 1940, a set of new elements with atomic numbers
over 92 (the atomic number of the heaviest naturally occurring
element, Uranium) have been artificially made. They are called the
transuranium elements.

Radio City Music Hall is a premier entertainment
venue located in NYCity's Rockefeller Center. Its
nicknameis the Showplace of the Nation & it was for a time the
leading tourist destination in the City. Its interior was declared a
City landmark in 1978. The 12 acre complex in midtown
Manhattan known as Rockefeller Center was developed between
1929 and 1940 by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., on land leased from
Columbia University.
Rockefeller initially planned an opera house on the site, but
changed his mind after the Stock Market Crash of 1929. The
names "Radio City" and "Radio City Music Hall" derive from one
of the complex's first tenants, the Radio Corporation of America.
Radio City Music Hall was a project of Rockefeller, Samuel
Roxy Rothafel who previously opened the Roxy Theater in 1927,
and RCA chairman David Sarnoff. RCA had developed numerous
studios for NBC at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, just to the south of the
Music Hall, and the radio-TV complex that lent the Music Hall its
name is still known as the NBC Radio City Studio.
Radio City has 5,933 seats for spectators; it became the
largest movie theater in the world at the time of its opening.
Designed by Edward Durell Stone, the interior of the theater, by
Donald Deskey, incorporates glass, aluminum, chrome, and
geometric ornamentation. An auditorium at Purdue U. advertized
that is was 6 seats bigger than Radio City.

.Radiotherapy uses precisely targeted high-energy
rays to kill cancer cells. It does this by damaging a cell's
internal components (molecules), causing the cells to commit
suicide by apoptosis. When a high-energy ray hits a molecule, it
can cause it to break up. This can form free radicals, which can
cause further damage to the inside of the cell. Some rare metals,
for example radium, emit high-energy gamma-rays naturally. In
other cases, radiation can be produced in a special machine, where
a metal element is heated to produce electrons. These accelerate in
an electric field towards a piece of tungsten metal, which then
emits high-energy x-rays when they hit it.
Wilhelm Röntgen, a German physics professor, discovered
X-rays in 1896. He gave a lecture called "Concerning a New Type
Of Ray", which caused a revolution in the scientific community.
Just weeks later, Emil Grubbé, a student doctor in Chicago,
became the first person to use of radiation to treat cancer. And
three years later, two Swedish doctors used radiotherapy to cure
several cases of head and neck cancer. In 1901, Röntgen was
awarded the Nobel Prize for his discovery.
Early radiotherapy consisted of a single massive dose of
radiation, typically lasting an hour. Side effects were severe. In
1914, an Austrian doctor controversially suggested that
radiotherapy might work better if it was given in many smaller
doses ('fractionated radiotherapy'). This sparked a debate that
lasted until 1922, when Claudius Regaud conclusively proved that
fractionated therapy was just as effective as single-dose therapy,
but caused fewer side effects.

Radio Corportation of America (RCA)--see at TV.
―Radio Days,‖ 77-78(127-128); Woodie Allen‘s
nostalgic movie ―Radio Days,‖ set in WW II Brooklyn,
evokes the submarine scare on the East Coast. Spies from
submarines actually made two landings near New York
City, R, lxii, 78(127)n; also see at ―The Year of the Zinc
Penny,‖ R, lxi-lxii
Radio Days at home,77-78(127-128): To quote Ronald
Reagan‘s autobiography on ―Amos & Amdy‖): ―A radio set
would be placed on the stage while everybody sat quiverly
[sic!] in their seats for a half hour listenimg‖ 78(128)

―Radio Heroes, ―The Great‖ (see Bobliography): The
Adventures of Superman, Buck Rodgers in the Twentieth
Century, Gang Busters, Ellery Queen, Jack Armstrong(―The
All American Boy‖), Inner Santum, Orphan Annie, Tom
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The 1920s also saw the emergence of the radiographer as a
specialist profession. Despite these advances, radiotherapy was
predominantly used to alleviate symptoms ('palliative' treatment)
rather than actually cure cancer. Over the next thirty years,
engineers built ever more powerful x-ray sources. The more
powerful an x-ray, the further into the body it penetrates and the
less damage it does to the skin.
X-ray energies are measured in Kilovolts (KV) or
Megavolts (MV; 1MV = 1000KV). In the 1920s, x-ray generators
were only capable of making x-rays at about 200KV (for
comparison, the natural gamma-rays emitted by radium are about
1.2MV). By the 1950s, engineers had developed an 8MV x-ray
generator (or 'linear accelerator'). Nowadays, an x-ray machine in a
typical hospital will have an energy of about 10MV. Since then, a
number of technological developments have allowed radiologists
to target the x-ray beam more accurately and avoid damaging
normal tissue, further improving radiotherapy as a cancer
treatment.
For example, the use of CT scanning allows radiologists to
determine the exact size and shape of the tumour. And fractionated
radiotherapy techniques such as CHART developed by Cancer
Research UK scientists in the 1990s, have been proved to increase
survival and produce fewer side effects. Another type of
radiotherapy is internal radiotherapy or brachytherapy. This
technique involves implanting tiny beads or rods of radioactive
metal around the tumor. It too has been in use since the early
1900s, and is still in use today. Initially, radium was the metal of
choice for brachytherapy, but these days, caesium and iridium are
used instead.

Rae, John, 1813–93, Scottish arctic explorer, b.
Orkney Islands. A physician in the employ of the Hudson's Bay
Company in N Canada, Rae made (1846–47) a journey of
exploration from Fort Churchill to the Gulf of Boothia, which he
described in his Narrative of an Expedition to the Shores of the
Arctic Sea (1850). In 1847 he joined Sir John Richardson's
expedition in search of the lost party of Sir John Franklin, the
British explorer; later (1851) he commanded a search party that
crossed the tundra and explored part of Victoria Island. It was not
until his expedition of 1853–54, however, that he found evidence
of Franklin's fate. Rae was an important innovator in arctic travel,
coping with the unforgiving environment by adapting techniques
developed by indigenous peoples, e.g., snowshoes, fur clothing,
igloos, and dog sleds. However, he fell into disfavor and
subsequent obscurity in Great Britain after he revealed that
members of the starving Franklin party had resorted to
cannibalism. See K. McGoogan, Fatal Passage: The Story of John
Rae, the Arctic Hero Time Forgot (2002)--from Online
Columbia Encyclopedia,

RAF, abbreviation for Royal Air Force—it was
established in Britain on April 1, 1918.

Rag, Ragtime, or Rag-time, is an American musical

radioactive element, having 13 isotopes with mass nos.
between 213 & 230, of which radium is 226 with atomic no.188;
Radium is the first known radioactive element discovered.
Madame Curie boiled down a ton of pitchblend to isolated
the first specimen. Radium made Madame Curie, then killed
her‖—see ―Obsessive Genius‖ in Biblio & see at Curie.

genre which enjoyed its peak popularity between 1897 and
1918. It has had several periods of revival since then and is still
being composed today. Ragtime was the first truly American
musical genre, predating jazz.
It began as dance music in popular music settings years
before being published as popular sheet music for piano. Being a
modification of the then popular march, it was usually written in
2/4 or 4/4 time (meter) with a predominant left hand pattern of bass
notes on odd-numbered beats and chords on even-numbered beats
accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. A
composition in this style is called a ―rag‖. A rag written in 3/4 time
is a ―ragtime waltz.‖
―Ragtime is not a ―time‖ (meter) in the same sense that
march time is 2/4 meter and waltz time is 3/4 meter; it is rather a
musical genre that uses an effect that can be applied to any meter.
The defining characteristic of ragtime music is a specific type of
syncopation in which melodic accents occur between metrical
beats. This results in a melody that seems to be avoiding some
metrical beats of the accompaniment by emphasizing notes that
either anticipate or follow the beat. The ultimate (and intended)
effect on the listener is actually to accentuate the beat, thereby
inducing the listener to move to the music.
Scott Joplin, the composer-pianist known as the ―King of
Ragtime,‖ called this effect ―weird and intoxicating.‖ He also used
the term ―swing‖ in describing how to play ragtime music: ―Play
slowly until you catch the swing...‖ The name swing later came to
be applied to an early genre of jazz that developed from ragtime.
Converting a non-ragtime piece of music into ragtime by
changing the time values of melody notes is known as ―ragging‖
the piece. Original ragtime pieces usually contain several distinct
themes, four being the most common number—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia—where there is lots more. Also see at Scott
Joplin, at Lewis F. Muir, at Swing & at Wrong Note Rag.

Radner, Gilda Susan (née Gilda Dworkin), 1946-

Raggedy Ann Doll, created in 1915 by a man whose

Radiotherapy is usually required for one of the
following reasons: : As a stand-alone treatment to cure
cancer; To shrink a cancer before surgery; To reduce the risk of a
cancer coming back after surgery; To complement chemotherapy;
To control symptoms and improve quality of life if a cancer is too
advanced to cure--from this link http://info.cancerresearchuk.
org/cancerandresearch/learnaboutcancer/treatment/radiotherapy/

Radisson, Pierre-Esprit,1636–1710, was a French-born
explorer and mapper, whose exploration of 1668 led to the
formation of the Hudson's Bay Company. He came to New France as a
teenager and was captured in an Iroquois raid circa 1652, but was
adopted by his captors and became accustomed to their way of life.
Radisson escaped once but he was recaptured and tortured. After two
years of living with the Iroquois he fled and returned to Trois-Rivières
in New France from where he journeyed to the fur-trading regions of
Lake Michigan and Lake Superior with his brother-in-law Médard des
Groseilliers. However, as they did not have a license to trade furs, the
officials in New France confiscated their furs and fined them when they
returned in 1660. This voyage had however enabled them to discover
the ―salted sea,‖ Hudson Bay, of which the natives spoke.

Radium, a very rare, brilliant white luminescent highly

daughter had died shortly fater being vaccinatned at school
without parental consent—from the review of ―Vaccine‖

1989, was born to well-off Jewish-American parents,
Herman Radner and Henrietta Dworkin, in Detroit, MI. Her mother
named her Gilda after the title character played by Rita Hayworth
in Gilda. Radner was a comedian & actress, best known for her
five years as part of the original cast of the NBC comedy series
Saturday Night Live Radner. She married Gene Wilder in 1984.
Her death of ovarian cancer at age 42, despite having been tested
negative or it, made her a beacon for public awareness of both
better detection & treatment of the disease –Wikiepedia (edited);
also see at Gene Wilder, her husband, and at her memoir ―It‘s
Always Something,‖

―Raggedy Ann,‖ Carl‘s --, 94(179)
Ragman‘s cry: ―Ragscoaliron,‖ 20(30)
―Ragman‘s Son, The‖ Kirk Douglas‘s Bio., 20(30)
―Ragtime‖ is a 1975 novel by E. L. Doctorow & a 1981
movie based on it. See at Video Hound for the latter, which
gives credit to Randy Newman for the (ragtime) music—
my parenthesis..
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Sir Humphrey Gilbert in outfitting a heavily armed fleet, ostensibly for
a voyage of discovery. Storms and desertions soon ended the project. In
1580, Raleigh served in Ireland, suppressing the rebels in Munster.
Courtier, Poet, and Adventurer. When he returned to
England in 1581, Raleigh immediately went to court and soon became
a favorite of Queen Elizabeth I. Whether he placed his cloak in the mud
for Queen Elizabeth I or not, it seems fairly certain that his personal
charm had much to do with his friendship with her.
As an important courtier he was granted (1583) a wine
monopoly, was knighted (1585), and was given vast estates in Ireland.
Made warden of the stanneries (the tin mines of Cornwall and Devon)
in 1585, Raleigh exhibited a genuine talent for administration, but he
had already alienated too many important people to achieve real
political power.
He was appointed captain of the queen's guard in 1587, an
office significant because it required constant attendance on Elizabeth.
Raleigh conceived and organized the colonizing expeditions to
America that ended tragically with the lost colony expeditions on
Roanoke Island, N.C. He was later named a member of the
commission for the defense against Spain, but it is doubtful that he
participated in the naval operations against the Spanish Armada (1588).
Probably because of his conflict with Robert Devereux, 2d earl of
Essex, Elizabeth's new favorite, Raleigh left court in 1589.
At Kilcolman Castle, Ireland, he became a close friend of
Edmund Spenser, whose Faerie Queene, begun under the aegis of Sir
Philip Sidney, was continued under Raleigh's patronage. After the
queen's quarrel with Essex over the earl's marriage, Raleigh returned to
prominence at court and was granted (1592) an estate at Sherborne.
Later that year he set out on a privateering expedition, but he was
recalled by Elizabeth and imprisoned in the Tower of London when
she learned of his secret marriage to Elizabeth Throckmorton, a maid of
honor at court. Late in 1592, Raleigh's expedition returned to England
with a richly loaded Portuguese carrack. Disputes broke out over the
division of the spoils, and Raleigh was released to quell the
disturbance, thereby winning his freedom.
Barred from court, Raleigh sat in Parliament. He achieved
great notoriety for his connection with the poetic group known as the
school of night. Led by Thomas Harriot and including Christopher
Marlowe and George Chapman, the group's skeptical attitude and
critical interpretation of Scripture won them a reputation for atheism. In
1595, Raleigh embarked on an expedition with the adventurer-scholar
Laurence Kemys to find the fabled city of El Dorado. They penetrated
300 mi (480 km) up the Orinoco River into the interior o fGuiana,
bringing home specimens containing gold. Raleigh published his
Discovery of Guiana the following year. In 1596 he commanded a
squadron in the English expedition against Cádiz.
Downfall. Raleigh was made governor of Jersey in 1600, but his
fortunes ebbed when he drifted apart from his former ally Robert Cecil
(later earl of Salisbury) in the political tempest over Essex's treason and
death. He met his downfall upon the accession (1603) of James I, who
had been convinced by Raleigh's enemies that Raleigh was opposed to
his succession. Many of Raleigh's offices and monopolies were taken
away, and, on somewhat insufficient evidence, he was found guilty of
intrigues with Spain against England and of participation in a plot to
kill the king and enthrone Arabella Stuart. Saved from the block by a
reprieve, Raleigh settled down in the Tower and devoted himself to
literature and science.
There he began his incomplete History of the World. Raleigh
was released in 1616 to make another voyage to the Orinoco in search
of gold, but he was warned not to molest Spanish possessions or ships
on pain of his life. The expedition failed, but Laurence Kemys captured
a Spanish town. Raleigh returned to England, where the Spanish
ambassador demanded his punishment. Failing in an attempt to escape
to France, he was executed under the original sentence of treason
passed many years before.
Bibliography Raleigh was the author of a number of political
essays and philosophical treatises, and of a body of poetry that was
highly praised by his contemporaries. See his poems, ed. by A. Latham
(1951). See also biographies by A. L. Rowse (1962, repr. 1975), S. J.
Greenblatt (1973), R. Lacey (1974), and R. Trevelyan (2004); M. C.
Bradbrook, The School of Night (1936, repr. 1965); J. Racin, Sir Walter
Raleigh as Historian (1974). The Columbia Encyclopedia. Copyright ©
2001-09 Columbia University Press. All rights reserved.

Railroad (RR) Alphabet soup, Chs. 5: NYC, B&0,
C&O, L&N, SP, &UP, short for respectively, New York
Central, Baltimore & Ohio (the first US railroad chartered to carry
passengers and freight, back on February 28, 1827, according to
―Highlights in History‖), Chesapeake & Ohio, Louisville &
Nashville, Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, not to mention the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe! (Atchison was a hub city of
northeast Kansas for the railroad founded in 1859.). See at
Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe. Railroad Boxcars, Ch. 16
Big decision for kids: crawl under, over, through, or
between? , 49(80); Covington and Cincinnati RR, 17(2526); see at ―Riding the Rails.‖ Also see at ―Carl & Whitey.‖

―Rail Splitter‖ was a nickname for Abraham Lincoln;
it originated in the Illinois State Republican Convention at
Decatur on 9 May 1860, when Richard J. Oglesby, later governor
of Illinois, and John Hanks, who had lived with the Lincolns,
marched into the convention hall with two fence rails placarded,
―Abraham Lincoln, The Rail Candidate for President in
1860."‖Lincoln had worked as a soldier, a a surveyor, a tavern
keeper, and a rail splitter before pursuing law and politics, and the
nickname capitalized on his humble beginnings. The sobriquet
caught on at the national convention at Chicago, spread quickly
over the North, and became a valuable campaign asset--link:
http://wiki.answers.com/Q/Why_was_Abraham_Lincoln_called_R
ail_Splitter

Rain Beau? ―She says I am her rain beau, because I
kissed her in the rain‖—line from Kiss in the Rain by
Samuel Peck, 1854-1938, anthologized in an anthology
―A Kiss‖ compiled by Rosemarie Jarkski.

―Rain, rain, go away, come again some other day.‖
Rain or Shine‖ see at ―Come Rain or Shine.‖
―Rainy Days and Mondays,‖ 1971 song by Richard
Carpenter and John Bettis, sung by Richard‘s sister, Karen.
―Talking to myself and feeling old / Sometimes Id like to quit /
Nothing ever seems to fit / Hangin around, nothing to do but
frown / Rainy days and mondays /always get me down‖—
there‘s lots more to the lyrics. You can hear Karen sing it on
You Tube.

―Rain. Spahn and Sain, and pray for‖—see Spahn.
―Rain,‖ Maugham‘s tale of a puritanical preacher‘s
doomed attempt to ―save‖ a ―lost woman,‖
Sadie
Thompson, on the island of Pago Pago. In the 1932
remake of the 1928 silent film, the preacher (Walter Huston)
loses his faith during a Monsoon & his body is washed up
on the beach after Joan Crawford‘s Sadie spits out the
immortal line ―Men are Pigs!‖ Also see at ―Sadie
Thompson,‖ a 1928 silent film.
‖Rainbow, The‖ by D. H. Lawrence novel, 226(413)

―Rainbow, Over the,‖ see at Harburg.
―Rainbow Sign, The‖—see at Oh, Mary Don‘t You Weep.
―Raindrops on roses‖—see at ―My Favorite Things.‖
Rainer, Luise, born 1912 in Vienna, Austria, won two
Oscars for Best Actress for ― The Great Ziegfield‖ (1936) &
―The Good Earth‖ (1937)

Rains, Claude--see at ―Casablanca‖ & at Ronald
Colman.

―Rains in Spain fall mainly in the plain, The‖—song
from :My Fair Lady.‖

Raleigh, or Ralegh, Sir Walter, 1554?–1618, English
soldier, explorer, courtier, and man of letters.
Early Life As a youth Raleigh served (1569) as a volunteer in
the Huguenot army in France. In 1572 he was listed as an
undergraduate at Oxford, where he may have studied before going to
France, and his name appears in the registry of the Middle Temple in
1575. In 1578, Raleigh and his brother Carew joined their half brother
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Ralston, Vera, actress, see at ―Dakota‖ (1945)
Ramada, mainly in Southest USA: 1a. An open or

Rationing in WW II: Cobalt, copper, iron, in, e.g.,
tin foil, tin cans, zinc, indeed, all metals, e.g., chrome
(chromium) on cars, fuel, e.g., coal, gasoline oil, but also food,
e.g., meat-stamps depended on family size, & Meatless Tuesdays
was decreed during this period; leather, e.g., shoes were rationed
until Oct 30, 1945, hence rubber heels were too.
Gasoline rationing began on Mar. 15, 1942 in 17 Eastern
states except for ―essential vehicles‖—the non-essential vehicles
ere limited to 3 gallons a weil;
Sugar, e.g., candy, cacao, hence, chocolate, coffee,
clothing, e.g., wool, nylon, silk & rayon stockings, cuffs on
trousers, heels higher than two inches, tobacco, tea, meat &
paper; e.g., magazines, books & newsprint were all rationed, 140141(253), 153(271)
On May 3, 1944 rationing ended on most cuts of meat & at
day‘s end, Nov.23, 1945, rationing expired on most foods.
Lucky Strike Green Goes to War, 153(270): People
salvaged enormous quantities of stuff for the war effort, 141(253);
People shopped at different places to build up credentials in order
to buy scarce merchandize, 153(271); Women painted their leg to
look like stockings, 153(271); On Jan. 18, 1943, even the slicing
of bread was banned in order to reduce demand on metals.
―The Year of the Zinc Penny, 1943,‖ remember?—it
wasn‘t pretty like shiny copper penny, R, lxi-lxii

semi-enclosed shelter roofed with brush or branches.
1b. An open porch or breeze way. 2. An arbor or treilluis
made of entwined branches—from Sp. rama, branch; L.
ramus.

Ramsey Mr.& Mrs, Clyde &Melvyn, 69(113)
Randall, Tony, won a 1964 Tony for his title role in
―Dr. Lao.‖

Randolph, John, 1915-2004, actor, appeared in Pretty
Poison ( 968), Serpico (1973), Blind Ambition (1979),
Lovely…but Deadly (1982), Prizzi‘s Honor (1985), A Price
Above Rubies (1997), You‘ve Got Mail (1998), among
others.

Randolph, Joyce, see at ―The Hooneymooners.‖
Randy Johnson, at age 40, oldest player to pitch a
perfect game, a five-time Cy Young Award winner,
125(230); see at Roger Clemens & at Cy Young..

Rankin, Nicholas, see at Gernika.
―Ranger, The Lone,‖ & Tonto, 77(127)
Rape: when sex is force on an unwilling person by
physical, brain-washing or other, coercion, or by drugs.
See at Mickey Finn, used in ―date rape.‖ Also see at ―Berlin
(Woman in).‖ Hatred and abasement of another is said to be
the motivation rather than the desire for sex.

Rattletrap, a rickety, worn-out vehicle.
Ratner, Barbara—see at Fruit Flies.
Rats, 18-19(27-28),Ch.41:On Mohs‘s scale (see).

Rape Joke, Tasteless: An intruder breaks into a house

Rats‘ teeth are 5.5 times harder than steel, 19(28); -- calling
cards, 19(28); a character in Orwell‘s ―1984‖ is tortured by rats
running rampant in his cell--rats are ―his greatest fear, his worst
nightmare,‖ ibid. -- see at ―1984;‖ ‖ ―Rats can have sex twenty
times a day! (So what? I‘m not jealous!)‖
19(28); Norwegian
--, 18(27); Brown --, 18(27), 18(27)n; according to the Dec.
2006 Discovery Mag., a femal rat can mate as many as 500 times
with various males during 6 hr. period of receptivity—a state she
can be in about 15 times a year! Moreover, a pair of brown rats
can beget as many as
2,000 offspring in a year .

where a mother, her mother, and daughter live & tell them:
"Take off your clothes, I am going to rape you!" The
daughter gasps, "Not Grandmother too?" Grandmother
says, "Shut up you brat-- you heard what he said!"

Raphael, Frederic, see at Benchley (last Paragraph) &
ditto that at Byron.

Rasch, Lillian, Ch. 43,147-148(262-263): ―She would
have correctly pronounced coup in French as ―coo‖-- a
sudden telling blow or masterstroke), as when I was
excused from marching drills & other tiresome chores!
196(358);
-- with several other HHS faculty in the language dept.
visited me at Corpus Christi Navy Air Base in 1946-imnagine my surprise & pleasure! 224(408);
-- and Le Cercle Français,.154(272)): -- Ms. Rasch was Ms.
Settle all over again, 148(263);
-- wrote in Carl‘s ―Lest We Forget:‖ ―Une bonne
rénommée vaut mieux que une ceinture dorée‖ (A good
name is more precious than gold), 148(263)—I never
forgot it.

―Rats!‖ First line of ―The Pied Piper of Hamlin,‖
Ch. 41.

Rattigan, Sir Terrence, 1911-1977, wrote the play
―The Browning Version,‖ 32(51)—see at Browning.

Ravel, Joseph-Maurice, 1875--1937, was a French
composer of Impressionist music known especially for the
subtlety, richness, and poignancy of his melodies, orchestral and
instrumental textures and effects. Much of his piano music,
chamber music, vocal music and orchestral music have become
staples of the concert repertoire. Ravel's piano compositions, such
as Jeux d'eau, Miroirs and Gaspard de la Nuit, demand
considerable virtuosity from the performer, and his orchestral
music, including Daphnis et Chloé and his arrangement of Modest
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition, uses tonal color and
variety of sound and instrumentation very effectively. Ravel is
perhaps best known for his orchestral work, Boléro, which he
considered trivial and once described as "a piece for orchestra
without music." According to SACEM, Ravel's estate earns more
royalties than that of any other French musician. According to
international copyright law, Ravel's works are public domain since
January 1, 2008 in most countries. In France, due to anomalous
copyright law extensions to account for the two world wars, they
will not enter the public domain until 2015—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Bolero.)

Rasselas (1759) is Johnson's only extended prose
fiction It tells the story of Rasselas, a Prince of Abyssinia,
who leaves the Happy Valley of his birth with his mentor,
Imlac; his sister, Nekayah; and her servant, Pekuah. In the
episodic plot, the four travel through Egypt looking for the
happiest mode of life. As anyone who has read The Vanity
of Human Wishes could guess: they never find it-Wikipedia.
As I remember the story, after Rasselas returns home
he finds it a happier place than any he visited. Also see at
―The Blue Bird of Happiness.‖

―Ratched, Nurse‖--see at Louise Fletcher.
―Ratchett‖ a stand-in for the murderer of the

Raven, Eddy (né Edward Garvin Futch), born 1945 in

Lindberg child, played by Richard Widmark—see at
―Murder on the Orient Express.‖

Lafayette, Louisiana s an American country music artist. He
charted a string of hit singles on the country music charts between
1974 and 1991. Influenced by Cajun music, the country music
sounds from popular radio broadcasts such as the Louisiana

Rathbone, Basil, English actor who played Sherlock
Holmes in many films. Also see at Ronald Colman.
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collage, assemblage, and prototypes of what would eventually be called
performance art and conceptual art" and saying "Man Ray offered
artists in all media an example of a creative intelligence that, in its
'pursuit of pleasure and liberty,'"—Man Ray's stated guiding
principles—"unlocked every door it came to and walked freely where it
would."
―One no longer remembers where Mr. Ray was born. After having
been a coal merchant, a millionaire several times over and the chairman
of a chewing-gum trust, he decided he was open to the Dadaists‘
invitation to show his latest paintings in Paris (This fictitious
biography, written by the Dada ringleader Tristan Tzara on the
occasion of Man Ray‘s first show in Paris, is only partially a joke. As
far as most people knew, it might have been true; the avant-garde was
full of bourgeois and upper-class exiles, and Man Ray was not exactly
forthcoming about his origins‖ from an article, "Mercurial Jester,
Revealing and Concealing," by KAREN ROSENBERG Published:
November 20 2009 in the NY Times, Art & Design, review of ―Alias
Man Ray: The Art of Reinvention‖ at the Jewish Museum in NY City,
accessible
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/11/20/arts/design/20ray.html?_r=1
&partner=rss&emc=rss

Hayride, New Orleans blues, and the new sounds of rock and roll,
Raven developed his own unique sound. His songwriting abilities
led to him being signed by Don Gant to a publishing deal with
Acuff-Rose Music that eventually led to him moving to Nashville,
Tennessee where he started recording for himself in 1974. In the
1980s, had a string of top ten songs, including 8 that went to No. 1
on the country music charts. Those songs include ―I Got
Mexico"‖(1984); ―Shine, Shine, Shine‖ (1987); ―I'm Gonna
Get You‖ & ―Joe Knows How to Live‖ (both 1988); and "In a
Letter to You" and "Bayou Boys" (both 1989). He also wrote The
Oak Ridge Boys, 1982 single ―Thank God for Kids‖—
Wikipedia excerpt.

―Raven, The,‖ one of Poe‘s most enduring poems.
See at the next-to–last sentence at Ravensbrück,

―The Raven, The‖ starring Boris Karloff was filmed
in 1935 & starred Boris Karloff. A 1963 remake starred
Jack Nicholson. See at Movies from Poems.

Ravensbrück, also Ravensbrueck, a notorious
womens' concentration camp in World War II, located in
northern Germany, 90 km (57 mi) north of Berlin at a site near
the village of Ravensbrück (part of Fürstenberg/ on the Havel 75
km (47 mi) north of Berlin.). Construction of the camp began in
Nov. 1938 by SS leader Heinrich Himmler and was unusual in that
it was a camp primarily for women. The camp opened in May
1939. In the spring 1941, the SS authorities established a small
men's camp adjacent to the main camp. Between 1939 and 1945,
over 130,000 female prisoners passed throughthe Ravensbrück
camp system; only 40,000 survived.
Although the inmates came from every country in Germanoccupied Europe, the largest single national group incarcerated in
the camp were Polish women--excerpt from Wikipedia.

Raye, Don—see at ―Beat Me Daddy Eight to the
Bar.‖

Raye, Martha (née Margaret Teresa Yvonne Reed),
1916--1994, she was a comic actress and standards singer
who performed in movies, and later on TV. She was born in Butte,
MT., where her Irish immigrant parents, Peter F. Reed and
Maybelle Hooper, were performing at a local vaudeville theatre as
―Reed and Hooper.‖ Two days after Martha was born, her mother
was already back on stage, and Martha first appeared in their act
when she was three years old. She performed with her brother,
Bud, and soon the two children became such a highlight that the
act was renamed ―Margie and Bud.‖
Some show business insiders speculated that the Judy
Garland song from A Star Is Born, ―I was born in a trunk in the
Princess Theater in Pocatello, Idaho‖ was inspired by Raye's
beginnings.
In the early 1930s, Raye was a band vocalist with the Paul
Ash and Boris Morros orchestras. She made her first film
appearance in 1934 in a band short titled A Nite in the Nite Club. In
1936, she was signed for comic roles by Paramount Pictures, and
made her first picture for Paramount. Her first feature film was
Rhythm on the Range with crooner Bing Crosby.
Over the next 26 years, she appeared with many of the
leading comics of her day, including Joe E. Brown, Bob Hope,
W.C. Fields, Abbott and Costello, Charlie Chaplin, and Jimmy
Durante.
She joined the USO soon after the US entered World War
II. Martha Raye was known for the size of her mouth, which
appeared large in proportion to the rest of her face, thus earning
her the nickname ―The Big Mouth.‖ She often alluded to this in a
subsequent series of commercials for Polident denture toothpaste
in the 1980s: ―So take it from The Big Mouth...new Polident Green
gets tough stains clean!‖ Her mouth would come to relegate her
motion picture work to largely supporting comic parts, and was
often made up in such a way that it appeared even larger than it
already was.
During WW II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War, she
travelled extensively to entertain the American troops, even though
she had a lifelong fear of flying. In October 1966, she went to Soc
Trang, Vietnam, to entertain the troops at the base which was the
home base of the 121st Aviation company, the Soc Trang Tigers,
the gunship platoon, The Vikings and the 336th Aviation company.
Shortly after her arrival, both units were called out on a mission to
extract supposed POWs from an area nearby. Raye decided to hold
her troupe of entertainers there until the mission was completed so
that all of the servicemen could watch her show. During that time,
a serviceman flying a "Huey Slick" (helicopter) carrying troops
recalls that his ship received combat damage to the extent that he

The name of the camp appeared in numerous trials held against
Nazis after WW II. One of those trials, called ‗The Doctors‘ Trial, was
held by a MilitaryTribunal from October 1946 until February1948 in
Nuremberg, Germany. Fourteen Nazi doctors participating in medical
experiments in Ravensbrück were found guilty and sentenced by the
Tribunal—excerpt from Wikipedia.
Note: Brück is German for bridge--I couldn;t find Raven in

the German dictionary, but Rabe is the German world for the the
famed black bird in Poe's poem The Raven: "Quoth the raven,
nevermore."
Also see at Germaine Tillion & at Himmler.

Ray, John: his English Proverbs appeared in 1678.
Ray, Johnny, actor—see at ―There‘s No Business
Like Show Business.‖

Ray, John ―Johnnie‖ Alvin, 1927--1990, born in
Hopewell, Oregon, he was a singer, songwriter, and pianist
of native American origin. Popular for most of the 1950s,
Ray has been cited by critics as a major precursor of what
would become rock and roll, for his jazz and bluesinfluenced music and his animated stage persona. See
Wikipedia for his biography, his singles & his filmography,
etc. Also see at "There's No Business Like Show Business."

Ray, Man. (né Emmanuel Radnitzky), 1890-1976.
Although born to just-settled Russian Jewish emigrés in
Philadelphia, who moved soon afterwards to he Williamsburg
neighborhood of Brooklyn, he spent most of his career in Paris,
France.
Perhaps best described simply as a modern, he was a significant
contributor to both the Dada and Surrealist movements, although his
ties to each were informal. Best known in the art world for his avantgarde photography, Man Ray produced major works in a variety of
media and considered himself a painter above all.
He was also a renowned fashion and portrait photographer. He
is noted for his photograms, which he renamed "rayographs" after
himself. In 1999, ARTnews magazine named him one of the 25 most
influential artists of the 20th century, citing his groundbreaking
photography as well as "his explorations of film, painting, sculpture,
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--- acted in the 1940 film, ―Knute Rockne, All American,
where he portrayed the recently deceased George Gipp, and in
which Pat OBrien, the coach, exorted the Notre Dame team ―to
win one for the Gipper (the origin of countless later references to
President Reagan as ―the Gipper‖.)—see at Pat O‘Brien.
-- attended Eureka College—see at Reagan
on College;
-- Irish, i.e., Celti c, President, 171(300);
-- coined the phrase, ―Empire of Evil,‖ Mar. 8,
1983,
referring to USSR;
―Reagan had no really close friends, except Nancy & he
didn‘t even confide his plans to her―--see at Edmund Morris;
My borther, Eldridge, compared with Reagon, 83(159),
98(185);
-- made millions selling land surrounding a Hollywood
studio, 208(380);
-- signed a measure on Aug. 10, 1988 providing $20,000
payments to Japansese-Americans who had been Interred n WW
II; also see at Nissei & Issei;
-- ―Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall‖—speech on June
12, 1987 at the Brandenburg Gate (Berlin Wall) Gorbachev obliged
him in 1989, a year after Reagan‘s presidency ended;
-- signed a treaty in 1987 with USSR‘s Gorbachev to
eliminate intermediate-range missiles;
-- one-time sports announcer, 122(225)n
-- Speech at Pointe du Hoc, Normandy: ―These are the
boys of Pointe du Hoc Hoc,‖ 184(319). also see at Keister & at
―Radio Days.‖
-- Alzheimer‘s victim,1994-2004, 126(231)n
Reagan‘s death on June 5, 2004 & National Mourning, 126(231)n;
Reagans‘s first wife, Jane Wyman, had this to say upon his death
in 2004: ―America has lost a great president and a great, kind and
gentle man‖-- not the kind of epitaph one would expect from a
former wife! See at Wyman.

had to return to base at Soc Trang--see at Wikipedia for the
harrowing report on this and also her TV career. Raye's personal
life was tumultuous—she married 7 times.

―Razor‘s Edge, The‖is a 1944 novel by W. Somerset
Maugham whose epigraph reads, ―The sharp edge of a razor
is difficult to pass over; thus the wise say the path to Salvation is
hard‖--Katha-Upanishad.
The Razor‘s Edge tells the story of an American, Larry
Darrell, who, traumatized by his experiences as a fighter pilot in
WW I, decides to search for some transcendant meaning in his life.
The novel is supposed to be based on the life of Guy Hague. The
novel starts its story through the eyes of Larry‘s friends and
acquaintances as they witness his personality change after the War.
His rejection of conventional life and search for meaningful
experience allows him to thrive while the more materialistic
characters suffer reversals of fortune.
Maugham, like Hermann Hesse, was remarkably prescient
in 1944, anticipating an embrace of Eastern culture by Americans
and Europeans almost a decade before the Beats were to popularize
it. Maugham himself visited Ramana ashramam where he had a
direct interaction with Ramana Maharishi in Tamil Nadu, India in
1938--excerpted from Wikipedia.

―Razor‘s Edge‖ films: The book was twice adapted
into film: first in 1946 directed by Edmund Goulding &
starring Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, John Payne, Anne Baxter &
Clifton Webb; and then a 1984 version starring Bill Murray, with
Tibet replacing India as the place of Larry‘s enlightenment.

RCA, stands for Radio Corporation of America
―Read in order to live‖—Flaubert, epigraph to ―A
Last Page,‖ which is the first chapter of
―A History of Reading,‖ in which the chapters are
unnumbered.—see below & at Manguel.

Read: ―The desire to read, like all other desires which

Reagan on Amos and Andy & Radio, 78(128);
Reagan on College: ―I had saved $400. But it wasn‘t enough

distract our unhappy souls, is capable of analysis—Virginia
Woolf, one of three epitaphs to ―A History of Reading::--see
below—and also at the epigraphs at the top of this Index
and Glossary!

for four years at Eureka (College)…but fortunately for me, I
was convincing enough to talk them into giving me a Needy
Student Scholarship, which covered half my tuition, and they
promised me a job that would pay the cost of my meals‖–see his
Autobiography. On p. 44, ibid., Reagan wrote, ―In the 1920‘s,
fewer than seven percent of the high school graduates in America
went to college…‖ Reagan: ―I was determined to be among
them.‖ (I think he meant ―one of them‖), 83(159). Also see
Edmund Morris on Reagan.
Reagan on Redwood trees in California while he was
governor: ―If you have seen one redwood treee, you have
seen them all‖-- it didn‘t matter if they wer e cut down! See
at Jimmy Carter

Reading: ―Study has been for me sovereign remedy
against all the disappointments of life. I have never
known any trouble that an hour‘s reading would not
dissipate‖—Montesquieue.

―Reading, A History of‖ (1996), Alberto Manguel,
―This wide and erudite exploration of the topic of reading
is suffused with the spirit of Manguel's fellow Argentinian
Jorge Luis Borges. Manguel takes us through the history
of reading as if leading us room by room through the
infinite library Borges constructed in one of his famous
stories‖—a readers comment from Amazon.Com. Also see
at Borges & at Manguel.

―Real McCoy, The,‖ TV series which starred Walter
Brennan, Richard Crenna, and Kathleen Nolan. The comedy
about a poor West Virginia family that relocated to a farm in southern
California ran on ABC from 1957 to 1962 before switching to CBS for
a final season as The McCoys. In the last season, Janet De Gore and
Butch Patrick joined the cast as a widow and son; she being the new
romantic interest of the recently widowed Luke McCoy, played by
Richard Crenna.

Reading, see at Sex While Reading.
―Reading, ‗Riting, and ‗Rithmetic:‖the three Rs,
31(50). Also see at Writing Cursive.

―Ready to Wear,‖ 1994 film directed by Robert
Altman—see at Anouk Amiee.

Reagan, Ronald Wilson, 1911-2004, was born

in

Real Politik. A usually expansionist national policy

Tampico, Illinois, the second son of Jack and Nelle
Reagan. He had a difficult childhood. His father was an itinerant
shoe salesman and an alcoholic;
-- was the 40-th President of the USA, serving two
terms,1981-1989, after defeating Jimmy Carter‘s bid for a second
term;
-- elected president in 1980, the oldest man (age 69) ever
elected to that office & re-elected in 1984;
Before his political career took off, he acted in more than
50 Hollywood films, starting in 1937;

having as its sole principle the advancement of the national
interest—Amer. Heritage Dict. Also see at Bismarck, last
parapraph..

Reality: ―Intense speculation‖ can distract you from
reality—see at Gulliver‘s Travels‖ (last paragraph.)

―Reality Principle‖-- see at Pleasure Principle.
Reality, virtual—see at Virtual reality.
―Rear Window‖ is a 1954 film directed by Alfred
Hitchcock, based on a Cornell Woolrich 1942 short story
―It Had to Be Murder.‖ It stars James Stewart as a bored
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photojournalist, laid up with a broken leg, whose telephoto
lens picks up clues from an apparent murder in the apt.
across from his. Grace Kelley is his luminous lady-love,
Raymond Burr as the suspected killer. The film connects its
main theme of a murder mystery with an examinations of
the ethics of marriage & voyeurism

Red China & Mao Tse Tung, 178-179(311)
Red Hook is a neighborhood of Brooklyn. Before its
annexation into the 12th Ward of Brooklyn, it was a
separate village, named for the red clay soil and the point of
land projecting into the East River. The village was settled
by the Dutch colonists of New Amsterdam in 1636, and
named Roode Hoek. In Dutch "Hoek" means ―point‖ or
―corner‖ and not the English hook (i.e. not something
curved or bent)—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Rearrange—NY Times Crossword clue of 6/27/08
pun on Back Burner?

―Reave sleeve,‖ see at Zoot Suit.
Rebecca, Biblical first name from the Latin form of

Red letter day (sometimes hyphenated as red-letter

the Hebrew name Rebekah, borne by the wife of Isaac, who
was the morther of Esau & Jacob (Genesis 24-7). Also see
at Pocahontas (Lady Rebecca), and at Daphne du Maurier.

day or called scarlet day in academia) is any day of special
significance. The term originates from Medieval church calendars.
Illuminated manuscripts often marked initial capitals and
highlighted words in red ink, known as rubrics. The First Council
of Nicaea in 325 decreed the saint's days, feasts and other holy
days, which came to be printed on church calendars in red. The
term came into wider usage with the appearance in 1549 of the first
Book of Common Prayer in which the calendar showed special
holy days in red ink. Many current calendars have special dates
and holidays such as Sundays, Christmas Day and Midsummer
Day rendered in red color instead of black. On red letter days,
judges of the English High Court (Queen's Bench Division) wear,
at sittings of the Court of Law, their scarlet robes (See court dress).
Also in the United Kingdom, other civil dates have been added to
the original religious dates. These include anniversaries of the
Monarch's birthday, official birthday, accession and coronation—
Wikipedia excerpt.
Red Man.is a leading brand of chewing tobacco in the United
States, produced since 1904. Red Man has traditionally
come as leaf tobacco, in contrast to twist chewing tobacco or the
ground tobacco used in snuff, and became a leader in that form of
dental tobacco. It is made by the Pinkerton Tobacco company of
Owensboro, Kentucky. In 1985, Pinkerton was acquired by a
Swedish corporation and, after further corporate reshuffling, the
Red Man brand now falls under the umbrella of the Swedish Match
company, which in turn is owned primarily by institutional
investors. The proportion owned

―Rebecca,‖ 1938 novel by Daphne du Maurier, and
1940 film by Alfred Hitchcock—see at du Maurier.

Rebel: The Criminal as a Rebel There is a secret
sympathy in society for the criminal-as-underdog, or rebel,
although hardly anybody except professionals such as R. D.
Laing or B. F. Skinner can publicly admit it with impunity.
I would guess that this empathy for the criminal has its
source in rebellious childhood, when many truly
innocent acts are treated like high crimes: broken dishes,
broken toys, misplaced tools, fondling oneself, picking one's
nose, bickering between children, dirtying or tearing
clothes, not eating all that‘s on your plate, ad infinitum,
58(95)—also see at ―Civilization and Its Discontents.‖

―Rebel Without A Cause,‖ 1955 film directed by
Nicholas Ray, with an outstanding cast, starring James Dean
in the title role, with Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo, James Backus,
Nick Adams, Ann Doran, William Hopper, and others. Plotline: s a
rebellious teenager comes to a town, meets a girl, disobeys his
parents, and defies the local high school bullies. It attempted to
portray the moral decay of American youth, critique parental style,
and exploit the differences between generations. The title is
adopted from psychiatrist Robert M. Lindner's 1944 book, Rebel
Without A Cause: The Hypnoanalysis of a Criminal Psychopath.
The film itself, however, does not reference Lindner's book in any
other way. In 1990, Rebel Without a Cause was added to the
preserved films of the United States Library of Congress's National
Film Registry as being deemed "culturally, historically, or
aesthetically significant."

―Red Pony, The‖ a 1949 film based on one of the four
stories John Steinbeck published under this title. ―The Gift‖ is
the source of this touching coming-of-age story, and the only time
director Lewis Milestone ventured to touch on such a theme outside a
wartime setting. The film stars Peter Miles as Tom Tiflin, a boy of
about ten, growing up on an isolated ranch in the Salinas Valley. Since
his city-born father has never adjusted to life on the ranch which his
wife Alice (Myrna Loy) has inherited from her amiably double-talking
father (Louis Calhern), the couple squabble constantly. Given such an
environment, the boy spends much of his time out on the ranch,
especially in the company of cowboy Billy Buck (Robert Mitchum).
Copland wrote the music for this film—see at Copland

―Rebel Without A Cause: The Hypnoanalysis of a
Criminal Psychopath,‖ by Robert M. Lindrer. See above.

Rebellion?: See at Jokes as Rebellion.
―Recherche du Temps Perdu, Á la‖, P--see at Proust.
Redaction—NY Xword solution of 6/27/08 for:
Berlin Wall?

―Red Pony, The‖ (1979) ―An excellent made-for-TV

Red. A color that denotes many things, e.g,, heat, hot,

remake. Henry Fonda is superb as the toubled young boy‘s
difficult father‖— Video Hound. Also starring Maureen
O‘Hara as Alice.
―Red Harvest:‖ 1929 novel by Dashell Hammett in
which he recreated the violent atmosphere of Butte,
Montana in Red Harvest's fictional city ―Poisonville.‖

top (light). There are many shades of red, e.g., puce,rose,
scarlet, vermillion, etc.

Red and Yellow, / Black and White / They are equal
in his sight, / Jesus loves little chidren. See at Ethnic Slurs.
Also see at Oklahoma.
Army liberated Auschwitz, 176((306); also see at

Red
Red Baron—see at von Richthofen
Red cent: The original 1793 U.S. one-cent copper coin was

Red Queen in Through the Looking Glass by Lewis
Carroll., ―Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you
can do, to keep in the same place. If you want to get
somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as that!‖

issued until 1857. The cent has also been called 'red cent,'
(from the copper's reddish color), which sometimes has
been shortened to 'red' since 1849. Since so many penny
copper coins had been called 'coppers,' the first U.S. copper
cent was immediately called a 'copper' and 'copper cent.'
'Not worth a copper' is an American term of 1788, followed
by 'not worth a cent' (1820s)‖--from "Listening to America"
by Stuart Berg Flexner (Simon & Schuster, NY, 1982.

Red River, Texas-Oklahoma, border, 198(360)
Red River of the North, originates in N. Dakota, flows
southeast to Fargo where it turns north to from the border
between N.D and Minnesota into Canada and empities into
Lake Winnepeg.
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―Red River‖ film directed by Howard Hawks &

London, before making her theatrical debut in 1962. By the mid
1960s she had appeared in several films, including Tom Jones
(1963), for which she was nominated for an Academy Award for
Best Supporting Actress, and Georgy Girl (1966), which won her
a New York Film Critics Award, and nominations for an Academy
Award and a Golden Globe Award. In 1967, she made her
Broadway debut and has since performed in several stage
productions in New York, while continuing to make frequent
returns to the London West End. She has performed with her sister
Vanessa in Three Sisters in London, and in the title role in a TV
production of Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?.Redgrave made
a return to films in the late 1990s in films such as Shine (1996) and
Gods and Monsters (1998), for which she received another
Academy Award nomination.
She played the ―Final Interview Subject‖ in Kinsey (2004)
as well as ―The Queen‖ in ―Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Sex But Were Afraid to Ask (1972), which was
inspired by the sex manual by Dr. David Reuben, ―Everything You
Always Wanted to Know About Sex (But Were Afraid to Ask)‖
(1969), three years after the Masters & Johnson study Human
Sexual Response. She also appeared in a large number of other
films that can be accessed on the Web, e.g., Wikipedia, where most
of the above came from. Redgrave was appointed an Officer of the
Order of the British Empire in 2001.
She is a naturalized citizen
of the US.

Arthur Rosson (codirector) starring Joanne Dru, John
Wayne and Montgomery Clift.

―Red River Valley,‖ song, 197-198(361); originally
―In the Bright Mohawk Valley,‖ 198(361)

―Red River Valley‖ films: (1936) starring Gene Autry &
Smiley Burnette; (1941) starring Roy Rodgers & George
―Gabby Hayes.‖

―Red Roses for a Blue Lady‖ (1948) by Sid Tepper
& Roy C. Bennett. The best-selling recording was made
by Vaughn Monroe in 1948

―Red Rover,‖ street game, 65(108)
―Red Sails in the Sunset,‖ 1935 pop song, music by
Hugh Williams (pseudonym for Will Grosz), lyrics by
Jimmy Kennedy.
D DM7
D7 G
Gm7
D Cdim A
Red sails in the sunset, way out on the sea,
Bm7-5 A
Em7 A
Em7
D E7-5 A7
Oh, carry my loved one
home safely to me.
D DM7
D7 G Gm7
D Cdim A
She sailed at the dawning, all day I've been blue;
Bm7-5
A Em7 A7 Em7
D Gdim D
Red sails in the sunset, I'm trusting in you.

Red Shift is the increase in wavelength of visible

Redgrave, Michael Scadamore, 1908-1985,was born

light corresponding to the Doppler effect in sound :when the
source is moving away the wavelength increases and, e.g.,
produces the familiar sound given off by a train as it passes
by. For visible light this means a shift towards the less
energetic red end of the spectrum. Conversely, a decrease in
wavelength is called blue shift. See at Edwin Hubble.

into a theatrical family, the result of a short-lived marriage
between Roy Redgrave and Margaret Scudamore (best
remembered as the JP's mother in A Canterbury Tale). His
mother's second marriage gave Redgrave the financial security
necessary in those days for a decent education. He attended
Cambridge, and then tried journalism and teaching before giving
acting a go. His acting career took off quickly and by the midthirties he was at the Old Vic. He was also married, having met
Rachael Kempson while working together in rep in Liverpool. His
stage work lead to a Gainsborough contract, the first film of which
was a huge success: Alfred Hitchcock's The Lady Vanishes (1938).
With the best possible start, his film career was secure--he also
starred in The Stars Look Down (1939), with James Mason in the
film of Robert Ardrey's play Thunder Rock (1943), and in the
ventriloquist's dummy episode of the Ealing compendium film
Dead of Night (1945). WW II service put a temporary halt to his
career, but even before that his involvement in the short-lived
People's Convention (a Communist Party-backed anti-war
movement) threatened to harm his standing. He served in the navy
for a couple of years before he was invalided out with an injured
arm. The rest of the war was spent in the theatre, though as the war
drew to a close he made a film come-back in The Way to the Stars
(1945) He made a trip to Hollywood, but like so many British
actors, his time there was not happy. His performance in Mourning
Becomes Electra got him an Oscar nomination, but the film was so
poor it didn't get a theatrical release in Britain until many years
later. On his return from Hollywood, he gave what is probably his
finest film performance in The Browning Version (1950). Some of
the other films he appeared in: "The Importance of Being Ernest"
(1952), "The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner"
(1963),"Goodbye Mr. Chips" (1969).

―Red Shoes, The.is a British film, written and
produced by the team of Michael Powel and Emeric
Pressburger. It tells the story of a young ballerina who joins an
established ballet company and becomes the lead dancer in a new
ballet called The Red Shoes, based on the story by Hans Christian
Andersen about a woman who cannot stop dancing. The film stars
Moira Shearer, Anton Walbrook and Marius Goring, and features
Robert Helpmann, Léonide Massine and Ludmilla Tchérina,
renowned dancers from the ballet world, as well as Esmond Knight
and Albert Basserman—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see
at Moria Shearer.

Red Sox, see Boston; also Ruth.
―Red Wheelbarrow, The‖ ―so much depends /
upon / a red wheel / barrow / glazed with rain / water /
beside the white / chickens. ―
This poem, in its entirety & form, is said to exemplify
Williams‘ philosophy of poetry, namely, ―no ideas but things,‖
excepting ―depends‖ in this poem.

―Red, white and blue, / My Mother is a Jew, / My
father is a Scotsman, / And I‘m a kangaroo‖
Here‘s a variation: My father is a dago, and so are
you!—from ―Some Counting Out Rhymes in Michigan‖ on
the Web.

Redwood trees—see at John Muir and at Theodore
Roosevelt who sponsored legislation top reserve them,
and other wilderness areas. Also see at Reagan callous
remark on logging them.
Redeeming Flaw: e.g., the missing arms of Venus de
Milo, the missing walls of the Parthenon, Achilles Heel,
Homer‘s pugilistic nose, etc. , 102(191)

Redgrave, Michael--His personal life: He

was

married to the actress Rachel Kempson for 50 years from
1935 until his death from Parkinson‘s disease. Their children
Vanessa, Corin and Lynn Redgrave, and their grandchildren-Natasha and Joely Richardson; Jemma and Luke Redgrave; and
Carlo Nero--are also involved in theatre or film as actors (except
Luke Redgrave).
Rachel Kempson recounts that, when she proposed to him,
Redgrave said that there were ―difficulties to do with his nature,
and that he felt he ought not to marry.‖ She said that she

Redfern, Walter, seat Clichés and Coinages.‖
Redford, Robert, actor—see at Alan Pakula.
Redgrave, Lynn Rachel, born 1943) is a member of
the Redgrave family of actors, Lynn Redgrave trained in
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understood, it didn't matter and that she loved him. To this,
Redgrave replied ―Very well. If you're sure, we will.‖
During the filming of Fritz Lang's Secret Beyond the Door...
(1948), Redgrave met Bob Michell. They became lovers, Michell
set up house close to the Redgraves, and he became a surrogate
―uncle‖ to Redgrave's children (then aged 11, 9 and 5), who adored
him. Michell later had children of his own, including a son he
named Michael.
During one of Corin's visits to Michael, the latter said
―There is something I ought to tell you.‖ Then, after a very long
pause, ―I am, to say the least of it, bisexual.‖ Corin helped his
father in the writing of his last autobiography, and e ncouraged him
to acknowledge his bisexuality in the book. Michael agreed to do
so, but in the end he chose to remain silent about it.
A card was found among Redgrave's effects after his death.
The card was signed ―Tommy, Liverpool, January 1940,‖ and on it
were the words (quoted from W. H. Auden): The world is love.
Surely one fearless kiss would cure the million fevers/

Reeve, Christopher, 1952–2004: American actor,
director, producer & writer renowned for his film portrayal
of Superman / Kal-El / Clark Kent in four films from 19781987, 96(182); In 1995, Reeve was rendered a quadriplegic
during an equestrian competition & was confined to a
wheelchair. For the remainder of his life, he became a
spokesman for disabled people & a vocal supporter of stem
cell research. He died after suffering cardiac arrest--from
the Wikipedia. See below.

Reeve, Dana (nee Dana Charles Morosini), 19612006, was born in Teaneck, NJ. She was an actress, singer,
and activisit for disability causes, after her husband, Chris
Reeve, was rendered quadriplegic. Once, when he offered to
disconnect the respirator that his life depended on, she
replied, ―You are still you, and it‘s you I love!‖ Several
years later, Dana died of lung cancer even though she never
smoked in her life, leaving their two children—see at
Wikepedia, where there is lots more.

Redgrave, Vanessa, actress—see at ―Blow-Up,‖ at

Reich, German word for empire, kingdom, or realm;

―Howards End‖ & at ―Yanks.‖

The Third--; see at Germany; also see Hitler‘s ―Thousand
Year Reich.‖

Reed, Donna (né Donna Belle Mullenger), 1921-86,
born on a farm near Denison, Iowa, she is best remembered
for her roles as the wholesome housewife Donna Stone
on TV's The Donna Reed Show and as Mary Bailey in Frank
Capra's It's a Wonderful Life (1946). However, early in
her career, she posed topless for a series of cheesecake
glamour photographs, and won a Best Supporting Actress
Oscar for playing a prostitute in From Here to Eternity
(1953). In later years Reed sometimes complained that she
was denied more challenging roles similar to her Oscarwinning part in From Here to Eternity.

Rein, German for ―pure,‖and a source of much
punning, e.g., for the Rhine Falls at the border with
Switzerland. (Fall is a German word with much the same
meaning as the English fall.)

Reiner, Bob, movie director, born 1947, in Bronx,
NY; son of Carl (a comedian, actor, writer, producer, and
director) and Estelle (an actress; maiden name, Lebost)
Reiner; brother of Lucas Reiner (an actor, director, and
writer)—see at Estelle Reiner.

Reiner, Carl, is an actor, film director, producer,

Reed, Lou(né Lewis Allan Reed), born into a Jewish

writer and comedian. He has won nine Emmy Awards
during his career. He was born 1922 in the Bronx, NY City,
the son of Bessie (née Mathias) and Irving Reiner, who was
a watchmaker/ His parents were Jewish immigrants from the
Austro-Hungarian Empire--see above and below.

family in 1942 at Beth El Hospital in Brooklyn and raised
up in Freeport, NY, is a rock musician best known as the
guitarist, vocalist and principal songwriter of "The Velvet
Underground" as well as a successful solo artist whose career has
spanned several decades. The band gained little mainstream
attention during their career, but became one of the most
influential of their era. As the Velvet Underground's main
songwriter, Reed analyzed subjects of personal experience that
rarely had been examined so openly in rock and roll, including a
variety of sexual topics and drug culture and use. As a guitarist, he
was a pioneer of many guitar effects including distortion, high
volume feedback, and nonstandard tunings. Reed began a long and
eclectic solo career in 1971. He had a hit the following year with
―Walk on the Wild Side‖: You can hear him sing & play it on his
guitar accompanied by some very NY sights at the link:

Reiner, Estelle, 1914-2008, who as the wife of Carl
Reiner and the mother of Rob Reiner was the matriarch of
one of the leading families in American comedy, and who
delivered one of the most memorably funny lines in movie history
herself. That occurred in the 1989 film "When Harry Met Sally,‖
when Mr. Reiner, as director, cast his mother as a customer in a
New York delicatessen. In the scene, she watched as a woman at a
nearby table, played by Meg Ryan, faked a very public (and very
persuasive) orgasm. After Ms. Ryan subsided, a waitress
approached Mrs. Reiner for her order. ―I‘ll have what she‘s
having,‖ Mrs. Reiner said.The American Film Institute made that
line No. 33 on its list of the Top 100 quotations from movies, just
ahead of Lauren Bacall‘s seductive invitation to Humphrey Bogart
in ―To Have and Have Not‖: ―You know how to whistle, don‘t
you, Steve? You just put your lips together and blow.‖
Rob Reiner, who was responsible for his mother‘s moment
of widest fame, said, ―I look at it (the AFI list) and I see ‗Frankly,
my dear, I don‘t give a damn!‘ I see ‗I coulda been a contender!‘ ‖
Mr. Reiner said. ―I see Clark Gable and Marlon Brando. And
there‘s Estelle Reiner!‖ –edited excerpt from the NY Times
October 29, 2008 obituary by Bruce Webber.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZ88oTITMoM

In contrast to the title, the tempo is slow if not adagio, but the
images are certainly wild.

Reed, Gen. Walter—see at Panama Canal.
Rees, Marianne, Princeton neighbor-gardener, 22(33)n
Reese, ―Pee Wee (né Harold Henry Reese) 1918-99,
born in Ekron, Kentucky, played for the Brooklyn and Los
Angeles Dodgers from 1940 to 1958. Reese was a ten-time All
Star shortstop, 1942 & 1946-1954 incl., who contributed to seven
league championships for Brooklyn.
Reese's nickname came from his childhood, but it wasn't
because of his size—he was 5‘ 9‖ & weighed 175lb—but because
he was a champion marble player (pee wee is a small marble).
One of the most popular players with both his teammates
and the fans, the "Little Colonel" was the Dodger's team captain,
and he, not the manager, brought out the line-up card at the start of
their games.
In 1947, Reese befriended Jackie Robinson, 222(405)—
also see at Jackie Robinson.

Reinholtz, Mary—see below (last sentence.)
Reinking, Ann, is an actress, dancer and
choreographer. born 1949 in Seattle, WA, where she
originally trained as a ballet dancer. She studied with Marian and Illaria
Ladre, a professional ballet couple who had danced for years with the
Ballets Russes which later became the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo.
fter working as a chorus girl in Coco, Wild and Wonderful, and Pippin,
Reinking came to critical notice in the role of Maggie in Over Here!
(Theatre World Award).

Reet Pleet, see at Zoot Suit.
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needed to be nurtured, and I found I was getting it from them,‖ she
told The Los Angeles Times in 1992.
She was a recipient of the Wonder Woman Award in 1982
and a Grandmother Winifred grant recipient in 1994--edited, and in
some places, spliced excerpts from the Nov. 12, 2008 obituary by
Mary Reinholtz in TheVillager, and the Nov. 14 obituary on by
Douglas Martin in the NY Times.

Reinking went on to originate roles in Goodtime Charley (which
won Tony Award and Drama Desk nominations) and Bob Fosse's
Dancin' (Tony nomination). She also took over leads in Chicago, A
Chorus Line, and Sweet Charity. After retiring from performance for
several years, Reinking returned to the stage as Roxie Hart in the
revival of Chicago and as a special guest in Fosse.
In 1979 Reinking appeared in Bob Fosse's semiautobiographical film All That Jazz, in a role loosely based on her own
life and relationship with Fosse. In the film, Reinking starred opposite
Leland Palmer (playing a role inspired by Fosse's wife, Gwen Verdon,
Jessica Lange, Ben Vereen, John Lithgow, and Roy Scheider as Joe
Gideon (Bob Fosse). Reinking's long-term relationship with Fosse
included thir living together for many years before his death.
She later starred in films such as Annie (1982) and Micki and
Maude. Reinking next focused her career on choreography for
Broadway musicals. She founded the Broadway Theater Project, a
Florida training program connecting students with seasoned theater
professionals. She won a Tony Award (for Best Choreography), Drama
Desk Award, and even the Bob Fosse Award--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at Gwen Verdon.

Relation. In mathematics, it is a binary operation R
on a nonempty set S: if a and b are elements of S, then aRB
denotes that a is in relation to b. For example, if S is an
oriented line, then aRb could mean a is to the left of b. The
relation is reflesive if aRa holds for all a in S; it is
symmetric if aRb then bRA; it is transitive if aRb and bRc,
then aRc; it is anitsymmetric if aRb & bRa, then a = b. If R,
S & T hold, then R is said to be an RST relation.; if all four
relations hold, then R is said to be an equivalence relation.

―Relatively Deprived‖ by John Cassidy, an article in
the April 3,2006 New Yorker Magazine; also see at Poverty
Level.

Reitz, Rosetta (né Rosetta Goldman), a feminist jazz

Relativity, Einstein‘s theory of. 151-152(269);

historian, author and entrepreneur who owned a Greenwich
Village bookstore, grew up in Utica, N.Y., the youngest of six
children of Jewish immigrants from Poland. Her parents operated
Goldman‘sBakery, where young Rosetta worked behind the
counter as a child.
Reitz produced 17 albums of women jazz and blues singers,
including Billie Holiday and Bessie Smith, and ―forgotten‖ female
vocalists for her ―Women‘s Heritage‖ and ―Foremothers‖ Series.
According to a family biography, Reitz pioneered in producing
women‘s blues and jazz concerts at Avery Fisher Hall in 1980 and
‘81 and for the Newport Jazz Festival.
Ms. Reitz started Rosetta Records in 1979 with $10,000 she
had borrowed from friends. Her routine was to scout out lost
music, usually through record collectors. She then supervised the
remastering of records that were often severely damaged;
researched and wrote detailed liner notes; and designed graphics
and found period photographs for the album covers. She personally
wrapped each order and took it to the post office for shipment.
(Around a dozen stores later carried the Rosetta label.)
Over the years Ms. Reitz went from vinyl recordings to
tapes to CDs. She refused to give sales figures, but she did tell The
Los Angeles Times that the four titles in her ―independent
women‘s blues‖ series of compilations—including ―Mean
Mothers‖—sold around 20,000 copies each. Some albums centered
on themes like railroads or prisons.
Ms. Reitz said in an interview with The New York Times in
1980, ―these women were extraordinarily important and
instrumental in accomplishing that.‖ She continued: ―Louis
Armstrong was a sideman on records in the ‘20s with singers like
Sippie Wallace, Eva Taylor, Hociel Thomas, Virginia Liston and
Margaret Johnson. These women‘s records were made as their
records. But when they come out now, they‘re reissued as Louis
Armstrong records, when actually he was not that important on
them.‖
Music was at first just one element in a busy life. Ms. Reitz
was at different times a stockbroker, a bookstore proprietor and the
owner of a greeting card business. She was a food columnist for
The Village Voice, a professor, a classified-advertising manager
and author of a book on mushrooms.
A short woman with strong feminist convictions, Reitz
joined New York Radical Women in the early 1970s and was a cofounder of OWL (Older Women‘s Liberation.
She reared three daughters as a single parent. Ms. Reitz also
wrote ―Menopause: A Positive Approach‖ (1977), considered one
of the first books to look at menopause from the viewpoint of
women and not doctors. She listened to her recordings of women
while she wrote the book, many of them celebrating the strength of
women rather than treating them as victims. ―I was so alone and

Hitler saw – as a ―Jewish trick‖--see at Bertrand Russell
on Einstein.
Relativity Limerick: ―The Lady from Bright, 1 52(269

―Relief of Unbearable Urges, For the‖, 164(289)
Religion: Is it a veneer over our Pagan core? 101(186);
―There is only one religion, though there are hundreds of
versions of it‖---George Bernard Shaw in ―Plays Pleasant
and Unpleasant,‖ 1898, Ch. 28, quoted in Bartlett;
―Self-righteousness is not religion--see at Bronte;
―Quite apart from our religion, there are plum blossoms;
there are cherry blossoms‖—Raymond Smullyan;
George Bernard Shaw said ―My religion? Well, my dear, I am
a Millionaire. That is my religion.‖
And Voltaire said ―When it comes to money, everyone is
of the same religion.‖

Also see at at Burton, at God, at Love, at ―Old Time
Religion,‖ at Science, at Smullyan & at ―Subtle is the Lord.‖

Religion without sin?—see at Capitalism without
failure.

Religion‘s Adherents: see, e.g., at Christian, at
Moslem & at Jews or Jewish & below

Religious Affiliatiation in the World by percentage
of population in the National Geographic Special Supplement
of Dec. 2007;
W = World, C = China, I - India, U = US, Id = Indonesia
Christians: 33 W, 8 C, 6 I, 82 US, 13 Id;
Moslems: 21 W, 2 C, 14 I, 2 US, 77 Id;
None
14 W, 50 C, 1 I, 12 US, 2 Id;
Hindus: 13 W, .......73 I, 1 US, 3 Id;
Other: 12 W, 32 C, 6 I, 1 US, 1 Id
Buddhists 6 W, 9 C, 1 I, I US, 1 Id
Jews
...........................6 US
Remars: Bangladesh & Pakistan are mostly Moslem
countries, but are not listed in this table.There are more Jews (6
million?) in USA than in Israel (2 million?), and the nonJewish population of Israeli is rather large.

Remarque, Erich Maria, 1898-1970, novelist born in
Germany, published perhaps the most famous anti-war
novel, ―All Quiet on the Western Front‖ (Nicht Neues im
Westen) in 1929. See at ―All Quiet on the Western Front.‖

Rembrandt van Rijn, the old master, 76(125)
Remember the Alamo!", Battle cry, San Jacinto
(April 21, 1836, attributed, in Bartlett). See at Alamo.

―Remember the Alamo," song, words by A. T.
Durriage, sung to the tune of Bruce's Address, in Ewen's
―All the Years etc.‖ See below
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―Remember Pearl Harbor,‖ Ch. 42: Word War II

rescued from the River Seine by a bookseller, and the materialist,
bourgeois milieu of the bookseller &his family is contrasted with
the attitudes of the tramp, who is invited to stay at their home.
In 1937 he made one of his most well-known films, La
Grande Illusion, starring Erich von Stroheim and the immensely
popular Jean Gabin. A pacifist film about a series of escape
attempts by French POWs during World War I, the film was
enormously successful but was also banned in Germany, and later
in Italy after having won the "Best Artistic Ensemble" award at the
Venice Film Festival. This was followed by another cinematic
success: La Bête Humaine (The Human Beast), a film noir tragedy
based on the novel by Émile Zola and s tarring Simone Simon and
Jean Gabin.
In 1939, able to finance his own films, Renoir made La
Règle du Jeu (The Rules of the Game), a satire on contemporary
French society with an ensemble cast. Renoir himself played the
character Octave, a sort of master of ceremonies in the film. The
film was greeted with derision by Parisian audiences upon its
premiere and was extensively reedited by Renoir, but without
success. It was his greatest commercial failure Today The Rules of
the Game appears frequently near the top of critic's polls as one
of the best films ever made—excerpts from Wikipedia. Also see
at Jean Gabin, at ―The Lower Depths‖ (Les Bas-fonds) at ―The
Rules of the Game.‖
―Where does Life end and theatre begin?‖—Jean
Renoir.

slogan & song, recorded & written by Don Reid & Sammy
Kaye, Dec. 17, 1941:Let's REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR
/ As we go to meet the foe / Let's REMEMBER PEARL
HARBOR /As we did the Alamo. / We will always
remember / how they died for liberty, / Let's REMEMBER
PEARL HARBOR / and go on to victory.

―Remember the Maine!‖—see at M
―Remember This, You Must,‖ song, Ch.66
―Remembrance of Things Past,‖ see at Proust
Remick, Lee Ann, 1935-1991, was a film & TV
actress. Among her best-known films are Anatomy of a
Murder (1956), Days of Wine and Roses (1962), and The
Omen (1976).

Remke=s Grocery, 82(157)—I clerked there.
Renan, Ernest, 1823-1892, was a philosopher and
writer born in Brittany, France. Renan's definition of a nation
has been influential. This was given in his 1882 discourse Qu'est-ce
qu'une nation? (―What is a Nation?‖). Whereas German writers like
Fichte had defined the nation by objective criteria such as a race or an
ethnic group ―sharing common characteristics‖ (language, etc.), Renan
defined it by the desire of a people to live together, which he summed
up in a famous phrase, ―avoir fait de grandes choses ensemble, vouloir
en faire encore" (having done great things together and wishing to do
more). Previous to that he wrote ―Life of Jesus‖ ( Vie de Jésus (1863) ,
History of the Origins of Christiananity (Histoire des origines du
Christianisme, 8 volumes, (1866-1881), History Of The People Of
Israel Till The Time Of King David (Histoire du peuple d'Israël, 5
volumes, (1887-1893) --edited excerpt from Wikpedia.

REO Motor Car Co. Ltd, based in USA, made
automobiles & trucks from 1905 to 1975. Reo was founded
by Ransom Eli Olds in August 1904 (the name of the
founder also lived on in the Oldsmobile & Reo was an
anacronym of his intitials)—from the Web. (There is much
more!) Also see at Olds & at Jack Snyder.
REO Baby Car: The car, known as Baby REO, was a faithful,
scaled-down, running replica of a 1906 REO Model A Light
Touring Car. It mission: to tour the US to promote the REO
Motor Car—newsstory in Oct. 18, 2008 NY Times replete
with a photo of one the original Baby Cars still in running
order.

―Regret nothing. …I regret‖—see at Eichmann & at
Piaf.

Rendezvous--see at ―That‘s My Desire.‖
―Rendezvous, In Our Old:‖
To spend on night with you / In our old rendezvous,
And ta-ta-ta with you / That‘s my desire…

Renoir, Pierre-Auguste, 1841-1919, 79(125); & Jean,
24(37)n; son of a tailor & a seamstress, Renoir grew up in
the heart of Paris. As a boy he worked in a china factory where his
drawing talents led to him being chosen to paint designs on fine
china. He also painted hangings for overseas missionaries and
decorations on fans before he enrolled in art school.
During those early years, he often visited the Louvre to
study the French master painters. Renoir experienced his initial
acclaim when six of his paintings hung in the first Impressionist
exhibition in 1874. In the same year two of his works were shown
with Durand-Ruel in London & he emerged as an early developer
of the Impressionist style.
In 1881, he traveled to Algeria, a country he ssociated
with Eugène Delacroix, then to Madrid, in Spain, to see the work
of Diego Velázquez. Following that he traveled to Italy to see
Titian's masterpieces in Florence, and those of Raphael in Rome.
No wonder he is celebrated for his paintings of feminine beauty &
sensuality in the tradition of Titian and Raphel, but also Rubens
and Watteau—edited from Wikipedia where there is much
more.

―Republic of Suffering, This‖—see at Drew Faust.
Republican Party of the US is often referred to as
the Grand Old Party, or GOP, for short. It is the
younger of the two major US Political Parties, and the
second oldest active political party in USA. Founded in
1854 by anti-slavery expansion activists and modernizers,
the Republican Party, it rose to prominence with the election
of Abraham Lincoln, the First Republican president. For t
hat reason, it is often referred to as the Party of Lincoln

―Reputation, A Good:‖ -- is worth more than gold
(a gilded sash?);‖ This quote was Ms. Rasch‘s farewell gift
to me, 148(263); -- is worth more than money—Maxim of
Publius Pliny; see Bartlett—also see at Gold, at Name & at
Self.

Rescigno, Nicola, 1916-2008, born in Manhattan,
NY City, where His father was a trumpeter at the Met for 30
years and played briefly at the New York Philharmonic, Nicola
was educated at an Italian boarding school and earned a law degree
from Sapienza U. in Rome. He came back to New York and
studied at the Juilliard School. He became a favorite conductor of
Maria Callas, conducting her US debut in 1954 at what was then
the Chicago Lyric Theater, which he helped found.
His performances included the US debuts of Joan
Sutherland, lácido Domingo, Jon Vickers, Montserrat Caballé and
Magda Olivero at the Dallas Opera, which he also helped start in
Dallas. ―People think this is cowboy country,‖ he once said. ―They
are surprised to find first-rate opera in a corral‖—excerpt from
Aug. 6, 2008, NY Times Obituary by Douglas Martin

Renoir, Jean, Renoir‘s son. A noted film-maker, he
wrote the definitite biography, ‖Renoir, My Father.‖ His
father,
Renoir, was said to have been extremely self- centered & selfish,
but in this book said something, Jean said something like, ―Yes,
but look what he gave in return!‖ In regard to the latter, see at Art
& Artists.
During the 1930s, Renoir enjoyed great success as a
filmmaker. In 1931 he directed his first sound films, On purge
bébé and La Chienne (The Bitch). The following year Boudu
sauvé des eaux (Boudu Saved From Drowning) was strongly
influenced by Chaplin's tramp. Here Michel Simon, the vagrant, is
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eventually became Zambia and Zimbabwe, respectively.
South Africa's Rhodes University is named in tribute to him,
and he is also known for the Rhodes Scholarship which is
unded by his estate—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Restoration, NY Times Xword solution of 6/28/08 to
the clue ―Talk in one‘s sleep?‖

Résumé: ―Razors pain you, / Rivers are damp, /Acids
stain you, / And drugs cause cramp. / Guns aren't lawful, /
Nooses give, / Gas smells awful./ You might as well live‖-Dorothy Parker, First printed in NY World, Aug. 16, 1925

Rhodes, Richard (Lee), born 1937, is a journalist,
historian & author of both fiction & non-fiction, e. g., the
Pulitzer prize-winning The Making of the Atomic Bomb in
1986 & Nuclear Options; see Biblio-- also see at Hirohito &
at Oppenheimer.

Retail joke: Asa Cohen made his fortune buying
wholesale at big discounts. When his wife, Miriam, came down
with a serious illness, he remained at her bedside, almost constantly,
murmuring into her ear but usually to no avail. One day, he says "Oh,
my dear, I wish there were something more I could do..." Surprisingly,
having one of her rare pain-free, lucid moments, Miriam looks up and
clearly says, "Asa, There is one thing you can do." Asa, overjoyed to be
able to do something, replies, "What is it? I'd do anything!" She then
responds,"Asa, promise me you‘ll bury me retail"--from this link:
http://www.answers.com/topic/myron-cohen-1

Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) was named after Rhodes.
Rhodesia was originally referred to as 'South Zambezia' but
the name ‗Rhodesia‘ came into use in 1895. The designation
‗Southern‘ was adopted in 1901 and dropped from normal
usage in 1964 and Rhodesia became the name of the country
until the creation of Zimbabwe Rhodesia in 1979, usually
referred to a Zimbabwe—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Also see at Cecil Rhodes.

―Reversal of Fortune‖ (1990), a darkly humorous,
determinedly ambiguous adaptation of Alan Dershowitz's
book about his successful legal appeal of Claus von Bulow's
conviction for the attempted murder of his wife, Martha "Sunny"
von Bulow. Sunny (Glenn Close) -- who remains in a "persistent
vegetative state" resulting from a suspicious injection of insulin -narrates the film, summarizing the first murder trial, which ended
with Claus (Jeremy Irons) convicted and released on bail pending
appeal. Claus approaches Harvard Law professor Dershowitz (Ron
Silver) to handle the case. Working with a small group of law
students recruited from his classes, Dershowitz presents sufficient
new evidence to cast doubt as to Claus' guilt and the veracity of the
star witness, her maid. Jeremy Irons' extraordinary, Oscar-winning
performance dominates the film. He plays the role of Claus with a
alternatively pompous, aloof snobbishness and an engagingly
enigmatic, kinky, sly humor. Barbet Schroeder was also nominated
for an Academy Award for his extraordinary, off-beat, direction of
this sophisticated, exceptionally intelligent legal drama.
Reversal of Fortune with its sharp, witty, Oscar-nominated
screenplay by Nicholas Kazan is unusual in its understanding that
legal guilt and moral culpability are not the same thing--making for
an unusually provocative tragicomedy of bad manners and bad
behavior among the rich--Linda Rasmussen, All Movie Guide

Rhythm and Blues (R & B), is a genre that

Reveille in Boot Camp, see at T. R. Harrison.
Revenge: A person out for revenge should first dig

Rice, Condoleeza, b. 1954 in Birmingham, Alabama,

combines jazz, gospel, and blues influences, first performed
by African American artists in the 1940—from Wikipedia—
see at Louis Jordan, at Little Richard & at ―What a
Difference a Day Makes.

―Rhythm, I Got‖--by the Gershwins—see at
―American in Paris.‖

Ribbentrop, Joachim von, 1893-1946, Hitlers adviser
in foreign affairs & Foreign Minister, 1938-1945. He was
convicted at Nurember & executed. See at Nuremberg & at
Sonnenfeldt.

Ribenboim, Dr. Paulo, born in Recife, Brazil in
1928, is a Canadian friend & Emeritus Prof. of Math. at
Queens U., Kingston, Ont., Canada. He is a former visiting
member of the Inst. for Adv. Study, presently living in Paris, with
his wife, Huguette. He specializes in number theory--he has
written 13 books & 120 articles. Consult his website.
When I got to be 78 (?) years-of-age, he wrote me a letter
wishing me ―a happy second teenage!‖ ( I supposed he was
counting from age 65.) In a letter from Paris, he also felicitated me
on the occasion of my 80-th birthday.
she is a professor, diplomat and author. She served as the 66th
US Secretary of State, and the second to hold that office in the
administration of President George W. Bush. Rice was the first
African-American woman secretary of state, as well as the second
African American (after Colin Powell), and the second woman (after
Madeleine Albright). Rice was President Bush's National Security
Advisor during his first term.
Before joining the Bush administration, she was a professor of
political science at Stanford U. where she served as Provost from 1993
to 1999. Rice served as the Soviet and East European Affairs Advisor
to President George H.W. Bush during the dissolution of the Soviet
Union and German reunification. \
In March 2009, Rice returned to Stanford University as a
political science professor and the Thomas and Barbara Stephenson
Senior Fellow on Public Policy at the Hoover Institution. Early life
Condoleezza Rice (whose given name is derived from the Italian
musical expression, Con dolcezza, which means "with sweetness")
grew up in the neighborhood of Titusville, Alabama.
She traces her roots to pre-Civil War African Americans in the
American South where her family worked as sharecroppers. She is the
only child of Presbyterian minister Reverend John Wesley Rice, Jr.,
and wife, Angelena Ray. Reverend Rice was a guidance counselor at
Ullman High School and minister of Westminster Presbyterian Church,
which had been founded by his father. Angelena was a science, music,
and oratory teacher at Ullman.
Early Education.Rice started learning French, music, figure
skating and ballet at age three.[7] At age 15, she began classes with the
goal of becoming a concert pianist. Her plans changed when she
realized that she did not play well enough to support herself through

two graves‖—Confucious.

Revere, Ann, actress, e.g., in ―A Place in the Sun.‖
―Reversal of Fortune,‖ 1990 film, based on the trial
of Claus von Bülow

Rex (our dog), which Mama gave away, Ch. 17
Reynolds, Burt, actor, e.g., ―The Man Who Loved
Women.‖
Rheims, France, where Germany surrendered
―Unconditionally,‖ May 7, 1945, Ch. 50

Rhein, the German name for Rhine. Also see at Rein.
Rhetorical question—see at Question & Unanwered
Questions.

Rhine (Rhein) River, Germany, 2(3);
Rhineland (Rheinland), that part of W. Germany, east
of the Rhine River, including parts of Saarland, and e.g.,
Saarbrücken, Trier, Strasbourg, Bonn, Colgne (Köln), etc.

Rhodes, Cecil John, 1853-1902, was an English-born
businessman, mining magnate, and politician in South
Africa. He was the founder of the diamond company De
Beers, which today markets 40% of the world's rough
diamonds and at one time marketed 90%. He was an ardent
believer in colonialism (some would say imperialism) and
was the founder of the state of Rhodesia, which was named
after him. Rhodesia, later Northern and Southern Rhodesia,
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music alone. While Rice is not a professional pianist, she still practices
often and plays with a chamber music group. Rice made use of her
pianist training to accompany cellist Yo-Yo Ma for Brahms's Violin
Sonata in D Minor at Constitution Hall in April 2002 for the National
Medal of Arts Awards--edited excerpts from Wikipedia

Rich Politicians, 208(380): e.g., George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, Jimmy Carter (who made his millions from
peanuts), Ronald Reagan (who made his from selling land
surrounding the major studios in Hollywood, both Bushes; and
more recently, Mayor Bloomberg of New York City, Senator Jon
Corzine of New Jersey, Governor Arnold Scwarzennegger of
California, etc. Many voters are attracted to rich people as
persons either whom they admire, or whose wealth they aspire to.

Rice is Riso in Italian--see at Dini Riso (last
paragraph.)

Rice Krispies, a breakfast cereal from 1928 wth the
catchy slogan, ―Snap! Crackle! Pop!.

―Rich, Growing Up,‖ novel--see at Anne Bernays.
―Rich is best,‖ see at Sophie Tucker & at Zsa Zsa

―Rich? Wanna be‖—see at J. Paul Getty & at John D.
Rockefeller. Some wag wrote a book about the ten saddest
people in USA, and they just happened to be the top ten
richest! And J. Paul Getty was one. He couldn‘t or
wouldn‘t believe that anyone could love him for himself.
It‘s an example of the old saw that ―money is the root of all
evil‖—also see at Money.

Gabor.

Rich from writing? ―If you want to get rich from
writing, write the sort of thing that‘s read by persons who
move their lips when they‘re reading to themselves--Don
Marquis, 239(433)

―Richard Cory,‖ E. A. Robinson poem (1927):

Rich, Motoko—see at Book of Surprises.
Rich over Poor: ―The advantages of the rich over the poor

―He glittered when he walked,‖ st. 2; ―So on we worked,
and waited for the light, / And went without meat, and
cursed the bread; / And Richard Corey one summer night, /
Went home and put a bullet through his head,‖ st. 4.
Gruesome poem. Cf. ―Miniver Cheevy,‖ another
gloomy Robinson poem.

could not be and can not be maintained by anything except
violence, ‖ from Tolstoy‘s ―The Kingdom of God Within You,‖
1936.
―Life is a dream for the wise, a game for the fool, a
comedy for the rich, a tragedy for the poor‖-Sholem Aleichem.
Also see at Homeless, at Overcoming Poverty and/or
Riches & at Poor vs. Rich.

Richards, Ann, 1933-2006, onetime governor of
Texas. Her NY Times Obit., Sept. 14 & 15, 2006 carried
this quote about Ginger Rogers: ―(She) did everything that
Fred Astaire did only backwards and on high heels.‖

Rich vs. Poor: Per Capita Incomes in Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (PERSONAL INCOME )
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremon, CA
$51,964
Wash.-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV 49,530
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH
48,158
Toronto, Ontario
46,352
New York-Northern NJ-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA 45,570
-----------------------------------------------------Denver-Aurora, CO
42,574
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI
42,083
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA
41,661
Baltimore-Towson, MD
40,846
Philly-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD
40,468
-----------------------------------------------------San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA
39,880
Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown, TX
39,052
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI
38,439
Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI
37,862
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI
37,694
-----------------------------------------------------Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX
37,075
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA
36,917
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL
36,293
Pittsburgh, PA
36,208
St. Louis, MO-IL
36,174
-----------------------------------------------------Kansas City, MO-KS
35,859
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN
35,618
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH
35,542
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
35,009
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL
33,008
Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ
32,536
These figures are projected for 2005 by the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis—it took the government awhile to
count them—from the Web at ―You Could Look It Up.‖

Richardson, Cliff, HHS ‘45 Classmate & friend,
played both basketball & on the championship football team
of ‘44 (and also ‘45); attended the 60th Ann. Reunion of our
class in Covington, June 4, 2005. & the Radison Hotel
Brunch the next day.

Richardson, Natasha, Jane (May 11, 1963-March 18,
2009) was an English stage and screen actress. A member of
the Redgrave family, she was the daughter of actress Vanessa
Redgrave and director/producer Tony Richardson and the
granddaughter of Michael Redgrave and Rachel Kempson.
Early in her career she portrayed Mary Shelley and Patty
Hearst in feature films, and she received critical acclaim and a
Theatre World Award for her Broadway debut in the 1993 revival
of Anna Christie. She won the Tony Award for Best Performance
by a Leading Actress in a Musical, the Drama Desk Award for
Outstanding Actress in a Musical, and the Outer Critics Circle
Award for her performance as Sally Bowles in the 1998 Broadway
revival of Cabaret. Some of her notable films included Nell
(1994), The Parent Trap (1998) and Maid in Manhattan (2002).
Richardson was raised in London. Her first marriage to
filmmaker Robert Fox ended in divorce in 1992. She married Irish
actor Liam Neeson, whom she met when the two appeared in Anna
Christie, in late 1994 and the couple had two sons, Micheál and
Daniel.
Richardson's father died of AIDS-related causes in 1991.
She helped raise millions of dollars in the fight against AIDS
through the charity amfAR, the Foundation for AIDS Research.
The actress died March 18, 2009 following a head injury
from a fall during a skiing lesson in Canada due to a subdural
hematoma.*) The March 20 NY Times carried a followup story
about the speculation of MDs to the effect that had she obtained a
CT scan within hours of her accident, surgery could have relieve
the pressure on her brain due to bleeding. However, she waved
off the paramedics who wanted to take her to the hospital.
*) A subdural hematoma is a form of traumatic brain
injury in which blood gathers within the inner meningeal layer of
the dura (the outer protective covering of the brain).
Richardson, Ralph, David, 1902-1983, was an English
actor, one of a group of theatrical knights of the mid-20th
century who, though more closely associated with the stage, also

Rich, Nathaniel—see at Otto Preminger, last part.
Rich Man, Poor Man,‖ see at Money, at Poor, at Poor
vs. Rich, at Poverty Level, at Seneca the Younger & at
Wealth.

―Rich Man, Poor Man, Beggar Man, Thief, Doctor,
Lawyer, Merchant, Chief,‖ nursery rhyme.
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appeared in several classic films. Richardson first became known
for his work on stage in the 1930s. In the 1940s, together with
Laurence Olivier, he ran the Old Vic company. He continued on
stage and in films into the early 1980s and was especially praised
for his comedic roles. In his later years he was celebrated for his
theatre work with his old friend John Gielgud. Among his most
famous roles were Peer Gynt, Falstaff, John Gabriel Borkman and
Hirst in Pinter's No Man's Land. \
Richardson's film appearances included The Citadel (1938),
The Heiress (1949; his first nomination for an Academy Award),
Richard III (1955; playing Buckingham to Olivier's Richard), Our
Man in Havana (1959; with Alec Guinness and Noel Coward), Oh!
What a Lovely War (1969), Tales from the Crypt (1972; as the
Crypt Keeper), O Lucky Man! (1973), Dragonslayer (1981), and
Time Bandits (1981). He played the sixth Earl of Greystoke in the
1983 movie Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes,
for which he was again nominated for an Academy Award. His last
film appearance was in Give My Regards to Broad Street (1984),
starring Paul McCartney—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Riddle: It is a -- wrapped up in a mystery inside an

Richardson,

Ries, George, T, HHS ‘45 Classmate & friend,T, A;

Tony

(né

Cecil

Antonio

enigma;…the key is Russian self-interest.‖ Churchill BBC
Speech, London, Oct. 1, 1939, 210-211(383), 226(412)

Riddle cakes? This might be a pun on griddle cakes.
―Riddle Song, The‖ also known as ―I Gave My Love
a Cherry,‖ is an English folk song, apparently a lullaby,
which was carried by settlers to the American Appalachians. It
descends from a 15th-century
English song in which a maiden
says she is advised to unite with her lover. It is related to
Child Ballad no. 1, or ―Riddles Wisely Expounded‖ and Child
Ballad no. 46. Burl Ives recorded it on 11 February 1941 for his
debut album, Okeh Presents the Wayfaring Stranger. Since then,
it has been recorded by many artists, including Pete Seeger, Joan
Baez, Doc Watson, Sam Cooke &Carly Simon—Wikipedia.

Riders of the Purple Sage,‖ 95(180); see at Zane
Grey.

―Riding the Rails, Ch. 16, see at Boxcars & at Hobo;
also see ―Writing the Rails‖ in the Bibliography.

"Tony"

Richardson), 1928-1991, was an English theatre and
Academy Award-winning film director and producer In 1964
Richardson received two Academy Awards (Best Director and
Best Picture) for Tom Jones (1963). He was married to the actress
Vanessa Redgrave between 1962 and 1967 (he left her for actress
Jeanne Moreau), and had two daughters, Natasha Richardson
(1963-2009) and Joely Richardson (born 1965), both actresses.
Richardson was bisexual, but he never acknowledged it publicly
until after he acquired AIDS. He died of complications from AIDS
at age 63 in 1991. Also see at ―The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner.‖

corpse in ―Arsenic and Old Lace,‖ 147(262)co-workder at
United Cigar Store, 152(270)—signed my ―Lest We
Forget:‖ ―Lots of luck to a good nigger & fellow employee,‖
George; -- in informal Photos, 166(291)

Riis, Jacob, see at ―How the Other Half Lives.‖
Riggs, Lynn—see at ―Oklahoma!‖
―Right hand man for a man with no right hand‖ was a
clue in a NY Times Xword: Solution: Smee. See at (Captain
Hook).
―Right makes might…, Let us have the faith that‖ ain
a 1960 address by Lincoln at Cooper U.—see Bartlett.

Richler, Mordechai, 1931-2001,born in Montreal,

―Right Is on the Left, The One on the‖—see at

he was an author, humorist, screenwriter and essayist. A
leading critic called him "the great shining star of his
Canadian literary generation" and a pivotal figure in the
country's history. His best known works are The
Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz, Barney's Version, and the
JacobTwo-Two children's stories. Richler's strong opinions
on contemporary Canada easily matched, and sometimes
exceeded, the satirical sting of his fiction.
―I am world-famous in Canada‖—Richler. Also see
at ―The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz,‖ at Humor
Books & at Solotaroff.

Johnny Cash.

―Right, nothing is left, On the‖—see at Brain Joke.
―Rights of Man, The:‖ Declaration adopted August
26, 1789 (some sources say August 27), by the French
National Constituent Assembly (Assemblée nationale
constituante), as the first step toward writing a constitution.
It sets forth fundamental rights not only of French citizens
but acknowledges these rights to all men without exception,
making it a precursor to international human rights
instruments:"First Article -- Men are born and remain free
and equal in rights. Social distinctions can be founded only
on the common utility."

Richmond, California, see at ―Rosie, The Riveter.‖
Richmond, Julius B., 1916--2008, born in Chicago,
was ―a pediatrician whose work on cognitive development
in poor children led to his being the first national director of
Project Head Start, widely regarded as one of the most
successful social programs of the last half-century, and who
later as surgeon general was a fierce adversary of the
tobacco industry (*)--see at Cigarette Warnings,2-nd
paragraph. (*) from the NY Times Obit. of July 30, 2008 by
Bruce Weber.

Right, Mr., see at Aways Joke.
Right to bare arms--pun on the 2nd Amendment, or,
Freedom from wearing long sleeves? (NY Times Xword
clue of 2-04-09

Riis, Jacob August, 1849-1914, , a Danish-American
muckraker journalist, photographer, and social reformer
born in Ribe, Denmark, he is known for his dedication to using his
photographic and journalistic talents to help the less fortunate in
NY City, which was the subject of most of his prolific writings and
photographic essays. He helped with the implementation of "model
tenements" in New York with the help of humanitarian Lawrence
Veiller. As one of the first photographers to use flash, he is
considered a pioneer in photography.
Riis went to the US by steamer in 1870, when he was 21,
seeking employment as a carpenter. He arrived during an era of
social turmoil. Large groups of migrants and immigrants flooded
urban areas in the years following the Civil War seeking prosperity
in a more industrialized environment. Twenty-four million people
moved to urban centers, causing a population increase of over
700%.

Rickey, Branch, Brooklyn Dodgers‘ manager who
brought Jackie Robinson into major league ball. 222(405)

―Ricochet Romance,‖ a 1953 song— written by Larry
Coleman, Joe Darrion & Norman Gimbel, 1953.
I don't want a ricochet romance, I don't want a ricochet love
/ If you're careless with your kisses, find another turtle dove
/ I can't live on ricochet romance, no, no not me /
If you're gonna ricochet, baby, I'm gonna set you free

Riddles: (1) If no one is in the forest to see it, can the
tree continue to be? (2) If a tree falls in the forest, and no
one is around, does it still make a sound? See at the
Limerick about God in the Quad.
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(―The Frog‖), birds (―The Jaybird‖), seasons (―Knee-Deep in June‖),
and so forth. He sometimes alludes to nature in classical myth (―A
Glimpse of Pan‖), and often presents nature as the background of a
happy childhood (―The All-Golden‖), but in most such poems he does
not comment specifically on Indiana‘s natural features.
Works Discussed: ―The Bat,‖ ―A Child‘s Home—Long Ago,‖
―A Country Pathway‖ , ―The Hoosier Folk-Child‖ , ―The Iron Horse,‖
―The Judkins Papers‖, ―On the Banks o' Deer Crick‖, ―The Poems Here
at Home‖ , ―Time of Clearer Twitterings‖ , ―Town and Country,‖ and
"The
Wind"lightly
edited
excerpts
from
this
link:
http://www.bsu.edu/ourlandourlit/literature/Authors/rileyjw.html

Riis held various jobs before he accepted a position as a
police reporter in 1873 with the New York Evening Sun newspaper.
In 1874, he joined the news bureau of the Brooklyn News. In 1877
he served as police reporter, this time for the New York Tribune.
During these stints as a police reporter, Riis worked the
most crime-ridden and impoverished slums of the city. Through his
own experiences in the poor houses, and witnessing the conditions
of the poor in the city slums, he decided to make a difference for
those who had no voice.
He was one of the first Americans to use flash powder,
allowing his documentation of New York City slums to penetrate
the dark of night, and helping him capture the hardships faced by
the poor and criminal along his police beats, especially on the
notorious Mulberry Street.
In February 1888, the New York Sun published his essay,
―Flashes from the Slums: Pictures Taken in Dark Places by the
Lightning Process,‖ and in December 1889, Scribner's Magazine
published Riis's photographic essay on city life, both of which Riis
later expanded to create his 1890 magnum opus How the Other
Half Lives.
This work was directly responsible for convincing thenCommissioner of Police Theodore Roosevelt to close the policerun poor houses in which Riis suffered during his first months as
an American. After reading it, Roosevelt was so deeply moved by
Riis's sense of justice that he met Riis and befriended him for life,
calling him ―the best American I ever knew.‖ In 1906, Roosevelt
himself coined the term ―muckraking journalism,‖ of which Riis is
a recognized example.--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
Muckraker, at Theodore Roosevelt, and at How the Other Half
Lives.

Riley, Phil, HHS ‘45 Clasmate, friend & athlete,
166(291)—was one of 13 corpes in :‖Arsenic & Old Lace.

Rilke, Maria Rainier, poet: Rilke wrote to a friend
who had asked him if Rome was as beautiful as it was said
to be: ―Yes, there is beauty in Rome, because there is
beauty everywhere,‖ 37(59); also see at Rodin.

―Rime of the Ancient Mariner, The‖ (original: The
Rime of the Ancyent Marinere) is the longest major poem
by Coleridge written in 1797–1799 and published in the first
edition of Lyrical Ballads (1798). The modern editions use a
later revised version printed in 1817 which featured a
―gloss.‖ Along with other poems in Lyrical Ballads, it was a
signal shift to modern poetry, and the beginnings of British
Romantic literature.
In the film Out of Africa Denys Finch-Hatton quotes
from the Rime of the Ancient Mariner as he washes Karen's
hair. She (Meryl Streep) says "you're skipping verses‖ and
he (Robert Redfored) replies "Well,
I leave out the dull
parts‖—see Wikipedia for this & other reference in
Literature and in Film & TV.

Rikers Island in East River betw. the boroughs of
Queens & the Bronx,.named after Abraham Rycken, a
Dutch settler who moved to Long Island in 1638 & whose
descendants owned Rikers Island until 1884, when it was
sold to the city for $180,000 & has been used as a jail
in one form or another ever since; also see at Dutch, at
Netherland & at Brooklyn.

Rimer, David, 5th Dist. School--on the 1938 Blue
Ribbon Students‘ Photo in Part I—his last name is
misspelled (I hope to correct it in proof.)

Rimes of Country Music?—see below.
Rimes,Leann (née Margaret LeAnn Rimes), born 1982

Riley, James Whitcomb,1839-1916,born in Greenfield,

in Pearl, Mississippi, is an country singer and songwriter.
Her debut single, ―Blue,‖ was released when she was 13 years old.
By the age of 24 she had sold over 37 million albums. She has won
an American Music Award, two Grammy Awards, three Academy
of Country Music Awards, and twelve Billboard Music Awards.
She holds three important achievements in the music industry: the
youngest person to win a Grammy; the first country artist to win
the Grammy for Best New Artist; and her version of ―How Do I
Live‖ is the longest charting song on the U.S. Hot 100 at 69 weeks.
Unlike most other child stars, Rimes has remained successful in
music in adulthood, recording various kinds of music, including R
& B--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Indiana, Riley worked in Anderson, and spent most of his life in
Indianapolis. Known as both ―The Hoosier Poet‖ and ―The Children‘s
Poet,‖ he was one of America‘s most popular poets and orators in the
early 1900s, thanks to sentimental, local color poems like ―Little
Orphant Annie‖ and ―When the Frost Is on the Punkin.‖ The village of
Greenfield was then nestled in an oak and poplar forest east of
Indianapolis.
The son of a lawyer who discouraged young James‘ inclination
to write poetry as being ―too visionary‖ (Riley 1: 8),
nevertheless, Riley's professional writing career began when he
became literary editor for the Greenfield newspaper and filled the pages
with his own poetry. While working for The Anderson Democrat in
1877, Riley carried out his famous hoax of passing off a poem of his
own, ―Leonanie,‖ as a Poe creation. He lost his job and became the
target of sharp criticism among literary circles across the
nation.
Two years later, Riley‘s luck turned when he was given a
position at The Indianapolis Journal. By 1883, his first collection of
poems, most of them written in the dialect of rural Indiana folk, was
published as The Old Swimmin‘ Hole and ‗Leven More
Poems.
Riley quickly became an enormously popular poet and perhaps
even more popular reader of his poems at public recitations. From 1910
to 1915, Hoosiers were obsessed with their favorite son, regaling him
with public celebrations of his birthday, various civic and statewide
proclamations of ―Riley Day,‖ and the governor‘s declaration, in 1915,
that he was their ―most beloved citizen.‖ By his death in 1916, Riley
had written more than 1,000 poems and two dozen prose sketches of
acquaintances.
While nature appears as a prominent subject in much of Riley‘s
poetry, he often treats it in generalized terms, celebrating flowers (e.g.,
"The Rose‖), insects (―Two Sonnets to the June-Bug‖), amphibians

Ring-a-ring o‘ roses‖—nursery rhyme: A pocket full
of posie , / A-tishoo, a-tishoo! / We all fall down.

Ringling Bros. Circus, ―May all your days, be
Circus days!‖ 64(105)

Ringo Starr, see at Beatles.
―Rings & Things,‖ short title for the author‘s ―Rings
and Things and a Fine Array of Twentieth Century
Associative Algebra,‖ American Math. Soc,. Providence,
1999, Second enlarged and revised ed., 2004. Part II is
entitled: Snapshots of Friends and Places.
Tin-Tin‖, intrepid German Shepherd dog, 94(178)

―Rin
―Rio Rita‖ (1942) comedy film starring Abbott &

Costello. It was based upon the 1927 Florenz Ziegfeld
Broadway musical, which was previously made into a 1929
film that starred the comedy team of Wheeler & Woolsey.
This is the first of three films that Abbott & Costello made
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Spurs that Jingle, Jangle, Jingle,‖ You are My Sunshine,‖ and the
theme song from ―High Noon.‖

on loan to MGM Pictures while under contract to Universal,
the other two pictures.
―Ripe old age: Don‘t expect to live to a‖ my MD‘s
warning to me, P, i

"As a college student, Tex Ritter (born Woodward) began studying
cowboy ballads and southwest folklore, and later dropped out of law
school to launch a stage and radio folk-singing career. He debuted on
Broadway in 1930; his first screen appearance was in Song of the
Gringo (1936). Almost immediately, he rivaled Gene Autry in
popularity (as a singing cowboy) among movie fans; from 1937-41 and
1944-45 he was on the top-ten Western stars list, and ultimately he
appeared in 85 films. He was often referred to as "America's most
beloved cowboy."
In the latter half of the '40s he stopped making films, instead
touring with White Flash, his horse, in live shows; he also continued
his successful recording career.
He went on to provide the title songs of five Westerns, narrate a
sixth, and appear on TV's "Zane Grey Theater." He moved to Nashville
and became a weekly fixture at the Grand Ole Opry. He also founded a
restaurant franchise, "Tex Ritter's Chuck Wagons."
In 1966 he had a prominent role in the film ―The Girl from
Tobacco Row‖ and was featured in cameos as himself in two others. In
1970 he ran in the Republican primary for U.S. Senator in Tennessee,
but lost.
Ritter was the only entertainer to be elected to both the Cowboy
Hall of Fame and the Country Music Hall of Fame. He was married to
actress Dorothy Fay; their son is actor John Ritter"--All Movie
Guide

Ripe Stripe, see at Zoot suit.
Ripken, Cal, played in a recond of 2,600 games (May
30, 1982-Sept. 21, 1998); Lou Gerhrig was second with
2,130 & Every Scott third with 1,307.

―Rinso White,‖ ―Happy little washday soap,‖Ch. 32
Ripken, Cal, see at Lou Gehrig.
Risi, Dino,1916-2008, born in Milan,was a
filmmaker whose searing satires about the newfound
prosperity of his countrymen during the Italian ―economic
miracle‖ of the 1950s & ‘60s helped establish a new style that
became internationally known as commedia all‘italiana, Among
the more than 80 feature movies, segments for compilation films,
documentaries & TV shows that he directed were some of the
sharpest & most widely seen comedies of the postwar era.
One of his best-known films, ―Profumo di Donna‖ (―Scent
of a Woman,‖ 1974), was about a naïve army recruit (Alessandro
Momo) who learns about life and love from a blind army captain
(Vittorio Gassman) during a trip from Turin to Naples. The film
was nominated in 1976 for the Oscar for best foreign language film
& Risi and Ruggero Maccari‘s screenplay was nominated for best
adaptation. The director Martin Brest remade ―Scent of a Woman‖
in Hollywood in 1992, starring Al Pacino, who stepped into the
Gassman role & won an Oscar for his performance.
The tall, handsome, & effortlessly charming Gassman was
one of Mr. Risi‘s favorite actors. Over the course of 15 films in 30
years, the director used him as the face of Italy‘s growing sense of
cocky self-confidence as the talian economy expanded beyond all
expectations, following the
deprivation of the war years.
In ―Il Sorpasso‖ (―The Easy Life,‖ 1962), often cited as Mr.
Risi‘s masterpiece, Gassman plays a shallow playboy who
befriends an earnest young law student (Jean-Louis Trintignant)
and tries to teach him his cynical, manipulative methods for getting
what he wants out of life. Mr. Risi registers the student‘s growing
sense that his mentor is a fraud with an acuity that is both
psychological & political.
Mr. Risi was born into a prosperous family. His father was
doctor-in-residence at the opera house La Scala. Mr. Risi intended
to follow a medical career and earned a degree in psychiatry. But a
chance meeting with the director Alberto Lattuada led to a job as
an assistant on the historical drama ―Piccolo Mondo Antico"
(1941) and-- presto!--Mr. Risi had a new vocation--edited excerpt
from the June 9, 2008, NY Times Obituary by Dve Kehr (and a
presto! from me.)

Ritter, Thelma, 1902-1969, was born in Brooklyn,
NY. She did stock theater and radio shows early in her
career, without much impact. Her first movie role was in Miracle
on 34th Street (1947), in which the 45-year-old made a memorable
impression in a brief uncredited part, as a frustrated mother unable
to find the toy that Kris Kringle has promised to her son. Her
second role, in writer-director Joseph L. Mankiewicz's A Letter to
Three Wives (1949), also left a mark, although Ritter was again not
listed in the credits. Mankiewicz kept Ritter in mind, and cast her
in his All About Eve the following year. An Oscar nomination led
to popularity, and a second Oscar nomination followed for
Mitchell Leisen's classic screwball comedy The Mating Season
(1951) starring Gene Tierney, John Lund and Miriam Hopkins.
Ritter enjoyed steady film work for the next dozen years. She also
appeared in many of the episodic drama TV series of the 1950s,
such as Alfred Hitchcock Presents, General Electric Theater, and
The United States Steel Hour. Throughout her career, Ritter was
nominated for an Academy Award six times giving her the dubious
honor of being nominated for the award the most times without a
win. She co-hosted the Oscar ceremony in 1954, trading
wisecracks with Bob Hope.

―River, the beautiful, beautiful river,‖Ch. 28
Shall we gather at the river, The beautiful, beautiful river?
Yes, we will gather by the river, And listen to the words of
the Lord--from memory. Words & Music: Lowry 1864; first
published in Happy Voices, 1865; you can Google this to
hear a recording & see more lyrics!

Rite, a ceremonial act, or series of acts, in conducting
a religious or other solemn ceremony, e.g., bar mitzvah,
baptism, graduation, marriage, or funeral. See below.

Rites of passage. A ritual or ceremony signifying an

―River Rat, The‖ is a 1984 independent family film

even in a person/s life of a transition from one stagfe to
another, as from asdoescence to adulthood., e.g.,the wearing
of long pants. See at Puberty Rite.

starring Tommy Lee Jones and Martha Plimpton (in her
debut role). Filmed in Kentucky, it is set on the banks of the
Mississippi River. Plimpton portrays a young teenage daughter
who meets her father (Jones), an ex-con just released from prison,
for the first time. The two slowly forge a relationship as they
rebuild a boat named "The River Rat." But the father cannot escape
his criminal past as he is blackmailed by the prison psychiatrist
(Brian Dennehy), who believes he knows the location of a large
amount of cash money stolen before imprisonment.
Father and daughter take "The River Rat" on a picturesque
trip down the Mississippi River to Memphis, Tennessee in an
effort to find the money and elude the prison doctor. Along the
way, they learn about each other's lives and create a family bond.
The film was written and directed by Thomas Rickman, who had
been nominated for an Academy Award in 1980 for his screenplay

Ritt, Martin, in 1965, directed directed the first film
adaptation of a le Carré novel, The Spy Who Came in
From the Cold

Ritt: Der Ritt is German for ―the ride.‖Reiten means
to ride; Der Reiter means ―the rider‖

Ritter: Der Ritter is German for ―the knight.‖
Ritter, Tex (né Woodward Maurice Ritter), 1905-1974,
dropped out of law school to sing cowboys songs on the
radio & stage during the early 1930s, and then starting around
1936 played the role of singing cowboy in dozens of movies.
Often called America‘s most-beloved cowboy, he sang ―I‘ve Got
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to Coal Miner's Daughter, also starring Tommy Lee Jones—
excerpt from Wikipedia.

Hopkins, Bridget Fonda, Matthew Broderick, and John
Cusack, one son rebels and burns down the enormous
Kellog Health Hotel, a conflagraton any pyromaniac would
have loved to set or see! Also see at Kellogg,

River Rouge, a short river, with several tributaries:
upper, middle & lower Rouge, flowing SE through the
outskirts of Detroit, south of Dearborn through a village of
that name, into the Detroit River. The Radio Material
School was located on River Rouge, and so is the Ford
Automobile Museum, Ch. 62

Roanoke—The Lost Colony. In 1587, over 117 men,
women and children journeyed from England to Roanoke Island
on North Carolina's coast and established the first English
settlement in America.. The small population of Roanoke
complained about their lack of food and tools. They also contained
frightening suspicions that the Natives may launch a surprise
attack on them. These complaints eventuated in John White going
to England to later return along with the proper supplies the
colonists requested. John White returned three long years
afterwards. But what he returned to was not that of a colony but of
a ghost town. The area which was once a village was stripped of
its people. Houses and other shelters were nowhere in site. What
was left behind were some small cannons, an opened chest, a tall
fence built around the perimeter of the former village site, and a
single word inscription carved on a fence post, ―Croatoan‖.

Rivers,The world‘slongest: Nile,4,135mi,
Amazon, 3,980 mi, Yangtxe, 3,917 mi, MississippiMissouri, 3,902 mi—Wikipedia, where the lengths over
rivers may be found., e.g,, the Yellow River is the 5-th
longest at 3,398 mi.
Rivers, Joan (née Joan Alexandra Molinsky), b.1933
in Brooklyn.―I‘m Jewish. I don‘t work out. If God wanted
us to bend over, he‘d put diamonds on the floor—in ―Eat
These Words,‖ p 51. ―After we made love he took a piece
of chalk and made an outline of my body‖—p. 125 in
―Wit.‖

―Roaring Twenties,‖ 5(8)
Robards, Jr., Jason, 1922-2000, versatile actor of

Rizzuto, Phil, 1916-2007, came to the Yankees in
1941 and batted .307 as a rookie, and his career was
interrupted by a stint in the Navy during World War II. He
returned in 1946 and four years later became the American League
MVP. He batted .324 that season with a slugging percentage of
.439 and 200 hits, second most in the league. He also went 58
games without an error, making 288 straight plays. He led all AL
shortstops in double plays three times and had a career batting
average of .273 with at least a .930 fielding percentage.
He played in five All-Star games. Rizzuto, known as ``The
Scooter,'' was the oldest living Hall of Famer. He played for the
Yankees throughout the 1940s and '50s, won seven World Series
titles and played in five All-stargames.
Rizzuto was a flashy, diminutive player who could always
be counted on for a perfect bunt, a nice slide or a diving catch in a
lineup better known for its cornerstone sluggers. He played for 13
seasons alongside the likes of Joe DiMaggio and Mickey Mantle
.He stood just 5-foot-6 but was equipped with a productive bat,
sure hands and quick feet that earned him his nickname.
After the Yankees released him in 1956, Rizzuto began a
second career as a broadcaster that lasted 40years.& one for which
he became at least equally well known—from the Web. Also see
at ―Holy Cow!‖
RNA, ribonucleic acid: a polymer constituent of all living
cells, and many viruses, consisting of a long, usually singlestranded chain of alternating phosphate and ribose units
with several bases bonded to the ribose. The structure and
base sequence of RNA are determinants of protein synthesis
and the transmission of genetic information. See DNA.

stage & screen, 145(260); he made his name playing in the
dramas of Eugene O'Neill & was cast to equal effect in
common-man roles & as well-known historical figures. Also
see at ―Johnny Got His Gun‖ & at ―Tora! Tora! Tora!‖

Robbins, Irvine, 1917-2008, cofounder of BaskinRobbins ice cream that started up in 1945 advertizing 31
flavors.
Robbins was born in Winnepeg, Manitoba., the son of
Aaron & Goldie Chmelnitsky Robbins, immigrants from Poand
and Russia, and moved to Tacoma, WA, as a child, when his
father became a partner in a dairy.
As a teenager, he worked in the diary‘s retail store, which
charged a nickel-a-cone. He soon realized that he could double or
triple sales with playful labeling: ―Super
Banana Treat‖
replaced a sign that said ―Three scoops of ice cram, a slice of
banana, two kinds of toppings.‖
He got the idea of selling ice cream through a peciality
store rather than a graocery. He also practiced what he preached,
eating 3 or 4 scoops of icecram a day! And when he retired in
Balboa at Newport Beach, the christened their boat ―The 32d
flavor‖—edited excerpt from the May 7, 2008 NY Times Obituary
by Dennis Hevesi.—see at Baskin-Robbins & at Ice cream.

Robbins, Jeffery, see at Pleasure of Finding Things Out.
Robbins, Jerome, choreographer for the NY City Ballet.
Also see at Betty Comden & at ―Bells are Ringing.‖

Robbins, Tim (né Timothy Francis Robbins) 1958 in
W. Corvina,CA, is an Academy Award-winning actor,
screenwriter, director, producer, activist and musician. He is the
longtime partner of actress Susan Sarandon. He won the Best
Actor Award at Cannes for his starring role as an amoral movie
executive in Robert Altman's 1992 film The Players.
Robbins has written, produced, and directed several films
with strong social content, e.g., the anti-capital punishment Dead
Man Walking (1995), starring Sarandon and Sean Penn. The film
earned him a Oscar nomination for Best Director & Sarandon the
Oscr for Best Actress.Robbins won the Best Supporting Actor
Oscar and the SAG Award for his work in Mystic River (2003), as
a man traumatized by having been molested as a child--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.
When Robbins got his star in the Hollywood Walk of Fame,
Sarandon, his long time partner, said, ―I am pleased to be a part of
his life, and I want to present Tim‘s best productions—our three
kids‖—from the Times (of Trenton, NJ) Oct. 12, 2008

―Road to‖ movies,‖e.g., Road to Morocco (1942),
Road to Utopia (1946), Road to Rio (1947) & Road to
Bali (1952)—see at Bing Crosby, Bob Hope & Dorothy
Lamour.

―Road, On the‖—see at Jack Kerouac.
―Road Trip—see at Truman‘s & Bess‘ Road Trip.and
at "Truman‘s Excellent Adventure, Harry: The True Story
of a Great American Road Trip.‖

―Road to perdition is paved with good intentions‖
saying.

―Road to Wellville,The,‖a 1993 novel by T. C. Boyle
about John Harvey Kellogg, the Cereal King, as an unethical
doctor who misinforms his patients, supporting exaggerated
claims with circus tricks about the evils of eating meat.
(Later his claims were justified by death stats!) Boyle also
shows Kellogg ‗s humanitarian side: he adopted over 52
children, many of whom went on to become successful
doctors and lawyers. In the 1994 movie starring Anthony

―Roberta‖—see at ―Smoke Gets Into Your Eyes.‖
Roberts, Chris--see ―Heavy Words Lightly Thrown.‖
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Roberts, ―Doc,‖HHS English teacher, gave dramatic

Robin Hood, legendary hero of 12th-century

readings. See at Shakespeare.

England who robbed the rich to help the poor. Chivalrous,
manly, fair, and always ready for a joke, Robin Hood
reflected many of the ideals of the English yeoman. He lived
in Sherwood Forest with Little John (his chief archer), Friar
Tuck, Maid Marion (his beloved), and his band. Robin
Hood was the hero of at least 30 Middle English ballads and
of many later stories and plays. He is mentioned in such
diverse works as Piers Plowman, Ivanhoe (1820) by Sir
Walter Scott, and The Once and Future King (1958) by T.
H. White--The Columbia Encyclopedia via AOL Research.

Roberts, Julia (Fiona), born 1967 in Atlanta, GA,
raised in Smyrna, GA, is a film actress who is noted for her
toothy smile. A former fashion model, she became well known
during the early 1990s after starring in the romantic comedy Pretty
Woman opposite Richard Gere. She won the Best Actress
Academy Award in 2000 for her performance of the title character
in Erin Brockovich and earned a Oscar nomination as Best
Supporting Actress for Steel Magnolias (1989) and a nomination
for Best Actress for Pretty Woman (1990).
Her films, which also include romantic comedies such as
My Best Friend's Wedding, Mystic Pizza, Notting Hill, Runaway
Bride, and crime films: The Pelican Brief and Ocean's Eleven. She
also appeaerd a in ―Everyone Says I Love You‖, ―Nottinghan
Hill‖ & ―The Ant Bully‖ (voice.)

Robin Leo,1900-1984, born in Pittsburgh, PA, he was
a composer, lyricist and songwriter. Robin's first hits came
in 1926 with the Broadway production By the Way, with hits in
several other musicals immediately following, such as Bubbling
Over (1926), Hit the Deck, Judy (1927), and Hello Yourself (1928).
In 1932, Robin went out to Hollywood to work for Paramount
Pictures. His principal collaborator was composer Ralph Rainger,
together they became one of the leading film songwriting duos of
the 1930s and early 1940s, writing over 50 hits. Robin & Rainger
worked together until Rainger's untimely death in a plane crash on
Oct. 23 1942. Robin continued to collaborate with many other
composers over the years, including Vincent Youmans, Sam
Coslow, Richard Whiting, and Nacio Herb Brown.
Leo Robin collaborated with Rainger on the 1938 Oscarwinning song ―Thanks for the Memory,‖ sung by Bob Hope in the
film The Big Broadcast of 1938. Robin collaborated with Jule
Styne on the score for the 1955 musical film My Sister Eileenthen
officially retired from the movie industry.
He is a member of the Songwriters Hall of Fame, having
been inducted in 1972. Robin wrote many popular songs, mostly
for film and television, including ―Louise,‖ ―Beyond the Blue
Horizon,‖ (written for the film Monte Carlo). ―Prisoner of Love‖,
―Blue Hawaii‖ and, as stated, Bob Hope's signature tune, ―Thanks
for the Memory‖— from Wikipedia. See at Jules Styne.

―Roberts, Mister‖the film that made Jack Lemmon-see at Lemmon.

Roberts, Rachel, actress—see at ―Saturday Night and
Sunday Morning‖ & at ―Yanks.‖

Roberts, Sam, writer for the NY Times--see at Henry
Hudson, Robert Klein & at Martin Sobel.

Roberts, Tony, actor who appeared in many Woody
Allen films. Also in ―Serpico.‖

Robertson, Cliff (né Clifford Parker "Cliff" Robertson
III), born 1925 in La Jolla, CA, is an film & TV actor with
a career that spans half of a century & notable for his
performances in PT 109 (chosen personally by John F.
Kennedy to portray the then-Lt. Kennedy), The Best Man,
Charly (an adaptation of Flowers for Algernon for which he
won the 1968 Academy Award for Best Actor), Picnic,
Autumn Leaves, Too Late the Hero, Three Days of the
Condor, Obsession, J. W. Coop, Star 80 and Malone. He is
probably best known to younger audiences for playing
"Uncle" Ben Parker in Spider-Man, as well as in the sequels
Spider-Man 2 and Spider-Man 3. See at ―PT Boat 109,"
236(429) & see at JFK‘s Heroism.

―Robinson Crusoe,‖ 93(177); originally ―The Life
and Surprising Adventures of – ;― Daniel Defoe‘s 1719
masterpiece based on a the ―real life of Alexander Selkirk, which
surpassed Crosoe‘s in almost every aspect‖-- Bruce Selcraig, a
descendant f Selkirk in the July 2005 issue of Smithsonian
Magazine. (Selkirk‘s real name was Selcraig.)

Robeson, Paul Bustill, 1898-1976, born in Princeton,
NJ; Black US singer with a rich baritone voice, versatile
actor, All-American football player & Phi Bet Kappa
scholar at Rutgers U.; acclaimed for his portrayal of Brutus
Jones in Eugene O‘Neill‘s Emperor Jones, of Joe in Show
Boat & as Shakesperare‘s Othello; blacklisted for his leftwing political sympathies, his passport was revoked
1950—1958; whuke he lived in exile in Europe in the
60s &70s., he suffered from severe depression .

Robinson, Edwin Arlington, 1869-1935, poet born in
Head Tide, ME, and reared in Gardiner, ME, which
provided the background for ―Tilsbury Town.‖ Thefictional
village that provided the backdrop of his best poetry. He
was a 3-time-Pulitzer-Prize-Winner, for his Collected
Poems (1922), The man Who Died Twice (1925) & Tristam
(1928). Among his poems that I l remembered are ―Miniver
Cheever,‖ 25(38) amd ―Richard Cory.‖
―Although he felt deeply for her, he could not bring
himself to say that he loved her‖—Charles Simic dexcribing
Robinson‘s loss of his girl friend who married his broothr!
From Simic‘s rev. in Dec. 6, 2007, NY Rev. of Books of
Scott Donaldson‘s 2007 biography of Robinson. Donalson
also edited his poems in the Everyman‘s Pocket Poets
series, also reveiewd by Simic—Ibid.

―Robinson Crusoe‖ (1719) tells of a man's shipwreck
on a deserted island and his subsequent adventures: ‖One
day, about noon, going towards my boat, I was exceedingly
surprised with the print of a man's naked foot on the shore, which
was very plain to be seen on the sand‖— Robinson Crusoe about
the discovery of another man on the island, whom he called
Friday, the day he discovered him.
Defoe may have based part of his narrative on the true story
of the Scottish castaway Alexander Selkirk. He may have also
been inspired by the Latin or English translation of Abubacer's
Philosophus Autodidactus, an earlier novel also set on a desert
island. Tim Severin's book Seeking Robinson Crusoe (2002)
unravels a much wider range of potential sources of inspiration for
Robinson Crusoe. Also see at Defoe.

Robinson, Sr., Edward G(oldenberg) (né Emanuel
Goldenberg), 1893-1973, born to a Yiddish-speaking Jewish
family in Bucharest, Romania, he emigrated with his family to NY
City in 1903.He began his acting career in 1913 and made his
Broadway debut in 1915. He made his film debut in a minor and
uncredited role in 1916; in 1923 he made his named debut as E. G.
Robinson in The Bright Shawl. One of many actors who saw his
career flourish in the new sound film era rather than falter, he
made only three films prior to 1930 but left his stage career that
year and made fourteen films in 1930-1932. An acclaimed
performance as the gangster Rico Bandello in Little Caesar (1931)

Robinson, Betty, 1911-1999, as a 16-year-old high
school junior became the first woman to win an Olympic
gold medal in Amsterdam in 1928. She won the 100 meter
dash in 12.2 seconds. It was the first time females were
allowed to compete in the Olympics in track—NY Times
Obituary, May 21, 1999
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said. ―Thatt‘s what you‘re supposed to do with your life, isn‘t
it?‘‖—Roger Kahn, letter to the NY Times,
April 21, 2007.
Their rapport soon led shortstop Reese and second baseman
Robinson to become one of the most effective defensive pairs in
the sport's history—Wikipedia.

led to him being typecast as a 'tough guy' for much of his early
career in works such as Five Star Final (1931), Smart Money
(1931; his only movie with James Cagney), Tiger Shark (1932),
Kid Galahad (1937) with Bette Davis and Humphrey Bogart, and
A Slight Case of Murder (1938) and The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse
(1938). In the 1940s, after a good performance in Dr. Ehrlich's
Magic Bullet (1940), he expanded into edgy psychological dramas
including Double Indemnity (1944), Tampico with Lynn Bari
(1944), The Woman in the Window (1945) and Scarlet
Street(1945); but he continued to portray gangsters such as Johnny
Rocco in John Huston's classic Key Largo (1948), the last of five
films he made with Humphrey Bogart--edited excerpt from
Wikpedia—also see at ―Key Largo,‖ at ―Little Caesar,‖ at ―More!‖
and below.

Robinson,

Edward

G.(continued)

His

Robinson, Sara, see at Shizuo Kakutani.
Rochefoucauld, see at La Rochefoucauld.
Rock, in music, a sequel to swing, in which the
performer, or performers, rock back and forth, also called
―rock ‗n roll.‖ See Benny Goodman, Sammy Kaye,
Artie Shaw.

―Rock journalism is people who can‘t write
interviewing people who can‘t talk for people who
can‘t
read‖—Frank Zappa (1980), in Oxford Dict. of Quotations.

stellar

Rock-a-bye, Baby, / In the treetop. /When the Wind

aperfomance as a snarling, murderous thug Rico Bandello in
Little Caesar (1931)--all the more impressive since in real life
Robinson was a sophisticated, cultured man with a passion for fine art-set the standard for movie gangsters, both for himself in many later
films and for the industry. He portrayed the title character in several
biographical works, such as Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet (1940) and A
Dispatch from Reuter's (1940). Psychological dramas included Flesh
and Fantasy (1943), Double Indemnity (1944), The Woman in the
Window (1944) & Scarlet Street (1945). Another ―snarling,
murderous,‖ gangster role was Rocco in Key Largo (1948).
He was "absolved" of allegations of Communist affiliation after
testifying as a friendly witness for the House Un-American Activities
Committee during the McCarthy hysteria of the early 1950s. In 1956 he
had to sell off his extensive art collection in a divorce settlement and
also had to deal with a psychologically troubled son. In 1956 he
returned to Broadway in "Middle of the Night". In 1973 he was
awarded a special, posthumous Oscar for lifetime achievement.

blows/ The cradle will rock/ When the wind blows / the
cradle will fall, Down will come cradle / Baby and all—
Nursery Rhyme.
Rocket Program-- see at Wernher von Braun..

―Rockettes, The‖ high-stepping synchronized dancers
—see at Radio City Music Hall.

―Rockin‘ Pneumonia and Boogie Woogie Flu,‖ a
Johhny Rivers 1972 revival of ―Huey ‗Piano Smith‘s‘‖
1957 hit--see p. 796 of Da Capo‘s Companion.

Rockefeller Center, see at Radio City Music Hall.
See a photo of Molly & me in front of Rockefeller Plaza.

Rockefeller Foundation, a charitable organization
endowed by John D. Rockefeller and chartered in 1913 for
the well-being of people throughout the world. It is one of
America's oldest private foundations. Alfred Kinsey was
supported by it—se at Kinsey.

Quotes: "If I were just a bit taller and I was a little more
handsome or something like that, I could have played all the roles
that I have played, and played many more. There is such a thing as
a handicap, but you've got to be that much better as an actor. It
kept me from certain roles that I might have had, but then, it kept
others from playing my roles, so I don't know that it's not
altogether balanced."
"I remember just before going onto the soundstage, I'd look
in my dressing room mirror and stretch myself to my full 5'5" or
5'6" - whatever it was--to make me appear taller and to make me
able to dominate all the others and to mow them down with my
size"--Mini Biography by Ed Stephan, Amazon.com (slightly
edited by me.) Also see above.

Rockefeller, John D.: ―I believe that the power to
make money is a gift from God—in ―True Confessions;‖
also see at Radio City Music Hall.

Rockefeller, Nelson A., 7(10)
Rockwell, Norman, 1894-1978, famed illustrator,
who became art adirector of Boy‘s Life at age 19 & matured
into one of the most popular artists in USA. For a halfcentury, he illustrated the world‘s best selling (Boy Scout)
calendar & created 317 covers for Saturday Evening Post
(191-1963. While his illustrations might have seemed corny
to some, he had the knack of capturing the exact moment
and and expressions, e.g., of a boy grunacing while getting
an unwonted haircut. In May (June?), 1943, his portrait of
―Rosie the Riveter‖ appeared on the cover of Evening
Post. See at Rosie the Riveter.
Rodat, Robert—―when he saw a monument in 1994
dedicated to eight brothers killed in the Civil War, he was
inspired to write a similar story set in WW II--see at ―Saving
Private Ryan.‖
I wasn‘t able to locate the monument that he saw—the
closest I could find on the Web was this: a granite monument near
Seven Springs, North Carolina that honors the Confederate soldiers
killed at the Battle of Whitehall in 1862--it specifically honors
eight Sutton brothers from the area who fought for the South, four
of whom did not make it home. In other words, not all of the eight
Sullivan brothers were killed.

Robinson, Jackie 1919-1972, (né Jack Roosevelt
Robinson), Brooklyn Dodger‘s Hall of Famer, 222(405) &
the first Black to play in the major leagues--in the 1947 season
with the Dodgers, he was Rookie of the Year; except for Joe
Louis, and nuch later,Martin Luther King, no one did more for
Black and acceptance by Whites. See Ken Burns‘ ―American
Stories: Baseball,‖ for much more.
―On May 13, 1947, during infield practice at Crosley Field
in Cincinnati, Pee Wee Reese, the Dodger shorshtop &
captain
suddenly stopped practice. He walked diagonally across the infield
& placed his left arm around the shoulder of Jackie Robinson, who
was playing first base. He looked into the Cindnnati dugout and the
grandstands beyond. Ballplayers & fans had been tauting
Robinson with terms like ‗shoeshine boy‘ and ‗snowflake.‘ Reese,
a slim white Southerner who wore No. 1, kept an arm draped in
friendship around the sturdy black man who wore No. 42. Reese
ddid not say a word. But his look shamd theracists into silence.
‗After Pee Wee came over like that,‘Robinson told me years
later, ‗I never felt alone on a baseball field again.‘ ... While I was
working as a consultant to a 5-part ESPN series on the old
Brooklyn Dodgers (produced by Reese‘s son Mark), Pee Wee
confirmed the incident in detail as conversation nourished his
memory….‗I was trying to make the world a little bit better,‘ he

―Rodeo,‖ 1942 ballet choreographed by Agnes de
Mille, with the ―impossibly beautiful score by Aaron
Copland.‖— the quote is from the Web—see de Mille.
Originally created for a string orchestra the score was later
modified for a full symphony orchestra The ballet consists
of five sections: "Buckaroo Holiday", "Ranch House Party",
"Corral Nocturne", "Saturday Night Waltz", and "Hoe516

Down". The symphonic version omits "Ranch House Party",
leaving the other sections relatively intact—from Wikipedia.

project warmth, sincere optimism, and occasional corniness. Hart's
lyrics showed greater sophistication in subject matter, more use of
overt verbal cleverness, and more of a "New York" or "Broadway"
sensibility.
The archetypal Rodgers and Hart song, "Manhattan,"
rhymes "The great big city's a wondrous toy/Just made for a girl
and boy" in the first stanza, then reprises with "The city's glamor
can never spoil/The dreams of a boy and goil" in the last. Many of
the songs ("Falling in Love with Love", "Little Girl Blue", "My
Funny Valentine") are wistful or sad, and emotional ambivalence
seems to be perceptible in the background of even the sunnier
songs.
For example, "You Took Advantage of Me" appears to be
an evocation of amorous joy, but the very title suggests some doubt
as to whether the relationship is mutual or exploitative--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Hart.

Rodgers, Jimmie, singer and yodeler, see at Gene
Autry & at Hank Williams

Rodgers, Richard Charles, 1902-1979, of Rodgers &
Hart, and of Rodgers (music) & Hammerstein (lyrics)--see
at ―Blue Moon,‖ at ―Getting to Know You,‖ at ―Hello
Young Lovers,‖ at ―Isn‘t It Romantic?,‖ at ―Pal Joey,‖
People Will Say We‘re in Love,‖at at ―Oklahoma!,‖ at
Hammerstein, at Hart & at Jewish Musicians.

Rodgers and Hart were a songwriting partnership of
composer Richard Rodgers (1902 – 1979) and the lyricist
Lorenz Hart (1895 – 1943). They worked together on 28 stage
musicals and over 500 songs from 1919 until Hart's death in
1943.Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart were introduced in 1919 at
Columbia U. when they were asked to write an amateur club
showA. After writing together for several years, they produced
their first successful Broadway musical, The Garrick Gaieties, in
1925, which introduced their hit song, "Manhattan" and led to a
series of successful musicals and films.
By the end of the 1920s they were among the most popular
songwriters in America, but they turned to working in the movies
with the advent of sound. They wrote several popular songs for
film during the mid-1930s, such as "Isn't It Romantic?" and "It's
Easy to Remember," but they soon returned to Broadway with
Billy Rose's Jumbo (1935). Many of their stage musicals from the
late 1930s have been made into films, such as On Your Toes
(1936) and Babes in Arms (1937). Pal Joey (1940), termed their
"masterpiece", has a book by The New Yorker writer John O'Hara.
He adapted his own short stories featuring a title character, who is
a heel. So unflinching was the portrait that critic Brooks Atkinson
famously asked in his review "Although it is expertly done, how
can you draw sweet water from a foul well?"
When the show was revived in 1952, audiences had learned
to accept and enjoy darker material on Broadway (thanks in large
part to Rodgers' work with Oscar Hammerstein). The new
production ran considerably longer than the original and was called
a masterpiece and a classic by reviewers. Atkinson, reviewing the
revival, wrote that "it renews confidence in the professionalism of
the theatre."
Time Magazine devoted a cover story to Rodgers and Hart
(September 26, 1938), and wrote that their success "rests on a
commercial instinct that most of their rivals have apparently
ignored". The article also noted the "spirit of adventure." "As
Rodgers and Hart see it, what was killing musicomedy [sic] was its
sameness, its tameness, its eternal rhyming of June with moon."
Their songs have long been favorites of cabaret singers and
jazz artists. For example, Ella Fitzgerald recorded their songbook.
Andrea Marcovicci based one of her cabaret acts entirely on
Rodgers and Hart songs. Hart's lyrics, facile, vernacular, dazzling,
sometimes playful, sometimes melancholic, raised the standard for
Broadway songwriting. "His ability to write cleverly and to come
up with unexpected, polysyllabic rhymes was something of a
trademark, but he also had the even rarer ability to write with
utmost simplicity and deep emotion." Rodgers, as a creator of
melodies, ranks with Jerome Kern and Irving Berlin. Their shows
belong to the era when musicals were revue-like and librettos were
not much more than excuses for comic turns and music cues. Still,
just as their songs were a cut above, so did the team try to raise the
standard of the musical form in general. Thus, A Connecticut
Yankee (1927) was based on Mark Twain's novel, and The Boys
From Syracuse (1938) on William Shakespeare's The Comedy of
Errors.
"They had always considered the integration of story and
music a crucial factor in a successful show." They used dance
significantly in their work, using the ballets of George Balanchine.
Comparisons between Rodgers and Hart and the successor team of
Rodgers and Hammerstein are inevitable. Hammerstein's lyrics

Rodin, Auguste, 1840-1917,―The Kiss,‖ a sculpture,
227(413); Rodin famously said, ―When I want to see a rose,
I close my eyes,‖ quoted by Rilke in his study of Rodin;
Rodin was a lover of Camille Claudel, a sculptoress, who
went mad & about which a heart-wrenching film ―Camille
Claudel‖ was made in 1989. In it there are closeup of many
of their sculptures, or copies. Also see ―Naked Came I.‖

Rodgers, Jimmy (né James Charles Rodgers), 18971933, was a country singer in the early 20th century known
most widely for his rhythmic yodeling. Jimmie's affinity for
entertaining came at an early age, and the lure of the road was
irresistible to him. By age 13, he had twice organized and begun
traveling shows, only to be brought home by his father.
Rodger‘s Dad found Jimmie his first job working on the
railroad as a waterboy. There he was further taught to pick and
strum by rail workers and hoboes. A few years later, he became
brakeman on the New Orleans and Northeastern Railroad, a
position formerly secured by his oldest brother, Walter, a
conductor on the line running between Meridian and New Orleans
Among the first country music superstars and pioneers,
Rodgers was also known as ―The Singing Brakeman,‖ ―The Blue
Yodeler‖, and ―The Father of Country Music.‖ When the Country
Music Hall of Fame was established in 1961, Rodgers was one of
the first three (the others were Fred Rose and Hank Williams) to be
inducted. Rodgers was elected to the Songwriters Hall of Fame in
1970 and, as an early influence, to the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame
in 1986. ―Blue Yodel No. 9‖ was selected as one of The Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame's 500 Songs that Shaped Rock and Roll.
Since May 26, 1953, Meridian's Jimmie Rodgers Memorial
Festival has been held annually during May to honor the
anniversary of Rodgers's death. Meridian, Mississippi, as the
birthplace of Jimmie Rodgers, was the first site outside the
Mississippi Delta to receive a Mississippi Blues Trail designation.
The ceremony was held at the Singing Brakeman Park located on
Front Street and emphasized the importance of Rodgers to the
development of the blues in Mississippi. Rodgers was known as
the ―Singing Brakeman‖ and the train was influential in the
development of the blues both in the Mississippi Delta and
throughout the state.
Both Gene Autry and future Louisiana governor Jimmie
Davis (author of ―You Are My Sunshine‖) began their careers as
Jimmie Rodgers copyists, and Merle Haggard and George Jones
later did tribute albums. In 1997 Bob Dylan put together a
compilation of artists covering Rodgers' songs. In 1969, country
singer Merle Haggard released Same Train, A Different Time:
Merle Haggard Sings The Great Songs Of Jimmie Rodgers.
Haggard also covered "No Hard Times" and "T.B. Blues" on his
best-selling live albums "Okie From Muskogee" (1969) and
"Fightin' Side of Me" (1970). "Blue Yodel No. 1 (T for Texas)"
was covered by Lynyrd Skynyrd on their live One More from the
Road album.
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On May 24, 1978, the United States Postal Service issued a
13-cent commemorative stamp honoring Rodgers, the first in its
long-running Performing Arts Series. The stamp was designed by
Jim Sharpe (who did several others in this series), who depicted
him with brakeman's outfit and guitar, giving his ―two thumbs up,‖
along with a locomotive in silhouette in the background.
While Jimmie Rodger's traditional birthplace is usually
given as Meridian, Mississippi, in documents signed by him later
in life, he listed his birthplace as Geiger, Alabama, the home of his
paternal grandparents. Rodgers' mother died when he was very
young, and Rodgers, the youngest of three sons, spent the next few
years living with various relatives in southeast Mississippi and
southwest Alabama, near Geiger. He eventually returned home to
live with his father, Aaron Rodgers, a foreman on the Mobile and
Ohio Railroad, who had settled with a new wife in Meridian.
In 1924 at the age of 27, Jimmie contracted tuberculosis
(TB). The disease temporarily ended his railroad career, but at the
same time gave him the chance to get back to the entertainment
industry. He organized a traveling road show and performed across
the Southeastern United States until, once again, he was forced
home after a cyclone destroyed his tent. He returned to railroad
work as a brakeman in Miami, Florida, but eventually his illness
cost him his job. He relocated to Tucson, Arizona and was
employed as a switchman by the Southern Pacific Railroad. He
kept the job for less than a year, and the Rodgers family (which by
then included wife Carrie and daughter Anita) settled back in
Meridian in early 1927--ecited excerpt from Wikipedia.. Also see
at Gene Autry.
Roe v. Wade was a 1973 US Supreme court case that that resulted
in a landmark judicial opinion about privacy and abortion in the
US. According to the Roe decision, most laws against abortion
violated a constitutional right to privacy under the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The decision overturned all
state and federal laws outlawing or restricting abortion that were
inconsistent with its holdings.

John Roebling, a Prusian immigrant who already had
designed and built many bridges, was the one who saw a bridge
between Brookyn and lower Manhattan as a viable possibility.
See at Brooklyn Bridge.

Roe, Preacher (né Elwin Charles Roe), 1916-2008,

‘45 friend, in informal photos, 166(291), Drama Club,
Physics Class, 166(291); Acad. Class rank, 25; --wrote in
―Lest We Forget, ―Hello back. It has been so much fun
knowing you –being with you all these years. Don‘t‘ let it
end, Love Anne.‖ Married name is Christensen. At the
60th Anniv. Reunion she told us that she & her late husband,
Don Christenden, had 23 grandchildren & 23 great
grandchildren! Prodigious!

Roebling, Emily Warren, wife of Washington
Augustus Roebling spent 11 years overseeing the
constructin of Brooklyn Bridge after her husband became ill and
was unable to work on site. See at Brookln Bridge.
―Roeblings: the Story of the Brooklyn Bridge‖ a play
by Mark L. Vioi, dramatized her vital role. Ted Otten
reviewed of the play Roeblings: the Story of the Brooklyn
Bridge‖ in The Times (Trenton, NJ), Sept. 25, 2009—see at
Brooklyn Bridge.

Roelfzema, Erik Hazelhoff, 1917-2007 was the writer
of the book Soldaat van Oranje (Dutch for Soldier of
Orange) in which he describes his experiences in World
War II. He was born in Surabaya, Netherlands East Indies.
Erik Hazelhoff Roelfzema managed to escape from the
German occupied Netherlands to Britain. There he worked
as a secret agent—he was assigned to dinghy missions
where he ferried trnsmitters & spies to the restistance all up
and down Holland‘s coast. Later he joined the RAF, where
he flew on 72 flights ovre Germany, including 25 over
Berlin. He moved to USA in the early 1950s & became a
citizen—from the NY Times Obituary, Oct. 8, 2007, written
by Dennis Hervesi.

Roentgen (or Röntgen), Wilhelm Konrad, 1845-1923,
discovered X-rays, for which he received the very first
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1901—see at Nobel, 76(125)

Roethke, Theodore,1908-1963,―Such Waltzing is Not
Easy,‖ a line from his poem, ―My Papa‘s Waltz,‖ 36(57),
80(155), 80(155)n. See at Delmore Schwartz.

Rogers, Calla Smith, see at Smith.
Rogers Christenden, Anne Edith, HHS Class of

was born in Ash Flat, Ark., and grew up in Viola, Ark.,
population 160. Roe was a folksy pitcher from the Ozarks who
became a star with the Brooklyn Dodgers, featuring superb control
and a spitball he belatedly confessed to throwing.
Although Roe was notorious for a spitball, he had a
variation that was perfectly legal—his fake spitball. One time,
pitching against the Boston Braves‘ Jim Russell, Roe went to his
cap repeatedly. Each time Roe did that, Russell stepped out of the
batter‘s box. After this went on three or four times, Roe threw the
ball. As he recalled it to Roger Kahn in ―The Boys of Summer‖
(Harper & Row, 1971): ―He‘s waiting for that good hard drop. I
touch the visor and throw a big slow curve. He was so wound up
he couldn‘t swing. But he spit at the ball as it went by.‖
Roe led the league in winning percentage in 1949, when he
was 15-6 for a mark of .714, and in 1951, when he was 22-3 for
.880. He won 44 games and lost only 8 between 1951 and 1953.
He pitched for three Dodger pennant winners and was an All-Star
every season from 1949 to 1952. His career record was 127 wins &
84 losses over 12 seasons.
.As Roe told it to Cynthia J. Wilber in ―The Love of the
Game‖ (Morrow, 1992), he gained his nickname at age 3. When an
uncle who had never seen the boy before asked him his name, he
replied ―preacher‖ because he was fond of a Methodist minister
and his wife who took him on horse-and-buggy rides.
After leaving baseball, he operated a grocery store in West
Plains with his wife, Mozee, who died in 2002—edited excerpt
from the Nov. 11, 2008 NY Times obituary by Richard Goldstein.
Also see at ―Spitball according to Preacher Roe.‖

Rogers, Ginger (née Virginia Katherine McMath),
1911-1995, dancer & actress, champion Charleston dancer
vaudeville performer in her teens, she was Fred Astaire‘s
dancing parrtner in 10 musicals. See at Fred Astaire, at Ann
Richards & at "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes" Also see
Penguin International Dict. of Contemp. Biography for lots
more & see at Betty Comden.
Rogers, Roy (né Leonard Franklin Slye), 1911-1998, was
a singer & cowboy actor. He and his third wife Dale Evans,
his golden palomino ―Trigger‖ and his German shepherd,
Bullet, were featured in over one hundred movies and The
Roy Rogers Show. The show ran on radio for nine years
before moving to television from 1951 through 1957
Rogers, Will(iam Penn Adair), 1879-1935, TI; A
foremost humorist. Rogers was a cowboy in Texas, before
touring with a Wild West Show (1902-1904), as a rope twirler. He
began to add jokes and political commentary to his act, and
became a poplar vaudeville star, appearing in several Broadway
musicals, as well as in Ziegfeld‘s Follies (1916-18, 1922, 192425); he made a declaration:‖…I don‘t choose to run [for
President]…no matter how bad the country will need a
comedian…‖--see Bartlett & at James Whitmore.
―I don't make jokes. I just watch the government & report
the facts‖—Penguin Dict.of Modern Humorous QuotationsAlso

Roebling, John & Washington Augustus, designers of
many suspension bridges, including the ―Greatest
engineering triumph of the nineteenth century‖—the Brooklyn
Bridge, 18(27)n.
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see at Autry, at Comedian Jokes, at Constitution okes, at Dog
Philosophy, at Jokes Jokes, at Fool, at Memoirs & at Prohibition
Jokes. Check out the Web at Will Rogers Quotations for lots more,
e.g., ―I am not a member of any organized political party. I am
a Democra‖ & ―Everybody is ignorant, only on different subjects.‖
On August 15, 1935, Wiley Post and Will Rogers were
killed when Post's plane crashed on takeoff from a lagoon near
Point Barrow, in Alaska—see at Wiley Post.

The film was followed by a 1985 sequel titled The Jewel of
the Nile.

Romantic?--see at ―Isn‘t It Romantic?‖
―Romantic bouts‖ (Bacall & Bogart—see at Bogart.
Romantic is derived from Roman—see Amer.
Heritage Dict.

Rome, Italy, a city builty on Seven Hills, 2(3).
Also see at Fountains of Rome, and at ―Three Coins in a
Fountain,‖ a romance about three American girls who
throw coins in the Fountain of Trevi.

Rohmer, Sax, see at Fu (Man Chu)
Rohrbach, Dr. Hans,German math. Prof., 180(319)
Rohter, Larry—see at Natal, Brazil.
Rolfe, John, an English colonist in Virginia, who

―Romeo and Juliet,‖ see at Shakespeare
Rommel, Field Marshall Erwin (―The Fox‖), 1891-

married Pocahontas, April 5, 1614.

1944, his Panzers were defeated at El Alamein,
159((282); he committed suicide on Oct.14, 1944 rather
than face charges of allegedly plotting against Hitler. Also
see at ―An Army at Dawn.‖

―Roll Me Over, In the Clover, Roll Me Over, Lay Me
Down, and Do It Again‖—anonymous & naughty WW II
song.

Roll Out the Barrel, / We‘ll have a barrel fun, / Roll

―Ronde, La‖ (Roundabout) is a 1950 movie, directed

out the barrel, / we‘ve got the Huns on the run! 219(399)

by Max Ophüls based on Schnitzler's 1897 play of the same
name. It tells a series of stories about love affairs: at the end
of each, one of the partners forms a liaison with another
person, and so on. It stars Anton Walbrook, Simone
Signoret, Serge Reggiani, Simone Simon, Daniel Gélin,
Danielle Darrieux, Fernand Gravey, Odette Joyeux, JeanLouis Barrault, Isa Miranda, and Gérard Philipe. Also see at
Arthur Schnitzler.

―Rolling stone gathers no moss, A‖—saying. See
Bartlett.

Rolling Mills, The Newport--see at Newport.
Roma, Italian for Rome
Romain Gary, see at Gary
Roman gods (some), see at Tuesday, Wednesday,

―Rondine, La‖ (The Swallow) Puccini opera with a

Thursday, Friday & Saturday.

Roman Holiday is a time of enjoyment of the

libretto by Giuseppe Adami, premiered at the Opéra of
Monte Carlo, 27 March 1917. It was given a new production
by the NY Metropolitan Opera in Jan. 2008, their first in
over 30 yers.

suffering of others. [so called from the gladiatorial contests
taged for entertainment for ancient Romans—Amer.ican Heritage
Dictionary. I came across this word in the Agatha Chritie novel,
―Appointment with Death,‖ in which Sarah King accused Poirot,
who was on vacation in Jerusalem, of having a Roman holiday
investigating the murder of a most despicable woman, especially,
since King, a medical doctor had declared the woman died of
natural causes.

Rook, a card game we played at home, Ch. 22
―Room at the Top‖ is a 1959 British film based on
the novel of the same name by John Braine. The novel was
adapted by Neil Paterson with uncredited work by Mordecai
Richler. Directed by Jack Clayton and produced by James Wolf
and John Woolf, it stars Simone Signoret, Laurence Harvey,
Donald Houston, Donald Wolfit & a large cast of.others.
The film is set in Yorkshire in the early 1950s & tells the
story of a Joe Lampton (Laurence Harvey), an ambitious young
man who has just moved from the dreary English factory town of
Dufton and arrives in Warnley to take up a secure but poorly paid
post in the Borough Treasurer's Department.
Determined to succeed and ignoring the warnings of a
colleague, Soames (Donald Houston), he is drawn to Susan Brown
(Heather Sears), daughter of the local industrial magnate, Mr.
Brown (Donald Wolfit). Brown deals with the situation by sending
Susan abroad, and Joe turns for solace to an older, unhappily
married woman, Alice Aisgill (Simone Signoret), who falls in love
with him. Susan returns from her holiday shortly after the lovers
have quarrelled and is seduced by Joe, who then goes back to
Alice. Brown discovers that his daughter is pregnant, and having
failed to buy Joe off, he forces him to agree to give up Alice and
marry Susan. Deserted and heartbroken, Alice launches on a
drinking bout that culminates in her death in a car accident.
Joe disappears, and after being beaten unconscious by a
gang of toughs for making a drunken pass at a girl, he is rescued
by Soames in time for his wedding—edited excerpt from
Wikpedia.

―Roman Holiday.‖ is a 1953 romantic comedy that
introduced American audiences to Belgian-born actress
Audrey Hepburn, who won the Academy Award for Best Actress.
Gregory Peck and Eddie Albert co-starred. The movie was directed
and produced by William Wyler. It was written by John Dighton
and author Dalton Trumbo. As Trumbo was on the Hollywood
blacklist, he was not credited; instead, Ian McLellan Hunter
fronted for him. Trumbo's name was finally digitally added to the
film's credits when it was released on DVD in 2003. Peck's
contract gave him solo star billing, with the name of then-unknown
Hepburn listed much less conspicuously in the credits. Halfway
through the filming though, he requested that the producer give her
equal billing — an almost unheard-of gesture in Hollywood--see
Wikipedia for a synopsis of this delightful, escapist film

Roman poets (some), see at Catullus, Horace, Ovid &
Virgil.

―Roman Way,The‖ (1932) by Edith Hamilton. In this
informal history of Roman civilization, Edith Hamilton
vividly depicts the Roman life and spirit as they are revealed in the
greatest writers of the time. Among these literary guides are
Cicero, who left an incomparable collection of letters; Catullus, the
quintessential poet of love; Horace, the chronicler of a cruel and
materialistic Rome; and the Romantics Virgil, Livy, and Seneca.
The story concludes with the stark contrast between high-minded
Stoicism and the collapse of values witnessed by Tacitus and
Juvenal.—also see at Edith Hamilton.

―Room with a View, A‖ is a 1986 Merchant Ivory
Productions' feature film, with a screenplay by Ruth Prawer
Jhabvala. The film was directed by James Ivory and produced by
Ismail Merchant The film is based upon the novel A Room with a
View by E. M. Forster and stars Maggie Smith (Charlotte Bartlett),
Helena Bonham Carter (Lucy Honeychurch), Denholm Elliott (Mr.
Emerson), Julian Sands (George Emerson), Simon Callow (Mr.

―Romance, Ricochet‖—see at Richochet.
―Romancing the Stone,‖ Action-adventure film, with
Michael Douglas, Kathleen Turner & Danny DeVito.
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Beebe), Judi Dench (Miss Eleanor Lavish), Daniel Day-Lewis
(Cecil Vyse), and Rupert Graves (Freddy Honeychurch).

-- & Campobello, where he rehabbed from Polio, 66(109)n
-- & the Great Depression, R, xliv;
-- & World War II, R, xlv;
-- & the Supreme Court: five Supreme Court Judges
including Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes struck down
significant acts of Congress that would have enacted FDR‘s
program. Following his reelection in 1936, in Feb. 1937 FDR
asked Congress to empower him to appoint an additional justice
for any justice that retres, up to a number of 6. This would give up
to 15 Supreme Court Justices, and was called ―packing the
Supreme Court.‖ When in July the Semate buried the bill, FDR
―had lost the battle but won the war,‖ when one of the conservative
associate ustices retired, and in replacing him, FDR got his
majority. None of his subsequent programs were struck down.
See, e.g., ―Showdown on the Court,‖ by W. E. Leuchtenburg in the
May 2005 Smithsonian Mag.
-- ―Apostle of Democracy,‖ used sarcastically when he
ordered J. Edgar Hoover to round up the Nissei & Issei, 143(257)
-- ―Arsenal of Democracy,‖ i.e., the Lend Lease Act R, xlv,
77(126);
-- asks for a ―quarantine of aggressor nations,‖ Oct. 5,
1937;
-- barely escaped an assassination attempt in Miami on
Feb.15, 1933 by an attack that killed Chicago mayor Cermak;
-- created the Nat‘l War Labor Board, Jan.12, ‘42, R, xlvii;
-- created the Civil Works Project on Nov. 8, 1933--the
forerunner of the Works Project Administration, better known as
WPA, assigned to create jobs for the 4 million unemployed,R, xliv
–xlv, 6-7(9-10)
-- created 8.8 million jobs between 1933 and 1936 & 16.5
million jobs between 1933 and 1944, xliv –xlv, 6-7(9-10)
-- declared ―Unlimited National Emergency,‖ May 27,
1941, the very same day the Bismarck was sunk, 229(418); he
also declared that Nazi U-Boats are sinking cargo ships
twice as fast as they are being built;
-- denied entry into the USA to the boat load of 950
Euopean Jews aboard the SS St. Louis on June 4, 1939.
Most had to return to Europe, and most of those were
killed by the Nazis. See at SS St. Louis.
-- died on April 12, 1945 at Warm Springs, GA, 26 days
before VE Day , 179(312), 187(326); Vice Pres. Truman
succeeds him-- see at
Truman;
-- Dutch ancestry. Roosevelt derives from the Dutch
meaning Field of Roses‖-- see at Anglo-Saxon;
-- economic successes, R, xliv 6-7(9-10);
-- elected an unprecedented third & fourth terms, 7(10)n;
―Fear itself, The only thing we have to fear is,‖ 7(10); first
of FDR‘s radio ―fireside chats,‖ Mar. 12, 1933;
First Peacetime military Draft signed into law on Sept. 15,
1940 by FDR, R, xlvii 7(10) ; 75,000 men called to duty on
Nov. 15, 1940, but by Pearl Harbor Day, only 500,000 men
and women were in the armed forces, R, xlvii;
Four Freedoms (Freedom from Fear) Speech, 7(10);
―Hatred of FDR by a significant minority‖-- see at Bill
Clinton;
Leader out of the Depression, R, xliv, 6-7(8-10),
179(312),187; Leader in WW II, R, xlv, xlvi-xlvii, Ch.
42;
Lend-Lease Act, R, 179(312);
March of Dimes was organized in 1937 by FDR & a former
Law partner Basil O‘Connor to fund research to overcome
polio. It was fundamental to the success of the Salk &
Sabin vaccines in 1954 & 1957-58 resp., 66(109)n;
National War Labor Board was created on Jan. 12, 1942;
Nissei and Issei: on March 23, 1942, three and a half
months after Pearl Harbor, FDR ordered Nissei and Issei
Americans to be rounded up and sent to camps in the
interior of the country far from their mostly West Coast

—attic?
Rooney, Andy: received a Bronze Star for courage,
One of the youngest correspondents for Stars and Stripes,
R, xlix, Dislike of Gen. Patton, ibid.
―I did not want to go to Europe to…die for what seemed
to someone else‘s cause,‖ 141(254), 188(326)
I don‘t know why the people of Saint-Lô don‘t hate
Americans…we destroyed their city,‖ R, xlix
Rooney flew in B-17 and B-26 Bombers--see his ―My
War,‖ 141(254), 188(326)
With fellow correspondents Bigart &Conkrite, he flew
on a raid over Wilhelmshaven, a heavily defended Nazi
naval installation, from which many, many planes never
returned.R, xlix. Also see at Dog Philosophy & at his
Youth vs. Old Age Joke.

Rooney, Mickey, 75(123), played Andy Hardy in the
Hardy Family movies, costarring with ann Rutherford.

Roosevelt, (Anna) Eleanor, 1884-1962, 66(109)n,
155(276); humanitarian & diplomat, orphaned at the age of
10 she wass raised by her grandmother. She was borned to a
prominent family--uncle was Theodore Roosevelt & in 1905
married a distant cousin, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
―I once had a rose named after me, and I was flattered but
not pleased to read in the (flower) catalogue: ―No good in a bed,
but fine up against a wall‖—attributed;
―The Diary of Anne Frank with an Introduction by Eleanor
Roosevelt:‖ ―This is a remarkable book. Written by a young girl
and the young are not afraid of telling the truth--it is one of the
wisest and most moving commentaries on war and its impact on
human beings that I have ever read … Anne‘s diary makes
poignantly clear the ultimate shining nobility of… spirit. Despite
the horror and the humiliation of their daily lives, these people
never gave up….Reading it is a rich and rewarding experience,‖ R,
lvii; (This about the original, expurgated edition! See the
Bibliography);
―Nobody can make you feel inferior without your consent,‖
155(276); also see at Pejorattves, at Slurs & at ―Sunrise at
Campobello.‖

Roosevelt, Franklin D(elano) (―FDR‖), 1882-1945,
R, xlvi-xlvii,lv, Ch. 42,143-144(257-258), 174(303),
187(326), 229(418), 236(429); also see at Eleanor
Roosevelt.
-- afflicted with polio Aug. 8, 1921 & rehabbed at
Campobello. Dramatized in ―Sun rise at Campbello,‖ 66(109),
66(109)n; also see March of Dimes below;
-- disguised his crippling by polio, 236(429)
-- and the Atom bomb, see at Einstein‘s Letter of Aug. 2,
1939, at Manhattan Project, & at A-bomb.
--and James MacDonald‘s Diary, 176(306)
-- and Churchill, 77(125-126)
-- and Jews, 174(303), 176(306); also see at SS St. Louis;--Roosevelt's image has been tarnished considerably by modern
research on his failure to save millions of Jews from gas ovens.
(See the paragraph headings on the following page: ―Primo Levi:
Who Knew?‖ and ―James MacDonald‘s Diary.‖) No matter how
he justified his refusal on the
principle of not negotiating with
Nazis short of unconditional surrender, the unprecedented scale of
Nazi savagery demanded of him unprecedented force that might
have saved millions, 174(303)
-- worried in ‘33 on the fate of Jews in Europe & wanted to
send a warning message to the German people over the head of
Hitler, 176(306)
-- and the Great Depression, R, xliv–xlv, 6-7(9-10), 77(126)
-- and the New Deal, 7(10), 7(10)n, also see at Brandeis.
-- and Lincoln, see at Lincoln & Roosevelt.
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In 1944 he was elected to a fourth term, running against Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey of New York. On April 12, 1945, Roosevelt died of
a cerebral hemorrhage at Warm Springs, Ga., shortly after his return
from the Yalta Conference. His wife, (Anna) Eleanor Roosevelt, whom
he married in 1905, was a woman of great ability who made significant
contributions to her husband's policies--http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0760616.html

homes and businesses, which were appropriated, R, xlvii,
143-144(257); On Aug. 10, 1988, Pres. Reagan signed a
measure providing $20,000 payments to JapanseseAmericans who had been interred in WW II.--also see at
Nissei & Issei;
Office of Price Adminstration (0PA) regulated prices and
rationing from 1941 on--see at OPA.
Office of War Informaton established June 13, 1942, with
Elmer Davis as head; seee at Propaganda.
Pearl Harbor Day—―A day in infamy…‖, Ch. 42;
Prohibition of sale of arms to belligent nations signed into
law August 31, 1935;
-- proposed drafting 18- 19-year- olds, Oct. ‘42; Nov. 13,
1942, the minimum draft age was lowered from 21 to 18, R,
xlvii 7(10);
-- pledges by FDR of 1933 to America, R, xliv; 7(10);
Repeal of Prohibition: on Mar. 20, 1933, FDR signed a
measure permitting the sale of wine and 3.2% beer—also
see Beer;
Selective Service Act, first peacetime draft, R, xlvii, 7(10);
―— showed that he could get elected as often as he wanted!‖
7(10)n, 126(231);
Social Security Act (SSA): On August 14, 1935, FDR
signed the SSA into law, xlvii, 7(10);
―Unconditional Surrender!‖ 177(309); -- warns in his
first cabinet meeting (i.e., in 1933) that USA may be forced
into war with Japan, R, xlvi;
Work Project Administration, or WPA, R, xliv, 7(9-10);
WPA‘s Writer Program, 62(101)n--see at WPA.
Also see at Doolittle, at Philippines, at Seabiscuit, at Statue
of Liberty, at Stilwell, and at the short bio of FDR below:

Roosevelt,Theodore (―Teddy‖), 1858-1919:

A

national hero as leader of the ―Rough Riders in Cuba, 1898,
he was elected US vice-president in 1900, and at age 42 became
the youngest president to ever hold office when he was sworn into
office in 1901 after the assassination of William McKinley. He
was elected to a full term in 1904, serving to 1909.
Roosevelt initiated construction of the Panama Canal, won
the Nobel Peace Prize*) in 1906 for help in settling the RussoJapanese war & was the first American to win it; an unsuccessful
third party candidate in 1912; he gave his name to ―Teddy Bear‖—
I had one as a child.
On Oct. 14, 1912, Roosevelt was shot in the chest in
Milwakee. Despite the wound, he continued with his speech.
Together with John Muir and others he established the
National Park System—see at Muir.
Also consult ―The Wilderness Warrior: Theodore Roosevelt
and the Crusade for America‖ by Douglas Brinkley, and reviewed
in Aug. 9, 2009 NY Times Sunday Book review by Jonathan
Rosen who writes: ―It is hard to believe toda that there was a time
when securing Pelican Island and the Grand Canyon wre
controversial decisions denounced as a federal land grab inimical
to states‘ rights and economic growth. Of course every generation
has its own idea of progress, beauty and necessity. Wht made
Theodore Roosevelt a conservationist hero was his conviction that
pelicans, 2,000-year-old redwood trees and ancient rock
formations belonged to ‗future generations of Amerivans as well as
to the past.‘‖ Compare this with Ronald Reagons statement made
while Governor of California: ―If you have seen one redwood tree
you have seen them all..‖
Theodore Roosevelt is attributed as the inspiration for the
term ―muckraker‖—also see at Cuba, at John F. Kennedy & at
Muckraker (a term he borrowed from Paul Bunyan.)
*) In a secret presidential cable to Tokyo in July 1905,

Roosevelt, Franklin Delano, aka FDR, was born in
Hyde Park, N.Y., on Jan. 30, 1882. A Harvard graduate, he
attended Columbia Law School and was admitted to the New York bar.
In 1910, he was elected to the New York State Senate as a
Democrat. Reelected in 1912, he was appointed assistant secretary of
the navy by Woodrow Wilson the next year. \
In 1920, his radiant personality and his war service resulted in
his nomination for vice president as James M. Cox's running mate.
After his defeat, he returned to law practice in New York.
In Aug. 1921, Roosevelt was stricken with infantile paralysis
while on vacation at Campobello, New Brunswick. After a long and
gallant fight, he recovered partial use of his legs.
In 1924 and 1928, he led the fight at the Democratic national
conventions for the nomination of Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York,
and in 1928 Roosevelt was himself induced to run for governor of New
York. He was elected, and was reelected in 1930.
In 1932, Roosevelt received the Democratic nomination for
president and immediately launched a campaign that brought new spirit
to a weary and discouraged nation. He defeated Hoover by a wide
margin. His first term was characterized by an unfolding of the New
Deal program, with greater benefits for labor, the farmers, and the
unemployed, and the progressive estrangement of most of the business
community.
At an early stage, Roosevelt became aware of the menace to
world peace posed by totalitarian fascism, and from 1937 on he tried to
focus public attention on the trend of events in Europe and Asia. As a
result, he was widely denounced as a warmonger.
He was reelected in 1936 over Gov. Alfred M. Landon of
Kansas by the overwhelming electoral margin of 523 to 8, and the
gathering international crisis prompted him to run for an unprecedented
third term in 1940. He defeated Wendell L. Willkie. Roosevelt's
program to bring maximum aid to Britain and, after June 1941, to
Russia, was opposed, until the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
restored national unity.
During the war, Roosevelt shelved the New Deal in the interests
of conciliating the business community, both in order to get full
production during the war and to prepare the way for a united
acceptance of the peace settlements after the war. A series of
conferences with Winston Churchill and Joseph Stalin laid down the
bases for the postwar world.

(Theodore) Roosevelt approved the Japanese annexation of Korea and
agreed to an ―understanding or alliance‖ among Japan, the United
States and Britain ―as if the United States were under treaty
obligations.‖ The ―as if‖ was key: Congress was much less interested in
North Asia than Roosevelt was, so he came to his agreement with Japan
in secret, an unconstitutional act. To signal his commitment to Tokyo,
Roosevelt cut off relations with Korea, turned the American legation in
Seoul over to the Japanese military and deleted the word ―Korea‖ from
the State Department‘s Record of Foreign Relations and placed it under
the heading of ―Japan" ....It was for his efforts to broker the peace
deal between Russia and Japan that a year and a half later
Roosevelt became the first American to win the Nobel Peace Prize
— and one of only three presidents to do so while in office (the
other two are Woodrow Wilson and President Obama, who will
accept his prize this week). No one in Oslo, or in the United States
Congress, knew the truth then--excerpted from ―Diplomacy That
Will Live in Infamy,‖ by James Bradley, NY Times Op-Ed, 12/06/09
In the the article, Bradley claims that T. R.‘s actions in
approving Japan‘s annex of Korea lead directly to Pearl Harbor 36
years later. In the except above he also implies that The Theodore
Rooosevelt didn‘t deserve hs Nobel Peace Prize.
Furthermore, the fact that President Barack Obama has
authorized an increase of 30,000 troops to fight in Afghanistan, in the
very week that he goes to Oslo to receive his Nobel Peace Prize, no
doubt will raise questions about his deserving it.

―Rope‖(1948) is an Alfred Hitchcock film, starring
James Stewart, John Dall, Farley Granger, Cedric
Hardwicke & Constance Collier. The film was based on the play
Rope by Patrick Hamilton, which was said to be inspired by the
real-life murder of a young boy in 1924 by two U. of Chicago
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students named Leopold and Loeb. Hamilton, though, always
denied the link between his play and the case.
Hitchcock, the producer & director of film. It is the first
movie for which Hitchcock received a credit as both producer and
director (he was the uncredited producer on Number 13, Suspicion
and Notorious). Notable for its single location, edited so as to
appear as a single continuous shot, taking place in real time.It is
the first of Hitchcock's films that was made in Tecnicolor—edited
excert from Wikipdia
―… Farley Granger costarring opposite John Dall as two
friends who commit a ―thrill killing.‖ James Stewart played the
part of their mentor. The film was not a box office success. Its
subject matter was dark--the relationship between Granger and
Dall had a homosexual subtext--incidentally, Granger was bisexual
and Dall was gay‖—edited excerpt from Wikipedia at Farley
Granged. About Granger‘s sexuality, see at Granger.

Thornton Wilder 's play. From his Paris Diary (1966) to Knowing
When to Stop (1994) and Lies: A Diary, 1986-1999 (2000), Rorem
also has published a series of urbane and deftly written journals
and memoirs‖--Columbia Encyclopedia Online.

Rosa: Sub Rosa is Latin for ―under the roses‖
meaning hidden, or secret.

―Rosa Parks Story, The‖ is a 2002 TV movie written
by Paris Qualles and directed by Julie Dash, and starring
Angela Bassett, Peter Francis James, Tonea Stewart, Von Coulter,
Dexter King, Cicely Tyson, Chardé Manzy and others. Angela
Bassett won the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Actress in
a Television Movie, Mini-Series or Dramatic Special for her
performance, and the film was named Best Television Movie.
Black Reel Awards went to Bassett as Best Actress, Cicely Tyson
as Best Supporting Actress, Paris Qualles for his teleplay, and the
film as Best Network/Cable Film. See at Rosa Parks.

―Rope-a-dope‖ is protected stance by a boxer,in Ali's

Rose, Pete, Cincinnati ball player & manager wo

classic pose, lying against the ropes, and allowing his
opponent to hit him, in the hope that the opponent will become
tired and make mistakes which the boxer can exploit in a counter
attack. In competitive situations other than boxing, rope-a-dope is
used to describe strategies in which one party purposely puts itself
in what appears to be a losing position, attempting thereby to
become the eventual victor—from Wikipedia. For my
interpretation, see at Ropes.
―Rope, tie a knot and hang on. When you get to the
end of your‖—Thos. Jefferson, Ch. 51, 240(434)

besmirched himself by betting on games & breaking the
cardinal rule of professional baseball. Not only that,
according to his autobiography published in 2003, his more
than 400 bets included over 50 bets on games of teams that
he managed. For that he got banned not only from the
major leagues, but also lost his chance to be voted into
the Baseball Hall of Fame, 122(224)

Rose, see at Eleanor Roosevelt, at ―Mighty Lak‘ a
Rose, and at Moment of the rose…

Rosedale swimming pool in Covington, 66(108)
―Rose by any other name would smell as sweet, A,‖

Ropes: Jumping Ropes—see at Games.
Ropes: Know the ropes, i.e., know how to do

Shakespeare,108(201)

something; Show the ropes: teach s.b. how to do something.
―On the ropes,‖ a self-explanatory boxing phrase.

―Rose Garden, I Never Promised You a,‖ Ch. 66

―Rope-a-dope‖ was a maneuver perfected by Ali, that
is,Mohamed Ali, in the ring, whereby he used the ropes of

―Rose give a damn. Not for philosophy does this—

1970 song by Joe South, vocalized by Lynn Anderson, 1971
e. e. Cummings

the ring as a catapault to bounce off of.

―Rose, I close my eyes. When I want to see a‖—see
at Rodin.
―Rose is a Rose is a Rose, A,‖ Gertrude Stein, in

Rorem, Ned, born 1923 in Richmond, Indiana, is a
Pulitzer prize-winning composer and diarist. He is best
known and praised for his song settings. He received his early
education at the U. of Chicago Laboratory Schools, the American
Conservatory and then Northwestern U. Later, Rorem moved on to
the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia and finally the Juilliard School
in New York City.
During the time he lived in Morocco and Paris (1949-57),
his wrote his songs in several languages.
In 1969 he published his Paris Diary, which, with his later
diaries, has brought him some degree of notoriety, as he is honest
about his and others' sexuality, describing his relationships with
Leonard Bernstein, Noel Coward, Samuel Barber, and Virgil
Thomson, and outing at least a few people (Aldrich and
Wotherspoon, eds., 2001).
Rorem has written extensively about music as well. These
essays are collected in anthologies such as ―Setting the Tone,‖
―Music From the Inside Out,‖ and ―Music and People.‖
His music prose is much admired, not least for its barbed
observations about prominent musicians such as Pierre Boulez.
Rorem has composed in a chromatic tonal idiom throughout his
career, and he is not hesitant to attack the orthodoxies of the avantgarde. His notable students include Daron Hagen.
His most recent work is Wings of Friendship: Selected
Letters 1944–2003, published by Shoemaker & Hoard—excerpt
from Wikipedia.
―Rorem...is basically romantic in approach, determinedly
tonal, and often lyrical. Although he has written a wide range of
compositions, including chamber and choral music, symphonies,
and tone poems, He is best known for his vocal works, e.g., Air
Music (1975; Pulitzer), 5 Prayers for the Young (1977), Evidence
of Things Unseen (1997), and the operas Miss Julie (1965), based
on Strindberg 's drama, and Our Town (2006), adapted from

―Sacred Emily,‖ 1913

―Rose, Mexicali‖—see at Gene Autry.
Rose, Mickey—see at ―Bananas.‖
―Rose, Mighty Lak‘ a, see at Mighty.
―Rose of Texas, The Yellow, The,‖ 197(360)
―Rose, the Rose, I lay, ―Lily, the,‖ 133(244), from
―The ―The Maiden Came,‖ Elizabethan song, c.1450,

―Rose, whilst yet is prime, Gather therefore the,‖
133(245)-- see at ―The Fairie Queen.‖

―Rosebuds While Ye May, Gather Ye,‖ T2
―Roses for a Blue Lady, Red‖—see at Red Roses.
―Roses in December: God gave us memory so we
might have roses in December, James M. Barrie. ―As soon
seek roses in December, ice in June, / Hope constancy in
winter, or corn in chaff; / Believe a woman or an epitaph, /
Or any other thing that‘s false, before / You trust in
critics‖—Byron, English, Bards and Scotch Reviewers,
1809.

―Roses, Days of Wine and‖—see at Dowson.
―Roses, Everything‘s Coming Up‖—see Jules Styne.
Roses: gone with the wind flung roses, roses
riotously with the thron‖—see at Dowson.

―Roses, I‘m Sending You a Big Bouquet of,‖
―One for every day we‘ve been apart,‖ Eddie Arnold, 1948

―Roses love sunshine; violets love dew,
Angels in heaven, know I love you!‖ T2--also see at ―Down
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in the Valley & at ―Birmingham Jail.‖

Ten Days of Penitence (also known as the Days of Awe),
which end with the most solemn of Jewish religious days,
Yom Kippur, or Day of Atonement. Also see at Yom
Kippur. Also see at Jewish Calendar.

―Roses, Raindrops on,‖ see at ―My Favorite Things.‖
―Roses, Ring-a-ring o‘—nursery rhyme.
―Roses, roses riotously with the throng. gone with

―Rosie‖ O‘Grady—from

the wind flung‖—see at Dowson.

the song ―Sweet Rosie

O‘Grady‖—see at Barry ―Rosie‖ O‘Crady, at Rosemary
―Rosie‖ Cook & at ―Sweet Rosie O‘Grady.‖ Also, about
my late friend, Rose ―Rosie‖ Mintz, see at ―Tommy‖
Tominaga.

Roses, The run for the, i.e., the Kentucky Derby.
Roses: also see at ―Why the Roses Grow.‖
gone with the wind flung roses, roses riotously with the
throng. (2) They are not long, the days of wine and roses.

―Rashomon‖ (1950), a film directed by Akira

Rosen, Jonathan reviewed ―The Wilderness Warrior:

Kurosawa. The story takes place about 1,000 years ago in a
bamboo forest outside Kyoto. A samurai and his wife are set upon
by a bandit. The samurai is killed, and the woman and the bandit
have sexual congress. What happened? Was the death a murder?
Or was it suicide? Or just an accident? Was it preceded by a rape
or a seduction? If the latter, who seduced whom? And those
questions don't even address the puzzle of what happened to the
samurai's horse.
There are four versions of what took place: those of the
samurai, his wife, the bandit and of an innocent bystander, a
woodcutter who was in the forest and observed it all unbeknownst
to the other three. The different accounts have been told at a trial
of the bandit for murder and rape, with that of the samurai's
delivered through a shaman who summons his spirit to
testify.

Theodore Roosevelt and the Crusade for America‖ by
Douglas Brinkley in the NY Times Sunday Book review
Aug. 9, 2009—see at Theodore Roosevelt for the beginning
of the review.

Rosenberg, Isaac, 1890-1918, born in Bristol, UK His
―Poems from the Trenches‖ are recognized as some of the
most outstanding written during the First World War. He
was anti-war, but "joined the army against his principles to
support his mom"--quote from the July 4, 2008 TLS review
by Peter Parker of Jean Moorcroft Wilson's "Isaac
Rosenberg, the making of a Great War poet." (Here Great
War refers to WW I, which used to be called that before
WW II.) Wilson's book also illustrates Rosenberg's skill as
a visual artist, showing some of his paintings, notably selfportraits.

―Rosie‖ Cook—see at Rosemary Cook.
―Rosie O‘Grady, Sweet,‖ Maud Nugent‘s 1896

Rosenberg, Julius, 1918-1953, & Ethel, 1915-1953;

Song--see at Gay Nineties and Tin Pan Alley & at O‘Grady

US communists, husband and wife, were part of a
transatlantic spy ring uncovered after the trail of Klaus
Fuchs in Britain. They were in 1951 convicted of passin
atomic sevrets to the USSR, and sentenced to death at Sing
Sing in 1961 See at Klaus Fuchs, Harry Gold, Ruth
Greenglass, Martin Sobel & at Atomic Secrets.

―Rosie‖ O‘Grady,‖ as Barry o‘Grady signed my copy of
―Lest We Forget! ―Sweet Rosie O‘Grady‖ is an Irish
song—see at Barry O‘Grady.

―Rosie, The Riveter:‖ Women affectionately known
as "Rosies" helped change industry & had sweeping and
impacts. Richmond, California played a significant,
nationally recognized part in the World War II Home Front.
The four Richmond shipyards, with their combined 27
shipways, produced 747 ships, more than any other shipyard
complex in the country. Richmond was home to 56 different
war industries, more than any other city of its size in the
United States. The city grew nearly overnight from 24,000
people to 100,000 people, swamping the available housing,
roads, schools, businesses & community services—from the
Web. Alistair Cooke, on pp. 161-163 in ―The American
Home Front,‖ describes the Richmond shipyards & the
methods of Henry Kaiser, which were resented by the other
ship builders: – appeared on a 1999 33-cent stamp & a
Norman Rockwell 1943 cover of Saturday Evening Post.
Also see at ―The American Home Front‖ & at ―Liberty
Ships.‖

Rosenthal, Arthur, Dr., was one of my most inspiring
teachers at Purdue. Formerly a Dean at the Heidelberg U.,
he had to leave in the 1930‘s because of German antiSemitism. At Purdue I grew rather bored with the usual
Advanced Caculus courses that I had to take & guided by
Dr. Sideny Gould, I decided to ―take the plunge‖ into
something really abstract, namely, Set Theory. It was the
saving of me—I loved it, and thereafter, nothing in
mathematics daunted me. I wrote about this in Part II of
―Riongs and Things.‖

Rosenthal, Robert ―Rosie,‖ 1917-2007, was born in
Flatbush, Brooklyn (see at Brooklyn), graduated from
Brooklyn Colege, and Summa Cum Laude from Brooklyn
Law. He enlisted in in the airforce the day after Pearl
Harbor, flew 52 missions over Germany as a Bomber
pilot—on one mission his was the only B-17 of a group of
13 to return. On another, he broke his right arm& nose. The
time hse eas shot down, he brok the same arm. On Feb. 3,
1945, ―Rosie‖ as he was called, led the entire Third
Division, an armadea of 1,000 B-17s, on a raid on Berlin.
For those exploists he was awardhe son 16 decoratrions,
inluding the Distinguishee Service Cross for ―extraordinary
heroism‖ He later assisted the US prosecutor, Robert H.
Jackson, in the Nuremberg triels. As part of his duties, he
interviewed Herman Goering, commander of the German air
force and the second hightrest–ranked Nazi during most of
the war, and Wilhelm Keitel, the top Nazi General..
―Seeing those strutting conquerors after they were
sentenced— powerless, pathetic and prepariing for the
hangman, was the closure I needed. Justice had overtake
evil. My War was over‖—from April 29, 2007, New York
Times Obituary by Douglas Martin.

―Rosie,‖ Rosenthal, see at Robert Rosenthal.
―Rosy glow! My, ain‘t that a‖—quote of a lady in
Florida (Ft. Meyers Beach?) watching the sun set across the
Gulf of Mexico.

Rossellini, Isabella (née Isabella Fiorella Elettra
Giovanna Rossellini), born 1952, is a Swedish-Italian
actress, filmmaker, author, philanthropist & model, noted
for her 14-year tenure as a Lancôme model, and for her
roles in films, e.g., Blue Velvet and Death Becomes Her.

Rossellini, Roberto,

1906-1977, an Italian film

director, he was one of the most important directors of
Italian neorealist cinema, contributing films such as Roma città
aperta (Open City) to the movement. After his early Neo-Realist
films, his films, particularly his films with Ingrid Bergman, were
both critically and commercially unsuccessful both at home and
away. Yet he was an acknowledged master in the eyes of the critics
of Cahiers du Cinema in general and Andre Bazin, Francois

Rosh Hashana(h), Jewish New Year—Ros(h) in
Hebrew means head or beginning. Rosh Hashana begins the
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Truffaut, Jean-Luc Godard in particular. Francois Truffaut noted in
his 1963 essay, Roberto Rossellini Prefers Real Life (available in
The Films In My Life) that Rossellini's influence in France,
particularly among the directors who would become part of the
Nouvelle Vague (The New Wave) was so great that he was in
every sense, "the father of the French New Wave." He died of a
heart attack at age 71 in 1977. Also see at Ingrid Bergman, above
& below.

Rosso is Italian for red, rosa is Italian for rose, and
rosado is rosey (or rosé.)

Rostand, Jean, 1894-1977, ―To be adult is to be
alone, 241(436)

Rostropovich, Mistslav Leopoldovich, 1927-2007,
affectionately known as ―Slava,‖ was an ethnic Russian, a
cellist and conductor. Playing an unmatched variety and range of
music, he is widely considered one of the greatest cellists of all
time. Among the composers who wrote esspecially for him were
Prokofiev, Britten ( 5 ), Bernstein, Schnitke, Khachaturian,
Piazzolla, and Shostakovitch (2). He gave the first performances of
works. He performed every work for cello that has ever been
written and was the first performer of 117 pieces., e.g.., by
Penderecki, Dutilieux, Lutoslawski, Schnittkie, Messiaen,
Bernestin, Auric, Walton and other 20-th century composers.He
was well known for his interpretations of Dvorák's B minor cello
concerto,Haydn‘s cello concertos in C and D, and for his
commissions of new works that have considerably enlarged the
cello repertoire (notably by Shostakovich, Prokofiev, Britten,
Lutoslawski, Penderecki & Dutilieux.) Rostropovich was
born in Baku, Azerbaijan, then part of the Soviet Union. From
1943 to 1948, he studied at the Moscow Conservatory, where he
became professor of cello in 1956. He lived the latter part of his
life in self-imposed exile in Paris.
As he was approaching 80, a friend why he was practicing
his cello three hours a day when already he was the world‘s
greatest celloist. He replied, ―I find that I keep improving‖-–from
the New York Times Obituary of April 28, 2007 by Allan Kozinn,
a NY Times Week-in-Review column on April 29 by Daniel J.
Wakin, the Wikipedia & other sources.

Rossellini and Bergman: In 1948, Bergman wrote:
―Dear Mr. Rossellini, I saw your films Open City and
Paisan, and enjoyed them very much. If you need a Swedish
actress who speaks English very well, who has not forgotten her
German, who is not very understandable in French, and who in
Italian knows only ti amo, I am ready to come and make a film
with you, Ingrid Bergman.‖ Bergman and Rossellini were at the
peaks of their popularity and influence when they started working
together the following year in ―Stromboli‖ (Stromboli terra di Dio,
1950), on the island of Stromboli whose volcano quite
conveniently erupted during filming. In 1952, Europa'51. In 1954
Viaggio in Italia completed the so-called ―Ingrid's Trilogy"‖with
Rossellini.
Their affair caused a great scandal in some countries since
Bergman and Rossellini were each already married.*) The
scandal intensified when the two started having children--one of
whom was-to-be actress and model Isabella Rossellini. Isabella has
a fraternal twin sister, Ingrid Isotta, and a brother, Roberto
Ingmar—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Bergman &
at Stromboli.
*) But nothing like the scandal that the architect Frank
Lloyd Wright created when he left his wife and 6 children to run
off with another woman, who unfortunately was mureder, together
with her two chidren, and 4 of Wright;s employees by a maniac
who, like many killers, had to reason to do so.

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-82,

Rosten, Leo Calvin, 1908-1997, was born in Lodz,
Russian Empire, now Poland. He was a teacher, academic
and humorist best remembered for his stories about the
night-school "prodigy" Hyman Kaplan (first published in The New
Yorker in the 1930s &later reprinted in two volumes—The
Education of H*Y*M*A*N K*A*P*L*A*N and The Return of
H*Y*M*A*N K*A*P*L*A*N, under the pseudonym Leonard Q.
Ross).
He is also well-known for his encyclopedic volume The
Joys of Yiddish (1968), a guide to the Yiddish language and to
Jewish culture (as well as a source for anecdotes and Jewish
humor). It was followed by O Kaplan! My Kaplan! (1975), and
Hooray for Yiddish! (1982) , a humorus lexicon of the American
language as influenced by Jewish culture.
Among his other works is a large volumetitled Leo
Rosten's Treasury of Jewish Quotations. Among his own many
quotations are: "A conservative is one who admiresradicals
centuries after they're dead," "Any man who hates dogs and babies
can't be all bad" –also see W. C. Fields in this connection.--"Truth
is stranger than fiction; fiction has to make sense" & "We see
things as we are, not as they are."

Pre-Raphaelite

artist—see at Beata Beatrix.

Rossi, Luciano, P, iii A, D;carpenter (masterbuilder & ―The Beautiful Man‖-- a good Samaritan who
helped me recover from a coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) ,
Winter 2003, P, iv,A, viii—he had a CABG himself at age 38 in
1991 & therefore knew I needed help, P, iv, A; viii;
Once when he was working for us in hot weather, he
apologized when he took off his shirt to cool off. To reassure him,
I said, ―Luciano, nothing to be ashamed of--you‘re beautiful.‖ I
told this to Malachi & thereafter we all referred to him as ―The
Beautiful Man,‖ A, viii;
I learned a lot from him-- his love of family & his
philosophy of life in ways that reminded me of Erich Hoffer--he
also reminded me of my mother‘s dictum: ―Beauty is as Beauty
does.‖
Luciano was voted Outstanding Athlete for the Princeton
High School (PHS) Class of 1971: he was quarterback & a
defensive half-back for the football team, and was awarded letters
in baseball, lacrosse & wrestling.
When Luciano read ―The Sun Shines Briight‖ –it
was
published in late 2007, but I didn‘t receive copies until March 10,
2008—he found on page 65(122) that I had mentioned that Mama
had lost an eye, something that I had forgotten that I had done!
But, I still didn‘t mention her glass eye and the way I found out
about it—I found one of her spares in a dressing drawer-- See at
Mama‘s Meningitis.
Rossi, Laura, Luciano‘s wife, Program Manager for
Atmospheric Oceanic Sciences of Princeton U. &
mother of their two children: Luciano, Jr. (―Lou‖)
followed his father on the wrestling team for PHS Class of
2004; Nina, outstanding swimmer in ―The Fly &
Freestyle‖ for PClass of 2006 & now for the U. of MD.

Roth, Joseph, 1884-1939, ―It takes, I thought, a truly
divine love to choose this people,‖ i.e., Jews, Ch. 49. ―There
are no seven wise men of Zion:. There are several hundred
thousand idiots, who fail to understand the destiny of their
people,‖ i.e., to have no country of their own, 172(300).
Also see at Stefan Zweig (last paragraph.)
Roth, Philip (Milton), b. 1933: ―One of the century‘s
truly necessary books,‖ cover blurb by Roth of Primo
Levi‘s ―If This Is A Man and The Truce;‖ ―The most
decliately forceful enchanter I have ever known,‖ ibid;
―Ghosts,‖ 97(183)n; ―The Plot Against America, ‖ R, li-liii,
Chs. 30 & 62; ―Portnoy‘s Complaint,‖ R, xlii, 131(241242), 131(242)n; ―Reading Myself and Others,‖ R, lxvi;
also see at Id in Yid, at Shteyngart & see Bibliographyat
Philip Roth & at Roth.

Roth, Tim, actor—see at ―Everyone Says…‖
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Rothafel, Samuel Leonel ―Roxy,‖ 1882-1936, b. in

Gently down the stream. Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, Life is
but a dream."

Stillwater, MN, was a showman of the 1920s silent film
era & impresario for many of the great movie palaces that
he managed such as the Capitol, the Strand, and his
eponymousRoxy Theatre in NY (opened March 11, 1927,
demolished October 1960). He also opened Radio City
Music Hall in 1932, which featured the "Roxyettes", later
renamed the Rockettes

Rowland, Gena (rhymes with henna), born June 19,
1930 in Madison, Wis., is an actress of film, stage and TV.
She collaborated with her actor-director husband John Cassavetes
on ten films: A Child Is Waiting (1963), Faces (1968/I), Gloria
(1980), Love Streams (1984), Minnie and Moskowitz (1971),
Opening Night (1977), A Woman Under the Influence (1974),
Gli intoccabili (1969), Two-Minute Warning (1976) and
Tempest (1982).
Her performance as Mabel Longhetti in A Woman Under
the Influence (1974) is ranked #63 on Premiere Magazine's 100
Greatest Performances of All Time (2006). (Graduated from
Washington-Lee High School in Arlington, VA class of 1947.
Other alumni include Forrest Tucker, Shirley MacLaine, Warren
Beatty and Sandra Bullock. Has suppressed the first version of her
husband's (John Cassavetes) film Shadows (1959) and will
neither allow it to be shown, nor acknowledge its existence.)
As of 2007, she is one of six women who have received
Best Actress nominations for performances directed by their
spouses. She is the only one who has had two Best Actress
nominations directed by her spouse, those two being for A Woman
Under the Influence (1974) & Gloria (1980). The other five
women are Frances McDormand for Fargo (1996), Joanne
Woodward for Rachel, Rachel (1968), Julie Andrews for Victor
Victoria (1982), Elisabeth Bergner for Escape Me Never (1935)
and Jean Simmons for The Happy Ending (1969). Jules Dassin also
directed his future wife Melina Mercouri in an Oscar-nominated
performance Pote tin Kyriaki (1960 but they weren't married at the
time of the nomination.Pedro Almodóvar dedicated his movie
Todo sobre mi madre (1999) to her, Bette Davis , and Romy
Schneider.
Quotes: [On working with Bette Davis on the TV movie
Strangers: The Story of a Mother and Daughter (1979) (TV)]
―When they offered that part opposite her, I didn't want to do it. I
thought, what if all my illusions were broken? But I couldn't resist
the temptation. She's no pussycat--she's just a great & independent
artist and I loved every minute working with her.‖
[
On John Cassavetes] ―We had a great deal of freedom when
John acted. We traveled a lot and it was fun. But with directing ...
really. I think people don't have all their marbles who prefer
directing to acting because you write for three months, you cut for
maybe six months. He's the most terrifying perfectionist about
what he wants. As an artist, I love him. As a husband, I hate him‖-edited excerpt from IMDb Biography at this link:
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001687/bio Also see at John
Cassavetes, and at A Woman Under the Influence.

Rothko, Mark, painter of the New York School.
Rothschild, Meyer, 1743-1812, International Banker
and financier. He had 5 sons prominent in financing, R,lii\

Rothschild—see at Dorothy Parker (nee Rothschild.)
Rothstein, Mervyn, writes for the NY Times—see at
Colleen Dewhurst.

―R.T.,‖ also ―RT;‖ ―RT Company 1038,‖ Chs. 5559; ―I served in the Navy RT Program for 13 months,
1945-1946, 154(271); An RT was considered the crême de
la crème—―the upper 2% of the nation‘s intelligence‖-whatever that meant! 189(348). Some ex-RTs mentioned in
this book are: Lee Allen, Bill Barnard, Glenn Fitkin,
Clifford Geertz, Jack Seibert, John Whitey‖ Sweitzer,
For some other friends at Great Lakes Company 1038 in
1945, see the Company Photo & Roster in Part III.

Rouge River, see River Rouge
Rourke,Constance (1885-1941) was a historian,
anthropologist & critic who revolutionized the study of
American culture. Born in Cleveland, Ohio, and educated at
Vassar and the Sorbonne, she spent most of her life in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Her most famous work, American
Humor: A Study of National Character.

Rourke, Mickey, see at ―Barfly‖& at Bukowski.
Roush's Candy Store, a Peaselburg‘s pleasure spot
that was robbed by the Herman St. Gang, 28(43)

Rousseau, Jean Jacques: Romanticed Nature:
―Nature has much to teach us how to live, and how to love.
Nature never deceives us; it is always we who deceive
ourselves‖—Chs.20 & 36

―Route 66‖ (Get Your Kicks On), is a pop song
and R & B standard, composed in 1946 by American songwriter

Bobby Troup. It was first recorded in the same year by Nat King
Cole, and was subsequently covered by many artists including
Chuck Berry and The Rolling Stones.
―If you ever plan to motor west, / Travel my way, take he
highway that is best. / Get your kicks on Route Sixty- Six. / It
winds from Chicago to LA, / More than two thousand miles all the
way. / Get your kicks on Route Sixty-Six. / Now you go through
Saint Looey / Joplin, Missouri, / And Oklahoma City is mighty
pretty./ You see Amarillo ,/ Gallup, New Mexico,/ Flagstaff,
Arizona. / Dont forget Winona, / Kingman, Barstow, San
Bernandino. / Wont you get hip to this timely tip: / When you
make that California trip / Get your kicks on Route Sixty-Six.‖
Winona is the only town out of sequence in the list. It was a
very small settlement east of Flagstaff, and might indeed have been
forgotten if not for the song's lyric, ―Don't forget Winona,‖ written
to rhyme with "Flagstaff, Arizona." (And don't forget that little
town, Wenonah, NJ, named after the mother of Hiawatha!) Also
see at Amarillo.

Rowles, Tommy, Dublin-born bartemder at the Carlisle
Hotel in NY City ever since he was 18. He was profiled in a
ec. 8, 2009 NY Times article by Ralph Blumenthal ―Drinks
or Truman, a Beatle and the Next Guy In.‖—see
at
ruman Needed a Drink (in 1958).

Air Force, see at Britain, and at Churchill.
RU? (are you?) , RUU? (are you you?)
Rubber, in 1770 the English chemist Joseph Priestley
Royal

found that pieces of this substance would rub out pencil
marks, thus giving its name. Rubber is made from a milky
sap, latex, from various tropical plants, but also milkweed.
In WW II a latex-producing shrub, guayule, was grown in
large quanties in the Southwest, esp. Texas. Also the US
began the manufacture of synthetic rubber, Buna S. Also
Butyl from Butane, used in tires, insulation, and countless
other products, e.g., 41 miles of it went into the Astodome
in Houston—source: a TV series, ―Marvels of the World,‖
153(271); see Columbia Encyclopedia & at Goodyear.

Roventini, Johhny, see at Call for Philip Morris.
―Row, Row, Row Your Boat‖ is an English nursery
rhyme, and a popular children's song/proverb, often sung as
a round. It can also be an 'action' nursery rhyme where singers sit
opposite one another and ‗row‘ back & forthwith joined hands.
The tune is credited to Eliphalet Oram Lyte in the publication The
Franklin Square Song Collection (1881, New York), which also
indicates that he adapted the lyric: "Row, row, row your boat,

Rubbers, see at Condoms. In England, rubbers denote
galoshes or rain shoes!
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his children, deceived his wife and was an irrepressible spendthrift who
constantly lived far beyond his means, shamelessly mooching off
anyone with money and wasting his energies on giving private concerts
to wealthy patrons.
Rubinstein's memoirs (My Young Years and My Many Years)
are generally dismissed as a superficial and disappointing catalog of
lovers and society friends, with barely a word about musical taste,
piano technique or artistic vision. Yet, these two volumes are a perfect
barometer of Rubinstein's outlook--they reflect the aspects of life that
mattered the most to him and which flavored his feelings and his art.
The rest can be gleaned from his records.hugely popular.
Rubinstein made a lot of records--over 100 hours' worth. Yet, in one of
the most boneheaded acts in the annals of classical marketing, BMG
reissued them all in a single $1500 box (really more of a crate). Our
local Tower has had one on display, weighing in at around 40 pounds
(including all the dust it's collected since its arrival). Who exactly was
expected to buy this monstrosity? Surely any devoted fan already
would have bought previous CD issues of nearly all the contents. And
would a newcomer really want all the multiple remakes to which the
bulk of the set is devoted (ie: four versions each of the Grieg,
Schumann, Beethoven Emperor and Chopin Second concertos)?
Even two decades after his death, they remain. Reportedly only
a few hundred sets were sold worldwide. Whether to appease collectors
or, more likely, to recoup losses from a commercial disaster, BMG
finally issued individual volumes, each in a CD-sized hard-back paper
booklet—from the Internet.

Rubbing noses (instead of kissing) is practiced by
Eskimos and Malayasians.

Ruby Goldstein--see at Goldstein.
Rubies, the price of wisdom is above, Proverbs 28:18;
Wisdom is more precious than rubies, ibid. 3:15; also see
at Price & at Zellweger.

Rubel‘s Rye Bread, a tasty alternative to white bread.
See at Faith Family Food.

Rubin, Jerry, One of the ―Chicago Seven‖(Abbie
Hoffman was another),‖ and erstwhile reporter for the sports
pages of the Cincinniat Enquirer. (I met him in Berkeley in
1965-66.)

Rubinstein, Arthur (né Artur),1887-1982, youngest of
8 children of a businessman from the large Jewish community
of Łódź, Congress Poland, today's Poland, he demonstrated an early
and singular fascination with the piano beginning two years of age
during his elder sister's piano lessons.
Rubinstein first studied in Warsaw playing at the age of four for
the great Hungarian violinist Joseph Joachim, who was greatly
impressed and began to play the role of mentor for the young prodigy.
By age ten Rubinstein moved to Berlin to continue his studies. In 1900,
he made his debut with the Berlin Philharmonic, followed by
appearances in Germany and Poland and further study with Karl
Heinrich Barth (an associate of Franz Liszt, Hans von Bulow, Joseph
Joachim and Johannes Brahms; Barth also taught Wilhelm Kempff.
He received international acclaim for his performances of the
music of Frédéric Chopin, Johannes Brahms and his championing of
the music of Spanish composers. He is widely considered one of the
greatest pianists of the twentieth century. Rubinstein was fluent in eight
languages.
His photographic memory of much of the repertoire, not simply
that of the piano, was formidable. According to his memoirs, he
learned César Franck‘s Symphonic Variations while on a train en route
to the concert, without the benefit of a piano.Rubinstein died in
Geneva, Switzerland, on December 20, 1982, at the age of 95, and his
body was cremated. On the first anniversary of his death, an urn
holding his ashes was buried in Jerusalem—as specified in his will—in
a dedicated plot now dubbed "Rubinstein Forest" overlooking the
Jerusalem Forest. This was arranged with the rabbis so that the main
forest wouldn't fall under religious laws governing cemeteries.
Israel now has an Arthur Rubinstein International Music Society
that holds the triennial Arthur Rubinstein International Piano Master
Competition--Wikipedia excerpt

Rub-tub, see at washboard.
Rudner, Rita, b. 1956 in Miami, comedian & writer:
―What part of ―No‖ don‘t you understand? ―227(414);
―When I eventually met Mr. Right, I had no idea that his first name
was Always.‖ ― Neurotics build castles in the air. Psychotics live
in them. My mother cleans them;‖ also see at Dog Philosophy.
Rita Rudner's credits Woody Allen as the inspiration for her subtle,
intellectual comedy style. "Listening to Woody Allen," she says, "I
realized that you didn't have to be aggressive...My humor is more
offbeat hysterical than it is raucous." Starting with a base of solid
jokes that build on one another, each stronger than the last, Rita
takes each premise to its fullest, most absurd point. A native of
Miami, Rudner left home at age 15 to seek her fame and fortune on
the Broadway stage. "I never even considered college," she says. "I
was a dancer - I hated sitting down." She soon landed a role in the
national touring company of' ―Zorba‖ and went on to appear in
―Annie‖, ―The Magic Show‖, ―Mack and Mabel‖, ―Follies‖, and
―Promises, Promises‖ on Broadway.
―Rudolph, The Red Nose Reindeer, ‖ written by J
ohnny Marks, c. 1949, based on the 1939 story with the
same titlte iby Robert L. Mays as part of his employment by
the Montgomery Ward Co.—Wikipedia. Also see
Christmas Songs by American Jewish Composers at
Jewish Musiciians—also see at Gene Autry, who
popularized the song.

Rubinstein, Arthur, and the Power of Love, Classical
Notes by Pete Gutmann…. soon after his long-delayed
public debut in 1900, Rubinstein's voracious romantic appetite
surfaced and he set out to prove, consistent with his recent Bar
Mitzvah, that indeed he had ―become a man.‖ His first conquest was
his landlord's wife, soon followed by a friend's mother and sister (both
married). There was also an intriguing arrangement by which he
serviced girls attracted to his gay friends. Rubinstein's teen years raise
the question that would haunt his reputation throughout his life—
if only he had more discipline and focused more on his art, could he
have developed into a deeper interpreter?
Seizing upon Rubinstein's life-long devotion to philandering and
high living, detractors repeatedly (and perhaps jealously?) faulted him
for laziness, technical lapses, narrow repertoire and simplification of
difficult musical passages (all of which were true).
Yet, Rubinstein's amorous ventures were not mere distractions.
Rather, they formed an integral part of his personality and led him to
integrate the full fabric of life into his music. Rubinstein himself
insisted that far more important than extensive practice was ―learning
about life and love and art and all the other wonderful things in the
world‖ in order to have something worth expressing. While critics
seized upon what might have been, the public adored him, perhaps
intuitively responding to the fullness of his heart.Rubinstein's art was
not superficial but reflected the joy and contentment of the total
experience of living.
It's only fair to note that Rubinstein didn't transmute his attitude
into an exemplary life. He abandoned his parents and siblings, ignored

Rudolph, Wilma Glodean, 1940-1994, was an
American athlete & three time Olympic champion., born in
Clarksville, TN. At an early age it was discover that she, the 20-th
of 22 children had polio. . Her mother took her to a hospital for
blacks 50 miles away twice a week, and rubbed her leg 4 times a
day. Finally at age 12, she could walk normally. she decided to
become an athlete on the influence of a track coach. She lost many
of her early races. Slowly she went from last, to second from last,
to first in all her races.
She was playing for the basketball team of her junior high
school, when she was spotted by the track & field coach. While
attending Burt High School, Rudolph became a basketball star,
setting state records for scoring and leading her team to the state
championship. She later became a track star, competing at the 1956
Summer Olympics at the age of 16 where she won a bronze medal
in the 4 X 100 meter relay.
After high school, Rudolph was granted a full scholarship
to Tennessee State U. where she ultimately received her BA
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degree in education in 1963. At the 1960 Summer Olympics in
Rome she won three Olympic titles; in the 100 m, 200 m and the 4
x 100 m relay. In 1961, Rudolph received the James E. Sullivan
Award as the top amateur athlete in theUnited States.
After her athletic career, Rudolph worked as a teacher, track
coach & sports commentaror. She married Robert Eldridge & had
four children. They later divorced. At age 54, Wilma died of brain
cancer & in 2004, the US Postal Service issued a Wilma
Rudoplph 23 cent stamp—Wikepedia (lightly edited.)

Rumors can be damgerous! On 8/31/05, panicked by
rumors of a suicide bomber, thousands of Shiite pilgrims
stampeded on a bridge in Baghdad during a religious procession,
crushing one antoehr or plunging into the Tigris Rivers. Neraly
1,000 dead, mostly women and children. See at Women and
Children First & at Stampedes of humans.

Rumsfield, Donald H (―Rummy‖), US Sec. of
Defense, 2000--2006 ; ―You fight with the army you have
instead of the army you want‖—in answer to complaints
from US soldiers in Iraq in 2005 about insufficient armed
forces and equipment, especially body & vehicle armor.
Whatever happend to the Boy Scout Motto ―Be Prepared‖?
67I(110)

Rudy, Doris, HHS ‘45 Class Secretary & friend,
Chs. 44 & 45: -- had many activities, e.g., Chorus, Pan Am
Club, Bowling League, R. R., Glee Club, Nat. Honor Soc.,
Tennis Club, Drama Club, Nat. Thespian Soc., Stage Mgr.
in ―Arsenic and Old Lace.‖ Acad. class rank 17; see at
Holmies High School; wrote in Lest We Forget: ―Bonne
Chance (Fr. for Good Luck) and loads of love to an extra
special fellow, Doris‖; --- a close friend whom I dated &
kissed goodbye when I left for the Navy,
156(277); in
informal photos, 166(291-292

―Run, but he can‘t hide, He can,‖ see at Louis Quips.
―Run for the Roses: the Kentucky Derby referred to
as "The Run for the Roses," because a lush blanket of 554
red roses is awarded to the Kentucky Derby winner each year. The
tradition is as a result of NY socialite E. Berry Wall presenting
roses to ladies at a post-Derby party in 1883 that was attended by
Churchill Downs founder ing president Col. M. Lewis Clark. This
gesture is believed to have eventually led Clark to the idea of
making the rose the race's official flower. However, it was not
until 1896 that any recorded account referred to roses being
draped on the Derby winner. The Governor of Kentucky awards
the garland and the trophy.
Runyon, Damon (né Damon Alfred Runyan), 18841946, short-story writer and humorist, was born in
Manhattan, Kansas, but he grew up in Pueblo, Colorado. His
mother was Elizabeth (Damon) Runyan and father Alfred Lee
Runyan, a storyteller, itinerant printer, and publisher of small town
newspapers. When Runyon was seven his mother died. While his
father spent his free time in bars, Runyon was left on his own and
roamed freely with the town's juvenile street life. Later in life he
was a companion to Al Capone, Jack Dempsey, Babe Ruth, Arnold
Rothstein and Walter Winchell.
Runyon was educated in public schools before being
expelled from the sixth grade. At an early age he had followed his
father into the newspaper business. By the age of 15 he worked for
the Pueblo Evening Press, and gained the status of a fully-fledged
news reporter. When a typographical slip rendered his name
‗Runyon,‘ he decided to keep it that way.
In 1898 he enlisted for the Spanish-American war and was
sent to the Philippines. There he wrote for the Manila Freedom and
Soldier's Letter. After leaving the army he worked as a journalist
on small dailies. He was a sportswriter for the Denver Post and in
1908 he became a director of the Denver Press Club. Runyon
began publishing verses and short stories in national magazines
such as McClure's and Harper's Weekly. His first book, ―The Tents
of Trouble‖ (1911), was a collection of poems.
In 1910 he went to New York City to work for the Hearst
daily, the New York American. To get material for his column,
‗The Mornin's Mornin,‘ he spent much time with the colorful
characters of Broadway. Several of his 'Broadway Stories'
appeared in book form in the 1930s. Runyan was a legendary
reporter who gained fame with his tales of the gambling, racing
and criminal world. Among Runyon's best-known work is GUYS
AND DOLLS (1932), based on ―The Idyll of Miss Sarah
Brown‘‖and written in regional slang. Runyon's style relied on
Broadway slang, outrageous metaphors, and constant use of the
present tense. "Always try to rub against money, for if you rub
against money long enough, some of it may rub off on you."
(from ―A Very Honourable Guy.‖
In 1912 and 1916 Runyon served as a Hearst foreign
correspondent in Mexico. During WW 1 he was also in Europe. In
the 1920s Runyon had developed his recognizable stylistic
peculiarity, narrating in the 'historical present'. He was especially
adept at describing small details and angles that other reporters did

Rueben, David, wrote a sex manual, ―Everything
You Always Wanted to Know About Sex (But Were Afraid
to Ask)‖ (1969), three years after the Masters & Johnson
study Human Sexual Response

Rules. See at Katharine Hepburn.
ARuling Class, The,@
122(225); 1972 movie starring
Peter O‘Toole.

―Rules of the Game, The,‖ 1939 film masterpiece
directed by Jean Renor, who also appears in it. A gathering
of French aristocrats for a weekend of decadence & selfindulgence became a metaphor for human folly under siege.
It was banned by the French Gov‘t, which also banned
―Zero for Conduct.‖ (Remember, in spite of its reputation
for savoir faire, France is predominantly a Catholic
country.) See at Jean Renoir.

Rules of Jam—see at Jam.
―Rum and Coca-Cola‖ is the title of a popular calypso.
Originally composed by Lord Invader and Lionel Belasco, it
was copyrighted in USA by entertainer Morey Amsterdam and
became a huge hit in 1945 for the Andrews Sisters, spending ten
weeks at the top of Billboard's U.S. Pop Singles chart.Although
the song was published in US with Amsterdam listed as the lyricist
and Jeri Sullavan and Paul Baron as musical composers, the
melody had been previously published as the work of Trinidadian
calypso composer Lionel Belasco on a song titled ―L'Année
Passée‖ (Last Year), which was in turn based on a folksong from
Martinique.The original lyrics to ―Rum and Coca-Cola‖ were
written by Rupert Grant, another calypso musician from Trinidad
who went by the stage name of Lord Invader. (The true credits for
music and lyrics were restored in a plagiarism lawsuit won by
famous attorney Louis Nizer, the account of which can be read in
his book, ―My Life in Court.‖ )
The Lord Invader version laments that U.S. soldiers are
debauching local women, who ―saw that the Yankees treat them
nice / and they give them a better price.‖ Its final stanza describes a
newlywed couple whose marriage is ruined when ―the bride run
away with a soldier lad / and the stupid husband went staring
mad.‖ The Amsterdam version also hints that women are
prostituting themselves, preserving the Lord Invader chorus which
says, ―Both mother and daughter / Working for the Yankee
dollar.‖ However, it presents the relationship in a more playful
light and even celebrates the Yankee presence: Since the Yankee
come to Trinidad / They got the young girls all goin' mad / Young
girls say they treat 'em nice / Make Trinidad like paradise. Also
see at Andrews Sisters‘ ―Rum and Coca-Cola.‖

Rumba (also Rhumba), see at Latin American Music.
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not observe. He covered the New York baseball clubs for many
years, as well as various other sports venues, focusing on human
interest rather than strict facts. Like his father, he was also a
gambler, whose famous saying was: "I long ago came to the
conclusion that all life is 6 to 5 against." (from ―A Nice Price‖)
Runyon's underworld stories became popular and his feature
'As I See It' was syndicated in the Hearst newspapers across the
country. At the peak of his career, Runyon had a daily readership
of over ten million--he was called America's premier journalist.
Later Frank Loesser and Abe Burrows made one of the
stories, ―The Idyll of Miss Sarah Brown,‖ into a Broadway musical
(1950), which ran for over 1200 performances. It was adapted for
screen in 1955, starring Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, and Frank
Sinatra. Sam Goldwyn wanted Gene Kelly for the role of Sky
Masterson, but he got Brando. Sinatra refused to act his role as
written: he liked to shoot scenes with a minimum number of takes,
whereas Brando liked to experiment. The best scene between
Brando and Simmons is in the Havana nightclub, but otherwise the
film lacked the spontaneity of the stage version.
In the early 1940s Runyon also worked in Hollywood as a
writer and producer. Frank Capra and Raymond Chandler used
variants of his idiom, and actors like William Bendix and Mike
Mazurki drew on his types to build their characterizations.
In the 1920s for the New York American, Runyon covered
the infamous Snyder/Gray murder. It became the basis of James M.
Cain's novel Double Indemnity, which was made into a film by
Billy Wilder in 1944. Ruth Snyder was a housewife, who had tried
to kill her husband Albert and failed. Then she met a corset
salesman, Judd Gray. They whacked, poisoned, and choked Albert
to death. Runyon described the two killers: ―A chilly-looking
blonde with frosty eyes and one of those marble you-bet-you-will
chins, and an inert, scare-drunk fellow that you couldn't miss
among any hundred men as a dead set-up for a blonde, or the shell
game, or maybe a gold brick - on trial for what might be called for
want of a better name: the Dumb-bell Murder. It was so dumb!‖
The archetype of tough, cynical reporter, who mingled with
gangster and show people, became part of Runyon's public image.
He parodied such issues as police corruption and organized crime,
and managed to avoid the criticism easily prompted by realistic
writing with a message. His characters, Lemon Drop Kid, Dave the
Dude, Harry the Horse, Dream Street Rose, Izzy Cheesecake
reflected the colorful side of the city life. Runyon's fiction was
natural for the big screen: sixteen stories and one play were turned
into movies.
The author's sentimental side could be seen for example in
the story ―Little Miss Marker‖ which was filmed in 1934, starring
Shirley Temple. In the film a bookie called Sorrowful Jones is
forced to adopt a little girl. Adolphe Menjou played the bookie.
The film was remade in 1949 under the title Sorrowful Jones,
starring Bob Hope and Lucille Ball, and directed by Sidney
Lanfield. He also directed another Damon Runyon film, The
Lemon-Drop Kid (1951), starring Bob Hope, and written by
Edmund Hartman, Frank Tashlin, and Robert O'Brien. The Lady
for a Day (1933), directed by Frank Capra, was a story about
Apple Annie, who gets help from gangsters to pose as a rich
woman, for the sake of her daughter.
A Slight Case of Murder (1938) was based on a play by
Runyon and Howard Lindsay. In the story one-time bootlegger
tries to go legitimate but his house-party is intruded upon by the
bodies of four late enemies. The film was directed by Lloyd
Bacon, starring Edward G. Robinson, Ruth Donnelly, Allen
Jenkins, and Edward Brophy. By the end of the 1930s, Runyon
had become a national celebrity. He held nightly meetings with
friends and colleagues at Lindy's restaurant.
In 1938 Runyon developed throat cancer and in 1944 an
operation left him unable to speak. However, Runyon continued
his meetings, communicating by written notes. He died two years
later on December 10, 1946. His ashes were scattered out of a

plane over Broadway, by the First World War air ace Eddie
Rickenbacker--excerpted from Books and Writers at Amazon.com.
Adam Gopnik wrote a Mar. 2, 2009 New Yorker, essay,
―Talk It Up, Damon Runyon‘s Guys and Dolls,‖ about Runyon‘s
creation of the language and diaglogue that-was-never-spoken
before he wrote it in his stories, together with several long quotes
from his stories, e.g., About Nicely-Nicely Jones from ―The
Lonely Heart‖—also see ―Guys and Dolls;‖ ―Long ago I came to
the conclusion that all life is 6 to 5 against‖— Runyon, in ―A Nice
Price‖ (1934). Also see below.

Runyon, Damon: In ―A Nice Price,‖ a story in
―Money From Home,‖ a collection of Runyon stories, Sam
the Gonoph and Liverlips hear from Benny Southstreet that the
Yale rowing team is favored over Harvard's three-to-one, a nice
price. ―‗I do not know anything about boat races,‘ Sam says, ‗ and
the Yales may figure as you say, but nothing between human
beings is one-to-three. In fact, Sam the Gonoph says, ‗I long ago
come to the conclusion that all life is six-to-five against.‘‖

Runyon, Jr., Damon, ―Father‘s Footsteps,‖

Random

House, New York, 1953. Jr.‘s mother, Ellen, had to cope
―with dogs, canaries, cockroaches, prizefighters,
bootleggers, thugs, & gangsters whom he befriended‖—
from the book flap.

Rushdie, Salman, b. 1947 in India; He wrote
―Satanic Verses‖ (1968), which offended many Moslem &
got a Fatwah against him, ordered by Ayatollah Khomeini
(1902-1989). Also see at Fatwah.

Rushing, Jimmy, blues singer, see at Ralph Ellison

Russell, Bertrand (Arthur William), OM, FRS,
1872- 1970, & died in Wales, was a philosopher, historian,
logician, mathematician, advocate for social reform & pacifist—
activist. A prolific writer, he was a populariser of philosophy & a
commentator on a large variety of topics. Continuing a family
tradition in political affairs; he was a prominent anti-war activist,
championing free trade between nations and anti-imperialism.
He also co-authored Principia Mathematica (with Alfred
North Whitehead), an attempt to ground Mathematics on the laws
of Logic and the essay On Denoting. Both books have had a
considerable influence on Logic, Set Theory, Linguistics and
Analytic Philosophy.
Russell's adolescence was lonely, and he often contemplated
suicide. He remarked in his autobiography that his keenest interests
were in sex, religion and mathematics, and that only the wish to
know more mathematics kept him from suicide.
He was educated at home by a series of tutors, and he spent
countless hours in his grandfather's library. His brother Frank
introduced him to the work of Euclid, which transformed Russell's
life/ (That was the equivalent of Einstein receiving a magnet as a
boy, and being stimulated to understand magnetic forces, which,
together with understanding gravitation, occupied him all his
life)—edited excerpt from Wikipedia with the exeption
of the
parenthetical remark.
-- on Eintein: ―In Germany, during Hitler‘s
reign,
the
theory of relativity was condemned as a Jewish trick … It seems
that Hitler and Himmler could not
understand it and rashly
inferred that no Aryan
could…Einstein was an extraordinarily
satisfactory human being. In spite of his genius and fame, he
always behaved with complete simplicity, and never seemed to be
claiming any superiority‖--from the Preface of Einstein on Peace.
Also see at Love, at Mathematics, at Pleasure, at Politics, & at
Work.

Russell, Gail, actress—see at ―The Uninvited.‖
Russell, Jane (née Ernestine Jane Geraldine Russell)
born 1921 in Bemidji, MN, is an actress. Together with
Lana Turner and Rita Hayworth, Russell personified the
sensuously contoured sweater-girl look, though Jane Russell's
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measurements of 38D-24-36 and height of 5' 7" were more
statuesque than her contemporaries.
Besides the thousands of quips from radio comedians,
including Bob Hope once introducing her as ―the two and only
Jane Russell,‖ the photo of her on a haystack glowering with
sulking beauty and youthful sensuality--her breasts push forcefully
against her bodice-- was a popular pin-up with servicemen during
WW II.
Though The Outlaw was not a spectacular Western, it did
well at the box-office. It appeared that the director, Howard
Hughes, was only interested in her being cast in movies that

lies they put Mugrat—Targum spelled backwards--on the
masthead); also see at Paul Fussell, Paul Robeson, at Richard
Schlater, at Susan Wilson & at Streptomycin.

Rutgers U. Mathematics Colleagues: Vic Camillo
(now at Iowa U.), Richard (―Dick‖) Moses Cohn, John
Cozzens (now with NSF in DC), Richard Falk, I.M.
Gelfand, Daniel (―Danny‖) Gorenstein, Richard Lyons,
Barbara Osofsky, Poobhalin Pillay (now at DurbanWestville, S. Africa) & Earl Taft, Vascondelos, Charles
―Chuck Weibel.‖—also see at Jewish Mathematicians.
For more about their work, go to their Web Sites.

showcased her sensational figure—see at ―The Outlaw.‖

Ruth, George Herman (―Babe‖),1895-1948, 1(1-2),

Russell, Ken (née Henry Kenneth Alfred Russell),

90(228), 123(226), 124(227-229): On August 16, 1948,
George Herman "Babe" Ruth died at age 53, two years after being
diagnosed with throat cancer. Over the next two days, over
200,000 mourners paid their final respects as his body lay in state
at Yankee Stadium.
-- tied at 8-th with a lifetime batting average of .342.
-- hit 59 HRs in 1921 & a record 60 HRs in 1927, 1(1),
124(227)
-- hit 514 career HRs--see at Home Run Derby; also see at
Ruthian Dominance, 124(228)
Yankee Stadium was called ―The House That Ruth Built,‖
because he made the Yankees so much money.
―The Babe Ruth of strikeout pitchers,‖ see at Nolan Ryan.
Also see at ―Baby Ruth,‖ at ―Bam,‖ at Home Run Derby & at
Ty Cobb. Babe Ruth‘s ―curse‖ on the Red Sox was broken by the
Sox in 2004 in defeating theYankees, winning the
AL
East
Division, the AL Pennant & the World Series for the first time in
86 years, 90(170). The ―curse‖ came after the Sox traded Ruth to
the Yankees! See the 2006 Biography, ―The Big Bam.‖

born 1927 in Sourthhampton, England, is a film director,
known for his pioneering work in TV & film & for his
controversial style. His subject matter is often about famous
composers, or based on other works of art which he adapts
loosely. He is best known for
his
Oscar-winning film
Women in Love (1969) & the sci-fi film Altered States
(1980)—see at ―Women in Love.‖

Russell, Rosalind, 1908-1979, actress-comedienne,
see at Inge, at ―Picnic‖ & at ―Wonderful Town.‖

Russell St. in Covington, 15(22)
Russia (see USSR), 23(37): In 1993, the USSR
dissolved, and democratic governments were installed in,
e.g., Belarus, Georgia, Russia, Ukraine, and other
sattelites of USSR. The Jury is still out on how democratic
Russia is under its leader Putin, but prospects are dim. See
at Churchill (Riddle & Iron Curtain) & at USSR. Russian
Capture of Berlin, see at Berlin. Also see at Lenin, at
Stalin & at Alliluveya. Also see at USSR, at World War II,
and WW II Casualtiies.

―Ruth, Dr.‖(Ruth Westheimer) talk show host on sex.
Rutherford, Ann, actress, in the Hardy Family

―Russia House, The,‖ is a novel by John le Carré

series, 75(123) & in ―The Secret Life of Walter Mitty.‖ See
at Any Hardy & at Hardy Family.

published in 1989. The title refers to the nickname given to
the portion of the British Secret Intelligence Service that
was devoted to spying on the Soviet Union. A film based on
the novel was released in 1990, starring Sean Connery and
Michelle Pfeiffer and directed by Fred Schepisi—see at Le
Carre.

Rutherford, Ernest, 1871-1937, pioneer of subatomic
particles—see at Atom & at Atomic Fission. ―Ruddy,
Ruddy, and Robust, [he] he looked more like a rugby player
than a scientist. His appearance reflected his roots in the
still-young british colony of New Zealand, where he wass
born‖—from Ch. 2 of ―Before the Fall Out: From Marie
Curie to Hiroshim‖ by Diana Preston. He won a Nobel prize
in Chemistry in 1908, two years after his menor, J. J.
Thompson won the Nobel Prize in Physic—see at
Thompson.

Russian Lit: see at Chekhov, Goncharov, Gorky,
Lermontov, Pushkin, Solzhenitsyn, Tolstoy &ITurgenev

Russian painter of the Steppe—see at Basmanov.
Russians Are Coming, The! The Russians Are
Coming! (1966) "Noman Levinson's coldwar comedy in
which a Soviet sub runs aground off a peacceful New
England island town. John Phillip Law starred as a lovesick
Russian seaman. Co-starring Alan Arkin, Carl Reiner and
Theodore Bikel. See at ―Moscow on the Hudson.‖

Rutledge, Charles, ―Tex,‖ 197(360), RT who talked
cessantly about Texas, his home State, but grew strangely
quiet when we were shipped there! Ch. 65

Ryan, Nolan, 124(228); known as the ―Babe Ruth of

Russo, Richard—see at ―Empire Falls.‖
―Rust Busket,‖ see at Destroyer.
Rutgers College & University, AA , founded in 1786

strikeout pitchers;‖ – leads all pitchers with 5,714 career
(strikeouts); Steve Carlton‘s second with 4,136 & Bert
Byleven is third: 3,701; -- pitched faster (101 mph), more
no-hit games (7), and more seasons (17, 1966 & 1968-93)
than any other.

in New Brunswick, NJ—at the time ocean-going vessels
sailed up the Raritan Bay & River to moor at New
Brunswick.
It was a privated college until 1948(?) when the State began to
supoort it as a public institution. I taught here for 35 years until
my retirement in 1997. As a member of the Rutgers Research
Science Advisory Council (1962- 64, & ‗66-‘67), I was able to
help, with the aid of Deane Montgomery, our Science Advisor,
who was a member of the Inst. for Adv. Study, Rutgers become
co-educational in 1971. (See my Rings & Things, 2-nd Ed., esp. p.
301 in Part II (Snapshots). .
In response to my criticism a letter to the student newspaper,
Targum, of a free-standing sculpture that looked to me like a
wrecked car, an Ag major took offense & recommended my
castration! Vic Camillo quipped, ―It was too late!‖—I already had
two children! 43(68); (Whenever Targum published a bunch of

Ryan, Robert, 1909-1973, was born in Chicago, IL.
He often played hardened cops and ruthless villains.He
graduated from Dartmouth College in 1932, having held the
school's heavyweight boxing title all four years of his attendance.
After graduation, the 6`4" Ryan found employment as a stoker on a
ship, a WPA worker, and a ranch hand in Montana.
In January 1944, after securing a contract guarantee from
RKO Radio Pictures, Ryan enlisted in the US Marine Corps and
served as a drill instructor at Camp Pendleton, in San Diego, CA.
At Camp Pendleton, he befriended writer and future director
Richard Brooks, whose novel, The Brick Foxhole, he greatly
admired. He also took up painting.
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Ryan's breakout film role was as an anti-Semitic killer in
Crossfire(1947), a film noir based on Brooks's novel. From then
on, Ryan's specialty was tough/tender roles, finding particular
expression in the films of celebrated directors such as Nicholas
Ray Robert Wise and Sam Fuller.
In Ray's On Dangerous Ground (1951) he portrayed a
burnt-out city cop finding redemption while solving a rural murder.
In Wise's The Set-Up (1949), he played an over-the-hill boxer who
is brutally punished for refusing to take a dive.
Other important films were Anthony Mann's western The
Naked Spur, Sam Fuller's uproarious Japanese set gangland thriller
House of Bamboo, Bad Day at Black Rock, and the socially
conscious heist movie Odds Against Tomorrow.
He also appeared in several all-star war films, including The
Longest Day (1962) and Battle of the Bulge (1965), and even
played John the Baptist in MGM's 1961 Technicolor epic King of
Kings.
In his later years, Ryan continued playing key roles in major
films. Most notable of these were The Dirty Dozen, The
Professionals and Sam Peckinpah's highly influential brutal
western The Wild Bunch—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

practice, leading also to various adaptations in popular music. In its
middle section it uses an Armenian folk song from Gyumri,
Armenia—excerpt from Wikipedia.
Sacagawea, also Sacajawea, 1787?-1812. French trader
Toussaint Charbonneau won his 15-year-old wife
Sacagewea in a gambling match. She ccompanied Lewis
and Clark on their expedition as a guide--see at Louisiana
Purchase
Sacco, Nicola, shoemaker & anarchist, together with
BartolomeoVanzetti, falsely convicted in 1921 of robbery
& murder; despite the support and pleas from e.e.
cummings, Albert Einstein, Fiorello LaGuardia, Thomas
Mann, H. L. Mencken, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Upton
Sincclair & many other well-known people, they were
executed in the electric chair in 1927. See at Vanzetti.
Sacco‘s Letter From Prison To His Son, Dante, R, xli;
―Help the weak, the ones that cry for help, help the
prosecuted & the victim…they are the comrades that fight
and fall…for the conquest of the joy of freedom for all the
poor workers. In this struggle for life you will find more
love and you will be loved.‖ R, xli-xlii

Ryder, Winona, played the title role in ―Girl

Sacco and Vanzetti were anarchists, R, xli. see at

Interrupted‖ (1999).

Anarchism & at Vanzetti.

Ryland, suburb of Covington, 168(295)
Rhythm & Blues, music written by Black Americans

Sacco, Jack, ―Where the Birds Never Sing,‖ a book
about Sacco‘s father & the liberation of Dachau, R, xlii

combining blues & jazz with a strong back beat & repeated
variations on syncopeate instrumental phases.

―Sachel, The Life and Times of an American
Legend‖ by Larry Tye Illustrated. 392 pages. Random
House, reviewed By Janet Maslin, June 15, 2009 in the NY
Times--also see at Baseball Quips and Jokes

Saarinen, Eero, 1910-1961, born in Finland, is one of
the masters of American 20-th Century architecture and a
product designer famous for varying his style according to
the demands of the project: simple, sweeping, arching
structural curves or machine-like rationalism-- Wikipedia,
where there is a list of his major works, including the St.
Louis Arch (Gateway to the West) and the futuristic
TWA terminal at Idlewild (now JFK) airport. Eero
Saarinen was elected a Fellow of the American Institute of
Architects in 1952. He is also a winner of the AIA Gold
Medal.

Sachel Paige, the baseball legend (né Leroy Robert
Paige), 1906-1982, was a baseball player whose pitching in
several different Negro Leagues and in Major League Baseball
made him a legend in his own lifetime.Paige was a right-handed
pitcher and was the oldest rookie to play Major League Baseball.
He played with the St. Louis Browns around the age of fifty and
represented them in the Major League All-Star Game in both 1952
and 1953. At the end of Paige's baseball career, he was the first
African American to be inducted into the National Baseball Hall of
Fame.His professional playing career lasted from the mid-1920s
until 1965 Satchel was born Leroy Page to John Page, a gardener,
and Lula Page (née Coleman), a domestic worker, in a section of
Mobile, Alabama known as South Bay. Lula and her children
changed the spelling of their name from Page to Paige sometime in
the late 1920s or early 1930s. It is said they did this because they
wanted to distance themselves from anything having to do with
John Page. According to legend, Paige got the nickname "Satchel"
from friend and next-door neighbor Wilber Hines. The two would
go down to the Louisville and Nashville Railroad station and carry
bags for the passengers for money. Hines supposedly gave Paige
the nickname after he was caught trying to steal one of the bags
that he was carrying. Paige also told his own version, in which the
nickname came from his ability to carry multiple bags and make
more tips. (Compare this with "Satchmo" (Sachel mouth) Louis
Armstrong--Paige did have enormous feet.)
Sacks, Dr. Oliver, 122(224), born in 1933 in London,
England, Sacks is a US-based neurologist who has witten
popular books about his patients--his most famous of which is
―Awakeninggs‖--see at ―Awakening,‖ at ―bipolar disorder‖ & at
catatonia, 168(294-295). Sacks moved to NY City, where he has
lived since 1965, and where he has taken twice weekly therapy
sessions since 1966. He is clinical prof. of at Albert Einstein
Colleg of Medicine at NYU & a consultant to the Little Sisters of
the Poor. He has a practice in New York City. See Wikipedia for
more, ncluding his other books, articles, essays and travels. Also
see at Catatonia & at Francis Crick.

Sabbath 1. The seventh day of the week, Saturday,
observed as the day of rest & worship by the Jews (Hebrew
Shabbat) and some other sects. 2. The first day of the week,
Sunday, observed as the day or rest & worship by most
Christians. It is listed on the US calendars as the first day of
the week.
Sabin, Albert Bruce, 1906-1993)developed oral polio
vaccine; available in 1957-1958, i.e., two years after Salk‘s
vaccine, it eradicated polio world-wide, 66(109)n;
According to the reviewer Jerome Groopman in the Sunday
NY Times Book Review of April 10, 2005 of the two
books on Polio listed in the Bibliography, Salk was known
by grant-givers of the March of Dimes Fondation as the
―young Jew‖ & Sabin as the ―smart
Jew.‖
I can
not fathom why!

Sabot is the Dutch word for wooden shoe. It gave
it‘s name to sabotage, from the action of workers throwing
sabots into industial machinery in protests.

―Saboteur,‖1942 movie starring Priscilla Lane & the
of Liberty, 8(11)

Saboteurs: On Aug. 8, 1942, six convicted Nazi
saboteurs who had landed in USA were executed in
Washington: two other lives were spared.

―Sabre Dance‖ is a movement in the final act of
Gayane, Khachaturian's ballet (1942). It evokes a whirling
war dance in an Armenian dance, where the dancers display their
skill with sabres. Due to its exceptionally exciting rhythm, the
Sabre Dance established a place for itself in common concert
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―Sad Cypress‖ is a work of detective fiction by

He was a public relations executive from 1955 to 1960.
Previously, he had been a radio and TV producer and a US Army
correspondent. He worked as a publicist for a homebuilder who
exhibited a model home at an American trade fair at Sokolniki Park in
Moscow in 1959—the one in which Richard Nixon and Nikita
Khrushchev had their famous "Kitchen Debate". A widely circulated
black-and-white picture of the event was photographed by Safire.
Safire subsequently joined Nixon's campaign for the 1960
Presidential campaign, and again on the 1968 campaign. After Nixon's
1968 victory Safire served as a speechwriter for him and Spiro Agnew;
he is well known for having created Agnew's famous term, "nattering
nabobs of negativism"--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see the
Sept. 28, 2009 NY Times obituary by Bernard McFadden, and at
―Aha!‖

Agatha Christie, first published in the UK by the Collins
Crime Club in March 1940 & in the US by Dodd, Mead &
Co.(also in 1940.) The UK edition retailed at eight shillings and
threepence (8/3), the first price rise for a UK Christie edition since
her 1921 debut, and the US edition retailed $2.00. The novel is
notable for being the first courtroom drama in the Poirot series-Wikipedia The book was adapted by London Weekend TV as a
one hundred-minute drama & aired in the UK on Dec. 26, 2003 as
a special episode in their series Agatha Christie's Poirot, starring
David Suchet.

―Sad Sack,‖ a blundering army private cartoon
haracter, created by George Baker in 1942. The term
has made its way into dictionaries: meaning a clumsy, inept
prson—and a loser.

―Sag Mir Wo die Blumen Sind,‖ German for ―Where
Have all the Flowers Gone? ― 170(298)

Sagan, Carl Edward, 1934-1996, was an astronomer

Sad Sack In WW II, a misfit in the military. Also

astronomer, astrochemist, and a highly successful in
astrophysic & other natural sciences. He pioneered exobiology and
promoted the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI). He
is world-famous for writing popular science books and for cowriting and presenting the award-winning 1980 television series
Cosmos: A Personal Voyage, which has been seen by more than
600 million people in over 60 countries, making it the most
widely watched PBS program in history.. A book to accompany
the program was also published.
He also wrote Broca‘s Brain (1979), Cosmos (1980)Contact
(1985), the basis for the 1997 Robert Zemeckis film of the same
name, starring Jodie Foster. Sagan published more than 600
scientific papers and popular articles, and was author, co-a uthor,
or editor of more than 20 books. In his works, he frequently
advocated skeptical inquiry, humanism, and the scientific method..
Born in Brooklyn, NY of Jewish parents Sam Sagan,a
garment worker, and Rachel Molly Gruber, a house-wife,Carl was
named in honor of Rachel's biological mother, Chaiya Clara, ―the
mother she never knew‖-- (Sagan‘s words.) Sagan graduated from
High School in Rahway NJ in 1951. He attended the U. Chicago,
where he received BS (1955) & MS (1956) degrees in
physics,before the Ph. D. (1960) in astronomy and astrophysics.
During his years as an undergraduate, Sagan spent some
time working in the laboratory of the geneticist H. J. Muller. From
1962 to 1968, he worked at the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory in Cambridge, MA—Wikipedia, where there‘s lots
more. Also see at Conspiracy Theorists.

see at Shnook;

―Sad Sack, The,‖ is a 1957 movie directed by
George Marshall & starring Jerry Lewis, David
Wayne & Phyllis Kirk.

Sade, Marquis de, 1740-1814, writer, born in Paris,
studied in Paris, servd in the army & in 1733 was
condemned to death at Aix for cruelty & sexual perversion. He
escaped, but was latter imprisoned at Vincennes (1777) & in the
Bastille (1784), where he wrote his major work, the unfinished Les
120 Jours de Sodome (c. 1784, ―The 120 Days of Sodom‖). It is in
fictional form, the setting is an impregnable castle in the Black
Forest & in it four debauchees--a banker , a bishop, a duke & a
judge--spend 17 weeks in perverse pleasures. Sade gets through
only the first 30 days, but made detailed notes for the rest.
He wrote
the licentious novels Justine(1791), Les
Philosophie dans le Boudoir, and Juliette---from Cambridge
Biographical Encyclopedia; and an article by Anthony Burgess. He
died insane, his name provided the word Sadism, illustratedby the
following joke: Masochist: ―Beat me! Beat me! ‖Sadist: ―No!‖ See
at Masochism & see the Bibliography.

Sadie Hawkins Day, Al Capp‘s greatest idea: let the
girls ask the boys for a date, 157(278)

―Sadie Thompson‖ (1928) is a silent film which tells
the story of a ―fallen‖ woman who comes to Pago Pago on
the island of Tutuila to start a new life, but encounters a zealous
missionary who wants to force her back to her former life in San
Francisco. The film stars Gloria Swanson, Lionel Barrymore,
Blanche Frederici, Charles Lane, Florence Midgley, James A.
Marcus, Sophia Artera, , Will Stanton and Raoul Walsh. The
movie was adapted by Raoul Walsh and C. Gardner Sullivan
(titles) from the play Rain (1923) by John Colton and Clemence
Randolph originally produced at the Garrick Theatre on May 12,
1925. Their three-act play had been adapted from the short story
originally titled ―Miss Thompson‖ and serialised in April 1921 by
W. Somerset Maugham, but later published as "Rain" (also in
1921)—see at ―Rain.‖

Sahl (also Saul), Mort Lyon, born May 11,1927 in
Montreal, Canada, is a standup comedian & actor. He
pioneered a style of comediy that paved the way for Lenny
Bruce, Nichols & May, and Dick Gregory. He also was a
speechwriter for JFK. ―Though raised Jewish, Sahl
resisted any overt identification as a Jewish Comedian.
Nevertheless, after a long period of Catskill-trainded jokers
like Henny Young, Saul set the standard of broad,
intense, topical & important comedy that others still
emulate. Sahl was beyond anyone then, and , in a way,
since. He was always incredibly deft and clever, but he get
stuck in his obsession with the Warren Report, and that did
him in. A comedian has to be an observer & once you lose
that, it hurts credibility‖—excerpt on the Web from Gerald
Nachman‘s book, ―Seriously Funny, The Rebel Comedians
of the 1950s and 1960s.‖ Also see at Normal.
Mort Sahl used to quip after his monologue, "Is there
anybody I didn't offend?‖

Sadism, see at Sade.
Safe Sex? Condoms are not perfect! See at Condoms.
Safire, William (né William Lewis Safir), 1929-2009,
was an author, columnist, journalist and presidential speech
writer. Born to a Jewish family whose last name was originally "Safir",
He later added the "e" for pronunciation reasons, though some of his
relatives continue to use the original spelling. Safire graduated from the
Bronx High School of Science, a specialized public high school in New
York City. He attended Syracuse University but dropped out after two
years.
He was perhaps best known as a long-time syndicated political
columnist for the New York Times and a regular contributor to "On
Language" in the New York Times Magazine, a column on popular
etymology, new or unusual usages, and other language-related topics.

Saigon (1947), One of the great onscreen romantic
pairings (because of their diminutive sizes!) Alan Ladd and
Veronica Lake, ended with this romantic adventure film,
their fourth cinematic collaboration. Also see at Veronica
Lake & at Alan Ladd.
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Sailor, see Part II & see at Navy Lingo,at ―The Last

St. Patrick Day, observed on March 17 in USA & UK by

Detail; also called Gob, Swab, Tar, etc.

some Christians in honor of Saint Patrick, the patron saint
of Ireland, i.e, the Republic of Ireland.

Sailors stuffed bandanas down their crotches to create

St. Petersburg, Russia, founded by Czar Peter the

a bulge there! 200(364-365)

Great in 1703 as ―a window to Europe,‖ it served as the
capitol of the Russian Empire for mor than 2 centuries &
ceased being the capitol when the gov‘t. moved to Moscow
after the Russian Revolution of 1917. Wit about 4.8 million
inhabitants, it is Russia‘s second largest cit, Europes 11-th
largest metriopolitan area. Among cities of the world with
populations over one million, St. Petersburg is the
northernmost.

Sain, Johnny, Boston Braves pitching great--see at
Spahn.

Saint (St.) Augustine Church in Peaselburg, 44(69)—
also see at Peaselburg.

St. Cyr, Lili, 1917-1999, was a burlesque strip-tease
artist, featured in magazines, mostly in the 1950' in such as
"Cabaret" and "Gala‖ tht focused mainly on burlesque and
"adult entertainment", of which of course Lili was a staple.
The other large portion of Lili's magazine apearances comes
from scandal magazines. With names like "Night and Day,"
and "Confidential," modern tabloids haven't strayed far
from the formula that they began. Stories about her many
marraiges and divorces, arrests for indecency, and even
some that paint her in a positive light ran frequently in these
publications.

St. Vincent‘s Hospital—see at Edna St. Vincent
Millay.

St. Vitus, third century Christian martyr who is the
patron of epileptics, those afflicted with St. Vitus' Dance
(named after him.) I was so fidgety that Mama said that I
had St. Vitus Dance. Today, she would have said that I was
hyperactive & have an MD prescribe Ritalin.
―Saints are to be judged guilty until proven innocent,‖
--George Orwell, quoted by Joseph Epstein. See the
reference at Cary Grant.

St. Elizabeth Hospital in Covington, 100(188), where
Billy Menefee was born, and Mama died.

Saint-Exupéry, Antoine de, 1900-1944: ―Grownups

―Saints go marching in, When the,‖Ch. 28
Sainte is the French word for a female saint, and is

never understand anything for themselves, and it is tiresome
for children to be always and forever explaining things to them,‖
The Little Prince (1943)—in Bartlett;
―It is only with that heart that one can see rightly; what is
essential is invisible to the eye‖—also see at Heart & at Life.
―If you want to drum up people to collect wood and don't
assign them tasks and work, but rather teach them to long for the
endless immensity of the sea‖ -- Antoine de Saint-Exupery

abbreviated Ste.

Ste.-Mère-Église was the first French town liberated
in WW II, and there is an Airborne Museum there
commemorating the 13,000 paratroopers that landed in
Normandy on D-Day--see at Philippe Jutras, the late
curator. Ste.-Mère-Église was the objective of the 82nd
Airborne Division. Some well known scenes from the
motion picture ―The Longest Day‖ take place in this small
town. See at Ste.-Mère-Église & at Philippe Jutras, the late
curator of the Airborne museum there.

Saint-Exupéry Airport, near Lyón
Saint John-the-Baptist, ―The most honored and sacred place
in the city [of Florence] is the church of Saint John-theBaptist...[St. John the Baptist] is the patron saint of
Florence, what Saint Mark is to Venice or Saint Peter is
to Rome…This site…[was given] to its fulfillment in Jesus,,
the figure for whom John was the forerunner‖—from the
Gary Will‘s review in the Nov. 8, 2007 NY Rev. of Books
of ―The Gates of Paradise: Lorenzo Ghiberti‘s Renaissance
Masterpiece,‖ edited by Gary M. Radke, with essays by
Andrew Butterfield & eleven other contributions, High
Museum of Art/Yale U. Press

Sainte-Victoire, mountain in Estaque, France—see at
Cezanne (last paragraph).

Saipan is a Pacific island fought over in WW II,
159(282)—it was used as an airbase for the
Tokyo.—see at Tokyo

bombing of

Sakharov, Andrei, 1921-1991,a physiciist, born in

in 1940. Noted for a high IQ, and being admitted to UCLA
at age 14. St. John played her major film roles during the
1960s and early 1970s, including Barbara Tuttle in Jerry
Lewis' Who's Minding the Store? and a turn as Bond Girl
Tiffany Case opposite Sean Connery in the 1971 James
Bond film, Diamonds Are Forever.
St.-Lô, strategic city of Normandy in WWII, 139:
The siege of St. Ló by the allies is treated in detail in Andy
Rooney‘s ―My War.‖ See at Andy Rooney.
Locals called St-Lô by ―The Capital of Ruines‖—see at
Samuel Beckett. Note, however, ruins is spelled ruines the
French way, e.g., Les Ruines (the ruins.)

Moscow, he is usually accredited with a critical role in
developing the Soviet H-Bomb. In 1958, he openly opposed
nuclear weapons tests, and thereafter supporte East-West
cooperation and human rights. In recognition of this, he was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1975. He was forbideen to leave
the country, so his wife, Elena (or Yelena) Bonner accepted for
him.
As leading dissidents, they were exiled to Novgorod
(literally, New City, formerly Gorky) in 1980, and lived under
poor conditions until released in 1986 and restored to favor.
His autobiography written for the Nobel Committee is
available at his website. His wife wrote a book ―Alone Together‖,
describing this exile, desolate conditions & other aspects of their
lives together—see at Bonner & at Richard Louie who wrote a
biograrphy.

St. Louis, Meet Me In,‖ see at Judy Garland & at

Salinger, J(erome) D(avid),1919-2010, b. New York

St. John, Jill (née Jill Arlyn Oppenheim), actress born

City, and educated at Valley Forge Military Academy (the
model for Pencey Prep). He attended New York and Columbia
universities, and published approximately 21 short stories in the
Saturday Evening Post and other magazines during the 1940s. He
served in the US infantry in WW II, 1942-1946, and given a
medical discharge—battle fatigue, a euphemism for a mental
breakdown.

―Trolley Song.‖

St. Louis, see at SS St. Louis.
St. Louis Woman, 1942 Musical—see at ―Come Rain
or Shine.‖

St. Patrick Day, observed on March 17 in USA & UK by
some Christians in honor of Saint Patrick, the patron saint
of Ireland, i.e, the Republic of Ireland.
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and the way they demolished whatever was left of the traditional
architecture of the short story — the old structure of beginning, middle,
end — for an architecture of emotion, in which a story could turn on a
tiny alteration of mood or irony. Mr. Updike said he admired ―that
open-ended Zen quality they have, the way they don‘t snap shut.‖
Mr. Salinger also perfected the great trick of literary irony—of
validating what you mean by saying less than, or even the opposite of,
what you intend.*) Orville Prescott wrote in The New York Times in
1963, ―Rarely if ever in literary history has a handful of stories aroused
so much discussion, controversy, praise, denunciation, mystification
and interpretation.‖
As a young man Mr. Salinger yearned ardently for just this kind
of attention. He bragged in college about his literary talent and
ambitions, and wrote swaggering letters to Whit Burnett, the editor of
Story magazine. But success, once it arrived, paled quickly for him. He
told the editors of Saturday Review that he was ―good and sick‖ of
seeing his photograph on the dust jacket of ―The Catcher in the Rye‖
and demanded that it be removed from subsequent editions. He ordered
his agent to burn any fan mail. In 1953 Mr. Salinger, who had been
living on East 57th Street in Manhattan, fled the literary world
altogether and moved to a 90-acre compound on a wooded hillside in
Cornish. He seemed to be fulfilling Holden‘s desire to build himself ―a
little cabin somewhere with the dough I made and live there for the rest
of my life,‖ away from ―any goddam stupid conversation with
anybody.‖
He seldom left, except occasionally to vacation in Florida or to
visit William Shawn, the almost equally reclusive former editor of The
New Yorker. Avoiding Mr. Shawn‘s usual (and very public) table at the
Algonquin Hotel, they would meet under the clock at the old Biltmore
Hotel, the rendezvous for generations of prep-school and college
students.
After Mr. Salinger moved to New Hampshire his publications
slowed to a trickle and soon stopped completely. ―Franny and Zooey‖
and ―Raise High the Roof Beam,‖ both collections of material
previously published in The New Yorker, came out in 1961 and 1963,
and the last work of Mr. Salinger‘s to appear in print was ―Hapworth
16, 1924,‖ a 25,000-word story that took up most of the June 19, 1965,
issue of The New Yorker--lightly edited excerpts from the NY Times
obituary of Jan. 28/29 by Charles McGrath.
*Perhaps perfected is too strong a world. Irony has been around
a long, long time! Consider this from W. C. Fields: ―I don‘t want to
give the impression that I am a Teetoler—I‘ve been known to take a
drink or two.‖

He published his only novel, The Catcher in the Rye, in
1951, and two novellas, Raise Hight the Roof, Beam and
Carpenters,‖ and ―Seymour, An Introduction.
He lived in seclusion in Cornish, New Hampshire, avoiding
all interviews, photographs, and publicity of any kind—see at
―Catcher in the Rye‖ (1951), a popular novel about juvenile
alienation & nihilism. Quoted by the assassin of John Lennon to
justify his killing of Lennon! 210(382) Also see below.

Salinger, J. D. slightly edited excerpts the NY Times
obituary of Jan. 27/29, 2010 by Charles McGrath. Salinger was
born New Year‘s Day, 1919, the second of two children. His sister,
Doris, who died in 2001, was for many years a buyer in the dress
department at Bloomingdale‘s. Like the Glasses, the Salinger children
were the product of a mixed marriage. Their father, Sol, was a Jew, the
son of a rabbi, but sufficiently assimilated that he made his living
importing both cheese and ham. Their mother, Marie Jillisch, was of
Irish descent, born in Scotland, but changed her first name to Miriam to
appease her in-laws. The family was living in Harlem when Mr.
Salinger was born, but then, as Sol Salinger‘s business prospered,
moved to West 82nd Street and then to Park Avenue

In 1942, Mr. Salinger was drafted into US. Army. He served
with the Counter-Intelligence Corps of the Fourth Infantry
Division, whose job was to interview Nazi deserters and
sympathizers, and was stationed for a while in Tiverton, Devon,
the setting of ―For Esmé — with Love and Squalor,‖ probably the
most deeply felt of the ―Nine Stories.‖ On June 6, 1944, he landed
at Utah Beach, and he later saw action during the Battle of the
Bulge..
In 1945 he was hospitalized for ―battle fatigue‖ — often a
euphemism for a breakdown — and after recovering he stayed on
in Europe past the end of the war, chasing Nazi functionaries. He
married a German woman, very briefly — a doctor about whom
biographers have been able to discover very little. Her name was
Sylvia, Margaret Salinger said, but Mr. Salinger always called her
Saliva.
Mr. Salinger‘s literary reputation rests on a slender but
enormously influential body of published work: the novel ―The Catcher
in the Rye,‖ the collection ―Nine Stories‖ and two compilations, each
with two long stories about the fictional Glass family: ―Franny and
Zooey‖ and ―Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters and Seymour: An
Introduction.‖
―Catcher‖ was published in 1951, and its very first sentence,
distantly echoing Mark Twain, struck a brash new note in American
literature: ―If you really want to hear about it, the first thing you‘ll
probably want to know is where I was born and what my lousy
childhood was like, and how my parents were occupied and all before
they had me, and all that David Copperfield kind of crap, but I don‘t
feel like going into it, if you want to know the truth.‖
Though not everyone, teachers and librarians especially, was
sure what to make of it, ―Catcher‖ became an almost immediate best
seller, and its narrator and main character, Holden Caulfield, a teenager
newly expelled from prep school, became America‘s best-known
literary truant since Huckleberry Finn.
The novel‘s allure persists to this day, even if some of Holden‘s
preoccupations now seem a bit dated, and it continues to sell more than
250,000 copies a year in paperback. Mark David Chapman, who killed
John Lennon in 1980, even said the explanation for his act could be
found in the pages of ―The Catcher in the Rye.‖
In 1974 Philip Roth wrote, ―The response of college students to
the work of J. D. Salinger indicates that he, more than anyone else, has
not turned his back on the times but, instead, has managed to put his
finger on whatever struggle of significance is going on today between
self and culture.‖
Many critics were more admiring of ―Nine Stories,‖ which
features ―For Esme—with Love and Squalor, the deadpan account of a
suicaial Army veteran and the little girl he hopes, in vain, will save
him. ―Nine Stories came out in 1953 and helped shape writers like Mr.
Roth, John Updike and Harold Brodkey. The stories were remarkable
for their sharp social observation, their pitch-perfect dialogue (Mr.
Salinger, who used italics almost as a form of musical notation, was a
master not of literary speech but of speech as people actually spoke it)

Salk, Jonas Eward, b.1914 , developer of the killed
polio virus; 66(109)n. It was approved as safe on April 12,
1955, saving countless millions of lives from death, or being
crippled; he was known by grant-givers of the March of
Dimes Fondation as the ―young Jew‖ whereas Sabin was
known as the ―smart Jew‖—without doubting that Sabin is
smart, I can‘t fathom why!

―Sally Bowles,‖ published in 1937 & included in
Christopher Isherwood‘s ―Goodbye to Berlin,‖ the first half
of ―TheBerlin Stories‖ (1945), introduces Isherwood's most
famous character. She's nineteen, sexy and superficial, a golddigging adventurer living off cocktails with raw egg, a tourist
wannabee in the milieu that produced Marlene Dietrich and Anita
Berber. She's also more callous than her more famous Cabaret
incarnation. Sally Bowles'abortion becomes a major crisis in the
musical; in the novel, she quibbles with the doctor over the fee—
edited from the Web.
According to Andre Bernard in ―Madame Bovary, C‘est
Moi,‖ the real Sally Bowles was Jean Ross, ―a young American
Girl who lived off the men she met and slept with…She was
spunky and fun…He liked her toughness & her jaunty,
unsentimental attitude.‖
―Upon meeting Julie Harris who was to star in the play
version of his book, he was stunned—she was ―much more like
Sally than [Jean Ross]…‖ (My Bracket insert.) Also see at
―Goodbye to Berlin.‖

Salsa, see at Latin American Music.
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Salt, see at ―When it rains, it pours.‖
Salt, slang for a sailor.. See at Navy Lingo.
―Salted Sea‖ is what American natives Indians called

minutes off the competition record. She repeated that success with
a victory again in 1983 that took more than two minutes off the
world's best time, set by Grete Waitz in the London Marathon just
the day before, despite having had surgery on her Achilles tendons
two years earlier. Her Boston course record of 2:22:43, set in 1983,
was not broken for another 11 years. At the 1984 Summer
Olympics she won the first Olympic women's marathon in a time
of 2:24.52 in hot and smoggy conditions, more than a minute
ahead of her rivals; again despite surgery, this time arthroscopic
surgery on her knee 17 days before the trials earlier that year. The
athletes behind her were Grete Waitz, Rosa Mota and Ingrid
Kristiansen, all marathon legends in their own right—some from
Runner‘s World, but mostly Wikipedia.

Hudson Bay—see at Pierre-Esprit Radisson.

Salty 1. suggestive of the sea or sailing life. 2. Witty,
pungent. Salty language may indicate low humor or crude
language associated with sailors.

Saltpeter: did they feed it to sailors? 230(418)
―Salvation,―Who strives the utmost, For him there is‖
from Goethe‘s ―Faust,‖ Mountain Gorges.
Salvation Army given $1.5 billion by Joan Krock, widow of
MacDonald‘s founder Ray Kroc. (She died Oct. 12, 2003)
Salvation Army Joke: Call to the Salvation Army: ―Do
you save bad girls?‖ Voice: ―We try!‖ ―Well, save two for
me and my buddy for Saturday night, Ch. 28,194(355); -Song, Ch. 13; see at Nickel.

San Angelo, Texas: Molly‘s hometown, 131132(242-243), and a flaunting cherub‘s ―You Know,‖
132(243). Also see at Texas Cities.

San Antonio, Texas, see at ―The Alamo.‖
―San Francisco,‖ 1936 film starring

Salvation Army Song? ―Throw a nicket on the drum,
Save another drunken bum. / Sing Hallellelujah!
Hallelujah!,‖ Ch.13

Jeanette

MacDonald, Clark Gable & Spencer Tracy, about the
earthquake of 1906. There was another in 1989, pulling
down a section of the Bay Bridge, and killing 9 people—
heck at San Francisco Earthquake on the Web.

Sing

Samaritan, The Good, In the Bible, a person from
Samaria, who stops to help another person in need.

Sanda, Dominique, see at ―The Conformist.‖
Sand, George, nom de plume of Amandine Aurore

See at Luciano Rossi.

Samba, see Latin American Music.
―Sampson and Delilah‖ 1949 film directed by Cecil

Lucile (sic!) Dudevant née Dupin, 1804-1876, about whom
Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote,‖Thou large brained
woman and large hearted man,‖ in To George Sand, A
Desire, 1844; Sand wrote over a 100 books, according to the
Cambridge Biog. Dict.; ―The whole secret of the study of
nature lies in learning how to use one‘s eyes— Novelles
Lettres d‘un Vogageur, 1849.‖ (And brains?); ―There is only
one happiness in life, to love and be loved‖-- Letter to Livia
Calamatta, Mar. 31, 1862. (And work? And having a home
& children in it? And enough food to feed everyone?); also
see at ―Art for art‘s sake‖ & at Nature.

B. DeMille, starring Hedy Lamarr & Victor Mature in the
eponymous roles. ―Behaving as if it hadn't already been
immortalized in Judges, chapters 13-16, Cecil B. DeMille
immortalized history's most famous haircut all over again in this
1949 classic of the Epic Saga genre. Victor Mature is a trifle
bovine as Samson--which perhaps isn't so inappropriate--but Hedy
Lamarr's Delilah is a magnet on fire. Impossibly perfect and sexy,
she sashays through the movie in a whole wardrobe of revealing
halter tops, bending the men like blades
of
grass….
Best
exchange: Lamarr—‗You killed [the lion] with... your hands. Oh,
Samson!‘ (Jumps on Mature's back.) Mature—‗Hey! One cat at a
time!‘—Richard Farr in Amazon.com‘s Editorial Reviews.

Sanda Dominique, Italian actress, see at The Garden
of the Finzi-Continis & at ―The Conformist.‖

Sandburg, Carl, 1878-1967. poet, ―Chicago,‖Ch. 53;

Samuleson, Joan Benoit (ne Joan Benoit), born 1957

His poem ―Work Gangs‖ starts out: ―Box cars run by a mile
long. / And I wonder what they say to each other.‖ Now
that‘s genius for you—I never ever thought they could talk,
only squeak, 49(80)n; The sea also speaks to Sandburg:
―The sea speaks a language that polite people never repeat.
It‘s a colossal scavenger song and has no respect. Is it a
errible thing to be lonely?‖--Carl Sandburg, ―Two
Nocturnes,‖ 1938, T3; also see at Slang.Nocturnes,‖ 1938,
T3; also see at Slang.

in Cape Elizabeth, Maine, is a runner who won gold at the
1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles, the year that the women's
marathon was introduced. As a result she was the first ever
women's Olympic marathon champion.
Although women athletes were almost unheard of during
Samuelson's childhood, the she excelled at sports, particularly
skiing, and showed herself to be a fearless competitor. After
breaking her leg during a slalom race at age fifteen, she was
encouraged to incorporate running as part of her rehabilitation
program. Surprisingly, running quickly replaced skiing as the
young Samuelson's passion, and after the passage of Title IX
opened up more athletic opportunities for U.S. public school
students in 1972 she became a star on her high school's newly
formed girls' track team.
Despite her obvious talent for running the mile, Samuelson
recognized that off the track a girl runner might not be accepted by
everyone in her community. As she recalled in an interview with
Runner's World, on long training runs along the roads near her
small town, ―I'd walk when cars passed me. I'd pretend I was
looking at the flowers.‖
The five-foot-three-inch, 105-pound Samuelson eventually
got over her fear of running in public; as she told Runner's World,
she was inspired by a college friend she saw running by on the
road one day. ―From that point on I decided I didn't care what
other people thougtht.‖
At Bowdoin College she excelled in athletics and then
entered the 1979 Boston Marathon as a relative unknown. She won
the race, while wearing a Red Sox cap, in 2:35:15, knocking eight

Sanders, George, 1906-1972. When asked how he felt
after his divorce from Zsa Zsa Gabor, he quipped: ―Like a
squeezed lemon!‖ Also see Ronad Colman (last sentence)
& at Du Maurier (i.e., Rebecca)

Sanders, Hans K., 1924-1979, Princeton friend,
architect & planner born in Germany, he immigrated to
USA in 1941 & served in the US Armed Forces--he was
parachuted into Germany for a special mission --since
he spoke fluent German, he wasn‘t detected. Although a
brave man, he never talked about his exploits, and his Feb.
5, 2004 Obit in the Princeton Packete didn‘t even mention
them! See at Yvonee Bleiman.

Sandrich, March, produced & directed ―Holiday Inn‖
Sands, Julian, actor, starred as the romantic lead
opposite Helena Bonham Carter in ―A Room with a View.‖
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Sanger, Margaret Higgins, 1879- 1966, was born in

Sappho, c. 610-c.580 BC, Greek poet born. on the

Corning, NY. Her mother, Anne Purcell Higgins, was a
devout Roman Catholic who went through 18 pregnancies (with
11 live births), before dying of tuberculosis and cervical
cancer. Educated at Claverack College, Sanger became a trained
nurse. Appalled at the high rates of infant and maternal mortality
in a poor area of NY City, she published a radical feminist
magazine, The Woman Rebel (1914) that gave advice on
contraception. She started the first birth control clinic in New
York City in Brooklyn in 1916. It was raided by the police who
arrested her and she served a 30 day jail sentence for creating a
―public nuisance.‖ Sanger became a birth control activist, an
advocate of negative eugenics, and the founder of the American
Birth Control League in 1921, which eventually became Planned
Parenthood (1942). Her many books include What Every Mother
Should Know (1917), and My Fight for Birth Control (1931)-edited excerpts from Wikipedia and The Cambridge Biographical
Enclopedia.

Island of Lesbos—see at Lesbian.. ―The most celebrated
female of antiquity‖—Cambridge Biog. Encyclopedia.

Sarandon, Susan (née Susan Abigail Tomalin), born
1946 in NY City, NY, has worked in films and television
since 1970, and won an Oscar for her performance in the
1995
film, Dead Man Walking, which was directed by her longtime
partner, Tim Robbins. In addition, she has five Academy Award
nominations for best actress, in Atlantic City (1981), Thelma &
Louise (1991), Lorenzo's Oil (1992), and The Client (1994), finally
winning in 1995 for Dead Man Walking.—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. When Robbins got his star in the Hollywood Walk
of Fame, Sarandon said, ―I am pleased to be a part of his life, and I
want to present Tim‘s best production—our three kids! She also
portrayed the mother of a child-prostitute in ―Pretty Baby‖ who
poses for one of Bellocq‘s nude photos. See
at
―Pretty
Baby.‖

Sarcasm, a cutting, often ironic remark intended to

San Saba, Texas, the "Pecan Capital of the World!"

puncture, wound, or to deflate s.o.‘s ego. Sometimes it is a
restorative. See, e.g., at Molly, e.g., about a peach
Sardonic is associated with scorn, derision, mockery, and
often with cynicism.

Birthplace of actor Tommy Lee Jones and geologist M. King
Hubbert. The High School mascot is the armadillo.San Saba county
was the last county in Texas to have its roads paved.Pecans emerged as
an important crop, largely because of the work of Edmund E. Riesen,
an Englishman who moved to San Saba County in 1874 and made
improvement of the native nuts his life's work. Riesen is credited for
laying the groundwork for the pecan industry that led San Saba County
to proclaim itself 'Pecan Capital of the World'. an Saba was featured in
the novel No Country For Old Men by Cormac McCarthy, starring
Tommy Lee Jones.

Sargent,, John Singer, 1856-1925, was the most
successful portrait painter of his era, as well as a gifted
landscape painter and watercolorist. Sargent was born in Florence,
Italy to American parents. Sargent's Portrait of Madame X, done in
1884, is considered one of his best works & was the artist's
personal favorite; eventually Sargent sold it to the Metropolitan
Mus.
of
Art.
Also
see
at
Portrait.

Santa Claus had the right idea…visit people only
once a year,‖ Victor Borge, 89(169)

Sarong is a large sheet of fabric, often wrapped about

Santa Claus is Coming to Town: ―Better watch out, / Better

the waist and worn as a skirt by men and women throughout
much of South & Southeast Asia, parts of Africa, and on
many
Pacific islands. The fabric is often brightly colored or printed with
intricate patterns. often depicting animals or plants, checkered or
geometric patterns, or resembling the results of tie dyeing. Sarongs
are also used as wall hangings and other forms of clothing, such as
shawls, baby carriers, complete dresses or upper body clothing. In
North America and Europe, the fabric of the sarong is generally
quite light, often rayon, and may feature decorative fringing on two
sides. They may also have ties, which are long thin strips of fabric
used to assist the wearer in holding the sarong to his body so it
does not fall off while moving around. In North America and
Europe, sarongs are often used by women as a cover-up
over
swim-wear--edited excerpt from Wikipedia—see at Dorothy
Lamour who oten wore a sarang in movies.

not cry, / Better not pout, / I‘m telling you why: / Santa
Claus is coming to town! / He hears when you are sleeping, / He
knows when you‘re awake, / He knows when you‘ve been good
or bad, / so be good for goodness sake! / He‘s making a list, and
checking it twice, / Gonna find out who‘s naughty or nice, / Santa
Claus is coming to town!‖ Boy, did I ever believe this! Santa
Claus, Christianity & the will to believe, 89-90(169-170)

Santa Claus? ―Is There a‖

was the headline that

appeared over an editorial in the September 21, 1897 edition
of The New York Sun. The editorial, which included the response
of ‗Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus,‖ has become an indelible
part of popular Christmas lore in the United States. DEAR EDITOR:
I am 8 years old. Some of my little friends say there is no Santa
Claus. Papa says 'If you see it in THE SUN it's so.' Please tell me
the truth: is there a Santa Claus? VIRGINIA O'HANLON. 115 WEST
NINETY-FIFTH STREET.‖— Excerpted from ―Yes, Virginia, there is
a Santa Claus‖ at Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.

Saroyan, William, 1908-1991, was born in Fresno,
CA, the son of an Armenian immigrant. His father moved to
NJ in 1905. When he died in 1911, Saroyan, together with
his
brother & sister, was placed in the Fred Finch Orphanage
in
Oakland, CA, and experience he described in his writing. Five
years later , the family were reunited with their mother, Takoohi, in
Fresno where she worked in a cannery. (Cf. John Steinbeck‘s
Cannery Row, about his cannery experiences.)
Saroyan‘s breakthrough was the publicaton
in
Story
magazine in 1934 of ―The Daring Young Man on the Flying
Trapeze‖ taken form the 19-th century song. The hero is a young,
starving writer who tries to survive in a Depression-ridden society.
(Sound familiar?)
Among Saroyan's best known plays is The Time of Your Life
(1939), set in a waterfront saloon in San Francisco. It won a
Pulitzer Prize. Saroyan refused the honor, on the grounds that
commerce should not judge the arts, but accepted the New York
Drama Critics' Circle award. In 1948 the play was adapted into a
film starring James Cagney.
The Human Comedy (1943) is set in the fictional California
town of Ithaca in the San Joaquin Valley (based on Saroyan's
memories of Fresno, California), where young telegraph

Santayana, George (née Jorge Agustín Nicolás Ruíz
de Santayana y Borrás), 1863--1952, was a philosopher,
essayist, poet, and novelist born in Madrid, Spain. A lifelong
Spanish citizen, Santayana was raised and educated in the US,
wrote in English and is generally considered an American man of
letters, although, of his nearly 89 years, he spent only 39 in the
U.S. He is perhaps best known as an aphorist, and for the oftmisquoted remark, "Those who cannot remember the past, are
condemned to repeat it," from Reason in Common Sense, the first
volume of his The Life of Reason. Also see below.

Santayana Quotes. George, PL, Ch. 4: ―Everything
in nature is lyrical in its ideal, tragic in its fate, and comic in
its existence.‖ ―Happiness is the only sanction in life…‖ Ch. 4;
―It is wisdom to believe the heart,‖ Ch. 46, quoted in Bartlett;
―Life is not a spectacle or a feast. It is a a predicament,‖ Borealis #
360. ―There is no cure for birth and death, save to enjoy the
interval‖—T, 241(436) ―Those who cannot remember the
past….are condemned
to
repeat
it,‖
PL
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messenger Homer bears witness to the sorrows and joys of life
during World War II—Wikipedia, except for the parenthetical
remarks. Check out Wikipedia for e.g,, a song, ―Come On-a My
House‖ based on an Armenian folk song, written in summer 1939
with
his
cousin,
Ross
Bagdasarian.

wants him to change his bozeing, brawling & philandering
ways, and make a commitment to her.

Saturn, the ringed planet, the 6th planet from the Sun,

Sarris, Andrew, see at ―Cecil B. DeMille, A Life…‖
Sartre, Jean Paul, 1905-1980; wrote ―The Wall and

Satya is Hindi for truth. Satyagraha is the policy of

& 2nd largest (after Jupiter). It has a sidereal
the Sun of 29.5 years.

rev.around

nonviolent resistance initiated by Mohatma Gandhi as a
means of pressing for political reform—it led to India‘s
Independence, 142(255)—also see at Gandhi,

Other Stories,‖ 50(82); Existentialist philospher & writer,
he was a soldier & a prisoner-of-war; after his release he joined
―La Resistance‖ in Paris. His writings include the trilogy, The
Paths of Freedom (Les Chemins de la Libérté), and a large number
of plays including ―No Exit‖ (Huis clos, 1944)—see at Hell; His
existential philosophy is presented in ―Being and Nothingness‖
(1943, L‘Ètre et le néant)—see at Heidegger in this connection.
In 1964 he published his autobiography ―The Words‖ (Les
Mots), which is a paean to the written word & the autohypnosis it
induces in the reader & writer. (It is immensely original for the
genre.) He was declined the Nobel Prize for Literature. Maybe he
was piqued that his erstwhile friend, Camus, got the prize seven
years earlier. See at ―Anti-Semite and Jew,‖ at Nobel, at ―The
Wall and Other Stories‖ & at ―Words! Words! Words

Satyr, Greek Mythology. A woodland creature with
pointed ears, goat-like legs & horns, and a fondness for
unrestratined revelry, especially sex. See at William Steig.

Satyriasis. Excessive, oten uncontrollable sexual
desire in a man. See at Nyphomania.

Saul, see at ―True Believer‖
Saul, Mort, see at Mort Sahl.
Savage, Charles, see at ―Takover.‖
Savage, Augusta, art teacher, see Jacob Lawrence.
Savannah, Georgia notables: Charles Coburn,
Academy Award winning actor (1943: Best Actor in a Supporting Role
for The More the Merrier); Miram Hopkins, Golden Globe and
Academy Award nominated actress; James Alan McPherson, short
story writer and essayist who was awarded the 1978 Pulitzer Prize for
fiction for his short story collection, Elbow Room; Flannery O‘Connor,
short story writer and novelist for whom the Flannery O‘Connor Award
for short Fiction is names.

―Satanic Verses‖--see at Rushdie.
―Satchmo,‖ aka as Louis Armstrong, was called
―Sachel Mouth‖ as a child in deference to his big mouth, a
great asset in his singing & in playing the trumpet.

Satire 1. A literary work in which human vice or folly

Savant: 1. A learned person, a scholar; 2. An idiot

is attacked through irony, derision, or wit; 2. Irony,
sarcasm, or caustic wit is used to expose folly, vice, or
stupidity. Examples are: ―Animal Farm‖, ―1981‖ by Orwell
(see), ―Gulliver‘s Travels‖ by Jonathon Swift (in which
humanity (called Yahoos) is shown to be inferior to
horses!, ―Portnoy‘s Complaint,‖ see at Philip Roth, etc., etc.
Also see at Parody, at Satyr, at Wit & at de Gaulle.

Savant, able to memorize large quantities of knowledge,
e.g., a telephone directory, or other minutiae, but an idiot
otherwise—from Latin, sapere, to be wise. See at Savoir.
Savarin, Anthelme Brillat--―Tell me what you eat, and
I will tell you what you are,‖ 14(21)

Satire according to Jonathan Swift: ―Satire is a sort of

―Save another drunken bum…sing Hallelujah!‖—

glass, wherein beholders do generally discover everyone‘s
face but their own‖—The Battle of the Books, 1704. Also
see at Al Capp in this regard.
Satirist is onne given to satire & satirical works, i.e.,
most cartoonists are caricaturists and lampoonists—see,
e.g., at Al Capp.

―Saving Private Ryan,‖ is a 1998 war film set during

spoof on The Salvation Army. It starts, ―Throw a nickel on
the drum,‖ Ch.13

the invasion of Nornandy in W II. It was directed by Steven
Spielberg and written by Robert Rodat. The film is notable for the
intensity of its opening 24 minutes, which depict the Omaha
beachhead assault of June 6, 1944. Afterward, it follows Tom
Hanks as Captain John H. Miller and several Rangers (Tom
Sizemore, Edward Burns, Barry Pepper, Vin Diesel, Giovanni
Ribisi and Adam Goldberg) as they search behind enemy lines for
a downed paratrooper, Iowan James Ryan (Matt Damon), of the
US 101st Airborne Division. Rodat first came up with the film's
story in 1994 when he saw a monument dedicated to eight brothers
who died during the American Civil War.*) Inspired by the story,
Rodat decided to write a similar story set in World War II.The film
begins with an elderly WW II veteran (Harrison Young) and his
family visiting the Normandy American Cemetery and Memorial
in Normandy, France. The veteran collapses to his knees in front of
a gravestone, overwhelmed by emotion. (See at Philippe Jutras,
last paragraph, in this connection.) The scene then changes to the
beginning of the Normandy invasion, with American soldiers
landing on Omaha Beach and struggling against dug-in German
Army infantry, machine gun nests and artillery fire--edited excerpt
mostly from Wikipedia, but a bit from Video Hound who gave it
its highest rating: 4 Bones.(My parenthetical insertion.) *) I wasn‘t
able to locate this—there were 8 Sutton brothers, 4 of whom
died—see at Robert Rodat.

Saturday is the day of the week between Friday and
Sunday—it is either the sixth or seventh day of the week. It
was named no later than the second century for the planet (Saturn),
which controlled the first hour of that day according to Vettius
Valens. The planet was named for the Roman god of agriculture
Saturn. It has been called dies Saturni (―Saturn's Day‖), through
which form it entered into Old English as Sæternesdæg and
gradually evolved into the word "Saturday". Saturday and Sunday
are the only days of the week in which the English names come
from Roman mythology. The English names of all of the other
days of the week come from Norse mythology and Germanic
mythology. In India, Saturday is Shanivar, based on Shani, the
Vedic God manifested in the planet Saturn. In the Thai solar
calendar of Thailand, the day is named from the Pali word for
Saturn, and the color associated with Saturday is purple.

Saturday Evening Post, a popular weekly magazine
published August 4, 1821 to February 8, 1969, many graced
with Normal Rockwell covers—see at Rosie the Riveter.

―Saturday Night Is the Loneliest Night in the Week,‖
Sammy Cahn (lyrics) & Jules Styne (music), 202(369)
―Saturday Night and Sunday Morning,‖1960 film
starring the 23 year-old Albert Finney in a kind of prep
role for his portrayal of Tom Jones in the 1963 eponymour
movie. Co-starringRachel Roberts as his sweetheart who

Savoir, French to know, from Latin sapere.
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Savoir Faire, from French savoir,to know, and faire,

Scapegoat refers to someone who is blamed for

to make, to do. It has many, many connotations in French,
far beyond the basic know how (to do something.). It is used as a
noun, meaning tact, or the ability to say or do the right or graceful
thing.

misfortunes, generally as a way of distracting attention
from the real causes. Biblically it was a goat that was driven
off into the wilderness as part of the ceremonies of Yom
Kippur, the Day of Atonement, in Judaism during the times
of the Temple in Jerusalem The rite is described in
Leviticus 16--also see at Whipping boy—edited from
Wikipedia.

Savore faire Joke: Three men argue who has the most savoir
faire in this situation.: a man is making love to a woman
whose the husband is in the other room. One man says, why
the husband, the other says the man, while the third argues:
it is the wife! The French like to argue about such things.

―Scarecrow‖ in the ―Wizard of Oz‖ was played by
Ray Bolger—see at Bolger.

Scaredy, or ‗fraidy, cat, see at Sissy.

Savvy Informa adj. Well informed and perceptive,
shrewd. He was savvy about the ins & outs of baseball.
Practical understanding or shrewdness, e.g., he had political
savvy. Verb.to understand, comprehend, from Spanish sabe
(usted), (you) know, from Sp. saber, to know, from Latin,
saber, to know. See at Quien sabe?

Scarlet Fever, a streptococcus, the same microbe that
causes strep throat—it is treatable with penicillin & other
antibiotics. An age-old malady, it still evokes fear. Readers of
―Little Women‖ recall it as the cause of young Beth‘s death. The
bright red rash on a base of goose pimples that covered Beth‘s
torso & arms felt like sandpaper. Other symptoms—swollen neck
glands, sore throat, fever, distinctive markings on the inner crease
of the elbows & a whitish coating of the tongue with reddened
taste buds. About 10% of children under 10 who develop strep
throat get scarlet fever but over that age 80% have a lifelong
immunity—from an article by Dr. Howard Markel in the July 25,
2006 NY Times Health & Fitness Page. See at ―Carl‘s‖ scarlet
fever & at Primo Levi about his, both in 1945
―Scarlet
Letter, The‖—Nathaniel Hawthorne‘s
masterpiece (1850): Set in 17th-century Puritan New
England, the novel delves deeply into the human heart,
presenting the problems of moral evil and guilt through
allegory and symbolism. It is often considered the first
American psychological novel.

Sax,short for Saxophone. See below:
Saxophone (also referred to simply as sax) is a
conical-bored transposing musical instrument considered a
member of the woodwind family. Saxophones are usually made of
brass and are played with a single-reed mouthpiece similar to the
clarinet. The saxophone was invented by Adolphe Sax in 1841. He
wanted to create an instrument that would both be the loudest of
the woodwinds and the most versatile of the brass, and would fill
the then vacant middle ground between the two sections. He
patented the sax in 1846 in two groups of seven instruments each.
Each series consisted of instruments of various sizes in alternating
transposition. The series pitched in B♭ and E♭, designed for
military bands, has proved extremely popular and most saxophones
encountered today are from this series. A few saxophones remain
from the less popular orchestra series pitched in C and F. While
proving very popular in its intended niche of military band music,
the saxophone is most commonly associated with popular music,
big band music, blues, early rock and roll, ska and particularly
jazz. There is also a substantial repertoire of concert music in the
classical idiom for the members of the saxophone family.
Saxophone players are called saxophonists.
The original patented saxophone family, as developed by
Adolphe Sax, included sopranino, soprano, alto, tenor, baritone,
bass, contrabass, and subcontrabass instruments (although he never
built the latter). Since the late 20th century, however, a B-flat
piccolo, or sopranissimo saxophone (called soprillo, and tuned a
fifth above the sopranino) and a B-flat subcontrabass instrument
(called tubax, also made in C) have been developed by the German
instrument maker Benedikt Eppelsheim, although they are,
technically, not true saxophones. Thus, the E-flat sopranino,
originally the smallest size of saxophone, can now be considered
the second smallest. The most notable use of the sopranino is in the
orchestral work Boléro by Maurice Ravel. Although Ravel calls for
a sopranino saxophone in F, it is unlikely that such an instrument
ever existed. Outside of classical music, notable jazz and
improvising musicians usedthis instrument . The sopranino
saxophone is also used in the six-member Nuclear Whales
Saxophone Orchestra, currently played by Kelley Hart Jenkins-edited excerpt from Wikpedia. Also see at ―Amerivan in Paris, An‖
(Continued), at Charlie Parker, Soprano, at Sopranino & at
saxophone.

.Scat! informal. Go away!
Scat Music. Jazz singing in which improvised,
meanless syllables are sung to a melody. Ella Fitzgeral
insvented a scat of her own. It has a long history. See at
Wikipedia Also see at Ella Fitzgerald & at Cleo Laine.

Sceance on a Wet Afternoon, 1964 thriller directed by
Richard Attenborough who also stars in it opposite Kim
Stanley.

―Scent of a Woman‖ 1992 film, starring Al Pacino,
who won an Academy Award for his role as a blind man
who is captivated by the perfume of a woman wh dances
with. It is a remake of a 1984 Italian film--see at Dino Risi
about this. Also see at Philip Seymour Hoffman for his
role in the film.
Science and Art: "After a certain high level of technical skill is
achieved, science and art tend to coalesce in aesthetics,
plasticity, and form. The greatest scientists are always artists
as well‖--Albert Einstein

Science and religion: ―Science without religion is
Lame; religion without science is blind.‖—Einstein.

Schadenfreude, 102(191): a German loan word
meaning pleasure, or happiness, that one derives from the
misfortune of others, i.e., that somehow one has escaped their
fate—from German Schaden, damage, hurt, Freud(e), pleasure,
joy. Also see at Roman Holiday.
―A friend‘s ruin is relished by friends and foes alike‖—
Rochefoucauld, in ―Vice,‖ p. 369
―Horror at the sight of death turns into satisfaction that is
someone else who is dead‖—Elias Canetti, cited on p. 187 of
The Quotationary.

Saxon, Wofgang, see at Penicillin.
Sayers, Dorothy, Endlish writer—see at Quotation
Anyone?
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―So good to be alive when the eulogy is read‖—Phil Ochs.
This was quoted in an end piece by Dale Maharidge in an endpiece
to the NYTimes Sunday Book Review, Aug. 19, 2007. Ochs was a
Folk singer who committed suicide in 1976, age 36.
―There‘s no spectacle more agreeable than watching an old
fried fall from a roof‖—Confucius, in ―Vice,‖ p.370
―Misery loves Company‖—saying.
Schadenfreude‘s opposite: "Can I see another's woe,
and not be in sorrow too?"—William Blake.
"We cannot live for ourselves alone. Our lives are connected
by a thousand invisible threads‖--Herman Melville.
―Any death diminishes me, because I am involved in
mankind‖--John Donne, who also gave us, ―No man is an island of

excerpts from Wikipedia & Video Hound. ―Schindler‘s l=List‖
was the
highest grossing Black & White film of all time.

Schlag is German for a blow, or a punch. It also
denotes whipped cream,.

Schlagen is the German verb to hit, or strike.
Schlager, oddly enough, is a pop song. (Erfolg) a hit;
Erfolg, means a success.

Schlater, Richard, former Provost at Rutgers, who
moved to Cincinnati. When I asked Joy did she know him,
exclaimed, ―Why, he‘s my Unlce Dick‖

Schlegel, Sharon, see at SS St. Louis.
Schlepp (or schlep; also shlep), v.i. To carry s. th.

itself‖—also see at John Donne
―For those we love, time is an eternity"--Henry Van Dyke.

sclumsily or with difficulty, to move slowly, or laboriously.
As a noun it means a clumsy, or stupid person. Yiddish:
Shlepn.

The above quotes were identified by Clyde Haberman (in
his NY Times article of Sept. 14, 2007) in the speeches
given
by politicos of the NY Metro Region on Sept. 11, 2007, e.g.,
Mayor Michael Bloomberg, former NY Gov. George Pataki, NY
Gov. Eliot Spitzer & NJ Gov. Jon Corzine.
Also see at Freudeschaden.

Schlemiel, A habital bungler, or dolt. Yiddish:
Shlemil, also schlemihl. See at Schnorrer.

Schlesinger,

Schlimazel, an extremely unlucky or inept person; a

Schatz, Dr. Albert, see at Streptomycin.
Schatzman, Cornelius (―Corney‘) William, Jr. , HHS

havitual failure.—from the Yiddish schlimazel.

Schlock, such as merchandise, or literature, that

‘45 clasmate & friend

is inferior or shoddy.—possibly from the Yiddish schlak for
apoplexy, stroke, wretch, evil, or nuisance.
Schmaltz, informal, 1. a. Excessively sentimental art
or music; b. Maudlin sentimentality. 2. Liquid fat, esp.
chicken fat, used for cooking, esp. soups, allegedly cures
colds—from Yiddish scmalts, animal fat.

Scheider, Roy Richard, 1932--2008 was an actor.
best known for his role as police chief Martin Brody in the
1975 blockbuster Jaws his Academy Award nominated role as Joe
Gideon in Bob Fosse's fictional self-biopic All That Jazz, and as
Captain Nathan Bridgerin Steven Spielberg's EmmyAward
winning TV series seaQuest DSV. Also see at ―All That
Jazz.‖

Scheindlin, Raymond P., 174(304), -- wrote

Schmaltzy, adj. form of schmaltz; also greasy, oily.
Schmeling, Max(imillian), 1905-2004, German

―A

Short History of the Jews,‖ a misnomer since 2007 is the
Jewish year 5767!

heavyweight boxer who beat Joe Louis in 1936, but lost to
him in 2 mins. of Round 1 in the return bout in 1938,
222(405); In the first bout, Schmeling exploited a weakness
in Joe‘s defense--Joe lowered his right hand when he jabbed
with his left. Schmeling was touted as an example of white
supremacy by the Nazis & this motivated Joe Louis to
correct his flaw & to pummel him mercilessly in the sequel.
A 2005 book ―Beyond Glory‖ gives an account of these
fights & the geo-politico repercussions. Also see at Louis.

Schell, Maxmillian, actor, won an Oscar for best
actor—see at ―Judgment at Nuremberg‖

Schepisi, Fred, film director. Directed the film a
daptation Le Carre‘s ―The Russia House.‖Also see at ―I. Q.‖

Schickele, Peter—see at P. D. Q. Bach.
Schicklgruber, Adolf Hitler‘s father, Alois, bore his
mother's surname, Schicklgruber. or the first 39
of his life—see at Adolf Hitler, first paragraph.

John, film director—see at ―Sunday

Bloody Sunday.‖

Schmo(e), Slang. A stupid or obnoxious person‘

years

Also, a foolish, idle person—from the Yiddish schmok,
penis, fool. See Schmuck. See at Joe Scho(e).

Schiele, Egon, 1890-1918,artist noted, i.a., for his
anguished Nudes—he perished in the flu epidemic of 1918.
184(32). Also see at Flu.

Schmoo—see at Shmoo.
Schmoozer, one who schmoozes, has the gift of gab.
Schmuck, or shmuck, Slang. The word schmuck has

Schiller, (Johann Christoph) Friedrich (von), 17591805, German historian, playwright, and poet, wrote the
dramatic trilogy Wallenstein and ―the greatest German
historical drama Maria Stuart‖--Cambridge Biog. Encyc.
See at Forbidden and at Hope
―hightest grossing Black and White film of all time—Highlights in
History for 9/15/09. Also see at Holocaust
Images & at
Wallenberg.

become common in American English meaning a detestable
person, or a jerk. The word also means a stupid or idiotic
person. In these senses, schmuck entered English as a
borrowed word from the Yiddish slang for foreskin, where
it is an obscene term and an insult. In his famous cultural
lexicon, The Joys of Yiddish, Leo Rosten lists the Yiddish
schmuck as related to the Slovene word, šmok, meaning "a
fool, an innocent, a gullible dolt." Of German origin,
Schmuck means jewel or jewelry. The name is commonly
seen on signs and billboards in Germany and Austria related
to the merchandising of precious jewelry. Hence maybe
Schmuck means family jewels? See below.

Schindler‘s List‖ Steven Spielberg‘s 1993 film
evoking the Holocaust through the voice of Oscar Schlinder
a womanizing & aspiring war-profiteer who cajoled, bribed, and
bullied the Nazis into allowing him to employ Jews in Polish
factories during WW II, thereby saving over 1,000 lives.
The film is based on the 1982 novel Schindler's Ark
byThomas Keneally & the scenario by Steven Zaillian ‗s scenario,
stars Liam Neeson as Schindler, Ralph Fiennes as the Nazi evilpersonifying Schutzstaffel (SS) officer Amon Göth, Ben Kingsley
as Schindler's accountant Itzhak Stern. It was filmed on locale in
Cracow & was the recipient of seven Academy Awards , e.g., Best
Picture, Best Director (Steven Spielberg), and Best Score. —edited

Schmuck Joke: Ginsberg, the undertaker, was not
easily impressed with a man‘s endowments, especially
those of corpses, but on this day he was so impressed with a
new arrival named Schwartz that he made a plaster cast of
his schmuck & put it in the hall of his house as a present to
his wife. When Mrs. Ginsberg came into the hall, she
shrieked, ―Omigod, Schwartz is dead!‖
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Schneider, Maria, see ―Last Tango in Paris.‖
Schnitt is the German—Ein Scnitt means a cut.
Schnitzel is the German word for escalope, as in

screenwriterRichard Collins, testifying to the HouseUnAmericanActivitiesCommittee (HUAC), named him as aformer
member of the Communist Party. He immediately volunteered to
testify and appeared as a friendly witness, testifying that Party
members had sought to influence the content of What Makes
Sammy Run and he ―named names‖of other alleged Hollywood
communists. By his testimony many of his colleagues were added
to the Hollywood blacklist.
―Mr. Schulberg also wrote journalism, short stories and
biographies. He collaborated with F. Scott Fitzgerald, arrested the
Nazi filmmaker Leni Riefenstahl and named names before a
Communist-hunting Congressional committee. But he was best
known for writing some of the most famous lines in the history of
the movies. Some were delivered by Marlon Brando playing the
longshoreman Terry Malloy in the 1954 film On the Waterfront.
Malloy had lost a shot at a prizefighting title by taking a fall for
easy money. ‗I coulda been a contender,‘ Malloy tells his brother,
Charley (Rod Steiger). ‗I coulda been somebody. Instead of a bum,
which is what I am‘—excerpt from the 8/06/09 NY Times
Obituary for Schulberg by Tim Weiner.

Wienerschnitzel, escalope of veal.

Schnitzen in German means to carve, usually meat,
although the German word for butcher is Fleischer, and not
Schnitzer, or Schnitzler.

Schnitzler, Arthur, 1862-1931, an Austrian writer,
dramatist and doctor, the son of a prominent HungarianJewish laryngologist, he was born in Vienna, then capital of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, and began studying medicine at the U.
of Vienna in 1879. He received his doctorate of medicine in
1885and worked in Vienna's General Hospital, but ultimately
abandoned medicine in favor of writing.
His works were often controversial, both for their
frank
description of sexuality (Sigmund Freud, in a letter to Schnitzler,
confessed ―I have gained the impression that you have learned
through intuition — though actually as a result of sensitive
introspection — everything that I have had to unearthby laborious
work on other persons‖) and for their strong stand against antiSemitism, represented by works such as his play Professor
Bernhardi and the novel Der Weg ins Freie.
However, though Schnitzler was himself Jewish, Professor
Bernhardi and Fraulein Else are among the few clearly-identified
Jewish protagonists in his work. Schnitzler was branded as a
pornographer after the release of his play Reigen, in which ten
pairs of characters are shown before and after the sexual act,
leading and ending with a prostitute. The furore after this play was
couched in the strongest anti-semitic terms., his works would
later be cited as ―Jewish filth‖ by Adolf Hitler.
Reigen was made into a French language film in 1950 by
the German-born director Max Ophuls as La Ronde. The film
achieved considerable success in the English-speaking world, with
the result that Schnitzler's play is better known there under
Ophul's French title--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
―Eyes Wide Shut.‖

Schulz, Charles, 1930-2007, ―Happiness is a warm
puppy,‖ Ch. 17. A 2007 biography about him ―Schulz and
Peanuts,‖ by David Michaelis, has upset the family—it
suggests that Schultz had a dark side to his life & was
unhappy, which was reflected in his cartoons. Family
members, and an ex-wife, say that Michaelis did not tell the
whole story—Schulz. had another, brighter, kinder side.
A woman who knew him at the height of his early
fame described him as a ''genius at becoming invisible.''
This was quoted in a NY Times Op-Ed article ―You‘re a
Good Prop, Cruel Muse― by Randy Newman on Oct..
14, 2007. Check him out on his website. In the year
preceding Oct. 31, 2007, he earned $35 million—see at
Celebritties--Dead But not Forgotten. Celebritties--Dead

Schultz and Peanuts,‖ see above
Schumann,Robert (Alexander?), was a German
composer and music critic. The Kinderszenen (Scenes from
Childhood), completed in 1838, is a favorite of Schumann's piano
works--it is playful and childlike, and in a wonderfully fresh way
captures the innocence of childhood. The Träumerei (Dreaming) is
one of the most famous piano pieces ever written, and exists in
myriad forms and transcriptions, and has been the favorite encore
of several artists, including Vladimir Horowitz--edited from
Wikipedia.
According to his biographers, e.g., John Worthen, who
wrote "Robert Schumann, Life and death of a Musician
(2007) and Laura Turnbridge, who wrote "Schumann's Late Style"
(2007), Schumann, who was eccentric all his life, went mad when
"tertiary syphilis destroyed his mind." (I am quoting Paul Driver in
his Feb. 21, 2008 review of these two books, and the ―Cambridge
Companion to Schumann,‖ edited by Beate Perrey). These three
books were reviewed by Paul Driver in the 2/21/08 TLS.

Schnook, see at Shnook
Schnorrer, One who begs, chisels, or depends on the
generaosity of others for a living.‖ From the Yiddish,
schnorer, from Middle High German, snuren. To hum.
whirr [from the sound of the musical instrument played by
beggars.] [In the book A Treasury of Jewish Folklore] you‘ll
come across the fabulous, motley crew of schlemihls,
shlimazls & schnorrers made famous by Sholom Aleichem

Schnoz, the nose.
Schoenholz, or Schönholz, Paula & Solomon, A,
xiii; see at Zeno Wood

Scholino, Elaine, see at Babi Yar.
School: ―From Seventh to Fifth District,‖ Ch. 9;
―I raised my hand in school one day…‖ Ch. 9

School Boy Patrol, Captain Carl of the, 33(52)
Schoolchilren: ―I and the public know / What all

Schwartz is dead! Omigod,‖—see at Schmuck Joke.
―Schwartz, Delmore, 1913-1966, poet, short story

schoolchildren learn, / Those to whome evil is done, / Do
evil in return‖ --W. H. Auden, from ―Sepember 1, 1939.‖

writer & critic; in his first collection, ‖In Dreams Begins
Responsibility (1938),‖ appears a short story ―Such
Waltzing Was Not Easy‘‖ Theo. Roethke used that line in
―My Papa‘s Waltz,‖ 36(57), 80(155), 80(155)n

Schreck, actually Der Schreck is a German word
meaning fright, or horror, and Shrecklich means frightful,
or terrible, as in Ganz Schrecklich.
―Shreck‖ is a 1990 horror film—see Video Hound, and
also see at Shrek.

Schwarzenegger, Arnold,was born in 1947 in
Austria. Obsessed as a teenager with bodybuilding, he
become the youngest Mr. Universe at age 20. He came to the USA
a year later & starred in many successful movies despite his acting
deficiencies, which was good enoght to be elected Gov. of Cal. in
2004—he‘s still there in June 2009. Note on his name: Schwarz is
German for Black, Neger is German (the main language of
Austria) for Negro.

Schulberg, Budd, born Seymour Wilson Schulberg in
1914 in NY City, is a screenwriter,journalist, novelist,
best known for his 1941 novel, What Makes Sammy Run, his 1947
novel The Harder They Fall, his 1954 Academy-award-winning
screenplay for On the Waterfront and his 1957 screenplay A Face
in the Crowd. He became a controversial figure in 1951 when

Schweitzer, Albert, MD, OM, 1875 - 1965, was an
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Alsatian theologian, musician, philosopher, and physician.
He was born in Kaisersberg, Alsace-Lorraine (at that tme part of
the German Empire). After the Allies' victory in 1918, he asked for
French nationality according to his Alsacian ancestries, and got it
without trouble. Later, he challenged both the secular view of
historical Jesus current at his time and the traditional Christian
view, depicting a Jesus who expected the imminent end of the
world. He received the 1952 Nobel Peace Prize in 1953 for his
philosophy of ―reverence for life‖ expressed in many ways, but
most famously in founding and sustaining the Lambaréné Hospital
in Gabon, west central Africa—Wikipedia. Also see at Happiness.
Shweitzer's daughter Rhena Scweitzer Miller, 1919-2009,
aided her father's work. Her Mar. 1, 2009 obituary by Dennis
Hevesi can be accessed at nytimes.com/obituaries. Note: Schweiz
is the German word for Switzerland & Schweizer is a Swiss (man.)
The German z is pronounced as tzee, i.e, with a t sound before zee.

(1976), Raging Bull (1981), and Goodfellas (1990); the latter three
were collaborated on or with actor Robert De Niro.
He earned an MFA in film directing from NYU's School of
the Arts. As a boy his father would often take him to the movie
theaters where he'd see films. It was at this stage in his life that he
developed his passion for cinema. Scorsese also developed an
admiration for neo-realist cinema at this age. He recounted its
influence in a documentary on Italian neorealism, and commented
on how The Bicycle Thief alongside Paisà, Rome, Open City
inspired him and how this influenced his view or portrayal of his
Sicilian heritage. In his documentary, Il Mio Viaggio in Italia,
Scorsese noted that the Sicilian episode of Roberto Rossellini's
Paisà which he first saw on television alongside his relatives, who
were themselves Sicilian immigrants, made a significant impact on
his life—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. He adapted and driected
―The Gangs of New York‖ (2002) based on a 1928 novel by
Herbert Asbury. See Asbury.

Science Fiction, or SciFi, writers: For many years,

Scotland, a part of the United Kingdom (UK), is a

Heinlein, Isaac Asimov, and Arthur C. Clarke were known
as the ―Big Three‖ of science fiction.—see at Heinlein.,at
Clarke & at Bradbury.

nation in northwest Europe & one of the four constituent
countries of the UK It occupies the northern third of the island of
Great Britain and shares a border to the south with England. It is
bounded by the North Sea to the east, the Atlantic Ocean to the
north and west, and the North Channel and Irish Sea to the
southwest.
Apart from the mainland, Scotland consists of over 790 islands.
Edinburgh, the country's capital and second largest city, is one
of Europe's largest financial centers. Scotland's largest city is
Glasgow, which is the centre of the Greater Glasgow conurbation.
Greater Glasgow is home to approximately 40% of Scotland's
population.
Scottish waters consist of a large sector of the North Atlantic and
the North Sea,amd contains thelargest oil reserves in the European
Union.
The Kingdom of Scotland was an independent state until May 1,
1707,when the Acts of Union (despite widespread protest across
Scotland) resulted in a union with the Kingdom of England to
create the Kingdom of
Great Britain (now the United
Kingdom) Scotland's legal system continues to be separate from
those of England, Wales, and Northern Ireland; and Scotland still
constitutes a discrete jurisdiction in public & in private law—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia—my parenthetical insert.
Scott, George C(ampbell), (1927-1999), born in Wise,
VA, was a stage & film actor, director, and producer. He
was best known for his Academy Award-winning portrayal of
General George S. Patton Jr. in the film Patton, as well as for his
flamboyant performance as General Buck Turgidson inStanley
Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove; Or How I Stopped Worrying and
Learned to Love the Bomb (1964), who, as you may remember,
road the A-Bomb missile to its destination the way a cowboy rides
a bronco!
Scott won wide public recognition in the film, Anatomy of a
Murder (1959), in which he played a wily prosecutor opposite
Jimmy Stewart as the defense attorney. Scott was nominated for
an Academy Award for best supporting actor. He also played Juror
# 3 in 12 Angry Men (1997)
Anecdotes: Scott had a reputation for being moody and
mercurial while on the set. ―There is no question you get pumped
up by the recognition,‖ he once said, ―Then a self-loathing sets in
when you realize you're enjoying it.‖ He said he'd seen a
psychiatrist four times, ―I kept laughing. I couldn't get serious. If it
helps you, it helps you. If standing on your head on the roof helps
you, it helps you--if you think so.‖ (Scott had 5 wives.)
There is a famous anecdote that one of his stage co- stars,
Maureen Stapleton, told the director of Neil Simon's Plaza Suite:
―I don't know what to do, I am scared of him.‖ The director, Mike
Nichols, replied, ―My dear, everyone is scared of George C.
Scott!‖ Scott's favorite film actress was Bette Davis, whom he
called ―my bloody idol.‖

Scofflaw is one who habitually ignores the law &
Does not answer court summonses. Synonyms: criminal,
Crook, felon, outlaw.

Scopes,

John

Thomas,

1900-1970,

American

Teacher who violated a state law by teaching the theory of
evolution in a Tennesseee high school. The trial (July
1925) was a highly publicized confrontation between
defese attorney Clarence Darrow & the chief prosecutor
William Jennings Bryant. Scopes was found guilty & fined
a nominal sum, by his conviction was later reversed on
techinical grounds. (Darrow had asked the jury to convict s
o that he could appeal to the state‘s Supreme Court in
another venue.) Also see at Sue K. Hicks, one of the
prosecutors, and at Sue.

―Scopes Trial‖ (also called the ―Monkey Trial‖) of
of teacher John T. Scopes (who was arrested on May 5,
1925) was a court case that tested a law passed on March
13, 1925 that forbade the teaching in any state-funded
educational establishment in Tennessee, "any theory that
denies the story of the Divine Creation of man as taught in
the Bible, and to teach instead that man has descended from
a lower order of animals.‖ This is often interpreted as
meaning that the law forbade the teaching of any aspect of
the Darwin Theory of Evolution. Also see at Darwin & at
―Inherit the Wind‖

Scorcese, Martin (né Martin ―Marty‖ Marcantonio
Luciano Scorsese), born 1942 in the Little Italy section of
New York City. His father, Luciano Charles Scorsese (1913–
1993), and mother, Catherine Scorsese (née Cappa; 1912–1997),
worked in NY‘s Garment District--his father as a clothes presser
and his mother as a seamstress. An Academy Award-winning
American film director, writer, producer, actor and film historian,
he is the founder of the World Cinema Foundation and a recipient
of the AFI Life Achievement Award for his contributions to the
cinema and has won awards from the Golden Globe, BAFTA, and
Directors Guild of America. Scorsese is president of the Film
Foundation, a non-profit organization dedicated to film
preservation and the prevention of the decaying of motion picture
film stock.
He wanted to be a priest, but got converted to making film
at NYU Scorsese's body of work addresses such themes as Italian
American identity, Roman Catholic concepts of faith, guilt and
redemption, machismo, and the violence endemic to American
society. Scorsese is widely considered to be one of the most
significant and influential American filmmakers of his era,
directing landmark films, e.g., Mean Streets (1973), Taxi Driver
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Scott, Lizabeth (né Emma Matzo (or Motzas?),born
1922 in the Pine Brook section of Scranton, Penn., the

Scripps-Howard, a newspaper chain—see at Roy

daughter of John and Mary Matzo, Roman Catholic immigrants from
Slovakia, she was an actress who achieved much success within the
film noir genre, as well as other mainstream films and music.
Paramount publicity dubbed Scott "The Threat," in order to create an
onscreen persona for her similar to Lauren Bacall or Veronica Lake.
Scott's smoky sensuality and husky voice lent itself to the film noir
genreand, beginning with The Strange Love of Martha Ivers (1946)
starring Barbara Stanwyck and Van Heflin, the studio cast her in a
series of noir thrillers.
Film historian Eddie Muller has noted that no other actress has
appeared in so many noir movies, with more than three quarters of her
20 films qualifying. The dark blonde actress was initially compared to
Bacall because of a slight resemblance and a similar voice, even more
so after she starred with Bacall's husband, Humphrey Bogart, in the
1947 noir thriller Dead Reckoning. At the age of 25, Scott's billing and
portrait were equal to Bogart's on the film's lobby posters and in
advertisements.
The movie was the first of many femme fatale roles for
Scott.She also starred in Desert Fury (1947), a noir filmed in
Technicolor, with John Hodiak, Burt Lancaster, Wendell Corey and
Mary Astor. In it, she played Paula Haller, who, on her return from
college, falls for gangster Eddie Bendix (Hodiak), and faces a great
deal of opposition from the others. Scott was paired with Lancaster,
Corey and Kirk Douglas in Wallis' I Walk Alone (1948), a noirish story
of betrayal and vengeance.
In 1949, she starred as a vicious femme fatale in Too Late for
Tears. The film is unusual for featuring her as the main character,
rather than the supporting role most women were relegated to in film
noirs of the period—edited excerpt fromWikipedia, whre there is a
filmography.

Scrubboard, see at Washboard.
Schuller, Gunther, was a composer—see at Klee.
Scully, Mike, see at ―Humorous Quotatons…‖
Scupper is an opening in the side walls of an open-air

Howard

structure, for purposes of draining water. They are usually
placed at or near ground level, and allow rain or liquids to flow
off of the side of the open-air structure, instead of pooling within
the walls. There are three main kinds of scupper used: 1. Sailing
ships would have scuppers at deck level, to allow for ocean or
rainwater drainoff. 2. Buildings with railed rooftops can construct
scuppers to let rainwater drain off, instead of pooling within the
railing of the roof. Scuppers can also be placed in a parapet, for
the same purpose. 3.Scuppers placed a level slightly above ground
level are known as ―overflow‖ scuppers, limiting the level of the
pooling water. These can be used practically or in decoration, as in
a tiered fountain.

Scuttle 1. A small opening or hatch with a movable
lid in the deck or hull of a ship, or in the roof, wall, or floor
of a building. 2. The lid or hatch of such an opening.
tr. v. Nautical. 1. To cut or open a hole (in a ship‘s hull);
2. To sink a ship by this means. 2. Informal. to scrap or
discharge—Amer. Heritage Dictionary

Scuttlebutt: 1. Slang. gossip, rumor, ―the lowdown
on or about s.o. or s.th.. 2. Nautical. a. A drinking fountain
on a ship; b. A cask used to hold the day‘s supply of
drinking water—ibid.

Sea: ―I joined the Navy to see the sea. And what did I
see? I saw the sea!‖ T3 (Sounds like Gilbert of Gilbert &
Sullivan, but unlisted in Bartlett & Quationary); also see at
―By the Beautiful Sea‖ & at Sandburg.
―…the endless immensity of the sea‖ –see at Saint Exupery.

Scott, Randolph, 1898-1987 was an actor whose
career spanned from 1928 to 1962 his most enduring image
is that of the tall-in-the-saddle Western hero. Out of his
more than 100 film appearances more than 60 were in
Westerns; thus, ―of all the major stars whose name was
associated with the Western, Scott most closely identified
with it.‖—from Wikipedia. He acted in ―My Favorite Wife‖
& ―Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,‖ which are not Westerns,
however--about which see.

Sea Anchor or Drogue, Nautical. A drag, usually a
canvass-covered conical frame, floating behind a vessel to
keep it from drifting or to maintain a heading into the wind.

Sea bag, a big duffel bag made of canvas for carrying
or storing, clothers and other gear.

Sea Bee, or CB (construction battalion)-- see at Navy
Sea Bee.

Sea biscuit, or bread, a hard tack, i.e., a hard bread or

Scott, Robert, Antarctic eplorer—see at Admunsen-

biscuit made of water and flour, served at sea.

Scott.

Sea Biscuit, a direct descendent of Man O‘ War, was

Scott, Sir Walter, 1771-1832, Scottish Novelist, Poet,

born in 1933, ran 89 times with 33 wins, 15 places, & 13
shows--won a match race against War Admiral in 1938,
getting more newspace in that year than FDR and Hitler
combined—from the Web.

Historian & Biographer, His novels and poetry are still
read, and many of his works remain classics of both Englishlanguage literature and specifically, of Scottish literature titles
include Ivanhoe (1820), Rob Roy, The Lady of the Lake,
Waverley and The Heart of Midlothian. Also see at Robin Hood.
―What a tangled web we weave when we first practice to
deceive!‖—in Marmion, 6.17, 1808

Scottish proverb—see at Wishes.
―Scorpions in a bottle, Two,‖

―Sea in the City, At: NewYork from the Water‘s
Edge‖ by Wm. Kornblum, Foreword by Pete Hamill,
Illusts. by Oliver Williams, Alongonquin Books, 20002

Sea Disasters in the Philippines: In Dec. 1987, the
a

quip

by

liner Dona Paz sank after a collision—4341 lives were lost.
In 2008, a ferry overturned after sailing into a typhoon,
killing more than 800. Also see at Maritime disasters.

Oppenheimer, referring to Germany & USSR, and quoted
in ―Nuclear Options‖ by Richard Rhodes--see at

Sea ladder, a portable, possible rope, ladder hung

Oppenheimer.

over the side of a to enable passengers from another boat to
Board.

Scoundrels, see at Patiotism.
Scout, see Part II Photographs; also see at Boy Scout,

Sea, or Nautical, Mile: based on 1 minute of arc of a

―Duffer‖ ccout, at hikes, left-handed screw driver, Morse
code, overnight camp, scout pace, semaphore, ―sky-hooks,‖
―snipe hunt,‖ Star Scout-- all in ch. 36

great circle, or about 6,076 ft. (A land mi. is 5,280 ft, or
86.9 % of a nautical mile.)

―Sea, Poet of the:‖ Winslow Homer has been called

―Scout Life,‖see at Norman Rockwell.
Screwloose, a way to refer to a crazy person.

―The Poet of the Sea.‖ Debussey vies for this title for his
dramatic ―La Mer,‖ which is French for ―The Sea‖—see at
Debussey.
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although few details are given initially. The novel undertakes to
explore the circumstances and lasting effects of his murder on an
academically and socially isolated group of students attending
Hampden College in Vermont.
The impact on the students is ultimately destructive, and
the potential promise of many young lives is lost to circumstance.
It mirrors, in many ways, the notion of a Greek tragedy with fate
playing a large part in dictating the very circumstances that lead to
an escalation of already fermenting issues—excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Sea Rover: a pirate, a pirate ship, or one who travels
extensively by sea.

Sea shells: ―Shelley sells seashells by the seashore.
How many seashells should Shelley sell, if she shelled the
seashells at the seashore before selling seashells?

SEAL, see at Navy SEAL
―Search for Lost Time,‖ another translation for
Proust‘s ―Recerche dans les temps perdues‖

Searle, Ronald William Fordham, born in 1920,

―Secret Life of Walter Mitty, The,‖ by James Thurber

in Cambridge, England, to parents Willie and Nellie (his
father was a porter at the Railway Station), he started drawing at
the age of five and left school at the age of fifteen. A cartoonist, he
created, among other things, St. Trinian's School and co-authored
with Geoffrey Willans the Molesworth tetralogy.
When WW II broke out, he enlisted and joined the Royal
Engineers. He trained for two years in the UK and, in 1941,
published the first St Trinian's cartoon in the magazine Lillput.
In January 1941 he was stationed in Singapore, and, after it
fell to the Japanese, he was taken prisoner along with his cousin
Tom Fordham Searle. He spent the rest of the war a prisoner, first
in Changi Prison, and then working on the Siam-Burma Death
Railway. While a prisoner he made drawings of camplife which he
hid under the mattresses of prisoners suffering from cholera.
He was liberated in 1945, and published the surviving
drawings in fellow prisoner Russell Braddon's The Naked Island.
Also see at Siam Burma Railway.
Seasoned ballplayer? Pepper Martin—from Jan. 20 NY
Times Crossword 2009 Pad by Roy
Leban, edited by
Will Shortz

was made into a 1968 movie starring Danny Kaye, with a
fine supporting cast of Virginia Mayo, Boris Karloff, Ann
Rutherford, and Faye Bainter. It consists of a sequence of
vignettes of daydreams experiences by Walter Mitty, e.g.,
when a piston from an oxygen pump breaks, he calmly
replaces it with his fountain pen and saves the patient‘s life,
95(180); also see at Thurber & at The Mitty Complex.

―Secret Love,‖ song by Fain & Webster for Calamity
Jane in 1953—see at Fain, at Howard Keel. Lorraine Day
sang in for the film.

―Secret Six‖—1931 film with Jean Harlow, Clark
Gable and Wallace Beery.

Secular. 1. Worldly rather than spiritual. 2. Not
specifically relating to religion or to a religious body.

Secular Humanism, see at Humanism.
Sedaris, David, born 1956, is a Grammy Awardnominated humorist, comedian, and radio contributor.
Sedaris came to prominence in 1992 when National Public Radio
broadcast his essay "Santa Land Diaries". He published his first
collection of essays and short stories, Barrel Fever, in 1994. Each
of his four subsequent essay collections, Naked (1997), Holidays
on Ice (1997), Me Talk Petty One Day (2000), and Dress Your
Family in Corduroy and Denim (2004), have become New York
Times Best Sellers.
Much of Sedaris' humor is autobiographical and selfdeprecating, and it often concerns his family life, his middle class
upbringing in the suburbs of Raleigh, his Greek heritage, various
jobs, education, drug use, his homosexuality and life in France
with his partner, Hugh Hamrick—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
His most recent book "When You Are Engulfed in Flames"
(2008), has a skull smoking a cigarette on the front cover--from a
sketch by Vincent Van Gogh. See at Cigarette Century &
Cigarette Warnings.

Seasoned singers? Ginger Rogers, RosemaryClooney
--ibid.

Seaton, George, film director. See at ―The Country
Girl‖ & at ―Diamond Horsehoe‖

Seattle, Chief, speaks about his people, and about the
relationship between the beasts & humans, F, 120(220-221)

Secs, secs, secs! In the Sunday funnies,Mar.15,‘09, a
Pickles, a paunchy, mostly bald old gent with a white
mustache says ―Just a sec‖ to his wife, Opal, when she asked him
to do something. She turns on him, ―I tired of you always giving
me secs. With you, it secs, secs, secs.‖ And then she demands to
know what he's laughing at! Haha.
Second Amendment to the US Constitution. ―a well
regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free
State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall
not be infringed:

Sedition Act. The US Congress passed the Sedition
Act, July 14, 1798--just 9 to the day yers after Bastille
Day!—making it a federal crime to publsh false,
scandalous, or malicious writing about the US government.
And just who is to determine what Act is :seditious? Why,
the US government, of course, and the the Federal Coutrts
in case the charges are contested.

Second Amendment Pun—see at ―Right to Bare
Arms.‖

Secondary School, Ward Island, Corpus Christi,
Texas, 223-224(407-408).

―Secret City of Los Alamos‖—see at ―Hundred and

―Seduction of Hummingbirds, The,‖ Xlibris, 2004,

Nine East Palace.‖

poems of the author. AA, 224(409)

―Secret History,The‖(Knopf, 1992) the first novel by

Sedgwick, Eve (née Eve Kosofsky), 1950-2009,

Mississippi-born writer Donna Tartt, was p in 1992 Set in
New England, The Secret History tells the story of a closely knit
group of six classics students at a small, elite Vermont college,
similar in many respects to Bennington College (in Bennington,
Vermont) where Tartt was a student from 1982 to 1986.
Tartt's tale has certain parallels with the unsolved case of
Bennington art student Paula Jean Welden who vanished while
hiking near the college in 1946. One of the six students is the
story's narrator, Richard Papen, who reflects, years later, on the
situation that led to a murder within the group, implying such at
the outset but otherwise revealing events sequentially.
In the opening chapter, as the reader is introduced to Papen,
the death of student Edmund ―Bunny‖ Corcoran is revealed,

was born in Dayton, OH, and raised in Besthesda, MD.
Part I: She created the discipline known as queer studies or
theory. She ―broke new ground when, drawing on feminist
scholarship and the work of the Frech poststructuralist Miche
Foucault, she began teasing out the hidden socio-sexual subplots of
writers‖ Charles Dickens, Henry James, and … ―most notoriously
(an essay) Jane Austen and the Masturbatimg Girl‖—edited from
the April 15, 2009 NY Times Obituary by William Grimes, where
there is also this: ―In a 1983 essay on Dicken‘s novel Our Mutual
Friend, she drew attention to the homoerotic element in the
obsessive relationship between Eugene Wrayburn and Bradley
Headston, rivals for the love of Lizzie Hexam but emotionally
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most fully enjgage when facing off against each other.‖ The cause
of death was breast cancer, that was discovered in 1991 but that
recoccurred in 1996 after treatment.

helped write and, in the show's final two seasons,
executively produced--also see at Larry David.

Seize the day!—see at Carpe diem & also at CCC.
Selberg, Atle, 1917-2007, prof. emeritus at the Inst.

Part II: ―Sedgwick worked in the fields of
gender studies, queer theory (queer studies), and critical theory.

for Adv. Study—born in Norway, during WW II, he
worked in isolation during the Nazi occupation; -- on the
need for human energy, 236(429)

Influenced by Michel Foucault, Judith Butler, feminism,
psychoanalysis, and deconstruction, her works reflect an abiding
interest in a wide range of issues and topics, including queer
performativity and performance; experimental critical writing; the
works of Marcel Proust; non-Lacanian psychoanalysis;
infibulation; artists' books; Buddhism and pedagogy; the affective
theories of Silvan Tomkins and Melanie Klein; and material
culture, especially textiles and texture‖—excerpt from Wikipedia.
Take your pick!

Selective Service Act: On September 16, 1940
President Roosevelt signed into law the Selective Training
and Service Act, setting up the first peacetime military
draft in U.S. history, R, xlvii, 7(10); Recipients received a
letter from FDR with the famous salutation ―Greetings,‖
inviting you to register with the local draft board, and then
were required to take a physical and mental examination.
Then you were classified with ―One A‖ (1-A) meaning fit
for any kind of service, or ―Four F‖ (4-F) meaning not fit
for service. See Irving Berlin‘s ―You‘re in the Army Mr.
Jones,‖ Ch. 52

Seger, né Robert Clark Seger), born 1945 in Henry
Ford Hospital in Detroit, is a rock & roll singer, songwriter
and musician. Bob Seger has stated that ―Little Richard was
the first one that really got to me. Little Richard and, of
course, Elvis Presley.‖ I first came across him in a CD of
his impressive singing Chuck Berry's ―C'est la Vie.‖ See at
―Chuck Berry‖ & at ―C‘est la Vie.‖

Selena (Quintillana Perez),1971–1995, Mexican pop
singer assassinated by a deranged fan—see at Lennon.

Self: ―Be true to thyself, as thy would not be false to others‖—

See More?--see at Seymour.
―See You Tomorrow‖—see at ―So Long, See You…‖
Seeger, Mike and Peggy--see below.
Seeger, Pete, born 1919 in NY City, is a singer,

Bacon, Essays, Of Wisdom for a Man‘s Self;
―Neither a lender nor borrower be…/ This above all:
to thine own self be true, / And it must follow as night the
day, / Thou canst not the be false to any man‖—
Shakespeare, Hamlet I, iii, T;
―That favorite subject. Myself‖—Boswell, R, lxx;
also see at Being One‘s Self, at Self-interest & at Zelig.
―The importance and the unimportance of the self
cannot be exaggerated‖--R. H. Byth; also see Self-interest

guitarist & a composer: ―The Drunkard‘s Lament,‖ or ― I
Got Home the First Night,‖ 220(400); ―Where have all the flowers
gone?‖ 170(298)
Seeger‘s father, Charles Louis Seeger, was a musicologist &
an early investigator of non-Western music, and his mother,
Constance de Clyver Edson, a prominent classical violinist. His
stepmother, Ruth Crawford Seeger, was one of the most significant
female composers of the 20th Century. His siblings, half-brother,
Mike Seeger and half-sister, Peggy Seeger also had notable
musical careers Mike Seeger went on to form the New Lost City
Ramblers, who influenced Bob Dylan. His eldest brother, Charles
Seeger III, was an astronomer, and his next older brother, John
Seeger, an educator. His uncle, Alan Seeger, a noted poet, was
killed during the First World War—Wikipedia excerpt.

Self-Esteem

is

pride

in

oneself,

in

one‘s

accomplishments, and abilities; also see at ―True Believer.‖

Self-Hatred: It is not usual for someone to hate not
only oneself but also one‘s family, country, sex & race,
as Hitler did—he was part Jewish & he hated it. See at
―Aryan Superiority.‖ Also see at Hannah Arendt, Hitler, at
at Van Gogh & at Zelig

Self-Hypnosis, 89(170); the act or process of
hypnotizing oneself. This can be achieved by many ways:
e.g., by repeting a mantra, by repeating a phrase, in essence
the story of TheLlittle Train That Said I Can!, starring at a
shining or whirling object or pendulum, or, maybe, at Op
Art.

Seeger, Ruth Crawford—see above.
―Seek and you shall find‖--see at Matthew.
―Seek my face… thy face, will I seek, Lord‖-When thou saidst, Seek ye my face; my heart said unto
thee, Thy face, LORD, will I seek. Do not hide your face
from me --Psalm 27:8, F
Seems I‘ve Heard That Song Before. (It‘s From an Old
Familiar Score)‖--—see at Sammy Cahn.
Seer, one who claims to be able to predict the future,
a clairvoyant. Also see at Medium, at Prophet & at Psychic.

Self-interest: ―The Fable of the Bees‖ by Bernard
Mandeville depicts all activity as being motivated by selfinterest.

Self-knowledge: ―If knowledge isn‘t self-knowledge,
it isn‘t much—Tom Stoppard in Arcadia.

Self-love. The instinct or desire to promote one's

Seesaw—see at ―Two for the Seesaw.‖
Segal, George, actor--see at ―A Touch of Class‖ & at

own well-being; regard for or love of one's self—it is related
to the instinct for self-preservation. Excessive self-love is
called narcissism. See at Narcissism.
―To Love oneself is the beginning of a lifelong romance‖—
Oscar Wilde.

―Where‘s Poppa‖

―Segregation is a disease …of white people,‖ see at
Einstein. Also see at Apartheid & at Jim Crow Laws.

Self-righteousnes is not religion‖-- Charlotte Bronte.

Seibert, Jack Robert, T, A, D,Navy buudy,A, D,

See at Conventionality

195, 198(352), 224; also see at ―JR‖, and ―GL
and JR,‖ Ch. 59

―Self Withheld, The,‖ Robert Frost‘s poem—see at

Seinfeld, Jerry (ne Jerome Seinfeld) born 1954 in

Self vs. Others: ―The more faithfully you listen to the

Kennedy & at Frost.

Brooklyn, NY, is a Golden Globe- and Emmy Awardwinning comedian, actor and writer. He is often described as
an observational comedian. He is best known for playing a
semi-fictional version of himself in the long-running
situation come Seinfeld, (1989-1998) which he co-created,

voices within you, the better you will hear what is
sounding outside‖—Dag Hammarskjold YES! IF ONLY
THEY WOULD SPEAK ENGLISH!-- quip of the author.

Selig, German cognate of Sealey; also (Ashkenazic)
Jewish for a Yiddish male given name Zelik: ―fortunate or
blessed;‖ from the German vocabulary word for blissfully
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happy, or (religious) blessed; Hence Seligman(n) is a
blessed or holy man. Zelig is how Selig is pronounced in
German. See at Zelig & also see below.

Semaphore, 116(216); Navy system of signals using
flags. See at Last Detalil.

Semper fidelis ―Always faithful,‖ is the US Marine

Selig, Bud (né Allan Huber "Bud" Selig, Jr.),born

motto. Also see at Motto.

1934 in Milwaukee, WI is the Commissioner of Major
League Baseball and has served in that capacity since 1992
though not formally until 1998.

Semper paratus, ―Always prepared, is the US Coast

Seligman Cole, Elaine: T, A, Herman St., Fifth

Seneca, the Younger, c.5BC-65AD: ―It is not the

Guard Motto, and in ―Always be prepared‖ is the Boy Scout
motto.

District & HHS ‘45 friend, 32(51), 155(265)n; née
Seligman: ―My grandfather was Max Seligman, and Jewish;
my grandmother was Mamie O‘Rourke, and Irish—from an
E-mail, Mar. 18, 2005. (See at ―Sidewalks of New York.‖ )
―We were proud of it but did not practice…My
Grandmother was Irish Catholic…My Dad was one of 10
children, and they were allowed to choose their religion.
Most chose Catholic. I met Joy when we went to 5-th
Southside Baptist Church. Joy was not allowed to attend
but I don‘t remember anyone making any comments. We
were pretty good friends …I was in her home many times
and was treated very well.‖—E-mail, spring, 2005. Also, see
at Joy. Before reading the above, I did not know that
Elaine had a Jewish Grandfather, nor that she attended
Bible School at Southside Baptist. How little we know
each other! 198(362); ―No tree knows its neighbor‖-See at Hesse. Elaine wrote in my ―Lest We Forget:‖ ―Best
of luck to the grandest guy there is, Elaine.‖

man who has little, but the man who craves more, who is
poor;‖ Ch. 7--also see at Life is short…
Senneth, Mack,1880-1960: Born in Richmond, Que.,
Canada, he was an Academy Award-winning director and
was known as the innovator of slapstick comedy in film. During
his lifetime he was known at times as the ―King of Comedy.‖
With financial backing from Adam Kessel and Charles O.
Bauman of the New York Motion Picture Company, in 1912
Sennett founded Keystone Studios in Edendale, CA (which is now
a part of Echo Park). The original main building, the first totally
enclosed film stage and studio in history, is still there. Many
important actors started their careers with Sennett, including Mabel
Normand, Charlie Chaplin, Raymond Griffith, Gloria Swanson,
Ford Sterling, Andy Clyde, The Keystone Cops, Bing Crosby, and
W. C. Fields. Sennett's slapstick comedies were noted for their
wild car chases and custard pie warfare.
His first comedienne was Mabel Normand, who became a
major star (and with whom he embarked on a tumultuous personal
relationship). His films featured a bevy of girls known as the
Sennett Bathing Beauties which included Juanita Hansen and
Phyllis Haver.
Sennett also developed the Kid Comedies, a forerunner of
the Our Gang films and in a short time his name became
synonymous with screen comedy.
In 1915 Keystone Studios became an autonomous unit of
the ambitious Triangle Pictures Corporation, as Sennett joined
forces with movie bigwigs D. W. Griffith and Thomas Ince. In
1917 Sennett gave up the Keystone trademark and organized his
own company, Mack Sennett Comedies Corporation. (Sennett's
corporate bosses retained the Keystone trademark and produced a
cheap series of comedy shorts that were ―Keystones‖ in name only:
they were unsuccessful, and Sennett had no connection with them.)
Sennett went on to produce more ambitious comedy short
films and a few feature-length films. During the 1920s his short
subjects were in much demand, with stars like Billy Bevan, Andy
Clyde, Harry Gribbon, Vernon Dent, Alice Day, Ralph Graves,
Charlie Murray, and Harry Langdon. He produced several features
with his brightest stars, such as Ben Turpin and Mabel Normand.
Many of Sennett's films of the early 1920s were inherited by
Warner Brothers when Warners merged with the original
distributor, First National. Warner added music and commentary to
several of these shorts, but eventually destroyed the original
elements for storage space. As a result many Sennett films,
especially those from his most productive and creative period, no
longer exist.

Sellers, Peter (né Richard Henry Sellers), CBE,
1925-1980, was a British comedian and actor best known
for his three roles in Dr. Strangelove, as Inspector Clouseau in The
Pink Panther films, and as Clare Quilty in the original 1962 screen
version of Lolita. Also see at ―The Lady Killers.‖
During WW II, Sellers was an airman in the RAF rising to
corporal, though he had been relegated to ground staff due to poor
eyesight. His tour included India and Burma, although the duration
of his stay in Asia is unknown, and he may have exaggerated its
length. He also served in Germany and France after the war—
edited excerpt from Widipedia.

Selznick, David O.,1902–1965, was one of the iconic
Hollywood producers of the Golden Age. He is best known
for producing the epic blockbuster Gone with the Wind (1939)
which earned him an Oscar for Best Picture. Not only did Gone
with the Wind gross the highest amount of money at the box office
of any film ever (adjusted for inflation), but it also won seven
additional Oscars and two pecial awards. He also won the Irving
G. Thalberg memorial ward that same year, and made film history
by winning the Best Picture Oscar a second year in a row for
Rebecca 1940).
Selznick was born simply David Selznick to a Jewish
family in Pittsburgh, PA--the initial was an invention of his. is
book, Memo from David O. Selznick, starts with this: ―I have no
middle name. I briefly used my mother's maiden name, Sachs. I
had an uncle, whom I greatly disliked, who was also named David
Selznick, so in order to avoid the growing confusion between the
two of us, I decided to take a middle initial and went through the
alphabet to find one that seemed …to give the best punctuation,
and decided on ―O‖. (Could this be called ―The Story of O‖?)
Alfred Hitchcock made subtle reference to this in North by
Northwest (1959), where Cary Grant's character Roger Thornhill
uses the monogram ROT and says the O stands for ―nothing‖. He
also dressed the antagonist of Rear Window to look like Selznick.
Besides his academy awards for Best Picture, he received these
nominations for Best Picture Spellbound (1946), Since You Went
Away (1946), A Star Is Born (1938), A Tale of Two Cities (1937—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia. (My parenthetical joke.)
Joseph Cotton gave Selznick credit for his film career—see
at Cotton.

Sentences: The longest sentence is the English language is
―I do.‖ Marriage isn‘t a word—it‘s a sentence!

―Separate Tables‖, 1958 movie directed by Delbert
Mann, with Deborah Kerr, Rita Hayworth, David Niven,
Wendy Hiller, Burt Lancaster & others. The stories of
several people are told as they stay at a seaside hotel
in Bournemouth, England, which features dining at
―Separate Tables‖—see at Deborah Kerr.

"September Song" was composed by Kurt Weill, with
lyrics by Maxwell Anderson. It was introduced by Walter
Huston in the 1938 Broadway musical Knickerbocker Holiday, and
has since been recorded by numerous singers and instrumentalists.
It was used as the credits music in the TV series May to December
(a quote from the opening line of the song: ―But it‘s a long, long
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while/ from May to December; / And the days grow short / When
you reach September…‖See at Weil.

Goldilocks and the Three Bears resides on Sesame Street. The
family, headed by Papa Bear and Mama Bear recently welcomed
their second child Curly Bear. Baby Bear is a good friend of
monsters Telly, Zoe, Mexican-born Rosita and Elmo. Beginning in
1998, Elmo was given his own segment, ―Elmo's World,‖
occupying most of the show's second half as viewers explore
topics in a crayon-drawn, imaginary version of Elmo's house.
Sesame Street is known for its multicultural elements and is
inclusive in its casting, incorporating roles for disabled people,
young people, senior citizens, Hispanic actors, black actors, and
others. As recalled by CTW advisor Gerald S. Lesser in his book
Children and Television: Lessons from Sesame Street This
integration initially led the Mississippi State Commission for
Educational Television to ban the series, as did other states, though
it was eventually reinstated. Mutual tolerance and cross-cultural
friendship is also conveyed through the Muppet characters, who
come in a variety of sizes, shapes and colors and range from the
humanoid Anything Muppets to various animals to Monsters,
Birds, Grouches, Dingers and Honkers all of whom, especially the
Grouches, have their own unique perspectives and ways of
communicating with their neighbors. Yet they all manage to live in
relative peace and harmony, setting an example for child viewers
not to prejudge others. Also see at Jim Henson.

Serbia, borders Hungary to the north; Romania and
Bulgaria to the east; the Republic of Macedonia and Albania
to the south; and Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro
to the west. Titled the "City of the Future of South Europe",
Belgrade is the capital of Serbia and the largest city .Although
landlocked , Serbia has 2,000 km of navigable waterways on the
Danube, Sava, Tisza and their respective canals, through which it
forms part of a European canal network, connecting the North Sea
with the Black Sea. Nicola Tesla is perhaps the best known
American Serb, and Karl Malden's parents were born there. See at
Tesla and Malden.

Serf, a slave, from the Latin servus; a Russian
peasant worker. See Chekhov.

Serenity Prayer used by Alcoholics Anonymous:
―God, give us grace to accept with serenity the things that
cannot be changed, courage to change the things which
should be changed, and the wisdom to distinguish the one
from the other―(1943); see at Reinhold Niebuhr & also see
Bartett.

Serenity Prayer Stirs Up Doubt: Who Wrote It? by
Laurie Goldstein in the July 11, 2008 NY Times, available
on the Web. Also see at Niebuhr.

Settle,Virginia, Fifth District School teacher & a
good one, 34(53-54), 128(235), 148(263); Ms. Rasch was
Ms. Settle all over again, 147(263); – permitted me to hold
her hand as I walked her home from school, but I could find
nothing Freudian about my loving her, nor view her as a
frustrated spinster acting out her fantasies á la Lewis Carroll
(rather [the Prime of] Miss Jean Brodie, the Muriel Sparks
satire & 1968 film.). She had full red lips, not that I ever
thought about kissing her! (But did I?), 34(54); she engaged
my ego, 34(53)
ASeven Beauties, a dark 1976 film about a small-time
Italian crook in Naples with seven ugly sisters to support.
He survives a German prison camp by seducing ―Beast of
Belsen‖ type commandant. Starring Giancarlo Gianini,
32(51)n.

Sergeant York, see at York.
Serial Killers: produces moreserial killers than any
other country—over 500. Google Serial Killers for further
details & see below.

Serial Killer Phenomenon: i.e., how a

killer

can

repeatedly fool, or lull, his victims into his web. ―Come into
my parlor, says the spider to the fly!‖ See at Honesty in
Acting, and at Presentation of Self in Everyday Life.
―Seriously Funny,‖ The Rebel Comedians of the 1950s
and 1960s,‖ Gerald Nachman—see at Mort Sahl.

―Serpico‖is a 1973 crime film based on Peter
Maas's true story of New York City policeman Frank
Serpico who went undercover to expose the corruption of his
fellow officers, after being pushed to the brink at first by their
distrust and later by the threats and intimidation they leveled
against him. It stars Al Pacino, John Randolph and Tony Roberts;
directed by Sidney Lumet, screenplay by Waldo Salt and Norman
Wexler. Pacino won a Golden Globe for best actor.

Seven Deadly Sins--see at Sins.
Seven Hills of Rome—see at Rome.
―Seven Hills of Rome‖, film—see at ―Arrivederci
Roma.‖

Seven Sisters Colleges:Barnard College, Bryn Mawr,

Serve who only stand and waite, They also—from On

Mount Holyoke , Radcliffe, Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley,
founded between 1837 and 1889. Four are in Massachusetts, two
are in New York, and one is in Pennsylvania. Radcliffe (which
merged with Harvard College) and Vassar (which is now
coeducational) are no longer women's colleges--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia. Also see at Bryn Mawr.

His Blindness by John Milton

Service Station (pun)—Chapel?
Sesame Street is an educational TV program
designed for preschoolers, and is recognized as a pioneer of
the contemporary standard which combines education and
entertainment in children's television shows. Sesame Street also
provided the first daily, national television showcase for Jim
Henson's Muppets. More than 4100 episodes of the show have
been produced in 39 seasons, making it one of the longest-running
shows in television history.
Some Muppets: Ernie and Bert, the closest of companions,
with their closest of companions,Ernie's Rubber Duckie, and Bert's
pigeon, Bernice. Big Bird, an 8-foot-tall yellow bird, lives in a
large nest on an abandoned lot adjacent to 123 Sesame Street,
located behind the building's trash heap. A regular visitor to Big
Bird is his best friend Mr. Snuffleupagus, or Snuffy as everyone
calls him. Oscar the Grouch, Sesame Street's local Grouch and his
pet worm Slimey live in a trash can in the heap. Oscar's most-seen
regular visitor is his girlfriend Grundgetta. Friends Ernie and Bert
room together at the basement apartment of 123 Sesame Street
where they regularly engage in comedic banter. Ernie's flowerbox,
though seen less often in recent years, is the home of the
Twiddlebugs a colorful family of insects. The bear family from

―Seven Year Itch, The‖ is a three-act play, written by
George Axelrod, and a 1955 film directed by Billy Wilder,
with Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell, Evelyn Keyes. When his family
goes away for the summer, a so far faithful husband is tempted by
a nameless model, who is renting the apartment upstairs. Despite
recent paranoia about becoming unfaithful -- he is reading a book
his company is going to publish about the ―7-Year Itch‖ with the
book claiming a significant proportion of men have extra-marital
affairs after seven years of marriage--Richard invites the girl
downstairs for a drink. However, his imagination works overtime,
to the point where he imagines his wife carrying on in Maine with
their hunky neighbor, Tom McKenzie. He is torn between silly
fantasies of seduction, and horrible thoughts of his wife catching
(and, in one fantasy sequence, shooting) him.
Often cited as one of the great comedies of its time, the film
version won critical acclaim and became the biggest US box
office hit in the summer of 1955. It contains one of the most
iconic images of the 20th century in which Marilyn Monroe's dress
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however, women put the 46th chromosome to good use.
See at Women. See at Chromosomes.

is blown up above her waist by a passing train underneath a
subway grate she is standing on. Her line when this happens, "Isn't
it delicious?", has become famous. Since the film's release, the
titular phrase, which refers to a disinterest in a monogamous
relationship after seven years of marriage, has entered the popular
culture and has even been used by psychologists.

―Sex: Even More Fun You Can Have Without
Laughing‖ by Wm. Cole & Louis Phillips, Castle, 1997
Sex, Humor & Religion, 41ff, 43-44, 62n, 75-76,
Chs. 34,40, & 54; & 40, 136-137(248-250), 154(272-273),
158(279), 169(296) 169(296); see Woodie Allen, Bellocq,
Amatole Broyard, Michael Caine, Anton Chekhov, W. C.
Fields, Brandon Francis, Peter Freuchen, Glenda Jackson,
Henry Kissinger, Marilyn Monroe, Dolly Parton, Joan Rivers,
Mark Twain, Mae West, Eleanor Roosevelt & Molly Sullivan;
Does Sex affect one‘s reason? ―I have enjoyed sex
thoroughly, perhaps even excessively all my life but it has never,
except for brief wasteful moments, twisted my reason‖—see
at
Noel Coward. God bless him, he‘s must be considered for
beatification!
Is sex dirty?--see at Woodie Allen; also see at Limericks,
Miniskirts, Prostitution, Poontang, Puritanism & Pussy: ―The big
difference between sex for money and sex-for-free is that sexfor-money usually costs less‖— Brendan Francis; see Woodie
Allen & Mae West on sex, 169(298)
Is sex messy? Yes, according to Clare Booth Luce, but
she added, ―I like it!‖ But not ―I like it, I like it!‖

Seventh District School, Ch. 9, esp.37-38(51-54)
Severo, Richard, reviews movies for the NY Times,
see at Brenda Starr & at Jane Wyman (Others are on the
web.) Also see at Ed McMahon.

Seville, see at Andalusia.
Sewall, ―Rip,‖ 123(226); master of the blooper ball.
Sewing machine, see at Howe and Singer.
Seward, William Henry, US secretary of state who
arranged the purchase of Alaska in 1867 from Russia. It
was called ―Seward‘s folly‖ by ignoramuses who ―knew the
price of everything but the value of nothing.‖

Seyrig, Delphine Claire Beltiane, 1932--1990, was a
stage and film actress and a film director.She grew up in
Lebanon and when she was 10 years old her family moved to New
York City. When her parents returned to Lebanon and sent her to
school in France. During the 1960s and 1970s, Seyrig worked with
such directors as François Truffaut, Luis Buñuel, Marguerite Duras,
Fred Zinnemann and Alain Resnais.
She achieved recognition for both her stage and film work, and
was named best actress at the Venice Film Festival for her role in
Resnais' Muriel ou Le temps d'un retour ("Last Year at Marienbad,"
1963). She also acted in Luís Buñuel's The Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie (1972). She played many diverse roles, and because she
was fluent in French, English and German--appearing in films in all
three languages--including a number of Hollywood productions.
She may be most widely known among English speakers for her
role as Colette de Montpelier in Zinnemann's 1973 film Day of the
Jackal.
Throughout her career, Seyrig used her celebrity status to
promote women's rights. Of the three films she directed, her most
important was the 1977 production Sois belle et tais-toi (Be Pretty and
Shut up) that included actresses Shirley MacLaine, Maria Schneider
and Jane Fonda, amongst others, speaking frankly about the level of
sexism they had to deal with in the film industry—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at Bunuel, at Resnais, at Truffaut & at
Zinnemann.

Sex Jokes: In ―Sophie‘s Choice‖ told by ―Stingo:‖
about a flirtatious girl who could talk about it, but
couldn‘t do it, 110(205)—see at ―Sophie‘s Choice.‖
See at The Priest & The Rabbi Joke & at Secs, Secs, Secs.

―Sex, Money & Sports: What Men Like to Talk
About,‖ Michael Maggio, Ed, Prentice Hall Press, 1998.

Sex Necessary? Is‖ James Thurber & E. B. White,
first published in hardback with an Introduction by E.B.
Whate by Harper & Bros. in 1929, Perrenial paperback
with a Foreword by John Updike, 2004.

SEX: Portraits of Passion by John Williams, WatsonGuptill Publications, NY, 1999. An wide selection of
sensuous and explicit artwork and art photographs,
accompanied by appropriate prose and poetry, and often literary
quotes from famous writers

Sex symbols--see at Pin-up Girls.
Sex symbol or sex zombie? ―I wasn't a sex symbol, I
was a sex zombie‖—Veronica Lake.

Sex? One way or the other, a lot of this book is about

Sex vs. Satisfaction: ―We must reckon with the

this vital subject—the following are brief outlines: 4344(68-69), 154(272-273), 158(279-280), 169(296-297), Ch. 54;
At Ninety (stanza of a Milosz poem—see at Milosz.)
Does sex count as exercise? 20(28).
―If it hadn't been for books, we'd be completely at the mercy
of sex‖— ―Kafka Was the Rage‖ by Anatole Broyard & quoted by
Louis Menard in a Jan. 5 New Yorker article—see at Menard
―It was the only thing you didn‘t tell us not to do!‖— joke,
44(69);
―First base, or second?—see at Dorothy Sullivan, Molly‘s
mother.
Also see at ―Getting Enough?‖ ―You know what a dildo
really doncha?‖ ―Latin is the language that gave you penis &
vagina‖--see at Molly & at Latin.
Rats have sex twenty times a day! (So what?), 20(28).
Also see at Baptist Joke, at Jokes Anyone?, at Jimmy
Carter, at Bill Clinton, at Collete, at Girls, at Henry Miller, at
Safe Sex? Condoms aren‘t perfect--see at Condoms.
―Sex was the last thing a girl gave a man, an ultimate or
ultimatum—Anatol Broyard.
See at Noel Coward on Sex, at Rape, at ―Sex, Humor and
Religion‖ (below) & at Sexual Intercourse Joke, 193(354)n
Also see at Freud, Kensey, D. H. Lawrence& Scnitzler.

possibility that something in the nature of the sexual instinct
itself is unfavorable to the realization of complete
satisfaction" -- Sigmund Freud--surprised? See at More!

Sex While Reading? ―My girl friend always laughs
during sex--no matter what she is reading,‖ Steven Job,
founder of Apple Computer.

Sexism, 133(245), Sexism is gender bias. See at
Durante, W.C. Fields, Kate Millett & Socrates. Also at
Male Chauvinism, at Pejoratives, at Sex?, at Sexual
Statements, at Slurs, at Women & at The Slaughter of the
Innocents...and Brainwashing, 191(351)
Sexism is not always offensive. A woman
friend
told me that she regretted when men no longer whistled at
her! (Speak of revealing statements!) Also see at ―There is
Nothering Like a Dame.‖ It is clear from the lyrics that a ―dame‖ is
a highly desirable thing to be in the South Pacific (or on
Broadway?)

Sexist Statements & Terms:bstard, bttleaxe, bitch,
broad, butter-fingered, cothes-horse, Connie Thumb, cunt,
dame, dapper-Dan, fairie, or faerie, he-man, handy-Andy,
molly- coddle, milksop, milquetoast, ice or nervous Nelly, patsy,
pansy, pantywaist, pimp,plain Jane, gloomy Gus, sissy, sob-sister,
weak-sister, skirt, slut, tomboy, twat, wears-the-pants-in-

―Sex determination in humans is determinined by
the Y-chromosome that men possess but women do not;
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the-family (or around-the house), whore, wienie, wimp, yellow,
yellow-bellied—many are found elsewhere in the Index &
Glossary.
Or: ―It separates out the men from the women,‖ Daddy‘s
girl,‖ ―Mambly-Pambly,‖; ―Mama‘s boy‖--―What‘s wrong with
being a Mama‘s boy? Aren‘t all boys?‖ 51(267)); ―Never send a
boy to do a man‘s job,‖ ―If she‘s big enough, she‘s old enough!‖
132(243); also: ―If she old enough to bleed, she‘s old enough to
breed.‖
Also see at Cigar, at Girl‘s Names, at Male chauvinism, at
―Womansords,‖ at Pejoratives & at Bellow & Kissinger-- the
latter two about power-as-an-aphrodisiac.

stuttered when we talked to her? Was it because you could
―see more?‖

Shabbat, Hebrew for Sabbath—see at Sabbath.
―Shabbath Elevator and other Subterfuges, The‖ by
Alan Dundes—also see at Eruv & below.

Shabbes goy, a non-Jew who lights the candles on the
Shabbath, allowing Jews to carry on the Shabbath. The are
other ways under Eruv to circumvent the prohibtion to carry
anything or to light a fire on the Shabbath. See Alan
Dundes‘ ―The Shabtath Elevator and Other Shabbath
Subterfuges.‖ 164(289)

Shaddenfreude, see at Schaddenfreude.
―Shadow of a Doubt,‖ 1943 Hitchcock thriller

Sexology, see at Kinsey.
―Sexual Response, Human:‖—see at Masters and

starring Terersa Wright, Joseph Cotton & Hume Cronin—
see at the entries for the above named people.

Johnson.

―Sexual Inadequacy, Human‖—see at Masters and

―Shadow, The,‖ 77-78(127): ―Who knows what evil

Johnson.

lurks in the hearts and minds of men? The Shadow knows!‖
According to the following. I didn‘t recall this exactly, i.e., delete
―and minds‖ amd insert ―Heh-heh-heh-heh-heh-heh-heh!‖ after
―men?‖

Sexual Mores, see at Kinsey. Also see at Sexist.
Sexuality: ―Sexuality is a major part of our humanity, yet
many people have never been educated about it. Because
sexual feelings are so powerful, because many [people] did
things that they were told not to do, I suspect guilt and
remorse drove them towards … greater repression,‖ Susan
N. Wilson, Exec. Coordinator of the Network for Family
Life, a program of Center of Appl. of Psych. at Rutgers U.
Also see at Brigitte Bardot about feminine sexuality.
Sexual Freedom,.The general availability of Penicillin
& other ―miracle drugs‖ to combat venereal diseases plus
the widespread availability of condoms came at the same
time of increased freedom for both sexes in WW II and later
did much to further sexual freedom. (See at Kinsey, at
Sexual Politics & at Women‘s Lib.) However the onslaught
of AIDS in the 1980s made a lot of people think very
seriously about their real options. See, e.g .my personal
experience ―Puritanism & Sexual Freedom,‖ R, lliii-lxiv;
also see at Kinsey about sexual mores & at Sade, who
was jailed for his sexual activities.

―Shadow, The‖ is fictional vigilante and one of the
most famous pulp heroes of the 20-th century. Debuting on
July 31, 1930, as the mysterious narrator of the Street and Smith
Publications radio program Detective Story Hour, the following
year the character became star of the pulp series The Shadow
Magazine, created and primarily written by the prolific Walter
Gibson.
On September 26, 1937, The Shadow radio drama officially
premiered with a young Orson Welles as the titular character in the
story ―The Deathhouse Rescue,‖ which imbued the character with
"the power to cloud men's minds" — the ability to become
completely invisible—a trait associated with the character for years
after the radio show ended.
On the radio, the Shadow was only Lamont Cranston; he
had no other aliases or disguises. Even after decades, the
unmistakable introduction from The Shadow radio program,
intoned by actor Frank Readick Jr., has earned a place in the
American idiom: ―Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of
men? Heh-heh-heh-heh-heh-heh-heh! The Shadow knows...‖
These words were accompanied by a haunting theme song,
Le Rouet d'Omphale, composed by Camille Saint-Saëns. The
Shadow has been since featured in comic books, comic strips,
television, video games, and at least seven motion pictures-edited excerpt from Wikipedia. One of the pictures, in 1994, stars
Alec Baldwin as the Shadow. This section was posted on Pearl
Harbor Day 2008.

Sexual innuendos, ―O, to be in Carolina in the
morning!‖ (But she sleeps late?) ―O, I wish I was in Dixie!
(But she is out of town?), ―In like Flynn‖—see at Errol
Flynn. Also See at Woodie Allen & May West on Sex,
169(296); at Betty Grable, at Marilyn Monroe, at Dorothy
Parker, Dolly Parton, Joan Rivers & at Molly Sullivan; also
see at Double-entendres, at Innuendos, at ―Bubbles, at
―Little All;‖ at ―Sex?,‖ at ―You Know,‖ & at Wit.

Sexual Intercourse joke, 193(354)n, about ―diddling.‖
Sexual Mores, see at Freuchen, Kinsey & at Sade.
Sexual Perjoratives, see at Sexist Statements.
―Sexual Politics,‖ see at Alfred Kinsey, Kate Millett,

Shadow of a dream:
Guildenstern: The very substance of a dream is merly the
shadow of a dream.
Hamlet. A dream itself is but a shadow.
Morgenstern: Truly, and I hold ambition of so airy and light
a quality that it is but a shadow‘s shadow—from Hamlet by
William Shakespeare.

Betty Friedan & e.g., Mae West.

―Sexy Sadie‖ soppy Beatle‘s song written by John
Lennon in India,released in 1999, credited to Lennon and
Mccartney. YouTube has a video rendition, and the lyrics
are free on the Internet.

Shadow‘s Shadow—see above.
Shaffer, Peter Levin, was born 1925 to a Jewish family

Seymour, Coralynn, HHS ‘45 Classmate & friend,

in Liverpool, the son of Reka (née Fredman) and Jack
Shaffer, who was a realtor. He is the twin brother of another
playwright, Anthony Shaffer. Equus (1973) won Shaffer the 1975
Tony Award for Best Play as well as the New York Drama Critics
Circle Award. An electrifying journey into the mind of a 17-yearold stableboy who had plunged a spike into the eyes of six horses,
Equus ran for over 1000 performances on Broadway...Shaffer
followed this success with Amadeus (1979) which won the
Evening Standard Drama Award and the Theatre Critics Award for
the London production. Amadeus tells the story of Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart and court composer Antonio Salieri who,

Ch. 45. She wrote in my ―Lest We Forget‖: ―Love to a
grand boy, Coralynn.‖ Coralynn, here‘s to a grand girl.
When I was off in the navy in 1945-46, Fred wrote
me that when Coralynn Seymour became engaged, hundreds
of male suicides piled up in the streets of Covington: she
was tall & beautiful, in every way that the eye could see-lovely straight limbs, and generally exhibited the ―American
Girl‖ look. Although sexier than Doris Day, Coralynn was
just as wholesome. I wonder if she knew why boys
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overcome with jealousy at hearing the ―voice of God‖ coming
from an ―obscene child,‖ sets out to destroy his rival. When the
show moved to Broadway, it won the 1981 Tony Award for Best
Play and, like Equus, ran for more than 1000 performances—
edited from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Equus‖

―Shall We Gather By the River?‖ Gospel song, also
called ―At the River‖ was written by the poet and gospel
music composer, Robert Lowry. ―Shall we gather by the
river, / The beautiful, beautiful river? / Yes, we will
gather by the river, / And listen to the words of the Lord‖
―Yes, we‘ll gather at the river, / The beautiful, the beautiful
river; / Gather with the saints at the river / That flows by
the throne of God. ―

Shahn, Ben, 1898-1969, a Lithuanian-born artist,
muralist, social activist, photographer & teacher. He is best
known for his works of Social realism, his leftist political
views, and his series of lectures published as The Shape of
Content. He was born to Joshua Hessel and Gittel
(Lieberman) Shahn. His father was exiled to Siberia for
alleged revolutionary activities in 1902, at which point
Shahn, his mother, and his three younger siblings moved to
Vilkomir (Ukmergė ). In 1906, the family emigrated to
America where they rejoined Hessel, who had fled Siberia.
They settled in the Williamsburg section of Brooklyn,
—from the Wikipedia, where there‘s much more about his
life & his life in art. Also see at Sacco & Vanzetti.

Sham Pain? Pun on Champagne--see at Zeno Wood
Shamrock, Texas, see at Bonnie and Clyde.
Shamsuddin, Ahmad, Dr., AA, late mathematician
& friend, who visited us at Rutgers, 1993-1994, at the same
time as Dolors Herbera. They collaborated to solve a problem that
I posed but couldn‘t solve. See at Herbera. I wrote an eulogy for
Ahmad—on the Web at Carl Faith.
You may or may not appreciate this anecdote. Ahmad told me
right after he married the beautiful young Nisrine, a former student of
his, told me: "Proving a theorem for me is like having an orgasm!"
Can you imagine that I actually was shocked! Maybe he said, "Better
than having an orgasm... " but why guild the lily?
His wife, Nisrine, worked in a bank in Beirut.

―Shake and dance the last few drops will roll down
your pants, No matter how much,‖ saying.

―Shakespeare --kick in the rear,‖ childish prank.
Shakespeare is more original than his originals,

Shanding, Gary--see at Women‘s Clothing.
Shangri-la—see at ―Lost Horizon,‖ 1933 novel.
Shapiro, Fred R.--see at Reinhold Neibuhr.
Shapiro, William J., medic in the 28th Infantry

242(437)

Shakespeare, William,1564-1616, PL, A, xvi,D,
59(96),
―All the world‘s a stage, / And all the men and
women are merely players; / They have their exits and
their entrances; / And one man in his time plays many
parts, / His acts being seven ages, …As You Like It, II, vii,
139,
‖Enjoy the honey-heavy dew of summer,‖
Twelfth Night, II, I, 73(119);
―Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow creeps
in this petty pace from day to day, to the last syllable of
recorded time…‖-- ―Macbeth,‖ 239(433);
―What‘s in a name?‖--―Romeo and Juliet,‖ 108(201);
also see at Ben Johson, at Doggerel, at Emerson & at
Woman.―
Holmes High School‘s Dr. Roberts' great
passion appeared to be Shakespeare, judging by the number
of plays by Shakespeare that we read in his 11th Grade
Class: Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Anthony and Cleopatra;
Furthermore, we were entertained in the school auditorium
by a touring Shakespearian company—How well I recall the
chill-thrill of the three witches in Macbeth!‖ 145(260); see
also at ―Friends, Romans, Countrymen,‖ at Self, at Shadow
of a Shadow & at Wit.
―Shakespeare in Love‖ (1998)—see at Tom Stoppard,

Division in WW II, son of Russian immigrants who grew up
in the Bronx. See at ―Soldiers and Slaves.‖

Sharif, Omar (né Michel Demitri Chalhoub), an actor
born 1932 in Alexandria, Egypt, his first English language
film was Lawrence of Arabia in 1962 where he played Sherif Ali
& Peter O'Toole starred in the title role. This performance earned
him a Best Supporting Actor Oscar nomination, a Golden Globe
Award for Best Supporting Actor in a Motion Picture, Most
Promising Newcomer award and worldwide fame as the world's
leading Arabic actor.
Sharif played the title role in the 1965 film Doctor Zhivago
directed by David Lean. His decision to star in William Wyler's
Funny Girl with Barbra Streisand reportedly angered Egypt's
government due to Streisand's endorsement of Zionism. Sharif
converted to Islam and married renowned Egyptian actress Faten
Hamama in 1955. He then took the name Omar al-Sharif—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. His birth name, Chalhoub is cognate with
Shalhoub—see at Shalhoub.

Sharif, Rezwan--see at Jhilam Iqbal.
Shaw, Artie, 1910-2004, born Arthur Arshawsky on
the Lower Eastside of NY City, reared in New Haven,
changed his name because of anti-Semitism; arguably the greatest
clarinetist of all time, rival of Benny Goodman in this & other
respects; his most famous recording was of Cole Porter‘s ―Begin
the Beguin,‖ which swept him to the swing band pre-imminence
that Benny Goodman had held for three years.
He retired in 1944 saying, ―I did all you can do with the
clarinet. Any more would be less;‖ Thereafter, he devoted himself
to writing a well-received autobiography, ―The Trouble with
Cinderella,‖ two books of short stories & began a three volume
novel. He claimed with justice that Benny Goodman didn‘t play
music but rather swing-- paraphrased from Shaw‘s New York
Times Obituary by John S. Wilson, Dec. 31, 2004.

Shakur, Tupac (aka 2Pac, Makeveli, or Pac)--see at
(Dead) Celebrities.
Shalhoub, Tony (né Anthony Marcus Shalhoub),
born in 1953, is a three-time Emmy Award-winning &
Golden Globe-winning TV & film actor. He is currently
the star & executive producer of the USA Network TV
show Monk. Also see at ―Monk,‖ at Omar Sharif & at ―The
Man Who Wasn‘t There.‖

―Shall We Dance‖ 1937 Broadway musical with
score by Ira & George Geschwin, including ―Let's Call the
Whole Thing Off,‖ ―They All Laughed‖ and ―They Can't
Take That Away from Me.‖ Plot: Russian ballet dancer
Fred Astaire and musical-comedy star Ginger Rogers, both
in need of a boost in their sagging careers, step into a
headline-grabbing romance cooked up by her manager...and
it's anyone's guess what romantic twists will follow. Also
with Edward Everett Horton.

Shaw, George Bernard, 1856-1950, playwright,
Dublin-born essayist, pamphleteer & journalist-writer of
music criticism. He wrote ―Major Barbara‖ (1905) & the antiromantic ―Pygmalion‖ (1913), which was adopted for the musical
―My Fair Lady‖ in 1956 & filmed in 1964.
―G. Bernard Shaw (he hated the ‗George‘ and never used it,
either personally or professionally) was born in 1856 in Dublin, in a
lower-middle class family of Scottish-Protestant ancestry. His father
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Escape from Poland to New York by ―Rose Weisss with her
father. Act 2, Scene 3 is on 357ff in ―Images from the
Holocaust‖ –see at Holocaust Images.

was a failed corn-merchant, with a drinking problem and a squint
(which Oscar Wilde's father, a leading Dublin surgeon, tried
unsuccessfully to correct); his mother was a professional singer, the
sole disciple of Vandeleur Lee, a voice teacher claiming to have a
unique and original approach to singing.
―When Shaw was just short of his sixteenth birthday, his mother
left her husband and son and moved with Vandeleur Lee to London,
where the two set up a household, along with Shaw's older sister Lucy
(who later became a successful music hall singer). Shaw remained in
Dublin with his father, completing his schooling (which he hated
passionately), and working as a clerk for an estate office (which he
hated just as much as school).
―It may not be a accidental, then, that Shaw's plays, including
Misalliance, are filled with problematic parent-child relationships: with
children who are brought up in isolation from their parents; with
foundlings, orphans, and adopted heirs; and with parents who wrongly
presume that they are entitled to their children's obedience and
affection.
―In 1876, Shaw left Dublin and his father and moved to London,
moving in with his mother's menage. There he lived off of his mother
and sister while pursuing a career in journalism and writing. The first
medium he tried as a creative writer was prose, completing five novels
(the first one appropriately titled Immaturity) before any of them were
published. He read voraciously, in public libraries and in the British
Museum reading room.
―And he became involved in progressive politics. Standing on
soapboxes, at Speaker's Corner in Hyde Park and at socialist rallies, he
learned to overcome his stagefright and his stammer. And, to hold the
attention of the crowd, he developed an energetic and aggressive
speaking style that is evident in all of his writing.
― In 1950, Shaw fell off a ladder while trimming a tree on

Shearer, Moira Lady Kennedy (née Moira Shearer
King ) 1926-2006, was a ballet dancer and actress,born in
Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland, the daughter of actor Harold V. King.
In 1931 her family moved to Ndola, Northern Rhodesia where she
received her first dancing training under a former pupil of Enrico
Cecchetti. She returned to England in 1936 and trained with Flora
Fairbairn in London for a few months before she was accepted as a
pupil by the Russian teacher Nicholas Legat. After three years
with Legat, she joined the Sadler's Wells Ballet School. However
after the outbreak of the war her parents took her to Scotland.
She made her debut with the International Ballet in 1941
before moving on to Sadler's Wells in 1942. She rose to
international fame in 1948 after starring as Victoria Page in the
ballet-themed film The Red Shoes, directed by Michael Powell &
Emeric Pressburger. With hair that matched the titular footwear,
the role and film were so powerful that even though she went on to
star in other films and worked as a dancer for many decades, she
is primarily known only for playing ―Vicky.‖
In 1950, she married Sir Ludovic Kennedy, with whom she
had a son and three daughters. She remained at Sadler's Wells until
1953, when she retired from ballet. She continued to act,
appearing as Titania in A Midsummer Night's Dream at the 1954
Edinburgh Festival and working again for Powell on the
controversial 1960 film Peeping Tom, which damaged the
director Powell's own career.

―She Wore a Yellow Ribbon,‖ Ford‘s 1949 film

his property at Ayot St. Lawrence in Hertfordshire, outside of
London, and died a few days later of complications from the
injury, at age 94. He had been at work on yet another play (Why
She Would Not). ―In his will, he left a large part of his estate to
a project to revamp the English alphabet. (Only one volume was
published with the new "Shaw Alphabet": a parallel text edition of
Shaw's Androcles and the Lion). After that project failed, the estate
was divided among the other beneficiaries in his will: the National
Gallery of Ireland, the British Museum, and the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art. Royalties from Shaw's plays (and from the musical
My Fair Lady, based on Shaw's Pygmalion) have helped to balance
the budgets of these institutions ever since‖—excerpted from
―Bernard Shaw, A Brief Biography‖ by Cary M. Mazer, accessible
at this link: http://www.english.upenn.edu/~cmazer/mis1.html
Quotes: "England and America are two countries divided by
a common language."
―Life is not supposed to be easy, my child; but take courage:
it can be delightful, T1
―Puns are the lowest form of human wit…‖ 218(397);
―There is only one religion though there are hundreds of
versions of it,‖ Ch. 28.
―Youth is a wonderful thing. What a crime to waste it on
children,‖ T2
Shaw was still a virgin at age 29 when he married, he lost
his virginity, but not to his wife!154(273); see p. 161 of Holroyd‘s
―George Shaw: The Search For Love;‖ also see at Christ & at
Imagination.

costarring John Wayne and Joanne Dru—see at Joanne Dru,
at John Ford, at John Wayne & at ―Yellow Ribbon.‖

Sheed, Wilfred, ―The House that George Built‖—see
at George Gerscwin & at Cole Porter.

―Sheik, The,‖ is a 1921 silent movie produced by
Famous Players-Lasky, directed by George Melford and
starring Rudolph Valentino, Agnes Ayres and Adolphe
Menjou. It was based on the bestselling romance novel The
Sheik by Edith Maude Hull.

―Sheik of Araby, The‖ is a song that was written by
Harry Smith, Francis Wheeler and music by Ted Snyder in
1921. It was composed in response to the popularity of the
Rudolph Valentino film The Sheik. It is also mentioned in the book
the Great Gatsby. It was a Tin Pan Alley hit, and was also adopted
by early jazz bands, especially in New Orleans, Louisiana, making
it a jazz standard.
Don Albert's band recorded the first version with the chant
―With no pants on‘ between the lines of lyrics—edited from
Wikipedia. And, as I remember, ―without a shirt‖ ending.

―She-ing and She-ing,‖ comic description of lesbian
acts. See at Kentucky Definitions.

Shelley, Percy Bysshe (1792--1822) was one of the
major poets English Romantic poets and is widely
considered to be among the finest lyric poets in the English
language. He is perhaps most famous for such anthology pieces as
Ozymandias, Ode to the West Wind, To a Skylark, and The Masque
of Anarchy. However, his major works are long visionary poems
including Alastor, Adonaïs, The Revolt of Islam, Prometheus
Unbound and the unfinished The Triumph of Life. Shelley's
unconventional life and uncompromising optimism, combined with
his strong disapproving voice, made him an authoritative and
much-denigrated figure during his life and afterward. He became
an idol of the next two or three generations of poets, including the
major Victorian and Pre-Raphaelite poets Robert Browning, Alfred
Lord Tennyson, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Algernon Charles
Swinburne, as well as Lord Byron, William Butler Yeats, and
Henry David Thoreau, and such poets in other languages as Jan
Kasprowicz, Jibanananda Das and Subramanya Bharathy.

Shaw Joke: A woman rushed up to him and
breathlessly asked, ―Are you Shaw? And he responded,
―Positive!‖

Shawneecake, corn pone. See at Johnnycake & at
pone.

Shawnee Indians, 1(2)n, 2(3), 62(100); southern Ohio
tribe—see at Daniel Boone

Shayna, Yiddish for pretty, from the German Schön
(Schoen). Not in ―The New Joys of Yiddish,‖ but see below:

―Shayna Maidel‖ Pretty Girl), by Barbara Lebow.
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Although he played the legendary test pilot Chuck Yeager in
The Right Stuff, and went through an airliner crash in the film
Voyager (1992), Shepard is known for his aversion to flying.
According to one account, he vowed never to fly again after a very
rocky trip on an airliner coming back from Mexico in the '60's.
However, he allowed the real Chuck Yeager to take him up in a jet
plane in 1984, when he was preparing for his role as Yeager in The
Right Stuff.
A brief look at some of his roles listed in the filmography of
Wikipedia, where I excerpted the above: 1986, Crimes of the Heart
(Doc Porter), 1987 Baby Boom (Dr. Jeff Cooper), 1989 Steel
Magnolias (Spud Jones), 1991 The Voyager (Walter Faber), 1992
Thunderheart (Frank Coutelle), 1993 The Pelican Brief (Prof.
Thomas Callahan), 1995 Streets of Laredo (Pea Eye Parker.)

Shelley was taught at Holmes High School, 145(26)
―Look upon my works, O Ye mighty…and despair‖—line from
Ozymandias, AA. ―Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the
world‖—Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), In Defense of Poetry,
1821. And we know just how much legislators are loved, not to
mention politicians!―Soul meets soul on lovers' lips‖--Percy
Bysshe Shelley, Prometheus Unbound—also see at Kiss.
Shelley‘s Declaration of Rights: ―A Christian, A
Deist,
a Turk, a Jew have equal rights,‖ quoted by Adam Kirsch in his
rev. in the Aug. 27. New Yorker article, ―Avenging Angel.‖ This is
one of 31 propositions.

Shelly, Adrienne and Andrew Ostroy:
Two and a half years ago Andrew Ostroy‘s wife, the
filmmaker Adrienne Shelly, was murdered in her Manhattan office
by a man who was working elsewhere in the building and sneaked
into her office to rob her. Ms. Shelly was 40 and had recently
completed her third feature film, ―Waitress," which starred Keri
Russell as a pie-making waitress struggling with ambivalence
about her impending motherhood. At the time of her death, though
Ms. Shelly didn‘t know it, ―Waitress‖ had just been accepted into
the Sundance Film Festival The success of that film, which after its
debut at Sundance went into wider release, was bittersweet for
Mr./Ostroy. But through his grief, one thing he was sure of was
that the critics who described it as Ms. Shelly‘s last film would be
proved wrong. Now they have been: ―Serious Moonlight,‖a new
film written by Ms. Shelly, directed by Cheryl Hines and starring
Meg Ryan. Timothy Hutton and Kristen Bell, is making its debut
next Saturday, April 25, 2009 at the Tribeca Film Festival

Shepherd, Jean Parker, 1921-1999, was a raconteur
& radio-TV personality, writer and actor who was often
referred to by the nickname "Shep.‖ With a career that spanned
decades, Shepherd is best-known to modern audiences. for
narrating the film A Christmas Story (1983), which he co-wrote,
based on his own semi-autobiographical stories. Throughout his
radio career, he performed entirely without scripts.
His friend and WOR colleague Barry Farber marveled at
how he could talk so long with very little written down. Yet during
a radio interview, Shepherd once claimed that some shows took
several weeks to prepare. On most Fourths of July, however, he
would read one of his most enduring and popular short stories,
―Ludlow Kissel and the Dago Bomb that Struck Back,‖ about a
neighborhood drunk and his disastrous fireworks escapades.
In the 1960s and 1970s, his WOR show ran from 11:15 PM
to midnight, later changed to 10:15 to 11 PM, so his "Ludlow
Kissel" reading was coincidentally timed to many New Jersey and
New York local town fireworks displays,
which
would
traditionally reach their climax at 10 PM. It was possible, on one of
those July 4 nights, to park one's car on a hilltop and watch several
different pyrotechnic displays, accompanied by Shepherd's
masterful storytelling.
The theme song used on his long-running radio show was
―The Bahn Frei Polka‖ by Eduard Strauss. The disk he used was
recorded by Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops—excerpted and
edited from Wikipedia. (Bahn is road or track in German, and
Frei means free, so it could be the Free Way Polka.)
Shepherd may have inspired the song ―A Boy Named Sue‖
written by his friend, Shel Silverstein, and performed by Johnny
Cash—see ―Sue, A Boy Named.‖

Shelton, Thelma Louise, HHS ‘45 classmate and
friend. She wrote in my ―Lest We Forget‖: ―To one of the
best looking fellows in the class. I like you, Thelma.‖ How
could anyone not like someone who writing that in your
annual? See at Ah, youth!

―Shenandoah‖ (I long to hear you), song, 61(100)
Shenandoah River rises in two forks on either side of
the Blue Ridge, flowing 150 miles northest to the Potomac
at Harper‘s Ferry in W. VA.
Shenandoah Valley, region of western Virginia, from
Winchester to Staunton, is bounded by the Blue Ridge mts.
to the east & the Appalachian and Allegheny Plateaus to the
west. It is located within the Ridge & Valley Region. Blue
Ridge, Massanutten Mts., & Allegheny Mts. can be
viewed from 75 overlooks on the Skyline Drive in
Shenandoah Park. First explored in the early 1700‘s, it was
an important gateway to the frontier & also to the North in
the Civil War.

Sheridan, Ann (née Clara Lou Sheridan) 1915-1967:
born in Denton, she made her film debut in 1934, aged 19,
in the film Search For Beauty, and played uncredited bit parts in
Paramount films for the next two years. Paramount made little
effort to develop Sheridan's talent, so she left, signing a contract
with Warner Bros. in 1936, and changing her name to "Ann
Sheridan".
Sheridan's career prospects began to improve. The redhaired beauty would soon become Warner's top sex symbol.
Tagged "The Oomph Girl", Sheridan was a popular pin-up girl by
the early 1940s, despite the fact the she was generally assigned
films that did not show off her talents. She received substantial
roles and positive reaction from critics and moviegoers in such
films as Angels with Dirty Faces (1938), opposite James Cagney
& Humphrey Bogart, Dodge City (1939) with Errol Flynn & Olivia
de Havilland, Torrid Zone with Cagney and They Drive by Night
with George Raft & Bogart (both 1940), The Man Who Came to
Dinner (1942) with Bette Davis, and Kings Row (1942), where she
received top billing playing opposite Ronald Reagan, Robert
Cummings & Betty Field/ Known for having a fine singing voice,
Ann also appeared in such musicals as Thank Your Lucky Stars
(1943) and Shine On, Harvest Moon (1944).
She was also memorable in two of her biggest hits, Nora
Prentiss and The Unfaithful, both in 1947. Despite these

Shepard, E(rnest) H(oward), 1879-1976, was an
English artist and book illustrator. He was known especially
for his human-like animals in illustrations for The Wind in the
Willows by Kenneth Grahame and Winnie-the-Pooh by A. A.
Milne. was born only a five-minute walk from the birthplace of
A.A. Milne, but it would be many years before their first meeting
when their names would be linked for all time to one of the most
loved of all bears. As a boy he was a cheerful, fond of practical
jokes and, in the current slang of the day, was described as a
―giddy kipper.‖ Kipper was a nickname which clung to him all his
life—from the his website.

Shepard, Sam (né Samuel Shepard Rogers III), born
in Fort Sheridan, IL, he worked on a ranch as a teenager.
His father, Samuel Shepard Rogers II, was a teacher, farmer and
served in the Air Force as a bomber pilot during WW II;his
mother, Jane Elaine (née Schook) was a teacher and a native of
Chicago. Shepard an award-winning playwright, writer and actor.
He is an actor of the stage and an Academy Award
nominated motion pictures actor; a director of stage and film;
author of several books of short stories, essays, and memoirs; and a
musician.
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successes, her career began to decline. Her role in I Was a Male
War Bride (1949), directed by Howard Hawks and costarring Cary
Grant, gave her another success (she was especially good in this
brilliant comedy), but by the 1950s, she was struggling to find
work and her film roles were sporadic.
She died from esophageal and liver cancer in LA-- she had
been a chain cigarette smoker for years; James Cagney remarked
in his autobiography that when the cancer struck, "she didn't have a
chance." Sheridan married four times, but had no children. Also
see at ―The Man Who Came For Dinner,‖ ―Shine On Harvest
Moon‖ & at ―Time Waits for No One.‖

Shillito‘s Dept. Store, 114(211), 161(284), 161(285)n:

―Sherlock Holmes,‖ Canon Doyle‘s immortal

―Shimamura‖ 22(32), in Kawabata's lyrical novel,

173(302); -- founded in 1831 in Cincinnati by John Shillito;
―Shillitos was the store for our family. We would make
forays into Pogues [scary prices], Alms & Doepke, Mabley
& Carew and Rollman's. But Shillitos was the store for
regular, good old-fashioned service -- the best, bar none‖—
Nikki Nikell, Hoquiam, WA (letter of 5/03/05 at Shillito‘s
on the Web.) I worked there in spring 1948 & dated Berty
―Mickey‖Compton, whom I met at the YWCA & who
became ―Miss Shillito‖ of 1948, 161(285)n; also see at
Department Stores , at Pogue‘s & at Mickey.

sleuth., Ch. 30. He appeared first in A Study in Scarlet in
Beeton‘s Christmas Annual. He never uttered the phrase,
―Elementary Watson‖, and was so popular that after Doyle
killed him off, reader‘s protests prompted him to bring
Shelock back to literary life in ―The Return of Sherlock
Holmes.‖ See at Moriarty, Sherlock Holmes‘ arch-enemy.

―Snow Conntry,‖ Shimamura ponders the meaning of
Kamoko's wasted efforts in filling ten notebooks full of
literature she has read, and of learning to play the samisen
just for herself. He also comments that mountain climbing
is a model of wasted effort, but goes on to say, ―He knew
well enough that for her it was in fact no wasted effort, but
somehow the final determination that it had the effect of
distilling & purifying the woman's existence. …
(like)
mountain climbing (it) had ‗he attraction of the
unreal.‖

Sherman, Allan (né Allan Copelon), 1924-1973 was
a musician, parodist, satirist & TV producer. He produced a
short-lived 1954 game show What's Going On? Sherman was fired
after a particularly unsuccessful episode of I've Got a Secret
(featuring Tony Curtis) that aired June 11, 1958. Later, he found
that the little song parodies he performed to amuse his friends &
family were taking a life of their own. Sherman had the good
fortune to live in Van Nuys, CA, next door to Harpo Marx, who
invited Sherman to perform his song parodies at parties attended
by Marx‘s show-biz friends. After one such party, GeorgeBurns
phoned a record executive &persuaded him to sign Sherman to a
contract. The result was an LP of these parodies, My Son, the Folk
Singer, in 1962. The album was so successful that it was quickly
followed by My Son, the Celebrity—Wikipedia. Also see at ―Hello
Mother, Hello Father‖ & at Joe Haywood.

―Shine and the Titanic,‖mildly obscene doggerel,
134(246)--also see at Pussy and Poontang.

"Shine On, Harvest Moon" is the name of an early1900‘s song credited to Jack Norworth and his wife Nora
Bayes. The song was debuted by the composers in the
Ziegfeld Follies of 1908 to great acclaim. It's in the film
"Shine On Harvest Moon" (1944), with a soundtrack voice
of Ann Sheridan: Chorus: ―Oh, Shine on, shine on, harvest
moon / Up in the sky; / ain't had no lovin' / Since January,
February, June or July. / Snow time ain't no time to stay /
Outdoors and spoon; / Shine on, shine on, harvest moon, /
For me and my gal. ―

Sherman, Gen.William Tecumseh, 1820-1891, Union
General who lead the ―march to the sea‖ in 1964, capturing
Atlanta dividing the confederate soldiers, then capturing
Savannah, which hastened the end of the Civil War. Gave
―War is Hell‖ speech--see at ―War is at best barbarism.‖
Sherman‘s March: Sherman ―torched Atlanta, then
turned southward to the sea, cutting a path of destruction
hundreds of miles long. He reached Savannah by Dec.
1964, presenting the city as a Christmas present to President
Lincoln,‖ from the review in the Sept. 20, 2005 New York
Times by Michiko Kakutani of Doctorow‘s ―The March.‖

Shinny or Shinney: a street game resembling hockey
played with sticks, or clubs knobbed at one end, and a ball,
can, or puck.Also the stick or club used to play the game.

Shinny up: to climb up a rope or tree by the shins;
Also the beginning of a game of shinny when the two
captains place their shinnies on each side of the pluck, then
lift and hit the other, then lower them three times to the
chant ―a-one, a-two,and a-three,‖ then try to hit the puck to
one‘s teammate, who will run towards the goal-net cradling
it, then try to hurl it past the goal tender, the ―goalie.‖

―Shreck‖ is a 1990 horror film—see Video Hound,

―Ship of Fools‖ is a 1965 film which tells the

and also see at Shrek.

overlapping stories of several passengers aboard an ocean
liner during the 1930s. It stars Vivien Leigh, Simone Signoret,
José Ferrer, Lee Marvin, Oskar Werner, Michael Dunn, Elizabeth
Ashley, George Segal, José Greco and Heinz Rühmann.
The movie was adapted by Abby Mann from the 1962 novel
of the same name by Katherine Anne Porter. It was directed by
Stanley Kramer. (It was to be Vivien Leigh's last film.) It won
Academy Awards for Best Art Direction-Set Decoration, Blackand-White and Best Cinematography Black-and-White. It was
nominated for Best Actor in a Leading Role (Oskar Werner), Best
Actor in a Supporting Role (Michael Dunn), Best Actress in a
Leading Role (Simon Signore), Best Costume Design, Black-andWhite, Best Picture and Best Writing, Screenplay Based on
Material from Another Medium. Vivien Leigh was awarded the
French equivalent (Le Cog d‘Or?) of the Oscar for her role

Shtetl (rhymes with kettle) is a little city, small town,
village, in particular, the Jewish communities in eastern
Europe where the Ashkenazim culture floureshed before
WW
II—from Leo Rosten‘s New Joys of Yiddish Many American
Jews or their parents came from shtetls, e.g., see at Leonard
ernstein &at Fiddler on the Roof.

Sheygets, a Gentile boy or young man. Also a cockof-the-walk, or an eneducated boy, or one with no
intellectual ambitions—―The New Joy of Yiddish.‖ Shicksa
is the feminine side. Also see at Goy.

Shiek see at Sheik
Shields, Brooke, 76(124), child prostitute in ―Pretty
Baby,‖ where she recited ―I loved you once, I loved you
twice, I really loved your beans and rice;‖ see Bellocq &
Susan Sarandon

―Ship of Fools‖ is a painting by Bosch, c. 1490-1500.
Shipman, Pat—see at ―Femme Fatale‖ (Mata Hari.)
Shire, Talia (née Talia Rose Coppola),born 1948 in

Shiksa, a non-Jewish woman, esp. a young one, from
the Yiddish shikse, from Hebrew siqsa, fom sheqes, ―a
detested thing;‖ (Not surprising in view of the ritualistic
thanking God by many Jewish males for ―not having been
born a woman‖—any kind of woman. Also see at Sheyngets.

Lake Success, NY , the daughter of Italia (née Pennino) and
arranger/composer Carmine Coppola, her fame rest on her playing
the role of Connie Corleone in The Godfather and its sequels.
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Later, she portrayed Adrian Pennino, the plain-looking girlfriend
(and later wife) of Rocky Balboa in the Rocky movies.She was
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress for
The Godfather: Part II and for Best Actress in a Leading Role for
Rocky.

Shoe Sizes: men sizes in USA run from size 6 or 7 to
size 14, usually, and itn widths to EEE—see at Tripoli.
Women‘s sizes can be as small as 3, or 4 running to 13, and
in widths as narrow as 5A, i.e, very narrow. In high school
& college, I sold shoes at several shoe stores in Cincinnati,
OH, and Lexington, KY.

Shirley Movie Theater (Temple?) at 18-th & Holman
Sts. In Coving ton, KY, Ch. 25.

Shoes, see at Hightops & at Thom McCan; Shoes as a

Shiva, in Judaism, a seven-day formal mourning

metonym, e.g., ―I wouldn‘t want to be in his shoes.‖

period after the funeral of a close relative. See Kaddish.

Sholem Aleichem, derived from Hebrew, is

Shmo (also Schmo), Yiddish,a boov, a schlemiel, a

a

common greeting meaning "peace be with you", or
colloquially, "Hi, how are you?‖ See at Aleichem.

hapless, clumsy, unluck jerk; also a ―butt‖ or a fall guy, the
goat of a joke—New Joy of Yiddish. Also see at Joe Shmo

―Shoot the sherbert to me Herbert,‖ inane phrase of

Shmoo—in Li‘l Abner, a rotund pinball shaped

the 30s & 40s, from a song with that title. It can be heard
on the Web sung by the Merry Macs. Google the title and
select ―Dismukes Hit of the Week.‖
Here‘s a bit from the Sunday Observer column of the
Jan. 4, 1987 NY Times, by Russell Baker entitled ―Dear
Me‖: ―Sherbert is a deliberate misspelling of sherbet,
because saying ―Shoot the sherbet to me Herbert‖ isn‘t
nearly half as much fun as saying ―Shoot the sherbert to me
Herbert.‖

creatures that moved en masse following their leader to their
destruction over cliffs—a satire on human behavior, e.g.,
Germany in World War II. Undoubtedly derived from
Schmo(e). Also see at Capp‘s Cartoon Characters.

Schmooze, Yiddish, a friendly, gossipy, heart-to-heart
talk, or to have such a talk; heart-to-heart chit-chat.

Shnook, Shnuk, or Schnnook, American-Yiddish:
1. A timid Schlemiel, a meek patsy; 2. A Sad Sack, more to
be pitied than despised, from New Joy of Yiddish; also see
at Sad Sack.

Shore Patrol (SP), see at Navy Lingo.
Shortnin‘ Bread: ingredients: ½ cup butter, very soft,
¼ cup brown sugar, 1 cup flour. See at Mama‘s Little Baby.

Shnoz, Yiddish, nose, from German, Schnauze. See

Short shrift, i.e., scant attention. See at Shrift & at

at Lombardi (Schnozz)

Writing Cursive.

Shnozzola, show biz term applied to Durante.
―Shock Therapy, A history of electroconvulsive

―Show Boat,‖ 1927 musical by Jerome Kern and
Oscar Hammerstein, famous for ―Can‘t Help Lovin‘ Dat
Man‖ (See at ―Fish gotta fly…‖) & ―Old Man River,‖

treatment in meantoal illness, by Edward Short & David
Healy, reviewed gy Mark S. Micale in the Sept. 5, 2008
TLS.‖ Also see at ―Snake Pit,‖ the film whlch the horror of
chock treatment is the subject of the firrt paragraph of the
review.

Show (or Shew) bread: the 12 loaves of blessed
unleavened gread placed every Sabbath by the Hebrew
priests of ancient Israel in the sanctuary of the Tabernacle
as an offering—from German Shaubrot, Schau,show, Brot,
bread.

Shoe-pounding incident at the UN: during a debate at
the United Nations in NY on Oct. 12, 1960, over a Russian
resolution decrying colonialism. Khrushchev was infuriated by a
statement from the rostrum by Lorenzo Sumulong which charged
the Soviets with employing a double standard, pointing to their
domination of Eastern Europe as an example of the very type of
colonialism their resolution criticized. According to newspaper
reports, published the following day, Mr. Khrushchev thereupon
pulled off his right shoe, stood up, brandishing it at the Philippine
delegate on the other side of the hall and began to furiously bang
the shoe on his desk. The enraged Khrushchev accused Mr.
Sumulong of being "Холуй и ставлeнник импeриализма" (Kholyi
i stavlennik imperializma), which was translated as ―a jerk, a
stooge and a lackey of imperialism.‖
The Premier alternately shouted, waved a brawny right arm,
shook his finger & removed his shoe a second time. The second
shoe incident occurred during a speech by Francis O. Wilcox, an
Assistant U.S. Secretary of State. The chaotic scene finally ended
when General Assembly President Frederick Boland broke his
gavel calling the meeting to order, but not before the image of
Khrushchev as a hotheaded buffoon was indelibly etched into the
collective memory of the international community.
Another observer said that while Kruschev was banging a
shoe on the table, he had shoes on both feet, which would imply
that he had brought a third shoe for the gesture: in other words, the
incident was staged and was planned in advance.

―Show Me The Way To Go Home,‖Drink song, 218219(397)

Shower shower punning solution to a NY Times
Crossword clue: Bathroom fixture saleman?
In another Crossord clue it was Meteor Shower? Solution:
Planetarium.
―Shrek,‖ a children‘s picture book & story by William
Steig. It was an animated movie in 2002. ―Shrek 2‖ broke
the box office record for the opening week for animated
films, grossing $108million in 2004, and the opening of
―Shrek 3‖ beat that with $122 million on May 7, 2007. Also
see at Schreck.

Shrink, slang A psychiatrist, so-called because of the
Necessityh of downsizeing the ego in ordr to fit into
society—it‘s a good thing that Einstein never went to one!

Shrike,carnivousbird with a strong hooked bill, often
mpaling its prey on shapr-pointed thorns or barbwire. This
has earned the shrike another name--"butcher bird."

Shrift, giving a matter brief & unsympathetic
attention, especially in the phrase to give short shrift to s. o.
or s.t. (The use of short shrift dates back to
Shakespeares‘s Richard III (1594)—from the Web.)
Shteyngart, Gary, A, R, lxvi : -- reviewed the Library
of America‘s editions of ―Philip Roth, Novels and Stories.‖
See Bibliography; there is a bit of his review of ―Portnoy‘s
Complaint, ― in my Reader‘s Introduction, R, lxvi

―Shoe fits you, wear it! If the‖—saying that applied
to the ―Princess and the Slipper.‖

―Shoe that fits one person, pinches another, The‖—
Carl Jung, in Bartlett. Comparable to the adages: ―There is
no accounting for taste‖ and ―One man‘s meat is another
man‘s poison‖

Shubert

Theaters:

The

Russian

born

Shubert

(patronymic: Szemanski) brothers, Lee 1873?-1953), Sam
(1876?-1905) and , Jacob or J. J. (1880?-1963), who had no formal
education, began buying theater in NY at the start of the
20-th
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Century & amassed more than a 100 of them. Sam died in 1905
By the mid-20s, they owned or controlled 35 NY theaters,
produced 25% of all American plays & controlled 75% of all U. S.
theaters. In 1954 they produced the last of their 52 0
productions—paraphrased from the Penguin Int‘l Dictionary of
Contemp. Biography. They were rivaled only by the Loewe
Theater chain.
I think I saw Antigone‖ in a Shubert theatre in Detroit in
1945 while I was in the US Navy stationed in Dearborn, MI,
221(403-404)

reserves are some of the largest in the world, and it has minerals in
great abundance. Russia has some of the world‘s largest reserves
of petroleum and natural gas, and a lot of those are in Siberia.
Mentions the Trans-Siberian Railway. The writer met Sergei
Mikhailovich Lunev in St. Petersburg, in the summer of 2001. He
was to be the writer‘s guide for an automobile trip across Russia.
With forty-five hundred dollars supplied by the writer, Sergei
bought a Renault step van. Vladimir (a.k.a. Volodya) Chumak, a
past associate of Sergei‘s, joined them on the trip. On August 5th,
they started out—the rest of the ABSTRACT is at this
link:http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2009/08/03/090803fa_fa
ct_frazier See at Ian Franzier for more details.

Shute, Nevil (Norway, the family name of his father),
1899-1960, born in London, England, he was a a popular
novelist as well as a successful aeronautical engineer. One of
Shute‘s best-known was among his last: On the Beach (1957), set
in a world slowly dying from the effects of an atomic war. Its
popularity is owed in part to its adaptation as a film, which Shute
despised because of the liberties taken with his characters.
By the outbreak of WW II, Shute was already a rising
novelist. Even as war seemed imminent he was working on
military projects with his former Vickers boss Sir Dennistoun
Burney. He joined the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve as a sublieutenant & soon ended up in what
would
become
the
Directorate of Miscellaneous Weapons Development. There he
was a department head, working on secret weapons such as
Panjandrum, a job that appealed to the engineer in him.
His celebrity as a writer caused the Ministry of
Information to send him to the Normandy landings on June
6,1944and later to Burma as a correspondent. In 1948, after WW
III, he flew his own plane to Australia. On his return home,
concerned about the general decline in his home country, he
decided that he and his family would emigrate and so, in 1950, he
settled with his wife & two daughters, on farmland at Langwarrin,
south-east of Melbourne. Australia features in many of his later
novels, including the well-known A Town Like Alice (1950)—
excerpted from Wikipedia. See at ― A Town Like Alice‖

Siberia‘s Lake Baikal—see at Freshwater Lakes, The
Largest.

Sibling rivalry, Chs.31 & 57; also see at Eldridge,at
Fred, at Sister, at Malachi & at Heidi & Cindy.

Sicily--see at Italy. Also see at Alec Guinness (last
paragraph)

Sick bay is the hospital or dispensary of a ship or
other navy facility.

Sick call is a daily lineup of military personnel
requiring mediaal attention. Also a sinal indicating the time
for such a lineup.

Sidestep, see at

―Oooo, I love to dance a little

sidestep…‖

―Sidewalks of New York, The‖ 1894, by Charles
Lawlor and James Blake: East Side, West Side, all around
the town, / The tots sang ―Ring-a-rosie,‖ ―London Bridge is
falling down‖ , / Boys and girls together, me and Mamie
O‘Rorke, / Tripped the light fantastic, on the sidewalks of
New York. The song ―has become an unofficial anthem of
New York.‖ The lyrics were written by James Blake, who
ended up blind and living in poverty, but this was
discovered by The New York Herald, which raised money
to support him‖--from p. 115 of ―All the Years of Amer.
Pop. Music.‖ Also see p. 285 of ―Yesterdays.‖

Shylock, a Jew in Shakespeare‘s Merchant of Venus
who demands a ―pound of flesh‖ in payment. "Hath not a
Jew eyes..." speech in which he asserts that he is no
different than a Christian and deserves revenge as much as
they would have it. Also the lack of mercy shown by the
Christians at the end of the play points to hypocrisy on their
part—Wikipedia.. Also see at Pound of Flesh.

Siegfried Line, 143(257), 182(317) a Nazi-German
heavily fortified system of bunkers & underground tunnels,
equipment & ammo dumps along the Rhine facing the
French Maginot Line.

Sifton, Elisabeth, daughter of Reinhold Niebuhr. See

Shulman., Beth, see at Bell-Gray Controversy.
―Siam-Burma Railway During World War II,

at Niebuhr.

Signoret, Simone, 1921-1985, won an Academy

Building the : A Documentary Study‖ by T.R. Sareen.
New Delhi, Kalpaz Pub., 2005, 346 p., $47. ISBN 81-7835349-0. Driven like slaves and with semi-starvation diet, the allied

Award in 1959 for her role in Room at the Top, and thus
became the first French person to win one for Best Actress
or Actor. Signoret's sensual features and earthy nature led
to type-casting and she was often seen in prostitute roles.
She won considerable attention in La Ronde (1950), a film
which was banned briefly in New York as immoral. She
won further raves, including an acting award from the
British Film Academy, for her portrayal of yet another
prostitute in Jacques Becker's Casque d'or (1951). She went
on to appear in many notable films in France during the
1950s, including Thérèse Raquin (1953), directed by Marcel
Carné, Les Diaboliques (1954), and Les Sorcières de Salem
(1956), based on Arthur Miller's The Crucible. Her
memoirs, Nostalgia Isn't What It Used To Be, were
published in 1978. She also wrote a novel, Adieu Volodya,
published in 1985, the year of her death.

P.O.W. were left with no stamina to fight tropical diseases. As a
result thousands of them died while working on Siam Burma
Railway, which came to be known as ―Railroad of Death.‖
A fictional account of the sufferings of the Allied P.O.W.
was made famous by Hollywood few years back in the film The
Bridge on the River Kwai. In this book the author has reproduced
the original reports to present the factual details—from the
Website at this book.

Siam-Burma Death Railway—see above & at Ronald
Searle.

Siberia. ABSTRACT: A REPORTER AT LARGE about the
writer‘s travels in Siberia. A tiny fraction of the world‘s
population lives in Siberia. About thirty-eight million Russians and
native peoples inhabit that northern third of Asia. For most people,
Siberia is not the place itself but a figure of speech. Three-fourths
of Russia today is Siberia, and it takes up one-twelfth of all the
land on earth, spanning eight time zones. Mentions the Kamchatka
Peninsula and the board game Risk. The deeper into Siberia, the
harsher the climate‘s extremes become. The land simply stretches
on and on. Its natural resources, however, are amazing. Its coal

―Silence of the Lambs, The,‖ 1991 film in whish an
FBI agent (Jodie Foster) hesitantly turns to a deranged but
brilliant serial killer, the cannibalistic Hannibal Lecter
(Anthony Hopkins), to help her sketch the psychological
profile of a new murderer on the loose. Chilling suspense
gives a peek into the mind of an evil genius. Hoplkins won
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the Academy Award for Best Actor in 1992. Jodie Foster
won for Best Actress. In addition, the film won Best Picture,
Best Director and Best Adapted Screenplay. It is the shortest
lead performance to win an Oscar, as Hopkins only appears
for approximately sixteen minutes—also see at Hopkins.

Saturday Night (1992), Timecop (1994), and as Muhammad Ali's
boxing cornerman Angelo Dundee in Ali (2001).
From 2001 to 2002 and 2005 to 2006, Silver portrayed
presidential campaign advisor Bruno Gianelli on The West Wing.
From 1991 to 2000, Silver served as president of the Actors'
Equity Association. In February 2008, Silver began hosting The
Ron Silver Show on Sirius Satellite Radio, which focused on
politics and public affairs. The show aired live from 9–11am ET,
during morning drive time, on Indie Talk, Sirius 110. Silver
traveled to more than 30 countries and spoke fluent Mandarin
Chinese and Spanish. He taught at the high school level and was a
social worker for the Department of Social Services. He died
March 15, 2009 of esophageal cancer.
―Silverado‖ (1985). Lawrence Kasdan's Silverado is a
harkens back to the all-star, big-budget westerns of the
1950s and 1960s. The various plotlines converge at the town of
Silverado, held in thrall by crooked sheriff Brian Dennehy and his
behemoth deputies. The four disparate heroes--Kevin Kline, Kevin
Costner, Scott Glenn and Danny Glover--prepare to do battle
against Dennehy for personal reasons ranging from mercenary to
altruistic. Sidelines characters include duplicitous, dandified
gambler Jeff Goldblum, frontier widow Rosanna Arquette and
gimlet-eyed saloon owner Linda Hunt. The film is stolen handsdown by Kevin Costner, playing an irresponsible young gunslinger
who never speaks when hootin' and hollerin' will do. A classic,
High Noon-style showdown caps this rousing retro western--Al
Erickson, All Movie Guide

Silk Stockings Went to War--see at Rationing.
Sillitoe, Alan, born 1928 in Nottingham, England, is
one of the socalled ―Angry Young Men‖ writers of the
1950s. Like Arthur Seaton, the anti-hero of Sillitoe's first novel
Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, his father worked in the
Raleigh factory.
Sillitoe served in the RAF, where he was a wireless operator
After returning to England from Malaya he was discovered to have
Tuberculosis and he spent sixteen months in an RAF hospital.
Pensioned off at 21 on 45 shillings at week, he lived in France and
Spain for seven years in an attempt to recover.
Whilst living in Majorca in 1945 with his lover, American
poet Ruth Fainlight, and in contact with the poet Robert Graves,
Sillitoe commenced work on Saturday Night and Sunday Morning,
which was published in 1958. Influenced in part by the strippeddown prose of Hemingway, the book conveys the attitudes and
situation of a young factory worker faced with the inevitable end
of his youthful philandering. As with John Osborne's play, Look
Back in Anger (1956), and John Braine's novel Room at the Top
(1957), the novel's real subject was the disillusionment of post-war
Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the working class. It was
adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton & Rachel Roberts as his wife.
His story The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner,
about the rebellion of a borstal boy, i.e, a boy in Bosrstal
prison, with a talent for running, won a prize in 1959--the
Hawthornden. It was also adapted into a 1962 film, directed by
Tony Richardson, and starring Tom Courtenay.
Sillitoe wrote many more novels, and several volumes of
poetry. His 1995 autobiography Life Without Armour (Amor in
Amercan) was critically acclaimed on publication, and offers a
view into his squalid childhood. Also see at The Loneliness of the
Long Distance Runner.

Silver-tongued—having the power of fluent and
persuasive speech, applied to an orator., or an articulate
person.

Silvers, Phil (né Philip Silversmith), 1911--1985,
born in Brooklyn, NY, the youngest of 8 children in a
Russian Jewish family. His father was one of the workers on the
early New York skyscrapers.
Silvers started entertaining at age 11, when he would sing in
theaters when the projector broke down (a common occurrence in
those days). two years later, he left school to sing professionally,
before appearing in vaudeville as a stooge. was an entertainer and
comedy actor.
He is best known for starring in The Phil Silvers Show, a
1950s sitcom set on a US Army post in which he played Sergeant
Bilko. The show was also often referred to by this name. The
show's chief writer, Nat Hiken, was TV's first writer-producer, and
Hiken helped set a high comic tone for the show through his
inventive plots and snappy comedic repartee for the characters-edited from Wikipedia. Also see at "Diamond Horseshoe."

Silver, Ron (né Ronald Arthur Silver), 1946-2009,
actor, director, producer, radio host and political
activist. was born in NY City, NY, the son of May (née
Zimelman), a substitute teacher, and Irving Roy Silver, a clothing
sales executive. Silver was raised in the Lower East Side of
Manhattan and attended The East Side Hebrew Institute ("ESHI")
and then Stuyvesant High School.
He went on to graduate from SUNY at Buffalo with a
Bachelor of Arts in Spanish and Chinese, and received a Master's
Degree in Chinese History from St. John's University in New York
and the College of Chinese Culture in Taiwan. He also attended
Columbia University's Graduate School of International Affairs
and studied acting at the Herbert Berghof Studio.
Silver made his film debut in Tunnel Vision in 1976. From
1976 to 1978 he played downstairs neighbor Gary Levy in the
series Rhoda. Additional screen roles include Lovesick (1983), the
devoted son of Anne Bancroft in Garbo Talks (1984), an
incompetent detective in Eat and Run (1986), the pistol-wielding
psychopath opposite Jamie Lee Curtis in 1989's Blue Steel. and the
lead in Paul Mazursky;s Oscar-nominated Enemies: A Love Story
(1989).
Silver also starred opposite Jerry Lewis in the ―Garment
District Arc‖ of the crime show Wiseguy (1988). He often said in
interviews that growing up the son of a man working in the
garment industry was a great help in preparing for the role.
He also portrayed defense attorney Alan Dershowitz in
Reversal of Fortune (1990), based on the trial of Claus von Bülow
In 1998, he starred opposite Kirstie Alley for the last 2 seasons of
Veronica's Closet. Silver was featured in such diverse films as Mr.

Silverstein, Eliot directed ―Cat Ballou‖ & ―A Man
Called Horse.‖

Silverstein, Shel (né Sheldon Alan Silverstein) 1930-1999 was a poet, songwriter, musician, composer,
cartoonist, screenwriter and author of children's books. He
sometimes styled himself as Uncle Shelby especially for his early
children's books.
Silverstein confirmed he never studied the poetry of others,
and therefore developed his own style: laid-back and
conversational, occasionally employing profanity, and slang. He
also composed original music for several other films, and
displayed a musical versatility in these projects, playing guitar,
piano. saxophone, and trombone.
― When I was a kid,‖ he told Publishers Weekly in 1975, ―I
would much rather have been a good baseball player or a hit with
the girls. But I couldn‘t play ball. I couldn‘t dance. So I started to
draw and to write. was lucky that I didn‘t have anyone to copy,
be impressed by. I had developed my own style‖—excerpted from
Wikipedia. He wrote a poem ―A Boy Named Sue,‖ that wrote that
Johnny Cash set to msic, played and sang—see at Sue.
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Simi: Dr. Simi Hoque, A, D, Ezra‘s partner,

inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame in 1994 Simon's father
was Richard L. Simon, a co-founder of Simon & Schuster, Inc..,
& a pianist who often played classical music at home. Her mother,
Andrea Louise Simon (née Heinemann), was, a biracial (black and
white) Jewish civil rights activist and singer.
Carly was raised in the Riverdale neighborhood of the
Bronx, NY, has two older sisters, Joanna (b. 1940) and Lucy (b.
1943), and a younger brother, Peter Simon (b. 1947). She attended
Riverdale Country School & briefly attended Sarah Lawrence
College, before dropping out to pursue music—edited excerpt from
Wikipeidia, where there is lots more about her & her songs.Also
see pp. 857-858 of The Da Capo Companion & about ,e.g., her
greatest hit ―Your‘re So Vain.‖

raised

up in Nigeria, where he father, Dr. Momin Hoque was a
geologist & her mother, Tanqeer (―Rumi‖) Hoque,
taught computing. (They continued those occupations
in the USA—see at (Momin )Hoque
Her sister, Abeer, is a prize-winning author living
Berkeley & her brother, Maher, is a computer consultant.
When Simi was 12, her family, originally from Dhaka,
Bangladesh, emigrated to USA; Simi holds B.S. & MS
degrees in civil engineering from Carnegie Mellon U. &
an M. A. in architecture from Berkeley. In 2005 & 2006 she
did field work in architecturein the Boston area & taught at
MIT in fall 2006 while finishing up on her Berkeley Ph. D.
thesis in architecture. It was accepted on Dec. 2006, so
there‘s now another ―Dr. Hoque.‖ In Sept. 2008 she
started teaching ―green‖ architecture at U. Massachusetts
in Amerherst.

Sims, Naomi Ruth, 1948-- 2009), born in Oxford,
Miss, was an African American model, businesswoman and
author, who is widely credited as being the first African American
supermodel. She was "cover girl" for Ladies Home Journal in 1968

Sin, the breaking of religious or moral law, esp. if

Simic, Charles, ―The reason people make lyric poems

deliberate; something shameful, deporable, or wrong.
See at Capitalism without failure, at Carnal Sins & at de
Quincey.

and blues song is that life is short, sweet, and fleeting.‖

Simon, see at Carly Simon.
Simon, Neiil
Simon, Marvin Neil, born 1927 in the Bronx borough

―Sin, Physicists have known‖—see at Oppenheimer.
―Sin To Tell a Lie, It‘s a,‖ music & lyrics by Billy

of NY City, is a playwright and screenwriter. His numerous
Broadway succcesses have led to his work being among the most
regularly performed in the world.
Though primarily a comic writer, some of his plays, particularly
the Eugene Trilogy and The Sunshine Boys, reflect on the twentieth
century Jewish-American experience.
Simon attended DeWitt Clinton High School, attended NYU.,
1944--1945 and Denver U., 1945-1946. Two years later, he quit his job
as a mailroom clerk in the Warner Brothers offices in Manhattan to
write radio and TV scripts with his brother Danny Simon, including a
tutelage under radio humorist Goodman Ace when Ace ran a shortlived writing workshop for CBS. Their revues for Camp Tamiment in
Pennsylvania in the early 1950s caught the attention of Sid Caesar, who
hired the duo for his popular TV comedy series Your Show of Shows.
Simon later incorporated their experiences into his play Laughter on
the 23rd Floor.
His work won him two Emmy Award nominations and the
appreciation of Phil Silvers, who hired him to write for Sergeant Bilko
in 1959. In 1966 Simon had four shows running on Broadway at the
same time: Sweet Charity, The Star-Spangled Girl, The Odd Couple,
and Barefoot in the Park. His professional association with producer
Emanuel Azenberg began with The Sunshine Boys in 1972 and
continued with The Good Doctor, God's Favorite, Chapter Two,
They're Playing Our Song, I Ought to Be in Pictures, Brighton Beach
Memoirs, Biloxi Blues, Broadway Bound, Jake's Women, The Goodbye
Girl, and Laughter on the 23rd Floor, among others.
Simon also has written screenplays for more than twenty films.
These include adaptations of his own plays and original work too,
including The Out-of-Towners, Murder by Death and The Goodbye
Girl. He has received four Best Screenplay Academy Award
nominations--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Bright Beach
Memoirs.

Mayhew in 1936: ―I love you / yes I do / I love you /
if you break my heart I'll die / So be sure it's true / when
you say I love you / It's a sin to tell a lie.‖

―Sin, the original,‖ i.e., what Adam & Eve did in the
Garden of Eden is assme to be shared by everyone at birth.
(Catholic theology, 43(69). One could say that the
original sin was not very original.

―Sin no more, Go and,‖ 43(69)
―Sins are attempts to fill voids, All‖—Simone Weil,
in Oxford Dict. of Quotations.

―Sins of mankind are caused in the fear of it
(boredom), Half the―--Bertrand Russell in the Conquest of
Happiness‖ (1931); also see at Boredom.

―Sins, The Seven Deadly‖: Pride, envy, gluttony,
anger, sloth, avarice (or greed) & lust; a mnemonic is
PEGASAL--unless greed replaces avarice., in which case:
PEGGSAL! Every sin is an excess of a ―normal‖ human
condition, e.g., justified pride, envy could be admiration of
s.o.‘s virtue with the aim of mproving onesself, rightful
anger, gluttony on feast days, e.g., Thanksgiving, or the
desire to store fat for lean days, has an important psychic
meaning, etc; see at Carnal Sin (included in PEGASAL
as lust); also see at Dutch Proverb, at Moderation, at
―More!‖ & at Virtue. See at Hatred & at Erica Jong (the
last paragraph.)

―Sins of the father‖ (my father!), 218(396)
Sins of the flesh, 43(69), Ch. 48, included in the
Seven Deadly Sins as lust; see at Michael Caine.

Simmons, Jean, actress--see at―Guys and Dolls‖ and

Sinatra, Frank, Ch. 13, musical phenomenon and

at ―The Egyptian.‖

bobby-soxer craze. See, e.g., at ―Love and Marriage.‖ Also
see at ―All or Nothing at All,‖ at Betty Comden, at Bing
Crosby, at ―Guys and Dolls,‖ at Mia Farrow, at Irving
Kahal & at ―Sweater Girl‖ (1942 film).

―Simple Art of Murder The,‖ by Raymond Chandler,
Hammett's successor in the field. In this book,Chandler
summarized Hammett's accomplishments: Hammett was the ace
performer... He is said to have lacked heart; yet the story he
himself thought the most of [The Glass Key] is the record of a
man's devotion to a friend. He was spare, frugal, hard-boiled, but
he did over and over again what only the best writers can ever do
at all. He wrote scenes that seemed never to have been written
before—excerpt from Wikipedia at Hammett.

Sinclair, Upton (Beall), 1878-1968, novelist &
reformer, whose muckraking classic, ―The Jungle,‖ turned
the stomachs of Americans with hisexpose of the meatpacking industry.

―Sis,‖ see at Sister.
―Sing Me Back Home, Love, Death, and Country" by

Simon, Carly Elisabeth, born 1945, is singer, song-

David Jennings, reviewe in the Sunday June 1, 2008 NY
Times Book Review by David Kirby; see at Country Music

writer & musician, who has won an Academy Award, a
Golden Globe & is two-time Grammy Award winner. Simon was
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wheezes, 22(33); see at Faith, at Louise, at Carl & Sister
& at Mama & Sister.

Singer, Isaac Bashevis (né Herzs Synger), 1904-91,
Yiddish writer born in Poland. He was the 3-rd of 4
children, three of whom became writers. Hinde Esther, the oldest,
is least known. Israel Joshua, Isaac's older brother, wrote The
Brothers Askenazi and other novels after immigrating to the
United States in 1933, where Isaac followed him two years later.
In Warsaw, Isaac wrote for the Jewish Daily Forward & continued
in NY after emigrating in 1935. His novels have been widely
translated & none more
than ―Gimpel the Fool‖ (1957), which
Saul Bellow translated. ―I have seven names in all: imbecile,
donkey, lax-head, dope, glump & fool,‖ ibid. I
In 1978, Singer won the Nobel Prize for Literature
―If Moses had been paid newspaper rates for the Ten
Commandments, he might have written the Two Thousand
Commandments‖—from Quotes at Singer‘sWebsite.

Sister & Charley, see at Charley & at Sister‘s.
Sister&Eldridge, surrogate parents,10(15);Louise
was fortunate in her place in the family as the only sister‘
While Fred & I vied for her affection but, Eldridge
without trying, won hands down: Louise idolized him,
99(187); -- achievements, 128(324-325); also see at
Eldridge & at Sister.

Sister‘s: asthma (wheezing), 22(33); -- birthdayshe‘s a ―Junie,‖ 10(15)n, 105(198); -- apprenticeship in
leadership was crafted on our ―Bods‖ – whack! Take that!
she wielded a butcher knife! If I hadn‘t ducked I might
have lost an ear, or an eye! 103(194); -- gave a birthday
party for Carl‘s sixteenth, 151(268); -- boyfriends 104(195);
-- children, 100(188); Christian Evangelism, 102(190-191);
―daughteritis,‖ 106(199); displeasure at Carl‘s Bio, 27(41)n;
family chronicler 201(367); unique family position--the
only daughter & sister, 99(187); injury 22(32-33); her
injury became ours, 39(62); -- letters to me & love for
family, 201(367); love for & marriage to Charley, Ch. 33 ;
misfortune to become a bread-winner for the family,
104(194),―pure soul,‖104(195);―pie-in-the-sky,‖
104(194)n, modesty, 20(29), 20(29); tumor, 22(32-33),
39(62),103(194)

Singer, Isaac Merrit, 1811-1875, American, inventor
& manufacturer of te popular Singer sewing machine. See
at Elias Howe, who invented the genre.

Singer Sewing Machine, commonly used in USA
in the 30‘s and 40‘s etc., 65(107)

Singh, Dr. Surjeet, math . friend & prof. at Saudi U. ,
Ridiyah, Saudi Arabia whom I met at Delhi U. in summer
1968. He was a Ph. D. student of S. K. Jain. He honored me
& my family with an invitation to his wedding there.
Surjeet is a prolific mathematician.

Sisyphus (The cruel king of Corinth condemned

―Sis,‖ short for Sister.
Sisler, George, was one of baseball‘s greatest hitters--

by the gods forever to roll a huge stone up a hill in Hades
only to have it roll down again upon nearing the top. Then,
he has to roll in back up again.

in 15 seasons in the major leagues, Sisler compiled a career
batting average of .340, led the American League in
batting twice, hittin .407 in 1920 & .420 in 1922. His 257
hits in 1920 is a record that stood until October 1, 2004
when Seattle‘s Ichiro Suzuki hit his 258-th, but
this
was in 162 game seasons, not 154, as when
Sisler set his
record, 124(228)

Sitting Bull, 18434?-1890, Sioux leader who guided
his people to victory over Gen. Geo. A. Custer at the battle
of Little Bighorn (1876). He was killed when Federal troops
tried to take him into custody in 1890—see at Crazy Horse.

Sitwell, Dame Edith Louisa Sitwell, DBE, 18871964) was a British poet and critic. . She wrote "The
English Eccentricities" (1933). Her Collected Poems
appeared in 1957

Sissle, Nobel, cowrote the 1921 Broadway musical
―The Shuffle‖ with Eubie Blake, the first musical

Sissy, or ―fraidy cat,‖ boy or man adjudged weak or

Six Degrees of Separation refers to the idea that if a

effeminate, or, maybe, one with imagination enough to see
the dangers in many boyhood activities?
Like rats, many who draw back from fool-hardy
adventures, will fight savagely against an adversary when
pushed to do so. Also see at Pejoratives, Sexist Statement, at
Girl‘s Names, and below.

person is one ―step‖ away from each person that one knows
And two steps away from each person who is kown by one
of the people that one know, then everyone is nor more than
six steps away from any person on Earth. Several studies,
such as Milgram's small world experiment have been
conducted to empirically measure this connectedness.
While the exact number of links between people differs
depending on the population measured, it is generally
found to be relatively small. Hence, six degrees of
separation is somewhat synonymous with the idea of ―it‘s
a small world.‖ See at Flower Power.

Sister—see at Sob Sister, or Weak Sister.
Sister, or―Sis‖ (Louise Faith Menefee), D, Ch. 32,
also Chs. 2, 6, 14 & 31-34; ―Avenging Angel,‖ 103(194);
back-scrubber, 20(29); -- blessed with countless friends--of
both sexes: I have never known anyone with more friends.
Aside from this, she simply knew everybody & offered so
much of herself—a glow of happiness that radiated from a
pure soul. Sis was a virtuous woman: ―her price is above
rubies‖—Proverbs 31:10, 104(195); ABoss@
, 103(193);
ACain?@103(153); -- filled a (Cedar) hope chest during her
engagement to Charlie; ―forgotten daughter‖, 102(190);
―incomparable,‖ 128(235), ―made out best,‖ 39(62); only
daughter, 99(186-187); pie maker,103(194), 103(194)n;
―price above rubies,‖ ―pure-soul;‖-- ―read the first ed. of
my Bio & is displeased! 279(410)n; ASaint?‖104(195);

―Six Months to Live‖ Joke. A man goes to the doctor
for his annual checkup. After a thorough examination, the
doctor comes out with a list of notes, studies them, and says, "I
have very bad news for you-you have just six months to live!‖ The
patient laughs out loud, and the doctor, says, ―Don't you
understand? I said you have just six months to live--what are
laughing about? ― The patient, still laughing, says, ―Doc, I couldn't
possibly pay your exorbitant fee in six months!‖ The doctor says,
―Wait a minute," studies his notes, and says "In that case, I'll give
you another six months.‖
This could be called, ―How To Live Longer Joke.‖

scholar, 164; -- as the planet ―Venus,‖ P, v; -- a highly
intelligent woman, a leader in the community & church.
She would have made the most of an education, and the
world is poorer for her not going on to get it. This was way
before the Women‘s Liberation Movement & the National
Organization of Women (NOW) of the 1960‘s, 103(194); );

―Sixty Minute Man‖—see at ―Man, Sixty Minute.‖
―Sixteen Tons‖: ―You load sixteen tons, what do you
get? /Another day older and deeper in debt. / Saint Peter,,
don't you call me, 'cause I can't go;/ I owe my soul to the company
store...:--Merle Travis, 1946,based on his family's experience in
the mines of Mulhenberg Co., KY.
It was an unexpected
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Tennessee Ernie Ford hitin 1956/ With a unique clarinet-driven
pop arrangement by Ford's musical director, Jack Fascinato,
"Sixteen Tons" spent ten weeks at number one on the country
charts and eight weeks at number one on the pop charts, and made
Ford a crossover star. It became Ford's 'signature song‘—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.

Slade, Jack, 1824-1864, born in Carlisle, IL, and was
hanged in Virginia City, Mt. He was a gunfighter
murderer.

notebooks with the names of various classmates on the
top of each page, and under it are the remarks of other
classmate‖s, such as ―cute!,‖ ―swellllll,‖ ―handsome!‖
―groooovy!‖ ―smaaart!‖ , followed by many exclamations
marks, 157(278-279)—fore example see what one friend
wrote in my ―Lest We Forget‖-- at Ed Winters.

Airplane said, ―If you remember the sixties, you weren‘t
there‖—thanks to Vic Camillo for this. See his Testimony
to me in ―Memories of the Ohio U.- Zanesville Conference
elsewhere in this volume.

―Slang is language that takes off its coat, spits on its
hands, and goes to work," Carl Sandburg.

Size Matters: ―On Being the Right Size‖—see at J. B.

―Slaughterhouse-Five,‖ Kurt Vonnegut‘s 1969 novel,

S. Haldane, 3-rd paragraph.

based on the author‘s experiences as a prisioner-of war and
the destruction of Dresden.. (The title is taken from the name of
the building where the POWs were held.) Not only Vonnegut's
most powerful book, it is as important as any written since 1945.
Like Joseph Heller‘s ―Catch 22,‖ it fashions the author's
experiences in the Second World War into an eloquent and deeply
funny protest against butchery in the service of authority—from
Cambridge Biographical Dict. & the Web. Also, see at Vonnegut.
Vonnegut was one of a few American prisoners of war in
Dresden to survive, in their cell in an underground meat locker of a
slaughterhouse that had been converted to a prison camp. The
administration building had the postal address Schlachthof Fünf
(Slaughterhouse Five) which the prisoners took to using as the
name for the whole camp.
Shlacht is German for slaughter or massacre. So slaughter
house would be Schlacht Haus & butcher is Schlächter in German,
i.e., slaughterer.
Slave: ―I slowly squeezed the slave out of myself‖—
Chekhov.

Skat, a three-person card game, 214(388); also see at
Bill Moorfield.

Sittenfield, Curtis see at ―Life.‖
Sjöström Victor (in USA, aka Victor Seastrom),
1879--1960, was a Swedish actor,
screenwriter, and
film director. He gained international fame
for his role
of Prof. Isak Borg in Ingmar Bergmans's ―Wild
Strawberries‖ (1957). He also played prof. Sonderby in
Bergman's ―To Joy‖ (1950)—see at Bergman.

―Skeleton Joke: A Skeleton walked into a bar and
said, ―Give me a beer and a mop‖—see at ―Stop Me if
You‘ve Heard This.‖

Red

(Richard

Bernard),

1913-1997:

Following in the footsteps of his father, a circus clown,
Skelton worked in radio in the 1930s, then in movies & TV
in ―The Red Sketon Show, showcasing his antics as Clem
Kaddidlehopper, Freddie the Free Loader & Willie LumpLump, retiring in 1972--There is a 1979 biography by
Arthur Marx. See at Perfect Marriage.

Slaves: see at Nazi Concentraion Camps, at Japan
& at ―Soldiers and Slaves.‖

Skin, see at Milk, and at Mother.
―Skin a cat, There is more than one way to,‖ i.e.,

―Sleeping Beauty,‖ the Classic, 94(180)
Sleuth, another word for detective, and, as a verb, to

more than one way to do something--John Ray‘s
Proverbs (1678).

act as a detective. Related to sleuth-hound, a dog trained
to follow a scent.
―Sleuth‖ 1972 film directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
with Laurence Olivier, Michael Caine, Alec Cawthorne. A
man who loves games and theater invites his wife's lover to
meet…(fill in the dots, but somebody gets killed.)

Skinner, B. F., 58(95), social philosopher, inventor of
Behaviorism.

―Skinner,‖ our nickname for Shinnell.
―Skip to My (The) Lou‖ was a popular partner-

―Slight Case of Murder, A‖ a 1938 film starring

stealing dance from America's frontier period. Since
instruments were frowned upon, particularly the fiddle, the
dancers had to create their own music by clapping and singing.
Couples would dance around a lone male who sang ―lost my
partner, what'll I do.‖ At the appropriate point in the lyrics, he
would ―steal‖ the partner of a dancing man as he sang ―I'll find
another one prettier than you.‖ The displaced man would take his
place in the circle. ―Lou‖ is apparently a corruption of ―loo,‖ the
Scottish word for love. An unconventional arrangement of this
tune is featured in the 1944 Motion Picture "Meet Me in St.
Louis"

Edward G. Robinson, Ruth Donnelly, Allen Jenkins, and
Edward Brophy, based on a play by Damon Runyon and
Howard Lindsay. In the story one-time bootleggertries to
go legitimate but his house-party is intruded upon by the
bodies of four late enemies. The film was directed by Lloyd
Bacon.
―Slip

of the lip‖-- saying one thing while meaning
another, e.g., ―the breast in bed,‖ ―it is kisstomary to cuss
bride,‖ etc. Also see at Freudian Slip.

Sloan John French,1871-1951, artist born in Lock

Skirrow, Desmond, 1924-1976: see at ―Ode to a

Haven, PA, but grew up in Philly. In the spring of 1888, his
father experienced a mental breakdown that left him unable to
work, and Sloan became responsible, at the age of 16, for the
support of his parents and sisters. He dropped out of school in
order to work full-time. His job brought in little money.
In 1892, he took a job in the art department at The
Philadelphia Inquirer, working as an illustrator. Later that same
year, he began taking evening classes at the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts under the guidance of Thomas Pollock
Anshutz. Among his fellow students was his old schoolmate
William Glackens.

Grecian Urn Summarized,‖ a parody of the famous ode by
John Keats, 134(246)

Skirt, slang for a woman, or a girl, back when women
wore skirts! See at metonym, at Sexist Statements &
Womanwords.

a

Slam Books, a high school mania in which big-little

Sixteenth Street, 15(22); we live there from 1943 on.
Sixties, The: as Gracie Slick the lead singer of Jefferson

Skelton,

and

at

Skye, i.e., the Isle of Skye, is the largest & most
notherly island in the Inner Hebrides of Scotland. It Scottish
Gaelic is is called the Winged Isle—Wikipedia. Also see at
Hebrides.

Sky-hooks, 119(219); akin to Snipe Hunts.
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At a Christmas party in 1892, Sloan met Robert Henri, a
charismatic advocate of artistic independence who became a
mentor to him. From this point, Sloan began painting seriously,
and the two of them have been regarded as the driving force behind
the Ashcan School that helped to redefine American Art. He was a
member of The Eight, a group of American artists, and became a
leading figure in the Ashcan School of realist artists.
Slaon was known for his urban genre painting and ability
to capture the essence of neighborhood life in NY City, often
through his window. Sloan has been called ―the premier artist of
the Ashcan School who painted the inexhaustible energy and life
of New York City during the first decades of the twentieth
century,‖ and an ―early twentieth-century realist painter who
embraced the principles of socialism and placed his artistic talents
at the service of those beliefs.‖
By 1903 he had produced about sixty oil paintings in total.
In April 1904, Sloan moved to New York City, and soon found
quarters in Greenwich Village where he painted some of his bestknown works, including McSorley's Bar, Sixth Avenue Elevated at
Third Street, and Wake of the Ferry.
His time in New York was his most prolific period, but he
sold little, and he continued to rely on his earnings as a freelancer
for The Philadelphia Press, for which he continued to draw weekly
puzzles until 1910. By 1905 he was supplementing this income by
drawing illustrations for books (including The Moonstone) and for
such journals as Collier's Weekly, Good Housekeeping, Harper's
Weekly, The Saturday Evening Post, and Scribner's.
A doctor who was consulted in an effort to help his wife,
Dolly, overcome her alcoholism suggested a scheme to Sloan: he
was to start a diary in which he would include his fondest thoughts
of her, with the expectation that she would surreptitiously read it
and be freed of her disabling fear that Sloan would leave her.
Spanning the period from 1906 to early 1913, the diary soon grew
beyond its initial purpose, and its publication in 1965 supplied
researchers with a detailed chronicle of Sloan's activities and
interests--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

widespread eruption of pimples that blister, produce pus &
leave pockmarks. See at Edward Jenner & at Vaccination.

Small Step for (a) man, a great leap for mankind—
Neil Arrmstrong on taking the first step on the moon—see
at Moon Walk.
Small towns—see at Little Towns.

Smee—see at (Captain) Hook.
Smelt: to smelt is the verb of the smelting process.
Smelt pun: ―Get the lead out‖ is a slang expression
maning to hurry up, but also can be a result of smelting.
Smelt: Rainbow smelt—see at Great Lakes Fish.
SMERSH (all caps is a Soviet counterintelligence
agency featured in Ian Fleming's early James Bond novels
and films as agent 007's nemesis. СМЕРШ (SMERSH) is an
acronym from two Russian words: "SMERt' SHpionam"
(СМЕРть Шпионам, Směrt Ńpionam) meaning "Death to Spies".
Though Fleming's version of SMERSH supposedly was modeled
upon the real SMERSH organization, the novels portray SMERSH
as a massive Soviet counterintelligence organisation which aims its
operatives abroad in subversion of the West, with the additional
goal of killing Western spies, particularly James Bond of SIS.
SMERSH's headquarters are in Leningrad, Soviet Union-Wikipedia. Also see at Bond & at Fleming.

Smile, Smile, Smile!—see at―Pack UpYour Troubles
in the Old Kit-bag…‖

Smith, Al (né Alfred Emanuel Smith, Jr.,, 1873 1944),
was an American politician who was elected Governor of
New York four times, and was the Democratic U.S. presidential
candidate in 1928. He was the first Roman Catholic and IrishAmerican to run for President as a major party nominee. He lost
the election to Herbert Hoover. He then became president of the
Empire State, Inc. and was instrumental in getting the Empire State
Building built at the onset of the Great Depression—
Wikipedia.

Slocum—see at General Slocum steamboat.
―Slouching To Bethlehem‖ by Joan Didion—see at

Smith, Joan, British Journalist & Commentator—see
at Dead (comment about Princess Diane‘s death.)

Peggy (Lee)

Smith, Jules, see at Ginsberg.
Smith, Maggie, actress—see at ―Prime of Miss Jean

Slum lords, they exist in all cities, and they justify
themselves in this way: People need cheap housing. (It‘s
one way to get rich), 26(39)

Brodie.‖

Smith, Margaret Chase Smith, 1897-1995 was a

Slummy houses, 18(27)
Slur, to speak lightly of, or to disparage, s.o., treat

Republican Senator from Maine, and one of the most
successful politicians in Maine history. She was the first
woman to be elected to both the U.S. House and the Senate,
and the first woman from Maine to serve in either. She was
also the first woman to have her name placed in nomination
for the U.S. Presidency at a major party's convention (1964
Republican Convention, won by Barry Goldwater. She was
a moderate Republican, included with those called
Rockefeller Republicans. When she left office, Smith had
the record as the longest-serving female senator in United
States history—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

withou due consideration. As a noun is means a disparaging
remark:an aspersion, e.g., ―I never forget a face, but in
your caee I‘ll make an exception‖—quip of Groucho
Marx, or ―He‘s a bad apple.‖ See at Epithet 2.
Slurs, 42-43(68); ―The hidden meaning of slurs is to force the
intended victim to accept his lower status in order to weaken
him and render him impotent, i.e., powerless,‖ 43(68); also
see at Epithets, Ethnic Slurs, at Pejoratives, at ―Nigger‖ & at
Womanwords.
―No one can make you feel inferior without your
cooperation‖--Eleanor Roosevelt; ―Judging a person by
clothes & status, ignoring a person‘s gifts, is form of
subjugation.‖ I quite agree with Eleanor Roosevelt on this
(& the above),‖ 156(276); also see at Pejoratives, at Racism,
at Eleanor Roosevelt & at James Baldwin.
Slut, a woman perceived to be sexually promiscuous;
a slovenly womn, a slattern—see at Sexist Statements
& at Womanwords.

Smith, Dr. Patrick F., friend and math colleague
whom I met at the Conference on Direct Sum
Decompositions at Exeter, England, in 1983. Others whom I
met there were Peter Vamos, who organaized the conference
& Alberto Facchini, among others.) At the Zanesville
Ohio U. Conference on Rings & Things, June 14-17, 2007,
Patrick recalled a telling remark I made to him at the
Exeter conference in 1983 organized by Peter Vamos,
―Patrick, you are my like our student that Alfred Goldie‘s
(his Ph. D. adviser!)—see at Zanesville Conference.

Smallpox, also called the Black Plague, an acute,

Smith Rogers, Calla, HHS ‘45 Classmate,155-

highly infectious, often fatal disease caused by the poxvirus,
& characterized by high fever, aches & subsequent

156(278); ―Calla Lily‖ was my private name for her. I
admired her--her hair up in braids, tightly pulled up around
her head & a straight-cut cotton dress that accentuated the
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lean lines of her sylphlike body & her summer-bronzed legs.
She reminded me of the Irving Berlin song: ―A Pretty Girl is
Like a Melody.‖ Every since knowing Calla, I have had
such a deep affection for her namesake flower. Callista is
Greek for beautiful, but in the Oxford ―Dict. of First
Names,‖ neither Calla is listed. She wrote in my Lest We
Forget: ―To a very handsome boy of our class. I wont‘t
forget you. Luck & love always, Calla.‖ Well, Calla, I
had I ever known! ―We let our golden chances pass us
by.‖

ought to be SNAPFADAW, to include Whites. Cf. WASB
& WASP.
Snapshot 1. A photograph taken with a small handheld
camera—see at Brownie Camera. 2. An isolated , or short
description of something or someone, e.g., entires in this
Index & Glossary. Also see at Robret Capra & at David
Douglas Duncan.

Snatch Vulgar Slang for the vulva—also a woman a
girl. Also see at cunt & at twat.

Snipe hunt, 119(239); akin to Sky-hooks.
―Snow Country,‖ lyrical Kawabata novel, 22(32); see

Smith, Stevie (Mary Florence), 1902-1971, poet, see
at Drowning.

at Shimamura.

―Smoke Gets In Your Eyes‖ is a show tune written

Snow pea are legumes, more specifically a variety

by Jerome Kern & lyricist Otto Harbach for their 1933
operetta Roberta. It was performed by Irene Dunne for the
1935 film adaptation, costarring Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers and Randolph Scott. You can see them dance on
& hear it sung on YouTube—Google the title.

of peas eaten whole in their pods while still unripe. It is one
of the earliest-known cultivated plants, with evidence of
having been cultivated in a region that is now along the
Thailand-Burma border, 12,000 years ago. It is speculated
that the name comes from the whitish tint reflected from the
pods—Wikipedia. Snow peas were punned in a NY
Crossword puzzle—see at Peas.

Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! (That cigarette!), 220(399)
Smoking, see at Cigar, at ―Cigarette Century,‖ at
Cigarette Warnings, at Carl & Fred, at Mama, at

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, a Disney film;

Dad & at Bro.(Rev.) Steger.

―I used to be Snow White but I driftd‖—Mae West.

Smoktunowicz, Agata, Polish math. & friend, presently

Snowden, Frank M., Jr., wrote ―Before Color

at Edinburgh. In 2002, we invited her to speak at Rutgers
on her solution to a problem on the Jacobson radical of a
ring that had remained unsolved since 1955.--she
constructed a noncommutative simple nil ring! (I wrote
about her & her work in ―Rings & Things.)
She was one of the invited speakers at the
Zanesville Conference June 15-17, 2007 in honor of my 80th birthday & Osofsky‘s 70-th. When I quipped tht Molly &
me had a pet name for her: ―Smokie (the Bear), she counter
with this: Smok is Polish for dragon, hence that she is a
(smoking) dragon lady! But, not only that, since Agata
(Agatha) means the good & the beautiful, she is ―The
Beautiful Dragon Lady.‖ This is Ironic, since I loved
―The Dragon Lady‖ when I was growing up & now I love a
Beautiful Polish Dragon Lady!

Predjudice: The Ancient View of Blacks,‖ Harvard, 1970—
in it he claimed the racial bisas is relatively modern.

Snuff—see at Copenhagen chew and snuff.
Snyder, Jack, 213(378); Cincinnati ―Y‖ Coed Lounge
Friend, & WW II Vet, gave Carl tours of Cincinnati in his
antique Reo looking for ―Chicks!‖—We never found any!
We were frat brothers at U. of Cincinnati. He obtained
degree in Civil Engineering at Kansas Stete U, and worked
on highways.

―So Big‖ 1924 novel by Edna Ferber & several
movies based on it—see at Ferber, last paragraph.

Soap: Like so many things, floating soap was
discovered by accident when too much air aird had
been whipped in the soapy solution back in 1878 by Happy
Procter.. To emphasize the purity of the soap, it was called
―Ivory Baby.‖ See pp. 218-219 in ―Extraordinary Origins
of Everyday Things.‖ Also, see at Life Buoy.

Smolin, Lee, b. 1955 in NY City, is a theoretical
physicist & researcher at the Perimeter Inst. for Theoretical
Physics at the U. of Waterloo. See at Einstein‘s Later
Work Etc. He wrote an essay ―What is Time?‖ available on
the web.
―Smother-Burgers,‖ Dad cooked, 13(20)--I wonder how
vegetarians are able to resist them!
Smullyan, Raymond Merrill, b. 1919 in Far Rockawy,
NY., is a mathematician, logician, philosopher, puzzlemaker & and magician. He obtained a BS from Chicago in
1955 and a Ph.D. from Princeton in 1959. He is one of
many outstanding logicians to have studied at Princeton
under Alonzo Church. For what he wrote in ―The Meaning
of Life,‖ see at God or No God.

Soapbox derby, 68(112)
Sob Sister, 1. A journalist, exp. a woman, who writes

Sob

Sobel, Martin, was convieted in 1951 for spying for

Snafu (Situation normal, all fouled up),191(350)
―Snake Pit, The,‖ 173(302); 1948 movie, the first to

USSR, and served 18 of 30 years in Alcatrax, while
maintaining his innocence all that time. However, in an
interview on Thurs. Sept. 11, 2008, Sobel, now 91,
admitted his guilt, and also stated that while the Rosenbergs
were guilty as convicted, certain evidence, e.g., Ethyl‘s
typing, was untrue—NY Times article on Sept. 12, 2008 by
Sam Roberts.

compassionately explore mental illness. The severity of the
illness in the heroine causes her sympathetic doctor to try
electric shock treatments, hydrotherapy & drugs, along with
psychoanalysis which allows her to accept her fears & make
a recovery. Outstanding performance by Olivia de
Haviland. See at Joy‘s s Electroconvulsive shock therapy,
161-162(284-285)),173(302), at ―Carl‘s fears,‖ at Phobias &
at Manias. Also see at Havilland & at Shock Therapy

―SNAPFADA(W),‖164(289),

171(300);

sob stories. 2. A sentimental, ineffective person who seeks
to do good—from Amer. Heritage Dict. On 2005 TV,
Nancy Grace is a noted sob sister, but Greta van Susteren ,
while hardly as sobby, is too! See at Girls names, and at
Sexist statements.
Story, 1. A tale of personal hardship or to
misfortune intended arouse pity. 2. A maudlin plea given
as an explanation or a rationaliation.

Sochi is a city just north of the southern border of
Russia on the east shore of the Black Sea, in the foothills of
the Caucasus. It is a port and subtropical resort, established
as a spa in 1902. (1989 pop. 337,000) It is a port and
subtropical resort, established as a spa in 1902. Sochi will

Russell

Baker‘s acronym for Saxon, Norman, Anglo, Protestant,
French , Atheistic, Agnostic, Deist, Agnostic. I think it
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`

be the host city for the 2014 winter Olympic & Paralympic.
Games Also see at Alliluyeva.

Solomon Islands, Pacific Islands fought over in WWII,
159(282), 236
Japanese forces occupied the Solomon Islands in January
1942. The counter-attack was led by the US; the 1st
Division of the US Marine Corps landed on Guadalcanal
and Tulagi in August 1942. Some of the bitterest fighting of
WW II took place on the islands for almost three years.
Tulagi, the seat of the British administration on the island of
Nggela Sule in Central Province was destroyed in the heavy
fighting following landings by the US Marines. Then the
tough battle for Guadalcanal, which was centered on the
capture of the airfield, Henderson field, led to the
development of the adjacent town of Honiara as the United
States logistics center—Wikipedia

Official site of XXII Olympic Winter Games and XI
Paralympic Winter Games of 2014 in Sochi

―Social fabric--the belief in one‘s own worth, the
Great Depression had destroyed the,‖ 26(40)

Social Security Act is signed by FDR on 3/14/35,
7(10).
Society—see at Solitude.
Societies, a noted anthropologist saw little difference
between modern & primitive societies, see at Mary Douglas

Socrates, 469-399BC; 76(124):―Life, which is
unexamined, is not worth living,‖ Ch. 27; ―By all means
marry. If you have a good wife, you will be happy;
[otherwise] you‘ll become a philosopher,‖ attributed; -- was
tried & found guilty on charges of impiety and corruption
of youth. Given the option of drinking hemlock or exile,
he chose to die. Cf. Solzhenitsyn; Socratesd denied his
wisdom, saying, ―If I am wise, it consists of knowing that I
am not.‖ In regard to the latter, see at Lao-tzy. Also see at
Macaulay, who did not admire Socrates—far from it.

Solomon, King, noted for his wisdom, 76(124);
Of the fabled Temple of Solomon, the West Wall in
Jersualem is all that remains, and is a symbol of the height
of Jewish greatness—Jews go there to pray—I have been
there and seen them; also see at Disraeli & at Hobby-Horse.

Solomon Kinsburg; also see at Kinsburg; ―My
Solomon,‖ 174(288); -- tutored me in electric theory to
help me pass Eddy Test in order to be an RTs in the Navy,
165(290)
Solotaroff, Theodore "Ted," 1928-2008, was born and
raised in Elizabeth, N.J., where his father owned a plateglass company that yielded scant income during the
Depression. Ben Solotaroff was a tyrant of mythic
proportions, brutalizing his sensitive, artistic wife, Rose,
and beating Ted, who he threatened ''to break your spirit
once and for all,'' Mr. Solotaroff recalled in his first memoir,
''Truth Comes in Blows.'' He started The New American
Review in 1967, a highly unusual showcase for a rising
generation of writers, including Philip Roth, William H.
Gass and Mordechai Richler in just the first issue--edited
from the Aug. 12, 2008 NY Times Obituary by William
Grimes.

Socratic Method was to ask for definitions of such
moral concepts as piety and justice, ant to elicit
contradictions from their responses, thus revealing the
ignorance of the responder; immortalized in Plato‘s
dialogues, based on the Socratic method.

―Soda Jerks,‖ i.e., anyone who make, i.e., ―jerked‖
sodas, usually at a drugstore in the old days.

Soderberg, Alicia—see at Supernovae.
Sodomy, carnal sex between males, or with beasts,
56(91)n

―Soft peter,‖ see at Saltpeter
Soft Winds jazz trio—see at Johnny Frido.
―Soldiers and Slaves,‖ book by Roger Cohen about

Solstice is derived from the Latin Sol = sun, and

Berga concentraton camp, reviewed by Tom Brokaw in the
New York Times on May ll, 2005 ―I wasn‘t a Jew when I
went to war. I was an American Soldier‖—William J.
Shapiro, Op. Cit. Shapiro ditched his dogtag (which had an
H on it), but he couldn‘t hide his name. He was captured &
sent to a little-known Hell called Berga. Paraphrased from
Brokaw‘s review. Also see at Berga & at Shapiro.

-stitium = stoppage, or when the days grow longer (in
winter) and shorter (in summer. At our latitude, winters
solstice occurs on Dec. 21, or the shortest day of the years,
and summer solstice on June 21, the longest day of the year.
Solzhenitsyn, Alexander (Isayevich), 1918—2008,
176(306-307)): He was born in in Southern Russia, half
a year after his father died in a hunting accident, and was raised by
his mother in abject poverty: his earliest years coincided with
communism & the abolition of private property (making economic
calculation impossible.) What followed was mass starvation &
destruction. His family was no exception — their property was
confiscated and later destroyed by central planners.
Imprisoned 1945-53 in the Soviet Gulag & exiled to
Central Soviet Asia 1953-56, for an additional 3 years for writing
letters to a friend opposing Stalin‘s conduct of WW II. His 1962
novel ―One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch,‖ the first account
of the horrors of Stalinist concentration camps, was received to
wide-spread praise, and he received the Nobel Prize for literature
in 1970 for this and his other works—see e.g.. at ―Cancer Ward‖
& at ―The First Circle‖); however, he was unable
to travel to
Stockholm to receive the prize in person.
Later he wrote ―The Gulag Archipelago,‖ published in
Paris in 1973-1976, an account of Stalinist terror. He was arrested
& exiled in 1974. He lived in USA (in CT) for
many years,
returning to Russia in 1994. Also see his obituary written by
Walter T. Kaufman accessible at nytimes.com—it‘s one of the
longest ever published by the Times—two full pages plus the front
page story. Also see at Gulag etc.

Soldiers‘ National Cemetery in Gettysburg, PA,
where Lincoln gave the Gettysburg Address— see at
Gettysburg Address.

―Soldiers, never die, they just fade away,‖ a familiar
bromide. See at MacArthur.

Soldatenhof at La Cambe, 184(319); German
cemetery.

Sole mio—see at ―O sole mio.‖
―Soledad Brother,‖ see at George Jackson.
Solipsism: 1. The theory that the self is the only
thing that can be known and verified. 2. The view that the
self is the only reality. See Egoism. Also see at P. A. M.
Dirac, who seemingly knew nothing of the feelings of
others.

―Solitude is impractial and yet society is fatal—
Emerson, quoted in NY Times Xword of Sept. 7, 2009.

―So Long, See You Tommorrow,‖ 1980 novel by
William Maxwell, winner of the American Book Award. An
aging man remembers a friendship he had as a boy which
faltered following a murder.

―Somebody? Are You‖--see at Nuala O‘Faolain &

―Solomon Grundy,‖T4

at Jesse Jackson. Also see at ―We are somebody.‖
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―Someday (You'll Want Me To WantYou)‖ (1949)—

His most famous scores include (as composer/lyricist) A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, Company
(1970), Follies, A Little Night Music, Sweeney Todd (1979),
Sunday in the Park with Georg, Into the Woods, and Assassins, as
well as the lyrics for West Side Story and Gypsy. He was president
of the Dramatists Guild from 1973 to 1981.
An only child of well-to-do parents living in a high- rise
apartment on Central Park West, Sondheim's childhood has been
portrayed as isolated and emotionally neglected in Meryle Secrest's
biography Stephen Sondheim: A Life.Also see at Jules Styne and at
―Sweeny Todd.‖

see at Vaughn Monroe.

―Some Like It Hot‖ (1959): Two musicians witness
the St. Valentine‘s Day massacre in Chicago. They disguise
themselves as women & join an all-girl band to escape the
gangsters. Flawless cast includes a fetching Monroe at her
best; Curtis does his Cary Grant impression. Classic scenes
between Jack Lemmon in drag & Joe E. Brown as a smitten
millionaire suitor. Brown has the closing punchline--when
Lemmon tells Joe E. that he can‘t marry him because he‘s a
man—this was before such marriages were legal--an
unflappable Joe E. quips, ―Nobody‘s perfect!‖ One of the
all-time funniest movies—from Video Hound

Song & Songs:see at Love etc., at Marching Songs,
at War Songs & below.
Song: ―You Keep Coming Back Like a Song‖ (A

―Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child‖—see at
―Motherless Child.‖

Song That Keeps Saying Remember);
Song of mehitabel, see at archie and mehitabel;
―Look What They Done To My Song, Ma, / Look what
they‘ve done to my song. / It was the only thing I could do
half-right, / Now it‘s come out wrong, Ma, / Look what
they done to my song,‖ circa 1972, 104(195)
―I‘ve heard That Song B efore‖ (1943)—see at Sammy
Cahn & below.-also see at American Popular Song,

―Something to Remember You By‖ (when you are
far away from me), 188(327), where I copied the parenthetic
part wrong!) by Howard Dietz (lyrics) & Arthur Schwartz
(music) in ―Three's a Crowd," a ―Little Show" (1930)--see
p.350 of Ewen‘s All the Years of Popular Music.

―Something Wicked This Way Comes‖ is a 1983 film
based on the Ray Bradbury novel of the same name, starring
Jason Robards and Jonathan Pryce & directed by Jack
Clayton from a screenplay written by Bradbury himself—
see at Pricking of my thumbs.
Somme Offensive in WW I: Battle of the Somme, also
known as the Somme Offensive, fought from 1 July to 18
November 1916, was among the largest battles of WW 1. With
more than 1.5 million casualties, it is also one of the bloodiest
military operations recorded. Allied forces attempted to break
through the German lines along a 12-mile (19 km) front north and
south of the River Somme in northern France. One purpose of the
battle was to draw German forces away from the Battle of Verdun;
however, by its end, the losses on the Somme had exceeded those
at Verdun.
By the end of the war, the Allied losses proved replaceable,
the German losses less so. Verdun was a symbol that would affect
the national consciousness of France for generations, and the
Somme would have the same effect on generations of British
people.
The battle is best remembered for its first day, 1 July 1916,
on which the British suffered 57,470 casualties, including 19,240
dead—the bloodiest day in the history of the British Army. For the
first time, the home front in the United Kingdom was exposed to
the horrors of modern war with the release in August of the
propaganda film The Battle of the Somme, which used footage
from the first days of the battle. Future leader of Nazi Germany,
Adolf Hitler, participated in the battle.
Also see at Marne Battles & at World War I.

―Song Before. Seems I‘ve Heard That Song, (It‘s
From an Old Familiar Score)‖--—see at Sammy Cahn.

Song bird: a bird having a melodios song or call.
Slang. One who loves to sing--see at Teresa Brewster,
at Karen Carpenter, at Rosemary Clooney, at Lucia
Pamela, at Mariah, at Sinatra, at Song & at Sound of Music
―Song of Hiawatha,‖ 1855, Henry Longfellow: ―By
the shores of the Gitche Gumee, / By the shining Big Sea
Water / Stood the wigwam of Nokomis / Daughter of the
Moon, Nokomis – Part III ―From the waterfall he named
her, / Minnehaha, Laughing Water‖—ibid.

―Song of Myself,‖ Part 5 of: ―So I contradict myself?
/ Very well then I contradict myself. / (I am large, I contain
multitudes)—Walt Whitman (1885)

―Songs are the pulse of a nations‘s heart, a fever chart
of its health‖-- Yip Harburg.; also see at Fred Waring.

Soni, Rebecca—won a gold medal & 2 silver medals
in the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing—she won the 200
meter breaststroke, setting a world record in doing so.
--er time was 2 minutes 20.22 seconds. She had cardiac
surgery in 2006 to correct a heart condition that had limited
her training & what she could do physically.
Sonic barrier, the sudden sharp increase in aerodynamic
drag by an aircraft approaching the speed of sound. US
Air Force test pilot Charles E. (―Chuck‖) Yeager broke
the sound barrier as he flew a rocket plane over Muroc
Dry Lake in Claifornia, Oct. 14, 1947—see below.

Sommerfield, Arnold, 1868-1951, a German physicist
who modified Niel Bohr's model of the atom in 1916,
with the notion of elliptical rather than circular orbits. With
Felix Klein he developed the theory of the gyroscope. He
lectured for many years at the University of Munich in
Germany.

Sonic boom, an esplosive sound caused by the shock
wave preceding an aircraft approaching the speed of sound,
which at normal atmosphericpressure at 68F degrees is
approximately 750 mph. However, see at Enst Mach & at
Chuck Yeager.

Sonar is an acronym for sound navigation and .

Sonja Heinie, see at Henie & at Heinie.
Sonnenfeldt, Richard W., 2003-2009, was born in

ranging. The device sends out and gets back pings, 229(417)

Sondheim, Stephen Joshua, born 1930 in NY City,

―They were without a doubt the workd‘s greatest living
criminals, but their hands were clean, their expressions were
normal, they could have been people you meet on the street. You
think of what kind of man can do this, can serve someone like
Hitler, and you realize, it‘s very simple. A yes man. A toddy.
Some one doing it for rank or uniform or money or glory,‖ Mar,
14, 2007 NY Times article by Peter Applebome. His comments
about some of the Nazis he interviewed: Goering bragged how he
submarined others in Nazi office politics; or Ribbentrop babbling:

grew up on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, and later
on a farm in Pennsylvania, is an American stage musical & film
composer and lyricist, winner of an Academy Award, multiple
Tony Awards (seven, more than any other composer), multiple
Grammy Awards, and a Pulitzer Prize. He has been described by
Frank Rich in the The New York Times as ―the greatest and
perhaps best-known artist in the American musical theater.‖
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Germany, the son of Je

helped to liberate Dachau. A month later, General William J. Donovan,
head of the Office of Strategic Services, plucked Mr. Sonnenfeldt out
of the Army motor pool, saying his English was ―better than we‘ve
heard from any other interpreter,‖ according to the autobiography. Mr.
Sonnenfeldt returned to the US before the trials were completed,
turning down requests that he stay on. Enrolling at Johns Hopkins U.,
he studied electrical engineering and after graduating joined the Radio
Corporation of America, as RCA was known then. As part of the color
television development team, he worked on transmitting color
television signals. Mr. Sonnenfeldt also did early work in the
development of computers, held executive posts at NBC and other
companies, and was dean of the Graduate School of Management at the
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. In his 70s, Mr. Sonnenfeldt, an avid
sailor, crossed the Atlantic three times in his 45-foot sailboat. His first
wife, the former Shirley C. Aronoff, died in 1979. Besides his son
Michael, he is survived by his wife, the former Barbara A. Hausman;
two other children, Ann Goldberg and Lawrence Sonnenfeldt; three
stepchildren, Elizabeth Holdstein, Catherine Hausman and Maggi
DeNicola; and his brother, Helmut. Mr. Sonnenfeldt continued to write
and speak, in English and in German, about his experience in
Nuremberg. ―Of course, I felt great satisfaction to be at Nuremberg, but
my mind was more on doing my job than avenging a personal past in
Nazi Germany,‖ he said in his autobiography. ―As to punishing the
defendants for what they had done to humanity — that was the
assigned task of the tribunal.‖

Hitler never noticed that because Hitler always did all the talking.
About the accusation that he was accused of murdering 3.5 million
people, Rudolf Hoess retorted, ― No, only 2.5 million. The rest
died of diesearse & starvations‖—see at Hoess.
Also see Sonnenfeld‘s 2006 book ―Witness for the
Prosecution‖ for much more not only about the Nazi arch criminals
(Ch. 1Nuremberg, 1945-1946, Ch. 2 (The Trial), but also about
life in Germany where Sonnefield & his parents lived until 1938 in
Chap. 3 Family, Ch. 4 Childhood, Ch. 5 The Rise of the Nazi.
Once in England (Ch. 6), like many he was placed in Internment
(Ch. 7.), and then made his way to America (Ch. 8), where he
enliste in the US Army (Ch. 9), where his linguistic talents were
ecognized & put to use in the Nuremberg Trials. Sonnenfeld
means ―sun field‖ in German.

Sonnenfeldt, Richard W.‘s obituary in the Oct. 13,
2009NY Times written by A. G. Sulzlberger: Sonnenfieldt
fled Nazi Germany as a teenager, became the chief interpreter for
American prosecutors at the Nuremberg war crimes trials, and
interrogated some of the most notorious Nazi leaders of World War II.
Mr. Sonnenfeldt later became an electrical engineer and was part of an
RCA team that developed color television.
A German-born Jew who fled his native country at age 15, Mr.
Sonnenfeldt found himself face to face with almost two dozen Nazi
oppressors only seven years later, in 1945. Among them were Hermann
Goering, Hitler‘s second in command; the industrialist Albert Speer,
who ran Germany‘s war manufacturing; and Joachim von Ribbentrop,
the Nazi foreign minister. All were tried and convicted as war criminals
by the International Military Tribunal in Nuremberg.
Mr. Sonnenfeldt, at the time a United States Army private who
had helped liberate the Dachau concentration camp, was plucked out of
an Army motor pool to be chief interpreter, recognized as a rare native
German speaker who had a firm command of English. In that role, he
participated in the pretrial interrogations of prisoners, commonly held
in the bare rooms of the Palace of Justice. His first interrogation was of
Goering, who had been Hitler‘s designated successor. During the
encounter, Mr. Sonnenfeldt said, he felt ―the Jewish refugee I once had
been tugging at my sleeve,‖ he wrote in his autobiography, ―Witness to
Nuremberg‖ (2006, Arcade Publishing). Despite his nervousness, he
said, he sharply reprimanded Goering for interrupting. ―When I speak,
you don‘t interrupt me,‖ he said to Goering, recalling his words in an
interview with Charlie Rose on PBS in 2007. ―You wait until I‘m
finished. And then when you have to say something, I will listen to you
and decide whether it‘s necessary to translate it.‖ At one point,
remembering a childhood joke, he addressed him as ―Herr Gering,‖ a
play on the name that means ―little nothing‖ in German.―He began as
an interpreter but he evolved into a fairly significant interrogator,‖ said
John Q. Barrett, a professor at St. John‘s U, who has written about the
Nuremberg trials and was a friend of Mr. Sonnenfeldt‘s. ―He was the
person who could really thrust and parry with the prisoner in his native
tongue.‖ One of Mr. Sonnenfeldt‘s duties was to read the indictments to
each prisoner.―As we went through the awful recital of crimes over and
over, for each of the 21 inmates, hour after hour, I envisioned anew the
stacks of pitiful corpses and gagged once again on the smell of
assembly-line extermination these men and their cohorts had
unleashed,‖ he wrote in his autobiography. ―Their clean hands reached
out for the bundles of stapled documents that catalogued their past.
Elsewhere they might have easily have been taken for a group of very
ordinary men, picked at random from a crowd.‖ Richard Wolfgang
Sonnenfeldt was born on July 23, 1923, in Berlin and grew up in
Gardelegen, in northeastern Germany. In 1938, his parents, Walter and
Gertrud Sonnenfeldt, both physicians, sent him and his younger
brother, Helmut, to a boarding school in England as part of an attempt
to move the family out of Germany. Two years later, in the midst of
war, Mr. Sonnenfeldt was declared an enemy alien because of his
nationality and deported to Australia. (His brother, only 14, was
allowed to stay.) After arriving in Australia, he pleaded his desire as a
Jew to fight the Nazis and was released. He began a long return
journey, in which he set foot on five continents and survived a torpedo
attack. In 1941, arriving in the United States, he was reunited with his
brother and parents, who had escaped to Sweden before settling in the
Baltimore area. After becoming an American citizen, Mr. Sonnenfeldt
was drafted into the Army and fought in the Battle of the Bulge and

Son of a bitch. Vulgar. A person who is thoroughly
mean or disagreeable. Also, used as an expletive to show
annoyance, disgust,disappointment or amazement.
As an epitheth, it is widely considered one of the most
demeaning things anyone call a man, since it is a slur on
one‘s mother. For example: ―My mother never saw the
irony of calling me a son-of-a-bitch!‖—Jack Nicholson.

Sontag, Susan, ―Where the Stress Falls,‖ 130(238);
―In place of hermeneutics we need an erotics of art,‖
from ―Against Interprestation.‖

Sooner. Slang. 1. A person who settled a homestead in the
early West before it became officially available; a land
grabber; 2. capitalized, Sooners denotes an Oklahoman,
and also the U. of Oklahoma football team.

―Sophie‘s Choice,‖ 1979 novel William Styron, and
also an 1982 movie about a beautiful polish woman settling
in Brooklyn aftrer WW II, whose father was a Nazi, and
who,
after being sent to a concentration camp, had to choose between
which of her two children would survive, a decision that haunts
her. (It is also revealed that her father was a secret Nazi.) Merle
Streep won an Oscar for her bravura portrayal of Sophie. With
Kevin Kline, her Brooklyn psychotic Jewish lover & Peter
MacNichol, as the narrator ―Stingo‖(Styon?). He tells a hilarious
story of a flirtatious girl ―who could talk about it
(sex), but
couldn‘t do it,‖ 110(205) (Cf. Kinsey!) In the movie, Streep
hilariously mispronounced his name ―Stinko‖ in her Polish
dialect.

Sophocles, c.496 B.C.–406 B.C., Greek tragic
dramatist, younger contemporary of Aeschylus and older
contemporary of Euripides, b. Colonus, near Athens.
A man of wealth, charm, and genius, Sophocles was given
posts of responsibility in peace and in war by the Athenians. He
was a general and a priest; after his death he was worshiped as a
hero.
At the age of 16 he led the chorus in a paean on the victory
of Salamis. He won his first dramatic triumph in 468, over
Aeschylus, and thenceforth wrote copiously (he composed about
123 dramas), winning first place about 20 times and never falling
lower than second.
A definitive innovator in the drama, he added a third actor—
thereby tremendously increasing the dramatic possibilities of the
medium—increased the size of the chorus, abandoned the trilogy
of plays for the self-contained tragedy, and introduced scene
painting. Seven complete tragedies (difficult to date), part of a
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legendary speechwriter, and ―alter-ego.‖ President Kennedy once
called him his ―intellectual blood bank."‖
Born in Nebraska, the son of an immigrant Danish father
and Russian-Jewish mother (Annis Chaikin), Sorensen graduated
from Lincoln High School in 1945, earned a bachelor's degree at
the U. of Nebraska in Lincoln & attended law school at the same
university, graduating first in his class.
Acting upon the advice of his college adviser, Sorensen
took a year off his age to join John Kennedy's office as a legal aide
shortly after JFK was sworn in as Senator in 1953. Over the next
decade, he became Kennedy's closest adviser. At the age of 27,
Sorensen had an important role in researching and drafting
Kennedy's Pulitzer Prize-winning book Profiles in Courage,
prompting some controversy over the book's authorship.
In May 2008, Sorensen in his autobiography, Counselor,
largely confirmed allegations that he had done much, if not all, of
the writing. Sorensen wrote that he "did a first draft of most
chapters‖ and ―helped choose the words of many of its sentences.‖
Sorensen claimed that in May 1957, Kennedy ―unexpectedly and
generously offered, and I happily accepted, a sum‖ for his work on
the book.
Books by Ted Sorensen Books by Sorensen: Profiles in
Courage (assisted JFK) (1956); Decision-making in the White
House (1963); Kennedy (1965); The Kennedy Legacy (1969);
Counselor: A Life at the Edge of History (2008) & others which
may be found on the Web--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

satyr play, and over 1,000 fragments survive. Ajax is perhaps the
earliest tragedy; three actors are used but the form is handled
imperfectly. In his other plays, whether with two or three actors,
the dialogue is polished and smooth.
Antigone (c.441) contains extraordinarily fine
characterization. The most famous of his tragedies (cited by
Aristotle as a perfect example of tragedy) is Oedipus Rex or
Oedipus Tyrannus (c.429), in which Greek dramatic irony reaches
an apex. The plot is based on the Oedipus legend.
Electra (date uncertain), the Trachiniae (date uncertain; on
the death of Hercules by the blood of Nessus), and Philoctetes
(409? 406?) followed.
Oedipus at Colonus was written shortly before Sophocles'
death and was produced in 401. A sequel to Oedipus Rex, it tells of
the last days and death of Oedipus; it is a quiet, simple play of
great beauty and power. There is also extant about half of a satyr
play (Ichneutae or The Trackers, written perhaps c.460) on
Hermes' theft of Apollo's cattle.
The characters in Sophocles are governed in their fate more
by their own faults than by the actions of the gods as in the
tragedies of Aeschylus. Sophocles is supposed to have said that
Aeschylus composed correctly without knowing it; Euripides
portrayed people as they were; and he painted people as they ought
to be.
The translation by Richmond Lattimore and David Grene,
The Complete Greek Tragedies (1959) is one of the many English
translations of Sophocles--Columbia Enclyclopedia--"One word
/Frees us of all the weight and pain of life: / That word is love‖-Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus See at ―Victims and Agents‖
about his 406 drama, ―Philoctetes.‖

Sorkin, Aaron, see at Farnswoth Invention.
Sorrentino, Gilbert, 1929-2006, novelist, short story
writer, poet, literary critic & editor. In over twenty-five
works of fiction & poetry, Sorrentino explored the comic
and formal possibilities of language & literature. His
insistence on the primacy of language and his forays into
metafiction mark him as a postmodernist, but he is also
known for his ear for American speech and his attention to
the particularities of place, especially his native Brooklyn.
Also see at Art: ―Art rescues nothing‖ & at Bronx.

Soprano is a singing voice with a vocal range (using
scientific pitch notation, where middle C = C4) from
approximately (C4) to "high A" (A5) in choral music, or to
"soprano C" (C6, two octaves above middle C) or higher in
operatic music. In four part chorale style harmony, the soprano
takes the highest part which usually encompasses the melody. For
other styles of singing see Voice classification in non-classical
music. Typically, the term "soprano" refers to female singers but at
times the term male soprano has been used by men who sing in the
soprano vocal range using falsetto vocal production instead of the
modal voice. This practice is most commonly found in the context
of choral music in England. However, these men are more
commonly referred to as countertenors or sopranists—excert from
Wikipedia. Also see at Aïda, at Thaïs, at Leontyne Price & below.

‗Sorrowful Jones,‖ 1949 film starring Bob Hope and
Lucille Ball, and directed by Sidney Lanfield, and a remake
of ―Little Miss Marker‖ (1934), about a bookie called
Sorrowful Jones forced to adopt a little girl.

―Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word‖ is a song
written by Elton John and Bernie Taupin. It was recorded by
Elton John and released in 1976, both as a single and as part
of the Blue Moves album. It was his second single on
Rocket Records. The song is a mournful ballad about
unrequited love. It was also one of the rare instances where
Elton John himself wrote much of the lyric. Whereas most
of the John-Taupin songs began with Taupin's lyrics, this
one began with John's melody, with some lyrics included.
Taupin simply finished them.

Sopranino saxophone is one of the smallest
members of the saxophone family. A sopranino saxophone is

tuned in the key of E-flat, and sounds an octave above the alto
saxophone. This saxophone has a sweet sound and although the
sopranino is one of the least common of the saxophones in regular
use today, it is still being produced by several of the major musical
manufacturing companies. Due to their small size, sopraninos are
not usually curved like other saxes. Orsi, however, does make
curved sopranino saxophones.Sopranino is used to indicate a tonal
range beyond soprano. In particular, it can refer to:the sopranino
saxophone; the sopranino clarinet; or a female soprano capable of
also singing notes higher than F6. The most notable use of the
sopranino is in the orchestral work Boléro by Maurice Ravel.
Although Ravel calls for a sopranino saxophone in F, it is unlikely
that such an instrument ever existed. Outside of classical music,
notable jazz and improvising musicians used this instrument. The
sopranino saxophone is also used in the six-member Nuclear
Whales Saxophone Orchestra, currently played by Kelley Hart
Jenkins—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Saxophone &
at Boléro

Sorvino, Paul, actor, born 1936 in Brooklyn, NY
City, the son of Italian American parents--see at ―A Touch
of Class‖ & at ―Where‘s Poppa?‖

Sorvino, Mira, Paul‘s daughter, born 1967 in Tenafly,
NJ, her portrayal of a squeaky-voiced, foul-mouthed
prostitute in Woody Allen's 1995 film Mighty Aphrodite
won her an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress.

SOS, the international code letters, esp. for ships &
aircraft, indicating distress—it‘s a call for immediate help.
They represent the Morse Code signal ... - - - … , that is,
dot-dot-dot dash-dash-dash-dot-dot-dot. It was chosen for
its clarity. As the letters, despite various interpretations
such as Save Our Ship (or Souls), Send out Secour, it meant
nothing like that. However, ―conspiracy theorists‖ seek
meaning where there is none because they want meaning to
be there—see at Conspiracy Theorists.

Sorensen, Theodore Chaikin "Ted," b. 1928, is a
Counsel (retired Senior Partner) at the law firm of Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP and writer, bestknown
as President John F. Kennedy's Special Counsel & Adviser,
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Sosa, Sammy, one of baseball‘s HR leaders, 123(227)
Sosenko, Anna, see at Darling
Sothard, Joan, HHS Class of 1945, longtime friend

―South of the Border,‖ see at Autry
―South Pacific‖—Mitzi Gaynor and Rossano Brazzi
starred in the original Broadway musical (1949)--see at
Hammerstein (& Rodgers) and at Gaynor. Also see at
―There is Nothing Like a Dame. The 2008 Broadway
revival won 5 Tony Awards & has been sold out for every
performance since it began.

dating back to Fifth Dist. School, 32(51); In ―Lest We
forget,‖ Joan wrote, ―Good Luck to someone I‘ll always
remember, Joanie‖ Well, Joanie it was mutual, wasn‘t it?
149(265)n

Sothern, Ann (née Harriette Arlene Lake),1909-2001,

Southern American English (Accents): is a

actress born in Valley City, ND, she went to Central High
School in Minneapolis, MN, with classmate Edward Heimberger
(later to become known as Eddie Albert), Sothern left home very
young and began her film career as an extra in the 1927 film,
Broadway Nights at the age of 18.
During 1929 and 1930, she appeared as a chorus girl in such
films as The Show of Shows and Whoopee! (as one of the
"Goldwyn Girls"). She also appeared on Broadway, and had a
trained voice, occasionally singing in films. On Broadway in 1931,
she had leading roles in America's Sweetheart (135 performances
in which she sang "I've Got Five Dollars" and "We'll Be The
Same") and in Everybody's Welcome (139 performances).
In 1934, Sothern signed a contract with Columbia Pictures,
but after two years the studio released her from the contract. In
1936, she was signed by RKO Radio Pictures and after a string of
films that failed to attract an audience, Sothern left RKO and was
signed to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, making her first film for them in
1939.
In a role originally intended for Jean Harlow, MGM cast
Sothern in the film Maisie (1939), as brassy Brooklyn burlesque
dancer Mary Anastasia O'Connor who also goes by the stage name
Maisie Ravier. In Mary C. McCall Jr.'s screenplay of Wilson
Collison's novel, Maisie is stranded penniless in a small Wyoming
town, takes a job as a ranch maid and becomes caught in a web of
romantic entanglements.
After years of struggling, Sothern had her first real success,
and a string of "Maisie" comedy sequels followed, beginning with
Congo Maisie (1940), and ending with Undercover Maisie (1947)
in which Maisie infiltrates a gang of con men headed by a phony
swami. A review of Swing Shift Maisie (1943) by Time magazine
praised Sothern and described her as "one of the smartest
comediennes in the business." In 1984, Sothern retired from acting
and moved to Ketchum, Idaho, where she spent her remaining
year—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

group of dialects of the English language spoken throughout
the Southern region of the US, from Southern and Eastern
Maryland, West Virginia and Kentucky to the Gulf Coast, and
from the Atlantic coast to throughout most of Texas. The Southern
dialects make up the largest accent group in the US--Southern
American English can be divided into different sub-dialects, with
speech differing between regions. African American Vernacular
English (AAVE) shares similarities with Southern dialect due to
African Americans'strong historical ties to the region.
ontrary to popular belief, there is no single ―Southern
accent.‖ Instead, there are a number of sub-regional dialects found
across the Southern US which are collectively known as Southern
American English. Still, these different varieties often share
commonalities of accent and idiom easily distinguishable from that
spoken in other regions of the United States and identify it as being
"Southern", particularly to other Americans. Although different
"Southern" dialects exist, they are all mutually intelligible, as are
US and British English more broadly--excerpts fromWikpedia.
Also see at American English Dictionary, at Kentucky Dialect & at
Drawl.

Southpaw, a left-handed pitcher, i.e., a ―lefty.‖
Southpaw derives from the arrangement of the diamond
in baseball parks so that the batter faces east to avoid the
afternoon sun. Thus, since a left-handed pitcher faces west,
left-handed pitchers whip their arms towards south. Paw
is slang for hand.

.Southside Baptist Church, Chs. 13 & 28,

Sis &

Charley were married there, 105(198) & so were Mickey &
me, 161(285)n; Elwood Hunley, Rosemary Cook & I sang
in the choir, 206-207(378); -- vanquishes the Gang: I would
go there 4 or 5 times a week for Sundey Services, BYPU,
Boy Scouts, 41(65); also see at Seligman.

Southwick, Alfred P, see at Electric chair.
―Souvenirs, Among My,‖ Written in 1927 (the year of

Soukhanov, Anne H., see at ―American English.‖
Soul, see Art, at Joy & at Mary Corns Faith
―Sound of Music, The,‖ is a musical by Rodgers &

my birth) by Laurence Wright and Edgar Leslie, D

Soyinka, Wole (né Akinwande Oluwole Soyinka),
born 1934 into a Yoruba family, specifically, a Remo
family, in Western Nigeria, he is writer, poet and playwright, who
won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1986, the first African to be so
honored. In 1994, he was designated United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Goodwill
Ambassador for the promotion of African culture, human rights,
freedom of expression, media and communication.
He has been an outspoken critic of many Nigerian
administrations, and of political tyrannies worldwide, including the
Mugabe regime in Zimbabwe. A great deal of his writing has been
concerned with ―the oppressive boot and the irrelevance of the
colour of the foot that wears it‖. This activism has often exposed
him to great personal risk, most notable during the government of
General Sani Abacha (1993-1998).
During Abacha's regime, Soyinka left the country on
voluntary exile and has since been living abroad (mainly in the
United States, where he was a professor at Emory U. in Atlanta).
When civilian rule returned in 1999, Soyinka accepted an
emeritus post at Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University) on the
condition that the university bar all former military officers from
the position of chancellor.

Hammerstein, and book by Howard Lindsay & Russel
Crouse, about Maria von Trapp‘s book The Story of the
Trapp Family Singers. Songs include ―The Sound of
Music,‖ Edelwiss,‖ ―My Favorite Things,‖ Climb Every
Mountain‖ & ―Do-Re-Mi.‖
It opened on Broadway in Nov. 1959, and made into
a popular movie in 1965, starring Julie Andrews.

Sourpuss, Slang:. A person having a grouchy
disposition that is often accompanied by a scowling facial
expression; a habitually gloomy or sullen person—a grouch.

Sousa, John Philip,1854-1932, wrote more than 100
marches, including ―The Stars & Stripes Forever, 1896, T3,
& ―The Liberty Bell, ―1893. He was called ―The March
King.‖

South Africa declared war on Germany, 9-6-39, R,xlv
South American, see at Natal, Brazil.
South Dakaota—see at Deadwood & at Louisiana
Purchase

South, Joe, wrote: ―I Never Promised You A Rose
Garden,‖1970, Ch. 66.
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the corrupt, the tawdry side of life but still retains his ―tarnished
idealism.‖

Soyinka is currently the Elias Ghanem Professor of Creative
Writing at the English department of the U. of Nevada, Las Vegas
and the President's Marymount Institute Professor in Residence at
Loyola Marymount U. in Los Angeles, California, US.

Spaghetti Western, also known in some countries in
mainland Europe as the Italo-Western, is a nickname for a
broad sub-genre of Western film that emerged in the mid-1960s, so
named because most were produced by Italian studios, usually in
coproduction with a Spanish partner. The best known director is
Sergio Leone and the most acclaimed film of the genre, by Leone's
hand, is Once Upon a Time in the West. The best known musical
scores are by Ennio Morricone.
Leone started out with ―A Fistful of Dollars‖ starring Clint
Eastwood. The success of A Fistful of Dollars had producers
financing more and more Westerns with bigger and bigger budgets.
Leone quickly followed in 1965 with a sequel: For a Few Dollars.
Also see at Henry Fonda & at Once Upon a Time in the
West.

Space travel—see at Astronauts.
Spencer is the family name of Princess Diana. It is
derived from the position of a spencer, one in charge of
supplies in an estate. A little like a head steward on a ship.
My father‘s middle name was Spencer--not the only thing
thing he shared with Spencer Tracy.

―Spider, The Life of the,‖ by J. H. Fabre, preface by
Maurice Maeterlinck, Dodd Mead & Co., NY, 1912—see at
Fabre, at Gnat, and at Maeterlinck.

Suzhou, a town in north China—see at ―The Good
Earth.‖

―Soviet sphere,‖ see at Iron Curtain Speech.
Soviet Union, see at USSR.
Space cadet Slang. One who has trouble grasping

Spahn, Warren, one of the greatest southpaws; he
was 42 in 1963 when he went 23-7 with a 2.60
Earned Run Average, 125(224). He and his teammate,
Johnny Sain, formed a great 1-2 pitching combo--there is a
ditty with the line:―Spahn & Sain and Pray for Rain‖-you can access on the Web.

reality, or responding appropriately to it; a spacey person..

Spacek, Sissy, (née Mary Elizabeth Spacek), born
1949 in Quitman, Texas, is an Academy Award–winning
actress and singer. Her screen debut was in the 1972 film Prime
Cut co-starring Lee Marvin and Gene Hackman.
In the 1970s, as she began starred in a number of criticallyacclaimed cult classics for renowned directors such as Terrence
Malick, Brian de Palma and Robert Altman. Her most famous
performance is as the blood-spattered eponymous heroine of de
Palma's 1976 high-school melodrama/horror film Carrie.
In the 1980s she became a mainstream Hollywood leading
lady, winning the Best Actress Oscar in 1980 for her role as
country star Loretta Lynn in Coal Miner's Daughter, and garnering
three other nominations that decade. Spacek is known mainly as a
dramatic actress, but has made occasional (and generally
successful) forays into light comedy—excerpted from
Wikpedia.

Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939: It began after the
electoral victory of the Popular Front, composed of Liberals,
Socialists, and Communists when revolutionary sentiment on the
rightconsolidated. Gen. Franco led an army revolt in Morocco,
July 1936, amd fascist rightist groups in Spain rebelled. The
Leftists were joined in battle by many American and British
sympathizers (see at Hemingway) and the Fascists were supported
by Nazi Germany, whose planes dive-bombed the civilian
population of Guernica (a Basque village), an atrocity
immortalized by arguably Picasso‘s most famous painting,
―Guernica,‖ which depicted the horrors of the destruction &
killing of innocent civilians & animals, esp. horses. The painting
was kept in safe-keeping in the Museum of Modern Art in New
York until the late 1990s, i.e., well after Franco died, when it was
returned to Spain. Also see at Ernest Hemingway, at Federical
arcia Lorca, at George Orwell & at Gypsy Rose Lee.

Spacey, Kevin, born 1959 in South Orange, NJ, is a
character actor, director, screenwriter, producer, and
crooner. (In ―Beyond the Sea‖ the 2004 biopic of Bobby Darin, he
was all of the above!) He grew up in California, and began his
career as a stage actor during the 1980s, before being cast in
supporting roles in film and television. He gained critical acclaim
in the early 1990s, culminating in his first Oscar for The Usual
Suspects (Best Supporting Actor), followed by a Best Actor Oscar
win for American Beauty (1999). His other starring roles in
Hollywood include Seven, L.A. Confidential, Pay It Forward,
Superman Returns & Beyond the Sea. In a career which has
eventually earned him both Emmy- and Golden Globenominations. Since 2003, he has been artistic director of the Old
Vic theatre in London--edited excerpt from Wikipedia (My
parenthetical insert.) Also see at ―American Beauty.‖

―Spanish Earth, The,‖ a documentary on the Spanish
Civil War, filmed by Joris Ivens, with a commentary by
Eanest Hemingway.

Spanish Flu—see at Flu.
Spanish language & heritage in USA, Ch. 65
―Spare the rod, spoil the child,‖ Mama believed in
this to the nth degree! 37(58)

Spark, one meaning of the verb is to court or to woo;
as a noun: male suitor.—Amer. Hereit. Dictionary—see at
Dorthy and Denny Sullivan.

Spark, Muriel (née Muriel Camberg), 1918-2006,
born in Edinburgh to an Anglican mother and a Jewish
father, she was a leading novelist. She married Sidney Oswald
Spark in 1937, and soon followed him to Rhodesia (now
Zimbabwe). Their son, Robin was born in July 1938. Within
months she claimed that her husband was a manic depressive prone
to violent outbursts. In 1940 Muriel had left Sydney and Robin.
She returned to UK in 1944 and worked in intelligence in
WW II. Her first novel was The Comforters, was published in
1957. The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1969) was more successful.
Spark displayed originality of subject and tone, and featured a
character who knew she was in a novel. Spark told her characters'
stories in the past & the future simultaneously. It is clear that
James Gillespie's High School was the model for the Marcia
Blaine School in the novel.
After living in NY City for some years, she moved to Rome,
where she met the artist and sculptor Penelope Jardine in 1968. In
the early 1970s they settled in the Italian region of Tuscany and

Spacey, or spacy. Slang. 1. Stupified or disoriented
from or as if from drug use. 2. Eccentric; offbeat.

Spade, Sam, a sleuth, the protagonist of Dashiell
Hammett's novel The Maltese Falcon (1930) and the various
films and adaptations based on it, as well as in three lesser known
short stories written by Hammett. The novel, first published as a
serial in the pulp magazine Black Mask, is the only one that Spade
appears in, yet the character is widely cited as the crystallizing
figure in the development of the hard-boiled private detective
genre–Raymond Chandler's character Philip Marlowe, for instance.
Spade was a departure from Hammett's nameless and less than
glamorous detective, The Continental Op. Sam Spade combined
several features of previous detectives, most notably his cold
detachment, keen eye for detail, and unflinching determination to
achieve his own justice. He is the man who has seen the wretched,
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lived in the village of Civitella della Chiana, of which in 2005
Spark was made an honorary citizen. She was the subject of
frequent rumors of lesbian relationships from her time in New
York onwards, although Spark and her friends denied their truth.
She left her entire estate to Jardine, taking measures to ensure her
son received nothing—Wikipedia. Also see at ―The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie.‖
―Being over 70 is like…war…all your friends are gone,‖ in
Spark‘s 1959 novel, Memento Mori, 240(434). Also see at
Memento Mori & (The) Mandelbam Gate. Curriculum Vitae
(1992) is her autobiography.

and parodies the first line, but not
of the original.

the subject matter,

Spider to the fly, ―Come into my parlor?‖—see at
Serial Killer Penomenon.

―Spider Man,‖ 96(182)\
Spiegel is German for mirror.
Spiegel, Herbert,1914-2010, born in McKeesport,
Penna., treated pain, anxiety and addictions by putting
people into a trance. Broadway actors sought his help to overcome
stage fright, singers to quit smoking, politicians to overcome fear
of flying. For years he had a regular table at Elaine‘s, as well as his
own place on the national stage. Herbert Spiegel was one of four
children of Sam and Lena Spiegel. His father ran a successful
wholesale grocery business in McKeesport, and his mother, the
household.
Herbert Spiegel, the only son, attended the U. of Pittsburgh
before enrolling in medical school at the U. of Maryland, where he
graduated in 1939. After completing his internship at St. Francis
Hospital in Pittsburgh, he did a residency in psychiatry at St.
Elizabeth‘s Hospital in Washington, where he first learned
hypnosis. But it was during World War II — Dr. Spiegel served as
a battalion surgeon in North Africa from 1942 to 1946 — that the
young doctor first witnessed the power of hypnosis. ―I discovered
that it was possible to use persuasion and suggestion to help the
men return to previous levels of function‖ after severe combat
stress, he later wrote. He used the same techniques on himself after
suffering a shrapnel wound that earned him a Purple Heart.
It was in the early ‘60s that he filled in for Dr. Cornelia B.
Wilbur, the therapist who had been treating a troubled woman
named Shirley Mason, who appeared to communicate through
several distinct personalities. Her case became the basis for the
popular 1973 book ―Sybil,‖ by Flora Rheta Schreiber, and two TV
adaptations, one in 1976 with Joanne Woodward and Sally Field
and the other in 2008 with Jessica Lange. Critics later challenged
Dr. Wilbur‘s methods, saying they had encouraged the woman‘s
behavior. Dr. Spiegel agreed. He argued that Sybil had
disassociation disorder, not multiple personalities, and he voiced
his reservations when the book became part of a debate in recent
years over the causes of such disorders.
Yet more than anything, it was Dr. Spiegel‘s rigorous
studies of hypnosis, as well as his easygoing, matter-of-fact
presence, that most impressed other doctors and patients.He wasn‘t
Svengali-like; he didn‘t have this Mesmer voice,‖ said Dr. Philip
R. Muskin, a psychiatrist at Columbia. ―He was a regular guy with
this Midwestern accent who explained in a very straightforward
way that hypnosis was something you could learn that‘s useful. He
really took the techniques out of the dark alleys, out of Hollywood
and the world of the circus, and moved them into mainstream
medicine‖—edited excerpt from the Jan. 11, 2010, NY Times
Obituary by Benedict Carey.

―Spark, Muriel: The Biography‖ was authorized by
Spark, and written by Martin Stannard under contract which
allowed Spark to revise it. Nevertheless, according to the
TLS reviewer James Campbell in the Sept.18, 2009 issue,
―They could hardly have served up a les attractive picture
than this one.‖

―Sparrow, Waif‖—see at Edith Piaf.
―Sparrows, My Little‖—see at Heidi & Cindy (They
were born in Sparrow Hospital in Lansing, Mch.)

Speaker, Tris: his career batting average is the 5th
highest ever, 122(226)

―Speaking Freely,‖ see at ―American English.‖
Specialist Joke: You know more and more about
less and less, until you know everything about nothing.
Generalization is the reverse." Anon.

Spector, Dr. Clifford,. logician, friend & fellowmember of the Inst. for Adv. Study who died young, P, ii

―Speculation: Intense speculation—see at ―Gulliver‘s
Travels‖ for what it can do to you…

Spee, see at Graf Spee
Speech Impediment Joke: My wife has a slight
impediment of speech. Every now and then she stops to
breathe‖–Jimmy Durante.

Speech, Visible, see at Alex. Graham Bell
Speed of light, 186,000 miles per second in a vacuum,
but goes slower in another medium—see at Hau.

Speed Reader, see at Oscar Levant.
Spence Homes, Ida, on a Covington hill, Ch. 20—
Mama lived out her days there.

Spencer, a patronymic of Norman French origin: Le
Despenser, a steward. The ancestor of the family assumed
the name Le Despenser (Latin, dispensator), from being steward to
the household of William the Conqueror. It is the family name of
Princess Diana, and also the middle name of Charlie Chaplin, and
of my Dad.

Spencer, Edmund,1552-1599, see The Fairie Queen.
Spender, Stephen:―W.H. Auden, A Tribute,‖ 186(322)n
Sphere, middle name of Thelonious Monk.
Spic, racial epithet for Hispanic.
―Spider and the Fly, The:‖ ―Will you walk into my

Spiel, German for game, spielen, to play; Spielvogel,
is probably Yiddish, R, lxi.

Spielberg, Steven, US film director, writer, and
producer, b. 1942; his notable 1982 film ―E. T.: about a
lovable, intelligent extra-terrestrial spawned a craze for E.
T. dolls, toys, T-shirts, & posters. See also ―Munich‖ and
―Schindler‘s List.‖ Also, see Penguin Intern‘l Dict. of
Contemporary Biography, and Video Hound.
Spinach, see at Popeye, and Crystal City, TX,.
―I say it‘s spinach and I say to hell with it,‖ cartoon caption
by E. B. White, and also for ―Dennis the Menace.‖

parlor?‖ said the Spider to the Fly / ―‘Tis the prettiest little
parlor that ever you did spy‖—from a poem by
Mary
Howitt (1799-1888), published in 1829. She titled it ―An
Apologue‖ subtitled ―A New Version of An Old
Story.‖ (Also, being English, parlor is spelled parlour.)
When Lewis Carroll was readying Alice's
Adventures Under Ground for publication he replaced a
parody he had made of a negro minstrel song ith a parody
of Howitt's poem. The ―Lobster Quadrille,‖ in Lewis
Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, is a parody
of Howitt's poem (it mimics the meter and rhyme scheme,

Spin-the-bottle is a parlor game for boys & girls in
in which several players sit in a circle. One player, let's
say a boy, spins a bottle on the floor in the middle of the
circle, and must kiss the person on the lips to whom the
bottle points--if she is a girl! She then in turn,spins the
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bottle. If it is a boy, then he spins the bottle in turn sans
kiss. In the game we played, the kissers left the room to kiss
in private! Mono anyone? See at Mononucleosis.

rocket, slapped together a satellite and persuaded a dubious
Kremlin to open the space age.
And that winking light that crowds around the globe gather
to watch in the night sky? Not Sputnik at all, as it turns out, but
just the second stage of its booster rocked, according to Boris
Chertok, 95, one the founders of the Soviet space program‖--from
a Oct. 1, 2007, AP article ―Sputnik Launch was a shot in the dark‖
by Vladimir Isachhenkov in The Times (of Trenton, NJ.)

Spitball in baseball according to Preacher Roe:
It was in the summer of 1955, a year after he retired, that
Roe admitted to throwing spitters, describing his technique in an
article in Sports Illustrated, ―The Outlawed Spitball Was My
Money Pitch.‖ Roe told of wiping his left hand across his brow and
spitting on his thumb with juice from his bubble gum, using the
base of his hand as a shield. While ostensibly hitching his belt, he
then transferred moisture to his index and middle fingers, gripped
the baseball on a smooth spot and threw with a fastball motion,
getting a sharp downward break. Roe received $2,000 for the
article, but said he did not do it for the money. He maintained that
he hoped to see the spitter legalized and wanted to relate how it
was not necessarily a dangerous, hard-to-control delivery. ―It never
bothered me none throwing a spitter,‖ he said. ―If no one is going to

―Spy Who Loved Me, The‖ (1977) is the tenth spy
film in the James Bond series, and the third to star Roger
Moore as the fictional MI6 agent James Bond" Carly Simon
sings the title song against the backdrop if the trailer silhouettes:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZBCcY0nJao&feature=related

Squawkbox, navyese for loudspeaker—see at Navy
Lingo.
The leading lady, a ―hard-luck kid‖ in the original novel by Ian
Fleming, , is now sexy Russian secret agent Barbara Bach, who
joins forces with Bond (Roger Moore, making his third appearance
as 007) to foil yet another megalomaniac villain (Curt Jurgens),
who plans to threaten New York City with nuclear weaponry.
Beyond the eye-popping opening ski-jump sequence, the film's
best scenes involve seven-foot-two Richard Kiel as steel-toothed
henchman Jaws. Fifteen scriptwriters worked on The Spy Who
Loved Me; only two were credited, including Bond-film veteran
Richard Maibaum. - Hal Erickson, All Movie Guide
"Nobody Does It Better" is a power ballad composed by
Marvin Hamlisch with lyrics by Carole Bayer Sager. It was
recorded by Carly Simon as the theme song for the 1977 James
Bond film The Spy Who Loved Me. It was the first Bond theme
song to be titled differently from the name of the film, although the
phrase ―the spy who loved me‖ is included in the lyrics. Released
as a single from the film's soundtrack album, the song became a hit
(spending three weeks at # 2 on the US singles chart and reaching
#1 on the Adult Contemporary chart) and is still popular today.
You can Carly Simon sing it in the introduction at this link
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZBCcY0nJao&feature=related
She sings against the backdrop silhouettes in action, e.g.,
swimming, and at the very end, one looks as if she‘s buffo.

help the pitcher in this game, he‘s got to help himself‖—from the
obituary for Preacher Roe in the NY Times. See at Roe.

―Splendor in the Grass‖ written by William Inge
directly for the screeen for which he won 1961 Academy
Awards for Best Writing, Story and Screenplay), starring
Natalie Wood & Warren Beatty—see at Inge.

Sponge baths, very refreshing & water-conserving,
20(29-30) I still take & enjoy them.

Spoonfeed: after nursing & bottle-feeding comes
spoonfeeding. The latter also occurs in some teachers‘
classes. However, the students under such teachers do not
stretch themselves to grow intellectually. See at Fritz
Machlup.

―Sprezzatura, 50 Ways Italian Genius Shaped the
World,‖ by Peter D‖Espiro & Mary Desmond Pinkowish,
Anchor Books, a division of Random House, NY, 2001.

Springsteen, Bruce, aka ―the Boss,‖ rock singer &
guitarist, was born in 1942 of Italian-Irish parentage,
came out in 1980 with Hungry Heart in the doublealbum, ―The River,‖ whose title song is a somber tale of
small-town life‖—see p.889 of Da Capo Companion;
―Springsteen Live,‖ is a 5-album set of club & concert
recordings, 1975-1985, included Gurthrie‘s This Land is
Your Land, and Tom Waits‘ Jersey Girl, among other hits,‖
ibid. By the mid-1980s he had become the world‘s most
popular white rock star. His albums include Born in the
USA (1985) & Tunnel of Love (1987)

Spyri, Johanna, 1827-1901, was an author of
children's stories, and is best known for Heidi. Born
Johanna Louise Heusser in the rural area of Hirzel, Switzerland, as
a child she spent several summers in the area around Chur in
Graubünden, the setting she later would use in her novels. .In
1852, Johanna Heusser married Bernhard Spyri, a lawyer. While
living in the city of Zürich she began to write about life in the
country. Her first book titled A Leaf on Vrony's Grave, was
published in 1871 and the following year further stories for both
adults and children appeared, among them the tale of Heidi that
became an instant and enduring success. Heidi, the story of an
orphan girl who lives with her grandfather in the Alps, is not only
famous for its vivid portrayal of the landscape but also for its
understanding of how children see life and their feelings—excerpt
from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Heidi.‖

Sprit—see at Bowsprit.
Sputnik, any of a series of Soviet satellites sent into
orbit about the earth, esp. the first launched Oct. 4, 1957—
from the Russian meaning ―Fellow Traveler (of Earth),‖ or
someone who accompanies you part way on a trip, which is ironic,
since Fellow Traveler also denotes (or used to!) a Communistsympathizer in the US—see at Fellow Traveler.
Sputnik was a sphere weighing 184 lb. and it sped 18,000
mph in circling the globe every 96 minutes. It appeared an orange
glow low in the skies at sunsets—you couldn‘t miss it--traveling
as fast as it did—see at Sputnik Launch below.
Sputnick put an end to the myth of scientific supremacy
that USA had acquired during WW II, and brought a huge infusion
of money into the National ScienceFoundation to support basic
research and the teaching of science in high schools , colleges, and
universities.

Squeezebox (also Squeeze box, Squeeze-box) is a
colloquial expression referring to any musical instrument of the
general class of hand-held bellows-driven free reed aerophones
such as the accordion or concertina

Srinivasan, Dr. Bhama, friend & math. prof. whom I
met at the 1968 conference in New Delhi organized by
S. K. Jain. Then, as I toured India, I went to Madras & she
showed me some ancient Hindu temples abit south of
Madras. Then, as did many people I met at that conference,
she came to the USA & has by at the U. of Illinois at
Chicago Circle since 1980. Her Ph.D was earmed at the
U. of Manchester, England under the direction of J.A.
(Sandy) Green in Group Representations—see her Home
Page on the Web.

Sputnik launch was a shot in the dark: ―Fifty years
later, it emerges that the launch of Spunik was far from
being a well-planned strategy to demonstrate communist
superiority of the West. Instead, the first artificial satellite in space
was a spur-of-the-moment gamble driven the dream of
one
scientist (Sergei Korolyov, the chief), whose team scrounged a
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(and Jew) Otto Preminger in the role of the evil camp
commander.

SS St. Louis was a German ocean liner which sailed
out of Hamburg into the Atlantic Ocean in the summer of
1939 carrying over 950 Jewish refugees, mostly weary, seeking
asylum from Nazi persecution just before WW II. The ship
appealed for entry into USA to President Franklin Roosevelt but
he refused it. FDR‘s modest willingness to take in some of those
on board was opposed vehemently by his Secretary of State,
Cordell Hull & by from Southern Democrats—some of whom
went so far as to threaten to withhold their support of Roosevelt in
the 1940 Presidential election if this occurred.
On 4 June 1939 Roosevelt issued an order to deny entry
to the ship, which was waiting in the Caribbean Sea between
Florida and Cuba. The passengers began negotiations with the
Cuban government, but those broke down at the last minute,
despite a prior agreement to accept passengers. It then tried to
enter Canada but was refused once more. The ship sailed back to
Germany where upon various European nations agreed to admit a
small number of its passengers, the vast majority of whom ended
up perishing in the Holocaust as most of the host countries came
under Nazi occupation at some point during WW II started,only a
few weeks after the ship's return to amburg—paraphrased &
edited from the Wikipedia & an April 25, 2006 article by Sharon
Schlegel in the Times of Trenton

Stalin (aka Iosip Visssarionovich Dzhugashvili),
141(254), 178(311), 181(315); ―Man of Steel,‖ 181(315):
The dictator of USSR following Lenin, he ruled for 29 years
until his death, Mar. 5, 1953; ―A single death is a tragedy, a
million deaths is a statistic,‖ attributed. He was an expert on
statistics: According to Solzhenitsyn‘s ―Gulag Archepelago,
he killed over 20,000,000 Russians in a 30 year period.

―Stalin: The Court of the Red Tsar,‖ by Simon Sebag
Montefiore, 178(311)

―Stalin‘s Folly, The Secret History of the German
Invasion of Russia, June 1941,‖ by Constantine Pleshakev-see Bibliography.
Stalin‘s Victims, see, at Babel,
Gulag, at Wallenberg. & at Stalin.

at Mandelstam, at

Stalingrad (now Volgograd) 141(254), 181(315)—
also see at Zhukov

Stampede, 1. A sudden frenzied rush of panic-striken
animals; 2. A headlong rush or flight of a crowd of people;
3. A mass impulsive action, as in: a stampede of support for a
candidate. From estampida, a Spanish world meaning explosion,
bang, crash, uproar.‖ First used to describe a rush of animals, e.g.,
buffaloes, horses, or cattke. The USA was the first to use
stampede for humans as in stampedes of minerswho rushed
westward to find gold. An early instance of this use of the word is
found in The San Franscisco Herald in 185—edited excerpt from
Amer. Heritage Dictionary.

SS (Schutzstaffe, literally, protection squad!), R,
175(305); also see Himmler.

―SS Staat‖ (SS State) by Eugen Kogen: Not a single
German could have been unaware… that the prisons
were overflowing and that executions were taking
place….‖ 175(305), R, lvii-lviii

Stampedes of humans: In Mina, Saudi Arabia,

Stafford, Jo (Elizabeth), 1917-2008, was a jazz

thousands of Muslim pilgrims rushing to complete a
symbolic stoning ritual during the Hajj tripped over luggage
Thursday, causing a crush in which at least 345 people were killed
despite Saudi attempts to prevent stampedes that have plagued the
annual event. The stampede occurred as tens of thousands of
pilgrims headed toward al-Jamarat, a series of three pillars
representing the devil that the faithful pelt with stones to purge
themselves of sin—newsstory by AP reported Salah Nasrawi,
posted Jan. 23, 2006 of the event of Jan. 12 2006, in which 289
others were injured.

singer whose career spanned the late 1930s through the
early 1960s. Stafford is greatly admired for the purity of her
voice and was considered one of the most versatile vocalists
of the era. She was also viewed as a pioneer of modern
musical parody, having won a Grammy Award for Best
Comedy Album in 1961 (with husband Paul Weston) for
their album Jonathan and Darlene Edwards in Paris. Her
biggest hit: "You Belong to Me" (1952) & ―Make Love to
Me‖ (1954), both chart toppers.

Stage: ―All the world‘s a stage, / And all the men and

On July 2, 1990, a stampede inside a pedestrian tunnel (AlMa'aisim tunnel) leading out from Mecca towards Mina and the Plains
of Arafat led to the deaths of 1,426 pilgrims; On May 23, 1994, a
stampede killed at least 270 pilgrims at the stoning of the Devil ritual;
On April 9, 1998, at least 118 pilgrims were trampled to death and 180
injured in an incident on Jamarat Bridge; On March 5, 2001, 35
pilgrims were trampled to death in a stampede during the stoning of the
Devil ritual; On February 11, 2003, the stoning of the Devil ritual
claimed 14 pilgrims' lives. On February 1, 2004, 251 pilgrims were
killed and another 244 injured in a stampede during the stoning ritual in
Mina—see at this link for the Hajj-related stampedes:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incidents_during_the_Hajj

women are merely players‖—see at Shakespeare.
―If all the world‘s a stage, where is the audience sitting?
Cross Word Quip in Tribune Medi Services, Aug. 16, 2007

Stage Door Canteen,‖(I left my heart at the),Ch. 56
Stage names are adopted by actors & performers for
various reasons. Some are suggested by their managers and
agents to make them more appealing—see, e.g,, Ann
Sheridan-- or to hide ethnicity. The latter was the case
when many Jews adopted Anglo- Saxon names (see at Jew
or Jewish). But some actors & actresses insisted on using
their own names out of ethnic or racial pride—e.g., Greta
Garbo.

Nearly a thousand people were killed in a stampede on a
bridge in Baghdad Aug. 31, 2005—see at Rumors can be
dangerous.

Stapleton, Jean, actress—see at George C. Scott.
Stalag is a German prisoner of war camp for

―Stand and waite‖—see at John Milton.
Stanley, Kim (née Patricia Beth Reid),1925-2001,

officers and enlisted men—short for Stammlager, or base
camp—Amer. Heritage Dictionary. Primo Levi used the
short form: Lager.

actress born in Tularosa, New Mexico. She was a drama
major at the U. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, and studied at
Pasadena Playhouse, Active primarily in the theatre but with
occasional film performances, Stanley began her acting career in
theatre, and subsequently attended the The Actors Studio. She
received the 1952 Theatre World Award for role in The Chase
(1952), and starred in the Broadway productions of Picnic (1953)
and Bus Stop (1955).
She was nominated for the Tony Award for Best
Performance by a Featured Actress in a Play for her roles in A
Touch of the Poet (1959) and A Far Country(1962).

―Stalag 17‖ is a 1953 war film which tells the story
of a group of American airmen held in a German WW II
prisoner of war camp, who come to suspect that one of their
number is a traitor. Produced and directed wby Billy Wilder,
it starred William Holden, Don Taylor, Robert Strauss,
Neville Brand, Harvey Lembeck, and Peter Graves (Strauss
and Lembeck both appeared in the original Broadway
production); Wilder also cast fellow Austrian film director
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immortalized as ―The Star-Spangled Banner,‖ the national anthem
of the United States—see at Irving, last paragraphs.

During the 1950s, Stanley was a prolific performer in TV,
and later progressed to film, with a well received performance in
The Goddess (1959).
She was the narrator of To Kill a Mockingbird (1962) and
starred in Séance on a Wet Afternoon (1964), for which she won
the New York Film Critics Circle Award for Best Actress and was
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress.
She was less active during the remainder of her career; two of her
later film successes were as the mother of Frances Farmer in
Frances (1982), for which she received a second Academy Award
nomination as Best Supporting Actress, and as Pancho Barnes in
The Right Stuff (1983). She received an Emmy Award for her
performance in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (1985). She did not act
during her later years, preferring the role of teacher, in LAand later
Santa Fe, where she died in 2001, of uterine cancer—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. She married and divorced 4 times, the
last time in 1967, loc. cit.

Starr--see at Beatles.
Starr, Belle (nee Myra Belle Shirley), 18481889, an
outlaw whose Oklahoma cabin became a hideout for
fugitives from justice. Her criminal esploits are largely
unsubstantiated—Amer. Heritage Dict.
―From her association
with outlaws such as Jesse James
and the Younger brothers, Belle Starr reached a level of notoriety
that today leaves the facts of her life not always distinguishable
from the fiction‖—from the Web.
―Belle was born in Carthage, MO. Her father, John Shirley,
was a wealthy Carthage innkeeper,and her mother, Elizabeth
―Eliza‖ Hatfield Shirley, was descended from the atfield end of the
infamous Hatfield and McCoy family feud in the West VirginiaKentucky region. Belle wore buckskins and moccasins or tight
black jackets, black velvet skirts, high-topped boots, a man's
Stetson hat with an ostrich plume, and twin holstered pistols. She
spent much her time in saloons, drinking and gambling at dice,
cards, and roulette. At times she would ride her horse through the
streets shooting off her pistols. This wild behavior was among her
actions that gave rise to her rather exaggerated image as a pistolwielding outlaw—from the Web—Also see at Hatfield & McCoys.

Stanton, Frank Lebby, 1857-1927, see at ―Mighty
Lak a Rose.‖
Stanwyck, Barbara (née Ruby Catherine Stevens), was
born in NY City to Catherine Ann McPhee, a Canadian
immigrant from Nova Scotia, and Byron E. Stevens, an American.
When she was two, her mother, who was pregnant at the
time, died after being pushed off a moving trolley by a drunk. By
age four, her father had abandoned the family. She was raised in
foster homes and by an elder sister, but began working at age 13,
and was a fashion model and Ziegfeld Girl by the age of 15. She
was reared in Brooklyn, NY, where she attended Erasmus Hall
High School.
Stanwyck starred in almost 100 films during her career and
received four nominations for the Academy Award for Best
Actress for her roles in Stella Dallas (1937), Ball of Fire (1941),
Double Indemnity (1944), and Sorry, Wrong Number (1948).
In 1954 she appeared opposite Ronald Reagan in the
western Cattle Queen of Montana. Perhaps her most famous role
was in the 1941 film The Lady Eve, in which she starred with
Henry Fonda.
Stanwyck was one of the actresses considered for the role of
Scarlett O'Hara in Gone With The Wind (1939), although she
wasn't given a screen test for the part. That year she appeared with
Joel McCrea and Anthony Quinn in Cecil B. DeMille's western
Union Pacific (1939).
Stanwyck starred with George Brent in The Purchase Price
(1932), The Gay Sisters (1942) and My Reputation (1946 ).

―Starr, Brenda,‖ 96(182), debutting in June 1940, a
coifed, glamorous redhead, journalist in unlikely Dior-like
costumes, chasing spies & malefactors through jungles &
swamps, fighting off giant squid & sharks, a cartoon
allegory of Dale Messick (1906-2005), a female-cartoonist
trying to make her way in the male-dominated trade--from
her April 8, 2005 NY Times obit by Richard Severo.

Starboard, see at Port.
Staring Contest, whoever blinks first loses.
―Stars and Stripes, WWII US Services Newspaper,
R, xlix, 141(254). 188(326); see Bill Mauldin, cartoonist
for Stars & Stripes) & at Andy Rooney, a correspondent; S
& S was a major newspaper with a large staff…published
all over the world & sent correspondents, e.g., Ernie Pyle &
Homer Bigart & Walter Cronkite, to cover every
campaign.‖ Also see at Yank, the Army weekly tabloid.

―Stars and Stripes Forever, The,‖ written John Philip
Sousa in 1898; his lyrics, however, failed to match the
magnificence of the rousing march, which survived them.

―Stars at night are big and bright, / deep in the heart

―Starching the sheets‖--see at Wet Dreams.
Starbucks (Coffee) is named after the first mate in the

of Texas, / They remind me of, the one I love, / deep in the
heart of Texas.‖--from ―Deep In the Heart of Texas‖

Stars, The Fault, dear Brutus, lies not in our, /

Melville‘s novel ―Moby-Dick.‖ The first Starbucks was
opened in Seattle, Washington, in 1971 by three partners: English
teacher Jerry Baldwin, history teacher Zev Siegel,and writer
Gordon Bowker. The three were inspired by Alfred Peet, whom
they knew personally, to open their first store in Pike Place Market
to sell high-quality coffee beans and equipment. The original
Starbucks location was at 2000 Western Avenue from 1971-1976.
That store then moved to 1912 Pike Place. During their first year
of operation, they purchased green coffee beans from Peet's, then
began buying directly from growers. In 1984, they bought out
Peet‘s Coffee, and in 1987 sold out to another company—from
Wikipedia. Also see at Peets.

/ But in ourselves, that we are underlings, Shakespeare in
―Julius Caesar.‖

―Stars through effort, To the,‖ see at Ad Astra
Statue of Liberty, A gift of the people of France, it
was dedicated by Pres. Cleveland on Oct. 28, 1886, 8(1112) & rededicated by FDR exactly 50 years-to-the day later,
see at Bartholdi & at Lazarus.
Status Quo, the existing condition or state of affaris—
from Latin status, state, quo, in which, ablative of qui,
which. See at Hugo Claus, a Belgium who was unhahp with
the status quo.

―Star Dust‖ (1929), Hoagy Carmichael (music) &

―Stayback,‖ hair-slick, 104(195)
Stealing Apples: Peaselburg kids used to steal apples

Michael Parish (lyrics).

―Stardust Memories,‖ Woodie Allen film, 236(429)
―Star Spangled Banner‖ by Francis Scott Key, was

from the orchard One night, I heard a blood- curdling
shout, ―Don‘t Shoot, Mister! Don‘t Shoot!‖ It was my
brother, Fred! I was surfing the net at ―Stealing Apples‖ and
came across a Pt. Pleasant, West VA, newsstory Aug. 31,
1884 with the headline: about an 18-year-old boy:

oringinally published as a poem Washington Irving was
among the first magazine editors to reprint Francis Scott Key's
poem ―Defense of Fort McHenry,‖ which would later be
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―Murdered While Stealing Apples!‖ I thought how lucky
we were! Scary. Also see at Stolen Fruit & Stolen Pleasures.

cartoonists—from the Instroduction to a Steig exhibit at the
Jewish Museum, Nov. 2007-Mar. 2008.

―Stealing Beauty‖ is a 1996 film directed by

Steiger, Rod, 1925-2002, actor in many films, i.a.,

Bernardo Bertolucci and written by Bertolucci & Susan
Minot. It stars Joseph Fiennes, Jeremy Irons, and Liv Tyler.
The original music score is composed by Richard Hartley.
The film's tagline was ―The most beautiful place to be is in
love.,‖ i.e.,Tuscany.

―On the Waterfront‖ (‗54), ―Court Marshall of Billy
Mitchell, The‖ (‗56), ―Al Capone‖ (‗59), The Longest Day‖ (‗62),
―Dr. Zhivago‖ (‗65), ―In the Heat of the Night‖ (‗67), ―Lucky
Luciano‖ (‗74), ―The Ballad of the Sad Café‖ (‗91), ―Shiloh‖ (‗97),
―Shiloh 2‖ (‗99)—see Video Hound for others.

Steamboats—see at Genearl Slocum, at Island Queen

Stein is a mug, esp. a beer mug, holding about a pint.

& below

Probably short for the German Steinkrug, or stone jug—
from the German Stein, stone. Also see at Einstein, at
Goldstein, at Hammerstein, a I. F. Stone, at Styne & below.

Steam engine—see at James Watt.
Steel Mills, see at Newport.
Steelwool?: a New Yorker cartoon caption of March

Stein, Benjamin ―Ben‖ J., was born in Washington,
D.C., the son of the economist &writer Herbert Stein) grew
up in Silver Spring, Maryland,. He graduated from Columbia U.
in 1966 with honors in economics & was Valedictorian of the
1970 Yale Law School Class. He has written, co-written and
published thirty books, including seven novels, largely about life in
Los Angeles & 21 non-fiction books, about finance and about
ethical and social issue in finance, and also about the political and
social content of mass culture.
Perhaps he is best known for his part as the boring teacher
in Ferris Bueller's Day Off, and as the host of the Comedy Central
quiz show, ―Win Ben Stein's Money‖ (1997-2002)
Stein, Gertrude,1874-1946: ―Very fine is my valentine
-very fine and very mine;‖
―Remarks are not literature, said to Ernest Hemingway.
A clever book about herself, ―The Autobiography of Alice B.
Toklas,‖ is the only book she wrote that made money,
according to the article by Janet Malcolm referred to at Hawthorne.
(Toklas was her lover, or, as one says nowadays,―companion.‖)
Also see at Friendship, at Rose & at Village.

2008 was Steelwool under a drawing of robotic sheep made
of metal.

Steger, Brother, 86-88(167);Was he a Baptist Elmer
Gantry? ―Fire & Damnation‖ pastor of Southside Baptist
Church in Covington, KY, claimed that if God intended you
to smoke he would have put a smoke stack in your head,
ignoring the fact that the nose & the mouth, not to mention
ears, serve very well!
Bro. Steger would cover your mouth & nose with a
cloth before baptism, bend you backwards on your heels
until you were fully immersed in the water, and then quickly
raised you up--physically and spiritually, 87-88(167)

Stegner,Wallace Earle, 19091993, who was bon in
Lake Mills, IA, grew up in Great Falls, MT, Salt Lake City,
UT, and southern Saskatchewan, which he wrote about in his
autobiography Wolf Willow. Stegner says he ―lived in twenty
places in eight states and Canada.‖
He is an historian, novelist, short story writer, and
environmentalist, often called ―The Dean of Western Writers.‖ He
wrote the autobiographical The Big Rock Candy Mountain (1943),
and his novel novel Angle of Repose, which won the Pulitzer Prize
for Fiction in 1972, was directly based on the letters of Mary
Hallock Foote (later published as the memoir A Victorian
Gentlewoman in the Far West). Stegner's use of uncredited
passages taken directly from Foote's letters caused a continuing
controversy.
Stegner also won the National Book Award for The
Spectator Bird in 1977. In the late 1980s, he refused a National
Medal from the National Endowment for the Arts in 1992 because
he believed the NEA had become too politicized--edited excerpt
from Wikipedia.

Steinbeck, John (Ernst), 1902-1962, was born in
California‘s Salinas Valley in 1902. He grew up there,
about 25 miles from the Pacific coast and this was the setting for
many of his books.
Steinbeck went to Stanford U. in San Francisco in 1919 to
study literature. He left, however, in 1925 without a degree. After
college he moved to New York where he worked as a journalists.
His works include Cup of Gold (1929), The Pastures of
Heaven (1932), To God Unknown (1933), The Long Valley
(1938), The Tortilla Flat (1935), Of Mice and Men (1937), The
Grapes of Wrath (1939), and The Forgotten Village (1941).
In 1962, Steinbeck was awarded a Nobel Prize in Literature.
Asked by a reporter if he believed that he deserved it, Steinbeck
responded, ―Frankly, no‖—quoted by Robert Gottlieb in his
appreciative article in April 17, 2008 NY Rev. of Books on the
occasion of the appearance of the 4-th and last volume of
Steinbeck‘s fiction in the Library of America.
But, if you look at the list of Nobel Laureates in Literature,
then you might come to the conclusion that if all of them deserved
it, then so did he—see at Nobel for some other Nobel Laureattes
that are cited in this Miscellany, Glossary & Index. Also see at
―East of Eden,‖ at ―Grapes of Wrath,‖ at Elia Kazin, at Hedi
Lamarr & at ―The Red Pony.‖

Steig, William, 1907-2003, b. in Brooklyn, he
graduated from highschool at age 15 & studied for two
years at City College of NY (CCNY). His ―insouciant cartooons
of street-tough kids and squiggly drawing of satyrs, damsels, dogs
& drunks delighted & challenged readers of the The New Yorker
for more than six decades. He was the author of more than 25
children‘s books, about brave pigs, dogs, donkeys & other
creatures. One of the most popular was ―Shrek‖ which was made
into a movie in 2001& won an Academy Award as the best
animated feature film,‖ lightly edited from his Oct. 5, 2003 NY
Times Obituary by Sarah Boxer. Also see at Childhood According
to William Steig.
―Neighbor Hoods,‖ caption of a Steig Cartoon showing
some toughs standing on a street, 149(266); ―There‘s no echelon
like the top echelon, eh Harrry?‖ a caption on a cartoon showing
to very fat cats sitting in their club, 136(248)—elsewhere I
described the cartoon differently! Also see at Shrek.

Steinbeck Country—Salinas Valley. See at Salinas,
and at Watsonville, CA.

Steinbeck quotes: ―Lille (sic!) Marlene is the only
good thing to come out of Nazi Germany,‖ 228(418)n; also
see at War Songs.
Steinbeck called Al Capp ―the best writer in the world—
see at Al Capp (last paragraph.)

Steig at the New Yorker Magazine: He drew more

Steinem, Gloria, born in 1934 in Toledo, OH, and

than 1600 drawings and 120 covers over a period of 75
years. Before Steig, captions for cartoons were supplied by
writers, but he wrote his own, establishing a new era for

grew up in a poor neighborhood there. She is a journalist
and a leading feminist. She graduated from Smith College
(1956) & studied in India two years (1936-1938); active in many
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feminist organizations– see Penguin Int‘l. Dict. of Contemporary
Biography.
Steinem‘s mother, Ruth Nuneviller, was of part German
descent & her Jewish-American father, Leo Steinem, was a
travellng antiques dealer (with trailer and family in tow)--her
parents were immigrants from Germany and Poland.
The family split in 1944, when her father went to California
to find work while Gloria lived with her mother in Toledo. As a
child in Toledo, she cared for her ill mother & helped support the
family, including her sister, Suzanne.
In 1963, researching an article exposing how women were
treated at Night Clubs, she worked as a Bunny in the NY City
Playboy Club—edited from Wikipedia, where there‘s a photo of
her in her Play Bunny costume!

Stephans, Dorothy, HHS English Teacher, Ch. 43;
in informal HHS Photos? 166(291); ―I have to show that I
am human, don‘t I?‖ And I sat in back of the room &
shook my head sideways: ―No!‖ She wanted me to look
human too in my class photograph instead of grinning ―like
a monkey‖--see at ―Carl‘s photo.‖

Stepen, Leslie, 1832--1904, born in London, he was
an English critic and man of letters. After attending Eton
College and Cambridge University, he gained entry to literary
circles and in 1871 began an 11-year tenure as editor of The
Cornhill Magazine, for which he wrote literary criticism. His
greatest learned work was his History of English Thought in the
Eighteenth Century (1876), but his most enduring legacy is the
Dictionary of National Biography, which he edited from 1882 to
1891, personally writing many hundreds of its meticulous articles.
He was the father of Virginia Woolf and the painter Vanessa Bell
(1879–1961)—see at Autobiography and at Virginia Woolf.

Steiner, George--see at Bureaucracy.
―Stella Dallas,‖ is a 1923 novel by Olive Higgins
Prouty, written in response to the death of her three-year-old
daughter from encephalitis. It tells the story of a woman who
sacrifices her own happiness for the sake of her daughter. The
novel was subsequently adapted into a stage play in 1924 and
movies in 1925, 1937, and 1990--see below.

Stephenson, Ruth Ann, HHS ‘45 classmate, friend,
& Prom Queen, 150(267); informal photos, 166(291)

―Steps in Time‖ autobiographer: Fred Astaire.
Stepin Fetchit, see at Fetchit & also see Biblio.
Stern, Isaac, 1920-2001 violinist born in Belarus

Stella Dallas, a 1925 film directed by Henry King,
with Ronald Colman, Belle Bennett & Alice Joyce.

(formerly part of USSR), he made his debut as guest artist
with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra (1934), became
widely known in the 1940s, toured widel, establishing a reputation
as one of the world.s greatest violinists—excerpt from Cambridge
Biog. Encyclopedia.

Stella Dallas, 1937 film: ―This second film version of
Olive Higgins Prouty's Stella Dallas is by far the best.
Produced by Sam Goldwyn, the combined talents of Goldwyn,
director King Vidor and star Barbara Stanwyck lift this property
far above the level of mere soap opera. Stanwyck is perfectly cast
as Stella Martin, the loud, vulgar factory-town girl who snares
wealthy husband Stephen Dallas (John Boles). When Stephen is
offered a job in New York, Stella stays behind, knowing that she'll
never be part of her husband's social circle. She pals around
platonically with her old beau, the cheap and tasteless Ed Munn
(Alan Hale), a fact that drives yet another wedge between Stella
and her husband. The final straw is daughter Laurel's (Anne
Shirley) birthday party, which is boycotted by the local bluenoses.
Though she would like to remain part of her daughter's life, Stella
knows that she & she alone is the reason that Laurel is shunned
by the rest of the community‖--Hal Erickson, All Movie
Guide

Sterne, Laurence, 1713-1768,see at Tristam Shandy
& at Jokes Anybody?

Steroids, the large chemical class that includes
cholesterol, estrogen & testosterone, both real and
synthesized. Birds, Bugs & others named as steroid users
in an aarticle by Natalie Angier in Dec. 25, 2007 NY
Times—this can be accessed on the Web.

Steroids Use in Major League Baseball: The
George J. Mitchell Report was published in newspapers on
Friday, Dec. 14, 2007. The 400 page report named Roger
Clemens, Barry Bonds, Jason Giambi, Andy Pettitte,
Mike Dykstra, Jose Canseco, Miguel Tejada & many other
All-Stars. The NY York Times Sports page carried the
mugshots of 89 of the alleged steroid users. Clemens,
Pettitte & others, denied the allegations, while Giambi had
confesed to using long before the report. See below.

Stella Dallas was an America radio soap opera that
ran from 1937 to 1955. The title character was the beautiful
daughter of an impoverished farmhand who had married above her
station in life. She was played for the entire run of the series by
Anne Elstner. See at Wikipedia for the rest of the cast & cast
changes.

Steroids (cont‘d): ―Somebody definitely is guilty of
using steroids. You can‘t be breaking records hitting 200
home runs in three or four seasons. The greatest hitters in
the history of the game didn‘t do that‖—Reggie Jackson,
123(227). Jason Giambi admitted in 2005 taking steroids &
so did Barry Bonds, although Bonds said that his trainer
gave it to him without his knowledge. Pettitte said he used a
human homrne twice to treat an injury, but denied using
steroids. Also see at Excuses, at Giambi, at.Home Run
Derby & above.

Stella, Frank, born 1036 in Malden, MA, is a leading
artist in minimalism and post-painterly abstraction.—see at
Minimalism in art.

―Stella by Starlight:‖ The composer Victor Young &
his orchestra introduced ―Stella by Starlight‖ in the 1944
Paramount film, The Uninvited. a ghost story starring Ray
Milland, Ruth Hussey and Gail Russell
Stengel, Casey, 1889-1973, 67(111), Ch. 37; baseball
player & longtime Yankees manager. ―The secret of
managing is to keep those who hate you away from the ones
who are undecided.‖ Before his career in baseball, he was a
dentist in his hometown of Kansas City. He once said, "I
was not very good at pulling teeth, but my mother loved my
work." Oedipus Schmoedipus! ―You Can Look it Up‖ is a
catch phrase of Stengel‘s. Also see at Heiny, at ―You Could
Look It Up‖ & atYouth vs. Old Age.

Stevens, George, directed ―A Place in the Sun.‖
Stevens, Wallace, ―Death is the Mother of Beauty,‖
phrase in his poem ―Sunday Morning,‖ 21(31)n, 54(88);
Complacencies of the peignor, and late / Coffee and oranges in a
sunny chair, / And the bright green freedom of the cockatoo, /
Upon a rug mingle to dissipate / the holy hush of ancient
sacrifice,‖ 54(88), in. Harmonium. ―The only emperor is the
emperor of ice cream,‖ 246(442) ―Sunday
Morning is a poem
that Vic Camillo used to recite to me, 21(31)n, 54(88)
―Next to love is the desire to love‖—from a poem a bout
New Haven & quoted in NY Times on Father‘s Day, Sun. June 15

―Stepford Wives, The,‖ 1972 novel by Ira Levin
about men in Stepford who wiped out their wives and
dummy-like wives who never made demands or anything
took their places.
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in The Week in Review by Nicholas Dawidoff in his essay, ―The
Man Who Wasn‘t there.‖

Stewart had a magnificent war record, serving from 1941 to
1968 in the Air Force, where he rose to the rank of Brigadier
General. He flew in battle in WW II, and the Vietnam War, and
was honored by Distinguished Service Medal, Distinguished
Flying Cross (2), Air Medal (4), Army Commendation Medal,
Armed Forces Reserve Medal, Presidential Medal of Freedom,
French Croix de Guerre with Palm. Shortly before his 80th
birthday, he was asked how he wanted to be remembered. "As
someone who 'believed in hard work and love of country, love of
family and love of community."--edited excerpts from Wikipedia
where there is so much more about his films, e.g., the 1936 Cole
Porter film Born to Dance with Eleanor Powere and Frances
Langford, stage performances and military service—Also see at
―Easy to Love, ‖at ―Harvey,‖ at ―The Man Who Shot Liberty
Vance,‖ at ―Rear Window‖ & at ―Rope.‖

Stevenson, Adlai E(wing), 1(2)n; Democrat candidate
of notable eloquence defeated by Eisenhower in 1952 &
1956; -- helped to built the United Nations (1946). Elected
Democratic Governor of Illinois (1948); he was called an
―egghead‖-- see at Egghead, at Kefauver & at Eisenhower.

Stevenson, James, born 1929 in NY, NY, he is a a
New Yorker cartoonist, a historiian illustrator of NY City
history that appear as Op-Ed pieces ―Lost and Found New
Yorkers‖ in the NY Times. He also is the illustrator and author of
over 100 children's books. His cartoons appear regularly in The
New Yorker magazine. He usually uses a unique comic book style
of illustration that is very recognizable.
His books, like What's Under My Bed, have been featured
on the Reading Rainbow TV series. The first book James
Stevenson wrote and illustrated was Walker, the Witch, and the
Striped Flying Saucer. He previously illustrated a children's book
titled If I Owned a Candy Factory in 1968, but that story was by
his eight-year-old son, James Walker Stevenson. Also see, at
―Too Much is Never Enough

Stewart, Jon, TV comic newscaster of ―The Daily
Show‖ on Comedy Central, late nights Mon. through
Thurs.; also see at Jewish (Continued)

Stewart, William Huffman, 1921-2008, a surgeon
general under LBJ, who put health
ciagarette packages in 1969,

warnings on

―Sticks and Stones,‖ 30(46)n
Stieglitz, Alfred, 1864-1945, was born in Hoboken,

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894, was born in
Edinburgh, Scotland & inter alia wrote ―A Child‘s Garden
of Verses‖, ―Kidnapped,‖ & ―Treasure Island,‖ 94- 95(177)—
see at Wikipedia on the Web for some very interesting stories how
RLS came to wrote these!
He also wrote ―The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde‖
(1886), an allegory of the good and evil. In the story, Dr Jekyll
experiments with a drug that transforms himself into in murderous
beast, Mr. Hyde. In a comment by Mike Jay in ―Artificial
Paradises, A Drugs Reader,‖ it was ―allegedly written in less than
a week under the influence of cocaine..‖ Also see at Good & Evil
& at ‖Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.‖ R. L. S. died of TB—see at
Tuberculosis.
―The cruelest lies are often told in silence,‖ Ch. 15
―The world is full of a number of things, I'm sure we should
all be as happy as kings‖--R. L. Stevenson.

NJ, and died in NY City. He was passionate advocate of
photography as an art and a pioneer in exhibitions of modern art in
the United States. In 1902 Stieglitz founded the Photo-Secession
Group, as a protest against the conventional photography of the
time. Stieglitz's best work are the series of prints of his wife, the
painter Georgia O'Keeffe, and his studies of cloud patterns
suggesting emotions, undertaking the first use of a small handheld camera. By 1910, these photos had won many important
prizes. Realizing that his fame alone could not bring about the
recognition of photography as art, Stieglitz decided that,
eventually, the work of a group could be more effective than the
work of an individual. He therefore created a new group, in 1902,
the Photo-Secession, a title adapted from the German Secessionist
painters who, at the time, were also revolting against the traditional
art world. Stieglitz gathered around him a group of talented US
photographers, with whom he shared his ideals.
In 1905, urged by Edward Steichen, the Photo-Secession
opened its own space for exhibitions, initially called Little
Galleries of the Photo-Secession, in NY, but later known by its
street number, the "291". Stieglitz became so envolved with his
work in this gallery that he often signed his personal
correspondence "291". At this time, Stieglitz turned his immense
energy and intelligence to the cause of modern art. In1908, in a
country marked by it's dependence on the academic art in Europe,
the "291" had already held shows of works by the sculptor
Auguste Rodin and the painter Henri Matisse; he also held shows
by the painters Toulouse-Lautrec, Henri Rousseau, Paul
Cézanne & Pablo Picasso.
In 1913, he held the famous Armory Show, often
considered to have introduced modern art to USA. Stieglitz
vigorously promoted, along with the European art, shows of
emerging American artists, namely of the sculptors Constantin
Brancusi & Elie Nadelman, and the painters Francis Picabia,
Gino Severini, Stanton Macdonald-Wright & Georgia
O'Keefe, who was to become his wife in 1924. For the most part
these exhibitions were viewed by a hostile and derisive public.
With the closing of "291", in 1917, and of his own
magazine, Camera Work (1903 - 1917), Stieglitz became once
more envolved with his own photography, neglected during the
years of the gallery. He then produced the best of his work.
Stieglitz' preoccupation with his photography did not deter him
from continuing to hold shows of American artists, thus helping
them to survive and giving them the freedom to work as they
wished. When the artists he promoted became commercially

Stewart, James ―Jimmy‖ Maitland, 1908-1997, born
in Indiana, PA, was a film and stage actorknown for his selfeffacing persona. Over the course of his career, he starred in many
films widely considered classics and was nominated for five
Academy Awards, winning one in competition and one Lifetime
Achievement award.
He was a major MGM contract star. He also had a noted
military career, rising to the rank of Brigadier General in the
United States Air Force Reserve. Throughout his seven decades in
Hollywood, Stewart cultivated a versatile career and recognized
screen image in such classics as Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,
The Philadelphia Story, which won him his only Best Actor Oscar
in 1940, Harvey, It's a Wonderful Life, Rear Window, Rope and
Vertigo. He is the most represented leading actor on the AFI's 100
Years... 100 Movies (10th Anniversary Edition) and the American
Film Institute (AFI) 10 Top 10 lists. He is also the most
represented leading actor on the 100 Greatest Movies of All Time
list presented by Entertainment Weekly. As of 2007, 10 of his films
have been inducted into the United States National Film Registry.
Stewart left his mark on a wide range of film genres,
including westerns, suspense thrillers, family films, biographies
and screwball comedies. He worked for a number of renowned
directors later in his career, most notably Alfred Hitchcock, John
Ford, Billy Wilder, Frank Capra and Anthony Mann. He won
many of the industry's highest honors and earned Lifetime
Achievement awards from every major film organization.
He died in 1997, leaving behind a legacy of classic
performances, and is considered one of the finest actors of the
―Golden Age of Hollywood.‖ He was named the third Greatest
Male Star of All Time by AFI.
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―Stolen, like love, often,‖ a comment I made about

successful, he ceased working for them, for he was not a dealer
and never profited financially from his activities for artists.
Stieglitz broke down the barriers against photography in
American art museums, his prints being the first photographs
accepted as art and received as such by major museums in
Boston, New York City and Washington D.C. In those museums,
Stieglitz photos were hung and shown in the same manner as other
notable works in the graphic arts—from the web.

the stolen jewels that originally bedecked the Taj Mahal
in Agra, India, after my visit there in summer 1968.

Stolen pleasures are sweet, Proverbs, Ch. 25; see
at Stolen Fruit.

Stolen pleasures—going to movies on Sunday, 78(127)
Stolen sweets are best, Ch. 25; see at Cibber.
Stone, I. F. (né Idadore Feinstein), 1907-1989, born in

Stilwell, Joseph Warren, 1883-1946, was a US Army
four-star general, best-known for his service in China. He
came by his nickname, ―Vinegar Joe,‖ this way: he often gave
harsh critiques of performance in field exercises & a subordinate,
bit by Joe's acidity, drew a caricature of Stilwell rising out of a
vinager bottle. After discovering the caricature, Stilwell pinned it
to a board and had the drawing photographed & distrubuted to
friends. (See p. 125 of Barbara Tuchman's ―Stilwell and the
American Experience in China, 1911-1945‖)
Just prior to World War II, Stilwell was recognized as the
top corps commander in the Army and was initially selected to
plan & command the Allied invasion of North Africa.However,
when it became necessary to send a senior officer to China to keep
that country in the War, Stilwell was selected, over his own
objections, by Pres. Franklin Roosevelt & his old friend, Army
Chief of Staff George C. Marshall. He became the Chief of Staff
to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek, served as the commander of
the China-Burma-India Theater responsible for all Lend-Lease
supplies going to China, and later was Deputy Commander of the
South East Asia command. Unfortunately, despite his status and
position in China, he soon became a pawn in the political game
of U.S. Lend-Lease Aid and Chinese politics.
In October 1944 Stilwell was relieved of his commands by
FDR & he returned unceremoniously to the United States only to
be met by two Army generals at the airport—they were not to
nswer any media questions about China whatsoever! A presiential
election was coming up & Roosevelt did not want to take any
unnecessary risks.
In her book cited above, Tuchman wrote that Stilwell was
sacrificed to political expediency due to his inability to get along
with his allies in the theater. Stilwell's removal was certainly a
result of substantial political pressure by Chiang through iplomatic
means and using influential American friends who supported
Chiang's government. One such group, called the ―China
Lobby,‖included Time publisher Henry Luce & his wife Clare
Boothe Luce as well as J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI—editied
from Wikipedia

Philly, PA, was a left-wing journalist & writer. The
biography, ―American Radical, The Life and Times of I. F. Stone,‖
by D. D. Gutenplan was reviewed by Jackson Lears in the July 5,
2009 NY Times Sunday Book Review, and also by James M.
Murphy in the Jan. 1, 2010 TLS in an article ―Weekly Outrage‖,
implicitly referring to his ―I. F. Stone Weekly,‖ a longtime
publication and institution. It is stated there in Gutenplan‘s review
that ―Stone viewed his name change as a protection for his
children.‖ (Feinstein is German for ―fine stone.‖)

Stone, Lewis, actor, played, e.g., the father in ―The
Hardy Family‖ series of movies, 75(123) Also see at Andy
Hardy, at Hardy Family & at ―Grand Hotel.‖

Stone Walls Do Not a Prison Make, / Nor Iron Bars a
Cage, ― from Lovelace‘s poem, ―To Althea: From Prison‖
(1649), 46 (73)

Stonewall, TX, is is a census-designated place (CDP)
in Gillespie County, Texas. The population was 469 at the
2000 census. It was named for Thomas J. (Stonewall)
Jackson, by Israel P. Nunez, who established a stage station
near the site in 1870. Stonewall is the birthplace and
deathplace of
former President Lyndon Johnson, and
his LBJ Ranch,much of which is now the Lyndon B.
Johnson National Historical Park located nearby. Stonewall
is located on the Pedernales River, in the Hill Country of
central Texas,about 55 miles (86 km) west of Austin and the
nearly same distance north of San Antonio.
―Stop Me If You Heard This, A History and
Philosophy of Jokes,‖ Jim Holt, 2008, rev. in the Sunday
July 20, 2008 NY Times Book Rev. by William Grimes
who wrote ―‖Slight‖ would be too weighty a word for this
book…‖ Haha. Then he ended the review with a sample of
what he called a ―feeble‖ joke—see at ―A Skeleton walked
into a bar.‖ However, I read another review that was quite
favorable.

―Stop the World--I Want to Get Off‖ is a 1961

―Stiller, I‘m Not,‖ by Max Frisch: the author plays

musical with a book, music, and lyrics by Leslie Bricusse
and Anthony Newley.The West End production, directed by
Newley, opened on July 20, 1961 at the Queen's Theatre, where it
ran for 485 performances. Newley starred as Littlechap, with Anna
Quayle playing the multiple roles of Evie and the other women in
his life. Marti Webb was a member of the chorus.According to
Oscar Levant in his 1969 book, The Unimportance of Being Oscar,
the play's title was derived from a graffito.

the idea of identity-what constitutes it? Anatole Stiller is a
Swiss sculptor who gives up his art & spends 2 years fleeing
his past fame only to end up in jail. Written in the form of a
prison notebook. Also see at ―I‘m Not Stiller.‖

―Stingo‖ (―Stinko‖)--see at ―Sophie‘s Choice.‖
St.-Lô, strategic city of Normandy in WWII, 139:
The siege of St. Ló by the allies is treated in detail in Andy
Rooney‘s ―My War.‖ See at Andy Rooney.

Stoppard, Tom (né Tomáń Straussler),OM, CBE born
1937 in Zlin, Czechoslavakia, is a British Academy Award
winning screenwriter and Tony Award winning playwright,
famous for plays such as Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are
Dead (1966), The Real Inspector Hound (1968),
Arcadia
(1993), The Coast of Utopia (a 2002 trilogy) and also for
co-writing screenplays for Brazil (1985) and Shakespeare
in Love (1998) and the screenplay for Enigma (2001)-edited excerpt from Wikipedia, where a complete list of
plays (and summaries) can be found—also see at ―Enigma‖
(2001) & at Self-knowledge.

St. Louis, see at SS St. Louis.
Stochansky, Lorraine—see at Sumner.
Stock Market Crash of 1929, R, xliv, 6(8)
Stokes, Byron D.—see at Sweetheart of Sigma Chi.
―Stolen fruit is sweet,‖a proverb. The proverb is used
in a variety of forms, principally in allusion to the
temptation of Eve (Genesis iii. 6): e.g. [c 1390 Chaucer
Parson's Tale l. 332] The fleesh hadde delit in the beautee
of the fruyt defended [forbidden]—from the Web. Also see
at Forbidden Fruit, at Fruit, at Stealing Apples & below.

―Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,‖ written
in 1922, published in 1923 (in his New Hampshire volume)
was Frost's favorite of his own poems and Frost in a letter
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to Louis Untermeyer called it ―my best bid for
remembrance.‖ The poem is written in iambic tetrameter.
Each verses follows an a-a-b-a rhyming scheme, with
the following verse's a's rhyming with that verse's b, which
is a chain rhyme—Wikipedia.

As with Rope, Hitchcock supplied a homosexual subtext to
the two men's relationship, although it was toned down from
Patricia Highsmith's original novel..

―Strangest Man, The : The Hiddle Life of Paul Dirac,
Quantum Geniuis‖ by Graham Fermelo, 2009 biography—
see at Dirac.

―Stormy Weather,‖ by Yip Harburg (1942):
―Don‘t know why, there‘s no cabin in the sky,
Stormy weather, when me and my girl get together,
It‘s raining all the time. Time. It‘s raining all the time.‖
Also a 1942 movie with this title.

Strasberg, Susan, 1938-1999, film an stage actress-see at ―Picnic‖ (1956).

Stratemeyer, Edward, 94-95(178): A syndicated
creator of a over 40 series of books such as Tom
Swift,Nancy Drew, Bobbsey Twins, River Boys, Motor Boys, etc.
The Rover Boys, started in 1899, The Motor Boys, the
Outdoor Girls (the first girls‘ series introduced in 1908); Tom
Swift, in 1910; and the Bobbsey Twins were products of a literary
syndicated started by Edward Stratemeyer. Tom Swift dashed
around in six-cylinder racing cars or jets or balloons (―Swift by
name, and swift by nature‖ was Tom‘s Swift‘s motto.) The series
―Nancy Drew, The Girl Detective,‖ began in May 1930; Mildred
Wirt wrote twenty-three of the first thirty Nancy Drews.
Stratemeyer was neither a feminist nor a brilliant writer; but
in his own unassuming way he was, like Nancy Drew, a
phenomenon. By 1926, in a poll published by the American
Library Association, 98% of boys and girls listed a Stratemeyer
book as their favorite, and another showed that Tom Swift books
were at the top of the list. Thirty-one series were in full swing, yet
Stratemeyer was still not content. (This, and some of the above,
was paraphrased from ―Nancy Drew‘s Father: The Fiction of
Edward Stratemeyer‖ in the November 8, 2004 New Yorker
Magazine.)
In 1975, Bobbie Ann Mason wrote a history of Nancy
Drew entitled, ―The Girl Sleuth.‖ I suppose back then, these novels
were what were called ―penny-dreadfuls,‖ that is, popular, but not
considered good taste and not fit for children. Years later, libraries
were embarrassed that they did not have copies of them and had to
rely on avid collectors to fill their shelves with them in order to
serve the public demand. Also see at (Tom) Swift), Swifties,
Nancy Drew, Bobbsey Twins, River Boys, Motor Boys, Bobby
Ann Mason, etc.

Storrs, Anthony, see at ―Chruchill‘s Black Dog.‖
―Story of O‖—see at O & also at Selznick (next to
last paragraphs.)

Story that tops all others? (Attic)
Stovall, James G.—see at ―Jounalism: Who etc.‖
Stowe, Harriet [Elizabeth] Beecher, 1811-1896, born
in Litchfield, CT, was an author and abolitionist, whose
novel Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852) attacked the cruelty of slavery; it
reached millions as a novel and play, and became influential in the
U.S. and Britain. It made the political issues of the 1850s regarding
slavery tangible to millions, energizing anti-slavery forces in the
American North. It angered and embittered the South. The impact is
summed up in a commonly quoted statement apocryphally attributed to
Abraham Lincoln. When Lincoln met Stowe, it is claimed that he said,
"So you're the little woman who wrote the book that made this great
war!"

While she wrote at least ten adult novels, Harriet Beecher
Stowe is predominantly known for her first, Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Begun as a serial for the Washington anti-slavery weekly, the
National Era, it focused public interest on the issue of slavery,
and was deeply controversial.
In writing the book, Stowe drew on her personal experience:
she was familiar with slavery, the antislavery movement,
and the underground railroad because Kentucky, across the Ohio
River from Cincinnati where Stowe had lived, was a slave state.
Following publication of the book, she became a celebrity,
speaking against slavery both in America and Europe.
She wrote A Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin (1853) extensively
documenting the realities on which the book was based, to refute
critics who tried to argue that it was inauthentic; and published a
second anti-slavery novel, Dred in 1856. Campaigners for other
social changes, such as Caroline Norton, respected and drew upon
her work—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

Strauss, Neil, see at Lucia Pamela.
Strayhorn, Billy, see at ―Take the A-Train.‖
Streak, The: DiMaggio‘s hitting streak is baseball‘s
greatest record--hitting in 54 straight games, a record that
DiMaggio broke on July 2, 1941. Pete Rose, who hit in 44
consecutive games in 1978, and Hall of Famer Paul Molito, who
hit in thirty-nine in 1987, have fallen far short of DiMaggio‘s
record.
"…Cy Young's 511 wins are more unbreakable, considering
Walter Johnson is second on the list and almost a full 100
wins behind"--Pat Abdalla, Mar 15, 2009 Blog.

Strachey, Litton (1880-1932), author of ―The
Imminent
Victorians;‖ -- subject of a movie,
―Carrington;‖ died of TB, 101(189)

Strafe means to attack (ground troops, or civilians)
from the air by machine guns or cannon fired from
lowflying aircraft—from Gernan Strafe, punishment.
Straight Informal. A hetero, i.e, not gay or homosexual.
―Strange Love of Martha Ivers, The‖ (1946) is a B&W

―Streaking,‖ a college, and high school fad of racing
of racing stark naked through campus or town. Things got
roughwhen women joined in (Evidently, some men thought
was an invitiation!) Subesequently, it was outlawed, e.g.,
at Priceton U., at the risk of expulsion. 20(29), 20(29)n

film noir starring Barbara Stanwyck, Van Heflin, Lizabeth Scott
and Kirk Douglas in his film debut. The movie is based on the short
story "Love Lies Bleeding" by playwright John Patrick, using the
pseudonym Jack Patrick, and was produced by Hal B. Wallis. The
screenplay was written by Robert Rossen and Robert Riskin, who was
not credited, and was directed by Lewis Milestone. The film was
entered into the 1947 Cannes Film Festival—excerpt from Wikipedia
where there is a lengthy retelling of the intricate story line.

Stream-of-consciousness (SOC) in writing is
regarded as a special form of interior monologue and is
characterized by associative leaps in syntax and punctuation that
can make the prose difficult to follow, tracing a character's
fragmentary thoughts and sensory feelings. SOC and interior
monologue are distinguished from dramatic monologue, where the
speaker is addressing an audience or a third person, and is used
chiefly in poetry or drama. In stream of consciousness, the
speaker's thought processes are more often depicted as overheard
in the mind (or addressed to oneself) and is primarily a fictional
device. (However Chekhov was an early practioner of the
technique--see at Chekhov)

―Strangers on a Train‖ (1951) was a genuine box
office hit, the first major success of Farley Granger's career.
Granger portrayed professional tennis player Guy Haines, who is
introduced to the psychopathic Bruno (Robert Walker) who
suggests that they ―swap‖ murders, with Bruno murdering Guy's
wife and Guy murdering Bruno's father.
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The term was introduced to the field of literary studies from
that of psychology by philosopher and psychologist William
James, brother of writer Henry James.
Several notable works employing stream of consciousness
are: Fyodor Dostoyevsky's Notes from Underground (1864); Leo
Tolstoy's Anna Karenina (1873-77); Édouard Dujardin's Les
Lauriers sont coupés (1888); Knut Hamsun's Hunger (1890) and
Mysteries (1892);
Marcel Proust In Search of Lost Time, (or À la recherche du
temps perdu ) 1913 - 1927; Arthur Schnitzler's Lieutenant Gustl
(1900), Fräulein Else (1924); T. S. Eliot's The Love Song of J.
Alfred Prufrock (1915); Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage (191528);
James Joyce's Eveline (1914), A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man (1916), Ulysses (1922) - in particular Molly Bloom's
Soliloquy, Finnegans Wake (1939); Italo Svevo's La coscienza di
Zeno ("Confesssions of Zeno," 1923);
Virginia Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway (1925), To the Lighthouse
(1927), The Waves (1931); Hugh MacDiarmid's A Drunk Man
Looks at the Thistle (1926);
Hermann Hesse's Steppenwolf (1927); William Faulkner's
The Sound and the Fury (1929), As I Lay Dying (1930), Absalom,
Absalom! (1936); Lewis Grassic Gibbon's Sunset Song (1932);
Dalton Trumbo's Johnny Got His Gun (1939) and others--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia, where later works are cited.. As
Herman Weyl observed: "All beginnings are obscure."

Streptomycin, a thread-like bacteria found in soil.
Hailed as a miracle drug, it was considered the first effective
cure for TB, 101(189); it also proved effective against a number of
so-called gram-negative organisms, including those that cause
typhoid, tularemia (rabbit fever) & plague, which did not
ordinarily respond to penicillin.
Streptomycin was discovered in 1943 by two Rutgers U.
scientists: Dr. Selman A. Waksman & a graduate student, Dr.
Albert Schatz, who successfully sued to gain recognition for his
work after W aksman received the Nobel Prize for Streptomycin-from the NY Times obiturary of Dr. Schatz, Feb. 45, 2005 (Schatz
got a share of the royalites, but no Nobel!)

Stressed Ewe: Two Ewes were standing in a meadow
in the spring, and one said, to the other, ―I am one stressed
ewe—I am worry that I‘ll be chosen for the Easter sacrifice,
aren‘t you? The othe said, ―No, nothing bothers me.‖ See at
You.

Strikeout Batters: Alan Dunn‘s 191-st in 2004 edged
out Barry Bond‘s previous record of 190 in 2001, 124(228)

Strikeout Pitchers: Nolan Ryan is the ―Babe Ruth of
Pitchers‖ with 5,714 career KOs, Roger Clemens, age 41
when he went 7-0 and 20-1 at the start of the 2004
season, was second with 4,502 KOs, just edging out Randy
Johnson‘s 4,404 & Steve Carlton‘s 4,136 as of May 13,
2006, 124 (228); see at Fast Ball Pitchers. Clements struck
out 20 in a single game twice-- in 1986 & in 1996—tied
with Kerry Wood‘s 20 in 1998; also see at Bob Feller.

Streep, Meryl (nee Mary Louise Streep), born 1949
in Summit, NJ, the daughter of Harry William Streep, Jr.,a
pharmaceutical executive, and Mary W., a commercial
artist.
Streep's mother had Swiss, Irish & English ancestry; her father's
family was of Dutch descent, with distant Sephardic Jewish
ancestors from Spain. She has two younger brothers, Dana and
Harry. Streep was raised in Bernardsville, NJ--she graduated from
Bernards High School, received the BA in Drama at Vassar & an
MFA from Yale U. School of Drama.
Streep made her film debut in 1977 in Julia opposite Jane
Fonda & Vanessa Redgrave. Both critical and commercial success
came quickly with roles in The Deer Hunter with Robert De Niro
and Kramer vs. Kramer with Dustin Hoffman, the former giving
Streep her first Oscar nomination and the latter her first win.
Streep's work has earned her two Academy Awards, six
Golden Globes, two Screen Actors Guild Awards, a Grammy
Award nomination, and a BAFTA award. She is the most
nominated actor (both male and female) in Academy Award
history with 14 nominations—see at Peter O‘Toole in this
connection.
Streep is one of the select actors to have won all four major
motion picture acting awards (Oscars, Golden Globes, SAG, and
BAFTA awards)—Wikipedia. Also see at ―Sophie‘s Choice,‖ at
―The French Woman‘s Lieutenant,‖ at Nora Ephron.,at Jerem y
Irons & at Alan Paku.

Stringbean joke: Two stringbeans, Tall and Slim, were
crossing the street, when one got ran over by a hit-and-run
driver. Tall rushed Slim to the hospital, and anxiously waited
Finally, the doctor emerged from the OR: "Your friend will live,
but will always be a vegetable."

―String of Pearls, The‖ is a penny dreadful serial
(1846-1847)—see at ―Sweeny Todd.‖

Strip Tease.
'What are you doing, taking your clothes off for those
morons?'"—see at Sherry Britton, who said that she
stripped but didn‘t tease! Yeah, sure!—read the
description of her ―vital statistics‖ at Britton, and you‘ll
agree with me.

Strochanksy, see at Lorraine Sumner
Stroheim, Erich von, actor--see at Billy Wilder.
Stromboli is a small island in the Tyrrhenian Sea, off
the north coast of Sicily, containing one of the three active
volcanoes in Italy. It is one of the Aeolian Islands, a volcanic arc
north of Sicily/ This name is a corruption of the ancient Greek
name, which was given to it because of its round swelling form.
The island has a population in between 400 and 750.
Stromboli stands 924 m (3,031 feet) above sea level,but actually
rises over 2,000 m (6,500 feet) above the ocean floor. There are
three active craters at the peak. A significant geological feature of
the volcano is the Sciara del Fuoco (―tream of fire‖, a big
horseshoe-shaped depression generated in the last 13,000 years
by several collapses on the northwestern side of the cone.

Street where a grouch lives? See at Sesame Street.
―Street Where You Live, On the‖ is a song from the
1956 Broadway musical My Fair Lady (music by Frederick

Loewe and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner). The song later
gained great popularity as a single release. It is sung in
the musical by the character Freddy Eynsford-Hill, who
was first portrayed by John Michael King in the
original production.

―Stromboli‖ is a 1950 film directed by Roberto
Rossellini, starring Ingrid Bergman, Mario Vitale & Renzo
Cesana. Bergman is a Czech refugee who marries an Italian
fisherman in order to escape her displaced person camp, but she
finds his home island bleak and isolated (and there's always the
threat of the volcano erupting.)
The melodrama waseven greater off-screen than on because
this was the movie which brought Bergman & Rossellini together,
and heir (then) scandalous affair began—edited
from
Video
Hound. (My parenthetical remark.) Also see at Bergman, at
Rossellini & at Rossellini and Bergman,

Streetcar, much like a RR car, is made of steel
with wheels molded to run on rails & having an overhead
trolley that reaches to its electric power source. A streetcar
is also called a trolley. See at Holman Streetcar #5, at ―The
Trolley Song‖ & at Third Rail.

Street Games, see Games.
Streisand, Barbra, actress, singer whose movie debut
was in 1968 in ―Funny Girl.‖
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―His fiction is often powerful, deeply felt, poetic, and elegiac.
He became well known for his novel The Confessions of Nat Turner
(1967; Pulitzer Prize), a fictional recreation of the 1831 slave rebellion
in Virginia led by Nat Turner. Because Styron's account does not
strictly adhere to historical fact and because he was a white man
depicting a black man's experiences, the novel elicited harsh criticism,
especially from black intellectuals. \
―Styron's other novels include Lie Down in Darkness (1951), Set
This House on Fire (1960), and the best-selling Sophie's Choice (1979;
film, 1982), the post–World War II tale of a Polish emigré living in
Brooklyn, N.Y., and struggling with her haunting history as an
Auschwitz survivor. Styron also wrote short stories, novellas, a
screenplay, and a play.
―Many of his essays, reviews, and occasional pieces were
collected in This Quiet Dust and Other Writings (1982) and a group of
his mainly autobiographical essays were assembled in the posthumous
Havanas in Camelot (2008).
―Darkness Visible: A Memoir of Madness (1990) describes
Styron's harrowing 1980s bout with clinical depression, and A
Tidewater Morning: Three Tales from Youth (1993) is a trilogy of
autobiographical novellas.
―See Conversations with William Styron (1985), ed. by J. L. W.
West 3d; biography by J. L. W. West 3d (1998); studies by M. J.
Friedman (1974), R. K. Morries and I. Malin, ed. (2d ed. 1981), A. D.
Casciato and J. L. W. West 3d, ed. (1982), J. K. Crane (1985), J.
Ruderman (1987), S. L. Murthy (1988), S. Coale (1991), G. CologneBrookes (1995), D. W. Ross, ed. (1995), and E. Herion-Sarafidis
(1995)‖--The Columbia Encyclopedia. Copyright © 2001-09 Columbia
University Press. All rights reserved.

Strother, Lois, HHS ‘45 Classmate and longtime
friend; in photo in LWF of the staff of the Student,
166(291) -- ranked in upper 10% of ckass with 90.85 ave.

Strother, J. Park, Principal of 5th & 7th Dist. Schools,
1937-1965, 33(52).

Stubbs,

George,

1724-1806,

English

romantic

pastoral painter, noted for his paintings of horses, but see at
―The Haymakers‖

―Studs Lonigan,‖ James T. Farrell trilogy, 133(243)
Studs Terkel took his name after eponymous Studs.

Stupidity—see at Darwin Awards.
Stuyvesant High School in New York City commonly
referred to as ―Stuy‖ that specializes in mathematics and
sciencel The school opened in 1904 on Manhattan‘s East Side and
moved to a new building in Battery Park City in 1992. The school
is noted for its strong academic programs, having produced many
notable alumni including four Nobel laureates. A large percentage
of its graduates go on to attend four year universities. Together
with Brooklyn Technical High School and Bronx High School of
Science, Stuyvesant is one of the three original Specialized High
Schools of New York City. Operated by the New York City
Department of Education. the trio are open to New York City
residents and is tuition-free. Admission is by competitive
examination only.A long-standing friendly rivalry between
Stuyvesant and Bronx Science exists over the Intel Science Talent
Search, with either school claiming dominance over the other at
various times. Established as a manual trade school for boys,
Stuyvesant became coeducationa in 1969. Upon the construction of
its Battery Park City building, the facilities for girls became on par
with those for boys.

Submarines: Naxi submarines took a heavy toll on the
merchant marine & troop ships in WW II—see at U-Boot
(Boat) & at Battery Park Memorial; spies from submarines
made two landings near New York City but were soon
caught by alert Americans! R, lxii, 78(127)n—also see
at ―Radio Days.‖

Styne, Jules (né Julius Kerwin Stein) was born in
Styne, Jules (né Julius Kerwin Stein) was born in

Success: see at Emerson& at Einstein;

London, England, of Jewish immigrants from Ukraine. At
age eight he moved with his family to Chicago, where at an early
age he began taking piano lessons. He was a prodigy & peformed
with the Chicago, St. Louis & Detroit Sympony orchestras before
he was 10 years-old.
Styne established his own dance band, which brought him to
the notice of Hollywood, where he was championed by Frank
Sinatra and where he began a collaboration with lyricist Sammy
Cahn, with whom he wrote many songs for the movies, including
"It's Been a Long, Long Time," "Five Minutes More," and the
Oscar-winning ―Three Coins in the Fountain.‖ He collaborated on
the score for the 1955 musical film My Sister Eileen with Leo
Robin. In 1947
Styne wrote his first score for a Broadway musical, High
Button Shoes with Cahn, and over the next several decades wrote
the scores for many Broadway shows, most notably Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes, Peter Pan, Bells Are Ringing, Gypsy, Do Re Mi,
Funny Girl, Sugar (with a story based on the movie Some Like It
Hot but with all new music), and the Tony-winning Hallelujah,
Baby!.
His collaborators included Betty Comden & Adolph
Green, Stephen Sondheim, and Bob Merrill, and among the
songs in those shows composed by Styne are ―I Still Get Jealous,‖
―Diamonds Are a Girl's Best
Friend,‖ ―Just In Time,‖ ―The
Party's Over,‖ ―Make Someone Happy,‖ ―Everything's Coming
Up Roses,‖ ―Let Me Entertain You,‖ and ―People.‖
Also see at ―Saturday Night Is the Loneliest Night in the
Week,‖ at ―Gypsy: a Musical Fable, at ―Let It Snow,‖ at ―I
Don‘t Want to Walk Without You‖ (song with Frank Loesser) &
at ―Sweater Girl,‖ 1942 film (ditto.)

Success -driven parents, 128(234); ―Worship of financial
success,‖ 26(40)

Success with Women:―My success has allowed me to
strike out with a higher class of women‖—Woodie Allen
―Many a man owes his success to his first wife and his
second wife to his success‖—Anonymous

―Sucker born every minute, There‘s a‖ has been
attributed to P. T. Barnum, but this claim has been
debunked by Fred R. Shapiro—see at Reinhold Nieburh
(last paragraph.).

―Subtle is the Lord…‖ a biographical appreciation of
Einstein by Abraham Pais, a fellow physicist. This book
contains a useful Chronology of Einstein‘s Life.

―Subtle is the Lord, but malicious he is not,‖ Albert
Einstein. In the New Quotable Einstein, p. 226, the first
part is render: ―The Lord is Subtle.‖ The word order of the
German language is quite different than that of
English, and translations thus vary.—see at
German
Language for the quote of Mark Twain. Also see the note
by Alice Calaprice, loc. cit, on this quote.

Suchet, David (ne David Suchedowitz0, OBE, born
1946, is best known for his TV portrayal (1989-2008) of
Agatha Christie‘s portly, mustached & fastidiously dressed—
replete with Homburg--detective, Hercule Poirot, who never tires
of telling his English colleagues that he is Belgian not French, and
that his name is pronounced Er Cule‘ Pwa‘row, not Hercule Poor‗
row! Nevertheless, his accent & malapropisms are a fount of fun &
ridicule. Suchet‘s Poirot is an original & unforgettable humorous
character
Suchet was born in London to Jack & Joan Suchet—his
Jewish Latvian paternal grandfather‘s name was shortened from
Suchedowitz to Suchet. Suchet‘s last name is pronounced as it
would be in French: Soo-shay'.

Styron, William, 1925-2006, born in Newport News,
VA, served in the US Marines in WW II and in Korea.,
graduated from Duke U. in 1947, wrote ―Sophie‘s Choice,‖a sad
1979 novel—see at Sophie‘s Choice.
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See at Wikipedia for his filmography, which include
Dracula (2006) A Perfect Murder (1998), Thirteen at Dinner
(1985), The Little Drummer Girl (1984) & The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (1982). Note: in a role reversal, in Thirteen at Dinner,
Suchet plays Inspector Japp, while Peter Ustinov plays Poirot.
Also see at ―Sad Cypress.‖

Sulfuric (or sulphuric) acid, 152(269)

Sullavan, Margaret Brooke, 1911-1960, was an
actress, born in Norfolk, VA. She received her sole Oscar
nomination, as Best Actress, for the World War I-era romance
Three Comrades(1938). She co-starred in four films with James
Stewart, with whom she and Fonda had acted in a stock company
when they were all unknowns: Next Time We Love (1936), The
Shopworn Angel (1938), The Mortal Storm (1940) and The Shop
Around the Corner (1940)--from Wikipedia, where there is much
more. Also see at Brooke Hayward, her daughter, at Actors and
Acting, at Death bed scenes & at ―Haywire,‖ Hayward's
autobiography.

Suckling, Sir John, 1609-1642:
―Why so pale and wan, fond lover? / Prithee, why so pale? /
will, when looking well can/t move her, / Looking ill prevail?‖—
Aglaura, 1638, Song, st. 1.
―Out upon it, I have lov'd / Three whole days together;
/
And am like to love three more, / If it prove fair weather. /
Time shall molt away his wings / Ere he shall discover / In
such whole wide world again / Such a constant lover‖—from
Fragmenta Aurea (1646). In Bartlett this is called ―A Poem with
the Answer‖ but it is known as ―The Constant Lover‖

Sullivan Macy, Anne "Annie" (née Joanna
Mansfield Sullivan), 1866-1936, was a teacher best known
as the tutor of Helen Keller. Anne Sullivan was born in Feeding
Hills, a subsection of the town of Agawam, Massachusetts. Her
parents, Thomas and Alice Sullivan, were impoverished cooks who
left Ireland in 1847 during the Potato Famine, 1845-1852. Her
mother suffered from tuberculosis and died when Anne turned
eight. Her father was an alcoholic and could not support Anne and
her ill brother. When she was ten, Anne had to move in with a
relative, who later sent her and her brother to the Tewksbury
Almshouse (today Tewksbury Hospital). Anne Sullivan spent her
time there with her younger brother, Jimmie, in hopes that they
would not be separated; however, his condition resulting from a
tubercular hip weakened him and he died a few months later.
When Anne Sullivan was three she began having trouble
with her eyesight; at the age of five, she contracted the eye disease
trachoma, a bacterial infection that often causes blindness by
scarring. Sullivan underwent a long string of surgeries. Doctors in
Tewksbury had made a few vain attempts to clean her eyelids.
Later, Father Barbara, the chaplain of the nearest hospital, took it
upon himself to arrange a procedure. This operation failed to
correct her vision. Still more attempts were made. Father Barbara
took her to the Boston City Infirmary (today Massachusetts Eye &
Ear Infirmary) this time, where she had two more operations. Even
after this attempt her vision remained blurry. Sullivan returned to
Tewksbury, against her will. After four years there, in 1880, she
entered the Perkins School for the Blind where she underwent
surgery in 1881 and regained some of her sight. After the
improvement of her eyesight, and graduating as class valedictorian
in 1886, Michael Anaganos, the school's director, encouraged her
to become a teacher for Helen Keller and she received special
training to do this. In 1887, Sullivan had an additional surgery
which restored more of her vision. When Helen was six years old,
in 1887, Anne moved in and acting as her governess started
teaching her. Sullivan began by teaching Helen Keller nouns using
the sign language alphabet signed into Keller's palm that had been
developed by the founder of the Perkins Institute for the Blind,
Samuel Gridley Howe.
The first word Helen learned was "doll" and she soon
learned many more words, but without knowing what they really
meant. The breakthrough came on April 5, 1887, when Helen
understood the meaning of the word "water" and realized what
language was for, after that Helen was an eager pupil drinking in
the new found ability to understand the world and communicate
with others.
In 1888, the pair went to the Perkins Institution together,
then New York City's Wright-Humasen School, then the
Cambridge School for Young Ladies, and finally to Radcliffe
College. Keller graduated from Radcliffe in 1904 and after that,
they moved together to Wrentham, Massachusetts, and lived on a
benefactor's farm.
On May 2, 1905, Sullivan married a Harvard University
professor and critic, John Albert Macy (1877–1932), eleven years
her junior, who had helped Keller with her autobiography. Within
a few years, their marriage began to disintegrate. By 1914 they had
separated, though they never officially divorced. In the early years

―Sue, A Boy Named,‖ is a country song, written by
Shel Silverstein and sung by Johnny Cash. Cash was at the
height of his popularity when he recorded this song live at San
Quentin State Prison in California. The concert was recorded for
broadcast by Granada Television on February 24, 1969.
The core story of the song was inspired by the humorist
Jean Shepherd, a close friend of Shel Silverstein who was often
taunted as a child because of his feminine-sounding name The title
might as well have been inspired by the male attorney Sue K.
Hicks of Madisonville, Tennessee, a friend of John Scopes who
agreed to be a prosecutor in the Scopes Trial.
The boy Sue was named after his mother who died after
giving birth to him. However, while this may have inspired
Silverstein to write the poem, there may have been another reason
why Johnny Cash recorded it—he was a fan of popular western
novelist, Zane Grey, whose first name at birth was ―Pearl‖—
excerpted & edited from Wikipedia.

Sue, Marie Joseph, 1804-1857, see at Eugène.
Suez Canal, 100 miles long connecting the Gulf of
Suez at the northwest end of the Red Sea to the
Mediterranean Sea at the south., cconstruction *+&
engineering by Ferdinand de Lesseps, 1859-1869. See at
Aïda, the opera Verdi wrote to commemorate the opening of
the Suez Canal.
"Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to
come
unto me..."--Matthew, 19:14 It meant to be tolerantof
little children, or patient in the face of provocation, and
allow them to come to Jesus. It did not mean make them
suffer, as Molly Sullivan thought when she first hear of this.

Suffering, see at George Jackson, at Frida Kahlo, at
Helen Keller, at Abe Lincoln, aft Don Marquis & inter
alia at Sacco and Vanzetti.

Suffrage, the right or privilege of voting, or the
exercise thereof—from the Latin suffragar, espress support;
see at Women‘s Suffrage..

Sugar joke: Do you know that sugar is the only
English word in which ―su‖ is pronounce ―shu‖? Answer:
Sure, Sugar! Also see at Drawl.

Sugarman, Tracy, ―My War, A Love Story in Letters
and Drawings;‖ pub. in 2000-- beautifully illustrated wit
by the author.

Suicide, literally, to kill oneself (from Latin).
-- bombers, 90(171); also see at Jihad & at Kamikazi.

Sui generis, aren‘t we?‖ ―We are all, 151(268);
―Aways remember you are absolutely unique.
everyone else‖—Margaret Mead.

Just like

Sulfa drugs, my brother, Eldridge had 50 patents for,
100(188): In WW II, sulfa powder sprinkled on the wound
drastically reduced battlefield deaths by infection.
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mother‘s & her father‘s side. Also see at Molly & at Carl &
Molly.

after their separation John Macy wrote and asked for money;
however, as the years progressed he appears to have faded from
her life. Sullivan stayed with Keller at her home and joined her on
tours. In 1935, Sullivan became completely blind--Wikipedia
Also.see at Helen Keller & at Potatoe Famine.

Sullivan, Dorothy and Denny:
Dorothy‘s first job was in Sanderson, TX, not far from Del
Rio on the Rio Grande, where she met Molly's father, Denny, when
she was just 18 years old. She had two of Denny's brothers, Dick & Pat,
in one class, and they kidded both her and Denny when they began to
"spark." When she interviewed for the job in Sanderson, the committee
head asked her if she would date her students, and she quipped, "I
would if that were a job-requirement." The committee was so taken
by her wit, that it hired her on the spot without bothering to
interview the other candidates.

Sullivan, Arthur Seymour, 1842-1900, composed the
music for the Gilbert and Sullivan comic operas and
operettas. See at Gilbert and Sullivan, and at ―The Pirates of
Penzanze.‖

Sullivan: Molly‘s parents. (For Molly see at Molly)
Denny Owen Sullivan (1907-1997), 100(188)n, 110(205),
140(253), 219(397); a much bemedalled Veteran of World War
II, 1942-1945, in England, France, ―the soft underbelly‖ 100(188)n
& Germany, he ended up in Hitler‘s redoubt in theAlps:
Bertschesgaden, D, 140(253); Denny went the same route from
Southern France up to the German border across into Hitler's
retreat in Bertschesgaden that Paul Fussell recounted in several of
his books, e.g., the massive carnage and stench; he unable to talk
about the war, 100(188)n—see at Paul Fussell in this connection;
Denny taught Molly to drink at age 16 so boys would not be
able to take advantage of her, 219(397); Denny was born in Del
Rio, Texas, Dec.28, 1907. His best friends growing up were
Mexican-Americans, and he was 4 years-old before he found out
that he had been speaking two languages without knowing it! He
died in San Angelo, TX, Aug. 2, 1997, age 89. Molly told me he
used to sing, ―Open the Door Richard.‖ Surprise! ! One of his two
brothers was named Dick, i.e., Richard. The other was named Pat,
and they both entered WWII long before Denny did. Also see at
Molly.
Dorothy Sullivan, T, P, A, 110(205) née Wilson (b.
Nov. 15, 1912); her mother née George.
-- graduated from HS when she was just 16 & Texas Tech
college in Lubboch when she was 19 in 1931.After
teaching in nearby Meadow HS for a year, she
interviewed for a high school job teaching Latin & Spanish
in Sanderson, TX When the
interviewer ashed he if she
would date any of the boys in the school. She quipped,
―Why, yes, if it is part of my contract!‖ PS. She got the
job & got her husband there--Denny had two brothers, Pat
and Dick, taking her classes!;
-- ―discovered boys in college,‖ 131(242);
-- on petting, she asked, ―First base, or second?‖I
quipped, ―How about a home run? 110(205);
-- on ―Meatless Tuesdays‖ in WW II: ―I never knew the
difference because we mostly ate pinto beans‖-telephone conversation of May 18, 2006; She had a serious
auto accident in April 1999, P, iii, footnote.
Dorothy is perhaps the most outspoken person I ever
met, not that I have even been a recipient of her verbal barbs-Well, she did say that I was ―the best of a bad lot!‖ Butadded:
―Carl, You are the best (out of three!) son-in-law I ever had, and
the only one I could talk to!‖
But to get back to her outspokenness, she
said
many times: ―I don‘t want to hurt anybody‘s feelings, but I just
have to say what I think.‖ Not that she is sadistic in the sense that
she derives pleasure from the pain that this causes others, for
example, her ―best friend‖ Betsy Coffee, who Dorothy hastold
more than once, ―Betsy, I am smarter than you are, I‘ve always
been smarter than you are, and I always will be smarter than you
are.‖
Rather than the pleasure from the pain this would cause
anybody, Dorothy derives her pleasure from having said it, and
got it off her chest, so to speak—very much like a person with
Tourette‘s who blurts out invective because they have to.

―Sultan of Swat, monicker for Babe Ruth, 123(228);
also see at (The) Bam.

―Summer, Enjoy the honey-heavy dew of‖-Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, II, I, 73(119)

―Summertime‖ is an aria composed by George
Gershwin for for the 1935 opera Porgy and Beas. Tehe
lyrics are by DuBose Heyward and Ira Gershwin. A little
known fact, is that the original name for the song was
"Moontitties", but by fear that it would harm the opera's
popularity, Gershwin was pressured into changing it to the
name that we know today—Wikipedia (there lots more, e.g,,
it is the most recorded song of alltime.)

―Summertime‖ (1955): An elegant & slow movie
about the Italian romance of a no longer young American
(Katharine Hepburn). It was shot entirely on location in
Venice, and Rossano Brazzi as the love interest comes a
distinctly poor second to the city. (Also, Brazzi is married
and has a rather large family—speak of Italian clichés!) A
great laff: Kate fallss into a canal (& Brazzi, or who?, fishes
her out!) A film by David Lean, about whom see.

Summerville, Slim—acted in ―All Quiet on the
Western Front (1930)

Summers, Hollis, a teacher at HHS who taught me a
Lesson that I never forgot!; moralist, novelist, poet, and
nationally known writer, perhaps the most famous teacher
at Holmes High School. ―The smell of puberty in the
halls‖ -- from his novel ―City Limit,‖ 129-130(238-9)
Summers, Johnny, a slickhaired beau of Sis‘s, 104(195)

Sumner Strochansky, Lorraine (née Grace Lorraine
Sumner), HHS ‘45 Classmate. In ―Lest We Forget‖ she
wrote: "Lots of luck to a swell guy. Remember always,
Grace.‖ Well, Grace, I did!

Sunday, named after the Sun. Monday, i.e., Moon
day, is held to be the first day of the week in USA, but not
in Euriope—see, e.g., at Wednesday, which is midweek
there. Also see at Sabbath., and at Weekdays.

Sunday best, i.e., clothes worn only on Sunday, or
other special occasions.

Sunday Moratoriaum: All the stores closed up, but
the movies were open for matinees.

Sunday Pants, see at Bar Song.
―Sunday Bloody Sunday‖(1971): Alan Bates was
picked by director John Schlesinger to star in the film
in the role of Dr. Daniel Hirsh. Even though he wanted the
part very much, Bates was held up filming The Go-Between
(1970) for director Joseph Losey and also became a father
around that time, so he had to pass on the project, with
regrets. The part then went first to Ian Bannen who balked
at kissing and simulating sex with another man, and then to
Peter Finch, who earned an Academy Award nomination.

Molly (née Mary) Kathleen --, T, A, P, R,

―Sunday Morning,‖ 21(31)n, 54(88); W. Steven‘s

110(205), 131(242), 219(387): Sweetheart & wife; -- Latin teacher,
humorist; mother-of-four sons--see at Wood; Even though she
qualifies as a ―Jewish mother,‖ she is of Irish descent on both her

poem that Vic Camillo used to recite to me.
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―Sunrise at Campobello,‖ 1960 film starring Ralph

ground telescopes to turn their eyes on this first-of-its-kind event.
The research appears in the May 22, 2008, issue of Nature
magazine.

Bellamy who reprised his Broadway stage role as FDR,
graphically showing his pain and frustration, hence of
poliovictims, at polio treatments. Also shows FDR‘s founding of
the ―March of Dimes. In an ―incandescent performance Greer
Garson‖ won the Golden Globe & other awards, portraying the
incredible devotion & political growth of Eleanor Roosevelt--quote
from the Video Hound., 66(109)n
―To play F.D.R. and his struggle with the onset of polio,
Bellamy studied up on Roosevelt as both man and politician,
gaining an insight into the future president's psyche. Like the
Method actors Marlon Brando and Jon Voight, who prepared for
their portrayals of paraplegic war veterans in the movies The Men
(1950) and Coming Home (1978) by living in veterans hospitals
with paraplegics, Bellamy tried to understand the trauma that FDR
underwent and the challenges he faced. Bellamy spent a
considerable amount of time at a rehabilitation center learning how
to master leg braces, crutches, and a wheelchair to increase the
verisimilitude of his portrayal of Rosevelt. So successful was his
portrait of Roosevelt, he was called upon a generation later to
recreate FDR for the blockbuster TV miniseries "War and
Remembrance" (1988) (ironically, Jon Voight himself would later
play FDR n the movie Pearl Harbor (2001))‖—excerpt from IMDb
Mini Biography By: Jon C. Hopwood
―Sunset Boulevard‖ 1950 film starring Gloria
Swanson , William Holden, and directed by Billy Wilder.

―Superpower,‖ formerly both the USSR and the
USA, but after Glasnost, just USA. See at ―Scorpions in a
bottle‖ & at Oppenheimer.

Superrace: Nietzsche‘s concept of the ―overman‖
(Uebermensch) was adopted by Hitler as a prototype for his
―Aryan Race.‖ Ist Ve not der superrace? Yah, ve ist der
superrace! Vould ve leave dis place if ve could? Yah, ve
vould leave dis place if ve could!‖ See at ―Fuehrer‘s Song.‖

―Supper, The Last,‖ see at Da Vinci
Surgical Stikes. A misnomer applied to commando
strikes, but used in the Iraq war to indical ―precision
bombings,‖ which were everything but precise! A lot of
American soldiers were killed by these & then they say it
was ―by friendly fire.‖

Suri, Jeremi—see at Henry Kissinger.
Surprise Joke: Because a Chinese worker for a was
difficult to understand, the manager put him in charge of
supplies. One day the manager needed to fill an order but
couldn't find the Chinaman. Finally,looking in the deepest
part of the warehouse, he was startled when his man jumped
out, waved his arms and shouted, ―Supplies!‖ –also see at
Charlie Chan

―Surviving the Sword,‖ ―Bian McArthur‘s compelling

―Sunshine, There Are Twenty-four Hours of,‖ song
―Sunshine, You Are My,‖ 1940‘s song claimed by

story about British, Australian, Dutch, and American
prisoners of the Japanese….Twenty-seven percent of Allied
prisoners died …compared to only 4 percent of those held
by the Germans….The major cause of death waas inhumane
treatment, including massacres, torture, and enslavement..
Almost all prisoners lived on the edge of starvation and the
emaciated prisoners look much like those found in the Nazi
death camps….based primarily on diaries kept
secretly…written on toilet paper and…scraps…‖—from the
review in Sept. 2, 2005 TLS by Warren I Cohen, R, liv;
also see at Bataan Death March.

several people. However, the 17-th ed. of Bartlett attributes
it to Jimmie Davis, ―The Singing Governor,‖ but in an
article in March-April 2001 issue of Harvard Mag. on
Justin kaplin, the editor of the 17-th ed., a footnote by the
editor Christopher Reed shares credit with steel guitarist
Charles Mitchell. Also see Wikipedia.

―Sunshines Bright, The,‖ T1, 188(327)—also see at
―My Old Kentucky Home‖
―Sunshine Soldier and Summer Patriot,‖see at Paine.
―Sun Valley Serenade‖is a 1941 film starring Sonja

―Survival of the fittest,‖ 68(111); Darwin‘s phrase,
yet isn‘t it an oxymoron? Isn‘t the fittest defined to be
what survives? Regarding Fittest, see at Ogen Nash.

Henie, John Payne, and Milton Berle. It features The Glenn
Miller Orchestra as well as dancing by The Nicholas Brothers

‖Susanna, Oh!‖ (Don‘t you cry for me), (1848), Ch.

and Dorothy Dandridge. Also see at ―Chattanooga Choo
Choo.‖

24, was the anthem of the California Gold Rush in
1848/1849—also see at ―Oh! Susanna.‖

Superfluous: As a superfluous man, Goncharov‘s

Susannah York, see at York.
Suspension Bridge over the Ohio between Cincinnati

Oblomov is part of a gallery of great Russian fictional
creations, which includes Aleksandr Pushkin's Eugene
Onegin, Mikhail Lermontov's Pechorin, and Ivan Turgenev's
Rudin. The word Oblomovshchina (Oblomovism) has
passed into the Russian language to signify a special kind of
high-minded indolenc. See at ―Oblomov‖ & at Goncharov.

& Covington, 18(27), 20(30), 62(101), 188(327); designed
& built by John A. Roebling who designed the ―Greatest
triumph of the Nineteenth century,‖ namely, the Brooklyn
Bridge which opened May 24,1883, 18(27)n, 113(210-211)
--also see at Brooklyn Bridge, at Roebling, and at Carl &
Whitey.

―Superman,‖ the comic strip and the movie, 96(182).
Also see at Chris Reeve.

Supernovae are the explosions of massive stars—stars

Susuki, Ichiro, most hits (258) in a season, 124(228)

more than 8 times the mass of the Sun—whose cores run
out of nuclear fuel and collapse in on themselves to form a neutron
star or a black hole. In the process they launch a powerful shock
wave that blows up the star.
Until now, observations of these objects have been of the
aftermath, typically several days after the initial explosion, not the
first instance of death. Astrophysicists have predicted nearly 4
decades ago that the first sign of a supernova would be an X-ray
blast, but none had been witnessed before Alicia Soderberg‘s and
Edo Berger‘s Swift observations. While looking at another object
in the spiral galaxy NGC 2770, using NASA‘s orbiting Swift
telescope, Carnegie-Princeton fellows* Alicia Soderberg and Edo
Berger detected an extremely luminous blast of X-rays released
by a supernova explosion. They alerted 8 other orbiting and on-

-- see at Sisler.

Sutherland, Donald McNicol, born 1935 Saint John,
New Brunswick, Canada, the son of Dorothy Isobel (née
McNichol) and Frederick McLea Sutherland, who worked in sales
and ran the local gas, electricity, and bus company. [He got his first
part time job at age 14 as a news correspondent for local radio
station CKBW in Bridgewater, Nova Scotia. He is a character
actor with a film career spanning over 50 years, currently working
in the American TV series, Dirty Sexy Money. Sutherland's most
notable movie roles included offbeat warriors in such war movies
as The Dirty Dozen (1967) and M*A*S*H, and Kelly's Heroes,
both in 1970, and an overly optimistic health inspector in Invasion
of the Body Snatchers in 1978.
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psychoanalyst and who is trying to explain himself to his psychoanalyst
by revisiting his memories.
There is a final connection between Schmitz-Svevo and the
character Cosini. Cosini sought psychoanalysis, he said, in order to
discover why he was addicted to nicotine. As he reveals in his
memoirs, each time he had given up smoking, with the iron resolve that
this would be the "ultima sigaretta!!" (Last Cigarette), he experienced
the exhilarating feeling that he was now beginning life over without the
burden of his old habits and mistakes. That feeling was, however, so
strong that he found smoking irresistible, if only so that he could stop
smoking again in order to experience that thrill once more.
Svevo likewise smoked for all of his life. After being hit by a
car while crossing the street, he was brought into hospital at Motta di
Livenza, where his health rapidly failed. As death approached he asked
one of his visitors for a cigarette, telling everyone that this really would
be the last one (the request was denied).
Svevo lived for part of his life in Charlton, now a suburb of
London, while working for a family firm. He documented this period in
his letters to his wife, which highlighted the cultural differences he
encountered in Edwardian England. His old home carries a blue plaque
at No. 67 Charlton Church Lane—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
In his appreciation of James Joyce (Vanguard Press, 1948),
Frank Budgen quoted Joyce about the Jew as a family man: ―They are
better husbands than we are, better fathers, and better sons.‖ When I
told my wife, Molly Sullivan, about this, she said with merriment, ―He
obviously never married a Jew!‖ (Joyce might have been thinking of
Italo Svevo, ―who served as an initially unwitting prototype for
Leopold Bloom in ―Ulysses.‖ (See, e.g., John McCourt‘s ―James
Joyce,‖ p. 53.), 171(300)

Sutherland had an intimate relationship (on and off screen)
with actress Jane Fonda during the filming of the 1971 Academy
award-winning thriller Klite in which he plays the title role, a
small-town cop who comes to NY searching for a friend and gets
involved with a would-be actress prostitute (Fonda).
Sutherland found himself in demand as a leading man
throughout the 1970s in films such as the Venice-based
psychological horror Don't Look Now (1973), the war film The
Eagle Has Landed (1976), and as the ever-optimistic health
inspector in the sci-fi/horror Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1978)
alongside Brooke Adams and Jeff Goldblum.He also received
acclaim for his performance in the 1976 Bernardo Bertolucci
Italian Fascism epic 1900 and for his role as the torn father in the
Academy award-winning family drama Ordinary People (1980)
alongside Mary Tyler Moore and Timothy Hutton. He played the
part of fellow Canadian Norman Bethune—a physician,
humanitarian, and hero in China—in two separate biographical
films in 1977 and 1990. A prolific actor, some of Sutherland's
better-known roles in the 1980s and 1990s were the South African
apartheid drama A Dry White Season (1989), alongside Marlon
Brando and Susan Sarandon; the firefighter thriller Backdraft
(1991), alongside Kurt Russell and Robert De Niro; and as the
snobbish NYC art dealer in Six Degrees of Separation (1993), with
Stockard Channing and Will Smith. In the 1991 Oliver Stone film
JFK, Sutherland played a mysterious Washington intelligence
officer, reputed to have been L. Fletcher Prouty in real life, who
spoke of links to the military-industrial complex in relation to
Kennedy's assassination—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see
at ―Don‘t Look Now, 75(124)

Swab, swabby, sailor, 199(364)
―Swamp River‖ (1941) Walter Brennan played the

Sutherland, A. Edward—directed ―Abie‘s Irish

top-billed lead in this drama directed by Jean Renoir and
featuring Walter Huston.

Rose,‖ 1946 film.

Sutherland, Mary Elizabeth—see at Liz Carpenter.
Sutton Bros—see at ―Saving Private Ryan.‖
SUV (Sports Utility Vehicle), gas guzzlers, 224(409)
Suyin, Han—see at ―Love Is a Many Splendored

Swanson, Gary, Brave Men, Gentle Heroes,‖ see at
Braiinwashing.

Swanson, Gloria, noted actress, e.g., in the 1950 Billy
Wilder film, ―Sunset Boulevard,‖ opposite William Holden,
for which she received a Golden Globe for Best Actress.
Also see at Academy Awards.

Thing..‖
―Suzie,

If you knew‖—see at ―If you knew Suzie…‖
Svevo, Italo (né Aron Ettore Schmitz),1861-1928,

Swastika (German: Hakenkreuz, Haken, hook, Kreuz,
cross), declared the Nazi Germany official symbol in 1935
―Sweater Girl‖ (1942) film Directed by William
Clemens, with Eddie Bracken, June Preisser, Phillip Terry.
Plot: While trying to put together the college's big show,
students attempt to solve a series of murders on campus. As
for the musical interludes, the songs were written by two
then-unknown composers, Jules Styne and Frank Loesser
Thanks to them, and a recording by a fledgling crooner
named Frank Sinatra, ―I Don't Want to Walk Without You"‖
emerged as one of the biggest hits of its day, and was in
large part responsible for putting these three musicians on
the map.
―Sweater Girl, The‖ was popularized in Hollywood
by Lana Turner, Rita Hayworth & Jane Russell wearing
tight Sweters to emphasized the bust line. See a photo of
Lana Turner at Wikipedia Also see at Hayworth & at Jane
Russell & throw in Marilyn Monroe while you‘re surfing.
Did I forget Anita Ekberg?

was an Italian businessman and author of novels, plays, and
short stories. (His pseudonym, Italo Svevo means Italian Swabian.)
Born in Trieste (then in Austria-Hungary) to a Jewish family,
Svevo wrote the classic novel La Coscienza di Zeno (rendered as
Confessions of Zeno, or Zeno's Conscience) and self-published it in
1923. The work, showing the author's interest in the theories of
Sigmund Freud, is written in the form of the memoirs of one Zeno
Cosini, who writes them at the insistence of his psychoanalyst.
Schmitz's psychoanalyst was Ottocaro Weiss, who had been
trained by Freud in Vienna. Schmitz's novel received almost no
attention from Italian readers and critics at the time. The work might
have disappeared altogether if it were not for the efforts of James
Joyce. Joyce had met Schmitz in 1907, when Joyce tutored him in
English while working for Berlitz in Trieste.
Joyce read Schmitz's earlier novel Senilità, which had also been
largely ignored when published in 1898. Joyce championed
Confessions of Zeno, helping to have it translated into French and then
published in Paris, where critics praised it extravagantly. That led
Italian critics, including Eugenio Montale, to discover it.
Zeno Cosini, the book's hero, mirrored Schmitz, being a
businessman fascinated by Freudian theory. Schmitz was a citizen of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire (i.e., Swabian) until the end of WW I.
He spoke Italian as a second language and, according to some critics,
wrote it badly - though some have pointed out that it is not bad Italian,
but rather the official Tuscan dialect in a Triestino mouth.
Confessions of Zeno never looks outside the narrow confines of
Trieste, much like Joyce's work, which never left Dublin in the last
years of Ireland's time as part of the United Kingdom. Schmitz brings a
keenly sardonic wit to his observations of Trieste and, in particular, to
his hero, an indifferent man who cheats on his wife and lies to his

Sweden, during World War II,remained neutral.
Its neutrality had been the policy for more than a century,
ever since the end of the Napoleonic Wars. When hostilities began
(in Poland) on Sept. 1, 1939, the fate of Sweden was unclear. Even
though 20 nations had held a policy of neutrality in September
1939 (including USA!) only five European nations were remained
neutral throughout the entire war--the others being Ireland,
Portugal, Spain and Switzerland.
Sweden owed this maintenance of neutrality to its location
in the Scandinavian Peninsula, its long-held neutral stance in
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Sweetheart: ―Don‘t Sweetheart me, / If you don‘‘t

international relations, a dedicated military build-up and an
unpredictable course of events which went in its favor. Another
important factor was the concessions the Swedish government
made to Germany. for example allowing the Wehrmacht to use
Swedish railways to transport an infantry division, along with war
material freight i.e. howitzers, tanks and anti-aircraft weapons and
associated ammunition, from Norway to Finland, and to transport
soldiers on leave between Norway and Germany—edited from
Wikipedia, except the parenthetical remarks. Let me add that
Sweden gave lots of important help to the Nazis--what a price to
ay for neutrality?

mean it. / Don‘t talk sweet words, / if they‘re not true.
Don‘t treat my heart like it was paper / Because my heart
loves only you—Lawrence Welk (music) & Betty E. Fisher
(lyrics)—from the Web.

―Sweethearts are strangers, / It make no difference
now; / I‘ll get along…somehow.‖ I couldn‘t find this on the
web, just ―Sweethearts or Strangers.‖ Hmmm. Maybe.

Sweet Jesus! The fist & last time I ever heard this
prayerful ezpression was in 2007 on an American Eagle
flight from San Angelo, TX, to Dallas on a Turbojet
carrying a full load of 66 passengers. We encountered
severed turbulelence, which is not usual in this part of the
country, and the plane was bounding around like a pinball
machine without a Tilt on it, when suddenly this young
man cries out, ―Sweet Jesus!‖ Well, that broke the ice—
because a power had been invoked higher than we humans!
On subsequent bouts with turbulence, Molly & I would
invoke ―Sweet Jesus‖ ourselves.

―Sweden's illustrious gift to Hollywood‖—see at
Ingrid Bergman.

―Sweeney Todd‖ is a character who first appeared

as

one of the protagonists of a penny dreadful serial entitled
―The String of Pearls‖ (1846-1847)….In the original version of the
tale he is a barber who murders wealthy customers by pulling a
lever while they are in his barber chair which, unknown to them, is
fixed to a revolving trap-door, making them fall backward into the
basement, generally causing them to break their necks or skulls as
they hit the ground. Just in case they are alive, he goes to the
basement and ―polishes them off,‖ meaning he slits their throats
with a razor. But in many adaptations of the tale, the murdering
process is reversed, meaning that he slits their throats and then
pulls a lever causing them to drop into the basement. After Todd
has robbed his dead victims of their goods, Mrs. Lovett, his partner
in crime (in some later versions, his friend who wants to become
his lover), assists him in disposing of the bodies by having their
flesh baked into meat pies, and selling them to the unsuspecting
customers of her pie shop. Todd's barber shop is situated at 186
Fleet Street, London, next to St. Dunstan's church, and is
connected to Mrs. Lovett's pie shop in nearby Bell Yard by means
of an underground passage.The tale surrounding the character
became a staple of Victorian melodrama, and later a Tony awardwinning Broadway musical in 1979, with music by Stephen
Sondheim—see below. Sweeney Todd has also been featured in
several films, the most recent being Sweeney Todd: The Demon
Barber of Fleet Street (2007), directly adapted from 1979 musical,
directed by Tim Burton, with Johnny Depp in the title role.

―Sweetheart of Sigma Chi‖ (1911), song by Byron
D.Stokes (Albion, Class of 1913) and F. Dudleigh Vernor
(Albion, Class of 1914). Stokes had written the words while in
class one June day that year, and presented them that afternoon to
Vernor, who was practicing the piano in a local house, and
composed the music at that time. Chorus ―The girl of my dreams is
the sweetest girl of all the girls I know. / Each sweet coed, like a
rainbow trail, fades in the afterglow. / The blue of her eyes and the
gold of her hair are a blend of the western sky, / and the moonlight
beams on
the girl of my dreams. / She's the Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi.‖ There was a 1946 film ―Sweethearts of Sigma
Chi.‖—see at ―Five Minutes More.‖

―Sweet Sixteen, When You Were,‖Ch. 46; see at Gay
Nineties and Tin Pan Alley:

―Sweet Rosie O‘Grady,‖ See at ―Gay Nineties and
Tin Pan Alley.‖

―Sweet Rosie O‘Grady,‖1943 film directed by Irving
Cummings. With Betty Grable, Robert Young, Adolphe
Menjou.
Sweitzer, John ―Whitey:‖ Just 2 of 41 from N. Kentucky-―Whitey ― & I--passed the Eddy Test to become an Navy
Radio Technician! 165(290); we were inducted into the
Navy the same day & Whitey & I rode the train together to
Great Lakes Training Center 20 miles north of Chicago,
188(327); -- in Co. 1038, 195(357); -- accompanied me on
―shore leaves back to Covington, 205(375); ―Whitey‖ was
right! I ought to have drunk it (the Ccognac) neat, but I
made the mistake of tasting the God-awful stuff & the face I
made showed what I thought of it,
218(398)—also see
Co. 1038 Photo & Roster in Part III.
Swift, Jonathan, author of ―Gulliver‘s Travels,‖ and
other satires, 117(216)
Irish author and journalist, dean of St. Patrick's Cathedral
(Dublin) from 1713, Swift was the foremost prose satirist in
English language. Born in Dublin. His father, Jonathan Swift Sr., a
lawyer and an English civil servant, died seven month's before his
son was born. Abigail Erick, Swift's mother, was left without
private income to support her family. Swift was taken or "stolen"
to England by his nurse, and at the age of four he was sent back to
Ireland. Swift's mother returned to England, and she left her son to
her wealthy brother-in-law, Uncle Godwin. Swift became insane
in his last years, but until his death he was known as Dublin's
foremost citizen.
Swift's most famous works is Gulliver's Travels (1726),
where the stories of Gulliver's experiences among dwarfs and
giants are best known. Swift gave to these journeys an air of

―Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street.
A Musical Thriller‖ (1979), the musical adaptation of
Bond's play by Stephen Sondheim and Hugh Wheeler starring Len
Cariou as Sweeney Todd/Benjamin Barker and Angela Lansbury
as Mrs. Lovett. George Hearn later replaced Cariou as Todd and
Dorothy Loudon later replaced Lansbury as Mrs. Lovett. In 1982,
the musical was televised on The Entertainment Channel, starring
Lansbury and George Hearn, and directed by Terry Hughes and
Harold Prince—Wikipedia. Also see at ―Not While I‘m
Around.‖

―Sweet Adeline,‖ 218(399); see at ―Gay Nineties and
Tin Pan Alley.‖

―Sweet Charity‖ 1966 musical with music by Cy
Coleman, lyrics by Dorothy Fields and book by Neil Simon.
It is based on Federico Fellini's screenplay for Nights of
Cabiria. The original Broadway production, directed and
choreographed by Bob Fosse, opened on Jan. 29, 1966 at
the Palace Theatre and ran for 608 performances. It starred
Gwen Verdon, John McMartin Helen Gallagher, Thelma
Oliver, James Luisi, Arnold Soboloff, and Sharon Ritchie.
The production was nominated for 12 Tony Awards,
winning for Fosse's choreography.

―Sweet Charity,‖ 1969 film version, also directed and
choreographed by Bob Fosse, starred Shirley MacLaine,
with John McMartin recreating his Broadway role.,
82(157),156(269)—also see at Shirley MacLaine & at Bob
Fosse.
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authenticity and realism and many contemporary readers believed
them to be true.
"They look upon fraud as a greater crime than theft, and
therefore seldom fail to punish it with death; for they allege, that
care and vigilante, with a very common understanding, may
preserve a man's goods from thieves; but honesty hath no fence
against superior cunning: and since it is necessary that there should
be a perpetual intercourse of buying and selling, and dealing upon
credit; where fraud is permitted or connived at, or hath no Law to
punish it, the honest dealer is always undone and the knave gets
the advantage‖ --from Gulliver's Travels: 'A Voyage to Lilliput'
Also see at ―The Battle of Books.

serve as a sign for) and represent ideas, concepts, or other
abstractions. For example, in the United States, Canada,
Australia and Great Britain, a red octagon is the symbol that
conveys the particular idea of (or means) "STOP" Some
well know math symbols are "+" for addition, "-" for
subtraction, etc. In calculus, the German S is used to r
epresent integral of, and "d" denotes the derivative, of a
function. In music, there are myrad symbols indicating what
key a piece is played in, the various notes (full, half ,
quarter, etc.), tempo, and so forth.

Symbols, Some verbal:
Oak is a symbol of might.(However, see at Aesop‘s
Fables, e.g., ―The Oak and the Reed.‖
Snow is a symbol of purity. But see Mae West quip about
once being snow white ―but drifted‖

―Swift, Tom,‖oneof the many serial books by
Edward Stratemeyer, syndicated creator of a over 40 series
of books such as Tom Swift, Nancy Drew, Bobbsey Twins, River
Boys, Motor Boys, etc. Also see at at ―Swifties & Jack Cover,
who named an electric rifle—the Taser, after him.

―Symphonie Pastorale, La‖ is a French novel written
by André Gide published in 1919. It is about a pastor who
adopts a young blind girl whom his daughter,Charlotte, names
"Gertrude". The title refers both to Beethoven's Sixth Symphony (also
known as the Pastoral Symphony) which the pastor takes Gertrude to
hear. It also refers to the pastor's own symphony with Gertrude. His
wife, Amélie, resents Gertrude because the pastor dedicates more
attention to Gertrude than to their five children. She tries to prompt him
to a recognition of the true nature of his feelings for the young woman
in his care. Her ability to "see" this is contrasted with the "blindness" of
the pastor in this regard and the reader is invited to judge him on his
intellectual dishonesty. As a religious man, the pastor takes the Bible
very seriously and tries to preserve Gertrude's innocence by protecting
her from the concept of sin. Because the pastor is really the main
character in Gertrude's limited world, she feels herself to be in love
with him and to some extent he has similar feelings toward her. When
his eldest son Jacques, who is about the same age as Gertrude, asks to
marry her the pastor becomes jealous and refuses despite the fact that
Jacques is obviously in love with her.Gertrude eventually gets an
operation to repair her eyesight, is able to see and realizes that things
are not as beautiful as the pastor made them seem. She attempts suicide
by jumping into a river, but is rescued and contracts pneumonia. She
realizes that the pastor is an old man, and the man she pictured when
she was blind was Jacques. She tells the pastor this shortly before her
death.

Swiftian Satire—see at Jonathan Swift & at Satire.
―Swifties are typical expressons of Tom Swift, 9493(178): For example: ―That hotdog tastes bad,‖ Tom said
frankly; ―I‘m sure it‘s chicken pox,‖ Tom said rashly; ―Stop right there,
Buddy,‖ Tom said haltingly.
One that was beyond my comprehension until I took
French
in high school was: ―Thanks for the quiche,‖ Tom said mercifully-merci being the French word for ―thank you.‖
As I was puzzling over Swifties, these appeared wonderfully in
a crossword puzzle in January 2004. And then again in another for June
2 found in the annual collection of the New York Times Cross Word
Puzzles 2004. For Addicts Who Can‘t Get Enough: ―I‘m not going to
pay,‖ Tom said unremittingly; ―Shorten the pants,‖ Tom said fittingly.
And a bad one of my own: ―You can craft your own,‖ Carl said
craftily.

Swimmer‘s syndrome, i.e., the sudden drowning by
experienced swimmers, 30(47)

Swimming and Drowning: we continued to swim in
Banklick Creek even after Frankie Haake drowned,
66(108); also see at Drowning.

Swimming Pools, Public Pool & the ―Y‖ in the 30s

―Symphonie pastorale, La" 1946 film in French

in Covington—back-washing was unheard of then, 66(108109); also see at Rosedale, which had a pool, and at the
Covington YMCA.

directed by Jean Delannoy and starring Michèle Morgan and
Pierre Blanchar. The film is based on the novella La Symphonie
Pastorale by André Gide and adapted to the screen by Jean
Aurenche. The film score was by Georges Auric. At the Cannes
Film Festival, it won the Grand Prix (equivalent of the Golden
Palm) and the Best Actress award for Michèle Morgan.

Swing, a new kind of jazz characterized by insistent
driving rhythms interspersed with improvised riffs,
151(268); see at Duke Ellington‘s ―It Don‘t Mean a Thing
(If It Ain‘t Got That Swing),‖ at Benny Goodman, at
Woodie Herman, at Rag (last paragraph) & at Artie Shaw.

Synagogue, also synagog, a place of Jewish worship

Swish, Slang. Homosexual.
Swishy, Slang, effeminate.
Swit, Loretta, see at M*A*S*H*
Switzer, Carl ―Alfalfa‖—see at ―Our Gang.‖
Swiveled Up Joke: A man about to be executed was

and religious instruction, i.e., a Jewish church. Also see
Jewish observances at Jewish.

Synecdoche (sin-neck‘doaky is a figure of speech in
which a term denoting a part of something is used to refer to
the whole thing (e.g., hand for sailor, uniform for a cop) or a term
denoting a thing (a ―whole‖) is used to refer to part (e.g., a thief for
a pickpocket) , or a term denoting a specific class of a thing (a
―species‖) is used to refer to a larger, more general class (genus),
or a term denoting a general class of a thing (genus) is used to
refer to a smaller, more specific class (species), or a term denoting
a material is used to refer to an object composed of that material
(e.g., hardwood for a bat (e.g. ―he put hardwood on the ball‖) or
steel for a sword (e.g., ―he plunged steel into his side.‖)
Synecdoche is closely related to metonymy (the figure of
speech in which a term denoting one thing is used
to refer to a
related thing); indeed, synecdoche often is considered a subclass of
metonymy. It is more distantly related to other figures of speech,
such as metaphor—also see at Metonym. (Synecdoche derives
rom the Greek)

visited by the Chaplain to give him last rites. As he
kneeled to receive the Chaplain‘s blessing, the head of the
prisoner‘s penis peaked out of a hole in the knee of his
pants.. The Chaplain exclaimed, ―Omigod, lookit your
penis!‖ ―Yes, suh! But you‘d be all swiveled up too if
you were about to be executed.!

Sword Beach, northernmost beach for
landing Allied troops on D-Day—see at D-day.

Sykes, Brian, see at ―Adams‘s Curse.‖
Symbol is something, such as an object, picture,
written word, a sound, a piece of music, or particular markm
that represents (or stands for) something else by association,
resemblance, or convention, especially a material object
used to represent something invisible. Symbols indicate (or
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Sylph, 1. An elemental being in the theory of

Tag, a street game for groups in which one person it
―it & tries to tag someone else, saying ―you‘re it!‖

Paracelsus that inhabits air; 2. A slender graceful woman or
girl (from New Latin Sylphus)—Mirriam-Webster Online
Dictionary.

Tararis, Karolina, AP reporter—see at Nicholas
Winton.

Syphilis, Ch.54; first antidote, Salvasan, discovered

Tagore, Rabindranath, 1861-1941, T2: Poet, writer,

by Dr. Paul Ehrlich in 1908; the unpleasant symptoms
shown in Technicolor in the Navy, Ch. 54, e.g., sores,
chancres, insanity, etc. & cured by antibiotics, e.g.,
penicillin, 193(354-355); Also see below, and at TB.

Syphilitics

in

History,

194(355-356):

and philosopher—he began writing in support of Indian
independence; in 1913, he won the Nobel prize for
Literature; born in Calcutta, India, he wrote and spoke in
Bengali, the dominant language of present-day Bangladesh,
and around Calcutta. Translated many of his own works
into English; See at Bangladesh.―The burden of self is
lightened when I laugh at myself,‖ T, p. 85 in ―Zen Soup.‖

Deborah

Hayden in a 2003 book, ―Pox: Genius, Madness, and the
Mysteries of Syphilis,‖ presents the thesis thay many eminent
figures in history very likely suffered from syphilis, and that the
disease may explain aspects of their behavior, and
how
they
achieved some of their feats. Hayden‘s list includes: Beethoven,
Nietzsche, Flaubert, van Gogh, Schubert, James Joyce, Goya,
Mary Todd & Abraham Lincoln, Al Capone, Ivan the Terrible &
Hitler.
Not only that, but almost every week or so a researcher
uncovers irrefutable evidence of other syphilitics in history. She
inexplicably left out Gaughin, who picked it up in a visit to a
brothel in France after returning from Tahiti. Two new biographies
of Robert Schumann add him to the list. In ―Flaubert‘s Parrot,‖ the
author, Julian Barnes, added Flaubert, Baudelaire & Maupassan..
No doubt somebody will add Sadaam Hussein‘s demented brain.
And who knows who‘s next? Well, Scott Joplin for one.

―Tailor of Panama, The‖—see at le Carre.
―Take me out to the ball game / Take me out with the
crowd. / Buy me some peanuts and crackerjack--/ I don't
care if I never get back! / For it's root-root-root / For the
home team! / If they don‘t win it's a shame! / For its 1-2-3
strikes y're out / At the old ball game!‖--Lyrics by Jack
Norworth & Music by Albert von Tilzer , 1908, Ch. 37

Take the 'A' Train" is a 1941 jazz standard by Billy
Strayhorn that was the signature tune of Duke Ellington's
band. Its title refers to the A subway service that runs
through NY City, going at that time from eastern Brooklyn
up into Harlem and northern Manhattan & using the express
tracks in Manhattan. The song often opened Ella
Fitzgerald's performances.

Szold, Henrietta, See at Hadassah & on the Web.
Szötz, Béla, see at ―Nine Suitcases.‖
Szilard, Leo, R, First to conceive of a nuclear chain

―Takeover, The Return of the Imperial Presidency
and the Subversion of Amerivan Democracy,‖ by Charles
Savage, Little, Brown & Co., Boston & NY, 2007

reaction (1934)?; --convinced of its practicality, 1939;
two years after he moved to Princeton, he convinced
Einstein to sign the famous letter of Aug. 2, 1939 to FDR
that he wrote in order to persuade FDR to develop an
atom bomb before the Nazis did; FDR acceded & that
gave birth to the Manhattan Project, R, lv, 178(311)

Taj Mahal, 76(126): a bejeweled Temple of Love in
Agra commemorating an Indian Prince‘s dead wife. Many
of the jewels have been stolen—like love often? I saw
the Taj Mahal in 1968 & wrote about it in Part II of ―Rings
& Things. Also see at S. K. Jain.

―Take the High Ground!‖ (1953), film in which Karl

T for two, a pun substitution in a crossword puzzle.

Malden and Richard Widmark play drill sergeants
whipping raw recruits into shape during the Korean War,
earned Millard Kaufman an Oscar nomination for screen
writing—see at Kaufman.

Tabu: A Story of the South Sea,‖ 156(278); see at
Flaherty..

Taboo

(also

Tabu)—its

far

reaching

power,

Takoohi Saroyan--William Saroyan‘s mom.
―Tale of Murder, Insanity, and the making of the

156(278); Many things in society are forbidden, that is,
taboo. Some of these we approve of & some not. Many
tabooed activities are illegal, e.g., B. O,flashin, i.e,,
exposing onself, manslaughter, murder, rape, libel, sexeual
assault, sex-with-minors, slander are punishable by jail
terms; others are punished in other ways, e.g., by ostracism
& shunning.

Oxford English Dictionary, A‖—see at ―The Professor and
the Madman.‖

Talkies‖ refers to talking movies, i.e., movies in
which the sound is synchronized to match movement, e.g.,
talk is in sync with lips when actors talked or sounds of
footsteps in sync when they walked, etc.
Talking moving pictures, i.e., talking movie. The era
began with ―The Jazz Singer,‖ Oct. 6, 1927, featuring both
silien and sound-synchronized scenes, e.g,, Al Jolson
singing—see at ―The Jazz Singer‖ & at Al Jolson.

Taft, Dr. Earl Jay, Rutgers U. & Inst. Adv. Study
friend & colleague. Hessy Taft, his wife & friend. I wrote
abit about them in Part II of ―Rings & Things,‖ e.g., Earl‘s
wit, jokes & that he is related to Henny Youngman.

Taft Auditorium, in Cincinnati, Joy took me there to

―Talk-the-talk--see at Dave Evans.
Tallchief, Maria (née Elizabeth Marie Tall Chief),

see an opera, 173(302), Ch. 64

Taft, Robert A(lphonse), 1889-1953, 7(10), son of
William Howard Taft. Taft was a contender for the GOP
presidential nomination in 1940, losing to charismatic
Wendell Willkie. As a U.S. senator, he was given the
nickname "Mr. Republican"; he was the chief ideologue and
spokesperson for the paleoconservationists of the
Republican Party of that era

was born in 1925 in Fairfax, OK, to a father who was a chief
in the Osage Nation and a Scots-Irish mother. After a stint with
the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo where she was a featured soloist,
she became the first prima ballerina of the New York City Ballet
from 1947 to 1960, where George Balanchine wrote several of his
most famous works for her. (The two were married on August 16,
1946; the marriage ended in 1952--they had no children.) Her
performance of Balanchine's The Firebird in 1949 and their earlier
collaboration at the Paris Opera elevated Maria Tallchief onto the
world stage. She also originated the role of the Sugarplum Fairy in
Balanchine's version of The Nutcracker.

Taft, William Howard, 1837-1930, 7(10), US Pres.
(1910-1913, born. in Cincinnati & so was his son, Robert.

Taft is the name of 9 US cities, one in Canada, and
one Taftville--see at Cities & Counties in USA.
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At the suggestion of Agnes de Mille, she adopted the name
Maria Tallchief. In 1953, President Eisenhower declared her
Woman of the Year. When the Governor of Oklahoma honored her
that same year for her international achievements and her proud
Native American identity, Maria Tallchief was named Wa-XtheThomba (―oman of Two Worlds‖.
he received the Kennedy Center Honors in 1996 along with
Johnny Cash, Jack Lemmon, Edward Albee, and Benny Carter. In
1999 she was awarded the American National Medal of Arts by the
National Endowment of the Arts in Washington D.C. On Nov. 7,
2006, The NY Metropolitan Museum of Art presented a special
tribute to Maria Tallchief titled ― Tribute to Ballet Great Maria
allchief‖-from Wikipedia

drained below the level he could reach, and if he reached for the
fruit, the branches moved out of his grasp—see below.

Tantalum (from Tantalus) is

metallic chemical

element; symbol Ta; at. no. 73; at. wt. 180.9479, so named
because its insolubility made extraction from mineral difficult; a
rare steel-blue metallic chemical used for electric light
filaments until tungsten replaced it, radio grids and plates, surgical
instruments, etc. Ekeberg wrote ―his metal I call tantalum …
partly in allusion to its incapacity, when immersed in acid, to
absorb any and be saturated.‖ See at Ekeberg, at Niobe ,at
Niobium & above.

Taps, a mournful bugle triad played at retreat, i.e.,
at the end of the day at military installations & at scout
camps, or at military funerals, 118(219)

Tallis, Raymond, born 1946 in Liverpool, England,
is a leading British geronologist, poet, novelist and critic.
An M.D. for over thirty years, he wrote the review,
entitled ―Unlucky Strikes‖--see at ―The Cigareette
Century.‖

Tar, slamg, sailor, possibly an alteration of tarp.;
also see at Gob, at Sal& at Navy Lingo

Tarbell, Ida Minerva, 1857-1944, was a muckraking
writer, remembered for her investigations of industry;
Her History of the Standard Oil Company established the
place of women in the new ‗muckraking‘ journalism. Her
history, The Nationalizing of Business (1936), became a
standard work. Also see at Muckraking.

―Tallulah,‖ Bankhead‘s 1952 autobiography.
Talmud, a collection of anient Rabbinic writings,
the basis of religious authority in Orthodox Judaism.

Tamaroff, Akim, actor—see at ―Tortilla Flat.‖
Tandy, Jessica, actress, see at Hume Cronin at ―The

Targum, The (Rutgers College newspaper), 43(68)
Tarot, any of 78 playing cards with 22 cards

Birds‖, at Du Maurier (The Birds) & at ―The Gin Game.‖

Tango. The Blue Tango is an novelty among Leroy

depicting vices, virtues & element forces. In Englishspeaking countries, where the games are largely unknown, Tarot
cards are utilized primarily for divinatory purposes, with the trump
cards plus the Fool card making up the twenty-two major arcana
cards and the pip and four face cards the fifty-six minor arcana.
The terms Major Arcana and Minor Arcana are used in
occult tarot and are seldom used by card players. The divinatory
meanings of the cards are derived mostly from the Kabbalah of
Jewish mysticism and from Medieval Alchemy.
The 78-card tarot deck contains:14 cards each in four suits
(Anglo-French, German or Latin depending on the region): "pip"
cards numbered one (sometimes Ace) through ten, plus four court
cards - a Jack, a Knight (or Cavalier), a Queen, and a King; the
twenty-one tarots, known in divination as the Major Arcana, which
function in the game as a permanent suit of trumps; the Fool, also
known as the Excuse, an unnumbered card that in some variations
excuses the player from following suit or playing a trump, and in
others acts as the strongest trump.

Anderson's novelties: a simple, lovely tune with no
gimmick. It uses the traditional Argentine tango rhythm but
without the melodramatic flash of authentic tangos. As a
popular song written specifically for a string orchestra, it
was naturally picked up and covered by Mantovani,
Kostelanetz, and all their counterparts. Anderson's own
recording with a studio orchestra for Decca was a #1 hit in
1951—Wikipedia
“Here I am with you, in a world of blue / While we're
dancing to the tan -go we loved when first we met /
While the mu - sic plays, I recall the days /
When our love was a tune that we couldn't soon for – get.‖

―Tango, it takes two to,‖saying.
―Tango, It Takes Two To,‖ song; ―You can haunt any
house by yourself / Be a man or a mouse by yourself /
Youcan act like a king on a throne / There are lots of things that
you can do alone / But it takes two to tango two to tango / You
can sail on a ship by yourself / Take a nap or nip by yourself /
You can get into debt on your own / There are lots of things that
you can do alone / But it takes two
…‖ (Lyrics from Ray
Charle‘s Website.
Da Capo‘s Companion mentions on p. 43 that Pearl Bailey
cut a record singing it in 1952, but doesn‘t otherwise give
provenance. ―Probably based on earlier sayings of the it takes two
to tango (see above). Sung by Pearl Bailey, the Hoffman and
Manning song (quot. 1952) was a worldwide hit, giving this saying
instant international currency‖—from the Web.

Tarquin--There were two Tarquins—Superbus was
the bad one! Malachi & Jhilam named their first-born, their
son , after the good one!

Tarquinius Superbus, 228(414);
Tartt, Donna, born 1963 in Greenwood, MS. and
aised in Grenada, 32 miles away, is a writer who received
ritical acclaim for her two novels, The Secret History (1992) and
The Little Friend (2002). Tartt was the 2003 winner of the WH
Smith Literary Award for The Little Friend. At age fve,
she
wrote her first poem, and she first saw publication in Mississippi
literary review when she was 13 years old.
Enrolling in Ole Miss in 1981, her writing caught the
attention of Willie Morris while she was a freshman. Following a
recommendation from Morris, Barry Hannah, then an Ole Miss
Writer-in-Residence, admitted Tartt into his graduate short story
course where, stated Hannah, she ranked higher than the graduate
students. Following the suggestion of Morris and others, she
transferred to Bennington College in 1982. Also see at "A Secret
History."

―Tango in Paris, The Last,‖ film, 76(126)
―Tango, The Masochistic, , The‖--by Tom Leher. It
can be accessed on the Web.

Tanning, Dorothea, painter, sculptor, writer and wife
of Max Ernst, counsels young artists: ―Keep your eye on
your inner world and keep away from ads, idiots and movie
stars--from ―Between Lives: An Artist and Her World,‖ By
Dorothy Tanning, W.W. Norton—see at Gypsy Rose Lee
(last paragraph.)

―Tarzan of the Apes‖ is a novel written by Edgar

Tantalus, father of Niobe in Greek mythology, was

Rice Burroughs, the first in a series of books about the title
character Tarzan. It was first published in the pulp magazine AllStory Magaznine in October, 1912; the first book edition was
published in 1914.

punished after death by being condemned to stand kneedeep in water with perfect fruit growing above his head, both of
which eternally tantalized him - if he bent to drink the water, it
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So popular was the character that Burroughs continued the
series into the 1940s with two dozen sequels.
Burroughs' novel has been the basis of several movies. The first
two were the silent films Tarzan of the Apes (1918) and The
Romance of Tarzan (1918), both starring Elmo Lincoln as Tarzan,
based on the first and second parts of the novel, respectively.
The next and most resilient Tarzun was Johnny
Weissmuller, who went on to star in eleven Tarzan films.
Johnny Weissmuller ―acted as if he were Tarzan on and off
the screen‖-- Esther Williams in her autobiography. See at
Williams, at Weismuller & at Burroughs.

are built around elaborate, tightly-choreographed visual gags
&carefully integrated sound effects.
His second film, Les Vacances de Monsier
Hulot (Mr.
Hulot's Holiday, 1953), introduced the character of M. Hulot and
follows his adventures in France during the mandatory August
vacation at a beach resort, lampooning several hidebound elements
of French political and social classes along the way. Tati plays the
lead character, who , with the exception of his first and last films,
is the gauche and socially inept Monsieur Hulot.
With his trademark raincoat, umbrella and pipe, Hulot is
among the most meorable comic characters in cinema. There exist
several recurrent themes in Tati's comedic work--most notably in
Mon Oncle (My Uncle), Playtime and Trafic,--hey include Western
society's obsession with material goods, particularly Americanstyle consumerism, the pressure-cooker environment of modern
society, the superficiality of relationships among France's various
social classes, and the cold and often impractical nature of spaceage technology and design.

Taser, a stun gun. Taser is an acronym of sorts for
Tom Swift Electric Rifle. The ―a‖ was added for
euphonics—see at Jack Cover, the inventor who claimed it saved
100,000 lives.
Cover told the Orange County Register in 1991 that he got
the idea for the Taser after hearing about a man who was briefly
immobilized by a fallen power line. He began tinkering in his
garage and in the late 1960s came up with a device that looked
something like a flashlight but fired darts that delivered an
electrical charge. The darts could hit a target up to 15 feet away.
away. Cover forned his Taser Company in 1970—from the Web.
According toAmnesty International, which seeks to have the
use of Tasers by private citizens outlawed, and by the police
curtailed pending further study, at least 334 people have died since
2001 after being shot with Tasers by police officers.

Taupin, Bernie, see at ―Sorry Seems To Be …‖
―Taxi Driver,‖ a film about an underage prostitute
(Jodie Foster), and a vigilante taxi-driver (Robert De Niro)
who frees her from pimps and addicts in a blood-soaked
finale. Not for the squeamish, 75(124)

Taxi horn is a circular brass horn with a bulb at the
end that you squeeze on to make a big honk. They have
many uses, e.g., by traffic Bobbies in London, and in music
pieces that require them—see at ―An Amercan in Paris.

―Taste, There is no accounting for‖—homily. See at
Poison & at ―Shoe that fits …‖

Taylor, Elizabeth ―Liz‖ Rosemond, DBE, born

Tate, Sharon, an actress,and four others were found

1932, in the Hampstead area of London, won Oscars for
Best Actress in Butterfield 8 (1960) & Who‘s Afraid ofVirginia
Woolf? (1966) Known for her beauty, acting skills, as well as
her Hollywood lifestyle, including many marriages (8 to 7 men—
Richard Burton was # 5 & # 6), she is considered one of the great
actresses of Hollywood‘s golden years, as well as a larger- thanlife celebrity. The American Film Institute named Taylor seventh
among the Greatest Female Stars of All Time. Also see at
―National Velvet, at ―A Place in the Sun,‖ at ―White Cliffs of
Dover‖ & her honors, awards & filmography in Wikipedia.

brutally murdered in Tate‘s LA home on Aug. 9, 1969. Cult
leader Charles Manson and a group of his followers were
convicted of the crime. Manson was sentencd to life in
prison. Tate‘s last movie ,―Wreckers Crew.‖ came out in
1969, the year she was murdered.

Tate-LaBianca Murders: On Aug. 9 and 10, 1969,
two sets of grisly murders took place in Los Angeles. On the
9th, a gang of four people brutally killed the actress Sharon Tate,
who was married to director Roman Polanski and eight and a half
months pregnant, four of Tate's friends and the son of her gardener.
Tate begged for the life of her unborn child but was told by one of
the female assailants, "Look bitch, I don't care about you. I don't
care if you are having a baby. You are going to die and I don't feel
a thing about it." Tate's blood was used to write the word PIG on
the home's front door. The next day supermarket executive Leno
LaBianca and his wife were killed in a similar fashion, a fork used
to carve the word WAR on his belly left sticking out of his corpse.
This time, the leader of the gang took part in the slaughter.
(Manson and his cut-throat crew left 169 stab wounds and 7
gunshot wounds in the victims.)
Authorities would take nearly five months to track down
Charles Manson and his so-called family. And when they did,
America discovered a terrifying mix of a libertine counter-culture
and stupefying mind-control. Manson sent out his mostly female
agents like the Furies of Greek mythology, to take down those
whom he saw as his enemies. His trial ended in 1971 with a death
sentence which was vacated by the U.S. Supreme Court's
declaration of the penalty's unconstitutionality. He is up for parole
this year but is unlikely to receive it—from the Archives of Time
Magazine, written by Howard Chua-Eoan, accessible at theis link:
http://www.time.com/time/2007/crimes/10.html
Also see at Manson.

Taylor, Kate, writes for the NY Times—see at
Adrienne Shelly and Andrew Ostroy.

Taylor, Rod, actor, see at ―The Birds‖ & at Du
Maurier (The Birds.)

Taylor, Rodger, see at ―Einstein on Race etc.‖
Taw 1. Chiefly southern US. A large fancy marble
used for shooting. 2. The line from where a player shoots in
marbles. Agates are the preferred taw, 66-67(109)

TB, see at Tuberculosis
―Tea and Sympathy,‖ is a 1956 film directed by
Vincente Minnelli, based on Robert Anderson‘s play and his
screenplay, and starring Deborah Kerr reprising role in the 1955
Broadway play.
The play/film is about a sensitive young man ostracized at
his all-male school for pursuing interests not typically associated
with red-blooded males circa 1950. Seems he enjoys cooking and
sewing, singing folk music, and chatting with the faculty wives--all
of which have alienated him from his classmates (as well as his
own father!), though not the lonesome wife of the head
schoolmaster, who takes a special and heartfelt interest in the lad.
As played by John Kerr (reprising his stage performance,
for which he won at Tony), the central character is curiously
presented without even the slightest hint of affectation; yes, he
shows no resistance to playing a female role in the class play
(requiring him to wear a flouncy dress), yet the filmmakers want us
to see something in this boy which isn't standard, and John Kerr is
incredibly, blandly standard (even his walk, which is mocked, is
utterly ordinary). Ironically, though the film has a dated viewpoint

Tater, regional variant of potato, alliteration, and
alteration of potato.

Tati, Jacques (né Jacques Tatischeff), 1907-1982,was
a French comedic filmmaker. He was born the son of
Russian father and Dutch mother. His first feature, Jour de fête
(Big Day, 1949) His films have little audible dialogue, but instead
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of masculinity--the opposite of which is practically labeled
'abnormal'--the picture has a large following among gays.
Though it is a serious-minded movie, one is apt to hoot in
derision at the script's loftier passages. Thankfully, Deborah Kerr
also reprises her stage role as Mrs. Reynolds, and she pulls out
whatever honesty there is in the dialogue and actually gives it
some depth and worth (with that famous end piece "Years from
now when you talk of this, and you will, be kind.‖ Yeah, sure.)
The theme here is certainly an unusual one for 1956
Hollywood--and even stranger for having Vincente Minnelli direct
it, he the subject of much gossip himself--but the production is
plush and the story is engrossing despite the soapy undermining‖-Amazon.com review. (My parenthetical insertion.) Also see at
Deborah Kerr and at John Kerr.

Tea

Pot

Dome

Scandal

in

the

Teheran Conference of 1943, two days after the Cairo
Confernce, was the meeting of Joseph Stalin, Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Winston Churchill between November 28 and
December 1, 1943, most of which were held at the Soviet Embassy
in Tehran, Iran. It was the first WW II conference among the Big
Three (the Soviet Union, the US, and UK) in which Stalin was
present. It succeeded the Cairo Conference and was followed by
the Yalta Conference and Potsdam Conference. The chief
discussion was centered on the opening of a second front in
Western Europe. At the same time a separate protocol pledged the
three countries to recognize Iran's independence—excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Tejano, a style of music originating in southern Texas
& combining influences from country music, R & B and
pop Latin American styles.

Harding

Adminstration :was an unprecedented bribery scandal and
investigation, regarded as the benchmark in political corruption in
the US until Watergate. Teapot Dome is on an oil field on public
land in Wyoming, so named for Teapot Rock, an outcrop
resembling a teapot south of the field/
In 1921, by executive order of President Harding, control of
U.S. Navy petroleum reserves at Teapot Dome in Wyoming and at
Elk Hills and Buena Vista in California, were transferred from the
U.S. Navy Department to the Department of the Interior. The
petroleum reserves had been set aside for the Navy by President
Taft. In 1922, Albert B. Fall, U.S. Secretary of the Interior leased,
without competitive bidding, the Teapot Dome fields to Harry F.
Sinclairof Sinclair Oil, and the field at Elk Hills, California, to
Edward L. Doheny. In 1922 and 1923, these transactions became
the subject of a sensational U.S. Senate investigation conducted by
Senator Thomas J. Walsh.
It was found that in 1921, Doheny had lent Fall $100,000,
interest-free, and that upon Fall's retirement as Secretary of the
Interior, in March 1923, Sinclair also lent him a large amount of
money. The investigation led to criminal prosecutions. Fall was
indicted for conspiracy and for accepting bribes. Convicted of the
latter charge, he was sentenced to a year in prison and fined
$100,000. In another trial for bribery Doheny and Sinclair were
acquitted, although Sinclair was subsequently sentenced to prison
for contempt of the Senate and for employing detectives to shadow
members of the jury in his case. The oil fields were restored to the
U.S. government through preme Court decision in 1927.

Telegraph, see Samuel F.B. Morse
Telephone, see at Alexander Graham Bell.
Telephone Gambit, The: Chasing Alexander Graham
Bell‘s Secret‖ (2008) by Beth Shulman. See at ―Bell-Gray
Controversy.)

Television (TV):developed from an 1884 patent by a
German, Paul Nipkow in 1926, J. L. Baird in England, C. F.
Jenkins of the USA & V.K. Zworykin in 1928. (The latter‘s
ionoscope of 1923 was the first successful camera tube in
wide use.) Philo T. Farnsworth also contributed—see at
Farnsworth. The first successful long distance transmission
in USA was on April 7, 1927, showing US Commerce Sec‘y
Herbert Hoover. Color TV followed much later in 1953
when RCA‘s was approved by the FCC. See the Columbia
Encycl. for more details. Also see at Farnsworth & at
Philco.

Television Joke: Television is device that permits
people who haven‘t anything to do to watch people who
can‘t do anything—Fred Allen, quoted in ―The
Portable Curmudgeon.
―Television is a medium, so called because it is
neither rare nor well-done‖—Ernie Kovacs.

Teller, Edward,, 42(67), 42(67)n: Teller‘s mentor
was Heisenberg; Teller worked with Enrico Fermi on a team
that produced the first nuclear chain reaction (1941),
42(67)n; he worked under the directorship of Oppenheimer
at Las Alamos on the A-bomb project (1943-1945),
42(67)n; Teller was called ―Father of the H-Bomb,‖ a
misnomer. However, the H-bomb was developed at Teller‘s
insistence in opposition to Oppenheimer, who subsequently
was relieved of his access to government secrets. Also eee
at Feynman & at Oppenheimer.

Teaching Joke: ―He who can, does. He who cannot,
teaches --G.B. Shaw, "Maxims for Revolutionists" in
Man and Superman (1903). Quoted in Bartlett.
Then, some wag added this: And those who cannot teach,
teach teachers.

Tease: see at Strip Tease & at TTT.
―Teases you, loves you, Whoever,‖21(31), 73(120);

―Tell Me Why the Skies Are Blue‖ a boy scout

an English translation of a German saying that I learned in
Heidelberg from an elderly woman (Frau) who said, ―Wer
neckt sich, liebt sich.‖ Also see at ―What is a beard without
a kiss?‖

favorite along with ‖There‘s a Long, Long Trail aWinding,‖ 118(218). Also see at Questions. Rhetorical and
Unanswered.

Temple, Shirley, born April 23, 1928: like Mae West,

―Teddy Bear,‖ named after Teddy Roosevelt, 94(179)
—also see at A.A. Milne & at ―Winnie the Pooh‖
―Teenage, The Creation of Youth Culture,‖ Jon

she was urged to act by her mother. She made a number of
movies at a precocious age: ―The Little Colonel‖ (1933) when she
was just 5 years old , Little Miss Marker‖ (1934) when she was 6
& Wee Willie Winkel in (1935) when she was 7.
―Miss Temple acts & dances with immense vigor &
assurance, but some of her popularity rests on a coquetry as mature
as [Claudette] Colbert‘s & an oddly precocious body as voluptuous
in grey flannel trousers as Miss Dietrich‘s‖--Graham Greene in
reviewing Captain January (1936)--quoted in ―Movie Quoations.‖
Regarding this remark, maybe GG liked little girls, but while little
Shirley was seductive, I personally disliked this aspect of her
performances, i.e, she was too knowingly cute.
―I stopped believing in Santa Claus when I was six. Mother
took me to see him in a department store & he asked me for my

Savage, Viking,; ―Teenage‖ is a book that makes an
important contribution to cultural history‖—Camille Paglia,
n the Sunday NY Times Book Rev, May 6, 2007

Teeth, see at Celebrity Teeth.
Teetotaler, one who abstains from alcohol in all
forms: see W. C. Fields, who denies he was one.

Teetotaler Joke: A teetotaler is one who takes
inventory on a golf course.

Teheran, Iran,
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autograph‖--from Jon Winokur‘s ―True Confession;‖ 89(169); also
attributed to her by ―Movie Quotations.‖ See at Actors & Acting,
at ―The Bluebird of Happiness.‖
―Tempus fugit‖--time flies: see at Virgil & at Benny Craig,.

of "Tennessee Ernie," a wild, madcap exaggerated hillbilly. He
became popular in the area and was soon hired away by Pasadena's
KXLA radio. Ford also did musical tours—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Sixteen Tons‖ his ―Signature Piece‖ and
an unespected hit in 1955.

Ten Commandments, The: 1.You shall not worship

Tennis—see at Arthur Ashe, Bjorn Borg & at Althea

any other God but YHWH (Yaweh. Jehovah); 2. You shall
not make a graven image. 3. You shall not take the name of
YHWH (Yahweh) in vain; 4. You shall not break the Sabbath; 5.
You shall not dishonor your parents, i.e., ―Honor thy father and thy
mother‖; 6. You shall not murder; 7. You shall not commit
adultery; 8. You shall not steal.; 9. You shall not commit perjury;
10. You shall not covet.
Each of the ten Commandments admonish against greed, or
excess, i.e., taking more than your share, or more than you are
entitled. I wonder why ome people think that they can break these
laws with impunity. I remember a wonderful cartoon in the New
Yorker Magazingwith the caption: ―Who says criminals don‘t have
feelings?. I have seen then break down and cry when they get
caught!‖ Also see at More & at Moses.

Gibson.

Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, Baron, 1809-1892: ―so
careful of the type she seems, so careless of the single life,‖
from ―In Memoriam,‖ 120(220). Also see at ―Movies from
Poems.

Tenor, a high, male voice. Antonym: bass.
Tenor is derived from the Latin tenere, to hold, meaning
sustaining the part or possibley one that ‗held up‘ a
contrapuntal structure; through a serioes of derivtions it has
also come to mean a high male voice.

Tenor Sax—Boléro has one—see at Boléro.
Tenors—see at ―(La) donna è mobile.‖
Tenors: The Three Tenors‖ is a name given to the

"Ten Commandments, The (1956) dramatized the

Spanish tenor Plácido Domingo, the Catalán tenor José
Carreras and the Italian tenor Luciano Pavarotti who sang as a
consort under this banner during the 1990s and early 2000s. The
trio began their collaboration with a performance at the ancient
Baths of Caracalla, Rome Italy, on July 7, 1990--the eve of the
1990 FIFA World Cup final. Zubin Mehta conducted the Orchestra
del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino and the Orchestra del Teatro
dell'Opera di Roma.
The idea of the concert was originally conceived by the
Italian manager/producer Mario Dradi, to raise money for
Carreras's foundation as well as a way for his contemporaries,
Domingo and Pavarotti, to welcome their friend and colleague
back to the world of opera after his successful treatment for
leukemia. he three subsequently sang together, in concerts
produced by Hungarian Tibor Rudas and others, at Dodger
Stadium in LA for the 1994 World Cup finals, at the Champ de
Mars, below the Eiffel Tower in Paris during France '98 and in
Yokohama during the 2002 tournament.
They also played in other cities around the world, usually
performing in stadiums or other large outdoor venues. Sometimes
such concerts were held to mark specific events, such as the
reopening of the thermal baths in the city of Bath after an
interruption of some thirty years. The concerts were a great
commercial success, and were accompanied by a series of bestselling recordings including Carreras - Domingo - Pavarotti: the
Three Tenors in Concert (which holds the Guinness World Record
for the best selling classical album), The Three Tenors In Concert
1994, The Three Tenors: Paris 1998, The Three Tenors Christmas
and The Best of the Three Tenors.
Zubin Mehta conducted the performances in 1990 and 1994.
The Paris concert was conducted by James Levine. The Three
Tenors' repertoire extended beyond opera to Broadway numbers
and even pop hits. Their signature songs included Nessun Dorma
from Puccini's Turandot and the Italian ballad standard O Sole
Mio--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Sadly, Pavarotti died in 2007.

biblical story of Moses, an adopted Egyptian prince-turned
deliverer of the Hebrew slaves. It was released by Paramount Pictures
in VistaVision on October 5, 1956. It was directed by Cecil B. DeMille
and starred Charlton Heston in the lead role. Co-stars included Yul
Brynner as his adoptive brother, Pharaoh Ramesses II, Anne Baxter as
Nefretiri, John Derek as Joshua, Edward G. Robinson as Dathan,
Yvonne De Carlo as Sephora, Cedric Hardwicke as PharaohSeti I,
Vincent Price as Baka, and John Carradine as Aaron—excerpt from
Wikipedia.

―Ten Little Indians,‖ a 1939 mystery by Agatha
Christie. First published in England as ―Ten Little Niggers,‖
the book was renamed, ―And Then There Were None,‖ from the
closing line of the nursery rhyme--for publication in USA--the
original title was considered offensive. Later, it was retitled ―Ten
Little Indians.
The novel focuses on a group of people invited by a
mysterious Mr. Owen to enjoy a holiday on Indian Island. After
the guests start turning up dead,the mystery deepens. Tension
mounts as the remaining guests attempt to discover the murderer‘s
identity before they are all killed.
After Christie adapted the novel for the stage, it enjoyed
successful runs in both England and America and was twice
adapted for film. It has also been translated into several different
languages. Critics praise the novel‘s intricate plotting and
innovative technique, noting that in it, Christie adds new twists to
the mystery genre. Most scholars, along with her devoted fans,
consider Ten Little Indians to be one of the best mystery novels
ever written—from the web. A 1945 film was made—see at ―And
Then There Were None.‖ But, I didn‘t enjoy it because the
outcome is trigger b the title ―And Then There Was None.‖
Acutally, there was one! (I would prefer a smaller body
count.)

Tenderfoot (Scout), the lowest rank, 116(215)
Tennessee became the 16-th state on June 1, 1792 &
Kentucky became the 15-th on the same day. Vermont
became the 14-th Stated in March 1791.

Tenzing, Norgay, mountaineer—see at Everest.
Tepper, Sid--see at ―Red Roses for a Blue lady.‖
Terence (né Publius Terentius Afer), 195/185–159

Tennessee Ernie Ford (né Ernest Jennings Ford),
1919- 1981. Born in Bristol, Tennessee, Ford began his
radio career as an announcer at station WOPI in Bristol.[1] In 1939,
he left the station to pursue classical music and voice at the
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music in Ohio. Ford served in WW II
as bombardier on a B-29 Superfortress flying missions over Japan.
After the war, Ford worked at radio stations in San
Bernardino and Pasadena, California. In San Bernardino, Ford was
hired as a radio announcer. He was assigned to host an early
morning country music disc jockey program titled "Bar Nothin'
Ranch Time." To differentiate himself, he created the personality

BC, was a Roman playwright. His comedies were acted pfor
the first time around 170–160 BC, and he died young probably in
Greece or on his way back to Rome. Terentius Lucanus, a Roman
senator, brought Terence to Rome as a slave, educated him and
later on, impressed by his abilities, freed him. All of the six plays
Terence wrote have survived (by comparison, his predecessor
Plautus wrote twenty-one extant plays).
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One famous quote by Terence reads: "Homo sum, humani
nil a me alienum puto", or ―I am a man, I consider nothing that is
human alien to me‖—this appeared in his play Heauton
Timorumenos. Another famous quote: "Moderation in All
Things."

Testosterone poisoning, 14(21), 133(244); also see at
Y-chromosome

Tevis, Walter, novelist, wrote the ―Hustler‖ (1959),
made into a 1961 film—see.

Tex is the nickname for someone for Texas. See, e.g.,

Tereshkova, Valentina, ws the first woman space

at (Tex) Ritter.

traveler—launched into space june 16, 1963 by USSR.

Texans, see at Harrison, at Houston, at Molly, at

Terra firma, dry land, from Latin terra, earth, and

Nimitz, at Richards, at Rutledge & at Sullivan

firma, solid, firm. See below.
Terrell, Texas—see at Jamie Foxx.

Texarkana, City of, 198(361), 223(408)
Texas, Ch.35, 61(99)n, Chs. 65, 67 & 68: Spanish

Terrier: a group of dog breeds bred initially for
hunting & killing small animals that prey on game such as
foxes or weasels. While usually small, these dogs are brave, tough
& have a lively, energetic, almost hyperactive personality.
The
largest breed in this family is the Airedal Terrier. Most terrier
breeds were developed in the British Isles. They were used to
hunt fox, otter , badger, and rat both over and under the under the
ground. In fact, the word terrier comes from the Middle French
terrier from the Latin terra, earth. The Oxford English Dictionary
adds that it also applies to certain beavers who burrow in the
ground. In that sense, now obsolete it seems, it also applies to
British miners & the song ―Drill Ye Terriers‖–see at Drill.

Heritage of Texas, Ch. 65; However, Texas comes from the
Hasini Indian word ―tejas‖ meaning friends. (The Spanish word,
teja(s) means roofing tile; shovel hat; yew tree;
linden tree.
In 2005, it was reported in the NY Times that many
Americans did not know where Texas & Mexico are! Nor where
Pearl Harbor is—see at Pearl Harbor.)
See at ―Deep in the Heart of Texas,‖ ―The Eyes of Texas,‖
197(360); Texas Hill country, 61(99)n; ―The Yellow Rose of
Texas‖, 197(360); ―A You-Know‖ in San Angelo, Texas,
132(243); ―My Uncle down in Texas, could not write his name‖-see at ―Annie Get Your Gun,‖ at Tejano & below.

Terrorism and Terrorists: According to Alan Krueger

Texas Cities & Places, Some--see at Alamo (a shrine
in San Antonio); Amarillo, Austin, Big Bend, Brownsville,
Camp WallaceCorpus Christi, Crystal City, Dallas, Del Rio,
Fredricksburg, Georgetown , Odessa, & San Angelo, 61(99)n,131132(242-243).
Also see at ―Big Sky,‖ , Canadian, Eagle Pass, Indian
Creek, Lubboch, Marfa, at Murvaul,, Port Neches, Quitman, San
Saba, Shamrock, Stonewall, Terrell & Wharton
A fictional Texas city, Harrison, was based on Wharton,
Texas—see at Horton Foote. Also see at Dallas Opera. Regarding
Longview and Terrell, see at Forest Whitaker, and JamieFoxx,
respectively. Also see below.
Texas Universities, and their locations: U. of Texas,
Austin; Angelo State U (ASU), San Angelo; Baylor, Waco;
Rice U., Houston; Southern Methodist U. (SMU), Dallas;
Texas A & M, College Station; Texas Tech, Lubboch,
―Texas, Deep In the Heart of,‖ 197(360) ―The Stars
at night are big and bright, / Deep in the heart of Texas. /
Reminds me of, the one I love, / Deep in the heart of
Texas—―the leading song of 1941…an audience
participation song in which people clap hands at the end of
each of several phrases in the chorus.‖—see p. 303 in
Ewen‘s ―All the Years.‖

in ―What Makes a Terroist: Economics and the Roots of
Terrorism,‖ that according to statistical data, the huge majority of
terrorists are neither destitute nor lacking in education.
Furthermore, the lifetime risk of being killed by an act of
terroism is 1 in 69,000, as opposed to commercial aircraft accident
of 1 in 40,000, struck by lightning of 1 in 39,000, and accidental
electrocution of 1 in 4,000. So stay away from your applicances!
―Terrorism is the war of the poor, and war is the terrorism of the
rich‖—see at Ustinov.

Terry, Luther L., surgeon general under LBJ. See at
Cigarette Warnings.

Tesla,

Nicola

(né

Nikola

Tesla),

1856–1943:

Physicist & electrical engineer, born in Smiljan, Croatian
Krajina, Military Frontier, he was an ethnic Serb subject of the
Austrian Empire and a US citizen in 1891, when he was at the
peak of his creative powers. In rapid succession, he developed the
induction motor, new types of generators & transformers, a
system of alternating current power transmission, fluorescent
lights, and a new type of steam turbine.
He also became intrigued with wireless transmission of
power. In 1943, the Supreme Court of the US credited him as
being the inventor of the radio—from Wikipedia.
Nikola Tesla, the inventor, was afraid of earrings, peaches,
touching people‘s hair, dropping tiny squae slips of paper into
bowls of liquid, and eating food whose cubic footage he had not
been able to estimated at a glance.
He also had to do everything in multiples of threee: 27 laps
in the swimming pool, 1200 electric lamps for Strasbourg,
France—from Jill Lepore‘s review of ―The Power Brokers‖ in the
May 12, 2008, New Yorker magazine. Also see at Phobias.

Texas: East Texas is not the Wild West, or West
Texas, 223(407-408)

―Texas, The Eyes Of,‖ song sung to the tune of ―I‘ve
been working on the railroad,‖ 197(360)

Texas Joke: When an politician referred to Arkansas
as that outlying province of Texas, somebody in the
audience denounced him with ―That's a lie, Suh, nothing
and nobody can out-lie Texas!‖ 223(408)

―Tess of the d‘Urbervilles,‖ 158(280), Hardy‘s

Texas Republic

masterpiece

was

founded in 1936:

Sam

Houton was elected its first president—see at Alamo.

―Tess Trueheart,‖ see at Dick Tracy.
―Test Tube Babies‖—see at Haldane (Cantinued.)
Testosterone, 133(244)), Ch.41; also see at

―Texas, The Yellow Rose of, 197(360)
―Texas Tea‖was originally used to describe crude oil,
and was popularized by the hit 1960s TV show, ―The
Beverly Hillbillies‖: ―Oil that is, black gold, Texas tea.‖

Academic Superiority of Girls.

Testicle and testify both come from the Latin

Tey, Josephine, was one of many pseudonyms

―testis‖ meaning ―witness.‖ Testicles are witness to a
man's virility. (Well, maybe not!)

used

by Elizabeth Mackintosh (1896–1952), a Scottish author
best known for her mystery novels. She was born in Inverness, and
attended a physical training college in Birmingham, before
becoming a teacher.

Testickle Joke (Test tickle?) A 3-year-old boy
looked at his testicles while taking a bath. "Mom", he
asked, "Are these my brains?" "Not yet," she replied.
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However, her literary career began only when she was
forced to give up regular work in order to care for her invalid
father. In five of the mystery novels she wrote under the name of
Josephine Tey, the hero is Scotland Yard Inspector Alan Grant (he
also appears in a sixth, The Franchise Affair, but only as a minor
character).
The most famous of these is The Daughter of Time, in
which Grant, laid up in the hospital, has friends research reference
books and contemporary documents so he can puzzle out the
mystery of whether King Richard III of England murdered his
nephews, the Princes in the Tower. Inspector Grant concludes that
King Richard was quite innocent, and that the princes were killed
by Henry VII. It is often referenced by ―supporters‖ of King
Richard III of England, despite the fact that it never claims to be
other than fiction--it was the last of her books published during her
lifetime. The Franchise Affair also has a historical context:
although set in the 1940s, it is based on the 18th-century case of
Elizabeth Canning.
TFA, acronym for ―Tobacco, Firearms, and ―Alcholol,‖
an anti-crime division of the Federal Government.
―Thaïs (pronounced tah-eess / ta:'i:s) is an opera in
three acts by Jules Massenet to a French libretto by Louis Gallet
based on the novel Thaïs by Anatole France. It was first performed
at the Opéra Garnier in Paris on 16 March 1894, starring the
American soprano Sybil Sanderson, for whom Massenet had
written the title role. In 1907, the role served as Mary Garden's
American debut in New York in the U.S. premiere performance.
Thaïs takes place in Egypt during Byzantine rule, where a
Cenobite monk, Athanaël, attempts to convert Thaïs, an
Alexandrian courtesan and devotée of Venus, to Christianity, but
discovers too late that his obsession with her is rooted in lust;
while the courtesan's true purity of heart is revealed, so is the
religious man's baser nature. The work is often described as
bearing a sort of religious eroticism, and has had many
controversial productions. Its famous Méditation, the entr'acte for
violin and orchestra played between the scenes of Act II, is an oftperformed concert music piece; it has been arranged for many
different instruments.
After Manon and Werther. Thaïs is one of Massenet's most
performed operas, but it is not part of the standard operatic
repertoire. The role of Thaïs, similar to another Massenet heroine
also written for Sybil Sanderson, Esclarmonde, is notoriously
difficult to sing and is reserved for only the most gifted of
performers. Modern interpreters have included Carol Neblett Anna
Moffo, Beverly Sills, Leontyne Price and, most recently, Renée
Fleming. Géori Boué is particularly associated with the role.
Also see at Aïda.

When he returned to work in 1933, it was as one of the
studio's unit producers, but, nonetheless, he helped develop some
of MGM's most prestigious ventures, including Grand Hotel
(1932, Best Picture Oscar), Mutiny on the Bounty (1935), China
Seas (1935), A Night at the Opera (1935) with the Marx Brothers,
San Francisco (1936), and Romeo and Juliet (1936)—edited from
Wikipedia. Also see at ―Grand Hotel.‖

―Thank Heaven for Little Girls‖—see at Maurice
Chevalier.

Thanks: ―If you aren't thankful for the little things,
you won't be thankful for the big ones‖—quoted around
Thanksgiving Day, 2007, but I forget who first said it. Also
see at Gratitude.

Thanksgiving. In 1621, the Plymouth colonists and
Wampanoag Indians shared an autumn harvest feast which
is acknowledged today as one of the first Thanksgiving
celebrations in the colonies. This harvest meal has become a
symbol of cooperation and interaction between English
colonists and Native Americans. Although this feast is
considered by many to the very first Thanksgiving
celebration, it was actually in keeping with a long tradition
of celebrating the harvest and giving thanks for a successful
bounty of crops. Native American groups throughout the
Americas, including the Pueblo, Cherokee, Creek and many
others organized harvest festivals, ceremonial dances, and
other celebrations of thanks for centuries before the arrival
of Europeans in North America.

Tharp, Twyla, modern dancer, and founder of the
Twyla Tharp Dance Company Twyla Tharp Dance
merged with American Ballet Theatre in 1988, where Tharp
created more than a dozen works. Since that time Tharp has
choreographed dances for many companies including The
Paris Opera Ballet, The Royal Ballet, New York City Ballet,
The Boston Ballet, The Joffrey Ballet, Hubbard Street
Dance and The Martha Graham Dance Company. Also see
at Clive Barnes.

―That's Amore‖ is a 1952 song by composer Harry
Warren and lyricist Jack Brooks. It became a major hit for
Dean Martin in 1953. Amore means ―love‖ in Italian. The
song first appeared in the soundtrack of the Lewis & Martin
comedy film The Caddy (1953.) The song is quite popular
even in Naples and the rest of Italy, in general.. The song
was introduced to a new generation when Martin's 1953
version was played as the opening theme song for the
award-winning 1987 movie, Moonstruck. See at Martin at
―Moonstruck‖ & at Lewis. The song was based on the
Neapolitan song, ―O Sole Mio.‖

Thalberg, Irving Grant, 1899-1936, born in Brooklyn,

―That‘s My Desire‖ (1931), Frankie Laine song:

NY to German Jewish immigrant parents. he was an Oscarwinning film producer during the early years of motion pictures.
He was called "The Boy Wonder" for his youth and his
extraordinary ability to select the right scripts, choose the right
actors, gather the best production staff, and make very profitable
films.
He quickly established his tenacity as he battled with Erich
von Stroheim over the length of Foolish Wives (1922), and
controlled every aspect of the production of The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (1923).
In 1924, he left Universal for Louis B. Mayer Productions,
which shortly thereafter linked up with Metro Pictures
Corporation to become MGM. The Big Parade (1925), directed by
King Vidor, was Thalberg's first major triumph at MGM. Until
1932, when he suffered a major heart attack, he supervised every
important MGM studio production, and combined careful preproduction groundwork with prerelease sneak previews which
measured audience response. Upon Thalberg's illness, Louis B.
Mayer, who had come to resent Thalberg's power and success,
replaced him with David O. Selznick and Walter Wanger.

To spend one night with you / In our old rendezvous /
And reminisce with you / That's my desire

Thaw, John, English actor who played Inspector
Morse on BBC series. Also see at ―Cry Freedom.‖

Thayer, Ernest L.,―Casey at the Bat‖ (1988),126(230)
―Then There Were None—see at ―And Then There
were none, at Agatha Christi, and at ―Ten Little Indians.‖

―There is no echelon like the upper echelon,―W.Steig
―There is Nothing Like a Dame,‖ a show-stopper
from the musical South Pacific. The song was by Richard
Rodgers (music) & Oscar Hammerstein II (lyrics): ―Sailors,
Seabees and Marines: / We got sunlight on the sand, / We got
moonlight on the sea, / We got mangoes and bananas / You can
pick right off the tree, / We got volleyball and ping-pong / And a
lot of dandygames! / What ain't we got? / We ain't got dames! /
Refrain: ―There is nothin' like a dame, / Nothin' in the
world, / There is nothin' you can name / That is anythin' like a
dame!‖
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Stanza 2: We get movies, we get shows, / We get speeches
from our skipper / And advice from Tokyo Rose / We get letters
doused with perfume / We get dizzy from the smell! / What don't
we get? / You know darn well!
Stanza 3: There are no books like a dame, / And
nothin' looks like a dame. / There are no drinks like a dame, / And
nothin' thinks like a dame, / Nothin' acts like a dame, / Or attracts
like a dame. / There ain't a thing that's wrong with any man here /
That can't be cured by pullin' him near / A girly, womanly, female,
feminine dame!

group of disparate characters Gloria Beatty (Jane Fonda) & Robert
Syverton (Michael Sarrazin), Alice LeBlanc (Susannah York) &
Rocky (Gig Young) desperate to win a Depression-era dance
marathon and the opportunistic emcee who urges them on to
victory. (Gig Young stars as Rocky, the obnoxious emcee for a
dance marathon that offers prize money of $1,500, then a small
fortune.) Young won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actror, York
was nominated for an Oscar Best Supporting Acrres, and won the
Briti.0sh Academy Best Supporting Actress.

―Thief steals from himself,‖ see at Emerson.
―Thief's Journal,‖58(95); also see at Genet
―Thigh-bone‘s connected to the knee-bone,‖ 67(110)
―Thin Man, The,‖ 237(431)n; Dashiel Hammett‘s

―There's No Business Like Show Business ― 1954
film featured Irving Berlin's music & starred Ethel
Merman, Dan Dailey, Marilyn Monroe, Donald
O'Connor , Mitzi Gaynor & Johnnie Ray. One of the songs
is ―A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody.‖ See Video Hound for
more details.

detective brought to life on the screen by William Powell &
Myrna Loy. See at William Powell.

―This is the Army Mister Jones, ―No private rooms

―There's No Tomorrow‖ (There‘s just tonight…)

or telephones, / You had your breakfastin bed before / But
you won't have it there anymore, etc,‖ Ch. 52; -- written in
1942 by Irving Berlin (Popular song of WW II); See p. 87
of ―Reading Lyrics.‖

(1949), written by Al Hoffman, Leo Corday, and Leon Carr,
is one of two popular songs based on the Italian song ―O Sole
Mio‖ [music by Eduardo di Capua]. (The other was ―It's Now or
Never,‖ popularized by Elvis Presley)—Wikipedia. Also see at
Henry Parke (last paragraph.)

Third Child Syndrome, 101-102(190); my rationale
for everything that ever happened to me!

Theresienstadt concentration camp (often referred to

―Third Man, The‖ 1949 film based on Graham

as Terezín) was a Nazi German concentration camp during
World War II. It was established by the Gestapo in the fortress and
garrison city of Terezín (German name Theresienstadt), located in what
is now the Czech Republic Many of the 80,000 Czech Jews who died in
the Holocaust were killed in Theresienstadt, where the conditions were
extremely difficult. In a space previously inhabited by 7,000 Czechs,
now over 50,000 Jews were gathered. Food was scarce and in 1942
almost 16,000 people died, including Esther Adolphine (a sister of
Sigmund Freud) who died on September 29, 1942; Friedrich Münzer (a
German classicist), who died on October 20, 1942. Medicine and
tobacco were strictly prohibited; possession could be punished by hard
labor or death. Men and women were officially forbidden to meet, or to
communicate with a Gentile without German permission Also see at

Greene‘s spy -thriller, filmed en locale in Vienna, Austria,
with additional footage shote in England, starring Joseph
Cotton, Alida Valli, Trevor Howard, and Orson
Welles as Harry Lime, ―the third man‖--see at Valli & at
Welles.

Third Rail is a rail carrying a high voltage current
of electricity to a railway train or subway, through a
continuous rigid conductor placed alongside or between the rails,
or to one side, of a railway track. It is used typically in a mass
transit or rapid transit system, which has alignments in its own
corridors, fully or almost fully segregated from the outside
environment. In most cases, third rail systems supply direct current
electricity. (The older streetcars or trolley cars were supplied
electricity through over-head wires.)
The term third rail also is a metaphor in politics to denote an
idea or topic that is so "charged" and "untouchable" that any
politician or public official who dares to broach the subject would
invariably suffer politically, just as people who come in contact
with the third rail of transit systems can be killed, or seriously
injured. Also see at Streetcar.

―The Journey.‖

―They Can't Take That Away from Me,‖ 1937 song
by the Gershwins—see at ―Shall We Dance.‖

―They Didn‘t Believe Me, a 1914 song and four
others by Herbert Reynolds (lyrics) and Jerome Kern
(music), written for the 1914 musical ―The Girl From Utah. Their
song ―They Didn't Believe Me‖ became a hit, with its
conversational style and modern 4/4 time signature instead of the
older waltz style.

Third Reich, 1933-1945: The German State

Kern and Reynolds had added uncredited songs to previous
musical imports. For "‖The Girl from Utah,‖ they demanded and got
full program credit. Their delightful ballad "They Didn't Believe Me"
marked a turning point in the development of popular music. The
melody defies time. Forthright sentiment meets refined romance, and
the resulting sound pointed to the Broadway musical's future. Rejecting
the flowery poetry found in most period love songs, the lyric captured
the easy cadence of everyday conversation:
"And when I told them / How beautiful you are /
They didn't believe me. / They didn't believe me. /
Your lips, you eyes, your curly hair / Are in a class beyond compare /
You're the loveliest girl / That one could see. / And when I tell them, /
(And I certainly am going to tell them) / That I'm the man/ Who's wife
one day you'll be, /
They'll never believe me, / They'll never believe me, / That from this
great big world / You've chosen me
--Transcribed from sheet music --from this link:
http://www.musicals101.com/1910bway.htm#Kern

under Hitler, which Hitler predicted would last a
housand years, but lasted only 12 years, 224(409)

Third World: after the ―Cold war‖and the ―Iron
Curtain,‖ between the ―Western democracies, this term
indicated non-aligned nations, and also those of relative low
economic standing. See Cold War and Iron Curtain, 24(37)

Thirteen: 13 is the smallest integer with eight letters
when it is spelled out in English. It is the 6-th prime
number, preceded by the primes 2, 3, 5, 7 & 11—the fiveprimes
after 13 are 17 , 19 , 23 , 29 & 31.
Thirteen is regarded as an unlucky number in many
cultures.The thirteenth of a month is likewise ominous, particularly
when it falls on a Friday in some English-speaking cultures,
Russia and Germany (see Friday the 13th) or a Tuesday in the
Greek and Spanish-speaking world. The number 13 also is very
unlucky at hotels. In some hotels the 13th floor and the room
number 13 are excluded. There is also a superstition that should
thirteen sit at a table to dine, one will die in the next year, a
superstition that prompted the formation of The Thirteen Club to
debunk it. Fear of the number 13 is termed triskaidekaphobia. Also
see at Phobias.

―They Shoot Horses, Don't They?‖ 1970 film about
Great Depression marathon dancers, received nine Oscar
nominations, including one for Sidney Pollack's direction. The
screenplay by James Poe & Robert E. Thompson is based on the
1935 novel of the same name by Horace McCoy. It focuses on a
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Thompson, Don, 5th Dist. Sch. 1938 classmate &

The lunar year consists of 13 months of 28 days plus an
extra day. This was known as ―a year & a day‖ and in use in Tudor
times. According to another interpretation, the number 13 is
unlucky because it is the number of full moons in a contemporary
year, but two full moons in a single calendar month (mistakenly
referred to as a blue moon in a magazine article of the 1940s) only
happens about every 2.5 years.
In Tarot decks, the 13th card of the Major Arcana is Death.
While Death is rarely interpreted literally, it is possible that this
furthered the perception of 13 as an unlucky number—edited
from Wikipedia.

Blue Ribbon student, 32(52)

Thompson, Emma, born 1959 in Paddington,*
London, England, s an Academy Award-, Emmy Award-,
BAFTA Award- and Golden Globe-winning British actress,
comedian, and screenwriter. She is also a patron of the Refugee
Council. Her father was the actor Eric Thompson, best known for
having written and narrated The Magic Roundabout, shown on
BBC children's television in the 1960s and '70s. Her mother is the
Scottish actress Phyllida Law. Thompson's younger sister is actress
Sophie Thompson. Thompson has spent part of her life in Scotland
and has stated that she ―feel[s] Scottish‖—edited exerpt from
Wikipedia where there is lots more.
Thompson played Dora Carrington, in the film Carrington,
101(189). (Dora Carrington, the Bloomsbury painter, was in love
with Lytton Strachey, and he loved Dora, but not sexually—he
was homosexual. When he died of TB, Dora commited suicide.
Also see at ―Howards End,‖ for which she won an Academy
Award for Best Actress & high praise for a transcendent
performance opposite Anthony Hopkins, and at ―Brideshead
Revisited.‖ Also see at Tuberculosis re Strachey.

―Thirties, The:‖ A lot of my book, ―The Sun Shines
Bright,‖ is about the Great Depression & this took place in
the Thirties--see ―Prices in the Thirties,‖ 245-246(441-442)
In addition, I noted the following from a photograph
―Lunchroom Window in the Bowery, New York,‖ 1933-34, by
Walker Evans. (It appeared as Fig. 51 in ―Walker Evans,‖ pub. by
The Met. Mus. of Art & Princeton U., 2000): Soup Clam Chowder,
5c, 2 Fried Eggs, Corned Beef Hash, Frankfurters & Beans, Fried
Liver, Hamburger Roast, Hash & Onions, Meat Balls—each with
tea or coffee, 10c; Beef Steak Pie, Breaded Veal Chops, Veal
Cutlet, Pigs Knuckles, Pork & Beans, Spare Ribs, Baked Sausages
& Mashed Potatoes, each with coffe or tea, 15c; Fried or Baked
Crab, Fried or Baked Cod, Fried Mackerel--coffee included, 15c;
Ham or Bacon with 3 eggs, Roast Loin of Pork, Roast Fresh Ham,
Small Steak, Yankee Pot Roast, each with tea or coffee, 20c. Also
see at Milky Way & at Mars Bars.

Thompson, Hagan, T, HHS student,166(292); In
his senior year, Hagan became seriously ill with rheumatic
fever, spent one month in a hospital & five months in homecare, so he missed graduating with us. Then, after his
parents separated, he lived with his father in Jackson,
Mississippi, where he graduated from High School & went
to Millsaps college there. (After that he lived with his
mother.) The illness caused an enlarged heart, but he's
lived an active life working for the Environmental
Protection Agency. At the 60-th Anniv. Reunion of HHS
Class of 1945, Hagan regaled us with several anecdotes
about the EPA. Hagan gave me a copy of his wife‘s book.
See below & also see at Parsell.

Thirties to Mid-Forties, 1930-45, Consumer Goods:
(Percentage of Households) Auto (60%-48%), Electricity
(69%- 85%), Fridge (10--58%), Radio (40%-88%); Stove
(37%-60%), Tekephone (40%-45%) & Washer (10%-17%);
Dates of advent with 10% or higher: Clothes Dryer (1960,
20%), Dishwasher (1967) , Air Conditioner (1960),
Microwave (1980), VCR (1985?), Cell Phone (1995);
Computer (1985?), Internet (1995?)—from NY Times The
Week in Rev., Sun. Feb. 10, 2008 Chart, from which I
extrapolated. The article was entitled ―You Are What
You Spend‖ by W. Michael Cox & Richard Alm.

Thompson, J. J. (Joseph John), 1856-1940, is credited
with the discovery of ―corpuscles‖ (now called electrons),
isotopes, and the invention of the mass spectrometer, for
which he received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1906, and
other awards, including Knighthood. He was a
mathematician, born in Cheetham Hill, Manchester,
England of Scottish parents—―his father was an
impecunious bookseller.‖ In 1884, he was appointed the
Head of the Cavendish Laboratory at the age of just 28. He
graduallyweaned Rutherford (who had come there to work
under him) away from radio waves in order for them to
study on how x-raying gases enable them to conduct
electricity. (Thompson left commercial development radio
waves to Marconi even though he was ahead of Marconi at
the time)‖—edited from Wikipedia, and ―Before the Fall
Out.‖ Also see at ―Before the Fall Out, at Electron & at
Rutherford.
Thompson, Sandra Bonilla: author of "Love, Honor,
and Cherish: The True World War II Story of a Screaming
Eagle and a Courageous Woman," a family history
containing the letters of and commentary about Sandra‘s
mother Opal Keith Bonilla, and her father Nicky Bonilla,
while Nick was a paratrooper in the 101st Airborne
Division. He, and 162 other men, were killed or died of
wounds in the Netherlands, and were buried in the US
Military Cemetery at Margraten, near the Hague. A sad
statistic cited in the book: 8,302 soldiers are buried at
Margraten & a tablet has been erected for each.. See
Bibliography. Note: Sandy was married to Hagan at the
time of our reunion--they have since split up
Thompson, Heather, see at Joyce Carol Oates.

―Thirties, Starting at in the,‖ Alfred Kazin, Ch. 14.
―Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo‖ 1944 film, screenplay
by Dalton Trumbo based on a 1943 book by Ted W.
Lawson. In both book and film Lawson gives an eyewitness account of the training, mission and aftermath that
he and his crew experienced as part of the Doolittle raid in
April 1942. The film stars Van Johnson as Lawson, Phyllis
Thaxter as Ellen Lawson, Robert Walker as Sgt. David
Thatcher, Robert Mitchum as Lt. Bob Gray

―This Is My Best: Over 150 self-chosen and complete
masterpieces together with their reasons for choices, Ed.
by Whit Burnett, Ed., Dial Press, 1942 I was given a copy
of this at a Detroit USO in 1946 for being the laziest. I just
said something like this; ―Put the book in my pocket,
please.‖
―This

Is My Best: Great Writers Share Their Favorite
Work ― (Paperback) by Kathy Kiernan & , Retha
Powers, Eds., Chronicle Books, 2004

Thomas, Dylan, 1914-1953, Welsh poet born in
Swansea. ―Oh, isn‘t life a terrible thing, thank God?‖—from
Under Milkwood, 241(435)
One of his most famous poems, ―Do Not Go Gentle Into
That Good Night‖ (Rage, rage at the dying of the light) was
written in response to the death of his father. Also see at Art (In
My Craft and Sullen Art) & at Poem.

Thomas, Ross, ―The Fools in Town Are on Our
Side.‖ See at ―Huckleberry Finn.‖

Thompson, Virgil, 1896-1989, was an American
composer from Kansas City, MO, who was
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instrumental

Who Wasn‘t There.‖ Also see at Arkansas, where he was
born.

Movie Review from the Web. ―The title song of this highrung soap opera is beautifully sung by Frank Sinatra over gorgeous
shots of Rome in a sequence before the credits begin. This was
bound to have put 1950's audiences in the right frame of mind to
enjoy the fluffy, trite, overtly romantic film that follows. Today's
audience might have some trouble. The story involves a young
lady (McNamara) who travels to Rome to work as a secretary. She
is replacing Peters who is set to return back the U.S. for an
impending marriage. Then McGuire is the older, more worldweary of the three who wonders if she'll ever find love.
―Ironically, despite the movie's title, only TWO coins make
it into the fountain! I guess a story about three women called ―Two
Coins in the Fountain‖ may have confused people? McNamara,
coy, elfin and slightly malformed-looking was hot off the success
of ―The Moon is Blue‖ and hogs much of the screen time in a
pretty predictable romance with ever-suave Jourdan. Her character
is consistently irritating, not helped by her ―ook Mommy, I did it
myself‖bangs and horrible ponytail.
―Peters is ravishing. Though none of the women are
enviable, at least she is gorgeous and sexy. Her husky voice
helping to cut through the icing of the film, she
trots around
in snug calf-length skirts and hoop earrings.
―McGuire has what has to be one of her worst roles. She
does well in it, but has little to do but feign interest in the
ludicrous, foppish, unattractive Webb. Webb is a casting casualty,
thinking he's intriguing and witty and not being so. Brazzi is
interesting to watch as Peters' love interest. He's attractive and
practically pants for her, he's so smitten.
―The director (David Lean) made no less than four of
these types of stories (three ladies looking for love) and
this one might be the least fascinating --possibly because, unlike
the other three, this one doesn't have Joan Crawford, Marilyn
Monroe or Ann-Margret! The scenery and the title fountain are
glorious, but the film lacks zest‖—from the Web.

―Those Were the Days, My Friend,‖ 1968 hit by

―Three Comrades‖ is 1938 film based on a novel by

in the development of the "American Sound" in classical
music so often associated with the patriotic compositions
of Aaron Copland. Later in life, Thomson became a sort of
mentor and father figure to a new generation of American
tonal composers such as Ned Rorem, Paul Bowles and
Leonard Bernstein, a circle united as much by their shared
homosexuality as by similar sensibilities in composing. His
most famous works for theater are two operas with libretti
by Gertrude Stein, Four Saints in Three Acts (1934), noted
for its use of an all-black cast, and The Mother of Us
All.(1947)—from Wikipedia & Cambridge Biog. Dict.

Thor is a Norse God—see at Thursday & below.
Thora Birch, is a an actress born Thursday (Thor's
Day), March 11, 1982) in LA, California. She was a leading
child actor in the 1990s, starring in movies such as Hocus Pocus
(1993), Now and Then (1995), and Alaska (1996). Since the 1990s
she has moved on to more mature roles, in films such as American
Beauty (1999) and Ghost World (2001)—―see at American
Beauty.‖

Thoreau, Henry David, (né David Henry
Thoreau) 1817-1862, was an author, naturalist,
transcendentalist, tax resister, development critic, sage writer and
philosopher. He is best known for his 1854 book Walden a
reflection upon simple living in natural surroundings, and his
essay, Civil Disobedience, an argument for individual resistance to
civil government in moral opposition to an unjust state—see at
Walden>
Quote: Happiness is like a Butterfly: / The more you chase it
/ The more it will elude you… 16(24)—also see at The
Butterfly Effect.

Thornton, Billy Bob, actor. See, e.g., at ―The Man

Mary Hopkins, based on a Russian folk song.
―Once upon a time, there was a tavern / Where we used
to raise a glass or two / Remember how we laughed away
the hours, / Think of all the great things we would do.‖
Refrain : ―Those were the days, my friend. / We thought
they'd never end / We'd sing and dance forever and a day /
We'd live the life we'd choose / We'd fight and never lose /
For we were young and sure to have our way /

Erich Maria Remarkque,describing the lives of three
disillusioned German World War I vets in 1920s Berlin. The film
was made when the Nazis were in full power and Europe was
moving closer and closer to all-out war. You might think that in
the late 1930s MGM would go out of its way to avoid showing
Germans in anything but a negative light but the film presented a
hopeful, sympathetic portrait of Germany‘s position in the world
even though there are increasing references to the unnamed Nazi
party that was beginning to kick up trouble. American stars Robert
Taylor, Franchot Tone, and Robert Young ar the three German
soldiers sharing now penniless Pat Hollmann played by Margaret
Sullavan. But the three male leads are so close, so bonded, that it
almost feels like Sullavan is being passed around among them, in
some kind of wholesome yet homoerotic ménage à quatre. It‘s rare
to see such close friendships between men depicted in movies
today, although the 1970s classic ―The Deer Hunter‖ was partially
based on this story. Also see at Remarkque.
―Three Faces of Eve‖ 1957 movie about a women
with three distinct personalities, starring Joanne Woodward
& Lee J. Cobb as her shrink.

La La La La La La / La La La La La La /
La La La La La La La La La La

Thought: A Man is not idle because he is lost in
thought. There is visible labor and invisible labor,‖— Victor
Hugo, 103(200)n

Thoughts are free, who can ever guess them?/
They just fly by like nocturnal shadows. / No man can know
them, no hunter can shoot them, / with powder and lead:
Thoughts are free! -- Die Gedanken Sind Frei.German song.
The text and the melody can be found in Lieder der
Brienzer Mädchen, printed in Bern, Switzerland
between 1810 and 1820. The lyricist and the composer
are unknown. It can be heard on You Tube sung in German
by the Brazilian Girl Band,

―Three Musqueteers, The,‖ immortanlized by
Alexandre Dumas (père) in 1844.

Threads: ―Invisible threads are the strongest‖--

―Three Musketeers, The" (Les Trois Mousquetaires,

quoted by Borealis Press # 186, attributed to Nietzche.

1844) is a novel by Alexandre Dumas, père (or the Elder))
that recounts the adventures of a young man named
d'Artagnan after he leaves home to become a musketeer.
D'Artagnan is not one of the musketeers of the title; those
are his friends Athos, Porthos, and Aramis—inseparable
riends who live by the motto, "One for all, and all for one".

―Three Coins in a Fountain,‖ 1954 David Lean film in
which three women throw coins in the Fountain of Trvevi.
Their wishes are granted—they get romantically involved with
three Italian men. The color cienematogrpraphy captures the
splendor of the Bernini fountain & of Rome, starring Dorothy
McGuire, Maggie McNamara, Louis Jourdan, Jean Peters,
Rossano Brazzi. The title song by Sammy Cahn is sung by
Frankie Sinatra. Also see at Rossano Brazzi.

Three Musqueteers Candy Bar, see at Milky Way.
―Three Penny Opera,‖ 1928, music by Kurt Weill,
Lyrics by Bertolt Brcht. See at Mack the Knife. Also a
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1962 movie based on the opera. Set in a seedy part of
London & starring Kurt Jurgens as Mack the Knife &
Hildegard Neff.as Jennie, his ―bride‖ (Braut.). A sound
track is available on a CD. German title: ―Die Drei
Groschen Oper.‖

Thurman, Uma, born 1970 is an actress, raised up in
Amherst MA, and Woodstock, NY. She performs
predominantly in leading roles in a variety of films, ranging
from romantic comedies and dramas to science fiction and
action thrillers. She is best known for her work under the
direction of Quentin Tarantino. Her most popular films
include Dangerous Liaisons (1988), Pulp Fiction (1994),
Gattaca (1997) and the two Kill Bill movies (2003–04). She
also played Henry Miller's wife, June, in "Henry and June"
(1990). Uma is named after an Dbuma Chenpo,
a Tibetan (in Tibetan, ―db‖ is silent.)

Three R‘s, The, Ch. 9: Readin‘, ‗Ritin‘ & ‗Rithmetic.
Three Rivers, the confluence of the Monongahela,
Allegheny, and the Ohio rivers at Pittsburgh, 1(2)

Three Tenors, The: Jose Carreras, Plácido Domingo
and Luciano Pavarotti—also see at Carreras, at Domingo,
at Pavarotti & at Tenors.

Thursday is named after the Norse god Thor,

―Thrill of It, For the: Leopold, Loeb, and the Murder

namely, ―Thor‘s day,‖ but has cognates in many languages.
In Latin the Genitive or possessive case of Jupiter was Jovis and as
such in most Romance languages with the exception of
Portuguese it became the word for Thursday: Latin Jovis Dies,
Spanish Jueves, Italian Giovedi, and Rumanian Jiuvidi.
The contemporary name comes from the Old English
Þunresdæg (with loss of -n-, first in northern dialects, from
influence of Old Norse Þorsdagr), meaning ―Day of Thunor,‖ this
being a rough Germanic equivalent to the Latin Iovis Dies,
―Jupiter's Day.‖
Most Germanic and Romance-speaking countries use their
languages' equivalents: German Donnerstag, torsday, Scandinavia,
Italian giovedì, Spanish, jueves, French jeudi, Catalan dijous,
and Romanian joi. The Hindi word for Thursday is Guruvar, with
Guru being the Sanskrit name for the planet Jupiter—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―The Man Who Was
Thursday.‖

That Shocked Chicago‖ by Simon Baatz, reviewed
Aug. 9, 2008 in the Chicago Trib & Aug. 17 in the NY
Times by John Steele Gordon.
It seems that the only discernable motive for killing
14 year-old Bobby Frank was the desire of Leopold to
prove that he was smart enough to do it without being
caught, i.e., ―for the thrill of it!‖ —also see at Baatz , at
Darrow & at Leopold & Loeb.
―Through the Looking Glass‖ (1872) by Lewis
Carroll. See at Humpty Dumpty & at the Red Queen.
―Why, sometimes I've believed as many as six impossible
things before breakfast‖--The White Queen, from ―Through
the Looking Glass‖ Also see at Humpty Dumpty & at the
Red Queen.

―Throw a nickel on the drum…,‖ Ch. 13
Thucydides on money vs. poverty, 237-238(431)
Thulin, Ingrid, 1926--2004, a fisherman's daughter

Tibbetts, Jr., Paul Warfield, 1915 or 16-2007, pilot
of Hiroshima bomber Enola Gay, died Nov. 1, 2007, age 92.
He piloted the plane that ushered in the age of atomic warfare
with the first nuclear attack on the Japanese city of Hiroshima: the
B-29 bomber dubbed the Enola Gay dropped the 9,000-pound
"Little Boy" bomb on August 6, 1945.
Tibbets was more than just the pilot. He was instrumental in
redesigning and testing the plane used to carry the massive bomb
and organizing and training the men needed to deliver it. Tibbets
never regretted the bombing that led to the end of WW II but at a
horrific price: 140,000 dead immediately and 80,000 other
Japanese succumbing in the aftermath, according to Hiroshima
officials.
―That's what it took to end the war,‖ he told the Columbus
Dispatch in 2003. ―I went out to stop the killing all over.‖ Tibbets'
historic mission in the plane named for his mother marked the
beginning of the end of World War II and eliminated the need for
what military planners feared would have been an extraordinarily
bloody invasion of Japan. It was the first use of a nuclear weapon
in wartime.
He had been suffering from heart problems, manager &
publisher Gerry Newhouse, a longtime friend, told AFP. Aware
that not everyone agrees with his view of history, Tibbets asked his
family to cremate him so his grave site would not be desecrated by
detractors, Newhouse said. In Japan Friday survivors of the attack
on Hiroshima voiced regret that Tibbets died without saying sorry-

from northern Sweden, she took ballet lessons as a girl and
was accepted by The Royal Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm 1948.
For many years she worked regularly with the Swedish
director
Ingmar Bergman; among other films, Ingrid Thulin appears in The
Magician (1958 film) (where she acted dressed as a boy), in Winter
Light (1962) (where she personifies neurotic devotion), as well as
The Silence (1963) and Cries and Whispers (1972)—from
Wikipedia.
Of all the actresses brought to prominence through the
films of Ingmar Bergman, Ingrid Thulin perhaps best exemplifies
the cool, blonde Swedish beauty who combines sensuality and
suffering with Nordic intensity. One reviewer said that Bergman
exploited her ―sexually-charged intensity‖—from the Web.

Thumb one‘s nose at someone (s.o.), see at Visual
Insults.

Thurber, James, 1894-1961m―Fables of Our Time,‖
―The Secret Life of Walter Mitty‖ 95(180); ―hardening of
the paragraphs,‖ ―starring sixty in the face,‖ 239(434); also
see at Dog Philosophy. He and E. B. White wrote, ―Is Sex
Necessary?‖ 1929.

Thurber is famous for his cartoons, many of which
appreared in the New Yorker, and many of which feature a
shapeless dog. A collection of these & his dog stories have
been published as ―Thurber‘s Dogs.‖ In fact, due to poor
eyesight*, his drawings all have a wonderful light touch &
simplicity, and they illustrated a number of his books, e.g.,
―Fables of Our Times‖ & ―Is Sex Necessary.‖ *Thurber lost
one eye to a brothers‘s arrow in a childhood accident & the
other eye was succumbing to ―sympathetic opthmalia,‖
according to John Updike in his Foreword to the Harper
Perrenial 75th Anniversary Edition of ―Is Sex Necessary?‖
Thurley, Geoffrey, T1, T2, 238(431);―Confession of a
Hooligan,‖; ―Esenin had enjoyed the incomparable
privileges of an under-privileged childhood,‖ A, viii, T2

http://afp.google.com/article/ALeqM5jtiRIugG8rWA
_QO_4Je92Tc3s9Vg
Tie up a boat. Nautical Put to.
Tierney, Gene (also Jean), 1920-1991, born in
Brooklyn of Irish-American parents, was a film and stage
actress, acclaimed as one of the great beauties of her day.
She is best remembered for her performance in the title role
of Laura (1944) and her Academy Award-nominated
performance for Best Actress in Leave Her to Heaven
(1945). Other notable roles include Martha Strable Van
Cleve in Heaven Can Wait (1943), Isabel Bradley Maturin
in The Razor's Edge (1946), Lucy Muir in The Ghost and

Thurman, Judith—see at ―White Heat.‖
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a million or more copies‖—see p. 308 of ―Yesterdays.‖
Also see at Gay Nineties and Tin Pan Alley & at ―I Want a
Girl.‖
Timbuktu, a city of central Mali, near the Niger River,
founded in the 11-thcentury. It became a major tradimg
cemter., mainly for gold and salt by the 14the century. It was
sacked in 1593 and never regained its former glory—Amer.
Heritage Dict. It is noted for the collection of ancient manuscripts
at the U. of Sankore and other sites around Timbuktu document the
magnificence of the institution, as well as the city itself, while
enabling scholars to reconstruct the past in fairly intimate detail.
Dating from the 16-th to the 18-th centuries, these manuscripts
cover every aspect of human endeavor and are indicative of the
high level of civilization attained by West Africans at the time.
In testament to the glory of Timbuktu, for example, a West
African Islamic proverb states that "Salt comes from the north,
gold from the south, but the word of God and the treasures of
wisdom come from Timbuktu‖—Wikipedia.

Mrs. Muir (1947), Ann Sutton in Whirlpool (1949), Maggie
Carleton McNulty in The Mating Season (1951) and Anne
Scott in The Left Hand of God (1955--also see at ―Advise
and Consent,‖ at ―The Egyptian‖ & at Cecil B.
DeMille.

Tiger Woods—see at Woods.
Tight, Eh? A boy & a girl were exploring their
anatomies when the girl told the boy, ―Stick your finger
in!‖ He did. Then, she said, ―Stick your whole hand in!‖
And he did that too. Next she said, ―Stick both hands in!‖
He did. Then she said, ―Clap your hands!‖ He said ―I can‘t!‖
―Tight, eh?‖ she gloated.

―Tight Rope‖ 1964 thriller-film starring Clint
Eastwood & Genevieve Bujold, set in atmospheric New
Orleans.

―Till We Meet Again‖has been used in several titles:
(1) a hymn, words: Jeremiah Rankin, 1882, music:
William Tomer, 1880); (2) popular 1918 song penned by
Raymond B. Egan; music by Richard Whiting: "There's a
song in the land of the lily, / Each sweetheart has heard with
a sigh./ Over high garden walls this sweet echo falls / As a
soldier boy whispers goodbye: (refrain)Smile the while you
kiss me sad adieu / When the clouds roll by I'll come to
you.? Then the skies will seem more blue, / Down in
Lover's Lane, my dearie." (3) Movie, Till We Meet Again
(1944) Directed by Frank Borzage. With Ray Milland,
Barbara Britton, Walter Slezak; (4) 1989 movie based on a
novel by Judith Krantz, starring Michael York & Courteney
Cox.

Timbuktu, has become a symbol for ―no where,‖ as
in ―Nowheresville,‖ or ―Podunk.‖

Timbuktu to Kalamazoo—see at Kalamazoo.
―Time and Tide tarry [for] no man,‖ John Clarke,
Proverbs: English & Latin, 1639—Quotationary.

―Time flies,‖ saying--see at Virgil
―Time Goes By, As,‖ a 1931 song. See at Herman
Hupfeld.

―Time goes, you say? Ah no! Alas, Time stays, we
go,‖ verse by Henry Austin Dobson, 1875.Ch. 52..

―Time of Your Life, The‖ 1939 Saroyan.play, the

―Till the End of Time‖is 1946 film, and a song
written by lyricist Buddy Kaye and composer Ted
Mossman, published in 1945. The melody is based on
Frédéric Chopin's Polonaise in A flat major, Op. 53, the
"Polonais héroique".A number of recordings of the song
were made in 1945.. The biggest hit was by Perry Como;
another version by Dick Haymes also charted; the Les
Brown orchestra, with vocalist Doris Day, and Ginny
Simms also made a recording of the song. It featured
prominently in the 1946 film of the same name, directed by
Edward Dmytryk, with Dorothy McGuire, Guy Madison,
Robert Mitchum.

first drama to win both the Pulitzer Prize for Drama and the
New York Drama Critics Circle Award. A 1948 film
starred James Cagney, William Bendix, Jeanne Cagney,
Borderick Crawford & others. Only two members of the
original Broadway cast did the film version, Reginald
Beane the black piano player & William Bendix as Nick,
owner and proprietor of Nick‘s Pacific Street Saloon.

―Time in a Bottle,‖ Jim Croce song, D
―Time Waits for No One (It passes you by)‖ by
Cliff Friend & Charlie Tobias, based on a theme
from Johann Strauss Jr.'s "Tales Of The Vienna Woods.‖.
It's in the film "Shine On Harvest Moon" (1944), with a
soundtrack voice of Ann Sheridan: "Time waits for no one /
It passes you by / It rolls on forever / Like the clouds in the
sky." There more- Google at the Title above, using the
parenthesis.

―Tillie‘s Punctured Romance,‖ first silent film, 1914.
Tillion, Germaine, 1907-2008, was a major figure in
contemporary French thought who used experiences
studying peasants on the edge of the Sahara, fighting Nazis and
surviving a concentration camp as compelling intellectual fodder.
An anthropologist, she lived through moments of high drama,
including being arrested by the Gestapo on Aug. 13, 1942, for her
role in the formation of the French Resistance. The charges
against her included five that could have led to the death penalty.
At Ravensbrück, a concentration camp for women in eastern
Germany where she spent three years, she learned that she had
been designated to disappear without a trace, with the label NN,
under Hitler‘s Nacht und Nebel (night and fog) decree on the fate
of Resistance workers. She survived, but her mother, who was
picked up for hiding a British airman, died in a gas chamber at
Ravensbrück in 1945. She was selected for death for having white
hair—excerpt from the obituary by Douglas Martin in April 25,
2008 NY Times. Also see at Ravensbrück & at Gas: Germaine
Tillion.

―Time? What is,‖ see at Lee Smolin. Also see
―Einstein‘s Clocks, etc,‖ a book that explains Einstein‘s
work on time.

―Times, The‖ is how the New York Times refers to
itself in their articles. It‘s also how the Times of Trenton, NJ
refers to itself, but everyone else refrers to them as ―The
New York Times‖and ―The Trenton Times.‖

―Timid Soul,‖ a cartoon series--see at H.T. Webster.
―Tin Can‖--see at Destroyer.
Tin ear. Informal. An insensitivity to music or sounds
of a given kind: a writer with a tin ear for dialogue. Also
one who can‘t ―carry‖, i.e., sing or play a tune or melody,
or can‘t remember it.

Tilly, Meg, actress, see at ―Agnes of God.‖
Tilzer, Harry Von, 1872-1946:―To the extent that

Tin God, a self-important person
Tinhorn. Slang. Petty braggart who pretends to be

quantity is a legitimate criterion for ranking composers, the
imost important composer of the first decades of Tin Pan
Alley was Harry v. Tilzer who claimed to have written
8,000 songs, published 2,00 of them & at least a dozen sold

rich

and important.

―Tin Lizzie,‖ the first mass produced Ford, 8(12)
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―Tin Man‖ was played by Frank Morgan in the
―Wizard of Oz.‖ The actor originally scheduled had to back

Chance. / Ruthlessly pricking our gonfalon bubble, / Making a Giant
hit into a double – / Words that are heavy with nothing but trouble: /
‗Tinker to Evers to Chance‘‖--first published in the New York Evening
Mail on July 10, 1910 & now in the public domain. It can be sung to
the tune of the French ditty Vive la Compagnie!

out because of a tin allergy—see the Amazon.com review of
this.

Tin Pan Alley, 1 A district of NYC of musicians

Tipperary is a town in County Tipperary Ireland,

composers, and publishers; 2. Publishers and composers
considered as a group--Amer. Heritage Dict. Tin Pan Alley was
originally a specific place: West 28th Street between Broadway
and Sixth Avenue in Manhattan.
The name "Tin Pan Alley" was originally derogatory, a
reference to the sound made by many pianos all playing different
tunes in this small urban area, producing a cacophony comparable
to banging on tin pans. With time this nickname was popularly
embraced and many years later it came to describe the US music
industry in general. The area lasted 1895 to sometime in the 30s—
from Wikipedia. Also see at Gay Nineties, Harry v. Tilzer &
below.

See at ―It‘s a Long Way to Tipperary,‖ a British WW I song

Tit 1. Vulgar Slang. A womans breast; 2. A teat,
from Old English titi—Amer. Herit. Dict. Note: also called
a titty; and breast milk is referred to as ―titty milk.‖ See at
Humorous Titles & Names of Authors.

Titían: Tiziano Vecelli or Tiziano Vecellio, c. 14851576, better known as Titian, was the leading painter of
the16-th century Venetian school of the Italian Renaissance. He
was born in Pieve di Cadore, near Belluno (in Veneto), in the
Republic of Venice. During his lifetime he was often called Da
Cadore, taken from the place of his birth. Recognized by his
contemporaries as "the sun amidst small stars" (recalling the
famous final line of Dante's Paradiso), Titian was one of the most
versatile of Italian painters, equally adept with portraits and
landscapes (two genres that first brought him fame), mythological
and religious subjects. His painting methods, particularly in the
application and use of color, would exercise a profound influence
not only on painters of the Italian Renaissance, but on future
generations of Western art.During the course of his long life
Titian's artistic manner changed drastically but he retained a
lifelong interest in colour. Although his mature works may not
contain the vivid, luminous tints of his early pieces, their loose
brushwork and subtlety of polychromatic modulations are without
precedent in the history of Western art.—Wikipedia, where
reproductions of some his paintings can be found, e.g,: The Venus
of Urbino, Uffizi Gallery, Florence,Dänae Receiving the Shower
of Gold (1554), Rape of Europa (1562),Titian's The Death of
Actaeon (1562), in the National Gallery, London, Venus with an
Organist and Cupid (1540-1550)

―Tin Pan Alley,‖ 1940 movie starring Alice Faye

Tiny

Betty Grable & John Payne. The Sheik of Araby is one of
the featured songs, but as far as I could find out, none of the
songs listed at Gay Nineties and Tin Pan Alley in the Index
& Glossary are sung it it. It was remade by Twentieth
Century Fox in 1951 as ―I‘ll Get By,‖ with June Haver
Haver, Gloria DeHaven & William Lundigan.
Boo-Boo‖ Ch. 17; Carl‘s & Fred‘s greatest love.
Like ―Pee Wee‖ Reese, he wasn‘t small.-- see at Reese.
―Tiny was homeless yet at home everywhere! 53(86)

Tinker Toys, part of Fun & Games, Ch. 22
Tinkers to Evers to Chance: Shortstop Joe Tinker,
second baseman Johnny Evers, and first baseman Frank
Chance formed the most famous double play combination in the
history of baseball. They played on the finest Cub teams ever and
were elected to the Hall of Fame in 1946. Some historians believe
that they do not belong there because their individual statistics
were not remarkable. Others think the players deserve the honor
because of the winning tradition and intangibles they brought to
the game.
The names ―Tinker-Evers-Chance‖ first appeared in a box
score in the September 16, 1902, Chicago Tribune. The players
remained together on the team until 1912, winning four pennants
and two World Series. The trio first appeared in a game together
on September 2, 1902. They turned their first double play on the
next day, September 3, 1902.
Likely, this double play combination would never have
existed if not for Frank Selee, the Cubs' crafty manager from 1902
to 1905 (Chance took over the managerial reins midway through
the 1905 season because Selee was forced to step down due to
illness).
Selee saw that Chance, who was originally a backup to
catchers Tim Donahue and Johnny Kling, would be better suited as
a first baseman. Chance at first opposed the move and even
threatened to quit, but ultimately obliged. He quickly forgot his
ambitions to be a catcher. Tinker, originally a third baseman, also
shifted positions with a move to shortstop. And Evers, who was
originally a shortstop, was switched to back up second baseman
Bobby Lowe because of Tinker's move. When Lowe broke his
ankle in the September 2 game, Evers came in to replace him.
Evers then became the starter, and (somewhat like Lou Gehrig
famously did in the 1920s) would long remain in the job he
originally won due only to another player's injury. The Adams
poem has made them perhaps the most famed double-play
combination in history—edited excerpt from Wikipedia, as is the
following:

―Titian Had Her!‖
When Titian was grinding rose madder
His model was posed on a ladder,
Her position to Titian suggested coitus,
So he dashed up the ladder and hadder—Anonymous
Poem quoted by M. C. Beaton in her mystery ―Death of an
Outsider‖ (epigraph to her Chap. 7.)

Titanic, The RMS: On the night of April 14, 1912,
during her maiden voyage out of Southhampton, England,
the Titanic struck an iceberg, and sank two hours and forty minutes
later in early April 15, 1912. At the time of her launching in 1912,
she was the largestpassenger steamship in the world. The sinking
resulted in the deaths of 1,517 people, ranking it as one of the
worst peacetime maritime disasters in history and by far the most
infamous. The 706 saved were able to get into the available
lifeboats, and picked up by the liner Carpathia which sailed full
steam to the rescue.
Not all of the lifeboats could be put into sevice, and the
motto, ―Women and Children First‖ prevailed—see ―Women &
Children First.‖
The tragedy was compounded by the the fact that telegraph
was turned off on the nearest ship when the radio man went to
sleep, a custom that was subsquently outlawed.
The Titanic used some of the most advanced technology
available at the time and was popularly believed to be ―nsinkable‖
--indeed, in a 1910 White Starline brochure advertising the
Titanic, it was claimed that he was ―designed to be unsinkable.‖
―Researchers discovered that the builder of the Titanic
skimped on rivets and using faulty materials that doomed the ship.
The builder had struggled for years to obtain enough good rivets,
but ultimately settled on faulty materials‖--NY Times newsstory of
April 15, 2008. Also see below & at Lusitania.

Baseball's Sad Lexicon, also known as Tinker to Evers to
Chance after its refrain, is a 1910 poem by Franklin Pierce Adams.
―These are the saddest of possible words: / ‗Tinker to Evers to Chance.‘
/ Trio of bear cubs, and fleeter than birds, / Tinker and Evers and
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Cigarette Warnings, at Copenhagen chew & snuff, Mail
Pouch, at Redman , at ―The Evils of Tobacco,‖ and below.

Titanic couples often followed the ladies first rule.
Among them was Jacques Futrelle, a noted author of
detective fiction, e.g., ―The Thinking Machine,‖ and his
wife May, also an author. He pushed May into a lifeboat but
refused to get in himself.
Titanic—the last survivor, Millvina Dean, died at 97 ,
Sun. May 31, 2001, at a nursing home in Southhampton,
England. She was 9 weeks old when she was lowered in a sack
into a lifeboat, surviving together with her 2-year old brother and
her mother, when they, like other survivors, were picked up by the
liner Carpathia & taken to New York.
On deck of the Titanic, mother and daughter were separated
from father and son, and it was only at dalight hourse after thaey
boarded the Carpathia, that they were reunited. Her father died
that night, and her brother, Bertram Vere Dean died in 1997—
edited excerpt from the June 1, 2009 NY Times obituary written by
John F. Burns.

Tobacco Using US Presidents, besides Barack
Obama, who‘s trying to quit his cigarette habit, there were
23 others: FDR and Ike preferred sigarettes. Van Buren, Willilam
henry Harrison and Gerald Ford smoked pipes. And 18 like
ciagars: John Adams, Madison, John Quincy Adams, Jackson,
Tyler, Andrew Johnson, Uysses S. Grant, Arthur, Benjamin
Harrison, McKinleh, Harding, Collidge, Hoover, JFK, LBJ, Nixon
& Clinton. Cleveland chewed tobacco. Counting Obama, the 44-th
US President, more than half were tobacco users—Source:
Parade, Sunday, Jan. 11, 2009.

Tobacco warnings—see at Cigarette Warnings.
―To beat, or not to beat, that is the question!‖ 60(97)
―To Catch a Thief" is a 1955 film directed by Alfred
Hitchcock, starring Cary Grant, Grace Kelly, Jessie Royce
Landis and John Williams. The movie is set on the French Riviera,
and was based on the 1952 novel of the same name by David
Dodge. The screenplay was written by John Michael Hayes. The
film is a blend of intrigue, romance, and humor. John Robie (Cary
Grant) is a notorious but retired jewel thief or "‖at burglar,‖
nicknamed ―The Cat,‖ who now tends to his vineyards in the South
of France. A series of robberies that closely resemble his style
leads the police to believe that the Cat is up to his old tricks again.
They come to arrest him, and he adeptly gives them the slip. Sadly,
Grace Kelly died on the Riviera of a stroke while driving down one
of its serpentine roads—see at Grace Kelly.

―Titanic‖ is a 1997 romantic film directed, written,
co-produced and co-edited by James Cameron about the
sinking of the RMS Titanic. It features Kate Winslet as Rose
DeWitt Bukater, and Leonardo DiCaprio as Jack Dawson, two
members of different social classes who fall in love aboard the illfated voyage of the ship.
The main characters and the central love story are fictional,
but some characters (such as members of the ship's crew) are based
on real historical figures. Gloria Stuart plays the elderly Rose, who
narrates the film in a modern day framing device. Production of the
film began in 1995, when Cameron shot footage of the real wreck
of the RMS Titanic. He envisioned the love story as a means to
engage the audience with the real-life tragedy.
The movie tied All About Eve for having the most Oscar
nominations in history, with 14. It won Best Picture and Best
Director, Best Costume Design, Best Visual Effects, Best Sound
Mixing, Best Sound Editing, Best Original Score, Best Film
Editing, Best Original Song (―My Heart Will Go On‖), Best Art
Direction, and Best Cinematography/ Kate Winslet, Gloria Stuart
and the make-up artists were the three nominees that did not win.
James Cameron's original screenplay and Leonardo DiCaprio were
not nominees. It was the second movie to win eleven Academy
Awards, after Ben-Hur. The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the
King would also match this record in 2004, with its 11 wins from
11 nominations.

―Tobe(y),‖ an affectionate nickname for Fred, Mama,
& me—see at Toby. Tobe is the name Emily‘s black servant
in Faulkner‘s ―A Rose for Emily.‖

Tobias: Greek form of Tobiah, Hebrew for ―God is
Good‖—see a Dict. of First Names, Patrick Hanks & Flavia
Hodges, Eds. Oxford, 1990, corrected reprint, 1995.
―Toby (English) short for Tobias, see at Carl & Fred,
at Mary Astor, at Tobe & at Tobias

Tocqueville, Alexis (-Charles-Henri Clerel) de, 18051859: an oxymoron: "We succeed in enterprises which
demand the positive qualities we possess but we excel in
those which can also make use of our defects."
He is best know for his ―Democracy in America‖ appearing
in two volumes in 1835 & 1840) based on his observations
after travling the length & breadth of USA.

Tits, see at Dolly Parton, Kathleen Turner & at Mae
West(s).

Todd, Mabel Loomis—see at Higginson.
―Together,‖ 1927 song—see at De Sylva et al.
―To Have and To Have Not, To,‖1944 movie

―Tits and Ass‖--a show-stopper in ―Chorus Line,‖
131(242)

Tits & Ass ogling--see at ―Crotch Watching;‖

starring Humprey Bogart & (the movie debut of) 20 yearold Lauren Bacall, with ―fiery romantic bouts‖ between
them; about the French resistance in Martinique. Also
starring Hoagie Carmichael, 200(365); the title describes
Joy & me! 173(302) ―You know how to whistle, don't
you, Steve? You just put your lips together - and
blow‖—said by Slim, the charcter Bacall played. The
screenplay was by John Furthman and William Faulkner.

Also see at Male Gaze & at Voyeurism.

Titty, see at Tit.
Tito, Josep Broz, (né Josep Broz), 1891-1980,
Seretary-general (latter pres.) of the Comunist Party of
Yugoslavia (1939- 980) supreme commander of the Yugoslav
Partisans (1941-45) and the Yugoslav People's Army (1945--80),
marshal (1943-80), premier (1945-53) & president (1980)
of Yugoslavia. Tito was the chief architect of the ―Second Yugoslavia,‖ a socialist federation that lasted from WW II until 1991.
He was the first Communist leader in power to defy Soviet
hegemony, a backer of independent roads to socialism, often
referred to as "national communism, ― & a promoter of the
policyof nonalignment between the two histile blocs in the
Cold War.from the Web. See at Holocaust Victims supplied by
Unoccupied Countries.

―To Kill a Mockingbird,‖1962 film based on the
1962 Harper Lee novel of the same title.. The movie won
three Oscars: Best Actor for Gregory Peck, Best Art Direction-Set
Decoration, Black-and-White, and Best Writing, Screenplay Based
on Material from Another Medium for Horton Foote.
Checkout Wikipedia for a synopsis of the novel and film,
and for a great deal more about the milieu and film genre,
including this gem: To Kill a Mockingbird is probably the most
widely read book dealing with race in America, and its protagonist,
Atticus Finch, the most enduring fictional image of racial
heroism

Tobacco, 153(270-271): Lorillard Tobacco Co. is
the oldest tobacco company in USA—see at Lorrillard.
Also see at Cigars, at Cigarettes, at Cigarette ads, at
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important person in her intimate life, in the center of the autobiography,
she could pay homage to their story. Toklas is the observing partner,
not the directly observed, but at the same time Stein controls the picture
she gives of herself: "There I went to see Mrs. Stein who had in the
meantime returned to Paris, and there at her house I met Gertrude Stein.
I was impressed by the coral brooch she wore and by her voice. I may
say that only three times in my life I have met a genius and each time a
bell within me rang and I was not mistaken, and I may say in each case
it was before there was any general recognition of the quality of genius
in them. The three geniuses of whom I wish to speak are Gertrude
Stein, Pablo Picasso and Alfred Whitehead."
Stein's book provoked an attack by other Parisian writers and
artist in Testimony against Gertrude Stein (1935). Stein died in 1946
and Toklas twenty-one years later. Toklas's own account of her life
with Stein appeared in the impressionistic WHAT IS REMEMBERED
(1963).
Their last conversation in a Paris hospital has been much
quoted: "... What is the answer? I was silent. In that case, she said, what
is the question" After Stein died during surgery, Alice cherished Stein's
reputation. In the end she found Catholicism, stating that she wanted a
ticket into the afterlife, since she considered Gertude immortal – she
would be reunited with her in Heaven. Toklas died on March 7, 1967.
She was buried beside Stein in Le Père Lachaise Cemetery, Paris—
edited excerpts from Toklas‘s websites.
Also see at Alice B. Toklas Cookbook & at Gertrude Stein.

Toilet paper (the amount of) used by his guests was
measured–see at Auden. Paul J. Getty was even more
penurious, about everything!—see at Getty.

Tojo, Hideki, Japanese Premier in WW II,
186(322); sentenced to death Nov. 12, 1948 by the War
Crimes Tribunal & executed with siz other war
criminals on Dec. 23 of that year.

Toklas, Alice Babette, 1877-1967, a literary figure
born in San Francisco to a middle-clss Jewish family,
she was a close associate of Gertrude Stein (1874-1946) in her literary
salon. After moving to Paris, Stein met a Toklas, a chain smoker with a
slight mustache, Gypsy earrings, and manicured nails, in 1907. Stein
lived with her brother Leo, who left in the early 1910s the couple to
continue their life together. Their apartment on the Rue de Fleurus
became a famous meeting place for artists and writers. (27 Rue de
Fleurus was the first real and permanent home for Leo and Gertrude
since leaving Oakland in 1891, and one that Gertrude would remain in
for almost 40 years.)
Toklas was educated at public schools and at the University of
Seattle and the University of Washington. After the death of her
mother, she returned to San Francisco to take care of her father and
brother. Her life changed at the age of 29 when she decided to go to
Paris at the suggestion of Leo Stein.
There, in 1907, she met Gertrude Stein: "She was a golden
brown presence, burned by the Tuscan sun and with a golden glint in
her warm brown hair," while Toklas was "a chain smoker with a slight
mustache, Gypsy earrings, and manicured nails" Stein called Toklas
"Pussy" and Gertrude was "Lovey" to Alice.
In 1908 Toklas began typing manuscripts for Gertrude Stein,
and by 1909 she was part of her life. After Leo left, hey moved in 1910
into 27, rue de Fleurus. An excellent cook and fond of paintings,
furniture, tapestry, houses and flowers, Toklas took soon the reigns of
Stein's household.
Stein, who has been considered the "masculine" part of the
relationship, was the soothing and listening partner; Alice called her a
"strong-strong husband". However, A Movable Feast (1964),
Hemingways's memoir of his years in Paris after World War I, gives
the impression that Toklas commanded Stein outside the saloon. Stein
wrote an erotic poem 'Lifting Belly,' to Toklas between 1915 and 1917
– it was not published in Stein's lifetime. At that time it was accepted
that women shared homes, but physical relationship was something
else. Another poem to Toklas, inspired by Cubism, was built around
four sentences: "Do you really think I would yes I would and", "Do you
really think I could, yes I could", "Do you really think I should yes I
should", and "Do you really think I do love all you with all". Other
sides of the crystallike poem are left "unvisible" – perhaps including
the verbs "must" and "ought".
During the period Toklas and Stein were together, they
frequently exchanged love letters. Alice was an early riser, and
Gertrude, who wrote late into the night, left her tender, passionate notes
to cheer up her mornings. "Baby precious Hubby worked and / loved
his wifey, sweet sleepy wifey, / dear dainty wifey, baby precious
sleep," Stein once rhymed.
Toklas gained wide attention with the publication of THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ALICE B. TOKLAS (1933), which is
actually Gertrude Stein's memoirs. It records Toklas's first-person
observations of Stein's life and her friends, among them Ernest
Hemingway, Sherwood Anderson, Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, and
Georges Braque. The book appeared first in an abridged form in The
Atlantic Monthly magazine. Stein's writing style is conversational and
clear. Toklas notes how many wives of geniuses she had to sit with
while Stein has been with their husbands.
The book also tells of the trip Toklas and Stein made to Alfred
North Whitehead's home in England and of their wartime involvement
with the American Fund for the French Wounded. They visited
hospitals and were later decorated by the French government. When the
memoirist James Lord met Toklas after Stein's death, he noticed for his
surprise that "Miss Toklas liked to talk. She did it well, without
restraint and at length. But she enjoyed being talked to as well..." (from
Six Exceptional Women, 1994)
According to Estelle C. Jelinek, Toklas's presence as the
narrator legitimized Stein's role as memoirist. Placing Toklas, the most

Tokyo, Japan: On April 18, 1942, US bombers led
by Lt. Col. James Doolittle bombed Tokyo & other targets
in Japan.See at Doolittle & at Thirty Seconds over Tokyo.
On Nov. 24, 1944, US bombers based on Saipan attacked
Tokyo in the first raid against the Japanese capital by landbased aircraft; also see at Firebombs. A
―Tokyo Rose,‖ Iva Toguri D‘Aquino, R, lxii,
144(258); after WW II, she was charged with treason and
broadcasting Japanese propaganda. In 1947 she was
convicted, fined $10,000 & sentenced to ten years in prison.
There, she became an enthusiastic gardener & a fervent
patriot, standing rigidly at attention for the National
Anthem. She was pardonesd after 6 years by Pres. Ford on
January 19, 1977 after it was found that some of the
testimony against her had been coerced—Wikipedia. Also
see at ―Axis Sally, at Stanza 2 of ―There is Nothing Like
a Dame‖ & at Tominaga.

Tolstoi, see below.
Tolstoy, also Tolstoi, Leo, 1828-1910: Gandhi
preached non-violence after the example of Tolstoy, who
followed Christ‘s teachings, 77(126), 84(161)n; see at
Violence;--wrote ―Anna Karenina,‖ a morality tale, Ch. 4,
77(126), 158(282); -- followed Christ‘s example dispersing
his wealth, and repenting of his carnal sins; ―Happy families
are all alike…,‖ Ch. 4; ―How much land does a man need?‖
(Just enough to bury him!), 77(126), 84(161)n; also see at
Art. ―The advantages of the rich over the poor could not be
and can not be maintained by anything except violence‖-Tolstoy in ―The Kingdom of God Within You,‖ 1936. Also,
see at Isaac Babel & at Yasna Polyana.

Tolstoy, Sofia, 1844-1919, Tolstoy‘s wife,
Sophia Andreyevna Tolstaya (née Behrs), sometimes Anglicize
as Sophia Tolstoy,1844-1919, was the wife of Russian novelist and
thinker Leo Tolstoy. Sophia was one of 3 daughters of physician
Andrey Behrs, and Liubov Alexandrovna Behrs. Sophia was first
introduced to Leo Tolstoy in 1862, when she was 18 years old. At 34,
Tolstoy was 16 years her senior. On 17 September, 1862 the couple
became formally engaged, marrying a week later in Moscow. At the
time of their marriage, Leo Tolstoy was already well-known as a
novelist after the publication of The Cossacks.
On the eve of their marriage, Tolstoy gave Sophia his diaries
detailing his sexual relations with female serfs. In Anna Karenina, 34
year old Constantine Levin, a semi-autobiographical character behaves
similarly, asking his 19 year old fiancée Kitty to read his diaries and
learn of his past transgressions.
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The Tolstoys had 13 children, only 8 of which survived
childhood. Tolstaya tried to convince her husband to use birth control
but he refused. Fortunately, the family was prosperous, owing to
Tolstoy's efficient management of his estates and to the sales of his
works, making it possible to provide adequately for the increasing
family.
Tolstoya was a devoted help to her husband in his literary work.
She acted as copyist of War and Peace, copying the manuscript seven
times from beginning to end. In 1887. She was also a diarist and
documented her life with Leo Tolstoy in a series of diaries which were
published in English translation in the 1980s.
Tolstoya took up the relatively new art of photography. She took
over a thousand photographs that documented her life with Tolstoy, and
the decline of pre-Soviet Tsarist Russia. Many of these are printed in
the new edition of Tolstaya's diaries, translated by Cathy Porter, and
published by Alma books, London, 2009. These diaries paint a bleak
portrait of marriage to Leo--he treated her like a slave or at best a
servant.
Tolstaya wrote her memoirs as well, which she titled My Life.
The University of Ottawa Press will publish them on May 15.
2010.
After many years of an increasingly troubled marriage--the
couple argued over Tolstoy's desire to give away all his private
property--Leo left Sophia abruptly in 1910, aged 81, with his doctor,
Duchan Makovicki, and daughter Alexandra Tolstaya. Tolstoy died 10
days later in a railway station, whilst Sophia was kept away from him.
Following the death of her husband, Sophia continued to live in
their esate, Yasnaya Polyana, and survived the Russian Revolution
(1917) in relative peace. She died in 1919. Also see at Yasna
Polyana.

famously. As I drove him to Rutgers, Tommy and I sang
American songs of the 30s & 40s. When I asked him how
he knew them, he quipped, ―Why, from Tokyo Rose! Well,
she & Mintz were different varieties of roses—to say the
least!--see at ―Tokyo Rose.‖ I wrote about Tommy‘s work
in my math books & included this in ―Rings & Things.‖

Tomlin, Lily, b.1939, actress & comedienne: see at
Alone.

―Tomorrow,

and

Tomorrow,

and

Tomorrow,‖

239(433)--see at Shakespeare.

Tomorrow: No date on the calendar is as important as
tomorrow—Roy W. Howard, newspaper publisher.

―Tomorrow‖ –see at ―Annie‖
Tongue-tied is a colloquialism meaning that s.o. can‘t
find the words to speak, or ar unable to speak, out of
shyness or embarrassment, as if your tongue were tied in
knots. Some children are born with their tongue anchored to the
bottom of the mouth which makes it difficult to talk. The
membrane which ties it down has to be cut with scissors by a
doctor. Also originates from the phrase, ―Cat got your tongue,‖
meaning that you are in awe of s.o. or s.t., or so shy, that you can't
bring yourself to speak.

Tongue-twister is a phrase that is ifficult to say
properly. Tongue-twisters may rely on similar but distinct
phonemes (e.g., s [and sh), unfamiliar constructs in loanwords,
or other features of a language. Some tongue-twisters are short
words or phrases, which become tongue-twisters when repeated
rapidly (often expressed as ―Say this five (or three, ten, etc.) times
fast!‖). Examples include toy boat, Peggy Babcock, Irish
wristwatch, and Red Leather, Yellow Leather. Big whip is another
that is difficult for some people to say quickly, due to the lip
movement required between the ―g‖ and ―wh‖ sounds.Also ee at
Betty Botter, Peter Piper, at Sea Shells, and at Woodchuck.

Tomato Pie, see at Pizza & Pizzeria.
Tom-boy, a girl considered boyish, or masculine
in manner or behavior.

Tom-boys: some ―tom-boys‖ tried to match the
boys in everything, including peeing on a bonfire, 68(112)

Tom Jones, is a 1963 British comedy film, starring
Albert Finney, Susannah York, Hugh Griffith, Edith Evans,
Joan Greenwood, Diane Cilento, Joyce Redman, George Devine,
David Tomlins & others. It is an adaptation of Henry Fielding's
classic novel The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling (1749),
starring Albert Finney as the titular hero.
The film is notable for its unusual comic style: the opening
sequence is performed in the style of a silent movie, and characters
sometimes break the fourth wall by looking directly into the
camera and addressing the audience. It was one of the most
critically acclaimed and popular comedies of its time, winning four
Academy Awards: Best Picture, Best Director (Tony Richardson),
Best Music, Score--Substantially Original (John Addison), Best
Writing, Screenplay Based on Material from Another Medium
(John Osborne); Oscar nominations: Best Actor in a Leading Role
(Albert Finney), Best Actor in a Supporting Role (Hugh Griffith),
Best Actress in a Supporting Role (Diane Cilento), Best Actress in
a Supporting Role (Dame Edith Evans), Best Actress in a
Supporting Role (Joyce Redman)

Tonto, the Lone Ranger‘s Indian scout: ―What You
‗We,‘ White man?‖ 77(127-128) Lone Ranger: "Tonto,
there are Indians on the North, on the South, on the East and
on the West. Tonto, we are surrounded.‖ Tonto: "What you
mean We, White Man?"

Tony Awards more precisely The Antoinette Perry
wards for Excellence in Theatre, recognize achievement in
live American theatre and are presented by the American Theatre
Wing and The Broadway League
Awarded by a panel of approximately 700 judges from
various areas of the entertainment industry and press, the Tony
Award is generally regarded as the theatre's equivalent to the
Oscars, i.e., Academy Awards, .for excellence in film; the
Grammys for the music industry, and the Emmys for excellence in
television.
The award was founded by the American Theatre Wing in
1947 at the suggestion of a committee of theatrical producers
headed by Brock Pemberton, but it was not until the third awards
ceremony in 1949 that the first Tony medallion was actually given
to award winners. The award is named for Antoinette Perry, an
actress, director, producer and co-founder of the American Theatre
Wing, who had recently passed away. The first awards ceremony
was held on April 6, 1947, at the Waldorf Astoria hotel in New
York City.The Tony Award trophy consists of a medallion, a mix
of mostly brass and a little bronze, with a nickel plating on the
outside; a black acrylic glass base, and the nickel-plated pewter
swivel.There are presently 27 categories of awards, plus several
special awards. Starting with 11 awards in 1947, the names and
number of categories have changed over the years; a complete
history of each award category was published in 2005. A newly
established non-competitive award, The Isabelle Stevenson Award,
will be given for the first time at the awards ceremony in 2009.

―Tom Sawyer,‖ a role model? 89(154)
Tom Swift, see at Swift.
Tom Swift and his Elecric Rifle—see at Taser.
Tom Swifties, see at ―Swifties.‖
Tomei, Marisa, actress born 1964, won an oscar for
Best Supporting Actress in ―My Cousin Vinny‖ (1992),
opposite Joe Pesci, as Vinny. She also starred in ―What
Women Want.‖
Tominaga, Hisao ―Tommy:‖ the late Tominaga visited
us at Rutgers, fall semester, 1981. It was left to me to find
suitable housing. A friend of ours, Rose ―Rosie‖ Mintz,
rented out rooms on Forrester Drive in Princeton, agreed to
give him Bread & Breakfast. Before long, they were fast
friends. Rosie called him ‖Tommy,‖ and we three got on
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The award is for an individual who has made a ―substantial
contribution of volunteered time and effort on behalf of one or
more humanitarian, social service or charitable organizations‖—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

at Toots Shor's Restaurant was known to be ―nuttin‘ fancy‖—
standard American, sports-bar fare such as shrimp cocktail, steak,
baked potato—the establishment became well-known for who
frequented there and how Shor interacted with them.
In a famous incident, Shor outdrank comedian Jackie
Gleason and left him on the floor to prove the point. (At Toots'
funeral, the coffin had a spray of red roses with a card which read,
―Save a Table for 2.‖ signed Jackie Gleason.)
Shor was a raconteur and a master of the ―needle,‖ jibes or
quips directed at the famous. Celebrity alone was not enough to
receive first-class service in Shor's restaurant. According to David
Halberstam in his book The Summer of '49, guests had to observe
the unwritten ―code‖which prevailed in Shor's establishment.
Charlie Chaplin, who was not privy to that code, was made to wait
in line. When Chaplin complained, Shor told him to entertain the
others who were waiting in line.
One day, Hollywood boss Louis B. Mayer complained
about waiting twenty minutes for a table and said, ―I trust the food
will be worth all that waiting.‖ Shor replied: ―It‘ll be better‘n some
of your crummy pictures I stood in line for.‖
In 1950, Shor was the subject of a three-part biography
published in The New Yorker entitled "Toots's World" and written
by John Bainbridge, who later combined them into a book. Twenty
years later another biography, Toots, was written by Hearst
columnist Bob Considine--edited excerpt from Wikipedia

Tony Awards' notable records and facts: (1) Harold
Prince has won 21 Tony Awards, more than anyone else,
including eight for directing, eight for producing, two as producer
of the year's Best Musical, and three special Tony Awards.
(2) The most Tony Awards ever received by a musical was
―The Producers‖ with 12 awards, including best musical.
(3) The most Tony Awards ever received by a non-musical
was ―The Coast of Utopia‖ with 7 awards including best play, in
2007. ―The History Boy‖" and the original production of ―Death of
a Salesman" previously held the record with 6 each.
(4) Stephen Sondheim has won more Tony Awards than any
other composer, with eight Tony Awards: Best Music and Best
Lyrics for Company (1971); Best Score for Follies (1972), A Little
Night Music (1973), Sweeney Todd (1979), Into the Woods (1988),
Passion (1994); and Special Tony Award for Lifetime
Achievement (2008).
(5) Julie Harris won the most performance Tony Awards,
and has been nominated more than any other performer. She won
five awards for her roles in I Am a Camera - 1952, The Lark 1956, Forty Carats - 1969, The Last of Mrs. Lincoln - 1973, and
The Belle of Amherst - 1977. She has been nominated a total of ten
times.
(6) Only three actresses have been nominated in two acting
categories in the same year: Amanda Plummer, Dana Ivey, and
Kate Burton.
(7) South Pacific (1950) is the only show (Play or Musical)
to win Best Production (Musical), Actor (Ezio Pinza), Actress
(Mary Martin), Featured Actor (Myron McCormick), Featured
Actress (Juanita Hall) and Direction (Joshua Logan).
(8) Bob Fosse has won the most Tony Awards for
choreography, eight, and one more for direction. Choreography:
The Pajama Game (1955), Damn Yankees (1956), Redhead (1959),
Little Me (1963), Sweet Charity (1966), Pippin (1973), Dancin'
(1978), and Big Deal (1986). Direction: Pippin.
Also, José Ferre won an Tony for directing 3 plays , and one
for acting, in the same year.

Top secret? A toupee!—in NY Times X-word
of Feb. 25, 2008

Topoi, Chaim, actor—see at ―Fiddler on the Roof‖
1971 movie.

Topus, Richard, 1924-2008, was born in Brooklyn,
the son of Russian Jewish immigrants. Growing up in
Flatbush, he fell in love with the pigeons his neighbors kept on
their rooftops in spacious coops known as lofts. His parents would
not let him have a loft of his own — they feared it would interfere
with schoolwork, Andrew Topus said—but he befriended several
local men who taught him to handle their birds. Two of them had
been pigeoneers in World War I, when the United States Army
Pigeon Service was formally established. Pigeons have been used
as wartime messengers at least since antiquity.
Before the advent of radio communications, the birds were
routinely used as airborne couriers, carrying messages in tiny
capsules strapped to their legs. A homing pigeon can find its way
back to its loft from nearly a thousand miles away. Over short
distances, it can fly a mile a minute. It can go where human
couriers often cannot, flying over rough terrain and behind enemy
lines. By the early 20th century, advances in communications
technology seemed to herald the end of combat pigeoneering. In
1903, a headline in The New York Times confidently declared,
―No Further Need of Army Pigeons: They Have Been Superseded
by the Adoption of Wireless Telegraph Systems.‖
But technology, the Army discovered, has its drawbacks.
Radio transmissions can be intercepted. Triangulated, they can
reveal the sender‘s location. In World War I, pigeons proved their
continued usefulness in times of enforced radio silence.
After the United States entered World War II, the Army put
out the call for birds to racing clubs nationwide. Tens of thousands
were donated. In all, more than 50,000 pigeons served the United
States in the war. Many were shot down. Others were set upon by
falcons released by the Nazis to intercept them. (The British
countered by releasing their own falcons to pursue German
messenger pigeons. But since falcons found Allied and Axis birds
equally delicious, their deployment as defensive weapons was soon
abandoned by both sides.)
But many American pigeons did reach their destinations
safely, relaying vital messages from soldiers in the field to Allied
commanders. The information they carried—including reports on
troop movements and tiny hand-sketched maps — has been widely
credited with saving thousands of lives during the war.

―Too Many Girls—see at ―Girls, Too Many‖
Too much is never enough‖—Morris Lapidus, quoted
by James Stevenson in Oct. 11, 2008 NY Times Op-Ed
piece on Morris Lapidus, replete with drawings. Also
available on theWeb, e.g., at his website. Also see at James
Steveson.

Toons, see Cartoons, and Loony Toons
―Toots‖ Shor (né Bernard Shor), 1903-1977, during
the 1940s and 1950s, was the proprietor of a legendary
restaurant, Toots Shor's Restaurant, in Manhattan. He was known
as a ―saloonkeeper,‖ friend, and confidante to some of New York's
biggest celebrities during that era. Shor was born in Philadelphia to
Orthodox Jewish parents—his father of Austrian descent from
Germany and his mother from Russia. He and his two older sisters
were raised in a home above the family candy store in South
Philadelphia. When Shor was 15 years old, his mother was killed
by an automobile while sitting on the stoop outside their home. His
father committed suicide five years later.
Shor attended the Drexel Inst. of Tech. and the Wharton
School of the U. of Pennsylvania before working as a traveling
shirt and underwear salesman. Shor went to NY City in 1930 and
found employment as a bouncer at the Five O'Clock Club, which
served as his introduction to celebrities. He later worked at several
other nightspots: The Napoleon Club, Lahiff's Tavern, the Ball &
Chain, the Madison Royale, and Leon & Eddie's.
He became a great man about town in Manhattan after
opening his own restaurant at 51 West 51st Street. While the food
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Mr. Topus enlisted in early 1942 and was assigned to the
Army Signal Corps, which included the Pigeon Service. He was
eventually stationed at Camp Ritchie in Maryland, one of several
installations around the country at which Army pigeons were
raised and trained. There, he joined a small group of pigeoneers,
not much bigger than a dozen men. Camp Ritchie specialized in
intelligence training, and Mr. Topus and his colleagues schooled
men and birds in the art of war. They taught the men to feed and
care for the birds; to fasten on the tiny capsules containing
messages written on lightweight paper; to drop pigeons from
airplanes; and to jump out of airplanes themselves, with pigeons
tucked against their chests. The Army had the Maidenform
Brassiere Company make paratroopers‘ vests with special pigeon
pockets.
The birds, for their part, were trained to fly back to lofts
whose locations were changed constantly. This skill was crucial:
once the pigeons were released by troops in Europe, the Pacific or
another theater, they would need to fly back to mobile combat lofts
in those places rather than light out for the United States.
Mr. Topus and his colleagues also bred pigeons, seeking
optimal combinations of speed and endurance. Though the Army
phased out pigeons in the late 1950s, Mr. Topus raced them avidly
till nearly the end of his life. He left a covert, enduring legacy of
his hobby at Friendship, for which he oversaw the design of the
highly recognizable company logo, a graceful bird in flight, in the
early 1960s. From that day to this, the bird has adorned cartons of
the company‘s cottage cheese, sour cream, buttermilk and other
products. To legions of unsuspecting consumers, Andrew Topus
said last week, the bird looks like a dove. But to anyone who really
knew his father, it is a pigeon, plain as day--excerpted from the
Dec. 14, 2008 NYTimes Obituary by Margalit Fox.

Torn, Rip (né Elmore Rual Torn, Jr.), born in Temple,
TX, the son of Thelma Mary (née Spacek) and Elmore Rual
Torn, an agriculturalist and economist. Being given the name
―Rip‖ is a family tradition of men in the Torn family for several
generations. It was given to him by his father, who was also called
Rip; although as a young child and teenager he was referred to as
―Skippy.‖ He graduated from Texas A&M University in 1952.
Torn introduced his cousin, the Oscar-winning actress Sissy
Spacek, to the entertainment business and she was able to enroll in
Lee Strasberg's Actors Studio and then the Lee Strasberg Institute
in New York. He is perhaps best known for his role as Artie on the
HBO comedy series The Larry Sanders Show.A few of the many
films he appeared in are: Baby Doll (1956), King of Kings (1961),
Sweet Bird of Youth (1962), The Cincinnati Kid (1965), Coma
(1978)--from a Selected Filmography in Wikipedia.
While filming Maidstone (1970), Torn, apparently unhappy
with the film, struck director and star of the film Norman Mailer
three times in the head with a hammer. With the camera rolling,
Mailer bit Torn's ear and they wrestled to the ground. The fight
continued until it was broken up by cast and crew members as
Mailer's children screamed in the background. The fight is featured
in the film. Although the scene may have been planned by Torn,
the blood shed by both actors is real and Torn was reportedly truly
outraged by Mailer's direction.
In 1999, Torn filed a defamation lawsuit against Dennis
Hopper over a story Hopper told on The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno. Hopper claimed that Torn pulled a knife on him during preproduction of the film Easy Rider. According to Hopper, Torn was
originally cast in the film but was replaced with Jack Nicholson
after the incident. According to Torn's suit, it was actually Hopper
who pulled the knife on him. A judge ruled in Torn's favor and
Hopper was ordered to pay $475,000 in damages. Hopper then
appealed but the judge again ruled in Torn's favor and Hopper was
required to pay another $475,000 in punitive damages.
In January 2004, Torn was arrested for drunk driving after
colliding with a taxi in New York City. Video of his arrest in
which he curses at officers and angrily refuses a breathalyzer test
was aired on TV news outlets. In October 2004, a jury acquitted
Torn of any wrongdoing. In December 2006, Torn was again
arrested for drunk driving in North Salem, NY, after colliding with
a tractor trailer. In April 2007, Torn pled guilty and agreed to have
his license suspended for 90 days and pay a $380 fine—excerpts
from Wikpedia. Torn played the father in tHorton Foote‘s 1997
Broadway play, ―The Young Man from Atlanta.

―Tora! Tora! Tora!‖is a 1970 American-Japanese
film that dramatizes the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor,
Dec. 7, 1941. The title is made up of the code-words that were
used by the Japanese to indicate that complete surprise was
achieved. Tora is Japanese for ―tiger‖ but in this case, ―to‖ is the
initial syllable of the Japanese word totsugeki, meaning ―charge‖
or ―attack,‖ and ―ra‖ is the initial syllable of raigeki, meaning
―torpedo attack.‖
The film is a dramatization based upon the actual history of
events leading up to the attack, to the extent these facts were
known at the time of production. The commanders in Hawaii,
General Short (Jason Robards, Jr.) and Admiral Kimmel (Martin
Balsam), though scapegoated for decades, are portrayed as taking
defensive measures for the apparent threats, including relocation of
the fighter aircraft at Pearl Harbor to the middle of the base--in
response to fears of sabotage from local Japanese insurgents.
They received limited warning of the increasing risk of
aerial attack, which was better understood in Washington than in
Honolulu.
The movie‘s most famous line about ―awakening a sleeping
giant,‖ however, though widely assumed to be Yamamoto's words,
may have been fictitious--see at Wikipedia for the above & at long
discussion of the movie and it's huge cast that included Joseph
Cotton as Secretary of War, Henry Stimson, and James Whitmore
as Vice Admiral William L. Halsey, E. G. Marshall as Col. Rufus
Bratton, Sol Yamamure as Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto as
Commander -in-Chief of the Combine Japanese Fleet & many,
may others, including hundreds volunteers to re-enact the chaos at
Pearl Harbor & USA after the attack.

Torregrosa, Luisita Lopez, see at ―Noise of …‖
Tortoise and the Hare pun: Bad hare day is the reason
the tortoise won—NY Times Xword of 2/04/09.

―Torso even moreso. And a‖--see at Yip Harburg.
―Tortilla Flat‖ is a 1942 film with Spencer Tracy,
Hedy Lamarr, John Garfield, Frank Morgan, Akim
Tamiroff, and Sheldon Leonard based on the 1935 novel by
John Steinbeck. It was directed by Victor Fleming/

Torture: ―Anyone who has been tortured remains
tortured…Anyone who has suffered torture never again will
be able to be at ease in the world, the abomination of the
annihilation is never extinguished. Faith in humanity,
already cracked by the first slap in the face, then demolished
by torture, is never acquired again.‖ – Jean Améry quoted
in ―The Drowned and The Saved‖ by Primo Levi. Levi
goes on to say, ―Torture for him was an interminable
death.‖

Torah 1. The entire body of Jewish religious law and
Learning, including both sacred literature and oral
tradition.2. A scroll or parchment containing the first five
books of Hebrew Scriptures. 3. The first five books of the
Hebrew Sciptures.
Tormé, Mel, see at Jewish People & at Jewish
American Musicians.

Toscanini, Arturo, 1867-1957, was born in Parma,
Italy (which also gave us that wonderful Parmesan
cheese) and won a scholarship to the Parma music conservatory,
where he studied the cello.
He joined the orchestra of an opera company, with which he
toured South America in 1886. While presenting Aida in Rio de
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Janeiro, the orchestra's conductor was booed by the audience and
forced to leave the podium. Although he had no conducting
experience, Toscanini was persuaded to take up the baton, and led
a magnificent performance completely from memory.
Thus began his career as a conductor at 19 years of age. He
is one of the greatest conductors of all time, knowned for his t
intensity, restlessperfectionism, phenomenal ear for orchestral
detail and sonority, and his photographic memory, which gave
him command over a vast repertoire of orchestral and operatic
works, and allowed him to correct errors in orchestral parts
unnoticed by others for decades—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
―I kissed my first girl and smoked my first cigarette on the
same day. I haven't had time for tobacco since‖--Arturo
Toscanini. Also see at Music Quotes.

posters. Thereafter, the cabaret reserved a seat for him, and
displayed his paintings. Among the well-known works that he
painted for the Moulin Rouge and other Parisian nightclubs are
depictions of the singer Yvette Guilbert; the dancer Louise Weber,
known as the outrageous La Goulue (―The Glutton‖), who created
the ―French Can-Can‖; and the much more subtle dancer Jane
Avril. He also enjoyed absinthe, and make a painting ―The
Absinthe Drinkers‖ 218(397) Also see at Born Toulouse?, at
Moulin Rouge & at Alfred Stieglitz.
Toulouse-Lautrec‘s Table, by Jean-Bernard Naudin,
Genieve Diego-Dortignac & André Daguin, 1993, referred
to by me above in parentheses. A wrote a reader‘s review of
this book, which has been posted by Amazon.com

Tourette‘s: ― Saving Honesty‘s Tourettes,‖ phrase by

Tosspot, a drunkard—see at Bukowsi, at Churchill‘s

about the comedian Larry David--see at David.

Drinking & at Hemingways‘s Drinking. Also see at
Absinthe, at Drink & Drinking, and at Drink Joke..

Tourette‘s syndrome, also called Tourette‘s disorder,
or just Tourette‘s, is an inherited neurological disorder with
onset in childhood, characterized by the presence of multiple
physical (motor) tics and at least one vocal (phonic) tic; these tics
characteristically wax and wane. Tourette's is defined as part of a
spectrum of tic disorders, which includes transient and chronic
tics.
Tourette's is no longer considered a rare condition, but it
may not always be correctly identified because most cases are
classified as mild. Between 1 and 11 children per 1,000 have
Tourette's; as many as one in a hundred people may have
tic
disorders, with the more common tics of eye blinking, coughing,
Coprolalia (the spontaneous utterance of socially
objectionable or taboo words or phrases) is the most publicized
symptom of Tourette's, but it is not required for a diagnosis of
Tourette's. According to the Tourette Syndrome Association, fewer
than 15% of Tourette's patients exhibit coprolalia.Echolalia
(repeating the words of others) and palilalia (repeating one's own
words) occur in a minority of cases, while the most common initial
motor and vocal tics are, respectively, eye blinking and throat
clearing.
―Saving Honesty‘s Tourettes.

‖Totem and Taboo,‖ a seminal work of S. Freud.
Totoeanocomita, O‘Keeffe‘s middle name!
―Touch of Class, A‖ is a 1973 romantic comedy
film which tells the story of a couple having an affair, who
find themselves falling in love. It stars George Segal,
Glenda Jackson, Paul Sorvino and K Callan. Jackson won
an Oscar for Best Actress.

Toulon, France: On Nov. 27, 1942, the French navy
scuttled it ships & submarines so that the Nazi‘s could not
use them agains the Allies.

Toulouse, see at Born Toulouse? & below.
Toulouse-Lautrec, Henri (né Henri Marie Raymond
de Toulouse-Lautrec-Monfa),1864-1901, was a painter,
printmaker, draftsman, and illustrator, born in Albi, Tarn in the
Midi-Pyrénées région of France, the firstborn child of Comte
Alphonse and Comtesse Adèle de Toulouse-Lautrec. His genius
and immersion in the colorful and theatrical life of fin de siècle
Paris yielded an oeuvre of exciting, elegant and provocative
images of the modern and sometimes decadent life of those times.
Toulouse-Lautrec is known along with Cézanne, Van Gogh, and
Gauguin as one of the greatest painters of the Post-Impressionist
period.
At the age of 13, he fractured his left thigh bone, and at 14,
the right.[ The breaks did not heal properly. Modern physicians
attribute this to an unknown genetic disorder. His legs ceased to
grow, so that as an adult he was only 1.22 m (4 ft 6 in) tall, having
developed an adult-sized torso, while retaining his child-sized legs,
which were 0.70 m (27.5 in) long. He is also reported to have had
hypertrophied genitals. (From all indications, however, this didn‘t
interefere with his enjoyment of sex—see, for example, ToulouseLautrec‘s Table, 1993, which documents not only his love of food
and drink, but excitementat the dancing of Jane Avril, among
others who did the splits, and his association with prostitutes.)
Physically unable to participate in most of the activities
typically enjoyed by men of his age, Toulouse-Lautrec immersed
himself in his art. He became an important Post-Impressionist
painter, art nouveau illustrator, and lithographer; and recorded in
his works many details of the late-19th-century bohemian lifestyle
in Paris. Toulouse-Lautrec also contributed a number of
illustrations to the magazine Le Rire (The Laugh) during the mid1890s.
Touluse-Lautrec was drawn to Montmartre, an area of Paris
famous for its bohemian lifestyle and for being the haunt of artists,
writers, and philosophers. Tucked deep into Montmartre was the
garden of Monsieur Pere Foret where Toulouse-Lautrec executed a
series of pleasant plein-air (open-air) paintings of Carmen Gaudin,
the same red-head model who appears in The Laundress (1888).
When the nearby Moulin Rouge cabaret opened its doors,
Toulouse-Lautrec was commissioned to produce a series of

Tower Tower is the solution to a Sept. 29, 2008 NY
Times Crossword clue: One pulling a tall structure?

―Town Like Alice, A‖ (US title: ―The Legacy‖) is a
novel by the English author Nevil Shute. It was first
published in 1950 when Shute had newly settled in Australia.
The "Alice" in the title refers to Alice Springs, Australia.It
was
made into a motion picture in 1956 starring Virginia McKenna and
Peter Finch, directed by Jack Lee. This film was known as Rape of
Malaya in U.S. cinemas, and by various other titles in nonEnglish-speaking countries.
In 1981, A Town Like Alice was adapted into a popular TV
miniseries, starring Helen Morse and Bryan Brown (with Gordon
Jackson as Noel Strachan). It was broadcast internationally: in
USA, it was shown as part of the PBS series Masterpiece Theatre.
In the novel, Jean Paget was based on Carry Geysel (Mrs J.
G. Geysel-Vonck) whom Shute met while visiting Sumatra in
1949. Geysel had been one of a group of about 80 Dutch civilians
taken prisoner by Japanese forces at Padang, in the Dutch East
Indies in 1942, and forced to march around Sumatra for two-and-ahalf years, covering 1,900 km. (1,200 miles). Fewer than 30 people
survived this march.
Shute based the character of Harman on Herbert James
―Ringer‖ Edwards, an Australian veteran of the Malayan
campaign, whom Shute met in 1948 at a station (ranch) in
Queensland. Edwards had been crucified for 63 hours by Japanese
soldiers on the Burma Railway. He had later escaped execution a
second time, when his "last meal" of chicken and beer could not be
obtained.
Crucifixion (or Haritsuke) was a form of punishment or
torture that the Japanese sometimes used against prisoners during
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the war. The fictional ―Willstown‖ is reportedly based on
Burketown, Queensland, which Shute also visited in 1948. (Burke
and Wills were well-known explorers of Australia.)—excerpted
from Wikipedia. Also see at Shute.

Transactional Analysis Joke: (After sex) ―It was good

Townes, Jimmy, Peaselburg & HHS Class of 1945

―Translation, Lost in‖—see above.
―Trapeze, The Daring Young Man on the Flying,‖

for me, how was it for you?‖

Translation: ―Poetry is that which cannot be
translated‖— saying attributed to Robert Frost,

friend; Boy Scout Troop # 13, 117(217); also see Boyscout
Photos in Part II, Herman St. neighbor & friend, attended
7-th District School (see Photo in Part I) & 5-th Distict
School, 32(52)—see 1938 Blue Ribbon Photo in Part II;
also see at 5-th Dist. School; -- & Tiny Boo-Boo, 54(86);
HHS student, 149(265)n; Mr. Townes, 56(91). ―Tiny is a
neighborhodd dog,‖ 53(86)

―He‘d through the air with the greatest of ease, / the daring
young man on the etc.‖ The song was first published in
1867, with words written by the British lyricist, George
Leybourne, with music by Gaston Lyle &arranged by Alfred
Lee. The lyrics were based on the phenomenal success of
trapeze artist Jules Léotard. The 3/4 time tune may have
been based on Offenbach‘s Le Papillon,, Act 2, Scene 1—
Wikipedia. Also see at William Saroyan.

―Town Hall of the Air,‖ 130(239); my radio debut:
―Can the Various Races of Mankind Live Together
Peacefully?‖ What Did I know? I was in the 8-th Grade!
Townsend, David, a friend of Sister: I cannot recall
whether he was actually a suitor, but he invariably wore a
suit (and tie) to call on Louise. Certainly he more than
matched her in biblical quotations--he had the unmistakable,
unctuous air of a minister, 104(195)

Trapp, the musical family of ―The Sound of Music.‖
Trask, Clyde, and his band, played at Coney Island
and Walter Waymeyer played with them, A, xi , 64(105)

Traub, James, author & NY Times book reviewer-see at George Kennan.

Toys, Ch. 22
Tracy, Spencer Bonaventure,1900-1967, born in

La traviata is a 1853 Verdi opera. La traviata means
―one who is lead astray‖ from the Italian verb traviare, to be
led astray, to mislead.

Milwaukee, WI, wss actor of stage and screen who
appeared in 74 films from 1930 to 1967. Tracy is generally
regarded as one of the finest actors in motion picture history. In
1935 Tracy signed with Metro Goldwyn Mayer. He was the first
actor to win an Oscar for Best Actor two years in a row: Captains
Courageous (1937) and Boys Town (1938). He was also
nominated for San Francisco (1936), Father of the Bride(1950),
Bad Day at Black Rock (1955), The Old Man and the Sea (1958),
Inherit the Wind (1960), Judgment at Nuremberg (1961), and
posthumously for Guess Who's Coming to Dinner (1967). Tracy
and Laurence Olivier share the record for the most Academy Best
Actor nods with nine Oscar nominations.
In 1960 he played Clarence Darrow in ―Inherit The
Wind.‖ He also pl;ayed in a 1941 filming of ―Dr. Jekyll & Mr.
Hyde,‖ with Ingrid Bergman & Lana Turner.Also see at ―Adam‘s
Rib,‖ at The Last Hurrah, ―at ―Pat & Mike,― at Katharine
Hepburn, at San Francisco,‖ at ―Tortilla Flat,‖ at Garson
Kanin & below.

Travis, Merle, devised ―Smoke! Smoke! Smoke!
220((399) and ―Sixteen Tons‖ written in 1946 and topped
the pop charts in 1955—see at Tennessee Ernie Ford

Treblinka, one of the Nazi concentration camps in
Eastern Poland, where many Holocaust victims perished.
See at Butcher of Treblinka, at Nazi Concentration camps,
& at Holocaust.

―Treblinka Hell,‖ see at Vassily Grossman.
―Tree Grows in Brooklyn, A‖ is a 1943 novel by
Betty Smith, and a 1945 film, the first film directed by
Greek-American director Elia Kazan, starring James Dunn,
who won the Oscar for Best Supporting Actor, Dorothy
McGuire, Joan Blondell, Peggy Ann Garner & Lloyd Nolan.
It relates the coming-of-age story of its main character,
Francie Nolan, against a backdrop of tenement life in
Brooklyn, New York, at the turn of the 20th century. A
1974 made-for-TV film, starring Cliff Robertson, Diane
Baker, Pamelyn Ferdin and James Olson, was adapted from
the 1945 screenplay by Tess Slesinger.

―Tracy and Hepburn‖: An Intimate Memoir (1971),
by Garson Kanin. They made 9 films together..

―Tragic Sense of life‖—see at Unamuno.
Trains, see at Railroads.
―Trainspotting,‖ a 1996 cult classic film based on the

Tree: ―No tree knows it‘s neighbor‖—see at Hesse.
Trees are known for their longevity: a Bristlecone

novel Trainspotting by Irvine Welsh. The movie is about a
group of heroin addicts in late 1980s Edinburgh and their passage
through life. It does not contain any references to the non-drugrelated hobby of train spotting. The title is a reference to an
episode in the original book (not included in the film) where
Begbie and Renton meet ―an auld drunkard‖ in the disused Leith
Central railway station, which they are visiting to use as a toilet.
In n a weak attempt at a joke, he asks if they are ―trainspottin.‖ As
they walk away, Renton realizes the drunk was Begbie's father (p.
309 in the Minerva edition)--also see at ―Perfect Day.‖

―Trees,‖ see at Joyce Kilmer; also at Fred Waring.
Trent, city of N Italy, NW of Florence, founded in

Pine was chainsawed in 1964 by a graduate student
studying the age of glaciers. It later was determined to
have 4,844 growth rings, marking its age & making it
the oldest known living thing on earth—article in the Nov.
2005 Sierra Magazome

the 4-th century BC & was on Primo Levi‘s itinerary, R, lxi

Trent Council was the 16th century Ecumenical
Council of the Roman Catholic Church. Considered one of
the Church's most important[1] councils, it convened in Trent (then
capital of the Prince-Bishopric of Trent, inside the Holy Roman
Empire) between December 13, 1545, and December 4, 1563 in
twenty-five sessions for three periods. Council fathers met for the
first through eighth sessions in Trent (1545-1547), for the ninth
through eleventh sessions in Bologna (1547) during the pontificate
of Pope Paul III. Under Pope Julius III, the council met in Trent
(1551-1552) for the twelfth through sixteenth sessions. Under Pope
Pius IV the seventeenth through twenty-fifth sessions took place in
Trent (1559-1563).The council issued condemnations on what it
defined as Protestant heresies and defined Church teachings in the

―Tragedy when seen close up but a
comedy in a longshot, Life is a‖-- Charlie Chaplin, 69(113)n

―Tragic Flaw,‖ the Greel semse of tragedy, 211(384)
―Tragic Sense of Life‖—see at Unamuno.
―Tramp, The,‖1915, a Chaplin masterpiece--in a
scene in The Tramp in which he was so hungry that he
boiled his shoes & ate both his shoes, and his shoelaces
spaghetti-like, with great relish., 27(41); also see at Marcel
Marceau.
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―Triangle, The Eternal‖—the inverted Vee, Ch. 4
Triad, The immortal: ―Tits, Ass & Legs,‖ 131(242)
Trier, Germany, near Luxembourg, in Rheinland

areas of Scripture and Tradition, Original Sin, Justification,
Sacraments, the Eucharist in Holy Mass and the veneration of
saints. It issued numerous reform decrees. By specifying Catholic
doctrine on salvation, the sacraments, and the Biblical canon, the
Council was answering Protestant disputes.

Trenton

(Rhineland); US Army reaches --, Sept 12, 1944, 143(257)

Trillin, Calvin (Bud) Marshall, born 1935 in Kansas

is the capital of the U.S. state of New

City, MO., is a journalist, humorist, and novelist. He is best
known for his humorous writings about food and eating, but he has
also written serious journalism, comic verse, and several books of
fiction. Much of Trillin‘s nonfiction includes references to his life
and family. He is also renowned as a writer on cuisine of all kinds;
his three books American Fried, Alice, Let's Eat, and Third
Helpings are often referred to as the "tummy trilogy." He married
the educator and writer Alice Stewart Trillin in 1965, who died in
2001; they had two daughters. The most autobiographical of his
works are Messages from My Father, Family Man, and an essay in
the March 27, 2006 New Yorker, ―Alice, Off the Page,‖ discussing
his late wife. A slightly expanded version of the latter essay,
entitled About Alice, was published on December 26, 2006*--from
Wikipedia, except for this footnote: *He loved her very much, and
she was an important critic of his work whom he trusted.

Jersey and the county seat of Mercer County. As of 2007,
the US Census Bureau estimated that the City of Trenton had a
population of 82,804.Trenton dates back to June 3, 1719, when
mention was made of a constable being appointed for Trenton,
while the area was still part of Hunterdon County. Boundaries
were recorded for Trenton Township as of June 3, 1719. Trenton
became New Jersey's capital as of November 25, 1790, and the
City of Trenton was formed within Trenton Township on
November 13, 1792. Trenton Township was incorporated as one of
New Jersey's initial group of 104 townships by an Act of the NJ
Legislature on February 21, 1798. Portions of the township were
taken on February 22, 1834, to form Ewing Township. A series of
annexations took place over a fifty-year period, with the city
absorbing South Trenton borough (April 14, 1851), portions of
Nottingham Township (April 14, 1856), Chambersburg and
Millham Township (both on March 30, 1888) and Wilbur borough
(February 28, 1898).

Trinity, code name for the explostion of the first
A-bomb at White Sands, NM. See A-bomb.

Trinity, see at Mysterious Trinity.
―Trio, Immortal,‖ see at Henry Clay (last paragraph.)
Triumvirate; see at ―GL, JR, and CC.‖
―Triumvirate, Great", or the ―Immortal Trio—see at

Trenton Times--see at (The) Times.
Trevino, Lee Buck, Golfing pro born Dec. 1, 1939,
near Dallas, Texas. Of Mexican American descent, Trevino
received a grade-school education, served in the U.S. Marine Corps,
and worked as an odd-job man and assistant professional at golf
courses in his native Texas. In 1967 he unexpectedly came in fifth in
the U.S. Open, then won it the next year.
In 1971 Trevino became the first player to win the U.S., British,
and Canadian Open championships in a single year. He won the British
Open in 1972 and the U.S. PGA Championship in 1974. He then
underwent several back surgeries but returned to win the PGA again in
1984.
Trevino was was raised by his mother, Juanita Trevino, and his
grandfather, Joe Trevino, a gravedigger. Trevino never knew his father,
Joseph Trevino, who left when his son was small.
Trevino's childhood consisted of attending school occasionally
and working to earn money for the family. At age five, he started
working in the cotton fields—edited excerpt from Wikipedia
Lee Trevino quote: "We had so little to eat that when Mom
would throw a bone to the dog, he'd have to call for a fair catch.‖—
from ―Sex, Money & Sports: What Men Like to Talk About,‖ Michael
Maggio, Ed, Prentice Hall Press, 1998.

Henry Clay (last paragraph.)

―Treasure Island,‖ R. L. Stevenson treasure, Ch. 30
Trilling, Diana, (née Diana Rubin), 1905-1996, was
an American literary critic and author, one of the New York
Intellectuals. Born Diana Rubin, she married the literary and
cultural critic Lionel Trilling in 1929. She was a reviewer for The
Nation magazine. Her works include We Must March My Darlings
(1977), an essay collection; Mrs. Harris (1981), a study of and
meditation on the trial of Jean Harris; and The Beginning of the
Journey (1993), a memoir of her life and marriage to Lionel. Also
see below, and at Jean Harris.

Trilling, Lionel (born Lionel Mordechai), 1905-1975,
was a literary critic, author, and teacher born in the New
York City borough of Queens to a Jewish family. He graduated
from DeWitt Clinton High School in 1921 and entered Columbia
University at the age of sixteen, beginning an association with the
university that lasted for the rest of his life. He graduated in 1925
and received his M.A. in 1926.
After teaching at the U.of Wisconsin-Madison and at Hunter
College, Trilling returned to Columbia to teach literature in 1932.
He received his Ph.D. in 1938 with a dissertation on Matthew
Arnold, which he later published, and in 1939 was promoted to
assistant professor, becoming the first Jewish professor to receive
tenure in the Department of English. He became a full professor in
1948, and in 1965 was named the George Edward Woodberry
Professor of Literature and Criticism.
He was a popular professor, and for 30 years he taught
Columbia‘s Colloquium on Important Books with Jacques
Barzun, a well-regarded course on the relationship between
literature
and cultural history. His students included Norman
Podhoretz, Allen Ginsberg, and John Hollander.
He wrote studies of Matthew Arnold (1939), E. M. Forster
(1948), and Sigmund Freud (1962). His first collection of essays,
The Liberal Imagination, was published in 1950, followed by the
collections The Opposing Self: Nine Essays in Criticism (1955),
focusing on the conflict between self-definition and the influence
of culture , Freud and the Crisis of Our Culture (1955), A
Gathering of Fugitives (1956), and Beyond Culture (1965), a

Trevor, Claire (nee Claire Wemlinger), 1910-2000,
was born in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, New York, the only
child of a 5th Avenue merchant-tailor and his wife. Her
family was of Irish American and French American descent.
was an Academy Award-winning actress, nicknamed the
"Queen of Film Noir" because of her many appearances in
"bad girl‖ roles in film noir and other black-and-white
thrillers. She appeared in over 60 films.

Trevor-Roper, Hugh Redwald, 1914 – 2003 was a
notale histororian of early modern Britain, when in 1945,
he was ordered by the British government to investigate
the circumstances of Hitler's death and to rebut the claims of
Soviet Union that Hitler was alive and living somewhere
in the West. The ensuing investigation resulted in TrevorRoper's most famous book, The Last Days of Hitler (1947)
in which he traced the last days of Hitler..

Treyf (trayf, treif), any animal not slain according to
the ritual laws or by an authorized butcher. Not kosher.

Trezza, Betty, see at ―Belles of the Game.‖
―Trial, The, A History,From Soccrates to O. J.
Simpson,‖ by S. Kadri, Aug. 31, 2005 NY Times review
by William Grimes. See at Nuremburg
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collection of essays concerning modern literary and cultural
attitudes toward selfhood.
In Sincerity and Authenticity (1972), he explores the ideas
of the moral self in post-Enlightenment Western civilization. He
wrote the introduction to The Selected Letters of John Keats
(1951), in which he defended Keats‘s notion of Negative
Capability, as well as the introduction, ―George Orwell and the
Politics of Truth‖, to the 1952 reissue of George Orwell‘s book,
Homage to Catalonia--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Judging from photographs, Trilling was a heavy smoker, a
ommon habit among writers & intellectuals. Much has been said of
the dangers of not only smoking but of second-hand smoke, yet
his wife, Diana, lived 10 or more years longer than he. Go
figure

―Tristam Shandy, The Life and Opinons of,‖ Sterne‘s

Trintignant, Jean Louis, see at Brigitte Bardot, at

noir directed by Alfred Hitchcock, based on the novel by
Jack Trevor Story. (It was released in the US in 1955 then
rereleased once the rights were acquired by Universal Pictures in
1984. ) The film stars John Forsythe and Edmund Gwenn, while
Shirley MacLaine and Jerry Mathers co-starred, both in their first
film roles.
The film follows the quirky but down-to-earth residents of a
small village in Vermont in autumn, as they deal with the freshly
dead body of a man, which has inconveniently appeared on the
hillside above the town. The problem of what to do with the body,
and more importantly how and why he was killed, is the
eponymous ―Trouble with Harry.‖ Three of the main characters in
the film imagine that they are the one who actually killed this
person. Captain Albert Wiles (Edmund Gwenn) is sure that he
must have killed the man with a stray shot from his rifle when
rabbit hunting. Miss Ivy Gravely (Mildred Natwick) feels that the
man died after a blow from her hiking boot, and so on. Sam
Marlowe (John Forsythe), an attractive and free-spirited artist, is
quite open-minded about the whole event, and is prepared to help
his good-natured frinds and neighbors in any way he can.
It turns out that the dead man is in fact Harry, the estranged
husband of an attractive and feisty young woman called Jennifer
Rogers (Shirley MacLaine), who lives in the village along with her
small son Arnie (Jerry Mathers). Jennifer Rogers thinks that her
husband may possibly have died after she hit him with a bottle. In
any case, no-one is actually upset about what has happened.
However, none of the principal characters want this death to come
to the attention of the "authorities" in the form of cold, humorless,
Deputy Sheriff Calvin Wiggs (Royal Dano). The main characters
conceal the body by burying it, and then have to dig it up again.
This happens several times! The body is also concealed at one
point by hiding it in a bathtub!—Wikipedia excerpt.

masterpiece—see at Hobby Horse.

Trolley, or trolly; see at Streetcar.
―Trolley Song, The‖ by Hugh Martin & Ralph Blanc;
Refrain: ―‗Clang, clang, clang‘ went the trolley, Ding, ding,
ding,‘ went the bell, / ‗Zing, zing, zing,‘ went my heart
strings, / From the moment I saw him I fell, etc.‖ --it was
sung in the 1944 musical, ―Meet Me in St. Louis,‖ see p.
435 of ―Yesterdays‖ & p. 489 of ―Reading Lyrics;‖ also
see at Streetcar.

Troop #13, Boy Scout, 28(42), Ch. 36; also see the
Photographs in Part II.

―Trouble with Harry, The,‖ is a 1955 comedy film-

―The Conformist,‖ at ―A Man and a Woman: & at ―Z.‖

―Trip to Bountiful,‖ The‖ was a made-for-TV play
starring Lillian Gish as the gentle and long-suffering widow
Carrie Watts, who is tired of living in her son's ultra-modern home,
and wants to go back to her chidhood home in Bountiful,
Texas.The play had several incarnations over Mr. Foote‘s life,
including a version on Broadway, a revival Off Broadway, a
London production and, three decades later, a 1985 movie for
which Geraldine Page received an Academy Award for best actress
and Mr. Foote was nominated for the screenplay. ―It‘s about an
old lady who wants to go home,‖ Mr. Foote said.

―Trip to Bountiful, The‖ is a 1985 film starring
Geraldine Page, John Heard, Carlin Glynn, Richard Bradford and
Rebecca De Mornay. Old Mrs Watts is determined to outwit her
bossy daughter-in-law, Jessie Mae Watts (Glynn) and sets out to
catch a train, only to find that trains don't go to Bountiful anymore.
She eventually boards a coach to a town near to her childhood
home. On the journey, she befriends a girl travelling alone (De
Mornay) and reminisces about her younger years and grieves for
her lost relatives. Her son, Ludie Watts (Heard) and daughter-inlaw eventually track her down, with the help of the local police
force. However, Mrs Watts is not to be beaten, and she persuades
the understanding police officer to drive her to Bountiful. The
village is deserted, and the few remaining houses are derelict. Mrs
Watts is moved to tears as she surveys her father's land and the
remains of the family home. Her son eventually turns up, and
drives her back to Houston.
Triple Crown Racing Winners, i.e., the Kentucky
Derby, the Preakness Stakes & the Belmont Stakes in the
same year. There were 11 of them up to now (1978 was the last
year) & their Jockeys: 1919 Sir Barton (John Loftus); 1930,
Gallant Fox (Earl Sande); 1935, Omaha (William Saunders);
1937, War Admiral (Charley Kurtsinger); 1941, Whirlaway
(Eddie Arcaro); 1943, Count Fleet (Johnny Longden); 1946,
Assault (Warren Meurtens); 1948, Citation (Eddie Arcaro); 1973,
Secretariat (Ron Turcotte); 1977, Seattle Slew (Jean Cruguet);
1978, Affirmed (Steve Cauthen). Note, Eddie Arcaro is the only
jockey to win the triple crowntwice. Also see at Baseball‘s Triple
Crown Winners.

Troup (or, Troupe), Bobby, 1918-1999, born in
Harrisburg, PA, he graduated from the Wharton School of
the U. of Penn. He was an actor, jazz pianist and songwriter best
known for ―(Get Your Kicks On) Route 66‖, and for his role as Dr.
Joe Early in the 1970s TV series Emergency!
His earliest musical success came with the song ―Daddy,‖
which was a regional hit in 1941. He served as a Captain in the US
Marines during WWII. He was the first white officer to be given
command of an all black unit in Jackson, NC, where the men were
living in tents, with filthy latrine conditions. (This was in the bad
old days where, in Jackson, a black was expected to cross the street
or literally stand in the gutter while a white walked by.) Troup took
a different attitude and, with the help of the men, created Quonset
huts, new latrines, a nightclub, a basketball court and team, a
boxing ring, a jazz band, an orchestra, and persuaded a colleague
to come and install a miniature golf course. It wasn't long before
the other (white) units suddenly wanted to come and hang out in
that part of camp. Also see at ―Daddy‖ & at ―Route 66‖

Triple E is a wide shoe width—see at Tripoli pun.
Tripoli, derived from the word for "three cities" in
Greek: Τρίπολις), is the largest and capital city of Libya.
The city is located in the northwest of the country on the edge of
the desert, on a point of rocky land projecting into the
Mediterranean Sea and forming a bay. Tripoli was founded in the
7th century BC by the Phoenicians, who named it Oea. Most
people first encountered Tripoli in The Marine Hymn--I know I
did.

―Truce, The,‖ A 1996 adaptation of Primo Levy‘s

Tripoli pun: ―What city is a wide shoe width?‖—see

novel, starring John Turturro, directed by Francesco Rosi
[sic!]. It tells of Levi‘s true account of his long circuitous,
arduous journey across Europe first going east to USSR,

at Shoe sizes.
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―I must find a truth that is true for me... ―—
Kierkegaard;
―There's a glimmer of truth in everything I say or
write‖—the author—see at Mathematical Proof.

then north & finally south & west to Milano. It is
conjectured that Levi committed suicide in 1987 shortly
after giving the director his blessing to make this film..
―Turturro gives the performance of his career‖—Video
Hound. See at Primo Levy.

―Truth is beauty, beauty truth. That is all you know

Truckers are the modern cowboys and truck stories

on earth and all you need to know‖—Keats

detailing the trucker's life & rig were popular when I was a
boy: a ―Learn-How-To Book‖ on beating the regulations
with dummy wheels & back roads to escape weighing
stations, 92(179)

Truth vs. Fiction: "Truth is stranger than fiction;
fiction has to make sense"—Jewish Quotation—see at Leo
Rosten. Also see at Poetry vs.History.

Truffaut, François, see at ―The 400 Blows.‖
Truman, Harry S. (―HST‖), 1884—1972, the S is not

True believer. One who is deeply, sometimes
fanatically devoted to a cause, an an organization, or a
person. ―A band of true believers bonded together against
all those who do not agree with them‖—Theodore Draper.

an initial, 126(231), 126(231)n; Ch. 60;
-- 33d President of the United States. Born in Lamar, MO,
he grew up on a farm near Independence, Mo., worked at various
jobs, and tended the family farm. He served as a captain of field
artillery in France in World War I.
-- elected to the US Senate in 1934, was made FDR‘s Vice
Pres. in 1944, and ascended to the Pres at his death April 12,
1945, 179(312), 187(327). He was elected to a full term in 1948—
see below.
-- announced the surrender of Japan, Aug. 14, 1945,
179(312); however, HST didn‘t declare the end of hostilities of
World War II until Dec. 31, 1946;
-- announced Oct.8, 1945, that the secret of the A-Bomb to
be shared only with Britain and Canada;
-- aired on Oct. 5, 1947, the first White House address on
TV as he spoke about the world food crisis. See at ―The Green
Revolution‖ that postponed the dire predticitons that Truman
made.
-- as Veep, he ascended to the presidency upon the death of
FDR & was re-elected in 1948 in a surprise victory over NY Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey--the Chicago Triibune had came out with a
banner headline declaring Dewey the winner! There‘s a famous
photo of Trunan holding the banner headlines over his head!
-- labeled his administration ―The Fair Deal,‖ Jan. 6, ‘49,
7(10)n;
-- orders the A-Bombing of Japan--should Truman have
A-Bombed Pac. atolls first? 179-180(312-313); -- justified
A-Bombings based on lives saved, 180(313). (In this connection
see at Hirohito.) Public opinion was the same as Trumans—it
saved millions of casualities on both sides.
-- ―Did Truman prove that anyone could be President?‖
126(231)
Oct. 19, 1951, WW II ended officially as President
Truman signed an act formally endiing the war .with
Germany.

―True Believer, The:‖ Eric Hoffer was among the
first to recognize the central importance of self-esteem to
psychological well- being. While most recent writers focus on the
benefits of a positive self-esteem, Hoffer focused on the
consequences of a lack of self-esteem. Concerned about the rise of
totalitarian governments, especially those of Hitler & Stalin, he
tried to find the roots of these "madhouses" in human psychology.
He discovered that fanaticism and self-righteousness are
rooted in self-hatred, self-doubt, and insecurity. As he describes in
The True Believer, a passionate obsession with the outside world
or with the private lives of other people is merely a craven attempt
to compensate for a lack of meaning in one's own life. The mass
movements discussed in The True Believer include religious mass
movements as well as political, including extensive discussions of
Islam and Christianity.
They also include seemingly benign mass movements which
are neither political nor religious. A core principle in the book is
Hoffer's insight that mass movements are interchangeable; he
notes fanatical Nazis later becoming later becoming fanatical antiCommunists, as Saul, persecutor of Christians becoming Paul, a
fanatical Christian himself.
For the true believer the substance of the mass movement
isn't so important as that he or she is part of that movement. Hoffer
furthermore suggests that it is possible to head off the rise of an
undesirable mass movement by substituting a benign mass
movement, which will give those prone to joining movements an
outlet for their insecurities—Wikipedia. Also see at Eric
Hoffer.

True-blue, i.e., loyal—see at Holmes High School
Alma Mater. The Amer. Heritage Dict. dates it back to the
17-th century Scottich Presbyterians adoption of blue int
opposition to the Royalist Red.

―True Love,‖ a duet sung by Grace Kelly and Bing

Truman Doctrine is a set of principles of US inland

Crosby in ―The Country Girl‖ (1954), giving Crosby his
last major hit. Kelly sings only a few last bars but has a very
attractiv soprano voice. To bad it was utilized more. The
song also appeared in ―High Socieity‖ (1956), and was
written by Cole Porter.

policy created on March 12, 1947 by President Harry S
Truman. In his speech to Congress, Truman declared that the United
States, as "leader of the free world", must support democracy
worldwide and fight against communism. The approach was conceived
with the help of George Marshall and Dean Acheson, two influential
associates of Truman,] which generalized his hopes for Greece and
Turkey into a doctrine applicable throughout the world.
The Soviet Union was clearly at the heart of Truman's thoughts,
but it was never directly mentioned in his speech. Truman was
attempting to solve Eastern Europe's instability while making sure that
communism would not spread to nations like Greece and Turkey. Many
Americans were against the Truman Doctrine, as they felt that the
United States could not handle the situation by itself.
The Truman Doctrine represented the harsh aspect of
containment policy, and the Marshall Plan was the soft side. The
declaration of the Truman Doctrine served to inhibit the formation of
coalition governments that included communist elements--excerpted
from Wikipedia.
On May 22, 1947, Truman extended the doctrine by granting
economical and military aid to Greece and Turkey--Highlights in
History for that date.

―True Love! Ah‖—see at Lenya (last paragraph.)
True Patriotism, see at Truth
True, Philip, American reporter killed in Mexico in
1998--see at Ambrose Bierce.

―True, To thine own self be‖—see at Shakespeare.
Trueheart, Tess—see at Dick Tracy.
Truman, Harry S.
Truth: ―There is no god higher than truth‖---from
True patriotism:Some sayings of Mahatma Gandhi, 1939,
142(255); also see at Gandhi.
"If you do not tell the truth about yourself
you cannot tell it about other people‖--Virginia Wool f;
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Truman‘s & Bess‘ Road Trip. One hot June morning

Hume, "I have never met you, but if I do you'll need a new nose and
plenty of beefsteak and perhaps a supporter below." Years later she
recalled, ―I thought it was funny. Sold tickets." Truman's singing career
was widely publicized during her father's presidency and the February
26, 1951 cover of Time Magazine carried her image with a single
musical note floating by her head. She performed on stage, radio, and
television until the mid 1950s.
Truman wrote several non-fiction and fiction books. Harry S.
Truman (1972) was a critically acclaimed, full length biography of her
father drawn from extensive resources at the Truman Library,
published shortly before his death. Bess W. Truman (1986) was a
detailed personal biography of her mother. She also wrote books on
White House first ladies and pets, the history of the White House and
its inhabitants, along with a critically successful series of fictional
murder mysteries set in various locations in and around Washington,
D.C., e.g., Murder in the White House
(Filmed as Murder at 1600 starring Wesley Snipes and Diane Lane)
There have been claims these murder mysteries were ghostwritten, perhaps by Donald Bain, but he denies this.She continued to
write and publish regularly into her eighties.
Truman married New York Times reporter (and later editor)
Clifton Daniel (1912 - 2000) on April 21, 1956 at Trinity Episcopal
Church in Independence, Missouri. They had four sons—edited excerpt
from Wikipedia

in 1953, a retired couple from western Missouri packed their
Chrysler New Yorker with 11 suitcases and started driving east. A
few hours later, they stopped at a diner in Hannibal, Mo., and
ordered fruit plates and iced tea. "We thought we were getting by
big as an unknown traveling couple until we went to the counter to
pay the bill,‖ Harry Truman later wrote of that lunch. ―Just as we
arose from the table some county judges came in and the incog was
off.‖ What made Truman, less than six months removed from the
presidency, believe he could travel incognito in the first place? It‘s
true that former presidents quickly drop from public
consciousness. (Did you know that George W. Bush is preparing to
throw the ceremonial first pitch at the Texas Rangers‘ home
opener? Or that Bill Clinton gave a speech to the European Union
Parliament in Brussels last week — in the shadow of President
Obama‘s celebrated European tour?) But they remain famous, and
surrounded by assistants and security agents.―In Truman‘s time,
things were quite different. When he retired, 10 years before the
Kennedy assassination, former presidents had no Secret Service
protection. Nor were they entitled to pensions. Truman‘s only
income was an Army pension of $111.96 a month, and he refused
to ―commercialize‖ the presidency by accepting lucrative business
offers or extravagant speaking fees. Like his hero Cincinnatus, the
Roman leader who forsook power to return to his farm, Truman
believed he could easily make the transition from leader of the free
world to, as he put it, ―plain, private citizen.‖ "So, that first
summer after leaving the White House, Truman and his wife, Bess,
did what ordinary Americans do every summer: they took a
vacation. For 19 days they drove around the country, from their
home in Independence, Mo., to the East Coast and back again—
excepted Harry Truman, Leader of the Freeway By Matthew
Algeo, April 5, 2009 Op-ED in the NY Times.

Trumbo, Dalton, 1905-1976, born in Montrose, CO,
he was a screenwriter, novelist,and one of the Hollywood
Ten, a group of film professionals who testified before the House
Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) in 1947 during the
committee's investigation of Communist influences in the motion
picture industry.
Trumbo attended the U. of Colorado for two years (the
central fountain at the University was named in his honor in the
mid-1990s). He got his start working for Vogue magazine. He
started in movies in 1937; by the 1940s, he was one of
Hollywood's highest paid writers for work on such films as Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo (1944), and Our Vines Have Tender Grapes
(1945), and Kitty Foyle (1940), for which he was nominated for an
Academy Award for Writing Adapted Screenplay.
Trumbo's 1939 anti-war novel, Johnny Got His Gun, won a
National Book Award (then known as an American Book Sellers
Award) that year. The inspiration for the novel came to Trumbo
when he read an article about a soldier who was horribly disfigured
during WW I.
In 1947, Trumbo, along with nine other writers and
directors, was called before the UUAC as an unfriendly witness to
testify on the presence of communist influence in Hollywood.
Trumbo refused to give information. After conviction for contempt
of Congress, he was blacklisted, and in 1950, spent 11 months in
prison in the federal penitentiary in Ashland, KY.
After Trumbo was blacklisted, some Hollywood
actors and directors, such as Elia Kazan and Clifford Odets, agreed
to testify and to provide names of fellow communist party
members to Congress. Many of those who testified were
immediately ostracized and shunned by their former friend
and
associates. However, Trumbo always maintained that those who
testified under pressure from HUAC and the studios were equally
victims of the Red Scare, an opinion for which he was criticized.
After completing his sentence, Trumbo and his family
moved to Mexico with Hugo Butler and his wife Jean Rouverol,
who had also been blacklisted. There, Trumbo wrote thirty scripts
under pseudonyms, such as the co-written Gun Crazy (1950)
(Millard Kaufman acted as a ―front‖ for Trumbo). He won an
Oscar for The Brave One (1956), written under the name Robert
Rich.
With the support of Otto Preminger, he received credit for
the 1960 film Exodus. Shortly thereafter, Kirk Douglas gave
Trumbo credit for the screenplay for Spartacus. This was the
beginning of the end of the blacklist. Trumbo was reinstated in the
Writers Guild of America, West, and was credited on all
subsequent scripts.

Truman‘s Excellent Adventure, Harry: ―The True
Story of a Great American Road Trip,‖ by Matthew Algeo.
2009: ―In the summer of 1953, Harry Truman did something
no former president had ever done before — and none has
done since. He took a road trip.‖

Truman & Manure Joke: Some old party hen is
supposed to have cornered Bess at a party, and asked
―Mrs. Truman, isn't there anything you can do to get the President
to stop using the word 'manure'?‖ Bess is said to have replied, ―It
took me forty years to get him to use that word‖--Quote from
―Give 'em Hell, Harry!‖, 1975 one-man show about Harry S
Truman, directed by Steve Binder, Peter H. Hunt, with James
Whitmore playing Truman. No doubt this joke stemmed from
Truman‘s stint as a farmer and maybe his salty langurage.

Truman needed a drink (at the Carlisle in NY City in
1958): My fourth customer was Harry Truman. He came in
and asked me, ―Go outside and tell me what you see.‖ I looked
outside and I saw six guys with cameras, four guys with
microphones and a reporter with a pad and pen. He said, ―If you
had to walk 15 blocks with these guys following you, you‘d need a
drink too"--Tommy Rowles quoted in a Dec. 8, 2009 NY
Times article "Drinks for Truman, a Beatle and the Next Guy In,‖
by Ralph Blumenthal

Truman Daniels, Margaret, 1925--2008, was a singer
amd a successful writer. The only child of Harry S. Truman,
33rd President of the United States, and Bess Truman, she was born in
Independence, Missouri, and christened Mary Margaret Truman (for
her aunt Mary Jane Truman and her maternal grandmother Margaret
Gates Wallace) but was called Margaret from early childhood.
Truman pursued a singing career in the late 1940s. After
graduating from George Washington U.in Washington, D. C., and
receiving some operatic vocal training, she debuted with the radio
broadcast of a vocal recital in March 1947. After a performance in
December 1950, Washington Post music critic Paul Hume wrote she
was ―extremely attractive on the stage... [but] cannot sing very well.
She is flat a good deal of the time.‖ Her father, then President, wrote to
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In 1993, Trumbo was awarded a posthumous Academy
Award for writing Roman Holiday (1953). The screen credit &
award were previously given to Ian McLellan Hunter, who had
been a ―front‖ for Trumbo. In 1971, Trumbo directed the film
adaptation of Johnny Got His Gun, which starred Timothy
ottoms, Diane Varsi and Jason Robards Jr.

Sillitoe & Charles Bukowski. Others, e.g., Jimmie Rodgers, did
not die right away. There must have been many others--many of us
bear scars in our lungs is testimony of this. Also see at Carrington,
at Modigliani & at Streptomycin (the cure for TB)

Give 'em Hell, Harry! 1975 one man show about the

Tuchman, Barbara (nee Barbara Wertheim) 1912-

Tucker, Sophie, Ch. 23, 112 (209); ―I‘ve been poor
and I‘ve been rich, and believe me, rich is best.

presidency of Harry S Truman, directed by Steve directed by
Steve Binder, Peter H. Hunt, with James Whitmore portraying
Truman.

1989, was an American historian, best known for The
Guns of August, a history of the prelude and first month
of WW I. (Also see at Stillwell.) Tuchman was the
daughter of the banker Maurice Wertheim and granddaughter of Henry Morgentu Sr. Woodrow Wilson‘s
Ambassador to Turkey. She received her BA from Radcliffe
College in 1933, and married Lester R. Tuchman, an MD,
in 1939; they had 3 daughters & divorced in 1963.

Truth: I must find a truth that is true for me,‖ Søren
Kierkegaard. ―There is no God higher than truth‖—Gandhi
―The first casualty when war comes is Truth‖--Hiram
Johnson, 180(313)
―There is a glimmer of truth in everything that I say or
write, and you may quote me!‖—the author.
"Truth is stranger than fiction. Fiction has to make sense‖—
Leo Rosten.

Tuesday is the second day of the week following
Monday. The name comes from Middle English Twisday,
from Old English Tiwes dæg, named after the Nordic god
Tyr, who was the equivalent of the Roman war god Mars. In
Latin, it is called Martis dies which means "Mars Day." In
Romance languages except Portuguese, the word for
"Tuesday" is similar to the Latin name: mardi in French,
martes in Spanish, martedì in Italian, and marţi in
Romanian.

―Try to Remember‖ (1960) is a song by Harvey
Schmidt (music) & Tom Jones (lyrics), sung by Jerry
Orbach in he Original Off Broadway production of musical
comedy The Fantasticks, and the Broadway production.. It
is the first song sung in the show, to get the audience to
imagine what the sparse set suggests. Its lyrics, famously
rhyme ―remember‖ with ―September‖ and ―December."‖
You can hear Orbach sing it on YouTube—see at
―Fantastiks.‖

Tula Lake, an internment camp. See at Nisei.
Tullulah, see at Bankhead.
―Tunes of Glory,‖ 1960 film, co-starring Alec

Tsuris, also Tsouris, is Yiddish for troubles—see

Guinness, Susannah York & John Mills.

Rosten‘s New Joys of Yiddish & see at ―Oy, veh!‖

Tupelo, Miss., see at Elvis Presley.
Turban is a is a headdress consisting of a long scarf-

Tsvetaeva, Marina, Russian poet.
Tubb, Ernest, 1914-1984, born in Crisp, TX, now a

like single piece of cloth wound around the head. The word
―turban‖ is a common umbrella term, loosely used in English to
refer to several sorts of headwear.In Western countries, men
wearing turbans in public are likely to be Sikhs, whose religion
requires them to cover their long uncut hair--excerpt from
Wikipedia where there is lots more. Turbans can be any color, and
often are brightly colored. A turban usually is rewound upon each
wearing, although no doubt there are pseudo-turbans that do not
need rewinding.

ghost town. ―A performer of character and grit, he was
held in high regard for his sicnettiey, generosity and
commitment to country-music values‖—Wikipedia. Also
see at ―Walkin‘ the Floor Over You.‖

Tuberculosis, TB, also called the White Death (the
skin is pallored & translucently thin) or consumption &
leads to a slow suffocating death; the bacillus was found by Robert
Koch in 1882 but a cure was not found before the discovery of
streptomycin in 1943 & its application in the 1950s, 101(189),
Ch. 54
―By some estimates, TB killed more than one billion people,
eclipsing both the bubonic plague and the Spanish flu‖—Roni
Caryn Rabin in an article in the June 24, 2009 NY Times.
―Obesity May Have Offered Edge over TB,‖ provocative new
hypothesis suggests that in some people, fat not only stores energy
but also revs up the body‘s immune system. This subgroup may
have enjoyed a survival advantage in the 1800s when people were
plagued by a disease that decimated Europe: Tuberculosis‖—ibid.
Charles Bukowski recovered from TB but lost 60 lbs.
Victims mentioned in this glossary & index include Anne
and Emily Bronte, Anton Chekhov, Frédéric Chopin, Franz Kafka,
D. H. Lawrence, Katherine Mansfield, Modigliani, Robert Louis
Stevenson, Lytton Strachey & H. D. Thoreau, 101(189)
Other Victimes included: Jane Auer Bowles, Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, Stephen Crane, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Maxim
Gorky, Arline Greenbaum Feynman, Dashiel Hammett, Robert A.
Heinlein, Washington Irviing, Samuel Johnson, John Keats,
Charles Kingsley, W. Somerset Maugham, Molière, Lewis F.
Muir, Eugene O‘Neill, George Orwell, Walker Percy, Alexander
Pope, Jimmy Rodgers, Edmond Rostand, Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
Margaret Sanger, Erwin Schödinger, Sir Walter Scott, Alan
Sillitoe, Laurence Sterne, Lytton Strachey, and at Anne Sullivan,
whose mother suffered it, and her brother died of it.
Some recovered from TB, e.g., Jessamyn West, Thomas
Wolfe--see at Dashiell Hammett, Katherine Anne Porter, Alan

Turban legend? See at Ali Baba.
Turin, Italy, a city of NW Italy on the Po, R, lx; also
see at Primo Levi‘s Itinerary.

Turk, Roy, 1892-1934, born in NY City, he was a
songwriter, lyricist, who frequently collaborated with
composer Fred E. Ahlert – their popular 1928 song ―Mean to Me‖
has become a jazz standard. He worked with many other
composers, including for film lyrics. Turk was elected to the
Songwriters Hall of Fame in 1970. Among his composition (with
music by Fred Ahlert unless otherwise indicated):1927—―Are
You Lonesome Tonight?‖ (music by Lou Handman) popularized in
1960 by Elvis Presley; 1928 - "I'll Get By (as Long as I Have
You)"; 1928 - "Mean to Me"; 1931 – ―I Don't Know Why (I Just
Do)‖; 1931 - "Walkin' My Baby Back Home"; 1931 – ―Where the
Blue of the Night (Meets the Gold of the Day)‖ for Bing Crosby;
1932 - "Love, You Funny Thing!"--from Wikipedia. Also see at
Ahlert.

Turkel, Studs (né Louis Terkel), 1912-2008, was
bonn in the Bronx,the third son of Russian-Jewish parents,
Eleven years later the family moved to Chicago where his father
found work as a tailor. He later opened a rooming house for
immigrants. After graduating from high school in 1928, Terkel
went to the University of Chicago where he received a law degree
in 1934. The following year he found work producing radio shows
as part of the Federal Writers Project. Terkel, who now adopted the
name Studs (after the hero in James Farrell's novel, Studs
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Lonigan), also became involved in the Chicago Repertory Theatre.
On the outbreak of the WW II, Terkel attempted to join the army
but was rejected because of a perforated eardrum. He joined the
Red Cross but he was not allowed to serve overseas. He later
discovered that this was because of his left-wing political views.
During the 1940s Terkel became a familiar voice on radio working
as a news commentator and disc jockey. He also acted and
appeared on several TV programs. In 1949 Terkel began his own
TV show, Studs' Place, an improvised sitcom where he played
himself as a restaurant owner.
After being investigated by Joseph McCarthy and the House
Un-American Activities Committee in 1953, his contract was
canceled. Terkel refused to give evidence against other left-wing
activists and was therefore blacklisted and prevented from
appearing on television. Terkel eventually found employment with
the Chicago Sunday Times where he wrote a regular jazz column.
He also acted in various plays including John Steinbeck's Of Mice
and Men. In 1958 he started his long-running daily radio program
on WFMT, the Studs Terkel Show. In the 1960s Terkel became
interested in oral history. His first book on the subject, Division
Street: America (1967), contained interviews with seventy people
who had lived in Chicago. This was followed by Hard Times
(1970), which featured interviews with Americans talking about
their experiences of the Depression, and Working (1974), an
account of people's working lives. His book, "The Good War"
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1984--from Spartacus Educational (on the
Internet.)

the leading Chess master, a Russian He committed suicide after
being prosecuted for homosexuality. See at Enigma.

Turing machine, a name designating the theoretical
basis of the ACE & other programmable computers.

Turner J(oseph) M(allord W(illiam), 1775-1851
was an English Romantic landscape painter, water colorist
and printmaker, whose style laid the foundation for Impressionism.
Although Turner was considered a controversial figure in his day,
he is now regarded as the artist who elevated landscape painting
to an eminence rivaling history painting. Turner was born in
Maiden Lane, Covent Garden London. His father, William Gay
Turner was a barber and wig maker, and his mother, Mary
Marshall, became increasingly mentally unstable, perhaps, in
part, due to the early death of Turner's younger sister, Helen
Turner, in 1786. She died in 1804, after having been committed to
a mental asylum in 1799—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
The first retrospective of the work of J. M. W. Turner
(1775–1851) presented in the US in more than forty years,
highlights approximately 140 paintings and watercolors— more
than half of them from Tate Britain's Turner Bequest—along
with works from other collections in Europe and N. America. The
artist‘s extensive iconographic range is represented, from
seascapes and topographical views to historical subjects & scenes
from his imagination. It was organized by the Met. Mus. of Art,
NY (June 24-Sept. 21, 2008), Nati‘ l Gallery of Art, D. C. (Oct.
1, 2007 to Jan. 6, 2008) & the Dallas Mus. of Art, in association
with the Tate Britain, London. A catalog of the exhibition was
edited by Ian Warrell,

Turkey (Turkish: Türkiye), known officially as the
Republic of Turkey, is a Eurasian country that
stretches across the Anatolian peninsula in Western Asia

Turner, Kathleen, born 1954

in Springfield,MO.

The daughter of Patsy (née Magee) and Allen Richard
Turner, who was a U.S. Foreign Service officer and schoolteacher.
She grew up in China (where Turner's great-grandfather was a
Methodist missionary). A diplomat, her father had been imprisoned
by the Japanese for 4 years during WW II.
As a child, Turner lived in Canada, Venezuela, the UK
and was living in Cuba when Castro came to power. Turner has
two brothers and a sister. While attending high school in London,
she was a gymnast and also took classes at the Central School of
Speech and Drama.She came to fame during the 1980s, after roles
in the Hollywood films Body Heat, Romancing the Stone,The
Jewel of the Nile, and Prizzi's Honor. Her funniestperformances
was the eponymous role in "Serial Mom." Turner had this to say
about her self: ―rather than breasts, I have length.‖

and Thrace (Rumelia) in the Balkan region of southeastern Europe.
Turkey is bordered by eight countries: Bulgaria to the northwest;
Greece to the west; Georgia to the northeast; Armenia, Azerbaijan (the
exclave of Nakhchivan, Iran to the east;Iraq andSyria to the southeast.
The Mediterranean Sea and Cyprus are to the south; the Aegean Sea to
the west; and the Black Sea is to the north.
Separating Anatolia and Thrace are the
Sea of Marmara and the Turkish Straits (the Bosphorus and the
Dardanelles), which are commonly reckoned to delineate the boundary
between Europe and Asia, thereby making Turkey a country of
significant geostrategic importance. Ethnic Turks form the majority of
the population, followed by the Kurds. The predominant religion in
Turkey is Islam. The official language is Turkish.
Turkey is the successor state to the Ottoman Empire. It is a
democratic, secular, unitary, constitutional republic, whose political
system was established in 1923 under the leadership of Mustaf Kemal
Atatürk, following the fall of the Ottoman Empire in the aftermath of
World War I. Since then, Turkey has become increasingly integrated
with the West through membership in organizations such as the
Council of Europe, NATO, OECD, WEOG, OSCE and the G-20 major
economies.
Turkey began full membership negotiations with the European
Union in 2005, having been an associate member of the EEC since
1963, and having reached a customs union agreement in 1995. Turkey
has also fostered close cultural, political, economic and industrial
relations with the Eastern world, particularly with the rest of the Middle
East and states of Central Asia, through membership in organizations
such as the OIC and ECO. Turkey is classified as a developed country
by the CIA and as a regional power by political scientists and
economists worldwide--excerpted from Wikipedia. Also see at Ataturk,
the leader of modern Turkey.

Turner, Lana, (née Julia Jean Mildred Frances
Turner), 1921-1995, film actress born in Wallace, Idaho,
the daughter of John Virgil Turner, a miner from
Hohenwald, TN and Mildred Frances Cowan, a 16-year-old
Alabama native, she was well-known for the glamor and
sensuality she brought to almost all her movie roles. Offscreen, she led a stormy and colorful private life which
included seven husbands, numerous lovers & a famous
murder scandal—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
See at ―Sweater Girl‖ & at (Dr.) Jekyll &
Mr. Hyde.

Turner, Tina (née Anna Mae Bullock) & Ike, see at
―A Fool in Love.‖ This 1960 song was Tina's debut as lead
vocalist, even though she had been with Ike for four years. When
the woman scheduled to record the song as lead singer failed to
show up at the studio, Tina volunteered to take the lead
microphone. Ike died of cocaine over-dose.

Turing, Alan Mathison, 1912-1954, made important

Turow, Scott—wrote ―Presumed Innocent‖—see at

contributions to mathematical logic while a doctoral student
at Princeton (Ph.D. 1938.) A pioneer in computer theory known
for his design of the Authomnatic Computing Engine (ACE) that
he help construct, 1945-1948. He built a successor at Manchester
U. called MADAM, an acronym for Manchester Automatic Digital
Machine. He believed that machines could be taught to think.
This was vindicated when a machine ―Deep Blue‖ was able to beat

Pakula.

―Turtle, All thoughts of a turtle are‖ Emerson, R, lxx;
Does it follow that all thoughts of Turturro are Turturro?

Turnbridge, Laura, see at Robert Schumann.
―Turning point of World War II, The,‖ & Churchills,
‖Begginning of the End‖ speech, 140(253)
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campus is still located. The buildings were constructed by students,
many of whom earned all or part of their expenses. The school was
a living example of Washington's dedication to the pursuit of selfreliance. In addition to training teachers, one of his great concerns
was to teach the practical skills needed to succeed at farming or
other trades. Washington had his students do not only agricultural
and domestic work, but also erect buildings. This was done in
order to teach his students to see labor not only as practical, but
also as beautiful and dignified. One of Tuskegee's most noteworthy
professors was George Washington Carver, who was recruited by
Washington—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Carver &
at Booker T. Washington.
Tutankhamun‘s tomb. On 16 February 1923, Howard Carter
opened the sealed doorway, and found that it lead to a burial
chamber, and he got his first glimpse of the sarcophagus of
Tutankhamun. It was said he also found 150 gold amulets and even
a death mask weighing 11 kilograms (over 22 lb), with which the
pharaoh was buried. Carter was thought to have used an axe to
retrieve the gold charms and the mummy was broken into 18
pieces. Due to the poor archaeological knowledge at the time,
Carter left the mummy for hours without protection under the sun
in November, more than 35 degrees C, or 95 degrees F—see at
Howard Carter.

Turturro, Aida, born 1962 in Brooklyn, NY, to
Dorothy, a homemaker, and Domenick Turturro, an artist, is
an actress known for playing Janice Soprano, sister of NJ mob
boss, Tony Soprano, on the HBO TV series The Sopranos, a role
which netted her Emmy Award nominations in 2001 and 2007. She
has also appeared in a number of films including True Love, What
About Bob?, Junior, Money Train, Sleepers, Fallen, Illuminata,
Deep Blue Sea, Mickey Blue Eyes, Bringing Out the Dead, Play It
to the Bone and Romance & Cigarettes. Actors John Turturro,
Nicholas Turturro, and Natalie Turturro are her cousins. She has
has worked to raise public awareness of Rheumatoid
arthritis.

Turturro, John Michael, born 1957 in Brooklyn, NY,
is the son of Katherine, an amateur jazz singer who worked
in a Navy yard during World War II, and Nicholas Turturro, a
carpenter and construction worker who immigrated from
Giovinazzo, Italy at the age of six and fought as a Navy
serviceman in D-Day.
He is an actor, writer, and director best known for his
performances in Barton Fink (1991), Quiz Show (1994), The Big
Lebowski (1998), and O Brother, Where Art Thou? (2000). He has
appeared in over sixty movies, and is well known for his ability to
change both his demeanor and physique. He also played a writer
in Hannah and Her Sisters (1986), and in Mo‘ Better Blues (1990)
He was raised a Catholic and moved to the Rosedale section
of Queens, NY, with his family when he was six. He majored in
drama at the SUNY at New Paltz, and completed his MFA at the
Yale School of Drama. He first appeared on film working as an
extra in Martin Scorsese's Raging Bull (1960). Turturro's brothers
are actor Nicholas Turturro, and middle school art teacher Ralph
Turturro. Actress Aida Turturro is Turturro's cousin. Turturro
played Primo Levi in the 1996 movie, ―The Truce.‖ Also see at
Turtle.

Tuvim is Hebrew for Holiday, and is Judy Holliday‘s
maiden name.

TV, see at Television; Cable TV—I watched ―The
Untouchables‖ (& many other of the movies I‘ve cited in
this book) on Cable TV.
Twain, Mark,1835-1910, T, T1, T2, is the penname of
Samuel Clemens, who was born in Redding, CT.
His penname is derived from Twain‘s experience as pilot
on the Mississippi, where ―Mark Twain‖ indicates of depth of two
fathoms. Born in Florida, MO., he spent his boyhood years in
Hannbal, MO., a city of northeast Missouri on the Mississippi;
―Against the assault of laughter nothing can withstand,
―in ―The Mysterious Stranger,‖ T
―Age is a case of mind over matter—if you don‘t
mind,
it doesn‘t matter,‖ 240(435);
―Be silent and people will think you a fool. Speak up and
they will be sure of it, ― 223(408)—also see at Fool.
-- ―first Americn writer to use a typewriter, and had the
first telephone ever used in a private house‖—from ―Our Literary
Heritage: A Pictorial History;‖ also see The American Heritage
Dictionary of the Writer in America, and The Autobiography of
Mark Twain.
-- on babies, Ch. 4; on blushing, 48(77);
-- on Christ, 44(70);
-- on the ―Awful German Language:‖ ―Whenever the
literary German dives into a sentence, that is the last you are going
to see of him till he emerges on the other side of the Atlantic with
his verb in his mouth,‖ 183(318); however, see a corrective to this
statement by Gordon A. Craig, ―one of the ablest and most
distinguished American historians of modern Germany,‖ on p. 311
of his ―The Germans.‖
-- ―Man is the only animal who blushes, or that needs to,‖
Ch. 15;
-- on growing up: ―you are what your parents made you, but
it is your fault if you stay that way;‖ A, ix, T1, T2, Ch. 3,
127(234); also see at Fathers.
-- on men without women: ―scarcer!‖ Ch. 4;
―There are lies, damn lies, and statistics,‖ attributed to
Mark Twain, but first said by Disraeli, Ch. 15.
―The best part of life came at the beginning and the worst
part at the end,‖ TI; See at Breeding, at Disraeli, at Fools
& at ―Huckleberry Finn.‖ Mark Twain is the subject of a book &
two hour video by Ken Burns, 222(406); also see at Politicians,

Turturro, Jr., Nicholas, born 1962), a younger brother
of John, he is a film, TV and prolific on-stage character
actor, perhaps best known for his role as Dennis Franz's rookie
plainclothes detective and Gordon Clapp's partner, Sgt. James
Martinez, on NYPD Blue, a role he played from 1993 to 2000.
where he sparkled a wonderful on- and off-screen chemistry
between both Franz & Clapp for the first seven seasons he stayed
on the show, and became a favorite among younger viewers. He
also was a guest ring announcer at Wrestlemania XI for the main
event of Shawn Michaels vs. Diesel. His list of credits include
portraying Al Capone in The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles and
playing the role of "Brucie" in the 2005 remake of The Longest
Yard and "Renaldo" in I Now Pronounce You Chuck and
Larry.

Tuskegee U. is a private, historically black university
located in Tuskegee, Alabama. The school was the dream of
Lewis Adams, a former slave and George W. Campbell, a former
slave owner. Adams could read, write and speak several languages
despite having no formal education. He also was an experienced
tinsmith, harness-maker and shoemaker and Prince Hall
Freemason, an acknowledged leader of the African-American
community in Macon County, Alabama.
Booker T. Washington was a former slave who, after
working menial labor jobs as a freedman, had sought a formal
education and worked his way through Hampton Institute and had
graduated from Wayland Seminary in Washington, D.C. He had
returned to Hampton, where he was working as a teacher. Sam
Armstrong, who knew him well, strongly recommended him to
Tuskegee's founders in Alabama. Lewis Adams and Tuskegee's
governing body agreed, and hired Washington, although such
positions had always been held by whites. Under his leadership,
the new normal school (for the training of teachers) opened on July
4, 1881 in space borrowed from a church. The following year,
Washington bought the grounds of a former plantation, where the
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and see ―Mark Twain‘s Autobiography,‖ compiled & edted by
Charles Neider--see at Neider. Also see at Deadwood, S.C.

―As an artist, I loved him. As a husband, I hated him‖—
see at Gena Rowland Quotes
"Bigamy is having one wife/husband too many.
Monogamy is the same"--Oscar Wilde
―By the time you are 80 years-old, you‘ve learned
everything--you only have to remember it‖—George
Burns.
―Condoms aren‘t completely safe. A friend of mine was
wearing one and got hit by a bus‖—Bob Rubin
Crook: ―Your money or your life!‖ Jack Benny: ―I am
thinking…I am thinking…‖--see at Jack Benny.
―Drink, and the world drinks with you. Swear off, and you
drink alone‖—Anonymous.
―Ducking for apples. Change one letter and it‘s the story of
my life‖—Dorothy Parker.
―How did the mouse rape the elephant? Someone put him
up to it‖—an old-as-the-hills joke.
―I always thought I was Jeanne d‘Arc [Joan of Arc) and
Bonaparte. How little one knows oneself‖—Charles
DeGaulle‘s reply to a speaker who compared him to
Robespierre—in Bartlettt.)
―I don‘t want to give the impression that I‘m a teetoler. I‘ve
been known to take a drink of two‖—W. C. Fieldss.
―If I have to cry, I think of my sex life. If I have to laugh,
I thijnk of my sex life‖—Glenda Jackson, Ch. 48,
198(362)
―I have good news and bad news. The good news is that
you have real enemies‖—Paranoia Joke.
―I remember when I was a little boy, I once stole a
pornographic book that was printed in Braille. I
used to rub the dirty parts.‖—quip from ―Bananas.‖
―I was married by a judge. I should have asked for a jury‖—
Groucho Marx;
―In mathematics you don't understand things. You just get
used to them‖--Johnny von Neumann
―My Grandmother is over eighty & still doesn‘t need
glasses—she drinks right of the bottle!‖—Henny
Youngman
―My wife has a slight impediment of speech. Every now
and then she stops to breathe‖–Jimmy Durante.
―The pictures I made were called the bread and butter
pictures of the studio. They cost nothing and made
millions, and supported the prestige productions that
cost millions and made nothing"—Jack Oakie.
―Put a big & little roast in the oven. When the little roast is
burnt, the big one is done‖—Recipe from Gracie
Allen.
―A specialist leans more and more about less and less until
he knows everything about nothing. A generalist is
the opposite—he knows nothing about everything—
old mathematicial chestnut.
"Truth is stranger than fiction. Fiction has to make sense‖—
Leo Rosten.
What is the function of pubic hair on a woman? To hide
the hook.‖
―What is the height of ambition? A mouse looking up at an
elephant with rape on its mind?
Also see at Dangerfield‘s One- and Two-Liners, at OneLiner Jokes, and below:

Twang n. 1. a sharp, vibrating sound, as that of a
plucked string. 2. A strongly nasal tone of voice, especially
as a peculiarlity of certain regional dialects. Also see at
Drawl vs. twang & at Southern American English

Twat Obscene. 1. The vulva. 2. A disparaging term
for a woman. 3. Vulgar Slang. The ass, or buttocks, that is,
the place you sit upon, e.g., He fell on his twat. See at
pratfall.

Twenty Hours: see ―20 hrs., 40 Min.‖ at Earhart.
―Twentieth Centurry will be known as the century of
Auschwitz & Hiroshima,‖ Primo Levi, R, lix, Chs. 49 & 50

Twentieth Century, the best time of the: ―1946--the
war was over!‖ 234(424)--see at Anatole Broyard.

Twentieth Street & Twenty-second Street, Covington,
KY, 15(22-23)

Twin Towers, The: The horror of the 9/11/01 destruction
of the Twin Towers at the World Trade Center has been
compared to Pearl Harbor Day, but while the number of casualties
were comparable, almost 2500 dead at Pearl Harbor vs. almost
3000 dead on 9/11/01--or ―nine-eleven‖ as the latter is referred to-and the incredible fact that it happened in USA‘s greatest city, the
fact that much of the USA‘s Pacific Fleet (excepting 4 aircraft
carriers that were at sea) & Pacific Air Force was destroyed at
Pearl Harbor not only rendered USA impotent in the
Pacific for a long time, but destroyed the Myth of America‘s
Invincibility. However in both cases, there was a deep feeling of
shame & revulsion for the perpetrators of the sneak attacks, then
recrimination of our Nation, especially our Intelligence Services
(an oxymoron? Think!), above all the Coast Guard being
unprepared, then bravado, and all this followed by realism: much
of the Pacific Fleet was at the bottom of Pearl Harbor and the Twin
Towers were gone forever, 139(252); also see at Nine-Eleven.
And at World Trade Center.

―Two for the Seesaw‖ was a two-person 1958
Broadway play written by William Gibson, starring Henry
Fonda, as a lawyer Jerry Ryan from Nebraska, and winning a Tony
for Anne Bancroft's performance as Gittel Mosca, a big hearted
New Yorker who takes him on. It was adapted for 1962 film by the
same name, directed by Robert Wise and starring Robert Mitchum
and Shirley MacLaine. Plot Summary: Jerry Ryan s a lawyer from
Nebraska who has recently separated from his childhood
sweetheart. To get away from it all he has moved to a shabby
apartment in New York. He is struggling with the divorce, which
has been filed but is not final, and takes long walks at night. At a
party he meets Gittel Mosca (MacLaine), a flighty, needy,
struggling dancer, who has yet to make it at 29. They instantly
connect, and begin to fall in love. But the relationship is hampered
by their differences in background and temperament.
I remember a terrific line from the film. Gittel was trying to
reform and not go to bed with everyone she met, at least, not on the
first night, but after Jerry tells her it‘s his birthday, she says, ―Oh,
hell, Happy Birthday!‖ and leads him into the bedroom. Note:
Gittel is a Jiddish name from the Hebrew meaning ―good.‖ Also
see at Mosca.

―Two Jews, Three Opinions‖ 164(289); also see the

Two-liners from Woody Allen:

Bibliography.

―I don‘t want immortality through my work, I want it by
not dying,‖ 240(435)
―It‘s not that I am afraid to die. I just don‘t want to be
there when it happens‖—―Death (A Play)‖ in Without
Feathers;
―Is sex dirty? Only if it is done right,‖ 169(296);

―Two Left Feet‖—see at T. R. Harrison.
Two-Liners Jokes are just that:
―Actually, it only takes one drink to get me loaded. Trouble
is, I can‘t remember whether it‘s the 13-th or 14-th‖-George Burns.
―A single death is a tragedy. A million deaths is a statistic‖-Joseph Stalin

―Two Lives: Gertrude and Alice,‖ a biography of
of Gertrude Stein & Alice B. Toklas by Janet Malcolm.
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of 21 and was processed at Ellis Island on August 4, 1919. [She
married famous jazz trumpeter Miles Davis in 1981 in a ceremony
was conducted by Atlanta mayor Andrew Young at the home of
actor Bill Cosby. Tyson and Davis divorced in 1988. She is a
member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.—edited excerp from
Wikipedia. See at ―Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.‖

that raises the question of why they hid their Jewish heritage, and
their Lesbian love for each other. While it is true, they lived
together, there was much speculation about whether or not they
had sex! Sigmund Freud would have not been fooled: Stein was
the active love-maker, and gave Toklas orgasms, which were not
reciprocable, according to Malcolm. An insightful review by
Michael Kimmelman, the art critc, appears in the Oct. 25, 2007,
NY Rev. of Books.
Oh, yes, hiding their Jewishness did help them survive the
Nazi occupation of France. However, not everyJew embraces their
Jewish heritage, which oten is forced upon them. See, e.g., at
Maurice Auslander , at Jonathan Miller & at Jew, Jewish or
Partly Jewish People.

U-Boat (―Das U-Boot‖), 229(418); German for
submarine: ―U abbreviates Unten, German for ―under‖ &
Boot is German for ―boat;‖ ―Nazi U-Boats are sinking
cargo ships twice as fast as they are being built,‖ see at
Roosevelt. U-Boats in the Atlantic sent 4,597 soldiers &
sailors to the bottom in WW II & one was torpedoed within
sight of the NJ shore, 184(319)--See at Battery Park
Memorial & at German Missiles.

Two Thousand and One: A Space Odyssey—see
below.

UC, or U. of Cincinnati--see at Cincinnati.
UCLA, abbreviation for U. of California at LA.
―Ugly American, The,‖ 1958 best seller by William

2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), based on Arthur C.
Clarke's short story ―The Sentinel,‖ written by Clarke and
the director Stanley Kubrick, starring Keir Dullea, Gary
Lockwood, William Sylvester, Dan Richter, Leonard Rossiter,
Margaret Tyzack, Robert Beatty, Vivian Kubrick.
―Space Voyage to Jupiter turns chaotic when a computer,
Hal 9000, takes over. Seen to some as a mirror of man's historical
use of machinery and by others as a grim vision of the future, the
special effects and music are still stunning‖--- from Video Hound
who gave it its highest rating: 4 bones! See at Hal 9000.

J. Lederer and Eugene Burdick became a runaway national
bestseller for its slashing exposé of American arrogance,
incompetence, and corruption in Southeast Asia. Based on fact, the
book's eye-opening stories and sketches drew a devastating picture
of how the United States was losing the struggle with Communism
in Asia. Combining gripping storytelling with an urgent call to
action, the book prompted President Eisenhower to launch a study
of our military aid program that led the way to much-needed
reforms—see at ―The Quiet American.

―Two Sides‖—see at ―Both Sides Now.‖
―Two Years Before The Mast,‖95(179)
Two yous: the stressed you, and the unstressed you—

Ugly vs. Beauty: Henry James said of George Eliot,
―She is magnificently ugly--deliciously hideous...in this vast
ugliness resides a most powerful beauty which, in a very few
minutes steals forth and charms the mind, so that you end as I
ended, in falling in love with her.‖
Also see at Cleopatra‘s nose.

see at You & at Stressed Ewe.

Tyler, Ann, novelist: see at Dog Philosophy.
Tyler, Liv, actress—see at ―Stealing Beauty.‖
Typhoid fever is a bacterial illness which affects

UK, or U. of Kentucky--see at Kentucky.
Ukraine,or Ukrainia, R, Pre WW II (1937-41) Jews

more than 21 million people worldwide each year. Though
usually not lethal in developed nations, the mortality rate in
countries without adequate medical options is substantial. This
water-bonre bacterium esponsible for typhoid fever, Salmonella
typhi, is transmitted through the fecal-oral route. One of the
largest factors contributing to the spread of typhoid fever is
insufficient hygiene among food handlers. For this reason, many
countries have instituted campaigns to instruct those in the food
industry to wash their hands after using bathroom facilities. It is
estimated that around 5% of those who contract typhoid fever may
continue to transmit it after they stop exhibiting symptoms.
Historically, the most famouscarrier is undoubtedly
Typhoid Mary of New York. She was allegedly responsible for
passing on the illness to more than three-hundred people during her
time as a cook—see below.

in Ukraine, 174(304); -- nvaded by Nazi Germany,
181(315); also see at Grossman.

Uleee Jackson, fictional apirarist—see below.
―Ulee‘s Gold,‖ 1997 film with Peter Fonda in the title
role of Ulee, short for Ulysses, a widowed middle-aged
Vietnam war vet who puts most of his energy into beekeeping, to
the detrimient of his family—his son (played by Tom Wood) is in
prison and his druggie daughter-in-law (Christine Dunham) has
disappeared, leaving the taciturn Ulee to care for his troubled
granddaughters—edited excerpt from Video Hound, which gave it
3 bones.

Ullmann, Liv Johanne, born December 16, 1938 in

―Typhoid Mary‖ is anyone who unwittingly spreads

Tokyo, Japan, is a Norwegian actress—her father was a
Norwegian engineer who worked abroad & as a child she lived in
Tokyo, Canada, New York and Oslo.
She was the beloved muse of Swedish Academy Award
winning director Ingmar Bergman, with whom she has a daughter,
Norwegian author and journalist Linn Ullmann. She played lead
roles in nine of his films.
A consummate psychological actress, she was the object of
considerable critical acclaim during the 1960s and 1970s (awards
include three Best Actress prizes from the prestigious National
Society of Film Critics, two from the National Board of Review, a
threesome from the New York Film Critics Circle, and one Golden
Globe as well as a LAFCA honor). Her work with Bergman,
especially in the powerful Scenes from a Marriage, turned her into
a 1970s feminist and cultural icon, as well as one of the most
respected actresses of her time.
In addition, her natural and very photogenic Nordic redblond beauty, fit well into the 1970s vogue. Ullmann was
nominated twice for an Academy Award (for The Emigrants and

an undesirable or deadly bug or virus—named after Mary
Mallon, an American cook who carried typhoid wherever she
worked. Immune herself, she eluded the authorities, infected 58
persons leading to 3 deaths before she was captured & sent to
Riverside Hospital on NYC‘s North Brother Island (an artificial
island in the East River between the Bronx & Rikers)—from
Penguin Intern‘l Dictionary of Contemp. Biog., except for the N.
rother Island locale—also see above.

Tyranny, see at Law vs. Tyranny.
Tyson, Cicely, 1933-, born & raised in Harlem, is an
Emmy Award-winning and Academy Award-nominated

actress. A successful stage actress, Tyson is also known for
appearances in the film Sounder and the TV specials The
Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman and Roots Tyson was born
and raised in Harlem, New York, the daughter of Theodosia (a
domestic) and William Tyson (a pushcart operator), immigrants
from the island of Nevis of Saint Kitts and Nevis in the West
IndiesTyson's father William arrived in New York City at the age
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―If you shoot a mime, should you use a silencer?
―Why does a psychic have to ask for your name?

Face to Face), and published two successful autobiographies
(Changing and Choices) while out of work in the late 1970s.
Ullmann was chairing the jury of the Cannes Film Festival
in 2002. She introduced her daughter by Ingmar Bergman, Linn
Ullmann, to the festival audience with these words: ―Here comes
the woman whom Ingmar Bergman loves the most.‖ (Her daughter
was about to receive the Prize of Honot on her famous father's
behalf). Also see at Ingmar Bergman & at―Cries and Whispers‖ &
at Liv.

―Unanswered Question, The‖—is a musical piece for
chamber orchestra by Charles Ives.

Unanswered and/or rhetorical questions, e.g.:
―Did I ask to be born?‖
If you shoot a mime, should you use a silencer?;
How Long Has This Been Going On?—see at ―Funny Face‖
(1957);
―My God, why hast thou forsaken me?‖ --Psalms, 22:1,
Matthew, 27:46, 88(168)
So what? What did I do to deserve this? Why me?;
What‘s in it for me? Who asked you?
What made you think you could get away with that?
What not? What‘s the answer? What‘s Going On?
Who asked you? Who cares?
Who do you think you are?‖ Who‘s in charge here?
Why does a psychic have to ask you for your name?
You and what army?—also see at Questions.

Ultraviolet rays, a component of light rays not visible
to the naked eye—it is that part which provides you not
only with suntan, but also skin cancer. However it does
not pass through glass—see at Feynman, esp. Feynman on
Building the A-Bomb & Seeing The First One Explode.

Ulysses, or Odysseus, was a legendary Greek king of
Ithaca and the hero of Home's epic poem the Odyssey. He
also plays a key role in Homer's Iliad. King of Ithaca,
husband of Penelope, father of Telemachus, and son of
Laërtes and Anticlea, Odysseus is renowned for his guile
and resourcefulness (known by the epithet Odysseus the
Cunning) and is most famous for the ten eventful years it
took him to return home after the Trojan War.

Unasked Question, The: Could it be the one
unanswered? Also see at Whitman & at (The) Nearest Gnat.

―Unbearable urges, For the relief of,‖ 164(289)
Uncertainty Principle, see at Heisenberg.
Uncle Remus is a fictional character the title character

―Ulysses,‖ P, v, R, 171(300): A day in the life of
Leopold Bloom, June 16, 1904, in Dublin in James
Joyce‘s masterpiece was composed over 7 years in 3 cities.,
according to the Portable James Joyce. (He lived in Paris,
Zurich and Trieste, I think.) After it had been rejected by
US & UK publishers as pornographic it was published in
Paris in 1922 by Sylvia Beach, owner of
―Shakespeare and Company.‖
Ulysses was banned in the USA until the court
decision by Judge John M. Woolsey ruled ―the book was
not pornographi‖ & upheld by Judge A. Hand who ruled it
was a book of originality & sincerity of treatment‖ & did
not promote ―lust,‖ R, lxii-lxv; The definite edition wasn‘t
published until 1986--also see at Bloomsda, at Finnegan‘s
Wake & at James Joyce.

and fictional narrator of a collection of African American
folktales adapted and compiled by Joel Chandler Harris, published
in book form in 1881. A journalist in post-Reconstruction Atlanta,
Georgia, Harris produced seven Uncle Remus books. Uncle
Remus is a collection of animal stories, songs, and oral folklore,
collected from Southern US blacks. Many of the stories are
didactic, much like those of Aesop's fables and the stories of Jean
de La Fontaine. Uncle Remus is a kindly old slave who serves as a
storytelling device, passing on the folktales to children gathered
around him. Br'er Rabbit (―Brother Rabbit‖) is the main character
of the stories, a likable character, prone to tricks and troublemaking who is often opposed by Br'er Fox and Br'er Bear.
In one tale, Br'er Fox constructs a lump of tar and puts
clothing on it. When Br'er Rabbit comes along he addresses the
"tar baby" amiably, but receives no response. Br'er Rabbit becomes
offended by what he perceives as Tar Baby's lack of manners,
punches it, and becomes stuck. Now that Br'er Rabbit is stuck, Fox
ponders how to dispose of him. The helpless, but cunning, Br'er
Rabbit pleads, ―Please don't throw me in the briar patch,‖
prompting Fox to do exactly that. As rabbits are at home in
thickets, the resourceful Br'er Rabbit escapes. Using the phrases
―please don't throw me in the briar patch‖ and ―tar baby‖ to refer to
the idea of ―a problem that gets worse the more one struggles
against it‖ became part of the wider culture of the US in the mid20th century—excerpted from Wikpedia.
―Uncle Tom's Cabin‖ (1853), ―the novel that caused the
Civil War‖?—see at Harriet Beecher Ward.

―Umberto D.‖ a film by de Sica,11(17),39-40(61-2);
―Ignorance is exploited‖—always,‖ a comment that
―Umberto D.‖ made to the young maid, Maria, after he finds out
that she has not been doing her school homework. She is pregnant
but doesn‘t know which of her two lovers is the father! Needless
to say, neither lover admits to being responsible.
Umberto became became a victim of inflation when his
meager government pension for a life of servitude proved
inadequate, and his friends who were still working turned a ―blind
eye‖ & a ―deaf ear ― to his pleas for help. Only his adorable pet
dog gives him the strength to live, 39-40(62)
―Human beings have this perennial, ancient fault of not
understanding each other, of not communicating with each other,‖
39-40(62), 210(384)
The ―D‖ of his name is an indication of the impersonality of
the bureaucratic shuffling of this worthy man, much as the use of
my initials ―CC‖ in the Navy represented that for me & ―GL‖ and
―JR‖ for my Navy pals, 40(62)n—see Chapters 59 & 60.
Unabomber, Ted Kaczynkski, was an American terrorist and
social critic who carried out a campaign of bombings and
mail bombings that killed three and wounded 23. He sent
bombs to several universities and airlines from the late
1970s through the mid-1990s. His manifesto, printed in the
NY Times, was recognized by a brother, David, who alerted
the FBI, and led to his arrest in 1996 in a remote cabin in
Montana—see at Madjanek. Eventually, Kaczynski was
able to avoid the death penalty by pleading guilty to all the
government's charges, and was sentenced to life in prison
without possibility of parole—exerpted from Wikipedia.

―Uncle Toms,‖ I used to laugh at the epithet Blacks
use to descrobe Blacks who worked for Whites--Uncle
Tom was our favorite uncle, 18(28)

―Unforgivable Blackness: The Rise and Fall of Jack
Johnson―--a Ken Burns Video in 2 DVD‘s

Uncles, see at Faith or Foster.
Unhappy? ―Ah, the good old days, when we were so
unhappy‖—French saying, 147-148(263);
―The world of the happy is quite different from the
world of the unhappy‖—Wittgenstein, 1922
―The search for happiness is one of the chief sources
of unhappiness‖—see at Eric Hoffer. Also see at Happiness
& at Happy.

Unanswerable Questions:
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this power by passing the Naval Act of 1794 ordering the
construction and manning of six frigates. The U.S. Navy came into
international prominence in the 20th century, especially during
World War II. It was a part of the conflict from the onset of
American military involvement—the attack on Pearl Harbor—to
Japan's official surrender on the deck of the USS Missouri. In the
subsequent Cold War, the U.S. Navy evolved into a nuclear
deterrent and crisis response force while preparing for a possible
global war with USSR—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see
at Navy.

Unified field theory: what Einstein searched for
all his life, without success, a theory that would explain
both magnetism & gravity, 129(327-328); also see at
―Einstein‘s Later Work Fell Off Preceiptously‖.

Ungar, Harold, see at Holocaust Album.
Union Pacific (1939), a Cecil B. DeMille film
starring Barbara Stanwyck, .Joel McCrea and Anthony
Quinn

Union Station, Cincinnati, 62(101)
―Uninvited.‖ Is a 1944 film, a ghost story, starring

United States of the World, see at Victor Hugo.
Unkraut, Mary Ann Pingel, T, A, x-xi,xv, D, HHS

Ray Milland, Ruth Hussey, Donald Crisp, Cornelia Otis,
Skinner, and Gail Russell. The theme song was ―Stella by
Starlight‖ words by Victor Young (music) & Ned

‗45 classmate & friend--she refused payment for editing &
captioning photographs, saying, ―We are friends, aren‘t
we?‖ A, xv; -- was surprised to that my history teacher,
Miss Mary Ellen Moore, slapped me for for absentmindedly finger-drumming on her desk, saying that Ms.
Moore was ―partial to boys,‖ 34(53); -- unfailingly loving
& devoted to friends,‖ 158(280); -- lovingly videoed 2002
Reunion Lunch, 152(269)n, 157(279); I didn‘t recognize
anyone except Frank Duff, who hadn‘t changed a bit,
158(280 ); -- wrote in my Lest We Forget: ―Lots of Luck
n‗ stuff to a nice and cute boy, Mary Ann.‖ Well, Mary
Ann, how can anyone be ―cuter‖ than you? --see informal
class photos, 166((291), & see Class Ensemble Photos in
Part II, esp. ―The girl in the pinafore‖ in the Class Ensemble
Photo & the Blowups in Part II; also see at Dick Macke, at
Jim Beers & at Holmes High School 60-th Anniversary

Washington (lyric) and sung by the character Stalla
played by Russell .

―Unique, just like every one else, we are all,‖ see at
Sui Generis.

United (Whelan) Cigar Store at 5th & Walnut St. in
Cincinnati, OH, 114(211), 152-153(170): The war effort
had drained the manpower pool, and good jobs were to be had for
the asking. This tiny store had a tremendous volume of business
presided over by L. H. Kreyenhagen, as Swedish as his name, who
did not like to hire ―teenagers‖ (there was no such thing then!), but
he had to because everybody else was either in the services or in
―essential‖ industry socking away big money, whereas United paid
their workers ―peanuts‖ (peanuts were cheap then.).
Also see at co-workers: Frank (Duff), ―Fifi‖ LaFleur, Jack
Fightmaster, the Jesters & George Ries. Also see at Cigars & at
Cigarettes, at Copenhagen chew & snuff, at Mail Pouch, at
Redman, at Tobacco, at Tobacco Using Presidents, at Tobacco
Warnings & at ―The Evils of Tobacco,‖

Reunion.
Unkraut, Laura, Mary Ann‘s daughter helped her
with with computer.

Unkraut, Rick, T, Mary Ann‘s older son helped do

United Nations: Pres. Harry Truman signed the UN

the cover design, using Power Point.

Charter on Aug. 8, 1945. UN headquarters was built on an
18 acre site in New York City purchased with a donation to
the UN by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. in 1946. Although it is
in New York City, the land occupied by the United Nations
headquarters is international territory.

Unlucky nmber: see at Thirteen.
―Unlucky Strikes‖ is an appropriately punning title—
see at ―The Cigarette Century.‖

Unamuno, Miguel de, 1864-1936, philosopher, poet,

Untied Service Organization (USO) camed into

and writer of short novels, his philosophical studies, such as
―Tragic Sense of life,‖ often address the conflict between
reaons and faith and the solitary nature of human existence.

existence on Febrary 4, 1941; also see at USO.

United States of America became the official name of

―Unreal--The Attraction of the‖—see at Shimamura.
―Unsinkable ship‖—see at Titanic.
―Untouchables, The‖:1987 film about how Treasury

our country by an act of the US Congress on Sept. 9, 1776,
replacing United Colonies of America.

United States of America—see at USA.
United States Congress, see ―Continuental Congress‖

Agent Eliot Ness, starring Kevin Costner as the idealistic
Ness, Robert De Niro as the strutting Capone (which in
Italian fittingly means Capon, i.e., a castrated rooster!) &
Sean Connery as Ness‘s mentor. Capone was responsible
for hundreds of murders & millions in bootleg profits but
he was caught only on income tax evasion & served only
eight years in prison. Connery won an Oscar for Best
Supporting Actor & Costner does a ―fine turn‖ as Ness
developing the necessary guts to get the ―untouchable‖
Capone, 30(47); also see at Capone.

--especially the last sentence

United States of Europe, see at Euope Unio (EU), at
Victor Hugo & at Churchill.

―United States of Europe, The: The New Superpower
and the End of American Supremacy‖ by R. T. Reid,
Penguin, 2004. ―Comprising more than 25 nations and 450
million citizens, the Europen Union has more people, more
weatlth, and mor votes on international bodies than the
USA. It eschews military force but offers guaranteed health
care and free university educations‖—from the Daedalus
Early Fall 2008 Book catalog.
United States Marines were authorized by the
Continental Congress, Nov. 10, 1775.

―Untouched by human hands‖ was a caption on a
cartoon showing monkeys putting cereal in a box.

―Up a tree‖—see at Quantum Physics (last line), and
at John Wheeler.

Up thine with turpentine! Obscene—see above.

United States Navy traces its origins to the

Up yours! is obscene slang, short for ―up your ass,‖

Continental Navy, which was established during the
American Revolutionary War and was disbanded shortly
thereafter. The United States Constitution provided the legal basis
for a seaborne military force by giving Congress the power "to
provide and maintain a navy". Depredations against American
shipping by Barbary Coast corsairs spurred Congress to employ

or ―up your giggy!‖—see Wentworth & Flexner. See at
Finger.

Updike, John, 1932-2009, prolific US novelist,
reviewer & art critic, R, lxx. His book output numbered
more than 600 books, maybe outdoing Isaac Asimove in this
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respect. From 1954 to 1959, he published more thatn 100 essays,
articles, poems and short stories in The New Yorker. About this
and more about his life, see his Jan. 28, 2009 obituary by
Christopher Lehmann-Haupt accessible on the Web. Also see at
―Einstein: His Life etc.,‖ at John O‘Hara & at Thurber
Uptown New York—see at New York City, and at
Harlem (last sentence.)
Upper echelon: AThere's no echelon like the upper
echelon, eh Harry? 136(242)--see at Steig.

Race & Ethnicity: One race 97.6% ; White 75.1%; Black
or African Amer. 12.3 %; Asian 3.6%; Hispanic or Latino
of any race: 12.5%--including: Mexican 7.3%; Puerto Rican
1.2%; Cuban 0.4%; all others 3.6%.

USA: Area: contiguous area: 3,022,387 sq. mi. but
including Hawaii & Alaska: 3,615,122 sq mi.;
--occupies 6 % of the world‘s land mass, 6 % of the world‘s
population & in 2004 accounted for nearly a third of the
world‘s gross domestic product—see ―An Empire of
Wealth‖ by J.S. Gordon; population was est, at 300 million
in Oct 2006, giving an approx. pop. density of 84 p.s.m. (
vs. the world density of approx. 130 p.s.m.)--also see at
Gaza vs. Manhattan & vice versa.)

UR (you are), URU (you are you.)
Uranium, a radioactive element, atomic no. 92, At. wt.
238.03; A principal source of radium, important in the
study of energy, and radioactive therapy; --is named after
Uranus.

Armed Services in WW II, Chaps. 42, 49, &
60, R, lxiii; also see at Allies, at D-Day & at World War II,
at Germany, at Italy, & at Japan.
Americans in France: 66,033 Americans are buried or
missing—see at American Miltiary Cemeteries in
France.
First Peacetime military Draft signed into law on
Sept. 15, 1940 by FDR, R, xlvi-xlvii; 7(10)
75,000 men called to duty on Nov. 15, 1940 but by Pearl
Harbor Day only 500,000 men and women were in the
armed forces, R, xlvii; Nov. 13, 1942, the draft age was
lowered from 21 to 18, R, xlvii;
--breached the Siegfried line at Aachen, Oct.3, 1944 and
entered Aachen on Oct. 16;
-- crossed the Rhine at Remagen using the damaged but still
usable Ludendorff Pridge, March 7, 1945;
-- entered Germany for the first time, near Trier, Sept. 12,
1944—see at Trier.
-- liberated Dachau April 19, 1945—see at Dachau;
-- US forces linked with USSR forces at the Elbe River on
April 22, 1945, dramatizing the collapse of Nazi Germany;
Total number of US men and women inthe armed
services in World War II: 16,40,000, R, lxiii, 177(309310); Population of USA in WW II approx. 130 million,
163(287);
On VE Day, May 8, 1945, 16,000,000 were in the
services, 163(287): the Army had 8,2666,868--its
maximum strength over the four year period; the Navy
had 3,380,817; the Air Force, 2,282,292, down slightly
from its maximum strength in 1944; and the Marines had
474,680, R, lxiii, 177(309-310);
-- Casualities of World War II: 292,000 dead, 675,000
wounded, R, lxiii, 180(314), see at World War II for
casualitis of the Allies & the Axis.
-- Demobilization: in 1945 some 12 million service men &
women became citizens again, and som 7.8 millin went back
to school on the GI Bill, 233(423)
-- Veterans of WW II died at the daily rate of 1100 in 2005
& there were fewer than 3.6 million surviving vets out of
16.5 million total--their median age was 82. (Princeton
Packet article of Nov. 25, 2005.) That death rate comes to
about 400,000 vets-a-year, but as vets age, the death rate
increase. So in Dec. 2007, there would be fewer than 2.8
million surviving vets, or about 17%--a grim statistic if you
are a vet & a vivid reminder that all humans are mortal, R,
lxiii; also see at Atom Bowl & at Fifty-Two/Twemty Club.
-- breached the Siegfried line at Aachen, Oct.3, 1944 &
entered Aachen, Oct. 16, 143(257)
-- declares its neutrality, Sept. 5, 1939, R, xlv, 142(255),
181(315);
-- declares war on Japan, Dec. 8, 1941;
-- passes the Lend Lease Act June 21, 1941 providing the
―Arsenal of Democracy,‖ R, xlv—also see at Lend Lease &
at Roosevelt. Germany and Italy declare war on USA,
Dec. 11, 1942 & USA responded in kind;

Uranus, 1. in Greek myth, husband of Gaea , also
spelled Gaia) or Ge (earth), and Father of the Titans and
Cyclops. 2. A planet 7-th in distance from the sun.
Cyclops.

Urban legend? See at Turban legend.
Urdang, Lawrence, 1927-2008, born in Manhattan,
NY City, was a prolific lexicographer who had a hand in
more than 100 dictionaries and other reference books, died in
Branford, Conn. He was 81 and lived in Old Lyme, Conn.
As the managing editor of the first edition of the Random
House Dictionary of the English Language—a 9.4 pound, 2,091
page volume defining more than 260,0000 terms, which appeared
in 1966 and was the first dictionary to be organized with the aid of
a computer.
He served in the US Naval Reserve at the end of WW II.
According to a story he told his family, on his discharge the navy
gave him a battery of aptitude tests, and he scored in the 9th
percentile on of all of them, making it impossible for the officer in
charge of the tests to recommend a career. It was his wife, Irena
Urdang de Tour, whom he married in 1952, who suggested that
someone with such an encyclopedic turn of mind would be suited
for witing dictionaries—edited excerpt fom the Aug. 26,
2008 NY Times Obituary by Bruce Weber.

―Urges, For the Relief of Unbearable,‖ 164(289)
Utah Beach, Normandy, see at D-Day.
USA, i.e., the United States of America became the
official name on Sept. 9, 1776, replacing United
Colonies. The country was formed beginning with the
eclaraton. of Independence, July 4, 1776, and the adoption
f the US Constitution in 1787, put in effect in 1789. See at
USA Presidents, especially the last paragraph.
The enumeration of the first US census began on Aug. 2,
1790--The census estimated the population at 3,929,214 —
Highlights in History & Wikipedia.

USA: Ancestry of Citizens: Percentage/ millions:
German 15.2 / 42.9; Irish 10.9 / 30.6; English 8.7 / 24.5;
US or native American 7.3 / 20.6; Italian 5.6 / 15.7;
Polish 3.2 / 9.0; French 3.0 / 8.3; Scottish 1.7 / 4.9; Dutch
1.6 / 4.5; Norwegian 1.6 / 4.5; Scotch-Irish 1.5 / 4.3;
Swedish 1.4 / 4.0; Russian 0.9 / 2.7; French-Canadian 0.9
/2.4; West Indian 1.9 / 0.7; Sub-Saharan African 1.8 / 0.6;
Welsh 1.8 / 0.6; Czech 1.7 / 0.6; Danish
1.4
/
0.5;
Hungarian 1.4 / 0.5; Arab 1.2 / 0.4; Portuguese 1.2 / 0.4;
Greek 1.2 / 0.4; Swiss 0.9 / 0.3; Ukrainian 0.9 / 0.3;
Slovak 0.8 / 0.3; Lithuanian 0.7 / 0.2; Other Ancestries
32.6% / 91.6 million. Total Reported 102.1% / 287.3
million. The chart includes both single and double
ancestries. Source: Census 2000 as reported on p. 92 of
―Schott‘s Miscellany‖ pub. in 2007
Country of Origin:
Native born 87.6% / 252.7
million; Foreign-born 12.4% / 35.7 million
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-- first peacetime military Draft passed by Congress
Sept. 15, 1940 & signed into law by FDR, Rxlvi-xlvii, 7(10);
75,000 men called to duty, Nov. 15, 1940 but by Pearl
Harbor Day, only 500,000 were in the armed forces, R,
xlviii

which was adopted in 1787 & put in effect in 1789, but they
weren‘t US presidents—see (3) below.
(2) No US President has ever been a member of Mensa.
(3) Martin Van Buren was the first president born in USA.
(The catch is that Van Buren was born in 1782, i.e., after the US
constitution was adopted and the Colonies became the USA.
(4) There were 25 US tobacco-using Presidents, starting
with John Adams, the 2-nd, and including the 44-th President,
Barack Obama, who says he is trying to quit. Of the 25, only two
smoked cigarettes, three smoked pipes, one chewed tobacco and
18 smoked cigars--see at Tobacco Using US Presidents

USA (continued) -- ―Freedom of the Press:‖ USA
ranked 22 and N. Korea ranked 167 among the 167
countries listed. See at Freedom of the Press in the World;
--in the Great Depression, Chs. 2, 5, 7, etc. (A lot of this
book is about it & WW II);
-- percentages of USA foreign born were: 13.2% in 1920;
4.7% in 1970; 12.0 % in 2004; the corresponding
percentages for White, Black, Asian, Hispanic in those
years were: 89.7%, 9.9%, .2%, 0% (neligible); 83.5%,
11.1%, .8%, 4.5%; 67.4%, 12.2%, 4.1%, 14.1%--from
the New York Times, either 1/12 or 1/13/06.
-- population in 1927 estimated at 100 million (132
million in WW II—see chart in Chap. 50), and one
million of these were flooded, but Pres. Calvin Coolidge
―fixed the problem, unlike the US government in the Gulf
Coast floods caused by Hurricane Katrina in 2005—from
―After the Deluge‖ by John M. Barry, Oct. 13, 2005 New
York Times, 1(1-2), 1(1)n;
-- population reached 300 million people in fall 2006. It was
an estimated 200 million in 1967.
-- population density: 84.76 person per sq. mi.
-- popularity: Other than India, Poland and Canada, no
more than 1 in 10 people in other nations said they would
prefer to live in USA. Canada and Australia won the
popularity contest, selected as the first choice by
several other countries—from a poll asked in Pew
Global Attitudes Survey and published in the NY Times
Week in Review, Sun. July 3, 2005;
-- under Roosevelt--see at Roosevelt & at FDR;
-- under Truman,--see at Truman;
-- WW II casualties totaled 292,000 dead—see Allied Dead
at Allies, or at World War II;
-- WW II Population of: approx. 130 million, 163(287)
Also see at Cities in the USA, and at Rich v.s Poor for Per
Capita Incomes in Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
USA Perimeter: (a) using ―coastline measurement‖: 10,913
miles; (b) using ―shoreline meaurement: 54.059 miles; (a)
ignores small bays, peninsulas, & islands; Similarly,
Canadian border is 3987, and the Mexican border is 1,933
(both ways), while the Atlantic Coast is (a) 2,069, (b) 28,
673; & the Gulf coast is (a) 1,631; (b) 17, 141 (in miles.)—
from a article in the Nov. 2005 ―The College Math. Journal‖
entitled Centers of the United States by David Richeson
(incomp); These stats are from a US-Canadian Geological
Survey, but the author also computed them
mathematically, with close agreement.

USS, or U. S. S., abbreviates United States Ship.
USS Missouri, see at Missouri, USS
USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
Belorussia (now Belarus), Georgia, the Ukraine, Estonia,
and Lithuania, and Russia), 23(36); also see Russia;
―It is a riddle wrapped up in a mystery inside an
enigma; …the key is Russian self-interest,‖ Churchill
Speech on BBC, London, Oct. 1, 1939, 210(383),
attacked Poland, Sept. 17, 1939, R, xlv, 181(314);
attacked by Germany, June 22, 1941, R, xlvi, 181(315);
annexed East Poland, Sept. 18, 1941, R, xlv, 181(314-315);-- -- capture of Berlin & casualties ompared with US Civil
War casualities, 182(316); ;
-- dissolution in 1991 & Glastnost, 23(36); Gulag,
141(254), 176(306-307)—Boris Yelttsin was the leader who
presided over the dissolution of USSR & the abolishment
of Communism in Russia.
-- invaded Czechoslovakia, Oct. 18, 1944;
Jews killed in, 174-175(304);
-- liberates Auschwitz on April 29, 1945, 176(306);
-- rise of USSR as a world power, 141(254)
-- Vistula River Offensive, Jan. 12, 1945, 160(283);
-- WW II Casualties, 178(310), Chart, 180(314)

USSR, also see at Butova, at Gulag Archepelago, at
Khruschev, at Lenin, at Stalin & at Russia.

Ustinov, Sir Peter Alexander, CBE, 1921-2004, was
an Academy Award-winning British-born actor, writer,
dramatist and raconteur of French, Italian, German, Russian &
Ethiopean ancestry.
Preparatory to being knighted, when asked if he had a
problem with kneeling, i.e., with making that obeisance, he
quipped, ―Kneeling is no problem--arising is!‖
Other quips: (1) As for being a General, well, at the age of
four with paper hats and wooden swords, we're all Generals. Only
some of us never grow out of it. I imagine hell like this: Italian
punctuality, German humour and English wine; (2) The only
reason I made a commercial for American Express was to pay for
my American Express Bill; (4) Children are the only form of
immortality that we can be sure of; (5) Terrorism is the war of
the poor, and war is the terrorism of the rich—from the Wikipedia,
were his literally works, filmography & career highlights are listed,
e.g., he played Hercule Poirot in ―Thirteen at Dinner‖ & in ―Death
on the Nile‖ and other Christie thrullers—also see at Poirot & at
David Suchet.

USO (United Service Org.), 213-214(388), 221(404);
Cincinnati, 214(388-389), Chicago, 214(388); Michigan
City, 221(404); also see at Desi Arnaz, Jack Benny, at
Bing Crosby, at Bob Hope & United Service Organization.

USA Presidents: Coolidge, Hoover & Roosevelt,

Utah Beach, one of the four beaches of Normandy
where the Allies landed—see at D-Day.
Utumi, Yuzo, AA, math. friend who co-athored 5

6(9), Grover Cleveland, 8(9)
Excuses of--see at Carter & at Clinton.
Six who were overweight or obese & seven who weren‘t—see at
Body Weight Mass in the Index.
Seventeen who threw out the first ball of the baseball
season,126(230-231)--also see at Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln,
Van Buren, Taft, Cleveland, Theo. Roosevelt, Wilson,
Hoover,
Franklin Roosevelt, Truman, Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, Clinton,
and Geo. H. & Geo. W. Bush.
Trivial Facts: (1) There were 8 Presidents before George
Washington was elected president under the present Constitution,

papers with me. The best-known of which was in 1965
containing the Faith-Utumi theorem. It was anthologized in
Nathan Jacobson‘s ―The Structure of Rings‖ (Rev. Ed.)

U, a sub for Ewe, or You?
U-Turn Joke: Why did the ram jump over the cliff?
He didn‘t see the ewe turn.

UU, or UUU, a sub for Use, and in ―What‘s the UU
of worrying?‖ See at Alphabet.
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Conquest of Africa". Cambridge University Press. ISBN
0521598354 7. Anthony Henricy (ed.) (1796). Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu,Letters of the Right Honourable Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu:Written During her Travels in Europe,Asia and Africa. 1.
pp. 167–169.–from Wikipedia. Also see below.

Vaccination, A Brief History from Wikpedia: Early
forms of vaccination were developed in ancient China as
early as 200 B.C.[1] Scholar Ole Lund comments: "The earliest
documented examples of vaccination are from India and China in
the 17th century, where vaccination with powdered scabs from
people infected with smallpox was used to protect against the
disease.
Smallpox used to be a common disease throughout the
world and 20% to 30% of infected persons died from the disease.
Smallpox was responsible for 8 to 20% of all deaths in several
European countries in the 18th century. The tradition of
vaccination may have originated in India in AD 1000.‖
The mention of vaccination in the Sact'eya Grantham, an
Ayurvedic text, was noted by the French scholar Henri Marie
Husson in the journal Dictionaire des sciences me`dicales.
Almroth Wright, the professor of pathology at Netley,
further helped shape the future of vaccination by conducting
limited experiments on the professional staff at Netly, including
himself. The outcome of these experiments resulted in further
development of vaccination in Europe.
The Anatolian Ottoman Turks knew about methods of
vaccination about a hundred years before Edward Jenner to
whom the discovery is attributed. They called vaccination Ashi or
engrafting, which they used to apply to their children with cowpox
taken from the breast of cattle.
This kind of vaccination and other forms of variolation were
introduced into England by Lady Montagu, a famous English
letter-writer and wife of the English ambassador at Istanbul
between 1716 and 1718, who'd almost died from smallpox as a
young adult and was physically scarred from it. She came across
the Turkish methods of vaccination, consenting to have her son
inoculated by the Embassy surgeon Charles Maitland in the
Turkish way.
Lady Montagu wrote to her sister and friends in England
describing the process in details. On her return to England she
continued to propagate the Turkish tradition of vaccination and had
many of her relatives inoculated. The breakthrough came when a
scientific description of the vaccination operation was submitted to
the Royal Society in 1724 by Dr Emmanual Timoni, who had been
the Montagu‘s family physician in Istanbul.
Inoculation was adopted both in England and in France
nearly half a century before Jenner's famous smallpox vaccine of
1796. Since then vaccination campaigns have spread throughout
the globe, sometimes prescribed by law or regulations (See
Vaccination Acts). Vaccines are now used to fight a wide variety
of disease threats besides smallpox.
Pasteur further developed the technique during the 19th
century, extending its use to protecting against bacterial anthrax
and viral rabies. The method Pasteur used entailed treating the
infectious agents for those diseases so they lost the ability to cause
serious disease. Pasteur adopted the name vaccine as a generic
term in honor of Jenner's discovery, which Pasteur's work built
upon.
References 1. Lombard M, Pastoret PP, Moulin AM (2007).
"A brief history of vaccines and vaccination". Rev. - Off. Int.
Epizoot. 26 (1): 29–48. PMID 17633292. 2. Behbehani AM
(1983). "The smallpox story: life and death of an old disease".
Microbiol. Rev. 47 (4): 455–509. PMID 6319980.
http://mmbr.asm.org/cgi/pmidlookup?view=long&pmid=6319980.
3. Plett, PC (2006). "[Peter Plett and other discoverers of cowpox
vaccination before Edward Jenner]" (in German). Sudhoffs Arch 90
(2): 219–32. PMID 17338405. http://lib.bioinfo.pl/meid:4459.
Retrieved on 2008-03-12. 4. Lund, Ole; Nielsen, Morten Strunge
and Lundegaard, Claus (2005). Immunological Bioinformatics.
MIT Press. ISBN 0262122804. 5. Chaumeton, F.P.; F.V. Me`rat
de Vaumartoise. Dictionaire des sciences me`dicales. Paris: C.L.F.
Panckoucke, 1812-1822, lvi (1821). 6. Curtin, Phillip (1998).
"Disease and Empire: The Health of European Troops in the

Vaccine,

a. A preparation of a weakened or killed

pathogen, such as a bacterium or virus, that is incapable of
causing severe inflection but which causes antibodies to
form that prevent or attenuate an infection. b. a vaccine
prepared ffrom the cowpox virus & inoculated against
smallpox--from the Latin, vaca, cow. see at childhood
diseases, at venereal diseases, at Polio, at Pox & at TB.
Also see at Austrian, Ehrlich, Jenner, Hilleman,
Pasteur, Salk, Sabin & Wasserman.

―Vaccine: The Controverseial Story of Medicine‘s
Greatest Lifesaver,‖ by Arthuyr Allen, Illustrated, Norton,
rev. by David Ohshinsky in the NY Times Sunday Book
Rev. Feb. 4, 2007. Also see at Ragged Ann Doll.

Vaccinnia. Cowpox.
Vadim, Rogers, French

film Director—see at

―Barbarella‖ & at Brigitte Bardot.

Vagina Anatomy. The passage from the opening of
the vulva to the cervix of the uterus in female mammals. (It
is also a term for a sheathlike structure in botany.)
―You must breathe through your vagina—see at Martha
Graham.

Vagina Joke: When asked what Latin was about,
Molly Sullivan quipped: ―You know, the language penis
and vagina come from !‖

Vain. ―If you are vain, it is vain to signt your pictures
and vain not to sign them. If you are not vain, it is not
vain to sign them and not vain not to sing them—Fairfield
Porter, quoted by John Ashberry in ―Poets on Painters,‖ U.
California Press, 1988\9.
Also see at Vanity & at ―You‘re So Vain.‖

Valentina, see at Tershhova, the 1-st woman in space.
Valentino, Rudolph (né Rodolfo Alfonso Raffaello
Piero Filiberto Guglielmi) 1895--1926, born in Castellaneta,
Italy, he was an actor, sex symbol, and early pop icon, known as
the ―Latin Lover.‖ He was one of the most popular stars of the
1920s, and one of the most recognized stars from the silent movie
era. The 1922 movie ―Blood and Sand,‖ costarring Nita Naidi and
Lila Lee is the film that made him a star.
Some of his other best known fl.ms include the silent films
The Sheik (1921) and The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
After living in Paris in 1912, he soon returned to Italy.
Unable to secure employment, he departed for the US. Arriving in
NY City, Valentino soon ran out of money and spent a period of
time on the streets.
He eventually supported himself with odd jobs e.g. bussing
tables in restaurants, gardening, and as a taxi dancer--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―Blood and Sand.‖

Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945, see at Poem.
―Valley, Down in the‖—see at Down in the Valley.
Valli, Alida, 1921-2006, sometimes went by just
one name, Valli, was an Italian actress in many, many,
mostly Italian films--see her filmography at
Wikipedia. However she had a career in English language
films through David Selznick, who signed her to a contract,
thinking that he had found a second Ingrid Bergman. In
Hollywood, she performed in several movies: she was the
murder suspect Maddalena Paradine in Alfred Hitchcock's
The Paradine Case (1947), and the mysterious Czech
refugee wanted by the Russians in post-war Vienna in The
Third Man (1949). But her foreign experience was not a
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great success due to the financial problems of Selznick's
production company

Van Gogh joke: Why did he cut off his left ear?
Becauxe he was right handed!

Van Buren, Martin (1782-1862) was the 8-th Pres.

Van Gogh pun--see at Monet.
Van Heusen, Jimmy (né Edward Chester Babcock),

(1812-1816), and the first US-born Pres. He enter
the
Senate as a Democrat in 1821, was elected Gov. of NY
in 1828, and in 1829 became the Sec.of State, was
elected Vice Pres. of
in1832, and in 1836 elected
president.

1913-1990, was born in in Syracuse, NY City & starting
writing songs at age 15. Writing songs for films & TV,
he won four Academy Awards for Best Original
Song
(including three with Sammy Cahn—see below) and an
Emmy—see at ―(But) Beautiful.‖

Van de Graaff, Robert, 1901-1967, born in
Tuscaloosa, he developed a machine at MIT to accelerate
nuclear particles--see at Atomic fission.

Van Heusen & Sammy Cahn won three Academy
awards for Best Song won for "All the Way" (1957) from
The Joker Is Wild, "High Hopes" (1959) from A Hole in
the Head, and "Call Me Irresponsible" (1963) from Papa's
Delicate Condition. Their songs were also featured in Rear
Window (1954) and Ocean's Eleven (1960). Cahn and Van
Heusen also wrote "Love and Marriage" (1955), "To Love
and Be Loved", "Come Fly with Me,‖ "Only the Lonely,"
and "Come Dance with Me" with many of their
compositions being the Title songs for Frank Sinatra's
albums of the late 50's.

Van de Graaff generator, an improved type of
electrostatic generator devised by Van de G. at the
Sorbonne & Oxford, the predecessor of his accelerator. See
above.

Van der Vat, Dan, see at D-Day: The Greatest
Invasion.

Vandenberg, Senator Arthur, 1884-1951 Republican
from Michigan, born in Grand Rapids. He forged a
bipartisan foreign policy in the war years, 160(283); On
January 10, 1945, he delivered a celebrated "speech heard
round the world" in the Senate Chamber, announcing his
conversion from isolationism to internationalism. In 1947,
at the start of the Cold War, Vandenberg became chairman
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. In that position,
he cooperated with the Truman administration in forging
bipartisan support for the Truman Doctrine, the Marshall
Plan, and NATO, including presenting the critical
Vandenberg resolution.

Van Lear, KY, see at Butcher Hollow.
Van Lear Rose—see at Butcher Hollow.
Van Sant, Gus—film director—see at ―Good Will
Hunting‖ & at ―Milk.‖

AVanity of Human Wishes, The,‖ Juvenal, 16(23)
―Vanity, All is‖—Ecclesiastes; also see at Vain.
―Vanity Will Get You Somewhere‖—see at Joseph
Cotton.

Vandemeer, Johnny, Cincinanti Red pitcher, of

Vanzetti, Bartolomeo, 1888-1927, R,xli; an anarchist

Double No-hit Fame the only one to pitch back-to-back nohitters: The second one was on June 15, 1940 against the
Brooklyn Dodgers at Ebbets Field in the first night game
ever played in the major leagues, 125(229)—also see at
Cy Young.

falsely convicted of robbery & murder, and with his friend,
Nicola Sacco, executed on Aug. 23, 1927; see at Anarchism.
―If it had not been for this thing, I might have lived out my
life talking at street corners to scorning men. I might have died
unmarked, unknown, a failure. Now we are not a failure. This is
our career and our triumph. Never in our full life could we hope to
do such work for tolerance, for justice, for man‘s understanding of
man, as now we do by accident‖—letter to his son, April, 1927, the
month I was born.
―I would not wish to a dog or to a snake, to the most low
and misfortunate creature of the earth---I would not wish to any
of them what I have had to suffer for things that I am not guilty of
…‖ --Last speech to the court, R, xli; also see at Sacco.

Van Dyke, Henry, see at Schaddenfreude‘s opposite.
Van Gogh, Vincent Willem, 1883-1890, was a Dutch
Draughtsman & painter, classified as a Post-Impressionist.
His paintings and drawings include some of the world's best
known, most popular & most expensive pieces. Van Gogh
suffered from recurrent bouts of mental illness and during one sad
episode he cut off a part of his left ear. Many competing theories
have been proposed to explain this illness, but the cause is still
unknown. (Self-hatred & sexual frustration rank most high, as he
died by suiside.)
Van Gogh spent his early life working for a firm of art
dealers, and after a brief spell as a teacher, became a missionary
worker in a very poor mining region. He did not embark upon a
career as an artist until 1880, at the age of 27. Initially he worked
in somber colors, until an encounter in Paris with Impressionism
and Neo-Impressionism accelerated his artistic development.
He
produced all of his more than 2,000 works, including
around 900 paintings and 1100 drawings or sketches, during
the
last ten years of his life. Most of his best-known works were
produced in the final two years of his life, and in the two months
before his death he created ninety paintings.
The central figure in Vincent van Gogh's life was his brother
Theo, an art dealer with the firm of Goupil & Cie, who continually
and selflessly provided financial support.Their lifelong friendship
is documented in numerous letters they exchanged from August
1872 onwards, which were (embellished with numerouls sketches,
often preludes to his paintings and) published in 1914, by Johanna
van Go gh-Bonger, Theo's widow, who generously supported most
of the early Van Gogh exhibitions with loans from the Artist‘s
estate—Wikipedia (my parenthetical remarks.) Also see
at
Absinthe & at ―When Engulfed in Flames.‖

Vargas Llosa, Mario, born in Arequipa, Peru in 1936,
novelist, critic & sometime politico (he oncc ran for the
presidency of Peru), he wrote, e.g., ―Conversations in the
Cathedra{― (1969), Aunt Julia and the Scriptwriter (1977),
the non-fiction study of his for Emma Bovary, ―The
Perpetual Orgy‖ (1975, in Spanish, English translation,
1986), ―The Way to Paradise‖ (2003, set in France and
Tahiti, and revolving around Gaughin), and many others.
Check the web.

Varsi, Diane Marie Antonia, 1938--1992 was an
Academy Award-nominated film & TV actress One of her
later films was Johnny Got His Gun (1971), which she said
was her favorite.

Vasco da Gama Dom (= Lord), 1st Count of
Vidigueira (Sines or Vidigueira, Alentejo, Portugal), ca. either
1460 or 1469–1524, was a Portuguese explorer, one of the most
successful in the European Age of Discovery and the commander of the
first ships to sail directly from Europe to India.
His epochal voyage (1497–99) was made at the order of Manuel
I. With four vessels, he rounded the Cape of Good Hope, passed the
easternmost point reached by Bartolomeu Diasin 1488, continued up
the east coast of Africa to Malindi, and sailed across the Indian Ocean
to Calicut. This voyage opened up a way for Europe to reach the wealth
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of the Indies, and out of it grew the Portuguese Empire. Immediately
Portugal gained great riches from the spice trade.
Gama dictated the instructions for Cabral's voyage (1500–1502)
to India, and in 1502 he himself led a fleet of 20 ships on his second
India voyage. With this force he attempted to establish Portuguese
power in Indian waters and sought to secure the submission of a
number of chiefs on the African coast. He was harsh in his methods and
was not as good an administrator as many of the Portuguese captains
who later went to the East, but he was the first, and he was fittingly
honored with many tributes and the title of count (Dom?) of Vidigueria.
In 1524 he was sent back to India as viceroy, but he died soon
after his arrival in Kochi, India.
Gama's voyage is the subject of Camoens's epic The Lusiads.
Also See A Journal of the First Voyage of Vasco da Gama (1898), the
journal of one of Gama's subordinates; G. Corrêa, The Three Voyages
of Vasco da Gama and His Viceroyalty (1869, repr. 1964); K. G. Jayne,
Vasco da Gama and His Successors (1910, repr. 1970); H. H. Hart, Sea
Route to the Indies (1950, repr. 1971)--mostly from Columbia Online
Encylopedia—also see at Natal, region of SE Africa.

VD (also V.D.), see Venereal Disease, Ch. 54
Veblen, Oswald, 1880-1960, leading mathematician,
geometer & topologiest, influential in the building of
mathematics at Princeton U. & at the Inst. for Adv. Study. He
was the third member ofthe Inst.member of the Institute for
Advanced Study & influence Abraham Flexner in the selection of
the mathematicians,including the physicist Einstein & the
mathematician, Von Neumann, R, liv-lv, 116(214.
The Inst. for Adv. Study has about 100 acres, much of it
forested. Veblen selected the site for its serenity but more
importantly because of his belief that walking stimulates thinking,
116(214))—after some of this was written I read Steven
Batterson‘s article on Velben and his ―vision, influence &
insight‖in the May 2007 issue of the Notices of the Amer. Math.
Soc., where there is much more.
Veblen lost more & more of his vision as he grew older,
yet still worked at mathematoics.
Veblen, Thorstein, wrote ―The Theory of the Leisure
the intellectual superiority of the Jews, 171(300); see the
Viking ―Portable Veblen.‖ -- Thorstein was Oswald‘s
brother.

Vasconcelos, Dr. Wolmer, longtime math. friend
at Rutgers U., born in Brazil & raised as Baptist. His 1966
U Chicago U. Ph.D. was written under I. Kaplansky.
Wolmer works in commutative algebra. ―Computational
methods in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry‖
is the title of a 1997 book pub. by Springer Verlag NY, coauthuored with David Eisenbud, with contribs. By Daniel
Grayson, Michael Stillman, David Eisenbud & Jürgen
Herzog.). Wolmer lives nearby us in Princeton with his
wife, Dr. Aurea Vasconcelos, who is Rutgers U. prof.
of Life Sciences - Cell Biology & Neuroscience

VE Day is May 8, 1945, A, Ch. 50—also see at US
Armed forces.

VE Day Celebration at Fountain Square in
Cincinnati, see Photos in Part III. ―Wouldn‘t it have been
a badge of honor for anyone thrown into the slammer
as some students were threatened with, for attending such a
wonderful occasion?‖ 178(310).

Vaughan, Sarah, Black singer, see at Clyde Otis.
V-bombs, also called Buzz bombs & doodlebugs,

Vee Eights, see at Ford V-8.
Vee for Victory Sign, with two the first and middle

See at Buzz Bombs & at V-rockets.

fingers raised, signifying victory. It was a rallying sign
made by Churchill during World War II whenever he made
a public appearance. See at Victory..

V1 Flying bomb and V2 Rocket attacks on London
between June 13, 1944 and March 1945 were the last great
challenge of WW II that the people of London were to face.
2419 V1's, otherwise known as Doodlebugs, were to wreak
chaos and carnage.
Later. over 500 of Hitler's Rockets, the V2, were to strike.
In total appx. 8938 died 25,000 seriously injured, many maimed
for life. The major disasters such as the Guards Chapel,
Aldwych, New Cross Woolworths, Hughes Mansions and
Lewisham Market are well documented. There are, however
countless domestic tragedies where people died in their own
homes, were grievously injured, lost loved ones, or suffered the
loss of all they owned.
Over 2,000 British and US Airmen lost their lives attacking
the Flying bomb and Rocket sites. Without their sacrifices, the
death toll in London and the South East would have been much
much higher. They saved London from far worse levels of
destruction and also saved tens of thousands of lives.
The original plan by the Luftwaffe was to fire 200 flying
bombs an HOUR at the capital. Because of the efforts of the allies,
the maximum achieved was about 200 a day. The V1 Flying
bombs (or Doodlebugs ) were the forerunner of the modern cruise
missile--a small, jet powered pilot-less plane that flew low at
350mph before delivering its 1 ton warhead on to London.
Also see at ―Buzz Bombs,‖ at―Flying Bombs‖ listed under
―Germany, Nazi,‖ at German Missiles & at ―London 1945,‖ at
p.149 of Tracy Sugarman‘s ―My War‖ and below:

Veeck, Bill—see at ―You Could Look It Up.‖
Vegetable Joke: Two string beans, Tall and Slim, were
crossing a street when Slim is runover by a hit-and –run
driver. Tall rushes Slim to the hospital. After some time,
the doctor comes out of the OR, ―There‘s good news & bad
news. The good news is that your friend will live, but…will
always be a vegetable.‖ (The same as the Stringbean Joke.)

Vegetarian puns: Vegetarian film critic? Pauline
Kale. (NY Times Xword puns.)
Vegetarian Talk Show Hostess? Okra Winfrey.
Vegetarian tennis star? ? Beet Sampras. Also see at
Vegetable joke.

Vegetarians: G.B. Shaw & Gandhi were notable --;
see at Gandhi. I often wondered how Gandh & other
vegetarians resisted Smother-Burgers, 13(20)
Veggie Truck Man, Jim: Mama gave Rex to --, Ch. 17

Venereal disease (VD), 13, Ch. 54: after Venus, the
Roman Goddess of Love,193(354); Clap, gonorrhea,
syphilis & cure, 193(353-354)); Navy inspections for VD
are called ―short-arms,‖ 191(352); telltale signs of VD: pain
urinating, penus discharge, pus or chancre sore,
194(354-355) & why I
remained a virgin throughout my
Navy days!

Ventrical assist devise—see at Peer Portner.
Ventriloquism, the art of projecting one‘s voiceso

V2 Rocket, was the first ballistic missile and the
forerunner of the technology that put men on the moon.
Both of these weapons caused death,serious injury,fear and large
scale material destruction. Fortunately the last V weapon V3 was
never fired. This was destroyed by the 617 squadron before it

that it seems to come from another source, as from a
wooden figure, or dummy.From Latin ventriloquus—
speaking from the belly, Latin, venter, belly, loqui, to speak.
See at Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.

could be used against London-http://www.flyingbombsandrockets.com/

Ventriloquist Joke: A dog walks into a theatrical
agent‘s office with a new act consisting of a mouse who
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Verdon started out on Broadway as a ―gypsy.‖ going from
one chorus line to another. Her breakthrough role finally came
when she was cast by choreographer Michael Kidd as the second
female lead in Cole Porter's musical Can-Can (1953), which
starred French prima donna Lilo. Out-of-town reviewers hailed
Verdon's interpretation of Eve in the Garden of Eden ballet as a
performance that upstaged the show's star, who jealously
demanded Verdon's role be cut to only two featured dance
numbers. With her role reduced to little more than an ensemble
part, Verdon formally announced her intention to quit by the time
the show premiered on Broadway. But her opening night Garden
of Eden performance was so well-received, the audience screamed
her name until the startled actress was brought out of her dressing
room in her bathrobe to take a curtain call. Verdon received a pay
increase and her first Tony Award for her triumphant performance.
With flaming red hair and an irreverent attitude, Verdon was
considered the best dancer on Broadway in the 1950s and 1960s.
She would forever be identified with her role as the vampish
―Lola‖ in Bob Fosse's Damn Yankees (1955), which is based on
the novel The Year the Yankees Lost the Pennant. In the play,
Verdon played a Devil's disciple who entices a baseball aficionado
to sell his soul to play for the Washington Senators. The musical
ran for 1,019 performances. She won another Tony and went to
Hollywood to repeat her role in the 1958 movie version, Damn
Yankees, singing the memorable lyrics, "Whatever Lola wants,
Lola gets.
In 1966, Verdon returned to the stage in the role of Charity
in Sweet Charity, which like many of her earlier Broadway
triumphs was choreographed by longtime husband Bob Fosse. The
show became a Broadway cult classic and was followed by a
movie version starring Shirley MacLaine, Ricardo Montalban.
Sammy Davis Jr. and Chita Rivera. Verdon helped choreograph
the numbers, which included the legendary ―Big Spender,‖ the
fast-paced ―Rhythm of Life‖ and the show-stopping ―If My
Friends Could See Me Now.‖
She and estranged husband Bob Fosse collaborated on
projects like Chicago (1975) (in which she played murderess
Roxie Hart) and the musical Dancin‘ (1978), as well as Fosse's
autobiographical movie, All That Jazz (1979). She developed a
close working relationship with Fosse's domestic companion,
actress Ann Reinking, and instructed for Reinking's musical theatre
classes.
After playing Roxie Hart in Chicago, Verdon focused on
acting, playing character roles in movies such as The Cotton Club
(1984), Cocoon (1985) and Cocoon: The Return (1988). She
continued to instruct dance and musical theatre and to act,
including receiving three Emmy Award nominations for
appearances on Magnum PI (1988), Dream On (1993) and
Homicide (1993). Verdon appeared as the Alice's mother in the
Woody Allen movie Alice (1990) and as Ruth in Marvin's Room
(1996), co-starring Meryl Streep and Hume Cronyn. In 1999,
Verdon served as artistic consultant on the stage biography of her
late husband's life in theatre, the current stage musical Fosse, and
her daughter Nicole received a ―special thanks‖ credit. The show
received a Tony for best musical—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Also see at Ann Reinking, and at Bob Fosse.

plays the piano, and a cat who sings. The agent raves about it,
and says he wants to sign it up right away for a $1000 a pop.
But, surprising the dog refuses the offer saying that the act is a
fraud. The agent says, well, the mouse plays the piano, right?
Right! And the cat sings, right? Wrong. You see, the mouse is
a ventriloquist!

Venus, 193(354); 1. Roman Myth. goddess of sexual
love & physical beauty. 2. The second planet from the Sun
having an average diameter of 12,104 miles, and a mean
sidereal revolutin around of the sun of 224.7 days at a mean
distance of 67.2 million miles. Its mass is 81.5% of that
of the Earth.

Venus de Milo has the virtue of her flaws, 102(191)
The Aphrodite of Milos, better known as the Venus de
Milo, is an ancient Greek statue and one of the most famous works
of ancient Greek sculpture. It is believed to depict Aphrodite
(called Venus by the Romans), the Greek goddess of love and
beauty. It is a marble sculpture, slightly larger than life size at 203
cm (80 inches) high. Its arms and original plinth have been lost. It
is at present on display at the Louvre Museum in Paris. The statue
dates to about 130– 90 BCE. Despite this relatively late date, its
composition is a mixture of earlier styles from the Classical period
of Greek sculpture.
The statue is a variation on an older theme of the half nude
Aphrodite originally shown admiring her reflection inside the
reflective inner surface of Ares' shield while it is balanced on her
raised left knee (a replica of the older type is located at the Museo
Archeologico Nazionale Napoli (Naples National Archaeological
Museum), Italy. It is known as the Capuan Venus, after its
discovery site at the ruins of an ancient theater in nearby Capua, I
Italy).

Verdi, Giuiseppe (Fortunino Francesco), 1813-1901.
He wrote ―Rigoletto‖ (1951), Il trovatore (The Troubadour)
(1853), La traviata (1853), Aïda (1871)—see Aïda, Ch. 37;
then came a lull in output until, in his old age, he
composed ―Otello‖(1887) & ―Falstaff (1873).‖ The AngoAmerican equivalent of his name is Joseph Green.‖ Also see
at Aïda & at ―(La) donna è mobile.‖

―Verdict of 13,‖ a Detective Club Anthology,
introduced by Julian Symons, Ballantine Books (Faber &
Faber, Ltd.), 1978; see at ―Morepork.‖

Virginia Dare was the first child born to English
parents on American soil, on what is now Roanoke Island,
NC—Highlight in History for August 18, 1587. (The
colony she was born into dned up, mysteriously
disappearing.)

Verdon, Gwen (née Gwyneth Evelyn Verdon), 1925-2000,
born in Culver City, CA, to British emigrant ―show people,‖
was a dancer and actress. As a child, she was afflicted with
rickets, leaving her legs so badly misshapen she was called
"Gimpy" by other children and spent her early years in orthopedic
boots and rigid leg braces. Her mother put three-year-old Gwen in
dance classes; ballet training strengthened her legs and improved
her carriage. By age six, the redheaded Gwen was performing on
stage as a dancer. She went on to study multiple dance forms,
ranging from tap, jazz, ballroom and flamenco, to Balinese and
juggling. At age 11, she appeared as a solo ballerina in the musical
romance film The King Steps Out (1936), directed by Josef von
Sternberg and starring Grace Moore and Franchot Tone. She
attended Hamilton High School in LA, where she was cast in a
revival of Show Boat, and also studied under the renowned ballet
master, Ernest Belcher. Verdon shocked her parents and instructors
when she abandoned her budding career at age 17 to elope with her
first husband in 1942. In 1945, she appeared as a dancer in the
movie musical The Blonde From Brooklyn. After her divorce, she
entrusted her young son, Jimmy, to the care of her parents.

Verdun lies in northeast France in Lorraine on the
Meuse River. The deadliest battle of WW I was initiated on
Feb. 21, 1916 when German Crown Prince Frederick
William launched a massive offensive against Verdun that
lasted an entire year! French & German Deaths at
Verdun: 358,500 German & 348,000 French dead.
182(317), i.e., nearly the total of American Civil War
dead—see at World War I & at Civil War.

Vermeer, Johannes or Jan, 1632-1675) was a Dutch
Baroque painter who specialized in domestic interior scenes
of ordinary life. His entire life was spent in the town of Delft.
Vermeer was a moderately successful provincial painter in his
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lifetime. He seems to have never been particularl ywealthy,
perhaps due to the fact that he produced relatively few paintings,
leaving his wife and eleven children in debt at his death.
Virtually forgotten for nearly two hundred years, in 1866
the art critic Thoré Bürger published an essay attributing 66
pictures to him (only 35 paintings are firmly attributed to him
today).
Since that time Vermeer's reputation has grown, and he is
now acknowledged as one of the greatest painters of the Dutch
Golden Age, and is particularly renowned for his masterly
treatment and use of light in his work. One of Vermeer's paintings,
Girl with a Pearl Earring (aka Girl In A Turban, Head Of Girl In
A Turban, The Young Girl With Turban) (c. 1665), inspired a 2001
novel & 2004 film. I suppose another will be written about
Vermeer's Woman with a Pearl Necklace (1662-1664). Also see
at ―Girl Interrupted at Her Music.‖

Churchill used this to good
effect in WW I,I flashingi
a Vee to his public with his fore & middle fingers.

Victory, Victory, Victory, Victory: ―Victory at all
costs, vicgtory in spite of all terror, victory, however long
and hard the road may be; for without victory there is
no survival‖—Winston Churchils Frist Statement as Prime
Minister at the House of Commons, May 10, 1940

Vidal, Gore, born 1925 at West Point, NY, is a

essay appearing in ―The Art of the Essay: Best Essays of
1999 edited by Phillip Lopate .
―There are many things in life which are not fair‖—said by Carter
on July 12, 1977 in defense of the Supreme Court limits on
government payments for poor women‘s abortions. Without
mentioning Jimmy Carter by name, yet citing other examples of
man‘s lack of compassion that undercuts aspects of the US
Constitution to promote the general welfare of the our citizens,
Martha Nussbaum gives spirited arguments against Carter‘s
attitude in her essay ―Victims and Agents,‖ inter alia citing the
power of compassion exhibited by Sophocles in his 409 BC drama
Philoctetes, and the compassionate opinion of the Supreme Court
Justice William Brennan in the Goldberg vs. Kelly (1970) that
Welfare rights could not be abridged without a hearing.

novelist, screenwriter, playwright, essayist, short story
writer and politician. Early in his career he wrote the groundbreaking The City and the Pillar (1948), which outraged
mainstream critics as one of the first major American novels to
feature unambiguous homosexuality. Vidal has had affairs with
both men and women. He was once in a relationship with bisexual
novelist Anaïs Nin, as documented in her memoir The Diary of
Anaïs Nin; however, Vidal himself dismissed the idea of a
romantic connection with her in his own autobiography
Palimpsest. Vidal has also discussed having dalliances with people
such as actress Diana Lynn, and has alluded to the possibility that
he may have an illegitimate daughter. He was briefly engaged to
Joanne Woodward, before she married Paul Newman; after
eloping, the couple shared a house with Vidal in Los Angeles for a
short time. In 1950, he met his long-term partner Howard Austen.
During the latter part of the twentieth century, Vidal divided his
time between Italy and California. In 2003, he sold his villa, La
Rondinaia (The Swallow's Nest), and moved to Los Angeles.
Austen died in November 2003 and, in February 2005, was buried
in a plot for himself and Vidal at Rock Creek Cemetery in
Washington, D.C.
In the 1960s, Vidal wrote three novels. The first, Julian
(1964) dealt with the apostate Roman emperor, while the second,
Washington, D.C. (1967) focused on a political family during the
Franklin D. Roosevelt era. Vidal's third novel in the '60s was the
satirical transsexual comedy Myra Breckinridge (1968), a variation
on familiar Vidalian themes of sex, gender, and popular culture. In
the novel, Vidal showcased his love of the American films of the
'30s and '40s, and he resurrected interest in the careers of the
forgotten players of the time including, for example, the late
Richard Cromwell, who, he wrote, ―was so satisfyingly tortured in
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer.‖
After the staging of the plays, Weekend (1968) and An
Evening With Richard Nixon (1972), and the publications of the
novel Two Sisters (1970), Vidal focused on essays and two distinct
strains in his fiction. The first strain comprises novels dealing with
American history, specifically with the nature of national politics.
Critic Harold Bloom wrote, "Vidal's imagination of American
politics...is so powerful as to compel awe." This series' Narratives
of Empire titles include Burr (1973), 1876 (1976), Lincoln (1984),
Empire (1987), Hollywood (1990), The Golden Age (2000), and
another excursion into the ancient world Creation (1981, published
in expanded form 2002).
The second strain consists of the comedic "satirical
inventions": Myron (1974, a sequel to Myra Breckinridge), Kalki
(1978), Duluth (1983), Live from Golgotha: the Gospel according
to Gore Vidal (1992), and The Smithsonian Institution (1998).
Vidal occasionally returned to scriptwriting cinema and television,
including the television movie Gore Vidal's Billy the Kid with Val
Kilmer and the mini-series Lincoln—edited excerpt from
Wikipeidia, who left out the fact that Vidal is a pundit—see, e.g.,
at Death bed scenes.

―Victims of victims, We are all,‖ 60(97-98)—see at

Vidor, King (Wallis),1894-1982, directed the 1934

Vermont became the 14-th state in USA in Mar. 1791
And the first after the original 13 colonies.

Verne, Jules, Twemty Leagues Under the Sea, Ch. 30;
also see at ―Around the World in Thirty Days.‖

Versailles Treaty, ending WW I with harsh terms
for Germanny, was scraped by Hitler, Mar.10, 1935 when
Hitler became Chancellor of Germany

Vestergaard, see Hau
Veterams of World War II, see at USA Armed
Services/ Veterans of WW II. Fewer than 2.8 million
out of 1.6.5 million are still alive in 2008. The wounded
benefited from Penicillin. See at Oxford University.

Viagra, see at Pfizer
―Vice: An Anthology,‖edited by Richard DavenportHines, Hamish Hamilton, London, 1993

Vice and art: ―Art is a vice. You don‘t marry it
legitimately, you rape it‖—Edgar Degas, in ―Paul Lafond
Degas‖ (1918). Quoted in the Oxford Dictionary of
Quotations.

Vice vs.virtue; see at Virtue, at E. Hardwicke & at
Lincoln.

Vicissitude 1a. A change or variation. B. The quality
of being changeable; mutability. Often vicissitudes. One of
the sudden or unespected changes of shifts often entcounted
in one‘s life, activities, or surroundings. [Latin vicissitude,
from vicissim, in turn, probably from vices, pl. of vex,
change—Amer. Heritage Dict., or from L. vicis, change.

―Victims and Agents,‖ by Martha Nussbaum is an

film, ―Our Daily Bread,‖ depicting hunger & the struggle
for existence, 27(41)

―Beat or Not to Beat?‖

Victory sign, see at Vee Sign. Also note: although

Vienna, Austia, on the Danube, R, lx-see at Primo

Beethoven‘s Fifth symphony triad dah-dah-dah-dash is
Morse code for Vee, Beethhoven (1770-1827) died before
Morse (1791-1872) devised his code--in the mid-1830s.

Levi‘s Itinerary.

Vietnam, in eastern Indochina on the South China
Sea, was ruled by China for many centuries, and by the
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French as a colony from the 19-th Century until the fall of
its garrison in Dien Bien Phu in 1954.

from his father Anchises in the underworld, Dante Alighieri made
the shade of Virgil his own guide for his pilgrimage through the
inferno and part of purgatory in his own epic poem The Divine
Comedy. Also see at Catullus, Ovid & Horace
Virgil quotes: Omnia vincit amor, et nos cedamus amori:
Love conquers all; let us too surrender to Love, 187(325)n;
―Tempus fugit‖: ―Time flies, never to return (Fugit irreparabile
tempus)--Georgics, III, Virgil, Ch. 52.

―Vietnam Graffitti: Messages from the Troopship‖
by Art & Lee Beltrone, 204(373); also see at Graffiti.

Vietnam War: protest, 198(362); -- Memorial dedicated in
1982, 180(313)— designed by Maya Ying Lin, the walls of
the Memorial contain the names of the US soldiers who died
there; The Vietnam War between North & South Vietnam
lasted from 1954 until 1975; the North was supported by
USSR & China while the South by USA. French dead in
the Indo-China & Vietnam totaled 60,000 soldiers; USA
lost 58,000 dead. The last US troops left Vietnam on Aug.
12, 1972. Also see at Flower Power & at ―Words! Words!
Words!‖

Virgin joke: ―I knew her before she was a virginOscar Levant (about Doris Day), Ch. 40

Virginia (State), 3(4), where the Faiths first settled.
―Viginia, there is a Santa Claus. Yes‖ was the
answer to a queston by Virginia Hanlon—see at
Claus?

Vila Belle and Herb, Ch. 2; my parents; see at Dad,

Santa

Virginity: Mary McCarthy lost hers at the age of 14

at Mama, at Carl & Mama, Carl & Dad & at Carl &
Mama.

in the front seat of a Marmon roadster to a man twice her
age.

―Village explainer, exellent if you were a village,but

Virtue: Any virtue becomes a vice when preceded by

if your were not, not, A‖—Gertrude Stein on Ezra Pound.

―too,‖ or ―too much,‖ amd vice versa, 59(96); This is the
theme of a story entitled ―The Seven Deadly Virtues‖ by Jilly
Coooper in ―Humorous Stories.‖ La Rochefoucauld put it this way:
―Our virtues are most frequently vices in disguise;‖ also:
―Hypocrisy is the tribute that vice pays to virtue.‖ Vanity or
narcissism is excessive self-love.
―Folks who have no vices have few virtues‖--Abe Lincoln,
59(96); also see at Confucius, at Churchill, at Sins, ―Holier than
Thou,‖ at ―More!‖ & at de Tocqueville.
―Virtue of a fault‖ vs.‖Fault of a virtue, 59(96); also
see Vice & Virtue in the book, ―Vice,‖ listed above.
Virtue of necessity: This is first recorded in Chaucer. He used
it in several texts, including The Canterbury Tales - the
Knight's Tale: ―And against this, for every thing alive, /
Of any state, avails it not to strive./ Then is it wisdom, as it
seems to me, / To make a virtue of necessity, ...‖
Shakespeare also used it in Two Gentlemen of
Verona, 1591. ―Are you content to be our general? / To
make a virtue of necessity / And live, as we do, in this
wilderness?‖
Virtual, adj. 1.Existing or resulting in essence or effect
though not in actual fact, form, or name; 2. Existing in the
mind, esp. as a product of the imagingation.
Virtual reality takes place in the mind, but not in fact,
as what happens while driving using a cell phone. Intense
speculation‖ can distract you from reality—see at
―Gulliver‘s Travels‖ (last paragraph.) Also see, e .g., at von
Neumann.

―Village Idiot‖ & ―Idiot Village,‖ 58(95)
―Village Voice, ―founded in 1955. It was one of the
most successful enterprises in the history of American
journalism,‖ according to Louis Menard in a Jan. 5, 2008
New Yorker article, ―It Took a Village: How the Voice
changed journalism‖—see at Menard.
Villon, François, 1431-1465, 147(263), Ch. 69; ―Where
Are the Snows of Yesteryear?‖ Ballade des Dames du
Temps Jadis ( The Ballad of Ladies of Yore.)

Vinci, Italy, where Leonarda da Vinci was born: just
a few miles from Pisa on the way to Florence,

Vinen, Richard, see France (Unfree France paragraph.)
Vine Street (Cincinnati), 3(3)n, 111(208),114(211);
& Colerain, 111(208); -- and Fifth, 114(211)

Vinnichenko,Yakov, one of the first Russian soldiers
to see the horror of Auschwitz, spoke at the 60-th
anniversary of Auschwitz‘s liberation See at Auschwitz
Concentration Camp.

Vinson, Frederick Moore, 1890-1953, served in all
three brances of federal gov‘t: he was US Rep. from
Louisa, KY, for 12 years, he was Sec. of Treas. under
Truman & was apponted by Truman to be the 13-th Chief
Justice of the US Supreme Ct. Vinson was born in
Lawrence Co. in the front part of the jail there, where his
father was sheriff!

Violet, a component of visible light. Also see at

Visual Insults: ―Thumbing one‘s nose at s.o.;‖

ultraviolet.

Violence is as American as Cherry Pie‖—Rap

―Giving s.o. the (middle) finger;‖ ―Making a moose head
with your thumbs in the ears & waving your fingers while sticking
your tongue out at s.o.; sticking your butt out at s.o., or, mooning;
shaking your fist at s.o.; or making a hammer with your fist &
upraised arm, or doing the same thing with your fingers extended
vertically raising them up & down, i.e., an ―up yours‖ gesture;
sucking on your closed fist, meaning suck it up!
This by no means exhausts the visual insults that one can
give—Europeans, esp. the French, Spanish & Italians, have
refined this to an art. There a hundreds of obscene gestures.
Rubbing your middle finger across a brown, or lisping, to imply
that the person being talked aboutt is a homosexual.

Brown, 198(362) This was said in Washington, D.C. on
July 27, 1967 (Highlight in History.)
―The advantages of the rich over the poor could not
be and cannot be maintained by anything except violence, ‖
from Tolstoy‘s ―The Kingdom of God Within You,‖ 1936;
also also at Gandhi, Jesus & at Non-Violence.

Viper 1. Any of several old world snakes with a
single pair of long hollow fangs. Also called an adder. 2. A
venomous snake.
Virgil (Publius Vergilius Maro) 70-19 BC, later called
Virgilius, and known in English as Virgil or Vergil, was a
classical Roman poet, the author of epics in three modes: the
Bucolics (or Eclogues), the Georgics and the substantially
completed Aeneid, the last being an epic poem in the heroic mode,
which comprised twelve books (as opposed to 24 in each of the
epic poems by Homer) and became the Roman Empire‘s national
epic saga. Since Virgil depicted his hero Aeneas seeking advice

Visconti, Luchino, director of ―Death in Venice.‖
Vishnu, all-powerful Hindu God, 89(169)—see at
Krishna & at Bhagavad-Gita

―Visible speech‖—see at Alexander Graham Bell.
―Vita brevis est, ars longa—see at Life is short.
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incarceration at the Bastille is seen by many to mark a formal
separation on the part of Voltaire from his family and his
past—Wikipedia excerpt.

Vital signs are the pulse rate, temperature, and
respiratory rate of an individual.

Vital statistics are the data iin the important events in

Volterra is a town in Tuscany, Italy.
Volterra, Vito, 1860-1940, was

human life, such as births, deaths, marriages, and
migrations. See e.g., the family trees at the front of ―The
Sun Shines Bright.

an

Italian

mathematician.

―Vital Statistics‖ is a slang term for the bust, waist &

von Braun--see at Braun.
von Richthofen, Manffred Albrecht Freiherr von,

hip measurements of a woman: 36-25-36 is often cited as
ideal--exactly those of Venus de Milo, Sophia Loren &
Marilyn Monoe—from the Web. Also see at Sherry Britton.
Vivante, Arturo, 1923-2008: Born in Rome, he was
the author of more than 70 short stories for The New Yorker
— many set in the Tuscan hills of his native Italy and most
bringing a delicate touch to poignant moments and vivid minutiae.
Twenty-one of Mr. Vivante‘s short stories were gathered in ―The
French Girls of Killini‖ (Little, Brown, 1967).
One, ―The Nightingale,‖ tells of an old woman who once
was a singer but is now deaf. Her family takes her to Italy in the
hope that she will hear a nightingale‘s song. The bird comes into
view, but the woman cannot hear it.
Mr. Vivante‘s last novel, ―Truelove Knot,‖ was published in
2007 by University of Notre Dame Press. It reflects the year he
spent in an internment camp in Canada, considered an enemy alien
from Italy despite his father‘s Jewish heritage and his family‘s
anti-Fascist leanings.
After his release Vivante enrolled at McGill U. in Montreal,
from which he graduated in 1944. He returned to Italy and earned a
medical degree from the University of Rome--for nine years he
was in private medical practice—from the obituary by Dennis
Hevesi in the April 12, 2008 NY Times.

1892-1918, was born in Breslau, Germany (now Wroclaw
Poland), and died age 25, in the skies over Vaux sur Somme,
France. His people called him der rote Kampfflieger (The Red
Battle-Flyer), the French called him le petit rouge, and he is known
in the English speaking world as the Red Baron. In a time of
wooden and fabric aircraft, when twenty air victories insured a
pilot legendary status and the coveted Pour Le Mérite (the famous
"Blue Max") , Richthofen was the most successful flying ace of
World War I, officially credited with 80 confirmed air combat
victories, and is regarded to this day as the ace of aces

Von Neumann, see at Neumann.
Von Bülow, Bernhard (né Bernhard Heinrich Karl
Martin von Bülow), 1849-1929 was a German prince and
statesman who served as Chancellor of the German Empire from
1900 to 1909. In a speech to the Reichstag, Dec. 6, 1897, he said
that Germany must have ―a place in the sun.‖—the quote is in
Bartlett.

von Stroheim--see at Stroheim.
Von Sydow, Max (né Carl Adolf von Sydow) born
1939 acted in many Ingmar Bergman filsms, e.g. The
Seventh Seal (Det Sjunde inseglet, 1957), Wild Strawberries
(Smultronstället, 1957), and The Virgin Spring
(Jungfrukällan, 1960). Also see at ―Hannah and Her
Sisters.

―Vive la petite différence!‖ (Long live the small
difference!)—see at Men and Women.

VJ Day, or VJ-day A, xv, 179(313), Ch. 60, e.g., 209-

von Tilzer—see at Tilzer.
Vonnegut, Kurt, Jr., 1922-2007, short story writer,
novelist, & dramatist born in Indianapolis,IN, a

210(381-382)

VJ-day in Times Square photo—see at Eisenstaedt.
Voice of America Radio in Europe started on Feb.

graduateof Short Hills High School there, studied at Cornell,
served in the US Air Force in WW II, was captured & traumatized
by his experiences as a POW & by the firebombing of Dresen-see at ―Slaughter House Five.‖ ―Cat‘s Cradle‖ (1963) dealt with
the end of the world. Also see A, ix ,footnote.
Vonnegut (pronounced vonəgət) was a prolific,genrebending novelist known for works blending satire, black comedy,
and science fiction, e.g., Slaughterhouse-Five (1969, N.B.), Cat's
Cradle (1963), and Breakfast of Champions(1973).Kurt Vonnegut
was born to fourth- generation German-American parents (who
spoke German at home), son and grandson of architects in the
Indianapolis firm Vonnegut & Bohn.
As a student at Indianapolis‘ Shortridge High School,
Vonnegut worked on the nation's first daily high school
newspaper, The Daily Echo. He attended Cornell University from
1941 to 1942, where he served as assistant managing editor and
associate editor for the student newspaper, the Cornell Daily Sun,
and majored in biochemistry.
While at Cornell, Vonnegut enlisted in the U.S. Army &
was sent to the Carnegie Inst. of Technology (now Carnegie
Mellon U.) and the U. of Tennessee to study mechanical
engineering. On May Mothers' Day, 1944, his mother, Edith S.
(Lieber) Vonnegut, committed suicide. KurtVonnegut's
experience as a soldier and prisoner of war had a profound
influence on his later work. As a Private with the 106th Infantry
Division, Vonnegut was cut off from his battalion along with 5
other battalion scouts and wandered behind enemy lines for
several days until he was captured by Wehrmacht troops on
December 14, 1944 during the Battle of the Bulge.
Imprisoned in Dresden. Vonnegut witnessed the firebombing of Dresden in February 1945, which destroyed most of

24, 1942, beamed at Germany & occupied countries to
counter German propaganda. After WW II, it was beamed
at Russia & its satellited to undermine its propaganda
ostensibly with propaganda of our own.

Volgograd, see at Stalingrad.
Volta, Alessandro 1745-1827, give his name to the
unit of electric potential through his work on electricty.

Voltaire (né François Marie Arouet), 1674-1778, was
a French Enlightenmen writer, essayist, deist and
philosopher known for his wit, philosophical sport, and defense of
civil liberties, including freedom of religion. He was an outspoken
supporter of social reform despite strict censorship laws and harsh
penalties for those who broke them. A satirical polemicist, he
frequently made use of his works to criticize Catholic Church
dogma and the French institutions of his day.
Many of Voltaire's prose works and romances, usually
composed as pamphlets, were written as polemics. Candide (1759)
attacks religious and philosophical optimism; L'Homme
aux
quarante ecus, certain social and political ways of the time; Zadig
(1747), and others, the received forms of moral and metaphysical
orthodoxy; and some were written to deride the Bible. In these
works, Voltaire's ironic style, free of exaggeration, is apparent,
particularly the restraint and simplicity of the verbal treatment.
Candide in particular is the best example of his
style.
The name ―Voltaire,‖ which he adopted in 1718 not only as
a pen name but also is an anagram of AROVET LI, the Latinised
spelling of his surname, Arouet, and the initial letters of the
sobriquet ―le jeune‖ (―the younger.‖) The name also echoes in
reverse order the syllables of a familial château in the Poitou
region: ―Airvault.‖
The adoption of this name after his
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the city. (In a Paris Review Interview, he said 130,000 people,
many women and children died within hours--probably the most
biggest massacre in history. He also said that the city was rebuilt
in 18 months, despite predictions that it would take decades. But,
of course, much priceless art & architecture was lost forever. )
Vonnegut was one of a few American prisoners of war in
Dresden to survive, in their cell in an underground meat locker of a
slaughterhouse that had been converted to a prison camp. The
administration building had the postal address Schlachthof Fünf
(Slaughterhouse Five) which the prisoners took to using as the
name for the whole camp. ―Utter destruction,‖ he recalled,
―darnage unfathomable.‖The Germans put him to work gathering
bodies for mass burial. ―But there were too many corpses to bury.
So instead the Nazis sent in troops with flame-throwers. All these
civilians' remains were burned to ashes.‖
This experience formed the core of one of his most
famous works, Slaughterhouse-Five, and is a theme in at least six
other books he wrote.
Vonnegut was freed by Red Army troops in May 1945—
edited excerpt from Wikipedia
In the Paris Review Interviews, Vol. 1, he chained smoked
during the interviews, consuming an enormous quantity of
cigarettes. It is interesting to know, that nevertheless he lived a
healthy life to his death in his 85-th year--also see at Langmuir, at
―A Man Without a Country‖ & at ―Slaughterhouse-Five.‖
Vos, ―Johtje‖(née Johanna Kuyper (1910-2007), a
Dutch woman who with her husband hid three dozen in
their home during WW II, shepherding therm into atunnel
under the backyard & into the woods whenever the
Gestapo pounded on the door…as many as 14 hiding in her
home at any time. Each time a raid was immenent, the
sympathetic police chief would telephone a signal—he
gave two rings, then hung up, and then two more rings. She
was a modest woman who refused to be referred to as a hero
or righteous gentile, saying ―they were all just Dutch, that;s
all‖—edited from the NY Times Obituary written by Dennis
Hervesi, Nov. 4,2007—she died Oct. 10 in Saugeties, NY.

Wainwright, Gen. Jonathan took command of the
Philippine division in 1940 & then in
Mar. 1942
commanded all US & Filipino forces, but was forced to
surrender at Corregidor on May 6, 1942. Pres. Truman
personally affixed the Medal of Honor around his neck in
late 1945. See at Corregidor.

―Waiting for the Robert E. Lee‖ 1912 classic by L.
Wolfe Gilbert & Lewis Muir—see at Gilbert.

―Wait ‗Til the Sun Shines, Nellie,‖ See at Gay
Nineties and Tin Pan Alley.

―Wait Until Dark‖ is a 1966 play by Frederick Knott
& a 1967 film whose script was written by Robert HowardCarrington and directed by Terence Young. It starred Audrey
Hepburn, Alan Arkin, Richard Crenna, Efrem ZimbalistJr.and
Jack Weston.
The mystery thriller's heroine is Susy Hendrix (Hepburn), a
recently blind Greenwich Village housewife who becomes the
target of three thugs searching for the heroin hidden in a doll,
which her husband Sam (Zymbalist) transported from Canada as a
favor to a woman who since has been murdered The trio tries to
convince Susy that her spouse has been implicated in the crime and
the only way to protect him is to surrender the doll.
More murder and mayhem ensue when she refuses, and
Suzy levels the playing field by plunging her apartment into
total darkness—edited excerpts from Wikipedia. Also see at
―Dial M for Murder.‖

Waiter Jokes: (1) A diner complained to the waiter,
―There‘s one bean in my bean soup.‖ Waiter: ―Sorry, Sir,
I‘ll speak to the cook about this—it won‘t happen again!‖ (2)
Soliticious waiter: ―Is everything alright, Sir? Diner: ―No, the food
tastes terrible, and there‘s not enough of it!‖

―Waitress at the Pizzeria‖--see at ―Angelina, etc.‖
Waksman, Dr. Selman A.--see at Streptomycin.
―Walden‖ (1854) describes Henry Thoreau‘s
experiences while living near Walden Pond in
Massachusetts. However, while ―Walden‖ extolls the
simple, frugal life, researchers have pointed out that he
spent a lot of time at home, a few miles from his retreat in
the woods, with his hand in his mother‘s cookie jar! Also
see at Lonely & at Love.

Voting rights, see at Lyndon Baines Johnson.
Voyeur, one who derives intense pleasure from looking, esp. at
naked bodies, or from a secret viewing spot—from the
French verb voir, to see, pres. part., voyant. See at Tits &
Ass. See at ―Rear Window.‖
Voyeurism, the act of being a voyeur. According to
Desmond Morris: ―[it] is a healthy, non-participatory, sexual
activity—the world should look at the world.‖

Walden, Cecil, HHS ‘45 Classmate, friend and
scholar: Acad. Class rank 5, Ch. 44, informal photographs,
166(291); signed my Lest We Forget: ―All the luck in the
world, Carl.‖ Cecil Walden. Thanks—I believe that I‘ve
had it.

V-Rockets: Nazi bombs rained down on London
carried by German V-1 rockets, or ―Doodle-bugs,‖ or
―Buzz bombs‖, they already killed thousands by late 1944,
when it was supplanted by the V-2, which was silent, hence
even more deadly See at ―Buzz Bombs,‖ at―Flying Bombs‖
listed under ―Germany, Nazi,‖ at Flying V1 Bombs and V2
Rockets, at German Missiles & at ―London 1945;‖ also
see p.149 of Tracy Sugarman‘s ―My War.‖

Walesa, Lech born 1943 in Popowo, Poland ,is a
former trade union and human rights activist who cofounded Solidarity (Solidarność), the Soviet bloc's first
independent trade union. He won the Nobel Peace Prize in
1983, and served as President of Poland from 1990 to 1995.[
—see at Berlin Wall Falls.

Walken,Christopher,

Vulva, The external genital organs of the female,

won

an

Oscar

for

Best

Supporting Actor for ―The Deer Hunter‖ (1979).

including the labia majora, labia minor, clitoris and the
vestibule of the vagina.

Walker, David A.—see at Double Dutch.
Walker,Robert, actor—see at ―Thirty Seconds Over

―W,‖ a political nickname for George W. Bush, the

Tokyo.‖

―Walk on the Wild Side‖ is a 1956 novel by Nelson

43d president, used to distinguish him from George H.
Bush, his father, the 41-st president; his Body Mass Index
is 26.3 (26.6 in Dec. 2006)--see at Body Mass Index.
WAAV, Women‘s auxiliary Air Force
WAC, acronym for Women‘s Auxiliary Corps. The first group
began basic training ion July 20, 1942 in Des Moines.

Algren, most often quoted as the source for Algren's ―Three
rules of life‖: Never play cards with a man called Doc. Never eat at
a place called Mom's. Never sleep with a woman whose troubles
are worse than your own. Algren noted, ―The book asks why lost
people sometimes develop into greater human beings than
those
who have never been lost in their whole lives.‖

Wailing Wall, see at Western Wall
Wain, John, see at Poetry.
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―A Walk on the Wild Side‖ is a 1962 film based on

With the support of Carol, who was Chair of the NMSU
Math. Dept, I visited NMSU in spring 1982, accompanied by
Molly & her four sons for January & February.
When they
couldn‘t get into Las Cruces schools, they left to return to
Princeton schools, Elbert & Carol generously invited me to stay
at their house--I couldn‘t have managed to stick it out in Las
Cruces without their friendship.
In addition, my lectures on FPF Ring Theory (which
appeared in 1984 in the London Math. Soc. Lecture Notes
published by Cambridge U. Press, co-authored with S. \Page)
were so remote from everybody‘s interest that I was left with a
single auditor, Theodore (―Ted‖) Faticoni. But, ah, what an
auditor--Ted wrote 3 or 4 papers on the subject, solving anumber
of tough problems. I wrote about Elbert, Carol & Ted in my
books, most recently in ―Rings & Things.‖
The Walkers are the most genial and generous of peopleElbert is a Texan to his boots and Huntsville roots, and Carol hails
from Martinez, California.
―Serial (Cereal?),‖ Tiger
used to say, instead of
―Seriously.‖ ―Serial, Carl, let‘s whoop it up!‖ One night while he
was still at the Institute for Advance Study, he, Carol, and a friend
(not Frank Anderson) drove to my house in the middle of the night
waking everyone up enroute in order to do just that!
On the occasion of Elbert‘s 75-th birthday, I innocuously
asked Carole, ―When is Elbert ever going to grow up?? She
replied, ―Oh, there‘s still plenty of time!‖ Vive la rrepartee!

Nelson Algren's novel of the same title, directed by Edware
Dmytryk & starring Laurence Harvey, Capucine, Jane Fonda,
Anne Baxter & Barbara Stanwyck. The screen play is by John
Fante, Edmund Morris, and Ben Hecht (unaccredited.) Set in New
Orleans, the story centers on a naive young man (Dove Linkhorn,
played in the film by Laurence Harvey) who finds himself in a
milieu of far more sophisticated women, including Hallie Gerard
(played by Capucine). Hallie is a prostitute. When Dove becomes
aware of this, he decides it is his mission to "rescue" her. Fitz
Linkhorn barely managed to make a living pumping out cesspools,
but his consuming vocation was preaching from the courthouse
steps in Arroyo, a small town in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas.
He denounced all sins except drinking, because he was drunk as
often as possible. Fitz had two sons, Byron, who was weak and
sickly, and Dove—Except from Wikipedia.

Walken, Christopher, actor—see at ―Annie Hall.‖
Walker, see at Walker Percy
Walker, Alice, was born 1944 in Eatonton, GA, the
eighth child of sharecroppers. As well as being black, her
family has Cherokee, Scottish-Irish lineage. Although she grew up
in Georgia, she has stated that she often felt displaced there, and
lives in Berkeley, CA.
In her book Alice Walker: A Life, author Evelyn C. White
talks about an incident when Walker, who was eight years old at
the time, was injured when her brother accidentally shot her in the
eye with a BB gun. She became blind in her right eye as a result. In
the book, White suggests this event had a large impact on Walker,
especially when a white doctor in town swindled her parents out of
$250 they paid to repair her injury.
Walker refers to this incident in her book Warrior Marks, a
chronicle of female genital mutilation in Africa, and uses it to
illustrate the sacrificial marks women bear that allow them to be
"warriors" against female suppression.
In 1983, The Color Purple won the Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction, making Walker the first black woman to win, as well as
the National Book Award. Walker also won the 1986 O. Henry
Award for her short story ―Kindred Spirits,‖ published in Esquire
magazine in August of 1985.
Honors: In 1997 she was honored by the American
Humanist Association as "Humanist of the Year" She has also
received a number of other awards for her body of work,
including:The Lillian Smith Award from the National Endowment
for the Arts, The Rosenthal Award from the National Institute of
Arts & Letters, The Radcliffe Institute Fellowship, the Merrill
Fellowship, and a Guggenheim Fellowship,The Front Page Award
for Best Magazine Criticism from the Newswoman's Club of New
York On December 6, 2006, California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger and First Lady Maria Shriver inducted Alice
Walker into the California Hall of Fame located at The California
Museum for History, Women, and the Arts. Also see at The Color
Purple.

Walker, Gabrielle, has a PhD in chemistry from
Cambridge U. and has taught at Cambridge U. & at
Princeton U--see at ―Ocean of Air.‖
―Walking the Floor over You‖ by Ernest Tubb, 1941.
Chorus: ―I'm Walking the Floor over You. / I can't sleep a
wink that is true / I'm hoping and I'm praying as my heart
breaks right in two. / I'm walking the floor over you.‖

―Walking upright is sexy?‖ See Why! 132(242)
―Wall and Other Stories, The,‖ (1969). by Sartre. the
title story is an allegory about a man facing excution
who wets his pants, 50(82). Also see at Sartre.

Wall of Oblivion, see Faulkner‘s take on this at
Writer.

Wallace, Alfred Russel, co-founder of the ideas of
evolution and natural selection. Darwin was writing up his
theory in 1858 when Alfred Russel Wallace sent him an essay
which described the same idea, prompting immediate joint
publication of both of their theories. (However, Darwin's minute
studies, observations, and collections of species gave foundation to
the Theories of Evolution and Natural Section. Moreover, the
structure of the DNA of species delineates the evolution of that
species, as was reported in newspapers, e.g, the NY Times, on the
bicentennial of Darwin's birth.)—my parenthentical insertion. Also
see at Dawin.

Wallace, Camp, TX, Ch. 68, where I was demobbed
Wallach, Eli Herschel, was born 1915 in Brooklyn,

Walker, Elbert (aka ―Tex,‖ aka ―Tiger‖) & Carol

NY, to the only Jewish family in a predominantly
Italian American neighborhood. He is a TV and stage actor, who
gained fame in the late 1950s.
For his performance in Baby Doll (1956), his film debur, he
won a BAFTA Award for Best Newcomer and a Golden Globe
nomination. A versatile actor. In ―The Line Up‖
(1958),
he
plays a sociopathic hitman. Other early films include The Misfits,
The Magnificent Seven (he portrayed a Mexican bandit) and as
Tuco (the 'Ugly') in Sergio Leone's The Good, the Bad and the
Ugly.
One of his most famous roles is that of Tuco in The Good,
the Bad and the Ugly. Other roles include his portrayal of Don
Altobello in The Godfather Part III and Arthur Abbott in the The

Percy Walker, friends & Math. Profs. at New Mexico
State.U. in Las Cruces, whom I met at the Inst. for Adv. Study
when they were both members, 1963-1964. They were recently
married, and we liked to tease them. Carol had a mischievous
streak in her which enlivened our lives, as with this repartee:
―Mother always told me to be good. Was I good, Elbert?‖ And
Elbert would have to agree ―Real good!‖ And everybody laughed
like idiots at the innuendo. Everybody loved Carol and Elbert so
much.
Elbert & I wrote a joint paper, ―Direct Sum Representations
of Injective Modules, pub. in 1967 that was inspired by a question
of Frank W. Anderson, a fellow member of the Inst. for Adv.
Study, AA..
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Holiday. Wallach has received BAFTA Awards, Tony Awards and
Emmy Awards for his acting.
Wallach served as a staff sergeant in Hawaii in a military
hospital in the UDArmy in World War II. However, he was soon
sent to Officer Candidate School in Abilene, Texas to undergo
training to become a medical administrative officer. He graduated
as a Second Lieutenant and was sent to Madison Barracks in New
York, where he was promptly shipped to Casablanca and, later in
the war, to France. It was there that a superior discovered his
acting history and asked him to form a show for the patients. He
and other members from his unit wrote a play called Is This the
Army?, which was inspired by Irving Berlin's This is the Army. In
the comedic play Wallach and the other men clowned around as
various dictators, Wallach himself portraying Hitler.
Wallach made his Broadway debut in 1945 and won a Tony
Award in 1951 for his performance in the Tennessee Williams play
The Rose Tattoo. Additional theater credits include Mister Roberts,
The Teahouse of the August Moon, Camino Real, Major Barbara,
Luv, and Staircase, co-starring Milo O'Shea, which depicted an
aging homosexual couple in a serious way.
In 2005, Wallach released his autobiography The Good, the
Bad and Me: In My Anecdotage. In this tome, Wallach talked
about his most famous role as Tuco in The Good, the Bad and the
Ugly. He mentioned that he didn't realize he was going to be
"blessed" with that title until he saw the film. He mentioned it was
an honor to work with Clint Eastwood, whom he praised for his
professionalism. Wallach mentioned, however, that director Sergio
Leone was notoriously careless in ensuring the safety of his actors
during dangerous scenes. It was during filming that Wallach
accidentally drank from a bottle of acid that a film technician had
carelessly placed next to his soda bottle. He spat it out
immediately, but was furious that his vocal cords could have been
damaged if he'd swallowed any of it. Leone gave him some milk to
wash his mouth out with and apologized for the incident, but also
commented that accidents do happen—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
Wallenberg, Raoul, 1912-1947(?),174(303); Americaneducated young Swedish diplomat, born of a weatlthy
family, he used his influence, money, bribery, threats of blackmail,
lies, bluffs & the issue of 30,000 false passports, called ―Schutzpasses‖ (refuge, or refugee, passes), to rescue thousands, some
say 100,000, Jews between July & Dec. 1944.
He disappeared in Russia on Jan. 17, 1945 & never seen
again. See at Holocaust Images. One rescued was Vera Goodkin,
Prof. Emeritus at Mercer Co. Community College, near Princeton,
NJ, where Molly & I live. She was featured om a a front-page
article in Oct. 1, 2006 Times (of Trenton.)
Waller, ―Fats‖ (né Thomas Wright Waller),1904-1943,
when asked about rhythm replied, ―Lady, if you gotta ask,
you ain't got it,‖ Ch. 2; He wrote ―Ain‘t Misbehaving,‖ (1929),
―Keeping Out of Mischief Now‖ (1932) & ―Sunny Side of the
Street,‖ among many others.
A skilled pianist -- widely recognized as a master of stride
piano -- Waller was one of the most popular performers of his
era, finding critical and commercial success in his homeland and in
Europe. Waller was also a prolific songwriter, with many songs he
wrote or co-wrote still known to modern audiences, such as
―Honeysuckle Rose‖, ―Ain't Misbehavin‘‖ and ―Squeeze Me.‖
Fellow pianist & composer Oscar Levant dubbed Waller
―the black Horowitz‖ in a favorable comparison to Russian
ianist Vladimir Horowitz. In the 1920's and 30's Waller quickly
sold some of his compositions just after they were written, and
as they became hits, other songwriters had already claimed them as
their own—Wikipedia.
He is rumored to have written many more standards,
including ―Sunny Side of the Street;‖ also see at ―Sin To Tell a
Lie.‖ On December 15, 1943, Waller died of pneumonia while he
stopped at th―e railroad station in Kansas City. He was in his

private railroad car, returning to New York after a two week
engagement in Los Angeles. Waller was only 39.
His weight of nearly 300 pounds (136 kg) and perpetual
drinking habit are believed to have contributed to his premature
death. His size was the subject of jokes in one of his final radio
appearances, December 5 on the Edgar Bergen
Charlie
McCarthy show—Wikipedia.
In addition to his virtuosic playing, Waller was known for
his many quips during his performances, including: ―One never
knows, do one?‖

―Walls Have Ears, The,‖ WW II poster slogan, Ch.42
Walnut Street (Cincinnati), 20(30), 114(211), 152153(170)

―Walt Disney: The Biography,‖ Neal Gabler,
Aurum, 2007. Walt Disney would get up (in fromt of his staff
of animators) and ―enter his trance, and suddenly transform
himself uninhibitedly into Mickey or Donald or an owl or an
old hunting dog…‖ And on another occasion when Disney
was 33 years old, he asked his animators to get their dinner and
then come back to the soundstage. In Gabler‘s retelling, ―none had
any idea
what Walt had in mind. When they arrived, about 50
of them…Walt was standing at the front lit by a single spotlight in
the otherwise dark space. Announcing that he was going to launch
an animated feature, he told the story of Snow White, not just
telling but acting it out, assuming the characters‘ mannerisms,
putting on their voices, letting his audience visualize exactly what
they would be seeing on the screen. He became Snow White and
the wicked Queen and the prince and each of the dwarfs…That one
performance lasted us three years, on animator claimed. When
we‘d get stuck, we‘d remember how Walt did it on that night—
fromthe review by Mark Greif in the June 7, 2007, London Rev.
of Books. The quoted part allegedly is from Gabler‘s book

Walton, Robert, see at Atomic Fission.
―Walrus and the Carpenter, The:‖ ―The Time has
come,‖ the Walrus said, ―To talk of many things: / Of
shoes–and ships---and sealing wax-- / Of cabbages and
kings-- / And why the sea is boiling hot—And whether pigs
have wings.‖ …: I weep for you,‖ the Walrus said; / ―I
deeply sympathize.‖ / With sobs and tears he sorted out /
Those of the largest size,…But Answer came there non—
And this was scarcely odd, because / They‘d eaten every
one‖—from Alice in Wonderland. See at Lewis Carroll.

Walsh, Raoul, directed ―High Sierra‖ and the 1941
classic, ―The Died With Their Boots On,‖ starring Errol
Flynn & Olivia de Haviland--see at Errol Flyn.

Walters, Bucky, Ch. 37, Cincinnati Red pitching ace..
―Waltzing Was Not Easy, Such,‖ line from ―My
Papa‘s Waltz‖ by Theodore Roetke, 36(57); also see at
Delmore Scwartz.

Wanderone, Rudolph, ―a very fat man, called himself
Minnesota Fats. He was known as New York Fats, and
Brooklyn Fats, or just Fats. People say that he had probably never
been to Minnesota. Then the movie (and book), The Hustler came
out, and Fats said that the movie was about him. And he began
calling himself Minnesota Fats. Walter Tevis, the author of The
Hustler (as well as The Color of Money, The Man Who Fell To
Earth, and the Queen's Gambit) denied that the book was about
Mr. Wanderone. He said that he made up Minnesota Fats and Fast
Eddie. Tevis was upset about Wanderone stealing the name from
his book and movie. Fats was not a particularly good pool player,
not of tournament pro caliber. He said he was the best. He said that
he had never lost a game. He said a lot of things, and he said it
loudly. He put on a good show, and he was good for the game. He
is in the BCA Hall of Fame, not for his pool, but for his promotion
of the game. For this, he deserves his place in the Hall of Fame. He
was the best and funniest show in pool. And he was pretty good at
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making bank shots‖--Jim Loy (copyrighted 1998) at Minnesota
Fats website. Also see at ―Minnesota Fats.‖

Warburg, Aby (né Abraham Moritz Warburg), 18661929, was an art historian and cultural theorist who founded the
Warburg Institute. The subject of his research was the legacy of the
Classical world in the most varied areas of western culture through to
the Renaissance. He was responsible for establishing iconology as an
independent discipline of art history.Warburg described himself as:
Amburghese di cuore, ebreo di sangue, d'anima Fiorentino
(Hamburger at heart, Jew by birth, Florentine in spirit.)
Aby Warburg was born in Hamburg into a well-to-do family of
bankers. His ancestors had come to Germany from Italy in the 17th
century and settled in the town of Warburg in Westphalia, taking on the
town‘s name as their family name. In the 18th century the Warburgs
moved to Altona. Warburg grew up in a conservative Jewish home
environment. Early on he demonstrated an unstable, unpredictable and
volatile temperament. Warburg as a child reacted against the religious
rituals which were punctiliously observed in his family, and rejected
the career plans envisaged for him. He wanted to be neither a rabbi, as
his grandmother wished, nor a doctor or lawyer. Despite the resistance
he met with from his relatives, he forced through his plans to study art
history. Aby famously made a deal with his brother Max to forfeit his
right, as the eldest son, to take over the family firm, in return for an
undertaking on Max‘s part to provide his eldest brother with whatever
books he should need--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. He is briefly
mentioned, R, lii

Waters, Ethel, singer, see at ―Am I Blue‖ (1929)
―War and Peace,‖ Tolstoy‘s great novel.
War and Peace in Brecht‘s Mother Courage:
―What we could do with round here is a good war. What else

can you expect with peace running wild all over the place?
You know the trouble with peace? No organization‖-Mother Courage and Her Children, Act I.

―War, The,‖ a 15 hour docmumentary of WW II by
Ken Burns, shown on TV over two weeks starting Sept.
23, 2007. Also a prfusively illustrated book ―The War‖
accompanies. Also see at World War II.

War-Between-The-States, see at Civil War
War crime: any of various crimes, such as genocide
or mistreatment of prisoners of war, committed during war
and considered in vioation of the conventions of warfare—
from the Amer. Heritage Dictionary. See at Nuremberg
Trials. See, e.g., at Eichmann, Hitler, Goebbels,Goering,
Keitel, Himmler, Hirohito, Tojo & Yamamoto. Also see at
Sonnenfieldt, the chief American interpretor.

―War in Sicily and Italy, The,‖ see at ―Day of Battle,‖
at Italy, and at Sicily.
War film & plays—see at ―Gone with the Wind.‖

Ward, Sam Augustus, see ―America, the Beautiful.‖
Ward Island, Corpus Christi, Texas, Chs. 65 & 67
US Naval Station (Main Base), Ch. 67

―Oh! What a Lovely War!‖ & at ―Mother Courage‖
(and, e.g., at ―What they could do with round here is a good
war.)

Warden, Jack, veteran actor—see at ―The Apprentice
of Duddy Kravitz.‖

Warhol, Andy (né Andrew Warhola), 1928-1987, was

War, The Great, see at WW I.
―War, The Great War and Modern Memory—see at

born in Pittsburgh, PA. His parents, Andrej (Andrew)
Warhola (the surname was spelled Varchola in Europe, and was
modified after emigrating to America) and Julia Warhola, née Ulja
(Julia) Justyna Zavacka, were working- class immigrants of Rusyn
(Ruthenian) ethnicity from Miková, Austria-Hungary (now in
northeast Slovakia.) Warhol's father worked in a coal mine* and
the family lived in the Oakland neighborhood of Pittsburgh. The
family was Byzantine Catholic and attended St. John Chrysostom
Byzantine Catholic Church. *) Construction worker according to
aLouis Menard in a Jan. 11, 2010 New Yorker article ―Top of the
Pop.‖
Warhol was a central figure in the movement known as Pop
art. After a successful career as a commercial illustrator, Warhol
became famous worldwide for his work as a painter; an avantgarde filmmaker, a record producer, an author and a public figure
known for his presence in wildly diverse social circles that
included bohemian street people, distinguished intellectuals,
Hollywood celebrities & wealthy aristocrats.
A controversial figure during his lifetime (his work was
often derided by critics as a hoax or ―put-on‖), Warhol has been
the subject of numerous retrospective exhibitions, books and
documentary films since his death in 1987. He is generally
acknowledged as one of the most influential artists of the twentieth
century.
Warhol died in New York City at 6:32 AM on February 22,
1987. According to news reports, he had been making good
recovery from a routine gallbladder surgery at New York Hospital
before dying in his sleep from a sudden heart attack. The hospital
staff had failed to adequately monitor his condition and overloaded
him with fluidsafter his operation, causing him to suffer from a
fatal case of water intoxication. This prompted Warhol's estate to
sue the hospital for negligence. Prior to his diagnosis and
operation, Warhol delayed having his recurring gallbladder
problems checked, as he was afraid to enter hospitals and see
doctors, a familiar phobia—excerpted from Wikipedia,except the
last remark. Also see at Art and Anti-Art.
In the article cited in the first paragraph, Menard states that
―In 1968, a paranoid schiophrenic named Valeriie Solanas shot
Warhol and nearly killed him, and although he returned to painting

―Great War etc.‖

War Information, Office of OWI)--see at Propaganda.
―War is at best barbarism. Its glory is all moonshine.
It is only those who have neither fired a shor nor heard the
shrieks and goans of the wounded who cry along for blood,
more vengeance, more desolations. War is hell‖— from an
graduation address at Michigan Milltary Academy,
Academy, June 19, 1879--attributed by Bartlett to Tecumseh
Sherman—see at Sherman.. Also see at Fussell‘s Rage.

War is hell—see above.
War Labor Board, National, see at F. D. Roosevelt
War Memorials, see at American Military Cemeteries.
at Vietnam War Memorial, at Korean War, atVietnam War, at
World War I & at World War II

―War, My,‖ see at Andy Rooney.
War-To-End-All-Wars, see at World War I
War songs need not be about the war…indeed they
rarely are‖--Steinbeck about ―Lille Marlene,‖ 228(418)n

War songs: See at ―Lili Marlene,‖ ―Over There,‖
―Roll Me Over.,‖ ―Star Spangled Banner, ― ―Tipperrary,
―White Cliffs of
Dover,‖ ―Yankee Doodle‖ & ―Yankee
Doodle Boy.‖

―War was over, My ‖—see at Robert Rosenthal.
―War was over, The, ‖ see at Anatole Broyard.
―War, The Winter,‖ see at Finnland.
War of the Worlds, The‖ see at H. G. Wells.
―War will never get into books, The Real,‖ Ch. 42;
see at Walt Whitman (quoted in Bartlett.)

―War without Mercy, ― by John Dower, R, liv
―War, Writers at,‖ see at Grossman.
―Warbucks, Daddy‖ & ―Annie,‖ R, lii, footnote.
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and to a jet-set social life, his work was never again on the leading
edge of the contemporary arts.‖ A subtitle of the Menard article:
Did Andy Warhol Change Everything? It is an onteresting,
insightful article.

repueiated by the 20-th c Civil Rights movement—from
Cambridge Biog. Encyclopedia. Also see ―The Wizard,‖ a long
essay about him by Kefela Sanneh in the Feb. 2, 2009 New
Yorker.

Waring, Fred, called ―the man who taught America

Washington, Jr., Denzel Hayes, born 1954 in Mt.

how to sing‖ Fred Waring & the Pennsylvanians were a
fixture on radio in the '40's and '50's. Two that I remember were:
(1) a song based on Joyce Kilmer's "Trees;" (2) ―Long Ago and
Far Away" (I dreamed a dream one day...). The group, including
the instrumentalists, was over 50 members strong The
arrangements were from some of the top choral arrangers in the
country, such as Roy Ringwold & Harry Simeone. A great trip
down memory lane. (On the Web at Fred Waring are 23 songs
recorded in 1949 & 1950 at the height of their popularity. The
above, except for my personal remark, was from the Web)

Vernon, NY, is an actor and director. He has garnered much
critical acclaim for his work in film since the 1990s, including for
his portrayals of real-life figures, e.g., Steve Biko, Malcolm X,
Rubin "Hurricane" Carter, Melvin B. Tolson, Frank Lucas and
Herman Boone. Washington has been awarded three Golden Globe
awards and two Academy Awards for his work. He is notable as
the second Black American man (after Sidney Poitier) to win the
Academy Award for Best Actor, which he received for his role as
Detective Alonzo Harrisin Training Day (2001). He also has
Academy & Goden Globe Awards for Best Supporting Actor n his
of Pvt. Trip in Glory (1989)—also see at ―Cry Freedom‖, ―Pelican
Brief,‖ at Poitier, at Foxx & at Whitaker.

Warner, Anna Bartlett, see at Jesus.
Warner, Charles Dudley, 1829-1900—see at Politics.
Warrell, Ian—see at J. M.W. Turner (2nd paragraph.)
Warren, Harry, wrote a large number of hit songs:

Washington,

―The More I See You,‖ ―I Only Have Eyes for You. ‖
―You‘ll Never Know, Dear, ‖ Chattatnooga Cho-Choo,‖
―Jeeper‘s Creepers,‖ ―On the Atcheson, Topeka, and the
Santa Fe,‖ ―‖I‘ve Got a Girl in Kalamazoo,‖ ―You Must
Have Been A Beautiful Baby;‖ etc. See p. 137 of ―Easy
to Remember.‖

Warren Street, Covington, the street due

west

Dinah,

Black

singer

who

won

Grammy Award in 1959for Best Rhythm and Blues
performance with ―What a Difference a Day Makes,‖ and
her version was also inducted into the Grammy Hall of
Fame in 1998—also see at Clyde Otis

Washington, George, 1732-1799, 76(125),208(380);
known as the ―Father of Our Country.‖
―First in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his
countrymen,‖ part of a resolution by Henry [Light-Horse Harry]
Lee introduced in Congress on the death of George Washington.
Van Buren was the first American President born in the USA,
which came into existence only in the period 1776 to 1789—see at
USA.
―Washington was born in Bridges Creek, Virgina, greatgrandson of an English immigrant, John Washington, son of
Augustine Washington, and his second wife, Mary Ball. Despite
irregular schooling he showed a flare for surveying. He twice
proposed and was rejected by Betsy Fauntleroy—imagine! His
married to Martha Dandridge Custis (1732-1802) in 1759 brought
him considerable weatlth, as well as two step-children—they had
no children of their own‖—edited from the Cambridge Biog.
Dictionary.
Many, many people received their given names from
mothers who admired Washington. One was Wahington Irviing
According to a story, Washington met Irviing and gave him his
bless. Much later, Irving wrote a 5 volume biography of his
namesake.

of

Herman Street where Mary Ann Unkraut & Lee Memering
lived, 18(27), 29(45), 152(269)n. See Frontispiece maps.

Warsaw Ghetto uprising, R, lviii; Nazi troops crushed
the two-month Warsaw uprising in which 250,000 people
were killed--the uprising lasted from Aug. 1 to Oct. 2 , 1944

Was: Ought it replace ―Is‖? See at ―Is, is, is.‖
Washboard: The traditional washboard is usually
constructed with a rectangular wooden frame in which are
mounted a series of ridges or corrugations for the clothing to be
rubbed upon. For 19th century washboards, the ridges were often
of wood; by the 20th century, ridges of metal weremore common.
A ―fluted‖ metal washboard was patented in the US in 1833. Zinc
washboards were manufactured in the US from the middle of the
19th century.
In the late 20th century and early 21st century, ridges of
galvanized steel are most common, but some modern boards are
made of glass.. Washboards with brass ridges are still made, and
some who use washboards as musical instruments prefer the
sound of the somewhat more expensive brass boards.
One of the few musical instruments invented in America is
the Zydeco Frottoir (Zydeco Rubboard), a distillation of the
washboard into essential elements (percussive surface with
shoulder straps) designed by Clifton Chenier and built by Willie
Landry in 1946—escerpted from Wikipedia. Also see at Jugband,
and at Zydeco. Also see at Taxi horn.

Washington, Ned, see at ―High Noon.‖
―WASB,‖ 171(301); White, Anglo-Saxon, Baptist.
―WASP,‖ an acronym for White Anglo-Saxon
Protestant, Ch. 49. All but three US Presidents have been
WASPs, 171(301); WASP appears in a letter from GL,
205(376 Also see at SNAPFADA.

Wasp is an acronym for Women Airforce Service
pilots. During WW II, a select group of about 1000 young
women became pilots ferrying B-16's, B-26s, B-29s and
other airplanes, the first women in history trained to fly
American military aircraft. The group was founded by
Jackie Cochrane, a world famous racing pilot. See at
Cockran.

Wash tub, usually made of galvanized zinc, but often
copper, used for soaking or boiling clother preparatory
to scrubbing against a washboard. The bottom is corrugated
for extra strength, and in a pinch can be used as a
washboard or scrub board.

Washington, Booker, T(aliiaferro), 1856-1915, Black

Wassermann, August von, 1866-1925, Ch. 54: He

leader and educationist, born in Franlin Co., VA. After
emancipation (1865), he studied at Hampton Inst., VA and
Washington, DC, becoming a teacher, writer and speaker on
African-American problems. In 1881 he was appointed principal of
the newly opened Tuskegee Inst., Tuskegee, Alabama, and built it
up into a major center of African American education. He was the
foremost black leader in late 19-th c USA, winning white support
by his acceptance of the separation of blacks and whites. He was
strongly critizized by W. E. B. Du Bois, and his policies eree

discovered a blood serum test for syphilis in 1906; he also
developed an anti-toxin treatment for diphtheria, and
inoculations for cholera, typhoid & tetanus—from the
Penguin Intern‘l Dict. of Contemp. Biography. Also see
at Vacines.

Watch (nautical) Any of the periods of time in which
the day is divided & during which a part of the crew is
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assigned to duty. Also, the members of the crew which are
on duty during a watch.
Watch Cap. A warm navy-blue knitted cap for sailors, worn
often for guard duty in cold weather,

writings and his extensive diaries and correspondence have also
been published.
In his notes for an unpublished review of Brideshead
Revisited, George Orwell declared that Waugh was ―about as good
a novelist as one can be while holding untenable opinions.‖
artin Amis found that the snobbery of Brideshead was ―a
failure of imagination, an artistic failure.‖ On the other hand,
American literary critic Edmund Wilson pronounced Waugh ―the
only first-rate comic genius that has appeared in English since
Bernard Shaw.‖
ime magazine, in a 1966 obituary, summarized his oeuvre
by claiming that Waugh had ―eveloped a wickedly hilarious yet
fundamentally religious assault on a century that, in his opinion,
had ripped up the nourishing taproot of tradition and let wither all
the dear things of the world.‖—edited excerpt from Wikipedia.
Also see at ―Brideshead Revisited,‖ the 2008 film.

Watch: Dog watch--from 4 to 6, or 6 to 8 PM.
―Water,water, everywhere / And all the boards did
shrink / Water, water, everywhere / Nor any drop
to
drink—see at the Rime of the Ancient Mariner by
Coleridge. A stanza is quoted in Ch. 43.

―Watergate,‖was the name of a building complex in
Washington, D.C., where the Democrats had their
National Headquarters which was broken into by hirees of
the ―the Presidents Men.‖ The discovery of the breakin by a
security guard, and the resulting coverup by the Nixon
Administration, led to Nixon‘s resignation—also see at Carl
Bernstein, Bob Woodward & at Alan Pakula.

Wave Mechanics, the mathematical theory of waves

Waterling can. Prison for gardeners? NY Times

applied to particles. See at Broglie.

Xword pun of 03/09.

WAVES, acronym for Women A(cepted) F(or)

―Waterloo, The Battle of was won on the playfields

V(oluntary) E(mergency) Service (in the Navy) in WW II
but no longer a separate branch. Pres. Roosevelt signed a
bill on July 30, 1942 authorizing the WAVES.
A forerunner of the WAVES was Yeoman (F), the F
was for female. Charlotte Winters was one of the first Navy
enlistees in WW I, and held the rank of Yeoman (F) from
March 1917 until July 1919. She lived to be 109, and was
the last survivng woman to have served in WW I—from her
NY Times Obituary by Dennis Hevesi on March 30, 2007.
Wayne, David, (né Wayne James McMeekan), 19141995 was a Tony Award-winning actor with a career
spanning nearly half a century. Born in Traverse City, Michigan
and growing up in Bloomingdale, Michigan.
Wayne's first major Broadway role was Og the leprechaun
in Finian's Rainbow, for which he won the Theatre World Award
and the first-ever Tony for Best Featured Actor in a Musical. He
was awarded a second Tony for Best Actor in Play for The
Teahouse of the August Moon and was nominated as Best Actor in
a Musical for The Happy Time.
He originated the role of Ensign Pulver in the classic
comedy, Mister Roberts and also appeared in Say, Darling, After
the Fall, and Incident at Vichy. In films Wayne most often was cast
as a supporting player, such as the charming cad opposite Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn in Adam's Rib (1949). He portrayed
the child killer, originally played by Peter Lorre, in the remake of
M (1951), a chance to see him in a rare leading role, even rarer as
an evil character. He costarred in The Tender Trap (1955) with
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, and Celeste Holm.
Wayne also appeared in four films with Marilyn Monroe
(more than any other actor): As Young as You Feel (1951), We're
Not Married (1952), O. Henry's Full House (1952) (although he
was not in the same scene as Marilyn), and How to Marry a
Millionaire (1953)--edited excerpt from Wikipedia.

of Eton,‖ Ch. 22, 68(111)

Waters, Ethel, 1900-1970, 13(19), Black actress an
elegant performer who began in black & white vaudeville;
she is noted for her role in the 1952 film A Member of the
Wedding, based on Carson McCullers‘s play.

Watkins, Mel, former editor of the NY Times Book
Review--see at Richard Pryor.

Watson, James D(ewey),geneticist, b. in 1928 in
Chicago, studied at Chicago U. & Indiana, U. & after a stint
in Copenhagen, went to Cambridge U. , whre he, Francis
Crick & Maurice Wilkins discovered the double helix
structure of the DNA molecule. The three shared the 1962
Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine--see at DNA

Watson‘s Racism: James D. Watson disparaged the
intelligence of Blacks, saying that they weren‘t as
intelligent as Whites.
Yet, ironically, his genome
shows his own black ancestry— Dec. 12, 2007 NY Times
news story by John Schwartz

Watson-Watt, Robert, Sir, a Scots physicist who
developed Radar in 1935-1936 in Britain, 229(418)

Watsonville, CA, is called the ―artichoke captital of
America.‖ It is in ―Steinbeck Country.‖ See at Artichokes.

Watt, James, 1736- 1819, was a Scottish inventor &
engineer whose improvements to the steam engine were
fundamental to the changes brought by the Industrial
Revolution--see at ―Power Brokers.‖

Waugh, Evelyn St. John, 1903-1966, T; ―Diaries,‖
15(22)n, 135(248). Waugh was an English writer, best
known for such darkly humorous and satirical novels as Decline
and Fall, Vile Bodies (1930), Black Mischief (1932 satire on Haile
Selassie's efforts to modernise Abyssinia--Waugh was deeply
critical of modernity and notions of rational progress), A Handful
of Dust (1934, subtle critique of civilization set in English country
house and Dutch Guyana), Scoop (1938) & The Loved One (1947,
subtitledAn Anglo-American Tragedy--describes the excesses of a
Californian funeral business),as well as for serious works, such
as Brideshead Revisited (1945, subtitled The Sacred and Profane
Memories of Captain Charles Ryder), and the Sword of Honour
trilogy: Men at Arms (1952), Officers and Gentlemen (1955),
Unconditional Surrender (1961) that convey his conservative,
Catholic opinions.
Many of Waugh's novels depict British aristocracy & high
society, which he savagely satirizes but to which he was also
strongly attracted.
In addition, he wrote short stories, three biographies, and
the first volume of an unfinished autobiography. His travel

Wayne, John (né Marion Michael Morrison), 19071979, nicknamed ―Duke‖ (to me--―The Brow‖ or ―The
Frown.‖) Despite his squint, he was born in Iowa--not
Texas! Wayne won his Oscar for ―True Grit‖ (1969) &
starred in ―She Wore a Yellow Ribbon‖ (1949),
223(408) He died after a long bout with lung cancer—
consult Wikipedia about this. Also see at Andy Devine,
―The Man Who Shot Liberty Vance‖ (1962) & at Susan
Hayward.

Waymeyer, Walter, T, P, A: HHS ‘45 Classmate,
friend & scholar: Cass rank 4; Ch. 44; his family is of
German descent & worked in Cincinnati as ―printers &
lithographers;‖ A, x. Walt played Mr. Witherspoon in
―Arsenic and Old Lace,‖ played trombone in HHS band &
in ―A Murder Has Been Arranged,‖ 150(265) & played in many
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prof‘l. Bands, incl. Clyde Trask‘s band at ―Moonlight Gardens‖ at
Coney Island, A, xi, 64(105)
In ―Lest We Forget‖ he wrote beside his photo ―Good Luck
to #3 in the chorus, Walter Waymeyer‖ and drew a trombone
besides his photo in the Lest We Forget; -- student at U. of
Cincinnati (UC), 211(384); wrote music for HHS ‘45 song,
166(292); ―When he read the CD of this book sent him in Jan.
2005, he wrote, ―I couldn‘t put it down!‖-- e-mail of Jan. 22,
2005; BS in Mech. Engineering (ME) from UC in 1949, MS in
ME at U. of Kansas circa 1952, a Ph.D. in ME from UCLA,
1956; -- worked on stability of Rockets for the US; -- was a victim
of bigotry when a HHS girl friend stopped seeinghim, thinking he
was Catholic, but he wasn‘t! Also see at Island Queen.

softly & gets hit by a big stick.‖ The series ended at
Webster‘s death; see at Milquetoast & check out
Webster on the Web.

Webster, Paul Francis—see at Sammy Fain.
Wednesday is considered either the third or the fourth
day of the week, between Tuesday and Thursday. The name
comes from the Middle English Wednes dei, which is from Old
English Wēdnes dæg, meaning the day of the Germanic god
Woden(Wodan) who was a god of the Anglo-Saxons in England
until about the 7th century. Wēdnes dæg is like the Old Norse
Oðinsdagr ("Odin's day"), which is an early translation of the
Latin dies Mercurii ("Mercury's day").
Although Mercury (the messenger of the gods) and Woden
(the king of the Germanic gods) are not equivalent in most regards,
both gods guided the souls of the dead to the underworld.
When Sunday is taken as the first of the week, the day in
the middle of each week is Wednesday. Arising from this, the
German name for Wednesday has been Mittwoch (literally: ―midweek‖) since the 10th Century, having displaced the former
name: Wodanstag (―Wodan's day‖).
The Finnish name is similarly practical: Keskiviikko
(literally: ―middle of the week‖) as is the Icelandic name:
Miðvikudagur (―Mid-week day‖)--Wikipedia

We Are Somebody. ―Country music reminds us that
we're all lonely and we're all scared--but we are
somebody‖—David Kirby in his review of ―Sing Me Back
Home.‖ Also see at ―Are You Somebody?‖ & at Counry
Music.

―We try harder‖--an Avis Rent-A-Car commercial.
Avis used to run commercials like this: ―We're number two,
so we try harder,‖ but not everyone was convinced —a
number of Blogs convincingly refute this.

―We‘ll Meet Again (Some Sunndy Day)‖—see at

Wee, very small, tiny, a small amount, or early, as in

Very Lynn, and at ―We‘ll Meet Again‖ following Lawrence
Welk

the wee hours of the morning. See at Pee Wee & at Tiny
Boo Boo.

Weak sister: slang. Weak or undependable member

Wee Bit Joke: MacIntosh had three daughters he

of a gang or group; a person regarded as timid or indecisive;
a weakling.

was looking to find husbands for, but like all fathers, he
had very high standards. He finally found a young man,
Tam,
who had all the credentials he could want--young,
nice-looking,
and hard-working--so he arranged for Tam to take his eldest
daughter, Meg, out on a date. When they returned he asked
Tam, ―Well, did you
like Meg?‖ ―Aye, I
liked her a
lot,‖ was the reply, but, ―I wouldn‘t want to marry her—she‘s
bowlegged!‖
―Aye,‖ agreed MacIntosh, ―But just a wee bit!‖‖ The same
thing happened with his middle daughter. ―Aye, I liked her a lot,
but she‘s cross-eyed.‖ The Scotsman sighed, ―Aye, but just a wee
bit.‖
That left his youngest daughter, Peg, a noted beauty who
was neither bowlegged nor cross-eyed. When Tam saw her, he
wondered why she was still unmarried, but nevertheless he took
her out on date. When they got back, the proud father asked Tam,
―Well, did you like Peg?‖ Tam replied, ―Aye, Sir, I liked her
best of all, but I wouldn‘t want to marry her—you see, sir, she‘s
pregnant!―
―Aye, Tam, that she is, but--just a wee bit!

Weakling, one weak in constitution or character.
Wealth: Many People have had abject poverty (see.
e.g., Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw at Elvis Presley) but
how many overcome the disadvantages of wealth? See at
Kaplan & Bernays; also see at Poor, at Poverty & at Rich.

Wealth & Power: When I was young I used to think
that weatlth and power would bring me happiness…I was
right—Gahan Wilson Cartoon, 1975, quoted in the
Penguin
Dict. of Humorous Quotations.

―Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD),‖139(252);
the alleged ―rationale‖ for the Iraq War, the search from
April 2003 until January 2005 turned up nothing & was
called off. This brings to mind Hiram Johnson‘s phrase ―In
wartime truth is the first casuality.‖ Also see at Gen. Colin
Powell in the connection (last paragraph.)

―Web we weave, when we first practice to deceive,
What a tangled‖—Sir Walter Scott, Marmion, 16.17, 1808

Webb, Jack, (1920-1982), was an actor, TV producer,

Weekdays—see at Monday, Tuesday,Wednesday,

and writer, who created and played Sgt. Friday on Dragnet
on the radio and in film—see at Dragnet, and at Joe Friday.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday—the first day of t
he week.

Webber, Andrew Lloyd—see at ―Cats.‖
Weber, Bruce, writer for the NY Times--see at

Weeks, Freddy, Herman St. neighbor & friend,
Boy Scout Troop # 13, 117(217); 1938 5th Dist. Blue
Ribbon student, 33(52)--see 1938 Blue Ribbon Photograph
in Part I & Boy Scout Photographs, Part II

Farnsworth Invention, at Robert Anderson, at Bobby
Fischer, at Julius Richmond & at Lawrence Urdang.
―The marriage was a result of happenstance. They
met‖-- Bruce Weber., quoted in the American Heritage
Dictionary at happenstance.

Wee-wee, see at Pee.
―Weekend at the Waldorf‖ 1945 film starring Lana
Turner and Van Johnson.

Webster, Daniel, 1782-1852, orator, lawyer &

Wehrmacht, literally resist-force, or resist power,

statesman, born in NH. He was a congrssman,
18131817, 1823-1727, senator, 1827-1841, 1845-1850 & Sec.
f State, 1841-1845. He is best remembered for the WebsterAshburton Treaty of 1842 between Britain & UjSA, which
xtablished the present boundaries between NE USA &
Canada. Also see at Henry Clay.

i.e., the German Armed Services, notably the army. The
air force was called the Luftwaffe (air weapon) See at
Germany.
Weibel, Charles ―Chuck,‖ Rutgers U. Prof. & friend,
about whom I wrote in Part II of ―Rings and Things.‖

Webster, Harold, T., 1885-1953, creator in 1924 of

Weil, André, a foremost mathematician & prof. at the

a hilarious cartoon series, entitled, ―Timid Soul,‖ about
Milquetoast, a character about whom he said, ―He speaks

Inst. for Adv. Study, in algebraic geometry &number
theory. As a prodigy, he unwittingly traumatized his sister,
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Simone, with his mathematical brilliance. He was a founding
member & de factor early leader of the influential group Bourbaki
that wrote foundamental mathematical treatises on any number of
subjects. (They are both on the Web.) Also see at Herman Weyl,
and below.

Pennsylvania, probably to ensure his eligibility to compete as part
of the US Olympic team. S
A sickly child, he took up swimming on the advice of a
doctor, and grew to be a 6' 3", 190-pound champion athlete who
was the undefeated winner of five Olympic gold medals, 67 world
and 52 national titles, holder of every freestyle record from 100
yards to the half-mile. He won five gold medals as a swimmer at
the 1924 and 1928 Olympics, setting many free-style records.
Weissmuller appeared in several sports shorts, then was hired by
MGM to play Tarzan onscreen—from several sources on the
Web. According to Esther Willaims, he also played Tarqan off the
screen‖-see at ―Tarzan of the Apes‖ & at Esther Williams.

Weil, Simone, 1909-1943:―Humility is the root of
love;‖ see Quotationary;
―The only meaningful thing you can ask a person is: ‗What
are you going through today?‘‖—from memory, but see ―The
Simone Weil Reader.‖
―The capacity to give one's attention to a sufferer is a very
rare and difficult thing; it is almost a miracle; it is a miracle.
Nearly all those who think they have this capacity do not possess
it. Warmth of heart, impulsiveness, pity are not enough.‖
―A work of art has an author, and yet, when itis perfect, it
has something essentially anonymous about it,‖ quoted on p. 140
in ―Oxymoronica;‖ also see at Perfect & at Sins.

Weiner, Tim, writer for the NY Times—see at
Bierce, Ambrose, last sentence.

Weiss, David, see at ―Naked Came I.‖
Weiss, Stephen, see at Nickelodeon.
Welch, Joseph Nye, 1890-1960, lawyer b. in Iowa,

―Weil, Simone,‖ by Francine Du Plessix Gray,

his way through Grinnell College & won a scholarship to
Harvard. A successful trial lawyer in Boston, he won
national attention for his role as special counsel for the army
in the televised 1954 Army-McCarthy hearing, and in which
he chided McCarthy for his smears of innocent people with
this rebuke: ―Have you, at last, no shame, Senator? See at
Edward R. Murrow.

Viking Penguin, NY, 2001 (Biography.)

Weill, Kurt Julian,1900-1950, 220(398), born in
Dessau, Germany, of a religious Jewish family, he fled the Nazis
in 1933. In USA Weill become successful in writing such
musicals as ―Lady in the Dark‖ & ―One Tourch of Venus,‖
among others. See at ―The Rise and Fall of the State Mahagonny‖
& at ―Three Penny Opera,‖ both with lyrics by Brecht.
He also wrote the lyrical ―September Song,‖ his first
American hit, for the 1938 musical Knickerbocker Holiday, with a
libretto by Maxwell Anderson.
The great love of his life was Lotte Lenya who acted in
many of the operas & movies based on his music. He met her the
first in 1924 & married her twice—in 1926, and after their 1934
divorce, again in 1937.
At his death in NY City, he left her everything he owned,
including the rights to all his operas & musicals. Leny took it upon
herself to increase awareness of his music, forming the Kurt Weill
Foundation. (Ah, True love!—see at Lenya, last paragraph.)
Also see at Artist in Exile,‖ at Lenya, at Brecht & at Zinsser.
Kurt Weill, a heavy smoker, died, age 50.

Welk, Lawrence, 1903-1992, musician, accordion
player, bandleader, & TV impresario,, b. in N. Dakota of
German immigrant parents—he didn‘t speak English until he
was 2 & he never mastered the English-American idiom. Welk
preserved his accent & his homesuppun (some would say
―cornball‖) approach to music during his rise through radio & the
dance hall to TV celebrity.
He enterntained middle-aged America with his ―champagne
music. Leading his 27-piece orchestra in rather staid pop tunes, his
them e song: ―I‘mForever Blowing Bubbles‖—from Penguin
Intern‘l Dict. of Contemp. Biography (My parenthetical remark.)
When asked about his ancestry, he always replied, ―AsaceLorraine, Germany.‖ This he explained in his autobio, ―Wunnerful,
Wunnerful‖ —Wikipedia. Also see at Bubbles.

Weinberger, Casper, Secretary of Defense under

―We'll Meet Again‖ is a 1939 song made famous by

President Reagan, and also Pres. and Mrs. Readgan, praised
the novel ―The Hunt for the Red October‖--about which see.

British singer Vera Lynn (#29 (US, 1954)) with music
written by Ross Parker and lyrics by Hughie Charles. The song is
one of the most famous songs of the WW II era, and resonated
with soldiers going off to fight and their families and sweethearts.
The assertion that "we'll meet again" is optimistic, as many
soldiers did not survive to see their loved ones again. Indeed, the
meeting place at some unspecified time in the future would have
been seen by many who lost loved ones to be heaven. The song
gave its name to the 1943 musical film We'll Meet Again in which
Vera Lynn played the lead role. Lynn's recording is featured in
Stanley Kubrick's 1964 movie Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned
to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb, and was also used in the
closing scenes of the 1986 BBC TV serial The Singing
Detective—excerpt from Wikipedia.

Weill der Stadt is a small town of somewhat less than
20,000 inhabitants, located in the Stuttgart Region of the
German state of Baden-Württemberg. It is about 30 km (19 miles) west
of Stuttgart city center, and is often called ―Gate to the Black Forest.‖
Weil der Stadt became an Imperial Free City in the 13th
century, but had existed for centuries before as an important trading
place. It was completely destroyed during the Thirty Years' War but
was subsequently rebuilt, and the centre is still dominated by buildings
from this period. The city fortifications are still nearly intact.
Weil der Stadt is best known as the birthplace of both the
astronomer Johannes Kepler and the Protestant reformer Johannes
Brenz of Württemberg. The association with Kepler is the reason for
the town's unofficial title (‗The Kepler Town Weil der Stadt‘).
Due to its surroundings and attractive cityscape, Weil der Stadt
is a popular destination for excursions in the Stuttgart region. The
original settlement was named Vila, from the Latin vil, or town. This
evolved into Weil. Later the suffix "die Stadt" (the town) was added to
distinguish the town from villages of the same name, such as Weil im
Dorf and Weil im Schönbuch. The current name is unusual in that it
contains the German dative case (the word Stadt is feminine). It arose
because the place of issue in official documents was usually given as
"gegeben zu Weil, der Stadt" ("issued in Weil, the
town)—
excert from Wikipedia.

―Well, Did You Evah!‖ is a song written by Cole
Porter for his 1939 musical Du Barry Was a Lady, where it
was introduced by Betty Grable and Charles Walters.

―Well of poetry dried up! Alas, the, ‖224(409)
Wells, Carolyn, see at Guilt
Wells, H(erbert) G(eorge), 1866-1946, writer famed
for the science fictional ―The Time Machine‖ (1896), and
―The War of the Worlds‖ (1898). The latter was made into
a radio play that premiered on CBS on Oct. 30, 1938.
Starring Orson Welles, the live drama employed fake new
reports, panicked some listeners who thought its portrayal
of an ivasion of Earth by Martians was true.

Weissmuller, Johnny, 1904-1984, was born in was
born in Romania, then a part of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, though he later claimed to have been born in Windber,
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The following are edited excepts from her NY Times Obituary
written by Alvin Krebs: Late in 1998 Miss Welty said she was
―excited and delighted‖ to learn that she had become the first
living writer to be included in the prestigious Library of America
series of collected works by United States literary giants. The
library's break with its long tradition of choosing only dead authors
for its series of definitive collections ushered Miss Welty into a
pantheon that includes Mark Twain, Walt Whitman, Henry James,
Edith Wharton, Willa Cather, Edgar Allan Poe and William
Faulkner.
For decades she was pigeonholed by critics who placed her
with Faulkner, Katherine Anne Porter, Flannery O'Connor and
Carson McCullers as a writer of the so-called Southern School.
Her reputation as a regional and apolitical writer was often cited as
a reason for her failure to win a Nobel Prize. But her work, like
that of those other Southern writers, transcended region and
possessed a universal relevance and appeal.
―It is not the South we find in her stories, it is Eudora
Welty's South, a region that feeds her imagination and a place we
come to trust,‖ Maureen Howard said when she reviewed Miss
Welty's ―Collected Stories‖ in 1980. ―She is a Southerner as
Chekhov was a Russian, because place provides them with a
reality -- a reality as difficult, mysterious and impermanent as life.‖
The Weltys were devoted to books and learning. In '‖One
Writer's Beginnings,‖ Miss Welty's 1984 memoir based on a series
of lectures she gave at Harvard, she recalled the exhilaration she
felt when she fell under the spell of books. where she helped to
start a literary magazine, and then the University of Wisconsin,
where she earned a bachelor's degree in 1929. After college Miss
Welty told her parents that she wanted to be a writer, but she said
that her father insisted that she ―learn something to fall back on‖ to
support herself, so she took advertising courses at the Columbia
University School of Business.
―It had been startling and disappointing to me to find out
that storybooks had been written by people, that books were not
natural wonders, coming up of themselves like grass,'‖ she wrote.
'‖Yet regardless of where they came from, I cannot remember a
time when I was not in love with them--with the books themselves,
cover and binding and the paper they were printed on, with their
smell and their weight and with their possession in my arms,
captured and carried off to myself. Still illiterate, I was ready for
them, committed to all the reading I could give them.‖
―Listening for Stories.
Miss Welty learned to read before starting public school and
began turning out stories as a child. Miss Welty said she
discovered stories in daily life. '‖Long before I wrote stories, I
listened for stories,‖ she wrote in 1984. ―Listening for them is
something more acute than listening to them. I suppose it's an early
form of participation in what goes on. Listening children know
stories are there. When their elders sit and begin, children are just
waiting and hoping for one to come out, like a mouse from its
hole.‖
―It took Latin to thrust me into a bona fide alliance with
words in their true meaning,'‖ she wrote. ―Learning Latin (once I
was free of Caesar) fed my love for words upon words, words in
continuation and modification, and the beautiful, sober accretion of
a sentence. I could see the achieved sentence finally standing there,
as real, intact and built to stay as the Mississippi State Capitol at
the top of my street, where I could walk through it on my way to
school and hear underfoot the echo of its marble floor and over me
the bell of its rotunda.‖
Life at the PO
Miss Welty began to attract attention after The Atlantic Monthly
published two of her stories destined to become classics: '‖Why I
Live at the P.O.‖ and '‖A Worn Path.‖ The first, one of the most
popular of the dozens that were to be printed in the years to come,
is a first-person explanation by a small-town postmistress of why
she is moving out of her eccentric family's home to live at the post

Wells, Ida Bell, aka Ida B. Wells-Barnett, 18621931, was an African American civil rights, and an early
women's rights, advocate active in the Woman Suffrage
Movement. Fearless in her opposition to lynchings, Wells
documented hundreds of these atrocities.
Soon after coming to New York, she wrote a long article
for an African-American paper, ―The Truth About Lynching,―
expanding her contention that some white women chose to consort
with black men, and that black women were exploited by white
men. She called for boycotts and strikes by black to protest
lynchings. ―The Winchester rifle should have a place in every
black home,‖ since government refused to protect them.
In 1895, she married a Chicago Lawyer named Ferdinand
Barnett, a feminist who contributed his legal skills to the cause,
suing to enforce Illinois's anti-lynching laws—excerpted from
Wikipedia, and from Richard Lingeman's May 18, 2008, NY
Times Sunday Book Review of Paula J. Giddings's "Ida: A Sword
Among Lions: Ida B. Wells and the Campaign Against
Lynching"
Welles, Orson, actor, director,.. See at ―The Third Man‖

Welles, Orson (né George Welles), 1915-1885, actor.
director, and writer of film & radio. he played Willam
Randolph Hearst in the 1941 movie ―Citizen Kane,‖ which he also
directed and co-wrote.. ―One of the greatest films ever made—a
stunning tour-de-force in virtually every aspect…‖—Video Hound.
He also played the sinister Harry Lime the 1949 movie ―The
Third Man,‖ based on the Graham Greene mystery, co-starring
Joseph Cotton, ―with a haunting (sometimes irritating) theme by
Anton Karas on an unaccompanied Zither‖—Video Hound. The
theme is unforgettable! Also see at ―The Third Man‖ & at Joseph
Cotton
According to the ―Oxford Dictionary of First Names,‖ he
chose the name ―Orson‖ (meaning ―bear cub‖) himself,
and it became popular because of him
Wellington, Duke of & the battle of Waterloo, Ch. 22,
68(111)

AWellville, The Road to,‖ A, ix; see at Corghessian
Boyle & at ―The Road to Wellville.‖

Welsh are the people of Wales, i.e., Celts.
Welsh heritage, People of: actress Edie Adams, actor
Righard Burton, painters Augustus John (1878–1961) &
Gwen John (1876–1939), actor Anthony Hopkins,
novelist Richard Llewelyn, actor Ray Milland, poet
Dylan Thomas, psychoanalyst & Freud biographer Ernest B.
Jones.

Weltschmerz is sadness over the evils of the world,
from German, Welt, world, and Schmerz, pain.

Welty, Eudora, 1909-2001, was born and raised in
Jackson, MS, where shespent all her life. She attended
Mississippi College for women, then at U. of Wisconsin whre she
received an MA degree,and later studied advertising. (Her obituary
in the NY Times, July 24, the day after she died, expands on this,
and hailed her as "A lyrical master of the short story‖—see below.)
She has stories collected in ―A Curtain of Green‖ (1941)
and ―The Wide Net‖ (1943). ―The Golden Apples‖ (1949) and
―The Bride of Innsfallen‖ (1955) were story cycles. Her novels
included "Delta Wedding" (1946) and the comic ―Ponder
Heart:‖(1954), which was adapted for the stage (1957). Her
reputation grew after 1970 when she published ―Losing Battles,‖ a
novel about Mississippi's poor people. ―The Optimist's
Daughter‖(1972) won a Pulitzer Prize. ―The Collected Stories‖
appeared in 1980, and her autobiography, ―One Writer's
Beginning‖ (1984) was a best seller. ―Stories, Essays and
Memoirs‖ appeared in 1998--from The Penguin International
Dictionary of Biography.
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office. The second won Miss Welty her first of 8 O. Henry
Awards.--the first was for ―Petrified Man‖ (1939)

Wetback Offensive Slang. A disparaging term for a
Mexican immigrant, esp. a laborer, who crosses the border
illegally--an allusion to crossing the Rio
Grande
whether or not that was the case. (Ironically, the Rio
Grande is most often dry or too shallow to wet anybody‘s
back!)

Welty, Eudora: In a ―A Writer‘s Eye,‖ she reviewed
Hollis Summer‘s novels, among others, 130(238-239)

Wenonah is the mother of Hiawatha, and the name of
a little town in NJ (2000 pop.--a bit more than 3,000.) Also
see at Winona, AR.

―Wet dreams,‖ 169(298), 190(349); aka ―starching
the sheets‖ and ―noctural emissions,‖ a condition of
adolescence & early adulthood, & discussed in the ―Kinsey
Report.‖

Wentworth, Harold, see below, and see at Flexner.
Wentworth and Flexner, Dict. of Amer. Slang, 14(22)n
Werber, Bill (né William Murray Werber), 1908--

Weyl, Herman Klaus Hugo, 1885-1955, a German

2009, born in Berwyn Hts., MD (a suburb of Washington,
DC), he was a third baseman who played for the New York
Yankees (1930, 1933), Boston Red Sox (1933-1936), Philadelphia
Athletics (1937-1938), Cincinnati Reds (1939-1941) and New
York Giants (1942). He led American League third basemen in
putouts and assists once each, and also led National League third
basemen in assists, double plays and fielding percentage once
each. A strong baserunner, he led the AL in stolen bases three
times and led the NL in runs in 1939 as the Reds won the
pennantin that year, and the World series in 1940. (Cf. Ch. 37) He
was born in Berwyn Heights, Maryland and batted and threw righthanded—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Before he died on Jan.
22, 2009, he was the oldest-living former baseball player. He wrote
a book, with C. Paul Rogers, III, ―Memories of a Baseball
Player‖—it was published when he was 93!

mathematican. Although much of his working life was spent
in Zürich, Switzerland, and then Princeton, he is closely identified
with the U. of Göttingen tradition of mathematics, represented by
David Hilbert & Hermann Minkowski. His research has had major
significance for theoretical physics as well as pure disciplines
including number theory. He was one of the most influential
mathematicians of the twentieth century, and a key member of the
Institute for Advanced Study in its early years creating an
integrated & international view.
Weyl published technical & general works works on space,
time, matter, philosophy, logic, symmetry and the history of
mathematics. He was one of the first to conceive of combining
general relativity with the laws of electro-magnetism.. W hile no
mathematician of his generation aspired to the 'universalism' of
Henri Poincaré or Hilbert, Weyl came as close as anyone. Michael
Atiyah, in particular, has commented that whenever he looked into
any area, he found that Weyl had preceded him (quoted in The
Math. Intelligencer in 1984)
The similarity of the names sometimes led to his
being
confused with André Weil. A communal joke for mathematicians
was that, each being of great stature, this was a rare exmaple where
such mistakes would not cause offence on either side—see at Inst.
for Advanced Study, at Michael Atiyah, at David Hilbert, at Henri
Poincaré & at André Weil.
―All Beginnings are obscure‖—Herman Weyl

―Wer neckt sich, liebt sich,‖ 73(120)
―Were You There When They Crucified My Lord?‖
Hymn, 87-88

Wertmuller, Lina, movie director: ―Seven Beauties‖
(1976) (―Pasqualino Settebellezze,‖ in Italian, 1975), a dark
Italian comedy about WW II. A prisoner (convincingly
played by Giancarlo Giannini) has to make love to a female
commandant of a Nazi concentration camp (a Beast of
Belsen type) in order to save his swarmy skin, 32(51)n. The
―seven beauties‖ are his sisters--what they had to do to
survive the war is not nice & it drives him mad.

Whacking-off, slang for masturbation, 56(91)
Whale, a crustacean of fishlike form, esp. one of the

Wesley, John, 1703-1791: see at Cleanliness.
―West. The‖—see at Winchester.
West Lafayette, IN, site of Purdue U., where I

arger pelagic species, as distinguished from porpoises and
dolphins, also crustaceans. See, e.g., ―Crustacean Societies.‖

Whamo—see at Frisbee.
―What comes naturally, Doing‖—see at ―Annie Get

earned the Ph. D. in mathematics in 1955; also see Purdue

West, Mae, 1893-1980, see at Mae West.
West, Nathaniel, author of ―Miss Lonelyhearts,‖

Your Gun,‖ Ch. 10

―What a Difference a Day Makes,‖ was originally

72(117)n

written in 1934 in Spanish by María Méndez Grever (aka
María Grever), a Mexican composer, in 1934, and was
known as ―Cuando Vuelva A Tu Lado‖ (―When She comes
Back to You‖). The English lyrics were written by Stanley
Adams, and titled "What a Difference a Day Makes‖ &
made famous by Harry Roy & his Orchestra.
The is in the Bolero romantic style, and is one of the
most popular boleros of all time. Dinah Washington won
Grammy Award in 1959 for Best Rhythm and Blues
performance with this song, and her version was also
inducted into the Grammy Hall of Fame in 1998—edited
excerpt from Wikipedia. My stab at translation in

Western Civilization according to Gandhi: When
asked what he thought of it, he quipped, ― I think it would
be a good idea!‖

Western Democracies, see at Democracies.
Western Electric Co. at 11th & Race St. in Cincinnati,
where I worked for a summer running cables flat on my
back & singing duets with a cable buddy, 114(211),
186(324)—also see at ―Carl sings‖

Westerm Front initially referred to the west border of
Germany in WW I—see at All Quiet on the Western Front‖
(last paragraph) & see at Eastern Front.

parenthesis.
―What a Wonderful World‖ is a song by Bob Thiele,

―Western Intellectural Tradition, The,‖ by Jacob
Bronowski & Bruce Mazlish, 1960.

George David Weiss, and George Douglas. Thiele and
Weiss were both prominent in the music world (Thiele as a
producer and Weiss as a composer/performer) but nothing more is
known of Douglas. Some have suggested that pianist Dana Pelkie
collaborated on the song using ―George Douglas‖ as a pseudonym,
but it has never been confirmed. The song was first recorded by
Louis Armstrong and released as a single in 1968, and was
inducted in the Grammy Hall of Fame in 1999—Wikipedia. Thiele

Western Wall: remnant of the western wall of the
second Temple in Jerusalem; traditionally a site of
pilgrimage, lamentation & prayer; also known as Wailing
Wall. There is a separate section for women. See at
Solomon.

West 16-th St, Covington, where the Faiths lived for
several years, 80(154)
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was Teresa Brewer‘s 2-nd husband, 1972 to 1996 when he died.
She died in 2007.

Germany, in 1959, precededwith ―I always told me
husband,‖ evidently in approval of his and of mine! A
photomat pic of it appears on the back cover of ―The Sun
Shines Bright.‖ Also see at ―Whoever teases, loves.‖

―What we could do with round here is a good war.
What else can you expect with peace running wild all over
the place? You know the trouble with peace? No
organization‖--Mother Courage and Her Children, Act I.

What is life? A frenzy. What is life? An illusion, a
shadow, a fiction. And all the greatest good is of slight
worth, as all life is a dream, and dreams are dreams—
Pedoro Calderon de las Barca, quoted in ―The Oxford Dict.
of Phrase, Saying & Quotation.‖—see at Calderon.

What We need around here is a good war—another
translation of the first sentence above.

Wharton, Texas, Horton Foote‘s hometown, and the

―What is love?‖ When William Wharton‘s eldest

basis for Bounntiful in his ―The Trip to Bountiful.‖

daughter met a man she would marry, she ask him this
question. Mr. Wharton was paying for the call, so he kept it
short. ―As far as I can tell,‖ he said, ―it is passion,
admiration and respect. If you have two, you have enough.
If you have all three, you don‘t have to die to go to heaven.‖

Wharton, William (né Albert William du Aime),
1925-2008, was a novelist and a painter, who painted under
his original name. His vivid life fed his autobiographical novels, none
more so than ―Birdy,‖ which was published in 1979 and delved into the
madness of a character obsessed with canaries. Mr. Wharton himself
kept 250 canaries when he was 17 and never stopped keeping them.
Critics suggested that only great literary talent could make believable a
plot in which a man thinks he is a canary — complete with avian sexual
fantasies — while another man tries to talk him back to sanity. ―Only
the most rigorous imagination can make a story of this sort work for a
reader who is generally indifferent to birds,‖ Peter S. Prescott of
Newsweek wrote. Birdy‖ won the National Book Award for best first
novel in 1980 and was a finalist in the Pulitzer Prize for fiction.
Among Mr. Wharton‘s subsequent books were ―Dad‖ (1981),
about a middle-aged painter living in France, and ―Pride‖ (1985), an
allegorical story set in the Depression. ―A Midnight Clear‖ (1982) tells
the poignant tale of how American and German soldiers try in vain to
use a Christmas tree, a snowman and a scarecrow to make peace.
Three of his novels were made into movies: ―Birdy‖ (1984),
―Dad‖ (1989) and ―A Midnight Clear‖ (1992). Vincent Canby in The
New York Times said ―Birdy‖ — which was directed by Alan Parker
nd starred Nicolas Cage and Matthew Modine — told ―the
unspeakable, unrecognizable terrors of coming of age‖—see at ―Equus
―in theis connection.
Albert William du Aime (pronounced doo-EM) was born on
Nov. 7, 1925, in Philadelphia. He told The Guardian, a London
newspaper, that he infuriated his mother by keeping canaries in a huge
cage under his elevated bed. But his father blessed the flock after
realizing Albert‘s revenues from selling canaries exceeded his
carpenter‘s wages.
Albert volunteered for the Army and was assigned to a unit of
exceptionally intelligent young men who were to be trained as
engineers. He ended up in the infantry in the Battle of the Bulge, in
which he was severely wounded. After his discharge, he earned a
degree in art from the University of California, Los Angeles, and stayed
to earn a doctorate in psychology. He taught art in Los Angeles public
schools. The family moved to Europe in 1958 and moved between
Paris, Bavaria and the south of Spain. They settled in Paris in 1968,
supporting themselves on their wits, his paintings and his wife‘s
income as a kindergarten teacher. They twice ran out of money and
temporarily retreated to the United States.
Also see at ―What is Love?‖

―What is past is prologue‖--Shakespeare, T
Whatnot , n. 1. A minor or unspecified object or
article. 2. A set of light, open shelves for ornaments.
pron. Any of various additional or unspecified things or
items: ―family differences, differing social origins, and
whatnot‖ George F. Kennan (in his memoirs)—from the
Free Online Dictionary, except for the parenthetical. See at
Kennan.

―What To Do Before Labor Comes,‖see at Moorfield.
―What they could do with round here is a good war.
What else can you expect with peace running wild all over
the place? You know that the trouble with peace is? No
organization!‖–satire in ―Mother Courage and Her
Children,‖ 1941, Act I, a play by Bertold Brecht.

―What Will Be, Will Be‖--see at ―Que Sera, Sera,‖ at
―Fish gotta swim,‖ and at Maslow.

―What a Wonderful World‖ by Bob Thiele (aka
George Douglas) and George David Weiss. It was first
recorded by Louis Armstrong and released as a single in
early fall 1967 & inducted in the Grammy Hall of Fame in
1999: ― I see trees of green, red roses too / I see them bloom
for me and you / And I think to myself, what a wonderful world
/ I see skies of blue and clouds of white / The bright blessed day,
the dark sacred night / And I think to myself, what a wonderful

world.‖
―What‘s the answer?‖ was asked of Alice B. Toklas
by Gertrude Stein when Stein was dying. When Toklas
gave no answer, Stein quipped, ―In that case, what‘s the
question?‖

Wheaton College is a top-ranked, academically
rigorous Christian liberal arts college located about 20 miles
west of Chicago in Wheaton, Illinois. Also see at Wes
Craven, who studied there.

―Wheeze, rimes with Louise,‖ 22(33)
Wheeler, John Archibald, 1911-2008, is a theoretical

What does a woman want?‖--Sigmund Freud in a
letter to Marie Bonaparte, in ―Oxford Dict. of 20-th Century
Quotations.‖

physicists born in Jacksonville, FL. One of the later
collaborators of Einstein, he tried to achieve the latter‘s vision of a
unifield field theory. In 1967 at a conf. in NY City, he coined the
phrase ―Black Hole,‖ to the space phenomenon in which the stellar
matter is so dense in mass no light escapes—also see at Quantum
Theory & see his April 14, 2008 NY Times Obituary by Dennis
Overbye.
He served as a member of the Princeton faculty from 1938
until his retirement in 1976, after which he served as director of
the Center for Theoretical Physics at the University of TexasAustin until 1986.
A 1999 autobiography: ―Geons, Black Holes & Quantum
Foam: A Life in Physics‖ was co-authored by Kenneth Ford. His
other books are available in Wikipedia‘s article on him.
―If you haven't found something strange during the day, it
hasn't been much of a day‖—John A. Wheeler.

What Every Mother Should Know,‖ Margaret
Sanger, 1917
What's Going On? 1954 game show. See at Allan
Sherrman.

―What good is a baby?‖ When Queen Victoria asked
Michael Faraday*) what good was electricity, he reportedly
replied, "Madam, what good is a baby?"

What Hath God Wrought,‖ historic first message
over the telegraph on May 24, 1844, from the the Bible,
Numbers 23:23, 116(215)n

―What I Did for Love‖ a song from ―Chorus Line.

―What is a kiss without a beard?‖ (Was ist ein Küss
ohne Bard?), said to me by a German woman in Heidelberg,
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―The quantum is the greatest mystery we've got. Never in
my life was I more up a tree than today‖ --John Wheeler. Also see
at Fool, at Quantum, Quantum Physics & Quantum Theory.
―When Engulfed in Flames,‖ short stories by David
Sedaris. The cover depicting a death-head, i.e., head of a
skeleton.smoking a cigarette, is from a sketch by Vincent
Van Gogh.

Baa! Baa! Baa!/ Just little black sheep, / who‘ve lost their way, /
Baa--aa--aa! / Gentlemen songsters off on a spree, Damned from
here to eternity, / God ha mercy on such as we, / Baa! Yaa! Baa!
The refrain is from Rudyard Kipling‘s―Ballads and Barrack,
Room Ballads‖, 1892, 1893 is in Bartlett—the first and second
stanzaa are copyrighted by the Miller Music Corporation & can be
accessed on the Web. Also see at Mory‘s

When is a dog not a dog?--see at ―Dog not a dog…‖
―When it rains, it pours:‖ The Morton Umbrella Girl

Whipping boy, in feudal times, was a boy of the same
age but lower rank raised with a prince or nobleman as a
playmate, who was whipped in his place when the young
nobleman -- too high in standing to be beaten by anyone
below his father, who was often unavailable -- misbehaved
or slacked in his studies, as a psychological 'indirect
punishment' In modern times, the term has come to mean a
scapegoat, or something that is a frequent recipient of undue
pain, punishment or mistreatment, including inanimate
object—Wikepedia.

holding an umbrella in one hand to ward off falling rain
and in the other hand a package of salt that was tilted back
with the spout open & salt running out, with the
slogan,"When it Rains, it Pours," has been an icon of
Morton Salt since 1914.
―When the Lights Go On Again, All Over the World.‖
When the lights go on again all over the world /
And the boys are home again all over the world /
And rain or snow is all that may fall from the skies above /
A kiss won't mean "goodbye" but "Hello to love‖— by
Eddie Seller, Sol Marcus, and Bennie Benjamin; Vaughn
Monroe took it to the USA in 1943. The song is a longing
for the end of WW II, and the end of the blackouts.

Whirlwind, see at Wind.
―Whiskers on Kittens‖—see ―My Favorite Things.‖
Whiskey, Ch. 63 ―Whiskey Johnny, 219(399); ―Rye
Whiskey, ‖ 219(398). The word whiskey is an Anglicization
of the ancient Gaelic term ―uisce beatha‖ which translates as
―water of life.‖ The Craythur is a modern Irish term for whiskey,
from ―the creature,‖ as in ―created.‖
At one time, all whisky was spelled without the extra ―e‖, as
―whisky.‖ In around 1870, the reputation of Scottish whisky was
very poor as Scottish distilleries flooded the market with cheaper
spirits produced using the Coffey still. The Irish and American
distilleries adopted the spelling ―whiskey‖ to distinguish their
higher quality product. Today, the spelling whisky (plural
whiskies) is generally used for whiskies distilled in Scotland,
Wales, Canada, Australia, and Japan, while whiskey is used for the
spirits distilled in Ireland and the US. Also see at Irish
Whiskey.Many connoisseurs of fine whiskey wouldn't dream of
contaminating their libations with water, but they really can't avoid
it. Not only is water used in distilling whiskey, but the words
whiskey and water share a common Indo-European root, *wed-,
"water, wet." This root could appear in several guises, as *wed-,
*wod-, or *ud-. Water is a native English word that goes back by
way of prehistoric Common Germanic *watar to the IndoEuropean suffixed form *wod-r, with an o. Whiskey is a shortened
form of usquebaugh, which English borrowed from Irish Gaelic
uisce beatha and Scottish Gaelic uisge beatha. This compound
descends from Old Irish uisce, "water," and bethad, "of life," and
meaning literally "water of life." (It thus meant the same thing as
the name of another drink, aquavit, which comes from Latin aqua
vtae, ―water of life.‖) Uisce comes from the Indo-European
suffixed form *ud-skio-. Finally, the name of another alcoholic
drink, vodka, comes into English from Russian, where it means
literally "little water," as it is a diminutive of voda, "water," a
euphemism if ever there was one. Voda comes from the same IndoEuropean form as English water, but is differently suffixed: *woda Whiskey, water, and vodka etymology can mix a potent
cocktail—from the Free Online Dictionary. I removed some
diacritical marks
Whistle: ―You know how to whistle, don't you, Steve?
You just put your lips together - and blow‖—said by Slim
the charcter Bacall played. See at ―To Have and To Have
Not.‖

―When she was good, she was very good, but when
she was bad, she was horrid,‖ 169(296)--see at Longfellow.

―When the Roll is called up Yonder,‖ Baptist Hymn,
Words & Music by James M. Black (1893)—from the Web.

―When the Saints Go Marching In,‖ Ch. 28
“When you get to the end of your rope, tie a knot
and hold on!‖--Abraham Lincoln

―When We Were Young‖ (1924), a collection of
chldren‘s poems by A. A. Milne and illustrated by Punch
staff cartoonist E. H. Shepard—see at Milne.

―Where Are the Snows of Yesteryear?‖--from a
poem by Framçois Villon, Ch. 69

Where the Birds Never Sing, a True Story of the
Signal Battalion and The Liberation of Dachau,‖ R, xliii

―Where the Blue of the Night Meets the Gold of the
Day‖ (1931)—see at Fred Ahlert.

―Where Have All The Flowers Gone?‖ 170(298)
Where the money is—see at Bill Gates.
―Where's Charley,‖ 1948 musical, see at Loesser.
Where's Charley," a 1948 Broadway musical
comedy with music& lyrics by Frank Loesser, book by
George Abbott that opened Oct. 11, 1948, starring Ray
Bolger. Two of the songs: ―Once in Love With Amy‖ &
―My Darling, My Darling‖—also see at Loesser.

―Where's Poppa‖ is a 1970 black comedy film based
on the novel by Robert Klane starring George Segal, Ron
Leibman and Ruth Gordon. The plot revolves around the
troubled relationship between a lawyer son played by Segal
and his senile (anile?) mother played by Gordon. Cast
included Paul Sorvino.

―Which eye? see at Sammy Baugh (last paragraph.)
Whiffenpoof song, Yale‘s: Stanza 1:
To the tables down at Mory's / To the place where Louis
dwells / To the dear old Temple Bar we love so well Sing the
Whiffenpoofs assembled / With their glasses raised on high / And
the magic of their singing casts its spell /
Stanza 2: ―Yes, the magic of their singing / Of the songs we
love so well/ "Shall I Wasting," and "Mavourneen," and the rest. /
We will serenade our Louis while life and voice shall last / Then
we'll pass and be forgotten with the rest /
Refrain: We‘re poor little lambs, / who‘ve gone astray, /\

Whistle—Wet your whistle. Informal. To take a
drink.

Whitaker, Forest Steven,was born 1961 in Longview,
Texas. When he was four, his family moved to South
Central LA in 1965 to escape racism. He is an actor, producer, and
director, who won an Academy Award for his performance as
Ugandan dictator Idi Amin in the 2006 film The Last King of
Scotland. Whitaker has also won a Golden Globe, and a BAFTA
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(the British Academny award equivalent.) He became the fourth
African American male to win an Oscar for Best Actor, following
in the footsteps of Sidney Poitier, Denzel Washington, and Jamie
Foxx

War II song, sung by Vera Lynn, There'll Be Bluebirds Over) The
White Cliffs of Dover—Wikipedia, where there is more, including
the below

White, a term used to denote skin color, based on

American girl who travels abroad to England and falls in
love with an English aristocrat. The girl marries the Englishman
but their honeymoon is cut short on its first day as WW I breaks
out. The husband goes to war in France, sees his bride only once
more and then is killed in action near the end of the war. In the
meantime the wife has his son that she raises with the father's
mother. A scene in the movie approximating the early 30s shows
adolescent German boys, part of an exchange program, visitng the
English family's country estate. Insinuating they were part of early
Nazi invasion plans, the movie has the boys let it slip that they are
contemplating how the estate's large lawns would be ideal for
troop gliders to land on. Starring Irene Dunne, Alan Marshal,
Roddy McDowall, Frank Morgan, Van Johnson, C. Aubrey Smith,
Gladys Cooper, Peter Lawford, Dame May Whitty, Elizabeth
Taylor and Norma Varden, the film was nominated for an Oscar
for Best Cinematography in Black and White.

―White Cliffs of Dover,‖ 1944 film, tells the story of

racial mythology. See at Pejoratives, Nigger, Race,
Racism, Ethnic Slurs & Slurs. The phrase, ―That is white of
you,‖ to mean that you did something nice for someone is
another example of racism. Unfortunately, Black, ―the
achromatic color value of minimum lightness or maximum
darkness,‖ i.e., the absence of light,
has negative
connotations, e.g., ―a black mood,‖ ―blackout,‘ etc.--see at
Color, at ―Lily White‖ & at ―Red and Yellow, Black and
White;‖ also see at Einstein on Race & Racism.

White, Barry (né Barrence Eugene Carter), 1944-2003,
born in Galveston, TX, he was founder and maestro of the
Love Unlimited Orchestra, that featured a groundbreaking
synthesis of strings and funk-based percussion. Barry White
became legendary as a chart-topping soul artist for the rich blend
of bass vocals and suave, passionate delivery said to have been an
inspiration for romance. Fans have boasted they conceived
children or were conceived themselves after romantic interludes to
the sound of Barry White recordings.
Considered handsome and deeply romantic by his
many
female fans and admired for the unique blend of soul and classical
orchestral musical elementshe created, White
was often
affectionately referred to as the "Maestro" or ―The Man with the
Velvet Voice"‖ His portly physical stature led some in the popular
press to make condescending jokes about his body weight by
referring to White as the ―Walrus of Love," a moniker considered
disrespectful by many fans. Barry White was also referred to as
―The Sultan of Smooth Soul,‖ but it was his role as brainchild of
the funk-fueled, deep soul band, the Love Unlimited Orchestra, n
which he was widely branded on several early albums as the
group's Maestro, earning him the only documented nickname for
whch he and his musical colleagues were responsible.
White had chronically high blood pressure for some time,
which resulted in kidney failure in the autumn of 2002. He suffered
a stroke in May 2003, after which he was forced to retire from
public life. On July 4, 2003, he died at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center in Los Angeles after suffering from renal failure.
His first solo chart hit, 1973s "I'm Gonna Love You Just a
Little More Baby,‖ rose to #1 R&B and #3 Pop. That same year,
the Love Unlimited Orchestra's recording of White's composition
"Love's Theme" reached #1 Pop in 1974, one of only two
instrumental recordings ever to do so. Some regard ―Love's
Theme" as the first disco hit ever. Other chart hits by White
include "Never, Never Gonna Give You Up" (1973), "Can't Get
Enough of Your Love, Babe" (1974), ―You're the First, the Last,
My Everything"‖ (1974), ―What Am I Gonna Do With
You"‖(1975), "Let the
Music Play" (1976), "It's Ecstasy When
You Lay Down Next To Me" (1977), "Your Sweetness is My
Weakness" (1978), and "Change" (1982).

White Death was another word for consumption, or
TB, so-called because of the white pallor.
Tuberculosis.

See at

White, E(lwyn) B(rooks) ―Andy,‖ 1899-1985, essayist,
humorist, poet & literary stylist. "No one can write a
sentence like White," James Thurber once said of his crisp and
graceful writing style. A liberal free-thinker, White often wrote as
an ironic onlooker, championing freedom of the individual. His
writing ranged from satire to textbooks & children's fiction. His
writers' style guide, The Elements of Style, remains a wellregarded text; his three children's books, Charlotte's Web, Stuart
Little, and The Trumpet of the Swan, are regarded as classics of the
field..
He published his first article in The New Yorker magazine in
1925, then joined the staff in 1927 and continued to contribute for
six decades. Best recognized for his essays and unsigned Notes
andComment pieces, he became the most important contributor to
The New Yorker when it was arguably the most important
American literary magazine. He also served as a columnist for
Harper's Magazine from 1938 to 1943—Wikipedia. He and
James Thurber wrote a satire ―Is Sex Necessary?‖ (1929). Also see
at Democracy, at Model T Ford & see below.

White, Katharine Sergeant Angell, 1892-1977, was a
fiction writer & fiction editor for the New Yorker. In her
obituary, printed in The New Yorker in 1977, William Shawn
wrote that "More than any other editor except Harold Ross
himself, Katharine White gave The New Yorker its shape & set
on its course.‖
In 1929, she left her first husband, Ernest Angell, a lawyer,
whom she married in 1915, and married a younger man, the young
E. B. White, who she had recommended be hired by Ross. They
were both back at work at The New Yorker the next day. After her
marriage to White, she became known as Katherine S. White.
They were married 48 years., from 1929 until 1977 when she died
of a heart attack—from the Wikipedia. There‘s a lot more to the
story of the Whites on the Web.

―White Christmas‖ was written by Irving Berlin and
sung by Bing Crosby in the 1942 movie, ―Holiday Inn.‖

―White Cliffs,‖ 1940 poem by Alice Duer Miller; the
Video Hound credits it for the 1944 movie ―White Cliffs of
Dover,‖starring Irene Dunn. ―The white cliffs of Dover, I
saw ri sing steeply / Out of the sea that once made her
secure‖ -- see Bartlett.

White, J. Banker, HHS Spanish teacher--ahead of
his times, he did not try to hide his homophilia.

White, III, Edmund Valentine, born in Cincinnati in
1940, he largely grew up in Chicago. is a novelist, shortstory writer and critic. He is a member off the faculty of Princeton
U‘s Program in Creative Writing.
Incestuous feelings existed in White's family; his mother as
attracted to him and his father was having sex with his sister.
White spokeof his own sexual attraction to his father in an
interview: ―I think with my father he was somebody who every eye
in the family was focused on and he was a sort of a tyrant and nice-

―White Cliffs of Dover, The,‖ WW II pop song,
Ch. 42 & a 1944 Movie.
In Matthew Arnold's 1867 poem ―Dover Beach,‖ the cliffs are a
sign of reassuring strength. Kipling's 1902 poem "The Broken
Men" ends with the lines "How stands the old Lord Warden? Are
Dover's cliffs still white?‖ to represent the English exiles'
homesickness. The most iconic reference is perhaps the World
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looking, the source of all power, money, happiness, and he was
implacable and difficult. He was always spoken of in sexual terms,
in the sense he left our mother for a much younger woman who
was very sexy but had nothing else going for her. He was a famous
womanizer. And he slept with my sister!‖—from Wikipedia, where
there is lots more about his life and his work. See, e.g., at Stephen
Crane & at Allileyuva.

Whitman, Alden, 1913-1990, worked as a copy editor
at the New York Herald Tribune from 1943-1951. He
was hired as a copy editor by the New York Times in 1951.
Eventually he pioneered the personalized obituary and
became known for his obituary writing. His "The Obituary
Book" came out in 1971. ―Predestined: A Novel of New
York Life (Lost American Fiction)‖ by Stephen French
Whitman and Alden Whitman appeared in 1974. His
―American Reformers: An H.W. Wilson Biographical
Dictionary" came out in 1985. He also edited a Stevenson
Sampler, 1945-1965, of Adlai E. Stevenson's speeches, that
appeared in 1965.

White, Joshua "Josh" Daniel (February 11, 1914–September 5, 1969), best known as Josh White, was a
legendarysinger, guitarist, songwriter, actor, and civil rights activist.
Born into the very strict religious home of the Reverend Dennis and
Daisy Elizabeth White in the black section of Greenville, South
Carolina on the day before Abraham Lincoln's birthday, 1914, young
Joshua was always told by his father that he had been named after
Joshua in the Bible--and that, not unlike the Joshua of old, he would be
destined in his life to tear down the walls of injustice in America. Life
was hard and cruel for African Americans of this era living in the South
under the Jim Crow laws, which created state and local governmentsanctioned segregation with the intent to negate the federal
government's 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the Constitution. In
the early 1930s, he also recorded under the names "Pinewood Tom"
and "Tippy Barton." White grew up in the Jim Crow South. He later
became a 1920s and 1930s star of race records, with a prolific output of
recordings in genres including Piedmont blues, country blues, gospel,
and social protest songs. He was billed in concert as "The Sensation of
the South". In 1931, White moved to New York and within a decade
his fame had spread widely, and his repertoire expanded to include
urban blues, jazz, Tin Pan Alley, cabaret, folk songs from around the
world, and hard-hitting political protest songs. He soon was in demand
as an actor on radio, Broadway, and film. However, his pioneering
guitar playing never altered or diminished, while some would even
argue it broadened with the expansion of his musical repertoire. White
also would become the closest African-American friend and confidant
to the president of the United States, Franklin D. Roosevelt. On June
26, 1998, the United States Postal Service issued a 32-cent postage
stamp honoring Josh White, unveiling it on Washington, D.C.'s
National Mall, followed by a concert tribute of his songs by Josh
White, Jr.--edited excerpt from Wikipedia. The Dec. 4, 2009 NY Times
Xword puzzle deviedd by Martin Ashwood-Smith had this clue at 30
Across: Singer of the 1940 blues hit "One Meat Ball." The solution
which I got, solving the puzzle was "Josh White."

Whitman, Walt(er), 1819-1892, Chs. 42 145(260):
Born on Long Island, NY, his major poetic work was
―Leaves of Grass‖ (1855), which grew from a small folio of
95 pages to over 400 pages in suceeding editions. During
the Civil War he became a volunteer nurse—a bitter
experience reflected in his later prose works, ―Democratic
Vistas,‖1871 & ―Specimen Days,‖ 1882; -- See Cambridge
Biog. Enc.; ‖The real War will never get in books‖-Whitman, Ch. 42--see Bartlett. Walt Whitman is Jr. High
School (JHS 246) in Brooklyn—see at G. Bergman

Whitman,

―White lightning,‖ another term for Moonshine.
White, Pearl, actress who starred in ―The Perils of
Pauline,‖ and other films.

―White Heat: The Friendship of Emily Dickinson
and Thomas Wentworth Higginson,‖ by Brenda Wineapple,
2008, reviewed in the Aug. 4, 2008 New Yorker Magazine
by Judith Thurman. Also see at Dickinson.

starring

is

an

late

math. Prof. at the Inst. for Adv. Study in Princeton.
In
spring 1961, he invited me to return for another year. We became
close friends while I was a member there in 1960-1962 & a visitor
many years afterwards. He & his wife were kind to me & my
family—Sundays, I used to take my daughters, Heidi & Cindy,
ages 4 & 5, across the fields to ―Grandfather‘s (i.e., Hass‘s)
house.‖ He was taken aback at first, but, as his wifeconfided to
me, he came to look forward to these visits. Also see at Armand
Borel, Albert Einstein, Ed Regis, Marrston Morse, et al.

hallucinations moonshine drinkers suffered from.

film

gnat

Whitney, Dr. Hassler (―Hass‖), AA: friend &

White Lies, see at Lies.
―White lightening,‖ that is, moonshine, from the
1933

nearest

White Plains, NY, the son of Florence Belle (née Crane) and
James Allen Whitmore, Sr., who was a park commission official.
He graduated from Amherst Central High School in Snyder, New
York, and subsequently Yale, where he was a member of Skull and
Bones. He and served in the US Marine Corps during WW II.
Following World War II, Whitmore appeared on Broadway in the
role of the Sergeant in Command Decision (18) for which he on a
Tony Award for "Best Performance by a Newcomer." MGM hired
Whitmore on contract, however his role in the film was played by
Van Johnson.
Whitmore's first major movie was Battleground, which was
turned down by Spencer Tracy, and for which Whitmore was
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor.
Other major films included The Asphalt Jungle, The Next
Voice You Hear, Above and Beyond, Kiss Me, Kate, Them!,
Oklahoma!, Black Like Me, Guns of the Magnificent Seven, Tora!
Tora! Tora!, and Give 'em Hell, Harry!, for which he was
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Actor for his portrayal
of former President Harry S Truman. In the movie Tora! Tora!
Tora!, he played the part of Admiral Bill Halsey. In addition to his
film career, e won the title ―King of the One Man Show‖ after
appearing in the solo vehicles Will Rogers' USA (1970), Give 'em
Hell, Harry! (1975) (repeating the role in the film version, for
which he was nominated for an Oscar) and as Theodore Roosevelt
in Bully (1977), although the latter production did not repeat the
success of the first two.

tht sounded a lot tougher than its real name of Morningside
Heights.

Woman‖

―The

Whitmore, James, 1921-2009, was an actor born in

―White Fang,‖ by Jack London, 91(178)
White Queen--see at Lewis Carroll.
―White Harlem‖ named by George Carlin ―because

―White

Walt,

explanation‖—
from ―Song of Myself‖ (in ―Leaves of
Grass‖) See at ―Unasked Question.‖

Carole

Lombard, with Charles Laughton as a cockney river trader
in the Malaysian jungle.

Whitehead, Alfred North, 1861-1947, ―Fertization
of the soul is the reason for the necessity of art,‖ T

Whiteman, Paul, and his Big Band. See at ―Deep
Purple.‖

Whitney,

―Whitey,‖ a pejorative used by blacks.
―Whitey,‖ Navy Pal--see at Sweitzer
Whiting, Geoge, see at Walter Donaldson.

Eli,

1765-1825,

inventor,

born

in

Westborough, MA. He found a patron in Mrs. Nathanael
Greene, the widow of a general, tayed on her plantation, read law,
and set to work to invent a cotton gin, mechanize the cleaning of
cotton—excerpt from Cambridge Biog. Encyclopedia.
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―Whoopee!‖ was a Broadway musical comedy which

The invention was granted a patent on March 14, 1794.
There is slight controversy over whether the idea of the cotton gin
and its constituent elements are correctly attributed to Eli Whitney.
The popular version of Whitney inventing the cotton gin is
attributed to an article on the subject in the early 1870s and later
reprinted in 1910 in the The Library of Southern Literature. In this
article the author mentioned how Mrs. Catherine Littlefield Greene
suggested to Whitney the use of a brush-like component
instrumental to separate out the seeds and cotton. Because social
norms inhibited women from registering for patents, Eli Whitney
received the patent-and the sole credit in history textbooks until
recently—edited excerpt from Wikipedia—also see at Cotton Gin
& at King Cotton.

debuted Dec. 4, 1928. The book is by William Anthony
McGuire, featuring music by Walter Donaldson and lyrics by Gus
Kahn. The original version was produced by Florenz Ziegfeld and
starred Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting and Frances Upton. The two-act
musical ran for 379 performances. Whoopee! was filmed in color
in a 1930 musical comedy film, closely following the version
produced by Florenz Ziegfeld on the stage. The songs ―Making
Whoopee‖ and "My Baby Just Cares for Me", made the
wisecracking Cantor a star. While Cantor reprises his Broadway
role, unfortunately Ruth Etting doesn't. In theBroadway show, she
sang her signature torch song "Love Me or Leave Me."
The film also introduces Busby Berkeley who shot the
dance numbers, and the overhead shot, which he would employ in
countless films--edited excerpts from Da Capo Companion etc.,
Wikipedia, and Amazon.com.
No film is known to exist of Etting performing the song.
Doris Day portrays Ruth Etting in ―Love Me or Leave Me‖
(1955).

Whitney Museum of American Art, founded in 1931
by the artist Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, originally in a
building connected to her home in Greenwich Village,

Whittier, John Greenleaf praised Lazarus‘s poem
―The New Colossus,‖ but others did not, 8(11); ―Of all the
words of tongue or pen, / The saddest are these, ―It might
have been!‖--Maude Muller, 1856, St. 33; 235(427)

―Whore of the Mensa, The,‖ Woody Allen‘s spoof on

Whitty, Dame May—see ―White Cliffs of Dover‖

whores in which a woman hires herself out to men hungry
for intellectual stimulation—see at ―Without Feathers.‖

film.

Whore, see at My French Whore & at Woman‘s

―Whoever is more kingly is King‖—saying.
―Whoever teases (you), loves (you) 21(31),73(120); an

Words

Whorehouse, see at ―Best Little Whorehouse…‖
―Whore, ‗Tis a Pity She‘s a,‖ First published in 1633,

English translation of a German saying that I learned
in Heidelberg in 1959 from an elderly woman (Frau) who
said, ―Wer neckt sich, liebt sich.‖ She also said, ―I
always told my husband, ―Was ist a Kuss ohne Bard?‖
(What is a kiss without a beard?), evidently in approval of
both his and mine!

it is perhaps the most popular & frequently performed play
by John Ford, whom many scholars consider the last major
dramatist of the English renaissance: it tells the tale of an
incestuous love between Giovanni and his sister Annabella
that ends in disaster and death. Set in Parma, Italy, the story
takes place against a background of lust, vengeance, and
greed that serves as a critique of contemporary culture and
morality—from the Web. Also see at ―My French Whore.‖

―Who Got Einstein‘s Office?‖ by Ed Regis (1987),
an interesting book on the lore of the Inst. for Adv. Study.

Who killed Cock Robin?" "I," said the Sparrow, /
"With my bow and arrow, I killed Cock Robin." /
"Who saw him die?" "I," said the Fly, / "With my little eye,
I saw him die‖ –just two of the 14 couplets (28 lines) of one
of the bloodiest of Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes--there
are many! Google at the title & add Mother Goose Rhyme.
―Who Knew?‖ (of the execution of Jews): Primo Levi
& Eugen Kogon speak out:, 175(305-306); Niemoller
apologizes for not having spoken out—see at Neimoller &
at Améry & at Levy. And for a German Officer‘s denial,
see at Lovinghoven! Also see at ―Nazi Terror‖, at ―SS
Staat,‖ & see ―The Origins of the Final Solution‖ (in the
Bibilography & a review of the latter by John Connelly is in
London Rev. of Books, July 7, 2005.) Also see below.

―Why does a psychic have to ask you for your
Name?‖—Steven Wright.

―Why No One Spoke Up Against the Nazis‖-- see
at Niemoeller.

―Why No S.O.S. to Save the Jews?‖ Rutgers U.
Historian Paul Fussell‘s maybe facile reason--the atrocity
stories of WW I proved largely groundless.

―Why the Roses Grow:‖ ―If I didn‘t know, / Why the
roses grow. / Then I wouldn‘t know. Why the Roses
Grow‖—see at Ink Spots.

Whyte, Willie B., 1939-2007, the first 5-time US
Track Olympian. She won 9 consecutive US outdoor
championships, set 7 US records & competed in 150 nations.
She was elected to 11 halls of fame. In 1993 she told
Runners World: ―Athletics was my flight to freedom: freedom
from prejudice, from from illiteracy, from bias.‖ She might have
added, ―Freedom from the cotton fields that she worked in since
she was 12‖—from her Feb. 7, 2007 NY Times Obit by Frank
Litsky. (Both Litsky and &
the obit can be accessed on the
Web.) Also see at Wilma Rudolph. Also see at Women‘s First
Olympic Track Gold Medalist & at Women‘s Olympic Gold
Medalists.

Who, me? When somebody accuses you of s.th., you
often give them a deadpan answer, "Who Me? See at
Deadpan.
―Who‘s on first? What‘s on second. I don‘t know is
on third.‖ Who‘s on first? I don‘t know! No, he‘s on
third! What‘s on second? I don‘t know, etc.—Abbott &
Costello routine, Ch. 37--see at Abbott & Costello & at
Who, What, When, Where, Why, And How

―Who you are. It pays to know‖--see Heidi‘s Sports
Awards (the last paragraph.)

―Wicked, No Peas for the,‖ see at Roger McGough.
Widmark, Richard, 1914-2008, was born Dec. 26,

Who, What, When, Where, Why, And How, the
questions a good journalist tries to answer in a story. It
seems that Abbott and Costello would not be good
journalists!—see at ―Who‘s on first? Also see at
Journalism.

1914 in Sunrise, MN., and grew up throughout the Midwest.
His father, Carl Widmark, was a traveling salesman who took his
wife, Mae Ethel, and two sons from Minnesota to Sioux Falls,
S.D.; Henry, Ill.; Chillicothe, Mo.; and Princeton, Ill., where Mr.
Widmark graduated from high school as senior class president.
Although ―movie crazy,‖ he was afraid to admit his interest
in the ―sissy‖ job of acting. On a full scholarship at Lake Forest

Wholesale Joke: Every time a Mrs. Goldstein wanted
to buy anything, her husband said, "I can get it
cheaper wholesale." When she was about to die, she asked
him, ―Would you please bury me retail?‖
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College in Illinois, he played end on the football team, took third
place in a state oratory contest, starred in plays and was, once
again, senior class president.
As Tommy Udo, a giggling, psychopathic killer in the 1947
gangster film ―Kiss of Death,‖ Mr. Widmark tied up an old woman
in a wheelchair (played by Mildred Dunnock) with a cord ripped
from a lamp and shoved her down a flight of stairs to her death.
―The sadism of that character, the fearful laugh, the skull showing
through drawn skin, and the surely conscious evocation of a
concentration-camp degenerate established Widmark as the most
frightening person on the screen,‖ the critic David Thomson wrote
in ―The Biographical Dictionary of Film.‖
Tommy Udo made the 32-year-old Mr. Widmark, who had
been an established radio actor, an instant movie star, and he spent
the next seven years playing a variety of flawed heroes and
relentlessly anti-social mobsters in 20th Century Fox‘s juiciest
melodramas. His mobsters were drenched in evil. Even his heroes,
including the doctor who fights bubonic plague in Elia Kazan‘s
―Panic in the Streets‖ (1950), the daredevil pilot flying into the eye
of a storm in ―Slattery‘s Hurricane‖ (1949) and the pickpocket who
refuses to be a traitor in Samuel Fuller‘s ―Pickup on South Street‖
(1953) were nerve-strained and feral. Among the 65 movies he
made over the next five decades were ―The Cobweb‖ (1955), in
which he played the head of a psychiatric clinic where the staff
seemed more emotionally troubled than the patients; ―Saint Joan‖
(1957), as the Dauphin to Jean Seberg‘s Joan of Arc; John
Wayne‘s ―The Alamo‖ (1960), as Jim Bowie, the inventor of the
Bowie knife; ―Judgment at Nuremberg‖ (1961), as an American
army colonel prosecuting German war criminals; and John Ford‘s
revisionist western ―Cheyenne Autumn‖ (1963), as an army
captain who risks his career to help the Indians.
The genesis of ―Cheyenne Autumn‖ was research Mr.
Widmark had done at Yale into the suffering of the Cheyenne. He
showed his work to John Ford and, two years later, Ford sent Mr.
Widmark a finished screenplay.
Mr. Widmark created the role of Detective Sergeant Daniel
Madigan in Don Siegel‘s 1968 film ―Madigan.‖ It proved so
popular that he later played the loner Madigan on an NBC TV
series during the 1972-73 season. As his blonde hair turned grey,
Mr. Widmark moved up in rank, playing generals in the nuclear
thriller ―Twilight‘s Last Gleaming‖ (1977) and ―The Swarm‖
(1978), in which he waged war on bees.
He was the evil head of a hospital in ―Coma‖ (1978) and a
United States Senator in ―True Colors‖ (1991). He was forever
fighting producers‘ efforts to stereotype him. Indeed, he became so
adept at all types of roles that he consistently lent credibility to
inferior movies and became an audience favorite over a career that
spanned more than half a century.
―I suppose I wanted to act in order to have a place in the
sun,‖ he once told a reporter. ―I‘d always lived in small towns, and
acting meant having some kind of identity‖—excerpts from the
Mar. 26, 2008 NY Times obituary by Aljean Harmetz. Widmark
played Ratchett—see at ―Murder on the Orient Express.‖

1949, when her Dad accepted a position at the U. of
Wisconsin. She married Roger Wiegand in 1966 after
finishing her AB Math at Bryn Mawr & received her Ph.
D. in Math. from U. Wisconsin in 1972. Roger & have
two children, David & Andrea--the whole family are avid
long-distance runners, esp. over mountain terrain!—see
her Website. Sylvia & I co-edited a 1979 Springer-Verlag
Lecture Notes of the Conf. in Module Theory, Seattle,
WA, in 1977. Also see at Lawrence Young.
Wiener, Norbert, 1894--1964, was an theoretical and
applied mathematician. He was a pioneer in the study of
stochastic & noise processes, contributing work relevant to
electronic engineering and electronic communication, and control
systems. Wiener also founded cybernetics, a field that formalizes
the notion of feedback and has implications for engineering,
systems control, computer science, biology, philosophy, and the
organization of society.
Wiener was born in Columbia, MO (where his father
taught at the state university), the first child of Leo Wiener, a
Polish-Jewish immigrant, and Bertha Kahn, of German-Jewish
descent. Employing teaching methods of his own invention, Leo
educated Norbert at home until 1903, except for a brief interlude
when Norbert was 7 years of age. Thanks to his father's tutelage
and his own abilities, Wiener became a child prodigy. The first
volume of Wiener's autobiography dwells on this period in
considerable detail. Earning his living teaching German & Slavic
languages, Leo read widely and accumulated a personal library
from which the young Norbert benefited much. Leo also had ample
ability in mathematics, and tutored his son in the subject until he
left home—excerpted from Wikipedia.

―Wiedersehn Sweetheart, Auf,‖ 228(415)
Wiegand, Dr. Roger A., is a math. friend & Willa

Wife beating: see at Gerald Ford, last paragraph.

―Wienie,‖ slang for Sissy, or effeminate male; also
an euphemism for penis.

Wiesel, Elie (né Eliezer Wiesel), born in 1928 in
Romania, is a writer, political activist, Nobel Laureate and
Holocaust survivor. He is the author of over 40 books, the best
known of which is Night, a memoir that describes his experiences
during the Holocaust and his imprisonment in several
concentration camps. (According to an essay by Rachel
Donadio in the Jan. 20, 2008 NY Times Sunday Book Review.
Night has sold more than 10 million copies, three million of
them since Oprah Winfrey chose the book for her book club in Jan.
2006.) Wiesel was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986. The
Norwegian Nobel Committee called him a ―messenger to
mankind,‖ noting that through his struggle to come to terms with
―his own personal experience of total humiliation and of the utter
contempt for humanity shown in Hitler'sdeath camps," as well as
his ―practical work in the cause of peace," Wiesel has delivered a
powerful message ―of peace, atonement and human dignity‖ to
humanity--excerpt from Wikipedia, except for the parenthetical
insert. Not everyone, esp. not all Jews, agrees with Wikipedia‘s
assessment--read e.g., the caveats expressed in Donadio‘s essay.
Also see at ―Memory is a passion…‖
Also, see at ―To Beat or Not To Beat.‖

Wife Jokes: ―My wife had a speech impediment.

Cather Prof. of Math at the U. of Nebraska at Lincoln,
received his Ph. D. in 1967 under the direction of Richard
Pierce at the U. of Washington, Seattle.,and works in
commutative algebra. On his Home Page, there is a scary
picture of him & a fiend on a snowcapped mt. in the
Cordillera Blanca at 20, 413 ft. Peru. Roger & his entire
family run on mountain terrain! See below.
Wiegand, Dr. Sylvia (née Young) is a friend & math.
prof. at U. Nebraska, Lincoln, who comes from a family of
mathematicians—see her Website. She was born in Cape
Town, South Africa, where her father, Lawrence Chisholm
Young, was Head of the Dept. of Math. at the U. of Cape
Town., before the family moved to Madison, Wisconsin, in

Every now & then she stops talking in order to breathe‖—
Jimmy Durante. ―Take my wife…please!‖—Henny
Youngman.

Wiggins (a Foster & Faith Family Name), 9(14),
Norman ―(Breton) surname introduced into England by
William the Conquerer. Miz. (Carrie) Wiggins Foster was
my maternal Grandmother, 9(14); Wiggins Street in
Princeton, NJ, , 10(14); Thomas --,10(14)—also see below.

―Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch, Mrs,‖ by Alice Caldwell
Hegan, 1901, Turn-of-the-Century Child‘s Reading--also
referred to as ―Mrs. Wiggins in the
Cabbage Patch‖ by
Alice Hegan Rice. Consult the Web.
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Wiki wiki means quick in Hawaia. Wikipedia is a

Wilder, Billy (né Samuel Wilder) 1906-2002, was an

Web information resource compiled by a great number of
people & is said to be a democratic for that reason, but
has been criticized for containing much misinformation.
Wilbur, Cythia J., wrote ―The Love of the Game‖ —
see at (Preacher) Roe.

Austrian-born, Jewish-American journalist, screenwriter,
film director & producer whose career spanned more than 50 years
& 60 films. He is regarded as one of the most brilliant & versatile
filmmakers of Hollywoods golden era. Many of his films
received both critical & public acclaim. He was skilled at working
with actors, coaxing silent era legends Gloria Swanson and Erich
von Stroheim out of retirement for roles in Sunset Boulevrard. For
Stalag 17, Wilder squeezed an Oscar-winning performance out of
a reluctant William Holden (Holden wanted to make his character
more likeable; Wilder refused).
Wilder sometimes cast against type for major parts such as
Fred MacMurray in Double Indemnity and The Apartment. Many
today know MacMurray as a wholesome family man from the
television series My Three Sons, but he played a womanizing
schemer in Wilder's films. Humphre Bogart shed his tough guy
image to give one of his warmest performances in Sabrina. James
Cagney, not usually known for comedy, was memorable in a highoctane comic role for Wilder's One, Two, Three.
Wilder mentored Jack Lemmon and was the first director to
pair him with Walter Matthau, in The Fortune Cookie (1966).
Wilder had great respect for Lemmon, calling him the hardest
working actor he had ever met.Wilder's films often lacked any
discernible political tone or sympathies, which was not
unintentional. He was less interested in current political fashions
than in human nature and the issues that confronted ordinary
people. He was not affected by the Hollywood blacklist, and had
little sympathy for those who were. Of the blacklisted 'Hollywood
Ten' Wilder famously quipped, Of the ten, Two had talent and the
rest were just unfriendly.‖
Wilder‘s mother nicknamed him Billie, which was changed
to Billy when he came to USA. He died of pneumoni in 2002, aged
95, three months hort of 96, after battling with health problems,
including cancer.. He died the same day as two other comedy
legends: Milton Berle and Dudley Moore—from Wikipedia, where
there is lots more, e.g., Wilder‘s Academy
Awards
and
a
Filmography—also see at ―Aritist in Exile‖ & see at ―The Seven
Year Itch.‖

Wild Bill Hickok, (né James Butler Hickok, 18371876, was a legendary figure in the American Old West. His
skills as a gunfighter and scout, along with his reputation as a
lawman, provided the basis for his fame, although some of his
exploits are fictionalized. His moniker of Wild Bill has inspired
similar nicknames for men named William (even though that was
not Hickok's name) who were known for their daring in various
fields.
Hickok came to the West as a stage coach driver, then
became a lawman in the frontier territories of Kansas & Nebraska.
He fought in the Union Army during the Civil War and gained
publicity after the war as a scout, marksman, and professional
gambler. Between his law enforcement duties and gambling, which
easily overlapped, Hickok was involved in several notable
shootouts, and was ultimately killed while playing poker in a
Dakota Territory saloon—Wikipedia. Also see at Calamity
Jane.

―Wild Bull of The Pampas, The‖—see at Firpo.
Wild Strawberries, 1957 film of Ingmar Bergman. .
that won numerous awards for Bergman and its star, Victor
Sjöström.

Wilde, Oscar, (Né Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie Wills
Wilde ),1854-1900.

―It is art & only art that reveals us to ourselves‖-quoted in ―Noted with Pleasrure,‖ endpiece of the NY Times
Sunday Book Review, Jan. 12, 1992.
―I‘m not young enough to know everything.‖Wilde quip.
―The real tragedy of the poor is that they can afford nothing
but self-denial,‖ Ch. 7; see at. de Kooning & at Seneca.
―Divorces are made in heaven‖—Wilde on p. 264 in
―Proverb, Wit & Wisdom.‖
The Ballad of Reading Gaol(1898) & De Profundis (1905)
reflect his two years in Gaol at hard labor for homosexual practices
revealed in his lawsuit against the Marquis of Queensberry, who
had objected to Wilde‘s association with his son. (He wouln‘t have
been arrested if he hadn‘t sued the Marquis for slander, wherewith
the latter was able to prove Wilde guilty of homosexual acts, which
were illegal at the time.)
―A glass of absinthe is as poetical as anything in the world.
What difference is there between a glass of absinthe and a
sunset?‖ 218(397)
―Yet each man kills the thing he loves…The coward does it
with a kiss, / The brave manwith a sword‖—Ballad of Reading
Gaol., 1898, pt. I, st. 7.
Also see at Absinthe, at Bigamy, atConsistency, at Lower
Classes Joke, at Marriage Jokes & at Work.
Wilder, Alec (né Alexander Lafayette Chew Wilder),
1907-1980, was an American composer born in
Rochester.Where his family was prominent—a downtown building
(at the "Four Corners") bears the family's name. As a young boy,
he travelled to NYC with his mother & stayed at the Algonquin
Hotel. (It would be his home for the last 40 or so years of his life.)
He attended several prep schools, unhappily, as a teenager.
Around this time, he hired a lawyer & essentially ―divorced‖
himself from his family, gaining a portion of the family fortune.
Largely self-taught as a composer; he studied briefly at his
hometown's Eastman School of Music in the 1920s, but left
without completing his degree.. He was eventually awarded an
honorary degree in 1973—from Widipedia; see at ―American
Popular Song.‖

Wilder, Gene (né Jerome Silberman), actor born in
Milwaukee in 1933, of Russian Jewish immigrants; he
studied drama at the U. of Iowa & later attendedBristol Old Vic
Theatre School in the UK. He served in the US Army from 1956 to
1958.
Returning to the US, Wilder sought work in the theater,
supporting himself by driving a limousine & teaching fencing.
Casting for Mother Courage and Her Children in 1964 with
actress Anne Bancroft, his career received boost when comedianproducer, Mel Brooks, whom Bancroft was dating, took a liking to
Wilder & cast him in several films.
Wilder made his movie debut in 1967 in Bonnie and Clyde
(with Warren Beatty, in which he played an undertaker abducted
by the couple. He earned an Oscar nomination for his next movie,
The Producers, his first collaboration with director Mel Brooks. In
the 1970s, Wilder & Brooks made some successful comedies,
including Young Frankenstein & Blazing Saddles (both in 1974
Wilder played the eccentric title character in Willy Wonka And The
Chocolate Factory (1971) & co-starred with Richard Pryor in four
comedies, including Silver Streak (1976) and Stir Crazy (1980).
In 1984, Wilder married Saturday Night Live actress Gilda
Radner, who died from ovarian cancer in 1989 even though, he had
been tested in the previous years because he motherhad died of it.
Since then he has remained active in promoting cancer awareness
& treatment founding Gilda‘s Club.
Wilder was hospitalized with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma in
1999 & made a full recovery in 2000. On March 1, 2005, Wilder
published a memoir Kiss Me Like A Stranger, an account of his life
from his childhood up through his mother‘s & Radner‘s deaths-Wikipedia (lightly edited.)
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In an article in a Special Issue of Heritage Magazine, he is
interviewed about his first novel—see at ―My French
Whore‖ & at ―The Woman in Red.‖

William, William Carlos (WCW), 1883-1963, poet
& MD, born in Rutherford, NJ, near the city of Patterson.
His father was an English immigrant & his mother was born in
Puerto Rico (whence the Hispanic middle name, Carlos--Guillermo
is the Spanish form of William.) He attended public school in
Rutherford until 1897, then was sent to study at Château de Lancy
near Geneva, Switzerland, the Lycée Condorcet in Paris, France,
for two years & Horace Mann School in NY City. Then, in 1902,
he entered Medical School at the U. of Pennsylvania (Penn) in
Philly.
During his time at Penn, Williams befriended Ezra Pound,
Hilda Doolittle (best known by her pseudonym, H.D.) & the
painter Charles Demuth. These friendships supported his growing
passion for poetry. He received his M.D. in 1906 & spent the next
four years in internships in New York City & in travel &
postgraduate studies abroad (e.g., at Leipzig U.,where he studied
pediatrics). He returnedto Rutherford in 1910 & began his medical
practice, which lasted until 1951.
Suprisingly, few of his patients knew anything about of his
writings; instead they viewed him as a doctor who helped deliver
3,000 babies! Williams' most anthologized poem, "The Red
Wheelbarrow," is considered an example of the Imagist
movement's style and principles. However, Williams did not fully
subscribe to & eventually grew beyond Imagist ideas, which were
more a product of Ezra Pound & H.D.. Williams is more strongly
associated with the American Modernist movement in literature,
which rejected European influences in poetry in favor of regional
dialogues and influences.
Williams tried to invent an entirely fresh form, an American
form of poetry with subject mattercentered on everyday life and
the lives of common people. He then came up with the concept of
the variable f oot evolved from years of visual & auditory sampling
of his world from the first person perspective as a part of the day in
the life as a physician. The variable foot is rooted within the multifaceted American Idiom—Wikipedia.
―It is difficult to get the news from poems / yet men die
miserably every day / for lack / of what is found there‖—WCW
quoted in Parade Magazine of 8/09/09, a 4 lines from "Asphodel,
That Greeny Flower"—―[It is] a rather long meditative poem,
divided into three books and a coda. The poet is addressing his
wife, whom he has abused through his sexual and artistic pursuits.
He is approaching her one last time, reviewing their life together
and asking her forgiveness‖—James E. Breslin, from the website
at the poem‘s title, where there is lots more from Bresling and
others. (I would delete ―rather: in Breslind comment!)
―If it ain‘t pleasure, it ain‘t poetry‖—attributed. See at
Poetry & at ―The Red Wheelbarrow.‖
William, Crown Prince Frederick, launched a massive
offensive against Verdun on Feb. 21, 1916—the two sides
bled themselves to death, 182(317)—also see at Verdun.

Wilder, Laura Ingalls, 1867-1957, born near the
village of Pepin, Wisconsin, in what was then known as the
"Big Woods" of Wisconsin. (Her birth site is commemorated by a
period log cabin, the Little House Wayside.) When Laura was still
very young, her father settled on land not yet open for
homesteading in what was then known as Indian Territory. She
wrote the Little House(in the Praire) series of children's books
based on her childhood in a pioneer family--edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.
Her daughter Rose and others in the family also wrote.

Wilder, L. Douglas, wpm the governor‘s race in
Virginia on Nov. 7, 1989 to become the first elected black
governor in US history.

Wilder,Thornton (Niven), 1897–1975, broad ranging
writer, he was born in Madison, WI, and educated at Yale &
Princeton. He had won fame for his novels, especially the popular
The Bridge of San Luis Rey (1927) which won a Pulitzer and
financial security, before writing some notable one-act plays, e.g.,
The Long Christmas Dinner and The Happy Journey to Trenton
and Camden (1931.)
(His security enabled to ―shake off the octopus personality‖
of his father Amos Wilder—see e.g., the TLS review, Feb. 17,
2009, of his ―Selected Letters‖ by William P. Kelly.)
Although an earlier full-length play, The Trumpet Shall
Sound (1926), about a Christ-like figure in NY, was a failure, as
were several later long plays, three of his full-length works are
among the most interesting in the modern American theatre: the
small-town drama: Our Town (1938), the expressionistic The Skin
of Our Teeth (1942), both of which won Pulitzers, and the merry
farce The Matchmaker (1955). No other author has ever won
Pulitzers in both fiction and drama.
He also wrote a 1932 translation of Lucrèce for Katharine
Cornell and in 1937 made an adaptation of A Doll's House for Ruth
Gordon. Despite the diversity of themes and forms, his best plays
all offered thoughtful, perceptive views of essentially ordinary
people and seem to grow richer over time. Biography: Thornton
Wilder: An Intimate Portrait, Richard H. Goldstone, 1975—from
the Web.
Although Wilder never discussed being gay publicly or in his
writings, his close friend Samuel Steward is generally acknowledged to
have been his lover. Wilder had a wide circle of friends and enjoyed
mingling with other famous people, including Ernest Hemingway,
Russel Wright, Willa Cather, Montgomery Clift and Gertrude Stein.
In 1962, he lived temporarily in the small town of Douglas, AZ
where he started to pen his longest novel The Eighth Day--It was
published in 1967 and won the National Book Award His last novel,
Theophilus North, was published in 1973.
He died in Hamden, Conn. where he lived for a number of years
—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―The Bridge of San

Willam & Mary College was charted Feb. 8, 1693 by
King WillIam III & Queen Mry II—it is the second oldest
Colonial College—Harvard is the oldest—see at Colonial
Colleges.

Luis Rey,‖ at ―The Matchmaker‖ & at ―Hello Dolly!‖
Quote: ―The best thing about animals is that they don‘t talk
much‖—Thornton Wilder , 51(83)—Oh, but they do! 54(87-88).
Some other Wilder quotes are on the Web. Also see at
Stephen Vincent Bénet regarding Yale Lit.
―The Wilderness Warrior: Theodore Roosevelt and
the Crusade for America‖ by Douglas Brinkley, and
reviewed in Aug. 9, 2009 NY Times Sunday Book review
by Jonathan Rosen. See at Theodore Roosevelt for the first
few lines of the review.

William the Conqueror, the first Norman King of
England (1066-1087), invaded England with the backing of
the papacy & killed King Harold II in the battle of
Hastings (1066), 9(14). He is also called William 1 of
England.

Williams, Bert A. (né Egbert Austin Williams), 18761922, Bahamian-born
Minstrel
comedian;
―largely
forgotten today, he was the first African-American star, the
most famous ‗colored man‘ & one of the best paid stars in
America during the early years of the twentieth century‖ -from ―Behind the Mask;‖ see at Fetchit & at ―Dark Town
Strutter‘s Ball,‖ 220(399); also see at Dog Philosophy & at
Lewis Muir.

Will to believe, 89(169-170)
Wilhelmshaven, city of NW Germany on an inlet of
the North Sea, a major naval base in WWI & WW II, R,
xlix--also see at Andy Rooney (the writer & columnist)
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1980, following his success in the TV series Mork & Mindy, and
he remains active as a film actor and stand-up comedian. He was
voted 13th on Comedy Central Presents: 100 Greatest Stand-Ups
of All Time.
He also starred in ―Popeye‖ (1980), ―The World According
to Garp‖ (1982), ―Moscow on the Hudson‖ (1984), ―Dead Poets
Society‖ (1989), ―Awakenings‖ (1990), ―The Fisher King‖ (1991),
―Mrs. Doubtfire‖ (1993)--edited excerpt from Wikipedia where
there is lots more about him. My favorite among his many roles is
"Moscow on the Hudson.
"Williams, Ted ―Stringbean,‖ 123-124(226-227)); he
batted over .400twice: .401 & 406; And tied for 6-th
highest career batting average at .344, 123(226)—also see at
Home Run Derby.

Williams, Esther (Jane), born 1921 or 1922 in
Inglewood, CA, was competitive swimmer and movie star,
famous for her musical films that featured elaborate
performances with swimming and diving. She appeared
with swimming star Johnny Weismuller in Billy Rose's
―Aquacade‖ during the San Francisco World's Fair, 193941, where she first attracted attention from Metro-GoldwynMayer scouts.
In her autobiography The Million
Dollar
Mermaid (1999), she wrote that she had to fend off the
amorous attentions of Weismuller, whom she said ―acted as
if he were Tarzan on and off the screen. Williamsdetailed
several occasions in which she nearly drowned shooting her
oxygen-defying stunts--she rarely used a stunt double. Also
see at Van Johnson.

Williams, Tennesse (né Thomas Lanier Williams III),

Williams, Forest (―Frosty‖), HHS ‘45 friend;

1911-1983, was a major American playwright and one of
the prominent playwrights of the twentieth century. The name
―Tennessee‖ was a name given to him by college friends because
of his southern accent and his father's background in Tennessee.
He won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama for A Streetcar Named
Desire in 1948 and for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof in 1955. In addition
to those two plays, The Glass Menagerie in 1945 and The Night of
the Iguana in 1961 received the New York Drama Critics' Circle
Awards.
His 1952 play The Rose Tattoo (dedicated to his lover,
Frank Merlo), received the Tony Award for best play. Genre critics
maintain that Williams wrote in the Southern Gothic style—from
Wikipedia. Also see at Elia Kazan & at ―Glass Menagerie.‖
Williams, ―Tex,‖ ―Smoke! Smoke! Smoke!‖ 220(399)

Forensic League, Speaker‘s bureau, Bowling League, Band,
Student, National Thespian Society, Dramatic Club.-- attended the
60th Anniv. Reunion. I e-mailed him my Bio on Dec. 1, 2005 &
his response the next day, included this: ―I have many memories of
Joy. Did she go to Carlisle? I think she must have, at least for a
while, because she and I were in A Midsummer's Night Dream
(perhaps abridged). (Editor‘s Note: no Joy didn‘t go to Carlixle,
she went to Holmes Jr. High. As the magical fairy queen, she
changed me (Bottom, of course) to a donkey (alright, ass) & she
danced -- very well, I remember--withremarkable grace & beauty
in a diaphanous fairy gown that shocked me (do I need to add
―pleasantly‖?).
If it wasn't at Carlisle, it was at Holmes. In Bob Crosby's
debating club Fred Bremenkamp frequently teased her
unmercifully (but never maliciously), often with sexual
innuendo (in such an unexpected time & place) in the wild style
that perhaps only he could have gotten by with. We all loved her
--so pretty, so vibrant, so brilliant, so naive.‖ Note: All of Frosty‘s
activities above were shared by Joy, except Bowling & Band. He
even played Dr. Einstein in ―Arsenic and Old Lace‖—see at HHS
Class 1945 Plays;
― To a fellow I‘m sure I‘ll forget…Thanks for letting me
know you, Frosty—see at Frosty Williams. Well, Frosty, you were
wrong about forgetting me! Haha.
-- from an e-mail from ―Frosty‖ Williams on Dec. 2,
2005: ―Although, Joy had many, many friends, e.g., June McCoy,
Elaine Seligman, Cecil Craig, Lou Elva Oldham, Dick
Macke..., you are the only one I have ever met who shared my awe
at, and reverence for , this wonderful girl;‖ also see at Dick
See at ―Carl‘s Love for Joy‖ for another tribute & at une
Mcoy Parsell about Joy‘s not attending John G.Carlisle, in
reponse to our query.

Williamstown, KY, 62(100),105(198): Charley‘s
hometown, roughly 40 mi. south of Covington on on I-75,
the old US 25 (―Dixie Dieway.‖)

―Willows, The Wind in the‖ see at Wind. ‖ Wilson,
Chief, hit the most triples--38 in 1912, 125(229)
Wilson, C.T. R. (Charles Thomson Rees Wilson),
1869-1959, Scottish physicist, shared the 1927 Nobel Prize
for his invention of the Wilson Cloud Chamber which
enabled physicists to track charged particles pasing through
& study their collisions & interactions.

Wilson, David, see Penicillin; also his book in Biblio.
Wilson, John S., NY Times writer-see at Artie Shaw.
Wilson, H. W.--see at ―American Reformers.‖
Wilson, Robert Anton or RAW (né Robert Edward q
Wilson), 1932--2007, was a prolific American novelist,
essayist, philosopher, psychologist, futurologist, libertarian, and
conspiracy-theory researcher. He described his writing as an
―attempt to break down conditioned associations—to look at the
world in a new way, with many models recognized as models
(maps) and no one model elevated to the Truth.‖
And: "My goal is to try to get people into a state of
generalized agnosticism, not agnosticism about God alone, but
agnosticism about everything."
He was the author of 36 books--Wikipedia, where there is
much more. Also see at Death (―Excuse me for the levity‖) & at
―Is, Is, Is.‖

Williams, Hank, 1923-1953: country-music singer &
guitarist.
―It was the greatest death in country music, greater than any
plane crash, car crash or drug overdose, granter than Jimmie
Rodgers dying of TB in a hotel room near Times Square. The hero
died in a snowstorm early on New Year‘s Day, 1953,…as he lay
sleeping tin the back seat of a powder Blue Cadillac … somewhere
between Bristol, Tenn., and Oak Hill, W. Va., on the way to a New
Years Day concert in Canton, Ohio‖—Garrison Keillor in his Sept.
25, 2005 NY Times Sun. Book Review of ―Lovesick Blues, The
Life of Hank Williams‖ by Paul Hempshill. Also see at ―Lovesick
Blues‖

Wilson, Susan N., see at Sexuality.
Wilson, (Thomas) Woodrow, 1856-1924, US WW I
President & backer of the League of Nations, the
predecessor of the UN—threw out the first baseball in
1918, 125(230); -- fell ill with flu in 1918, 184(320)

Williams, John, classical guitarist—see at Cavatina.
Williams, Ralph Vaughn, see ―The Lark Ascending.‖
Williams, Robin McLaurin, born 1951 or 1952 in

Wimp Slang, a person who is regarded as weak or

Chicago, IL, is a stage, film & tV actor and comedian who
has won an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor in Good
Will Hunting, as well as six Golden Globes, two Screen Actors
Guild Awards and three Grammy Awards. His film career began in

ineffectual, perhaps from whimper, a low, broken sobbing
sound; a whine—from the Amer. Heritage Dictionary.
Winchell, Walter, intrepid radio commentator, R, lii;
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sponsored by Jergens Lotion, and signed off with something
like this: ―With lotions of love, this is Walter Windchell
saying Good Night everybody.‖ Mama was addicted to
Jergen‘s lotion. See at ―Mama‘s skin.‖

Wind: They have sown the wind, and they shall

Winds: ―The winds must come from somewhere
when they blow‘‘—line from W. H. Auden‘s poem, ―If I
Could Tell You, I Would Let You Know.‖ Ch. 51.

Winchester Mystery House, see below
Winchester, Sarah, 1839-1922, married William Wirt

Wine: ―Beer on wine is fine, wine on beer is drear,‖

Winchester, the only son of Oliver Winchester, the owner of
the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. In 1884, Sarah moved
to California and purchased an eight-room farm house under
construction. It stood on 162 acres (0.72 sq km) of land in what is
now San Jose. Immediately, she began spending her $20 million
inheritance by renovating and adding more rooms to the house,
with work continuing 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a
year for the next 38 years.She believed that as long as she
continued building the house, she would be safe from the spirits of
the Indians killed ty her husband‘s Winchester rifles.
She was fascinated by the number 13 and worked the
number into the house in many places—13 bathrooms, windows
have 13 panes, and so forth.) She even left a will written in 13
sections, which she signed 13 imes! The belongings in Winchester
Mystery Housewere left to her niece, Mrs. Marian Merriman
Marriot (M is the 13th letter of the alphabet) who immediately
auctioned them off. It took days just to load all of the belongings
into trucks. The home was auctioned off and in the early
1970s,
the owners turned the home into a museum and asked for a fee to
explore the labyrinth home—edited from Wikipedia. Also see at
Thirteen.

‖218(386); Cincinnati (―Rhine‖ i.e., German) Wine, 2(3)
―Lips that touch wine…‖ see at Lips;
―A Jug of Win, a Loaf of Bread—and Thou,‖ see at
Khayyám.

Wine: When I described our trip to Spain, south
of France and Italy, our friend Charles Neider exclaimed.
―That‘s the wine!‖--meaning, of course, the best of life.

Winfrey—see at Oprah.
Winkler, Erwin, director—see at ―De-Lovely.‖
―Winnie the Pooh‖—see at A. A. Milne.
Winokur, Jon—see at ―Portable Curmudgeon‖
Winona, Arizona—see at ―Route 66‖ & at Wenonah.
Winona Ryder—see at Ryder.
Winslet, Kate, movie actress in ―Titanic (1997);‖
also see at ―Mae Wests.‖

Winsor, Kathleen, see at ―Forever Amber.‖
―Winter War, The,‖ see at Finnland.
Winters, Ed, HHS ‘45 Classmate & Friend, 166(292);

Winchester, Simon—see at ―The Meaning of

wrote in ―Let We Forget:‖ ―Lots of luck to a swellllll friend.
Remember the Variety Show, Ed.‖ See at Slam Book.

Everything,‖ ―The Professor and the Madman‖ & at
―Pygmalion.‖

Winters, Shelley (née Shirley Schrift),1920-2006,

Winchester rifle was called ―the rifle that won the

was an actress born in St. Louis, MO, the daughter of
Jewish parents Rose (née Winter), a singer with The Muny (i.e..,
The Municipal Opera), and Jonas Schrift, a designer of men's
clothing. Her family moved to Brooklyn, NY, when she was three
years old. She studied in the Hollywood Studio Club, sharing the
same bedroom with another beginner, Marilyn Monroe. She won
two academy awards for Best Supporting Actress: in 1959 for her
for her role of Petronella van Daan in ―The Diary of Anne Frank‖;
and in 1965 for her role in ―A Patch of Blue.‖ She was nominated
for Best Actress in the 1951 film ―A Place in the Sun‖--see
Wikipedia for her extensive filmography, and also TV
perfomances. She also played in the 1955 film ―Night of the
Hunter‖ opposite Robert Mitchum.

West.‖

―Wind in the Willows, The" is a classic of

reap

the whirlwind, Hosea 8:7

children's

literature by Kenneth Grahame, first published in 1908.
Alternately slow moving and fast paced, it focuses on four
anthropomorphized animal characters in a pastoral version of
England. The novel is notable for its mixture of mysticism,
adventure, morality, and camaraderie.
The main characters are: Mole–A mild mannered, homeloving animal, and the first character to be introduced. Originally
overawed by the hustle and bustle of riverside life, he eventually
adapts; Ratty–A relaxed and friendly water vole, he loves the river
and takes Mole under his wing; Mr. Toad–The wealthiest
character and owner of Toad Hall. Although good-natured, Toad is
impulsive and conceited, eventually imprisoned for theft,
dangerous driving and impertinence to the rural police. He is prone
to obsessions and crazes, such as punting, houseboating, and horsedrawn caravans, each of which in turn he becomes bored with and
drops. Several chapters of the book chronicle his escape from
prison, disguised as a washer-woman; Mr. Badger–gruff but
solitary figure who ―simply hates society.‖ He can be seen as a
wise hermit, a good leader and gentleman, embodying common
sense. He is also brave and helps clear the Wild Wooders from
Toad Hall.; Otter and Portly–A friend of Ratty and his son. The
Gaoler's Daughter– The only major human character; helps Toad
escape from prison; The Chief Weasel–He and a band of weasels,
stoats, and ferrets plot to take over Toad Hall; Pan–A god who
makes a single and anomalous appearance in Chapter 7, The Piper
at the Gates of Dawn‘ The Wayfarer–A vagabond seafaring rat,
who also makes a single appearance; Inhabitants of the Wild
Wood–Weasels, stoats, foxes and so on, who are described by
Ratty as ―all right in a way ... but ... well, you can't really trust
them,‖ and squirrels, and rabbits, who are generally good but
described as occasionally dim-witted.
The Wind in the Willows was saved from obscurity by the
then-famous playwright, A. A. Milne, who loved it and adapted a
part of it for stage as Toad of Toad Hall in 1929.

Winton, Nicholas, a 29-year-old clerk at the

London
Stock Exchange, traveled in late 1938 to what was then
Czechoslovakia at the invitation of a friend working at the British
Embassy. Alarmed by the influx of refugees from the Sudetenland
region recently annexed by Germany, Winton immediately began
organizing a way to get Jewish children out of the country. He feared,
correctly, that Czechoslovakia soon would be invaded by the Nazis and
Jewish residents would be sent to concentration camps.
Winton persuaded British officials to accept the children, as
long as foster homes could be found, and set about fundraising and
organizing the trip. He arranged eight trains that carried 669 mostly
Jewish children through Germany to Britain in the months before the
outbreak of World War II. The youngsters were sent to foster homes in
England, and a few to Sweden. None saw their parents again.

The largest evacuation was scheduled for Sept. 3, 1939, the
day that Britain declared war on Germany. That ninth train was
never allowed to leave Prague, and almost none of the 250 children
trying to flee that day survived the war.
Winton's story did not emerge until 1988, when his wife
found correspondence referring to the prewar events. "My wife
didn't know about it for 40 years after our marriage, but there are
all kinds of things you don't talk about even with your family,"
Winton said in 1999. "Everything that happened before the war
actually didn't feel important in the light of the war itself."
Winton's wife persuaded him to have his story officially
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documented. A film about Winton's heroism won an International
Emmy Award in 2002, and then-Prime Minister Tony Blair praised
him as "Britain's Schindler," after the German businessman Oskar
Schindler, who also saved Jewish lives during the war.
Winton rejected the comparison and the description of
himself as a hero. Unlike Schindler, he said, his life had never been
in danger. But for many of those he saved, he is unambiguously a
hero. It is estimated there are 5,000 people around the world who
owe their lives to Winton--the children he saved and their
descendants. He has been knighted by Queen Elizabeth II and
honored in the Czech Republic.
To celebrate the 70th anniversary of the rescue, a vintage
train carrying some two dozen survivors along with members of
their families, pulled into London's Liverpool Street Station on
Friday after a three-day journey by rail and ferry from the Czech
capital, Prague A statue of Winton was unveiled at Prague's central
station before the train left on Tuesday, Sept. 1, 2009, 70 years to
the day after the Nazi's invasion of Poland to ignited WW II.
Three days later, Friday, Sept. 4, they were greeted by
Winton in London's Liverpool Station. Frail and in a wheelchair,
he stood briefly with the help of a cane and shook hands with the
former evacuees as they stepped off the train.
Other survivors who did not make the rail trip from Prague
gathered at the station to meet the train. The children Winton saved
include the late British filmmaker Karel Reisz, who directed ''The
French Lieutenant's Woman;'' Joe Schlesinger, a one-time
Associated Press translator who became a prominent Canadian TV
journalist; British lawmaker and peer Alfred Dubs, and Dagmar
Simova, a cousin of former U.S. Secretary Madeleine Albright—
edited from an AP newstory by Karolina Tagaris published in the
Times (of Trenton, NJ), Sept. 5, 2009. A substantially similar AP
article appeared in the NY Times on Sept. 4 to which Jill Lawless
contributed. Some items were taken from the latter source.

automobile, his own religious mystery: "Nobody with a good car
needs to be justified.‖ Motes murders the False Prophet, his rival,
by running over him with his second-hand Essex, and faces his culde-sac.

―Wise Blood,‖ 1979 film directed by John Huston,
and starring Brad Dourif as Hazel Motes and John Huston
himself as the evangelist grandfather. It is a fairly literal filming of
the novel--Wikipedia excerpt.
― (While) US Army war veteran Hazel Motes may not be a
believing Christian, somehow observations like the state of a rundown country church, meeting the ridiculous frauds on the streets
and memories inspire him to take up, after initially fierce refusal,
the part of a traveling preacher. When a cab driver insists he looks
like one in his new hat. He starts his own new Church of Truth,
without the crucified Jesus, his first disciple being an 18-year old
simpleton with a 'prophetic gift'... Amazon.com review, written by
KGF Vissers
John Huston read the novel in 1978--he received a copy of it
from Michael Fitzgerald, whose father was O'Connor's literary
executor. Against all odds, Michael Fitzgerald got the money for
the production, some $2,000,000; the screenplay was written by
Michael and his brother, Benedict, and everyone worked for a
minimum wage. Most of the film was shot in Macon, Georgia.
―There were seven outstanding performances in Wise Blood.
Only three of those seven actors have any reputation to speak of:
Brad Dourif, Ned Beatty and Harry Dean Stanton. The other four
are unknowns. They are all great stars, as far as I'm concerned.
Nothing would make me happier than to see this picture gain
popular acceptance and turn a profit. It would prove something.
I'm not sure what... but something‖--John Huston in An Open
Book, 1988)

Wise, Mrs., 32(51); what a misnomer! She was the
much feared & despised principal at Covington‘s 7-th Dist.
School--I called her ―‖The Beast of Belsen,‖ 32(51)n

Wirtschaftwunder, 141(254)n; Germany‘s ―postWW II economic miracle.‖

Wiseman, Joseph, 1918-2009, a longtime stage and

―Wise Blood‖ (1952) was the first novel written by

screeen actor most widely known for playing the villainous title
character Dr. Julius No,the sinister scientist who was James Bond‘s
first big-screen adversary. Released in 1962 and tarring Sean Connery
and Ursula Andress, ―Dr. No‖ was the first in what proved to be a
decades-long string of Bond movies. Born in Montreal, as a boy he
moved to the United States with his family. His first Broadway role
was in the company of ―Abe Lincoln in Illinois‖ (1938). Among his
many other Broadway credits are ―Joan of Lorraine‖ (1946), ―Antony
and Cleopatra‖ (1947), ―Detective Story‖ (1949); ―The Lark‖ (1955)
and the title role in ―In the Matter of J. Robert Oppenheimer‖ (1969)-edited excerpt from the Oct. 20, 2009 NY Times obituary by Margalit
Fox.

Flannery O'Connor. It began with four chapters published in
Mademoiselle, Sewanee Review, and Partisan Review in 1948 and
1949. She then published it as a complete novel in 1952, and
Signet advertised it as ―A Searching Novel of Sin and
Redemption.‖
In the novel, O'Connor revisits a recurring motif of hers of
a disaffected young person returning home and the theme of the
struggle of the individual to understand Christianity on a purely
individualistic basis. O'Connor's hero, Hazel Motes, sneers at
communal and social experiences of Christianity, sees the
followers of itinerant, Protestant preachers as fools, and sets out to
deny Christ as violently as he can. Against his individual attempts,
Motes faces the tendency of all around him to identify him as a
preacher. Enoch Emery, a friend of Motes who is in search of a
new Jesus, explains that some people have ―wise blood‖: that the
blood knows even if the mind does not.
Motes is obsessed with preachers, with salvation, and with
denying redemption. He seeks to save people from salvation,
eventually becoming an anti-priest of The Church Without Christ,
where ―the deaf don't hear, the blind don't see, the lame don't walk,
the dumb don't talk, and the dead stay that way,‖ and, in the end,
becoming a hallowed ascetic--excerpt from Wikipedia.
The young protagonist of Wise Blood, Hazel Motes, returns
from the army with his faith gone awry. He founds the Church
Without Christ, wears a preacher's bright blue suit and a preacher's
black hat. He is accompanied by bizarre villains. Asa Hawks
pretends to have blinded himself. Sabbath Lily, his daughter, turns
into a monster of sexual voracity. The fox-faced young Enoch
Emery steals from a museum a mummy, which he thinks of as ―the
new jesus.‖ Enoch knows things because "he had wise blood like
his daddy.‖ Eventually Enoch finds his religious fulfillment
dressed in a stolen gorilla costume. Hazel buys an old Essex

Wiser? Older but not wiser—see at ―Those Were the
Days, My Friend.‖

―Wiser than the one (generation) that comes after?—
see at ―Every generation….‖, or at Orwell.
Wisdom: see at Rubies, Santayana, Socrates, at
Solomon, above and below.

―Wisdom in Women, There is‖ 1913 poem by Rupert
Brooke: ―But there's wisdom in women, of more than they
have known, / And thoughts go blowing through them, are
wiser than their own,…‖ first two lines of the second stanza.
Poem is Online. Also see at ―Blowing in the Wind.‖

Wishes: ―If wishes were horses, beggars would ride;/
If turnips were swords, I‘d wear one by my side /;
If ifs and ands were pots and pans, / there'd be no need for
tinkers' hands‖--Scottish proverb
―Wit‖,

a book, see Bibliography.
Wit, a. The natural abilty to perceive; to understand;
keenness & quickness of perception or discernment;
ingenuity. Synonyms: humor, repartee, sarcasm, irony—American
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Heritage Dictionary. ―Ahhh. A man with a sharp wit. Someone
ought to take it away from him before he cuts himself‖-- Peter da
Silva, Quotation
# 903 from Michael Moncur's (Cynical)
Quotations

Morgan; also see at Arlen & Harburg, 228(418); ―We‘re
off to see the Wizard / The wonderful Wizard of Oz/ You‘ll
find he is a whiz of a wiz / if ever a wiz he was—from
Cassell‘s ―Movie Quotations.‖ Also see at Ray Bolger for a
paean to his performance as the Scarecrow.

Wit (continued): see Woodie Allen, Amos & Andy,
Jack Benny, Yogi Berra, George Burns, Charlie Chaplin,
Winston Churchill, Quentin Crisp, Albert Einstein, W.C.
Fields,
Signmund Freud (―Wit and It‘s Relaton to the Unconscious‖);
Zsa Zsa Gabor, Glenda Jackson, Doug Larson, Tom
Lehrer, Gene Mauch, Georege Orwell, S. J. Perelman, Philip Roth,
Rita Rudner, Shakespeare, George Sanders, Dorothy Sullivan,
Molly Sullivan, Shirley Temple, Voltaire, Mae West, Malachi
Wood, Zeno Wood, Henny Youngman, Joan Rivers, Damon
Runyan, Oscar Wilde, Elizabeth Wordsworth;
Also, see at Caricature, Cigar, Double-entendre, Humorists
& Wits, Innuendo, Irony, Man, Nickel, Parody, Puns, Satire,
Sex?, ―Sex, Humor, & Religion,‖ Sexuality, and at Woman. Also,
see at ―Pundits,Poetry, and Wit‖ & above.

Wōden was the name of Odin in Anglo-Saxon

―Wit, Brevity is the soul of‖—Shakespeare in

Wolf in sheep's clothing Fig. a dangerous person

polytheism, and represents a later development of a ProtoGermanic deity. Wednesday, Wednesbury and Wednesfield
are named after Woden.

―Wolf in Sheep‘s Clothing‖ (Aesop Fable): A wolf
had difficulty in getting at the sheep owing to the vigiilance of
the Shepherd and his dogs. But one day it found the skin of a sheep
that had been flayed and thrown aside, so it put it on over its own pelt
and strolled down among the sheep. The Lamb that belonged to the
sheep, whose skin the Wolf was wearing, began to follow the Wolf in
the Sheep's clothing; so, leading the Lamb a little apart, he soon made a
meal off her, and for some time he succeeded in deceiving the sheep,
and enjoying hearty meals. Moral: Appearances are deceptive

Hamlet—see Bartlett.

pretending to be harmless. Carla thought the handsome
stranger was gentle and kind, but Susan suspected he was a
wolf in sheep's clothing. Note: Men think the same of
women sometimes!

―Wit to woo the maiden, The‖--see at Faint Heart.
―Witherspoon, Mr.‖—see at ―Arsenic & Old Lace.‖
―Without Feathers,‖ a collection of Woody Allen‘s
humorous stories, including ―The Whore of the Mensa‖ &
―If Dentists Were Impressionists,‖ Ballantine Books, 1986.
The title is a take-off on Emily Dickenson‘s quote, ―Hope is
a thing with feathers‖ See at ―The Whore of the Mensa.‖

Wolf, Dick, 47(76)n, 191(350), originator & producer

Wit and Its Relation to the Unconscious, by Sigmund
Freud, 1905.
―With no pants on‖—see at ―The Sheik of Araby,‖

NC, studied at the U. of NC, and got a masters degree in
playwriting at Harvard. Unable to sell any of his plays, Wolfe
found his writing style was more suited to fiction than to the stage.
He took a temporary job teaching at NYU but left after a year for
Europe to continue writing. On his return voyage in 1925, he met
the married Aline Bernstein who was twenty years his senior. They
soon began a turbulent and sometimes combative affair.
He dedicated his first novel, Look Homeward, Angel (1929),
to Bernstein. Soon after its publication, he fled to Europe once
more, thereby ending the affair. Look Homeward, Angel is the
edited version of Wolfe's original novel O Lost, which was over a
hundred pages longer and considerably more experimental in
character. The editing was done by Maxwell Perkins, the most
prominent book editor of the time, who also worked with Ernest
Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzgerald—from Wikipedia, where there
lots more. (Legend has it that Wolfe delivered the ms. of Look
Homeward Angel in a wheelbarrow, no doubt an exaggeration that
had more than a grain of truth in it.)
Besides Look Homeward, Angel, a novel of his that I
enjoyed reading was You Can't Go Home Again (1940), probably
because the title expressed something true not only for me but for
everybody the world over. (E.g., it was true for Molly too!)
Thomas Wolfe was a romantic figure in my life for a very long
time.

of ―Law and Order,‖ ―Criminal Intent‖ & other police
prcedurals on TV in the 1990‘s & 2000‘s. See at Orbach.

Wolfe, Thomas, 1900-1938, was born in Ashville,

the last sentence.)

―Without a shirt‖--same place as above.
―Without You‖ is a song originally recorded by
Badfinger for their album No Dice (1970), written by Pete
Ham and Tom Evans--produced by Geoff Emerick. Its verse was
composed by Ham, originally titled "If It's Love,‖ but had lacked a
strong chorus. Evans had written a chorus without a strong verse,
so the duo fused the two sections together. The protagonist of this
ballad lets a lover know that they ―can't live if living is without
you.‖ Mariah Carey sings it on YouTube, which can be accessed
at: "Without You‖ or at Mariah Carey.
Chorus: ―I can‘t live / If living is without you / I can‘t live /
I can‘t give anymore / I can‘t live /If living is without you / I
can‘t give anymore.
The rest of the lyric can be accessed at ―Without You‖-then at Mariah Carey Lyrics. It seems that ―can‘t Live‖ is the
dominant phrase in the song, and ―If living is without you‖ gets
wallowed up along with ―I‖ in ―I cant‘tlive.
Wittgenstein, Ludwig Joseph Johann, 1889-1951, was
an Austrian philosopher who contributed several groundbreaking ideas to philosophy, primarily in the foundations
of
logic, the philosophy of mathematics, the philosophy of language,
and the philosophy of mind. His influence has been wide-ranging,
placing him among the most significant philosophers of the 20th
century.
His father's parents, Hermann Christian & Fanny
Wittgenstein, were born into Jewish families but later converted to
Protestantism. Despite this, the Wittgenstein children were
baptized Roman Catholics--the faith of their maternal
grandmother--and Ludwig was given a Roman Catholic burial by
his friends upon his death. Also see at Philosophy—slightly
revised from Wikipedia.
Also see at Happy? & at Philosophy.

Woman: ―Age cannot wither, nor custom stale her
infinite variety‖—Shakespeare; see at Women.

Woman Associate Justice of the US Supreme Ct., the
first —see at Sandra Day O‘Connor.
Woman: ―The average woman would rather have
beauty than brains because the average man can see better
than think‖—Steven Wright--see at Man;
―There are three things a woman must do: Dress like
a lady; make love like a prostitute & work like a
horse,‖ quip of New York female Sec‘s of State in the 60‘s
(or Carolyn Wells?) ―
―The most important thing a woman must do every
day is choose the right shade of lipstick,‖ ibid.- also see at
Cigar, at
Mother‘s Womb, at Miniskirt & at Youth vs.
Old Age.

―Wizard of Oz, The,‖ Great 1939 film starring Judy
Garland, Bert Lahr, Jack Haley, Ray Bolger &

Frank
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―Woman in Berlin--see at Berlin.
Woman in Red—see at Lady in Red.
Woman is a sheep in wolf‘s clothing—see at Wolf in

Womb-envy: some say men have it. See at Penisenvy & at Women‘s Unpredictability.

Women: see at God‘s Gift & at ―Written By
Herself.‖
Women Are Leaders of 12 Countries: Argentina

Sheep Clothing (Aesop Fable.)

―Woman Is Fickle,‖ Verdi aria from Rigoletto—see
at ―(La) donna è mobile.‖

Chile, Finnland, Germany, Ireland, Liberia, Netherlands
Antilles, New Zealand, Mozambique,Philippines,
Ukraine, India—Parade Magazine, Feb. 10, 2008. There are
194 countries in the world—from the Web.
There are only 192 members of the UN, though,
since, e.g., the Vatican has chosen not to be a member,
although it counts as an independent country. Also, Taiwn
is not a member for geo-political reasons.

―Woman In the Nineteenth Century‖ by Margaret
Fuller.

―Woman In Red,‖ 1984 film directed by Gene
Wilder, with Gene Wilder, Charles Grodin, Joseph
Bologna, Kelly LeBrock, Gilda Radner & Judith Ivey. ― On
his way to work, Teddy (Wilder) spots Charlotte (LeBrock)
an incredibly beautiful Woman in Red…‖
Stevie Wonder won an Oscar for the song, ―I Just
Called To Say I Love You‖ in the film.

Women: ―Men have only 45 chromosomes…to
work with because our 46-th is the pathetic Y that has only a
few genes… In constrast women have the full 46, and the 46-th is
working at levels greater than we knew‖ –H. Willard, Duke U.
Geneticist. (Researchers have found that 15% (or 200 to 300 of
the genes) are in the 46-th chromosome);
―Women are mosaics, one could say even chimeras…they
are made up of two different kinds of cell; whereas men are pure &
uncomplicated beings made of just one single kind of cell
throughout‖—Nicholas Wade, NY Times Science Reporter--see at
Chimera.
The quotes by Willard & Wade above & by Page at
Women‘s Chromosomes below were cited by Maureen Dowd, in a
Mar. 20, 2005. New York TimesSunday Op-Edarticle entitled ―Xcelled etc.‖ Also see at Freuchen, at Girls names, at Pejoratives &
at Young Women‘s Christian
Association.

―Woman is the Nigger of the World‖ title of a 1972
John Lennon song that he appropriated from Yoko Ono‘s
remark in a 1968 interview with Nova magazine.

Woman: ―Once made equal the woman becomes
superior‖ --Socrates, quoted in ―Oxymoronica.‖
The great question that has never been answered
and which I have never been able to answer, is What does a
woman want?‖--Sigmund Freud in a letter to Marie
Bonaparte--see ―Oxford Dict. of 20-th
Century
Quotations.‖
"Thank God for not making me a woman.‖--prayer
said each morning by an orthodox Jewish man.
―I loved Mickey Mouse more than any woman I‘ve
ever known‖—Walt Disney.

―Women and Children First:‖ On 26 February

"Woman Under the Influence, A" is a 1974 film

1852, while transporting troops primarily of the 73rd
Regiment of Foot to Algoa Bay, she was wrecked at Gansbaai
near Cape Town South Africa. There were not enough serviceable
lifeboats on board for all the passengers--however the soldiers
famously stood firm, thereby allowing the women & children to
board the boats safely. Only 193 of the 643 people onboard
survived, however the soldiers' chivalry gave rise to the ―women
and children first‖ protocol during the procedure of abandoning
ship, while the ―Birkenhead Drill‘ came to describe courage in face
of hopeless circumstances—Excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at
Titanic.

written and directed by John Cassavetes. It focuses on a woman
Mabel Longhetti (Gena Rowland) whose psychotic behavior leads her
confused husband, Nick (Peter Falk) to commit her for psychiatric
treatment, leaving the family even more dysfunctional than before-exerpt from Wikipedia which gives an interesting history of the writing
(by Cassavetes), financing (largely with $500,000 by Peter Falk),
distribution (personal importuning by Cassavetes and Falk), Academy
and Golden Globe Awards of the film and actors.

―Woman Who Changed a Nation, The‖—see at Rosa
Parks.

―Woman Rebel, The,‖ a magazine founded in 1914

―Women are sheep in wolf clothing‖.
Women Leaders--see above & below and at
Women Liberated Before Women‘s Lib (Some):

by Margaret Sanger that gave advice on contraception—see
at Sanger.

Woman space traveler, the first—see a (Valentina)

There always have been libertated women since time
immemorial, stariting with Eve in the Garden of Eden, and
progressing all throught the Bible. In some very stong unions
between men and women , it is very difficult to sort out who is the
liberated one—the man or the woman. Below are just a few of the
―liberated‖ women who appear in this Index and Glossary.
See at Amelia Bloomer, Biblical Eve, Margaret BourkeWhite, Vera Mary Brittain, Pearl Buck, Margaret Chase Smith,
Jackie Cochran,Marie Curie, Irène Joliot-Curie, Emma Goldan,
Jane Goodall, Margaret Fuller, Lynne Cooper Harvey, Hypatia, at
Eartha Kitt, at Mary Leakey, at Helen Wills Moody, at Oprah,
Emmeline Goulden Pankhurst, at Margaret Higgins Sanger, at
Sappho, at Gertrude Stein, Gloria Steinem, at Harriet Beecher
Stowe, at Molly Sullivan & her mother, Dorothy, at Maria
Tallchief, at Ida Tarbell, at Alice B. Toklas, at Bess Truman & her
daughter Margaret, at Ida Bell Wells & at Grace Chisholm Young.
Also see at Women Are Leaders of 12 Countries.

Tereshkova.

Woman‘s age—see at Diplomat.
Woman US Senator, the first—see at Hattie
Caraway

Womanizer, a persuer of women lecherously, i.e., for
purely sexual purposes without the desire for a permanent
relation based on mutual esteem & support, or one who has
a low opinion of women as evidenced by their sexuality. In
other words, a sexist. Casanova was one. Also see at Zane
Grey.

Womanwords, A Dictionary of Words About
Women by Jane Mills, Owl Press (Henry Holt), 1993:
Sample: Bitch, Butch, Chick, Cocktease, Coquette, Crone,
Cunt, Dish, Doll, Doxy, Dyke, Floozy, Grump, Harridan,
Hoyden, Hussy, Jezebel, Lolita, Moll/Molly, Nymph, PinUp, Pricktease, Pussy, Shiksa, Shrew, Skirt, Slattern, Slut,
Snatch, Tail, Tart, Tomboy, Tramp, Trollop, Twat, Wench,
Whore, Witch & other words that are not perjoratives, e.g.,
Nun, Wife, Woman. See at Sexist Statements.

―Women in Love,‖ a 1921 novel by D. H. Lawrence,
and a 1969 British film which tells the story of the
relationships between men and women during the early part of the
20th century. It stars Alan Bates, Oliver Reed, Glenda Jackson &
Jennie Linden. The movie was adapted by Larry Kramer from
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Lawrence‘s novel & directed by Ken Russell. Glenda Jackson won
the Academy Award for Best Actress. She was the first actress to
win the award for a role which had a nude scene—moreover, Alan
Bates & Oliver Reed, became the first actors to do frontal nudity
in a major studio motion picture

Women‘s Right to Vote: See at Equal Rights
Amendment & at Women‘s Suffrage.

Women‘s rights, see at Women‘s Lib.
Women‘s Suffrage in the USA, the Nineteenth
Amendment, passed in 1920, gave women the right to vote.
5(7)--Doesn‘t that sound prehistoric?
See at Jane
Addams & at Alice Paul. Also see at Equal Rights
Amendment that has yet to be ratified.
Women‘s Superiority: ―The evidence is that woman is,
on the whole, biologically superior to men‖—see at
Ashley Montague; also see at Ann Richards about Ginger
Rogers, at ―Academic Superiorty of Girls‖ at Holmes High
School Class of 1945, at Men are Different, at Women &
at Women‘s Lib. While the major field & track records are
held by men, the top 10% of women outdo 90% of the men.
See at ―Men, Athletic superiority of‖ & at Billie Jean King.
Women‘s Unpredictability: See at Women‘s
Chromosomes, where this is interpretated by the potent 47th chromosome, the X-, that women but men do not have!
(Chromosome Envy?)

Women necessary? ―I loved Mickey Mouse more
than any women I‘ve ever known.‖—Walt Disney.

Women and men, the difference between--see at
X-Chromosome, at Y-Chromosome, at Men & at Success
with Women.

Women slaves–to-fashion? Are-- see at Women‘s
Freedom.

Women Supreme Court Justices—see at Sandra Day
O‘Connor—the first female Supreme Ct. Justice & at Ruth
Bader Ginsburg—the second.

―Women‘s Chromosomes have more complexity,
which men view as unpredictablily‖--David Page,
molecular biologist at Whitehead Inst. for Bio Med.
Research, Cambridge, MA. See Women‘s Unpredictability.

Women‘s Clothes: ―They should put an expiration

―Wonder Man,‖ and ―Wonder Woman,‖ 96(182);

date on clothing so women willl know when they go out
of style ―-- Garry Shanding.

Wonder Woman debuted in All Star Comics in Dec. ‘41.

―Wonder Woman‖ 1976 film Created by William M.

Women‘s First Olympic Track Gold Medalist--see at

Marston. With Lynda Carter, Lyle Waggoner, Tom
Kratochvil. The adventures of the greatest of the female
superheroes. Diana Prince, a true Amazonian with special powers,
fights bad guys in a skintight outfit. In classic "wham, bam"
comic-book style, Wonder Woman catches people in her magic
lasso of truth and uses her golden belt and bracelets to deflect
bullets, arrows and whatnot?—Amazon.com.

Betty Robinson.

Women‘s Olympic Gold Medalists--see at Leslie
Bush (diving)., Joan Benoit Samuelson (marathon), Babe
Didrikson (track & field), Peggy Fleming (figure skating) & Helen
Wills Moody (tennis)—this list is hardly exhaustive, just some
mentioned elsewhere in this Index.

Women‘s Freedom. See at Women‘s Lib, Women‘s

Wonder, Stevie (né Stevland Hardaway Judkins), was

Suffrage, Sexist Statements, Male Chauvinism, at Girl‘s
Names & at Womanwords; see listings above & below. Also, see,
e.g., at Bloomer, who invented a costume to give women more
bodily freedom in athletic events. But who can free women who
are slaves–to-fashion? See at Women‘s Clothes.

born blind in 1950 in Saginaw, MI. He began piano lessons
when he was 4-years-old; pretty soon he could play almost any
instrument, and because he had already written songs—his first
was ―Lonely Boy‖ when he was 10), people kept called him ―the
little wonder boy.‖ Motown signed him to his first contract at age
12,, and gave the name, ―Stevie Wonder‖— excerpt from p. 688
of Ewen‘s ―All the Years…‖
Wonder is a prominent figure of 20-th century music as a
singer , songwriter, musicians & record producer, he has recorded
more than 30 top ten hits, won 22 Grammy Awards (a record for a
solo artist), won an Academy Award for Best Song and been
inducted into both the Rock & Roll and Songwriters halls of
Fame. Pavarotti once referred to him a sa ―great, great musical
genius. He has 9 No. 1 US Hits, and has sold more than 100
million albums—edited excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at ―I Just
Called to Say I Love You.‖

Women‘s Pejoratives, see at Womanwords.
―Women‘s Letters, America from the Revolutionary
War to the Present,‖ Lisa Grünwald and Stephen J. Adler,
eds., Dial Press, 2005.

Women‘s Lib (Women‘s Liberation Movement)
103(196), 109(203); Women‘s Lib started in the 1960‘s
after women support--see at Women‘s Sufferage.
―The phrase ―Women‘s Liberation‖ was first used in
USAin 1964, and first appeared in print in 1966. By 1968, although
the term Women‘s Liberation Front appeared in the magazine
Ramparts, it was starting to refer to the whole women‘s
movement—excerpt from Wikipedia.
However, women‘s rights have been a continual struggle
over centuries--the Equal Rights Amendment has yet to be ratified
by the necessary 3/4-ths of the 50 states. See, e.g., at Women‘s
Suffrage, which in the USA came only in 1920.
In WW II, women who worked, such as the ―Rosies‖ who
riveted in shipyards & others who worked in factories during the
war, gained a tremendous amount of freedom, e.g., the right to
work & the right to wear slacks besides just at picnics!
Also see at ―NOW,‖ at OWL at Betty Friedan, Lily
Ledbetter, at Rosetta Reitz, at ―Rosie-the-Riveter,‖ at Gloria
Steinem, at Sexual Freedom & at Women Liberated Before
Women‘s Lib.

―Wonderful things in the world, Learning about life
and Love and art and all the other‖—see at Arthur
Rubinstein. and the Power of Love.

―Wonderful Town‖is a musical with a book written
by Joseph A. Fields and Jerome Chodorov, lyrics by Betty
Comden and Adolph Green and music by Leonard Bernstein. It
is based on Fields and Chodorov's 1940 play My Sister Eileen,
which is itself based on the collection of short stories of the same
title by Ruth McKenney. Premiering on Broadway at the Winter
Garden Theatre in 1953, Wonderful Town won five Tony Awards,
including Best Musical, ran for 559 performances & starred
Rosalind Russell as Ruth Sherwood, and Edith ―Edie‖ Adams as
Eileen Sherwood, two sisters from Ohio trying to make it in the
Big Apple. Adams won a Tony for Best Supporting Actress in a
Musical.

Women‘s Nobel Laureates—e.g., Pearl Buck, Marie
Curie had two (Physics & Chem.),also her daughter Irène
Joliot- Curie (Chem.), Gabriela Mistral (Lit), Toni Morrison
(Lit.)--see at Nobel Laureates, at Nobel Stats & at Lisa
Meitner.

―Wonderful World‖—see at ―What (a) Wonderful…‖
Wood Brothers: Zeno, Japheth, Malachi & Ezra,
T, A, D, xiii, FaFT: Zeno Denny Solomon --, see at Zeno;
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autobiography & editor, e.g., The Internat‘l Review & The
Nationm & at the Hogarth Press, but most importantly for
the voluminous posthumous pubhcation of much of Virginia
Woolf‘s letters, dairies & papers, 237(431)

Japheth Leo Merlin --, see at Japheth; Malachi
Tarquin
Cyrus --, see at Malachi; Ezra Cornelius
Deucalion --. see at
Ezra;
Henry --, late birth-father of the brothers, A,xiii; Henry
died, Feb. 12, 1979 in Princeton Hospital from a lung embolism as
a consequence of internal injuries he suffered from a car crash
into a utility pole on US 206 N. of Princeton. He suffered from
narcolepsy & Molly begged him not to drive, but he told Molly, as
he did many times before: ―I haven‘t had an accident yet!‖
MollyKathleen Sullivan, mother of the brothers, widowed
in 1979; also see at Molly; Denny & Dorothy Sullivan, maternal
grand- parents & also at Sullivan; Paula & Solomon Wood,
paternal grandparents, A, xiii--I adopted the brothers in 1995, loc.
cit.--also see at Schoenholz.

Woolf, Leonard: Autobiography in 5 volumes:
―Sowing (1880-1904),‖
―Growing (1904-1911),‖
―Begginning Again (1911-1918),‖ ―Downhill All the Way
(1919-1939),‖ and ―The Journey Not the Arrival Matters
(1939-1969)‖ Regarding the latter, a short excerpt appears at
London Blitz.

Woolf, Leonard & Virginia--their relationship was
platonic, according to several exhaustive biographies of the
couple, e.g,, Hermione Lee‘s 1996 biography Virginia Woolf gives
a thorough & authoritative examination of her life & work. And
her love affair with Vita de Sackville-West has been extensively
written about & their love letters published. In ―Art & Ardor,‖
Cynthia Ozick wrote ―The Madwoman and Her Nurse‖ about
Leonard‘s consuming role as nurse to Virgina in her recurring
madness—it had much to do with his Jewishness.
A 2007 biography ―Leonard Woolf: A Biography‖ by
Victoria Glendinning goes into this aspect of Woolf, and, naturally,
into his many activities & achievements. Moever, after Virginia‘s
death, Leonard fell seriously in love again with ―Trekkie,‖ the
wife of a publisher Ian Parsons.

Woodchuck tongue twister: How much wood
would a woodchuck chuck / if a woodchuck could chuck wood? /
He would chuck, he would, as much wood as he could, / and chuck
as much wood as a woodchuck would chuck / if a woodchuck
could chuck wood.

Wood, Kerry, struck out 20 pitchers at age 20—see at
Bob Feller & at Roger Clemens.

Wood, Natalie, 1938-1981, noted actress, who
drowned off Catalina Island while yachting with her
husband, Robert Wagner, and a friend, Christopher
Walken.--about which there was much speculation—check
her out on the web. Also see at ―Splendor in the Grass.‖

Woolf, Virginia (née AdelineVirginia Stephen),18821941, 237(431)—see at Vanessa Bell (her sister) and Leslie
Stephen (her father). Also see at Battle of Britian, Beauty, at
Copulation, at Doggerel, at ―(The) Hours,‖ at Life, at Imagination,
at ―Mrs. Dalloway,‖ at Past, at Prose vs. Poetry, at Read, at
Truth & at Writers.

Wooden nickel, like the red cent, doesn‘t exist!
―Don‘t take any wooden nickels,‖ catch phrase
meaning take care of yourself (watch out!)—in Erik
Partridge‘s ―A Dictionary of Catch Phrases.‖

Woolf, Virginia, from Wikipedia—also in Part II
.On 28 March 1941, Woolf committed suicide. She put on

Woods, Tiger (Eldrick), born Dec.30, 1975, tennis
great, whose father was a Black-American (he died in
2006) & his mother is Thai, 222(406); he won a record
three consecutive US Junior Amateur Championships 1991- 93 &
a record three US Amateur Championships, 1994-96. He turned
professional in 1996. He was the youngest Masters Championship
in history & the first man of color ever to win a major golfing title.
Also see at Black(s).
Also he has the lowest total ever in a US Masters
Tournament--270 in 1997--by a record 12 strokes. In 2000, he
won the US Open by a record 14 strokes, and the British open with
a record score of 169—by a record of 19 under par, becoming the
youngest player at age 24 to win all four major championships, or
grand slam events. See at Golf.
As of Dec.30, 2005, he ranked 3-rd the most wins of prof.
majors in a season, with 10. He has won the most majors before
the age of 30; Woods has complained that the media emphasizes
his Black rather than his Asian (Thai) ancestry. (Well, sportcasters
have their axes to grind.)
He was a multimillionaire as a 20-year-old from Golf prizemoney, and has been ranked #1 in golf for a record 372 weeks.
Much of the above came from the Penguin Int‘l Dict. of
Contemporary Biog. and a NY Times article by Damon Hack on
Woods‘s 30 birthday, Dec. 30, 2005.

her overcoat, filled its pockets with stones, then walked into the
River Ouse near her home and drowned herself. Woolf's body was
not found until 18 April. Her husband buried her cremated remains
under a tree in the garden of their house in Rodmell, Sussex.
In her last note to her husband she wrote: ― I feel certain that I
am going mad again. I feel we can't go through another of those terrible
times. And I shan't recover this time. I begin to hear voices, and I can't
concentrate. So I am doing what seems the best thing to do. You have
given me the greatest possible happiness. You have been in every way
all that anyone could be. I don't think two people could have been
happier 'til this terrible disease came. I can't fight any longer. I know
that I am spoiling your life, that without me you could work. And you
will I know. You see I can't even write this properly. I can't read. What
I want to say is I owe all the happiness of my life to you. You have
been entirely patient with me and incredibly good. I want to say that —
everybody knows it. If anybody could have saved me it would have
been you. Everything has gone from me but the certainty of your
goodness. I can't go on spoiling your life any longer. I don't think two
people could have been happier than we have been. V.

―Woolf, Virgina, An Inner Life,‖ by Julia Briggs;
also see at Life and Imagination.‖

Woollcott, Alexander Humphreys, 1887-1943, born
near Red Bank, NJ, he was an American critic and
commentator for The New Yorker magazine, and a member of the
Algonquin Round Table.
He was the inspiration for Sheridan Whiteside, the main
character in the play The Man Who Came to Dinner by George S.
Kaufman and Moss Hart, and for the far less likable character
Waldo Lydecker in the classic film Laura. He claimed to be the
inspiration for Rex Stout's brilliant detective Nero Wolfe, but
Stout, although he was friendly to Woollcott, said there was
nothing to this idea.
Woollcott's review of the Marx Brothers' Broadway debut,
I'll Say She Is, helped highlight the renaissance of the group's
career and started a life-long friendship with Harpo Marx. Harpo's

Woodward, Bob, who, along with Bernstein, Carl,
was important in the uncovering of, and reporting on,
the Watergate scandal.—see at ―All the President‘s Men‖
& at Alan Pukala.

Woodward, Joanne, actress—see at ―The Effect of
Gamma Rays etc.‖, ―The Glass Menagerie‖, ―Three Faces
of Eve‖ & at Paul Newman, her husband.

Wooley, Morton, 195-196(358); Great Lakes Co.
1038 leader—see at Part III Photos & Roster of Co. 1038

Woolf, Leonard (Sidney),1880-1969, publisher &
founder, with his wife Virgina, of the prestigeous Hogarth
Press; also an author noted for his three volumes of
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two adopted sons, William (Bill) Woollcott Marx and Alexander
Marx, are named after him. Also see at Dorothy Parker.

"To find joy in work is to discover the fountain of youth"-Pearl S. Buck.
―Most people work just hard enough not to get fired. And
get paid just enough money not to quit‖—George Carlin.
―My father taught me to work; he did not teach me to like
it‖—Abraham Lincoln, in the Quotable Dad. (Lincoln refused to
attend his father‘s funeral.)
Laziness travels so slowly that poverty soon overtakes it—
Benjamin Franklin.
―Work is sacred, leisure is secular‖---Eric Gill.
―The days you work are the best days‖--Georgia O‘Keefe:
―Work is paradise‖--Matisse.
―It passes the time‖--Flaubert (to keep us honest)
―The whole work of mankind sems to consist in nothing but
proving to himself every minute that he is a man and not a piano
key‖—from ―Notes from the Underground‖ by Dostoevsky, quoted
on p. 134 in Dubos‘ ―So Human an Animal.‖
These are epitaphs to Ch. 26. Also see at Edgar Bergen, at
Children‘s entitlement, atMario Cuomo (about his father), George
Gershwin, J. Paul Getty, Horace, Karl Marx, at Writing &
below.

Woolley, Monty, actor—see at ―The Man Who Came
for Dinner.‖

Woolsey, Judge John M.
Word: A word is not a crystal, transparent and
unchanging, it is the skin of a living thought and may vary
greatly in color and content according to the circumstances and
time in which it is used--Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

―Word Mysteries and Histories from Quiche to
Humble Pie‖ by the Eds. of Amer.Dictionaries, Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1986

Word: One word / Frees us of all the weight and pain
of life: / That word is love‖--Sophocles, Oedipus at
Colonus

Word Play: In a NY Times Crossword puzzle (in a
pad of puzzles for the year ) of Jan. 24, 2008, there was
this sequence of puns.
Clue: Don‘t procrastinate. Solution: CCC the day.
Clue: Counsel best heeded. Sol.: A Word to the YYY.
Clue: Lethal Stingers. Solution: Killer BBB.

Work: ―Work is of two kinds: First, altering the
position of matter at, or near, the earth‘s surface relative to
other such matter; Second, telling other people to do so. The first
kind is unpleasant and ill-paid; the second is pleasant and hightlypaid‖—from ―In Praise of Idleness and Other Essays‖ (1986) by
Bertrand Russell.
―I never had a vacation in my life Why should I? I‘ve never
worked!‖—Ray Bradbury, who wrote over 30 books, 20 plays, 2
musicals, 2 cantatas, 12 books of poetry, 3 books of essays, a half
dozen film scripts & 500 short stories!

―Word Watching, field notes of an amateur
philologist,‖ by Julian Burnside, 2004

―Words, The‖ (Les Mots), Sartre‘s 1966 autobio.
Words: ―The question is,‖ said Alice, ―whether You
can make
words mean so many different things‖—see at
Humpty Dumpty & at Double Speak

―Words! Words! Words! They might have meant
something at one time, but they don‘t mean anything
any more!‖ said to me by a 15-year-old girl who was
disillusioned by he Vietnam War & the society that
supported it. She might have been called a ―flower girl.‖-see at Flower Power. Also see at Doublespeak, at Double
Talk & at Doublethink.

Words Online: the relative numbers of words

Work Jokes: ―Hard work never killed anybody, but
why take a chance?‖—Edgar Bergen;
―Work is the ruin of the drinking class,‖ Oscar Wilde,
quoted in the NY Times Crossword Puzzle of 3/21/07.
―When your work speaks for itself, don‘t interrupt‖—
Garson Kanin.

in

―Work--the Purifying Aspect‖-- see at Shimamura.
Work of mankind, The whole: ―-- seems to consist

Wikipedia (990,000,000 online), the Oxford English
Dictionary or OED (which give the meanings & origins of
English Word, 59,000,000 in print), The Encyclopedia
Britannica (44,000,000 in print & 60,000,000 online)—from
the 3/16/08 NY Times Op-Ed
piece by Noah Cohen,
entitled ―Start Writing the Eulogies for Print Encyclopedia.

in nothing but proving to himself every minute that he is a
man and not a piano key‖—from ―Notes from the
Underground‖ by Dostoevsky, quoted in Dubos‘ ―So
Human an Animal,‖ epitaph to Ch. 26.

Words versus pictures, see at Picture.
Wordworth, Elizabeth, 1860-1932: ―The Clever

Work Projects Administration, see at WPA.
―Work is the ruin of the drinking class,‖ Oscar Wilde,

and the Good,‖ poem, 107(201)

quoted in the NY Times Crossword Puzzle of 3/21/07.

Wordsworth, William, 1770-1850: see at Poetry.

Work ever wasted? Is--see at Shimamura.
―Work like a Devil,‖ see at Drill.
―Work like a horse,‖ see at Woman.
―Workers Unite! You have nothing to lose but

―The child is father to the man,‖ T1, Ch. 3

Wordsworth, Dorothy, devoted sister of William,
about which Coleridge had this to say: ―If you espect to see
a pretty woman, you would think her ordinary—if you expect to
see an ordinary person, then you think her pretty‖—quoted by
Dwight Garner in his NY York Times Book Rev.Feb. 25, 2009.
review of ―A Ballad of Dorothy Wordsworth, A Life‖ by Frances
Wilson,

your chains!‖ Slogan associated with the Communist
Manifesto by Engels and Marx, 76(125)

Working class is a term used in academic sociology
and in ordinary conversation to describe, depending on
context and speaker, those employed in lower tier jobs as measured
by skill, education and compensation. As with many terms
describing social class, "working class" is defined and used in
many different ways. The term typically incorporates references to
education, occupation, culture, and income. When used nonacademically, it typically refers to a section of society dependent
on physical labor, especially when compensated with an hourly
wage. Casual and geographical usage of "working class" differs
widely. It is usually contrasted with the upper class and middle
classin terms of access to economic resources, education and
cultural interests. Its usage as a description can be derogatory, but
many people self-identify as working class and experience a sense

Work, Chap. 26 ―You work all day like a Devil for
your pay,‖ Ch. 26 (also see at Drill);
―Work is paradise‖--Matisse, an epitaph to Chapter 26;
―Nice work if you can get it, And you can get it if you
try‖—from ―Damsel in Distress,‖ lyrics by Geo. Gershwin,
music by Ira Gershwin, 1937, Ch. 26;.
―A Man is not idle because he is lost in thought. There is
visible labor and invisible labor‖—Victor Hugo, seeBartlett.
―When your works speaks for itself, don‘t interrupt,‖ Henry
Kaiser.
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of pride similar to a national identity. Working classes are mainly
found in industrialized economies and in urban areas of nonindustrialized economies--excerpted from Wikipedia. Also see at
Work.

―Alimony is the curse of the working

Since the catastrophe at the WTC & the passage of the
Patriot Act, obviously, Congress & the majority of Americans
think that the question of identity has become vital to the security
of the country. Sadly, Popeye‘s proud assertion has become: ―I
yam what society says I yam!‖ 238(432); also see at Identity, at
Jokes as Rebellion, at Terrorism, at Nine-Eleven (i.e., 9/11), Nineeleven fund & at Patriot Act.
World War I (WW I), 5(8), Casualties: some 10 million
dead & 20 million wounded. The USA lost 55,513 men in
battle & 63,195 others, while France lost 1,400,000 killed or
missing; Of France‘s missing, 250,000 soldiers were never
recovered. This literally bled France of its most gallant
men & weakening following generations, 182(317);
countless soldiers were maimed by the German use of
mustard gas, and of course, the long range guns, the Big
Berthas, 162(286); also see at Great War, at France & at
Verdun.
From the Web: Worldwide, 8.5 million people died
in World War I (June 1914 – Nov. 1918), a figure
comparable to the one above.
Horace Pippin served in the 369th infantry in Europe
during WW I, where he lost the use of his right arm. He said
of his combat experience: I did not care what or where I
went at. I asked God to help me, and he did so. And that is
the way I came through that terrible and Hellish place. For
the whole entire battlefield was hell, so it was no place for
any human being to be.
Also see at Marne Battles in WW I & at Somme
Offensive.
World War II (WW II), R, Ch. 42, Ch. 50; also see DDay, VE Day, and VJ Day; also see Britain, Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Poland, USSR, China, and
Japan. A-Bombs in WW II, see at A-Bombs; also at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Western Allies: Britain, Free France, Canada,
India, Australia, USA (also see at Allies.)
WW II Casulatiies: The Western Allies lost
1,048,000 military personnel, and approximately
243,000 civilian deaths-- total 1,291,000 Western
Allied dead.
Poland lost 600,000 military, and 6,000,000
civilians for a total of 6,6000,000; whereas USSR
lost 13,600,000 military personnel and 7,700,000
civilians, for a staggering total of 21,300,000 USSR
people dead (a TV documentary put this at
27,000,000 soldiers & civilians dead); China lost
1,500,000 military and 20,000,000 civilians—at
total of 21,500,000 total. Also see at Leningrad
(The Siege of.)
Of the Axis powers, Germany (including
Austria) lost 3,500,000 military, and 2,000,000
civilians, for a total of 5,500,000 killed; Italy 80,000
military and 180,000 civilians, for a total of 260,000
dead; and Japan 2,600,000 military and 953,000
civilians, many of whom died at Nagasaki and
Hiroshima, for a total of 3,553,000 dead--Total Axis
dead: 9,313,000:
On October 2, 1944, Nazi troops crushed the twomonth Warsaw uprising, killing 25,000 people.
WW II DEAD: Adding up 1,291,000 dead in the
Western Alliance, and 9,313,000 Axis dead, totals
10,604,000 Allied and Axis dead. Adding 27,900,000
dead in USSR and Poland (many of the Poles were
killed by the USSR when the latter joined Germany
invading in Poland in 1939), this comes to about
38,504,000 dead on both sides.
Counting China's 21.500,000 dead--TOTAL
ALLIED DEAD is 60,004,000, or more than 60

class‖— Norman

Mailer, who paid 5 alimonies.

―Working for the Yankee dollar‖—see at ―Rum and
Coca-Colar‖ (2-nd paragraph) & at Andrews
―Rum and Coca-Cola.‖

Sisters‘

World—see at Wonderful World, and at Wonderful
things in the world.

World as mystery: Art evokes the mystery without
which the world would not exist-- Rene Magritte

―World is full of a number of things, I'm sure we
should al l be as happy as kings. The‖--R. L. Stevenson.

―World is love, The. Surely one fearless kiss would
cure the million fevers‖—W. H. Auden, see at Michael
Redgrave (last sentence.) But, evidently it did notcure the
million fevers!

World‘s Countries—there are 194, according to the
Web--192 are in the UN--all except Taiwan & the
Vatican. Also see at Women Are Leaders of 12 Countries &
at ―When the Lights Come on Again All over the World.‖

―World‘s gonna reel and rock. One of these days
about 12 O‘Clock, this old‖—line from a song.

―World Must Know, The: The History of the
Holocaust as told in the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum,‖ by Michael Berenbaum, Johns
Hopkins, 2005

World Series. The American League champion plays
the World Series against the National League champion
after the end of every season—the first to win 4 out of 7 is
the winner. Through the 2007 season, American League
teams have won 61 of the 103 World Series played since
1903—also see at American (resp. National) League.

World Trade Center (WTC) & Twin Towers TT:
Bombed Feb. 26, 1993 by Islamic extremists killing six (6),
and injuring more than 1,000 others.
TT were destroyed September 11, 2001by 15 Arab
terrorists flying two wide-bodied airplanes, a date widely referred
to as ―9/11.‖ Almost three thousand people of over 30 different
nationalities in the T T died either by fire, smoke, or jumping from
the top floors. However, 12, 000 to 25,000 people managed to
escape. The high figure was stated in an article by Jack Rosenthal,
―On Language,‖ in the NY Times Mag. on Sept. 1, 2002; and on
Sept. 11, 2002, the NY Times published a column of Facts and
Figures, including the estimate by the Port Authority that there
were only 15,000 to 20,000 in the Twin Towers on 9/11. (This
would indicate that between 12,000 & 17,000 people escaped.)
Many of those that did not escape were told that the TT
were ―secure‖ after the first plane hit north tower at 8:46:26 a.m
EDT and before the second plane hit the south tower at 9:02:54
a.m. The south tower collapsed at 9:59:04 a.m. & the north tower
collapsed at 10:28:31 a.m. with seismogragh magnitudes of 2.1
and 2.3 resp. (Facts and Figures, ibid.)
Many adjacent buildings were heavily damaged, and some
were rendered useless (e.g., the Deutsche Bank Bldg. that caught
fire as it was being dismanteled in August 2007, at the loss of a
number of firemen‘s lives.)
―Center victims were from at least 30 different
countries & first languages, including those that aided &
abetted the terroists‖—the quoted sentence was excerpted from
an essay by an anonymous Aussie Dentist, taken from the Web;
also see at ‖American, To be an.‖
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Security Posters, Ch. 42; ―Loose lips sink ships,‖
showing lips & sinking ships; ―The walls have
ears,‖ showing a photo of Hitler with a large
listening ear.
Sieges. See at Kharkov, Kiev & Ukrainia.
Surviving Veterans: 3.5 million in 2005--out of 16.5
milllion in 1945; -- and dying at the rate of 1100 a
day, R, lxiii
Turning point of WW II—at El Alamein, 140(253);
US Armed forces, Chs. 42 & 47;
US Army breaches the Siegfried line at
Aachen, Oct.3, 1944, 143(256);
US Army enters Germany for the first time, near Trier,
September 12, 1944, 143(256);
US Naval strength before Pearl Harbor, R, xlvi
US proclaims neutrality in WW II, Sept. 5,
1939, R, xlv; 142(255), 181(315);
US Veterans, Chs. 42 & 47; 180(313); see at USA Armed
Services, at GI Bill & Fifty-Two-Twenty Club.

million Allied and Axis men, women, and children
died, not counting casualties in Norway, Denmark,
Finland & othercountries that were occupied.
Note: A book review by James Sheehan in the
Dec.26, 2004, NY Times Book Review of Max
Hastings' "Armageddon," states:"50 million people
died in the war, and roughly half were citizens of
USSR." hus, there are some discrepancies between
these figures and those above. (A figure listed on the
web was 55 million dead worldwide in WW II, a figure
not inconsistent with the above.) Moreover, Tony Judt
in ―Postwar‖ (see Biblio.) puts the figure at 36.5 million
dead in Europe between 1935 & 1949. Morever,
Judt lists the number of homes lost: Germany–40%;
Britain--30%; France—20% & Warsaw—90% (see the
review in the Oct. 16, 2005 NY York Times by Anthony
Gottleib.)
American transport ship, Dorchester, sank on
Feb. 3, 1943 after it was hit by a German torpedo..
Only some 230 if the crew of over 900 survived. Four
chaplains who gave their life belts to four other
men went down with the ship—Highlights in History.
Anzio War Dead: 10,775 Americans,10,168
British & 10, 306 German--see at Anzio.
British Battle ship HMS Royal Oak, anchored at
Sapa Flow in Scotland‘s Orkney Island was topedied
and sunk on Oct. 14, 1939, by a German Uboat.
Of the more than 1200 on board the Oak, 833
were killed.
British Cruiser HMS Hood was sunk, May 24,
1941, by the German battleship Bismarck with a crew
of 1300, 229(418)—Also see at Bismarck.
British transport ship, Rohna, was sunk off the
coast of Algeria by a German missile on Nov.26, 1943
with the loss of 1,138 lives, including 1,015 American
troops.
Casualties, Ch.42, Ch. 50, esp. 178(310- 311),180184(313-319), chart 180(314)): 1 million est.
casualities for the invasion Japan, 180(314);
―Day in infamy‖, see at Roosevelt; D-Day, see at DDay;
First Amer. Exped. forces land in North Irleand,
Jan. 26, 1942;
Horrors of War: over 60 million died worldwide,
including six million Jews in the Holocaust,
178(310-311), 180-181(314-315);
Military Cemeteries: see at American Military
Cemeteries; also see at German Cemetery. at
Memorial at Battery Park, NY, at National WW II
Memorial in D.C., Ch. 50, esp. 180(313)
Natal, Brazil was a jumping off point from the Americas
to Europe and Asia vis Africa—see at Natal.
Office of Price Administration (OPA), see.
―Britian‘s War‖ became ―Our War‖ after Pearl Harbor-see at Britain‘s War.
Paris liberated, August 24, 1944—see at Paris.
Rationing, butter, cheese, and meat – started
Mar.29, 1943; gasoline, rubber, copper, zinc, I
ndeed, all, metals; also chocolates, silk & rayon
stockings, tobacco; People salvage for the
war effort, women painted their legs to give the
effect of hosiery-- see at Rationing.
Pearl Harbor Day, Dec. 7, 1941. See at Pearl
Harbor.
Peace broke out: see at VE-Day & at VJ-Day;
however, President Truman did not declare
the end of hostilities until Dec. 31, 1946;

World War II ended officially on Oct. 19, 1951, as
President Truman signed an act formally endiing the
war.with Germany.

World War II cataclysms were everywhere evident in
in world politics: the ―Iron Curtain‖ (another Churchill
coinage) between East & West Europe, the rise of the USSR, ―Red
China‖ & USA as super powers (& the decline of England &
France in world), the ―Third World‖ cunter-weight formerly ―nonaligned‖ nations!), the Holocaust, the so-called intellectual
migration into USA of European intellectuals (mostly Jewish, e.g.,
Einstein, et al., but rocket scientist Rchard von Braun, was not,
and mostly German. Szilard (Hungarian) and Fermi (Italian) were
not), the A-bomb, the H-bomb, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Gulag
Archipelago created by Stalinist terrorism, the Nisei concentration
camps in the US for citizens of Japanese descent, the migration of
the rural & Southern Blacks to the industrialNorth & its
armaments industries, and, not least, was the new Independence of
women, who were vital in the war effort, and their rise as an
economic force in USA, 141(154)

World War II Entertainers—see at Bing Crosby,
Marlene Dietrich, Bob Hope, Martha Raye.

―World War II, An Oral History of,‖ subtitle of a
book by Richard Lidz entitled ―Many Kinds of
Courage,‖ published by G. P. Putnams Sons, NY, 1980.

―World War II As Written By the soldiers—see at
―Yank: The Story of Wolrd War II etc.‖

World War II documentary by Ken Burns, see at
―The War.‖ Also a profusively illustrated book ―The War‖
accompanies.

World War II era music, Some: ―Ain' Misbehavin'‖
by Fats Waller, ―Jingle Bells,‖ ―That Old Black Magic‖,
―Sunrise Serenade‖ (the last three played by Glenn Miller‘s Band,
and others not mentioned here), ―The Last Time I Saw Paris‖
(Noel Coward singing), and many more....including some real WW
II winners: ―White Cliffs of Dover‖ , ―There'll Always Be an
England‖ (--see at Vera Lynn), ―They're Either Too Old or Too
Young.‖ But see & hear for yourself, and much more at this link:
http://www.6thcorpsmusic.us/

World War II fighter planes were often decorated
with morale-boosting messages or images, e.g., pinup-girls,
but also cartoon pin-up girls—see at Capp‘s Cartoon
Characters & below at World War II Pin-up Girls.

World War II National Memorial in Wash. D.C.,
Ch. 50, esp. 180(313)--also see at Freedom Wall.

World War II Pin-up girls—see at Rita Hayworth,
Marilyn Monroe, Jane Russell, Lana Turner & Anita
Ekberg. Also see what Dolly Parton has to say about her
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dimensions. Among YANK‘s Hollywood famous pin-up
girls are: Lauren Bacall, Rita Hayworth, Carole Landis,
Betty Grable, Martha Vickers, Ann Miller, Dorothy
Lamour and Lizabeth Scott—see at Yank (last paragraph.)

At its peak: WPA had 3.5 million people on its payrolls.
Altogether WPA employed a total of 8.5 million persons, and
total federal appropriations amounted to almost $11
billion—from the Columbia Encyclopedia.

World War II Propaganda films—see at Frank Capra,

Wray, John—see ―All Quiet on the Western Front.‖
Wright, Frank Lloyd, revolutionary architect. See at

who directed 8 of them, some winning Academy Awards for
Best Documentary Film—he was honored with a DSM for
them.

Alliluyeva.

Wright, Laurence--see at ―Among My Souvenirs‖

World War II--US Generals: See at Dwight D.

& at Edgar Leslie,

Eisenhower, Omar N. Bradley, George C. Marshall, Gen.
George S. Patton. Streets in Princeton are named after them.
See at Princeton U. Butler Apts.

Wright, Richard, 1908-1960, see at Black Boy. He
also wrote ―Uncle Tom‘s Children‖ (short stories, 1938);
―Native Son‖ (1940); ―The Outsider‖ (1953); ―Black
Power‖ (non-fiction,1954) & several other books, some
posthumous, e.g., ―American Hunger‖ in 1963 & also
collected in Lib. of America‘s ―Richard Wright: Works.‖

―Worst Hard Times, The‖ by Timothy Egan, 2005.
see at ―The Great American Dustbowl.

Worth, Irene, actress, 145(260)
Wothen, John, see at Robert Schumann.
Wouk, Herman, born 1915 in NY City into a Jewish

Wright, Steven. b. 1955, is a stand-up comedian,
actor & writer. known for his slow, deadpan, monotone
delivery of ironic, witty, deeply philosophical & sometimes
confusing jokes & one-liners:
―The average woman would rather have beauty than brains
because the average man can see better than think.‖
―I bought an ant farm. I don‘t know where I am going to get
a tractor that small;‖
―My Grandma says she has eyes in back of her head. I hope
it‘s not hereditary.
―Why do psychics have to ask you for your name?‖
―Why don't they make the whole airplane out of that black
box stuff?‖
Is Steven Wright married, or didn‘t he ever meet Mrs.
Wright? --also see at Ant Farm

family that had emigrated from Russia. After a childhood
and adolescence in the Bronx and a high school diploma from
Townsend Harris High School, he earned an BA from Columbia
U. in 1934, where he studied under philosopher Irwin Edman.
Wouk wrote of a number of including The Caine Mutiny (1951),
Marjorie Morningstar (1955),The Winds of War (1971), and War
and Remembrance (1978).
The Caine Mutiny was awarded the 1952 Pulitzer Prize for
fiction. His first novel, ―The Man in the Trenchcoat,‖ was
published in 1941.
Wouk joined the US Navy in 1842 and served in the Pacific,
an experience he characterized as educational; ―I learned about
machinery, I learned how men behaved under pressure, and I
learned about Americans.‖ Wouk served as an officer aboard two
destroyer minesweepers (DMS), the US Zane and USS Southard,
becoming executive officer of the latter. (The Caine was a DMS.)
The Caine Mutiny was adapted by the author into a
Broadway play starring Henry Fonda, called The Caine Mutiny
Court Martial, was later made into a 1954 film, with Humphrey
Bogart portraying Lt. Commander Philip Francis Queeg, captain of
the fictional DMS Caine.
Some Navy personnel complained at the time that Wouk
had taken every twitch of every commanding officer in the Navy
and put them all into one character, but Captain Queeg has
endured as one of the great characters in American fiction.
Wouk lived a fairly secular lifestyle in his early 20s before
deciding to return to a more traditional Jewish way of life, modeled
after his grandfather—edited from Wikipedia. Also see at Caine
Mutiny.

Wright, Teresa (Muriel), 1918-2005, actress born in
Harlem, NY City & grew up in Maplewood, NJ. She was
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress for
her screen debut in The Little Foxes (1941). The following year,
she was nominated again, this time for Best Actress for The Pride
of the Yankees, in which she played opposite Gary Cooperas the
wife of Lou Gehrig; that same year, she won Best Supporting
Actress as the daughter-in- law of Greer Garson‘s character in Mrs.
Miniver No actor/actress has ever duplicated her feat of receiving
an Oscar nomination for each of her first three films. See at ―Mrs.
Miniver.‖
In 1943, Wright was loaned out by Goldwyn for the
Universal film Shadow of a Doubt, directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
She played an innocent young woman who discovers that her
beloved uncle, played by Joseph Cotten, is a serial murderer.
Wright was married to writer Niven Busch from 1942 to
1952; they had two children. She married playwright Robert
Anderson in 1959; they later divorced, but maintained a close
relationship until the end of her life. She died of a heart attack at
Yale-New Haven Hospital in Connecticut at the age of 86.

Wollheim, Louis—see at ―All Quiet On the
Western Front.‖

Worster, Donald, ―A Passion for Nature, The Life of
John Muir,‖ Oxford U. Press, 2009, reviewed by Christine
Bold in the Mar. 7, 2009 issue of TLS—see at John Muir

Write right, Learning to, 31-32(51); see at Pens & at
Writing Cursive.
Writer: ―Really the writer doesn‘t want success…He

WPA (Work Projects Administration), 7(9-10),
62(101)n; Created in 1935 by executive order by FDR
under the name Works Progress Administration. It started
operating on May 6, 1935 & renamed in 1939 when it was made
part of the Federal Works Agency. WPA‘s building program
included the construction of 116,000 buildings, 78,000 bridges,
651,000 miles of roads, and the improvement of 800 airports.
Also part of WPA‘s diversity were the Federal Art Project,
the Federal Writer‘s projects & the Federal Theatre Project. Close
to 10,000 drawings, paintings &sculptures were produced through
WPA & many public buildings, especially post offices, were
decorated by its murals. The most notable product of writers in
WPA was a valuable series of state & regional guide books, .
62(101)n.

knows he has a short span of life, that the day will come
when he must pass through the wall of oblivion, and he
wants to leave a scratch on that wall—Kilroy was here—
that somebody a hundred , or a thousand years will see‖—
William Faulkner (1959), quoted in Bartlett. Also, see at
Kilroy, at Naipaul & at Writing.

―Writer at War,‖ see at Grossman.
Writers: ―Every secret of a writer's soul, every
experience of his life, every quality of his mind is written
large in his works"-- Virginia Woolf
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―Writer‘s only responbility is to his art…., The‖—

downs (including getting fired) Wyler became focused on
becoming a director.
He started as a 3rd assistant director and by 1925 he became
the youngest director on the Universal lot directing the Westerns
that Universal were famed at turning out. In 1928, he became a
naturalized citizen of the United States.He soon proved himself an
able craftsman and in the early 1930s became one of Universal's
greatest assets, directing such solid films as The Love Trap, Hell's
Heroes, Tom Brown of Culver, and The Good Fairy. He became
well-known for his merciless (some would say sadistic) insistence
on multiple retakes, resulting in often award-winning and critically
acclaimed performances from his actors. After leaving Universal
he began a long collaboration with Samuel Goldwyn for whom he
directed such classics as Dodsworth (1936), These Three(1936),
Dead End (1937), Wuthering Heights (1939), The Westerner
(1940), The Little Foxes (1941) and The Best Years of Our Lives
(1946).
Laurence Olivier, whom Wyler directed to his first-ever
nomination, for Wuthering Heights, credited Wyler with teaching
him how to act for the screen. Bette Davis not only received three
Oscar nominations for her screen work under Wyler, but won her
second Oscar for her performance in Wyler's 1938 film Jezebel.
Charlton Heston won his only nomination and Best Actor Oscar
for his work in Wyler's 1959 Ben-Hur. Barbra Streisand co-won
1968's Best Actress Oscar for her screen debut as entertainer
Fanny Brice in Funny Girl.
In 1941 Wyler directed one of the key films that galvanized
support for Britain and against the Nazis in an America slow to
awaken to the threat in Europe, it was Mrs. Miniver (1942), a story
of a middle class English family adjusting to the war in Europe.
Mrs. Minive won Wyler his first Academy Award for Best
Director.
Wyler was born to a Swiss father and a German mother, in
Mulhouse in the French region of Alsace (then part of the German
Empire). He was distantly related to Carl Laemmle, founder of
Universal Pictures, through his mother Melanie (a cousin of
Laemmle's), and was of Jewish heritage.
After realizing that Weiller was not interested in the family
business of haberdashery and suffering through a terrible year
working at 100000 CHEMISES in Paris after World War I,
Melanie contacted her distant cousin about opportunities for him.
Carl Laemmle was in the habit of coming to Europe each year and
finding promising young men who would work in America.
In 1921, Weiller found himself and a young Czech man,
Paul Kohner (later the independent agent) on the same boat to New
York. Their enjoyment of the first class trip was short lived as
they found they had to pay back the cost of the passage out of their
$25 weekly income as messengers to Universal Pictures in New
York. After working in New York for several years Wyler decided
he wanted to go to Hollywood and be a director--edited from
Wikipedia where there is a filmography including Oscars and
awards.
Wylie, Elinor, 1885-1928,―The Hill,‖ Ch. 20
62(100)n

William Faulkner (1956), quoted in Bartlett, where there‘s
more.

Writer‘s Reader, A,‖ by Donald Hall & D. L.
Emblen, Longman, an imprint of Addison-Wesley.

Writing Cursive: back in my day you were taught to
write cursive by the ―Palmer Method‖ in which you
practiced drawing ovals using your whole arm, starting from
the shoulder & then ―push-pulls.‖ Writing with the long, or
quill pen, was a vigorous combination of both. At first,
you were encouraged to write big, then gradually with
control, within the guidelines of the tablet, 31(5). But no
longer! Today (2006) just 15% of the 1.5 million students
who took the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) required of
most colleges for entrance wrote their answers in cursive.
The others wrote in block letters. The wide-spread use of
computers is the blamed for this, but then again, teaching
cursive, or longhand, is no longer a priorty in schools.
You might say cursive writing gets ―short shrift!‖
Writing: Envoi to --‖ 239(433)ff; ―Writing is the hardest
work in the world not involving heavy lifting‖-- Pete
Hamill, 239(433); ―Writing is manual labor of the mind: a
job like laying pipe‖---John Gregory Dunne, 239(433);
―Writing is a form of disappearance‖—Simon Armitage,
242(436)

―Writing Life, The: Writers on How They Think and
Work, A Collection from the Washington Post Book
World,‖ Introduced & Editied with author introductions by
Marie Arana, Public Affairs, NY, 2003. See for example, at
at Michael Chabon & at James Michener. Also see at Marie
Arana.

―Written by Herself: Autobiographies of American
Women: An Anthology‖ Conway, Jill K., editor. New York:
Vintage Books, 1992.

Wrong Note? ―When you hit a wrong note it is the next
note that make it good or bad‖—Miles Davis.

―Wrong Note Rag‖ a song in ―Wonderful Town‖ by
Leonard Bernstein (music) & Betty Comden &
Adolph Green (lyric)

―Wrong side of the tracks, We lived on the,‖ 18(27)
Wrong Turns? Up in the dumps; left on the target!,
right in the lurch; down, down, and away! NY Times
Xword Puzzle clue by Gilbet H. Ludwig.

―Wrought Irony‖ O. Henry was noted for his tales of
irony. A NY Times Crossword puzzle maker suggested
that he ―wrought irony.‖

Wullschlager, Jackie—see at ―Chagall: Love and Exile.‖

―Wunderbar,‖ Cole Porter, in ―Kiss Me Kate,‖ 1948,
filmed in 1953.
WW II—see at World War II

Wyatt, Jane, actress—see at ―Lost Horizon.‖
Wyler, William ―Willi‖ (née Wilhelm Weiller),
1902--1981,

Wyman, Jane (née Sarah Jane Marfield), 1917-2007,
won an oscar for her portrayal of a victimized deaf woman
in the 1948 ―Johnny Belinda.‖ The NY Post critic, Archer
Winsten, called her performance ―surpassingly beautiful,‖ and ―all
the more beautiful because she did it without words.‖While
proparing for the movie, ― she studied at a school for the deaf
for six months, learning sign language. She memorized the lines of
other actors and performed with her ears plugged.‖
She portrayed a timid,
disabled woman in a 1950 film
based on Tennessee Williams‘ play, The Glass Menagerie. Other
oscar nominatations were for her role as a backwoods mother in
The Yearling (1948) with Gregory Peck; as a saintly nursemaid
in The Blue Veil (1951), with Charles Laughton and a young

directed the most actors/actresses with Academy Awardwinning performances, with 15 Oscars.
He was nominated for 13 Best Director Oscars, winning
three: ―Mrs. Mininver‖ (1943), ―The Best Years of Our Lives‖
(1947), and ―Ben Hur‖ (1959)
Around 1923, he arrived in Los Angeles and began work on
the Universal lot on the swing gang, cleaning the stages and
moving the sets. His break came when he was hired as a 2nd
assistant editor. His work ethic was uneven at best with Irving
Thalberg nicknaming him "Worthless Willy". After some ups and
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Natalie Wood; and as a blind widow in the 1954 remake of The
Magnificent Obsession (1954), with Rock Hudson.
[She also starred with Hudson in All that Heaven Allows‖
based on the inspiration from writer-director Todd Haynes‘ Far
From Heaven in 2002. Her other starring roles included the 1953
film of Edna Ferber‘s novel, So Big opposite Sterling Hayden, and
―Miracle in the Rain,‖ a 1956 love story with Van Johnson. She
was the stern aunt won over by Hayley Mills in1960‘s Pollyanna].
―A capable singer, she shared a hit record In the
Cool,
Cool, Cool of the Evening, which she recorded with Bing Crosby
in 1951 for the movie Here Comes the Groom.The song, a Hoagy
Carmichael-Johnny Mercer composition, won a 1952 Oscar.
―She married Ernest Eugne Wyman in 1933, and divorsed
two years later. She meet Ronald Reagan the same year (1938)
that she divorced Myron Guttrerman., whom she married in
1937…Their daughter ,Maureen was born in 1941. She died of
cancer in 2001. They adopted their son, Michael, in 1945. The
marriage ended in divorce in 1949.
Tired of being hounded for gossip about Mr. Reagans‘s life
with her, she broke her silence about him after hed died in 2004,
saying American has lost a great president and a great, kind and
gentle man‖— excerpted from her Sept. 11, 2007 NY Times
Obituary & corrections Sept. 12,written by Richard Severo,
Margalit Fox contributing reporting, except from the squarebracketed part, which were written by Claudia Luther of the LA
Times.

X chromosome carries hundreds of genes but few, if
any, of these have anything to do directly with sex.
However, the inheritance of these genes follows special
rules. These arise because: 1. Males have only a single X
chromosome; 2. almost all the genes on the X have no
counterpart on the Y; thus males have only a single X
chromosome; 2. Any gene on the X, even if recessive in
females, will be expressed in males.

XX-chromosome pairing in the female.
XXX, or xxx, at the close of a letter denote kisses;
Also see at OOO (hugs); Mama put lots in, 211(384)

XY-chromosome pairing in the male. See at Ychromosome, also at Women.

Y, a sub Y for Why? See at Ye Nymphs of Kew.
Yaddo, Saratoga Springs, N.Y., a writers and artist‘s
colony. ts mission is ―to nurture the creative process by
providing an opportunity for artists to work without interruption in
a supportive environment.‖ It offers residencies to artists working
in any of the following media: choreography, film, literature,
musical composition, painting, performance art, photography,
printmaking, sculpture, and video.
The estate was purchased in 1881 by the venture capitalist
Spencer Trask and his wife, author Katrina Trask. The first
mansion on the property burned down in 1893 and the Trasks then
built the current house.
Yaddo is an invented word, by one of the Trask children,
meant to rhyme with shadow. In 1900, upon the premature death of
the Trasks' four children, Spencer Trask decided to turn the estate
into an artist's retreat as a gift to his wife. He did this with the
financial assistance of philanthropist George Foster Peabody. The
first artists moved in in 1926.
Yaddo has hosted more than 6,000 artists,including Newton
Arvin, Milton Avery, James Baldwin, Leonard Bernstein, Truman
Capote, John Cheever, Aaron Copland, Kenneth Fearing, Daniel
Fuchs, Philip Guston, Ruth Heller, Patricia Highsmith, Langston
Hughes, Ted Hughes, Miranda July, Alfred Kazin, Ulysses Kay,
Jacob Lawrence, Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath, Henry Roth, Philip
Roth, Katherine Anne Porter, Mario Puzo, Clyfford Still, Virgil
Thomson, Colm Tóibín, Flannery O'Connor, Charles Neider, and
Anne Truitt—edited excerpt from Wikipedia, except for the
addtition of Charles Neider to the list. I am sure there are other
notable omissions.

―Wynken, Blynken, and Nod,‖ delightful children‘s
poem by Eugen Field

Wynette, Tammy (née Virginia Wynette Pugh), 1942-1998, was a country music singer-songwriter and one of
country music's best-known artists and biggest-selling female
vocalists. She was known as the ―First Lady of Country Music‖
and one of her best-known songs, ―Stand by Your Man,‖ was one
of the biggest selling hit singles by a woman in the history of the
country music genre.
Many of Tammy Wynette's hits deal with classic themes of
loneliness, divorce and thedifficulties of male-female relationships.
Her songs reflected her often-troubled romantic life (she married
five times). But her willingness to share her joys and sorrows in
song and her passionate, tear-in-every-note delivery endeared her
to millions.
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, she dominated the
country charts, scoring 17 number one hits. Along with Loretta
Lynn, Dolly Parton and Barbara Mandrell she defined the role of
female country vocalists in the 1970s.

Xanadu. "In

Yagoda, Ben teaches English at the U. of Delaware,
and is the author of four books, including The Sound on the
Page and About Town: The New Yorker and the World It
Made. He has contributed to Slate.com, the New York
Times Book Review, the American Scholar, Rolling Stone
and Esquire, and writes an occasional column on language
for the Chronicle of Higher Education. He lives in
Swarthmore, PA—from Random House Spotlight on
Authors.

Xanadu did Kubla Khan / A stately

pleasure-dome decree: / Where Alph, the sacred river, ran /
Through caverns measureless to man / Down to a sunless
sea--first stanza of--Coleridge/s ―Kubla Khan, or a Vision
in dream, A fragment‖--written 1797 or 1798.

X-chromosome, the sex chromosome associated
with female characteristics, occurring paired, XX, in the
female, and single in the male sex-chromosome pair, XY.
See at Women & at Y-chromosome.

Yale‘s ―Whiffenpoof song,‖ Ch. 63
Yamamoto, Fleet Admiral Isoroku, 1884-1943, was

X-factor is the hard-to-define influence or quality

Commander-in-Chief of the Combined Fleet during World
War II, graduate of Imperial Japanese Naval Academy and
an alumnus of U.S. Naval War College and Harvard U.
1919–1921. Despite his objections, his plan to attack Pearl
Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941 was put into action. He was
convicted for War Crimes, and hung from the yardarm
of a battleship commanded by Adm. Nimitz, 144(257-258).
Also see at Japan‘s War Crimes & at Tora! Tora! Tora!
Yamashita, Gen. Tomoyuk, was responsible for hiding
loot known as Yamashita's gold. He was tried in Manila
between October 29 and December 7, 1945, by a U.S.
military commission, on charges relating to the Manila

about s.o. or s.th.

X marks the spot, is an example of unknown
quantity—see at X in algebra.

X in algebra,denotes an unknown number or quantity.
X in Sex, The,‖ see Bibliography & at XChromosome.

Xlibris, the Self-Publishing Org., R, xxxix\
XQQQ, excuse? See at QQQ.
X vs. Y, see at X- and at Y-chromosome:
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Massacre and earlier occurrences in Singapore, and was
sentenced to death. The case set a precedent regarding the
responsibility of commanders for war crimes, and is known
as the Yamashita Standar. The legitimacy of the hasty trial
has been called into question. Also see at Japan‘s War
Crimes & at Manila Massacre.

Yard Nautical. A long tapering spar slung to a mast
to support & spread the head of a square sail, lugsail, or
lateen.

Yardarm.Nautical.Either end of a yard of square sail.
Yardley, Jonathan (1939- ) is a book critic for the The
Washington Post & at one time for the Washington Star. In
1981 he won the Pulitzer Prize for Criticism. His sons, Jim and
William, are NY Times reporters. He and his son Jim are one of
two father-son winners of the Pulitzer Prize. Yardley is married to
Marie Arana, the editor of Washington Post Book World
He has written several books, among them biographies of
Frederick Exley and Ring Lardner. His book about his family, Our
Kind of People, describes his parents' 50-year marriage and turns a
wry eye on the American WASP experience. He edited H.L.
Mencken's posthumous literary and journalistic memoir, My Life
as Author and Editor. Also see at ―Boone: A Biography‖

Yank, the army weekly tabloid written exclusively by
US enlisted soldiers and published in 21 editions in 17
locations. The magazine's domestic edition was published at their
main editorial offices in NwY City. Other Yank editions were
published around the world in such far-flung places as London,
Honolulu, Sydney, Rome, Paris, Cairo, Tehran, Calcutta, Puerto
Rico, The Aleutians, Panama and Strasbourg. As the Allies
advanced so did the offices of Yank. The Paris edition made its
first appearance in September 1944 and was printed on the same
rotogravure press that the German Army newspaper, Wehrmacht,
had been published on weeks before the Allied liberation. Yank
even published a small, pony-sized air mail edition for use by
troops on some of the more remote islands in the Pacific.
One of the magazine's most popular features was the Yank
Pin-up Girl, which featured a bevy of beautiful starlets and models.
Among the Hollywood famous: Lauren Bacall, Rita Hayworth,
Carole Landis, Betty Grable, Martha Vickers, Ann Miller, Dorothy
Lamour and Lizabeth Scott. Yank could boast of a handful of G.I.
contributors and staff members who later found fame in civilian
life. Among them: Pfc. Irwin Shaw, acclaimed novelist who
authored The Young Lions and Rich Man, Poor Man; Sgt. Marion
Hargrove, author of the bestseller See Here, Private Hargrove; Sgt.
Walter Bernstein, Hollywood screenwriter; Pfc. Bil Keane, creator
of the popular cartoon strip The Family Circus; and Sgt. Merle
Miller, bestselling author and Hollywood screenwriter—From
Yank‘s website, where other writers can be found—also see at
Stars and Stripes.

Yare. 1. ready; prepared. 2. brisk; active, quick; 3.
Nautical.of a boat or ship: Easy to manueurver, responds
quickly to the helm.

Yasna Polyana (Russian: Ясная Поляна, literally:
"Clear Glade") (was the home of Leo Tolstoy, located
12 kilometres (7.5 mi) southwest of Tula, Russia. The writer was born,
lived and was buried there. Immediately after Tolstoy's death, the estate
was designated his memorial museum. It was at first run by Alexandra
Tolstaya, the writer's daughter. The current director of the museum is
also one of Tolstoy's descendants.
The museum contains Tolstoy's personal effects and movables,
as well as his library of 22,000 volumes. It was there that Tolstoy wrote
his celebrated novels War and Peace and Anna Karenina. The museum
contains the writer's mansion, the school he founded for peasant
children, and a park with Tolstoy's unadorned grave.
During WW II the estate was occupied by the Germans, but the
most precious items had been evacuated by the Soviet government
prior to that. Contrary to Soviet propaganda the German soldiers did
not destroy the museum, although they did use it as a military
hospital.
Following the war the estate and mansion were restored to
exactly how they were when Tolstoy lived there, and Yasnaya Polyana
remains a hugely popular tourist attraction within Russia—Wikipedia.
Also see at Tolstoy and at Tolstoya.

―Yank: The Story of World War II As Written By
the Soldiers,‖ by the editors of Yank, New York:
Greenwich House, 1984.

―Yanks,‖ is a 1979 John Schlesinger WW II film, set
in the village of Dobcross, in Greater Manchester, England.
Starring Richard Gere, Vanessa Redgrave, William Devane, Lisa
Eichhorn, Rachel Roberts and Tony Melody. The film focuses on
three romances taking place as a result of the stationing of
American troops in Britain in the build up to the Normandy
Landings, plus the impact and reactions of the two different
cultures on each other in rural 1940s England--except from
Wikipedia.

Y-chromosome, the gender determinant men have,
but not women. ―Men have only 45 chromosomes… to
work with because our 46-th is the pathetic Y that has only a few
genes.‖ See at Women & Women‘s Chromosomes. A Ychromosome is unable to exchange genetic material or to repair
itself. It only a few hundred genes while other chromosomes have
thousands—from ―Adam‘s Curse: A Future Without Men,‖ a 2003
book by Oxford U. human genetics professor Bryan Sykes Also
see at Jefferson‘s Y-Chromosome.

―Yankee Doodle,‖ dating back to England in the
1750‘s, the song‘s origins are disputed. See, e.g.,
―Extraordinary Origins of Everyday Things,‖ pp. 286-287.
―Yankee Doodle came to town, / Riding on a pony; / He
stuck a feather in his cap, / And called it macaroni.‖
It had many verses clearly mocking Americans‘ shabby
dress in the Revolutionary War. Ibid.

YY -Chromosome appears in certain boys, and
is associated with the ―criminal type,‖ 55(89)

―Ye Nymphs of Kew‖:Ye nymphs of Q, then shun
each B, / List to the reason Y / For should A B C U at T, /
He'll surely sing you I, / Now in a grave L deep in Q, /She/s cold
as cold can B; / Whilst robins sing upon A U / Her dirge & L E
G—anonymous (c. 1880), anthologized in ―Redbreat: The robin in
life and literature‖ by David Lack (author of the 1950 edition), and
Andrew Lack (Andrrew‘s son), cited by ―JC‖ (James Campbell) in
his Dec. 5, 2008 TLS column NB (an end-piece.) The two capital
As ought to be lowercase, maybe, or maybe not.

―Yankee Doodle Boy,‖ Irving Berlin‘s version, Ch.52
―Yankee Doodle Dandy‖ (1942) is a biographical
film about George M. Cohan, the actor-singer-dancerplaywright-songwriter-producer-theatreowner-directorchoreographer known as ―The Man Who Owns Broadway,‖
starring James Cagney, Joan Leslie, Walter Huston and
Richard Whorf, and featuring Irene Manning George
Tobias, Rosemary DeCamp and Jeanne Cagney. The movie
was written by Robert Buckner and Edmund Joseph, and
directed by Michael Curtiz.

―Year of the Zinc Penny, The,‖ Rick DeMarinis‘
novel about the year 1943 told though the eyes of a ten yearold boy who became a airplane spotter in Los Angeles.
Immensely evocative of the threat of the Axis submarines
and airplanes to the West Coast, R, xli-xlii; also see ―Radio
Days.‖

Yankees--see at New York Yankees
Yankee Stadium, ―The house that Ruth built,‖
located in the Bronx. .See at Babe Ruth & at Murders‘ Row.
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―Years from now when you talk of this you will,

Yid, a pejorative for Yiddish, or Jewish. See at Id.
Yiddish, The language historically of Ashkenazic

be kind‖—Deborah Kerr role in ―Tea and Sympathy.‖

Yeats, William Butler, 1865-1939,born & educated

Jews of Central & Easter Europe derived principally from
medieval German dialects & secondarily from Hebrew, Aramaic,
various Slavic languages & Old French & Old Italian--from
Middle High German Judisch, Jewish, from Jud, Jew, from Latin
Judaeus—Amer. Heritage Dictionary.
―Yiddish‖ is Yiddish for Jewish—from Leo Rosten‘s New
Joys of Yiddish. Many Yiddish words have become part of the
American language. See at Bagel, Chutzpah, Goy, Kibbutz, Kibitz
Kosher, Kvetch, L‘chaim, Mazeltov, Meshuge, Mishegas, Oy,
veh!, Nudnik, Schlemiel, Schlepp, Schlimazel, Schmaltz, Shmo
(also Schmo), Shmooze, Shmuck, Schnook (Shnook, Shnuk),
Schnorrer, Shnoz (nose) Shayna(Schoene), Sheygets, Shiksa,
Sholem,Shtick, Treyf, Tsuris, Yenta, etc.—Many of these are
derived from ―Leo Rosten‘s New Joys of Yiddish.‖ Also see at
Eat! (Isst, Kind, isst!), at ―Hellzaboppin‘,‖ at Jewish & at Isaac
Bashevis Singer.
Yiddish Proverbs: ―A man should live if only to satisfy
his curiosity,‖ 240(430); ―Troubles overcome are good to
tell‖—Epigraph to ―The Periodic Table‖ by Primo Levi &
stated there also in Yiddish, P, i; ―Worries go down better
with soup,‖ p. 134 in ―Eat These Words.‖

in Dublin, was a poet, dramatist, and one of the foremost
figures of Twentieth-century literature. A pillar of both the
Irish & English literary establishments, in his later years
Yeats served as an Irish Senator for two terms. He was a
driving force behind the Irish Literary Revival, and together
with Lady Gregory and Edward Martyn founded the Abbey
Theatre, serving as its chief during its early years.
In 1923, he was awarded a Nobel Prize in Literature
for what the Nobel Committee described as ―inspired
poetry, which in a highly artistic form gives expression to
the spirit of a whole nation;‖ and he was the first Irishman
so honored.
Yeats is generally considered one of the few writers
whose greatest works were completed after being awarded
the Nobel Prize; such works include The Tower (1928)
and The Winding Stair and Other Poems (1929). Also see at
Ezra Pound & at ―Perfection of the lifee or of the work…‖

Yellow, Slang, cowardly; also Yellow-bellied.
―Yellow Jack‖ 1938 movie starring Lewis Stone as
Walter Reed (from a 1934 play). The same storyline was
again presented in television episodes (both titled ―Yellow
Jack‖) of Celanese Theatre (1952) and of Producers'
Showcase (1955), in the latter of which Reed was portrayed
by Broderick Crawford

Yiddishkeit--see at Grace Paley.
Yin/Yang: feminine/masculine principle, 10(15)
―Yip Yank Yaphank,‖ 1917 musical featureing Irving Berlin‘s
― Oh How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning‖ and other songs
by him. Alse see at ―Holiday Inn‖ & at Irving Berlin.

Yellowstone National Park dates from 1872 when

―Yippies,‖ see at Youth International Party.
YMCA. See at Covington YMCA,
Yodeling (or yodelling, jodeling) is a form of

Ulyssses S. Grant signed an act creating it

―Yellow Ribbon, The,‖ song, 197(360-361): Around
her neck She wore a yellow ribbon, / She wore it in the
springtime And in the month of May. / And if you asked her
Why the heck she wore it / She wore it for her lover who is
far, far away. / Far away, far away, she wore it for her
lover who was far, far away.

singing
that involves singing an extended note which rapidly and
repeatedly changes in pitch from the vocal or chest register (or "chest
voice") to the falsetto/head register; making a high-low-high-low
sound. This vocal technique is used in many cultures throughout the
world.
In Alpine folk music, it was probably developed in the Swiss
Alps and Austrian Alps as a method of communication between
mountain peaks, later becoming part of the region's traditional music.
In Persian and Azeri classical music, singers frequently use tahrir, a
yodeling technique that oscillates on neighbor tones. In Georgian
traditional music, yodelling takes the form of krimanchuli technique,
and is used as a top part in three/four part polyphony. In Central Africa,
Pygmy singers use yodels within their elaborate polyphonic singing.
Yodeling is often used in American bluegrass and country music.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary the word yodel is derived
from a German word jodeln (originally Bavarian) meaning "to utter the
syllable jo"--excerpted from Wikipedia where this reference appears:
Yodel-Ay-Ee-Oooo: The Secret History of Yodeling Around the World
by Bart Plantenga, NY, 2004— from Switzerland to the avant-garde, an
exhaustive survey of the field

―Yellow Rose of Texas, The,‖ song, 197(360)
Yeltsin, Boris Nicholayevich, 1931-2007, was elected
to the new Congress of USSR People‘s Deputies in 1989 &
elected president of the Russian Federation in 1990;
following the breakup of the Soviet Union in Dec. 1991, he
remained in power as president of Russia & rel-elected in
1994.

―Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus‖—see at Santa
Claus.
Yesenin, T1, T2; see at Esenin
Yeshiva 1. A school at which the Talmud is studied.
2. Elementary & secondary school with curriculum that
includesJewish religion & culture.

Yenta, orig. a perfectly respective name for a woman

Yodeling Joke. In the Alps were traveling yodelers,.

derived from the Italian gentile. 1. A woman of low origins
or vulgar manners; a shrew. 2. A gossipy woman, a scandal
spreader, a rumor mongerer…—from New Joys of Yiddish.

just as there were troubadours in the rest of Europe, that
were welcomed into isolated villages for their yodeling skills and
because they carried news from other villages.
However, some yodelers abused their hospitality by
seducing young village ladies who were bored with the same-old,
same-old. One yodeler who got caught with a teenager amd
was run out of a village stopped at the top of the surrounding
mountain, and yodeled:"I-laid-de-old-lady-too! Also see at Gene
Autry, at Jimmie Rodgers & Hank Williams, singing
yodelers.

"Yes! We Have No Bananas" is the title of a novelty
song by Frank Silver and Irving Cohn that was a major hit
in 1923, and one of the top songs of the 20th century.

―Yes, Virginia, There is a Santa Claus‖—see at Santa
Claus?

―Yesterday,‖

Lennon and McCartney song 1965. Ch. 69:
―Yesterday, all my troubles seemed far away./ Now it
seems they‘re here to stay. / Oh, I believe in yesterday.‖

―Yokohama, Goodbye Mama, I‘m off to,‖ written &

―Yesterdays: Popular Song in America,‖ by Charles

pub. 10 days after Pearl Harbor by J. Fred Coots, see p. 427
of ―All the Years of American Pop. Music.‖ Also, see at
Pete Belluce.

Hamm, Norton, NY, 1979..

―Yesteryear? But where are the snows of --.‖ Villon,
Ch. 69 Epigraph.
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―You and what army?‖ said it response to a threat.
―You Are My Sunshine‖—see at Sunshine.
―You Are So Beautiful:‖ You are so beautiful /

Yom Kippur, Jewish Day of Atonement.The Mishnah
instucts pious Jews not to eat or drink, wash, or wear shoes
on this day. Maimonides gravely advises: ―All people
should confess their sins, and trun away from them on Yom
Kippur‖—from Rosten‘s ―New Joys of Yiddish.‖ Also see
at Rosh Hashana & at Scapegoat.

To me / You are so beautiful / To me / Can't you see /
You're everything I hoped for / You're everything I need /
You are so beautiful / To me—sung by Joe Cocker on You
Tube on the Web.

York: Duke of York--see at New Netherland and at
New York.

―You are still you, and it‘s you I love‖—Dana

York, Sergeant Alvin, 188(327): He almost single-

Reeve—see at Chris & Dana Reeve.

handedly killed 25 & captured 132 Germans in the Argonne
Forest in WW ; -- won the Distinguished Service Cross,
Medal of Honor & many other awards for his bravery;
the 1941 movie ―Sergeant. York,‖ starred Gary Cooper,
Joan Leslie & Walter Brennan--Cooper received his first
of three Oscars. See at ―Old Time Religon‖ & at Gary
Cooper.

―You Are What You Spend,‖ an article by W. Michael
Cox & Richard Alm in the NY Times Week in Rev., Sun.
Feb. 10, 2008--see at Thirties to Mid-Forties.

―You Brought a New Kind of Love to Me,‖ song by
Fain, Kahal & Norman, sung by Maurice Chaevallier in the
film‖The Big Pond (1930). See at Kahal.

―You Can Look it up,‖ see at Stengel & below.
―You Could Look It Up,‖ Back in 1941, James

York, Susannah, (née Susannah Yolande Fletcher)
born 1942 in London, England—a ―Lovely blue-eyed,
cropped blonde, gamin‖ who is best known for her part as Sophie
Weston opposite Albert Finney in the Tom Jones. She is better
known to to younger audiences, however for playing Superman's
mother Lara in Superman (1978) and its sequels, Superman
II.(1980) and Superman IV: The Quest for Peace (1987).
Her film career began in 1960. York appeared in Tunes of
Glory, co-starring with Alec Guinness and John Mills. After Tom
Jones, she appeared in the films A Man for All Seasons (1966),
The Killing of Sister George (1968) and Battle of Britain (1969).
She was nominated for a Best Supporting Actress Oscar for They
Shoot Horses, Don't They? (1969).

Thurber published a story: "You could look it up." In it, an
old baseball manager recalls when a national league team put in
a little person to pinch-hit, figuring that the pitcher couldn't find
the tiny strike zone. But the little person was delighted to be a
player, and so he hit a tiny squib into the infield and was thrown
out at first amid great hilarity. The manager says, to affirm his
story, ―You could look it up"– from the Web Site at that title.
This actually happened in real life.--When Bill Veeck was
managing the hapless St Louis Browns in 1951, he hired a midget
to pinch-hit. .The midget was paid $100 for one appearance, before
he was banned--This from Veeck‘s Website & my memory! Also
see at Casey Stengel.

Yorkville is a neighborhood in Upper East Side of

―You Came Along.‖ 1945 film set in World War II.

Manhattan Borough of NY City. Roughly speaking, it is
bound by 59th Street on the south, the East River on the east, 96th
Street (i.e., Spanish Harlem) on the north, and ThirdAvenue on the
west. The neighborhood's main artery, East 86th Street was
sometimes called the "German Broadway.‖
For much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
Yorkville was a middle to working-class neighborhood, inhabited
by many people of Albanian, Czech, German, Hungarian, Irish,
Jewish, Polish, and Slovakdescent. While most of Yorkville‘s
ethnic establishments have closed, a number remain. More
importantly, despite the best efforts of developers, many of the
area's long-time residents still live in Yorkville.
Yorkville includes Gracie Mansion, the official home of the
mayor of New York City, and Carl Schurz Park. Yorkville was the
birthplace of baseball legend Lou Gehrig, in 1903. Actor James
Cagney also grew up in the neighborhood. Yorkville was the home
of the Marx Brothers at 179 East 93-rd Street
A friend of mine, Steve Freytag grew up there & used to
sell the NY papers for a nickel a copy & would profit of 2 cents on
each—see at Freytag. There ‗s much more at
answers.com/topic/yorkville-manhattan

Written by Ayn Rand & directed by John Farrow, It starred
Robert Cummings and, in her film debut, Lizabeth Scott.
Also starring Kim Hunter. Spoiler: Cummings has TB—see
at Tuberculosis.

―You‘d Be So Easy to Love‖ is a song written by
Cole Porter, for his 1936 film Born to Dance, where it was
introduced by Eleanor Powell, James Stewart, and Frances
Langford.

―You don‘t need no second opinions when it comes
to love ‖—Lorna, back in 1979--see at Carl & Molly.

―You Gotta Have Heart‖—I remember a song with
this phrase, or title, in ―My Fair Lady‖ sung by
Eliza‘s dad.

―You Keep Coming Back Like a Song,‖ I. Berlin, D
―You know‖--Texas euphemism for penis, 132(243)
―You might as well live‖--line from a poem, Reume‘,
By Dorothy Parker—see at Guns.
Many people have said something like this. See at Virginia
Nell Compton.
"You Made Me Love You (I Didn't Want to Do It)" is
the title of a song with music by James V. Monaco &
lyrics by Joseph McCarthy, published in 1913. It was introduced
in the Broadway revue The Honeymoon Express. One of the
earliest recordings of the song was by Al Jolson. Jolson recorded
the song on June 4, 1913. He performed it on the soundtrack of the
1946 film The Jolson Story and recorded it on March 20, 1946.

You: There are two different ways to pronounce you.
The ―stressed you‖, meaning YOU & the ―unstressed you,‖
which the French replace by the impersonal ―one‖ (―on‖ in
French.)
―Shall I compure Thee to a summer‘s day? Thou are more
lovely and more fair.‖ Here is the stressed Thee (you), and the
stressed thou (you).
―Night and day you are the one‖ is an example of a stressed
you.‖—see at Ewe Love Song & at Stressed Ewe.Also in a Barry
White Song: ―There can‘t be two of you.‖

―You Might As Well Live: The Life and Times of
Dorothy Parker ― (1989) by John Keats (Author)

―You Always Hurt the One You Love,‖ by Allan

―You must remember this…,‖ from ―As Time Goes
By,‖ Ch. 66

Roberts & Doris Fisher, became a million seller in 1944 by
the Mills Bros. ―You alwasys hurt the one you love, / the one you
shouldn‘t hurt at all. / You always take the sweetest rose, / And
crush it till the petals fall. / … So if I broke you heart last night,/
it‘s because I love you the most of all.‖

―You‘ll Never Know,‖ (…how much I love you.)
Harry Warren and Mack Gordon, 1943, Oscar winning song
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introduced by Alice Faye in ―Hello Frisco Hello (1943) &
also on the sound track of ―Alice Doesn‘t Live Here Any
More.‖ See the Video Hound.

Young and Grace Chisholm Young. His mother was one of the
first women to receive a doctorate in mathematics and one of the
first women to receive a doctorate in any field in Europe.
Laurie was raised mostly in the Swiss Lake Geneva city of
Lausanne, attended Trinity College of Cambridge U. in England,
received an M.A. in 1931& was a Fellow of Trinity College
from 1931 to 1935. He received a Sci. D. in 1938. Also see at
his Sylvia Wiegand, his daughter. Prof. Young was widely to by
American mathematicians as L. C. Young & that is the name I
knew him by.

―You'll Never Walk Alone‖ is a show tune from the
1945 Rodgers and Hammerstein musical, Carousel You can
hear one version of it at this link:
http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/lyrics/walkalone.htm

―You Light Up My Life,‖ the 1977 recording of the
Oscar winning song by Debby Boone, written and produced
by Joe Brooks, was the biggest selling record in America for
Twenty-five years & # 1 for ten weeks--p. 97 in Da Capo.
―You Made Me Love you‖ (I Didn‘t Want to Do It) is
a pop song of 1913, with music by James V. Monaco &
lyrices by Joseph McCarthy, introduced in the Broadway
revue The Honeymoon Express.

―Young people die:‖Life has its limit...people die
young, fail at love, fail of their amibition--Robert Hass,
239(434)

―Young Lovers, Hello‖—see at Hello…
Young, Otis, actor; see at ―The Last Detail.‖
Young, Robert, actor—see ―Sweet Rosie O‘Grady.‖
Young Men‘s Christian Association (YMCA):

―You Might as Well Live,‖ Dorothy Parker poem,
Ch.48;

―You Might As Well Live: The Life and Times of

founded in London in 1844, and in the USA in Boston in
1851. See at Covington, KY, YMCA.

Dorothy Parker, a biography by John Keats.

―You Must Have Been A Beautiful Baby,‖

Young Women‘s Christian Association (YWCA),

―because Oh look at you now,‖ Johnny Mercer--see p.466 in
―Reading Lyrics;‖ also at see at Beautiful Baby.

161(285)n, 214(388): YWCA was founded officially in
1877, it grew out of homes for young women and prayer in
England in the 1850‘s; In downtown Cincinnati, it was the
home of the USO & where I met my first wife, ―Mickey,‖
214(388), N.B.

―You‘re So Vain‖—1972 pop song by Carly Simon:
―Youre so vain, you probably think this song is about you /
Youre so vain, Ill bet you think this song is about you /
Dont you? dont you?‖ Also see at Vain. & Vanity.

Young Women‘s Craving Association,‖ 214(388):
humorous epithet. See at ―Mickey‖ Faith.

Young—see at Youth vx. Old Age.
Young, Chic, see at Blondie.
Young, Cy (né Denton Truck Young), 1867-1955:

Youngman, Henny, 4(6): ―I was so ugly that the doctor
slapped my mother when I was born!‖ 4(6); ―My brother-inlaw gave up his job because of illness. His boss was sick of him!‖
―A man comes home & finds his wife crying, ―The dog
ate the pie I baked for you!‖ He sympathizes & says, ―Don‘t cry,
I‘ll buy you another dog.‖
― My wife is a terrible cook. I walked into the kitchen last
night, and the cockroaches were hanging themselves."
―My Grandmother is over eighty & still doesn‘t need
glasses—she drinks right of the bottle!‖ 220(400)— also see Drink
and Drunk Jokes , at Jokes, Anyone? & at Earl Jay Taft.

Baseball‘s most illustrious pitcher, Young played on 5
different teams in both leagues for 22 seasons (1890-1911)
& had the most career wins with 511 followed by Walter
Johnson at 417 & Grover Alexander & Christy
Mathewson at 373 each; he was the 3-rd pitcher to throw
a perfect game, on May 4, 1904, following Lee Richmond
& Monte Ward both in 1880.
Young‘s total of 24 consecutive no-hit innings is a
streak that has never been equaled, not even by Cincinnati
Reds' Johnny Vandemeer's two consecutive no-hitters.
"…Cy Young's 511 wins are more unbreakable (than
DiMaggio‘shitting in 54 consecutative games), considering
Walter Johnson is second on the list and almost a full 100 wins
behind"--Pat Abdalla, Mar 15, 2009 Blog.
A hurler of legendary stamina, Cy Young won 20 or more
more games for 16 seasons, including 30 or more for 5
seasons, completed more games (71) than any other pitcher
& holds the record for most career innings (7,356). He was
elected to the Hall of Fame in 1937.
Since 1956, the Cy Young Award is given in most years
by a vote of the sports writers & managers to the most
outstanding pitcher in each league—partly from the Web & the
Penguin International Dict. of Contemp. Biography. In 1901
Young had his best season, leading the American League in
wins, strikeouts & ERA.

―Your Feets Too Big‖—recorded by Fats Waller in
1939--he sings it on YouTube.

Youth—see ―Ah, Youth!‖ at Carl.
―Youth, Identity, and Crisis, see at Erik Erikson.
Youth vs. Old Age: Deferrring to the aged:―I used to
get up from my seat on a bus or street car in order to let an
older person sit, ―2377(430);
―An archaeologist is the the best husband any woman can
have: The older she gets, the more interested he is in her‖—Agatha
Christie—but maybe he is more ―into her‖ when she was young!
―The best part of life comes at the beginning‖—Mark
Twain.
―Crossing the street in NY City keeps you young—if you
make it!‖—Andy Rooney quip
―If youth would, if old age could‖--see at Estienne.
―It takes a long time to become young‖—Picasso.
―I‘m not young enough to know everything;‖ see at Oscar
Wilde.
―Old enough to know better but too young to resist,‖ -saying
―Youth is a blunder; manhood a struggle; old age is a
regret‖—Disraeli
―You are old, Fiather William,‖ the young man said, / ―and
your hair has become very white; / And yet you incessantly stand
on your head-- / Do you think, at your age, it is right?‖-―Father William‖ in Alice‘s Adventures in Wonderland

Young, Joe, 1889-1939, born in NY City, was most
active from 1911 through the late 1930s, beginning his
career working as a singer-songplugger for music
publishers. In WW I, he entertained US troops touring
Europe as a singer. He wrote lyrics for a number of classic
songs: . "I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself
a Letter‖, ―I‘m Sitting On Top of the World‖, both with
music by Fred Ahlert—see at Fred Ahlert.

Young, Dr. Laurence Chisholm, 1905-2000,
Laurie, as he was affectionally called, was born in
Gottingen, Germay, the son of British maths., William Henry

―Youth died young in the lower depths,‖ 30(47)
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Youth International Party, whose adherents were

Zanesville, OH, came into existence when Colonel

known as Yippies, a variant on "Hippies" that is also used to
designate the surviving circles of activists who came out of
the now-defunct YIP) was a highly theatrical political party
started in USA in 1967. An offshoot of the free speech &
anti-war movements of the 1960s, the Yippies were a more
radically youth-oriented & countercultural alternative. The
Yippies had no formal membership or hierarchy: Abbie
Hoffman, Anita Hoffman & Paul Krassner were among the
founders of the Yippies.

Ebenezer Zane contracted with congress to build a road
from Wheeling, WV, Maysville, KY. It was incorporatated
in 1800 & the capital of Ohio for two years, 1810-1812—
Wikipedia

Zanesville Ohio U. Conference, June 15-17, 2007, in
honor of Barbara Osofsky‘s 70-th & my 80-th birthdays.:
Invited Speakers: Victor P. Camillo (U. Iowa), Alberto
Facchini (U. Padova, Italy), Kent R. Fuller (U. Iowa), José-Luis
Gomez-Pardo (U. de Santiago de Compostela, Spain), ―Charu‖
Charudatta Hajarnavis (U. Warwick, UK), Birge HuisgenZimmermann (U. Cal. at Santa Barbara,), T. Y. Lam (U.
Cal. at Berkeley), Patrick F. Smith (U.Glasgow, UK), Agata
Smoktunowicz (U.Edinburgh, Scotland), Jan Trlifaj (Charles U.,
Czech Republic), Robert Wisbauer (U. of Dusseldorf, Germany.)
Other speakers were George Bergman, S. K. Jain (Ohio
U. at Athens), Roger & Sylvia Wiegand (U. of Nebraska), P.
Vamos & Japheth Wood (Bard College):
Speakers at the Banquet: Dean James Fonseca (Ohio U.
at Zanesville), official welcome , S. K. Jain about Barbara‘s &
my contributions to math, and to him personally, Victor Camillo
extolled my zaniness at Rutgers U. back in 1966-1970, Patrick
Smith recalled a telling remark I made to him at the Exeter
conference in 1983 organized by Peter Vamos, ―Patrick, you are
my like our student that Alfred Goldie‘s (his Ph. D. adviser!).Then
Patrick roasted Barbara by having her star in a bizarre movie
scenario dressed in black leather & riding a motor cycle on
mountain curves, and Peter Vamosroasted me for a series of
letters to him addressed variously as Peter, Paul, and Freddy!
(The fact that it was true only increased its hilarity!) I didn‘t have
the wit to tell them that I called a freshman student at Penn State
U. back in 1958 by the wrong name for an entire semester—he
didn‘t correct me because he disliked his given name, Beauregard.
So now everybody calls him Dick!
For a fuller report see my: Memories of the Zanesville
Ohio University Conference in Honor of Carl Faith's 80-th and
Barbara Osofsky's 70-th Birthday, June 15-17, 2007 accessible
at my website: carlfaith.com/80/

Yo-yo is a toy, but can be a prop in the hands of a an
aficianado who can do tricks such as ―Around-the-World,‖
―Walk-the-Dog‖ and others. See at Fun & Games.

Yo-Yo Ma, born 1955 in Paris is a Chinese American
cellist and winner of multiple Grammy & other Award, e.g.,
Grammy Award for Best Classical Crossover Album: 2004
Obrigado Brazil, 2001 Appalachian Journey, 1999 Soul of the
Tango - The Music of Ástor Piazzolla. He had a musical
upbringing--his mother, Marina Lu, was a singer, and his father,
Hiao-Tsiun Ma, was a professor of music. His family moved to
New York when he was four years old. Ma studied at the Juilliard
School of Music with Leonard Rose, and attended Columbia U.
before enrolling at Harvard. He began questioning whether he
should continue his studies until, in the 1970s, Pablo Casals's
performances inspired him--see at Wikipedia and other Internet
sources for more Awards and Recognitions.

―Yo-yo-ing‖ is to do the tricks above, but Mickey
Faith used to say I yo-yo-ed her! (Was I the only one ever
to do that trick?) In this sense, to yo-yo means to vacillate,
or make frequent abrupt shifts or reversals, as of opinions or
emotions.

Yul Brynner, see at Brynner.
YY, or YYY (wise?) As in YYY-guys!‖ or maybe those at the
YYY gyms,,i.e., YMCA‘s or YWCA‘s gyms 

―Z‖ is a 1969 film directed by Costa-Gavras, with
Yves Montand, Irene Papas & Jean-Louis Trintignant. ―The
assassination of a orinuent Greek politicianin the 1960s and
its aftermath is portrayed by the notoriiously political
director as a gripping dectective thriller. Exellent
performances, adequate cinematic techniques,.and important
politics in theis highly acclaimed film‖—Video Hound,
which awarded it it highrest rating--4 bones.

Zappa, Frank Vincent, 1940-1993, was a composer,
guitarist, singer, film director & satirist—see at Rock
journalism. In a career spanning more than 30 years, Zappa
established himself as a prolific and highly distinctive musician,
composer and band leader. He worked in almost every musical
genre & wrote music for rock bands, jazz ensembles, synthesizers
and symphony orchestra, as well as radiophonic works constructed
from pre-recorded, synthesized or sampled sources.
In addition to his music recordings, he created featurelength and short films, music vides, and album covers. Although
he only occasionally achieved major commercial success, he
maintained a highly productive career
that
encompassed
composing, recording, touring, producing and merchandising his
own and others' music. Zappa self-produced almost every one of
the more than sixty albums he released with the Mothers of
Invention or as a solo artist.
Zappa received multiple Grammy nomination and won
for Best Rock Instrumental Performance in 1988 for the album
Jazz From Hell Zappa was posthumously inducted into the Rock
and Roll Ha ll of Fame in 1995 & received a Grammy Lifetime
Achievement Award in 1997.
Zappa was born in Baltimore, MD, to Francis Zappa,of
Greek-Arab descent who was born in Partinico, Sicily, and Rose
Marie Colimore who was of three quarters Italian & one quarter
French descent--excerpt from Wikipedia. Also see at Rock
journalism.

Zaharias, Babe Didriksen—see at Didriksen.
Zaillian, Steven—see at ―Schindler‘s List.‖
Zane Grey, His Life, His Adventures, His Women‖
by Thomas H. Pauly, A new biography based on ―a series of
ten small journals locked away from public view with
several hundred photographic prints and negatives …
written in code, the diaries graphically chronicle…Grey‘s
sexual exploits, stretching from his college years to his sixth
decade, with more than a dozen women possibly excluding
his wife of 34 years, though not, alas, her relatives,‖ from
the review by Jonathan Miles in the Sunday NY Times
Book Review of Jan. 1, 2006. ―He dropped the milkysounding Pearl,‖ and ―his last name was changed from Gray
because his father wanted to shake off a long-lost scandal.,‖
ibid. (paraphrased.) Also see at Grey.
Zane, Ebenezer, 1747-1811, was an American pioneer and
land speculator. Born in what is now Moorefield, West
Virginia,which was then in the state of Virginia. Zane
established the settlement known as Fort Henry in
Wheeling, Virginia (present day West Virginia) on the Ohio
River. Zane is also famous for blazing the trail known as
Zane's Trace--Wikipedia

Zaring, Wilson, undergraduate friend at the U. of
Kentucky who urged me to apply to Rutgers for a
professorship,: ―Rutgers is looking and so are you,‖ AA.
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piano-tuner there. Zeno also sings. He sang in the Rutgers U. choir,
and now in a choir in GreenwichVillage in Manhattan.
Zeno is an active supporter of CISPES, an org. that sends
aid to El Salvador. One year, he drove a truck in a caravan of
trucks carrying food, medicine and other needed supplies all the
way down the highway to San Salvador.
He, his brothers & grandparents are fluent in Spanish &
several of its dialects. A Zeno pun: ―ham pain (champagne)
for
our real friends & real pain for our sham friends!‖
Also see at Amnesia, Transient Global (TGA), at Jill, at
Japheth, at Malachi, at Ezra, at Sullivan & at Wood.

Zasu Pitts, 1894-1963, film star who made us laugh
all through the depression—see at Zasu Pitts. Her name is
commonly mispronounced as "Zazz-oo", in her 1930s film shorts
with Thelma Todd it is clearly pronounced on-screen (by Todd) as
―ZAY-sue;‖ her name was also consistently pronounced ―ZAYsue"‖ during her recurrent guest appearances on Fibber McGee
and Molly‘s show in 1939.
Ill health dominated Pitts' later years when she was
diagnosed with cancer in the mid-1950s. She continued to work
until the very end, making brief appearances in TheThrill of It All
(1963) and the all-star comedy epic It's a Mad Mad Mad Mad
World (1963). She died at age 69 in Hollywood, CA, leaving
behind a gallery of scene-stealing worryworts for all to
enjoy—Wikipedia.

―Zen Soup: Tasty Morsels of Wisdom from Great
Minds of East & West,‖ see Biblography.

Zeroes (Japanese fighter planes), R, lxi, lxii,216(392)
―Zero for Conduct‖ (Zéro de Conduite, 1933),

Zebra or Z-bra? see at Bra Joke.
―Zelig,‖ a Woodie Allen film, about a human

32(51)n— an anarchy of schoolboys captured by Vigo!

chameleon, named Leonard Zelig, Ch. 31; also see at
Borderline Personality, at Ego, at Egoism, at Johnny Frigo
(last paragraph), ―Man on the Moon‖, at Self & at Selig.

Zero Mostel (né Samuel Joel Mostel), 1915-1977,
was the son of Israel Mostel, an Eastern European Jew , and
Cina ―Celia‖ Druchs, also from a Jewish family, who was born in
Poland and raised in Vienna. The two immigrated to USA
(separately: Israel in 1898 and ―Celia‖ in 1908), where they met
and married. See at Zero Mostel‘s name below.
Mostel was an actor of stage & screen, best known for his
portrayal of comic characters such as Tevye in Fiddler on the Roof,
Pseudolus in A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum,
and Max Bialystock in The Producers. He was blacklisted during
the 1950s, and his testimony before HUAC was well-publicized.
He won a Tony Award for Best Actor for his performance
of Pseudolus in ―A Funny Thing etc.‖ and an Obie Award winner.
Mostel drank so much coffee that he was once hospitalized for
caffeine poisoning--see at Balzac in this regard.

Zella Mae, a girlfriend of Eldridge‘s, 99-100(187); -and Mary Metler, ibid.; see Photographs in Part II.

Zellweger, Rene, see ―A Price Above Rubies.‖
‖Zen, or Zen Buddhism, a Chinese & Japanese school
of Mahayan Buddhism that asserts that enlightenment can
be attarined through mediation, self-contemplation, and
intuition rather than through faith and devotion—from
Amer. Heritage Dictionary. In Zen, philosophical teachings
and textual study are given less emphasis than in other
forms of Buddhism. Nonetheless, Zen is deeply rooted in
both the teachings of the Buddha Siddhārtha Gautama and
Mahayana Buddhist thought. For more on Zen, consult the
Web at Wikipedia..

Zero Mostel's name: With the advent of WW II and
the subsequent drop in available talent, the owner of Cafe
Society Downtown, who turned down Mostel earlier
because he didn't fit into the Jazz style of the club, had a
change of heart: the audience could use a break from the bad news
coming out of Europe and Japan and that comedy could be the
answer. This is also when Sammy officially became ―Zero.‖ The
club's press agent had this to say about Mostel, ―After all, here's a
guy who's starting from nothing‖—from the Web at Everything
about Zero Mostel. As far as starting from nothing, doesn‘t
everyone?

Zeno: there are two Greek philosophers of that name:
(1) Zeno of Citrium, 335?- 263? BC: founded the Stoic
school, teaching that virtue is necessarily good & that objects of
desire morally ambiguous; see Ch. 36 epigram; (2) Zeno of Elea,
495?-430? BC, formulated numerous paradoxes, the most famous
was that Achilles would never catch the hare, nor the Hare catch
the tortoise, because each had first had to go half the distance,
then half the remaining distance, & so forth, hence concluded that
motion is impossible! Adding up 1/2+1/4+1/8+1/16+1/32 + …,
you get 0.9999… & that‘s the number 1!
Also see at ―Confessions of Zeno.`‖

Zhukov, Gerogi Konstantinovitch,, 1896-1974, As
Soviet chief of staff of the Army in WWII (1941-1945), he
lifted the siege of Moscow; in 1943 his counter-offensive at
Stanlingrad was successful; he relieved Leningrad (19421945), and captured Berlin and accepted the German
surrender (April 1945). After the war, he was commander
of the Russian zone & became minister of defense (1955),
but was dismissed by Khruschev in 1957.

Zeno Wood. T, A, xiii,D, Eldest of Molly‘s four
sons, all of whom I adopted: Zeno checked the Web for the
Registry of Immigrants passing through Ellis Island & located his
paternal grandparents--named Schönholtz (or Schoenholtz),
a
German name meaning ―beautiful wood,‖ but shortened to Wood,
A, xii. Zeno‘s birth father was Henry Wood.
Zeno is married Jill Dowling Sept. 28, 2002 at the beautiful
Greek Temple in Prospect Park, near where they live in Brooklyn,
and where Molly & Henry, lived when Zeno was born & near
where Jill‘s mother, Kathleen Dowling & stepfather-in-law, John
Osborn, live. Jill & Zeno have a daughter Clio Lily, born Jan. 10,
2005.
When a HS friend told Zeno that he wore an earring ―in
order to express my individuality,‖ Zeno quipped,―I wondered
why everybody wore them!‖
One day Zeno called us from NY: ―A man on the subway
was playing Take the A-Train and we were on the F-train!‖ (This
was about 1999.)
Zeno grew up in Princeton, NJ & graduated from Rutgers
with a major in Music & a minor in Latin-Amer. Studies, studied
piano at the Boston Conservatory, became qualified music teacher
at Brooklyn University, where teaches ―Hearing‖ and is the official

Ziegfeld, Florenz, Jr., 1867--1932, called Flo
Ziegfeld, was a Broadway impresario, born in Chicago. He
is best known for his series of theatrical revues the Ziegfeld
Follies (1907-1931), inspired by the Folies Bergères of
Paris. The follies featured a chorus line of some of
America's most beautiful women--personally chosen by Flo.
(Maybe like Rockettes of today?) His German immigrant
father ran the successful College of Music, and raised his
family in an atmosphere of relative comfort. Young Flo had
two brothers, one sister, and a strict but loving mother who
kept her brood in line--from the Web. Also see at ―The
Great Ziegfeld & at ―Rio Rita.‖

Ziegfield Follies: Shine On, Harvest Moon debuted
in the Ziegfeld's Follies of 1908—see at Nora Bayes.

Zinc: At. No. 30 & At. Wt. 63.37: Zinc oxide is used
in calamine lotion, 60(98)
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Her condition was not diagnosed, but two interns gave her a
painkiller and sedative, a plan approved by phone by a senior
clinician who had treated members of the family, and Ms. Zion
was tied down to prevent injury. She died eight hours after
admission.
The case generated newspaper and magazine articles,
television specials, an intense debate in the medical community
and a book, ―The Girl Who Died Twice‖ (1995), by Natalie
Robins. In 1987, a grand jury rejected medical ―murder‖ charges
that Mr. Zion had called for, but said hospital errors may have
contributed to the death. The hospital admitted some errors and
was fined $13,000 by the State Health Department. In 1989, the
state limited interns and residents to 80 hours weekly and 24 hours
consecutively, and said senior doctors must be in hospitals at all
times. Similar standards were mandated nationally in 2003 by a
council that accredits graduate medical schools.
In 1995, a jury returned a mixed verdict in the Zion case,
saying that the hospital was not to blame but that an intern and two
doctors had contributed to her death by giving her a drug that could
be fatal for patients taking antidepressants. It imposed $750,000 in
damages, but cut the award in half, saying Ms. Zion was equally to
blame for not telling doctors that she had taken cocaine and
prescription drugs. The trial judge later threw out the finding that
Ms. Zion was half responsible for her death, but kept the award at
$375,000
Mr. Zion completed and published ―The Autobiography of
Roy Cohn‖ (1988) two years after Mr. Cohn‘s death. Mr. Cohn, a
friend of Mr. Zion‘s, had incurred the enmity of the left by
prosecuting Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were executed for
espionage, and acting as chief counsel for Senator Joseph R.
McCarthy during his Communist witch-hunt years. Mr. Zion also
wrote ―Read All About It! The Collected Adventures of a
Maverick Reporter‖ (1982); ―Markers‖ (1990), a novel about
reporters, lawyers and mobsters; ―Trust Your Mother but Cut the
Cards‖ (1993), a volume of essays; and ―Loyalty and Betrayal: The
Story of the American Mob‖ (1994).
Rumpled and Runyonesque, a habitué of Gallagher‘s,
Elaine‘s, Sardi‘s and other celebrity watering holes, Mr. Zion was
a loud, cigar-smoking, storytelling die-hard New York Giants fan
who railed against what he called fitness fascists, passionately
defended Israel and counted horse-players, mobsters, actors and
politicians among his friends. With his free-flowing celebrity
chatter, political gossip, media scuttlebutt and Mafia stories, he
was often likened to Damon Runyon, the newspaperman and shortstory writer of the 1930s and ‘40s, whose Broadway characters
included wiseguys and dolls, mouthpieces and scribes: Sidney
Zion‘s kind of people—edited excerpts from the Aug. 3, 2009
bituary by Robert D. McFadden

―Zinc Penny, The Year of the,‖ Zinc replaced shiny
copper in pennies in 1943, R, lxi-lxii, 153(271)—see at
Rick DeMarinis.

Zindel, Paul, playwright—see at ―The Effect of
Gamma Rays etc.‖

Zinn, Howard, 1922-2010, was a historian, shipyard
worker, civil rights activist, WW II bombardier, and author
of ―A People‘s History of the United States,‖ editor Anthony
Arnove, a best seller that inspired a generation of high school and
college students to rethink American history. Born Aug. 24, 1922,
he grew up in New York City. His parents were Jewish
immigrants, and his father ran candy stores during the Depression
without much success—see his obituary in the Jan. 29, 2010, NY
Times, written by Michael Powell.
―Voices of a People‘s History of
the United
States,‖ with Anthony Arnove; also see at
Vanzetti and Sacco,
and at ―Brother, Can You Spare A
Dime.‖
Zinnemann, Fred, 1907-1997, born to a Jewish family
in Vienna, was a film director who won four Academy
Awards for Best Director. He won Academy Award for Best
Director for From Here to Eternity (1953) and A Man for All
Seasons and also took home the Best Picture Oscar for producing
the latter film. He received his first Oscar in 1951 for the
documentary short Benjy.
Nineteen actors appearing in Zinnemann's films received
Academy Award nominations for their performances, including
Frank Sinatra, Audrey Hepburn, Glynis Johns, Paul Scofield,
Robert Shaw,Wendy Hiller, Jason Robards, Vanessa Redgrave,
Jane Fonda, Gary Cooper and Maximilian Schell.
Perhaps his best-known work is High Noon (1952), one of
the first 25 American film classics chosen in 1989 for the National
Film Registry. With its psychological and moral examinations of
its lawman hero, played by Gary Cooper, its allegorical political
commentary (on McCarthy-era witch-hunting) and its innovative
chronology whereby screen time approximated the tense 80-minute
countdown to the confrontational hour, High Noon shattered the
mould of the formulaic shoot-‗em-up western.
The most unusual and perversely engaging loner in
Zinnemann's films is Edward Fox as the cold-blooded anti- hero
assassin in the taut thriller The Day of the Jackal (1973), a man
who is impelled by sheer professionalism rather than politics to try
to kill French president Charles de Gaulle—edited excerpt from
Wikipedia.

Zinoman, Jason, writes for the NY Times --see at
Jackie Mason.

Zinsser, William, wrote ―Easy to Remember, The
American Songwriters and Their Songs;‖ -- had this to say
about Kurt Weill‘s music for ―September Song,‖ There is
no escaping the Weill tinge of desolation. It came in the
first bar…‖ Op. Cit., pp. 175-176

Zionism, Modern Zionism is concerned with the
support & development of Israel. Its roots began in late
19th cent. Europe; Joy was a Zionist 150(266), 162(386),
172(301), 227(414) & emigrated to Israel.

―Zinzinnati? ―Vas You effer in‖—see the Biblio.
Zion: 1.a. The historic land of Israel as a symbol of

Zizi Jeanmarie, actress, see ―Anything Goes‖ (1956)
Zoot Suit, or Zootsuit: ―Harold Fox claimed credit

Jewish people. b. The Jewish people of Israel. 2. A place or
religious community regarded as sacredly devoted to God. 3. Any
idealized harmonious community; utopia.
The Balfour Agreement promised Jews a homeland in
Palestine & became an actuality in 1947
―Protocols of the Elders of Zion,‖ Ch. 62 Epigraph.

for the Zootsuit with the reet pleat, the reave sleeve, the
ripe stripe, the stuff cuff, and the drape shape, 156(277);
-- a man‘s suit, popular in the early 1940‘s, characterized by
full-legged tight-cuffed trousers, a long coat with wide
lapels, and heavily padded wide shoulders,‖ 156(277)--an
altogether baggy suit.

Zion, Sidney, 1933-2009, was a journalist and author

Zola, Emile François, 1840--1902), an influential

who turned his daughter‘s death at New York Hospital in
1984 into a crusade that led to national reforms in the training,
workload and supervision of young doctors.
His life was transformed on the night of March 4, 1984,
when his 18-year-old daughter, Libby, a Bennington College
freshman with a history of depression and cocaine use, was
admitted to New York Hospital with fever, chills and agitation.

writer was born in Paris in 1840 to François Zola (originally
Francesco Zolla), an Italian engineer, and to his French mother, Émilie
Aurélie Aubert. The family moved to Aix-en-Provence, in the
southeast, when he was three years old.
Four years later, in 1847, his father died, leaving his mother on a
meagre pension. In 1858, the Zolas moved to Paris, where Émile's
childhood friend the painter Paul Cézanne soon joined him. Zola started
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to write in the romantic style. His widowed mother had planned a law
career for Emile, but he failed his Baccalauréat examination.
As a writer, he was the most important exemplar of the literary
school of naturalism, an important contributor to the development of
theatrical naturalism, and a major figure in the political liberalisation
of France and in the exoneration of the falsely accused and convicted
army officer Alfred Dreyfus. Émile Zola risked his career and even his
life on 13 January 1898, when his "J'accuse" was published on the
front page of the Paris daily, L'Aurore.
The newspaper was run by Ernest Vaughan and Georges
Clemenceau, who decided that the controversial story would be in the
form of an open letter to the President, Félix Faure. Émile Zola's
"J'accuse" accused the highest levels of the French Army of obstruction
of justice and anti-Semitism by having wrongfully convicted a Jewish
artillery captain, Alfred Dreyfus, to life imprisonment on Devil's Island
in French Guiana. Zola declared that Dreyfus' conviction and removal
to an island prison came after a false accusation of espionage and was
a miscarriage of justice.
The case, known as the Dreyfus Affair, divided France deeply
between the reactionary army and church, and the more liberal
commercial society. The ramifications continued for many years; on
the 100th anniversary of Zola's article, France's Roman Catholic daily
paper, La Croix, apologized for its antisemitic editorials during the
Dreyfus Affair. As Zola was a leading French thinker, his letter formed
a major turning-point in the affair.
Zola was brought to trial for criminal libel on 7 February 1898,
and was convicted on 23 February, sentenced, and removed from the
Legion of Honor. Rather than go to jail, Zola fled to England. Without
even having had the time to pack a few clothes, he arrived at Victoria
Station on 19 July. After his brief and unhappy residence in London,
from October 1898 to June 1899, he was allowed to return in time to
see the government fall.
The government offered Dreyfus a pardon (rather than
exoneration), which he could accept and go free and so effectively
admit that he was guilty, or face a re-trial in which he was sure to be
convicted again. Although he was clearly not guilty, he chose to accept
the pardon. Zola said, "The truth is on the march, and nothing shall
stop it."
In 1906, Dreyfus was completely exonerated by the Supreme
Court. Zola died of carbon monoxide poisoning caused by a stopped
chimney. He was 62 years old. His enemies were blamed because of
previous attempts on his life, but nothing could be proven. (Decades
later, a Parisian roofer claimed on his deathbed to have closed the
chimney for political reasons).Zola was initially buried in the
Cimetière de Montmartre in Paris, but on 4 June 1908, almost six years
after his death, his remains were moved to the Panthéon, where he
shares a crypt with Victor Hugo.
The biographical film The Life of Émile Zola won the Academy
Award for Best Picture in 1937. The film focuses mainly on Zola's
involvement in the Dreyfus Affair. In January 1998, President Jacques
Chirac held a memorial to honor the centenary of J'accuse--edited
excerpt from Wikipedia.
Zola redefined Naturalism as "Nature seen through a
temperament." Among Zola's most important works is his famous
Rougon-Macquart cycle (1871-1893), which included such novels as
L'ASSOMMOIR ("The Dram Shop' aka "The Drinking Den," 1877),
about the suffering of the Parisian working-class, NANA (1880),
dealing with prostitution, and GERMINAL (1885), depicting the
mining industry. Zola's open letter J'ACCUSE on January 13, 1898,
reopened the case of the Jewish Captain, Alfred Dreyfus, sentenced to
Devil's Island—this and the below from Amazon.com bio of Zola:

reticent British writer, comes to the Mediterranean island of Crete
to revive a mine his father owned. On the way, he meets a Greek
roustabout named Zorba (Anthony Quinn) and hires him to help,
little suspecting that Zorba's exuberance will lead him to some
dark and troubling places--frankly, if the last 30 minutes of Zorba
the Greek are what it means to embrace life, some viewers will
want to shut the door in life's face.
But there's no denying the movie's ambitious scope and
implacable force, even as it paints an alien and disturbing portrait
of life in a Greek village. On top of that, gorgeous cinematography
and one of the greatest film scores ever give this movie almost
demonic energy--Bret Fetzer (from Amazon.com) Kedrova won an
Oscsar Best Supporting Actress.

―Zorro, the Gay Blade‖—see at Geo. Hamilton.
Zsuzsa Kis, Hungarian friend of Japheth, whom we
met when she visited us. We returned the favor, visiting her
in Budapest in 1998. She is married & has two children

―Zuckerman,‖ in a Philip Roth novel, 97(183)n
Zuckmayer, Carl, author and playwright, 170(297):
―The Devil‘s General‖ (Der General des Teuffels), an antiNazi play (and film) that portrayed the evil and horrors of
Nazi Society. He wrote the play on his farm in Connecticut,
4000 miles or more from the corruption of the Third Reich,
but a friend commented that while he resided in
Connecticut, he lived in Germany, 170(287). Also see at
Kurt Jurgen.

Zukowsky, Louis, 1904-1978, was one of the most
important & influential second-generation modernist
American poets. He was born in the Lower East Side of
Manhattan, NY of Lithuanian Jewish parents and grew up
speakingYiddish. His parents were orthodox and Louis reacted
against this religious tradition at a young age. Nevertheless,
his
family figured quite strongly in his later writings.
As a child, Zukofsky frequented Yiddish theatres in the
Bowery where he saw many works by Shakespeare, Ibsen,
Strindberg and Tolstoy performed in Yiddish translations. He also
read both Longfellow‘s Hiawatha and Aeschylus's Prometheus
Bound in that language. His firs real contact with English was
when he started school, but he was a quick learner and by the age
of 11 had read all of Shakespeare's works in the original. He went
on to study English at Columbia. He graduated with a Master's
degree in 1924.
He began writing at the university and joined the college
literary society as well as publishing poems in student magazines.
One early poem was published in Poetry but never reprinted.
Zukofsky considered Ezra Pound to be the most important living
poet, and in 1927 he sent his poem Poem beginning―The‖to the
older man. The poem, most of which is addressed to the poet's
mother, was a kind of parody of T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land. In
contrast to Eliot's pessimistic view of the modern world, The
suggests a bright future for Western culture based in Zukofsky's
belief in the energy of the new immigrants to the U.S. and the
socialist experiment then occurring in Russia.
Zukofsky's major work was the long poem "A" - Zukofsky
neve r referred to it without the quotation marks - which he began
in 1927 and was to work on for the rest of his life, albeit with an
eight-year hiatus between 1940 and 1948.
The poem wasn‘t finished until 1974 and was written in 24
sections, reflecting the hours of the day--the figure of the poet's
father is a major theme. The first 11 sections contain much that is
overtly political but interweave this matter with formal concerns
and models that range from medieval Italian canzone through
sonnets to free verse and the music of Bach. Section 12, which is
longer than the first 11 sections combined, introduces materials
from the poet's family life, and from there on "A" interweaves the
political, historical and personal in more or less equal measure.
The extensive use of music in this work reflects the

"I am little concerned with beauty or perfection. I don't care
for the great centuries. All I care about is life, struggle, intensity. I
am at ease in my generation‖—froms My Hates, 1866.

―Zorba the Greek‖ is a novel written by Nilos
Kazantzakis, publishd in 1946--The plot outline can be
found at Wikipedia & a bit of it below. Also see at
Kazantzakis.

―Zorba the Greek‖ 1964 film starring Anthony Quinn, Alan
Bates, Irene Papas, Lila Kedrova, Sotiris Moustakas. If you
think Zorba the Greek is a simple-minded homage to a man with a
zest for life, then you haven't seen the movie. Basil (Alan Bates), a
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importance of Zukofsky's collaborations with his wife Celia, a
professional musician. Their son Paul Zukofsky became a noted
violinist and conductor.
Zsuzsa Kis, a friend of the family born in Budapest,
May 31, 1971. She met Japheth when he was attaending a
―Budapest /Semesters Program‖ founded by Paul Erdos.
Then she visited Japheth and us in the early 90s & lived
with Japheth in Berkeley, CA, for a semester, while he
was working on his Ph. D. In July 1993, she took Molly &
me to dine with her family, to see the sights of Budapest &
and to visti her Grannie & her village.. She is married &
has two children, Lavinia, b. 2005, & Chiara, b. 2006.

visionary scientist, Zwicky was far ahead of his time in conceiving
of supernovas, neutron stars, dark matter, and gravitational lenses.
His innovative work in any one of these areas would have brought
fame and honors to a scientist with a more conventional
personality.
But Zwicky was anything but conventional. In addition to
his brilliant insights that turned out to be right, he also entertained
notions that were merely eccentric. To his senior colleagues he
could be arrogant and abrasive. He referred contemptuously to ―the
useless trash in the bulging astronomical journals.‖ He once said,
―Astronomers are spherical bastards. No matter how you look at
them they are just bastards.‖ His colleagues did not appreciate this
aggressive attitude and, mainly for that reason, despite Zwicky‘s
major contributions to astronomy, he remains virtually unknown to
the public.
Zwicky was born in Bulgaria of Swiss parents. He earned
his Ph.D. in physics from the Federal Institute of Technology
(ETH) in Zurich, and then spent most of his life in the United
States. He joined the California Institute of Technologyin 1925 to
work on the physics of crystal structure. But he was soon caught
up in the excitement of astronomical research at Caltech. He
became fascinated with cosmic rays—the high energy subatomic
particlesthat shoot through space at nearly the speed of light. No
one could suggest a plausible candidate for the source of the
mysterious particles. \
Then Zwicky made an astonishing conceptual leap. He
decided that cosmic rays are produced in catastrophic explosions
of massive stars. No one had previously imagined such a
phenomenon. In a 1931lecture course at Caltech, Zwicky
introduced the term ―super-nova‖ to distinguish the explosion of an
entire star from the more common and much less powerful nova,
which involved violent and repeated outbursts on the surface of an
unstable star. Zwicky teamed up with the German-American
astronomer Walter Baade to work on the supernova idea. Baade
knew of several historical accounts of ―new stars‖ that had
appeared as bright naked eye objects for several months before
fading from view. The Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe, for
example, had made careful observations of one in 1572. Zwicky
and Baade thought that such events must be supernova explosions
in our own Galaxy.
At a scientific conference in 1933, they advanced three bold
new ideas: (1) massive stars end their lives in stupendous
explosions which blow them apart, (2) such explosions produce
cosmic rays, and (3) they leave behind a collapsed star made of
densely-packed neutrons. Zwicky reasoned that the violent
collapse and explosion of a massive star would leave a dense ball
of neutrons, formed by the crushing together of protons and
electrons. Such an object, which he called a ―neutron star,‖ would
be only several kilometers across but as dense as an atomic
nucleus. This bizarre idea was met with great skepticism. Neutrons
had only been discovered the year before. The notion that an entire
star could be made of such an exotic form of matter was startling,
to say the least. Zwicky made a persuasive case that supernovas
actually occur and ought to be observable in other galaxies.
Around 1935, he convinced George Ellery Hale, the
Director of Mount Wilson Observatory, to build him an 18-inch
Schmidt telescope, which had an unusually wide field of view,
ideal for photographing many galaxies at once. In three years,
Zwicky used it to discover twelve supernovas. He then persuaded
Hale to build the 48-inch Schmidt telescope at Mt. Palomar. Its
primary purpose was to photograph the entire northern sky, and the
resulting Palomar Observatory Sky Survey became a major
cornerstone of astronomy for the next fifty years. But Zwicky also
used the 48-inch telescope for ―supernova patrols.‖ He eventually
discovered 122 supernovas, still a record for any one observer.
A diligent worker, Zwicky published hundreds of papers in
a wide range of topics. He produced a six-volume catalog of some
30,000 galaxies based on the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey,

Zusya, Rabbi: ―On the Day of Judgment, God would ask
not why I have not been Moses, but why I had not
been Zusya." This was quoted by Walter Kaufmann, a
converted Jew.

Zweig, Stefan, Zweig, Stefan, 1881-1942, was a
novelist, playwright, journalist and biographer. born in
Vienna into a wealthy Jewish family. Religion did not play a
central role in his education. ―My mother and father were Jewish
only through accident of birth,‖ Zweig said later in an interview.
Yet he did not renounce his Jewish faith and wrote repeatedly on
Jewish themes. Although his essays were published in the Neue
Freie Presse, whose literary editor was the Zionist leader Theodor
Herzl, Zweig was not attracted to Herzl's Jewish nationalism.
Zweig is best known for his novels (notably The Royal
Game, Amok, Beware of Pity, Confusion of Feelings, and the
posthumously published The Post Office Girl) and biographies
(notably Erasmus of Rotterdam, Conqueror of the Seas: The Story
of Magellan, and Mary, Queen of Scotland and the Isles).
At one time his works were published in English under the
pseudonym 'Stephen Branch' (a translation of his real name) when
anti-German sentiment was running high. His biography of Queen
Marie-Antoinette was later adapted for a Hollywood movie,
starring the actress Norma Shearer in the title role.
Zweig also provided the libretto for the 1934 opera Die
schweigsame Frau (The Silent Woman) by his friend Richard
Strauss. Strauss famously defended him from the Nazi regime, by
refusing to remove Zweig's name from the posters for the work's
première in Dresden. As a result, Hitler refused to attend as
planned, and the opera was banned after three performances.
Zweig later would collaborate with Joseph Gregor, to
provide Strauss with the libretto for one other opera, Daphne, in
1937. At least one other work by Zweig received a musical setting:
the pianist and composer Henry Jolles, who like Zweig had fled to
Brazil to escape the Nazis, composed a song, ―Último poema de
Stefan Zweig,‖ based on ―Letztes Gedicht.‖ which Zweig wrote on
the occasion of his 60th birthday in November 1941.
Zweig studied at the Universities of Berlin and Vienna.
With the rise of Nazism, he moved from Salzburg to London
(taking British citizenship), to New York, and finally to Brazil.
The fall of Singapore in 1942 made Zweig fear that Nazism would
eventually conquer the world. Disillusioned and isolated, Zweig
committed suicide with his wife near Rio de Janeiro on February
23, 1942.
Like Joseph Roth in Radetzkymarsch (1932), Zweig could
not accept cultural values of his day, but did not idealize the prewar Hapsburg Empire. ―Even in the abyss of despair in which
today, half-blinded, we grope about with distorted and broken
souls, I look again and again to those old star patterns that shone
over my childhood, and comfort myself with the inherited
confidence that this collapse will appear, in days to come, as a
mere interval in the eternal rhythm of the onward and
onward.‖

Zwicky, Fritz, 1888-1974, ―The Father of Dark
Matter‖ had extraordinary vision.. If ever a competition
were held for the most unrecognized genius of twentieth century
astronomy, the winner surely would be Fritz Zwicky. A bold and
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which remains a standard reference on galaxy clusters. He also
published a catalog of bright compact galaxies, which proved
invaluable in leading astronomers to find so-called active galaxies.
In the book‘s introduction, however, Zwicky included an
intemperate rant describing other astronomers by name or allusion
as ―fawners‖ and ―thieves‖ who stole his ideas and hid their own
errors--this is an edited excerpt from COSMIC HORIZONS:
ASTRONOMY AT THE CUTTING EDGE, edited by Steven
Soter and Neil deGrasse Tyson, a publication of the New Press. ©
2000 American Museum of Natural History. (I inserted the term
―Faither of Dark Matter from an article with that title by Richard
Panek, published in Dec. 2008 Discovery Magazine issue "100
Top Science Stories of 2008"

Zybalist, Jr., Effem—see at ―Wait Until Dark.‖
Zydeco (French: "les haricots", English: ―snap
bean‖) is a form of American roots or folk music, that
evolved from the juke during the late 1800s call and
response vocal music of the black and multiracial French
speaking Creoles of south and southwest Louisiana. During
the early 20th century this soulful, heavily syncopated,
indigenous roots music was discovered by ethnomusicologists and record labels alike. Usually fasttempo, and dominated by the button or piano accordion and
a form of a washboard known as a rub-board or frottoir,
zydeco music was originally created at house dances where
the blacks and free people of color of south Louisiana would
gather for socializing. Also see at Washboard.

Miscellany,Glossary&Index,
Part II,starts on the next page.

Miscellany,Glossary&Index,
Part II
This part is devoted to entries for
Carl & family & friends, but some
entries are also in Part I.
―The importance and the unimportance of the self cannot be
exaggerated,‖ R. H. Blyth, T1; ―There is a part of
everything, which is unexplored‖—see at Flaubert; ―All
thoughts of a turtle are turtle—Emerson; ―That favorite
subject. Myself‖--Boswell, R, lxx
Carl, i.e., the author; also see at Faith. ―CC;‖ ―CC,
GL & JR:‖ ―-- & Benny;‖-- & Dad;― -- & Frank;‖ ―—
& Fred; ―— & Joy;‖ ‖ -- & Mama;‖ ―-- & Molly;‖ and ―-& Whitey;‖ also see at Friendship.
About Anne Frank: ―Can you imagine anyone that age
thinking she might not have a future? It breaks my heart,‖
R, lvi; ―Little did the Nazis realize what a bomb, i.e., Anne
Frank‘s Diary, they left in the hands of the very people they
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despised.,‖the author; ―Anne‘s father chided her for being
conceited, but in my opinion, as attractive as Anne
undoubtedly was, her main talent lay in her precocious
understanding of people, as evidenced by her diary entries.
Possibly she may have become a great actress, perhaps
another Greta Garbo, but tragically, she never had the
chance to grow up. The Nazis saw to that. This is the
horrible consequence of Anti-Semitism, which is a crime
against humanity, hence a crime against all of us. No one is
safe when the weakest members of society are not safe,‖ R,
lvi
―In a diary entry of April 4, 1944, eight days before her 15th birthday, Anne wrote: ―I want to go on living even after
death,‖ an almost universal human longing that all religions
try to assuage, andranks very high among the Christians I
have known best: Mama and Sister. I think that there is no
doubt that Anne Frank would get into Christian heaven
despite her religious affiliation. I know this sounds
incredible, but as I wrote elsewhere that Einstein‘s
secretary, friend, and biographer, Helen Dukas ( see, e.g.,
―Einstein, The Human Side‖) was ―a living saint, loving and
kind, without any malice of any kind,‖ I have no doubt
Anne Frank is now an Archangel,‖ R, lvii;
-- about beer, see at Beer vs. Orange Juice.
-- about Jewish people: see at ―Jews‖ & at ― Jewish;‖ also
at ―Some of my best friends are Jewish.‖
-- about Mary Corns, ―a beautiful soul,‖ see at Corns;
A child soon learns that life is no Garden of Eden---no
Earthly Paradise,‖ 17-18(26)—see at Chidren & Injustice.
-- about work in Cincinnati: ―I frequently walked
home across theSuspension Bridge at night bedazzled by
the lights reflected in the dark Ohio far below,‖ 113(210);
About writing this book off & on for 25 years: ―I cannot
recommend this way of writing,‖ R, lxx; However I agree
with Kawabata‘s characters in ―Snow Country‖—it has bem
a purifying experience---see at Shimamura;
―— a boy should have respect for his own future‖—a
quote in a Clifford Odets play that Mama could‘ve said,
Ch. 14;
-- ―absolute in my life (Mama), ‖ 59(97);
---Actor? See at ―My Aida‖ & at ―Arsenic & Old
Lace‖
―Ah, movies!‖ said in retrospect about ‖Goodbye
Mr. Chips,‖ 158((280) & ―To Have and Have Not,
173(302); also see at ―As Good as
it
Gets‖
(Jack
Nicholson kissing Helen Hunt), ―The Last Detail‖ (about
harsh disciplince & brutality in navy life.)
―Ah, the joys of fatherhood!‖-- see at Heidi; ―
―Ah, sweet mysteries of life!‖ ―The best of everything.
Now‘s the time to tell you that I had a crush on you in the
9-th grade, Love‖—see at Mary Lou Hill Lape;
―Ah, the good old days, when we were so unhappy‖—
French saying, 147-148(263)
―Ah, the price we struggling artists pay to exercise our
talent!‖ 37(60)
Ah, Youth!" How could anyone not like someone writing
the following lines that were written in my copy of Lest We
Forget, May -June, 1945?
"To a really nice guy. Best wishes and good luck, Jim"
(Cobb)
"Carl, You have been a great pal to me this past year and
we've had some pretty good times together-Cecil-"Tuus amicus
simper!" (Your friend always)-see at Cecil "Benny" Craig;
"To a guy that is really tops with me-I'll never forget you at
the swimming hole-Swell memories, Love ya-Hope"--see at Nedra
Hope "Hopie" Cummins;
"To Fairy Faith, Good luck fella. You'll go places. I hope
I'm with you. (Filthy) Frank"--These were our pet names for each
other! Haha--Ah Youth!-see at Frank Duff.)

"The best of luck always to the fellow whose brains I
wished I had, …Carl. So long, Fergy"-see at Walter Ferguson.
Fergie, I wish I had them too! But thanks!
"Dear Carl-I'll always remember you as one of the very
finest boys in the world-stay that way forever. Grace. (Grace Alene
Fisher) Well, Grace, "forever" is a long time--I remember a a a
line from a story: "Love overcame morality."
"Stay as nice as you are and you'll always come through on
top," Lorraine (Gooch) Thanks, Lorraine, but what am I doing here
in the pits?
"To Carl, One of the best. Good luck, Lefty" (Harden)-Well, Lefty I've had a lot, thanks.
"Best of luck, Carl. You're really one swell guy. You are
going to do something good for this world, Dick"-see at Dick
Jolson;
"The best of everything. Now's the time to tell you that I
had a crush on your in the 9-th grade," Love, Lou-see at Mary Lou
Hill Lapes. Well, Now I find out!
"To the best looking guy in the class, June. (McCoy
Parsell), Dear June, I thought you were too tied up with Hagan
Thompson to even notice me! Haha.
"Love-Luck-& God Bless you, Carl, Joy"-Joy Kinsburg. (I
knew her since the first grade, had the honor of escorting her to the
Senior Prom, and she was by far my most regular correspondent
during my year in the US Navy, July 1945- August 1946. She
also was the Valedictorian of our Class, played the lead in the
Class plays, and was in myriad other activities--look her up in
"Lest We Forget.")
"Lots of Luck n' stuff to a nice and cute boy, Mary Ann" (Mary Ann Pingel Unkraut) We lived on adjacent streets in
Peaselburg, yet never remember seeing each other growing up.
That was a big boo boo that I have deeply regretted.
"Hello back. It has been so much fun knowing you - being
with you all these years. Don't let it end, Love Anne "-see Anne
Edith Rogers Christenden.
"Best of luck to the grandest guy there is, Elaine‖
(Seligman Cole), she lived near and visited Joy on Holman Street
at 15-th.
"Love to a grand boy-Coralynn‖ (Seymour).
"I like you,‖ Thelm (Shelton.)
"To a very handsome boy of our class. I won't forget you.
Luck & love always, Calla"-well, Calla Smith, it was mutual-I
haven't forgotten you either.
"Good Luck to someone I'll always remember,‖ Joan
(Sothard)—we were such good friends at 5-th District School
" To a fellow I'm sure I'll forget…Thanks for letting me
know you, Frosty"-see at Frosty Williams. Well, Frosty, you were
wrong about that! ! Haha. In "Yellow Iris," one of the David
Suchet portrayals of Hercules Poirot, a chantreuse sings, "I've
forgotten you. I never think of you…." with s much feeling that
you get the idea that she hasn't! Another Haha!
I can tell from these lines that I was a- wasting my time astudying! Se riously though, what generous, loving messages
these friends left me to carr y all these years-Carl in 2009.
Ah, Youth!" How could anyone not like someone writing
the following lines that were written in my copy of Lest We
Forget, May -June, 1945?
―To Carl, The Best ever, Goodk luck..Best Wishes,
Cabage‖—Dorothy Ann Cabage.
"To a really nice guy. Best wishes and good luck, Jim"
(Cobb)
"Carl, You have been a great pal to me this past year and
we've had some pretty good times together-Cecil-"Tuus amicus
simper!" (Your friend always)-see at Cecil "Benny" Craig;
"To a guy that is really tops with me-I'll never forget you at
the swimming hole-Swell memories, Love ya-Hope"--see at Nedra
Hope "Hopie" Cummins;
"To Fairy Faith, Good luck fella. You'll go places. I hope
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I'm with you. (Filthy) Frank"--These were our pet names for each
other! Haha--Ah Youth!-see at Frank Duff.)
"The best of luck always to the fellow whose brains I
wished I had, …Carl. So long, Fergy"-see at Walter Ferguson.
Fergie, I wish I had them too! But thanks!
"Dear Carl-I'll always remember you as one of the very
finest boys in the world-stay that way forever. Grace. (Grace Alene
Fisher) Well, Grace, "forever" is a long time--I remember a a a
line from a story: "Love overcame morality."
"Stay as nice as you are and you'll always come through on
top," Lorraine (Gooch) Thanks, Lorraine, but what am I doing here
in the pits?
"To Carl, One of the best. Good luck, Lefty" (Harden)-Well, Lefty I've had a lot, thanks.
"Best of luck, Carl. You're really one swell guy. You are
going to do something good for this world, Dick"-see at Dick
Jolson;
"The best of everything. Now's the time to tell you that I
had a crush on your in the 9-th grade," Love, Lou-see at Mary Lou
Hill Lapes. Well, Now I find out!
"To the best looking guy in the class, June. (McCoy
Parsell), Dear June, I thought you were too tied up with Hagan
Thompson to even notice me! Haha.
"Love-Luck-& God Bless you, Carl, Joy"-Joy Kinsburg. (I
knew her since the first grade, had the honor of escorting her to the
Senior Prom, and she was by far my most regular correspondent
during my year in the US Navy, July 1945- August 1946. She
also was the Valedictorian of our Class, played the lead in the
Class plays, and was in myriad other activities--look her up in
"Lest We Forget.")
"Lots of Luck n' stuff to a nice and cute boy, Mary Ann" (Mary Ann Pingel Unkraut) We lived on adjacent streets in
Peaselburg, yet never remember seeing each other growing up.
That was a big boo boo that I have deeply regretted.
"Hello back. It has been so much fun knowing you - being
with you all these years. Don't let it end, Love Anne "-see Anne
Edith Rogers Christenden.
"Best of luck to the grandest guy there is, Elaine‖
(Seligman Cole), she lived near and visited Joy on Holman Street
at 15-th.
"Love to a grand boy-Coralynn‖ (Seymour).
"I like you,‖ Thelm (Shelton.)
"To a very handsome boy of our class. I won't forget you.
Luck & love always, Calla"-well, Calla Smith, it was mutual-I
haven't forgotten you either.
"Good Luck to someone I'll always remember,‖ Joan
(Sothard)—we were such good friends at 5-th District School
" To a fellow I'm sure I'll forget…Thanks for letting me
know you, Frosty"-see at Frosty Williams. Well, Frosty, you were
wrong about that! ! Haha. In "Yellow Iris," one of the David
Suchet portrayals of Hercules Poirot, a chantreuse sings, "I've
forgotten you. I never think of you…." with s much feeling that
you get the idea that she hasn't! Another Haha!
I can tell from these lines that I was a- wasting my time astudying! Se riously though, what generous, loving messages
these friends left me to carr y all these years-Carl in 2009.
Ah, youth! ―If a girl has a dog and a bike, she has all she
needs to be happy,‖ my daughter Cindy who,
at age
14, had both;
-- and Chemistry: ―It‘s a wonder nobody blew us up in
chemistry class,‖ 152(269)—see at Doc Coker, our Chem teacher;
-- and Christianity, Ch. 13;
-- and Electricity: I began my career as an math &
electricity geek in high school, 1941-45,
and as a radio technie.in the navy 1945-46, and later majored in
electrical engineering my first two years in college at U. of KY,
and U. of Cincinnati.
-- and GI Bill, attended UK on it, 154(272);

-- and HHS chums in informal photos, 165-166(290-292);
-- and India and Karma, 90(170);
-- and George F. Kennan—see at Kennan;
-- and the Kinsburg family—see at Kinsburg, at Joy, &
at Ariela;
-- and laughter (my ―best weapon‖), 99(186-187);
-- and mathematics: see at Carl‘s Love for math & at the
Confluence of Languages & Mathematic (below);
-- and penicillin, R, xliii, 4(6), 100-101(188-189),
214(389)—also see at Penicillin in the Index.
-- and philanthropists—―I never met one;‖
-- and Santa Claus, 89(169);
-- and South Side Baptist Church at 15th and Holman Sts.-- I
attended every Sunday riding the Big Yellow Southside
Baptist Church Bus; later attended Choir Practice, Boy
Scouts, BYPU (see) & Sunday evening service there, Ch.
13; ―straight-laced Baptist,‖ 210(383); also see Elaine
Seligman, who attended SS Bible School in the
summer.
-- and Christianity, Chs. 13 & 28
-- and death: it affects you deeply all your life,
-- and GI Bill: attended UK on it, 154(272);
-- and HHS friends in informal photos, 165-166(290-292);
also see at India, where I visited, at 90; Karma, who helped
me, and at the Kinsburg family, ditto. At HHS, I was ass‘t.
stage mgr. under Doris Rudy—see at ―Arsenic and Old
Lace.)
-- and Jesus: Maybe subconsciously I thought of Jewsus as
the successor to Santa Claus—see at ny will to believe,
89(169); ..
-- as artist, Ch.11, 129(238), AA; exhibited in Princeton,
AA; in Grammar school, Ch. 11; I won a poster contast in
Junior High School, 37(59), 129(238); an auditor at U. Cal.
at Berkeley, AA; — I met Ibrahm Lassaw among other
artists there; see ―Part II‖ of my ―Rings and Things;‖
-- as a child I used to walk the two miles to the public
library, loaded with books & then retrace my steps reading
them en route. And I did this after school, after going to the
store for Mama, after
cutting the grass or some other
chore, 115(214)
as dishwasher, see at Dishwashing.
-- as Thomas Paine: I was nicknamed ―Tom‖ by Roberta
Anderson for my painful reading of Thoms Paine in drama
class--see at Anderson;
-- asked Mama to not bear false witness against Fred‘s wife, 44;
-- at the Inst. Adv. Study in Princeton—see at Adv. Study Inst;.
-- asks Dr. Freud what it leaving out my name in the family
constellation means—see at Faith Family Planets.
-- Aviation Electronics Technician Mate 3rd class, 212(385);
-- away from the Gang & out of eyesight & earshot of Mama,
111(207);
-- beaten cruelly. (See at ―Carl and Fred;‖
-- babies are carried in by the stork? 32(52), 136(249);
-- Baptist, see above at ―and South Side Baptist Church;‖
-- bares his heart, see ―Carl‘s gratitude and love;‖
-- before puberty: ―The deeply rebellious days that began with
the onslaught of puberty & the natural need to model
myself on Dad rather than Mama had not arrived yet,‖
89(169)
-- ―Best Liar‖ in a contest at the Detroit USO in 1945, 221(404); -- Birth Day year (1927): Ruth hit his skein of 60 home runs—a
record that still stands for 154 game seasons, and only
broken in 1960 by Roger Maris in 162 games; (2) Charles
Lindbergh flew solo across the Atlantic, the first to ever do
so. The US population was 100 million, of which 1 million
were flooded, 1(1); Also, April 7, 1927 saw the first
successful ong-distance transmission of TV, 3(3)--see at
Television in the Index and Glossary.
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-- Birthday Felicitations: on my 80-th--see at Alberto Facchini,
Dolors Herbera, Paolo Ribbenboim, and at the Zanesville Ohio
Conference Dedicated to my 80-th & Barbara Ososky‘s 70- th and
every speaker personally felicitated us
-- blessed the food he ate, 14(21); blesses the memory of Mama,
158(279);
-- ―blows‖ money for good times at UK--the costs of repression
are steep! 84(161);
-- Body Mass Index ―Egad, I have the same Body Mass Index as
―W‖, 235(428)--when I enlisted in the Navy it was 20.
-- book lover: I never knew what it was like not to be loaded down
with books, not even when I was a professor of
mathematics. One of my favorite tricks was to ask one of the
Rutgers U. secretaries to pick up the backpack that I carried
everywhere, between classes & after classes, to the math library to
research. (In my bag, I had everything I needed, including a
thermos of coffee & lunch.) No one could lift it, 115(214)
-- bottled up boy, but lots of us were. I was worred about what
kind of genie would pop out if I ever uncorked, 154(273);
-- Bionic man: ―Here I am, the bionic man, with a Dacron aorta,
pacemaker & defibrillator. I was back to square one,‖ R, iv;
-- Boy (star) scout, C. 36;
-- Blue Ribbon Student, 33(52)—see Fifth District School & at
Blue Ribbon Photo in Part I;
-- ―bottled-up—afraid to uncork. If you are waiting to see if
I ever ‖uncorked‖…I‘ll give you a hint: I became a mathematician!
72(118)
-- ―But Not For Me,‖a Gershwin song, , which applied to me. This
also applied to clap or gonorrhea—venereal diseases I never had to
worry about. Frequently, sailors were given ―short arms, ―the lingo
for inspections of the penis for signs of VD, 191(340)
-- called ―Tom‖ by Roberta Anderson, after my painful portrayal
of Thomas Paine, 147(262);
-- Captain of Fifth Dist. School Patrol, 33(52);
-- ―Captain of the Head (urinals),‖ 211-212(386); see at Navy
Lingo; -- Carbon Copy (CC)? see Ch. 58; caught napping during
Retreat in Corpus Christi in summer 1946 but Karma saved me!
230(429); Corpus Christi, Texas: Miss Rasch with several other
HHS faculty in the language dept. visited me at the Navy Air Base
there in 1946--imnagine my surprise! 224(408);
-- chops wood and a knee that takes a year to heal, 80(157);
-- ―Childhood:is what everyone has to overcome,‖see Childhood;
-- Christendom‘s standard bearer? 171(300);
-- Cincinnati Reds fan, Ch.37; Cheering for the Allies was not like
pulling for the Cincinnati Reds. When the Reds lost, I was gloomy
of course, but when the Alies were battered, in the Battle of the
Bulge, for instance, I felt as if I would be handing over my life to
the Armed Services forever, or what‘s worse, we could lose the
war, 159(282);
-- close to Mama, see at Carl &Mama;
-- ―Condoms make good balloons! While I was prepared to use the
condom otherwise, alas I never had the opportunity! That
was my salvation! 114(211);
-- Confluence of Languages & Mathematics in my cranium: In the
9th grade mathematics & languages made indelible tracings
on my cranium--I was studing algebra & Latin. By now, everybody
knows that the left hemisphere of the brain controls these subjects,
and that a talent for both is common. Mathematics has its rules that
are every bit as strict as English (or Latin) grammar, and moreover,
the vocabulary of mathematics is the sine qua non of its study… I
learned a lot about English through the study of foreign languages.
Ave Latina! How could one not? 147(262)—also see at
Mathematics.
-- copes with ―superior forces‖ 102(190),—see at Eldridge,
Mama
& Sister;
-- corpse in ―Arsenic & Old Lace, for which we got rave
reviews, along with Frank duff, Stan Brenning, Don

Jones, Phil Riley & others, 147(262), 150(266267);
-- Dad was the fire builder; I was ―Og, Son of Fire,‖
81(156);
-- disciplined by Hollis Summers for athrowing paper wad
in Holmes Jr. High: ―There‘s no future in in!‖ 129(238);
-- deaths of friends affect you deeply all your life-- see at
Frankie Haake, at Herb Kelly & at Cliff Spector;
-- deferred to the aged: I used to get up from my seat on a
bus or street car in order to let an olderperson sit.
2377(430);
-- demobbed from Navy at Camp Wallace, TX, 233(424);
-- descended from a family of teasers:―Who teases loves,‖
71(120);
-- disillusionment at Great Lakes, Ch. 53;
-- dishwasher, 10(15),
107;
----dumfounded by Anti-Semitism, 42(66);
-- ―eat your spinach, Popeye does!‖-- see at Popeye;
-- effect of fear on, 72(119); also see at Carl‘s fears;
-- encouraged by Mama to get as much education as I
could,―because they can‘t take that away,‖ 6(8);
-- enlisted in the Navy in July 1945, 164(288), 188(327), &
Ch. 55;
-- escorted Joy to the Senior Prom—see at Carl & Joy;
-- exorcises childhood demons: ―In my childhood there were
real wolves at the door….,‖ R, xxxix
-- ―fastest gun in math at HHS, one of the‖ 154(272);
-- finds a rare and beautiful soul in Joy, 161(284);
-- finicky about veggies, 14(20), 27(41)—see Carl & Fred;
-- fleet of foot when frighten half-to-death!, 50(81);
-- flunks reading in grade 1B, 32(50-51), & all over again 11
years later? -- see at Robert Crosby;.
--―fringy,‖ 50(81), 209(382);
-- ―future in it, There‘s no‖ (slinging paper wads),130(238);
-- ―Girl Crazy?‖ Ch.40; Mama: ―you may look but not touch!‖
even during the war, I never touched a girl except to hold hands, or
maybe a kiss or two, R, lxiii ( Puritanism & Sexual Freedom.)
-- ―girls! Boy, you have a lot to learn about‖ –Martie‘s
brother, 155(276); see at Sexuality;
--―Good Humor Man,‖ Ch. 35;
--―happy, normal child,‖ 14(21);
-- heart-broken over Anne Frank‘s fate, R, lv-lvii, 175(305);
-- ―Heidi‘s father,‖ A; hikes for books, 115(214);
-- ―holier than thou?‖ 158(279);
Holmes High School: Academic class rank:16, Ch. 44; Hall of
Distinction--Nominated by Dick Macke & inducted May 22, 2003,
A, AA; French Club; Latin Club & National Honor Society; I
wrote the French Column, in fact jokes, for the Holmespun with
the help of my French teacher, Miss Rasch, bien sur!
―Does it matter what your grades are in high school? Not
really. What‘s important is what you do after high school,‖ see at
Holmes High School for a discussion of class rankings.
-- hoped the war would be over before I reached eighteen &
found myself on the front lines, 141(254); I was going to settle
Hirohito‘s ―hash‖—my flippant remark of the as I readied
himself for service in the US Navy, 188(327)
-- homesick in the Navy: I wanted to hear Mama call my
name, 204(373)—see at Navy Life is Better Than No Life.
-- homophobic?-- after a recruit told me that I had ―leg‘s
like a girl‘s‖ I became circumspect in the shower. See at Navy
Adversary:; ―Jewish Father?‖ A, xiii;
--―How I came to like like Homer,‖ 98(184)
-- ―I could be anything that I wanted,‖ 234(420);
-- ice-cream vendor, Ch. 35--―Oh the power of it all,‖
112(208)—unfortunately I eat up most of my profits on
fudgecycles & popcycles on the hot summer days.
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-- idealized girls and women—―girls were as pure as the
proverbial snow,‖ 158(279)-- I hadn‘t known of Mae West‘s quip
―I was Snow White, but I drifted;‖
-- ―If They Could Only See Me Now,‖ 82(157);
-- ignorant about xex, and how babies are made—I was told
that storks bring them.. Mrs. Murphy, 3rd Grade teacher at Fifth
District School had to quit when he pregnancy showed; also see at
Charles Kelly who tired to tell me the truth about sex. During the
ages 12 to 18, I had practically no secure knowledge of these
factors in my development: indeed never heard of testosterone.
My first introduction to pictures of sexual organs & human
reproduction came when I entered the navy & these were for the
prevention of VD! 136(249)
--ignoramus about: girls:What I didn‘t know about girls
would fill a book. (Maybe this book?) 158(280), 169(297);
-- ignoramus about what makes people tick, 136(249);
-- Inducted into US Navy, 165(288),187(325), 195(357)ff;
-- knew whose child I was, and I never forgot that & what
I owed Mama, even for a minute, 158(279);
-- ―I‘m no Sergeant York,‖ 188(327); or maybe I was like
him in that I didn‘t want to go to war either; See at Andy Rooney.
-- ―Is it any wonder that I wander?‖ 196(359);
-- ―I was born, see?‖—Eugene O‘Neill, Ch. 2;
-- I wasn‘t a Jew: ―It gave me a thrill to be seen walking
with the tall, slim, beautiful, vivacious girl who dazzled me with
her wit and warmed me with her charm. But, it was not for real–
since nothing could come of it: I wasn‘t a Jew,‖ 174(304)
-- ―I Was Somebody‖ (ice-cream vendor), 112(206)
-- ―Laughter was my best weapon to defuse and Fred,
99(186)—and also Mama!
-- learned how to ―fit it‖ (3rd child syndrome), 102(19)
-- learned to write via the Palmer Method,‖ 31(50);
-- liked the purity of girls, 158(279);
-- liked to please Mama, 97(183-184), 151(267);
-- ―Mama‘s boy (child),‖
97(183-184), 151(267),
158(273);―What‘s wrong with being a Mama‘s boy? Aren‘twe
all?‖ 151(267): see at Sexist Statements;
-- married Betty Frances (―Micky‖) Compton at SS Baptist
Church, Sept. 11, 1951— Fred was Best man, 44 (70); (I divorced
her on Aprl 28, 1981.) Also see at ―Mickey;‖
-- ―meat and potatoes man‖, 197(360)
-- Mitchell‘s ―prize math student,‖ 148(264);
-- met Joy in Grad 1 at Fifth Dist. School in 1934 & also
Mary Carpenter, Jack Herold & Joan Sothard;
-- mystified by Joy, 210-211(383-384), 225-227(412-414),
esp. 227(414); Joy‘s ―renunciation‖ compared to Kierkegaard‘s
renunciation of Regina Olsen: I never understood either, 227(414);
-- renunciation of us, 225-227(412); see at ―Joy‘s wish;‖ Joy
expected me to understand this the way that Kierkegaard expected
Regina Olsen to understand his renunciation of her, 227(414); in
retrospect I understand that ―Joy did what she had to do & that the
renunciation a liberation for me, 170(297); Joy‘s‖riddle,‖ 210211(383-384), 227(412);
-- omnivorous reader (like Dad), 95-96(180-181)
-- on AIDS: in the age of AIDS, I can see the value of the
-- on Auschwitz: Primo Levi;‘s ―If This Is Man‖ and ―The
Truce‖ ought to be read by everyone as an act ofi piety, and in
sympathy for those who suffered in World War II at the hands of
the brutal Nazi Germany and its fascist allies.
-- on autobiography, e.g., this book: see at Autobiography.
-- on Books—see at Books and at Books (Cont‘d).
-- on being a wimp: ―As I would not be hurt, so would I not
hurt anybody!‖
-- on Al Capp: Kentuckians according to Al Capp: ―If you
are from Kentucky, why are you wearing shoes?‖ See at
Kentuckians according to Al Capp.

-- on children: ―Before marriage one ideally has no children
and many theories about children, whereas afterwards the situation
is reversed‖, 129(377); also see at Childhood & at Children;
on Coney Island—see at Coney Island;
on clothes:―When you enter a world where what you carry
on your back is more important than what you have in your head
and in your heart, you are going to be a loser there no matter how
gifted,‖ 156(277);
on dialect: see at Kentucky Dialect.
on death: the death of friends afftect you deeply—all your
life, 18(26): youth died young in the Lower Depths, 30(47)—also
see at Frankie Haake & at Herb Kell.y.
on Doc Coker, ―Mr. Five by Five;‖ see at Coker.
on doctors: Dr. Blumenthal told me, ―Forget about living
to a ripe old age‖ & ―What he didn‘t tell me, ― P, i-ii; Dr.
Guerrati told me that I owed my life to a higher power than his
team & then asked me, ―Are you religious?‖ I said, ―Yes, but even
if I weren‘t a believer before, I would be now!‖ P, ii;
on Einstein: to pass the Eddy test I unwittingly applied
Einstein‘s method of soving a problem: Surround it!, 163-164
(288); also see at Einstein, Einstein on Peace, Dr. Coker &
Einstein, etc.
on friendship, love and life: P, D, 162(286), 241(436);
the basis of all friendship is love: I think of Mary‘s teacher‘s reply
to the class‘ query as to why the lamb followed her to school: Why
does lamb love Mary so? / Because Mary loves the lamb you know,
/ The teacher did reply. A, xvi
on Gandhi: see at Gandhi.
on the Great Depression: What I hated most about my
childhood were not the rats, the cold, the hunger, nor even the
worry, the tears, not the fear, but the terrifying certainty of defeat
that I read in people's eyes who had failed to make a pretty life for
their families. They blamed themselves as much as they blamed
the government. They actually felt inferior! No wonder that Hitler
could rise to power over a prostrate people--no one was strong
enough to stop him! The Great Depression had destroyed the
social fabric--the belief in one‘s ultimate worth, 26(40)
on growing up:―When will I every grow up?‖ 202(239);
When I jokingly asked the same question about a friend‘s 75-yearold husband, she quipped: ―There‘s still plenty of time!‖ 202(369)
on Heterosexual Love: I knew virtually nothing about it,
absolutely nothing about sex, 169(297)
on Herman Street: ―Eldridge hated it since it was his own
despised and disowned first name! I disliked it because of our
inadequate house & the poverty we endured there in addition to
the many pitfalls that we had to skirt &described later,‖ Ch. 5; Like
2439 Herman St., most houses were not fit to live in, 24(37)
on my first date (Marty Harris): ―disastrous;‖ see at
Martie Harries & see ―on clothes;‖
on Jesus: I still need Him every hour of every day, 88(169);
I followed His example the best I could; depite my faults, I try to
be a better person, but alas! Ch. 28;
on John Lennon: On December 9, 2005, I saw a moving
tribute to their love in a TV documentary shown on the Biography
Channel, showing the grief stricken widow, Yoko Ono, at the
hospital unable to comprehend Lennon‘s death. Many of the
hospital personnel were in tears, and there were world-wide vigils
by people who loved Lennon and the Beatles. Explored, inter alia,
was the sick personality of his assassin, who in his own words
wanted to be famous like Lennon, and who justified the killing by
quoting the ―hero,‖ Holden Caulfield in J.D. Salinger‘s 1951 novel
―Catcher in the Rye.‖ The docudrama also explained the grotesque
meaning of the title.
on GL & JR: ―I was aware of the deep friendship we felt for
each other that kept us together, & made us feel incomplete when
one was missing. In theat event, we simp;ly went off looking for
the spare part. GL was a WASP & JR was my first Catholic
friend. See at GL & JR.
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on Holmes High School: HHS was a period of intellectual
awakening for me. Although more English and language teachers
appear on my list of favorites, I made greater strides in the
sciences, especially mathematics. As a rule, I learned more in
classes where the teachers were poorer, a phenomenon which was
repeated in college and in graduate school, and which changed my
idea of what constituted good teachers: ―less is more‘‖ in teaching
as in other pursuits, Ch. 43; see at Machlup about the latter.
on love, see at ―Carl‘s faint heart…‖;
on ―Mama‘s boys‖: what‘s wong with being Mama‘s boy?
Aren‘t all boys?‖ 151(267); alsi see at ―Carl‘s post partum blues.‖
on Matisse, 51(84)n
on mathematics: my mind was too active for nuts and bolts
& I found the drudgery of mechanics work frankly boring, no
matter how fascinating the machine was. It was the same way in all
my jobs that I held, so I am not blaming manual or clerical labor, it
is just a constitutional inadequacy that I had. On the other hand,
this no doubt augured well for my going into mathematics instead-what I learned about mathematics in high school, college & the
navy seemed to fit into my ―destiny,‖ if that is not too grandiose a
word for it, 172(200).
on music: ―roofers, and other workers, are able to bear the
hot summer sun as long as their stereos sing to them. All art
aspires to the status of music, as Walter Pater stated, but music has
an even greater function—to give us joy wherever we are,
whatever we are doing, and whenever we want,‖ R, lxix
on my math books: I received a $10,000 advance on math

on Arthur Miller & Marilyn Monroe, see at Miller;
on Don Marquis & his ―Utterly tragic life,‖ P, ii; also see at
Marquis.
on Oppenheimer--see at Oppenheimer;
on phantoms--see at ―Carl‘s childhood‖;
on philosophy--―no doubt it had its origins in frivolity;‖
on Richard Pryor, P, ii;
on Primo Levi: ―If This Is a Man,‖ ―The Truce, an―The
Drowned and the Saved‖ ought to be read by everyone, as an act
of piety & empathy & grief for those who suffered in WW II at
the brutal hands of the Nazi Germany and its Axis allies. Alsosee
at Levi & at ―The Periodic Table.‖
on Racism in Covington and elsewhere, 30(54) ; ―Can the
various races live together peaceably?‖ (My essay on ―Town Hall
Meeting of the Air,‖ 130(239)); also see at Racism, Pejoratives,
Slurs, etc,
on Radio Days. We sat glued to the radio for scarry
programs, ―The Shadow,‖ Inner Sanctum,‖ ―Crime Busters,‖etc.
including ―The War of the Worlds‖ in 1938 when I was 11. See at
the latter & at ―Radio Days.‖ During World War II, we listened to
the Pearl Harbor Day disaster & mostly bad news about the war for
first two years.
on reading a much-loved book: Toward the end I would try
to slow down, but alas, most books went out with a bang, because,
in a book as in love, I could not slow down! 94(179)
on religion: The dominant aspect of all religions is, except
for worshipers of Mammon, how few adherents are able to live up
to the tenets of their faith, 89(169)
on rich people: It has been well documented in electing
rich people to the highest offices, e.g., from George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, John Fitzgerald
Kennedy, Jimmy Carter (who made his millions from peanuts),
Ronald Reagan (who made his from selling land surrounding the
major studios in Hollywood, both Bushes; and more recently,
Mayor Bloomberg of New York City, Senator Jon Corzine of
New Jersey, Governor Arnold Scwarzennegger of California, etc.,
that many voters are attracted to rich people as persons either
whom they admire, or whose wealthy status they aspire to. Of
course, most of these had other admirable attributes., esp. FDR!
208(380); also see at Justin Kaplan & Anne Bernays on
overcoming the ―disadvantages of growing up rich!‖
on rationality: it is not something we are born with—it is
arrived at after everything else has been tried and
found wanting, 55(90)
on Rilke: see at Rilke.
on Santa Claus: ―Boy, did I ever believe this!‖ 89(169);
on sex: ―does sex count as exercise?‖ 20(28); ―I remember
that scratching a girl‘s palm with you middle finger as you shook
her hand was an invitation to fuck & something I never ever could
do. I also remember ―Stingo,‖ the narrator in Sophie‘s Choice, tell
of a flirtatious girl:who ‗could talk about it, but couldn‘t do it.‘ I
felt sympathy for the girl because at the age I could do neither,‖
110(204);
on sexism, see at Sex? & at Sexism; on sexuality, see at
―ignoramus‖ above.
on Sgt. York—I knew that I would be no Sgt. York, the
biggest hero of WW I, 188(327)—see at Sg. York;
on Smother-Burgers: I often wondered how Gandhi, and
other vegetarians resisted Smother-Burgers, 13(20)
on tolerance: respect for different customs and mores is a
first condition of recognition and acceptance.
Anything less stems from pure ignorance of the
importance of others, and of their culture, and
constitutes a slur, 92(175);
on VE-Day in Fountain Square in Cincinnati: ―wouldn‘t it
have been a badge of honor for anyone thrown into
the slammer for such a wonderful occasion?‖ 177-178(310)
—see Dick Macke‘s letter on this in Part III Photos.

books I was writing from W. B. Saunder Co. which was just then going
into math publishing after making millions from the publishing "The
Kinsey Report." The odd thing is that by the time I finished writing my
Algebra books, Saunders went out of the math field, and then I
published them in 2 volumes with Springer Verlag--a much, much
better publisher, in fact, probably the best math publisher in the world
at that time.

on my solar system: Mama is the sun, Dad, the moon,
Eldridge, Jupiter, Louise, Venus, and Fred Mars. And Joy is a
brilliant star in the heavens (or maybe, a meteor?) P, v
on Olympics: Olympic Golds were safe me, 148(263).
on Pacemakers: I‘ve had 5 different pacemakers implanted:
the first one in 1987 was on my left side & had to be replaced in
2001 by one on my right side because the pacer wires became
defective. Then in 2003, a week after my CABG, a new
pacemaker-defibrillator was implanted on my right side. This was
recalled by Metrnonic in 2005 because a number of the 90,000
recalled were defective & place pacemaker-dependent patents in
mortal danger. Due to a defective implant by the surgeon at St.
Mary‘s hospital in Langhorne, PA, the pacer wires poked through
my chest & were contaminated. The possibility was that the
contamination could have reached my heart. I then spent a week,
Nov. 13-20, 2006 at Hahnemann‘s Hospital in Philly where a team
of specialists (1) implanted a backup pacemaker in my groin; (2)
extracted the 2005 pacemaker & its wires; (3) put that pacemakerdefibrilllator under my chin & switching to it as backup; (4)
extracted the groin backup; (5) two days later gave me a TEE
(Echocardiogram) through my esophagus to check my heart for
infection, esp. the heart valves & the vein on my left side
preparatory to (6) implanting a new Medtronic pacemakerdefibrillator there two days later on Nov. 17. Finally, after testing
my blood 4 times a day the entire week for infrections, I was
released on Sunday, Nov. 20. I had just 2 pacemakers from 1987
to 2001, then 4 since then, 3 since 2003 & 2 since 2005. Groan.
on poetry: ―Poetry, like passion, is not for everyone,‖ 8(12)
―If nothing else ever happened to me, I would have been amply
rewarded by a life that contained such poetry as ths, Ch. 11; ―A
life is well-lived that contains such poetry as this,‖ 224(409)
on Penis: Excuse, me Mr. Broyard, but why ignore the
brain? (A penis doesn‘t even have the status of an
organ—it‘s a membrane!)—see at Penis.
on ―Proust and Me,‖ 113(210);
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on virtue: everybody has the virtue of their faults and the
faults of their virtues; also see at Virtue.
on writing: ―Based on my own I experience, I cannot
recommend this way of writing a book.‖ Ben Hecht
entitled his Autobiography ―Act I‖ & I can see why
he never wrote ―Act II,‖ or any other Act, R, lxx
out of Mama‘s eyesight and earshot, 111(207)
owes to Mr. Allen and Mr. Evans, HHS athletic directors,
for trying to make a real boy out of me,148(263);
―owes to Mama for the path to the intellectual rather than
physical (sports) pursuits, 148(263);
Navy postman, 196(358); 212(386); ―Lilliam Rasch
would have pronounced coup en Français as ―coo‖-- a
master stroke --that I was excused from marching drills and
other tiresome chores196(358);‖ ―They didn‘t know that we
played basketball with boxes at the Covington PO,‖
196(358) Nato & Fulbright Postdoctoral Scholar—see at
Fulbright;
-- nicknames: Eldridge
―Edgie,‖ 10(14)n, -- Frank
―Filthy‖—see at Frank & at Carl & Frank; -- Fred— see at
―Tobey;‖ ―Tom;‖ see at Roberta Anderson;
-- painfully shy (cf. Naipaul.);.
-- parle Francais (speaks French)—see at Lillian Rasch;
-- passed the Eddy Test! 165(290), Chapter 55;
-- place where I could not go: Mama & Dad‘s bedroom,
where they ended up after a chase, 16(23);
--played games—see Ch. 22; -- sports: sandlot & little
league baseball (I was proud of the flannel baseball
uniform I was given one season), street & Y-league
basketball;
-- ran overhead cables for Western Electric, 114(211)
-- ridiculed by ―Yankees‖ for being Kentuckian—I owe a lot
to Al Capp for this--146(261);
-- reads ―Books, Cereal Boxes, Comics…‖, Ch. 30.
―Truckers are the modern cowboys & truck stories detailing the
trucker's life & his rigs were popular when I was a boy: a
―Learn-How-To Book‖ on beating the regulations with dummy
wheels & back roads to escape weighing stations… I carried
Robert Louis Stevenson‘s ―A Child‘s Garden of Verses,‖ around
with me until I wore it out the same way I did my dolls, which I
carried around home until I was ten or eleven. My favorite was a
Raggedy Ann doll Mama made for me. That & my Teddy Bear,
94(179)
-- reads newspapers: I used to read the I read the Cincinnati
Reds boxscores in the Cincinnati Enquirer & Cincinnait Post. At
college, I read New York Times daily (still do), the London Times,
Die Zeit, and Le Monde weekly, with occasional forays into the
Washington Post,Christian Science Monitor, St. Louis Post
Dispatch, all available in the college library., 122(225)
-- resented leers when I was with ―Hopie‖ Cummins,
158(279); respected Mama & Sister for their sacrifices for the
the good of the family, 84(161); rues not following Matthew 7:17,
154(273)n;
-- saved, Ch.28;
-- saw fear in the eyes—of Mama and Dad & of other
people, 6(8();
Seaman First Class, 210; sedentary (like Dad), 39; ―Self
Withheld, The,‖ 211; ―shoots at phantoms?‖ R; shy, painfully,
154(273); seized by ―Our National Hysteria‖ when the Reds win
the pennant 1939-1940 & 1939 World Series, Ch. 37; sick poet:
from ―bed to verse? 168(295);
-- sings ―Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup,‖ duet with a
coworker lying on our backs on the overhead cables at Western
Electric in Cincinnati, Summer of 1946, 114(211), --two other
songs we harmonized on were: ―All the Things You Are‖ &
―Harmony,‖ 114(212); and yet another: ―All of Me‖ (Why not take
all of me?), 186(324); In those days (August 1945), my idea of a
good time was standing around a piano & singing my heart out. In

the Rec Rooms in the Navy there were always sailors playing
some ditty --you could hum along with them if you wanted to;
nobody minded much, provided you sang on key. I didn‘t but I got
by on enthusiasm! 210(383)
-- ―skin and bones,‖ 26(40), 81(157), 188; skinny in the Navy,
200(365); skipping Grade 8Bmade up for flunking Grade 1B,
130(239); slaughters ―English‖ in Speech class, 147(262); also see
at Robert Crosby, and at Robert Anderson; slapped by Miss Moore
for drumming on her desk, 34(53) smokes, 153, 211; ―somebody,
A‖, 112(208-209); songbird, see at ―sings‖ above; squeaky clean,
isn‘t it sad? 136;:―Why would anyone drink beer when they could
drink orange juice? 217(396)
-- standard bearer for Christendom? 171(300);
-- star scout, 116(215);
-- straight-laced: I was too much the straight-laced Baptist to
enjoy the carousing that accmpmpaned the war‘s end (VJ-Day in
August 1945), 210(383);
-- stronger? 93% stronger according to the posters! 203;
struck dumb when a sailor at Great Lakes told me that my legs are
―like a girl‘s‖–after that I became wary in the showers!
--―studying will drive you crazy.‖ Only much later did I find
the perfect answer to her admonishment: ―It was a short drive,
Mama,‖ 99(186);
-- sui generis--aren‘t we all? , 151(268);
-- ―Summer Soldier and Sunshine Patriot,‖ 147(262);
-- Sunday School, Ch. 1
-- Swabby, -- is a real, 212(386);
-- teases Mama (whoever teases, loves), 21(31);
-- thinks Ariela might have been his child, 173(302);
-- too skinny? 200(365);
-- topped off at the same Body Mass Index as ―W,‖ 235-236(428);
-- travels to Great Lakes with ―Whitey,‖ 188(327);
-- tries to console Joy after her visit to Joseph‘s, grave, 161162(285), 173(301-302);
-- treated like a farm animal? (Sometimes), 46(73)
-- unable to tell Joy how much my hatred of the war war
and the Holocaust I owed to her, 162(285)—I knew in my heart
that Joy wasn‘t for him—she was simply too precious---like gold
or rubies-while I was of more primitive stock., 170(297);
-- unhappy about the reason (Mama‘s dislike of Mary) for Fred‘s
elopement, making it impossible for me to attend, 44(69070);
-- veers from raw experience: ―fringy‖ 50(81), 209- 210(382);
-- victim of ―Jungle Rule‖ ? 60(97-98)—also see the
epigraphs to Ch. 19;
-- victim of ―reverse anti-Semitism? I did not think so because I
do not believe in such tripe, 174(304);
-- worked, 10, Ch. 26, Ch. 35, 186; ―Charley tried but failed
to make an mechanic of me, 107(200), 107(200)n.
—worked at the Covington PO, 196(358), 212(386)--Little
did they know that we played basketball with the boxes!
196(358); Company 1038 PO at Great Lakes, 196(358-359):
―I worked: stock boy, bagger & finally, when they learned
that I could add (this was before calculators)--I was allowed
to clerk at Remke‘s grocery store & later at Krogers, the
chain where Dad worked as a baker,‖ 81(157); At age 13
or 14, I worked as an ice-cream vendor out of Cincinnati,
across the Suspension Bridge, and into Covington up to 25th
Street/
-- worked in Cincinnati in WW II at United Whelan Cigar
strore on 5th & Vine Sts., 152-153(270), then at Flagg Bros.
shoe store. In Spring 1947, I worked briefly at Shillito‘s
Dept. Store, again seeling shoes, 111(211); that summer I
sold Collier‘s Encyclopedias going door-to-door in
Cincinnati. I drove around in the Co.‘s bright yellow Jeep.,
going as far as Dayton, Ohio; I also worked one summer at
Amateur Softball Ass‘n .as a telemarketer selling program
ads.. Another summer (1945?) I worked for Western
Electric on 11-th & Race St. in Cincinnati, on my back
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stringing cables, 111(211)--see at Carl Sings. At UK in
Lexington, I sold ladies shoes parttime at I. Magnin.
Working helps you grow up: ―you are beginning to grow up
when your begin to feel sorry for other children ‖ 112(209);
-- whipped for taking off my ―longies‖ for a play in Grade 3,
getting grease paint on them afterwards, 37(60);
-- writes love letters to Joy, 201-202(368-369); Whoever is
is more kingly is King,‖ 156(277);
―Youth Died Young in the
Lower Depths,‖ 30(47)
Carl‘s: academic class rank at Holmes High School was 16,
Ch. 44, 167(294), and the seventh ranked boy; see at
Academic superiority of girls at HHS, Ch. 44;
-- addiction to movies, 158(280), 173(302)—see at ―Ah,
Movies!‖ at Carl;
-- ―after-schoole‖ & what I learned from it, 129-130(238)
-- ―animal-love,‖ 54(87-88); -- Aida (Joy), Ch. 11;
-- admiration for Dad, 80(155);
-- Agoraphobia & clautrophbia, 154(266), Ch. 64;
―--all right!‖ (said to me in India by an observant), 90(171);
-- anger at Mama‘s bigotry—she hated Catholics, including
Fred‘s wife! 44(69),
-- aorta broke during a coronary bypass graft & had to be
replaced, while I was losing half my blood, P, iii;
-- art scholarship in the 7th grade: see at Baker Hunt
Foundation & at Thomas Oertel.
-- autobio poem:―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ 242-244(438-440);
-- Baby Book, 4(6), 6(8), 6(9)n, 10(14), 217(396); birth: on
April 28, 1927 on Fifth St. in Covington; according to my birth
certificate, I was ―legitimate, 1(1); first words, steps, etc., 10(14);
―I weighed in at an even seven pounds,‖ according to my Baby
Book, 6(9)n & delivered by Dr. Carl Peak, 9(13); Mama writing
in it asks me to pray to God to forgive me for my sins, and for me
not to sin anymore—already just after Iwas born! (Already at birth
she knew me so well), 39(59), 217(396);Mama wrote that I had
pneumonia when I was 21 months old, 4(6), & that I had ―big
hands & big feet [and] some day will be a big man.‖ My feet are
still big—size 14 shoes, 6(9)n
-- Baptism, Ch. 28, see at Brother Steger;
-- Baptist faith, Chs. 13 & 28; also 154(273), 158(279
Believed in Santa Claus & still do (truly!), 8990(169-170);
-- best jobs ever—ice-cream vendor, Ch. 35, and Navy
Postman, 196(358);
-- best teacher--Mama!—but all of life‘s experiences teach
as Ben Framklin said, 219-220;
-- birth certificate,1(1), 4(6), 9(13)n; -- day, 1(1);crooked
little fingers, 4(6)—shared by Fred, 6(9); -- weight--exactly
7 lb., 4(6); Body Mass Index is about normat at 25. 2; when
I went into the Navy, it was a tad over 20, 236(328);
Bypass, or Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG),
pronounced ―Cabbage!, ― on Jan. 7, 2003, P, iii-iv.
CABG, see above.
caught napping during retreat at Corpus Christi in Summer
1946, but Karma saved me!,
childhood: ―there were real wolves at the door, but now I
spend my time shooting at phantoms,‖ R,xxxix;
children, Heidi & Cindy, Zeno, Japheth, Malachi & Ezra/
chores: besides dishwashing (wash or dry?—see at
Dishwashing) I was ―promoted‖ to the full range of chores:
going to the grocery (The Kroger grocery where we traded
was 1/2 mile away), hanging out clothes, chopping wood
& splitting kindling, hauling coal, cutting grass, cleaning
wallpapering,painting, painting & other odd jobs that came
to Mama's fertile mind;
conflicted feelings about girls, 154(272-273);
countrified vs. the Urbanity of the Kinsburgs, 170(297);
claustrophobia & agoraphobia, 154(273), 221(403);
clodhoppers & high-tops, Ch.10;
college credits for Navy studies, 244(424);

congestive heart failure, P, iii
coronary artery bypass graft, P, iii-iv
crime? ―I was born, see?‖ Ch. 2;
-- dawdling: usually I dawdled & consequently was
habitually late for everything. In view of my fear of being
late, my dawdling was one of those irrational puzzles that
psychologists like to explain (but can‘t!); I once got fired
from a dish-washing job for dawdling--no matter how fast I
started out, my speed would dwindle down & before long I
was just staring out into space. (However, the cook at that
joint in Lexington, Kentucky, said the real reason that I was
fired was that I ate too much), 116(215)
-- depressed by Navy life—see at Navy Life Is Better Than
No Life at All;
-- ―Destiny:‖ mathematics, 107(200)
-- diialect- 146(261)—also see at Kentucky Dialect in the
Index & Glossary.
-- disbelief of how babies are made when my friend,
Charles Kelley , told me, 136(249);
-- ―Dog Tag‖ (Navy), 151(268);
-- double pneumonia at 21 months, 4(6);
-- dyslexia, 27(38)n, 32(51)n. I still have truble spelling
such words as Dionysus, Siphylis, Sisyphus—they are
all Greek to me! See at Dylexia & at Robert Crosby.
-- earliest recollection was of Mama in the nude. I recall my
wakening wonder of that dark triangular patch of hair, which
covered my, and my siblings‘, entrance into the world, This
symbolism is the key to ―Da Vinci‘s Code, 13(19)
-- English Teachers at Holmes High School: Roberts &
Stephans, 145(259-260);
-- ―Envoi to Writing,‖ 239-246(433-442;
-- ―faint heart that never won the maiden;‖ 154(273n);
―And never touched the maiden either,‖ 131(242)
-- family of teasers: whoever teases, loves, 21(31), 73(120);
-- fate (Karma, Kismet), 90(171);
-- fears: Fear had a real impact on my development: I was
slow coming out of the cocoon, 72(119); see Carl‘s agoraphobia,
claustrophobia; also see at Phobias; -- of castration, 43(68),
110(205); -- fear of death (the etiology of all fears), 18(28), 59(96),
163(277), 242-244(438-440) (poem); -- fear of drowning (see
Frankie Haake and Herb Kelly); -- fear of falling in love,
158(279); --fear of girls, 131-132(242-243), 154(272-273),
156(277), 158(279-280); also see at ―girls‖ under Carl, and in the
Index; --fear of phantoms, se at ―Carl‘s childhood‖; -- fear of rats,
18-20(27-28)—also see at ―Rats,‖ and at ―Rats!; -- fear of sex,
158(279); --fear of the unknown, 188(327), 188(327)n; -- fear of
women: bigger, stronger, smarter (like Sister!), 103(193);
-- first date: Martie Harris (disastrous & shared with Vernon
―Squirrely‖ Kidwell?), 155-156(276):
-- first drink—Cognac--in a Detroit bar in 1945, 217-218(396)
-- first steps, words, etc., in my Baby Book,10(14), 10(15)n;
--friends: so many are listed in this Index & Glossary that
it would be very difficult to collect them all here; however,
see at Mathematical Friends & at Carl‘s NavyPals,
RT
(Navy Radio Technician) program, 234(425); Southside
Baptist Church, Chs. 13 & 28; also see at gratitude or love
for, or both, below.
-- Fulbright-Nato Postdoc Fellowship, 21(31), 183(318), AA;
-- ―funeral, late for his‖, 116(215); genie, 154((273);
-- ―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ poem, 242-244;(438-441);
-- G. I. Bill & U. of Kentucky, 84(161),154(272), 233(423);
gold stars for Bible studies, 86(164);
gratitude or love for, or both; see P, A, D, AA; Charley,
Ch.33, Sister, Ch.32 & 34, Mama, most Chapters, but esp. Chs.
3,4, 5, 14, 38 & 52; the Barnes, Ch. 23; our Pacucah relatives, Ch.
24; Books, Ch 30; also see Bibliography; Boyscouts, Ch. 36; Dad,
see at Dad & Dad‘s; Dick Macke, see at ―Dick‖; Eldridge, Ch.s
27 & 31-- also see at Eldridge; Frankie Haake (see at Haake); see
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-- hatred of ―knickers, hightop shoes, knee stockings &
longies;
-- hatred of male chauvinism. Male chauvinism is the belief
some men, and even sadder, some women, have that women are
inferior to men. Arrogance, like racism, isn‘t based on the facts,
but on the need by men to feel superior ignoring the facts-- the top
achievements of some women outstrip those of most men in most
endeavors. Seee e.g., Madame Curie, Helen Keller, Sonia
Kowaleski & Mary Robinson. Also see Simone de Beauvoir‘s
―The Second Sex‖ & Betty Friedan‘s ―The Feminine Mystique
-- hatred of muggers & rapists--even of our own troops
committed atrocities in wars, e.g., Mylai in Vietna & most recently
at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq. (I realize that Iraqi‘s commutted
unspeakable atrocities against our troops & their own countrymen.)
I would like to subscribe to the homily, ―To understand all is to
forgive all,‖ the way Christ forgave us for our sins, but alas, I do
not understand people who torture, rape, and live on & by
violence. ―Be good, young maid, and let who will be clever!‖ See
at Kingsley.
-- hatred of: poverty see ―The Lower Depths,‖ Ch. 7 & also
Ch. 10; also see p. 38(60) & see at Poverty elsewhere in the Index:;
-- hatred of Nazis—see at Germany, at Anne Frank, at
Primo Levy & at Holocaust;
-- hatred of obscentity—see at Navy Obscentity;
-- hatred of Racists: see at Race, Racism, & at AntiSemitism; --hatred of war—see at World War II: Casualties,
Bloodiest War & at Horrors of War.
-- hatred of inadequate housing, clothing, food,wages: The
problem lay in inadequate government control of housing based on
the ―life, libert and the pursuit of happiness‖ clause in the
Constitution. ―For better or for worse, many of my formative
years, e.g., ages 6-15 were spent in Peaselburg. From 22nd Street,
we moved to Herman Street, where we lived out our destinies for
the next 11 years in a clapboard house that was not fit to live in,
then later to 20th Street to a better house, having a bath and a
basement & finally to West 16th Street to a brick house that was
way too small--Dad believed in cheap rent, the determining factor
in all his calculations. We now call it the bottom line, 15(22-23)
— ―Heart Laid Bare‖ (The quote is from a book by
Baudelaire,‖Le Coeur Nué‖): see at ―Carl‘s gratitude, or love for;‖
-- high top shoes, Ch. 10; -- Honorable Discharge fron the
Navy, Ch. 68; --ignoance about what made people tick, 136(249);
-- ignorance: --about Anti-Semitism, 41-42(66-67) (also see
at Sexuality); -- about girls, 136249), 158(279-280); --about the
facts of life: nobody told me anything! Well, er…, Charles Kelly
tried! 136(249); What I didn‘t know could fill a
book.
(This
book?); see at ‖Facts of Life & ―Ignoramus‖ at Carl.
-- Jewish friends: my first dated back to Grade 1 in 1933:
Joy Kinsburg, 32(51) also see Elaine Seligman, a Herman Street
neighbor, & at Solomon Kinsburg;
-- Israel visit in December 1974 & January 1975: I gave
some mathematics lectures in Israel at Haifa & at Jerusalem-while traveling around; I looked up Joy but missed her, because, as
she explained later over the phone, she often stayed at the
Beersheva hospital, 172(301);
-- jobs in Cincinnati—see at ―Carl works;‖
-- lack of Oedipal feelings toward Dad, 101(190);
-- lazy bones- a modern Tom Sawyer, 80(154);
-- letters from home, Chs. 57 & 70: Mama was the everloyal, ever-loving mother, Dad, the rare letter, Sis the
dutiful, abundant correspondent, Fred the master of the
light touch, & Eldridge was, well, Eldridge, 202(368); also
letters from Frank Duff & ―Vernie‖ Neville,
-- letters to & from Joy, 201-202(368-369), Ch. 70;
-- posthumous letter to Joy: I have kept your letters divine;
Why have you not kept mine? 202(369)
-- ―little brotheritus‖ 104(195);

at Fred, at Carl & Fred, at Frank Duff & at Carl & Frank, see at
Gertrude; GI Bill, AA; Girls, Chs. 34, 40, 44, 45, 51 & 70; Glenn
Fitkin & at Jack Seibert, Ch. 59; also see at GL & at JR; see at
RT‘s, Part II, & at Captain Eddy, 233(424); Luciano Rossi, A,
Grade School:Seventh District: Grade 1A, Ch. 9; Fifth
Distrist (Brades 1B through 6), Ch. 9; -- Friends: Hershel
Begley, Mary Carpernter, Joy Kinsburg, Joan Lambert, Barry
―Rosie‖ O‘Grady, Elaine Seligman, Joan Sothard, Jimmy
Townes; & Freddy Weeks; also see Fifth District School ; -Teachers: see Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Daniel, Mrs. Alma Murphy,
Ms. Oelrich, Ms. Virginia Settle, 32-34(51-54); also see at
Russell Helmick & Neil Strother, Principals at 5-th District &
later at Holmes Highe School.
Herman Street friends, Chs. 5, 8, 18, 19, also see at Herb
Bailey, Sonny Borchers, George & Mr. Edmondson, Duke &
Frankie Haake, Charles, Herb, Rebecca, Mr. & Mrs. Kelly,
Vernon ―Squirrelly‖ Kidwell, Elaine Seligman, ―Beans‖ and
―Pee-wee‖ Pressler, Jimmy Townes & Freddy Weeks ;
Homes High School friends, Chs. 39, 44 & 45 & 165166(290-292); See at Roberta Anderson, Gus Berger, Dottie
Blank, Mary Carpenter, Jim Cobb, Bob Cox, Nedra ―Hopie:
Cummings Cecil ―Benny‖ Craig, Nedra ―Hopie‖ Cummins,
John Deering, Frank & Cline Duff, Jack Fightmaster, Howard
& Marvin Jester, Don Jones, Clarence ―Lefty‖ Harden, Martie
Harris, Joy Kinsburg (Marks), Anna Leers (Deering), Dick
Macke, Leroy ―Lee‖ Memmering, Bob Mills, La Verne
―Vernie‖ Nevill, June McCoy (Parcell), Barry ―Rosie‖
O‘Grady, Lou Elva Oldham, Mary Ann Pingel (Unkraut),
George Ries, Coralynn Seymour; Elaine Seligman (Cole),
Thelma Louise Shelton, Walter Waymeyer;--teachers, Chs 4448: See at Mssrs. Allen, Coker, Evans, Mitchell, Oertel, &
Summers; & at Mesdames: Rasch, Stephans & Moore;
-- Homes High School Year Book friends: ―Lest We
Forget:: Judging by the warm notes written there, I had a lot more
friends than I ever realized. (Not that I had any enemies that I
recall.)
-- brothers, see at Eldridge &at Fred; -- brother-in law, see
at Charles Menefee; -- daughters, see at Heidi & Cindy Faith; -daughters-in—law, Jill Dowling & Dr. Jhilam Iqbal; & Ezra‘s
partner, Simi Hoque, D; -- doctors, P, see at Blumenthal,
Guerrati, & Morris; -- Kissing Cousins, Ch. 24; -- sons, their
mother, their spouses: See Zeno, Japheth, Malachi, and Ezra
Wood; also see Molly Sullivan; -- Jesus & God, Chs. 13 & 28;
see at Jesus; Joy, see at ―Carl,‖ Carl‘s, Joy & at Carl & Joy; Joy‘s
daughter, see at Ariela Marks; Joy‘s parents, see at Kinsburgs;
Louise (Sister, Sis)—see at Sister; Luciano Rossi, who helped
Carl recover from his Bypass in 2003—see at Luciano Rossi & at
Mama to whom Carl ―owes everything,‖ and who is ―the
inspiration for all he ever did—see at Carl & at Mama & at Carl
& Mama; at Molly, wife, mother & lover; to whom Carl dedicated
his poems, see ―The Seduction of Hummingbirds: see P, D, A &
AA; also see at Molly & at Carl & Molly;
―Tiny Boo-Boo,‖ Ch. 17;
-- guarantee (Mama), 28(43); 59(97)
-- hatred of bullies: I would hate to go through life knowing
I caused pain to anyone athe way Buddy Dotson did, 29(45);
Once, as I was leaving the Covington public swimming pool, two
bullies jumped out of the bushes & rubbed my face in Limburger
cheese!
-- hatrd of brute force, corporal punishments & mental
cruelties, i.e., sadism!
-- hatred of defeat mirrored in the eyes of people, 26(40);
-- hatred of hatred. This sounds paradoxical, but in
accepting
Jesus I pledged to turn the other cheek, to be smitten
there as well, but I not & will not extend this principle to Nazis,
e.g., Hitler, or fascists, e.g,, Lenin, Stalin, Hirohito, Franco, or Mao
Tse Tung, and their butchers and blackguards.
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-- Love; also see ―Carl‘s gratitude & love‖; for Dad:
80(155); Morality aside, I had an deep, undying love for
Dad. I wanted to be like him. That saved me! 95(181); -- for
drama & dramatic readings my English teachers & actors
stirred in me, Ch. 43;
-- Love for Joy—see at Joy, at Joy‘s, & at
Carl & Joy; -- from an e-mail from ―Frosty‖ Williams on Dec.
2, 2005: ―Although, Joy had many, many friends,
e.g., June McCoy, Elaine Seligman, Cecil Craig,
Lou Elva Oldham, Dick Macke..., you are the
only one I have ever met who shared my awe at, and
reverence for this wonderful girl;‖ also see at Dick,
Elaine Seligman & Frosty Williams;
-- for Mama, ―Mama, the giver, and protector and the
inspiration for all I ever did,‖ 187(326);
-- for mathematics: I went into mathematics because I
thought that I had a lot to prove, for Mama‘s sake and for
my own. That she was he proud of the honors that I
received made it all worthwhile and fulfilled my deepest
wish; also see mu love for abstract matematics, 154(272);
also see at ―Destiny,‖ 107(200), at ―Confluence of
Mathematics & Languages‖ at Carl, 147(262) & at on Math
at Carl.
-- for movies—see ―Ah, Movies!‖ at Carl:
-- for music and musicians, e.g., Cecil Craig, Frank Duff &
Walt Waymeyer at Holmes,
110(204), R, lxviiilxix;Dizzie Gillespie, Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong,
Woody Herman &Stan Kenton (all of whom I have heard
play), 156(277)
-- for the Kinsburgs, see at Kinsburg, Joy, Solomon,
Henrietta & Vivien; -- of Joy‘s brilliance, see ―Joy‖; -- of
Joy‘s dramatic talents and persona, 146(260), 149-150(266267); for purity, 104(195), 154(273), 158(279), see at
Carl‘s ―fear of sex‖ & at ―Carl‘s‖virginity; also see ―Girls,‖
& at ―Carl‘s Puritanism;‖
-- of the well-spoken word:: ―Nothing is more beautiful than
a word fitly spoken‖—Marcus Aurelius, quoted in Harold
Arlen‘s diary. ―A word spoken in due season, how good is
it!‖—Proverbs 15:23, 145(259);
-- on virtue: He has the fault of his virtue, and the virtue of
his faults; see at Virtue & also see at De Toqueville.
-- marriage (the first), 44(70), 161(285)n, 213(388);
-- mathematical friends: see at mathematical friends.
--mathematical talent (‗prize math student‖), 148(264),
(―fastest gun‖), 154(231); -- mathematical ―destiny‖ (after
Charley fails to make a mechanic of me), 107((200)--also
see ―Carl‘s reason for pusuing math.‖
-- Navy pals, 188(327), Chs. 55 & 59
-- Medtronic Pacemaker, P, ii, iv ;
-- ―Menes, the messenger,‖ Ch. 10;
-- midnight swim with Joy—see at Carl & Joy;
-- mistakes are pointed out by everybody--The Third Child
Syndrome, 102(190);
-- movie addiction—see at ―Ah Movies!‖ at Carl;
-- Myth of Happy Childhood, 14(21);
-- naughty thoughts? I always had the feeling that Mama or
Sister were looking over my shoulder disapprovingly
when I had them (and who hasn‘t?)—I guess all
―Mama‘s Boys‖ feel this way!
-- Navy addresses on Joy‘s letters, 212(385);
-- Navy boo-boo—cuaght napping during retreat, 230(419);
-- Navy Kiss: ―I had been in the Navy amost a year and
never been kissed.,‖ whereupon she reached up and kissed
me on the lips. This inspired the poem with the poem,
―Kissing Flowers,‖ in my book ―The Seduction of
Humming birds, 224(409);

-- Navy pals, Ch. 55, Ch. 59; see at Glenn, Fitkin, at Jack
Seibert, at Claude Lynch, Jr. & at John ―Whitey‖
Sweitzer;
-- new testament Bible—see at Carl and Mama
-- nobody knows a person as well as his mother, 6(9)n;
-- nose, 101(190), 231(419-420); broken by a sucker punch
from Fred, as we struggled ovr baby Billy;
-- nose job by an Navy MD, 231(419-420);
-- pacemaker recalled along with 80,000 others made by
Medtronic pacemaker, P, iv—also see at Heart Block;
-- passivity, 95-96(180-181);
-- ―peaches and cream‖ complexion in the Navy, and seven
years later at Purdue, 189(348); see at Mama‘s Skin.
-- penicillin treatment in 1945, R, xlii, 101(189), 214 (389;
-- phantoms, R, xxxix; see at ―Carl‘s childhood‖;
-- photograph in ―Lest We Forget,‖ was selected by Ms.
Stephans who thought somebody ought to look solemn! I
always regretted choosing it, but I couldn‘t back down after
I had asked her about it--see at Stephans.
-- philosophy, 162(286), D; see ―Carl on friendship, love,
& life;‖
-- platonic love for Joy & others—I was incapable of any
other kind, 158(279);
-- pneumonia: I almost died of double pneumonia when I
was 21 months old, but I was saved by the advice of a
kindly neighbor, 4(6)
-- poem:―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ 242-244(438-440);
-- post partum blues at GreatLakes:—I cried myself
to sleep every night the first two months, and then again
when I was in the Infirmary with scarlet fever at the
Armory in Michigan
City, Indiana, 207(378)
-- ―Proust and me,‖ 113(210);
-- Puritanism: ―As far as I was concerned, girls were as pure
as the proverbial snow. In any case, this is the way I
thought of them, and I liked them better that way. My love
for Joy, indeed for all girls, was platonic in every sense of
the word, and I would have been. In this as in all th8ings
apable of any other kind because of Mama and my Baptist
faith. In this as in all things, I was being exactly what Mama
wanted me to be. I knew whose child I was, and I never
forgot that & what I owed Mama, for a minute. I bless her
memory despite the fact that she instilled in me a
great
fear of falling in love, and even beyond that, of sex. But in
any case, I was in no way prepared to accept the kind
responsibility required for a committed relation with a girl,
not to mention sex, about which I knew nothing. Beyond
that I had no profession and nothing to offer anyone in the
way of substance & wouldn‘t until I finished college,‖
158(279);
-- Puritanism & Sexual Freedom, R, lxiii;
-- punishments: we were treated like farm animals. See at
Carl and Fred & at ―My Aida,‖ Ch. 11;
-- prayers and incantations, 14(21);
-- problem (girls), 154(272-273);
-- midnight swim with Joy, & Moon Light Sonata,168(295);
-- navy addresses (on Joy‘s letters), 212(385)
-- navyy pals, A, D, ―Whitey‖ 188(327); Jack Seibert
(―JR‖) Glenn Fitkin (―GL‖) & others, Chs.55, 58
& 59;
-- ―Raggedy Ann‖ & ―Teddy Bear.‖ 94(179)
-- reason for pursuing mathematics: see at Carl‘s love for
mathematics. See at Mathematics & Mathematical Friends.
-- reply to Hollis Summers who caught him throwing a
paper wad at Holmes Jr. High: ―There‘s no future in it!‖
129-130(238); also see at Summers.
-- ribs show through my shirt in a photo; see Photographs of
the family in Part I, 26-27(40);
-- scarlet fever, R xlii, 101(189), 214(389);
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-- ―Self-withheld,‖ 211(384);
-- Senior slump, Ch. 47
-- sixteenth birthday party, 151(268)
-- ―Solomon,‖ 164(289); also see at Kinsburg.;
-- thanatopsis, 163(287), 188(326);
-- ―third child syndrome, Ch. 31, esp. 102(190), 167(294);
-- it taught me how to fit in the middle of things‖
& to cope with superior forces, 102(190),
-- ―Tom Paine,‖ see at Anderson, Roberta;
-- Uncles: Eli (Ely?), Henry, Ira, Rob, Simon, 36 (57)
-- USO & YWCA friends: see at Ray Dubin, Fred Faith,
Howard & Marvin Jester, Mary Harrison, ―Mickey‖
Faith, Bill Moorfield, & Jack Snyder; also see at YYCA
& at USO.
-- virginity, 169-170((297), 234(424); -- a liberation?
170(297); see at Sexuality; Still a virgin at 19 after a year in
the Navy,
154(284), 234(424). See at Carl‘s & Fred‘s
Virginity, at Toqueville & at Virtue of a Fault.
-- Wanderlust: ―Was it any wonder that I wander?‖
196(359)
--wet dreams, 169(296), i.e., ―starching the sheets,
190(349);
-- ―What I Owe My Mother‖ (humor): 244-245(440-441);
-- white lie—ee at Corpus Christi; -- will to believe.

lied like the Devil because Mama believed that the Dad‘s
sins had devolved on us, and that the Devil had gotten into
us at birth? (This in ―Carl‘s Baby Book!‖) --No ―boys will
be boys‖ excuses for Mama; We were treated like farm
animals at times! Although we weren‘t perfect like
Eldridge and Louise, we never thought we did anything to
anywhere near deserve the harsh punishments, 46(73)—Fred
was never able to forgive them for this—see at Saul
Bellow‘s sadiistic mother, at Wilhelm de
Kooning‘s sadistic father, 46(73);
Blue Ribbon Students (see Photographs in Part I), 21(32);
brought up right, right? 36(57)--Spare the rod, spoil the
child?
Burnished to a high shine: ―No question about it, we wre
destined for greatness! ( If that doesn‘t make you laugh,
nothing in this book will.), 21(32)
-- carmiviores, 27(40-41)
-- clodhoppers: just because we wore clodhoppers didn‘t
mean that we were ―clodhoppers,‖;36(56-57);
-- contrasts, 110(205);
-- deprived?--see Sunday Moratium, 76(124);
-- destined for greatness? 21(32);
-- filched Dad‘s Chesterfields, justifying it by claiming it
helped Dad‘s health, 96(181)--also see at
Chesterfields & at Dad.
-- finicky about veggies, 14(20), 27(41)--we used Life Buoy
soap boxes to dump food in that we couldn‘t eat!
14(20-21)
-- greatest love: Tiny Boo-Boo, Ch. 17, esp. 52(85);
-- high-tops and clodhoppers, Ch. 10
-- knickers, high top shoes, knickers, and longies, Ch. 10;
-- ―Laughter was my best weapon to defuse Fred‘s anger,
99(186)— laughter brought on by the antics of the other.
Fred did not suffer the same inhibitions (taboos on sex that I
did, 110(204)
Fred was a generous boy, not stingy like many, and able to
share what he had with others. (Er, maybe not meat
on the table!)
--―Ghosts of Yesteryear,‖ Fred and I wept inconsolably at
Dad‘s funeral, 244(441);
--Lawrencian combat, 98(184-185), 101(183), 231(418419);
-- lied like the Devil to avoid beatings, 46(73);
-- Louise‘s injury became ours, see at Louise.
-- Mama‘s babies-her last two children, 36(57);
-- meat-eaters—too fininicy to fill up on veggies, 27(41);
milk from a cow vs. milk from a botlle: Neither of us liked
milk ―from a cow‖. We didn‘t realize what we wanted was
cold milk that we were accustomed to, so Aunt Irene
winked, and said, ―next time.‖ And she did, serving it in a
real city bottle, which she had on hand, the difference being
that it was ice-cold from theice-box! She really knew how
to make boys happy, 74 (120)
-- nicknamed each other & Mama, ―Tobey,‖ or ―Tobe,‖
52(85)—see at Mary Astor.
-- pray to God,: prayers & incantations, 12(18)n; 14(21);
-- promise to be better boys, 12(18)n;
-- ―Radio Days,‖ at home, 77(127)
-- rationalize smoking Dad‘s Chesterfields, 96(181)
-- rivalry, Ch. 31;
-- Sister‘s injury & tumor from a fall, 22(32-33), her injury
became ours, 39(62)
-- sounds of our peeing was not the sweet music to other
ears as it was to ours, 15(22);
-- shined and burnished by Mama like the floors, 21(32);
-- take-off on ―To be or not to be‖: ―To beat or not to
beat,‖ 60(97-98);
-- tell-tale signs of crime, 45(72);

Carl & Benny, see at Benny; also at Cecil Craig.
Carl & Dad: ―Women adored Dad & so did I,‖ 9(14);
Dad was the fire builder & I was ―Og, Son of Fire,‖
81(156); I had undying love for Dad-- I wanted to be like
him. That saved me! 95(181) But drove Mama crazy—she
was afraid that I will be like Dad, 211(385)

Carl & Frank, also see at Frank & at Duff;
-- best of friends at High School, 151-152; in French
Club‖Entre Nous;‖ together; in photos in ―Lest We Forget;‖
165-166(290-292);
Frank calls Carl ―Fairie Faith‖ and Carl calls him
―Filthy Frank,‖ 152(269)—Duh!;
-- kicked out of Coker‘s Chem class for manic
laughter over the following remark ―Oh, I wouldn‘t say
that, P.B.,‖ 152(269)
Frank wrote in my Lest We Forget: ―Good luck
fella, You‘ll go places. I hope I go with you, (Filthy)
Frank.‖ I wrote in his: ‖ton ami‖ (your friend) Carl;
Working at United Whelan Cigar Store brought us
closer. See at United Whelan.
-- went to hear some world-famous musicians,
including Lionel ―Hambone‖ Hampton, 151(268);

Carl & Fred:
―Life is a sharing, and life is love, and a love of sharing.
Nothing is more beautiful than the love one has for one
another, for God, or the Supreme Being, and the reverence
for life,‖ from an e-mail to Fred on New Years Eve, 2005,
241(436)
―always hungry--never enough food except on feast days,‖
!26-27(41)-- There‘s nothing like hunger to sharpen the
senses. We were skin and bones,‖ 26(40);
-- A study in contrasts, 110(204-205); Although, Fred and I
were quite different, we also were much alike in many
ways, e.g., both sentimental slobs, blubbery kissers, and
given to hysterical beatings by our parents e.g., slapped
against a wall, slapped and thumped on the head, thrashed
by a switch or a razor strop, or the broad side of a butcher
knife. Willem de Kooning, the American artist was beaten
by his (Dutch) mother with a wooden shoe! And Adolf
Hitler was beaten every day by his father! These went way
beyond the adage ―Spare the rod, spoil the child,‖ and
created a barrier. No wonder we learned to lie, 46(73); We
saw eye-to-eye about the harsh punishments, 110(205)—
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-- ―Tiny Boo Boo‖ was our greatest love, ch. 17
-- treated like farm animals at times, 46(73);Although we
never could be as perfect as Eldridge and Louis were, we
never thought we deserved such harsh punishments, 46(73);
were small & to us our parents were giants like the one in
Jack and the Beanstalk, 46(73)—in this regard, see at C
hildren and Injustice.
-- what we needed in our childhood was a green light, Ch.
59
--work, Ch. 26;
-- ―Would you still love us if we landed in jail? Sure I
would! 59(97);

book, ―The Pleasures of Finding Things Out,‖ esp. Ch. 3
(Los Alamos from Below.)
Then, at the U. of Kentucky, at Purdue U. and at the
Institute for Advanced Study, I met many Jewish
mathematicians--some were my profs, e.g., my Ph. D.
adviser, Dr. Sam Perlis, and Dr. Arthur Rosenthal who
was on my Ph. D. committee--many of whom I have listed
in this Index & Glossary, at ―Jewish Mathematicians‖ and
at ―Mathematical Friends.‖
Carl & Joy, 32(51), Ch. 11, Chs. 44 ff., esp. 173(301302), Ch. 51 & Part III—also see at Joy (Kinsburg) &
Joy‘s: A good deal of this memoir is about the late Joy
Deborah Marks, née Kinsburg. We have been friends
since first grade in Fifth District School, were in a play
together in the third grade--and wouldn‘t you know?--we
became the best of friends in High School. I squired her to
the Senior Prom & we spent a moonlit June night together
with many others of our Holmes High School class of on a
moonlit lake in Ryland, a suburb of Covington. After I was
drafted, her many letters sustained me while I was in the US
Navy in 1945-1946. She was my most faithful pen pal! (No
pun intended!), A, xi
Didn‘t I say that I loved drama? If you have read Ch. 11
about ―My Aïda‖ (Joy), or when you read Chapter 44
about Joy Kinsburg‘s dramatic talents, you may well see
why I was attracted to Joy & her love of drama, which
spilled over into her everyday life and persona, 146(260)
―Where does life end and theatre begin?‖—Jean
Renoir—I certainly agree with this.
-- about ―Forever Amber,‖ 222(405);
-- Joy, Belle of the (Senior Prom) Ball--I had learned
the steps for the waltz and fox-trot, so I asserted my rights
on the dance floor, holding her in my arms, smelling her
freshly shampooed hair, but taking care not to crush the
corsage of roses (which cost a dollar back then.), 168(295)
-- Joy called out my name while undergoing electroconvulseive shock treatments in Cincinnati in 1948,
161(284), 173(302); also see at Mrs. Kinsburg—I knew
nothing about mental illness back then, except what I
learned watching the 1948 movie, ―The Snake Pit,‖
173(302)—see at Snake Pit.
--Joy was precious, like rubies and safires, while I
was more rawhide, 170(297);
--Hadassah meeting: Joy took me there in our senior
year. At the close of the meeting, someone said we will
now sing the National Anthem. I naturally thought it would
be The Star Spangle Banner. But no! They sang
Hatikvah, meaning ―hope‖ in Hebrew—it was written in
1878 & has been the Jewish National Anthem since 1897,
162(285).
-- Idealized love, 173(302), Chap. 51, Ch. 70, 210211(384); ―Eternal (& unreal) love‖ 226(412),
-- in photos in ―Lest We Forget,‖ 165-166(291-292);
-- Joy mournfully called m after visiting Joseph‘s
grave, 161- 162(285);
--Joy was precious, like rubies and safires, while
I was more rawhide, 170(297);
-- Joy‘s letters to Carl in the Navy, 201-202(368),
211(383-384), Ch. 70; Carl‘s Letter to Joy, posthumoualy,
202(369);
-- lost the intimacy and camaraderie of their grade
school and high school years, 162(285);
-- love: It gave me a thrill to be seen walking with the
tall, slim, beautiful, vivacious girl who dazzled me with her
and warmed me with her charm. But, it was not for real–
since nothing could come of it: I wasn‘t a Jew, 174(304);
Joy‘s Zionism was something that had to be shared with
another Zionist, while I was a devout Baptist, 227(414); I

Carl‘s & Fred‘s: Baby Book, 6(9)n; also see at

Carl

Carl‘s Baby Book; Bonds:There are no bonds stronger than
siblings, or people who shared poverty or adversity, as
many who lived through the Great Depression and World
War II know, 110(205); -- ―Call of the Wild, The‖ 45(72);
Carl‘s cool, Fred‘s anger, 469(73);
-- crooked little fingers, 6(9);
Crime?— ―we were boys,‖ 55(89); -- dirtiest words: booger,
snot, uhh, pee! (Uhh instead of shit); ―Harry Nose & His
Three Boogers‖ was a favorite gag-name for a combo. Back
then it was non-existent, but not after the 60s, and even
later. See at Punk music (if that is music).
Feast-day food: southern fried chicken, corn pone, hush
puppies, hominy grits, and biscuits & gravy; also see
Chicken at the Faith‘s & at Faith Family Food; ―boomboom‖ beans, meat loaf, potatoes, gravy and slaw,
okra,green beans, spinach, and corn, corn bread, 14(20-21);
also see snacks below.
―greatest love‖–Tiny Boo Boo, Ch. 17;
―greatest summer--in Paducah‖ Ch. 24, 106(198);
guarantee:Mama,28(43). 59(97); see at Mama‘s guarantee;
-- Lawrencian combat, 98(184-185), 101(190);
-- love for: dogs, Ch. 17, each other, 110(205); Mama,
12(18)n; Sister, 39(62; Tiny Boo-boo, Ch. 17
-- lying like the devil incarnate, 46(73);
-- prayers and incantations, 14(21);
-- sins? We were boys, 55(87); ―We were born, see?‖ Ch. 2;
-- snacks: baloney and mustard sandwiches, crackers
(saltines & Graham), milk, peanut butter apples,
sardines packed in mustard, 14(20);
-- ―telltale signs of crime,‖ 46(72);
-- truants & recidivists, ,‖ 55-56(89-90); Virginity, see at
Carl‘s, and at Freds‘s.
and Jews: My interest in Jews initially came from
reading the Old Testament—about ―the People of the
Bible‖!--along with the New Testament--at South Side
Baptist Sunday School in Covington, KY, where I grew up.
Then, too, one of my earliest childhood friends, Joy
Deborah Kinsburg, was Jewish, and we were even closer
friends at Holmes High School, whereJoy alerted me to the
Holocaust in WW II. And, since she was a Zionist, I became
interested in the history and fate of Jewish people.
Joy was my most faithful correspondent while I
served in the US Navy, 1945-19460—no pun intended! In
addition to Joy‘s brilliance in high school (see at Joy in Part
I, or at Carl and Joy below at Joy)
In addition, I was impressed by the many
contributions to winning WW II made by Jews, many of
whom, but not all, came to USA as ―Exiles from Hitler‖ &
in the ―Intellectual Migration,‖ e.g., Albert Einstein (a
German Jew) and Leo Szilard (Hungarian Jew) who
persuaded FDR to make the Atomic Bomb before the
Germans did! (Richard Feynman gives a marvelous
description of the frenetic work of not only making the Abomb at Las Alamos and his being one of the few people
who actually saw it explode at Alamogordo—its in his
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was unable to tell Joy my love for her—I never let on how
much I loved her, 210-211(384); I never proposed because I
unable to start or support a family, and the gulf, the abyss,
that divided us: Baptist and Zionist, 211(384); ―Human
beings have this perennial, ancient fault of not
understanding each other, of not communicating with each
other‖…we had that fault in spades, 211(384)--see at
―Umbertto D.; In the final analysis, we were best of friends,
yet I never told Joy how much my hatred of the war and at
the Holocaust I owed to her, 162(285); Joy‘s Goodbye in
Eden Park in Cincinnati & her wish for our love to be
―eternal,‖ 226(412); ―To Have and to Have Not‖-describes our love, 173(302): Like ―K.‖ in Kafka's ―The
Castle,‖ I might have been able to walk through the door
that Joy hid behind, but I first had to open it. It was not
locked. Or was it? Joy wrote: ―Love, Luck, and God
Bless You, Carl—Joy‖ beside her photo in my copy of
―Lest We Forget;‖
-- ―neither of us could tell the other what we needed
to know--what we needed was a machine like the one
that broke the German code called the Enigma,
211(384)
-- met in First Grade at Fifth Dist. School, 32(51) &
friends ever since.
-- Moonlight Sonata au Clair de Lune: Senior Prom
& midnight swim, 168(294-295)—also see at Jim Cobb;
-- telephone calls, 162(285), 172-173(301-302);
-- trust in each othe & Hadassah meeting, 162(286);
-- went to Taft Auditorium, in Cincinnati, to see an
opera, I don‘t rememberlany arias! 173(302), Ch. 64;
--―What part of ‗No‘ don‘t you understand?‖ With
me, obviously none of it! 227(414)—see at Rita Rudner.
--―What we needed was a machine like the one that
broke the German code machine, The Enigma,‖ 211(384
Once when I mentioned Richard Schlater, the
Provost at Rutgers U., who moved to U. Cincinnati, Joy
exclaimed: ―Why he‘s my Uncle Dick!‖ –see at Schlater.
-- (Joy) wept on HHS campus about the holocaust …
No doubt she would have wept over the A-Bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but I was not with her in August
1945, nor did she ever broach the subject with me when I
did meet her on leave after Boot Camp, I believe that
sharing Joy's sadness at the Holocaust, way before anyone
had named it that, was the single greatest learning
experience of my life. It made me see once and for all the
greatness of human being and the dominance of human love
relationships & emotion over formal education or religion.
It was left with an ineffable sadness that Joy did not feel this
way too, 160-161(283-284); (After her electroconvulsive
shock treatments) we continued to talk to each other by
telephone, especially on birthdays, until about 1998 when
she became ill without my knowing about it. It makes me
sad, because now I can never tell Joy. Joy died on August
16, 2003 in her beloved city of Jerusalem, 162(285); also we
are in Infomal Class Photos, 166(293)—see ,at these in
Photos in Part II; also see ―Carl‘s‖, resp. ―Joy‘s also see
―Carl‘s;‖ resp. ―Joy‘s.‖
Carl, Glenn & Jack,see at ―CC,‖ at ―GL―JR,‖ &
at ―GL & JR.‖

at her side & most frequently with my arms
around her neck. In this I am reminded of a New
York joke about a mother, who when admonished
for her son's excessive devotion, retorted ―Oedipus
Schmoedipus, what does it matter as long as a son loves his
mother?‖ And vice versa!
―Love is a chain whereby to bind a child to
his
parents‖—Abe Lincoln, 12(18)n;
Mania, people will say, and mania, or hysteria,
maybe it was. The coin was two sided: depression
followed by manic laughter. Children never sorted
out
emotions this way. I was glad to see them happy and I
suffered when they cried, 12(18)
I felt the tiny New Testament Mama pressed into my hands
as we kissed goodbye at the streetcar stop. It was the second Bible
she had given me since kindergarten, and she asked me to wear it
over my heart-- she had read that one had stopped a bullet and
saved a soldier's life, I broke down and cried--why do mothers
mean so much to their sons? And Mama cried and cried--why do
sons mean so much to their mothers? 187-188(326);
-- homesick in the Navy: I wanted to hear Mama call my
name, 204(373 )--also see at Navy (Navy Life is Better Than No
Life at All), 203(372)),
-- respected Mama and Sister for their sacrifices for the the
good of the family, 84(161);
Professor Mama was my best teacher, 128(235); was Mama
a ―Jewish Mother:?, A, xii-xiii; also at Mama & at Mama‘s. What
did I ever do for Mama? Well, …er…I made her very happy with
my studies, 104((194)

Carl & Molly share a genetic trait: crooked little
fingers, 11(14); -- we were early beneficiaries of
penicillin…both in 1945, R, xliii, 101(189),214(389);
―Carl is a bit of a ‗Jewish father,‘ and Molly is a
‗Jewish mother,‘‖A, xvii; Molly‘s two previous husbands
had been Jewish, so I thereby became the ―standard-bearer‖
for Christendom! 171(300); Nevertheless, are we ―Jewish
Parents?‖ A, xiii; Acknowledgment is due my sweetheart
and joy, Molly, for whom, as Heidi wrote in an e-mail
spring 2003, my ―love for Molly … is bottomless.‖
Children are so perceptive! But words cannot
express the loyalty, passion, compassion & the happy
years Molly has shared with me. I also owe her much for
her proof- reading the book on the computer & for her
unflagging encouragement, A, xvi; I wrote a bit about
our romance in Part II of ―Rings and Things;‖ also see at
Poobhalin Pillay.
Starting with the Conference in Ring Theory at
Barcelona in February 1986, Molly & I traveled to Europe
(Barcelona, Spain, Italy, France, Switzerland, Germany,
England & Ireland every summer throught 1998. (We were
fortunate to have seen the famous Mona Lisa & both
Venuse--see at & at Leonardo & at Venus--& many of the
other great works of art in these countries.
Why did we stop going to Europe. Hmmm. Molly‘s
knees became such a problem. Furthermore, we, &
everyone else we knew that went to Spain have been
mugged & robbed several times by pickpockets & we no
longer could out run them!

Carl & Sister: ―Bigger, smarter, stronger,‖Ch.32;

Carl & Mama: I was close to Carl Mama-both emotionally & physically. I never left her

―There were times that had Hell offered itself, I would
have accepted in order to avoid Sister‘s Christian
evangelism, 102(190-191); I never doubted Sis would get
what she wanted on the outside, since she always got what
she wanted at home!‖ 104(195); ―Did I want to be a girl like
Sister whom both Fred and I adored?; Sister gave my
sixteenth birthday party, 151(268); Sister‘s injury & tumor
from a fall, 22(32-33)--became ours, 39(62); also at Sister,

overnight until I was in my middle teens (Boy Scout
hiking) & late teens (Boys' State) and when I did I
cried and cried & she cried and cried. I never once
left Mama at any time without sobbing: I simply
could not bear to leave this great, good woman that
nobody understood but everyone desperately loved,
12(18); In almost every group photograph I am
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at Sister‘s (e.g., at Sister‘s apprenticeship on our ―Bods‖),
at Mama & Sister, at Carl & at Carl‘s;
Carl & ―Whitey‖ Sweitzer were inducted into the
Navy, 165(290), 195(357); We were the only 2 of 41 in
Northern Kentucky to pass the Eddy R.T. Test,
195(357); we rode the train together from Cincinnati to
Great Lakes, 188(327); -- companions on shore
leaves, 205(375): By a quirk of railroad logic, the train
bound for Chicago, carrying my new pal, ―Whitey‖
Sweitzer, and me, traveled along the Ohio River just
opposite my birthplace. I could see the entire waterfront
of Covington stretched out from the Suspensiion Bridge all
the way along the River Road we were paralleling. I poked
Whitey, pointing across the Ohio River to Fifth Stret in
Covington,,― I was born right over there!‖ Whitey said,
―Yeah?‖ and I said, ―Yeah.‖ 188(327)

-- encouraged Carl to get as much education as can,
―because they can‘t take that away!‖ 6(9);
―Cleanliness is next to Godliness,‖ Ch. 6
ever-loyal, ever-loving, 202(368)
―giver, protector, & the inspiration for all I ever did,‖
187(326)
-- gave me a New Testament Bible to put in my shirt pocket
the day I left to the Navy, because she heard how it stopped
a bullet & saved a soldier‘s life, 72(326)
-- intransigent? 12(17);
-- inspiration for all I ever did & hence my best teacher,
187(326); also see at ―Master Builder‖ below;
-- irresistible force, Ch. 12; ―Jewish Mother?‖ A, xlvi-xlvii;
--― Jewish Mother‖—did everything to endourage me & she
saved every newspaper clipping about me, A, xii-xiii
-- kept everybody at arm's length and farther! 69(123); yet
paradoxically needed friends, ibid.
-- killjoy, 12(17-18); --lived our her days at Ida Spence
Homes on Covington Hill, Ch. 20;
-- ―Look but don=t touch,‖ advice I took seriously, but
made me a ―bottled up
boy‖—see at Carl
-- ―Master Builder‖ 85(161);
-- ―Mother of Beauty?‖ Ch. 6; Mother , May I Go…? Ch.12;
-- nicknamed ―Kick‖ by Uncle Tom, 9(14), 73(120);
-- ―not born yesterday,‖ 45(72);
-- no saint, living saint, 46(72):
-- ―not born yesterday,‖ 46(72);
-- on girls: ―look but don‘t touch.!‖—she thought that girls
were out to get married, 110(205)--advice based on
her own experience?
-- on living to a old age: after her stroke and other
health problems she said she no long wanted to live
to a ripe old age. And she didn‘t—she died on June
19, 1964, just 13 days after her 69-th birthday, at St.
Elizabeth Hospital in Covington. She had slipped into
a coma after another stroke, and we never had a
chance to say Goodbye. This upset us, Fred, Louise
and me, who had been waitin att the hospital hoping
that she would regain consciousness. We were there
when Dad died Feb. 11, 1952 in Cincicinati‘s
General Hospital—it‘s a sad, sad time of our lives.
-- overanxious, 49(80); -- reads, 94-95(180)
paints, she had a rage for red, Ch. 6;
-- ―passionate, was nothing if not,‖ 211(385);
-- ―Pets are pests,‖ 51(83);
-- ―pimps‖ for Fred at South Side—see at Fred‘s ―Viginity‖
reads to us, 95(181);
saleswoman at Parisian Dept. Store, & at the
old Car Barn, 84(161);
scrubbed and shined us like she did the floors, 21(33)
siren ? (chases Dad?) 18(23)
―sleep tight, and don‘t let the bedbugs bite,‖ 14(21);
―Spare the rod, spoil the child:‖ Mama believed in this to
the nth degree! 37(58);
-- stews prunes—says they keep her regular;
--the sun which the family revolved, P, v;
-- took pride in her home, and her family, 21(31), 22(33);
―too much studying will drive you crazy, CarL‖ (―It was a
short drive, Mama!‖), 99(186);
―tough cookie,‖ 12(17);
worked as an extra at Christmas at Parisian to save money to
buy us presents, 84(161);
―smoking cigarettes is burning up money,‖ said often;
virtuous but no paragon, 11(17)
waxed everything, 21(31-32);
―What I Owe My Mother‖ (humor), 244-245(440-441);
Seriously, I owed her ―everything‖—see e.g., at Carl‘s
Puritanism

Mama (Vila Belle Foster Faith),A; also see at
Faith & at Dad and Mama.
―— a boy should have respect for his own future‖—a quote
in a Clifford Odets play that Mama could‘ve said,
Ch. 14;
-- ―absolute in my life,‖ 59(97);
-- advise to Carl: ―Get as much education as you can,
becausethey can‘t take that away from you‖—her
response to the Great Depression, & the closing of
the banks, 6(9) (she kept her money under the
martress & in various purses hidden aroungd the
hous—I found several thousand dollars that way
after she died!)
-- a good woman who nobody understood but everybody
desperately loved, 12(18)
-- afraid that I will be like Dad, 211(385)--against school
athletics: Mama did not want to risk
having her
children get their teeth knocked out (a fate worse than
death!) or a leg broken (―and remain a cripple,
limping around all our life‖) or a concussion (―and
live like a vegetable‖), and a long list of avoidable
horrors. Actually some athletes even died, but she
never emphasized this--some things are worse than
death--besides, we had no money to pay doctor bills,
148(263)
-- and Dad, Ch. 3--the ―Yin and the Yang‖ 10(15); also see
at Dad &Mama;
-- as a killjoy, 12(17-18);
―Aunt Vila‖ (to Gertrude), Ch. 23;
--a woman of enormous strength, physical, mental, and
spiritual, Ch. 4
-- ―Beauty is as Beauty does,‖ A;
-- bed-rock integrity in everything; she was a solid piece,
not fragmented the way moderns are, 84(161);
-- believed in my purity, 114, 154, 158(279) 169; but at my
birt evidently did not believe in it! 217(397);(see at
―Carl‘s Baby Book‖);
-- believed that Dad‘s sins would devolved on us, 217(397)-- believed the Devil had gotten into us, 217(397) (no ― boys
will be boys‖ excuses for Mama); 217(397)
-- born in Paducah, June 6, 1895, 2;
-- built on a large scale 9(13), 14(22);
-- burnished us to a high shine, Ch. 6;
-- cans fruits and veggies, 61(100)
-- ―Carl, eat your spinach, Popeye does,‖ 96(182); -- ―Old
Messer,‖ frequently with truth! -- you don‘t have the brains
you ought to have been born with!‖ ; -- you‘re nothing but a
smart-Aleck;‖ -- you‘ll be late for your own funeral,‖ Ch.14
, 116(215);
-- cried when we locked up the house for a vacation,
sobbing ―I may never see it again!‖ 12(18)
-- didn‘t understand boys, 14(21);
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-- ―shroud, white, white‖ (in a poem), 243(439)
--size (weight), 9(13), 14(22);
-- ―sly promises impossible,‖ 243(439);
--skin: Mama had beautiful, soft skin that was the envy of
everyone. She applied Jergens Lotion to it. I
disliked the almond smell of it--see at ―Carl‘s
Peaches and Cream Complexion‖ & at Winchell;
-- ―snuggies 36(56);
-- ―enormous strength, Ch.3;
-- strictures about girls, Ch. 34; ―Mama‘s strictness on the
subject of girls probably had more influence on me
(for good or bad I cannot say) than on practically
any other subject: ‗Treat every girl as if she were
your sister‘ was Mama‘s dictum. And I did!‖
-- taboo on ―Cowboys and Indians,‖ 65(108);
-- terrarium (we lived in), 24(32); toga (in a poem becomes
a shroud—see below), 243(438);
-- view of the world: hard work, 22(33);
-- virtuous but no paragon, 11(17);
-- waxes evertrything to a high shine, 21(31-32);
-- worries, 49-50(80-81)
-- ―white, white, shroud‖ (in a poem), 243(439)

Mama‘s: altruism, 84(161); -- arthritis (―arthur-itis‖) 19(29);
-- babies (Carl & Fred), 36(57); see at Carl‘s Baby Book
at Carls‘ in Part II of this Index & Glossary.
-- bigotry about Catholics, 44(69),227(413), but never about
Joy, or Jews, 44(69), 227(413);
-- boy (me), 97(183-184), Benny & me, 151(267);
-- boy, aren‘t we all?‖ 151(267); -- child, 12(18), 158 (279);
-- bloomers and corsets,35-36(56);
-- compulsions—to paint, to clean, 24(32);
-- corsets had to be laced & I had to do it after Sis left.
-- creative powers, 25(33);
-- darlings (Eldridge & Sister), 111(205);
-- discipline, harsh, 46;-- dilike of pets, 51;
-- dream-child (Eldridge), 83(159); 98(185);
-- energy, 22(33-34);
-- favorite child (Eldridge)), 98(185);
-- fertile mind: see at Carl‘s Chores;
-- friends showered her with gifts when she was ill, 69(123);
-- gallbladder operation, 225(412);
-- glass eye—see at Mama‘s meningitis below;
-- guarantee: ―No child of mine is going to jail as long as
there‘s breath in my body!‖ And you know, I
believed her!‖ 28(43), 59(97); ―Would you still love
us if we landed in jail? Sure I would! 59(97);
-- happy times, 12(18); -- hatred of dirt, Ch. 6; see at
Mama‘s Lady Macbeth complex;
-- hatred of bullies, ironically, 46(72);
-- hatred of railroads, Ch. 16;
-- Lady MacBeth Complex, 21(32);
-- letters, Ch. 57, 211(384);
-- love, 59(97), 187-188(326-327), Ch. 57, 211(384);
-- of beauty, Ch. 6, of family, see at Mama‘s
religion; -- of housework, 21-22 (31-32)--housework
as purification, Ch. 6, esp. 22(32-33); -- of tradition:
―If it was good enough for
Grandma, then it‘s
good enough for me,‖ 36(57);
--lovingest letters ended with lots of 0‘s & X‘s, 211(384-5);
-- mania, or hysteria,12(18)—see at Carl & Mama;
-- marriage to Dad, see at Dad & Mama;
-- Puritanism & mine, R, lxiiii, 75(123);
-- meningitis to which Mama lost an eye: she had a glass e
eye but Fred & I didn‘t know it until one day I found
a spare in
a dresser drawer. It was one of the
family‘s deepest, darkest & best-kept secrets. I realized
after I wrote this book that I mentioned she lost an eye, but
not the glass eye! 65(122) (Freudian repression?)
The
missing eye caused her to turn her good eye to one side to
look at things, a mannerism that I mimicked without
knowing the awful reason for it. See at Parents & Children.
-- mental illness? need for Prozac? 12(18);
-- nickname, ―Kick,‖ given by Uncle Tom—I imagine he
was justified! 9(14), 70(115), 73(120);
-- No-Nos & prohibitions, guns of any kind, e.g., BB guns,
and wearing our baseball caps backwards, 45(71-72),
Chs. 14-16 & Chs.18-19, 148(263), 154(263), ―Look
but don‘t touch
(girls)‖—said many times! R,
lxiii;
-- pets are pests! & she got rid of Rex, Ch. 17; also see at
Olympic Golds;
-- pearls, e.g., epigrams to me, Ch. 14
-- pride in her children, A, xii-xiii; ―No question about it, we
were destined for greatness! ( If that doesn‘t make
you laugh, nothing in this book will), 21(32)
-- religion: Mama‘s feeling for & attachment to the family
was a form of religion & not a result of religion, if by
religion you mean what is dearest, deepest, and most sacred
in your life & what you would gladly die for rather than
give up, betray or abandon;

Mama & Sister: as close a daughter & mother
could be,104(195);
--teetotaler
Puritans;
crocheted,embroidered & made their own dresses on
the Singer, 65(107)—and yes, using
Siplicity
Patterns!;
family ―saints,‖ 98(185); wept (or
worse) from laughing, 12(18); worked to make a
better life
for us, 84; I had two domineering
mothers—Mama and Sis! 103(193-194)—also see at
―It‘s the mother, stupid!‖

Marston Morse was born in Waterville, Maine in
1892. He received his Ph.D. from Harvard in 1917, and one
year later, he received a medal (―Croix de Guerre‖) with a
silver star for serving in the American Expeditionary
Services in WW I. Other honors include the Meritorious
Service U. S.
Army Ordinance Award 1944, National
Medal of Science 1964, Chevalley, Legion of Honor 1952
and twenty honorary doctortes, including Paris ‘46, Pisa
‘48, Vienna ‘52, Rennes ‘53, Maryland ‘55, Notre Dame
‘56, and Harvard ‘65. He was a joint winner of the
Bocher Prize in 1933, and the next year was the
Colloquium Lecturer of the American Mathematical Society
on ―Calculus of Variations in the Large‖. Marston was
President of the American Mathematical Society in 1941–
43. Was there
ever a more honored American
mathematician?
I didn't suppose there could be any mathematician
who had not heard of Morse Theory, nor not had an inkling
of what Morse Theory is about, yet incredibly, one visitor to
the Institute asked Marston what field he worked in. Taken a
back, Marston blurted out ―Why, my theory!‖
Another time Marston asked what Bourbaki—a
consortium of writers--was writing about. When told
―Foundations,‖ Marston retorted, ―Always the foundation,
never the Cathedral!‖
When I gave Marston a complimentary copy of my
Springer Verlag Algebra, after some time, he remarked at l
unch ―Carl, I don't know what your book is about, but you
go to great lengths in it!‖ To be honest, Morse was not the
only professor at the Institute who did not share my
enthusiasm for ―Categories, Rings, and Modules‖ (the
subtitle).
Another professor there (Armand Borel) once
ridiculed category theory, again at lunch, as ―abstract
general nonsense‖ (a familiar epithet); yet years later he
gave a lecture at a Rutgers U.Colloquium that was devoted
to characterizing all categorical epimorphisms in the
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Descended from an attendant of Marie Antoinette, she came
from a family of renowned beauties who left their mark on
Victorian society as models for Pre-Raphaelite artists and
early photographers. Supplementing these influences was
the immense library at the Stephens' house, from which
Virginia and Vanessa (unlike their brothers, who were
formally educated) were taught the classics and English
literature.

concrete category in which he worked. (I have a witness of
impeccable character who heard the epithet and one can
verify the conversion to category theory by reading the
paper!)
These make great stories, even if they were
apocryphal, like Thomas Hardy‘s reply to the question:
What is the secret of your success? ―Longevity!‖ was the
retort. (Isn‘t longevity itself a success of a kind?)
Marston‘s Disbelief in Lectures: In my second year
at the Institute, I noticed that Marston never attended the
lectures that members and sporadic visitors gave. Out of
curiosity I asked him why, and he replied, ―Carl, I can get
more out of reading a paper in five minutes than I can in an
hour‘s lecture.‖ This puzzled me because few lecturers
passed out their notes, and in any case Xerox was not yet
available to the members back then. Furthermore, I was still
addicted to my student day‘s habit of taking notes verbatim
for careful reading later. Then too there were social aspects
of listening to others that I was in no position to ﬂout—
another way of saying that Marston could!
Marston and Louise Marstonexempliﬁed the
democratic principle of the Institute. They were delightful
people to talk to, and they opened their home to visitors &
members for parties that filled their enormous house and
garden on Battle Road, near Institute for Advanced Study-excerpt from Part II (Snapshots of Mathematical People and
Places) of Rings and Things

According to Woolf's memoirs, her most vivid childhood
memories, however, were not of London but of St Ives in
Cornwall, where the family spent every summer until 1895.
The Stephens' summer home, Talland House, looked out
over Porthminster Bay, and is still standing today, though
somewhat altered. Memories of these family holidays and
impressions of the landscape, especially the Godrevy
Lighthouse, informed the fiction Woolf wrote in later years,
most notably To the Lighthouse.
The sudden death of her mother in 1895, when Virginia was
13, and that of her half-sister Stella two years later, led to
the first of Virginia's several nervous breakdowns. The
death of her father in 1904 provoked her most alarming
collapse and she was briefly institutionalised.[citation needed]
Her breakdowns and subsequent recurring depressive
periods, modern scholars (including her nephew and
biographer, Quentin Bell) have suggested,[3] were also
influenced by the sexual abuse she and Vanessa were
subjected to by their half-brothers George and Gerald
Duckworth (which Woolf recalls in her autobiographical
essays A Sketch of the Past and 22 Hyde Park Gate).

Woolf, Virginia (née Adeline Virginia Stephen, 25
January 1882 – 28 March 1941) was an English novelist,
essayist, lettrist, publisher, and writer of short stories,
regarded as one of the foremost modernist literary figures
of the twentieth century.
During the interwar period, Woolf was a significant figure in
London literary society and a member of the Bloomsbury
Group. Her most famous works include the novels Mrs
Dalloway (1925), To the Lighthouse (1927) and Orlando
(1928), and the book-length essay A Room of One's Own
(1929), with its famous dictum, "A woman must have money
and a room of her own if she is to write fiction."
[edit] Biography

Throughout her life, Woolf was plagued by periodic mood
swings and associated illnesses. Though this instability
often affected her social life, her literary productivity
continued with few breaks until her suicide.
[edit] Bloomsbury

Early life
After the death of their father and Virginia's second nervous
breakdown, Vanessa and Adrian sold 22 Hyde Park Gate
and bought a house at 46 Gordon Square in Bloomsbury.

Virginia Woolf was born Adeline Virginia Stephen in London in
1882. Her mother, a famous beauty, Julia Prinsep Stephen (born
Jackson) (1846–1895), was born in India to Dr. John and Maria
Pattle Jackson and later moved to England with her mother, where
she served as a model for Pre-Raphaelite painters such as Edward
Burne-Jones.[1]. Her father, Sir Leslie Stephen, was a notable
author, critic and mountaineer.[2] The young Virginia was educated
by her parents in their literate and well-connected household at 22
Hyde Park Gate, Kensington. Her parents had each been married
previously and been widowed, and, consequently, the household
contained the children of three marriages. Julia had three children
from her first husband, Herbert Duckworth: George Duckworth
(1868–1934), Stella Duckworth (1869–1897), and Gerald
Duckworth (1870–1937). Leslie had one daughter from his first
wife, Minny Thackeray: Laura Makepeace Stephen (1870–1945),
who was declared mentally disabled and lived with the family until
she was institutionalised in 1891. Leslie and Julia had four children
together: Vanessa Stephen (1879–1961), Thoby Stephen (1880–
1906), Virginia, and Adrian Stephen (1883–1948).

Following studies at King's College, Cambridge,[4] and
King's College London, Woolf came to know Lytton
Strachey, Clive Bell, Rupert Brooke, Saxon Sydney-Turner,
Duncan Grant, and Leonard Woolf, who together formed the
nucleus of the intellectual circle known as the Bloomsbury
Group. Several members of the group attained notoriety in
1910 with the Dreadnought hoax, which Virginia participated
in disguised as a male Abyssinian royal. Her complete 1940
talk on the Hoax has recently been discovered and is
published in the memoirs collected in the expanded edition
of The Platform of Time (2008).
Virginia Stephen married writer Leonard Woolf in 1912,
referring to him during their engagement as a "penniless
Jew." The couple shared a close bond; in 1937, Woolf wrote
in her diary: "―Love-making — after 25 years can’t bear to
be separate ... you see it is enormous pleasure being
wanted: a wife. And our marriage so complete.‖" The two
also collaborated professionally, in 1917 founding the
Hogarth Press, which subsequently published Virginia's
novels along with works by T.S. Eliot, Laurens van der Post,
and others.[5] The ethos of the Bloomsbury group
discouraged sexual exclusivity, and in 1922, Virginia met the
writer and gardener Vita Sackville-West, wife of Harold

Sir Leslie Stephen's eminence as an editor, critic, and
biographer, and his connection to William Thackeray (he
was the widower of Thackeray's youngest daughter), meant
that his children were raised in an environment filled with
the influences of Victorian literary society. Henry James,
George Henry Lewes, Julia Margaret Cameron (an aunt of
Julia Stephen), and James Russell Lowell, who was made
Virginia's honorary godfather, were among the visitors to
the house. Julia Stephen was equally well connected.
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Nicolson. After a tentative start, they began a sexual
relationship that lasted through most of the 1920s.[6] In 1928,
Woolf presented Sackville-West with Orlando, a fantastical
biography in which the eponymous hero's life spans three
centuries and both genders. It has been called by Nigel
Nicolson, Vita Sackville-West's son, "the longest and most
charming love letter in literature."[6] After their affair ended,
the two women remained friends until Woolf's death in 1941.
Virginia Woolf also remained close to her surviving siblings,
Adrian and Vanessa; Thoby had died of an illness at the age
of 26.

My wife's such a bad cook, the dog begs for Alka-Seltzer.
My wife is such a bad cook, in my house we pray after the meal.
My wife likes to talk on the phone during sex; she called me
from Chicago last night.
Last night my wife met me at the front door. She was wearing a
sexy negligee. The only trouble was, she was coming home.

V1 Flying bomb and V2 Rocket attacks on London
between June 13, 1944 and March 1945 were the last great
challenge of World War II that the people of London were to face.
2419 V1's, otherwise known as Doodlebugs, were to wreak chaos
and carnage. Later over 500 of Hitler's Rockets, the V2, were to
strike. In total appx. 8938 died 25,000 seriously injured, many
maimed for life. The major disasters such as the Guards Chapel,
Aldwych,New Cross Woolworths,Hughes Mansions and
Lewisham Market are well documented. There are, however
countless domestic tragedies where people died in their own
homes, were grievously injured, lost loved ones, or suffered the
loss of all they owned. Over 2,000 British and US Airmen lost
their lives attacking the Flying bomb and Rocket sites. Without
their sacrifice the death toll in London and the South East would
have been much much higher. They saved London from far worse
levels of destruction and also saved tens of thousands of lives. The
original plan by the Luftwaffe was to fire 200 flying bombs an
HOUR at the capital. Because of the efforts of the allies, the
maximum achieved was about 200 a day. The V1 Flying bombs (or
Doodlebugs ) were the forerunner of the modern cruise missile. A
small, jet powered pilot- less plane that flew low at 350mph
before delivering its 1 tonne warhead on to London. The V2
Rocket, was the first ballistic missile and the forerunner of the
technology that put men on the moon. Both of these weapons
caused death,serious injury,fear and large scale material
destruction. Fortunately the last V weapon V3 was never fired.
This was destroyed by the 617 squadron before it could be used

[edit] Suicide
After completing the manuscript of her last (posthumously
published) novel, Between the Acts, Woolf fell victim to a
depression similar to that which she had earlier
experienced. The onset of World War II, the destruction of
her London home during the Blitz, and the cool reception
given to her biography of her late friend Roger Fry all
worsened her condition until she was unable to work.

On 28 March 1941, Woolf committed suicide. She put
on her overcoat, filled its pockets with stones, then walked
into the River Ouse near her home and drowned herself.
Woolf's body was not found until 18 April. Her husband
buried her cremated remains under a tree in the garden of
their house in Rodmell, Sussex.
In her last note to her husband she wrote: I feel certain that
I am going mad again. I feel we can't go through another of those
terrible times. And I shan't recover this time. I begin to hear voices, and
I can't concentrate. So I am doing what seems the best thing to do. You
have given me the greatest possible happiness. You have been in every
way all that anyone could be. I don't think two people could have been
happier 'til this terrible disease came. I can't fight any longer. I know
that I am spoiling your life, that without me you could work. And you
will I know. You see I can't even write this properly. I can't read. What
I want to say is I owe all the happiness of my life to you. You have
been entirely patient with me and incredibly good. I want to say that —
everybody knows it. If anybody could have saved me it would have
been you. Everything has gone from me but the certainty of your
goodness. I can't go on spoiling your life any longer. I don't think two
people could have been happier than we have been. V.

against London--http://www.flyingbombsandrockets.com/

Dangerfield One- and Two-Liners ..
Sex and the Single Girl.
A girl phoned me and said, ―Come on over. There's nobody
home.‖ I went over. Nobody was home.
A hooker once told me she had a headache.
I went to a massage parlor. It was self service.
If it weren't for pickpockets, I'd have no sex life at all.
I was making love to this girl and she started crying. I said,
―Are you going to hate yourself in the morning?‖
She said, ―No, I hate myself now.‖
I knew a girl so ugly that she was known as a two-bagger. That's
when you put a bag over your head in case the bag over her
head comes off.
I knew a girl so ugly, they use her in prisons to cure sex offenders.
The other day I came home and a guy was jogging, naked. I asked
him why. He said, ―Because you came home early.‖
I know I'm not sexy. When I put my underwear on I can hear
the Fruit-of-the-Loom guys giggling.
Take My Wife... Please! (That's Henny Youngman one-liner I
borrowed for this section.)
My wife is such a bad cook, if we leave dental floss in the
kitchen the roaches hang themselves.
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